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280
Arnel Aguinaldo: Segmental components of induced velocity and power of a pitched baseball in collegiate baseball players 281
Wendi Weimar: Proximal to Distal Sequence is Predicted by the Fibonacci Sequence
282
Michael Rose: Using IMUs to Quantify Throw Counts and Intensities in Youth Baseball Players
283
Andrew Oliver: Effect of Real-Time Feedback on Baseball Pitching Mechanics Using Inertial Measurement Units
284
Andrew Bryan: Utilizing Kinematic Motion Capture Data to Visually Improve Lower Extremity Mechanics of a Pitching
Motion
285
Quinn Guzman: Biomechanical Effects Of The Draw Shot Golf Swing
286
Stephen Cain: A Comparison of Filtering Techniques applied to Baseball Pitching Data
287
Christopher Wendt: Comparison of Hip Biomechanics During a Half and Full Golf Swing in Male Amateur Golfers
288

Teaching and Outreach
15 Brian Wallace: Problem-based learning improves student learning in undergraduate biomechanics
28 Kayt Frisch: Teaching Undergraduate Biomechanics using Project Based Learning: A Case Study
228 Scott Monfort: The Impact of National Biomechanics Day on Student Perceptions toward Biomechanics: A Multisite Pilot
Study
271 Amelia S. Lanier: Teacher Content Knowledge and Confidence in Youth Biomechanics Education
516 Shunafrica White: Teaching Methods to FEA of Human Gastrocnemius for STEM Early College Senior Research Project
840 Johanna O'Day: Biomechanics On Our Minds (BOOM): Learnings from a biomechanics podcast

289
290
291
292
293
294

Thursday, August 7
Balance and Falls - Neurologic
89 Yunju Lee: Effects of assistive devices on postural sway during a simulated forward fall
295
91 Will Pitt: Gait Event Specific IMU-Based Kinematic Metrics are able to Identify Balance Control Deficits in Acutely Concussed
Young Adults
296
109 Eryn Gerber: An Investigation of Rambling-Trembling Trajectories with Somatosensory Deficit
297
125 Seo-hyun Kim: The Effects of Augmented Somatosensory Feedback on Postural Sway and Muscle Co-contraction
298
182 Meng-Wei Lin: Effects of vibration training in reducing falls in people with multiple sclerosis
299
243 Paris Nichols: Quantifying Somatosensory Deficits Using Sample Entropy and Fuzzy Sample Entropy
300
288 Sara Klein: Gait changes in young onset Parkinson’s disease before and after medication
301
327 Christian Witkop: Detecting lingering effects on postural control using linear metrics following TBI
302
328 Christian Witkop: Correlating postural control metrics with Neurocom functional scores
303
598 Ashwini Sansare: Walking Balance Control is Delayed in Children with Cerebral Palsy
304
640 Brittany Sommers: Examining Effects of Cognitive Task Difficulty on Postural Stability via Wavelet Transforms
305
Locomotion - General
7
MU QIAO: Leg Joint Mechanics When Hopping at Different Frequencies
83 Kundan Joshi: Methods of Estimating Foot Power in Takeoff Phase of Standing Vertical Jump
225 Joseph Wasser: Movement Patterns During Single-Leg Hopping in Individuals with Lower Limb Loss
261 Owen Beck: Cyclically Producing the Same Average Muscle-Tendon Force with a Smaller Duty Increases Metabolic Rate
352 Nicholas Blonski: Kinetic Energy for Chair Mobility in Individuals with Functional Limitations
430 Emma Neuendorff: Performing Multi-Terrain Transient Locomotion Influence Changes in Joint Coordination of Individuals
with Early-Stage Parkinson’s Disease
479 Nathan Frakes: Effects of Gravitational and Inertial Forces on Determinants of Gait Transitions
505 Christopher Wilburn: The Effect of Arch Types on Propulsive Forces During Jumping and Hopping Tasks
534 Jonathan Camargo: Opensource biomechanics for locomotion in stairs, ramps and level-ground
8
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307
308
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311
312
313
314

582
583
619
682
707

Camille Johnson: Forced Marching Alters Plantar Force Distribution Compared to Running and Walking
Hannah Carey: Young Adults Recruit Similar Motor Modules Across Walking, Turning, and Chair Transfers
Ana Gutierrez: Association between Foot Thermal Responses and Shear Forces during Turning Gait
Pawel Golyski: Are biceps femoris muscle length changes influenced by in-series compliance across locomotor demand?
Pooja Moolchandani: Escape Motions for Real-World Scenarios: A Kinematic and Kinetic Investigation of Rapid, Dynamic
Movements
729 Gaura Saini: Shoulder Kinematics using an Ergonomic Wheelchair
770 Jonathan Gosyne: The Effect of Frequency on the Energetics of Hopping in Dissipative Terrain
832 Zachary Mercer: Predicting Human Bouncing Behavior from Trajectory Optimization of Minimal Models

315
316
317
318
319
320
321
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Locomotion - Walking
323
22 Claire Rodman: Quantification of Spatiotemporal Parameter Behavior During Walking Speed Transitions
25 Kyoung Jae Kim: A Comparison of Gait Characteristics between Extravehicular Activity Training Environments
324
35 Chun-Hao Huang: Step Length Asymmetry is Associated with Gait Efficiency in Older Women with Hip Osteoarthritis
325
84 Seyoung Kim: Zero power but positive acceleration at the end of a single-support phase in human walking
326
102 Szu-Hua (Teresa) Chen: Gait Balance Control After Fatigue: Effects of Age and Cognitive Demand
327
115 Emily Chavez: Treadmill Walking Does Not Elicit Increased Tripping Risks in Children with Autism
328
129 Yujin Kwon: Gait adaptation of individuals with limited dorsiflexion ROM during incline walking
329
130 Rebecca Krupenevich: Older Adults Overcome Reduced Triceps Surae Structural Stiffness to Preserve Ankle Joint QuasiStiffness
330
145 Alyssa Olivas: Responses to Incremental Loads in a Weighted Vest in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
331
153 Cherice Hughes-Oliver: Spatial Step and Joint Angular Kinematics Differ between Racial Groups
332
168 Tara Cornwell: Using Movement Amplification to Explore the Effect of Walking Speed on Stability in iSCI
333
172 Milad Zarei: Plantar Force During Walking Is Associated with Arch Structure and Walking Surface
334
211 Nicole Zaino: Transient Dynamics of Energy Consumption During Walking in Cerebral Palsy
335
213 Daniel Kuhman: It's time to start talking about timing of locomotor propulsion
336
219 Taylor Trentadue: Interpreting vertical ground reaction force impact spikes using Fourier analysis
337
240 Farahnaz Fallahtafti: Sampling Frequency Influences the Calculation of Temporal, but not Spatial, Regularity of Walking
338
254 Vivian Rose: The Cost and Spring-like Behavior of Walking: Are Children Scaled Down Adults?
339
265 Katie Conway: The Effects of a 6-week Horizontal Impeding Force Training Protocol on Push-off Intensity in Older Adults 340
279 Mark Geil: Effectiveness of a Gamification Intervention to Limit the Hawthorne Effect in Pediatric Gait Analysis
341
289 Ricky Pimentel: Muscle Metabolic Energy Costs While Modifying Propulsive Force Generation During Walking
342
309 Tasos Karakostas: The relationship between pelvic-hip musculature and functional ambulation in patients with
Myelomeningocele
343
310 Moira van Leeuwen: Step width and frequency to modulate: Active foot placement control ensures stable gait
344
311 Natalie Egginton: Accuracy of Machine Learning to Determine Gait Events from Electromyography Signals
345
316 Song Li: LSTM Deep Learning and IMU Based Irregular Surface Gait Alteration Recognition
346
323 Taniel Winner: Do Switched Linear Dynamical Systems Provide Robust Kinematic Predictions of Healthy Treadmill Gait at
Different Speeds?
347
338 Haneol Kim: Effect of Unilateral Ankle Loading on Spatiotemporal Gait Parameters during Treadmill Walking
348
346 Gena Henderson: Correlation Between Forward and Backward Treadmill Walking in School-aged Children
349
349 Sarah Brinkerhoff: Type of Physical Activity Affects Spatiotemporal Adaptation Strategy
350
362 Janki Patel:
Correlations Between Clinical Pain Measures And Lower Extremity Kinematics Among Individuals With Low Back Pain 351
376 Kevin Dames: Normalizing Kinetic Data Alters Conclusions Based on Obesity
352
392 Hang "Frankie" Qu: Effects of Marker Placement and Body Sizes on Frontal Plane Center of Mass Motion During Walking: A
Preliminary Study
353
393 Patrick Monaghan: The Influence of an Expert Audience on Gait Initiation Performance
354
399 Shakiba Rafiee: Dorsiflexion Restriction Highlights the Role of Early-Stance Modulation of Tibialis Anterior in Forward Body
Propulsion
355
450 Sidney Baudendistel: Length vs time: Dominant strategies to increase speed in older adults
356
464 Stephanie Molitor: Comparison of Joint Mechanics of the Dominant vs. Non-Dominant Lower Limbs During Locomotion 357
476 JUTALUK KONGSUK: Decreased Balance Confidence Related with Limits Maximum Speed among Older Adults.
358
486 Yue Luo: Effects of Smartphone Operation on Pedastrains’ Gait Performance: An Outdoor Study
359
509 Mhairi MacLean: Ankle, knee, and hip dynamics during overground walking with bodyweight support
360
514 Kayla Pariser: Real-time Adaptive Treadmill Controller Optimization: A Parameter Sensitivity Study
361
521 Ashwini Kulkarni: Step length synergy is stabilized during adaptive gait tasks in young adults
362
533 Emily Dooley: The Effect of Cervical Spondylotic Myelopathy on the Dynamic Stability of Gait
363
542 HyeYoung Cho: Task Challenge Affects Both Gait and Reaction Time Performance in Young Adults
364
564 Anna Render: People Can Voluntarily Change Their Lateral Stepping Regulation During Goal-Directed Walking
365
571 Kali Shamaly: Impact of flip-flops on foot and ankle biomechanics
366
578 Cesar Castano: Self-pace treadmill controllers influence gait variability but not average walking speed
367
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603
610
621
625
642
648
661
679
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694
696
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812
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837
846
853

Ganesh Bapat: Roll-over Characteristics Remain Invariant in Patients with Peripheral Artery Disease
368
Kate Havens: Infant Transportation: Ground Reaction Forces during Gait
369
Rohan Gupta: Stride Time and Variability in Older Adults Walking on an Uneven Terrain Treadmill
370
Anahita Qashqai: Ankle Power and Stiffness during Gait in Children with Hypermobile Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome
371
Pouria Nozari Porshokouhi: A Data-Driven Low-Dimensional Optimization Framework Using Dynamical Movement Primitives
Produces Human-Like Relationships between Walking Speed and Energetic Cost
372
Jillian Hawkins: Walking biomechanics before and after 30 minutes of walking in young adult women
373
Anne Marie Severyn: Biomechanical Analysis of Hippotherapy Using 3-D Motion Capture and Surface Electromyography 374
Safoura Sadegh Pour Aji Bishe: Developing a Synergistic Control Strategy for Knee and Ankle Exoskeleton Assistance
375
Sheridan Parker: Kinematic Response to Adaptive Speed Treadmill versus Fixed Speed Treadmill Walking in Older Adults 376
Allison Kinney: Influence of Added Mass on Overground Kinematics and Kinetics in Young Adults
377
Pawel Golyski: Treadmill Belt Acceleration Timing Affects Stability During Walking
378
John Willson: Foot and Ankle Kinetics During Walking in People with Plantar Fasciitis
379
Grace Kellaher: Gait variability during treadmill walking in older adults with high and low cognitive status
380
Xuan Liu: Adaptation to multi-session real-time visual feedback training of knee joint pattern in pediatric cerebral palsy: a case
report
381
Wendy Nevarez-Sanchez: Can EMG accurately predict metabolically optimal step frequency?
382
Angel Bu: Musculoskeletal Model of Muscle Characteristics with Varied Bodyweight Support
383
Andre Alvarez: Propulsion timing affects the relationship between paretic propulsion and long-distance walking function after
stroke
384
Dustin Bruening: Plantar Shear Stress Increases with Added Body Mass
385
Michael Browne: Asymmetric Gait Training with a Tied-Belt Treadmill
386
Jinfeng Li: Locomotor adaptation to visual cueing of impending mechanical perturbations during treadmill walking
387

Neurorehabilitation - General
54 Conner, Benjamin
388
165 Paul Kline: Compensations during Step Ascent Contribute to Stair Climbing Ability in Multiple Sclerosis
389
242 Charlotte Caskey: Gait Coordination in Adults with Spinal Cord Injury Receiving Spinal Stimulation
390
305 Diego Ferreira: Acute effects of whole-body vibration on stair ascent in children with Down syndrome
391
342 Margaret Finley: Movement coordination during humeral elevation in individuals with newly acquired spinal cord injury
392
497 Christopher Hurt: Changes to Walk Speed: Programming Deep Brain Stimulators for Parkinson’s Patients
393
546 Daniel Richie: Gait and Balance Characteristics for Adults with Degenerative Cervical Myelopathy
394
569 Krista Nunn: Gait Variability in Persons with Parkinson’s disease after Individualized Physical Therapy
395
589 Zachary Ripic: Differences in Knee Joint Angle Between Parkinson's Disease "on" and "off" Medication Across Varying Levels
of Visual Flow
396
620 Isaiah Lachica: A Novel Augmented Reality Platform Delivers Sensory Cues to Improve Parkinsonian Gait
397
681 Daniel Free: Intermuscular Coherence within the Upper Limb in Persons with Essential Tremor
398
695 Clayton Wauneka: ECG Artifact Subtraction from Instramuscular Diaphragm EMGs in Humans with Acute Spinal Cord
Injuries
399
719 Christopher Hurt: Dynamic task performance for Parkinson’s patients with a novel deep brain stimulator
400
Orthopaedics - Lower Extremity
9
Nate Bates: Cadaveric ACL Reconstruction Mechanics during Simulated Landings: A Pilot Investigation
401
18 Camila Grant: Patellofemoral Kinematics in Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome: The Influence of Demographic Factors
402
49 Samuel Acuña: Increased Task Demand Differentiates Knee Muscle Forces after ACL-Reconstruction
403
90 Shangcheng Wang: Optimal Placement of Suspension Fixation Tunnel to Restore Proximal Tibiofibular Joint Stability: A Finite
Element Study
404
105 Alex Peebles: Risk Factors for Second ACL Injury can be Objectively Measured in a Clinical Setting
405
108 Katie Collins: Drop-Landing Asymmetries in Young Individuals 6-Months Following ACL Reconstruction
406
124 April McPherson: Quadriceps Musculature Motor Unit Characteristics between Injured and Non-Injured Limb after ACL
Reconstruction
407
132 Benjamin Wheatley: Modeling the Effect of Femoral Anteversion on Knee Extensor Muscle Force and Anterior Knee
Mechanics
408
409
136 Tanner Thorsen: Lower Extremity Muscle Force Adaptation to Increased Q-Factor in Stationary Cycling
171 Alyssa Evans-Pickett: Serum Cartilage Oligomeric Matrix Protein Response to Braced and Non-braced Walking in Individuals
with an Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction
410
196 Nahir Habet: Biomechanical Evaluation of a Novel, All-Inside Posterior Medial Meniscus Root Repair via Fixation to the
Posterior Cruciate Ligament
411
221 Michelle Ramsey: Seasonal Variations in Vertical Stiffness and Jump Height in NCAA Division-I Soccer Athletes
412
229 Scott Monfort: Influence of Baseline Cognitive Function on Knee Mechanics during Dual-Task Sidestep Cutting
413
241 STEVEN GARCIA: Gait asymmetries are more apparent at faster walking speeds in individuals with acute anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction
414
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252 Shumeng Yang: Asymmetry and Sex Differences in Ankle and Hindfoot Kinematics During Gait
415
300 Lindsey Remski: Use of Nonlinear Dynamics to Characterize Force Control during Leg Press
416
313 Brian Pietrosimone: Linking Greater Type II Collagen Turnover Following Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injury to a StiffenedKnee Gait Strategy
417
317 Safeer Siddicky: Does the Pavlik harness treatment cause lower extremity biomechanical changes in infants?
418
354 Jeonghoon Oh: Estimated Ground Reaction Forces in Stair Climbing After ACL Reconstruction Using a Single Depth SensorDriven Musculoskeletal Model
419
357 Seung-Min Baik: EFFECT OF SIDE PLANK EXERCISE USING A SLING WITH DIFFERENT HIP ROTATIONS
420
373 Jacqueline Foody: Evaluation of Running as a Means to Identify Limb Symmetry After ACL Reconstruction
421
400 Naoaki Ito: LATENCY BETWEEN PEAK VASTUS MEDIALIS ACTIVATION AND PEAK KNEE FLEXION MOMENT
DURING GAIT IS LONGER IN KNEES AFTER ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT RECONSTRUCTION WITH A
BONE-PATELLAR TENDON-BONE GRAFT
422
467 Jack R. Williams: Asymmetries in Patellofemoral Gait Mechanics Are Detectable 3 Months after ACL Reconstruction
423
501 Bingfei Fan: 3D knee joint angle estimation during drop landing using inertial sensors: Towards ACL injury risk assessment 424
520 Matthew Seeley: PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES FOR ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT
RECONSTRUCTION PATIENTS CLUSTERED ON FUNCTIONAL
AND DISCRETE WALKING BIOMECHANICS
425
561 John Mead: Effect of Antegrade vs. Retrograde Femoral Nailing After Traumatic Femur Fracture on Lower Body Kinematics
and Kinetics
426
574 Kelsey Neal: Knee Biomechanical Asymmetries Improve 3 to 6 months After ACLR, but Continue to Persist at 6 Months
427
575 Nathan Robey: Effects of Stroboscopic Vision on Single-limb Postural Stability Measures in ACLR and Healthy Individuals 428
624 Micah Garcia: The Relationship among Hip Strength and Hip Kinematics during Single-Leg Tasks: A Systematic Review and
Meta-Analysis
429
699 Abdulmajeed Alfayyadh: Women Walk With Higher Muscle Co-Contraction Indices 3 Months after Anterior Cruciate Ligament
Reconstruction
430
710 Logan Moore: Joint Angular Impulse and Neuromuscular Control during the Y Balance Test™ in ACL Reconstructed
Individuals
431
725 Callan Luetkemeyer: Fiber Splay Obscures Macroscopic Mechanical Measurements of Ligament Stiffness: Implications for
ACL Graft Selection
432
756 Eric Thorhauer: Kinematics of the foot sesamoids in a cadaver model during simulated activities
433
758 Stephanie Cone: Iliotibial Band Wave Speed Modulates with Hip Abduction Moments
434
767 Luca Rigamonti: Hamstrings Training Program improves Drop Vertical Jump performance and efficacy of movement in female
athletes
435
790 Maxine Wold: Ground Reaction Force Distribution Algorithm for a Kinetic Segmental Foot Model
436
797 Donald Anderson: Weight Bearing CT Detects Early Changes in 3D Joint Space Width after Tibial Pilon Fractures
437
862 Bryan Tanner: Custom Orthosis Prescription is Needed to Reliably Reduce Harmful Contact Stress after Intra-Articular
Fracture
438
871 Tarang Jain: Medio-Lateral Ankle Fluency In People With Chronic Ankle Instability During Dynamic Movement Trials
439
Orthopaedics - Upper Extremity
99 Bardiya Akhbari: Higher Volar Tilt of a Total Wrist Arthroplasty is Associated with Larger Range-Of-Motion
440
100 Kimberly Kontson: Establishing an Age-Matched, Healthy Control Dataset of Joint Kinematics for Comparison to rTSA Patient
Joint Kinematics
441
111 Kate Spitzley: Effects of Sex and Vision on Shoulder Position Sense
442
135 Matt Petersen: Body Position Effect on Scapulohumeral Rhythm
443
257 Clarissa LeVasseur: Glenoid Lateralization Increases Abduction ROM and Strength After Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty
444
286 Aaron Trunt: Glenohumeral Rotation and Strength Characteristics Related to Shoulder Stress in Collegiate Pitchers
445
387 Omid Jahanian: Rotator Cuff Tears and Humeral Elevation in Manual Wheelchair Users with Spinal Cord Injury and Ablebodied Controls
446
523 R. Tyler Richardson: A Comparison of Methods to Estimate Scapular Kinematics for Brachial Plexus Birth Injuries
447
545 Emily Fawcett: Macrostructural bone deformity following brachial plexus birth injury cannot be explained solely by limb
disuse
448
550 Emily Fawcett: Adaptations in trabecular microstructure following brachial plexus birth injury are not due solely to limb
disuse
449
738 Alyssa Schnorenberg: Normalization of Thoracohumeral Kinematics Following Rotator Cuff Repair
450
835 Giovanni Oppizzi: CHARACTERIZING STIFFNESS COUPLING IN FINGERS DURING PASSIVE MOVEMENT
451
Prosthetics, Orthotics, & Robotics
39 Kinyata Cooper: Back squat mechanics in persons with a unilateral transtibial amputation: A case study
87 Coral Ben David: Evaluation of a Passive Knee Exoskeleton for Vertical Jumping
118 Therese Parr: Development and Testing of a Linear Adjustable Lower-Limb Prosthesis
119 Shane Murphy: Influence of Asymmetry on the Metabolic Costs of Walking
11

452
453
454
455

143 Harrison Bartlett: Ankle Exhibits Consistent External Quasi-Stiffness Behavior Across Level, Sloped, and Uneven Terrain:
Implications for Prosthesis Design
456
163 Cory Christiansen: Repeated Error-Based Gait Training for Non-Traumatic Amputation: Proof of Concept Study
457
164 Wyatt Ihmels: Effect of Intrepid Dynamic Exoskeletal Orthosis (IDEO) Design on Knee Total Joint Moment and Gait
Parameters.
458
203 Jacob Misch: Effects of incremental mass changes on wheelchair motion using robotic tester
459
244 Taehee Kim: Finger gesture recognition of forearm amputee according to the sampling rate
460
250 Adrienne Henderson: Modulating Distal Foot Energetics Using A Customized Deformable Foot Orthosis
461
259 Elizabeth Russell Esposito: Impact Biomechanics in Individuals Using a Custom Carbon Ankle-foot Orthosis during
Running
462
269 Arash Mohammadzadeh Gonabadi: Designing and developing a new semi-rigid bilateral exoskeleton to assist hip joint
motion
463
270 Arash Mohammadzadeh Gonabadi: Development of a system for assistance at the center of mass
464
272 Morteza Asgari: Biomechanical Evaluation of a Wearable Passive Shoulder Exoskeleton
465
274 David Ziemnicki: Combining an Artificial Gastrocnemius and Powered Ankle Prosthesis: Effects on Transtibial Prosthesis User
Gait
466
297 Zane Colvin: Leg Muscle Activity when Using Powered and Passive Prostheses for Sloped Walking
467
303 Jenny Kent: Knee flexion damping affects several key features of the prosthetic limb swing phase
468
315 Anna Pace: A Simple Walking Model to Optimize Prosthetic Knee and Foot Combinations for Prosthetic Limb Stability
469
320 Fatemeh Zahedi: Characterization of human arm stability in relation to unstable viscous environments
470
324 Michael Poppo: Ankle Roll-over Shape Comparisons of Different Prosthetic Foot Types
471
358 Arian Vistamehr: The Influence of Articulated AFOs on Mediolateral Balance Control and Forward Propulsion during Walking
Post Stroke
472
372 Rachel Teater: Asymmetry, Instability and Functional Deficits in Transtibial Prosthesis Users During Squatting, Lifting and Sitto-Stand
473
406 Rachel Hybart: MYOELECTRIC CONTROL OF A COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE ANKLE EXOSKELETON IN
CONTINUOUS AND DISCRETE MOVEMENTS
474
411 Amber Gatto: The Design and Development of a Wrist Hand Orthosis
475
422 Cara Welker: Teleoperation of an Ankle-Foot Prosthesis with a Wrist Exoskeleton
476
428 Maura Eveld: Stumble recovery strategies for healthy individuals and transfemoral prosthesis users
477
437 Bailey McLain: EMG-Informed Neuromusculoskeletal Model for Knee Joint Load Estimation with a Powered Knee
Exoskeleton
478
439 Kinsey Herrin: An automatic human-in-the-loop tuning algorithm for a robotic ankle prosthesis depends on an understanding of
gait quality
479
444 Leila Rahnama: Use of Nearly-Invisible, Non-restrictive Sensory Insoles as Treatment for Idiopathic Toe Walking: A Case
Series
480
460 Matthew Major: Biomechanics of Women with Transtibial Limb Loss Walking with Heel Height Adjustable Feet
481
466 Woolim Hong: Effects of material of the 3D printed foot on ankle kinematics/kinetics and toe joint bending during prosthetic
walking
482
473 Joshua Tacca: Adjustable prosthetic socket improves symmetry of transfemoral amputees during walking
483
492 Paige Paulus: A Comparison of Ground Reaction Forces During Treadmill and Overground Walking in Transfemoral
Amputees
484
526 Krishan Bhakta: Restoring Functional Gait of Individuals with Transfemoral Amputation using a Powered Prosthesis
485
538 Matthew Mulligan: Leveraging Machine Learning for Real-Time Metabolic Cost Prediction
486
543 Namita Anil Kumar: Impedance Control of the Knee Mechanism of a Transfemoral Prosthetic for Level Walking
487
547 Noah Rosenblatt: THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PARAMETERS, SELF-EFFICACY, QUALITY
OF LIFE AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN USERS OF UNILATERAL TRANSTIBIAL PROSTHESES
488
567 Nicole Stafford: Proportional Myoelectric Control of a Bionic Lower Limb with a Series Elastic Actuator
489
615 Elizabeth Halsne: Measured Forefoot Stiffness Across Prosthetic Foot Stiffness Categories
490
623 Shane King: Development and evaluation of a powered knee stumble recovery controller for transfemoral prosthesis users 491
634 Leif Hasselquist: Does the use of a Powered Assistive Ankle Exo Device Augment Cost of Transport
492
663 Jared Li: Reduction of Trunk Extensor Muscle Activation using a Cable-Driven Back Exosuit
493
665 Sameer Amarnath Upadhye: Design & Control of a novel modular stiffness spring Ankle prosthesis with embedded ball screw
powered prosthesis
494
674 Grace Hunt: Volitional Control of Powered Knee-Ankle Prosthesis During Sit-to-Stand
495
675 Myrriah Laine Dyreson: Immediate Effects of a Hydraulic Slope Adaptive Prosthetic Foot-Ankle System When Standing on
Slopes
496
698 Luke Nigro: Providing Rate-Responsive Bending Stiffness to a Passive Ankle-Foot Orthosis with Shear-Thickening Fluid
Elements
497
701 Gabriel Rios: Biomimicry of the Gastrocnemius During Gait for Transtibial Amputees
498
721 Aaron Fleming: Regularity of Center of Pressure Excursion with Proportional Myoelectric Control of a Powered Prosthetic
Ankle after Training
499
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757
760
761
762
777
788
803
857

Santiago Canete: The Effects of a Powered Pneumatic Ankle Exoskeleton on Balance Control
Kieran Nichols: Sensitivity of Mechanical Outcomes to Various Stiffnesses of Variable Stiffness Foot (VSF)
Connor Phillips: Muscle Response During Interaction with a Variable Damping Controlled Robotic Arm
Yinan Pei: Biomechanical Design and Preliminary Evaluation of an Ankle-Foot Simulator for Ankle Clonus Assessment
Training
Jairo Maldonado-Contreras: User- and Speed-Independent Slope Estimation for Lower-Extremity Wearable Devices
Seth Higgins: Performance Evaluation of a Robotic Knee Exoskeleton
Shaniel Bowen: Biomechanical Analysis of Device-Assisted Sit-to-Stand Transfers in Young Adult
Jinwon Lee: Gait Phase Estimation of Powered Transfemoral Prosthesis using RNN
Krista Cyr: Lower Limb Response of Transtibial Amputees Stepping on a Coronally Uneven Surface

500
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Friday, August 8
Clinical and Real World Applications
30 Chi-Whan Choi: Comparison of Trunk Muscle Activity during Modified Side-Bridge Exercises and Traditional Side Bridge
Exercise
509
60 Seth Donahue: Semi-Unsupervised Machine Learning System for Gait Event Detection, Locomotion Mode Classification and
Prediction
510
65 Adam Luftglass: The Impact of Standardized Footwear on Load and Load Symmetry
511
77 Jeff Eggleston: Live animation biofeedback responses between children with autism and children with typical development 512
103 Alex Peebles: Automated 2D Video Analysis is Reliable for Assessing Knee Kinematics During Landing
513
155 Cherice Hughes-Oliver: Discrete Projection and Similarity Analysis in Total Ankle Replacement Patients
514
159 Jongseok Hwang: Comparative Effects of Abdominal Breathing and Dynamic Neuromuscular Stabilization Breathing on
Diaphragmatic Movement and Pulmonary Function in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
515
161 Hunter Bennett: Lower Extremity Biomechanics during Running in Persons Who are Blind: A Preliminary Report
516
208 Ajit Chaudhari: Biomechanics In The Real World: Design and Evaluation of a Clinical Balance Tool
517
236 Malaka (Graci) Finco: Lower Limb Kinematic Asymmetries and Correlation to Clinical Measures in Individuals with
Parkinson's Disease
518
301 Ajit Chaudhari: Core Stability in Patients Awaiting Hernia Repair
519
332 Trevor Kingsbury: Evaluation of Running Biomechanics, CHAMP Performance, and Patient Reported Outcomes of
Servicemembers with Lower Extremity Fracture Utilizing an IDEO
520
306 Diego Ferreira: Effect of body position and external load on knee joint kinematics and muscle activity in healthy young adults
during the pendulum test
521
367 I-Chieh (EJ) Lee: Kinematics features and experience in differentiating above-knee amputee gait
522
419 Inbar Kima: Near Infra-Red Spectroscopy Used for Muscles Hemodynamic of Adults with Cerebral Palsy versus Adults with No
Physical Impairment
523
438 Jenny Perry: Dynamic Joint Stiffness During Single Leg Drop in FAIS Participants
524
532 Jacob Banks: Are Lower Back Demands Optimal in People with Unilateral Amputation?
525
580 Alex Dzewaltowski: Faster walking following revascularization not accompanied by an increase in joint work
526
614 Sumire Sato: Spatiotemporal gait characteristics in multiple sclerosis subtypes during timed-25-foot-walk
527
622 Cecile Smeesters: Force Applied to a Grab Bar During Bathtub Transfers
528
645 Ryan Wedge: Speed Effects of Knee Joint Loading in People with Unilateral Transtibial Amputation
529
668 David Bazett-Jones: Depth of Squat Influences the Two-Dimensional Analysis of Knee, Hip, and Pelvis Frontal Plane Motion in
Pain-Free Women
530
Computational Modeling
43 Hoon Kim: Muscle Forces of the Lower Extremity During Dynamic Tasks in People With and Without Chronic Ankle
Instability
88 barak ostraich: Simulation of passive knee exoskeleton for vertical jumping
92 Michael McGeehan: A Computational Gait Model With Lower Limb Loss and a Semi-Active Variable-Stiffness Foot
Prosthesis
144 Timothy Zehnbauer: Comparison of Vertex Influence Weight Algorithms for Repositioning of 3D Medical Models
198 Elijah Kuska: Soleus Weakness Necessitates Increased Control Complexity For Unimpaired Gait
227 Suzanne Cox: Moment Arms for Velocity Optimization Vary with Muscle OFL and Resistive Forces
277 Shihao Li: A Subject-Specific Finite-Element Musculoskeletal Model for Analysis of Lower Limb Biomechanics
293 Brecca Gaffney: Effect of Movement Training on the Location of Acetabular Loading in Developmental Dysplasia of the
Hip
339 Mettler Jeff: A Comparison of Ligament Strain Estimations Using Bone Pins and Skin Markers
413 Todd Leutzinger: Walking with a cane alters plantarflexor muscle forces during walking in an individual post-stroke
443 Katelyn Burkhart: Between-session Reliability of Subject-Specific Musculoskeletal Models of the Spine Derived from
Optoelectronic Motion Capture Data
453 Brianna Karpowicz: A self-correcting spiking network model for motor unit coordination during force production
471 Ebrahim Maghami: Fracture resistance analysis in human dentin microstructure
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508 Ajay Goyal: MODELING WOVEN BONE DISTRIBUTION IN RESPONSE TO EXOGENEOUS PURE BENDING OF RAT
TIBIA
544
510 Tom Van Wouwe: Contributions of co-contraction and sensory feedback to deal with unstable musculoskeletal dynamics
545
554 Heonsu Kim: 3D-Printable Prosthetic Foot with Human Toe-Joint Property
546
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Introduction
Falls are a threat to the health of older adults and people with
neurological dysfucntions. Tremendous efforts have been
devoted in developing fall prevention progams. Tai-Chi (TC)
practice, as an approach for preventing falls, is growing in
popularity worldwide. TC is an ancient Chinese traditional mindbody exercise of self-cultivation and energy preservation. During
TC practice, the players focus on slow, gentle, and fluid body
movements and breathing. Despite the potential health benefits
from TC practice, the underlying biomechanical mechanisms of
TC practice reducing the risk of falls are still uncler. Previous
TC-based clinical trials adopted certain selected TC forms.
However, the scientific rationals of the forms selection is lacking.
Without a thorough understanding of such mechanisms, it is
difficult to accurately identify and effectively implement optimal
TC forms into interventions for preventing falls.
TC gait is a basic and common lower extremity TC
movements. Given that the majority of outdoor falls occur during
locomotion, like walking, the purpose of this study was to
examine the influence of TC gait on dynamic gait stability
compared with regular walking gait in adults. As dynamic gait
stabitliy is a key risk factor fo falls (Yang et al., 2009), examining
the impact of TC gait on dynamic gait stability may provide
valuable insight into the mechanisms of TC reducing the risk of
falls.

During stance phase, the COM motion trajectory was lower for
TC gait than the regular gait (Fig. 1a). Both types of gait covered
a similar range of COM position but COM velocity was lower
during TC gait than the regular gait. Notably, COM during the
regular gait continuously travelled forward relative to the BOS
while it reversed the moving direction four times in TC gait.
Overall, participants were less stable when practicing TC gait
than in normal gait. Specifically, individuals were less stable
during TC gait in comparison with regular gait at both events
(Fig. 1b): 0.038 ± 0.018 vs. 0.190 ± 0.029, p < 0.001 at TD; and
-0.201 ± 0.053 vs. -0.041 ± 0.037, p < 0.001 at LO.
Our results revealed that individuals are less stable during
TC gait than regular gait. A lower stability represents more
challenging to the body’s postural control system and increase
the risk of falling. To respond to the challenge, the body must
adaptively develop neuromuscular control strategies to maintain
and improve body balance. Improvements in body balance could
signify a reduced fall risk. From this perspective, TC practice
reflects the overload practice principle (i.e., to increase the
difficulty of tasks during practice). This could in part account for
the observed TC-induced balance improvements among older
adults in previous clinical trials (Lomas-Vega et al., 2017).

Methods
Ten healthy adults (five males, 58.4 ± 13.1 years) with at least
two-year experience of TC practice were enrolled into this crosssectional study approved by the Institutional Reviw Board. After
three-five trials of regular walking over a linear pathway
embedded with two force plates (AMTI, MA) at self-selected
speed and manner, all participants performed five trials of Yangstyle TC gait. Full-body kinematics and ground reaction force
were synchronously collected from reflective markers using a
motion capture system (Vicon, UK) and the force plates,
respectively (Liu et al., 2016).
The last TC gait trial was chosen as the representative one
and analyzed. Two events: touchdown (TD) and liftoff (LO),
were identified based on the ground reaction force. The filtered
marker paths were used to calculate the body COM kinematics
(de Leva, 1996). The two components of the COM motion state
(i.e., its position and velocity) were calculated relative to the rear
of the BOS and normalized by the foot length (lBOS) and the
square root of the product of the body height (bh) and
gravitational acceleration (g), respectively. Dynamic gait
stability at both events was calculated as the shortest distance
from the COM motion state to the limit against backward balance
loss (Fig. 1a) (Yang and Pai, 2010). The dependent variable
(dynamic stabitliy at TD and LO) was compared between TC and
regular gait using paired t-tests with SPSS 24 (IBM) and a
significance level of 0.05 was applied.
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Figure 1: a) Demonstration of dynamic gait stability defined within the
conceptual framework of Feasible Stabiity Region (FSR). Also shown
are the COM motion state trajectories during the stance phase in TC and
regular gaits for a representative participant. b) Comparison beween TC
and regular gaits for dynamic gait stabitliy at TD and LO. ***: p < 0.001.

Significance
Our study represents the first attempt to inspect the
biomechanical impact of TC movements on fall risk. A clear
understanding of how each TC form affects body biomechanics
will lay a solid scientific foundation for future efforts to optimize
the effectiveness of TC practice on preventing falls.
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regression models (E1 and E2) and one linear regression model
(E3) were used where the independent variables were PFT (E13), shoe type (E2), and side (E2), and the dependent variable was
the peak fluid pressure (E1-3). Random variables of shoe type
(E1) and participant (E2) were included in the models.

Introduction
Slips and falls are a major cause of injury in the workplace. As
slips occur at the shoe-floor interface in the presence of a
lubricant, footwear is an important factor for preventing slips.
Previous research has shown that donning completely worn shoes
presents a higher slip risk than wearing new shoes [1] and that
switching to a new pair of shoes lowers slip risk [2]. While these
studies establish wear as a relevant risk factor for slips, the
literature fails to present a method of predicting slip risk based on
the physical conidition of the shoe. Lubrication theory may
provide important information on the impact of the size of the
worn region relative to the under-shoe performance in the
presence of liquid contaminants. As the size of the worn region
grows, the drainage ability decreases leading to increased undershoe fluid pressures and subsequent increased slip risk [3]. The
purpose of this study is to assess the ability to predict under-shoe
fluid pressures based on shoe wear geometry applied to a
theoretical hydrodynamics solution.

Results and Discussion
PFT predicted peak fluid pressure for all three models: E1 - F1,75
=95.7, p<.001, E2 - F1,180=47.9, p<.001, and E3 - F1,55=16.5,
p<.001.

Methods
This study analyzes data from three previous experiments (E1simulated shoe wear [3], E2-progressive shoe wear [4], and E3human slipping trials [5]). In each experiment, under-shoe fluid
pressures are predicted by a solution of Reynolds equation based
on shoe wear geometry measurements.
E1: Four right shoes were systematically abraded to simulate
wear during gait. At baseline and after each wear cycle, undershoe peak fluid pressures were measured as shoes were slid
across a contamined surface.
E2: 13 participants wore two pairs of shoes in the workplace for
one month at a time (nshoes=22). At baseline and after each month
of wear, fluid pressures were measured for both sides (L/R).
E3: 57 participants experienced a slippery condition, while
wearing their own worn shoes. The liquid contaminant was
spread across an array of pressure sensors. Under-shoe fluid
pressures were measured during the unexpected slipping
condition.
For all shoes, the size of the worn region (length, l, and width
b) was measured based on the largest region without tread on the
heel of the shoe. Measurements were repeated for each wear
cycle and month of wear for E1 and E2. The tapered-wedge
bearing solution of the Reynold’s equation was used to predict
the minimum film thickness (PFT) based on the size of the worn
region along with the dynamic viscosity of the 90% glycerol used
in all experiments ( = 214 ), the sliding speed ( , =
0.3 ,
= 0.1 [6]), normal force ( , = 250 ,
=
179
[6]), a wedge incline factor ( = 0.025) [7], and a
wedge-fluid, side leakage factor ( ) which was dependent on the
worn region size (Eq. 1).
=

6

Figure 1: Peak fluid pressure with respect to the PFT across E1, E2, &
E3. Trendlines per experiment and respective R2 values are shown.

This research validates the use of PFT based on the taperedwedge solution of Reynolds equation to predict under-shoe fluid
pressure in multiple experimental contexts. Consequently, the
size of the worn region of the shoe outsole wear is a good
indicator of under-shoe hydrodynamics.
Significance
Shoe traction performance is dependent on effective drainage that
minimizes under-shoe fluid pressures. By applying fluid
mechanics to a simple metric of shoe wear, this research supplies
a clearer understanding of how shoe outsole wear geometry
influences under-shoe fluid pressures. This research provides a
foundation for developing a measurement tool to assess the worn
region of shoe outsoles and supply replacement
recommendations. Such a tool would guide appropriate shoe
replacement, enhance the performance of workplace footwear
[5], and thus reduce slip and fall accidents [5,6].
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(1)

Three statistical models were used to test the effect of PFT on the
peak fluid pressures. Specifically, two repeated-measures
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e ternal rotation during inside and outside SF respecti el
(t(85)=-2.18, p=0.032). In terms of RS a change from US,
outside foot RS ere more internall rotated, hile inside foot
RS ere e ternall rotated (t(82)=-4.29, p<0.001). Sharper turn
cur ature increased the degree of this trend (t(82)=-2.25,
p=0.027). Regardless of foot, SF ma a tended to be more
e ternall rotated
ith increasing slip se erit (Outside:
=0.4683, p<0.001; Inside: =0.3823, p=0.041). RS a change
tended to increase in magnitude ith slip se erit , as outside and
inside foot slips e hibited e ternall and internall rotated RS
respecti el , ho e er the latter as not significant (Outside:
=0.5797, p<0.001; Inside: =-0.3187, p=0.092).

I
d ci
A ealth of research has focused on factors and beha iors ke to
slip reco er and fall pre ention, such as trunk angle, reco er
steps (RS), and arm s ing,1,2 but little attention has been paid to
the role of foot a . Side-specific adjustments to foot a occur
during turning3 and it is considered a balance strateg in response
to small de iations during alking.4 Whether this e tends to
larger perturbations like slips has not been e plored, possibl due
to the mechanical constraints of commonl used slipping
methods in the lab. We recentl de eloped a earable de ice
(WASP) that deli ers unconstrained slips, allo ing the sliding
foot to mo e and rotate freel .5 Using this de ice, e aimed to
determine ho slipping foot (SF) and RS a changes during
slips of different conte ts, and to in estigate the influence of slip
se erit (i.e. slip distance) on the degree of SF and RS a .
Me h d
18 oung adults (22.72 2.89 rs., 9 females) ere outfitted ith
a safet harness, full-bod marker set, athletic shoes, and a pair
of WASP de ices.4 Subjects ere slipped ia WASP during earl
(0-33%), mid (34-67%), or late (68-100%) stance phase of the
inside or outside foot as the follo ed 180 cur ilinear turns of
1.0 or 2.0 meter radius. T el e trials ere performed randoml
to obser e all possible combinations of phase, foot, and radius,
ho e er onl earl stance slips are reported here. All trials ere
recorded b a 17-camera motion capture s stem at 200 H .
Gait e ents6, slip onset, and slip cessation ere determined
from kinematics. Foot segments ere simplified to a line bet een
the calcaneus and 2nd metatarsal head markers. SF a change
as calculated as the continuous angle bet een the SF segment
throughout the slip and the foot s position at slip onset. Peak
e ternal and internal rotation angles ere e tracted from the
resulting time series, and the one ith the largest magnitude as
entered into the SF anal sis. For RS a , the angle bet een the
RS foot segment and the center of mass (CoM) elocit ector at
step touchdo n as deri ed. The same method as used to
obtain unperturbed step (US) a at the left and right heel-strike
before slip onset.3 The a erage US a angle for each set of
conte ts as then calculated and subtracted from RS alues
under the same conte ts to obtain the RS a change. Finall ,
slip distance as the difference bet een the SF CoM positions at
slip onset and cessation. Positi e alues correspond to e ternal
rotation and negati e to internal rotation.3
Linear mi ed effects models ere built to e amine the effect
of cur ature and foot on SF and RS a . These conte ts ere
treated as fi ed effects, and subject as a random effect. Spearman
rank correlation coefficients ere deri ed to quantif the
relationship bet een slip distance and SF and RS a .

Fig e 1: Plots illustrating SF and RS a s association ith slip
se erit and conte t. Shaded areas represent the mean US a
1 SD.

Sig ifica ce
To our kno ledge, this is the first e amination of foot a during
and after a slip perturbation. Our RS results support the notion of
foot a as a balance strateg ,4 as the magnitude of RS a
increased ith slip se erit . RS a , particularl if in the
direction of a fall, ma act to e tend the base of support in that
direction ith a shorter required RS length. The function of SF
a , specificall
hether it is beneficial or detrimental to
reco er , is unclear and should be the topic of future research.
O erall, these findings should encourage further stud of foot
a s role in slip reco er in fall-prone populations, and to hat
degree it can be altered b fall-pre ention training.
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Re l a d Di c i
Figure 1 illustrates the follo ing results. Inside SF ma a
as
more e ternall rotated than that of the outside SF (t(85)=2.07,
p=0.042). The effect of turn cur ature (t(85)=2.13, p=0.036) as
qualified b foot, ith ider turns reducing and increasing
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Introduction
Ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are commonly prescribed to
individuals with conditions such as stroke and multiple sclerosis
to assist with foot drop and other gait deficits [1]. While AFOs
have obvious benefits, there is believed to be some tradeoffs. In
particular, the rigidity and support provided by AFOs may restrict
ankle movements, which could be helpful for tasks such as sit-tostand or recovery upon a slip or trip. While there are numerous
studies examining reactive stepping after a perturbation to better
understand fall mechanisms and fall recovery strategies [2,3], to
date, these studies have not included individuals wearing AFOs.
The goal of this pilot study was to examine, first in healthy
young adults, differences in step recovery when an AFO was
worn compared to a no-AFO condition, using a lean-and-release
paradigm. We hypothesized that individuals would prefer to step
with the leg not wearing the AFO, and that the presence of an
AFO on either the stepping or stance leg would increase the
overall time it took to step.
Methods
Twenty healthy young adults (Age: 23.7 ± 2.3 years, Gender: 14
Male, 6 Female) participated in this study. All individuals gave
written informed consent and all study procedures were approved
by the University of Dayton Institutional Review Board.
The lean-and-release system followed previous research and
set to a 15º forward lean, confirmed with an anglometer [2,3]. To
determine release, 2 retro-reflective markers were attached to the
harness, which would separate upon release. Each foot was
placed on a Bertec in-ground force plate [Models 4060 and 4080].
A total of 30 reactive stepping trials were completed using a
lean-and-release set up. No AFO was present for the first 10
trials. Following this, a total of 20 trials with an off-the-shelf
traditional plastic AFO were completed (10 per leg, randomized
in sets of two). Study participants were instructed to do whatever
was necessary to regain their balance. Each participant had retroreflective markers placed on anatomical locations of the back,
hips, thighs, shank, and feet. All trials were recorded with a
VICON motion capture system at 150 Hz.
Visual 3D was used to calculate step length, reaction time,
step time, and maximum joint angles identified by previous leanand release-research [2,3]. Other variables studied included step
length and stepping foot preference. Differences between
reactive stepping with and without an AFO present was
determined by running a one-way ANOVA with a Tukey posthoc in SPSS to compare the no AFO condition to the AFO on the
stepping leg and to the AFO on the stance leg.

AFO
Condition

Table 1: Summary of Stepping Variables
Reaction
Time (sec)
No AFO
0.33 ± 0.08

Results and Discussion
Participants, on average, stepped 1.4 times more frequently with
the leg not wearing the AFO. This indicates that an AFO does
change stepping foot preference to favor keeping the AFO leg in
stance. It may be that individuals find the AFO’s weight and
movement restrictions are less conducive to the speed and
adaptability that a reactive step requires; future work will
determine how this changes for those in true need of an AFO.
Results of timing and kinematic variables are displayed in
Table 1, below. Reaction time was significantly increased in trials
without an AFO present as compared to either the AFO worn on
the stance or the stepping leg. Differences in step time were not
significant, however.
Step length was significantly shorter in the stance and
stepping leg AFO conditions, as compared to the no AFO
condition. This could be due to a preference for landing flat
footed. As the knee extends to complete the step the toes are
brought further up with the ankle constrained by the AFO. A
shorter step is then needed to minimize ankle extension to be able
to land flat footed.
Both the maximum joint angle of the ankle and the knee were
significantly different when the AFO was on the swing leg. This
difference was expected because the AFO does limit the range of
motion at the ankle and as a result the knee angle would be
adjusted to account for the change. However, this did not carry
up to the hip joint. Future work may also want to examine muscle
activation during a reactive step with and without an AFO to
understand the underlying adjustments in muscle activation
levels and timing needed to alter a stepping reponse.
Significance
This is the first known study to examine stepping reactions while
an AFO is worn. The findings of this study lay the foundation for
future studies focused on assessment of stepping reactions on
impaired populations wearing AFOs and, if needed, interventions
to improve the likelihood of a successful recovery step.
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Step Time
(sec)
0.19 ± 0.03

Step Length
(m)
0.64 ± 0.1

Ankle Angle
(°)
-20.5 ± 3.6

Knee Angle
(°)
61.6 ± 9.8

Hip Angle
(°)
54.3 ± 11.0

-21.1 ± 3.8

61.6 ± 9.6

56.1 ± 12.7

-18.2 ± 3.3 †

58.9 ± 9.8 *

53.0 ± 11.1

AFO on Stance Leg

0.30 ± 0.06

†

0.19 ± 0.04

0.61 ± 0.13 *

AFO on Swing Leg

0.29 ± 0.05

†

0.18 ± 0.03

0.56 ± 0.12

Significance as compared to No AFO condition: * p < 0.05, ‡ p < 0.01, † p22<0.001

†
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Introduction
Tripping while walking is a main contributor to falls [1]. Trip
frequency is related not only to the elevation of the swing toe
above the ground or an obstacle, but also to the variance in the
swing toe clearance [2]. To identify the source of this variance,
the sensitivity of the swing toe height to changes in the limb joints
has been quantified. However, previous sensitivity calculations
have been restricted to only sagittal-plane angles [3], swing limb
[3], or unobstructed walking [3,4]. Therefore, the aims of the
present study are to (1) quantify the sensitivity of swing toe
height to sagittal and frontal plane joint angles during overground
walking and while crossing obstacles of varying height, and (2)
compare the sensitivity of toe height to angles that are grouped as
follows: the frontal plane vs. sagittal plane angles, and the swing
vs. stance limb angles.

subtask × obst_height) and across limbs (grouplimb × subtask ×
obst_height).
Results and Discussion
For individual angles, toe height was most sensitive to stance hip
ab/adduction, consistent with [4]. Toe height was also sensitive
to stance ankle flex/extension and ab/adduction, and least
sensitive to swing ankle ab/adduction. Sensitivity to individual
angles was not consistent across the lead and trail subtasks during
obstacle crossing (3-way interaction: F(27,711)=6.65; p<.01; Fig.
2). For example, sensitivity for the trail subtask was higher than
the lead subtask for the swing knee flex/extension, but lower for
swing hip flex/extension.

Fig. 2: Mean+SD of toe height sensitivity to individual joint angles.

For groups of angles, toe height was more sensitive to frontal
plane angles than sagittal plane angles for unobstructed gait (0
cm obstacle), but this relation is reversed during obstacle crossing
(groupplane×obst_height: F(3,135)=53.06, p<.01; Fig. 3A). Toe
height was more sensitive to the stance limb joint angles than the
swing limb joint angles for all obstacle heights (grouplimb:
F(1,135)=912.9, p<.01; Fig. 3B).

Fig. 1: Lower-limb joint angles that influence toe height.

Methods
Ten subjects (23.8±3.4 years, 3 female) crossed obstacles on a
15 m walkway. Ten trials of each condition were recorded
(unobstructed, 3, 10, 26 cm obstacle). Whole-body kinematics
were measured using a Qualysis motion capture system.
Sensitivity of toe height to the lower-limb joint angles was
determined at the instant of minimum toe clearance for
unobstructed gait and the instant when the first and second foot
crossed the obstacle (lead and trail subtasks).
The function relating toe height (H) to the lower-limb joint
angles ( i, i=1 to 10; Fig. 1) was written: H=f( ). The Jacobian
of f was derived: J=[ H/ 1 H/ 2 … H/ 10] and evaluated
by substituting the measured values of the joint angles. The
values in J are the changes in H due to a unit change in an angle,
i.e., the sensitivities of H to individual angles.
Sensitivity of H to groups of angles within the (1) sagittal vs
frontal planes and (2) stance vs swing limbs were compared.
Senitivity to a group of angles was quantified as the singular
value of the Jacobian comprising of the partial derivatives with
respect to those angles. For example, the singular value of
Jfrontal=[ H/ 4 H/ 5 H/ 9 H/ 10] yields the maximum
possible change in H due to the vector [ 4 5 9 10] of unit
magnitude, and it is defined as the sensitivity of H to the frontal
plane angles. ANOVAs were used to determine if sensitivity was
affected by individual joint angles (angle × subtask ×
obst_height), and by angle groups across planes (groupplane ×

Fig. 3: Mean+SD of toe height sensitivity to groups of joint angles in
two planes (A) and in two limbs (B).

Significance
When individuals/patients report increased frequency of tripping,
one should consider weakness or impaired coordination in the
ab/adductors as potential sources of the issue. Furthermore,
interventions should not be limited to the swing limb, as the
stance limb angles, as a group, had greater influence than the
swing limb angles, as a group, on swing toe height (Fig. 3B).
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celeration was nearly 25% greater for OB vs NW (Beta for acceleration for OB is 1.26 vs. 0.96 (1.26-0.30) for NW). With regard
to 1 at low treadmill accelerations OB had greater extension velocities (more negative values; positive Beta for group), but 1
increased more quickly with increasing treadmill acceleration
(Figure 1). Despite having different 1 at low treadmill accelerations, 2 was similar for both groups at low accelerations (p>0.05
for group term). Both OB and NW demonstrated increasing trunk
extension velocities on the second step with increasing treadmill
acceleration, but OB increased extension velocity at a greater rate
than NW, perhaps to compensate for differences during the first
step. Multiple functional measures were correlated with subjectspecific slopes (Table 1). While trunk control strategies for balance recovery. i.e., scaling of kinematics in response to increasing perturbations magnitudes, are thought to be completely distinct from other capabilities, to some extent they may exploit
strength and coordination patterns that also facilitate performance
of functional tasks. In absence of perturbation paradigms, a battery of such tasks could help predict fall recovery abilities.

Introduction
The 30% of older Americans (65+ years of age) who are obese
(b d ma i de (BMI) 30 kg2/m) are up to 50% more likely
to fall1 and are at greater odds of sustaining a fall-related injury2,
than normal weight (BMI: 17.5-25 kg2/m) older adults (NW).
Obese older adults (OB) may fall at higher rates than NW following a lab-induced trip3. A large initial change in angular velocity,
such as that imparted by a trip, may present a greater challenge
to OB due to a greater increase angular momentum (i.e. more
massive trunk)5. This may increase the likelihood of a fall, i.e.
increase trunk flexion and trunk angular velocity at the instant of
recovery step completion4. Similarly, increased inertia may be
beneficial to balance when there is little initial angular velocity6.
The purpose of this study was to quantify the effects of obesity
on biomechanics of balance recovery in older adults. We hypothesized that following trip-like treadmill perturbations, differences
in trunk angle and angular velocity between OB and NW older
adults would increase in proportion to the perturbation acceleration. We also explored the extent to which obesity-related impaired trunk control was related to functional mobility.
Methods
We recruited 29 OB and 30 NW with self-reported ability to walk
one mile at any pace and normal range of motion in the lower
limbs and trunk. Participants were excluded for use of a
cane/walker, artificial joint replacement, self-reported history of
conditions that interfere with gait or diabetic peripheral neuropathy or osteoporosis. Participants completed the following functional tests: 10m walk at maximum speed (10mW), Timed-upand-go (TUG), figure of eight walk (F8W), single-limb stance for
a maximum of 30 s (SLS), and standing balance using the NIH
toolbox. During a separate session they completed 30 perturbation trials, after five practice trials. For each trial, participants
stood on a motorized treadmill (C-Mill; Motekforcelink, Netherlands) which suddenly accelerated for 150s in the posterior direction, and then decelerated. There were 10 different accelerations,
1.5-3.75 m/s2 in increments of 0.25 m/s2, each of which was provided three times (all practice trials were performed at 1.75 m/s2).
The order of accelerations was randomized. A 6 camera motion
capture system (Vicon, UK) tracked body movements. For each
trial we calculated the angle of the trunk at the instant that the
first and second recovery step contacted the treadmill belt (θ1 and
θ2, respectively) as well as the associated trunk angular velocities
( 1 and 2, respectively). A mixed model analysis (within subject factor: acceleration; between subject factor: group - OB vs
NW, referenced to OB; random factor: subject) was used to determine the relationship between trunk kinematics and treadmill
acceleration. In the event of a significant effect of subject, we
correlated subject-specific slopes with functional measures.

Table 1 (left): Results
from mixed model and
correlations; Betas and
coefficients shown only
for p<0.05. Figure 1
(top): Example group x
acceleration interaction.
Each colored line represents the model fit of the
vs acceleration data for
1
a given subject. OB and
NW have similar intercepts (p>0.05 for group)
but for NW the slope is
7.07 (deg/s)/(m/s2) less.

Significance
We confirm that obesity provides protection against falls at low
velocities (e.g., bumped while standing) but not high velocities
(e.g., trips or slips). Perturbation based interventions that have
been shown to improve trunk control and reduce trip-related falls
in NW may be effective at reducing falls by OB. Such intervention could also improve functional mobility in this population.
Acknowledgements
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Results and Discussion
Consistent with our hypothesis, we found significant group x acceleration interactions for all trunk kinematics (Table 1). NW exhibited a smaller 1 and 2 than OB at low accelerations (negative
Beta for group), and the rate of increase in 1 with increasing ac-
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Females have greater local dynamic stability than males when walking with military-relevant loads.
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We found no significant interactions of load and sex for LDE
of the trunk or pelvis (p>0.05), but did detect main effects of
load and sex for all directions of
vertical direction of
In all directions of the
trunk and in the vertical direction of the pelvis, females had
significantly lower LDE compared males indicating greater
local dynamic stability than males across load. LDE
significantly increased with each load in the anteroposterior and
vertical directions (p<0.01) of the trunk and the vertical
direction of the pelvis (p<0.01). Mediolateral LDE of the trunk
was significantly greater at the heaviest load condition

Introduction

In the military, load carriage is an unavoidable task. Previous
research suggests that kinematic adaptations made in response
to added load increases stability during gait. Yet, the stability
measures typically used do not quantify a gait pattern’s
dynamic stability, but rather its kinematic variability. [1] The
local divergence exponent (LDE) provides a nonlinear measure
of gait’s local dynamic stability. [2] We have reported that LDE
(and hence local dynamic stability) is affected by military
relevant loads and speeds [3] and that females alter average gait
mechanics differently than males in response to these loads. [4]
No previous research has investigated if standardized military
loads affect local dynamic stability of males and females
similarly. As females now have access to all US military
occupations, often carrying similar loads to males, it is
important to assess if these loads affect the stability of females
differently than males. The purpose of this analysis was to
determine if local dynamic stability is similarly affected in both
males and females when carrying standardized military loads.
We hypothesized that local dynamic stability would differ
between females and males, with females having lower local
dynamic stability compared to males as load increased.

These results indicate that females have greater local dynamic
stability of the trunk than males regardless of load. Local
dynamic stability of the trunk is decreased with load in all
directions while stability of the pelvis is only affected by load
in the vertical direction.
Significance

Female Soldiers are generally shorter and lighter than their male
counterparts. We previously reported that females alter their
gait mechanics differently than males when wearing
standardized loads, likely due to differences in relative mass
carried. We have also reported that increasing load decreases
local dynamic stability. We hypothesized that local dynamic
stability in females would therefore decrease more with load
than males given the higher relative mass carried. However, we
found that females had greater local dynamic stability than
males regardless of load. The excess load decreases this
stability in both males and females, but further analysis is
needed to determine if the rates of change in stability differs
between females and males.

Methods

Fifteen females (age: 26.0±5.1 yrs, height: 1.65±0.1 m, mass:
67.6±9.4 kg) and fifteen males (age: 26.0±4.8 yrs, height:
1.78±0.08 m, mass: 79.8±9.1 kg) completed 2-minute walking
trials on a treadmill under three load conditions (unloaded: 1.2
kg, light: 15 kg, and heavy: 27 kg) at 1.35 m/s. Loads and
walking speed were selected based on Army doctrine
recommendations. Two minutes of marker data from the trunk
(C7) and pelvis (sacrum) segments were collected and low-pass
filtered (10Hz). The first-time derivative (velocity) time series
was used for analysis. Rosenstein’s algorithm was used to
calculate LDE for the trunk and pelvis velocity time series in all
directions (mediolateral, anteroposterior, vertical), where a
larger LDE indicates decreased local dynamic stability. We
used a 3x2 repeated measures ANOVA with sex as a betweensubject factor, load as a within subject factor, and included the
interaction of sex and load. Post-hoc analyses were run if
significant interactions of load and sex were detected.
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Results and Discussion

Table 1: Mean±SD of Local Divergence Exponent (LDE) for each load by sex condition in each direction.
Unloaded

Pelvis

Trunk

Direction

Medium Load
Female
Male

Heavy Load
Female
Male

Female

Male

Anteroposterior*†

0.36±0.05

0.45±0.05

0.35±0.04

0.45±0.05

0.37±0.04

0.48±0.06

Mediolateral*†

0.36±0.04

0.38±0.05

0.41±0.05

0.44±0.03

0.43±0.04

0.46±0.03

Vertical*†

0.59±0.08

0.68±0.11

0.63±0.10

0.73±0.14

0.71±0.09

0.78±0.14

Anteroposterior

0.33±0.06

0.34±0.04

0.33±0.06

0.34±0.05

0.34±0.07

0.35±0.06

Mediolateral

0.30±0.05

0.33±0.07

0.29±0.08

0.34±0.09

0.32±0.07

0.35±0.10

Vertical*†

0.46±0.09

0.57±0.09

0.50±0.13

0.62±0.13

0.56±0.12

0.66±0.13

Note: *Indicates significant (p < 0.05) main effect for load, †Indicates significant (p < 0.05) main effect of sex
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Introduction
One common measure of d namic balance in human walking is
whole-bod angular momentum (WBAM). To compute angular
momentum, one must specif a reference axis about which
momentum is calculated. Momentum-based controllers for
humanoid robots ma use axes that project through either the
center of mass (CoM) or the center of pressure [1]. However,
biomechanists primaril compute angular momentum about an
axis projecting through the CoM to quantif balance during
walking [2] [4]. Here, we asked if the choice of the reference axis
influences interpretations of d namic balance control.
Methods
Four health oung individuals walked on a dual-belt treadmill at
their self-selected speed. Sudden treadmill accelerations of
different magnitude and direction were remotel triggered at foot
strike, and belt speed returned to the self-selected speed during
swing. Full bod kinematics were captured using a 10-camera
Qualis s Oqus s stem. From this data, we estimated whole-bod
angular momentum (WBAM) as the sum of all segmental angular
momenta in the sagittal plane (Eqn.1).
𝑊𝐵𝐴𝑀 ⃗ = ∑ [ 𝑚 𝑟⃗
× 𝑣⃗
+ 𝐼𝜔
(1)
Here, mi is segmental mass, 𝑟⃗
is a vector from the segment s
center of mass to the reference axis, I is the segmental moment of
inertia about its center of mass,
is the segmental angular
velocit , and the index corresponds to each limb segment. Two
reference axes were used for computing WBAM: a mediolateral
axis projecting through 1) the CoM or 2) the leading edge of the
base of support (BoS) as estimated b a marker on the first
phalanx. Both axes were defined as positive to the person s right.
For both metrics, we used the maximum value of WBAMCOM
and WBAMBoS during single support of the perturbation step to
quantif the effect of perturbations. Negative values represented
forward rotation, and positive values represented backward
rotation. Each measure was normali ed b weight, height, and
walking speed [2].
We used a linear mixed effect model to determine if the
maximum WBAMCOM and WBAMBoS during the perturbation was
associated with perturbation magnitude. The significance level
was set at p<0.05.

Figure 1: WBAMBoS (A) and WBAMCOM (C) over time. Maximum
WBAMBoS (B) and WBAMCOM (D) were negativel correlated with
perturbation si e.

1C & 1D). Thus, peak WBAM is negativel correlated with
perturbation si e regardless of the reference axis.
One advantage of using a reference axis that projects through
the COM is that it is easier to identif the degree of segmental
angular momentum cancellation during perturbation responses as
perfect limb cancellation will result in ero angular momentum.
Whereas, for WBAMBoS, one needs to compare the values with
the angular momentum generated b the CoM about the contact
point with the ground using an inverted pendulum model to
quantif the degree of limb cancellation.
Significance
Our future anal sis will determine whether errors in
approximating CoM d namics using simplified kinematic model
increase when perturbation magnitude increases. During
perturbation responses, coordination of the lower extremities and
trunk might change relative to unperturbed walking such that
estimating the position of the CoM using pelvis motion ma be
increasingl inaccurate. We will also whether the choice of
reference axis influences our interpretations of how
intersegmental coordination patterns contribute to regulation of
angular momentum during perturbation recover .

Results and Discussion
WBAM during the perturbation step deviated from the trajector
during the pre-perturbation step (Fig 1A & B). During treadmill
acceleration, WBAM during the perturbation step became more
negative than the pre-perturbation step as the bod rotated
forward. During treadmill deceleration, WBAM became more
positive as the bod rotated backward. WBAMBoS magnitude
was higher than WBAMCOM as a result of the larger distance
between most segments and the reference axis. The maximum
WBAMCOM and WBAMBoS during the perturbation steps were
both negativel correlated with perturbation si e (p <0.001) (Fig
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Introduction
Previous research has used a variety of dual-task (DT)
paradigms to exacerbate motor impairments and influence gait
performance (e.g., walking while performing a mental task) [1],
with most research focusing on the influence of DTs on walking
speed and stride length [e.g., 2, 3]. However, these studies may
not have used sufficiently challenging cognitive tasks [4]. In
addition, only limited research has examined the influence of
DTs on controlling dynamic balance, which is critical in
preventing falls. The purpose of this study was to assess how
healthy individuals prioritize their cognitive resources and
control dynamic balance during challenging DT conditions. We
hypothesize that as the DT load increases, the control of
dynamic balance will decrease.

letter/s, long word response rate = 0.98 ± 0.4 letter/s) (p <
0.001), confirming that performance was indeed worse in the
longer word (higher cognitive load) task.

Methods
A 10 camera system (VICON, Los Angeles, USA) recorded full
body kinematics during steady state treadmill walking for 15
young healthy subjects (age 25 ± 4 years, 9 females) using four
increasing levels of cognitive load: no load, passive listening,
spelling short 5 letter words backwards and spelling long 10
letter words backwards [4]. Subjects first performed the spelling
trials while standing (single task (ST) condition) to create a
cognitive baseline. Then they walked on a treadmill at their self
selected speed (SS, speed = 1.35 ± 0.1 m/s) and at a fixed speed
(1 m/s) while performing the dual task (DT) conditions in a
randomized order. Motion data was then analyzed in Visual3D
(C-Motion, Germantown, MD) and MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.,
Natick, MA, USA) to determine changes in dynamic balance
across conditions. Dynamic balance was quantified using
whole-body angular momentum (H), where a higher range of H
correlates with lower clinical balance scores (poorer balance
control) [5]. Audio data was examined to detect percent error
and correct response rate for the cognitive responses.

Figure 1: Normalized peak-to-peak difference in whole body angular
momentum (H, normalized by height, mass and speed of each
individual) in the frontal plane for the 4 cognitive loads at the 1 m/s
speed.

Significance
Consistent with previous research, our results suggest that
frontal plane balance, as measured by H, requires more active
control than sagittal plane balance [6], and subsequently
decreases with higher cognitive loads. Thus, in order to see an
influence of cognitive load on balance control in healthy
individuals, a sufficiently challenging mental task is needed. A
decrease in dynamic balance when walking with increased
cognitive loads may increase the risk of falling. Furthermore,
the cognitive performance did not change between the ST and
DT conditions, which suggests that healthy subjects may
prioritize a cognitive task over their balance control during
steady state walking. These results provide additional insight
into the automaticity of walking and task prioritization in
healthy individuals [7], which provides the basis for future
studies to determine differences in neurologically impaired
populations such as individuals post-stroke.

Results and Discussion
As the cognitive load increased in difficulty, peak-to-peak
frontal plane H increased (Fig. 1). No differences were observed
in sagittal plane H between any of the cognitive conditions or
walking speeds. Significant increases in H occurred between the
no-load (H = 0.0291 ± 0.009) and long word trials at 1 m/s (H =
0.0332 ± 0.010) (p < 0.001) and between the no-load (H =
0.0249 ± 0.008) and long word trials at the SS speed (H =
0.0288 ± 0.010) (p < 0.001). Smaller but still significant
differences were also found between the no-load and the short
word trials for both speeds (p < 0.001). These observed
increases in H indicate that as the cognitive load increases,
balance control decreases at both fixed and self-selected
walking speeds.
Regarding the cognitive task performance, spelling
performance did not change between the ST and two DT
conditions as measured by the number of errors and response
rate (p = 0.3). While there was variability in spelling ability
between subjects, overall the percent error increased from 3% to
11%, and the response rate dropped by almost half between the
short and long word tasks (short word response rate = 1.79 ± 0.5
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Introduction
Falls during walking are a leading cause of injuries in both young
and older adults (65+ years old).1,2 Although it is known that
concurrent performance of a cognitive task negatively affects
both postural control and locomotion,3,4 the role of cognitive
processes in the sensorimotor control of locomotor balance
remains unclear. As a first step towards unravelling this role, the
purpose of this study was to identify in young adults 1) the
threshold of conscious perception of locomotor disturbances
(e.g., how small of a locomotor disturbance can be perceived),
and 2) the effect of a secondary cognitive distractive task. We
hypothesized that performing a cognitive distractive task would
impair the ability to perceive small locomotor disturbances.

Figure 1: A) Example psychometric curve fitting to identify conscious
perception threshold. B) Perception threshold of locomotor
disturbances. C) Change in perception threshold with cognitive
distractive task. Individual subjects are labeled by a single color.

Methods
11 young adults (3 M, 22.4±3.1 yrs old) walked on a split-belt
instrumented treadmill (Bertec, Inc.) at their self-selected
walking speed (SSWS) while randomly experiencing balance
disturbances every 8-12 strides. Balance disturbances were
imposed through a short duration decrease in velocity of the
treadmill belt (dV) triggered at heel-strike. The belt was disturbed
to speeds of SSWS dV, where dV was 0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4 m/s, and returned to SSWS during the subsequent
swing phase. Disturbances were randomized and repeated 5 times
on the dominant leg with disturbances to the nondominant leg
interspersed to reduce learning effects. After each disturbance,
subjects were asked if they perceived a balance disturbance and
re ponded
e
or no . S bjec
ore noi e cancelling
headphones to prevent auditory feedback. The conscious
perception threshold was determined by fitting a psychometric
curve to the proportion correct responses for each dV (Fig. 1A).
A subset of subjects (8 subjects, 3M) repeated the same protocol
while performing a secondary cognitive distractive task (i.e.,
counting backwards by 3), and a second conscious perception
threshold was calculated. To test our hypothesis that a cognitive
distractive task would impair the ability to perceive small
locomotor disturbances, we used a one-sample t-test to identify if
the change in the conscious perception threshold with addition of
the distractive task was significantly different than zero.

consistent with prior studies demonstrating high cognitive
reserves in young adults. Due to cognitive declines5, we expect
the cognitive distractive task will have a larger effect on the
perception of locomotor disturbances in older adults.
Open questions remain about what sensory feedback is
being utilized by young adults to perceive these small locomotor
disturbances. For example, are they estimating changes in tasklevel variables such as body center of mass and/or sensing jointlevel changes (i.e., changes in muscle length). Determining
where this localization occurs and changes due to aging may
provide targets for rehabilitation aimed at improving the ability
to maintain balance during locomotion.
In summary, young adults were able to detect very small
locomotor disturbances even when performing a secondary
cognitive distractive task. We expect that ability to perceive
locomotor disturbances will be reduced in older adults due to
declines in their sensory, motor, and cognitive systems.
Significance
Using small level locomotor disturbances, we are investigating
the sensorimotor mechanisms responsible for the active control
of locomotor balance. Understanding the ability to perceive
locomotor disturbances, the sensorimotor contributions to this
perception, and changes due to normal aging may provide targets
for rehabilitation aimed at improving locomotor balance.

Results and Discussion
Young adults were able to perceive very small locomotor
disturbances. Subjects walked at SSWS 1.16 ± 0.08 m/s and
perceived disturbances of 0.08 ± 0.04 m/s (7.4 ± 4.0% of the
SSWS) during stance. Such low perception thresholds are
unsurprising given their intact sensorimotor systems. We expect
the ability to perceive locomotor disturbances to get worse with
age due to deteriorations in sensory and motor systems.
Young adults maintained the ability to perceive small
locomotor disturbances even with the addition of a cognitive
distractive task. The average change in conscious perception
thresholds between tasks was 0.005 ± 0.027 m/s. In contrast to
our hypothesis, the change in perception threshold with the
addition of the secondary cognitive distract task was not
significantly different than zero (p value = 0.59). This result is
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Introduction
Optical flow perturbations increase gait variability, especially in
older adults who rely more on vision to maintain balance [1].
Furthermore, gait variability in older adults is much more
susceptible to optical flow perturbations than to a cognitive dualtask [2]. However, cognitive tasks can interfere with motor tasks
during walking, reducing gait speed and increasing step width
[3]. Those effects are explained by cognitive-motor interference
due to the redirection of limited attention to cognitive processing.
However, the combined effect of optical flow perturbations and
cognitive tasks has yet to be systematically explored; an
important gap due to the potential involvement of cognitive
resources to either (i) reduce attention and attenuate the impact
of, or (ii) disrupt older adult’s ability to appropriately respond to,
optical flow perturbations during walking. The purpose of this
study was to determine the effect of a cognitive task on gait
variability in the presence of optical flow balance perturbations.
We anticipated that adding a cognitive task would reduce
attention to optical flow perturbations; thus, we hypothesized that
gait variability in the presence of optical flow perturbations
would decrease when performing a cognitive task.

found no significant effects of the Stroop task on SWV (Fig. 1)
or mediolateral trunk variability (p 0.43).

Figure 1. Effects of a Stroop task on step width variability when
walking without (control and Stroop trials) and with perturbed optical
flow. Significant difference from control (*) and Stroop trial (**).

Our hypothesis that the auditory Stroop task would reduce
gait variability in the presence of optical flow perturbations was
not supported. Indeed, the Stroop task had no effect on SW,
SWV, or trunk variability, niether when performed during normal
walking nor in the presence of perturbed optical flow. These
findings are consistent with some prior studies [4, 5]. However,
we chose the auditory Stroop task to deliberately exclude the
visuomotor pathways presumably involved when responding to
optical flow preturbations. Together, our results allude to a
strategy in which attention to balance is prioritized equal to or
above cognitive task performance. Adding a Stroop task can
cause older adults to reduce gait speed during obstacle
negotiation, but this occurred only when subjects walked at faster
than preferred speeds [6]. Accordingly, including a more difficult
cognitive task or enforcing a faster walking speed could have
increased the prevalence of dual-task interference.

Methods
Nine older adults (2 male, age: 75.1±3.8 years) gave written
informed consent and participated in this study. For each subject,
experiments were performed on two different days in randomized
order. After participants acclimated to the treadmill over 5
minutes, they completed all walking trials at their preferred speed
while viewing optical flow in the form of a virtual hallway
projected onto a semi-circular, curved screen in front of the
treadmill. Subjects completed four, 2-minute walking conditions:
a control trial, a dual-task trial while performing an auditory
Stroop task [4], a trial with mediolateral optical flow
perturbations, and a trial including both mediolateral optical flow
perturbations and the auditory Stroop task. To mitigate any
within-subject effect of perturbation training, the perturbation
trial performed with the auditory Stroop task was performed in a
random order on a different day, separated by one week. Briefly,
the auditory Stroop task involved hearing a voice say the words
“low” and “high” in a low or high pitch and responding by saying
the pitch rather than the word [4] . For all trials, we found step
width (SW) by taking the distance between heel markers and
calculated step width variability (SWV) and trunk variability
quantified as the standard deviation in mediolateral position of
the seventh cervical vertebra. A one-way, repeated measures
ANOVA with post-hoc t-tests compared condition effects.

Significance
This study shows that susceptibility to optical flow balance
perturbations in older adults prevails even in the presence of
distraction from a cognitive dual task. Our findings suggests that
walking balance is prioritized over cognitive dual-task
performance when walking with balance perturbations.
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Results and Discussion
There were significant main effects of condition on SWV and
mediolateral trunk variability (p=0.003 and p=0.002,
respectively) but not SW (p=0.228). Specifically, post-hoc tests
revealed significant increases due to the presence of optical flow
perturbations whether participants were engaged in the Stroop
task (p=0.004 for SWV, p=0.006 for trunk variability) or not
(p=0.008 for SWV, p=0.018 for trunk variability). However, we
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Results and Discussion
Prior to landing from each jump, participants preactivated the
knee and ankle extensor muscles to prepare for landing.
Following hypogravity exposure, preactivation onset timing was
delayed (compared to Pre) in most muscles by about 15-30 ms
(Fig. 1; p < 0.05 for non-dominant VM, LG, MG and dominant
VM & SOL). This delay agrees with our hypothesis and suggests
the expectation of a longer airtime due to hypogravity.
Preactivation magnitude was significantly reduced (p < 0.05)
by about half (32 – 52%) in most muscles, except in the dominant
leg SOL & LG. A 50% reduction is reasonable as the hypogravity
exposure was targeted at reducing participants’ body weight by
half. This reduction in preactivation magnitude is also in
agreement with our hypothesis and likely represents the
expectation of a lower muscle load during landing.
Taken together, our results indicate that people adapt both
timing and magnitude of muscle activity in jumping to match the
requirements of hypogravity exposure. Such adaptation suggests
that people are able to successfully adapt to accelerations that do
not match the typical acceleration due to Earth’s gravity.

Introduction
When falling from a drop or jump, people and other animals
preactivate their leg muscles in preparation for landing (1, 2).
This preactivation occurs prior to ground contact, indicating it
relies on a prediction of the time and force of landing. People are
skilled at such predictions, as they readily alter preactivation
timing and magnitude to accommodate different jump heights
(3). The ability to accurately predict the time and force of landing
indicates an implicit understanding of the physics affecting the
jump, including the acceleration due to gravity.
We aimed to affect these gravity-based predictions by
exposing participants to simulated hypogravity in a targeted
jumping task. We hypothesized exposure to hypogravity would
result in a delayed preactivation time and lower preactivation
magnitude, reflecting an expectation of lower gravity.
Methods
Ten participants (6 female; Age: 21.8 ± 4.0 yrs; Height: 1.74 ±
0.11 m; Weight: 615 ± 98 N) gave informed consent prior to
participating in this Georgia Tech IRB approved study. They
each performed targeted countermovement jumps before (Pre),
during, and after (Post) exposure to simulated hypogravity. A
0.5G environment was simulated using constant force springs
mounted above the participant and attached at their hips. Muscle
activity (Vastus Medialis (VM), Lateral (LG) and Medial (MG)
Gastrocnemius, and Soleus (SOL): 960 Hz), kinetics, and
kinematics data were collected on both legs for each jump.
Preactivation timing was calculated as the time prior to
landing when build-up of muscle activity began (3). Preactivation
magnitude was calculated as the integrated electromyographic
activity between preactivation onset and contact with the ground.

Significance
While previous research has shown humans and other animals
can predict the timing of landing from a fall under Earth’s gravity
(1, 2), very few have investigated altered gravities (4). The
current study expands on previous hypogravity locomotion
paradigms (5, 6) to assess aspects of neural adaptation through
the investigation of neuromechanical aftereffects. This new
paradigm can be used to explore if this adaptation is isolated to
the muscles directly involved in task performance, which may
provide important insights on the general nature of how gravity
is accounted for during movement control.
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Figure 1: Average preactivation onset timing and magnitude for the
LG on the non-dominant leg. Preactivation onset timing (prior to
landing) and activation magnitude were larger in jumps before
hypogravity exposure (Pre; black bar) compared to after hypogravity
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Introduction
Alpine kiing ha high ra e of or hopaedic inj r , b i
imprac ical o
d in a labora or en ironmen . Skiing
biomechanic are be a e ed i h earable echnologie ha
can be ed in he field, ch a Iner ial Mea remen Uni
(IMU ). While me hod e i o de ermine ki rn ran i ion
ing g ro cope ignal [1], here i no con en in he li era re
of hich o her imepoin are mo rele an o d . Therefore,
i i nece ar o e al a e he en ire rn c cle. S a i ical
parame ric mapping (SPM) allo e al a ion of ime erie da a,
and a oid ome bia e fo nd in o her a i ical me hod [2].
Thi
d er e a an earl proof-of-concep approach o
anal ing IMU da a i h SPM in alpine kier , hile pro iding
anal i frame ork for f re no por biomechanic re earch.
Methods
Fo r ad anced recrea ional kier (aged 27.5
4.6 ear , 2
female, no prior lo er e remi
rger or inj r ) con en ed o
par icipa e in hi IRB appro ed pro ocol. Each kier a
in r men ed i h eigh IMU (APDM, Por land OR, 128h )
ec red o he fee , leg , and r nk. Skier comple ed fo r r n
hro gh a 10- rn gian lalom le co r e on modera e errain.
G ro cope da a a
ed o de ermine he ar and end ime
of he middle hree rn in each direc ion from each rial, a
pre io l de cribed [1]. Join angle ere calc la ed i h he
IMU man fac rer of are and correc ed for off e in mean
o acco n for difference in calibra ion po e and drif .
Kinema ic and ra g ro cope da a for each rn ere fil ered a
2h (per re id al anal i [3]) and re ampled o 256 poin per
rn. Foo g ro cope da a in he roll (edging) and a ( rning)
a e , and knee fle ion, ere con idered in hi anal i e ample.
SPM anal e ere cond c ed in MATLAB ( pm1d.org) o
e plore hree an icipa ed f re e ca e : 1) 1- a repea edmea re ANOVA o de ermine he her all of a kier righ (or
lef ) rn
ere performed imilarl ; 2) 1- a ANOVA o
q an if difference be een kier ; 3) paired - e o q an if
ide- o- ide difference
i hin a kier. In all e , a i icall
ignifican re l o er por ion of he rn hor er han 3% ere
deemed no clinicall ignifican and ere di regarded.
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Figure 1: a) Wi hin- bjec repea abili of roll ignal be een rn
on m l iple r n . b) Mean and andard de ia ion of knee fle ion angle
of o kier ( op) and a ocia ed po -hoc - e (bo om) highligh
ignifican difference a haded region ha e ceed he F* hre hold.
c) Paired - e fo nd righ /lef a mme r in Skier 1 i h increa ed
righ knee fle ion near he rn ape and decrea ed fle ion a rn fini h.

The e re l are preliminar and limi ed b a mall ample
i e. Addi ionall , e ing for each par icipan occ rred on a
differen da ; hile e er effor a made o replica e co r e
ga e loca ion , ligh difference be een rn po i ion and no
condi ion for each kier ere ine i able.
Significance
E en i h a mall ample i e in a comple , d namic por ,
ignifican difference in mo emen echniq e can be ob er ed
bo h be een and i hin kier . Thi
ppor he con in ed e
of IMU en or in he field, and he applica ion of SPM anal i
in f re kiing biomechanic applica ion .

Results and Discussion
No i hin- bjec difference
ere fo nd be een rn in a
repea ed-mea re ANOVA for roll (Fig re 1a), a , or knee
fle ion. The e re l are co r e pecific; rn- o- rn imilari
m be checked for all f re kiing biomechanic re earch d
co r e before a ming niformi .
Be een kier , ligh difference ere ob er ed in roll and
a o er period hor er han 6% of he rn c cle. Ho e er, a
1- a ANOVA re ealed difference in kinema ic from 0-55%
and 67-100% of he rn c cle. In po -hoc - e , here ere
difference in e er pair of kier knee fle ion angle (Fig re
1b), and o pair ere ignifican l differen o er more han half
of he rn c cle.
Side- o- ide a mme rie ere ob er ed in kinema ic of he
in ide knee be een lef and righ rn for Skier 1 onl (Fig re
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Introduction
Traditionally used to refer to the type of jazz music, swing
dancing today refers to a cluster of dances developed between
the 1920s and 1940s to the swing style of music, including the
Lindy hop [1]. Swing dancing is still popular today and
continues to draw individuals to it with its lively music and
social atmosphere [2]. Yet, dance requires high levels of aerobic
power, strength, endurance, and flexibility, making injuries
common [3]. There is limited research on the biomechanics of
the swing movements which restricts our ability to prevent
injuries. Although swing dancing is performed with a partner,
it is meaningful to understand whether the biomechanics of
swing dancing differ with and without a partner to better
develop training protocols.
In swing dancing, the triple step is a common dance
element that accounts for the syncopated rhythm of the music
and translates it into body movement. This step can be
performed by both men and women to the right and left. This
step is performed in an upbeat manner with an element of
bounce to it. Given the presentative features of the triple step, it
is important to analyse the biomechanics underlying this key
swing dance element.
The main purpose of this study was to analyse the triple
step in recreational swing dancers to determine the
biomechanics of the movement and to assess where the greatest
risk for injury may lie. It was hypothesized that 1) dancing with
and without a partner would not yield biomechanical
differences, and 2) that the third step of the triple step would
result in the greatest risk for injury.

our first hypothesis (Table 1). The ANOVA indicates an overall
significant difference in GRF among groups (p < 0.05). Followup post-hoc analyses further indicated that the first and second
steps had significantly greater peak GRF compared to the third
step (p < 0.05), but were not significantly different from each
other (p > 0.05). This contradicts our second hypothesis.
Ankle power showed no difference between partnered and
non-partnered (p > 0.05 for both), which further supports the
first hypothesis. The first and second step showed the greatest
amount of propulsion compared to the third step (p < 0.05). This
is sensible since the dancers paused after the third step and did
not move into another step, whereas the first and second step
led into consecutive steps making propulsion necessary to keep
moving. With ankle power absorption, the second step resulted
in the greatest amount of absorption (p < 0.05) which
contradicts our second hypothesis. However, this is reasonable
because when performing a triple step, dancers take a small step
to either the right or left, a second step that brings the second
foot to meet the first, and then a third step apart again. This
element is performed with bounce, so the first and third steps
are smoother while the transition from the first to the second
step is bouncier as the dancers go up and down when switching
from the first to the second foot.
Table 1. Mean ± SD of the peak vertical GRF (/BW) and ankle
power (watts/kg) propulsion and absorption for each of the three
steps in the triple step element to the left and right individually
(TSL & TSR) and with a partner (TSLP &TSRP).
Element

Methods
Eight recreational swing dancers who completed 50 sessions of
swing dancing within the prior year (age: 30.9 ± 4.7 years;
height: 1.73 ± 0.07 m; mass: 73.6 ± 13.1 kg; swing dancing
experience: 4.1 ± 3.1 years) participated in the study.
Participants completed a 5-minute dance warm-up of their
choosing, and then performed a triple step to both the right and
the left with and without a partner in a random order. Three
trials were collected for each. Participants performed the dance
elements on a vinyl floor wearing a standardized pair of socks.
Three-dimensional lower extremity kinematics and ground
reaction force (GRF) were collected via 20 reflective markers
using an 8-camera motion capture system (Vicon, UK) and two
embedded force plates (AMTI, MA), respectively. Joint power
at ankle was calculated using inverse dynamcis. The outcome
variables (peak vertical GRF and peak ankle power) were
identified for all three steps. They were then compared between
partnered and non-partnered conditions using paired t-tests, and
among the three steps using a one-way ANOVA with repeated
measures in SPSS v.24 (IBM, NY) with an alpha level of 0.05.
Post-hoc tests were run when significant differences were
found.

TSL
TSLP
TSR
TSRP

Step
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

GRF
1.41 ± 0.13
1.39 ± 0.12
1.11 ± 0.11
1.31 ± 0.12
1.37 ± 0.13
1.07 ± 0.08
1.37 ± 0.14
1.38 ± 0.08
1.10 ± 0.10
1.30 ± 0.10
1.36 ± 0.13
1.04 ± 0.06

Outcome
Propulsion
4.38 ± 1.23
1.76 ± 1.13
0.40 ± 0.22
3.78 ± 1.71
1.49 ± 0.48
0.42 ± 0.40
4.04 ± 1.46
1.59 ± 0.82
0.52 ± 0.36
3.32 ± 1.08
1.67 ± 1.10
0.41 ± 0.35

Absorption
-1.61 ± 0.56
-3.50 ± 0.96
-1.15 ± 0.64
-1.26 ± 0.55
-3.50 ± 1.34
-0.70 ± 0.36
-1.28 ± 0.53
-3.44 ± 1.03
-1.15 ± 0.64
-1.20 ± 0.60
-2.98 ± 0.86
-0.96 ± 0.49

Significance
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to analyze
the biomechanics of swing dancers. Due to the popularity of
swing dancing and the potential resulting injuries it is important
to understand the internal and external forces acting on the
dancers in order to prevent injury and improve performance.
This knowledge will be beneficial for the design of future
studies to systematically examine the biomechanical aspect of
swing dance.
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Results and Discussion
There were no significant differences in the peak vertical GRF
between partnered vs non-partnered (p > 0.05), which supports
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Introduction
Respiratory inductance plethysmography (RIP) is a method of
monitoring breathing through the placement of elastic belts
around the chest and abdomen, with the most efficient breathing
entailing the chest and abdomen expanding and contracting at the
same time (in-phase). It is non-invasive and is shown to be
reliable and accurate when compared to other measurements of
ventilation [1,2]. Because running is such a popular recreational
sport, additional knowledge on how breathing efficiency could
help runners become more resistant to fatigue may be able to
improve overall performance.
In this study, we tested the effect of visual breathing
feedback on breathing patterns and time to exhaustion. We
hypothesized that receiving visual feedback would encourage
more in-phase breathing and longer times to fatigue.

Results and Discussion
Time to exhaustion was not significantly predicted by phase
angle (p=0.853), nor to having visual feedback (p=1). Pearson
pairwise correlation coefficients showed that phase angle and
having visual feedback provided did have a negative correlation,
although not significant (r=-0.089). This suggests that having
visual feedback decreased the phase angle.
These results suggest that providing visual feedback may be
able reduce the phase angle to create more synchronous
breathing. This however, did not improve the time to exhaustion,
which was a hypothesized outcome. Figure 2 provides a
visuali ation of each participant s change in phase angle and time
to exhaustion with the addition of having visual feedback. One
major limitation was the methodology for the run to fatigue.
Some participants seemed to ask to end the session due to the
speed of the treadmill and participant comfort instead of fatigue.

Methods
13 adult runners (8F,5M; age 25.5±6.5 yrs), who run between 520 miles per week, participated in this study. The participants
were tested on two days, separated by at least one week, one
where they received visual feedback and one without.
On each day, two RIP bands were placed around the chest
and abdomen. A neoprene belt holding a BioRadio (Great Lakes
NeuroTechnologies, Cleveland OH) was placed around the waist.
A chest harness was worn for safety. The participant then ran at
a self-selected speed (2.04 ±0.084 m/s) for 5 minutes. After a
break, the participants began the fatiguing protocol. The treadmill
was inclined to 3°, and speed started at 2.25 m/s. Each minute,
the treadmill sped up by 0.083 m/s until the participant signaled
they could no longer continue (volitional exhaustion). During this
fatiguing protocol, real-time visual feedback was provided on one
day (Fig. 1) and not on the other. Breathing data (voltage based
on the circumference of the RIP bands) were collected during the
5-minute warm up and during the fatiguing protocol at 250 Hz.
Phase angle, a quantity between 0 and 180 degrees (representing
the synchrony of the chest and abdomen) [3,4], and time to
exhaustion were calculated. The effects of visual feedback and
phase angle were analyzed with single-variable regressions for
their effects on time to exhaustion.

Figure 2: The difference of visual feedback compared to no visual
feedback: time to exhaustion versus phase angle for each participant.

Significance
An improvement in phase angle did not ultimately lead to an
improvement in time to exhaustion. Looking only at participants
that improved phase angle with visual feedback, there is a
possibility that time to exhaustion could be improved with further
breathing training. However, because not all participants
improved phase angle with visual feedback, the largest obstacle
that lies ahead is finding a way to more effectively improve the
phase angle. Allowing for time to teach the breathing method and
a familiarization with visual feedback prior to running should be
implemented in the future in an effort to improve phase angle.
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Figure 1: Real-time visualization of the expansion of the chest and
abdomen.
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Introduction
Recently, long distance running has been overwhelmed by
athletes zooming past finish lines wearing the Nike Vaporfly 4%,
which has been shown to lower metabolic power during running
by 4% on average (Hoogkamer et al., 2018). The Nike Vaporfly
utilizes a full-length curved carbon fiber plate embedded in a
lightweight Pebax foam that is both compliant and resilient.
These elements together provide a 4% reduction in energetic cost,
but it is unknown how much of the metabolic benefits are
specifically related to the increased longitudinal bending stiffness
(LBS) provided by the carbon fiber plate. We hypothesized that
reducing longitudinal bending stiffness by cutting through the
carbon fiber plate of the Nike Vaporfly 4% would increase
metabolic power during running by about 2%.

Figure 2: Metabolic power was statistically similar (p = 0.24) between
the VF (13.91±0.74 W/kg) and CVF shoes (13.98±0.76 W/kg) with Δ =
0.55 ± 1.38%.
VF
CVF
Contact Time (ms) *
212±2
208±2

Methods
Ten male participants (23.5±4.5 yrs, 70.0±5.0 kg, 174.0±2.5 cm)
ran in two versions of the Nike Vaporfly 4% (size US9.5): 1) a
standard, unaltered pair (VF), and 2) a pair where the midsole and
carbon fiber plate were cut (CVF) (Figure 1). Participants gave
written informed consent that followed the guidelines of the
University of Massachusetts Amherst Institutional Review
Board. Participants completed a 5-minute warm-up trial at a selfselected pace, while breathing through the expired-gas analysis
system to allow familiarization. Participants then completed four
5-minute trials at 14 km/h on a force-measuring treadmill
(Treadmetrix) while we measured submaximal rates of oxygen
uptake and carbon dioxide production (True One 2400, Parvo
Medics). Participants ran twice in each shoe condition in a
mirrored order that was counterbalanced and randomly assigned.
We used shoe covers to blind participants from the condition and
we changed the shoes for the participants during 5-minute breaks
between trials. Metabolic power was calculated over the last two
minutes of each trial using the Peronnet & Massicotte equation
(Peronnet & Massicotte, 1991). The average of the two trials in
each shoe was used for all metrics. We used two-tailed paired ttests o compare hoe i h a radi ional ignificance le el of <
0.05.

Step Frequency (Hz)

3.01±0.12

3.01±0.12

Braking Impulse (N·s)

-0.021±0.002

-0.021±0.002

Propulsive Impulse (N·s)

0.021±0.002

0.021±0.002

Table 1: Contact time was significantly shorter in the CVF shoe
compared to VF (p=0.001). Step frequency, braking impulse, and
propulsive impulse were all statistically similar (all p>0.17).

times (p=0.001) compared to the VF condition (Table 1). Step
frequency, braking impulse, and propulsive impulse were all
statistically similar between the VF and CVF shoes (all p>0.17).
Our data suggests that the metabolic savings from the LBS
function of the carbon-fiber plate are small. A next step is to
quantify the LBS of the two shoe conditions with a materials
testing machine, to verify that residual LBS in the CVF was
indeed minimal. At this point, our data suggests that the midsole
foam and geometry are the main contributors to the metabolic
savings, in line with our earlier observations that the midsole
returns about 50 times more energy in compression than the plate
and midsole combined in bending (Hoogkamer et al., 2019). In
addition, the individual sections of carbon-fiber plate between the
cuts could enhance the function of the foam by increasing the
midsole stability and spreading out the vertical ground reaction
forces over a larger foam area.
Significance
As carbon-fiber plates are introduced into more running
footwear, it is important to understand how they affect
performance. Although opponen of en e ord a
pringpla e and mechanical doping, o r re l indica e ha he
contributions of the longitudinal bending stiffness of carbon-fiber
plates to the overall metabolic savings of Vaporfly shoes are
minimal.

Figure 1: Shoe conditions: VF (baseline), CVF (decreased LBS)

Results and Discussion
Contrary to our hypothesis, metabolic power was statistically
similar between the VF and CVF shoes (13.91±0.74 W/kg vs.
13.98±0.76 W/kg; p=0.24; Δ = 0.55 ± 1.38%; Figure 2 ). In the
CVF condition, subjects ran with shorter contact
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Introduction
With the advent of high performance shoes for long distance
running, there is a need to understand the kinetic contributions of
the lower limbs and how they change throughout longer duration
runs. During a long duration run, there may be a re-distribution
of ankle-knee-hip joint work from distal joints to proximal joints
[1]. However, the power and work contributions from the foot
have been neglected when examining such runs even though
studies have shown that there are signficiant kinetic contributions
from the foot during walking [2,3] and running [4]. Additionally,
the interactions between the foot and the ankle have been largely
neglected during running. The foot and the ankle are traditionally
treated as separate work sources due to inverse dynamics
asssumptions. Yet, there are many multiartucular structures that
span the foot and the ankle (e.g., flexor hallucis longus) which
can cause kinetic interplay [5]. Evaluating how the ankle and foot
interact during running can provide insights into the role of
multiarticular connections between the ankle and foot and
insights for future prosthetic technology. In total, the purpose of
this study is to characterize the kinetic interplay between the
ankle joint and the foot during a long duration run.

were ulitizing more positive Foot work sources during the run
which can be attributed to mid-tarsal and metatarsalphalangeal
joint positive work [4]. When this Foot work was considered with
the positive Ankle work, the Ankle+Foot work was consistent
during the run which may indicate kinetic interplay due to
multiarticular structures between the Ankle and Foot [5].
Additionally, the Ankle+Foot work provides a realistic
expectation, rather than only considering Ankle work, for how
running prostheses should perform throughout a run.

Methods
Fourteen recreationally active, heel-strike running, subjects (7
male, 7 female, 25±3 yrs, 1.72±0.08 m tall, 67.7±6.3 kg) provided
informed consent and participanted in this study. Subjects ran
continuously for 58 minutes while we collected kinematic marker
data, ground reaction forces and electromyography (EMG). The
running speed was randomly varied around the subject’s selfreported 10k pace to simulate a typical run. Additionally, subjects
ran at 2.8 m/s during four time points in the run: 6, 23, 40 and 57
min. Data were collected for one min. at each speed throughought
the run. For simplicity, we present the kinetics from the 2.8 m/s
running bouts. We computed six degree-of-freedom ankle joint
complex (termed here Ankle), distal-to-rearfoot (termed here
Foot) and combined Ankle+Foot power [2]. The Foot power is a
net estimate from all structures within the foot as well as the shoe.
Positive and negative work for each of the power metrics was
computed during stance phase. Friedman and Wilcoxon signedrank tests with a Holm-Sidak correction were used evaluate
differences in work metrics throughout the run ( =0.05).

Figure 1: Positive and negative work for the Ankle+Foot, Ankle and
Foot throughout the daily-type run. Asterisks indicate significant
differenences (p<0.006) between different times in the run.

Significance
This is the first study to characterize the work contributions from
the Foot and Ankle+Foot during running over a long period of
time. Understanding how work is being performed by the
structures of the foot in combination with the shoe can be used to
optimize how these structures are interacting to enhance
performance. Furthermore, the characterization of the
Ankle+Foot can provide design criteria for running prostheses to
enhance running performance for persons with amputation.

Results and Discussion
We observed during the positive Ankle work decreased by 17%
(6.8 J, p<0.001), on average, and positive Foot work increased by
36% (3.4 J, p=0.001), on average (Fig. 1) from min. six to min.
57. There was no difference in the combined Ankle+Foot work,
negative Foot and negative Ankle work (Fig. 1, p>0.05).
Runners did not change how work was absorbed, but rather
modulated how work was generated throughout a long run at the
Ankle and Foot. The consistent negative work by the Foot
throughout the run may indicate that runners do not change how
they utilize rearfoot midsole cushioning, as this is one of the
structures that can absorb work in the Foot [3]. However, runners
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Introduction
The foot arch may deform when acted upon by external and
calcaneal tendon forces [1, 2]. The amount of desirable arch
deformation varies between different tasks. To modulate arch
deformation, the toe flexor muscles may exert forces to support
the arch. Although previous research has found that these
muscles may oppose foot arch deformation from external loads,
little is known about their capacity to oppose arch deformation
caused by combined external load and internal muscle force [1].
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
role of the toe flexor muscles, by examining the midfoot joint
angle and net joint moment (NJM), in opposing arch
deformation due to calcaneal tendon forces that exert ankle
plantar flexor NJM.

Figure 1: Mean and standard deviation midfoot angle (left panel) and
NJM (right panel) across the external loads and conditions (black
bars = relaxed, white bars = maximal voluntary). Positive values
indicate midfoot elevation angle and NJMs, respectively.

Methods
A repeated measures design was used to investigate the effect
of maximally voluntarily contracting (MVC) the toe flexor
muscles on midfoot angle and NJM while the foot was subject
to external and calcaneal tendon forces.
Six male and 6 female healthy adults provided informed
consent to participate. Eleven retroreflective markers were
placed on their right leg and foot, and recorded using
stereophotogrammetry (100 Hz). Ground reaction forces were
simultaneously recorded using a force platform (1000 Hz).
Participants were seated with the hip and knee flexed
approximately 90 degrees and the forefoot resting on the force
platform, which was elevated 10 cm from the floor. Loads from
0% to 150% of body mass e e applied o he pa icipan
distal thigh in 50% increments in two experimental conditions.
In the first condition, participants were intructed to relax their
toe flexors. In the second condition, participants performed a
toe flexor MVC by pressing their toes as hard as possible
against the force platform. To create a condition that would
activate triceps surae, participants were instructed to maintain
their foot parallel to the ground while the loads were applied.
Repeated-measures ANOVAs with Bonferroni corrected
post hoc t-tests were used to analyse the effect of external load
and toe flexor MVC on midfoot angle and NJM ( -level = 0.05).

Maximal voluntary activation of the toe flexor muscles
resulted in smaller decreases in midfoot angle through greater
midfoot elevator NJMs. This suggests that the toe flexor
muscles have the capacity to oppose foot arch deformation due
to combined external and calcaneal tendon forces. However, the
magnitude of the differences in midfoot angle and NJM with
toe flexor MVC was small. This may be due to the toe flexor
m cle al o e e ing con ide able fo ce d ing he ela ed
condition. Indeed, Kelly et al. [1] have demonstrated that the
intrinsic toe flexor muscles may activate in response to external
loading alone. Future research is therefore necessary to
determine the practical importance of the toe flexors for
opposing arch deformation.
In summary, it appears that the toe flexor muscles may
oppose arch deformation resulting from combined external
loads and internal muscle forces.
Significance
The present study provides further insight to the role of the toe
flexor muscles in opposing foot arch deformation.
Understanding how these muscles operate may help coaches
and practitioners develop training protocols for strengthening
these muscles in order to maintain normal foot function or
enhance performance.

Results and Discussion
A condition-by-load interaction and accompanying post hoc
tests demonstrated that midfoot angle was lower for each
increase in external load (p = 0.002; Figure 1). Moreover,
midfoot angle was lower in the relaxed compared to MVC
condition during the first 50% body mass increment in load.
Further, there was a significant main effect for condition in
midfoot NJM, indicating that toe flexor MVC results in larger
midfoot elevator NJM than in the relaxed condition (p < 0.001;
Figure 1). Similarly, there was a significant main effect for load
in midfoot NJM (p < 0.001; Figure 1). Post hoc comparisons
demonstrated that midfoot elevator NJM increased with larger
load (p < 0.001).
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results showed that energy losses associated with the damped soft
tissue motion were greater during RF than FF strike and greater
at higher velocities (Table 1). These values reflect the same
pattern seen for the shank [5] during these same running trials for
the same subjects. However, for these subjects, the energy losses
in the thigh are 3-4 times greater than seen in the shank [5] and
thus are proportionately greater once segment size is accounted
for. Energy losses of up to 17 J per foot strike are not
inconsequential in the overall energetics of the system, both from
a mechanical perspective of how much work is being done and
where, but also from the metabolic perspective.
Assuming typical GRF and kinematics as those previously
observed for RF and FF striking, these data support previous
suggestions that both magnitude and direction of force applied
play an important role in establishing the role of soft tissue
motion. This is further highlighted by the fact that the majority
of the energy lost was due to rotational oscillations about all three
axes not linear oscillations. Standard deviations are high,
probably due to a combination of low subject numbers,
differences in subject mass and possibly ease or comfort of
landing with a RF strike at different velocities for different
subjects.

Introduction
Soft tissue deformation has been reported to account for up to
70% of the energy lost in some segments during impacts [1].
Despite the rigid body assumption not holding during dynamic
tasks only one single subject study using 2D video analysis has
tried to directly calculate energy dissipation in the soft tissues of
the thigh during running [2]. The aim of this study was to directly
determine energies associated with deforming soft tissue of the
thigh during forefoot (FF) and rearfoot (RF) landings whilst
running at different velocities using 3D motion analysis.
Methods
Following university ethical approval and written informed
consent, seven healthy, university level runners (age: 25 ± 4.5
years, height: 1.80 ± 0.06 m, mass: 70.1 ± 6.6 kg) participated in
this study. Seventy-two retro-reflective 6.4 mm diameter markers
were attached around the thigh segment of the right limb, in a 9
x 8 array. This covered 85% of the thigh segment length, defined
using markers attached to the pelvis and femoral epicondyles. A
triangular area about the size of a hand was left unmarked on the
inner thigh as markers were occluded and knocked off when
placed here. Marker positions in 3D space were determined using
an 18 camera high-speed motion analysis system (750 Hz, Vicon
Vantage, Oxford Metrics PLC., Oxford, UK) as subjects ran on a
motorised treadmill (HP Cosmos Saturn, Traunstein, Germany)
in racing flat shoes at four testing velocities (ascending order of
11, 14, 17 and 20 km/hr). Trials at each velocity were performed
with a FF (landing on ball of foot) or RF (landing on heel) strike
pattern in a counterbalanced order.
One stance with good marker visibility, correct foot strike
and a typical stride length was selected for analysis from each
person at each speed. Data were reconstructed, labelled and gap
filled using Nexus 2.7 (Oxford Metrics PLC, Oxford, UK).
Further post-processing was completed using custom-written
Matlab code (MathWorks, Natick, MA., USA), including low
pass filter at 100 Hz with a 4th order, zero lag Butterworth filter.
The change in distance between the fixed segment centre of mass
(COM), based on joint markers, and the soft tissue COM,
calculated using a Delaunay triangulation representation of the
soft tissue [3], was determined. The relative angles between the
principle axes of the rigid segment and the soft tissue segment of
the thigh were calculate using quaternions for every frame.
Energy loss due to soft tissue motion was calculated for
both rotational and angular motions by first fitting a damped
simple harmonic curve to the relative linear and angular motion
of the soft tissue to the rigid segment thus obtaining the
amplitude, frequency and exponential decay of the oscillation.
Subsequently the total energy of oscillation was calculated as the
sum of the kinetic and potential energies, using those terms.

Table 1. Energy in the thigh segment during running with a
forefoot-strike and rearfoot-strike at 11, 14, 17 and 20 km/hr.
Running speed
(km/hr)
11

Forefoot
(J)
5.7 ± 1.8

Rearfoot
(J)
7.1 ± 1.9

14

8.9 ± 3.9

8.3 ± 3.7

17

9.1 ± 4.1

13.2 ± 6.7

20

11.2 ± 5.2

17.1 ± 12.2

Significance
Measurement of marker arrays can determine substantial changes
in soft tissue motion of the thigh relative to a rigid segment during
running. These energy losses are typically unaccounted for in
traditional analyses, both with regard to mechanical work and
metabolic processes. Given that the energy lost during the
damped oscillation of the thigh soft tissue is unlikely to be
recoverable to any great extent these losses should be given
consideration when dealing with the energetics of running.
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Results and Discussion
The mass of the soft tissue of the thigh calculated from the marker
arrays was on average 6.1 kg. As these subjects would typically
have a total thigh mass of just over 7 kg [4] it seems that this is a
decent estimate of the soft tissue mass. Overall group mean
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Introduction
Unimpaired gait is assumed to be symmetrical [1]. However,
some magnitude of asymmetry is normal as side-to-side
differences in lower extremity kinematics have been reported in
youth runners [2]. Sagittal plane patterns demonstrate very strong
side-to-side symmetry in uninjured youth runners, but substantial
variability was observed in non-sagittal plane symmetries [2]. A
previous study comparing landing mechanics in youth found
athletes with a history of ACL reconstruction had greater lower
extremity muscular strength asymmetries and greater
biomechanical asymmetries during a single-leg landing task than
uninjured counterparts [3]. This finding suggests muscular
asymmetries may be related to asymmetric movement patterns
and injury risk; however, this relationship is unknown in youth
runners. The purpose of this study was to investigate if uninjured
youth runners with higher muscular symmetry demonstrate
higher frontal and transverse plane lower extremity running
kinematic symmetry than youth runners with lower muscular
symmetries. It was hypothesized runners with high muscular
symmetries would have higher running kinematic symmetries
than runners with low muscular symmetries.

Results and Discussion
No significant differences in running symmetries were found
among low, moderate, and high muscular symmetry groups. A
previous study reported a relationship between hip extension
strength and hip rotation during running [7] but our current study
found hip rotation running symmetry was not different across
HEXT
muscular
symmetry
groups
(low=0.52±0.35,
moderate=0.58±0.33, high=0.64±0.33; p=0.269). Running
biomechanics do not appear to be influenced by hip abduction
strength [8] and our results indicate the same is true for HABDS
symmetry (hip adduction symmetry: low=0.55±0.34,
moderate=0.63±0.34, high=0.56±0.33; p=0.195).
Our hypothesis that youth runners with high muscular
symmetries would have higher running kinematic symmetries
than youth runners with low muscular symmetries was not
supported. While some level of asymmetry is expected in
uninjured populations, previous work demonstrated greater lower
extremity strength and single-leg landing asymmetries in youth
returning from injury compared to uninjured controls [3]. To our
knowledge, the current study is the first to investigate muscular
symmetry and waveform symmetry in youth runners. Results
from our study indicate running symmetry is not different across
varying levels of muscular symmetry in uninjured youth runners.
Musculature weakness has been linked to altered running patterns
in injured runners [6]. In the current study, muscular symmetry
measures did not account for potential musculature weakness as
the NSI only quantifies the similarities in strength between sides.
When assessing for injury risk, it may be more appropriate to
consider the collective influence of muscular strength and sideto-side muscular symmetry on movement symmetry.

Methods
Uninjured youth ages 9-19 who participated in long-distance
running activities were recruited for the study (m=60, female=75
age=13.5±2.7 years, height=1.58±1.42 m, mass=48.0±13.5 kg).
Bilateral muscular testing included side plank, hip abduction
(HABDS), and hip extension (HEXTS). Isometric hip abduction
strength was measured side-lying using a handheld dynamometer
and isokinetic hip extension strength (60 °/s) was measured prone
using an isokinetic dynamometer. To assess symmetry, the
absolute Normalized Symmetry Index (NSI) [5] was calculated
for the duration of side plank holds and peak hip strength. The
NSI reports percent asymmetry between sides where NSI=100%
indicates perfect asymmetry. To convert NSI to the magnitude of
symmetry, the NSI was subtracted from 100%.
Participants underwent 3D motion analysis while running at
a self-selected speed on a non-instrumented treadmill.
Participants were instrumented with reflective markers and
measured using a 12-camera system (Raptor4; Motion Analysis
Corp.; Rohnert Park, CA). Lower extremity kinematic
symmetries during stance phase were calculated for frontal plane
hip and knee motion as well as transverse plane hip and ankle
motion using the Linear Fit Model (LFM) [2, 5]. The LFM
provides an R2 symmetry value where R2=1 is perfect symmetry.
For analysis, participants were stratified into low, moderate,
and high muscular symmetry terciles for side plank, HABDS and
HEXTS NSIs, respectively. Measures were found to be nonnormally distributed and Kruskal-Wallis tests (P<0.05)
compared the mean rank of lower extremity R2 values for each
kinematic measure across muscular symmetry groups.

Significance
The importance of running symmetry is unknown, especially in a
population of uninjured youth runners. As running injuries are
multifactorial, isolated muscular symmetries do not appear to
influence running symmetry. Further prospective research is
warranted to determine the causes of running asymmetries in
youth runners and the factors associated with these asymmetries
as they relate to running injuries and performance.
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Introduction
Long jump has been a standard component of the Olympic
games since their birth in Ancient Greece, and by modern
competition rules includes a horizontal jump for distance
preceded by a run-up of self-selected length. The factors that
determine jump distance are a combination of the horizontal
velocity developed in the run-up and the horizontal and vertical
velocity at take-off, with maximum run-up velocity being the
strongest correlate (R2 = 0.7 – 0.9) with jump distance in nonamputee athletes.1
Athletes with leg amputations compete in the long jump
using carbon fiber running-specific prostheses (RSPs) that are
attached to their residual limb by a rigid socket. Use of RSPs
limit force generation during sprinting, which likely limits runup velocity and may limit the take-off leg’s ability to redirect
the downward and forward velocity at initial contact into
upward and forward velocity at take-off.2 Willwacher et al.
found that use of an RSP by an athlete with a transtibial
amputation resulted in a slower run-up velocity but an enhanced
take-off technique compared to non-amputees with similar
jump distances.3
Thus, long jump performance is influenced by maximum
horizontal run-up velocity, vertical and horizontal take-off
velocity, and likely the in-series RSP stiffness. RSPs are
passive-elastic springs that act in-series with the residual limb.
To better understand how in-series stiffness affects long jump
distance, we measured the effect of take-off platform stiffness
(ksurf) on long jump distance in non-amputees. We hypothesized
that regardless of the run-up velocity, decreasing ksurf of the
take-off platform would result in longer jump distance by
enhancing take-off technique through energy storage and return
within the take-off surface.

two force plates. We performed a two-way ANOVA to compare
jump distance between platforms and used correlations to
associate maximum run-up velocity with jump distance.

Figure 1. Custom-built take-off platform installed between two
force plates. As a subject lands on the platform during the takeoff step, the forces produced are recorded by both force plates.

Results and Discussion
There were no differences in the average maximum run-up
velocity attained between platform stiffnesses (p = 0.40). There
was a moderate correlation between maximum run-up speed
and jump distance (R2 = 0.61; Fig.2B). However, average jump
distance was longer for the ksurf of 84 kN/m (6.02 ± 0.09 m)
compared to the ksurf of 1628 kN/m (5.69 ± 0.08 m; Fig 2A),
but was not different between these surfaces and a ksurf of 90
kN/m. This suggests that jump distance increases with
decreased ksurf independent of maximum run-up speed.

Methods
Eight competitive collegiate long jump athletes (5 M, 3 F)
gave informed written consent and participated in a 3-day
protocol that involved maximum effort jumps on 3 take-off
platforms with stiffness values of 84 kN/m, 90 kN/m, and 1628
kN/m. These ksurf were similar to the stiffness values of two
typical RSPs, and a regulation track surface, respectively. Each
subject completed 4-6 maximum effort long jumps on each of
the 3 take-off platforms. We measured ground reaction forces
during the take-off step from force platforms (AMTI; 1000 Hz)
installed beneath the track and platform surface. We measured
maximum run-up and take-off velocities using a radar gun
(Stalker; 47 Hz), two high speed video cameras (Casio; 240
Hz), and the force platforms. Jump distances were measured for
all completed jumps with a tape measure. We averaged jump
distances from 4 jumps per athlete.
We varied take-off ksurf by custom-building a springy
platform installed between two force platforms. We used a
different number of springs to create two compliant conditions
(84 kN/m and 90 kN/m; Fig.1). When a subject landed on the
take-off platform, the force applied was distributed between

Figure 2. A. Average ± SE jump distance (black horizontal bars)
and each athlete’s jump distance (colored circles) for a given takeoff ksurf. Jump distance was 5% longer for a ksurf of 84 kN/m
compared to 1628 kN/m. B. Average jump distance versus run-up
velocity for a ksurf of 84 kN/m, 90 kN/m and 1628 kN/m.

Conclusion
The in-series surface stiffness of the take-off platform
affects long jump distance. Though athletes with transtibial
amputation using RSPs have a slower maximum run-up
velocity compared to non-amputees, the in-series stiffness of an
RSP during the take-off step likely affects long jump distance.
Future research is planned to better understand the interaction
of run-up velocity and the effects of in-series stiffness on takeoff technique for the long jump.
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Introduction
For athletic track events like the 400 m sprint, over half the
race is completed along a curve. Sprinting along a curve
imposes different force production requirements [1] and elicits
slower maximum sprinting velocity compared to a straightaway
[2]. Faster curve sprinting may improve overall performance in
these athletic events. Sprinters with transtibial amputations use
a passive-elastic running-specific prosthesis (RSP) that is
typically made with a solid piece of carbon fiber and torsionally
stiff, and thus resists frontal plane rotation during running.
Fillauer Composites (Salt Lake City, UT) manufactures an RSP
i h a pli - oe de ign, he e a di al po ion of he RSP i
cut longitudinally, which allows the medial and lateral sides of
the RSP to bend independently, reduces torsional stiffness, and
potentially increases traction when running on a curve (Fig. 1).

affected leg. We constructed linear mixed-effects models to
determine the effect of RSP design on sprinting velocity and
centripetal force production.

Figure 2. Mean ± SD velocity across conditions. Sprinting velocity
using the split-toe running-specific prosthesis (RSP) was 0.13 m/s
faster than the solid RSP across curve conditions and directions, but
similar during the straightaway. Velocity was 0.34 m/s slower when
sprinting in the clockwise compared to counterclockwise direction and
0.33 m/s faster with increased curve radius across directions.

Figure 1. Split-toe
(top) and solid
(bottom) RSPs.
Arrow indicates the
proximal end of the
split.

Results and Discussion
Mean (± SE) sprinting velocity with the split-toe RSP was
0.13 ± 0.04 m/s faster compared to the solid RSP for a given
curve radii and direction (p < 0.001; Fig. 2). Using the split-toe
RSP did not affect maximum sprinting velocity on the
straightaway compared to the solid RSP (p = 0.705).
Stance-average centripetal force was significantly affected
by curve condition (p < 0.001) and sprinting velocity (p <
0.001), but not RSP design (p = 0.180) or running direction (p
= 0.746). Mean stance-average centripetal force for the affected
leg on the 17.2 m radius curve was 0.43 ± 0.15 BW and
decreased by 0.19 ± 0.02 BW in the 35.2 m radius curve for
both directions.
Centripetal (radial) force (𝐹𝑐) equals 𝑚 / , where 𝑚 is
mass, is tangential velocity, and is curve radius. Sprinters
running on a curve must apply 𝐹𝑐 to stay within their lane and
achieve a fast velocity. We observed statistically significant
increases in sprint velocities with the split-toe RSP, but no
change in 𝐹𝑐. Although participants ran along 36.5 m and 17.2
m curve radii, the 1.22 m lane width allows athletes to vary their
path traveled for a given curve condition. We suspect that
participants decreased the effective radius of the curve they
traveled along within the lane when using the split-toe
compared to solid RSP, which may potentially explain the
faster sprinting velocity without significant increases in 𝐹𝑐.

We hypothesized that maximum sprinting velocity would
be faster using the split-toe compared to solid RSP on curves
but would be similar between RSP designs on the straightaway.
We also hypothesized that participants would elicit greater
affected leg stance-average centripetal ground reaction forces
(GRFs) on a curve when using the split-toe compared to solid
RSP to achieve faster velocities.
Methods
Three individuals (2 M, 1 F; mean ± SD mass: 72.92 ±
10.72 kg; height: 1.80 ± 0.06 m; age: 25 ± 9 yrs) with a right
transtibial amputation participated. Subjects had at least one
year of experience competing using an RSP in a sprint event
(400 m or shorter) within the past two years. The split-toe and
solid RSP had identical shapes, height, and sagittal plane
stiffness.
Participants completed a randomized series of 40 m sprints
on a flat indoor track. We instructed participants to run as fast
as possible for each trial and provided 8-min rest between
trials. Participants performed clockwise and counterclockwise
sprints along curves with radii of 36.5 m and 17.2 m and
straightaway sprints over 40 m. Athletes ran across two
adjacent force plates (1000 Hz) embedded beneath the track
surface. We recorded 3D kinematics using high-speed motion
capture cameras (100 Hz). The force plates and capture volume
were located halfway along the runway. Trials were repeated
until athletes successfully landed on the force plates at least
once. Participants were not blinded to the RSP designs.
We measured maximum sprinting velocity using average
pelvis marker velocity over the length of the force plates (2.4
m). We calculated stance-average centripetal force for the

Significance
Sprinters with a unilateral transtibial amputation may be
able to achieve faster curve sprinting velocities using an RSP
with a split-toe design compared to a traditional, solid RSP.
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Introduction
Prevalence of running-specific prostheses (RSPs) have allowed
unilateral transfemoral amputees (UTFAs) to run by regaining
a spring-like leg function in their affected limbs. When nonamputees run at constant speed on level ground, the mechanical
energy of the whole body center of mass (COM) is absorbed
during the negative work phase and restored during the
subsequent positive work phase [1]. Negative external work is
equal to positive external work for each step in order to
maintain a symmetrical bouncing gait [1]. However, little is
known about mechanical work of the body in UTFAs using
RSPs. This study aimed to investigate external mechanical
work at different running speeds in UTFAs with RSPs.

Mechanical work (J kg-1)
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Methods
Eight UTFAs wearing RSPs (age: 27 ± 11 years, mass: 64.5 ±
8.1 kg, 100-m personal records: 15.65 ± 1.03 s, mean ± SD) ran
on an instrumented-treadmill (FTMH-1244WA, Tec Gihan,
Kyoto, Japan) at incremental speeds (30%, 40%, 50%, 60%,
70% and 80% of the average speed of their 100-m personal
records). The mechanical energy of the COM (Eext) was
calculated from the vertical and horizontal ground reaction
forces (GRF, sampled at 1000 Hz) [2]. External mechanical
power (Pext) was calculated as the dot product of the GRF and
COM velocity, and Eext was the time integral of Pext. The
negative (W ext) and positive external work (W +ext) per step
were computed as the sum of the negative and positive
increments of Eext curves, respectively [3]. Further, net external
work (W net) was calculated as the difference between W ext and
W +ext [3]. We analysed 10 consecutive steps and averaged five
steps of each limb to determine the representative values for
each speed. Two-way ANOVA (two limbs × six speeds) was
performed to compare variables between the unaffected (UL)
and affected (AL) limbs at six speeds. If significant main effects
were observed, Bonferroni post-hoc multiple comparisons were
performed. Statistical significance was set to P < 0.05.
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Figure 1: The mass-specific external mechanical work per step. W ext
(A), W +ext (B) and W net (C) of unaffected (black) and affected (gray)
limbs across six running speeds. Error bars represent 1 SD. The
asterisks (*, **) indicate significant differences between the limbs at
each speed, at P < 0.05 and P < 0.01, e pec i el . Alphabe (a , b ,
c and a, b, c) indicate significant differences from 30%, 40% and 50%
speed, at P < 0.05 and P < 0.01, respectively.

Further, statistical analysis revealed significant main
effects of limb (P < 0.01) and interaction (P < 0.01), but no
significant main effect of speed on W net (Figure 1-C). While the
W net of the UL was negative, the W net of the AL was positive
across a range of running speeds. These results indicate that the
COM of UTFAs is decelerated in the UL and accelerated in the
AL at each step. In this case, the simple spring-mass model
(SMM) could not be applied because the W net is not zero for the
UL or AL.
We observed that external mechanical work during
running in UTFAs is not the same for the both limbs. UTFAs
with RSPs maintain their bouncing steps with a limb-specific
strategy.
Significance
Generally, the simple SMM has been applied to describe the
bouncing mechanism in human running. However, current
results suggest that bouncing mechanism in UTFAs should not
be described using the simple SMM. Therefore, mechanical
energy fluctuations could reveal better biomechanical models
to analyse UTFAs with RSPs.

Results and Discussion
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Introduction
Runners with transfemoral amputation using a prosthesis
with an articulating knee combined with a running-specific
prosthetic foot (blade) have a lower metabolic cost compared to
using a prosthesis with a blade only [1]. However, the
biomechanical changes induced by using a prosthesis with a
knee are unclear. We compared biomechanics from a
Paralympic athlete with a transfemoral amputation who ran
using two prostheses, one with a knee and one without.
We hypothesized that the 1) prosthesis with a knee would
reduce leg stiffness, increase hysteresis, and reduce peak hip
abduction during leg swing in the affected leg (AL) compared
to the prosthesis without a knee; 2) biomechanics of the
unaffected leg (UL) would not differ between the two
conditions; 3) peak vertical ground reaction force (vGRF)
would be lower in the knee versus no-knee condition.

Figure 1. Leg stiffness*, hysteresis, peak vGRF, and peak hip
abduction (abd) between prosthetic conditions for the Unaffected
Leg (UL) and Affected Leg (AL) during running. (*Leg stiffness
was normalized to body weight (N) and leg length (m) in each
prosthetic condition.)

Methods
A female with a left transfemoral amputation ran on a
force-measuring treadmill (Treadmetrix, Park City, UT) at 3.58
m/s, 3.70 m/s, 3.83 m/s, and 3.97 m/s using two running
prostheses. The prosthesis with a knee (Ottobock, Berlin,
Germany) was 3.0 kg (knee); the prosthesis without knee
(Fillauer Composites, Utah, USA) was 1.2 kg (no-knee).
We measured motion at 100 Hz and vGRF at 1000 Hz
(Vicon, Oxford, UK) during each trial and normalized vGRFs
to body weight in each corresponding prosthesis. Ten steps
from each leg were extracted from each trial. We used the
spring-mass model to calculate leg stiffness [2] and calculated
hysteresis of the leg spring to compare energy loss during the
stance phase [3]. To assess the mechanism underlying leg
stiffness, we compared the peak vGRF from each leg. We also
calculated peak hip abduction angle during the swing phase. We
did not perform statistical analyses for this case study.

leg stiffness when running with the knee versus no-knee
condition. The difference between amputation levels limits the
application of our findings. However, the results might explain
the lower metabolic cost in participants with transfemoral
amputation walking or running (1.12 to 2.01 m/s) using a
prosthesis with a knee versus without a knee [1].
In the knee versus no-knee condition, the UL had less of a
reduction in leg stiffness compared to the AL. However, the UL
and AL had similar reductions in peak vGRF in the knee versus
no-knee condition. Thus, changes in AL leg stiffness are likely
due to changes in leg compression rather than in peak vGRF.
Specifically, the AL was more compliant, and UL was stiffer
during stance in the knee versus no-knee condition.
The higher peak hip abduction during swing phase in the
AL is likely due to the circumduction required to clear the
ground in the no-knee condition. A previous study reported
similar findings [4]. Moreover, peak hip abduction was more
symmetric in the knee compared to no-knee condition.

Results and Discussion
In the knee condition, leg stiffness decreased by 14.616.3% in the AL, and 3.9-6.8% in the UL compared to the noknee condition (Fig. 1). At speeds from 3.58-3.83 m/s, the
difference in hysteresis between each condition was within
3.6% in the AL. At 3.9 m/s, the prosthesis with a knee increased
energy return (lower hysteresis) of the AL by 16.2% but
increased hysteresis of the UL by 32.5% compared to the noknee condition. In the knee condition, peak vGRF decreased by
3.4-6.3% in the AL and by 3.8-5.3% in the UL compared to the
no-knee condition. The AL had lower peak hip abduction
angles in the knee condition (7.7-9.8 ) versus the no-knee
condition (30.0-35.1 ) and the UL peak hip abduction angles
were similar between conditions (Fig 1).
Lower leg stiffness has been associated with reduced
metabolic cost in athletes with transtibial amputation [3]. We
found that a triathlete with transfemoral amputation had lower

Significance
We compared the biomechanics of a Paralympian with
transfemoral amputation using a prosthesis with and without a
knee and found that use of a prosthesis with a knee resulted in
biomechanics that would presumably lower metabolic cost and
improve running performance.
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Introduction
A muscle’s moment arm influences locomotor function since it
determines the joint moments produced by a given muscle force
and the muscle’s shortening velocity for a given rate of joint
rotation. While moment arms have been found to vary with
locomotor specialization [1], it is not clear how much of this
variation is due to nature versus nurture. Here, we investigate
whether muscle moment arms are modulated in response to
loading history during the growth period in an animal model.

statistical tests suggest that caution should be taken when
interpreting these results.

Methods
Guinea fowl (N = 23, Numida meleagris) were split evenly into
three groups at 4 weeks of age: exercise (EXE), sedentary (SED),
and botox (BTX). EXE birds were housed in large pen (3.14 m2),
with ample room for running and perches for jumping. SED and
BTX birds were house in small pens (1 m2) with low ceilings to
restrict movement and jumping. BTX birds were also given
bilateral injections of botulinum toxin-A (4 units (LD50)/kg) in
both gastrocnemius muscles every 5 weeks to promote further
disuse, while SED and EXE received sham saline injections. The
protocol lasted until birds were 6 months-old, for a total of 4
injections for each group, at which point they were sacrificed.
A tendon travel protocol was used to measure plantarflexion
moment arms of the Achilles tendon. Retroreflective markers
were placed on dissected limbs to track their movement and
calculate joint angles. The Achilles tendon was attached to a
linear transducer to measure excursion. Third-order polynomials
were fit to the excursion-angle data in order to calculate moment
arm as the derivative of excusrsion with respect to angle. Moment
arms were found across the range of motion corresponding to that
seen during the stance phase of running (30°-90°) [2].
Linear mixed models were run to find the effect of group on
moment arm and any interaction between group and angle. The
model was run twice: once classifying angle as a continuous
variable, to analyze the moment arm curves, and again with angle
classified as a categorical variable (at 30°, 60°, and 90°) to permit
mean comparisons at each of the three chosen angles.

Figure 1: Moment arm plotted versus joint angle. Solid lines represent
mean moment arm for each group. Shaded regions: ± 1 SD of the mean.

Significance
These data are among the first to indicate that muscle moment
arms may be affected by loading history across growth. The
functional consequences of increases in moment arm remain
unresolved. On one hand, muscle moment generating capacity
increases with increasing moment arm. This could permit high
moments with smaller muscle mass, an advantage for reducing
the energy required to grow and maintain muscle tissue. But
muscle force capacity may also decrease due to a greater
influence of force-velocity effects with a larger moment arm.
Further work is required to quantify which of these factors
dominates.
We encourage future studies exploring developmental
plasticity of muscle moment arms. These studies will benefit
from addressing deficiencies in statistical power and examining
the mechanisms underlying links to locomotor function.

Results and Discussion
While there were no large, clear differences in moment arm
between groups, there were several indications of moment arm
plasticity during the growth period. There were significant group
(p = 0.040) and interaction (p < 0.001) effects when the model
was run with angle as a continuous variable, in which the EXE
group appears to have a slightly larger moment arm than the other
two groups. When angle was treated as a categorical variable,
however, no significant interaction or group effect was found (p
= 0.104 and p = 0.092, respectively; Fig. 2). This seemed to
indicate no difference between groups but might be explained a
lack of statistical power due to a small sample size. Our findings
are suggestive of moment arm plasticity and adaption in response
to loading during growth, but the amibiguous results from

Figure 2: Boxplots of moment arms at 30°, 60°, and 90°. Box
represents 25th-75th percentiles. Line within box represents median.
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Introduction
Understanding in vivo muscle dynamics requires knowledge of
both force and length changes, but even indirect measures of
muscle force prove difficult or imprecise in many systems. One
solution has been to model in vivo strain profiles and apply them
to isolated muscles, commonly seen in sinusoidal work-loop
experiments [1]. While sine waves are reasonable
approximations of some movements like insect flight and
swimming, they fail to adequately capture the complexity of
unsteady movement and particularly terrestrial locomotion. An
alternative approach is imposing in vivo strain and activation on
an isolated muscle and measuring the resulting forces, because
strain can be measured in most systems for the whole MTU and
sometimes for muscle fascicles. However, it has not been
directly demonstrated that forces measured during contractions
against reproduced strain profiles are similar to those produced
during contractions with dynamic external loads.
Here we measure a strain profile for a muscle stimuatled to
contract against a modeled inertia load moving against gravity
through a lever system. We then stimulate the same muscle to
contract against the strain profile from the first trial and ask
whether the force, power, and work generated are similar to the
original contraction.

initial conditions by varying the starting length of the muscle
between a model-driven contraction and the subsequent lengthdriven contraction.

Methods
The plantaris longus and sartorius muscles were isolated from
bullfrogs (Lithobates catesbeianus) and stimulated them to
contract against a dual-mode muscle servomotor. Because the
plantaris
has
significant
aponeuroses
and
tendon,
sonomicrometry crystals were implanted to measure muscle
fascicle length. All muscles were supramaximally stimulated for
500 ms and rested for 5 min between stimulations. First,
muscles contracted against the motor while it was controlled via
a feedback controller programed to simulate the motion of a
simplified jumper (see [2]). The length changes resulting from
that contraction were used for the subsequent trial with identical
stimulation and initial length conditions. The force and length of
matched pairs of contractions were used to calculate and
compare the mechanical output of these two different
techniques.

Figure 1: Model-driven and length-driven force and length profiles are
identical, even for the plantaris with significant series elastic elements.

Significance
This study confirms that applying in vivo strain profiles can
recreate the dynamics of a muscle contracting against dynamic
load. Muscle contractile dynamics result from external forces
acting on a muscle interacting with patterns of stimulation and
other conditions. From the perspective of the muscle itself, it
does not matter how the patterns of external forces are
determined, as long as they are the same.
However, the validity of this approach depends on many
other conditions being matched between in vivo and in vitro
measurments, including: level of organization, activation
patterns, and initial force/length conditions. The degree to
which accurately replicating contractile dynamics depends on
these factors will be explored in future experiments.
Additionally, when both in vivo strain profiles and a
dynamic model are available and other conditions are matched,
a comparison between these two types of isolated muscle
contractions could be used to validate the dynamic model as an
accurate representation of in vivo loading conditions.

Results and Discussion
There were virtually no differences bewteen the force and
length or resulting power and work calculated for muscles
contracting against a simulated inertial load compared with
muscle contracting against a prescribed length change. This was
true for both the parallel-fibered sartorius muscle, which lacks
aponeuroses and tendons, and for the pennate plantaris, which
has significant elastic connective tissues.
This experiment creates the best possible conditions for
applying a strain profile to recreate contractile dynamics: the
same muscle, with identical intial conditions and activation
pattrens. However, variation introduced to any of those factors
could disrupt the tight correlation. Future experiments will
explore the sensitivity of the results to variation introduced to
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Figure 2: Two
Introduction
real-world
While mechanosensation of muscle state is crucial for motor
conditions with
control, our understanding of what mechanosensors encode may
the
same
be deeply flawed. Classic studies of mechanosenation used
muscle spindle
passive stretching paradigms and these foundational works
recordings. A)
concluded that primary muscle spindle receptors (1a afferent
passive
nerves) encoded muscle length or velocity while Golgi tendon
condition
1
organs (1b afferent nerves) encoded muscle force .
where the MT
Unfortunately, these results may not accurately represent muscledamps a virtual
mass and B) an
tendon functions in a freely moving animal. First, locomotive
active
muscles are not always passive. In a passive stretch a muscle fiber
condition
and its associated elastic structure both lengthen, thus force and
where MT is stimulated at 2.6Hz. In the bottom panel, muscle fiber
length are coupled in directionality. However, active muscle
lengths are represented with a color line while MT length is represented
fibers function with elastic structures such as tendons and
with a black line.
aponeuroses. During an active contraction a muscle fiber is
activated, it produces force and if the force is great enough, the
fiber will shorten and lengthen the elastic structure. Thus, force
and length are decoupled in directionality2. Lastly, during
locomotion muscle fiber length change patterns are cyclical and
emerge from the interaction of muscle-tendon forces and body
dynamics3. This perspective motivates us to reavalute the roles of
mechanosensors in encoding sensory information.
1

Methods
We combined in situ muscle-tendon (MT) preparations with
simultaneous intra-axonal recordings in female Wistar rats
(IACUC #A18042; Fig. 1). We compared two dynamic protocols.
1) A passive condition where the MT interacts with a virtual body
mass that is dropped and stretches the MT until the mass position
is damped. 2) An active work loop protocol where stimulation is
applied at a set frequency and the servomotor applies MT length
change accourding to dynamics of a mass in gravity (Fig. 2).

Figure 3: Work loop dynamics observed under the two conditions with
the same muscle spindle recordings. Note that for the same forces or
muscle fiber lengths, the muscle spindle responds differently (size = IFR
in peaks per second)

Under novel real world conditions where the muscle is active, the
fiber length is decoupled from force and it interacts with a virtual
body mass, we observe that a muscle spindle operates differently
than it does in passive conditions. Specifically, muscle spindles
respond to increases in force even when the fiber is shortening.
Furthermore, these work loops demonstrate that a muscle spindle
response is more complex than a simple stretch receptor.
Significance
Here, we demonstrate the feasibility of in situ experiments that
employ muscle-tendon work loops2,3 in combination with direct
recordings from muscle spindle receptors4.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
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ventral root and instrumented with sonomicrometry crystals to
measure muscle fascicle length. Instantaneous firing rate (IFR) of
proprioceptors measured with intra-axonal microelectrode in the
dorsal root and physiologically characterized as a muscle spindle4.
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Results and Discussion
Our long-term goal is to establish a bench top framework for
re-evaluating the roles of muscle receptors in encoding
sensory information during locomotion.
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Introduction
People make rapid gait adjustments, minimizing metabolic cost
without direct metabolic sensors, yet the mechanism is not known
(1). Negative work done during the collisional phase of walking
is a major determinant of metabolic cost, with the tibialis anterior
(TA) muscle playing an important role in this energy absorption
(2,3). Increased push-off work by the trailing leg can reduce the
negative work in the collisional phase, heel strike to foot flat (4).
The aim of this study was to understand muscle dynamics
during the collisional phase of gait under different gait
conditions. We hypothesized that TA muscle fascicles would act
isometrically across conditions within a small range of length
change (±0.5 mm). We also predicted if significant lengthening
occured, it would correlate with the subsequent ipsilateral pushoff impulse as would increases in TA muscle force.

For the 80% PSF condition, which can be considered the most
novel condition experienced (slow, long steps), change in the
dorsiflexor muscle fascicle length did not correlate with the
ipsilateral push-off impulse (R2=0.06, Fig. 2A). However, peak
TA muscle force had a strong correlation with the subsequent
ipsilateral push-off impulse (R2=0.82, Fig. 2B). The contralateral
leg push-off impulse showed a smaller correlation with TA
muscle force (R2 = 0.64). This correlation was not observed at the
less novel 100% or 120% PSF (R2=0.13 and 0.11, respectively).

Methods
Eleven subjects (6 male, 22.8±3.6 years, 64.4±9.7 kg) gave
written, informed consent prior to undergoing five walking
conditions: fast (1.5 m/s) and slow (0.5 m/s) speeds at preferred
step frequency (PSF), and medium speed (1.0 m/s) at 80%,
100%, and 120% of PSF. Kinematics, kinetics, and TA muscle
ultrasound (60 Hz) data were collected. Preliminary data on five
subjects are presented here. Fascicle length changes for 69±4
steps per condition were manually digitized in ultrasound images
containing the initial contact and foot flat gait events (Echo Wave
II, Telemed). Push-off impulses were calculated by integrating
the positive portion of the anterior-posterior ground reaction
force (GRF) for each step and normalized for each subject’s body
weight and PSF. Peak muscle forces were estimated using the
GRF vector and TA muscle-tendon unit vector acting on the
ankle joint and normalized for subject body weight.

Figure 2. Fascicle length change (A) and peak TA muscle force (B)
compared to the subsequent ipsilateral push-off impulse for the 80% PSF
condition with a linear regression (red).

Our data show that TA fascicles on average lengthen slightly
during early stance, but are variable enough to also regularly
exhibit shortening and isometric behaviour on successive steps.
Fascicle length feedback appears to be an unreliable parameter
for making step-to-step gait adjustments on the subsequent pushoff to control speed or minimize energetic cost. Instead, muscle
force feedback may be important for these adjustments.
Significance
Although TA muscle spindles are sensitive to small length
changes (5), this sensitivity may be task-dependent. During the
collisional phase of walking, muscle length feedback may not be
used for gait adjustments in the same way they are used in
standing balance (6). Muscle force feedback may be a more likely
candidate for making propulsive adjustments during gait.

Results and Discussion
Rather than being isometric across all steps, TA fascicles
lengthened on average during the collisional phase of gait across
all conditions. The 80% PSF condition had the most lengthening
(0.9±0.9 mm, while also showing isometric and shortening
fascicle behavior from step to step (Fig. 1). All conditions with a
greater range of fascicle length change than predicted for a
subject in each given condition (2.3±0.7 mm).
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Figure 1. Fascicle length change due to speed (A) and step frequency
(B). Violin plots with distrubuted values (colored dots) are shown with
the mean (white dot), 25-75% quartiles (box), and ±2SD (whiskers).
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circumpennate fiber structure. The relative mechanical
capabilities of these muscles may also influence the spatial EMG
activity. Muscles with greater relative loading during locomotion
may have a more distinct focus of EMG activity compared to
those with lower relative loading.

Introduction
High-density electromyography (EMG) is a useful technology
that records electrical muscle activity using an array of
microelectrodes. Although traditionally used in relatively
stationary conditions, recent studies have shown the potential of
high-density EMG during locomotion. Two of these studies
recorded lateral gastrocnemius and biceps femoris muscles
during locomotion and found vast differences in peak activation
levels across the muscle bellies [1,2]. This suggests that spatial
myoelectric activity widely varies within individual muscles.
The goal of this research was to determine if there are similar
spatial EMG activity patterns across multiple lower limb muscles
at a range of speeds. We hypothesized that: 1) spatial patterns of
EMG activity will vary across different muscles, and 2) spatial
EMG activation patterns within each muscle will not change as
gait speed increases.
Methods
We recorded high-density surface EMG from five major lower
limb muscles from the right leg of 9 healthy subjects (7 M, 2 F)
using a 64-channel electrode array. The muscles were the medial
and lateral gastrocnemii, vastus medialis, tibialis anterior, and
biceps femoris. Subjects walked (1.2 m/s and 1.6 m/s) and ran
(2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 m/s) on an instrumented treadmill for a
duration of twenty strides per leg.
We used canonical correlation analysis to decompose the
EMG signals and filter the components from each muscle to
remove motion artifacts [3]. We averaged the data from the
primary phase of the gait cycle that each muscle is active (stance:
medial/lateral gastrocnemii, vastus medialis; swing: tibialis
anterior, biceps femoris). We calculated the average root mean
square (RMS) value in the target gait phase for each electrode of
the array within each speed and normalized the data within each
subject to the peak RMS value found across all gait speeds.

Figure 1: Average EMG-RMS spatial distribution for all muscles (rows)
across all walking and running speeds (columns). RMS values for each
subject were normalized to the peak RMS value during running at 5.0
m/s. The EMG profiles for the medial and lateral gastrocnemii and
vastus medialis were averaged over the stance phase. The tibialis anterior
and biceps femoris EMG patterns were averaged over the swing phase.

Results and Discussion
The spatial EMG activity patterns differed across muscles, but
each m scle s indi id al pattern as relati el consistent across
the different speeds (Figure 1). In all muscles, we observed the
highest EMG-RMS activity in the fastest trial (5.0 m/s). The
highest EMG amplitude in the medial and lateral gastrocnemii
during stance phase was at the distal portion of the muscle,
consistent with previous research [2]. There was also increased
EMG activity in the distal regions of the vastus medialis and
biceps femoris, although the overall pattern of EMG activity was
less localized than the gastrocnemii. Tibialis anterior EMG
activity was more uniform across the entire muscle, and the
change in EMG-RMS amplitude across speeds for this muscle
was smaller than the other muscles.
The differences in EMG spatial patterns may be explained
by multiple factors. The gastrocnemii typically have a higher
percentage of fast-twitch fibers [4], and there may be a larger
grouping of these fibers in the distal portion of the muscle that
act together during locomotion. Conversely, the tibialis anterior
muscle has a higher percentage of slow twitch fibers and a

Significance
Our results indicate heterogenous spatial activation for a range of
lower limb muscles across locomotion speeds in healthy
individuals. It s not clear if this heterogenous activation pattern
equates to a heterogenous force loading pattern across the
muscle. Understanding the spatial variety in myoelectric patterns
may help researchers, clinicians, and therapists develop
intervention and rehabilitation programs that target specific
muscle regions.
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Introduction
Movement is a necessity for animals to find mates, forage, or
to prevent becoming food. Most laboratory locomotion
studies of animals concern locomotion over solid surfaces [1],
which do not reflect complex environments and the variety of
unsteady terrains animals experience in the wild.
In this study, we used in vivo sonomicrometry (SONO)
and electromyography (EMG) techniques to obtain strain and
activation patterns of the Vastus Lateralis (VL), a major knee
extensor, and the Lateral Gastrocnemius (LG), a major ankle
e ensor m scle, o el cida e hese m scles role in alking
on solid and sandy surfaces in white rats (Rattus norvegicus).
Methods
We collected data while rats (N = 4) where walking at 0.7 m/s
on a Variable Surface Rotary Treadmill (VSRT) with and
without a 2 cm layer of sand. SONO and EMG data were
collected at 2000Hz. Walking trials were recorded at 200
frames s-1 using a high-speed camera (Xcitex Inc, Woburn,
MA, USA), positioned perpendicular to the experimental set
up. Video data were digitized using ProAnalyst (Xcitex Inc,
Woburn, MA, USA), after which the complete dataset was
analyzed using a customized analysis script for Matlab
(2015a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
Results and Discussion
Our data shows that during the stance phase, the VL
undergoes more net lengthening, due to a decrease in
shortening strain during the stance cycle, when an animal
walks on sand versus on a hard surface (Figure 1).
Alternatively, the LG shows an increase in net shortening, due
to a decrease in lengthening and an increase in shortening,
during stance while animals walk on a sandy surface.
These preliminary data suggest that rats accommodate for
locomotion on soft sand by increasing muscle shortening by
the LG, and therefore increase its mechanical output, and less
shortening by the VL. Further investigation of swing phase
strain patterns, joint kinematics and gait analysis will provide
more detailed insight in how rats accommodate changes in
surface compliance and increase of mechanical demand.

Figure 1. Muscle strain patterns of the Vastus Lateralis (top) and
Lateral Gastrocnemius (bottom) during walking on hard (left)
and soft (shaded right) substrates during stance phase. During
stance phase shortening (light grey), lengthening (dark grey), and
net shortening (white) were characterized.

Significance
Locomotion is widely studied topic, muscle responses to
unsteady, dynamic locomotion tasks less so. Elducidating the
role muscles play in adapting to variation in surface substrates
provides a frameswork for assessing how animals meet
changes in demand and mechanical outputs while moving
through their natural environment. It also sets the stage for
future bioinspired designs of dynamic robotic devices that are
able to navigate through very complex and variable terrain.
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Introduction
Advanced age is associated with decreased ankle plantarflexor
(PF) and increased hip mechanical output during walking [1].
The magnitude of this distal-to-proximal mechanical
redistribution increases with task difficulty. For example, old
adults disproportionately increase mechanical output at the hip
compared to the ankle during maximal versus comfortable
speed walking [2] and during uphill versus level-ground
walking [1]. In young adults, increasing speed and uphill slope
during walking both result in decreased negative and increased
positive joint work at the ankle, resulting in more motor-like
behavior during these more challenging tasks [3].
Unfortunately, age-related structural (e.g., fiber type) and
functional (e.g., decreased strength) changes to muscles and
other tissues spanning the ankle may impair their ability to act
effectively as mechanical motors [4]. Inability to adapt
mechanical behavior of the ankle during more challenging
walking tasks may limit the ability of old adults to perform
walking tasks which require motor-like behavior (fast, uphill,
or accelerated walking). The purpose of this study was to
determine the effects of age and walking speed on mechanical
behavior of the ankle PFs. We hypothesized that motor-like
behavior would increase more in response to increased walking
speed in young compared to old adults.

motor-like behavior with increased walking speed in young
adults (Fig. 1B). Supporting our hypothesis, old adults
displayed the same behavior, but not to the same extent as
young adults (age x speed interaction effect). Rather, old adults
tended to maintain spring- and strut-like behavior at faster
speeds. Age-related structural and functional changes to the
ankle PFs may limit their ability to serve as effective motors at
faster speeds. Others have reported decreased Achilles tendon
stiffness with advanced age, which would theoretically improve
its capacity to act as a mechanical spring [5]. This may explain
the relative maintenance of spring-like behavior observed here
(Fig. 1A). Walking speed and spring index shared an invertedU shaped relationship in both age groups, which may partially
explain lower metabolic costs previously observed at
intermediate speeds in both age groups [6].

Methods
Healthy young (n = 15, age = 25 ± 2 years) and old (n = 8, age
= 69 ± 2 years) adults walked on a dual-belt forceinstrumented treadmill at 0.8, 1.2, and 1.6ms-1. For each
support phase, we quantified strut-, spring-, motor-, and
damper-like behavior of the ankle PFs using the functional
indexing approach [3]. Each functional index is calculated as a
percentage such that the sum of all indices equals 100. To
capture the magnitude of the age-related distal-to-proximal
shift with a single variable, we used the following ratio:
(ipsilateral hip flexor + contralateral hip extensor positive
work) / ankle PF positive work. Higher ratios indicate lager
reliance on hip relative to ankle joint mechanical output. We
used 2-way repeated measures ANOVAs to determine the
effects of age, speed, and their interaction on the magnitude of
mechanical redistribution and each functional index. Statistical
analyses were conducted in R (lme4 package) and the
threshold for statistical significance was p < 0.05.

Figure 1: Spring (A), motor (B), strut (C), and damper (D) functional
indices across walking speeds in old and young adults.

Significance
Our results suggest that advanced age is associated with a
reduced capacity to utilize the ankle PFs as mechanical motors
when task difficulty is increased. Inability to utilize the ankle
PFs as motors may limit the ability of old adults to walk at faster
speeds or perform other walking tasks which require motor-like
behavior (e.g., uphill walking, accelerated walking). Enhancing
motor-like behavior of the ankle PFs (e.g., via exercise,
exoskeletons) may improve mobility in the aging population.

Results and Discussion
We found significant main effects of age (p < 0.01) and speed
(p < 0.001) on the magnitude of mechanical redistribution,
confirming that the well-established, age-related redistribution
of mechanical output existed in our sample. Significant age-byspeed interactions were observed for spring (p < 0.05), motor
(p < 0.01), and damper (p < 0.01) indices, indicating betweengroup differences in response to changes in walking speeds.
Supporting our previous work [3], we observed increased
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mCoT2,3. Individual muscle activations were not all minimized at
PSF. Specifically, activation was minimizied in four out of eight
muscles at significantly different (p<0.05) frequencies from the
PSF, with moderate effect sizes (d=0.62-0.87) (Fig. 1A-D). The
muscle-specific responses for rectus femoris and tibialis anterior
across stride frequencies (Fig. 1C,D) were similar to a previous
study that included only four muscles2. Our analysis included a
more complete representation of lower limb muscles, and
generalizes the finding that total muscle activation is minizmied
at the PSF (Fig 1E.), mirroring the result for mCoT.
Although individual muscle activations were not all
minimized at the PSF, predicted minima stride frequencies were
all within 8% of the PSF, and total muscle activation was only
modestly increased at ±12.5% of PSF. Thus there is some
flexibility to adjust stride frequency without excessive demands
being placed on any specific muscle.

Introduction
The energy expended in human locomotion has been an
important topic in the field of biomechanics. When humans walk
at their preferred walking speed1 and stride frequency2, the
metabolic cost of transport (mCoT) is minimized relative to other
speeds or stride frequencies. However, mCoT provides no
muscle-specific information on why cost is minimized for
preferred conditions. Previous studies have considered muscle
activation as an indirect way to gain insight into the contributions
of individual muscles to the total mCoT during walking1,2.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of
stride frequency on activation of the major lower limb muscles
during level, fixed-speed walking. Based on previous studies1,2,
we hypothesize that: total muscle activation will demonstrate a
U-shaped response to stride frequency with a minimum value at
the preferred stride frequency (PSF), while the activation of
individual muscles will be minizmied at a range of stride
frequencies, reflecting the mechanical demands of walking.
Methods
20 healthy young adults (10 males, 24.5±5.5 yr, 68.6±10.7 kg,
1.71±0.11 m.) walked at a fixed speed (1.3 m s-1) and five
different stride frequencies for 2 miutes each with 1 minute rest
between conditions. The conditions were PSF, ±12.5% PSF, and
±25% PSF2,3. A metronome was used to pace the target stride
frequencies. Electromyography (EMG) data were collected
during the final 30 s of each condition from eight muscles of the
right lower limb: gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, long head of
biceps femoris, vastus lateralis, gastrocnemius, soleus, and
tibialis anterior. Participants practiced all of the conditions before
data collection, and the order of trials was randomized.
Raw EMG signals were DC-bias corrected, full-waved
rectified, and low-pass filtered with a Butterworth digital filter at
5 Hz cut-off frequency to create linear envelopes. The linear
envelopes were scaled based on the peak EMG amplitudes
observed across all conditions and averaged across 10 strides.
Scaled EMG signals within a muscle were integrated with respect
to time, and then divided by the total time to create the average
EMG amplitude for each muscle, for each participant, for each
condition. Total average muscle activation was obtained by
summing the average EMG amplitude across muscles for each
condition, and dividing by the toal number of muscles. We ran
orthogonal polynomial contrast on individual muscle activations,
and the total activation, to determine the appropriate order
polynomial for trend-line fitting. We determined the predicted
minimum activation stride frequnencies from the trend-lines for
comparison with the preferred stride frequency for individual
muscles, and the total actiaviton. Paired t-test were used to
determine significant difference between the predicted minimum
and preferred stride frequencies ( = 0.05).

Figure 1: Average muscle activations as a percent of the maximum
observed value across stride frequencies. Red dots indicate preferred
stride frequency; blue triangles indicate the predicted optimal stride
frequency Error bars are are standard errors. The indicates significant
differences (p<0.05) between predicted and preferred values.

Significance
Minimization of total muscle activation may be a primary reason
why mCoT is minimized at the PSF in human walking.
Moreover, the relatively shallow slope of the U-shaped mCoT
curve around the PSF may be due to individual muscle responses.
The individual-muscle activation minima at different stride
frequencies provides some flexilibity to adjust walking to the
environment without a large increase in mCoT.
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Results and Discussion
Total muscle actvation was minimized at the PSF (Fig. 1E), in
support of our first hypothesis and consistent with results for
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Introduction
Tendons are compliant structures responsible for transferring
muscle force to bone to produce movement. During walking,
the triceps surae tendon has been shown to store and return
mechanical strain energy as positive work during push-off,
reducing the work done by the active muscles.2 The muscle
energetics during walking are sensitive to the stiffness of
tendinous tissues.3 Thus, tendon stiffness should be a factor
affecting the metabolic cost of walking.
The triceps surae is often the focus when studying the
effects of tendon dynamics on muscle energetics during
locomotion due to its superficial and accessible nature.
However, the plantar flexors represent only ~25% of the net
cost of walking6, and the effects of tendon stiffness across all
major muscles of the lower limb on the energetics and
kinematics of walking are unknown. Tendon stiffness should
be expected to affect not only energy cost, but also movement
patterns. For example, in simulations of vertical jumping,
movement amplitude increased as the triceps surae tendon
stiffness decreased.1 In the present study, we use a similar
modeling and simulation approach to estimate the effects of
tendon stiffness on walking energetics and kinematics, which
would be challenging or impossible to do experimentally.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
effects of tendon stiffness on the COT and kinematics of
walking, to enhance the understanding of musculoskeletal
function in locomotion. Based on data in the literature1,4, we
hypothesized: (1) tendons with the stiffness reported
experimentally (5% tendon strain at peak isometric force) will
yield minimum COT and (2) joint range of motion (ROM)
will vary inversely with tendon stiffness.
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Significance
While the predicted optimal tendon stiffness value was similar
to the biological value from the literature4, the slight
difference between the literature (~5%) and optimal (7%)
values may reflect trade-offs associated with task demands
beside level walking at preferred speeds. While most attention
in the literature has been on the triceps surae2,3, minimum cost
at optimal stiffness was due primarily to the knee extensor
muscles. Additionally, the simulations indicate that optimal
gait kinematics depend on tendon stiffness.
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Results and Discussion
Metabolic COT was minimized at the stiffness corresponding
to 7% tendon strain at peak isometric force (Fig 1A). COT
gradually increased with tendon stiffness above 7%, whereas
the COT rapidly increased with tendon stiffness below 7%.
The optimal tendon stiffness was close to, though slightly
greater than we predicted, yet fit within the range of reported
in vivo measurements.4 The overall trend in COT (Fig 1A)
was driven mostly by the knee extensor muscles, which
exhibited a minimum at around 7% (Fig 2).
Over most of the tested range, lower limb tendon stiffness
resulted in greater joint ROM at the hip, knee, and ankle (Fig
1B). Peak hip flexion had the strongest correlation with
decreased tendon stiffness (R² = 0.70). Consequently, as
tendon stiffness decreased, the optimal step length and
distance traveled in the direction of motion per step increased.
Thus, there is an interaction among tendon stiffness, metabolic
cost, and optimal movement patterns.
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Figure 2: The distribution of energy consumption across
muscle groups for walking with different tendon stiffnesses.
HE (hip extensors), KE (knee extensors), AE (ankle
extensors), and FL (flexors of all joints).
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Methods
Predictive simulations of walking (1.3 m/s) were generated
using direct collocation with a planar model consisting of 9
segments, 11 degrees of freedom, and 18 musculotendon
actuators (nine for each leg).5 The objective function included
terms for stability, smoothness, and muscle activation.5
Tendon stiffness was characterized as percent strain produced
at peak isometric force and was varied between 3 and 20%
across all muscles in the model. Metabolic COT was predicted
using a model of muscle energy consumption. 6
A)

300

18
Ankle

Figure 1: A) Cost of transport and B) peak joint angles of the
lower extremities for walking with a wide range of different
tendon stiffness.
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normal walking (Fig. 1A). We report the following outcomes
averaged across the final 2 min of each walking trial: net (i.e.,
), net
walking-standing) rate of oxygen consumption (
metabolic power [4], and, from the integral of their respective
joint power curves divided by stride time, positive stance phase
leg joint mechanical work rates.

Introduction
Compared to young adults walking at the same speed, older
adults consume oxygen ~20% faster for reasons that are poorly
understood [1]. Simultaneously, older adults exert smaller peak
anterior (i.e., propulsive) ground reaction forces (Fp) and, despite
no change in total positive work, exhibit a characteristic distalto-proximal redistribution of leg muscle workload [2]. We
suspect that more proximal leg muscles, with their longer
fascicles and shorter tendons, are less economical for powering
the mechanical demands of walking. We recently used a real-time
biofeedback paradigm to reveal that young adults targeting
smaller than normal Fp do so by redistributing mechanical
workload from the distal to proximal musculature without
changing total positive leg joint work [3]. These findings allude
to an experimental paradigm that would enable us to study the
extent to which a distal-to-proximal contributes to increased
metabolic energy cost in the absence of other known age-related
changes. Here, we quantified the metabolic and limb- and jointlevel mechanical energy costs associated with modulating
propulsive forces during the push-off phase of walking. We first
hypothesized that when walking with larger than normal Fp,
metabolic energy cost would increase in a manner consistent with
(i.e., accompanied by) increases in total positive leg joint work.
Conversely, second, we hypothesized that total positive leg joint
work would not increase when walking with smaller than normal
Fp, and that metabolic energy cost would instead increase in a
manner consistent with (i.e., accompanied by) a redistribution to
muscles spanning the hip for power generation.

Results and Discussion
Biofeedback alone (i.e., targeting normal Fp) did not alter
metabolic cost (p=0.990). Compared to walking normally,
subjects increased net metabolic power by an average of up to
47% when targeting larger than normal Fp (p<0.001; Fig. 1B). As
hypothesized, this metabolic response was accompanied by and
positively correlated with up to an 13% increase in total positive
leg joint work rate (p=0.003, R2=0.29; Fig. 1C). Conversely,
when targeting smaller than normal Fp, subjects increased net
metabolic power by up to 58% (p<0.001) but without changing
total positive work rate (p=0.693) (Fig. 1B). Rather, as
hypothesized, this metabolic response was accompanied by up to
an 31% increase in positive hip joint work rate (p=0.002), offset
by modest 10% decreases in positive ankle/knee work rates that
did not reach significance.
Significance
Our findings suggest that the distal-to-proximal redistribution of
leg muscle workload due to aging may contribute to the higher
metabolic energy cost of walking in older adults.
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Methods
12 young adults (age: 23.3±3.1 years, 8F/4M) completed a series
of 5-min walking trials on a dual-belt, instrumented treadmill at
their preferred overground walking speed (1.37±0.15 m/s).
Immediately following a normal walking trial, a custom Matlab
script estimated and stored the stride-averaged Fp for use in
subsequent biofeedback trials. Specifically, subjects then walked
while receiving visual biofeedback of their step-by-step Fp values
with instructions to match those values to, in randomized order,
target values corresponding to ±20% and ±40% of values from
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Figure 1. (A) Biofeedback paradigm and experimental conditions. (B) Metabolic and (C) limb and joint level biomechanical responses to altered
propulsive force generation in walking. Main effects shown with asterisks (*) indicating significant pairwise difference versus normal walking.
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Introduction
Over an evolutionary time scale, natural selection has resulted
in specializations for locomotor economy in cursorial species
[1]. Whether adaptatations in locomotor economy occur accross
an indi idual s life span, however, remains less clear. For
example, it remains debated how and if running economy in
humans is altered due to training [2]. A recent study that
eliminated high-intensity activity during the growth period in an
animal model showed no effect on locomotor economy [3]. The
results of this study suggest that locomotor economy might not
respond plastically to altered amounts of exercise during growth
and may be robust to changes in life history.

delta cost of added limb mass was significantly higher in CON
vs EXP (p = 0.02; Fig 1a). Data for each animal are depicted in
Fig 1b.

To understand better the scope of deveplomental placticity
of locomotor economy, we adopted a bipedal model (guinea
fowl) that permitted drastic alteration of musculoskeletal loads
across the growth span. We achieved this by increasing distal
limb mass experimentatly by a factor of ~ 2.5x over the
maturation period. We hypothesized that animals subject to
habitual increased limb mass would be more economical at
carrying extra limb mass compared to a habitually unloaded
control group. We also hypothesized that the limb-loaded
animals would have worse economy when walking unloaded
when compared to controls.
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Figure 1: (a) Mean change in net body-mass specific metabolic power
between unloaded and limb-loaded (3.75% body mass) walking. Error
bars represent standard deviation. (b) Net body-mass specific metabolic
power in the unloaded and limb-loaded conditions for each animal.
Orange = CON; Blue = EXP.

These preliminary data generally support our first
hypothesis; the examined EXP animals exhibit a trend towards
lower mean limb-loaded walking economy and exhibit a much
lower delta economy of added limb mass. Our preliminary data
do not, however, support our second hypothesis that the EXP
group would have a higher unloaded walking economy
compared to CON. It is interesting to note that for 2/3 EXP
animals, walking economy was negatively affected by removing
the limb mass. This is surprising given the presumably large
reduction in the mechanical work associated with lifting and
accelerating the limb. These preliminary data suggest that
locomotor economy may be affected by loading history during
growth and may be tuned to the habitual loading environment.
At present, we have analyzed data from only a small number of
animals, so these results must be interpreted with a great deal of
caution. Whether sub-optimal locomotor economy in the novel
loading environent is the result of musculoskeletal factors or
poor motor control and coordination remains to be established.

Methods
Twelve 1-day old guinea fowl (Numida meleagris) were
obtained for this experiment (Privett Hatchery, Portales, NM).
All birds were raised in large circular floor pens with constant
access to food and water. At one week of age, animals were
randomly assigned to a control group (CON, n=6) and a loaded
experimental group (EXP, n=6). A lead strip with mass equal to
3.75% of the individual's body mass was chronically added to
the right leg of the CON group throughout growth. This leg
weight was adjusted weekly to maintain 3.75% of body mass (~
2.5x biological distal limb mass). Starting at three weeks of age,
each group was exercised three times per week by herding
animals around a circular course in four 5-minute intervals for a
total of 20 minutes.
Metabolic power was measured during standing and during
treadmill walking (0.5 m s-1) using a flow-through metabolic
chamber system [2]. Metabolic power was measured in the
habitual condition (CON= unloaded , EXP=loaded) as well as in
their novel condition where an equivalent leg mass (3.75% body
mass) was added to the CON group and the load was removed
from the EXP group. Between 3-5 trials were record per
condition and the order of conditions was randomized.

Significance
Here we provide new evidence that locomotor economy may be
altered based on the loading history during growth. These data
have important implications for understanding the long-term
effects of childhood activity and inactivity. Further analysis may
determine the importance of the growth period on permanent
adult locomotor energetics and biomechanics.

Results and Discussion
At the time of this abstract submission, preliminary analysis of
data from three EXP and four CON animals have been made.
Average net metabolic power in the limb-loaded condition
trended lower in these EXP animals (4.1
0.6 W kg-1)
compared to the CON animals (5.3 0.9 W kg-1) (p = 0.11), but
appears more similar in the unloaded condition; EXP (4.4 1.3
W kg-1) vs. CON (4.0 0.9 W kg-1) (p = 0.65). The average
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Introduction
Experiments on recumbent stepping have provided insight into
the neural benefits that may arise from coupling the arms and the
legs [1], but how we can achieve this coupling effect during
walking has remained elusive. Given the out of phase relation
between the limbs, we designed a simple, rope-pulley system that
facilitates the active use of the arms to drive the legs during
walking.
From a biomechanical perspective, we investigated a
metabolic trade-off that may arise from coupling the arms and
legs during walking. For instance, the cost of leg swing has been
estimated to be between 10% and 33% [2-3], which can be
explained by an underlying muscular demand. On the contrary,
the cost of arm swing has been considered negligible and
explained by its passive dynamics [4]. Given these insights, we
explored the use of a direct linkage system where individuals
directly use the arms to generate an assistive force to drive the
legs, whereby arm swing retraction provides an assistive force via
a rope to drive the ipsilateral leg forward. While generating arm
forces may incur a metabolic cost, we suspected this would be
offset by the reduction in muscular demand needed to swing the
leg—yielding a net reduction in cost. Therefore, we hypothesized
that using the arms to drive the legs would reduce the demand for
net metabolic power during walking.

Results and Discussion
When compared to normal walking (median = 2.95 W/kg), we
found that using the arms to drive the legs reduced the demand
for net metabolic power by ~17% (median = 2.46 W/kg);
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test, p = 0.006 (Fig. 1B).
In support of our hypothesis, our results show that using the
arms to drive the legs during walking reduces net metabolic
power, providing proof-of-concept that our method of coupling
the arms and legs reduces the overall effort to walk. Further
analyses will focus on the potential changes in neuromuscular
demand and ground reaction forces. Such insights will enhance
our understanding of the biomechanical trade-off that facilitated
the reduction in cost during walking. In addition, it may provide
future guidance in optimizing the device for a greater reduction
in cost, or modifying the system to lower leg demand at different
phases of walking.
Significance
Reducing the effort to walk has implications in a rehabilitation
setting for individuals who do not have the endurance and/or
neuromuscular strength to do so, and therefore, must rely on
manual assistance from physical therapists or more costly robotic
devices. In addition, our findings pave the way for future studies
to investiage further questions: Can this device be used to
promote neural plasticity at crucial stages of locomotor training?
Can this device enhance patient autonomy during locomotor
training? These questions remain to be answered, but the device
shows promise given that an individual can actively use their
arms to drive their own legs during walking.
In summary, this device could be used as a simple, but
effective means to couple the arms and legs, which may promote
neural benefits and help restore an individual’s walking ability.

Methods
Eight subjects participated in this study (3 women and 5 men;
mean±s.d.; age: 23.25±3.37 years, mass: 73.86±18.46 kg, height:
173.84±13.95 cm). Subjects performed two randomized trials:
(1) Normal Walking and (2) Assistive Walking on a dual belt
force measuring treadmill at 1.25 m/s. Each trial was 7 minutes
in duration and the following data were collected: rate of
metabolic energy consumption, surface electromyography, and
ground reaction forces. In addition, arm pulling forces during the
assistive walking trial were measured with load cells that attached
to the rope-pulley device (Fig. 1A).
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Figure 1. (A) Subjects walk with an assistive device that allows
them to use the arms to drive the legs via a rope-pulley system.
Arrows indicate direction of limb motion (blue) and pulling
forces directed along the rope (red). (B) Boxplot of net metabolic
power for normal and assistive walking trials.
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contribution measure may be due to the timing of arm motion, the
orientation of the arms, and/or the relative contribution of other
recovery mechanisms (i.e. altering the COP location or using the
force from deceleration of the treadmill belt).
Those with chronic stroke, and older average age, exhibited
little total contribution of the arms when reacting to a posterior
perturbation. Shoulder kinematics could not explain this deficit.

Introduction
Stroke survivors often have deficient reactive postural control [1]
and impaired upper extremity function [2]. These factors are
related, as reduced arm function has been associated with falls in
stroke survivors [2]. We previously validated a measure of how
the arms contribute to posterior balance reactions [3] through
counter-rotation about the whole-body COM [4]. The purpose of
this study was to test the hypothesis that, compared to those with
no neuromuscular impairment, stroke survivors would have a
diminished arm contribution in response to standing posterior
perturbations.
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Methods
Stroke survivors (n = 10, mean (SD) age = 64.0 (8.8) years, BMI
= 30.8 (4.5) kg m-2) and young adults without neuromuscular
impairment (n = 11, age = 22.2 (2.3) years, BMI = 22.4 (3.0)
kg m-2) participated in this study. All participants completed a
single-stepping threshold evaluation on a computer-controlled
treadmill to determine the smallest perturbation magnitude that
consistently elicited a posterior step [5]. Whole-body, threedimensional motion was recorded for near-threshold level
perturbations to explore the arm contributions and shoulder
kinematic responses during recovery.
The rate of change in angular momentum of the body was
represented as a compound pendulum (MTOTAL, Equation 1),
where rCOM, rCOM’, m, aCOM, IBODY, and COM are the COM
position, vertical projection of the COM onto the treadmill
surface, body mass, linear acceleration of the COM, whole-body
moment of inertia about the COM, and angular acceleration of
the vector connecting the whole-body COM to the midpoint of
ankle-joint centers.
The rate of change of arm-segment angular momentum with
respect to the whole-body COM was calculated (MARMS, Equation
2), where ri, mi, ai, Ii, and i are the position, mass, linear
acceleration, moment of inertia, and angular acceleration of the
‘‘ith” segment within the arms (i.e. four total segments), Ri is the
column vector from the whole body COM to the COM of
segment I, and E3 is the 3 by 3 identity matrix.
The total arm contribution ( ARMS, Equation 3) was quantified
from the total-least-squares regression of MARMS onto MTOTAL and
compared using an independent t-test.
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Figure 1: Arm contribution values for all participants. Stroke
survivors showed little total arm contribution (mean (SD) = -0.1 (0.6)
%) during slip perturbation recovery while non-stroke participants
measured a significantly greater total arm contribution (6.3 (6.6) %, p <

Significance
This study provides evidence that impaired reactive balance in
those with chronic stroke may be due to an altered “whole-body”
response, not just that of the lower extremities. This study also
demonstrates the utility of the arms-contribution measure in
detecting impairments when shoulder kinematics failed to do so.
Perturbation-based training has improved reactive balance in
those with chronic stroke [6, 7]. We do not know if it specifically
benefits the use of the arms in such reactions. Our armcontribution measure represents a modifiable target for such
interventions. It is clear from the shoulder flexion velocities that
those with stroke moved their arms; therefore, we are optimistic
that such motions can be modified in a manner as to improve their
contribution.
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Results and Discussion
In support of our hypothesis, those with chronic stroke had
substantially less total arm contribution (mean (SD) = -0.1 (0.6)
%) than those with no history of stroke (6.3 (6.6) %, p < 0.01,
Figure 1). In follow-up analyses of shoulder kinematics, we did
not detect between-group differences in the peak shoulder flexion
velocity of the “faster” (p =
(p =
Group differences in the arm55
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Introduction
Postural instability is a hallmark motor symptom of Pa kin n
disease (PD). In PD, progressive loss of dopamine-producing
neurons disrupts cortical-basal ganglia-thalamocortical l
[1]. These neural circuits play an important role in sensorimotor
integration [2], a process of the nervous system that uses
multimodal sensory feedback to guide and modify motor
outputs. Inability to accurately sense and integrate contexts of
postural perturbations and/or generate appropriate motor
outputs to control the bod
cen e f ma (C M) (i.e.,
impaired sensorimotor integration) may underpin postural
instability in the PD population. If true, two hypotheses can be
considered. First, medication which regulates basal ganglia
function (e.g., carbidopa-levodopa) should improve CoM
control during postural perturbations in PD. Second, individuals
with well-functioning sensorimotor integration should display
better CoM control than individuals with poorer sensorimotor
integration. The purpose of this study was to test these
hypotheses.

Results and Discussion
In support of our first hypothesis, minimum MoS during
maximal sub-thresholds were significantly more negative in the
ON compared to OFF medication state (p = 0.006, Fig 1A). This
finding indicates that individuals were able to withstand larger
amounts of instability without stepping (i.e., had greater control
over CoM) during the ON state. During ON testing, nearly half
(10 of 21) of the participants exhibited adaptive behavior at a
sub-threshold perturbation magnitude that is, they switched
from a stepping to a non-stepping response across multiple
trials at the same perturbation magnitude. In support of our
second hypothesis, minimum MoS were significantly more
negative in adapters compared to non-adapters (p = 0.031, Fig
1B). This finding indicates that individuals with wellfunctioning sensorimotor integration (measured behaviorally)
had greater control over the CoM during postural perturbations.

Methods
21 individuals with idiopathic PD performed a step threshold
assessment on a dual-belt, force-instrumented treadmill off
( 12 hours; OFF ) and on dopamine medication ( ON ).
Posteriorly directed postural perturbations were delivered via
progressively larger treadmill belt accelerations [3].
Perturbations consisted of 200ms acceleration and
deceleration phases (400ms total), resulting in triangular
waveform velocity profiles with larger peak velocities at
higher rates of acceleration. Individuals were explicitly
instructed to avoid stepping to recover balance. If the
participant did not step to recover balance, the perturbation
magnitude was increased; if the participant stepped, the same
magnitude perturbation was delivered again. Perturbations
began at 0.5ms-1 and increased in steps of 0.5ms-1 until the
participant could not recover balance without stepping on four
consecutive trials (i.e., the step threshold ). The largest
perturbation magnitude at which each participant could
recover balance using a non-stepping response is referred to
here as the maximum sub-threshold. To quantify CoM control,
we used minimum margin of stability (MoS) [4] during
maximum sub-threshold trials. This measure provides an
estimate of the maximum amount of instability each
participant could withstand without stepping. To address
hypothesis 1, a paired-samples t-test was used to compare
minimum MoS between OFF and ON conditions. To address
hypothesis 2, we compared minimum MoS between
individuals who exhibited adaptive motor behavior
( adapters ; s itched from a stepping to a non-stepping
response at a sub-threshold perturbation magnitude) and those
ho did not ( non-adapters ) using a Students t-test.

Figure 1: Minimum MoS captured during maximum sub-threshold
trials in OFF versus ON medication states (A) and in adapters versus
non-adapters (B). More negative minimum MoS values indicate larger
amounts of instabilit and greater CoM control.

Significance
Our results suggest that higher-level, transcortical pathways
(e.g., cortical-basal ganglia-thalamocortical neural loops) and
processes (e.g., sensorimotor integration) play important roles
in CoM control during postural perturbations. If true,
interventions seeking to improve postural stability and CoM
control more generally should incorporate tasks that target
such central components. For example, the step threshold
assessment used here includes an e plicit task goal ( avoid
stepping to recover balance ) hich specifies a successful
response and may challenge higher-level processes of the
nervous system. Results from our comparison of adapters and
non-adapters also suggest that challenging motor adaptability
(and thus, sensorimotor integration) may be a beneficial
intervention strategy.
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This might suggest a higher spinal excitability as a fast solution
Introduction
and, improved skills reflected in lower co-contraction as a longBalance training leads to improved balance control in both young
term solution adopted in balance training by older adults.
and older adults (Muehlbauer et al. 2015). However, the
mechanisms underlying balance improvements are unclear,
especially in older adults. Therefore, we investigated the
influence of balance training (BT) on balance performance,
spinal excitability, and muscle co-contraction in older adults. It is
well accepted that due to ageing, older adults show poorer
balance performance, higher co-contraction and lower H-reflex
gains. We hypothesized that after the balance training, balance
performance improves and that improvements in balance
performance in older adults over time are associated with lower
co-contraction and higher spinal reflexes gains.
Figure 1: The vCOM at the three time points; vCOM decreased after
Short- and Long-term training.

Methods
Twenty-two older adults participated in a 3-weeks balance
training program. Balance performance was quantified as the
mean absolute mediolateral center of mass velocity in perturbed
and unperturbed unipedal stance on a robot-controlled platform,
before and after the first session (SBT) and after ten sessions
(LBT). In addition, durations of co-contraction in soleus and
gastrocnemius lateralis (SOL/GL), as well as gluteus medius and
adductor longus (GM/AL) muscles were assessed in perturbed
and unperturbed unipedal balancing. H-max was acquired from a
recruitment curve during bipedal stance. H-reflex gains (Hreflex/background EMG activity 100 ms prior to the stimulus)
were acquired at H-max stimulus intensity during bipedal stance.

a)

b)

Figure 2: Decreased vCOM was associated with decreased cocontraction of SOL/GL in unperturbed testing conditions a) after Shortterm training and b) after Long-term training.

a)

Results and Discussion
We found decreased vCOM representing an improved balance
performance in perturbed stance after SBT ("#$ = 3.015 , - =
0.006) and improvement after LBT in both perturbed and
("#$ = 3.324 , - = 0.003; "#$ =
unperturbed
conditions
2.64 , - = 0.015 345-46"7849:; ;7<=34. 1). After SBT, duration
of co-contraction of SOL/GL was increased in perturbed
balancing ("#$ = −2.99 , - = 0.007), but duration of SOL/GL
and GM/AL was decreased in unperturbed balancing ("#$ =
2.76 , - = 0.011; "#$ = 2.57 , - = 0.018 respectively)
and,
after LBT co-contraction durations had returned to baseline
values. H-reflex gains did not change with training.
Correlational analysis indicated that increasing cocontraction coincided with smaller improvements in balance
performance (3 = 0.517 , - = 0.02, ;7<=34. 2) and increasing
H-reflex gains coincided with bigger improvements in balance
performance (3 = −0.518 , - = 0.019, ;7<=34. 3).

b)

Figure 3: The decreased vCOM after SBT was associated with increased
H-reflex gains in unperturbed testing conditions.
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Significance
Our result indicate that as a result of balance training older adults
rapidly improved balance performance, while LBT only slightly
increased the improvement acquired. However the mechanisms
underlying the improved performance appear to differ between
SBT and LBT. After SBT decreased co-contraction and increased
spinal excitability, and after LBT decreased co-contraction
coincided with larger improvements in balance performance.
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I
d ci
Clinical e al a ion of pa ici
in ol e di ec e amine
a e men and g ading i h q ali a i e cale , ch a he
Modified A h o h Scale (MAS). Ho e e , hi
bjec i e
me hod hea il
elie on he a e
pe onal e pe ience/
in e p e a ion and
all e l in poo con i enc and lo
eliabili [1]. Q an i a i e mea emen of m cle one and join
kinema ic beha io co ld p o ide objec i e da a fo acking
pa ien p og e .
The Po i ion, Veloci , and Re i ance Me e (PVRM) can
be ed o a e join kinema ic and m cle one d ing clinical
e al a ion of pa ien
i h ne ological condi ion , e.g.,
pa ici
o igidi , o o hopedic condi ion , e.g., join
eplacemen o eco e f om inj
(Fig 1) [2] [4]. The PVRM
incl de a load cell and o ine ial mea emen ni (IMU ) o
mea e m cle one ( e i i e o q e) and join kinema ic
(ang la po i ion, ang la eloci ). T o elec om og aphic
(EMG) en o a e moni o ed o en e pa i e mo emen
d ing join e al a ion.
The goal of hi
d
a o pe fo m a p elimina
d
ing he PVRM o cha ac e i e mea ed m cle one and join
kinema ic fo diffe en le el of pa ici , a no ed b he MAS.

Re
a d Di c i
Spa ici
pa ien clea l di pla ed diffe en kine ic and
kinema ic beha io compa ed o heal h
bjec (Fig 2, Table
1). Fi , he pa ici pa ien e hibi ed e ch peed dependen
m cle beha io , a e pec ed. The m cle one inc ea ed a he
e ch peed inc ea ed af e a ce ain ang la eloci
a
eached. Second, he pa ici pa ien , e peciall he mo e
e e el pa ic pa ien , demon a ed le
ange of mo ion.
Finall , he pa ici pa ien had a di inc ca ch- elea e beha io
of m cle one ha e e mo e di inc fo pa ien
ih e ee
pa ici .

Me h d
Fif een pa ien
i h pa ici (62.19 12.9
, 9f, 6m,
MAS 1: n=3, MAS 2: n=4, MAS 3: n=4, MAS 4: n=3) and 12
age and e ma ched heal h con ol bjec (60.4 12.9 , 7f,
5m) e e e al a ed d ing pa i e elbo e en ion a fo
diffe en peed ( lo (5 / - 20 / ), medi m (20 / - 80 / ), fa
(> 80 / ), and clinician p efe ed peed) hile ea ing he
PVRM. Each bjec MAS co e fo bicep
e e a ed b a
ce ified clinician (CMZ) p io o e ing. The PVRM collec ed
kine ic and kinema ic mo emen da a (i.e., join ang la po i ion
(𝜃), eloci (𝜔), and m cle e i ance (𝜏)), a
ell a
moni o ing m cle ac i i d ing clinical a e men o en e
a pa i e e ch. The change of m cle one and peed ac o
he ange of mo ion e e comp ed o ob e e an kine ic and
kinema ic diffe ence be een pa ic and heal h e g o p .

Fig e 2: Rep e en a i e e ample da a of a heal h ( op), mildl
pa ic (middle), and e e el pa ic (bo om) collec ed ing he
PVRM d ing pa i e elbo e en ion a lo and fa peed .
Tab e 1: A e age 𝜏 and ROM fo diffe en le el of pa ici pa ien .
ROM (%)
𝝉𝒂𝒗𝒈 (N )
Hea h
2.5
105
MAS 1
4.5
93
MAS 2
5.0
98
MAS 3
6.0
67
MAS 4
7.4
77

Sig ifica ce
The PVRM and collec ed da a can allo clinician o make mo e
eliable a e men , and al o help e ea che gain addi ional
in igh in o he q an ifica ion of pa ici .
Ac
edg e
F nding p o ided b he J mp ARCHES pa ne hip be een
OSF Heal hCa e and he Uni e i of Illinoi . Special hank o
Shannon F aike , Jane Goeken, and Na e Cai n .
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a musculoskeletal disease that affects
balance control in older adults [1]. The ability to restore balance
following sudden, unexpected perturbations is critical to avoid
falls [1], particularly for persons with OA. However, a significant
gap exists in our understanding of reflexive postural control
changes due to OA, and the mechanisms underlying these
changes. Thus, the objective of this study is to 1) investigate the
postural control differences between older women with and
without OA in the Motor Control Task (MCT); and 2) explore the
relationship between postural control, pain, and attention, as
measured by prefrontal cortex (PFC) activation, in older women
with OA, given the significant contributions of the PFC in the
control of balance [2]. We hypothesize that 1) older women with
OA will demonstrate different reflexive postural control
responses after anterior and posterior translations perturbations in
force and COP pattern compared to age-matched healthy controls
(HOA); 2) COP sway will be positively correlated with pain and
negatively correlated with PFC activations in OA, while there
will be no relationship between PFC activation, pain and COP
sway among HOA.

were observed in BP, relative to FP, in both HOA (p < 0.001) and
OA (p < 0.001) groups. Further, HOA had significantly lower SS
scores than OA in overall (p = 0.0336), and during BP(p =
0.0109). These findings indicate that OA adults prefer right foot
strategy with an average total deviation of 11 and BP deviation
of 13.6. HOA prefers left foot strategy with an average overall
deviation of 10 and BP deviation of 13.5.
Outcome
HbO2
SS

Effects
F-value
P-value
Cohort*Dir
18.3421
<0.001
Cohort
7.1216
0.0235
Cohort*Dir
4.2876
0.0436
MA
Cohort*Dir
5.9212
0.0160
ABS
Cohort*Dir
6.8625
0.0096
COPrmsY
Cohort*Cond
3.9315
0.0214
COPrmsXY
Cohort*Cond
3.3239
0.0384
Table 1:Significant effects from linear mixed effect models.

Post-hoc tests also indicate that OA group has higher MA (p
= 0.0295) and ABS (p = 0.0134) in FP compared to BP.
Significantly higher COPrms were observed as perturbation
levels increased in both groups (p <0.001). No other significant
differences were found.
In the anterior direction, we found that there was a significant
negative correlation between SS and WS scores among OA adults
(r = -0.99, p < 0.01), which indicates higher WS is associated
with greater asymmetry. At the same time, there are significant
positive correlations between MA and WS (r = 0.96, p < 0.05),
and between ABS and WS (r = 0.96, p < 0.05). In terms of
condition, OA adults showed a significant correlation between
COP sway in Y (r = 0.97, p < 0.05) and XY (r = 0.97, p < 0.05),
with WS score in medium perturbation conditions, while similar
trends were also observed in large perturbation conditions. No
other significant correlations were found.
Consistent with our findings of higher postural sway as pain
increased in older women with OA, older adults with
m oma ic OA, ela i e o heal h con ol , i ho a hi o
of recent falls demonstrated deficits in postural control [3]. Even
though higher PFC activations were observed alone with better
postural control in BP compared to FP within OA group, no
significant cognitive contribution was found.

Methods
Ten older women with and without lower extremity OA with a
mean age of 66.1 years, Western Ontario and McMaster
Universities Arthritis Index (WOMAC) score of 10.5, and BMI
of 25kg/m2 participated in this study. Participants went through
the MCT task on Neurocom (Natus Medical Inc), which involved
small, medium and large perturbations in both forward(FP) and
backward directions(BP). Ground reaction force and COP data
were collected by the Neurocom force plate. PFC activation was
recorded by a Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS)
system (fNIR Devices LLC, Potomac, MD) during the tasks. Pain
was assessed by the first five questions of WOMAC(WS).
Custom MATLAB scripts were designed to calculate average
oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2) levels from fNIRS raw data, and
extract COP sway features (Strength symmetry (SS), absolute
anterior-posterior sway amplitude (ABS), COP root mean square
(COPrms) in both resultant sway (Y) and anterior-posterior sway
(XY), and Max Amplitude XY (MA)). All statistical analyses
were performed using RStudio (Version 1.2.1335, RStudio, Inc).
A linear mixed model (lmer) appropriate for repeated measures
data was specified for each of the main outcomes was fitted to the
data with cohort (OA or HOA), direction (forward or backward),
condition (small, medium, and large), and their interactions as
fixed effects with the subject as a random effect. For HbO 2 data,
the location of the optodes was set as an additional fixed effect,
and its interaction with the subject has set as an additional random
effect.

Significance
This is the first study investigating reflexive postural control and
its mechanisms in lower extremity OA. This work completes the
investigation and confi med OA im ac on bo h oli ional and
passive postural control and illustrates the pain mechanism
underneath. Due to the small sample size of this study, future
verification on the role of cognitive control needs to be done with
a bigger sample size.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
We found significant cohort effects, cohort x direction(Dir)
interactions, or cohort x condition(Cond) interactions in HbO 2,
SS, MA, ABS, COPrmsY and COPrmsXY lmers(Table 1). In
addition to the model results, post-hoc test illustrated the specific
differences between groups. Significantly higher HbO2 levels
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Introduction
A balance disturbance elicits automatic brainstem-mediated
corrective motor reactions that can be followed by corticallymediated control at longer latencies (Jacobs 2007). People with
similar biomechanical reactions may differ in the extent to
which they rely on automatic vs. cortical control. Dual-task
interference studies suggest that older adults with worse balance
rely more on cortical control (Shumway-Cook 1997). It is
unclear whether cortical involvement differs with balance
ability in young adults.
We hypothesized that young adults with worse walking
balance ability would have greater cortical activation in
response to standing balance perturbations. We measured
walking balance ability in a difficult beam-walking task,
observing a wide range of performance levels. We measured
cortical activation of the N1 response to standing balance
perturbations via electroencephalography (EEG). We recently
observed greater perturbation-evoked N1 responses in
individuals who were unable to recover balance without
stepping (Payne 2019). We now test whether the N1 responses
are associated with (1) balance ability or (2) stepping behaviors.

Cortical N1 peak amplitudes (54 μV, SD 18) in response to
standing balance perturbations were inversely correlated to the
distance traveled in the difficult beam-walking task (R2=0.20,
p=0.029), suggesting individuals with worse balance have
greater cortical activation during reactive balance recovery. The
relationship to balance ability was greatest in the difficult large
perturbations (Figure 1; R2=0.24, p=0.016).
Additionally, cortical N1 responses were 11% (SD 25%)
larger when executing planned stepping reactions (Figure2;
black vs. yellow, p=0.020), suggesting a possible relationship
between the cortical N1 response and subsequent compensatory
stepping behavior. The increase in N1 amplitude when stepping
could not be attributed to an effect of prior planning because
cortical N1 amplitudes did not differ between planned and
accidental steps (Figure 2; yellow vs. red, p>0.05).

Methods
In 20 healthy young adults (11 female, ages 19-38) we
measured individual differences in balance ability based on the
ability to walk across a narrow (0.5-inch wide) 12-foot beam
(Sawers 2015). We measured the cortical N1 response (CzEEG, peak amplitude 100-200ms) evoked by 48 backward
translational support-surface perturbations of unpredictable
timing and amplitude. Perturbations included a small (8 cm)
perturbation that was identical across participants, as well as
medium (13-15 cm) and large (18-22 cm) perturbations scaled
to participant height to control for height-related differences in
perturbation difficulty (Payne 2019). On half of trials we asked
participants to take steps, and to keep feet in place otherwise.
We assessed correlations between cortical N1 amplitudes
and balance ability across subjects. In large perturbations, we
compared N1 amplitudes between stepping and non-stepping
reactions, and between planned and accidental stepping
reactions, to test for effects of step execution and step planning.

Figure 2. N1 amplitudes were larger when executing stepping
responses (black vs. yellow). When stepping, there was no
effect of planning on the N1 amplitudes (yellow vs. red).

Significance
Larger cortical N1 amplitudes in individuals with lower balance
ability may be related to greater perceived threat (Adkin 2008)
or attention to balance (Quant 2004, Little 2015). However, the
within-subjects increase in cortical N1 amplitudes when
stepping suggests a potential relationship to subsequent balance
recovery behavior.
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Figure 1. Individuals with worse balance had larger N1
amplitudes.
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Table 1: Performance (AUC) of deep learning and random forest models
as a function of the window size (in seconds) of input data.

Introduction
Falls are a significant problem for persons with multiple sclerosis
(PwMS). Fall risk assessments are reactive, which prevents
deployment of preventative interventions and motivates
development of new assessments in this population. Previous
research has identified measures of postural sway that differ
between PwMS who have fallen and those who have not, but
many of these biomechanical indices require the use of
laboratory-based measurement technologies, preventing
deployment outside of research contexts. Wearable sensors may
enable characterization of these postural sway metrics outside of
the laboratory and subsequently the development of fall risk
assessments that can be deployed during daily life. The primary
objective of this work was to determine if machine learning
methods could be used to develop statistical models for fall risk
that are able to differentiate PwMS who have fallen from those
who have not.

Window Size (s)
4
8
12
16

DL
0.89
0.80
0.77
0.76

RF
0.49
0.54
0.58
0.62

Dataset Size
7864
3725
2378
1705

The decrease in DL performance with increasing window
size is likely due to the model architecture, which requires more
observations to effectively learn the relationship between raw
input data and the faller/non-faller labels (longer windows reduce
the amount of available training data). The increase in RF
performance with increasing window size is likely due to the time
and frequency domain features used for making the classification,
which require longer window sizes. Previous work on
characterizing postural sway with wearable accelerometers has
considered a minimum of 30 seconds of data [3]. The shorter
window size considered here (max of 16 s) could explain the
relatively poor performance of the RF classifier.

Methods
Thirty-six PwMS (18 fallers, 18 non-fallers with mean EDSS
scores of 3.41±1.39 and 2.48±1.29 respectively; fall history
assessed during the 6-mo immediately preceding the study visit)
completed a series of daily life activities and functional
assessments. Each subject performed several standing tasks
including tandem standing, normal standing, and standing with
eyes closed (each for at least 2 minutes). Subjects were
instrumented with MC10 BioStamp sensors secured to the chest
and anterior aspect of the thigh and set to record three
components of accelerometer data (31.25 Hz, ± 16G). Following
the approach described in [1], a support vector machine activity
classifier was used to identify all 4-second windows when the
subject was standing within the test session, including but not
limited to data recorded during the prescribed standing tasks.
Several statistical models were trained to identify if
windows of standing data had been recorded from a faller or nonfaller using a supervised machine learning approach.
Specifically, we trained a deep learning (DL) model that uses an
LSTM layer to extract features followed by a Bi-LSTM layer to
peform the faller/non-faller classification. For comparison, we
also trained a random forest (RF) model that took as input
postural sway features from previous work investigating postural
sway and fall risk [2], [3] and provided the same faller/non-faller
classification. Performance, as determined via area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), of both modelling
approaches was established using leave one subject out cross
validation. We further explored the impact of different lengths of
input data by considering 4, 8, 12, and 16 second windows of
conseutive standing data.

Significance
The results presented herein suggest that deep learning models
are able to effectively classify fall risk based on accelerometer
measurements during standing. As seen in the presented results,
the deep learning methods were able to far outperform the
random forest for all window sizes considered here, which are
small compared to existing literature, despite these features
showing statistically significant differences between persons
with Parkinson’s Disease and controls [3]. This suggests that the
model may be learning novel postural sway measures within the
accelerometer signal that are not captured with established
metrics. Comparing to other literature in PwMS, Sun et al. found
a random forest using force plate data to be 50% accurate when
classifying between PwMS with low and moderate fall risk [2].
We found comparable performance (58% accuracy) using RF
classification in this study, despite smaller differences in EDSS
between groups (1.07 in this study compared to 4.00 in Sun et al).
Even still, our results suggest far superior performance using DL
classification (81% accuracy). Additionally, the methods
presented in Sun et al. require a force plate to collect data, thus
limiting potential for deployment. The results presented in this
study are broadly useful outside of the laboratory environtment
as they only require two-wearable sensors and a four-second
standing period to provide a very accurate classification of fall
risk.
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Results and Discussion
The best fall risk classification performance was observed with
the DL model using 4-second windows, which achieved an AUC
of 0.89 (Table 1). In contrast, the best performing RF model
achieved an AUC of 0.61 with 16-second windows.
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The reduction in step width and pelvis sway in response to
MLS is consistent with previous work in neurologically intact
[4]–[6] and incomplete spinal cord injury [5] populations. Yet,
those reductions did not lead to a corresponding decrease in the
range of frontal plane H. This study explored MLS s effects on
dynamic balance control by examining the intersegmental
dynamics that contribute to an increase in the range of frontal
plane H. While MLS may have decreased the absolute motion of
the pelvis, it increased the relative motion between the body CoM
and upper body segments.

Introduction
Individuals post-stroke experience higher rates of falls than the
healthy elderly [1]. As a result, one goal of post-stroke
rehabilitation is to improve functional mobility and reduce fall
risk in individuals post-stroke. To reduce fall risk, there is need
for evidence-based therapies that target and improve balance
control [2]. Mediolateral stabilization (MLS) reduces the need to
actively control frontal plane balance in healthy adults [3], but it
is unknown how individuals post-stroke will respond to MLS and
whether it will improve walking performance.
The purpose of this study was to quantify the effects of MLS
on balance control in individuals post-stoke. We hypothesized
that MLS will improve balance control as evidenced by a
reduction in the range of frontal plane whole body angular
momentum (H), which has been shown to be correlated with
clinical balance scores [4].

Significance
The increased range of frontal plane H with MLS observed in this
study has important clinical implications particularly for gait
therapies that constrain the pelvis, such as body weight supported
walking. Limiting pelvis sway during gait without also taking
care to limit the relative motion between the pelvis and upper
body segments may have unintended consequences of
destabilizing patients and reducing balance control.
Future work should explore how altered pelvis motion affects
segmental contributions to frontal plane H and dynamic balance
control. Subjects were not instructed how to adapt to MLS and
future studies should determine if training with the MLS over an
extended period of time and with feedback would improve
balance control.

Methods
Kinematic data were collected from 20 individuals post-stroke
(10 right hemiparesis, 9 male, age: 50 ± 16 yrs) during steady
state walking on a dual-belt, instrumented treadmill (Bertec
Corp.). Subjects walked for three 30-second trials un-aided
(normal) and three 30-second trials with MLS (stabilized) at their
self-selected walking speed. We focused on those subjects who
responded to the MLS, i.e., those who reduced their step width
between the normal and stabilized conditions as determined by a
two-tailed t-test (p < 0.05).
H was calculated using a 13-segment inverse dynamics
model, which summed the angular momentum of each segment
about the whole-body center of mass (CoM) and was normalized
by subject mass, walking speed and height. The range of frontal
plane H was defined as the peak-to-peak difference in frontal
plane H and pelvis sway was defined as the peak-to-peak
difference in the lateral pelvis CoM location, both over the paretic
stride. Separate paired t-tests assessed for significant differences
in metrics between normal and stabilized conditions with =
0.05.
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Results and Discussion
Thirteen of the 20 post-stroke subjects responded to the MLS
through a significant reduction in step width (Responders). The
MLS successfully stabilized the pelvis by significantly decreasing
pelvis CoM sway (Table 1), yet range of frontal plane H
significantly increased (Table 1). Applying MLS decreased
dynamic balance control, thus our hypothesis was not supported.
To investigate this significant increase, we examined the
contributions of each body segment to overall frontal plane H.
We found that an increase in the segmental contributions of
the trunk and head were the main causes of the increase in peakto-peak frontal plane H while stabilized. These increases were
driven by a significantly larger range of relative mediolateral
velocity between the head and body CoMs (Table 1) and the trunk
and body CoMs (Table 1) during the stabilized trials.

Table 1. Average balance metrics for Responders (n = 13).
Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation.

Normal

Stabilized

p-value

Pelvis sway (m)

0.10 ± 0.02

0.08 ± 0.03

0.03

Range of frontal
plane H (unitless)

0.11 ± 0.04

0.14 ± 0.06

0.001

Head

0.21 ± 0.06

0.35 ± 0.10

0.0004

Trunk

0.13 ± 0.03

0.17 ± 0.05

0.002

Range of
relative
mediolateral
velocity
(m/s)
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Introduction
In one of our recent studies, we have shown that when people
with Parkinson’s disease (PD) take levodopa they walk and turn
more quickly, but become unstable during standing and fall more
in daily life [1]. Unsafe turning may occur when patients become
disinhibited after levodopa intake.
The aim of this study is to determine the effect of
antiparkinsonian medication on the dynamics of turning in people
with PD.

greater translation of the center-of-mass lateral to the stance limb
and therefore outside of the base of support.

Methods
We recruited a total of 23 participants with idiopathic Parkinson’s
disease. Participants were tested in the morning in their practical
OFF state, that is, at least 12 hours after their last intake of
antiparkinsonian medications. Subsequently, they were retested
in the ON state, that is, 1 hour after a L dopa challenge dose that
was approximately 1.25 fold of their regular L dopa dose.
Participants performed a series of turns (45°, 90°, 135°, and
180°) to the left and right at normal and fast speed (Figure 1).
Synchronized inertial sensors (Opal v1, APDM Inc., Portland,
OR) attached to the lumbar and feet were used to calculate the
centripetal acceleration and yaw angular velocity on a step to step
basis [2].

Figure 2: Violin plot depicting the distribution of centripetal
acceleration during straight walking and turning stratified by limb for the
OFF and ON medication state.

Significance
Our results suggest that inhibitory control is compromised in the
ON medication state, leading to an increase in centripetal
accelerations generated on the inside stance limb during turning.
This increase in centripetal accelerations generated by the inside
limb may put people with PD at a higher risk of falls in the ON
medication state.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental protocol.
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To determine the effect of antiparkinsonian medication on
turning dynamics, linear mixed-effects models were fit for
centripetal acceleration for the left, right, inside, outside limb,
separately. Each linear mixed-effects model contained fixed
effects of angular velocity, the angular velocity medication
interaction and random intercepts for medication state and
subject.
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Results and Discussion
In the ON state people with PD exhibited a greater increase in
centripetal acceleration as angular rate increased on the inside
limb (Figure 2). On the outside limb this interaction effect was
absent. Instead, the centripetal acceleration shifted closer to zero
for outside limb in the ON medication state. This increase in
centripetal acceleration on the inside limb can be interpreted as a
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Introduction
Ankle muscles play an important role in regulating dynamic
balance during walking. The force modulation of ankle muscles
also faciliate changing direction while walking. Specifically
during circular turns, plantarflexors contribute to accelerating the
center of mass laterally toward the center of curvature [1]. This
force modulation likely contributes to the greater whole-body
angular momentum during 90° turns compared to straight-line
walking [2]. However, inner leg ankle muscles have greater
contribution than the outer leg ankle muscles [1]. Thus, for people
with a transtibial amputation (TTA), the lack of active ankle
control, particularly for the inner leg, may affect their ability to
regulate whole-body angular momentum during turning. People
with TTA also have reduced prosthetic side ground reaction
impulses compared to people without an amputation, regardless
of whether the prosthesis is on the inside or outside of the turn
[3], indicating that turns are challenging for this population.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to determine the influence on
turn direction on whole-body angular momentum in 90° turns in
people with and without TTA.

toward the inside of the turn with the prosthesis on the inside
compared to controls (p = 0.005 ) and turning with the prosthesis
on the outside (p < 0.001) for all turning strides.
People with TTA generated greater HWB when turning with
the prosthesis on the inside compared to when the prosthesis was
on the outside of the turn and to controls. As greater force
modulation is used with the inside leg during circular turning [1],
the inability to modulate forces with the prosthesis likely requires
greater generation of HWB to succesfully change direction when
the prosthesis is on the inside.

Methods
Eight individuals with TTA (1F/7M; 52 ± 15 years; 99.5 ± 17.9
kg; 1.77 ± 0.08 m) and eight controls (2F/6M; 39±15 years;
80.7±19.5 kg; 1.77±0.09 m) performed straight-line walking and
90° step turns on level ground. Participants made turns with their
prosthetic side on the outside and inside of the turn.
Full body kinematics were tracked with 79 reflective
markers at 120 Hz using a 20-camera motion capture system.
Kinematics were low-pass filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth
filter (fC = 6 Hz). A 13-segment model was created in Visual3D.
To account for the inertial properties of the prosthesis differing
from that of a biological limb, the inertial properties of the
prosthesis were adjusted according to [4].
We summed all segment angular momenta about the center
of mass to calculate whole-body angular momentum (HWB). We
then normalized by height, mass, and speed across each stride to
obtain a unitless measure. For turning, the angular momentum
vector was rotated from the lab reference frame to the center of
mass reference frame. Turns were divided into initiation,
continuation, and termination strides. We compared the average
HWB between groups (TTA, Controls) and turn type (prosthetic
inside/right, prosthetic outside/left) using a series of 2x2
repeated-measures ANOVAs for each plane and stride. A
Bonferroni correction was applied to post-hoc tests following
significant main effects and interactions.

Figure 1: Average HWB over a turning strides across individuals.
Significant differences between groups ( * ) and rns ( ).

Significance
Reduced ability to modulate ground reaction forces with a
prosthesis suggests the need for rehabilitation to focus on turning
toward the prosthetic side. In addition, this information may be
useful for powered prosthetic device development as 3D ground
reaction force modulation is important for controlling wholebody angular momentum [5]. Future work should investigate
muscle activity and compensatory movements people with TTA
use to perform 90° turns.

Results and Discussion
There were no differences between left and right turns for
controls (p > 0.41). In the sagittal plane, people with TTA
generated greater HWB during initiation and continuation
compared to controls (p = 0.02) while controls generated greater
HWB during termination (p = 0.02) regardless of turn direction. In
the transverse plane, people with TTA generated greater HWB
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Results and Discussion
Individuals with mTBI exhibited significantly lower magnitudes
of ac for a given axial roational velocity during turning regardless
of stance limb (p < 0.001). When the stance limb was on the
inside of the turn (i.e., spin turn), the mTBI group exhibited ac
near zero, while the control group exhibited centripetal
accelerations lateral to the stance limb. Similarly, the mTBI
group exhibited lower magnitudes of ac when the stance limb was
on the outside (i.e., step turn). Based on previous validations with
respect to margin of stability and lateral inclination,[6] these
results suggests the mTBI group adopted a conservative strategy
with less lateral inclination into the turn. These results also
highlight the reluctance of the mTBI group to exhibit high ac
during a spin turn, when the CoM is outside the base of support.

Introduction
Over 40% of daily steps are turns that require sophisticated
integration of time-varying gravitoinertial forces with dynamic
changes in heading angle to propel the center-of-mass (CoM) in
a new direction of travel.[1] Because turns are ubiquitous in daily
life and complex, they can be a useful indicator of mobility.
In people with mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), abnormal
turning is often attributed to sensory integration or vestibular
dysfunction.[2] Specifically, we have previously speculated that
slower axial rotation during turning may be a strategy to limit
symptoms from visual motion and vestibular afferents from the
semi-circular canals.[3] However, previous interpretations only
considered rates of axial rotation given the reliance on inertial
sensors. Rather than turning strictly through upright axial
rotation, ambulatory turns are often accomplished through
asymmetrical loading and lateral ground reaction forces to
generate centripetal force, with corresponding lateral lean to
counteract the moment caused by the centripetal force.[4]
Centripetal acceleration, ac, during turning also suggests that
the integrity of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) may
influence turning behaviour. Nausea and headache are elicited
when the ANS cannot maintain constant cerebral blood flow in
the presence of hydrostatic changes caused by centrifugal
acceleration of blood within the circulatory system.[5]
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine potential
differences in ac during turning between individuals with mTBI
and healthy control subjects. Additionally, we sought to explore
the relationship between the observed ac and ANS function.

Figure 1: Violin plots centripetal acceleration, ac, during straight and
turning gait. Turning gait results are stratified by stance limb and
presented separately for inside limb versus outside limb (e.g., the right
limb in stance would be the inside limb during a right turn).

Methods
A mixed sample of 17 adults, including eight individuals with
mTBI [4F/4M, mean (SD) 35 (11) years] and nine healthy
controls [5F/4M, mean (SD) 33 (8) years], provided informed
written consent for this IRB approved study. All mTBI subjects
were greater than 3 weeks post-mTBI and still symptomatic.
Each participant walked for two-minutes at their selfselected pace around a custom course containing 45, 90, and 135
degree turns. Inertial measurement units (IMUs) (APDM Opals,
Portland, OR) on their feet, lumbar, chest, forehead, and left wrist
collected tri-axial acceleration, angular velocity, and
magnetometer data at 128 Hz. The inertial sensors were used to
compute the average ac at each step, which is also a valid
correlate of lateral margin of stability.[6]
Separately, continuous beat-to-beat heart rate (HR) and
blood pressure (BP) were obtained for each participant during a
tilt table test (5 minutes supine, 5 minutes head up tilt, 5 minutes
return to supine) to assess autonomic function measured through
mean blood pressure (MBP) and heart rate (MHR), and
variability in blood pressure (BPCV) and heart rate (HRCV).
Linear mixed models with random intercepts compared ac
values between groups after stratifying for limb and controlling
for axial turning velocity. Pearson correlations compared each
subject’s range of ac to MHR, MBP, HRCV, and BPCV.

The range of ac was significantly associated with upright
HRCV across all participants ( = 0.56), and remained associated
within each group ( Control = 0.63; mTBI = 0.66). Since HRCV is a
measure of the flexibility of the ANS to accommodate different
states, these initial results suggest individuals with an inflexible
ANS may limit ac to prevent an onset of symptoms. However,
future work should examine this question more directly while
considering the role of oculomotor and vestibular function.
Significance
Individuals with persistent symptoms from mTBI exhibit
conservative turning behavior beyond slower axial rotation. The
physiological mechanisms prompting less inclination and ac
remain unclear, but the role of the ANS should be considered.
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Introduction
Morphometric understanding of the ankle joint has been derived
primarily from 2D measurements of conventional radiographs,
with little focus given to the fibula and the complete talocrural
joint. Volumetric imaging has made it possible to generate 3D
reconstructions of the talocrural joint [1]. Weightbearing CT
(WBCT) scans provide an added benefit to assess pathology and
joint space narrowing that may be overlooked in the absence of
load. Statistical shape modeling (SSM) can be used to visualize
and analyze morphological differences in 3D and enables the
identification of mean bone shapes and shape modes of variation
using correspondence particles (mathematically placed points of
interest throughout the bone’s surface). But, SSM has commonly
assessed bone variation independent of joint relationships. The
objective of this study was to develop a joint level SSM to
evaluate shape differences in combination with joint distance and
congruency of the talocrural joint based on WBCT scans.

talar trochlea and curvature in the inferior articulating surface,
tibial plafond rate of curvature variations and fibular malleolar
fossa angulation. In our healthy population during a weightbearing position, the TT, TiF and TaF mean joint distances and
congruency index are shown (Figure 1). Regardless of joint
distance variation, mean congruency indices were consistent
across the articular regions, with the TT joint being the most
congruent (Table 1). Despite morphological differences,
congruency remained very consistent in this healthy population.
These findings highlight the necessity to consider anatomical
variations in the shape of the tibia, fibula and talus as independent
bones along with a joint analysis of the interaction of these bones
when evaluating a patient’s talocrural joint health, alignment and
function. Ideally, the combination of high-resolutions volumetric
imaging and 3D morphometrics could be used to improve the
treatment of patients suffering from OA and other diseases in the
talocrural joint. These tools should provide improved metrics for
clinicians to link 3D joint morphology findings to individual bone
variability seen on weightbearing CT scans.

Methods
Twenty-seven controls (age: 50.0 ± 7.3 years; height: 169.4 ± 6.4
cm; BMI: 25.3 ± 3.8 kg/m2; 7 males) underwent weight-bearing
CT scans (0.4 x 0.4 x 0.4 mm voxels) with IRB approval. The
tibia, fibula and talus were segmented to generate 3D surfaces
(Amira, v6.0.1). Procrustes analysis removed scaling (i.e. size) as
a mode of variation in the shape model. Mean shapes for the
tibia, fibula, and talus were generated using ShapeWorks (Univ
of Utah). Correspondence particles from the SSM analysis were
evaluated using principal component analysis (PCA). Significant
PCA modes of variation were identified using parallel analysis.
Using the 2nd principle of curvature and a joint coverage
calculation in PostView (v2.1.0), the articulating surfaces of the
tibiotalar (TT), tibiofibular (TiF) and talofibular (TaF) joints
were isolated. The surface mesh within the articular regions were
used to calculate joint distance. SSM mean shapes were aligned
in joint relationships with articular region correspondence
particle locations isolated across all participants. Joint distance
and congruency were calculated at each common correspondence
particle using MATLAB (R2017b, MathWorks, Natick, MA,
USA). The congruency index, which begins at 0 mm-1 to define
perfectly congruent surfaces, was calculated [2]. Joint distance
and congruency index values were averaged at common
correspondence particle locations.

Figure 1: Mean joint distance and congruency for the talocrural joint.

Significance
Results herein established normative measurements of bone
shape variation, joint distance and congruency in the talocrural
joint. Computational methods presented a new SSM joint
analysis approach to apply in other joints and pathological cases.
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Results and Discussion
Seven PCA modes were determined to be significant for the tibia,
fibula, and talus, which contained 78.2%, 74.8%, and 65.5% of
the overall shape variation for the three bones respectively. SSM
models showed bone shape variations including: the width of the
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Table 1. Joint distance (mm) and congruency (mm-1) averages ± standard deviation with minimums and maximums across the cohort.
Joint Distance (mm)
Congruence Index (mm-1)
Joint
Ave ± SD
Min
Max
Ave ± SD
Min
Max
Tibiotalar
2.15 ± 0.41
1.08
3.46
0.15 ± 0.05
0.06
0.38
Tibiofibular
3.36 ± 0.83
2.00
5.38
0.21 ± 0.04
0.12
0.35
2.43 ± 0.56
1.69
4.77
0.22 ± 0.07
0.09
0.44
Talofibular
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Introduction
Exercise can increase bone density 1-3%,1 but the mechanism of
load-driven bone adaptation in humans is not completely
understood. Previously, we established an upper extremity
loading model of human bone adaptation.2 Women are instructed
to lean onto their palm with their arm vertical, applying cyclic,
axial loading to the forearm. Distal radius strain is estimated
using validated finite elment (FE) models based on clinical and
high resolution computed tomography (HRpQCT).3 FE models
apply forces at the scaphoid and lunate carpals, representing an
axial compressive load distributed through the wrist. However,
people likely do not perform this task identically. Here, our
purpose was to measure the degree to which actual loading
direction and distribution vary using 3D motion capture, and to
quantify the influence on bone strain by varying FE model
boundary conditions. We hypothesized that changes in loading,
within the range of measured variability, will affect bone strain
distribution but not the overall magnitude of achieved strain.

Results and Discussion
Across participants, the average force vector was tilted 7.2° in
the dorsal-radial direction, relative to the forearm. Within each
participant, center of pressure fell either medially or laterally
relative to the wrist joint center, at an average distance of
1.4±0.4 cm (mean±sd). Shifting the distributed axial load to the
scaphoid only led to a significant, 15.1±3.6% decrease in
trabecular strain magnitude (Figure 2). Shifting to the scaphoid
or lunate only significantly decreased the volume of bone under
high strain in the cortical and trabecular compartments,
suggesting less uniform loading compared to the distributed
axial condition. Tilting the force vector did not have a
significant effect on strain magnitude, but significantly
increased the volume of bone at high strains, suggesting more
uniform loading compared to to the distributed axial condition.
Overall, our hypothesis was generally supported, as strain
distribution was more sensitive than strain magnitude to
changes in loading condition.

Methods
Six women ages 21-40 completed this institutionally approved
study. Markers were placed on the non-dominant hand and wrist,
and 100 cycles of forearm loading were performed on a multiaxis
force plate within a six-camera motion capture system. The
average angle between the force vector and the forearm, as well
as the center of pressure relative to the wrist joint center at the
instance of peak force, were determined for each participant.
Based on the motion capture data, four boundary conditions
were applied to thirteen multiscale FE models generated from CT
scans acquired in a prior study: (1) standard distributed axial
loading, axial loading through the (2) scaphoid only or (3) lunate
only, and (4) a tilted, distributed load. Energy equivalent strain,
, was calculated for each element within the cortical and
trabecular compartments in the HRpQCT scan region (Figure 1).
, and
Bone strain magnitude was measured as the median
load distribution as the percent of bone volume with
greater
than 75% of the 95th percentile value, where a smaller high strain
volume indicates more concentrated, less uniform loading. Strain
metrics were compared across the conditions using repeated
measures ANOVA with Boneferroni posthoc t-tests
.

Figure 2: Strain magnitude, measured as median
, and strain
distribution, measured as the percent of bone volume with strain >75%
of the 95th percentile, presented as mean±se (
). *Indicates a
significant post-hoc comparison versus distributed axial loading.

Significance
Our combined experimental-computational approach allows the
mechanism of load-driven bone adaptation to be systematically
studied in humans. Quantifying the sensitivity of FE-estimated
strain to task execution (i.e. loading direction and distribution)
helps to identify biomechanical factors that need to be controlled
to standardize bone loading across participants, or can be
modified to target loading to particular regions within a bone.
Ultimately, measuring internal bone loads generated by external
forces may enable comparison and optimization of osteogenic
exercise programs for specific clinical populations or individuals.
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Figure 1: Representative FE model used to simulate forearm loading
through the lunate (L) and/or scaphoid (S) to estimate energy
, in the HRpQCT distal radius scan region.
equivalent strain,
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Introduction
Personalized models can represent musculoskeletal systems
more accurately in simulating gait movement than generic models
that are created by averaging data for a population [1]. We seek
model personalization of pelvis as a potential way to address the
research need of designing more effective treatments for pelvic
sarcoma patients. Kinematics, muscle length and moment arms,
and reaction loads at hip joints are all important factors to be
considered for such treatment design. Therefore, this study
investigates the effect of personalizing a pelvis model on
estimation of hip joint kinematics, muscle geometry and joint
reaction loads during walking. reaction loads.
Methods
We collected motion capture (Vicon Corp., Oxford, UK), and
ground reaction (Bertec Corp., Columbus, OH) data of a subject
(male, mass 70 kg, age 48 years) walking on an instrumented splitbelt treadmill at a self-selected speed of 1.2 m/s for more than 50
gait cycles. reaction loads.
We used a generic OpenSim musculoskeletal model [2, 3] as
the base model to create two separate models to represent the
subject. The first model was created using the OpenSim scaling
tool. We named this model as the scaled generic model. The
second model was created from segmentation of CT images of the
subject in the pelvic region using software ITK-SNAP [4]. We
then replaced the pelvis in the scaled generic model with the
segmented pelvis. We updated the muscle attachment locations on
the pelvis by registering published data of attachment locations
onto the subject-specific pelvic model using affine transformation
function of software NMSBuilder [1]. The second model ws
named as the personalized model. reaction loads.

Generic scaled model on average underestimated hip flexion,
and adduction by 4º and 1º respectively in comparison to
personalized model (Fig. 1A). The personalized model predicted
lower lMT for adductor and hamstring muscles. Moment arms
about HipFE revealed large inconsistency between the two
models. Adductor magnus gained 8 mm while other adductor and
hamstring muscles lost approximately 10 mm in moment arms
(Fig. 1B). As most hip muscles in the personalized model operated
in a lower region of force-length curve than those in the generic
scaled model, our simulation predicted less muscle forces
generated and hence less hip joint load for the personalized model
(Fig. 1C). reaction loads.

For both models created, we used OpenSim inverse
kinematics tool to estimate the joint kinematics from experimental
marker data and subsequently used the OpenSim muscle analysis
tool to obtain muscle-tendon length (lMT) and moment arms about
hip. Muscle forces were estimated using OpenSim static
optimization tool. The muscle force estimation was furnished to
the OpenSim Joint Reaction analysis to compute the joint reaction
loads. reaction loads.

Significance
This study highlighted the discrepancy in joint kinematics,
muscle lengths and moment arms, and joint reaction loads
between a scaled generic model and a personalized one. Imagedbased model should be recommnened for the purpose of achieving
more accurate simulation of movement. EMG-driven modelling
calibration would be used in future work to model muscle
activation and predict joint loads more accurately. reaction loads.

Results and Discussion
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SOL; (4) TA, MG, ST, VL, SOL, LG; (5) TA, MG, ST, VL, SOL,
LG, RF; and (6) TA, MG, ST, VL, SOL, LG, RF, PL. Subsets
(2)-(6) were chosen based on the most informative muscles
according to the analysis presented in [2]. Subset (1) was also
included as it was used in our original development of the GP
model. The ‘excluded’ subset for each were all muscles not in the
‘included’ subset. Estimation performance was evaluated using
mean absolute error (MAE) and variance accounted for (VAF).

Introduction
Advances in wearable sensor technology and estimation
algorithms point toward a new approach to healthcare that
leverages remote observation of a patient’s symptoms to detect
disease and direct treatment decisions. Critical to this vision are
technologies that minimize patient burden. This limits the use of
many surface electromyography (sEMG)-based techniques for
estimating clinically-relevant joint mechanics, as they require
information from a large number of muscles which would require
unwieldy sensor arrays. However, it has recently been suggested
that sEMG data from a subset of muscles may be able to
reconstruct the muscle excitations of a complete set [1,2]. To this
end, we recently proposed a novel Gaussian process (GP)-based
model of the synergistic relationship between muscles which
enables estimation of unmeasured muscle excitations from a
measured subset (manuscript under review). In this study, we
compare the ability of our new technique to estimate unmeasured
muscle excitations to the reconstruction accuracy of a nonnegative matrix factorization (NNMF)-based approach [2].

Results and Discussion
The GP-based estimation outperformed the NNMF-based
reconstruction across all muscle subsets according to both MAE
and VAF (Table 1). The reported error statistics of the NNMF
reconstruction essentially represent the training error in that the
synergy model was informed partly by the data it sought to
reconstruct. For this reason, as noted in [2], the NNMF-based
reconstruction does not solve the problem of estimating
unmeasured excitations using a measured subset; it only provides
insight into the feasibility of doing so. This is in contrast to the
proposed approach wherein the GP model was informed by a
completely different dataset than it was tested on. To the authors’
knowledge, our GP-based model is the only existing method
which maps a subset of sEMG data to unmeasured excitations.

Methods
The sEMG (1000 Hz) of 10 muscles (TA: tibialis anterior, PL:
peroneus longus, LG: lateral gastrocnemius, MG: medial
gastrocnemius, SOL: soleus, VM: vastus medialis, RF: rectus
femoris, VL: vastus lateralis, BF: biceps femoris, ST:
semitendinosus) from the right leg were recorded from a single
healthy female during a one-minute walking trial (speed: 1.2 ±
0.03 m/s, stride time: 1.11 ± 0.02 s). Data were processed so as
to replicate as closely as possible the results presented in [2].
Therefore, all sEMG data were high pass filtered at 30 Hz,
rectified, low pass filtered at 6 Hz, and normalized by the
maximum value across the walking trial and several muscle
specific maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) trials.
Data from 12 seconds (about 10 strides) from the first half of
the one-minute walking trial were used to train muscle-specific
functions that take as input one-second of sEMG data from each
muscle in an ‘included’ subset (the predictor muscles) and output
the excitation value of the corresponding muscle (belonging to
the ‘excluded’ subset) for the time associated with the middle of
the one-second input window. This constitutes the GP-based
technique and model ‘training’ amounts to hyperparameter
optimization (minimization of the negative log marginal
likelihood) and a large matrix inversion [3].
The GP and NNMF methods were compared in their ability
to reconstruct the muscle excitations of several ‘excluded’
subsets for a 12 second interval of the latter half of the one-minute
walking trial (different data than were used to inform the GP
model). The NNMF-based method is described in [2] where
synergy vectors and corresponding excitations were determined
using an iterative procedure utilizing both the multiplicative
update and alternating least squres NNMF algorithms. Synergy
weights for the muscles in the ‘excluded’ subset were determined
using linear least squares regression [2].
Six different ‘included’ muscle subsets were investigated:
(1) TA, LG, RF, BF; (2) TA, MG, ST, VL; (3) TA, MG, ST, VL,

Table 1: Comparison of GP estimation and NNMF reconstruction
accuracy. Values are mean ± standard deviation across all muscles.
MAE units are % MVC.
GP

NNMF

Subset

MAE

VAF

MAE

VAF

1

2.0 ± 1.3%

93 ± 2%

3.5 ± 3.2%

79 ± 11%

2

2.3 ± 1.1%

88 ± 4%

3.4 ± 1.8%

78 ± 7%

3

2.2 ± 1.2%

88 ± 4%

2.7 ± 1.9%

86 ± 10%

4

1.8 ± 1.2%

89 ± 5%

2.4 ± 2.2%

87 ± 12%

5

2.1 ± 1.1%

88 ± 5%

2.9 ± 2.3%

84 ± 14%

6

1.9 ± 1.5%

86 ± 7%

3.2 ± 3.2%

80 ± 16%

Significance
Our results support the use of the GP-based technique for
estimation of unmeasured muscle excitations across a range of
predictor muscles. This approach may enable the use of sEMG
informed estimates of clinically relevant biomechanics in remote
environments for continuous monitoring and comprehensive
patient characterization.
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Background
Isometric force-length and isotonic force-velocity
relationships [1-2] are useful as standard measures of muscle
contractile properties. However, these measures and models
based upon them fail to predict muscle force under dynamic
conditions [3-5]. This failure is due in part to absence of
history-dependence. The goal of this study was to explore in
vivo muscle force during perturbed running in guinea fowl [6]
using a novel ex vivo avatar approach, and to test the ability
of a 12-parameter Hill-type muscle model from OpenSim [7]
to predict forces observed during dynamic length changes.
The results provide insights into muscle mechanical behavior
and demonstrate the limitations of Hill-type models and the
F-L and F-V relationships on which they are based.

Muscle ‘avatar’ approach
To further demonstrate decoupling between force and
activation, we used ex vivo extensor digitorum longus muscles
(EDL) of mice as an ‘avatar’ for the in vivo guinea fowl LG.
Instead of sinusoidal inputs typically used in work loop
experiments, we used strain trajectories matching those from
in vivo LG recordings as inputs for the ex vivo work loop
experiments. Work loops recorded from the ex vivo EDL
using in vivo strain trajectories matched the shape of the in
vivo workloops of the guinea fowl LG. Both ex vivo EDL and
in vivo LG work loops deviate substantially in shape from
traditional ex vivo work loop experiments. Hill model
simulations (Fig. 3) demonstrate that neither the isometric
force-length relationship nor the isotonic force-velocity
relationship can predict the step-to-step variability in muscle
force observed during dynamic in vivo movements.

In vivo function of the lateral gastrocnemius (LG) during
treadmill obstacle running in guinea fowl
Previous studies [6] demonstrated increased step-to-step
variability in muscle force and dissociation of activation and
force during in vivo treadmill running over obstacles in the LG
muscles of guinea fowl (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Variability in length, EMG and force of guinea fowl LG
during treadmill obstacle running. A) Normal step with no barrier.
B) Step up onto obstacle. Force is higher despite average EMG. C)
Step down onto treadmill. Force is lower despite higher EMG.
Fig. 3: Hill model predictions (solid lines) of force in EDL avatar
steps (dashed lines). R2 for model ranges from 0.41 for level step (no
obstacle, cyan, Fig, 1A) to 0.9 for sinusoidal trajectory (black). The
model fails to capture effects of strain trajectories on muscle force.

In addition, there is a long and variable delay (90-150 ms)
between EMG onset and force onset (Fig. 2).

Conclusions: The isometric force-length relationship and
isotonic force-velocity relationship and Hill models based
upon them fail to capture the dynamic step-to-step variability
of muscle force during dynamic movements.
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Fig. 2: Decoupling between force and activation. Delay between
EMG onset and force onset (A) is longer and more variable (90-150
ms) than (B) delay between foot contact and force onset (10-40 ms).

The correlation between peak EMG and peak force (R2 = 0.34)
is small compared to the correlation between muscle length at
foot contact and peak force (R2 = 0.63) (data not shown).
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SD, RF r2=0.990±0.012 SD). The RF was the stiffest muscle,
followed by the TA (especially at high deformation) and then the
SM (Fig. 1A). Accounting for fiber length differences, stressstrain curves became more similar, but not identical (Fig. 1B).

Introduction
Whole muscle active length-tension properties accurately scale
from the sarcomere to the whole muscle level [1], but
interestingly, in mammalian muscle, passive mechanical
properties do not [1,2]. This is largely because the detailed
relationship between the passive mechanical properties of fibers,
fascicles, and whole muscles are rarely studied. Only in frog
muscle, has uniform passive scaling been demonstrated from the
fiber to the whole muscle [3]. We believe that this is because
intramuscular connective tissue in frog is very poorly developed
compared to mammals [2]. Recent work in rabbit muscle
demonstrates that fiber, fiber bundle and fascicle mechanics do
not simply scale to whole muscle mechanics [4]. Thus, the
purpose of this study was to measure whole muscle passive
mechanical properties and use modeling to identify sources that
could contribute to non-linear scaling from fascicle to whole
muscle.
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Methods
Passive mechanical properties from three muscles of varying
architecture and function were measured in 12-week C57Bl6
mice: rectus femoris (RF; n=6), semimembranosus (SM; n=6),
and tibialis anterior (TA; n=5). Muscles were dissected from
origin to insertion, placed in a physiological bath, attached to a
1N force transducer, and lengthened in ~0.5mm increments.
Force was recorded after 3-minutes of stress-relaxation. Samples
were weighed and physiological cross sectional area (PCSA) was
calculated using published architectural properties [5].
Muscle passive force was normalized to PCSA and muscle
deformation was converted to fascicle strain using the fiber
length-to-muscle length ratio [5], thus creating a passive stressstrain relationship normalized by architectural parameters for
each muscle. Each raw and normalized data set was fit to an
exponential [3] and all curves were averaged to create a single
exponential describing that muscle’s passive force-deformation
(Fig. 1A) or stress-strain relationship (Fig. 1B). All curve fits
were excellent, exceeding r2 values of 0.96
To investigate potential sources that might lead to the
fascicle differences observed in Fig. 1B, we developed three Hilltype models of progressively increasing complexity. Model 1: A
simple lumped parameter model normalized fascicle property
!

across muscles that has the form !"

(# "#

0.8
0.6

SM

0.4

RF
TA

0.2
0.0

SM
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Figure 1: A) Force vs. muscle deformation for RF (red), SM (black), and
TA (blue). B) Stress-strain relationship for each muscle normalized by
architecture. Data shown as average±SD. C) Force vs. muscle
deformation of the experimental and modeled RF (red), SM (black), and
TA (blue) for Model 1 (dashed), Model 2 (circles), and Model 3 (solid).
D) SSE for each model and muscle with lower numbers better fit.

The degree to which more complex models explained
experimental data were related to the complexity of each muscle
(Figs. 1C and 1D). The SM, which is a very simple parallelfibered muscle with fascicles running from origin to insertion was
best fit by the simplest model, Model 1 (SSE=1.35x10-4). The
TA, in which fascicles run from a broad proximal tibial origin to
a single internal insertion tendon was fit best by the slightly more
complex Model 2 (SSE=3.28x10-3). Finally, the RF whose
fascicles originate on a central internal tendon and radiate distally
to a broad aponeurosis surrounding the muscle was fit best by the
most complex model, Model 3. (SSE=0.397).
Significance
These results demonstrate that, to accurately model muscle
passive mechanical properties, the model must reflect the
complexity of the muscle. To a first approximation, architectural
normalization helps (Fig. 1A), but in order to provide high
resolution properties, additional terms are needed. The precise
structures that represent these mathematical terms are not
currently clear and must be the subject of ongoing investigations.

− 1)'; Model 2: Model

1 plus a muscle-specific parallel element elastic element (cm)
across the whole muscle representing parallel elastic connective
tissue differences among muscles; Model 3: Model 2 plus a
muscle-dependent inter-fascicular shear factor (($ ) that resists
fascicle rotation. For each model, each parameter (a, b, cm, and
($ ) was optimized in MATLAB by minimizing the sum of the
squared error (SSE) between the muscles’ modeled forcedeformation data and the experimentally collected data (Fig. 1A).
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Results and Discussion
Data from all three muscles were well-fit by the exponential
stress-strain curve (RF r2=0.994±0.008 SD, SM r2=0.991±0.004
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Introduction
Forward propulsion during the push-off phase of walking is
largely governed by differential neuromechanical contributions
from the biarticular medial (MG) and lateral gastrocnemius (LG)
and the uniarticular soleus (SOL) muscles spanning the ankle [1].
However, the relative contribution of these individual muscles to
forward propulsion is equivocal, with important implications for
the design and control of wearable assistive devices and for
targeted therapeutics. We can indirectly estimate these
contributions in vivo using empirical measurements (e.g., EMG,
ultrasound imaging); yet, neither activation nor fascicle
kinematics provide direct measurements of muscle force or work.
Fortunately, advances in musculoskeletal (MSK) modelling
provide the opportunity to estimate the neuromechanical
contributions of individual muscles in silico. Although
empirically driven, biological complexity of MSK modelling is
often exchanged for computational performance, potentially
yielding reduced specificity to fully characterize inter-muscular
differences. Here, we evaluated the agreement between empirical
and model-predicted triceps surae contributions to forward
propulsion during walking for the first time in the same group of
subjects. We tested the null hypothesis that conclusions based on
muscle-specific responses derived from empirical measurements
would be consistent with those derived from MSK simulations
over a range of tasks that alter the demand for forward propulsion.

SOL relative fascicle shortening were both significantly affected
by increasing speed (p 0.05). Conversely, in response to
horizontal forces, MG fascicle shortening was more sensitive to
altered demands for forward propulsion than that of the SOL
(Fig. 1A). Compared to walking normally, increased propulsive
demand elicited greater relative fascicle shortening in MG
(p 0.05) but not SOL. In silico, model-predicted
neuromechanical contributions generally supported our
empirically-drawn conclusions. Here, speed similarly affected
MG, LG, and SOL average muscle force (p 0.05) and similarly
unaffected positive mechanical work (p 0.05) during push-off.
Conversely, in response to horizontal forces, only MG and LG
force (Fig. 1C) and positive mechanical work (Fig. 1D) increased
significantly to meet the increased demands for forward
propulsion (p 0.05). Moreover, only measured (LG, Fig. 1B) and
model-predicted (MG, LG) gastrocnemius muscle activation was
affected by both horizontal impeding and aiding forces (p 0.05).

Methods
We report data for 10 young adults (age: 23.5±3.0 yrs, 5 females).
Subjects walked on a treadmill for 1 min each at a range of speeds
(0.8, 1.2, 1.6 m/s) and again at 1.2 m/s with: (i) a 5% body weight
horizontal aiding force ( push-off demand) and (ii) a 5% body
weight horizontal impeding force ( push-off demand). A 60 mm
ultrasound transducer recorded cine B-mode images through the
right MG and SOL at 76 fps. Simultaneously, motion capture
tracked lower body joint kinematics and wireless electrodes
recorded LG and SOL activation. An affine extension to an optic
flow algorithm quantified time series of MG and SOL fascicle
lengths from 2 strides per condition [2]. Subject-specific, scaled
MSK models, driven by measured joint kinematics and ground
reaction forces, estimated MG, LG and SOL excitation, force,
and positive mechanical work using static optimization [3]. For
each muscle, we analysed all data during the “push-off” phase of
walking, defined as the second half of stance, ending at the offset
of force generation (threshold = 10% peak force) [1]. Two
rmANOVAs tested for significant main effects of condition
(speed or aiding/impeding) on relative MG and SOL muscle
shortening and average MG, LG and SOL kinetics (activation,
force, positive mechanical work) during push-off

Fig. 1: Muscle specific responses to 5% body weight horizontal aiding
and impeding forces at 1.2 m/s. Significant main effect represented by
opacity, pairwise comparison vs. normal represented by *, p 0.05.

Significance
Based on consistent evidence from empirical measurements and
musculoskeletal simulations within the same subjects, we
conclude that the biarticular gastrocnemius muscles play a more
significant role than the uniarticular soleus in governing forward
propulsion during the push-off phase of walking.
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Results and Discussion
Our experimental manipulations successfully altered mechanical
demand for forward propulsion; peak anterior ground reaction
force systematically changed in response to changes in speed and
applied horizontal forces (p 0.05). In vivo, measured MG and
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Introduction
Despite continued efforts to improve American football headgear
technology, minimal structural changes have been made to
faceguard design in the past 20 years [1]. Although each new
helmet system has its own compatible faceguard series, the
primary design components have changed little between helmet
systems. Additionally, little is known about specific parameters
that influence faceguard performance—largely due to variation
inherent in laboratory impact testing.
Recently, Bina et al. developed a novel testing procedure to
analyze the structural stiffness of faceguards independent of the
helmet system [2]. The goal of this study was two-fold: to
validate a reverse engineering method for developing a library of
faceguard models; and to validate the finite element simulation
of three common American football faceguards subject to a
quasi-static structural stiffness test [2]. This study will result in a
validated model to be used in parametric design analysis and
computational optimization. Collectively, these studies should
inform football athletes, coaches, parents, equipment managers,
and headgear manufacturers of design variables relevant to
faceguard performance.

CHIN

Figure 1: Results comparing experimental data to computational
results. Note: The experimental data (n=10) have a standard deviation
represented by error bars, whereas computational results (n=1) do not.

stiffened the faceguard models.
The Nose location was the most reliable with an average
percent difference from experimental results of 2.7%, compared
to 10.8% and 9.9% at the Mouth and Chin locations, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Methods
Three common Riddell® (Des Plaines, IL) Speedflex™
faceguard styles (SF-2BD, SF-2BD-SW, and SF-3BD) were
modelled using a novel reverse engineering approach. The
faceguards were modelled as a stainless steel (E=193 GPa,
Each faceguard mesh converged using a 1.5 mm sizing
control with quadratic tetrahedral elements.
Each compression location/direction from the literature was
simulated on each faceguard [2]. To simulate the experimental
setup, the analysis occurred over a singular step lasting 3 seconds.
A displacement of 5 mm was prescribed in the posterior (z)
direction. The experimental test allows for coronal plane (x, y)
translation at clip attachement locations; thus, the corresponding
geometry and boundary conditions were applied. To prevent rigid
body motion, two boundary conditions were applied: each
faceguard was constrained to not deviate from the midsagittal
plane; and program controlled weak springs were applied to the
entire model. Constraint reaction forces were measured to ensure
each did not artificially stiffen the faceguard model. Validation
was determined by comparing experimental averages to
computational results using a Pearson Correlation test with a 95%

Significance
Many studies utilizing computational models of protective
headgear lack reported validation of headgear components. This
study has validated the structural stiffness of three common
faceguards to be used in future computational analyses.
Furthermore, advancements in additive manufacturing
technologies have opened the door to increasingly complex
faceguard design capabilities; however, little is known about
specific parameters that influence faceguard performance. With
the models validated in this study, parameterized faceguard
models should be used to iterate between design variables and
assess the contribution of each variable on faceguard structural
stiffness. The goal of this study was to influence faceguard design
by informing headgear manufacturers of the specific variables
that determine faceguard stiffness to improve headgear
technologies and athlete safety.
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Results and Discussion
The computational results correlated to the experimental results
with statistical significance (p-value=0.001). The Pearson’s
Correlation coefficient of 0.912 demonstrated a high degree of
correlation. Furthermore, a linear regression model
=
0.07 /
further illustrates the near 1:1
0.98
comparison between computational and experimental results.
Additionally, the weak springs and midline constraint reaction
forces were less than 0.01 N and assumed to not have artificially
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Introduction
palate with the estimated range of values based on material
Cleft palate is a common birth defect that affects approximately
testing and model input data (1,5).
1 in 700 live births. Cleft palate disturbs velopharyngeal (VP)
closure, in which speech muscles, predominantly the levator veli
Results and Discussion
palatini (LVP) muscle, contracts to elevate the soft palate so that
The minimum required activation and amount of muscle
it comes in contact with the posterior pharyngeal wall (PPW). All
shortening to achieve VP closure was lower in the successful case
children with cleft palate undergo primary reconstruction of the
(6.39±1.7 % and 13.5±0.6%) compared to the original failed case
soft palate before the age of 12 months; however, many of these
with asymmetrical (23.6±12.9% and 22.9±1.8%) and the
children need additional surgeries because the LVP muscle still
hypothetical symmetrical LVP overlap (13.1±5.9% and
does not function properly, resulting in hypernasal speech.
18.60±0.7%). Furthermore, the required activation for VP closure
Sphincter pharyngoplasty is one of the most common surgical
in the successful case falls within range of previously reported
treatments for hypernasal speech. The goal of the surgery is to
data from a healthy population (5), which agrees with the clinical
facilitate improved VP closure by augmenting the PPW with a
evaluation that the corrective surgery succeeded in reconstructing
muscle graft (3). Despite its wide use, the outcomes of these
healthy VP closure mechanics. In contrast, there is no contact
surgeries are variable and there remains several questions as to
between the soft palate and sphincter graft in simulations of the
why some surgeries fail. It is still unknown whether differences
failed surgery case for both asymmetrical and symmetrical LVP
in muscle biomechanical function influence surgical outcomes.
overlap. However, lower activation and amount of fiber
The goal of the study is to (i) develop two subject-specific finite
shortening for closure in symmetrical LVP overlap indicates that
element models of the sphincter pharyngoplasty, the LVP
alignment of muscle overlap might have influenced the
muscle, and associated VP mechanism based on medical image
advantageousness of the LVP muscle to achieve closure. Future
data collected from one successful and one failed surgical
research includes using the models to simulate hypothesized
outcome case, and (ii) use the model simulations to examine the
sphincter location to examine the impact of sphincter location in
extent to which differences in muscle biomechanics may explain
VP closure and ultimately in surgical outcome. Additional
the differences in surgical outcomes between the two cases.
subject will also be added to confirm the model’s applicability.
Methods
Two age-matched male subjects were selected based on the
clinically evaluated post-surgical speech outcome to represent a
successful and a failed case. A three-dimensional model,
including the soft palate, LVP muscle, sphincter graft, and PPW,
was developed based on MRI data post sphincter pharyngoplasty
surgery. Mechanical properties of muscle and soft tissue were
incorporated into the finite element model based on previous
studies (2,4). The LVP muscle was activated to simulate VP
closure. The reconstructed LVP muscle in the failed case was
identified with an asymmetric overlap alignment from original
reconstruction. An additional hypothetical simulation with a
symmetrical LVP overlap was also modeled to analyze the
impact of muscle overlap location on VP closure. The model
f LVP m cle mi im m ac i a i ( he am unt of
muscle effort required for closure) and the amount of muscle fiber
shortening (an estimate of how much of the force-length curve
the muscle traverses) at initial contact was used to examine the
effectiveness of VP closure. Uncertainty quantification for the
model was estimated by varying he Y
g m d l
f he f

Significance
The computational model illustrated how muscle biomechanical
function significantly differs between successful and failed postpharyngoplasty surgeries. Future work will involve developing
a streamlined method for creating subject-specific modeling
framework to predict the optimal surgical approach on a subjectby-subject basis. Finally, more generally, we hope that this work
illustrates how biomechanical analysis of muscles has a wide
variety of applications beyond more traditionally studied limb
muscles.
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Figure 1:The schematic of the sphincter pharyngoplasty model is illustrated at rest and at closure (A). Amount of muscle activation
required for closure (B) and LVP muscle fiber shorterning (C) is lower in the success case simulation .
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I
d ci
Split-belt treadmills are commonl used for motor learning
e periments [1] and stroke rehabilitation [2], but e are still
learning ho people adapt to the t o belts moving at different
speeds. For e ample, S nche et al. [3] recentl sho ed that after
sufficient e posure, participants ill self-select a gait ith ider
leg angles and longer steps onto the fast belt, rather than a gait
ith equal angles and step lengths as had previousl been
observed. People can e tract positive ork from a split-belt
treadmill [3], and this ma be driving split-belt adaptation. But
ho do choices like leg angles and treadmill belt velocities affect
ho energ is harvested from the treadmill?
We used a split-belt rimless heel model to further e plore
the mechanics and energetics of split-belt alking. A rimless
heel loses energ during its collisions ith the ground so must
successfull harness energ from the treadmill to alk steadil ,
an impossible task if the belts are tied. We e plored ho treadmill
conditions and leg angles affect the passive heel s abilit to
e tract enough energ from the treadmill to alk steadil .

alking, energ lost in step-to-step transitions is recovered as
energ gained during rotation on the fast belt.
T o as mmetries in the s stem, the difference in belt speeds
and the difference in inter-leg angles at collision, enable energ
harvesting during the fast belt rotation. Because of the belt speed
difference, the foot has non- ero velocit hen vie ed from the
slo belt reference frame. The contact force on the foot then
results in ork being done on the heel. Having a ider inter-leg
angle at fast collision ensures the net ork done is positive b
enabling the heel to primaril rotate up ard during this
rotation, ith the contact force aligned ith the foot s velocit .
A counterintuitive result is that increasing the fast belt s
back ard velocit increases the heel s for ard velocit in the
slo belt reference frame (Fig. 2). With complicated underl ing
mechanics, the heel travels further back ard hile on the fast
belt but rotates faster through both steps, thereb achieving a
greater for ard gain per unit time.
The ph sical model, ith radius 0.25 meters and fast and
slo belt collision angles of 31 and 9 degrees, alked steadil
for belt speed differences from 0.2 to 1.1 m/s and achieved a
ma imum speed of 0.2 m/s in the slo belt reference frame.

Me h d
We simulated a split-belt rimless heel (Fig. 1A), t o identical
sets of spokes that are rigidl attached and offset b a small angle.
The spokes are arranged such that onl one spoke is ever in
contact ith the ground, and the heel alternates contacting the
fast and slo treadmill belts. The angular offset results in
different inter-leg angles at collision onto the fast and slo belts,
just as humans adjust their step lengths during split-belt alking
to have different leg angles during the fast and slo steps.
We tested combinations of inter-leg angles and belt speed
differences to find initial velocities corresponding to stead
alking. If a solution e isted, e calculated the heel s average
velocit in the slo belt reference frame, hich is the slo belt
velocit required for the heel to station-keep.
We designed and built a ph sical protot pe (Fig. 1B) to
demonstrate that the simulation model as ph sicall realistic.
For the sets of spokes, e used plates ith evenl spaced toes.
We added stabili er heels to the front to prevent leaning and a
rudder to prevent turning.

A

Fig e 2. With an infinitesimall small angular offset bet een the
plates such that collision onto the slo belt occurs at nearl vertical,
the model can alk steadil ith a large range of inter-leg angles and
treadmill speed differences. Results look similar as the offset increases
as long as the fast collision angle remains significantl ider.

Sig ifica ce
These results confirm observations from human e periments that
e tracting positive ork from a split-belt treadmill is possible
hen a ider step is taken onto the fast belt [3]. The belt speed
difference, rather than the speeds themselves, is the crucial
element contributing to the model s energ -free solutions.
Improvements in human split-belt energ econom ma be
possible, and these results help us understand the limitations of
humans abilit to harness energ from a split-belt treadmill.
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Fig e 1: Split-Belt Rimless Wheel Model. A: Simulation Model
B. Ph sical Protot pe
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Introduction
Improving grasp performance for activities of daily living is a key
rehabilitation objective following neuromuscular traumas such as
stroke, traumatic brain injury or spinal cord injury. Typical
rehabilitation protocols involve intensive or repetitive physical
training to reformulate motor connections. Few approaches
consider cognitive factors to better motivate and engage patients
for more efficient rehabilitation. Sense of agency is the perception
of true authorship over neuromuscular actions and related
consequences. Possessing greater agency to improve functional
movement appears intuitive, but agency has not been a focus of
traditional rehabilitation. We have developed an instrumented
glove with onboard force and flex sensors, modules for user
feedback, and access to computer processing. The glove reliably
predicts secure grasp on an object and alerts the user with various
sensory cues to induce greater agency via intentional binding
[Moore and Obhi 2012]. In this study, we investigated whether
sensory feedback from the glove facilitates improved hand grasp
performance.

Results and Discussion
The change in mean performance (difference between after
training and before training) of the functional task after glove
training is shown in Figure 2. ANOVA indicated significant
(p<0.05) differences in performance across all three feedback
conditions. The greatest reductions in time and pathlength were
observed with ‘Decay’ feedback. These results indicate that
providing onboard sensory feedback from an instrumented glove
to inform secure grasp can improve grasp performance.
Furthermore, providing that feedback with intention to induce
greater agency may best accelerate the improvement in grasp
performance.

Methods
Fifteen participants performed a functional grasp task while
receiving visual (LED) and audio (beeper) feedback onboard our
Cognition Glove during a training session (Figure 1). The
functional task involved the participant grasping a small cubic
object from one location and placing onto a designated target. A
2-layer feedforward neural network was used to assess secure
grasp from flex and force sensor signals based on offline training
data. Sensory feedback was provided to the user during training
across three distinct conditions: (1) No feedback, (2) ‘Instant’
feedback provided immediately upon achievement of secure
grasp, and, (3) ‘Decay’ feedback provided at progressively
shorter time-intervals (from 1 to 0 sec) after secure grasp. The
third condition was intended to facilitate greater agency through
intentional binding, whereby one
builds a stronger perception to
couple action (secure grasp) with
a sensory consequence. The
primary performance metrics
were minimizing the completion
time and pathlength in moving
the object. Performance was
assessed before and after training
with the glove. A motion capture
system (Optitrack, Prime17W
cameras) was used to track
motion of the grasped object.

Figure 2: Results of training effects between different sensory feedback
on grasp performance – completion time (TOP) and pathlength
(BOTTOM).

Significance
This study presents a novel approach to predict and inform about
secure grasp during a functional task. It will serve as a potential
agency-based rehabilitation platform to accelerate gains in
functional grasp performance after neuromuscular traumas. This
may foster greater user integration and clinical retention of
rehabilitation methods. Future work will incorporate The
Cognition Glove with virtual reality platforms to create mixedreality rehabilitation intended to further augment sensory
feedback capabilities.
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Figure 1: A) Experimental setup of the functional grasp task
B) Participant performing the task while wearing The Cognition Glove
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Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography
(CT) are commonly used as the “gold standard” to image soft
and hard tissues, respectively. The reconstructed 3D muscular
models from MRI and skeletal models from CT must be
combined in order to create subject-specific musculoskeletal
models. However, this MRI-CT co-registration is challenging
for complex structures with a substantial number of degrees of
freedom such as the cervical spine, because the poses used in
two modalities would not have completely coincided. In
addition, due to its complex 3D geometry, vertebral bone
models segmented from MRI can be subject to volume loss as
compared to CT-based bone models, which further compounds
the uncertainty and difficulty in the co-registration process [1].
In this study, we present a novel approach that takes advantage
of dynamic X-ray data to identify the best matching pose and
employs principal component analysis (PCA) to align the
bones, thus optimizing the creation of subject-specific neck
musculoskeletal models.

than in axial rotation (0.34º) and lateral-bending (0.05º) (Table
1). The greater flexion-extension differences found in the upper
(C1-C2 and C2-C3) and the lower (C6-C7) cervical spine may
be attributed to a more flattened cervical spine curvature found
in the MRI model. The greater axial rotation differences in the
upper cervical spine (C1-C2, and C2-C3) could be explained by
the fact that the C1-C2 joint is the atlanto-axial joint where C1
and C2 may pivot around one another. In addition, some of the
differences in both axial rotation and lateral-bending could be
due to that flexion-extension motions captured by dynamic Xray were performed not strictly in the mid-sagittal plane.

Methods
We used CT and MRI scans of the neck region, and dynamic
X-ray captures of a neck flexion-extension motion collected
from five healthy subjects (all male, aged 21–32 years). The CT
and MRI scans were first segmented in Mimics 20.0 platform
to create 3D vertebrae models. A previously validated CTmodel-based tracking algorithm was applied to the dynamic Xray images to obtain the 3D neck vertebral kinematics [2]. The
3D point clouds of the reconstructed vertebrae models were
then exported into MATLAB and the vertebral foramen at the
middle height of each vertebra was fitted by a circle with a leastsquares method. The centroids of the fitted circles at all levels
(C1-C7) were then fitted by a cubic polynomial to characterize
the cervical spine curvature. The cervical spine curvature in the
MRI was compared with the dynamic X-ray series to identify
the best matching pose that minimized the curvature
discrepancy measured as Fréchet distance [3]. Next, a PCA
algorithm was applied to the point clouds of vertebrae models
in both modalities to define the orientation of the superior
vertebra with respect to the inferior vertebra. Lastly, the
differences in 3D vertebral orientation between vertebra models
in MRI and the matching dynamic X-ray frame were quantified
as the target registration errors (Figure 1). The CT-based
skeletal model with the best matching pose identified in the
dynamic X-ray series was thus integrated with the MRI-based
muscular model to create anatomically accurate subjectspecific neck musculoskeletal models.

Significance
The proposed approach to MRI-CT co-registration by utilizing
dynamic X-ray data provides a novel solution to the problem of
pose variation across the modalities, a major obstacle hindering
the development of complex yet accurate subject-specific
musculoskeletal models.

Results and Discussion
The overall mean curvature discrepancy between the two
modalities was 0.34 mm of Fréchet distance. The average 3D
orientation difference was greater in flexion-extension (1.28º)
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Figure 1: Pose-matching MRI-CT registration process via dynamic
X-ray.
Table 1. 3D orientation differences (mean and standard error) between
the MRI and best matching CT models. FE, AR, and LB denote
flexion-extension, axial rotation, and lateral-bending, respectively.
C1-C2
C2-C3
C3-C4
C4-C5
C5-C6
C6-C7
3.71
5.00
1.03
0.47
1.49
-4.04
FE
(1.97)
(0.95)
(2.56)
(1.81)
(2.02)
(2.80)
(º)
1.06
1.92
0.26
-0.04
-0.87
-0.29
AR
(1.93)
(2.17)
(2.99)
(2.93)
(0.56)
(1.50)
(º)
-0.89
0.28
-1.06
0.95
-0.69
1.68
LB
(1.25)
(0.62)
(0.54)
(1.02)
(0.73)
(1.11)
(º)
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Introduction
Persons with below-knee amputation (BKA) often exhibit
abnormal trunk motion during walking, with associations to low
back pain and challenged balance [1–3]. We recently identified
that altered mechanics of the affected-limb knee and prosthetic
ankle have potential to adversely influence trunk rotational
dynamics when walking with BKA [4]. As such, modifying
prosthetic ankle-foot mechanics (e.g., torque, range of motion)
may be an indirect means to influence trunk control. This
preliminary analysis explores this concept by comparing ankle
contributions to rotational trunk control while wearing three
distinct, prosthetic ankle-foot devices.

Significance
These observations, albeit patient-specific, highlight that
contributions to trunk rotational control can be influenced by
varied prosthetic ankle-foot actuation (passive/active power,
variable articulation). Further analyses will help determine if
similar trends are characteristic of BKA, or individualized. More
broadly, this line of inquiry aims to inform new, clinically
translatable strategies to modify problematic trunk motion,
relevant to mitigating low back pain and dynamic balance [1–3].

Methods
Within scope of clinical trial NCT03505983, one subject with
traumatic, unilateral BKA (F, 40yr, 172cm, 63kg, 25 years postamputation) wore three different ankle-foot prostheses: (1)
energy storage and return (ESR, Ossur Proflex XC), (2) ESR with
articulation (ART, Ossur Proflex Pivot), and (3) powered with
articulation (POW, Ottobock Empower). Each foot was aligned
on a replicate socket and granted 1-week daily use acclimation
(order: ART/POW/ESR), after which whole-body kinematics and
kinetics were measured while walking overground at 1.3m/s.
Data processing and simulation mirrored [4]. Briefly, a single
patient model was generated by scaling OpenSim Gait2392 to
session-averaged anthropometrics. Estimated joint angles and net
moments were input to a torque-driven induced acceleration (IA)
analysis. Trunk segment rotational accelerations induced by
individual joint moments were then compared between
prostheses and versus non-BKA normative (NORM) ranges [4].
Results and Discussion
Ankle push-off moment increased 27% with POW versus
EST/ART, to within NORM (Fig 1; A*). This coincided with less
ipsilateral, frontal ankle-trunk IA in POW (Fig 1, B*), and
differed versus NORM for all feet (lesser frontal, greater sagittal).
Ankle-trunk IA differences were most apparent during loading
response, where earlier peaks above NORM acted to flex the
trunk forward and ipsilaterally (Fig 1; C*, D*). This feature,
greatest with POW and least with ART, may indicate high
sensitivity of trunk stabilization to prosthetic actuation during
weight acceptance. If not balanced by opposing IA contributions
from other joints, this has potential to destabilize the trunk [2].
This specific subject exhibited stable, net trunk control; attaining
measured trunk kinematics within NORM range for all feet.
During push-off, peak lumbar moments were greater than
NORM with ESR/ART (+42% frontal, Fig 1, E*; +53% sagittal
Fig 1, F*), as were concurrent lumbar-trunk IAs (Fig 1; G*, H*).
POW appeared to mitigate this, decreasing moments and IAs to
within NORM, which may indicate an improved whole-body
strategy; i.e. less necessity with POW to actively modulate
dynamic postural control via trunk inertia.

Figure 1: Joint moments (top) and trunk rotational induced accelerations
(IA) in the frontal (middle) & sagittal (bottom) planes, for the ESR (solid
line), ART (x), POW
ankle-foot prostheses. Shaded areas are
mean±1std non-BKA normative ranges (NORM) [4].
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Whole-body 𝐿 (-)

Introduction
Currently, more than half of lower limb prosthesis users fall at
least once each year [1]. Since the greater range of whole-body
angular momentum (𝐿) about body center of mass during
walking would lead to the greater postural control demands,
persons with unilateral transfemoral amputation (TFA) must
adequately manipulate the whole-body L to maintain the
dynamic stability. Generally, the whole-body L during walking
is kept close to zero through segment-to-segment cancellations
by segmental angular momenta. Considering that persons with
TFA needs to regulate the whole-body L using the passive
prosthetic components, the range of L would be different from
those of able-bodied (AB) subjects. Therefore, t
𝐿
TFA.
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Methods
Fourteen persons with unilateral TFA and 14 AB subjects
performed level walking at a self-selected speed on a straight
10-m walkway. Three-dimensional kinematic data were
collected using reflective markers and an optical motion capture
system. Ground reaction forces (GRFs) were recorded using
nine force plates. Three-dimensional whole-body 𝐿 was
calculated using a 15-segment model and normalized by body
mass, height and walking speed. The range of whole-body 𝐿
was calculated as the peak-to-peak value through first and
second half of the affected (right for AB) limb gai c cle.
Independent t-tests ( =.05) were performed to assess the main
effects of group (TFA, AB) on the range of whole-body 𝐿.
Results and Discussion
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than findings for persons with unilateral transtibial amputation
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Figure 1: Whole-body 𝐿 during the gait cycle of the affected (right for
AB) limb of walking in TFA (bold purple line) and AB (dashed black
line) subjects. The shaded area indicates the standard deviation. Range
(peak-to-peak) of whole-body 𝐿 was compared through first and
second half of gait cycle between TFA and AB subjects. An asterisk
and a dagge (*, ) denotes significance at p < 0.05 and p < 0.01,
respectively.
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Introduction
Unilateral transtibial amputation often leads to increased energy
expenditure during gait, as well as larger ground reaction forces
on the contralateral side [1, 2]. In turn, this causes a higher
prevalence of joint pain and early onset osteoarthritis [3],
negatively affecting mobility and reducing overall quality of life
of individuals with impairment. Powered prostheses may help
mitigate some of these issues (e.g. [4]), but the benefits of
increased prosthesis work are uncertain [5]. Past research has
largely focused on improving active prosthesis control and
design, but it is possible that the potential benefits of active
devices are limited by changes in motor learning post impairment
[6]. The aim of this study was to identify if people with lowerlimb amputation adapt to powered ankle exoskeleton assistance
applied to their sound leg similarly to people without impairment.
Specifically, we assessed changes in energy expenditure in users
with impairment when walking with individualized assistance
and no assistance at the ankle.

After 1 hour

After 5 hours

2.0

tether
exoskeleton
control treadmill

1.0
0

Zero Optimized Zero Optimized
torque
torque

Figure 1: A) Exoskeleton emulator system, with the device worn on the
sound limb of people with unilateral amputation. B) Average metabolic
cost of users after approximately 1 and 5 hours of optimization, during
the zero torque and optimized assistance conditions.

24% compared to walking with zero torque, and after only one
hour of optimization [7]. Four participants with amputation
completed 20 optimization bouts, or more than 5 hours of
walking, and showed just a 5.8% reduction between conditions
(2.43 and 2.58 W/kg, respectively). Energetic cost during the zero
torque and normal walking conditions differed by less than 2%.
Such differences in metabolic cost reduction in response to
assistance between impaired and unimpaired individuals imply
that lower-limb amputation presents different motor learning
challenges in the context of robotic assistance. In addition, these
results further suggest that the benefits of powered prostheses
could be significantly limited by learning and biomechanical
restrictions caused by impairment. New user training and device
assistance approaches are likely needed to significantly assist
people with amputation.

Methods
We evaluated the benefits of optimized exoskeleton assistance on
energy expenditure in individuals with lower-limb amputation by
implementing a controller optimization protocol previously
shown to lead to an average 24% reduction in metabolic cost in
users without impairment [7]. We used an experimental, tethered
exoskeleton emulator device to provide plantarflexion assistance
during stance (Figure 1A, [8]). To optimize exoskeleton
assistance to each user, we used an optimization strategy that
continually adapts to changes in user dynamics [7]. This humanin-the-loop approach relies on a standard optimization algorithm
to reduce user energy expenditure by systematically updating
four parameters that define the exoskeleton torque profile.
Five individuals with unilateral transtibial amputation
participated in the study. Each participant walked with their
prescribed prosthesis and with the exoskeleton worn on their
sound limb. All participants completed 20 optimization bouts,
performed over multiple days of testing, with each bout
consisting of 8 optimizer-selected control profiles experienced by
the user for 2 minutes each. This protocol was longer than in
previous studies with unimpaired individuals in order to ensure
the optimizer converged and users were fully acclimated to
assistance. We performed separate validation trials after 4-6
optimization bouts and at the end of the experiment, measuring
user energy expenditure during walking without the device,
wearing the unpowered device (zero torque), and with the device
providing optimized assistance (optimized).

Significance
The results of this study show that individuals with amputation
adapt to assistive robotics differently from people without
impairment. This is likely also true for individuals with other
locomotor deficits, such as those following stroke, and advocates
for further research into balance, coordination, and learning
limitations caused by impairment. In addition, gait rehabilitation
protocols post injury likely need to be reevaluated with the
introduction of robotic assistive devices.
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Results and Discussion
The first evaluation of user energy expenditure in response to
assistance occurred after 4-6 optimization bouts, or 1-1.5hrs of
walking, and as dictated by participant fitness level. At this time,
participants showed only a 3.6% reduction in net metabolic cost
when walking with optimized assistance compared to walking
with zero torque (2.63 and 2.73 W/kg, respectively; Figure 1B).
In contrast, unimpaired users reduced energy cost on average by
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Introduction
People with lower limb amputation often have difficulty walking
for long-durations and infrequently perform activities for more
than 15 minutes at a time (< 1 per day) [1]. Despite this, few
studies have explored the factors limiting long-duration walking
in this population. One study found that people with transtibial
amputation (TTA) reduced their intact side ankle power during
push-off and increased hip power generation on their prosthetic
side after 60 minutes of walking [2]. This suggests that people
with TTA alter their strategy, potentially in response to fatigue in
the intact limb.
Powered prosthetic ankles have been developed to address
lack of ankle plantarflexor power in people with (TTA) [3],
which may alter joint kinetics during walking [4]. The purpose of
this study was to determine if using a powered prosthesis
increased walking endurance and altered ankle and hip kinetics.

due to pain, predominantly in the residual limb. The pain
e pe ienced did no e l in off-loading he p o he ic limb, a
the vGRF was not different pre- and post-fatigue.

Methods
10 males (53 ± 11 years old) with unilateral TTA completed two
test sessions, one with their prescribed unpowered prosthesis and
one with the BiOM T2 (BiONX, Bedford, MA) powered ankle
prosthesis in random order. Participants had at least 3 weeks of
at-home acclimation time with each device prior to testing. In
each session, participants walked overground, on a treadmill until
they could no longer continue, and then on level ground again.
During overgound trials, participants walked at a fixed speed
based on their leg length (1.18 ± 0.08 m/s). The treadmill speed
was set as 10% faster than the fixed speed. During overground
trials, we recorded kinematics using a motion capture system and
kinetics using forceplates. The outcome measures were peak
sagittal ankle and hip power during loading response and pushoff and peak vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) during the
first and second half of stance. We compared the effects of power
(unpowered vs powered) and fatigue (pre vs post) using linear
mixed models.

Figure 1: A) Sagittal hip and ankle power. B) vGRF in the intact
(left) and prosthetic (right) limbs.

Results and Discussion
Participants walked for a similar duration with the powered (13.2
min) and unpowered (14.7 min) prostheses (p = 0.165). When
using the unpowered prosthesis, participants stopped due to pain
in their stump (n=6), phantom limb (n=1), and/or hip (n=1).
When using the powered prosthesis, three participants stopped
walking due to stump or phantom pain rather than fatigue.
With both unpowered and powered prostheses, there were no
changes in intact ankle or residual hip power in the loading
response or push-off phase. Our results were not consistent with
previous findings on the effects of 60-minute walks in individuals
with TTA [2]. An important difference in our study was the
increased walking speed (10% faster than the fixed speed).
Because of this, our participants walked considerably less than
60 minutes, which might not have been enough time for fatigueinduced muscular or kinetic adaptations to be observed.
The treadmill speed was faster than many participants were
accustomed to. This may have led to increased socket pistoning.
This is supported by the fact that participants reported stopping

Significance
More participants were limited by pain than fatigue when
walking with an unpowered prosthesis compared to walking with
an unpowered prosthesis. However, the use of a powered ankle
did not enable participants to walk for a longer duration. This may
suggest that while pain may be a limiting factor for fast-speed
walking with an unpowered prosthesis, there may be different
limiting factors for powered ankles.
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a force transducer (Omegadyne, Stamford, CT), deflection with
motion capture (Vicon Nexus, Oxford, UK), and resolved each
to be perpendicular with the strut.
We compared average R2 values from linear and
curvilinear force-displacement for all strut categories. We also
calculated average stiffness and used a linear regression model
to compare stiffness values between strut categories. We used
SPSS software (IBM, Chicago, Ill.) and significance of p <0.05.

Introduction
Running is well-characterized by a spring-mass model1
where the legs are represented by massless linear springs and
the center of mass (COM) is represented by a point mass.
During ground contact, the leg spring compresses and stores
elastic energy until mid-stance, and then returns mechanical
energy through the end of ground contact.2 The magnitude of
the stored and returned mechanical energy is inversely related
to leg stiffness (kleg), which equals the quotient of the peak
$
applied force (F) and change in leg length3: (Δl ): !!"# = %!.
Passive-dynamic running-specific ankle-foot orthoses
(AFOs) were developed to stabilize the ankle joint of people
with salvaged lower-limbs and provide spring-like function.
These AFOs include a carbon fiber strut that acts in parallel
with the ankle to store and return elastic energy during ground
contact (Fig.1).

Results and Discussion
Overall, a linear relationship best characterized the AFO
strut force-displacement curves in anterior and posterior
directions using a three-point bending apparatus (average R2 =
0.998). In the anterior direction, stiffness increased 2.01 N/mm
for each increase in strut stiffness Cat (Fig. 2A). In the posterior
direction, stiffness increased 1.90 N/mm for each increase in
strut stiffness Cat (Fig. 2B). The exception was Cat 7, which
increased 7.34 N/mm from Cat 6 to Cat 7 in both the anterior
and posterior directions.

Figure 1. Passive-elastic running-specific ankle-foot orthoses
(AFOs) include a carbon fiber strut that flexes anteriorly at initial
heel contact, and posteriorly at toe-off.

During running, ankle joint stiffness is similar across
speeds.4 Wach et al.5 mechanically tested two running-specific
AFO’s under compression in a materials testing machine and
reported that the AFOs (carbon fiber strut and shank
components) have curvilinear force-displacement profiles,
suggesting that strut stiffness depends on the force applied. The
struts of running-specific AFOs are classified into
predetermined stiffness categories, which are based on body
mass and/or intended activity (slow or fast running).
AFO strut stiffness affects its function, but the stiffness
values of these struts have not been systematically determined.
Therefore, we quantified the stiffness values of AFO struts, and
hypothesized that each strut stiffness would change by the same
magnitude for between each stiffness category (Cat). Based on
previous findings that an AFO exhibits a curvilinear
displacement profile, we hypothesized that the forcedisplacement profiles of the carbon fiber AFO struts deflected
in the posterior and anterior directions would be curvilinear.

Figure 2. Force versus displacement in the anterior (A) and posterior
(B) directions for carbon fiber AFO struts, categories (Cat) 1-7.

Conclusion
Contrary to previous studies, we found that AFO carbon
fiber struts exhibit linear force-displacement profiles. This
linear relationship suggests that AFO struts have a constant
stiffness, much like that of a biological ankle. AFO strut
stiffness values changed systematically between categories
with on exception. Future research is planned to better
understand how a running-specific AFO with different strut
stiffness, acting in parallel to the ankle, behaves in dynamic
activities such as running.
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Methods
To evaluate AFO strut stiffness, we constructed a custom
three-point bending apparatus to recreate the anterior and
posterior deflection that typically occurs during ground contact
for running. We applied force to 7 struts in three successive
loading and unloading cycles, and reached a maximum
deflection of 10° in the anterior direction and 7° in the posterior
direction based on a previous study.6 We measured force with
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were the smallest for slow walking, and all other torque
magnitudes were similar independent of speed. Effective torque
profiles may work at a range of speeds, but it seems that pushoff torque should be lower at slower speeds.
Biological joint angle excursion linearly increases with
speed, but the joint angle excursion with assistance did not
follow that trend (Fig. 2 A). The hips and ankles saw increased
excursion greater than biological around toe-off. With
assistance, the knee was relatively straight during stance.
However, biological knee excursion during stance increases
with speed to reduce the impact from heel strike.

Introduction
Exoskeletons have led to significant reductions in user energy
expenditure during walking [1]. However, these studies are
typically limited to one speed, whereas an effective autonomous
device will need to assist at a variety of speeds. Optimal
exoskeleton assistance at different walking speeds may mimic
biological responses such that joint torque, angle excursion and
power increase with speed [2]. To investigate the relationship
between walking speed and ideal exoskeleton torque, we
optimized assistance with a hip-knee-ankle exoskeleton [3]
while the participant walked at slow, medium and fast speeds.
Methods
We optimized multi-joint exoskeleton assistance to reduce user
energy expenditure at three speeds with human-in-the-loop
optimization [4]. One participant (male, 90 kg, 188 cm) walked
with assistance for slow, medium and fast walking (1.0 m/s,
1.25 m/s and 1.5 m/s respectively), while we measured
metabolic expenditure, exoskeleton joint angles and ground
reaction forces.
Results and Discussion
The participant experienced a 30% reduction in metabolic
energy expenditure for slow walking and a 50% reduction for
both medium and fast walking (Fig. 1 A). The participant saw
the largest absolute reduction at fast walking (Fig. 1 B).

Figure 2: Average exoskeleton joint angles and optimized, exoskeleton
torques. (A) Average hip, knee and ankle device angles during optimized torque
application. (B) Average applied hip, knee and ankle torque. The applied
torques at the hip and ankle are torque- time profiles, and the applied torque at
the knee is defined by a virtual spring during stance, time based flexion near
toe off a virtual damper during late swing.

Significance
Exoskeletons can reduce the metabolic cost of walking at a
range of speeds, with largest improvements seen at faster
speeds. Assistance may reduce energy expenditure by replacing
positive work done by the muscles, but the positive device
power does not fully explain the metabolic reductions.

Figure 1: Metabolic reduction and exoskeleton power after optimization. (A)
Metabolic reduction normalized to metabolic cost of walking with the device
turned off. (B) Absolute metabolic reduction relative to walking with the device
turned off. (C) Average positive and negative joint power at the hips, knees,
ankles, and sum of all three. The y-axis scale for C is half the scale of B.
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Ideal exoskeleton power did not linearly increase with
speed like biological power. The exoskeleton provided the least
amount of power for slow walking and similar amounts of
power for medium and fast walking (Fig. 1 C). In contrast, the
absolute reductions in metabolic cost increased with speed (Fig.
1 B). This suggests that exoskeleton power cannot fully explain
reductions in energy expenditure.
Unlike biological torques, optimized exoskeleton torques
did not increase monotonically with speed (Fig. 2 B). Ankle
plantarflexion and knee flexion torque at toe off (60% of stride)
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Introduction
O er the last decade, research gro ps ha e e plored methods to
optimi e different assistance strategies to ma imi e the h mane oskeleton performance in different en ironmental settings1.
Ho e er, these st dies ere often cond cted at a specific
condition and did not capt re hat a ser o ld e perience in a
realistic setting. O r pre io s st d indicates that, for a gi en
en ironmental setting, there is an optimal assistance to ma imi e
the energetic benefit of sing an e oskeleton2. To maintain an
optimal control strateg for d namic settings, the effect of
adapting e oskeleton assistance across different locomotion
intensities needs to be in estigated. We tili ed a po ered hip
e oskeleton to e al ate the biomechanical effect of appl ing
adapti e assistance d ring phill alking. O r h pothesis is that
pro iding hip assistance d ring phill alking that scales relati e
to the degree of incline ill ha e a greater red ction in the
corresponding electrom ograph (EMG) acti ation compared to
the static assistance strateg .

Figure 1: A) E perimental set p for the st d . Po ered hip
e oskeleton pro ides hip fle ion and e tension assistance d ring
the gait c cle. B) Biomechanical effects of pro iding e oskeleton
hip e tension assistance d ring phill alking (incline 4). Hip joint
moment (top) and EMG acti ation for GM (bottom) are sho n for
scaled (p rple), static (bl e), and no assistance (red) conditions. C)
Ma im m GM EMG acti ation red ction relati e to no assistance
mode for scaled and static controllers across different inclines.

Methods
One able-bodied s bject participated in an IRB appro ed
e periment alking ith a preferred alking speed on a height
adj stable ramp in fo r different inclines (7.79°, 9.21°, 10.99°,
and 12.42°) hile earing a po ered hip e oskeleton (Fig. 1A).
O r e oskeleton tili ed a state machine-based torq e controller
pro iding a hip fle ion/e tension torq e d ring the region here
the corresponding biological hip moment is e hibited. Three
e oskeleton conditons ere tested: 1) scaling hip e tension
assistance magnit de relati e to inclines, 2) static hip e tension
assistance across all inclines, and 3) no assistance (e oskeleton
controlled to be transparent to the ser s mo ement). Each
condition at a gi en incline consisted of 8 trials of phill alking.
For both scaled and static assistance, fle ion assistance
magnit de as set constant. We tili ed the biological hip
moment data d ring ramp ascent to comp te the desired hip
e tension assistance magnit de (20% of the ser s biological hip
moment) for different inclines for the scaled assistance
condition3. For the static assistance condition, e comp ted the
assistance magnit de to be nominal to the scaled assistance
across all inclines. D ring the e periment, e collected motion
capt re data to anal e the ser s kinematic data, instr mented
force plate on the ramp for the gro nd reaction force data,
e oskeleton data incl ding the meas red joint torq e, and EMG
data from the ser s hip fle or and e tensor region.

mode, respecti el . Additionall , the scaled controller red ced
the a erage ma im m Gl te s Medi s (GM) EMG acti ation b
10.98 ± 13.19% compared to no assistance mode. Ho e er,
across all inclines, scaled and static controllers increased the
a erage ma im m Vast s Medialis (VM) EMG acti ation b
21.76 ± 19.22% and 24.76 ± 23.24%, Rect s Femoris (RF)
EMG acti ation b 15.19 ± 14.18% and 24.08 ± 25.89%
compared to no assistance mode, respecti el .
Significance
O r res lts indicate that pro iding hip e tension assistance
d ring the earl stance phase of the gait c cle can aid the ser in
red cing the rele ant hip e tensor EMG acti ation. While the
kinetic res lts sho ed similar beha ior bet een t o controllers,
the effect of these assistances sho ed significant differences in
EMG act iation. Not onl did the scaled controller o tperform
the static controller b red cing a greater hip e tensor EMG, it
had lesser effects in antagonist m scles. From an energetics
perspecti e ( tili ing o r anal sis in m lti channel EMG), o r
preliminar res lts ill strate that scalable assistance magnit de
for the assistance ma f rther impro e the o erall e oskeleton
performance in phill alking.

Results and Discussion
O erall, o r e oskeleton s hip e tension assistance (for both
controllers) as able to alle iate the corresponding biological
demand from the ser ia red ction in joint moment and EMG
acti ation. While o r st d is preliminar (N=1), biomechanical
benefits of sing o r asstiance strateg
ere consistent across
trials. Across all inclines, scaled and static controllers red ced the
a erage ma im m biological hip e tension moment (Fig. 1B) b
8.84 ± 2.94% and 4.66 ± 1.30%, compared to no assistance
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Introduction
It is well known that exoskeletons can reduce the metabolic cost
of walking, but what are the best ways to do so and what
are the limits? For example, is it better to assist the hip or
the ankle joint? Both joints are associated with a large portion
of normal energy use [1] and assistance at each has yielded large
improvements [2], but direct comparisons have yet to be
made. A related question is: can knee-only assistance reduce
metabolic cost? Knee musculature consumes significant energy
[1], but assistance at this joint has yet to be effective during
level walking. Even more interestingly, if we assist all three
joints simultaneously, will the benefits be greater than the
sum of their parts? The benefits might be greater, because
coupled exoskeleton assistance can offload bi-articular
musculature [3]. The benefits might be lesser, because assistance
at one joint may already indirectly assist muscles at other joints
[4]. And when assisting all joints simultaneously in the sagittal
plane, how close can we come to completely eliminating the
metabolic cost of walking? We can expect that some energy
will be required for frontal and transverse functions, and
perhaps for baseline muscle activity related to balance, but how
much is unknown.

Figure 2: Normalized root-mean-square (RMS) of measured muscle
activity for walking without the exoskeleton (gray), in the exoskeleton
with no torque (black), with multi-joint assistance (blue) and with each
single-joint assistance (red), with bars as mean value and whiskers
indicating range. Muscle activity was analyzed for the gluteus maximus
(A) during early stance, estimated as 0-30% gait, when it is expected to
be active, and for the soleus (B) during stance, estimated as 0-60% gait.

Multi-joint assistance reduced the cost of walking by 50%,
the largest improvement to date, showing that at least half of the
metabolic energy expended during walking can be saved through
exoskeleton assistance. It remains to be seen whether this limit
could be exceeded by assisting additional joint functions, such as
hip abduction, or aiding balance. The total energy cost reduction
was smaller than the sum of its parts (69%), consistent with the
idea that optimal single-joint assistance derives a substantial
portion of its benefit from indirectly assisting musculature at
other joints. This is supported by the muscle activity of the
gluteus maximus (Fig. 2A); activity decreased for hip-only and
multi-joint assistance as expected, but also decreased during
ankle-only assistance, indicating that the gluteus was indirectly
assisted by ankle exoskeleton torque. This effect was less
pronounced for the soleus (Fig. 2B), where hip-only assistance
only slightly reduced muscle activity.

Methods
We used a hip-knee-ankle exoskeleton emulator to conduct
human-in-the-loop optimization of exoskeleton torque to
minimize measured metabolic cost of walking in a manner
similar to [5]. Muscle activity was measured using surface
electromyography in a manner similar to [6]. Three participants
(2M 1F, 61-90 kg) completed the protocol.
Results and Discussion
Hip-only and ankle-only assistance reduced the metabolic cost of
walking by about 26% and 30% respectively (Fig. 1), confirming
that both joints are good targets for assistance. Knee-only
assistance reduced the cost of walking by 13%, demonstrating
that effective knee assistance is indeed possible.

Significance
Designers of exoskeletons can reduce the metabolic cost of
walking by assisting any lower-limb joint in the sagittal plane,
but the hip and ankle are the best single joints, and, at least when
it comes to energy, all three is better, substantially.
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Figure 1: Metabolic cost of walking as a percentage of walking in the
exoskeleton with no torque (black) for multi-joint assistance (blue) and
each single-joint assistance (red), with bars as mean over three
participants and range indicated by whiskers. Metabolic cost of walking
is calculated by subtracting out the cost of quiet standing. For each
assistance, percent reduction relative to no torque is shown.
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Introduction
Although walking is considered to be primarily a motor task
requiring little cognitive effort, individuals with lower
amputation (AMP) may utilize additional cognitive resources
while walking1. This may ultimately result in adaptations that
lead to poor gait mechanics and increased risk of falls2. Previous
research in individuals without AMP has shown reduced gait
speed and increased gait variability during dual-task walking3, as
well as variability in spatiotemporal characteristics of gait4. Here,
we evaluated spatiotemporal features of gait (speed, stride length,
and double limb support time) among individuals with and
without AMP during dual-task walking, wherein the concurrent
task varies in level of difficulty.
Methods
Ten individuals with unilateral AMP (6 transtibial and 4
transfemoral) and thirteen uninjured controls (CTR) completed
three N-back memory tasks (zero back [0B], one back [1B], and
two back [2B]) while walking at a self-selected pace (4min each).
Each task was completed in a virtual hunting environment, where
participants were asked to hit a button on a handheld controller
for ducks of matching colors. For the 0B task, participants were
asked to only hit a duck matching a given color (e.g., red). For
the 1B task, participants were asked to hit the ducks that matched
the color of the duck displayed one prior (e.g., red, red). Lastly,
for the 2B task, participants were asked to hit a duck that matched
the color of the duck displayed two prior (e.g., red, blue, red).
All trials utilized a self-paced treadmill speed algorithm
within the Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Environment
(CAREN; Motekforce Link, Amsterdam, The Netherlands),
which modulates belt speed by responding to changes in fore-aft
position of the pelvis. Treadmill belt speed (300 Hz) and
kinematic data (120 Hz) were collected continuously throughout
the trial. Mean, standard deviation, and the coefficient of
variation (COV) in gait speed (GS), as well as stride length (SL)
and double limb support time (DLS), were computed within 20second bins and then averaged across the trial. An independent
samples t-test was used to compare group differences across tasks
(p<0.05).
Results and Discussion
SL were larger in the AMP vs. CTR group during the 1B
(p=0.014) and 2B (p=0.039) tasks (Fig 1; left), but similar for the
0B task (p=0.064). Across all three tasks, DLS time and GS were

not statistically different (0B-GS: p=0.407; DLS: p=0.281; 1BGS: p=0.294; DLS: p=0.155; 2B-GS: p=0.425; DLS: p=0.385)
between the AMP and CTR groups. Although not statistically
different (0B-p=0.097; 1B-p=0.397; 2B-p=.0145), GS COV
tended to be larger among the AMP group (Fig 1; right).
Overall, the CTR group walked with a more conservative
and less variable gait, evidenced by slower GS, shorter SL, and
longer DLS; all of which are gait adaptations that have been
associated with enhanced balance, improved gait stability, and
decreased falls5. Faster GS, as well as longer SL, therefore
suggest the AMP group may be more susceptible to falls during
dual-task walking or in response to a trip-inducing perturbation5.
Furthermore, greater variability in GS and SL may also be
associated with an increased risk of falls.
Alterations in spatiotemporal gait characteristics were
observed in both groups, suggesting walking became more
unstable as task difficulty increased3. This may indicate, as
shown previously with electroencephalography, that greater
cognitive resources are utilized as (concurrent) task difficulty
increases4.
Significance
The current study extends previous studies suggesting dual-task
walking can lead to poor gait mechanics, and may have
implications on the rehabilitation of individuals with AMP;
specifically, perhaps incorporating dual-task walking into the
rehabilitation plan, which may ultimately assist in mitigating falls
during community ambulation.
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Figure 1. Mean (standard deviation) in stride length (left) and coefficient of variation (COV) in
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Introduction
Human-in-the-loop optimization (HILO) methods can be used to
identify customized device parameters to best assist human
walking [1]. One of the unique features of these methods is that
while the algorithm is identifying the ideal parameters, the human
is experiencing a range of possible candidate controllers. The
long periods of exposure time as well as the variation in the
experienced controllers have been suggested as possible reasons
HILO can also be used as a training protocol.
We conducted an experiment to determine how training and
customization affect exoskeleton performance. We hypothesize
that the extended training will contribute the most to reductions
in metabolic cost, while customization will provide additional
benefit. We also expect a moderate amount of variation to result
in better outcomes than static exposure to a fixed controller.

Results and Discussion
Initially participants receive very little benefit from exoskeleton
assistance, with 10.0±11.0% reduction in energy cost compared
to walking in a zero torque condition. By the end of the
experiment, the continued optimization group exhibits a
30.6±8.1% energy cost reduction in response to the generic
profile and a reduction of 39.3±8.2% for the optimized profile,
compared to the zero torque conditions. The latter result is the
largest reduction in metabolic cost with an exoskeleton to date.
In response to the generic profile, all participants learned to
reduce their metabolic cost (Fig. 1).
Participants in the static training group reduced their energy
cost by a statistically similar amount by the end of the
experiment, though at a slower rate. This result indicates that
some amount of variation may speed training. Participants in the
re-optimization group were significantly worse at walking with
the generic assistance by the end of the experiment than
participants in the continued optimization group, indicating that
there is a limit to the amount of beneficial variation training.
Because this group was not properly trained, their customized
profiles were less beneficial.
In addition to reducing the energy cost of walking,
participants simultaneously reduced the mechanical power
received from the ankle exoskeleton. This result is in contrast
with the idea that increasing mechanical power should decrease
the metabolic cost of walking with an assistive device.
These results illustrate the importance of training in
exoskeleton studies. Customization can also increase the benefits
of walking with an assistive device, provided that the user is
properly trained. Previous exoskeleton failures may have actually
been failures of training.

Methods
Naïve participants (N=15) were randomly sorted into three
groups for a six-day protocol. The first day of testing served as a
pre-test to determine performance with a generic assistance
profile relative to baseline walking trials. On each subsequent
day, participants experienced a group-specific adaptation trial for
74 minutes followed by short validation tests. One group
(continued optimization) experienced HILO as in [1], where each
day was a continuation from the previous day. Another group
(static training) experienced the generic assistance for the
duration of the adaptation block to decouple the effects of time
on training. The final group (re-optimization) experienced HILO
with a reset on each day to understand the effects of variation on
learning. All groups experienced the generic assistance trial and
baseline walking trials during the validation tests. The two
optimization groups also experienced their optimized profiles
from the end of the adaptation period.

Significance
Exoskeletons can enhance human mobility, but we still know
little about why they are effective. In this study, people learned
how to use ankle exoskeletons through different training
methods. Their performance was measured to understand the
relative importance of training, human adaptation, and device
customization. We found large benefits, reducing the energy cost
of walking by 39%, of which about half was due to training and
a quarter to customizing assistance. Training type had a strong
effect on training time and expertise. Our results show that work
to improve training could be more important than robot design
for developing better gait aids.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 1: Metabolic costs of exoskeleton walking under different types
of training, with respect to a zero torque condition. The optimized
assistance for individuals in the continued optimization group resulted
in the largest reduction in metabolic cost by any exoskeleton to date.
The response to the generic condition was significantly worse for the
re-optimization group compared to the continued optimization group,
suggesting that too much variation can interfere with training.
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I
d ci
Passive e oskeletons that can reduce the metabolic cost of
locomotion have garnered considerable interest [1,2]. Subsequent
studies have probed the biomechanical factors that underlie
metabolic improvement b : 1) modeling muscle-tendon actions
in the presence of passive assistance [3] and 2) measuring ho
e oskeletons alter natural gait and muscle-tendon mechanics
[4,5]. Such studies have sho n that passive elastic torque about
the ankle during push-off alters the operating lengths and velocit
of the triceps surae and that such effects are speed-dependent [4].
Hence, it is important to understand ho such modulations of
muscle kinematics affect force production of the muscle-tendon
unit hen passive assistance is provided. We have begun
investigating this question b using shear ave tensiometr to
gauge changes in in Achilles tendon force patterns ith and
ithout passive assistance.

suggesting that the e oskeleton as successful in offloading the
triceps surae. The greatest reduction in tendon loading occurred
at an effective ankle spring stiffness of 85 Nm/rad (2, 2.5 mph)
or 145 Nm/rad (3 mph), depending on the alking speed. These
stiffnesses are lo er than that observed b Collins et al. [1], but
could result from our calf
rap introducing additional
compliance into our s stem. Achilles tendon ave speeds ere
most sensitive to spring stiffness at slo er alking speeds, hich
is consistent ith subjective assessments and ma arise from the
slo er alking speed being considerabl belo the subject s
preferred speed.

Me h d
We built passive ankle e oskeletons based on the design of
Collins et al. 2015 [1]. The clutch as 3D printed from fiberglassreinforced n lon. The e oskeleton attached to the shank ith a
calf rap and to the foot ith a fiberglass-reinforced heel cup. A
spring as attached in parallel ith the clutch (Fig. 1). A health
oung adult alked on a treadmill hile earing the passive
e oskeleton bilaterall . After adequate adaptation to alking
ith the e oskeleton, a grid of three speeds [2.0, 2.5, 3.0 mph]
and four stiffnesses [0, 45, 85, 145 N*m/rad] (12 total conditions)
ere enforced. Shear ave speed as measured at 50 H for 10
sec at each condition using a shear ave tensiometer secured over
the right Achilles tendon [6].
Fig e 2: A) Stride-average ave speed profile (2.5 mph, 145 N*m/rad
sho n). B) Average stance ave speed for each condition (10-70% gait
c cle). Standard deviations ere computed on per-stride averages
ithin each condition.

Sig ifica ce
This pilot stud demonstrates that shear ave tensiometr can
detect changes in tendon loading arising from the use of
e oskeletons. The simple noninvase nature of shear ave sensors
could be leveraged to track biomechanical adaptations arising
from e oskeletons during unconstrained locomotion outside a
laborator . Such usaAge could aid translation b unconvering the
benefits and detriments of real- orld use of e oskeleton usage,
and thereb improve devices designed for gait compensation,
rehabilitation, and augmentation.
Ack
ledg e
NSF GRFP (DGE-1747503)
Fig e 1: A) Treadmill alking at three speeds and four spring
stiffnesses. B) The passive e oskeleton, based on [1].
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Re l a d Di c i
Both alking speed and spring stiffness markedl influenced the
tendon ave speed patterns (Fig. 2). For all speeds, tendon ave
speed magnitudes decreased ith some level of elastic assistance,
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Introduction
A well-fitting prosthesis is essential for individuals with lower
extremity amputation (LEA) to achieve functional independence
and reduce secondary comorbidities [1]. However, common
clinical practices often hold subjective and observable input
above objective, quantifiable outcomes during prosthetic fitting
and fabrication, which can limit independence. Currently there is
little existing data on dynamic, in vivo residual limb-socket
kinematics, but an advanced imaging technology, known as
Dynamic Stereo X-Ray (DSX), can detect submillimeter in-vivo
bone movement in 6 degrees of freedom. The goal of this study
was to quantify in-vivo bone movement for individuals with
transfemoral amputation (TFA) using two socket types:
compression/release and stabilization (CRS) and traditional
encapsulation and containment (TRAD). We hypothesized that
the CRS socket would provide greater rotational and translational
control the the residual femur compared to the TRAD socket.

stabilize
the
residual femur
through
strategically
placed struts in
the socket wall,
it offered less
axial control of
the
residual
limb. It may be
necessary
to
Figure 1: Proximal-Distal translation for each
increase
the
the TRAD and CRS socket types.
localized
pressure of the struts to improve axial control of the femur, but
due to the thickness of the thigh, this may not be tolerable to the
patient or may severely reduce blood perfusion to the tissue [2].
The LFM analysis was used to determine the agreement of knee
kinematics derived from DSX and OMC data. No significant
differences in R2 values for the sagittal, transverse, and frontal
planes were found between socket conditions (P>0.5). Average
R2 values showed strong agreement between DSX and OMC in
the sagittal plane for both the CRS (0.934±0.07) and TRAD
(0.922±0.04) sockets, which was in contrast to the R2 values for
the medial-lateral (CRS: 0.502±0.30; TRAD: 0.359±0.25) and
axial (CRS: 0.177±0.10; TRAD: 0.259±0.12) planes. These
results reinforce OMCs limited capabilities of tracking residual
limb movement during gait in non-sagitaal planes, while also
demonstrating the capability of DSX to accurately evaluate invivo, dynamic bone movement of the residual limb within a
prosthetic socket.

Methods
Five individuals with unilateral TFA were recruited from
Veterans Affairs New York Harbor Healthcare System
(VANYHHS) and the Providence Veterans Affairs Medical
Center (PVAMC). Participants were randomized to start with
either the TRAD or CRS and acclimated to the sockets for 4
weeks each. Participants then received CT scans of their residual
limb and sockets and completed DSX and optical motion capture
(OMC) testing at Brown University. DSX was utilized to record
dynamic X-ray sequences in a 60° antero-posterior orientation
simultaneously with OMC for 16 trials of treadmill walking at
self-selected (SS) speed (0.36 - 0.80 m/s) recorded at 120fps. CT
scans of the residual femur were segmented, creating 3D
polygonal mesh objects and a digitally rendered radiographs
(DRR) in a DSX suite of software (C-Motion, Germantown,
MD). Image data was then calibrated and time synchronized to
the OMC data. Residual femur DRRs were matched to two noncoplanar views of the X-ray video sequences. DRRs were
manually positioned in each view to match the X-rayed femur
which generated an exact bone pose (position and orientation)
during the gait cycle. A biomechanical assessment of the DSX
bone pose and OMC data was performed in Visual3D (C-Motion,
Germantown, MD) producing kinematic motion of the residual
bone within the socket. Residual femur movement was expressed
as the excursion of the translations and rotations between TRAD
and CRS sockets. To assess soft-tissue artifact, a linear fit method
(LFM) was used to quantify the agreement between knee
kinematics derived from both the DSX and OMC data.

Significance
Ensuring a proper socket fit is partially predicated on the
analytical and experimental tools that aid in modeling bone pose
within a prosthetic socket. DSX demonstrated the ability to detect
small changes in bone movement between different socket
designs during dyanamic movements. Furthermore, LFM
analysis showed the systematic differences between DSX and
OMC and the ability of DSX to accurately track underlying
residual bone movement. The ability to accurately assess the
dynamic interaction between the residual limb and socket is
necessary to develop effective, evidence based prosthetic
solutions to reduce secondary physical comorbidities and
degenerative changes that result from complications of poor
prosthetic load transmission.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
The TRAD socket had significantly less axial translation (1.55 ±
0.66cm) compared to the CRS socket (2.03 ± 0.59cm; P<0.05)
(Figure 1) during SS treadmill walking. No other differences
were found in the anteroposterior and medial-lateral translations
or rotations in any plane. While the CRS socket was designed to
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Introduction
Following mastectomy for breast cancer, most women will have
a breast reconstruction to return the look and feel of healthy
breast tissue. The most popular reconstructive approach is a
subpectoral tissue expander and implant, which requires the
disinsertion of the pectoralis major muscle from its inferior
attachments. The pectoralis major is a primary contributor to
shoulder adduction and internal rotation. Clinical practice
assumes that the remaining, intact shoulder musculature increase
their contributions to shoulder function in the absence of the
pectoralis major1. However, there is no empirical evidence to
suggest this occurs. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
assess how patients adapt their neuromuscular compensation
strategies at the shoulder following bilateral subpectoral implant
breast reconstruction.

bilateral subpectoral implant patients do not experience those
same adaptations on the non-dominant arm. An assessment of
neuromuscular complexity, as measured by VAF1 and N95,
revealed no differences between our experimental groups,
regardless of arm (all p>0.07). Combined with our findings
regarding muscle synergy structure, these results suggest that
subpectoral implant breast reconstruction patients maintain
neuromuscular complexity after surgery by altering synergy
structure on their dominant arm, and maintaining synergy
structure on their non-dominant.

Methods
Fourteen bilateral subpectoral implant breast reconstruction
patients (>2.5 years post-operative, mean±SE age: 49±3 yr,
height: 1.66±.01 m, weight: 73±4 kg) and 10 healthy controls
(age: 55±2 yr, height: 162±.02 m, weight: 62±2 kg) generated
maximum voluntary shoulder torques with their dominant and
non-dominant arms. Participants then performed 8 submaximal,
three-dimensional shoulder torques in 5 arm postures bilaterally.
Each arm was assessed in a random order. Surface
electromyography recorded activity from 16 shoulder muscles
per arm2. Non-negative matrix factorization revealed the muscle
synergies underlying shoulder torque generation, while the
normalized similarity index (SI) assessed between group synergy
similarity. An SI ≥0.63 indicated two synergies were more
similar than is expected by chance. Neuromuscular complexity
was evaluated using the total variance accounted for by the
principal (first) synergy (VAF1) and the number of synergies
required to account for more than 95% of variance in
experimental data (N95). Group and arm differences in shoulder
strength were assessed with linear mixed-effects models. A linear
mixed-effects model assessed group and arm differences in VAF1
while Kruskal-Wallis tests assessed differences in N95.

Figure 1: (A) Non-negative matrix factorization revealed the synergies
underlying shoulder torque generation on the dominant and nondominant arms of our experimental groups, while the SI (B) assessed
group differences in synergy structure. (C) Neuromuscular complexity
was assessed using the total variance accounted for by the principal
synergy (VAF1) and the number of synergies required to account for
more than 95% of variance in experimental data (N95). Bars represent
mean ± SE, while boxplots represent median ± interquartile range.

Results and Discussion
Our experimental groups did not differ with regard to shoulder
strength on either arm (all p>0.11). Three-dimensional torque
generation was described by three muscle synergies, regardless
of group or arm (Figure 1A). These synergies were visually
similar to shoulder muscle synergies previously derived from
healthy participants2. Synergy structure was influenced by
subpectoral implant breast reconstruction only on the dominant
arm (Figure 1B). Specifically, Synergies 1 and 2 were more
similar than expected by chance between the groups on the nondominant arm, whereas only Synergy 2 was more similar than
expected by chance on the dominant arm. Synergy 1 is
characterized by primary contributions from the pectoralis major.
A reduction in contributions from the sternocostal fiber region of
the pectoralis major is likely driving differences in the structure
of Synergy 1 between the groups on the dominant arm. This is
not surprising given this region of the muscle is most impacted
by subpectoral implant breast reconstruction. Interestingly,

Significance
Clinical practice assumes that intact synergist muscles increase
their contributions to shoulder function following the disinsertion
of key shoulder musculature such as the pectoralis major. The
current study provides the first ever evidence of this phenomena,
by quantifying changes in shoulder muscle synergy structure and
neuromuscular complexity following bilateral subpectoral
implant breast reconstruction. The results of this work provide
insight into other clinical situations where an otherwise intact
nervous system must adapt to the disinsertion of shoulder
musculature, such as in the reconstruction of large resections of
tissue using latissimus dorsi or serratus anterior muscle flaps3,4.
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Introduction
subjects had congenital limb deficiencies. The TK group had a
Traditionally, young children with limb loss who require a
mean age of 25.20 ± 9.04 months, and the reasons for amputation
prosthetic knee joint do not receive a working knee in their initial
were varied. The EK group had a mean age of 44.60 ± 22.15
prosthesis, based on the assumption that a child cannot learn to
months, and all had Proximal Femoral Focal Deficiency (PFFD).
stand and walk with a knee that can passively flex. An alternative
Differences between groups affected analysis. An age-matched C
to this “Traditional Knee” (TK) prescription protocol is an “Early
was recruited for all TK and EK children, but direct age-matched
Knee” (EK) protocol that provides a working, articulating knee
comparisons between EK and TK were limited. Therefore,
in the first prosthesis, during development of crawling.
analysis focused on description of gait in each group, with
The timing of knee provision is controversial. Even within
consideration of relative levels of development.
the same medical text, different chapters provide conflicting
All children in the EK group flexed their prosthetic knees
advice to clinicians.1 A few previous studies have noted
during swing (Fig 1). Mean prosthetic peak knee flexion over all
advantages of the EK protocol,2,3 but no study has characterized
steps and all EK subjects was 59.8° ± 8.4°. The mean for the C
gait of separate samples of children in each protocol. The purpose
group was 68.4° ± 3.8°. Contralateral side knee flexion was 69.3°
of this study was to describe knee flexion and clearance
± 5.8° and 75.0° ± 5.5° for EK and TK, respectively.
adaptations in young children at a site where TK is the standard
of care and a site were EK is the standard of care, along with agematched typically developing children.
Methods
This was a multi-site comparison with a convenience sample of
18 children aged 12 months to five years in three groups: six with
unilateral lower limb loss at or proximal to the knee at an EK site,
six with unilateral lower limb loss at or proximal to the knee at a
TK site, and six age-matched typically developing controls
without amputations (C). Children with limb loss used their
prosthesis daily without assistive devices and had the same knee
protocol from the time of their first prosthesis. Fitting and
alignment of each prosthesis was performed by an ABC boardcertified prosthetist with pediatric experience at each hospital.
The protocol was approved by human subjects review boards at
each institution, and informed parental consent was obtained.
To ensure inter-lab reliability, a single typically developing
four-year-old test subject was assessed at both sites within two
weeks in a separate, approved protocol. Both laboratories utilized
similar Vicon motion capture systems with identical models and
software, and examiners followed standardized video training for
marker placement.
Children at each site walked at self-selected speed on a level
overground walkway with no external assistive devices.
Temporospatial and kinematic data were analysed. Three of the
authors reviewed reconstructed 3D motion from each trial for
each subject to provide subjective documentation of clearance
adaptations. Observers were blinded to condition. The two
clinicians (CC and BG) were primary observers, and the third
(MG) broke any ties. These results were compared to literaturebased numerical calculations for hip hiking, valuting, and
circumduction.

Figure 1: Knee flexion angle (degrees), averaged for right and left for
C, and displayed separately for prosthesis side and contralateral side for
EK and TK.

Clearance adaptations were present in both prosthesis groups, and
some children utilized multiple adaptations. Based on clinical
observation, no adaptations were present in the C group, six were
observed in the EK group, and twelve in the TK group.
Significance
Young children with limb loss utilize a flexing prosthetic knee
joint if it is provided to them. Given that there is often no
monetary cost associated with provision of a knee joint in the first
prosthesis, and the possibility of improved gait, the Early Knee
protocol should be considered as a standard of care, replacing the
traditional protocol.
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Two children (one EK and one TK) were excluded from the final
analysis. One was the only subject to use crawling as the primary
mode of ambulation, and one had recently transitioned from a
locked to an articulating knee at the time of the study. Therefore,
the data from sixteen children were analyzed. All EK and TK
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Introduction
A wide range of abnormal gait parameters have been well
documented in concussed populations. While most of the
previous research examined gait over flat surfaces 1, uneven
terrain is regular in everyday life. Walking over uneven terrain
requires constant pre-planning and cortical control of gait. Prior
to stepping on uneven terrain, anticipatory adjustments to trunk
position are often used to mitigate the effects of the upcoming
disturbance.2 Concussion-related motor deficits may alter the
ability to select appropriate motor plans prior to a known gait
disturbance. For instance, concussed athletes demonstrate altered
trunk motion when crossing a known obstacle. 3 However, such
obstacle crossing studies still maintained a flat support surface
around the obstacle. Few, if any studies have examined the effects
of concussion to underfoot perturbations common in everyday
life, such as stepping on a small rock or pebble.
The purpose of our study was to compare anticipatory
adjustments to expected overground perturbations delivered by a
mechanized shoe in healthy and recently concussed adults. We
hypothesized that the concussed and control groups would differ
in their preparations for expected perturbations.

of group and sensor on this mean standardized difference with
post-hoc pairwise t-tests.

Figure 1A. Example of perturbation delivered from the mechanized
shoe. Figure 1B. Standardized mean difference of accelerations between
expected perturbation and non-perturbation trials for control (black) and
concussed (red) subjects. The box indicates the ¼ stride before the
perturbation extracted for analysis.

Results and Discussion
The mixed-effects model revealed no difference between groups
at the foot sensor. However, there was a difference at the trunk
sensor and a group-by-sensor interaction. A post-hoc t-test
confirmed the between groups difference at the trunk sensor
(p=0.03, d=-1.64). The results indicate that the concussed group
prepared by limiting their lateral trunk movement prior to the
upcoming perturbation while the control group did not alter their
trunk motion relative to a normal stride. A reduction of trunk
acceleration increases stability at the trunk during walking and
limits the likelihood of a loss of balance. The conservative
strategy used by the concussed group is similar to the strategy
seen in other neurodegenerative populations, such as older adults,
walking over uneven terrain.5 The reduction of trunk movement
prior to the perturbation suggests that the individuals with
concussion may overestimate the scale of the perturbation.
The small sample size and reliance on acceleration limit our
conclusions. Future work will explore these effects in a larger
sample using positional marker data in addition to accelerations.

Methods
Five healthy [4F, mean (SD) age = 23.8 (4.7) yrs] and five
recently concussed [2F, mean (SD) age = 24.6 (5.2) yrs] adults
provided informed written consent and participated in this IRBapproved study. Each participant wore a pair of custom
mechanized shoes containing a small aluminum block just
proximal to the 5th metatarsophalangeal joint.4 The small block
was recessed into the sole of the shoe and could rotate outward,
eliciting approximately 12° of eversion when it was deployed.
While wearing the shoes, participants completed several
walking trials including walking with and without a perturbation.
During 12 of the 36 trials, a single perturbation was delivered to
the left foot at a random step in the trial. Half of the perturbation
trials contained a loud beep one stride prior to the perturbation to
warn the participants of the upcoming disturbance. Four of these
expected perturbations occurred within a randomized block
consisting of trials with and without the perturbation.
Inertial sensors were placed at the feet, lumbar region, trunk
and wrists to collect accelerations, angular velocities and
magnetic field potentials during walking. Raw data were
collected at a sampling frequency of 128 Hz and filtered with a
4th order recursive low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 10 Hz. Data was processed with a continuous
wavelet transform to identify specific gait events, and for trials
with a perturbation, the time of the perturbation. Data for the
stride prior to, during and following the perturbation was isolated
and each stride segment was time normalized to 200 samples. The
standardized mean difference of accelerations between
perturbation and non-perturbation trials was calculated for each
subject using 1-dimensional statistical parametric mapping (1D
SPM). The mean of the standardized difference for the region one
quarter of a stride before the perturbation was calculated for the
left foot and trunk and a mixed-effects model compared the effect

Significance
Individuals with recent concussion demonstrated anticipatory
trunk motion prior to a small expected perturbation. This trunk
motion, not observed in controls, may reflect a compensatory
strategy to maintain balance when confronted with uneven terrain
common to everyday living.
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Introduction
Shear wave elastography can be used to characterize the
mechanical properties of unstressed materials. This technique,
which involves measuring shear wave propagation, has been used
to study muscle during loaded and unloaded conditions. In many
studies of contracting muscle, measurements of shear wave
velocity (SWV) have been assumed to be directly related to the
material properties of muscle, most commonly stiffness. Some
have also used measures of SWV to estimate force, since muscle
stiffness and force covary during active contractions. However,
few have considered the direct influence of muscle force on
SWV, independent of the force-dependent changes in muscle
stiffness, even though it is well known that force in a material
influences shear wave propagation [2]. We previously used an
experimental manipulation to demonstrate that SWV is sensitive
to changes in muscle stiffness that occur independent from
changes in muscle force [1]. Here we perform a complementary
experiment to evaluate the influence of force on SWV. Our
purpose was to determine how well changes in muscle force alone
can explain measurements of SWV in passive and active muscles.

presumably due to activation-dependent changes in muscle
stiffness. Together, our results provide further clarity on the
factors influencing shear wave propagation in muscle.

Methods
Experiments were designed to test the null hypothesis that force
alone could be used to predict SWV, comparing experimentally
measured changes in SWV to predictions from a theoretical
model of shear wave propagation [2]. Data were collected from
six isoflurane-anesthetized cats; three soleus muscles and three
medial gastrocnemius muscles were tested. Muscle force was
measured directly along with SWV, the latter using ultrasound
elastography. Measurements were made across a range passively
and actively generated forces, obtained by varying muscle length
and activation. Some muscle lengths were well beyond
physiological lengths. Activation was controlled by stimulating
the sciatic nerve. Muscles not being tested were denervated.
Measured forces were normalized by physiological crosssectional area resulting in estimates of stress that could be
compared across muscles.

Figure 1. Comparison of experimental data and theoretical
model describing stress-dependent changes in shear wave
velocity (SWV). Data are from passively stretched and actively
contracting soleus and medial gastrocnemius muscles.

Significance
Our results show SWV provides a good measure of passive
tension. Active tension is more complex and our results suggest
changes in muscle stiffness also contribute to SWV. SWV may
provide a good tool to measure muscle properties, but before it
can be used in active muscle the souce of the increase in SWV
must be understood.
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Results and Discussion
We found that the theoretical model of how stress influences
SWV predicted our experimental results well for passively
stretched muscles (Fig. 1). The errors for this model were not
significantly different from zero (0.20 ± 0.22 m/s; mean ± 95%
CI; p=0.08). In contrast, this same model significantly
underpredicted the SWV in active muscles (2.72 ± 0.44 m/s;
p~0). Results were consistent in the soleus and medial
gastrocnemius muscles, suggesting our results generalize across
muscles with different architectures and fiber types. These
findings demonstrate that SWV is sensitive to changes in muscle
stress and that a model of how stress influences SWV can be used
to predict the SWV in passively stretched muscles. This same
model provides a lower bound on the SWV in active muscle,
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3D Model of the Soleus Reveals Complex Muscle Fascicle and Aponeuroses Deformations during Passive Stretch
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Introduction
The soleus muscle is an important generator of the plantarflexion
torque required for locomotion. In musculoskeletal simulations,
which are widely used to understand typical and pathologic gait,
muscle function is predicted using lumped-parameter models.
These models assume a simplified representation of 3D muscle
fascicle architecture while combining the mechanical behavior of
the external tendon and aponeuroses into a single series elastic
element. The soleus muscle has complex 3D fascicle architecture
comprising multiple compartments with different pennation1,2 as
well as complex aponeurosis morphology with broad and thin
interdigitating structures that differ significantly from the thick
external Achilles tendon3. In the case of the soleus, a lumped
parameter model cannot fully represent the interaction of the
muscle fascicles and aponeuroses and may not accurately predict
this muscles’ in vivo force generating capacity.
Our goal was to develop a finite element (FE) model of the
soleus that represents its complex 3D structure in order to
simulate excursion of this muscle during ankle motion. We
hypothesize that the model will predict deformations in the
aponeuroses and fascicle length changes that differ between the
anterior and posterior portions of the soleus and would then be
inconsistent with the assumptions of a lumped-parameter model.

compartments were very different: posterior fascicles lengthened
by 18.1±2.9%, while the anterior fascicles lengthened by 2.5±
0.7%. However, fascicle stretch was highly variable throughout
the muscle with greatest stretch in the distal portion, suggesting
that fascicle measurements in a single location would not capture
full soleus kinematics. We measured aponeuroses displacement
by averaging the proximal, middle, and distal portions of each
and found the greatest displacement in the distal portions (Fig. 1).
The posterior aponeurosis experienced greater displacement and
stretch than the anterior, again demonstrating nonuniformity in
the soleus muscle-tendon unit, now in the series elastic element.

Methods
Based on segmentations of high-resolution magnetic resonance
images of the lower limb, a 3D geometric model of the soleus
muscle was constructed with distinct structures for the anterior
and posterior muscle compartments and the anterior and posterior
aponeuroses. Fiber directions were assigned for each muscle
geometry, using aponeuroses surfaces to define fiber origins and
insertions, by performing Laplacian flow simulations4.
To perform FE simulations, the 3D model was meshed into
tetrahedral elements. Muscle was modelled as a transversely
isotropic material using the assigned fiber directions, while
aponeurosis was modelled as an isotropic Neo-Hookean material.
To simulate passive soleus stretch in ankle dorsiflexion, the distal
end of the posterior aponeurosis, at the Achilles tendon
attachment, was displaced 20 mm distally, while the attachments
of the anterior aponeurosis to the tibia and fibula were fixed.
To validate predicted architecture, fascicle tracts were
created with streamlines and compared to soleus measurements
made with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)2. Fascicle stretch in the
posterior and anterior compartments were compared to muscle
belly stretch and displacement of the anterior and posterior
aponeuroses were determined in proximal-distal directions.

Figure 1: 3D muscle and aponeurosis geometry were constructed based
on MRI. Muscle fascicle tracts were computed from Laplacian flow
simulation results. FE simulations of passive stretch were performed.
Predicted fascicle stretch and aponeurosis displacement are shown.

Significance
Development of this model helps us better understand the role of
complex fascicle architecture and aponeurosis morphology in the
muscle function. This model improves our ability to predict the
in vivo force generating capacity of the soleus in order to probe
its contributions to human locomotion. Such predictions may be
especially important for investigating age-related gait changes,
characterized by reduced plantarflexor output, enabling further
study of muscle and tendon structure-function relationships.

Results and Discussion
Model fascicle tracts were similar in length (posterior: 31.6±12.3
mm; anterior: 25.0±14.0mm) and pennation angle (post: 37.9±
16.7°; ant: 23.2 ±12.9°) to DTI measurements of the soleus (post:
35.8±7.4mm, 36.6±6.2°; ant: 37.6±9.4mm, 24.6±5.0°) [3], giving
us confidence that our fluid simulations provided a reasonable
representation of soleus muscle architecture for FE simulations.
With a prescribed distal displacement of the soleus MTJ, the
muscle belly lengthened by 5.4%. Average stretch in the soleus
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Results and Discussion:
Using these three approaches, we obtained results strongly
suggesting a relationship (r2=0.89 for both linear regression and
non-linear optimization) between a muscle’s connective tissue
distribution and collagen content that falls within 1 standard
deviation of our predicted relationship (Fig. 2). Specifically, we
found that muscle collagen content is driven primarily by its
dense connective tissue structures due to the extremely high

Introduction
Collagen content is often used as a surrogate for connective tissue
quantity to infer muscle stiffness and load bearing capacity.
However, a single collagen content may not be adequate because
collagen content (Fig. 1A) and connective tissue distribution
(Fig. 1B) vary throughout a muscle [1]. Determining the
relationship between muscle’s connective tissue quantity and
collagen content would greatly enhance our ability to create
biomechanical models that relate collagen content to muscle load
bearing. The purpose of this study was to determine how a
muscle’s intramuscular connective tissue structure impacts
collagen content.

compared to muscle tissue (
). As demonstrated
in our analyses, for every 1% increase in collagen volume
fraction, collagen content is predicted to increase by 2.04-2.77
g/mg. These are substantial changes in light of the very low
baseline muscle collagen content (~3 µg/mg)

Figure 1: A) Muscle collagen content±SEM variation by region (n=6
muscles/bar) of RF, SM, and TA. B) Average area fraction±SEM
(shaded region) along the normalized length of RF (top), SM (middle),
and TA (bottom) (n=4/muscle).
Figure 2: Average measured collagen content±SEM vs. summed area
fraction±SEM from Figure 1. Linear regression (dashed yellow line),
predicted relationship based on the law of mixtures (eq. 1) (solid black
line ±1SD shaded region), and relationship using non-linear optimized
values of connective tissue and muscle (black dotted line).

Methods
The relationship between collagen content determined via
hydroxyproline assay, and dense connective tissue structures
(internal tendons and aponeurosis), quantified histologically, was
determined from samples of the rectus femoris (RF),
semimembranosus (SM), and tibialis anterior (TA) muscles of
12-week old C57Bl6 mice using three independent approaches.
(1) Linear regression analysis used to quantify the relationship
between biochemically measured collagen content and
histologically measured connective tissure area fraction of
cooresponding muscles and regions (Fig. 2).
(2) Predictive modeling to compare experimentally data
obtained above to a modeled relationship of total collagen content
and connective tissue quantity using a law of mixtures model:
(1)
, =

These results demonstrate that a single collagen content
measurement typically will not accurately represent a muscle’s
connective tissue structures. However, measured collagen
content throughout a muscle will directly reflect the internal
connective tissue structures throughout the muscle. Future
studies must account for collagen content variation and
connective tissue structure location in order to determine more
accurate relationships between collagen content measurements
and whole muscle passive mechanics.
Significance
This study demonstrates that collagen content variations within
and among muscles were driven by the complex connective
tissue’s distribution within muscle. A consequence of these
findings further suggests a single collagen content measurement
does not accurately represent the distribution of connective tissue
in a muscle and potential load bearing capacity of that muscle.

where Coltot,p, total collagen content, was predicted throughout a
range of connective tissue and muscle volume fractions, Vct & Vct,
using experimentally measured collagen content values of dense
connective tissue (n=21), Colct, and baseline muscle tissue
[2] and
[3].
(n=24), Colm, and liteterature densities for
(3) Non-linear optimization to predict Colct and Colm:
,

min
, ,

,

,

,

,
,

,
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(2)
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Introduction
Musculotendon experimental data are needed to develop and
validate muscle-driven biomechanical models. Most of these
data are obtained from cadavers. The aim of this study was to
obtain
in
vivo
gracilis
muscle-tendon
parameters
experimentally. These parameters included isometric forcelength properties, muscle-tendon unit (MTU) length at various
joint configurations, and muscle architectural data. Cadaveric
data were also obtained for the gracilis MTU. These included
passive force during knee flexion and hip abduction trials, and
the gracilis tendon stress-strain relationship. These novel data
can help limit assumptions and ensure biological accuracy when
modelling the action of the gracilis muscle.

Gracilis fiber length was calculated to be 23.06 cm using a
fiber length:muscle length ratio of 0.79 (Ward et al.). The
measured average tendon length was less than muscle fiber
length indicating that the gracilis is a stiff musculotendon unit,
meaning the tendon would not stretch greatly.
Force length data demonstrated that when the knee was
flexed to 45° while the hip was at 60° and 45° of flexion and
abduction respectively, the muscle was at its optimal length
(Figure 1). The tendon and muscle lengths at this position were
calculated to be 11.34 cm and 36.63 cm respectively. This
resulted in an optimal muscle fiber length of 28.94 cm. The data
presented here quantify gracilis muscle-tendon compliance,
muscle fiber lengths, tendon slack length and optimal fiber
length, all of which are important parameters in modeling this
muscle.

Methods
In vivo data were collected during a free functioning muscle
transfer surgery of the gracilis to the upper limb in patients with
brachial plexus injuries (n=9). Force-length and MTU length
data were obtained from the muscle in situ, prior to its removal
from the leg. After the muscle was freed, it was weighed and
photographed. Muscle-tendon unit dimensions were measured
from images of the freed MTU. In vivo muscle force was
measured by stimulating the muscle via the obturator nerve at
50% of the maximum compound mucle action potention
(CMAP) current at 20 Hz. This was repeated for four joint
configurations throughout the muscle excursion range. Both in
vivo and cadaveric force-length data were recorded using a
buckle force transducer attached to the gracilis tendon. The
gracilis distal tendon was harvested from three cadavers and
mounted on a materials testing system where forces from 0N to
200N were applied at a constant strain rate of 25%/s.
Results and Discussion
This study successfully obtained novel in vivo gracilis muscletendon data (Table 1). In vivo gracilis muscle length was similar
to values reported by Ward et al. and Dziedzic et al. Muscle
mass was 4 times greater and tendon cross-sectional area was
1.6 times smaller when compared to cadaveric data. Tendon
slack length was 11.2 cm which was similar to the 13.9±1.85
cm reported by Dziedzic et al. Previous studies have shown
tendon slack length strongly affects muscle force generation.
Models created by Arnold et al. and Rajagopal et al. were both
based on the same cadaveric dataset where they modeled tendon
slack length to be 16.9 cm and 17.2 cm respectively. Our
results demonstrate the errors associated with using cadaver
data versus in vivo data.
Muscle mass (g)
Muscle-tendon length (cm)
Muscle length (cm)
Tendon length (cm)
Tendon cross-sectional area (cm2)

Figure 1:Gracilis force-length data for three subjects. MTU lengths are
presented for all nine subjects.

Significance
In vivo muscle length and force data presented here demonstrate
that differences exist between experimentally measured
parameters and those predicted using current musculoskeletal
models. We present these novel in vivo data augmented with
cadaveric data that can be used to validate musculotendon
parameters currently being employed in biomechanical models
of the gracilis muscle.
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229± 63
39.2 ± 2.7
29.2 ± 3.0
11.2 ± 2.5
0.2 ± 0.1
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Table 1: In vivo gracilis muscle-tendon parameters. Values expressed
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control of posture and movement. Stiffness values were estimated
by averaging the magnitude of each frequency response function
from 1.0 to 3.0 Hz, over which they had a constant magnitude.

Introduction
Successfully navigating our environment, such as adapting to
uneven terrain and resisting postural disturbances, requires
appropriate regulation of joint impedance [1]. The impedance of a
joint is strongly dependent upon the mechanical properties of the
muscle-tendon units spanning it. While joint impedance has been
well characterized [2], it is currently not possible to quantify the
contributions from individual muscles and tendons. This presents
a critical gap as these structures can be selectively altered by
aging, pathology, or injury, resulting in functional impairments.
Understanding how these structures contribute to the impedance
of the joint over a range of activation levels will provide a clearer
understanding of their respective roles in unimpaired and impaired
control of posture and movement.
Muscle and tendon stiffness, the static component of
impedance, have been estimated in vivo. However, most previous
estimates have been limited to a range of muscle activations
greater than 40% of maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) [3],
whereas lower levels of activation are typical in common tasks
such as standing (10% MVC) and walking (30% MVC) [4]. These
estimates are also mostly restricted to assessing a single structure,
limiting our understanding of the interaction between the muscle
and tendon. Only one study has simultaneously assessed both
muscle and tendon stiffness during standing [5]. However, a
combination of experimental and model-based estimates are used
and it is unclear if this finding is applicable to other tasks and
levels of muscle activation. The lack of experimentally based data
across a range of physiologically relevant activation levels hinders
our ability determine the respective roles of the muscle and tendon
in the control of posture and movement. We recently developed a
novel technique using ultrasound to address this gap. We can
simultaneously quantify the impedance of the muscle, tendon, and
joint. The aim of this study was to quantify the contribution of the
muscle and tendon to the impedance of the ankle over a
physiologically relevant range of plantarflexion torques.
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Results and Discussion
Ankle stiffness increased with voluntary torque, as previously
reported [2]. As torque increased, the stiffness ratio decreased,
indicating that muscle stiffness increased proportionally faster
than muscle-tendon unit stiffness (Fig 1A). Muscle and tendon
stiffness increased with volitional torque, but the muscle was
stiffer than the tendon for torques greater than ~3 Nm (Fig. 1B).
Since ankle stiffness is dominated by the most compliant
component within the muscle-tendon unit, our results indicate that
ankle stiffness is determined largely by the mechanical properties
of the Achilles tendon at almost all tested levels of activation. It is
commonly concluded that the increase in ankle stiffness is driven
by the increase in muscle stiffness. However, these results indicate
that the increase in ankle stiffness is due to the strain-dependent
increase in tendon stiffness. This finding is fundamental to our
understanding of how muscle and tendon contribute to the control
of posture and movement.
A
B
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Tendon

200
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Figure 1 A) Ankle stiffness (black) and the stiffness ratio (green) and
B) muscle (red) and tendon (blue) stiffness for all subjects across the
range of plantarflexion torques. Solid lines represent a fitted model
and shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval for the
respective model.

Methods
Four healthy adults (2 male) were seated with their right foot
rigidly secured to a rotary motor with the ankle positioned at 90°.
Small, quick, stochastic perturbations of ankle angle were applied
while ankle angle and torque were measured. The muscle-tendon
junction (MTJ) of the medial gastrocnemius muscle was imaged
using B-mode ultrasound. During each trial, subjects generated
voluntary isometric plantarflexion torques of either 0, 10, 20, or
30% maximum voluntary contraction (MVC).
We estimated ankle impedance as the dynamic relationship
between the imposed ankle rotations and the torque generated in
response. We also estimated the frequency response function
relating ankle rotations to the resultant MTJ displacements. This
relationship represents, when scaled by Achilles tendon moment
arm, the ratio of the net musculotendon impedance to muscle
impedance, a relationship we refer to as the impedance ratio.
Achilles tendon moment arm was estimated as the mean across
subjects from Clarke et al. [6] with an ankle angle of 90°.
The muscle and tendon were modeled as two impedances in
series. Under this assumption, muscle and tendon impedance can
be derived from the experimental estimates of ankle impedance
and the impedance ratio. We report the stiffness component of the
measured and computed impedances due to its relevance in the

0

0

Significance
We demonstrated that muscle stiffness exceeds tendon stiffness at
almost all physiologically relevant levels of muscle activation, and
that the mechanics of the ankle are dominated by the nonlinear
mechanics of the Achilles tendon during the isometric conditions
of our protocol. Our novel approach that allows for simultaneous
assessment of muscle, tendon, and ankle impedance is not only
useful for understanding the unimpaired control of movement but
may be useful for tracking the mechanisms contributing to altered
ankle mechanics with age and injury.
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Introduction
Rotator cuff tears (RCT) are common in older adults, which can
negatively affect function.1 RCT severity ranges from a partial
thickness supraspinatus tear to a massive tear including tendons
of the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and subscapularis muscles.
Previous simulation-based studies observed that with increased
RCT severity, glenohumeral joint contact force (JCF) is relatively
consistent for a given static posture, but changes across different
postures.2 These outcomes suggest dynamic task performance
may alter glenohumeral JCF magnitude and orientation and
exacerbate the RCT or lead to development of secondary injury
(e.g. subacromial impingement). Our objective was to determine
how glenohumeral JCF changes with increased RCT severity
during performance of several dynamic tasks.

using kinematics for functional pull, JCF magnitude decreased by
26.3% in the most severe tear model compared to the no RCT
model. For axilla wash kinematics, JCF magnitude decreased by
26.7% in the most severe tear model compared to the no RCT
model. When projected onto the glenoid fossa, the resultant JCF
vector for forward reach (Fig. 2), functional pull, and axilla wash
kinematics were oriented more superiorly for models with greater
RCT severity, although all vectors remained within the glenoid

Methods
A computational musculoskeletal model of the upper limb3 was
developed in OpenSim (v.3.3)4 to represent mean muscle forcegenerating characteristics of healthy older adult males5
(age=75.6yrs; body weight (BW)=81.0kg). The model was
modified to represent 8 different RCT severities by
systematically reducing peak isometric force of supraspinatus
(S), infraspinatus (IS), and subscapularis (SS) muscle paths.
Kinematics for forward reach, functional pull, and axilla wash
motions measured from a representative healthy older adult male
from a prior study were used.6 With each model and the dynamic
tasks kinematics, a series of computational simulations were
e f med ing O enSim C m ed M cle C n l (CMC) 7
and Joint Force Analyses tools to predict muscle activations and
associated glenohumeral JCF, respectively. All combinations of
model and kinematics were run, for a total of 21 permutations.
The peak resultant JCF was identified for each tear severity and
compared to the no RCT model.

Figure 2. Forward reach kinematics resultant JCF vector projected
onto the glenoid fossa across increasing RCT severity. Arrow
indicates trend in JCF location observed across tear severities.

rim. Decreased JCF magnitude and superior trend of the
orientation are consistent with expectations, as fewer intact
muscles contribute to overall force distribution across the joint.
Significance
Observed changes in JCF with increased RCT severity support
clinical reports of increased risk of secondary injury. 8 Ongoing
work continues to explore how JCF magnitude and orientation
change with increased RCT severity during dynamic tasks that
require a variety of postures to complete. Additional work seeks
to examine the compensatory role of uninvolved muscles in the
shoulder and how their contribution changes with increased RCT
severity.

Results and Discussion
Results revealed that JCF magnitude and orientation changed
with RCT severity during each dynamic task. All tasks had
comparable decreases in percent change of JCF at each tear
severity when compared to no RCT (Fig. 1). For forward reach,
when compared to the no RCT model, JCF magnitude decreased
by 21.9% in the most severe (IS25/SS25) RCT model. When
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Figure 1. Percent change of peak JCF magnitude for increasing
RCT severity for forward reach, functional pull, and axilla wash
kinematics.
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Introduction
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is one of the most common
surgical procedures in the USA, with approximately 600,000
TKA procedures performed in 2014 [1]. TKA is predominately
performed due to end-stage osteoarthritis (OA). For eligible
patients that have OA in only the medial or lateral portion of the
tibiofemoral joint, a unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA)
can be a viable alternative. UKA is associated with less postoperative pain, faster rehabilitation, and younger patients who
desire high post-operative activity levels [2,3].
Previous studies that compared lower body joint kinematics
and kinetics in patients before and after TKA reported changes in
joint moments, but not in joint kinematics at the hip, knee and
ankle during gait [4]. In contrast, there is a lack of research
focusing on bilateral lower body joint kinematics pre and post
UKA. The aim of this study is to compare side-to-side differences
(SSD) in hip, knee, and ankle joint kinematics during walking,
both pre and post-surgery, in patients receiving a UKA. It was
hypothesised that pre-operative SSD in the hip, knee, and ankle
kinematics would be resolved after UKA.

post-surgery. Statistical parametric mapping was used to
compare kinematics curves of the UKA and contralateral limbs
using a two-tailed paired t-test with significance set at p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
We were unable to identify any significant side-to-side
differences in sagittal or frontal plane joint kinematics pre or
post-surgery (Figure 1). These results agree with a previous study
that found no changes in ankle, knee, and hip kinematics from pre
to post-TKA [4]. Interestingly, we did observe trends toward
restoration of knee frontal plane kinematics that were
accompanied by greater side-to-side differences in ankle
kinematics post-surgery (Figure 1). These observed trends
suggest the need for larger studies focused on the effect of UKA
on adjacent joint kinematics.
Significance
The results of this study suggest that kinematic differences at the
hip, knee, and ankle in the sagittal and frontal plane are small
prior to and after UKA. Studies using conventional motion
capture and large patient cohorts might be able to identify sideto-side differences in frontal plane joint kinematics prior to and
after UKA. While UKA may restore native knee kinematics, the
effects of UKA on ankle and hip kinematics and kinetics is
worthy of further investigation.

Methods
Ten patients scheduled to receive a medial UKA consented to
participate in this IRB-approved study. Nine patients (age: 62±5
years, 4F, 5M) completed pre-surgical (3 weeks before) and postsurgical (7±2 months) testing. All patients walked across a 7m
lab walkway at their self-selected pace for at least 6 separate trials
while a 12-camera Vicon motion capture system collected data
at 100 Hz. We used a custom set of 31 markers, based on
anatomical positions from Visual 3D recommendations and
custom tracking markers. An average of 9 steps were included
per person per leg each day. Bilateral hip, knee, and ankle joint
angles were calculated using Visual 3D. Average bilateral hip,
knee, and ankle flexion/extension and ab/adduction were
normalized to percent gait cycle and averaged across all trials.
Average joint kinematics were calculated for each leg pre and
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Figure 1: Sagittal and frontal plane kinematics pre and post UKA. Solid lines indicate group means, and shaded areas ±1 SD.
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Introduction
Individuals who undergo total knee arthroplasty (TKA), the endstage treatment for knee osteoarthritis (KOA), often experience
suboptimal outcomes.1 Multiple studies have been conducted to
determine the source of these functional deficits, yet few have
explored neuromuscular control. A recent study2 suggested that
neuromuscular control strategy, demonstrated by motor modules
(or synergies),3 may be associated with the range of postoperative functional outcomes. However, it is unknown how
modular control may change during recovery or relate to
functional outcomes. The purpose of this study was to determine
the relationship between function and modular control during gait
before and after TKA. We hypothesized that participants who
demonstrated better function would demonstrate modular control
that was (i) more complex (i.e. more modules) and (ii) resembled
healthy age-matched controls.

6MW-low group had fewer active muscles before surgery and
either increased or remained constant in Wmusc and Wmusc2. All
6MW-low modules did not consistently move toward healthy
throughout recovery, most notably in the HAM module.
Table 1. Significantly active muscles in high- and low-functioning
participants (n) demonstrating 3 modules before, 6-months after, and 24months after TKA (Pre, 6m, and 24m, respectively) compared to healthy
controls (HC). : 95% confidence interval (CI) of weights does not
include 0; : CI does not include 0, upper bound is <0.25; † : CI
includes 0 and 1; Wmusc: number of & ; Wmusc2: number of & † .

QUAD

Module &
Group

HAM

PF

Methods
36 individuals (38 knees, 19R/19L) with medial compartment
KOA provided written informed consent prior to undergoing
TKA and were tested before and 6- and 24-months after surgery.
During over-ground walking trials, we collected surface electromyography (EMG) data from rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis and lateralis (VM,VL), medial hamstrings (MH), biceps femoris (BF), medial and lateral gastrocnemii (MG, LG), and soleus
(SO) on the TKA-involved limb. Using previously described
methods,4,5 we extracted muscle modules and selected one representative trial for analysis. We defined modular complexity as
the number of modules extracted. We defined modular organization as the distribution of significantly active muscles within
each module (Wmusc).6 Modular organization was only evaluated
in participants with 3 modules. We used the 6-minute walk test7
(6MW) to categorize patients as high- or low-functioning based
on published age-, height-, mass-, and gender-specific thresholds.8
We performed individual one-way ANOVAs to determine the
relationship between modular complexity and function. We
compared muscle weights to healthy age-matched controls (HC)9
using Pearson correlations to define module quality,10 and
performed 2-sample t-tests to determine the relationship between
module quality and 6MW performance (all ∝=0.05, a priori).

n

HC 5
Pre High 17
Low 4
6m High 15
Low 3
24m High 7
Low 6
HC 5
Pre High 17
Low 4
6m High 15
Low 3
24m High 7
Low 6
HC 5
Pre High 17
Low 4
6m High 15
Low 3
24m High 7
Low 6

Wmusc Wmusc2
4
8
4
8
4
6
6
5
8
3
7
3
4
4
4
8
2
8
2
3
5

6
5
7
5
5
5
5
3
5
3
4
3
5
2
5
2
2
3

Muscle
RF VM VL MH BF MG LG SO
†
†

†

Significance
Our findings indicate that there may be an underlying relationship
between module characteristics and function in this population.
The plasticity of modular control, despite not receiving specific
neuromuscular control training after 6-months post-TKA, is a
novel finding in the TKA population, which may influence
functional outcomes in populations with orthopaedic disorders.
Such a relationship between modular control characteristics and
patient function may open opportunities for further investigations
of neuromuscular control as a factor which influences function in
populations with orthopaedic disorders and may inform novel
rehabilitation protocols to improve patient function.

Results and Discussion
Modular complexity was not related to function before or after
surgery (all p ≥ 0.406). This contrasts Ardestani et al.,2 who
found that low-functioning patients exhibited fewer modules
during gait than high-functioning patients 1-year post-TKA.
Although we did not find a difference in module quality
between the high- and low-performing 6MW groups (all p ≥
0.284), both groups showed changes in modular organization.
The healthy controls demonstrated quadriceps (QUAD),
plantarflexors (PF), and hamstrings (HAM) dominated modules
(Table 1). In comparison, the 6MW-high group had more
significantly active muscles in all modules before surgery and
decreased in Wmusc and Wmusc2 throughout the timecourse of
recovery, moving toward healthy organization. However, the
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Introduction
D ing an indi id al life ime, mic oc ack a e fo med in he
bone tissue due to fatigue and cyclic loading [1]. The formation
and growth of the microcracks are affected by the morphology
and heterogeneity of the microstructure [1]. However, the bone
microstructure and composition undergo significant changes by
aging [1]. Aging has a negative impact on the effectiveness of
toughening mechanisms acting at different length scales of the
bone structure and therefore decreases the fracture resistance of
bone [1]. However, the reasons for these age-related changes in
bone are complicated and require more extensive investigations.
In the present study, the objective is to investigate the effects
of microstructure and bone mechanical characteristics by aging
upon fracture phenomenon and the microcrack propagation. In
order to capture different toughening mechanisms, we use a
brittle model of the phase-field method to analyze the crack
growth.

line. The simulations reveal that the crack stops once it enters in
a high osteon density bone tissue. We also observe that
debonding mostly happens in the cement line where the
interstitial bone and osteon are tougher and stiffer than the cement
line. Our results also reveal that the toughness of the cortical bone
microstructure is dependent on the area density of osteons. An
increase in the area density of the osteons leads to an increase in
the toughness of the cortical bone microstructure.
Displacement Load

(a)

Osteon
precrack

(b)
(b)

𝑈
(Damage)

1.0

Interstitial bone
Haversian canal

0

(c)

Methods
At the microscale level, the human Haversian (osteonal) cortical
bone has been considered as a composite material and modeled
as a fiber-ceramic matrix. We consider osteons as fibers and the
interstitial tissue as the matrix [1]. We also define the interface
between the osteons and interstitial tissue as the cement line. We
use human microscopic images obtained from the tibias of female
donors (60 and 81-year-old) to create 2D plain-strain models
(Figure 1). We investigate the region-dependent fracture
behavior of the cortical bone. We also evaluate the influence of
mechanical properties of the cement line on crack growth. We
adopt a brittle model of the phase-field method developed by
Molnár et al. [2]. We implement the brittle model into a
subroutine using Abaqus software. The boundary conditions of
the models are shown in Figure 1.

(d)

Figure 1: (a) A cross-section of the cortical bone in 60-year-old human
tibia, and (b) the 2D model of the cortical bone microstructure. Fracture
patterns and 2D models of the anterior region at the same cross-section
of the cortical bone for two different ages (c) 60-year-old, and (d) 80year-old. Damage with 1.0 shows the crack path and the zero value
presents that there is no damage.

Significance
The findings of the present study show the region-dependent
fracture behavior of the cortical bone in human tibia and this
leads to improving the materials used in orthopedic implants. We
can also predict the probability of failure in human tibia by
monitoring the rate of damage in various regions.

Results and Discussion
Our results show that aging changes the crack growth trajectory
in the cortical bone microstructure. Aging also affects the rate of
damage. Our simulations show that the rate of damage increases
by aging. This rate is highly dependent on the critical energy
release rate of the osteons. The difference between the elastic
moduli of the osteons and the interstitial bone also affects damage
growth.
We also observe crack branching in our models. Crack
branching is determined as one of the toughening mechanisms in
the simulations. It happens when there are multiple osteons ahead
of the main crack. Our simulations show that sometimes
microcracks could reach Haversian channels by passing through
cement lines. In this case, reaching microcracks to Haversian
channels could lead to catastrophic failure due to the high-stress
concentration associated with the channels.
We also evaluate the important role of the cement line in
crack deflection. Our results indicate that crack deflection is
affected by a decrease in the critical energy release rate of the
cement line (i.e., decreasing the resistance of the cement line to
fracture). Therefore, the microcrack is arrested along the cement
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Introduction
Bone infection (osteomyelitis) due to Staphylococcus aureus (S.
aureus) is challenging to treat due to the difficulty of early
diagnosis and growing antibiotic resistance. While the cellular
mechanisms of S. aureus and osteomyelitis have been studied,
little information exists on the biomechanical effects of such
infections on bone tissue. With the growing number of
osteomyelitis cases diagnosed, and with the increased usage of
bone banks as a source of bone graft supply, it is necessary to
understand the possible long term effects of S. aureus induced
osteomyelitis on the mechanical properties of bone. In a recent
study conducted in our lab (Kunde et al. 2018), we found that S.
aureus was able to penetrate cortical bone tissue, yet no
significant difference in bone stiffness was found between the test
group, exposed to S. aureus, and control group, immersed in
distilled water (dH20). Due to the porous nature and increased
surface area of trabecular bone tissue, the potential of S. aureus
to penetrate and negatively affect trabecular bone material
properties is markedly increased. Thus, we hypothesized that
bone exposure to S. aureus for 72 hours would significantly
decrease both the stiffness and yield of trabecular bone tissue.

An ANCOVA (with bone density as the covariate) revealed
no significant difference between groups for both stiffness and
yield (P > 0.05), thus refuting our working hypothesis.
A S ea a c ela i
a i ical e e eald a significant
positive correlation between stiffness and yield (r = 0.72, P <
0.001; Fig. 2).

Methods
One hundred and three trabecular cubes (5 mm3) from the
proximal tibiae of nine white-tailed deer were cut, sterilized and
then swabbed to confirm sterilization before inoculation with S.
aureus-ATCC-12600 (test group, n = 51) or sterile nutrient broth
(control group, n = 52) for 72 hours. All cubes were tested in
compression along the axial direction until yield using an Instron
5942 machine. Structural stiffness (N/mm) and yield (MPa) were
calculated and compared between the two groups.

Figure 2: Scatterplot showing significant positive correlation between
stiffness and yield (P < 0.001).

Results and Discussion
Mean axial stiffness of control and test groups were 5561 ± 4027
and 5798 ± 4182 N/mm, respectively (Fig. 1, left). Mean axial
yield of control and test groups were 11.0 ± 5.1 and 12.9 ± 4.9
MPa, respectively (Fig. 1, right).

Significance
The end-result of untreated osteomyelitis is bone necrosis and
destruction of bone structure, which leads to a decrease in the
ability of bone to support physiological loads. With the increase
usage of bone banks as a source for bone graft supply, it is
important to screen for any possible pathology that may affect the
bone graft success to function normally in the receiving patient.
Currently, acc di g
he FDA g idelines, eligible bone
d
ha e had a diag i f e i i
edia el
ecedi g dea h, b
he e i
e tion of previous
osteomyelitis diagnosis as a donor restriction. Our findings
support the current tissue collection screening methods employed
by bone-graft banks.

The axial direction corresponds to the primary physiological
direction of loading of the proximal tibia that would occur during
normal activities (walking, running, jumping, etc.).Thus, these
results indicate that acute exposure to S. aureus probably does not
adversely affect trabecular bone stiffness or yield during daily
compressive loading activities.
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Figure 1: Boxplots comparing stiffness (left) and yield (right) between
the control and test groups and the test group.
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Introduction
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) is the most common
childhood arthritis. Diagnosing and treating JIA is challenging
due to its highly variable presentation and lack of reliable
biomarkers. The knee is commonly affected in JIA which appears
with chronic synovitis and inflammation causing damage to the
underlying cartilage and bone. The internal friction of articulating
joints generates acoustic emissions (AE) which can potentially be
used as a digital biomarker of the disease [1]. In this study, knee
AEs are compared in loaded and unloaded exercises in patients
with JIA as well as healthy controls.
Methods
In this study, knee AEs were acquired from 38 participants
under a protocol approved by the Georgia Institute of Technology
and Emory University Institutional Review Boards. The
participants were divided between two age-matched groups
consisting of 18 healthy controls (15 female/3 male, 12.5 ± 3.2
years) and 20 subjects with JIA (17 female/3 male, 12.9 ± 2.5
years). To measure longitudinal changes in the knee AEs during
the course of treatment, 10 subjects with JIA had a follow-up
recording, 3-6 months after initial measurements.
In this protocol, subjects were asked to perform two sets of
exercises as shown in Fig. 1(a): 1) unloaded knee flexion/
extensions (flex/extn) while seated, and 2) loaded knee squats
while bearing body weight. The joint AEs were divided into
individual movement cycles (~ 4 seconds each) and bandpass
filtered with a 250Hz–10kHz bandwidth to supress the noise and
interference. Each cycle is divided into 200 ms frames with 50%
overlap. An automated algorithm was used to detect the rubbing
noise accociated with loose microphone contact [2], and the
detected frames were excluded from the analysis to increase the
reliability and accuracy of the analysis. Next, audio features [1]
were extracted for each signal frame, which includes temporal
features, band powers, spectral features, and mel-frequency
ceptrum coefficients. The mean, median, and standard deviation
of these features for cycle frames were calculated and imported
to a soft classifier with corresponding subject labels (0 for control
and 1 for arthritis). A logistic regression classifier is trained using
the top 44 features, selected through a forward-feature-selection
process to reduce the possibility of overfitting. The classifier
assigns a knee health score for each movement cycle, which is
the estimated probability that a given knee signal belongs to an
involved knee with JIA (0 for control and 1 for arthritis).

Figure 1: (a) Loaded vs. unloaded knee exercises and (b) knee
health score box plots for healthy controls and subjects with JIA
(pre/post-treatment).

successful treatment; 2) the median of pre-treatment knee scores
in subjects with JIA for squats (loaded) is higher compared to
flex/extn (unloaded), suggesting that the squat is more difficult
exercise to perform than the flex/extn and AEs associated with
JIA are more pronounced in squats; 3) Similarly, the median of
post-treatment scores for squats are also higher compared to
flex/extn, and the difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05
using two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
In summary, subjects with JIA exhibit significantly different
knee AEs compared to healthy controls, and a successful
treatment can move AE characteristics of subjects with JIA closer
to those of controls. AEs produced during the loaded activity
showed less of a trend toward healthy control values than the
unloaded activity. We hypothesize that the loaded exercise
increases interjoint friction which may make the AEs more
sensitive to micro changes in the knee architecture. Future work
should investigate longitudinal data taken more frequently and
over longer periods of time to determine the kinetics of AEs such
that these digital biomarkers can be used to titrate care in JIA.
Significance
The results of this study support the use of knee AEs as
affordable and quantitative digital biomarker of knee health
assessment in wearable systems. Additionally, analysis and
classification of AEs from unloaded and loaded activities reveals
that these two exercises contain different, possibly clinicallyrelevant, information that could be used to further improve this
novel assessment modality in JIA.

Results and Discussion
The classifier performance is analyzed with leave-onesubject-out cross validation (LOSO-CV) and achieved a subjectwise accuracy of 89%. The outputs of the classifier – knee health
scores – are illustrated in the box plot in Fig. 1(b), and the key
results are summarized as follows: 1) The post-treatment scores
in subjects with JIA were always lower than the pre-treatment
scores, which correlates with these subjects’ clinically reported
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Introduction
Alterations in biomechanical loading may lead to deleterious
changes in cartilage composition consistent with the
development of early post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) in
individuals with anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction
(ACLR).1 It is unknown how habitual loading, objectively
measured via daily steps and time in moderate to vigorous
physical activity (MVPA) with an accelerometer, influences
changes in cartilage composition post-ACLR. T1rho relaxation
times (T1rho) measured with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
provide an in vivo estimate of proteoglycan density in the
articular cartilage.2 Decreased proteoglycan density, or increased
T1rho, are indicative of early compositional changes consistent
with PTOA development. The primary purpose of this study
was to determine the association between T1rho in the femoral
articular cartilage and daily steps and MVPA in individuals postACLR. Second, we evaluated the modifying influence of sex on
these associations.

uninjured limb and presented as interlimb ratios (T1rho of ACLR
limb/T1rho of uninjured limb). Separate univariate linear
regressions were conducted to analyze the association between
separate independent variables (daily steps and MVPA) and
separate dependent variables (T1rho in each region of interest).
Second, we stratified the analyses by sex.
Results
Greater time in MVPA associated with greater T1rho in the
central LFC in the entire cohort (Table 1). Greater daily steps
demonstrated greater T1rho in the anterior, central, and posterior
MFC, and greater time in MVPA associated with greater T1rho
in the anterior, central, and posterior MFC as well as the anterior
LFC, in males (Table 1). Greater daily steps, but not MVPA,
associated with lesser T1rho in the central and posterior MFC, in
females (Table 1). Overall, greater time in MVPA associated
with worse MRI outcomes in the entire cohort. Greater daily steps
and MVPA associated with worse femoral articular cartilage
composition in males, while greater daily steps associated with
better cartilage composition in females.

Methods
Twenty-six individuals (61% female, age: 21±4 years, body mass
index: 24.9±2.9 kg/m2) within 18 months of a unilateral patellartendon autograft ACLR were asked to wear an ActiGraph GT9X
Link triaxial accelerometer placed over their right-hip for seven
consecutive days. A valid wear-period for the ActiGraph was
considered a minimum of 4 days (3 weekdays and 1 weekend
day) and no less than 10 hours/day. T1rho MRI were acquired on
the ACLR and uninjured contralateral limb. The articular
cartilage of the medial femoral condyle (MFC) and lateral
femoral condyle (LFC) were manually segmented and sectioned
into regions of interest (anterior, central, and posterior) based on
the location of the meniscus in the sagittal plane. T1rho in the
ACLR limb were normalized to values in the same regions of the

Significance
Personalized targets for habitual loading are needed early
following ACLR. Females post-ACLR may benefit from
therapeutic interventions aimed at increasing habitual loading.
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Table 1. Linear Regressions Between Habitual Loading and T1rho Relaxation Times in Individuals Post-ACLR
Daily Steps
MVPA
Cohort (N=26)
Males (n=10)
Females (n=16)
Cohort (N=26)
2 0.02
2 0.66
2 0.05
2 0.12
Anterior MFC
<0.001
0.06
<0.001
0.001
P=0.48
P=0.01*
P=0.40
P=0.09
2 0.01
2 0.64
2 0.28 < -0.001
2 0.001
Central MFC
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
P=0.57
P=0.01*
P=0.04 *
P=0.88
2 0.01
2 0.57
2=0.30
2<0.001
Posterior MFC
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
P=0.60
P=0.01*
<-0.001,P=0.03*
P=0.97
2 0.03
2 0.24
2<0.001
2 0.05
Anterior LFC
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
P=0.44
P=0.15
P=0.95
P=0.30
2 0.07
2 0.10
2 0.04
2 0.18
Central LFC
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.002
P=0.19
P=0.38
P=0.47
P=0.03 *
2=<0.001
2 0.02 < -0.001
2=<0.001
2 0.01
Posterior LFC
<0.001
<0.001 P=0.96
P=0.69
<0.001 0.96
P=0.62
*
(
0.05)
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Males (n=10)
2 0.75
0.056
P<0.01*
2 0.71
0.003
P<0.01*
2 0.45
0.002
P=0.03*
2 0.50
0.002
P=0.023 *
2 0.35
0.003
P=0.07
2 0.01
<0.001
P=0.76

Females (n=16)
2<0.001
<0.001
P=0.98
2 0.11
-0.002
P=0.22
2 0.12
-0.001
P=0.19
2<0.001
< -0.001 P=0.98
2 0.02
<0.001
P=0.57
2 0.01
<0.001
P=0.67
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ACL, MCL, and medial meniscal injury. Furthermore, as the
mechanics of injury are better understood, improved
interventional prehabilitation can be designed to reduce these
injuries.

Introduction
Continued evidence supports that knee abduction moment is a
factor that contributes to non-contact anterior cruciate (ACL)
injury,1-2 with the non-contact mechanism accounting for 7080% of ACL injury.3 However, there are also concomitant
injuries that occur with non-contact ACL injury, including the
medial collateral ligament (MCL) and the medial meniscus.
The most commonly damaged structures of the knee are the
ACL, MCL, and menisci.
Given that these injuries present as either isolated or
concomitant, it follows that these events are driven by specific
mechanics versus mere coincidence. This study was designed to
investigate the multiplanar mechanisms and determine the
important biomechanical and demographic factors that
contribute to classification of specific injury outcomes.

Table 1. Confusion Matrix of 11-Factor LDA.
Predicted Count
ACL+
ACL+ MCL
ACL+
Injury Group
ACL
MCL+
Meniscus
MCL
Meniscus
ACL
21
2
0
0
0
Actual Count

ACL+MCL
2
8
0
1
0
ACL+MCL+
0
0
1
0
0
Meniscus
ACL+
0
0
0
3
0
Meniscus
MCL
0
0
0
0
2
Note: Highlighted boxes demonstrate agreement between predicted and
actual values. Values in the diagonals denote correct predictions.

Methods
In vivo kinetics/kinematics of 42 healthy, athletic subjects were
measured to determine stratification of injury risk (i.e. low,
medium, and high) in three degrees of knee forces/moments
(knee abduction moment, anterior tibial shear, and internal tibial
rotation). These stratified kinetic values were input into a
cadaveric impact simulator to assess ligamentous strain and
knee kinetics during a simulated landing task.1 Uni-/multi-axial
load cells and implanted strain sensors were utilized to collect
mechanical data for analysis. Data analyses were performed on
41 specimens [age 44 (37.5, 47.5) years; 79.3 (64.0, 100.9) kg;
21M:20F]. Of the 41 specimens included in this study, there
were 5 different classifications of injury (Table 1). Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was utilized to determine
classification of injury outcomes from biomechanical variables.

Significance
This study demonstrates that knee injury outcomes are not mere
coincidence, but are driven by specific injury mechanics. These
specific injury mechanics can predict the type of knee injury
outcome with high confidence. This classification paradigm is
an important step in future production of machine learning
algorithms that can rapidly assess complex, covariate data and
determine specific risk of musculoskeletal injury.

Results and Discussion
Three LDA models were generated: 5-, 10-, and the optimized
11-factor model. The 5-factor model was 14% less accurate than
the 10-factor model, but could properly classify 63.4% of
injuries [area under the curve (AUC
with ‘excellent’
prediction of 4 of 5 injury classifications. The 10-factor model
with the
ACL+MCL injury group (AUC improved from 0.68 to 0.94).
Finally, the optimized 11-factor model improved accuracy
, Fig. 1). It should be noted that since there
are 5 outcomes possible, the random chance for selection of the
appropriate outcome would be 1 in 5 (20%). These data
demonstrate that these particular knee injuries are not random
occurrence, but are determined by specific biomechanical
forces/torques at the time of injury.
Utilization of LDA accurately predicted the outcome of
knee injury from kinetic data from cadaveric simulations with
the utilization of a mechanical impact simulator. Thus, it is
possible to use knee joint kinetics to determine clinical risk of
injury as well as differentiate the likely type of presentation
during knee injury. LDA demonstrates that injury outcomes are
largely characterized by specific mechanics that can distinguish

Figure 1: ROC Curves of the 11-Factor Linear Discriminant model of
Knee Injury. The plots demonstrate the AUC and prediction
sensitivity/specificity for each injury classification.
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illness mindset ma infl ence pain o tcomes in addition to the
red ction in medial knee loading.

I

d c
Ps chological factors and the conte t of an inter ention (e.g.,
personal interactions, beliefs abo t the o tcomes, inter ention
presentation) can affect o tcomes abo e the direct effects of the
inter ention alone [1]. For e ample, telling indi id als the ha e
a high-end rance genot pe increases their cardiorespirator
capacit d ring r nning, regardless of their act al genot pe [2].
Mindsets, hich are core ass mptions abo t the nat re of things
and processes in the orld, are ps chological factors that orient
people to a partic lar set of e pectations, e planations, and goals.
Patients ith more adapti e mindsets abo t chronic illness (e.g.,
m illness ma be challenging, b t it can be managed ) report
impro ed ph sical and mental health compared to patients ith
less adapti e illness mindsets (e.g., m illness negati el
impacts all parts of m life ) [3].
The relationship bet een mindsets and biomechanical
inter entions is nkno n, et likel infl ences inter ention
efficac and patient o tcomes. As a first step to ards
nderstanding this relationship, e e al ated the association
bet een mindsets abo t chronic illness and changes in pain after
introd cing a gait modification for people
ith knee
osteoarthritis, a chronic disease. We h pothesi ed that a more
adapti e mindset abo t chronic illness o ld be associated ith
larger red ctions in pain. B st d ing mindsets and inter entions
together, e can nderstand ho the infl ence each other, and
ho the both infl ence health.

F g e 1: Change in pain s. illness mindset. A red ction in pain is
associated ith a more adapti e illness mindset.

D e to the cross-sectional nat re of this st d , e cannot
determine ca salit . Mindsets at the end of the inter ention are
likel shaped b the participant s e periences and e pectations
both before and d ring the inter ention. If biomechanical
inter entions affect mindsets, e can le erage the infl ence on
mindsets for optimal inter ention compliance, design, and
o tcomes. For e ample, e en if a biomechanical inter ention,
s ch as a gait modification, red ces knee loading, patients that do
not ha e the mindset that the can manage their disease ma not
recei e the ma im m benefit from the inter ention. In addition
to ps chological impro ements, these benefits can incl de
ph sical impro ements as mindsets can infl ence ph siological
processes, s ch as inflammation. On the other hand, mindsets
ma infl ence the efficac of inter entions b mediating
o tcomes, s ch as changes in pain. This research moti ates f t re
ork to nderstand the mechanisms b
hich biomechanical
inter entions affect mindsets and ice ersa.

Me h d
T ent -si indi id als ith radiographic knee osteoarthritis
completed one ear of gait retraining aimed at red cing the
loading in the medial compartment of their knee ( ia red cing the
knee add ction moment). D ring 13 isits to the gait lab,
participants ere trained to adopt their modified gait pattern.
Medial knee pain as assessed ith the 11-point n merical rating
scale (NRS) from no pain (0) to the orst imaginable pain (10).
Red ction in pain as defined as the difference in NRS pain
score bet een the beginning and end of the st d ( here a
positi e al e indicates less pain at the end of the st d ). At the
end of the st d , participants mindsets abo t illness ere
assessed ith the Illness Mindset In entor (IMI) [3]. The
participants illness mindsets ere calc lated as a composite
ariable (from 1-6) sing the catastrophe and manageable
s bscales of the IMI, ith higher scores reflecting the mindset
that chronic illness is manageable. We calc lated Pearson s
correlation coefficient (R) to e al ate the association bet een
illness mindsets and red ction in pain.

S g f ca ce
We fo nd that an indi id al s mindset abo t chronic illness is
related to changes in pain after a biomechanical inter ention. B
bridging the gap bet een ps cholog and biomechanics, e can
design traditional biomechanical inter entions more effecti el .
Integrating s btle n dges to ards more adapti e mindsets, s ch
as presenting an inter ention as an opport nit to manage pain or
chronic illness, ma impro e inter ention compliance and health
o tcomes.
Ac
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Re

a dD c
Illness mindset as positi el correlated ith pain red ction
(R=0.433, p=0.027), meaning a more adapti e mindset as
related to a larger red ction in pain (Fig re 1). On a erage,
participants e perienced significant red ctions in their pain
(p<0.001) and knee add ction moment (p<0.001) ith their
personali ed gait modification. These res lts s ggest that the
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Introduction
Post-stroke gait is influenced by paretic limb weakness and
marked by increases in metabolic cost. Weakness at the ankle is
associated with reduced peak ankle power and propulsion, and
knee extension is the cornerstone of stiff-knee gait, which
results in compensatory mechanics including hip hiking and
circumduction [1]. Post-stroke gait interventions often seek to
improve paretic ankle and knee function thereby reducing the
need for the compensations assumed to contribute to increased
metabolic cost [2, 3]. However, the design of these interventions
is limited since ankle and knee flexion are interrelated, making
the independent roles of ankle and knee dysfunction on metabolic
efficiency difficult to discern. Using a knee brace and custom 3D
printed ankle stay, this study isolated the contributions of
unilaterally reduced ankle flexion, knee flexion, and ankle+knee
flexion on walking outcomes and energetics. Our hypotheses are:
(h1) reduced ankle and knee flexion will result in decreased
propulsion and increased circumduction, respectively, (h2a)
Reduced ankle + knee flexion will yield the highest metabolic
cost, and (h2b) limiting ankle flexion will be more metabolically
expensive than limiting the knee.

Results and Discussion
Peak propulsion on the locked limb (Fig 1a.) was significantly
decreased in uni-ank and uni-a+k conditions compared to
unlocked, demonstrating that restricting the ankle limited
subjects’ capacity to propel forward. Additionally, hip
circumduction (Fig 1b.) was significantly higher in uni-knee and
uni-a+k conditions as compared to uni-ank condition, reinforcing
the interaction between reduced knee flexion and circumduction.
These results support h1 and demonstrate the effectiveness of
mechanical bracing to elicit compensatory strategies
characteristic of post-stroke gait.
While metabolic cost (Fig 1c.) in the uni-a+k condition was
significantly higher than unlocked and uni-knee, it was not
significantly higher than the uni-ank condition, so we reject h2a.
Additionally, the uni-ank condition was not significantly
(p=0.17) more metabolically expensive than uni-knee condition;
therefore, we reject h2b. However, we note that both the uni-ank
and uni-a+k conditions are significantly higher than the unlocked
condition, indicating that regardless of restrictions in knee
flexion, any direct restriction on the ankle is metabolically
detrimental. Further, the significant increase in metabolic rate
between uni-knee and uni-a+k suggests that combined restriction
of the ankle and knee is more metabolically detrimental than
restriction of the knee in isolation.

Methods
Data were recorded for 15 (7M/8F) unimpaired controls walking
(0.8ms-1) for 7 mins in the following conditions: braced control
(unlocked), unilaterally fixed ankle (uni-ank), unilaterally fixed
knee (uni-knee), and unilaterally fixed ankle and knee (uni-a+k).
We converted recorded rates of oxygen consumption and carbon
dioxide production to metabolic powers [4]. A motion analysis
system recorded 3D positions of markers placed on the pelvis and
lower limbs. Simulations performed in OpenSim (v3.3) used a
lower limb model adapted from a full-body model and scaled to
participants [5]. Inverse kinematics, inverse dynamics, and
analysis tools were used to compute joint angles, moments, and
powers, respectively. Limb circumduction was calculated as
maximum lateral foot displacement during swing [1]. Ground
reaction forces measured on an instrumented dual-belt treadmill
were used to identify peak propulsion. Outcome measures were
averaged over 10 consecutive gait cycles, and statistical
significance between conditions was determined by paired t-tests
(p<0.05) with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

Significance
These results confirm that the combined impacts of reduced ankle
and knee flexion are more detrimental metabolically than reduced
knee flexion alone, providing support for the potential of anklebased rehabilitative technologies in persons post-stroke to
provide a metabolic benefit.
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Introduction
Individuals with post-stroke hemiparesis demonstrate decreased
propulsive force generation from the paretic leg during late
stance, measured as anteriorly-directed ground reaction force
(AGRF).1 Reduced paretic AGRF adversely impacts gait speed,
inter-limb symmetry, and walking function.1,2 Gait interventions
such as treadmill training, functional electrical stimulation, and
gait biofeedback have shown improvements in paretic AGRF.3-6
Gait biofeedback (BF) provides the user with instantaneous,
quantitative information regarding a targeted gait variable with
the intent to improve gait impairments. Previously, we showed
that a single session of real-time AGRF BF improves peak AGRF
in post-stroke and young able-bodied individuals, with
concomitant short-term improvements in gait variables such as
plantarflexor (PF) moment and trailing limb angle.5,6
PF moment and ankle power generation during the mid- to
late stance phase of gait contribute to propulsive force generation,
which is crucial for normal stance-to-swing transition, and are
reduced in individuals post stroke.2 Dynamic ankle-joint stiffness
(DAS) during gait is the resistance to an applied moment, with
contributions from both active and passive mechanisms.7,8 DAS
can be modulated in response to mechanical demands of walking
and contributes to propulsion.9 The relative contributions of
active (e.g. PF moment and power) versus more passive (e.g.
stiffness) factors to gait propulsion are poorly understood,
especially post-stroke. The purpose of this study was to examine
the contributions of peak PF moment and DAS on BF-induced
increases in AGRF in able-bodied and post-stroke individuals.

BF increased DAS in both the paretic (post-stroke) and right leg
(control), with increase of 17.1% and 31.8%, respectively
(F(1,17)=9.22, p = .007). Although AGRF-BF induced significant
increases in peak AGRF, PF moment, and DAS, correlations
among these % change scores were weak (R2=0.03-0.2).

Figure 1. (A) DAS and (B) Peak PF moment data. *indicates
significant increase between Baseline to AGRF-BF.
While both stroke and able-bodied groups showed significant
improvements in both DAS and PF moment during AGRF-BF
versus baseline, smaller increases in DAS were observed in the
paretic limb post-stroke (17.1%) than in able-bodied individuals
(31.8%). We speculate that post-stroke, there may be greater
contributions of passive versus active mechanisms to DAS8,
explaining smaller BF-induced increases in DAS on the paretic
leg post-stroke compared to controls, in contrast to similar
improvements in PF moment (15.9% vs. 11.0%). Additionally,
lack of correlation among % change scores may reflect variable
movement strategies as participants develop individualized
biomechanical solutions to achieve greater propulsion during BF.

Methods
Baseline gait data were collected on 9 individuals with poststroke hemiparesis (6 M, 3 F, 63 ± 9.8 y, 44.9 ± 36.0 months poststroke) and 9 able-bodied individuals (2 M, 7 F, 24.6 ± 3.0 y) as
they walked at a self-selected pace on an instrumented treadmill
(Baseline). Next, during a BF trial at matched speed (AGRF-BF),
participants were provided audiovisual feedback to increase peak
AGRF in the paretic (stroke) or right (healthy) leg by 25%
compared to baseline.5,6
Gait biomechanics data were collected with (AGRF-BF) and
without (Baseline) AGRF biofeedback. Dependent variables
included peak AGRF, peak PF moment, and DAS of the targeted
limb. DAS was calculated as the average of ankle moment-ankle
angle slopes during dorsiflexion during the stance phase of gait.7,8
Repeated measures ANOVAs and % change scores (AGRF-BF
versus Baseline) were calculated to examine the effects of
AGRF-BF. Correlation analyses evaluated relationships among
% change scores for each combination of dependent variables.

Significance
Our results take a step toward elucidating potential contributions
of passive and active mechanisms to propulsion during late
stance in individuals post-stroke, using gait biofeedback as a
probe. Future studies will investigate intrinsic factors
contributing to DAS during gait in able-bodied versus post-stroke
individuals, by concurrent measurement of joint excursion and
angular velocities, EMG, and clinical measures. This work has
potential clinical implications for gait rehabilitation targeted at
enhancing propulsion and gait speed in individuals post-stroke.
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Results and Discussion
As intended, BF targeting peak AGRF successfully increased
peak AGRF during stance of the target leg in both post-stroke and
control subjects by 150.7% and 61.6%, respectively. (F(1,17) =
44.78, p < .001). AGRF-BF increased PF moment in both paretic
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min). Thus, participants acquired and accepted positive work by
the treadmill to reduce the work by the legs at initial exposure to
the split-belt treadmill. However, after removing feedback,
participants generated similar amounts of work as seen in
unguided adaptation (Fig 2B, 6th and 15th min).
Results suggest that short-term, guided experience with a less
energetically costly gait can aid in increasing external assistance,
but is not sufficient for people to retain this gait when guidance is
removed. Therefore, performance using guided experience is not
an indication that individuals have learned how to adjust their gait
to accelerate energetic optimization.

Introduction
Human gait patterns are influenced by our surroundings, and
when introduced to potential sources of assistance, our
neuromotor system adapts our gait to take advantage of this
assistance. We recently found that split-belt treadmills can act as
assistive devices by performing positive work on the body during
walking [1]. During initial split-belt adaptation, step lengths are
longer with the leg on the slow belt, but as time progresses, people
lengthen the steps on the fast belt [2] and gradually reduce the
mechanical work performed by the legs [3] and metabolic cost [4].
As people bring their fast leg further forward to walk with longer
steps on the fast belt, they generate net negative work with the
legs such that people can exploit the work done by the treadmill
to reduce the positive work by the legs [1]. However, the
emergence of this gait requires at least three times longer than is
typically allotted in adaptation experiments [5]. Whether
instructing individuals to walk with a gait that minimizes the
amount of positive work by the legs would change the timescale
of the adaptation process has yet to be determined. We
hypothesized that providing people with guided experience of a
gait that exploits positive work from the treadmill will accelerate
adaptation toward a less energetically costly gait [6].

Figure 1. Foot placement on the fast belt relative to the body. A)
Timeseries. Off-red: Guided adaptation. Black: Data from previous
adaptation study. Vertical lines: start of SplitNoFBK trial. B) Foot
placement at specific timepoints during our study and a previous
unguided adaptation study (Adapt).

Methods
Eight people walked on an instrumented split-belt treadmill with
left and right belts moving at 0.5 m/s and 1.5 m/s, respectively.
We measured ground reaction forces and the location of ankle
markers. We defined step lengths as the distance between ankle
markers at heel strike and step length asymmetry (SLA) as fast
minus slow step length, normalized by the sum. Participants used
visual feedback to maintain an SLA of +15% for five minutes
(SplitFBK), and after five minutes, we turned the feedback off
(SplitNoFBK) without stopping the treadmill and participants
walked for an additional 10 minutes. We calculated the
mechanical work rate using the individual limbs method [3,7]. We
compared fast limb placement at heel-strike and fast leg work rate
for the first minute (1st min) of SplitFBK and the first and last
minute after feedback was turned off (SplitNoFBK) to data at the
same time-points (6th and 15th min) from a previous unguided
adaptation study [5] using independent samples t-tests.

Figure 2. Positive work rate by the fast leg. A) Timeseries. B) Positive
work rate at specific timepoints.

Significance
The success of assistive devices for reducing energy cost depends
not only on their design but also on the neuromotor system’s
ability to adapt coordination to take advantage of external
assistance. Accelerating adaptation to assistive devices will lead
to more effective implementation of these systems both in healthy
and pathological populations. Here, we show that despite the
effective use of external assistance with guided feedback,
individuals do not retain coordination patterns that allow them to
effectively take advantage of assistance in the absence of
feedback. Therefore, short exposure with less energetically costly
gaits is not enough to accelerate adaptation of locomotion to use
external assistance.

Results and Discussion
During SplitFBK, participants rapidly increased forward
placement of the fast leg compared to unguided adaptation (Fig.
1A & B, p=6.69×10-6). This increase in forward foot placement
led to a positive SLA (0.08 ± 0.05). Initially, during SplitNoFBK,
limb placement remained further forward compared to unguided
adaptation (6th min, p=0.020). By the end of adaptation, limb
placement was not different between participants who
experienced guided vs. unguided adaptation [8] (15th min,
p=0.090). The initial increase in forward foot placement was
accompanied by a lower positive work rate by the fast leg during
SplitFBK compared to unguided adaptation (Fig. 2A, p=0.039 1st
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Introduction
Hemiparetic and amputee gaits are often asymmetric and
uneconomical [1]. Consequently, asymmetry has been thought to
explain the added cost of pathological gait. But it is also possible
that gait asymmetry may be adopted if it is energetically optimal.
Adaptability of gait asymmetry is often shown using a splitbelt treadmill. Following an adaptation period, step lengths return
to symmetry while step times become asymmetric [2]. Recent
studies have estimated the energetically optimal value of step
length asymmetry [3], but it is unknown how step time
asymmetry affects energy cost of split-belt treadmill walking.
Here, we tested the hypothesis that the preferred asymmetry
in step times and step lengths adopted during split-belt treadmill
walking are selected to optimize energy cost. We tested this
hypothesis in 3 speed-difference conditions in which the average
speed was kept constant at 1.25 m s 1 while speed-differences
were set at 0.5 m s 1, 1.0 m s 1 and 1.5 m s 1.

P=0.037; post-hoc tests P≥0.168). In contrast to step time
asymmetry, preferred values of step length asymmetry were not
energetically optimal (Fig. 1D; 0.036 for 0.5 m s 1, P=0.001;
0.061 for 1.0 m s 1, P<0.001; 0.086 for 1.5 m s 1, P<0.001).
While modifying step length asymmetry may lead to energy
savings during the adaptation period [2,3], our results suggest that
the preferred value of step length asymmetry is not selected in
order to optimize energy cost.
Our findings show that humans will adopt an asymmetric
gait to optimize energy cost and suggest that energy optimization
of gait asymmetry is associated with the control of temporal gait
asymmetry.

Methods
We recruited 10 healthy, young participants that walked on a
split-belt treadmill in 3 speed-difference conditions ( 0.5 m s 1,
1.0 m s 1 and 1.5 m s 1) on separate days. Speed-differences
between the belts were set at 0.5 m s 1, 1.0 m s 1 and 1.5 m s 1
while the average belt speed was constant at 1.25 m s 1. During
each visit, participants walked: 1) with tied-belts at 1.25 m s 1; 2)
in an adaptation trial with belts split to assess preferred
asymmetry; and 3) in cost mapping trials with belts split. Cost
mapping consisted of one set of trials with step time asymmetry
enforced to 0.10, 0.05, 0, +0.05 and +0.10 of the preferred
value (obtained during adaptation) and another set of trials with
step length as mmetr enforced to 0.10, 0.05, 0, +0.05 and
+0.10. Asymmetry is calculated as the difference between the 2
steps divided by their sum. We express metabolic cost as the
percentage of net metabolic power of split-belt walking relative
to its value during tied-belt walking. Energetically optimal values
of asymmetry were estimated for individual participants from the
cost mapping trial with minimal metabolic cost. We used paired
t-tests to test if the preferred asymmetry in step times and step
lengths were different from the energetically optimal value of
asymmetry.

Figure 1: Preferred asymmetry and cost mapping during splitbelt treadmill walking. Preferred step time asymmetry (A) and
step length asymmetry (C) obtained from adaptation trials (error
bars are S.D.). Metabolic cost of step time asymmetry (B) and
step length asymmetry (D) from cost mapping trials (error bars
are S.E.M.). Metabolic cost is net metabolic power relative to its
value in tied-belt walking at 1.25 m s 1.
Significance
We have shown that healthy humans adopt asymmetric step times
during split-belt treadmill walking that are energetically optimal.
Our results support the idea that gait asymmetry may be adopted
if asymmetry is energetically optimal. This suggests that the gait
asymmetry commonly seen in clinical populations may be
adopted because it is an economical gait pattern for these
individuals and that enforcing a symmetric gait pattern will result
in increased energy cost. Of special notice is whether gait
asymmetry is manifested in the spatial or temporal domain since
our results suggest that it is only the control of temporal gait
asymmetry that is associated with energy optimization.

Results and Discussion
Participants increased their preferred value of step time
asymmetry with greater speed-differences between belts
(Fig. 1A; 0.080, 0.178 and 0.282, F2,18=288.1, P<0.001; post-hoc
tests P<0.001). Participants preferred al e of step time
asymmetry tracked the energetically optimal values (Fig. 1B;
0.082 for 0.5 m s 1, P=0.407; 0.183 for 1.0 m s 1, P=0.545;
0.302 for 1.5 m s 1, P=0.096). This suggests that participants
adopted asymmetric step times in order to optimize energy cost.
Participants preferred values of step length asymmetry
remained constant, and nearly symmetric, with greater speeddifferences (Fig. 1C; 0.024, 0.034 and 0.047, F2,18=4.0,
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Introduction
Older adults exhibit a substantial reduction in push-off intensity
during walking that is often attributed to deficits in mechanical
output from the plantarflexor muscles. Yet, muscle strengthening
has been generally unsuccessful in improving habitual gait
performance [1], indicating the plantarflexors are not the sole
source of age-related reductions in push-off intensity. Recent
studies have revealed an important role for foot structures in
governing push-off power during walking [2]. The structures of
the foot (e.g. plantar aponeurosis and intrinsic muscles) are
uniquely suited to function as both a stiff lever for push-off and
an elastic energy storage and return system[3] for economical
locomotion. However, the effect of age on foot mechanics during
walking is unclear. The purpose of this study was to quantify agerelated differences in foot mechanical work during walking.
Consistent with evidence of age-related decreases in the stiffness
of elastic tissues spanning the foot and ankle [4], we hypothesized
that (i) older adults would exhibit less positive foot work and
more net negative foot work compared to young adults – effects
that would (ii) increase with locomotor demand.

Methods
9 young (24±3 yrs, 76.5±10 kg, 1.7±0.1 m, 5M/4F) and 9 older
adults (73±4 yrs, 69.3±6.8 kg, 1.7±0.1 m, 5M/4F) walked
barefoot on an instrumented treadmill at three speeds (0.8, 1.2,
and 1.6 m/s). Subjects also walked at 1.2 m/s while wearing a
waistbelt connected to a motor that prescribed constant horizontal
pulling forces (impeding or aiding) equal to 5% body weight.
Lower limb kinetics and kinematics were recorded during all
walking trials. We calculated foot work in Visual3D using a
unified deformable foot model, accounting for contributions of
structures distal to the hindfoot s center-of-mass [5]. Two mixedfactor ANOVAs were performed to test for the effect of age and
speed (0.8, 1.2, 1.6 m/s) or horizontal pulling force (1.2 m/s,
aiding, impeding) on positive and net foot work.
Results and Discussion
Consistent with our first hypothesis, we found that older adults
generated, on average, 38% less positive and 76% more net
negative foot work across speeds (𝑊 : p=0.007; 𝑊 : p=0.014)
and pulling forces (𝑊 : p=0.001; 𝑊 : p=0.007) compared to
young adults (Fig. 1). Contrary to our second hypothesis, the
effect of age on positive and net foot work did not change with
increasing speed (age×condition, 𝑊 : p=0.527; 𝑊 : p=0.108)
or pulling force (age×condition, 𝑊 : p=0.251; 𝑊 : p=0.543).
Although both age groups responded similarly to changes in
locomotor demand, greater energy losses via foot structures
would appear to place older adults at more of a mechanical
disadvantage to young adults during walking tasks with greater
demand for power generation; specifically, impeding forces are
functionally analogous to accelerating or walking uphill.
Significance
Age-related differences in foot mechanics may contribute to
reduced push-off intensity - directly via foot mechanical energy
loss, and indirectly via the misappropriation of ankle power
output. Moreover, mechanical energy losses via the foot may
have metabolic consequences with additional functional
relevance. Ultimately, these findings emphasize the need for
broader perspective in our biomechanical understanding and thus
clinical management of walking ability limitations in our rapidly
aging population.
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In rod c ion
Children ith Cerebral Pals (CP) often e hibit contractures,
spasticit and impairments in selective motor control [1], hich
collectivel contribute to inappropriatel timed and modulated
muscle forces during alking. This can result in severe gait
disorders that make dail activities challenging and e hausting
[2]. Treatments for gait disorders in children ith CP, e.g.
spasticit treatments, muscle lengthening procedures, and tendon
transfers, are intended to alter muscle-tendon mechanics.
Ho ever, conventional gait anal sis cannot be used to infer the
underl ing muscle-tendon mechanics, particularl
in
pathological gait. We are e ploring the use of shear ave
tensiometr [3] to directl gauge muscle actions during gait in
children ith CP. In this stud , e tested the h pothesis that
tendon shear ave patterns ould be distinct from joint torques.

Relative to the ankle, there as significantl less ( <0.01)
and more variable correlation bet een patellar tendon ave
speed and knee torque (Table 1). The mutual information inde
as significant in 8/9 cases (MI range: 0.1-0.4) and 8/15 controls
(MI range: 0.1-0.4). We noted in individual trials periods of high
patellar tendon ave speed and lo knee torque (Fig 1), hich
can arise from co-contraction of the knee e tensors and fle ors.

Me hod
Nine children ith CP (cases) and fifteen t picall developing
children (controls) participated in this stud . The cases ere all
GMFCS levels 1 or 2 and had previousl received one or more
orthopaedic treatments. Shear ave tensiometers ere secured
over the Achilles and patellar tendons of the more affected limb
of the cases, and on the right limb of the controls. Tendon ave
speeds ere measured at 50 H during preferred speed alking.
We normali ed ave speed to the peak value and subtracted the
minimum ave speed ( hich appro imated a ero-load state).
Lo er e tremit kinematics and EMG activities ere measured
bilaterall throughout [4]. Sagittal knee and ankle torques ere
calculated using inverse d namics and normali ed to bod mass.
We calculated both the Pearson correlation and mutual
information (MI) inde [5] bet een patellar or Achilles tendon
ave speeds and knee or ankle torques, respectivel . MI values
ere normali ed such that 0.0 ould indicate no s nchron
bet een the t o variables and 1.0 ould indicate that the t o
variables covar e actl together. Monte Carlo resampling (100)
as used to determine significant MI values [6].

Fig re 1: Representative data sho s strong correspondence
bet een Achilles tendon ave speed and ankle torque, even in
cases here temporal patterns differ. Correspondence bet een
patellar tendon ave speed and torque is more variable.
Significance
We are assessing hether shear ave tensiometr can be used to
guide treatments of gait disorders in CP. Our data sho s that
Achilles tendon ave speeds can capture the net ankle loading
seen in pathological gait. Patellar tendon ave speeds ere
sho n to both track periods of knee e tensor loading and ma
also capture periods of co-contraction. We note that our current
anal sis has been limited to patients ith CP ho are GMFCS
levels 1 and 2 and ho e hibited relativel mild gait disorders.
Ongoing testing is evaluating hether these results e tend to
more severe gait disorders and to evaluate ho tensiometr can
be used to evaluate specific treatments.

Re l and Di c ion
We found a high correlation bet een Achilles tendon ave speed
and ankle torque in both the cases and controls (Table 1). The
mutual information bet een Achilles tendon ave speed and
ankle torque as significant in 8/9 cases (MI range: 0.1-0.5) and
13/15 controls (MI range: 0.1-0.3). It is notable that the
corresponence as evident across the varied gait patterns seen in
the patients ith CP. For e ample, equinus gait gives rise to earl
triceps surae loading that is visible in both the Achilles tendon
ave speed and ankle torque signals (Fig 1).
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Table 1: Mean (SD) linear correlation coefficient bet een
tendon ave speed and joint torque.
Ca e
Con rol
Patellar/Knee
0.70 (0.37)
0.76 (0.13)
Achilles/Ankle
0.97 (0.02)
0.96 (0.03)
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extensor moment and power for all joints. The impact of the ankle
weights on joint kinetics was generally small, but varied by joint
and gravity level. In particular, ankle weights led to a larger
decrease in the plantar flexion peak power at lower gravity levels
(higher bodyweight support) than at 1.0G (Fig. 1).
The large burst in ankle plantar flexion power at the end of
stance contributes both to redirecting the center of mass to vault
over the stance limb and to accelerate the trailing limb into swing
[2]. Our findings show a large decrease in ankle push-off power
with increased bodyweight support at the torso, which is in
agreement with the theory that ankle push-off contributes to
moving the center of mass. We also found that push-off power
increased with the addition of ankle weights, supporting the
theory that ankle push-off contributes to acceleration of the
trailing swing leg. These results support both interpretations of
ankle plantar flexor mechanical power at the end of the stance
phase.

Introduction
Bodyweight support can be used in biomechanics research to
study the relationship between weight support and joint
dynamics. Bodyweight support is also widely used as a
rehabilitation therapy after neurological injury. Increasing the
amount of harness bodyweight support decreases peak extensor
moments of the ankle, knee, and hip [1]. One possible way to alter
lower limb joint flexor muscle loading is to add ankle weights, a
strategy used in strength training and rehabilitation. Given past
debates about the role of plantar flexion power at the end of
stance [3], we decided to investigate how ankle weights would
affect joint dynamics during walking with and without
bodyweight support. If plantar flexor power contributes
substantially to accelerating the trailing limb for swing, then
adding ankle weights would lead to increased plantar flexion
peak power regardless of bodyweight support level.
Methods
Twelve participants (5 male, 7 female, 26±4 years old, 70±8 kg
in mass) walked across an overground walkway at a speed of 1.2
m/s. Participants were supported at 100%, 76%, 55% and 31%
gravity (G) via a harness connected to constant force springs
which were attached to a trolley mounted on a ceiling I-beam. At
all support levels, participants walked with and without 1.81 kg
(4-pound) weights attached at the bottom of each shank. 3 force
plates along the walkway and a motion capture system were used
to record both kinetics and kinematics.
We used Visual3D to model and calculate joint angles,
moments and powers. To account for the mass added to the
shank, we made a second Visual3D model for each participant
with modified mass, center of mass, and moment inertia
properties for the shank. We normalized data to body mass,
stride, and averaged across participants.

Significance
The results from this experimental intervention supports the
theoretical effects of ankle joint function during human walking
[2]. It also provides some useful data for considering how to use
bodyweight support and ankle weights to target specific muscle
groups and gait deficiencies during rehabilitation after
neurological injury. Lastly, with the development of powered
lower limb prostheses and robotic lower limb exoskeletons,
having a good understanding of how mass added to the lower
limb affects walking biomechanics can be useful for future
assistive technology design.
Acknowledgments
We thank Angel Bu and Han Nguyen for their assistance
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Results and Discussion
The angle, moment, and power of the lower limb joints were all
affected by level of bodyweight support (Fig. 1). Increased
bodyweight support decreased the magnitude of flexor and

Figure 1: Angle, moment, and power for the hip, knee, and ankle joints during the gait cycle Ankle weights at 0.31G have a larger effect on ankle
plantar flexor power than at 1.0G.
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Split-belt walking against resistance increases walking propulsion asymmetrically
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Introduction
Progression of walking requires the generation of positive work
on the center of mass in the direction of travel, which is
primarily generated by locomotor propulsive forces applied by
the stance limb. Symmetric lower extremity propulsive force
production is a hallmark of normal gait and related to similar
positive work production between limbs as well as relatively
low energetic cost of walking1. In certain patient populations
with kinematic limb asymmetry (e.g., persons post-stroke), this
compensatory gait adaptation is related with slower gait speed,
higher energy utilization and asymmetric lower extremity force
production2. Interventions to mitigate asymmetries have
primarily focused on modifying kinematic strategies to reduce
step length asymmetry using a split-belt walking paradigm
whereby one belt goes faster than the other. It is unclear if
increased propulsive forces account for the reported improved
symmetry. Other novel interventions encourage greater
propulsive force output using impeding forces3. We performed
a study whereby we combined split-belt treadmill walking with
increasing impeding forces (hill walking) in young healthy
individuals to assess the ability to specifically target increased
force output in given limb.

Figure 1. Result of the split belt incline conditions. 1A Propulsive
impulse with incline 1B % stance with respect to split-belt and incline,
1C Peak propulsive force with respect to split-belt and incline 1D
propulsive work with respect to split belt and incline #significant
interaction, *significant effect of limb, ^significant effect of slope

the interaction was not significant (0.818), suggesting that this
variable did not explain the interaction effect on propulsive
impulse. Time spent in propulsion (i.e. positive GRF) however,
increased with slope to a greater amount for the slow limb
compared to the fast limb (p<0.05 interaction) explaining the
propulsive impulse finding. Peak propulsive GRF forces for
both limbs increased at the same rate (p<0.001 main effect of
slope) and the limb on the fast belt generated a larger peak GRF
(p<0.001 main effect of limb Figure 1C), with no significant
interaction (p=0.939). Ankle joint work increased with slope
(p<0.01) while the limb on the fast belt performed 70% more
positive work than the limb on the slow belt (p<0.01 Figure
1D). This data may suggest that under these conditions
increased propulsive impulse may relate to increased time spent
in the stance phase on the slow belt supporting body weight,
whereas the increased positive ankle work by the limb on the
faster belt is in response to an increased propulsive stimulus to
that limb (faster belt+increased resistive forces via treadmill
belt incline). It would be of interest to extend this analysis to
the hip extensors as well.

Methods
We recruited 10 healthy, young adults to participate in this
study (mean age: 25.3; mean height: 1.72 m; mean mass: 72.27
kg). Individuals were excluded if they had any lower extremity
injury within 6 months prior to participation. We collected
kinematics and ground reaction forces (GRF) simultaneously
using an 8-camera motion capture system (Vicon) and a dualbelt, force instrumented treadmill (Motek), respectively. Data
was processed in Visual 3D and Matlab. Participants walked
under the following belt speed configurations: both belts tied at
0.5 m/s and at 1.0 m/s, belts split, with the left belt at 1.0 m/s
and the right belt at 0.5 m/s for all participants. After each splitbelt trial the participant walked with the belts tied at 1.0 m/s to
serve as a “wash out” trial. These conditions were performed in
the order listed above at 0 degrees, +5 degrees, and +10 degrees
of treadmill incline. Thus, each participant performed a total of
11 walking trials. The “wash out” trials were collected until the
participants felt that their gait had normalized and visually
appeared to have returned to a normal gait pattern. Brief periods
of rest were provided between each trial. For this abstract, only
split-belt data on the 0 degrees, +5 degrees, and +10 degrees of
incline are presented. Prior investigations have used multiple
measures to assess asymmetric force production such as peak
propulsive force, peak power production, propulsive impulse
and positive ankle work generation4. A repeated measures
ANOVA was used to assess the effect of limb and incline on
these measures with a Bonferoni post hoc analysis.

Significance
Split-belt treadmill walking paradigms may create
opportunities to improve asymmetric gait adaptations that
negatively impact walking in patient populations. Addition of
resistive force (e.g., incline walking) to forward progression
showed that, depending on the variable used, different decisions
can be made about which limb to put on the fast belt and which
limb to put on the slow belt to improve kinetic asymmetric gait
adaptations. This requires an assessment of goals for the
training be carefully laid out.

Results and Discussion
For propulsive GRF impulse, we observed an interaction effect
of belt speed and slope (p < 0.001, Figure 1A) where the GRF
impulse of the limb on the slow belt increased at a greater rate
than the fast belt. Stance time did not change with slope
(p=0.546) but was different between limb(p<0.001) however
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Introduction
Reducing knee contact force (KCF) during gait is the target of
many non-surgical interventions for knee osteoarthritis1. Muscle
forces are responsible for 50-75% of KCF during walking2, but
most joint-offloading interventions do not target the muscle
contribution to KCF. Musculoskeletal simulations suggest that
minimizing the activation of the gastrocnemius muscle, without
changing joint-level kinetics, could reduce the second peak of
KCF3. However, it is unknown what muscle compensations are
necessary to walk without activating the gastrocnemius and
whether humans can change the relative activation of redundant
muscles during a complex task like walking. The aims of our
study were to identify the coordination changes necessary to walk
with minimal gastrocnemius activity, to test whether healthy
individuals could learn this new coordination pattern with
biofeedback, and to evaluate if the intervention reduced the
second peak of KCF.

Fig. 1a). The average ankle plantarflexion moment during the
retention trial trended towards being equivalent to baseline
, Fig. 1b). These results demonstrate that when provided
with interpretable EMG biofeedback, healthy individuals can
quickly learn to change the activation of redundant muscles while
maintaining normal joint kinetics.
The 8 participants who retained a reduction in gastrocnemius
activation reduced their second peak of KCF by 0.41±0.34
bodyweights (12
0.011) compared to baseline (Fig. 1c).
This KCF reduction is similar to the effect of losing 20% of
bodyweight5, suggesting that gastrocnemius avoidance gait may
be a promising new intervention for knee osteoarthritis.

Methods
To investigate the differences between natural and
“gastrocnemius avoidance” coordination patterns, we simulated
walking in OpenSim4 with two static optimization objective
functions: one that minimized the sum of activations squared and
another that additionally penalized gastrocnemius activation.
Walking without the gastrocnemius required increased soleus
and hamstrings activation to generate the necessary ankle
plantarflexion and knee flexion moments.
Based on the simulation results, we chose to retrain the
relative activation of the ankle plantarflexors, with the goal of
reducing gastrocnemius activity without altering the ankle
plantarflexion moment. Ten healthy adults (26±4 years old, 4
female) performed five 6-minute walking trials on an
instrumented treadmill: a baseline trial, three feedback trials, and
a retention trial. During all feedback trials, a real-time bar plot
instructed participants to reduce their gastrocnemius to soleus
activation ratio, which we defined as the ratio of the average
electromyogram (EMG) linear envelopes. During the final two
feedback trials, participants were given additional feedback (bar
color) to reduce average gastrocnemius EMG. No feedback was
given during the retention trial. To evaluate the effect of
gastrocnemius avoidance gait on KCF, we simulated five gait
cycles from the baseline and retention trials using a custom static
optimization algorithm that minimized activations squared while
constraining the simulated gastrocnemius to soleus activation
ratio to match the ratio from EMG.

Fig. 1: (a) During the retention trial, participants reduced their
gastrocnemius to soleus activation ratio
(b) without
substantially changing their average
to baseline). (c) The 8 participants who retained a reduction in
gastrocnemius activation reduced the simulation-estimated second peak
of knee contact force by 12% (
(* p<0.05)

Significance
Simulation-guided coordination retraining is a promising tool for
reducing joint contact force in the knee as well as in other
redundantly-actuated joints that often experience osteoarthritis,
such as the hip. More generally, we show how simulations and
biofeedback can be coupled to design coordination retraining
interventions that achieve non-intuitive but clinically-meaningful
objectives. This approach may allow individuals to optimize
muscle coordination for a variety of rehabilitation, injury
prevention, and sports performance applications.
Acknowledgments
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Muscle activity and KCF were compared between trials
using twith a Benjamini Hochberg correction. We
compared average ankle moments using a TOST equivalence test
with equivalence bounds of 1 baseline standard deviation.
Average values are reported as mean ± standard deviation.
Results and Discussion
During the retention trial, participants reduced
gastrocnemius to soleus activation ratio by 25±
and their average gastrocnemius activation
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Surface stiffness affects knee joint kinetics during decline but not level running
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Introduction
Running provides numerous health benefits and detriments
including increased cardiovascular health and knee joint injuries,
respectively. Here we focus on knee joint loading as a potential
mechanism for tissue conditioning and knee injury. External
loads in running, i.e. GRFs, are affected by surface inclination (1)
and surface stiffness (2) with downhill running and stiffer
surfaces associated with relatively large GRFs. Since runners
increase their lower extremity stiffness with less stiff surfaces (3)
the effect of surface stiffness on actual knee loads is difficult to
predict (and is not in the literature) as is the interaction of
inclination and stiffness. Indeed, we envision the potential of
softer surfaces to reduce knee loads in decline but not level
running because the displacement of the surface material during
runner-surface interactions may be greater in decline running; i.e.
he r nner momen m o ld be directed more along the surface
in decline vs level running. We therefore hypothesized an
interaction effect between surface inclination and stiffness on
knee joint loads: a less stiff surface will reduce knee loads more
in decline and less in level running. The purpose of this study was
to test the effect of surface stiffness on knee joint loads in decline
and level running.

differences may have been observed between decline and level
running, respectively. At faster speeds, the differences between
surface inclinations may be reduced if the given mat could not
dissipate the loads sufficiently in decline running. Different mat
thicknesses and shore specifications could also yield different
results. Given these limitations, we observed support for the
hypothesis that reductions in surface stiffness during decline
running would reduce knee joint forces more so than during
level running.

Figure 1: A) maximum posterior ground reaction force, B)
maximum patello-femoral compression, #interaction p<.005, *
decline p<.05.

Methods
14 healthy runners (22 yrs, 71 kg, 8 males) provided written
informed consent to university approved procedures. Knee joint
patello-femoral compression and tibio-femoral compression and
shear forces were modelled (4) from GRFs and kinematics during
10° decline and level running at a controlled speed (mean 3.2 ms1
), both with and without a 3 cm thick polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
sponge shock absorbing mat (closed cell, Shore 00 65) placed
along the entire runway. All trials used a heel-strike pattern.
Maximum forces were analysed with 2-way (inclination x surface
stiffness) ANOVA followed by Scheffe post hoc tests, all p<0.05.

Figure 2: A) maximum tibio-femoral compression, B)
maximum tibio-femorial shear, #interaction p<.005, * decline
p<.05.
Significance
We demonstrated that within our limitations, reducing surfaces
stiffness does not reduce knee joint loads in healthy, young adults
during moderate speed level running. Further, the same reduction
in surface stiffness can reduce knee loads during moderate angled
decline running. These data provide a basis to hypothesize about
tissue conditioning and running injury and the interactions
highlight the need for more comprehensive analyses when
investigating running biomechanics.

Results and Discussion
Significant interactions were observed for the four forces in
figures 1 and 2. Decline running on reduced surface stiffness
lowered the posterior GRF 56% and the patello-femoral
compression, tibio-femoral compression and shear forces 15%,
6%, 15%, respectively, compared to the stiffer surface, all
p<0.05. Whereas, surface stifness had no effect on these forces in
level running (all p>0.18).
Maximum vertical GRF was not affected by inclination angle
or surface stiffness (data not shown). We suggest that the mat
reduced knee forces in decline but not level running because the
impact between runner and surface was more in line with the
surface in decline producing a larger displacement of the mat
material (thus the reduced Ant/post but not vertical GRF). We
note the general similarity between the magnitude of the decline
and level forces may have been due to the 10% shorter stride
length in decline (means, 2.21 m vs 2.44 m, p<0.001)
These data may be specific to the declination angle, running
speed, and amount and quality of the cushioning mat surface. At
lower and higher angles of decline running smaller and larger
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Figure 1: Summary of the experimental setup, data acquisition, analysis, and results.

Introduction
Joint load during dynamic activities is an important metric for
understanding the mechanics of knee joint injuries [1], assessing
the progression of disease [2], and evaluating rehabilitation and
prevention procedures [3]. However, knee joint load cannot be
measured directly but instead must be estimated in facilities that
have access to advanced data acquisition tools (including motion
capture systems, force plates, and often surface
electromyography (EMG) sensors) [4]. A wearable solution that
could offer continuous monitoring of joint load and be readily
integrated into a brace or wearable exoskeleton would offer new
possibilities for clinicians to assess rehabilitation procedures and
for device designers to incorporate joint load into adaptive
control schemes.
Joint acoustic emissions can enable differentiation of healthy
and injured knees [5], evaluation of the progress of knee injury
rehabilitation [6], and detection of changes in mechanical load
during controlled flexion-extension tasks [7][8]. This study
investigates whether joint acoustic emissions can be used to
estimate joint load, specifically during walking.

second minute for testing. A model was developed for each
subject (Figure 1b,c).
Results and Discussion
The results show that the joint load for a three-cycle average can
be predicted with a root-mean-squared error of 73.2 ± 10.5N and
a mean absolute percent error of 3.3 ± 0.4% of the total load. For
the correlation plot (Figure 1d), the JRF for each subject was
normalized to the normal body weight condition at 1.3 m/s.
Ongoing work includes examining the relationship between joint
acoustics and varying walking speeds, as well as developing a
subject-independent model for estimating joint load. The key
result of this study is that joint acoustic emissions contain
information about loading that can be extracted during walking
in order to estimate joint load.
Significance
Joint acoustic emissions have the potential to estimate joint load
accessibly and non-invasively, which may provide clinicians
with a wearable means of monitoring joint load outside of a
research facility through a cumulative, ambulatory load estimate.
Such a device could open possibilites for developing new
adaptive device control strategies that respond to the
physiological state of patients and for utilizing joint load as a
metric to better evaluate the effects of rehabilitation strategies
and devices.

Methods
Twelve able-bodied subjects with no history of surgery or
symptomatic injury within the past year were recruited to
participate in a single day, IRB approved, gait analysis study. The
experimental protocol consisted of level ground walking for two
minutes on a split-belt force-instrumented treadmill for nine
conditions (three loading conditions, three speed conditions).
During this study, joint acoustics from two locations on the left
knee (Dytran contact accelerometers), EMG for 7 muscles on the
left leg (Delsys), kinematics (Vicon motion capture), and ground
reaction forces (Bertec) were collected (Figure 1a).
The latter three measures were processed using conventional
gait analysis tools (OpenSim) and used to estimate joint reaction
forces (JRF) using a hybrid EMG-informed neuromuscular
model [9]. The joint acoustic emissions were bandpass filtered
between 100-1000Hz, split by gait cycle, and features (timebased, spectral, MFCCs, etc.) were extracted from 50ms
windows of stance phase for the instrumented leg (excluding heel
strike). Finally, a regression model, based on the machine
learning algorithm XGBoost, was developed to estimate joint
load from the acoustic features. The data for each condition were
split using the first minute of each trial for training and the
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di ec ion of fo ce d e o impac and ai bag deplo men a .
Da a e e fil e ed o onl incl de ca e con aining all
a iable of in e e fo f on ea occ pan (N = 3,171), and he
2010 h o gh 2014 da a e e ed a he aining da a e , hile
he 2015 da a e e ed fo model alida ion. The anal i a
pe fo med ing a c om P hon c ip , i h a Ma ko Chain
Mon e Ca lo algo i hm o de e mine he ela ion hip be een
age, e , BMI, and e ain
e and he p obabili of e io
inj
(MAIS 3+) o dea h o e a ange of peak longi dinal
change in eloci d ing a c a h (del a-V) in he aining e .
O come of in e e incl ded he odd a io and c edibili
in e al of each pa ame e of in e e , a
ell a he i k of
e io inj
o dea h ac o a ange of del a-V fo e of
pa ame e inp . The logi ic model e e alida ed ba ed on
he ROC plo and a ea nde he c e (AUC) fo he 2015 inj
o come and p edic ed inj
p obabili ie .

e 1: ROC plo fo he alida ion da a e . AUC = 0.851.

Fig e 2: P obabili of e io inj
o dea h fo e ained f on ea
male occ pan fo del a-V anging f om 0 o 150 kph, a ified b age
(20 and 60 ea ) and BMI g o p (20 and 40 kg m-2).

Sig ifica ce
Thi anal i define he o e all e io inj
and fa ali i k a
i applie o a ide ange of occ pan age and BMI in f on al
c a he in ol ing ai bag deplo men . F
e o k ill appl hi
me hodolog o ob e e he i k of diffe ing le el of inj
e e i o a io bod egion (fo e ample, ho pine o lo e
e emi inj
i k ela ed o age and obe i ), a
ell a
fa ali ie and hei pecific ca e f om diffe en
pe of
a omobile acciden . Thi o k ill be pa ic la l
ef l o he
fo en ic field,
he e del a-V (and o he ele an c a h
pa ame e ) can be de i ed f om ehicle c h calc la ion and
da a f om e en da a eco de , and can be ed along i h
indi id al occ pan info ma ion o de e mine he eal- o ld i k
of pecific inj ie occ ing d ing a gi en c a h. The incl ion
of ai bag deplo men a
i e peciall impo an fo inj
p edic ion d e o he lack of clea ai bag deplo men h e hold
ba ed onl on he del a-V e pe ienced d ing an acciden [7].
U ili ing a Ba e ian app oach fo p edic ing inj
and dea h
i k ill al o allo fo he f
e p edic i e model o inco po a e
p io kno ledge,
ch a he p e alence of p e-e i ing
condi ion i hin he gene al pop la ion, a ell a age, e , and
obe i - ela ed end in he e condi ion , and ho he ma
affec he p obabili of pecific inj
occ
d e o a mo o
ehicle acciden
hile a oiding he po en ial
a i ical
di ad an age of p e io
o k [1], hich emplo ed a ep i e
elimina ion p oce [8].

Re
a d Di c i
Age, e ain e, and BMI all had ignifican p edic i e abili ie
on he i k of e io inj
o fa ali in c a he i h f on al
ai bag deplo men . The ROC plo (Fig e 1) AUC al e of 0.851
indica ed ha he e l ing model had e cellen acc ac in
p edic ing e io inj
i k. The o e all e l indica e ha
inc ea ed age and BMI, and lack of e ain e a e a ocia ed
i h inc ea ed i k of e io
inj
in f on al colli ion
in ol ing ai bag deplo men (Fig e 2).
While obe i i a kno n i k fo ce ain pe of a omobile
c a h- ela ed inj ie [4], hi
o k highligh
he pecific
p obabili ie of o e all e io inj
o dea h depending on
an h opome ic inp
and c a h pa ame e and q an ifie he
a i ical effec of aging, obe i , e , and e ain e.
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Force and linear acceleration differences after head impacts with clenched and relaxed neck muscles

Introduction
Concussions in sports occur at an alarming rate, with nearly 4
million concussions in the United States each year [1].
Experimental data are needed first to understand how a person
responds to an impact and then to propose strategies to reduce the
risk of concussion.
Although muscle activation at the time of impact can be a
useful protective mechanism, muscles are not fast enough to fully
activate at the time of impact. [1]. Several studies have indicated
that stronger necks reduce concussion risk [2], but other literature
reports opposing viewpoints [4], [5]. Experimental studies that
involve safe impacts on participants in laboratory settings
suggested active neck muscles may reduce the risk of injury [2][3]. Also, we hypothesized that the peak force of the impact
increased when the participants clenched their necks. In this
article, we investigate the effect of neck muscle activation on the
force profile and linear acceleration of the head during impact.

Results and Discussion

Methods
Ten male participants (Age: 24.9±3.5 y.o and 72.3±16 kg) were
studied using a custom head impact testbed described in prior
work [6].

Significance
at 2 kHz. A linear mixed
model was used for statistical analysis and paired t-test used for
the post-hoc analysis. P-value<0.05 is considered statistically
significant.
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Figure 1: Resultant linear acceleration and applied force to the head at
impact.
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Choosing Mastectomy and Breast Reconstruction or Breast Conserving Therapy: Implications for Pectoralis Major Function
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Methods
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Quantifying Sternocleidomastoid Material Properties after Definitive Chemoradiation for Head and Neck Cancer

Introduction
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Figure 1:
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Estimating Lumbar Loading with Wearable Sensors over a Broad Range of Manual Lifting Tasks

model using all the feature inputs. For reference, an error of 20
Nm in lumbar moment equates to ~0.5 bodyweights of error in
compressive spine force using a single equivalent muscle
approximation. It is promising that a wearable device embedded
with just a small set of sensors could estimate sagittal lumbar
moment with this accuracy across a broad range of manual
lifting tasks.

Introduction

. The
objective of this study was to estimate lumbar moment (torque
about the L5/S1 joint) over time using wearable sensors for a
diverse range of manual lifting tasks. Specifically, we 1)
adapted a machine learning algorithm to estimate sagittal
lumbar moment using wearable sensor signals and 2) identified
a minimal set of sensor signals necessary for estimation.
Methods

Fig. 1
Lab-based

Figure 1: Lab-based (𝑀
) and wearable algorithm (𝑀′
)
estimates of sagittal lumbar moment across two subsets (A, B) of the
~300 manual lifting tasks. Of note, subset (A) was part of the test set,
and subset (B) was part of the model training set. BWs = bodyweights.

𝑀

Significance
wearable
wearable
𝑀′
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Fig. 1
Model training identified four features as having a relative
importance >5%. Retraining the model using only these key
features yielded an RMS error of 21 Nm, a similar error to the
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Lower Back Demands During Induced Lower Limb Gait Asymmetries

Introduction

Methods

Figure 1: Normalized peak L5/S1 compression (maroon) and shear
(grey) forces across different gait conditions and degrees of asymmetry
(labeled). A positive asymmetry index represents longer perturbed
(right) vs. unperturbed (left) steps. Superscripts following each condition
denote post-hoc pairings of asymmetry indexes. There were no
significant differences between peak L5/S1 forces across conditions. See
Methods for details on each gait condition.

Significance

in silico
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Material Properties of Human Testicles under Unconfined Compression and Probing with Varying Strain Rate

Introduction
Results and Discussion
p

p

Methods

Significance

E

Table 1:
Elastic Modulus (MPa)
Protocol
Unconfined
Compression

1%/s

5%/s

Acknowledgments
10%/s

25%/s
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Probing

J. of Urol, 197,
J. of Biom. Eng. 135
J. Mech. Beh. Biom. Mat. 17

Table 2:
Strain Rate

Fstress (MPa)

Fstrain

25%/s
50%/s
100%/s
250%/s
500%/s
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VERTICAL STIFFNESS ASYMMETRY IN NCAA DIVISION I ATHLETES

1

J a ha (FJ) S. G d i 1, Ma on L. Moo e1, Benjamin T. I e 1
De a men of Ph ical The a Ed ca ion, Elon Uni e i , Elon, NC
Email: fgood in@elon.ed

I
d ci
A hle ic inj ie a e of en na oidable in o
a ici a ion
and inj
a e among NCAA Di i ion I a hle e ha e i en
o e he a en ea
i h inj
a e e o ed o be a high
a 13.79/1000 a hle e-e o e in collegia e a hle e [1,2].
Recen effo ha e been made o iden if a e ing ba e ha
can cce f ll iden if a hle e
ho a e a an inc ea e fo
inj
[3].
Ve ical iffne (KVe ) i a modifiable biomechanical
mea emen ha i a ocia ed i h o en ial lo e e emi
inj
i k [4]. KVe i he e i ance o defo ma ion of he
lo e limb d ing he g o nd con ac ha e of d namic
mo emen acco n ing fo ela i e kine ic load of he lo e
e emi [5]. KVe i
icall modelled a an in e ed
end l m. KVe a mme
be een limb i co ela ed o an
inc ea ed i k of of
i e lo e e emi
inj
de elo men i hin an a hle ic o la ion d ing an a hle ic
ea on [6].
The
o e of hi
d i o iden if if he e i a
ignifican diffe ence in K Ve be een dominan
nondominan limb among a hle e en e ing in e collegia e
Di i ion I a hle ic .

Re l a d Di c i
The e a an a e age non-dominan limb iffne of 16.7 3.1
KN/m and an a e age dominan limb iffne of 16.4 3.1
KN/m. The e a no ignifican diffe ence in KVe be een
dominan and non-dominan limb . ( =0.56).
Ho e e , he diffe ence be een limb
e e highl
a iable i h an a e age diffe ence of 1.5 1.0 KN/m and a ange
0.06-3.6 KN/m. Thi e a ed o an a e age diffe ence of 9% in
KVe . P e io li e a e a e ha a 4.5% a e age diffe ence in
KVe ha been linked o inc ea ed i k fo lo e e emi
of
i e inj
[6]. Gi en he e da a, he e i a need o c een
a hle e fo lo e e emi
iffne befo e beginning a ea on
and moni o ho e indi id al ho di la ed highe a mme ie
in KVe .
Sig ifica ce
O
d b il
on e io
die b incl ding bo h male
and female a hle e a ell a a a ie of o . We belie e
b c eening a hle e f om a a ie of o
hi ill o ide
a mo e ob
nde anding of K Ve and i
ili in inj
e en ion c eening .
KVe i a o en iall clinicall fea ible a e men i ho
a ignifican amo n of needed aining and e o ce
com a ed o a
ical mo ion ca
e labo a o . Wi h g ea e
nde anding of i a ocia ed inj
i k, KVe a e men
co ld o ide a ide a ie of heal h ca e ac i ione he
abili
o c een fo inj
i k. Thi co ld allo
fo
im lemen a ion of e en a i e ehabili a ion echni e o
ed ce lo e e emi
of - i e inj
b den.

Me h d
T en - e en (15f/12m; 18.9 0.87 .o.; 18-21 .o. ange
71.0 12.2 kg; 1.75 0.09 m) incoming Di i ion I NCAA
a hle e ol n ee ed fo hi
d . S bjec con i ed of 9
omen' occe , 8 men occe , 6 omen' enni , and 4 men
foo ball a hle e . S bjec
e e e i ed o be clea ed b
h ician fo h ical ac i i and be c en l inj -f ee.
S bjec
e e fi i h e o eflec i e ma ke on he o o,
el i and bila e al lo e e emi ie
o collec h eedimen ional kinema ic . S bjec com le ed a hod ingle-leg
ho ing o ocol fo 20 econd a a elf- elec ed f e enc on
an embedded fo ce la e [7]. Thi
a com le ed fo bo h
limb in a co n e balanced o de . D ing he ho ing o ocol
g o nd eac ion fo ce and hole-bod kinema ic da a e e
am led. KVe
a calc la ed a he ma im m e ical g o nd
eac ion fo ce (Fma ) di ided b he e ical di lacemen of
cen e of ma d ing g o nd con ac ( ) and a e aged o e
10 cce i e ho (Fma / ) (Fig e 1) [5]. KVe al e e e
com a ed ili ing a de enden - e be een he dominan
and non-dominan limb ( =0.05).

Fig
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e 1: Ideali ed model fo KVe d ing hopping.
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Optimizing whole-body kinematics using OpenSim Moco to reduce peak non-sagittal plane knee loads and ACL injury risk
during single leg jump landing

Introduction

Figure 1: Comparison of Experimental, optimal RRA and
optimal Moco kinematics (P2).
Table 1: Comparison of optimization approaches
Similarities
Differences
Significance
Methods
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Development of an In-Vivo Ligament Loading Device

Introduction

applied to the knee that would actually translate to the ACL.
°

°

Results and Discussion

Spring
A
B
C
D
E
Magnitude (N)
2 – 10
2 – 18 2 – 13 2 – 6 2 – 8
Frequency (Hz)
10
15
15
5
6
Table 1: Magnitudes and frequencies produced by the different
springs tested in the RACL Loader.

Methods

Significance
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ligament during normal activity and the percentage of load
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Achilles Tendon Material Properties are Resilient to Variations in Load During Growth

Introduction
Variations in tendon properties ca affec he e d
e gh
and safety factor. They can also alter the force capacity and power
of muscles, directly influencing performance. However, we do
not yet have a clear understanding of how tendons change over
time. Material properties of adult tendon responds directly to
mechanical load [1,2], but evidence of the plasiticty of tendon in
growing individuals is less consistent. Since developmental
plasticity can alter adult phenotype, uncovering the influence of
activity levels during childhood on musculoskeletal development
is necessary to inform variation in adult locomotor capacities.
Given the growing concern of the health consequences of
decreases in physical activity in children [3], we investigated the
developmental plasticity of tendon to decreases in load. First, we
investigated the spring quality of the tendon by assessing the
stiffness and modulus of the entire free tendon. Secondly, we
assessed the bone-tendon junction, a region which has been
shown to be succeptiple to tendon rupture [4].

Figure 1: (A) Sagittal plane MRI of the guinea fowl ankle joint. 1:
TMT. 2: Hypotarsus of the TMT, where Achilles tendon attaches. 3:
Achilles Tendon. (B) Average loading stress-strain curve by condition.
Dashed lines indicate one SD above and below the mean. Red (DIS)
and blue (BTX) curves and corresponding SDs are superimposed.

Methods
To address our questions, we systematically altered the
mechanical load environment across the growth span in an avian
model (guinea fowl; Numida meleagris). Animals were divided
at two weeks of age into three groups: 1) a control group
permitted to undertake regular exercise (EXE, n = 8); 2) a disuse
group restricted from exercise (DIS, n = 8); and 3) a third group
that were restricted from exercise and in which the gastrocnemius
muscles were partially paralyzed using repeated bouts of bilateral Botulinum toxin-A (botox) injections (4 units/kg per leg;
BTX, n = 8). At skeletal maturity (27-28 wks) animals were
sacrificed for tendon analysis. The left limb was kept fresh and
scanned with high-field MRI (Bruker, 7T) from which the cross
sectional area of the tendon was quantified in 1 mm incriments.
The left limb was kept fresh-frozen and used for material testing
(MTS Bionix 858 Mini Bionix II), combining stress-strain
loading and digital video capture to assess regional properties.

Significance
We found that variations in loading during growth did not
significantly alter tendon properties at adulthood, contrary to both
of our hypotheses. Our results suggest that either 1)
developmental factors override the load-induced remodeling that
has been demonstrated in adults of the same species [1] or that 2)
plastic changes due to offloading may not be predictable from
responses to increased loading. Consistent with these findings, a
previous study using botox to alter Achilles loading in growing
mice has show similar minimal changes to tendon properties [5].
This resilience to load history during growth suggests that
differences in activity level during growth may not greatly affect
juvenile tendon development. These results are important for our
understanding of musculoskeletal function and tendon health in
growing individuals.
Acknowledgments
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Table 1: Achilles tendons (AT) and bone-tendon junction (BTJ) properties by condition. Values reported as group means ± standard deviation.
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Running Exposure is Associated with Achilles Tendon Shear Wave Speed

Email: mruder1@hfhs.org
Introduction
Achilles tendinopathy is one of the most common injuries among
runners [1]. The etiology of Achilles tendinopathy in runners is
not well understood, but is likely influenced by a number of
factors. For example, previous research has reported that Achilles
tendon injuries are prevalent in high-volume runners [1], which
supports the idea of running exposure (i.e., overuse) leading to
injury. Previous research has also suggested that increased tendon
stiffness may contribute to Achilles tendinopathy [2], supporting
the notion that changes in tendon material properties may be a
risk factor in the development of Achilles tendinopathy [3].
Lastly, it has also been shown that Achilles tendinopathy is more
likely to affect experienced/older runners [1], suggesting that
aging may influence the likelihood of a runner developing
Achilles tendinopathy. Taken together, these previous studies
suggest there are likely complex relationships between age,
running experience, running mileage, Achilles tendon stiffness,
and Achilles tendinopathy that are not particularly well
understood. As an initial step toward understanding these
complex relationships, the objective of this study was to use
ultrasound shear wave elastography (SWE)
an imaging
modality that provides a non-invasive estimate of soft-tissue
material properties to assess the extent to which measures of
running exposure are associated with shear wave speed (SWS).
We hypothesized that runners with higher running exposure
would have higher Achilles tendon SWS.

Figure 1: The relationship between Achilles tendon shear wave
speed and running exposure (miles per week and years running).
p=0.03). A strong negative association was observed between
SWS and weekly mileage, but this did not reach statistical
significance (Figure 1, r=-0.74, p=0.09). SWS was not
associated with age (r=0.07, p=0.88). Finally, there was a strong
negative association between years running and weekly mileage
(r=-0.87, p=0.03).
The findings from this preliminary study may lend insight
into the development of Achilles tendinopathy in runners.
Specifically, low(er) SWS was associated with fewer years
running (i.e., less running experience) and higher weekly
mileage. Low Achilles SWS is important, because individuals
with Achilles tendinopathy have been shown to have lower SWS
than healthy subjects [4]. To further understand the significance
of lo (er) SWS, i
impor an o recognize that the most
experienced runners in this study had the lowest weekly running
mileage. Taken together, these findings may suggest that the less
experienced, high mileage runners may be at greater risk for
Achilles tendinopathy than the more experienced, low mileage
runners. Furthermore, these findings may suggest that long-term
mechanical loading (i.e., running over several decades) may not
necessarily have a negative effect on the Achilles tendon, even
though previous research has identified years running as a risk
factor for Achilles tendinopathy [1]. However, given the low
sample size in this study and without the assessment of tendon
pathology, these implications are largely speculative and further
research is needed to fully understand the complex relationships
between running exposure, Achilles tendon SWS, and the
development of Achilles tendinopathy.

Methods
Following IRB approval, six male runners (age: 46 ± 8) with no
history of Achilles tendinopathy were recruited. Subjects
reported their running history as number of years running,
average runs per week over the past 3 months, and average
weekly mileage over the past 3 months. To assess tendon material
properties, each subject first walked on a treadmill for 5 minutes
at a self-selected pace to precondition the Achilles tendon. Next,
each participant was positioned prone with their lower legs fully
extended off the back of an examination table. Five SWE images
(Siemens ACUSON S3000) were collected for the free Achilles
tendon on both left and right sides.
Data were analyzed using a custom MATLAB program to
isolate the Achilles tendon region of interest (ROI) from the
remaining tissues on the ultrasound B-mode image. SWS data
within this ROI were extracted from the SWE image and then
averaged to result in a mean SWS for each trial. Next a mean
SWS was calculated across all trials and sides (left, right) to
reflect the cumulative effect on both tendons for each subject.
Correlation coefficients were calculated between SWS and
measures of running exposure (years running, miles per week).
The correlation between age and SWS was also examined to
assess for the potential confounding relationship between age and
running exposure. Significance was set as p<0.05.

Significance
Ultrasound SWE may aid in understanding the role of mechanical
loading in the development of Achilles tendinopathy in runners.
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Results and Discussion
A strong positive correlation was observed between SWS and
number of years running (Figure 1, r=0.85,
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Increased Cervical Spine Musculotendon Strain with Enlarged External Occipital Protuberances in Young Adults
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TABLE 1. Musculotendon Strains (mean ± standard deviation)
and Hedge’s g effect size for EEOP presence/absence.
*p<.0019
MT Segment
Effect
Presence
Absence
(name-origin-insert)
Size
deepmult-C4/5-C2 * .3221 ± .0655
.214 ± .0546
1.84

Introduction
In 2019, 81% of all Americans owned a smartphone, with
ownership increasing to 96% for young adults 18-291. Tablet and
smartphone use have increased, accompanied by a flexed neck
posture during device use2. Cervical extensor muscles, including
the splenius, semispinalis, suboccipital muscles and superior
trapezius, all aid in supporting the head’s weight3. Any increase
in flexion, which is common with device usage, may limit muscle
function. Further, increased cervical flexion has been associated
with reclined and semi-reclined positions when compared to an
upright posture4.
New research has identified that prominent exostoses at the
base of the neck are more prevalent in the young adult
population5. The presence of an enlarged external occipital
protuberance (EEOP) could influence cervical flexion and
increase cervical spine musculotendon (MT) strains. Therefore,
the purpose of the study was to compare cervical flexion and
cervical extensor MT strains between those with and without an
EEOP. We hypothesized that:
(1) Individuals presenting with and without an EEOP will have
different cervical flexion range of motion.
(2) Cervical extensor MT strains when in full flexion will differ
among individuals who present with and without EEOP.

deepmult-C5/6-C3 *

.3192 ±.0540

.195 ± .0661

2.01

deepmult-C6/7-C4

.3304 ± .1272

.2262 ± .0849

1.02

semi_cerv_C2C7 *

.2587 ± .0353

.1793 ± .0457

1.88

supmult-C4/5-C2

.3195 ± .0916

.2355 ± .0682

1.08

supmult-C5/6-C2 *

.3507 ± .0606

.2424 ± .0568

1.86

supmult-C6/7-C2 *

.4054 ± .0561

.2684 ± .0719

2.06

Discussion
The study supports previous findings of EEOP presence in young
adults5. While not all MT segments had between-group strain
differences, all affected MT segments had insertion points on the
C2 vertebrae. The multifidus7, which observed significance in
four of six MT segments, and semispinalis cervicis, are
responsible for cervical stabilization8. None of these MT have
insertions on the skull. Muscle attachments near the EEOP are
the trapezius (not modelled in this study) and the semispinalis
capitis (not significantly different). While it is unclear why other
MT segments were unaffected, repetitive mechanical loading, a
mechanism for exostoses development9, at the C2 attachment site
could increase MT strain of other tissues in the cervical spine and
contribute to exostoses development.

Methods
Twenty-two participants (21.32±1.25yrs) with no history of neck
injury had cervical x-rays in neutral and full cervical flexion.
The presence of an EEOP was defined by a ≥10mm measurement
from the occipital squama to the most distal portion of the
protuberance5. Cervical flexion in the fully flexed x-ray posture
was computed with respect to neutral using individualized
landmarks in Image-J (Rasband, WS). Individualized output from
a cervical spine biomechanical model (SIMM) calculated 27 MT
segment strains in full flexion using the neutral posture as the
reference. Between group (presence vs. absence of EEOP)
comparisons were conducted using t-tests for MT strain and
range of motion (SAS, Cary, NC) with a Bonferroni correction of
p<.0019 to account for multiple comparisons. Hedge’s g effect
sizes were computed, recognizing .80 as a large effect6.

Significance
Technology has transformed society and highlights a new area of
clinical concern, especially in young adults. Long-term, cervical
flexion associated with smartphone and tablet use may have
clinical implications. Therefore, future studies should continue to
explore the relationship between hand-held technology use and
the presence of an EEOP. Additional research should examine the
risk of neck pain development for individuals with an EEOP,
potentially reducing the need for clinical interventions.

Results
41% (n=9) of participants met the criteria for having an EEOP.
Hypothesis 1 was not supported, as cervical flexion range of
motion was not statistically different between groups. Cervical
flexion was 15.0° ± 2.5° and 16.3° ± 6.7° for EEOP presence and
EEOP absence respectively. Hypothesis 2 was partially
supported. Five of the twenty-seven MT segments were
significantly different between (p<.0019) (Table 1). Two of the
three deep multifidus MT segments (p<.002), two of the three
superior multifidus MT segments (p<.001) and the semispinalis
cervicis observed significant strain differences between groups
(p<.001). In all cases, higher MT strains were observed for EEOP
present individuals.
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Introduction
The spine has evolved over time to provide an optimal level of
stability to the human body [1]. Researchers have suggested that
this stability may be affected by prolonged sitting, which could
leave workers at an increased risk for injury, particularly in
occupations where dynamic movements immediately follow
prolonged periods of seated work [2,3]. To date, this hypothesis
has yet to be tested. Numerous methods have been used to assess
the dynamic stiffness of the trunk [4,5,6], a variable that
represents the trunk s abilit to ithstand a perturbation, a quality
that would be indicative of spinal stability. The purpose of the
current study was to determine whether prolonged sitting affects
the trunk s abilit to react to a perturbation.

Results and Discussion
Paired-samples t-tests revealed a significant difference between
variables measured before and after sitting with perturbation
displacement (t(45) = 2.25, p = 0.03) and response time (t(45) =
3.22, p = 0.002) decreased after a bout of prolonged sitting.
The correlation analysis revealed no relationship between
either active stiffness variable before sitting, but a moderate
positive relationship between age and perturbation displacement
after sitting (r = 0.245, p = 0.02).
Lastly, the one-way ANOVA showed an interaction between
age and both active stiffness variables after prolonged sitting but
not before (Figure 3). A post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni
adjustments revealed that after sitting, the younger group
displaces significantly less than the middle-aged (p = 0.041) and
older groups (p = 0.046) and responds faster than the middle-aged
group (p = 0.039).

Methods
Forty-six individuals (18 males, 28 females) who work sedentary
jobs were recruited from three age groups (18 28 years: n = 17,
38-48 years: n = 14, and 58-68 years: n = 15). Volunteers were
excluded if they were experiencing low back pain, or if they had
experienced low back pain significant enough to cause them to
seek medical attention or to miss school or work in the past 12
months. Active stiffness of the low back was measured
immediately before and after the participants sat in a backless
office chair for 60 minutes.
Low back active stiffness was measured through a forwardperturbation protocol as described in literature [4] whereby
participants adopted a semi-seated position in a custom
apparatus. 15% of their body weight was suspended from the
front and back of their torso by way of a chest harness (Figure 1).
At a random time and in a random order, one of the two
suspended
weights was
dropped
by
releasing an
electromagnet.
The remaining
weight caused
a perturbation
either forward
or backward Figure 1: Schematic of custom active stiffness
depending on apparatus with participant in neutral position.
which weight
was dropped. The participants were instructed to sit as relaxed as
possible prior to the weight dropping, and to return to their
upright position as quickly as possible afterwards. For the
purpose of this analysis, a faster response and shorter
displacement were used to denote an increase in active stiffness.

Figure 2: Perturbation displacement (black) and response time (gold)
with age before sitting (closed circles, solid trendlines) and after sitting
(open circles, dotted trendlines). Between-group differences (p < 0.05)
after sitting are shown by square brackets at the bottom of the figure.

Significance
The results of the current analysis suggest that contrary to
previous beliefs, spine stability appears to increase following a
bout of prolonged sitting. This could be a protective mechanism
of the spine to prevent injury when dynamic motions are required
immediately following a bout of sitting. It also appears, however,
that this protective mechanism may be reduced with age, where
older individuals do not show an increase in spine stability but
rather, maintain their pre-sitting level. This could leave older
workers at an increased risk for injury should they be required to
lift and/or bend after sitting for an hour or more and further
investigation is needed to determine the mechanisms involved.
With the average age of the global workforce steadily increasing
[7], this research could impact the health of workers everywhere.

Statistical analysis consisted of paired-samples t-tests to
identify differences in active stiffness before and after sitting, as
well as correlations and one-way ANOVAs with Bonferroni
adjustments to identify relationships and associations between
age and active stiffness.
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Introduction
More than 80% of individuals experience an episode of low back
pain (LBP) at some point during their lifetime.[1] In active
populations, up to 37% suffer from LBP,[2] and military
populations report 70% higher prevalence than the general
population.[3] Further, compensatory movement strategies are
often used to alleviate pain and often impact lower extremity
loading patterns. Those who suffer from chronic low back pain
tend to walk and run slower and with less trunk and pelvis
coordination and variability.[4] Individuals with LBP also
exbhibit greater knee joint stiffness during walking.[5] Moving
with less joint coordination and more stiffness may be potential
compensatory movement strategies aimed at avoiding pain.
Therefore, the purpose of this project was to determine how
individuals who suffer from chronic LBP present with altered
patient reported outcomes and lower extremity strength, and
biomechanics during landing.

Figure 1: Mean and standard deviation of KOOS scores between
groups, * indicating significantly different subscale scores betweent the
LBP and the CTRL group.

Methods
Individuals who suffer from chronic LBP and healthy controls
(CTRL) were recruited for this study. Individuals completed the
Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcomes Score(KOOS), a
patient reported outcome geared toward understanding an
indi id al
elf-perceived knee function, measured in five
subscales, Symptoms (SYM), Pain, Activities of Daily Living
(ADL), Sports and Recreation (S&R), and Quality of Life (QOL).
Lower extremity mechanics were collected during a drop
vertical jump,single leg hop, and crossover hop using motion
analysis system with two in-ground force plates. Joint angles at
initial contact, and peak joint angles during the landing phase of
all tasks were calculated. Peak vertical ground reaction forces
(PVGRF) were identified as the maximum vertical ground
reaction force during the landing phase of each task. Average
loading rate was assessed as the mean of the derivative of the
vertical ground reaction force curve from ground contact to
PVGRF.
Independent t-tests were used to assess differences in KOOS
sub scores, bilateral kinematic and kinetics between LBP and
CTRL participants for all tasks. An alpha value of a=0.05 was set
for all analyses.

Figure 2: Knee valgus angle at initial contact of all tasks,* indicating
significantly different subscale scores betweent the LBP and the CTRL
group.

Additionally, during the drop vertical jump individuals with
LBP exhibited significantly higher PVGRF (22.15±5.9 N/kg)
during landing compared to the CTRL group (19.13±3.3 N/kg;
p=0.023). It is possible that individuals with LBP present with
worse KOOS scores due to pain avoidance strategies. Overall,
pain avoidance may drive mechanical compensations, such as
increased knee valgus angles during landing, which over time,
could potentially influence how individuals with LBP perceive
their knee function.
Significance
Assessing knee function in individuals with LBP may provide the
clinician with a more holistic view of overall levels of physical
function and performance. While KOOS scores of individuals
with LBP are not as severe as those who have recently sustained
a knee injury, they are lower than a healthy population. Thus, it
may be beneficial for clinicians to assess self-perceived knee
function to potentially delay the onset of any further
complications.

Results and Discussion
Twenty-eight individuals with LBP (mass:72.06±12.1kg; 21F,
7M) and 28 matched indivdiuals in the CTRL group
(mass:72.66±13.2kg; 21F, 7M) completed testing. Those with
LBP presented with lower self-percieved knee fucntion compared
to the CTRL group in four KOOS subscales (Figure 1), including
SYM (p=0.007), Pain (p=0.002), QOL (p=0.021), and ADL
(p=0.003). There were no significant differences between the two
groups in the KOOS Sports and Recreation Score.
Individuals in the LBP group presented with greater nondominant limb knee valgus angles during initial contact during
the single limb hop (p=0.033), crossover hop (p=0.020), and drop
vertical jump (p=0.043; Figure 2) compared to the CTRL group.
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Introduction
In individuals with hemiparesis, decreased propulsive force
generation and weight bearing ability in the paretic limb are
associated with slower walking speeds and increased disability
[1]. It has been suggested that the head-arm-trunk system
modulates lower extremity force production and foot trajectory
during gait [2]. Given that impairments in thoracolumbar strength
and coordination exist after a stroke [3] and are predictive of
functional outcomes [4], it is conceivable that impairments in
thoracolumbar function following stroke interfere with the
mechanism of force production during hemiparetic gait. The
purpose of this study was to identify relationships between
thoracolumbar movement and paretic lower limb force
production during stance phase of gait in individuals post-stroke.

position may affect paretic limb weight bearing capacity during
stance.

Methods
Participants (n = 19) with chronic hemiparesis following stroke
walked at their self-selected walking speed on a treadmill (mean
speed = 0.76 ± 0.37 m/s) . Kinematics were measured via an 8camera motion tracking system using a cluster of markers around
the sacrum and markers at each acromion. Ground reaction forces
(GRFs) were captured via an instrumented split-belt treadmill.
Peak vertical and anterior (propulsion) GRFs were calculated and
normalized to body weight.
Frontal and transverse plane pelvis position and
thoracolumbar angle (thorax relative to pelvis) were calculated in
Visual3D. Positions at the start of stance as well as the peak
changes during stance were calculated. This generated eight
independent variables: (pelvis and thoracolumbar) x (frontal
plane and transverse plane ) x (initial position and peak change
in position).
Pearson’s correlation was used to determine relationships
between thoracolumbar and pelvis kinematics and GRF
variables. Stepwise linear regression was used to identify
predictors of peak paretic vertical GRF and propulsion.

Figure 1: Correlation between peak trunk lateral flexion (degrees) and
peak VGRF/propulsion (normalized to body weight) during paretic
stance phase at self-selected walking speed.

Normalized Peak Force
During Paretic Stance
VGRF
Propulsion
Initial Pelvis Tilt in
+
-0.00642
Frontal Plane
Peak Δ Thoracolumbar
0.0105 *
0.0134 ***
Lateral Flexion
R2
0.403*
0.553***
Table 2: Coefficients of linear regression model of peak forces
against thoracolumbar and pelvis variables at self-selected
walking speed. Significance Level: *** 0.001, *0.05, +0.1
Significance
Our findings suggest that thoracolumbar lateral flexion
movement during stance is an important factor for functional
weight bearing and propulsive force production. This supports a
thoracolumbar-mediated mechanism of force production that
may inform future rehabilitation strategies.

Results and Discussion
Peak change in thoracolumbar lateral flexion (LF) during stance
phase was correlated with peak paretic vertical GRF and
propulsion (Figure 1). It was also the only significant predictor of
peak paretic force production (Table 1), indicating that the
movement of the pelvis relative to the thorax affects weight
bearing and forward progression more than movement of the
pelvis alone. Additionally, frontal plane kinematics demonstrated
significance while transverse plane kinematics did not.
The model predicts that for each additional degree of LF
during stance, the propulsive force increases by 1.34% of body
weight. Given that the maximum propulsive force among
participants is approximately 16% of bodyweight, this may
suggest that relatively small changes in LF are associated with
meaningful changes in force production.
Initial pelvis position independently contributed to the model
predicting peak vertical GRF, indicating that altered pelvis
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may be attributed to medialization of the HJC after PAO (pre:
9.4 mm, post: 8.7 mm from median plane), which reduces the
relative distance between HJC and the abductor muscle paths.
Consequently, abductor muscle forces decreased (e.g. gluteus
medius, 1.59 vs 1.11 ×BW late stance, p = 0.03), which supports
findings that hip loading is sensitive to HJC medialization.7
Due to the repositioned muscle origin of rectus femoris on
the reoriented acetabulum, its hip flexion MALs increased
markedly (37.6 vs 44.1 mm in early stance, p = 0.01). Frontalplane MAL also changed from near-neutral to abduction (Fig.
1, center), which may have affected its net force (0.68 vs 0.33
×BW in late stance, p = 0.05) and contribution to the hip JRFs.
Muscle LoAs were also altered by PAO (Fig. 1, right).
Medial LoAs became lower in the gluteus maximus (p 0.05)
and gluteus medius, which supports our hypothesis and means
that forces produced by these muscles were oriented less
medially, which may have helped reduce the medial hip JRFs.

Introduction
Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) is characterized by
abnormal bony anatomy, which causes abnormal joint loading
and leads to early onset of hip osteoarthritis.1,2,3 To reduce the
risks for joint damage, periacetabular osteotomy (PAO) is
commonly prescribed to correct hip anatomy for young adults
with DDH. PAO restores femoral coverage and usually relieves
symptoms;2 however, chondral damage has been found in many
hips post-PAO,3 indicating hip loading may still be abnormal
after surgery. The bony anatomy of DDH also alters hip muscle
moment arm lengths (MALs) and lines of action (LoAs), which
affect the m cle ability to generate forces and may contribute
to abnormal hip loading.4,5,6 However, despite muscles being a
key factor in pre- and post-PAO hip mechanics, it is unclear
how their force-generating abilities are changed by PAO. Thus,
our objective was to compare hip muscle MALs, LoAs and
forces during gait before and after PAO using subject-specific
musculoskeletal models. We hypothesized that due to the
medialization of the lateralized hip joint centers (HJCs) during
PAO,7 hip abductor MALs will be increased, medial LoAs will
be reduced, and medial hip loading will be lower than pre-op.
Methods
5 female patients with DDH (25.0 ± 6.8 y/o, BMI: 23.2 ± 1.6
kg/m2) participated after IRB approval and consent. Gait data
were captured for each subject pre-PAO and again post-PAO
(4-7 months) using near-infrared cameras, skin markers and an
instrumented treadmill. Pre- and post-op MR scans of the pelvis
and femurs were both reconstructed in 3D. First, the pre-PAO
3D geometries were added in OpenSim to create models with
subject-specific bony anatomy, HJC locations and muscle
paths.8 Then, post-PAO models were created by updating the
MR-based post-PAO 3D hemi-pelvis, HJC location, and origin
of the rectus femoris muscle (altered by PAO) on the surgical
side. Using each pre- and post-PAO model and corresponding
gait data, muscle forces over a gait cycle were estimated via
static optimization. Dynamic muscle MALs were computed
using a generalized-force method;5 muscle LoAs were extracted
as a unit vector with antero-posterior, supero-inferior, and
medio-lateral components, which represent the percentage of
each net muscle force in these 3 directions.6 Lastly, hip joint
reaction forces (JRFs) were computed from muscle forces. Hip
JRFs, muscle MALs, LoAs and forces were compared between
pre- and post-PAO models at the times of JRF peaks in early
and late stance (paired t or Wilcoxon tests, α = 0.05).

Figure 1: Hip JRFs (left), muscle abduction-adduction MALs (center),
and medio-lateral LoAs (right) pre- and post-PAO over a gait cycle.

Significance
PAO considerably influenced the hip muscle MALs and LoAs
during gait. Increased hip abduction MALs and reduced medial
LoAs lowered resultant and medial hip muscle forces and JRFs.
These results elucidate how PAO can help reduce hip loading
via modification of the HJC locations and muscle paths, thereby
restoring hip m cle dynamic force-generating abilities.
Because muscles are major contributors to joint loading,
identifying the changes in dynamic hip muscle paths and forcegenerating abilities improves our knowledge of the mechanistic
efficacy of PAO for correcting abnormal joint mechanics. This
knowledge can inform future surgery and post-op rehabilitation
to minimize the likelihood for hip joint damage in DDH.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
After PAO, both resultant (p 0.04; Fig. 1, left) and medial hip
JRFs (1.34 vs 0.86 ×BW in late stance, p = 0.03) significantly
decreased compared to pre-PAO. As past studies found elevated
medial JRFs in DDH,9 current results suggest PAO may be
effective for lowering the excessive hip JRFs.
As we hypothesized, hip abduction MALs (Fig. 1, center)
for gluteus medius increased after PAO (p 0.05). S ch change
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the leading causes of ambulatory
disability, with symptomatic hip OA affecting at least 4% of
Americans over 50 years of age [1]. Developmental dysplasia of
the hip (DDH) and femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) are two
of the primary causes of premature hip degeneration [2]. These
structural deformities hinder the ability of the articular surfaces
to properly transfer loads during movement. While anatomical
diagnosis of joint morphology can be accomplished using
imaging, these lack quantitative assessment during everday tasks.
Several studies have investigated peak measures of gait
alterations in level walking biomechanics for FAI and DDH,
separately. Yet, this practice excludes other regions in the gait
cycle and many researchers suggest more challenging tasks are
needed to provide a detailed understanding of both DDH and FAI
and inform targeted treatment strategies for each group [3].
The purpose of this study was to quantitatively assess hip
kinematics and kinetics during level, incline, and decline walking
of individuals with diagnosed DDH and FAI compared with
asymptomatic controls. We hypothesized that the DDH patients
would show larger differences than controls in decline, while FAI
would show larger differences than controls in incline walking,
with overall similar behaviour of both groups relative to controls
during level walking.
Methods
Thirteen patients with DDH, thirteen patients with FAI, and eight
asymptomatic controls (C) provided informed consent, and the
26 patients were scheduled for hip preservation surgery. On the
day of scheduled surgery, subjects performed one-minute
walking trials at self-selected speeds on level, incline (10°), and
decline (-10°). An instrumented splitbelt treadmill (Bertec, Inc.)
collected 3D ground reaction forces (GRF, 1000 Hz), and a 10camera motion capture system (Vicon, Inc.) tracked 46 reflective
markers (100 Hz). Kinematic and kinetic data were applied lowpass Butterworth filter (6 Hz cut-off) using Visual3D (C-Motion,
Inc.). Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) t- e ( =0.05) e e
computed to compare between group GRF and hip joint angles
and moments of the affected leg in sagittal plane, as a function of
the gait cycle [4].

Figure 1: Hip sagittal plane biomechanics. For each subfigure, the top
row shows the patient means (solid lines) ±SD (dashed or dotted for
DDH or FAI, respectively) and the controls mean ±SD (shaded gray).
The bottom row illustrates llustrates solid black bars as regions of
statistical significance for SPM t-tests ( =0.05).

exhibited gait modifications relative to controls, with the most
widespread changes occurring throughout the stride in DDH,
especially on the incline.
Significance
Quantifying gait modifications across multiple tasks shed light
on the issues these patients face during daily ambulation that
occurs on non-level terrains. Different behaviors relative to
control subjects were observed in each group suggesting these
data could help diagnose these groups or even inform different
options available for therapeutic and surgical treatments [5].

Results and Discussion
Some hypotheses were supported and some were not. DDH
showed significant ranges of reduced braking and propulsive
forces during early and late stance at all slopes, reduced hip
extension during middle and late stance at all slopes, and reduced
extension moment during early stance for level and incline,
possibly due to reduced speed but still suggestive of reduced
impact on the joint. Both FAI and DDH showed more flexionbiased moments in pre-swing on the incline, suggesting this may
be a protective mechanism that the hip patients used to reduce the
range of hip extension. FAI showed lower braking forces, also
suggeseting a guarding mechanism. FAI and DDH patients both
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observed in hip muscle forces or JCF parameters during the sitto-stand and stand-to-sit tasks.
The CONT exhibited significantly lower angular distribution
of the hip JCF in the sagittal ( -7.91°; p=0.02) and axial (
-44.3°; p=0.01) planes during the stand-to-sit task compared to
the sit-to-stand task. Patients with FAIS exhibited trends of lower
hip adductor muscle forces (stand-to-sit: 0.64±0.51BW; sit-tostand: 0.76±0.53BW; p=0.07) and peak superior hip JCF (standto-sit: 2.73±1.64BW; sit-to-stand: 3.44±1.64BW; p=0.09) during
the stand-to-sit task compared to the sit-to-stand task. Patients
with FAIS exhibited significantly lower angular distribution of
the hip JCF in
-9.76°; p=0.04),
-31.4°;
p=0.04)
-49.4°; p=0.03) planes during the stand-tosit task compared to the sit-to-stand task (Figure 1).
Weaker hip abductors in patients with FAIS may lead to a
more adducted hip joint during the stand-to-sit task, which may
cause hip joint impingement. Patients with FAIS in this study
may reduce the risk of hip impingement and avoid pain during
the stand-to-sit task by lowering the hip adductor muscle force
and superior JCF yet this neuromuscular compensation causes a
more focalized loading pattern on the hip joint articular cartilage,
which leads to hip joint cartilage degeneration.

Introduction
Patients with femoroacetabular impingement syndrome (FAIS)
exhibit abnormal hip joint morphology and gait mechanics as
well as severe hip joint pain and cartilage degeneration[1].
Abnormal hip joint loading patterns within the FAIS population
may be due to hip extensor weakness[2]. More specifically, hip
extensor weakness is associated with higher anterior hip joint
contact forces[3]. Hip extensor weakness may help to explain the
utilization of higher hip joint demand during the sit-to-stand task
in patients with FAIS[4] yet the effects of hip extensor-related
biomechanical abnormalities that occur during the stand-to-sit
task within the FAIS population are unknown.
The purpose of this study was to assess hip joint muscle and
contact forces (JCF) that occur during the sit-to-stand and standto-sit tasks in patients with FAIS and asymptomatic controls. We
hypothesized that patients with FAIS will exhibit weaker hip
extensors, lower hip extensor muscle force production and higher
anterior hip JCF during both tasks compared to controls. We also
hypothesized that FAIS patients would perform the sit-to-stand
task with lower hip extensor muscle force and higher anterior hip
joint contact force compared to the stand-to-sit task.
Methods
Six pre-surgical female patients with FAIS (age: 31.8±12.0years;
BMI: 28.0±6.11kg·m-2) and 5 female age- and BMI-matched
asymptomatic controls (CONT; age: 36.0±12.9 years; BMI:
26.9±3.20kg·m-2) without clinical indications of hip
impingement (negative FADIR test) underwent 3D gait analysis
of the surgical (FAIS) or dominant limb (CONT) during the sitto-stand and stand-to-sit tasks[4]. All participants also underwent
unilateral isokinetic strength testing (60°·s-1) to assess concentric
hip flexor, extensor, abductor and adductor strength (Nm·kg-1).
Musculoskeletal simulations of both tasks were performed
using Opensim[5] utilizing a musculoskeletal model developed
for deep hip flexion tasks[6]. Hip flexor, extensor, abductor and
adductor muscle forces were estimated using Static Optimization.
Hip JCF were computed using Joint Reaction Analysis within
OpenSim. The average peak muscle force, anterior, superior and
medial hip JCF during both tasks were extracted. Also, the
average angle of application and angular distribution of the hip
JCF in the sagittal, axial and coronal planes were computed. Both
hip joint muscle and JCF were normalized by bodyweight (BW).
Between group differences in muscle strength and hip joint
mechanics during both tasks were assessed using independent ttests (p<0.05). Within group differences both tasks were assessed
using paired t-tests (p<0.05).

Figure 1: Angular distribution of the hip JCF in all 3 planes within the
FAIS group during the sit-to-stand (black) and stand-to-sit (red) tasks.

Significance
Despite our hypothesis being incorrect, the results of this study
indicate that the stand-to-sit task may be sensitive in detecting
abnormalities in the hip JCF within the FAIS population. Future
studies should investigate the effects of hip abductor
strengthening interventions in reducing hip JCF abnormalities
during the stand-to-sit task in the FAIS population.
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Results and Discussion
Patients with FAIS exhibited weaker hip abductors to
asymptomatic controls (CONT: 1.33±0.23Nm·kg-1; FAIS:
0.64±0.46Nm·kg-1; p=0.01). No between-group differences were
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anterior-superior region (Table 1). In the inferior and posteriorsuperior regions, the change in minimum bone-to-bone distance
was also affected by activity, highlighting the importance of
examining multiple activities. The observed differences in boneto-bone distance are highly suggestive of a less stable hip
amongst those with cam FAIS. While it is possible that
heterogeneity in the thickness of the cartilage and labrum may
have affected the observed results [4], all patients and controls
had normal joint spacing as observed on plain film X-rays and
CT. We plan to develop finite element models that include
cartilage and labrum morphology to better understand
interactions between hip instability and chondrolabral damage.

Introduction
Cam-type femoroacetabular impingement syndrome (FAIS) is a
painful, motion-related structural hip disorder. Patients present
with a loss of sphericity of the femoral head which may cause the
hip to lever- or cam-out as it articulates, leading to instability [1].
However, a quantitative description of hip instability in this
patient population is lacking. Traditional motion capture
techniques rely on tracking of markers adhered to the skin, and
are prone to large errors due to misidentifaction of the hip joint
center [2, 3]. We have developed a dual fluoroscopy (DF) system
that quantifies in-vivo hip motion through direct imaging of the
pelvis and femur during dynamic loading. The primary aim of
this study was to apply DF to provide a quantitative description
of hip instability. We hypothesized individuals with cam FAIS
morphology would have larger changes in bone-to-bone distance
as compared to controls, thereby indicating a less stable hip.
Methods
Seven participants diagnosed with cam FAIS (5 males, 2 females;
age, 29±7 yrs; height, 179.1±10.1 cm; mass, 78.9±15.2 kg) and
eleven asymptomatic individuals with typically-developed
anatomy (6 males, 5 females; age, 23±2 yrs; height, 173.3±10.4
cm; mass, 63.8±10.9 kg) provided informed consent for study
participation as approved by the University of Utah Institutional
Review Board. The femur and pelvis were reconstructed in 3D
from CT images (Figure 1, left) (Amira, ThermoScientific). Invivo hip motion during walking on a level and inclined (5°)
treadmill was recorded using DF (see [3] for details). For
processing purposes, gait was normalized to 100 time points.
Biomechanists quantify joint translations to measure
instability. However, in the case of cam FAIS, the femoral head
does not conform to canonical geometry (i.e., sphere, ellipsoid),
and thus, measurements of hip translation would be biased. We
circumvented this issue by calculating bone-to-bone distances,
which are independent of the definition of the hip joint center.
Minimum bone-to-bone distance was calculated for six regions
of the acetabulum that were divided by 60° increments (Figure 1,
left) (PostView 2.0). The change in the minimum distance was
quantified as the range of distance values for each time point.
Linear regression with two within-subject factors (activity,
region) and one between-subjects factor (group) was performed
in SPSS. We modeled the main effects and interaction terms, and
applied a generalized estimating equation correction to account
for repeated measures. Significance for all tests was set at p<.05.

Cam FAIS

Early Stance (10% Gait)

Late Stance (55% Gait)

Control

Early Stance (10% Gait)

Late Stance (55% Gait)

Figure 1. Bone-to-bone distance in representative participants (FAIS
and control) at early and late stance.

Significance
The finding that patients with cam FAIS had abnormal hip joint
articulation during walking is significant because it suggests that
even low-demand activities may cause deleterious biomechanics.
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the cam FAIS group than controls for all regions except the
Table 1. Mean (standard deviation) change in minimum bone-to-bone distance (mm).
Activity
Walk
Incline

Group
Cam
Control
Cam
Control

Superior*
1.56 (.52)
1.16 (.50)
1.68 (.25)
1.22 (.49)

Anterior-Superior
1.86 (.41)
1.67 (.65)
2.12 (.70)
1.72 (.63)

Region
Anterior-Inferior*
Inferior†§‡
2.07 (.46)
1.38 (.58)
1.56 (.72)
1.35 (.62)
2.22 (.76)
1.96 (.48)
1.41 (.59)
1.34 (.53)

Posterior-Inferior* Posterior-Superior*§
2.17 (.60)
2.54 (.57)
1.74 (.52)
1.84 (.44)
2.03 (.49)
1.97 (.45)
1.56 (.47)
1.57 (.65)

Significance: †Interaction of Activity and Group; §Effect of Activity; *Effect of Group; ‡Effect of Group for Incline Activity only.
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Figure 2: Motion and force data. Female thumb forces during a) RAD
and b) PAD. Combined sex data of c) circumduction area enclosed and
d) opposition distance from base of fifth finger. * denotes p<0.05.

Methods
Participants: All testing occurred under IRB approval. 58
participants were tested: 23 young healthy (22.5 years SD 3.1,
12 males; YH), 11 older healthy (66.3 years SD 8.4, five males;
OH), and 21 older with doctor-diagnosed OA (69.4 years SD
5.8, six males; OA). All participants were right handed and their
dominant hand was tested.
Testing: Thumb force and motion testing was completed by
each participant. Thumb forces during radial abduction (RAB),
radial adduction (RAD), palmar abduction (PAB), and palmar
adduction (PAD) were measured using a custom built apparatus
attached to an AMTI multi-axis load cell (Figure 1a).
a

50
40
30
20
10
0

b 40
Force (N)

Introduction
Thumb osteoarthritis (OA) affects one in two aging adults; it
causes joint pain, reduced grip strength, and loss of function and
independence [1]. Little research has evaluated the effects of
OA on thumb strength itself and whether the the loss of thumb
force production is uniform or affects forces in some directions
more than others. Similarly, although planar motion abilities are
reduced in persons with thumb carpometacarpal osteoarthritis,
there is limited research investigating the effect of osteoarthritis
on three-dimensional (3D) complex thumb motions. As
osteoarthritis of the thumb carpometacarpal joint progress, the
first webspace contracts and the distal thumb joints become
mal-aligned [3]. This aberrant alignment may suggest that the
joint s motion and force ability may be asymmetrically
compromised. We hypothesize that thumb osteoarthritis causes
1) assymetrical thumb force changes and 2) altered motions
during complex 3D movement tasks.

Distance (mm)

1

Motions: Both OH and OA groups had a mildly reduced
PAD-PAB (OH 42.3º, OA 43.9º, and YH 46.7º; p>0.05), but not
RAD-RAB (OH 48.2º, OA 47.5º, and YH 47.5º; p>0.05)
compared to YH. Yet, OA significantly reduced thumb
circumduction area (p=0.0292) and significantly reduced the
ability to reach during opposition (p=0.0007) compared to YH
(Figure 2c and d). These data suggest OA significantly reduces
3D motion, prior to significant changes in planar motion tasks
typically tested.
Our findings are in line with our hypotheses; OA 1)
assymetrically reduced thumb forces during adduction motions
and 2) reduced thumb motion during 3D complex tasks prior to
a loss of motion during simple planar tasks. This work suggests
that analysis of thumb specific forces and 3D complex motions
may provide insight into thumb pathology and should be
considered in clinical and reseach testing settings.

d

Figure 1: Participant testing. a) Multi-axis load cell with custom built
apparatus, b) marker placement for motion testing, c) thumb opposition
motion testing, and d) thumb circumduction motion testing.

Significance
This research indicates valuable information can be gathered
through the use of multi-directional thumb forces and motions,
beyond what can be obtained using hand grip or planar thumb
motions alone. Early 3D complex motion changes have the
potential to be early identifiers of OA development and may aid
in earlier OA diagnosis [2]. Both thumb forces and multidirectional thumb motions have the potential to act as new
therapeutic targets for therapy and surgical intervention.

Thumb motion data were collected using reflective markers
(Figure 1b) and a motion capture system (Qualisys): movements
included radial and palmar ad/abduction; and complex thumb
motions: opposition (Figure 1c) and circumduction (Figure 1d).
Force and motion data were analysed using one-way ANOVAs.
Results and Discussion
Forces: All groups had the greatest thumb forces during RAD.
OA females produced significantly less RAD and PAD forces
than YH females (Figure 2a and b). These data suggest that
OA may produce an asymmetrical loss of force production in
abduction motions.
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Introduction
Total wrist arthroplasty (TWA) has a history as long as hip and
knee arthroplasty; however, success rates in the wrist are
inferior.[1] Current TWA designs have developed empirically,
in the absence of rigorous biomechanical studies. Abnormal
forces and stresses due to incongruent articulation of TWA
components may lead to the carpal component loosening;[2]
however, the TWA in-vivo pattern of articulation has not been
examined to date. Direct methods of measuring contact are
mostly invasive, and indirect methods such as biplane videoradiography (BVR) could be used for estimating the contact.
Thus, our goal is to use BVR to establish contact pattern of the
TWA components and its association with motion.

Results and Discussion
Our sensitivity analysis established 0.4 mm as the resolution of
our system and thus the lower limit of our contact localization.
The contact centroid moved from dorsal to volar on the
polyethylene cap and from volar to dorsal on the radial
component during flexion-extension (Fig. 2, Left. R2 = 0.80 and
0.56, respectively), indicating the joint rolls and glides in
opposite directions (i.e., forward roll and backward glide). This
behavior might result in the impingement and restriction of
range-of-motion at certain extreme poses, and it could be due
to the structure of surrounding soft tissue or the design of the
implant. The contact centroid of polyethylene cap was also
located more radially, which shows the components surfaces
were not unifromly in contact throughout this in-vivo motion.
The contact centroid moved from radial position to ulnar
position on the polyethylene cap during radial deviation to ulnar
deviation, but its location was essentially constant on the radial
component (Fig. 2, Right. R2= 0.39 and 0.00, respectively)
suggesting a purely gliding pattern of articulation.[5]

Methods
Six osteoarthritic patients (74.7 ± 5.6 yrs, 2F, 2R) with size 2
Freedom® TWA implants (Integra LifeSciences) participated in
this study. A CT scan was acquired of each wrist (0.39mm ×
0.39mm × 0.625mm), and surface models of the TWA carpal
component (CC), 3rd metacarpal (MC3), and resected radius
(RAD) were generated using Mimics.[3] Models of the radial
component and polyethylene cap were constructed using a 3D
scanner and were superimposed on RAD and CC, respectively.
BVR (75 kV/80 mA, 200Hz) was used to capture dynamic
implant motion while each study participant performed five
active tasks of wrist motion. Positions of CC and MC3 were
calculated relative to a mathematically fixed RAD in the neutral
pose using a 2D to 3D registration software (Autoscoper). Wrist
kinematics described relative motion of MC3 with respect to
RAD using helical axes of motion. Pure flexion-extension and
radial-ulnar deviation positions (positions with secondary wrist
motion less than 5% of the maximum range) were selected for
further contact processing.
Contact of the polyethylene cap and radial component was
calculated using distance fields (D).[4] The distance exclusion
threshold (T) was selected using a Monte Carlo simulation that
incorporated the accuracy[3] of the BVR. Contact centroid was
calculated by weighting the distances by (T – D)2, and it is
mathematically alike to the center of pressure. The sensitivity
of our approach was evaluated by varying T in 0.05 mm steps.
Linear regression was used to evaluate the association
between wrist position and position of the contact centroid.

Figure 2: Contact centroid movement for pure flexion-extension (left
panel) and pure radial-ulnar deviation (right panel).

Significance
We computed the contact pattern and showed the possibility of
localized force concentrations during TWA radioulnar
deviation. Our findings could help inform the design and
protocols for wear/stress testing of the total wrist arthroplasty
implants.
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Figure 1: An example of the articulation of TWA components, and the
contact patch on both polyethylene cap (top) and radial component
(bottom). Black dots demonstrate the weighted contact centroid.
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determine if the volume of the crista was associated with the IM
angle, HV angle, and the pronation angle.

Introduction
The progression of hallux valgus (HV) deformities results in
dislocation of the sesamoids from their position (station) under
the plantar surface of the distal first metatarsal. With this
dislocation, the crista separating the two sesamoids erodes as the
contact of the medial sesamoid with the crista applies pressure
with weightbearing. Recently, three dimensional (3D)
reconstructions of the metatarsals and first phalanx have
demonstrated a means to quantify first metatarsal pronation,
showing that three-dimensional models have application to HV
problems. The purpose of the current investigation is to examine
the relationship of the volume of the crista to pronation, sesamoid
station, and intermetatarsal angle (IMA) using three dimensional
models. It is hypothesized that crista erosion is directly related to
sesamoid subluxation, intermetatarsal angle, hallux valgus angle
and first metatarsal pronation in HV deformities

Results and Discussion
The median sesamoid station in HV subjects was 4 and in
normal was 2 and the Mann-Whiney test indicated that the two
groups were different. The mean crista volume of HV patients
was 86±25 mm3 and was 148±30 mm3 in normal patients, with
the t-test showing p<0.001.
T-tests using simplified sesamoid station to compare crista
volumes, IM angle, and HV angle of HV subjects only were all
found to be statically significant (pvol = 0.012, pIM = 0.011, pHV <
0.001). However, the t-test using simplified sesamoid station to
compare pronation was found to not be statistically significant
(ppro = 0.87). The regression of crista volume against the IM angle
and pronation angle in HV subjects did not show statistical
significance (pIM = 0.09; ppro = 0.40). The regression of crista
volumes against the HV angle in HV subjects did show statistical
significance (p = 0.03, but r2 = 0.19).
In Hallux Valgus, it has been hypothesized that the medial
sesamoid erodes the crista resulting in arthritis. This is often
overlooked as a source of pain in these patients. Our study found
that crista volume, HV angle, and IM angle were all related to a
simplified taxonomy of sesamoid position. Pronation of the first
metatarsal, however, was not correlated with the sesamoid
position.
That sesamoid station appears to be related to IM angle but IM
angle does not appear to be related to crista volume needs further
investigation. The HV deformity is characterized by the medial
angulation of the first metatarsal and the change in sesamoid
station reflects that fact. That the IM angle would then not
correlate to the crista volume may be a result of a large variance
and a sample size of only 25. The relationship between the HV
angle and crista volume does, however, agree with expectations
because a large HV angle would malposition the sesamoids to
cause crista erosion.

Methods
Twenty five HV patients, sixteen from HSS (NY, NY) and nine
from UPMC Passavant (Pgh, PA), and ten normal subjects from
UPMC Passavant underwent CT imaging with weightbearing or
weightbearing equivalent (WBCT) methods after approval by the
relevant Institutional Review Board. Weightbearing images were
obtained in a PedCat (CurveBeam, Inc) and WBCT images were
obtained with a pedal device in a LightSpeed VCT (GE,
Inc.).[1][2] Using the program Mimics, segmentation was
performed to create 3D solid models. Pronation, IM angle and
HV angle were quantified from the 3D reconstructions.[1] Crista
cross-sections in each CT slice were demarcated by slices
thickness, the volume was computed. Sesamoid station was
quantified using the four stage AOFAS scale. (Figure 1)

The overall results emphasize the need to further analyze 3D
data to relate the HV deformity and crista wear. Operative
outcomes and early detection of HV offer possible implications
for the importance of crista erosion and sesamoid malposition.
Significance
This study is the first to demonstrate that medial sesamoid
subluxation as determined by sesamoid station results in erosion
of the crista. This supports the hypothesis that sesamoid
subluxation, arthritis, and crista erosion are important
components of the HV deformity.

Figure 1: Calculation of the crista volume on weightbearing CT
scans. Left: the crista has eroded with the medial sesamoid
subluxation. Right: the crista cross-section in a normal subject.

The mean sesamoid station was calculated and the HV and
normal stations were compared using a Mann-Whitney test. The
sesamoid station was simplified into two categories – mild medial
sesamoid subluxation (less than 50% of the medial sesamoid was
lateral to the nadir of the crista) and severe medial sesamoid
subluxation – and crista volume, IM angle, HV angle and
pronation angle between these two groups was compared using a
t-test for the HV subjects. Linear regressions were performed to
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Introduction
The Lisfranc joint complex, and the tarsometatarsal (TMT) joints
specifically, constitute important structural support of the
transverse arch of the midfoot [1, 2]. Injuries to these joints are
relatively rare (~0.002%); however, they are significantly higher
in football players (~ 4%) yet are missed or misdiagnosed in 1 of
every 5 patients. It can severely reduce mobility and diminish
performance and can be associated with long-term disability and
residual deformity if missed [3]. To date, no study has quantified
the precise mechanism or tolerances of Lisfranc ligament injury.
Such an injury risk function (IRF) is a necessary predicate for any
objective optimization of injury prevention technologies, such as
might be implemented in cleats or turf design. Therefore, the
objective of this study was to reproduce Lisfranc injury in
cadavers using real-world boundary conditions and to
subsequently develop an IRF based upon experimental metrics.

Results and Discussion
Post-test necropsies confirming Lisfranc complex disruption
were conducted by a board-certified orthopaedic surgeon with
expertise in Lisfranc fixation. Group 1 tests resulted in the
midfoot buckling laterally for most specimens and injuries
occurring primarily at the tarsometatarsal joints. Group 2 resulted
in the midfoot buckling medially for most specimens and injuries
occurring primarily along the medial ray of the foot. Injury timing
was determined based on the time-synchronized force, strain, and
kinematic data. These values were fit using survival analysis
(Weibull distribution). Injury risk functions of the Lisfranc
ligament injury were developed based on the correlation between
injury and four measurable kinematic metrics: 1) resultant force
along the long axis of the first metatarsal, 2) change of the foot
length, 3) the resultant angle of transverse and sagittal bending
and 4) weighted resultant angle.

Methods
With Institutional Review Board approval, sixteen male
cadaveric lower extremities were disarticulated at the knee and
tested (mean age=49.1±14.8). During the test, each specimen was
secured onto a material testing frame with a custom loading
fixture (Figure 1A). Each limb was positioned and supported by
a U-bolt through the tibiofibular interosseous hiatus distally, and
a heel block below the calcaneus. Bones were affixed with 10 sets
of 4-ball retroreflective marker arrays for 3-D kinematics capture
(Figure 1B). The Achilles tendon was clamped to resist
dorsiflexion imparted by the lowering crosshead. Group 1 (n=7)
was loaded in a neutral internal/external rotation posture through
a block at the plantar distal first metatarsal. Group 2 (n=9) was
similarly tested with the foot maximally externally rotated at the
talocrural joint and with the addition of a 100N abducting force
at the distal first metatarsal (Figure 1C).

Table 1: Injury Risk Functions for each injury indicator.
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Significance
This study is the first to report quantitative, mechanism-based
injury risk functions of Lisfranc ligament injury. The results
serve as baseline data for evaluation of the Lisfranc injury risk in
sports-related scenarios and provide fundamental information
needed for the development of countermeasure protection and
treatment options for Lisfranc injury. The injury risk functions
might also provide enlightenment to rehabilitation program
development to minimize re-injuries of Lisfranc joints.
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Figure 1: [A] Custom loading fixture. [B] 3-D kinematic targets.
[C] Cadaveric specimen instrumented and mounted.
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increasing ne rom sc lar engagemen d ring assis ed
(Fig re 2E).

In od c ion
Man people i h cerebral pals (CP) ha e impaired alking
abili res l ing from red ced ankle f nc ion [1]. We pre io sl
demons ra ed ha ankle e oskele on assis ance can impro e gai
mechanics in indi id als i h CP. Ho e er, e also obser ed
decreased m scle ac i i , hich co ld lead o a roph [2,3]. Gai
raining i h biofeedback can incen i i e people o change heir
alking beha ior [4,5]. Seeking o ma imi e he benefi of
earable assis ance, he p po e of his s d as o in es iga e
he combined effec s of real- ime s ep leng h biofeedback and
e oskele on assis ance on m scle f nc ion and gai mechanics in
CP.

Table 1. Par icipan charac eris ics.
Age (Years)
Se
Heigh (m)
Mass (kg)
P1
13
M
1.51
43.8
P2
31
M
1.70
53.3
P3
9
M
1.37
31.1
P4
10
M
1.39
38.5
P5
23
F
1.47
43.8
P6
6
M
1.10
17.2
P7
6
M
1.18
17.6
GMFCS: Gross Mo or F nc ion Classifica ion S s em.

alking

GMFCS
I
II
I
I
III
II
I

These res l s demons ra e ha s ep leng h biofeedback can
a gmen gai o comes and increase ne rom sc lar engagemen
d ring e oskele on-assis ed alking.

Me hod
Se en par icipan s i h CP (Table 1) comple ed alking rials
hile
earing shoes (Shod) and
hile sing he ankle
e oskele on [2]
i h is al biofeedback of s ep leng h
(Biofeedback-pl s-Assis ance) (Fig re 1B).
We collec ed mo ion, force, and m scle ac i i of he sole s
and as s la eralis for bo h condi ions (Fig re 1A). S ep leng h
and s mme r inde ere calc la ed from he coordina es of he
heel markers. Join angles and momen s ere deri ed in
OpenSim 3.3 [6]. A erage join po er and in egra ed
elec rom ograph (iEMG) ere calc la ed for he s ance phase.
All parame ers ere a eraged be een limbs. Paired one- ailed
- es s (
0.05) ere sed o assess if o comes impro ed i h
he in er en ion.

Fig e 2: Comparison of all ariables be een
alking
ih
Biofeedback-pl s-Assis ance (BF+Assis ) and shoes (Shod). Error bars
indica e s andard error of he mean.
Fig e 1: Depic ion of he (A) e perimen al se
in erface and algori hm for biofeedback.

p and (B) is al

Significance
Pro iding real- ime s ep leng h biofeedback can increase
ne rom sc lar engagemen and impro e o comes d ring
alking i h earable ankle assis ance, pa ing he a for
longi dinal in es iga ions i h his combined in er en ion.

Re l and Di c ion
Walking i h Biofeedback-pl s-Assis ance impro ed lo ere remi gai mechanics b did no al er m scle ac i i
compared o Shod alking. Par icipan s increased heir s ep
leng h b 20.3%, b decreased s ep leng h s mme r hen he
alked
i h Biofeedback-pl s-Assis ance (Fig re 2A, B).
Combining biofeedback i h assis ance elici ed immedia e
impro emen s in gai mechanics b increasing hip (9.7 ) and
knee e ension (7.8 ) and ankle (23.3%) and knee po er (44.2%)
(Fig re 2C, D). Sole s peak EMG and iEMG, and VL iEMG
ere similar d ring alking i h Biofeedback-pl s-Assis ance
compared o Shod, s gges ing ha he feedback as effec i e in
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This projec as par iall s ppor ed b he Na ional Ins i
Heal h nder A ard N mber R03HD094583.
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Introduction
As gait biomechanics research continues to progress, it is
important to quantify biological hip torque in unstructured
environments, such as those outside of the lab. Wearable sensors
provide an opportunity to compute joint dynamics without the
need for external sensing. Linked-segment model-based
approaches require sensors distal to the joint of interest, such as
pressure insoles, which are subject to low resolution GRF
measurements and often result in cumbersome, multi-joint sensor
suites1,2. Machine learning (ML) methods can compute biological
joint torque without direct measurement of GRFs by leveraging
the limited domain of joint torques during ambulation3,4;
however, generalizability of these methods to changing
ambulation modes remains unknown. Thus, we conducted our
study, hypothesizing that hip torque RMSE and peak magnitude
and timing error estimated by a neural network (NN) are less than
those resulting from an average curve of each ambulation mode.

estimated and ground truth values. A paired t-test (𝛼 = 0.05) was
used to compare the NN and baseline methods for each criteria.
Results and Discussion
The estimated hip torque of the NN and baseline methods are
shown for an example step during RA in Fig. 1C. On average, the
NN model reduced hip torque RMSE, peak magnitude error, and
peak timing error by 29.7±12.2%, 32.6±17.4%, and 12.8±13.9%
compared to the baseline method, respectively (p=0.015,
p=0.057, p=0.117) (Fig. 1B). Thus, the NN model more
accurately estimated the shape and magnitude of varying
ambulation modes compared to the baseline method as expected;
however, both the NN and baseline methods accurately estimated
peak torque timing to within 2% of the gait cycle due to the low
variability in this metric among ambulation modes. Thus, the NN
model is a useful approach for estimating biological joint torques
when the estimate must be sensitive to shape and magnitude of
the curve, such as in gait analysis and exoskeleton control.

Methods
Five able-bodied male subjects completed the IRB approved
experimental protocol by ambulating over 0°, ±7.8°, ±9.2°, and
±12.4° slopes while wearing a bilateral robotic hip exoskeleton.
The hip exoskeleton was used to collect hip encoder and 6-axis
thigh-mounted intertial measurement unit (IMU) data during
ambulation. Data was transformed into the ML model feature
space by computing the mean, standard deviation, and most
recent value over a 350 ms sliding time window for each
exoskeleton sensor channel. Biological hip torque was computed
using the Inverse Dynamics Tool in OpenSim with motion
capture and force plate data collected during each trial5. A 4 layer
NN with 30 nodes per hidden layer was trained using the
exoskeleton feature data, labelled by the corresponding hip
torque values (Fig. 1A). Additionally, the baseline method was
fit as the average hip torque curves for the level ground (LG),
ramp ascent (RA), and ramp descent (RD) conditions. The two
methods were evaluated using three criteria compared to the
ground truth hip torque values: 1) estimation RMSE; 2) peak
magnitude error, computed as the absolute difference between the
peak estimated and ground truth values; and 3) peak timing error,
computed as the absolute difference in gait phase during peak

Significance
This study validated an ML algorithm for estimating biological
hip torque using only mechanical sensors during various
ambulation modes. We demonstrated the benefit of using this
model compared to the baseline method of average values due to
its improved accuracy and reduced requirement of user state
information, such as ambulation mode. Thus, our study provides
a promising method for estimating biological joint torque for
applications including out-of-lab experiments and exoskeleton
control while varying ambulation modes.
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Figure 1: A) A diagram of the neural network based torque estimater is shown. Mechanical sensor data is input to a neural network after windowing
and feature extraction. B) Average estimated torque RMSE, peak magnitude error, and peak timing error among ambulation modes is shown for
the NN and baseline method. C) Estimated and ground truth hip torque is shown for a single step during the 12.4° incline (RMSE in parentheses).
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Introduction
Incline walking increases the demand of the knee joint positive
power generation during the early stance phase of the gait cycle,
exhibiting a high extension moment. Assisting the joint during
the phase of incline walking using a robotic exoskeleton could
yield a metabolic benefit. We previously tested the
biomechanical effects of powered assistance using a unilateral
knee exoskeleton on able-bodied adults during incline walking,
and only half of the participants achieved metabolic reduction
with the assistance [1]. The participants who increased metabolic
cost with the assistance in the study exhibited biomechanical
compensation on the unassisted leg that contributed to the
inc ea e. The ef e, a i ing he e knee j in bila e all
would potentially eliminate the issue. In this study, we tested
whether bilateral assistance during the early stance phase would
lead to metabolic reduction compared to the unassisted condition
with three types of controllers: a biological torque controller
(BT), an impedance controller (IM), and an adaptive proportional
myoelectric controller (PMC). The hypothesis was that the
metabolic cost of the user would be reduced with assistance.

muscles. The motor was powered-off under the UN, which yields
the RMS interaction torque of 0.4 Nm between the user and the
device during walking. Nine able-bodied adults participated in
this study. The experiment consisted of two visits. Each subject
was asked to practice walking under each assistance condition for
15 minutes during the first visit. Data collection occurred during
the second visit where the subjects walked each condition for 5
minutes prior to 6 minutes of data collection. The order of
conditions was randomized. After the completion of all walking
conditions, the subjects were asked to rank the controllers based
on which helped walk with the least amount of effort (rank 1-4
where rank 1 is the best and 4 is the worst). We used repeated
measures one-way ANOVA with post-hoc pairwise testing using
a Bonferonni correction.
Results and Discussion
All assistance conditions had significantly lower metabolic cost
than the UN (p < 0.05). The metabolic cost was 8.20 ± 0.15 (mean
± standard error of mean) W/kg for UN, 7.95 ± 0.14 W/kg for
BT, 7.96 ± 0.18 W/kg for IM, 7.95 ± 0.16 W/kg for PMC. This
seems to be resulted largely by removing the role of the
unassisted leg that caused an increase in metabolic cost with
unilateral assistance [1]. The level of metabolic reduction was
very similar across the assistance conditions: 3.1% with BT,
2.9% with IM, and 3.1% with PMC. The user preference rank
data also showed that the subjects preferred walking with the
conditions with the assistance over the UN condition (UN: 3.9 ±
0.1, BT: 2.0 ± 0.1, IM: 1.7 ± 0.3, PMC: 2.4 ± 0.2). Besides one
subject, all subjects ranked the UN as the condition that required
the most physical effort among the four walking conditions. The
IM condition was preferred the most by the users, and no subject
preferred PMC the most.

Methods
We used a bilateral robotic knee exoskeleton, one degree of
freedom (flexion/extension). The tested walking conditions
consisted of three assistance conditions and an unassisted
condition (UN) on the 15% gradient incline surface (1.1m/s). The
biological torque controller is a timing-based controller in which
a parabolic shaped assistance profile is generated for the first 30%
of the gait cycle. The impedance controller simply behaves like a
virtual spring in which the magnitude of the assistance is the
stiffness multiplied by the angular deviation of the knee joint
angle from the equilibrium angle, 0 degrees. The assistance was
active for the first 40% of the gait cycle under IM condition. The
PMC used for this study is largely similar to the PMC developed
by Koller et. al [2]. We computed activation levels of the Vastus
Lateralis and Vastus Medialis, multiplied each activation level by
its own adaptive gain to scale it to the assistance magnitude, and
averaged the assistance magnitude values between the two

Significance
This study is one of the few studies exploring energetics with a
powered knee exoskeleton. This study shows that bilateral
assistance was able to achieve metabolic reduction more
consistently than unilateral assistance [1]. The study indicated
that early stance phase assistance, regardless of control strategy,
had similar metabolic reductions during uphill locomotion.
Subjects preferred BT and IM over PMC mostly because walking
under the two controllers was more predictable and stable than
under PMC during continuous walking at a fixed speed.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup (left) and representative commanded
torque profiles of the tested controllers (right). The shaded region
represents +/- standard deviation.
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Introduction
The success of assistive devices relies on users learning to take
advantage of the assistance [1]. In everyday walking, the nervous
system is faced with the dilemma between exploiting, perhaps erroneously, previously learned strategies and exploring new, unknown strategies that may improve its objective [2]. Here we aim
to understand how people balance this trade-off when learning to
walk with ankle exoskeleton assistance. First, we hypothesized
that people explore many candidate gait dimensions as they determine which dimensions are relevant to their objective. Next,
we hypothesized that people reduce this exploration with experience as they learn to exploit new strategies.

to the first day, and reduced this variability with time constants
(!) of 107.8±107.1 minutes and 162.0±204.7 minutes, respectively (mean±SD). They also reduced their total soleus
(p=8.0x10-4, !=20.2±46.1 minutes) and medial gastrocnemius
(p=2.3x10-3, !=25.9±45.9 minutes) variability.
With experience, variability along some gait dimensions
converges on the baseline variability observed in the absence of
exoskeleton assistance, suggesting that exploration was in part
purposeful. Participants’ variability converged on their average
variability in normal walking for step frequency (p=0.38) and total soleus activity (p=0.68). However, variability in ankle angle
(p=8.0x10-6) and total medial gastrocnemius activity (p=2.2x104
) remained elevated, suggesting that some learning may still be
in progress or that there is some added experimental variability.
Exploration only results in systematic changes along some
gait dimensions, suggesting that the nervous system did not know
a priori which dimensions to adapt. Participants did not have
large adaptions in their step frequency (p=0.073, Figure 2A) or
ankle angle range during stance (p=0.053, Figure 2B) on the last
day compared to the first day; however, they did learn to adapt
their total soleus (p=4.6x10-4, Figure 2C) and medial gastrocnemius activity (p=9.5x10-4, Figure 2D).
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Methods
We performed a post-hoc analysis of data from Poggensee et al.
[3]. In this study, ten participants completed a training session per
day for a total of 5-6 days, where they walked on a treadmill while
wearing a bilateral, tethered, torque-controlled ankle exoskeleton
emulator. Participants completed a validation trial each day
where they experienced a generic assistance controller for two,
6-minute trials. They also completed an adaptation trial from Day
2 onwards, where they periodically experienced 2 minutes of generic assistance during a protocol that otherwise differed according to how Poggensee et al. randomly grouped participants. In
our current study, we analysed how users learned to walk with
this repeated exposure to the generic assistance controller.
In this experimental setup where the pattern of assistive
torque was controlled on a step by step basis, users could 1) influence the torque timing by varying their step frequency, and 2)
influence the power and work applied to the ankle by varying
their ankle kinematics. We determined exploration at the level of
the whole movement, the joint, and the muscle by quantifying
step-to-step variability along gait dimensions of step frequency,
ankle kinematics, and total ankle extensor muscle activity. In all
gait dimensions that we measured, we tested how variability
changed over multiple days by comparing average variability in
the final 3 minutes of the 6-minute validation trial between the
first and last day. We also normalized this variability to participant’s average variability in normal walking (or zero-torque for
ankle angle that was approximated using the exoskeleton) across
all days. Finally, we tested for systematic changes along gait dimensions by comparing average adaptation in the final 3 minutes
of the 6-minute validation trial between the first and last day.
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Figure 1: Variability in (A) step frequency, (B) ankle angle, (C) soleus and (D) medial gastroc activity.
Each colour represents each subject. Solid black lines are fitted double exponentials.
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Figure 2: Adaptation in (A) step frequency, (B) ankle angle range, (C) soleus and (D) medial gastroc activity.

Significance
Our findings suggest that people balance an explore-exploit
trade-off along many gait dimensions as they learn to reduce their
metabolic cost of walking with exoskeleton assistance [3]. These
insights into the nervous system’s algorithms may be beneficial
for training older adults and clinical populations to walk with assistive devices. That is, we may customize, and perhaps lower,
training time by using baseline variability as a benchmark to indicate when people begin to exploit new strategies.

Results and Discussion
When the nervous system has minimal experience walking with
exoskeleton assistance, it explores along many gait dimensions
in search of new strategies. We observed higher variability than
normal walking at the beginning of the multi-day protocol
(p=6.6x10-5, Figure 1A; p=8.0x10-8, Figure 1B; p=3.6x10-4, Figure 1C; p=1.2x10-4, Figure 1D).
The nervous system reduces exploration with experience.
Participants had lower step frequency variability (p=2.0x10-5)
and ankle angle variability (p=2.1x10-5) on the last day compared
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In d c i n
The a mme ic na e of hemiplegic alking gene all lead o
inefficien alking pa e n in pe on po
oke1. A common
cha ac e i ic of hemipa e ic gai i he ed ced p h-off po e
on he pa e ic ide, hich can ignifican l limi
alking
capabili . Man a i i e de ice a ge ing he ankle join ha e
been de eloped, ho e e imp o emen o gai a e no clea l
ho n2. Recen
die ha e ho n ha a gmen ing hip o k
ma p o ide mo e ene ge ic benefi
i h he ame amo n of
po e a ankle.3-4 Thi
d p e en a con ol f ame o k o
bila e all a i hip mo emen d ing alking. The aim i o
e amine he biomechanical effec of hip a i ance on
hemipa e ic alking o iden if he op imal a i ance a eg
be een pa e ic and nonpa e ic ide . We h po he i e ha oke
i o
i h nila e al impai men
ill benefi f om he
bila e al na e of he hip e o kele on and h imp o e gai
pe fo mance hen op imal a i ance i applied on each ide.

o alk on a fo ce-pla e eadmill and a 6-me e in
men ed
alk a a hei p efe ed peed. Fo
alking condi ion e e
(1) no e o (ba eline); and e o in h ee diffe en a i ance le el :
(2) lo (3) medi m and (4) high, i h peak o q e co e ponding
o abo 8%, 10%, and 12% of he bjec
eigh . Hip
kinema ic /kine ic and gai pa ame e
e e eco ded and
e al a ed
ing VICON mo ion cap e
em and an
in
men ed alk a , e pec i el . The p ima
o come
mea e a e gai a mme (ASI) and alking peed. ASI i
defined b he diffe ence be een he pa e ic and nonpa e ic
mean ep leng h o e one half of he o al mean ep leng h on
bo h ide .
Re l and Di c i n
In he medi m le el of hip a i ance condi ion, ASI ed ced
(S bjec 1: -18.6 cm; S bjec 2: -2.1 cm) and alking peed
inc ea ed in o of h ee bjec compa ed o ba eline condi ion;
ASI ed ced in he lo a i ance condi ion in S bjec 1 (-10.6
cm) and 2 (-2 cm) compa ed o he ba eline condi ion hile he
ame end e e no een in alking peed. S bjec 2 and 3
inc ea ed he ASI (S2: +2.6 cm; S3: +3.4 cm) and S bjec 3
dec ea ed peed hen he high a i ance condi ion a applied.
O e all, i h he lo and medi m le el of hip a i ance,
bjec demon a ed a end i h imp o ing gai mme and
ep leng h, hile he ame end a no ob e ed in alking
peed. Imp o ing gai pe fo mance ma be a ocia ed i h he
inc ea ing ne o q e e l ed f om he e o. In Fig 1,
ep e en a i e ial ho inc ea ing hip fle o momen on bo h
ide and hip e en o momen ( ed line ) on he pa e ic ide
i h he hip a i ance. Range of mo ion al o inc ea ed hen
alking i h a i ance on bo h ide . We al o fo nd ha ch
hip a i ance co ld a con ide abl among bjec , hich
ma be d e o diffe en compen a o
a egie
ed b each
bjec , o he amo n of a i i e o q e a no efficien on
each leg. In concl ion, he c en
d ho
he fea ibili of
a hip e o kele on in inc ea ing hip ROM and ne o q e, e l ing
in enhanced gai mme and alking capabili .

Me h d
A ecen l de eloped po e ed hip e o kele on (abb e ia ed a
e o )4 a
ed o deli e a i i e o q e o bo h he pa e ic
and nonpa e ic hip d ing gai . A a e machine-ba ed impedance
con olle a de eloped o de e mine he magni de and on e
iming of he a i i e p ofile. The amo n of o q e a
calc la ed b adj ing he iffne of i al o ional p ing
ac ing abo he hip join d ing he hip fle ion and e en ion
a e . The de i ed eq ilib i m in each a e a e o a
p edefined a io of ange of mo ion (ROM) f om he ma im m
fle ion/e en ion hich i he ame po i ion ha igge he a e
an i ion.
Follo ing info med con en of o IRB app o ed p o ocol,
h ee oke bjec (mean SD age: 51.6 10.6 ea , 3 male )
i h ch onic hemipa e i
e e e al a ed fo biomechanical
effec of diffe en le el of hip a i ance in imp o ing he oke
i o
gai . All bjec can alk i ho
ppo a a
alking peed g ea e han 0.4 m/ . T o bjec a e igh - ided
pa e ic and ha e apha ia (S bjec 1 and 3). S bjec
e e a ked

Significance
Unde anding he hip a i ance
a eg and ho diffe en
a i i e p ofile affec hemipa e ic gai
ill aid he
implemen a ion of obo ic e o kele on capable of ppo ing
oke
i o in comm ni amb la o ac i i ie . F
e
o k ill e plo e op imal a i ance a io be een he pa e ic
and nonpa e ic ide o enco age aid mo e efficien gai pa e n
in oke
i o .
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Fig

e 1: Hip kinema ic and kine ic e l in 1) ba eline (black)
and 2) a i ance (colo ed) condi ion f om ep e en a i e ial of
bjec 1.
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I
d c
Indi id als pos -s roke of en ha e ins fficien con rol of he
shank s for ard ro a ion d ring mid- o-la e s ance d e o plan ar
fle or eakness [1]. Passi e-d namic ankle-foo or hoses (PDAFOs) are commonl prescribed o hese indi id als [2]. PDAFO bending s iffness is a ke or ho ic charac eris ic ha can
po en iall assis he plan ar fle ors [3] b pro iding resis ance
o con rol he shank s for ard ro a ion [2]. Pre io s s dies ha e
onl foc sed on clinicall -prescribed AFOs or AFOs i h he
same s iffness al es for all par icipan s [4,5]. We ha e
de eloped a prescrip ion model ha can q an i a i el -prescribe
PD-AFO bending s iffness based on an indi id al le el of plan ar
fle or eakness [6]. For he firs ime, e pro ided indi id als
q an i a i el -prescribed PD-AFOs o ear d ring heir dail
li es for fo r eeks. This
o-person case series aimed o
e al a e he effec s on pos -s roke gai af er fo r eeks of
earing hese PD-AFO compared o earing he s andard-ofcare (SOC) AFO. We h po hesi ed ha he par icipan s ho
impro ed heir mean ne peak plan ar fle ion momen i h PDAFO se o ld sho impro emen s ( o ard
pical) in
biomechanical parame ers.

he PD-AFO. In con ras , P2 e hibi ed more of an ankle s ra eg
i h he PD-AFO and had increased ( o ards pical) pare ic s ep
leng h, peak pare ic prop lsion force, and peak pare ic railing
limb angle hile earing he PD-AFO compared o earing he
SOC-AFO.
Tab e 1: Par icipan s mean ankle plan ar fle ion kine ics, hip
fle ion kine ics, and railing limb angle d ring he s ance phase
of gai and s ep leng h are sho n.
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s b rac ing he par icipan s mean peak plan ar fle ion momen
from he mean, speed-ma ched, pical peak plan ar fle ion
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hen di iding his q an i b he pical a erage change in ankle
angle d ring s ance-phase dorsifle ion (12 ) [6]. The indi id als
hen ore he ne l prescribed PD-AFO for fo r eeks. Af er
fo r- eeks, he indi id als nder en ano her ins r men ed gai
anal sis hile earing his/her SOC-AFO and PD-AFO a his/her
self-selec ed alking speed.
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S g f ca ce
These da a s gges ha he q an i a i el -prescribed PD-AFO
has he po en ial o s bs an iall impro e gai biomechanics, for
some. F r her, parame ers be ond j s he peak plan ar fle ion
momen specificall se of he hip s. ankle s ra eg
ma be
a be er indica or of hich AFO is bes for a gi en indi id al.

Re
a dD c
T o indi id als par icipa ed in he s d (male: 1, age: 64.5 (0.7)
rs, mass: 92.8 (4.2) kg, heigh : 1.7 (0.1) m). P1 and P2 s selfselec ed alking speed ere 0.58 and 1.17 m/s, respec i el .
Bo h par icipan s impro ed heir ne peak plan ar fle ion
momen hile earing he PD-AFO compared o earing he
SOC-AFO (Table 1). Ho e er, impro ing ne peak plan ar
fle ion momen did no necessaril impro e o erall gai
biomechanics (Table 1). Thro gh e amining ankle and hip
mechanics, he or hosis in hich par icipan s e hibi ed more of
an ankle s ra eg (impro ed ankle plan ar fle or mechanics
o ard pical o p sh he limb for ard as opposed o p lling he
limb for ard i h he hip fle or m scles) sho ed impro emen
in o her gai biomechanics. Specificall , P1, ho e hibi ed more
of an ankle s ra eg
i h he SOC-AFO had increased ( o ard
pical) pare ic s ep leng h, peak pare ic prop lsion force, and
peak pare ic railing limb angle i h he SOC-AFO compared o
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Longitudinal Assessment of Gait Quality for Servicemembers with Transtibial Amputation: A Case Series
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pelvic motion data. This suggests personal investment can
play a large role in minimizing risk of injury.

Introduction
Persons with amputation often develop secondary
musculoskeletal conditions over time, such as knee
osteoarthritis in the intact limb and low back pain [1]. Young
servicemembers who undergo amputation fortunately have
access to specialized programs and advanced prosthetic
devices at Advanced Rehabilitation Centers, which results in
excellent function early in rehab. However, little is known
about their physical function long after they disengage from
active rehabilitation.
The purpose of this case series is to longitudinally assess
gait quality for patients with transtibial amputation (TTA).
Methods
Three male servicemembers with unilateral TTA (age:
31.7±2.1yrs, height: 1.8±0.1m, mass: 91.2±9.8kg) underwent
instrumented 3D gait analyses throughout their rehabilitation
(Baseline, 6 months, 1 year) as well as 9 years following their
initial baseline study. Variables of interest included selfselected walking speed, anterior pelvic tilt (APT), and knee
adduction moment peaks (KAM).

Figure 2a&2b: Peak KAM of both limbs during cushioning (a) and
push-off (b) for each patient over time

Peak KAM varied for all patients (Figure 2). TTA1
subverted expectations entirely, loading his prosthetic side
more throughout rehab and improving symmetry at his 9 year
study. This is likely due to his contralateral limb injuries
sustained during initial trauma. TTA2 had a much larger peak
KAM in his contralateral limb during cushioning at his 9 year
study but was more symmetrical at push-off, while TTA3 was
symmetrical during cushioning at his 9 year study with a
larger peak KAM in his contralateral limb during push-off. As
both patients are highly functional and active individuals,
difference in loading symmetry could be due to different
compensation strategies and/or different prosthetic devices.

Results and Discussion
Walking speed increased throughout rehabilitation and was
maintained at the 9 year study for all patients (Table 1). The
sustained speed implies good physical function, which is
confirmed b he pa ien
elf-reported occupations and/or
hobbies (e.g. police officer, weightlifting, etc.).

Significance
Few, if any, studies have been published that show
longitudinal data for young servicemembers with TTA.
Despite exceptional physical function, there is still risk of
econda complica ion , b being mindf l of one o n
body may help alleviate risk factors.

Figure 1: Peak and excursion of APT for each patient over time

APT excursion was maintained or decreased over time for
all patients, suggesting good pelvic stability (Figure 1). Peak
APT was greater for two patients in their 9 year follow-up, but
TTA2 was able to maintain a similar peak as compared to his
time during rehab (Figure 1). Anecdotally, per subjective
report, TTA2 maintains a focus on core and pelvic stability to
be mindful of his low back health, which is reflected in his

TTA1
TTA2
TTA3

Baseline
1.00
1.26
1.11

Disclosure
The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of
the Department of the Navy, Department of Defense, Defense
Health Agency, or U.S. Government.
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Table 1: Self-selected walking speed (m/s) for each patient over time
6 month
1 year
1.30
1.35
1.40
1.43
1.38
1.54
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9 year
1.43
1.44
1.57
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The Effects of Powered Ankles on Gait Initiation and Termination in Daily Life
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Introduction
Individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA) typically do not
walk for long durations at a time [1], which suggests that a
significant portion of their steps are to initiate or terminate bouts
of walking [2]. Transition steps may be more difficult for
individuals with TTA as they lack ankle musculature, which
contributes significantly to generating and dissipating energy.
Powered ankle prostheses have been developed to replace this
lost function by generating push-off power during walking [3].
While they have been shown to increase steady-state walking
speed [3], their effect on transition steps is unknown. The purpose
of this study was to compare the effect of unpowered and
powered prostheses during initiation and termination of gait. We
examined transition strides by calculating the velocity profile of
the foot during late stance and early swing. We hypothesized that
the powered ankle would yield greater peak velocity compared to
the unpowered prosthesis.

and found greater initiation and termination step velocities in
people without amputation compared to people with TTA [4,5].
The powered prosthesis should produce mechanical work at
the ankle joint comparable to that of the biological ankle [3].
However, there were no differences in the velocity profiles of the
initiation and termination strides. The lower vertical velocity with
the powered prosthesis compared to unpowered prostheses
suggests that participants may have decreased their push-off to
facilitate a more gradual stop. In contrast, control participants
produced greater vertical velocities on a quicker termination
stride, indicating they tend to stop more abruptly.

Methods
10 males (53 ± 11 years old) with unilateral TTA and 14
individuals without amputation (13 male; 44 ± 15 years old)
participated in this study. All participants wore a foot-mounted
inertial measurement unit (IMU) on their prosthetic foot (nondominant foot for controls) for two weeks. Individuals with TTA
completed two weeks of monitoring both with their prescribed
unpowered prosthesis and with the BiOM T2 (BiONX, Bedford,
MA) powered ankle, in random order.
Walking data were segmented into strides using heel strikes,
detected by finding local peaks in the gravity-corrected
acceleration signal. This signal was integrated to calculate foot
velocity. We included strides with lengths between 0.1 and 2.0 m
and examined bouts of walking that consisted of at least 5
consecutive strides. Forward and vertical velocity peaks of the
initiation and termination strides were compared between groups
(control, unpowered, powered) using a linear mixed model.

Figure 1: Forward (top) and vertical (bottom) velocity profiles plotted
for the initiation (left) and termination (right) strides.

Because our approach uses a single IMU on the prosthetic
foot, we do not know whether participants used their prosthetic
or intact foot for the first and last steps, though previous studies
have found that individuals with TTA usually preferred to initiate
with a prosthetic step and terminate gait with an intact step [4,5].

Results and Discussion
We analyzed velocity profiles in 730 ± 630 bouts per participant
for the unpowered prosthesis, in 930 ± 1070 bouts for the
powered ankle, and in 1850 ± 910 bouts for controls.
Compared to controls, participants with TTA had shorter
initiation and termination stride times (p < 0.003). They also had
lower forward and vertical velocity peaks in both initiation and
termination strides (p < 0.003; Fig 1).
For participants with TTA, there were no differences in
stride times between prostheses. Compared to the unpowered
prosthesis, the powered prosthesis had a lower first vertical
velocity peak during the termination stride (p = 0.023) and tended
to be lower during the initiation stride (p = 0.084).
The first peak of the vertical velocity profile (Fig 1)
represents the upward motion of the foot during push-off and
early swing, which is facilitated in part by the push-off power at
the ankle joint. Unsurprisingly, controls had greater peaks of
upward velocity compared to individuals with TTA. This was
consistent with a previous study that used ground reaction forces

Significance
The powered prosthesis did not normalize the velocity profile of
initiation and termination strides to resemble that of controls. Our
results suggest that the powered ankle may not be well suited for
power absorption during slowing-down transitions.
Acknowledgments
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Introduction
Lower limb amputees are generally found to have reduced
mobility and lower quality of life compared to the general
population [1], and is believed that poorly fitted prosthetic
sockets exacerbate these problems [2-4]. Although a properly fit
socket is believed to limit motion between the residual limb and
the socket, there is no evidence to confirm that reducing motion
between the underlying residual femur bone and the socket will
improve patient-reported outcomes.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship
between residual femur motion during gait and patient reported
outcomes. A secondary goal was to assess within- and between
subject variability in residual femur motion during gait.

superior-inferior (pistoning), and anterior-posterior directions,
respectively. The average within-subject trial-to-trial variability
was 1.1°±0.4°, 2.7°±1.2°, and 0.9°±0.3° for anterior tilt, internalexternal rotation, and varus-valgus, respectively, and
1.0mm±0.4mm, 1.2mm±0.5mm, and 1.9mm±0.7mm mediallateral, pistoning, and anterior-posterior directions, respectively.
Although residual femur ROM varied across subjects,
consistent patterns of motion were observed across subjects for
pistoning, medial-lateral shift, and varus-valgus rotation. All
subjects displayed pistoning greater than 20mm, with maximum
compression achieved by 20% of gait cycle. Most subjects
achieved approximately ±5mm of pistoning relative to the static
trial, with one outlier subject achieving >20mm of compression
past the neutral position with a ROM of 62mm. All subjects
exhibited a lateral shift of the end of the femur as the limb was
loaded after foot strike. The residual femur of most subjects
started more medial at foot strike relative to the static trial, with
one outlier starting more laterally. There was also a consistent
pattern of the femur-socket complex going into varus alignment
as the limb was loaded after foot strike for all subjects.
Increased medial-lateral motion was strongly correlated to a
higher Q-TFA problem score (Fig 2, 0.929, 0.003), which
suggests that residual bone motion is a factor in prosthetic
performance and comfort.

Methods
Following Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, 7
participants (1 female, 6 male; average age: 52.9±7.1 years) gave
informed consent to participate in this study. All participants
were unilateral transfemoral amputees that were ambulatory
using a socket suspension prosthetic.
Up to five trials of synchronized biplane radiographs of the
socket/distal femur were collected (100 images/s for 1.0 s) for
each participant during treadmill walking at a self-selected speed
(avg 0.7 ± 0.2 m/s). Additionally, one neutral standing trial was
captured for baseline measurements. Concurrently, skin mounted
marker motion capture of the full body was collected (Vicon, UK,
100 Hz), with the thigh markers placed on the prosthetic socket.
Ground reaction forces during walking were recorded at 1000 Hz
using a dual-belt instrumented treadmill (Bertec Corp, Columbus,
OH). After motion testing, a CT scan was collected
(0.57x0.57x1.25 mm/voxel resolution) and used to create a
subject-specific 3D model of the entire residual femur for each
participant. A previously validated volumetric model-based
tracking technique was used to match digitally reconstructed
radiographs created from the subject-specific CT scans to the
biplane radiographs [5].
The coordinate system for the residual femur was established
using anatomical landmarks placed on the shaft and femoral
head. Surface mounted markers were used to create the socket
coordinate system (Fig 1). Euler angle decomposition was used
to calculate 6 degree-of-freedom kinematics of the residual femur
relative to the socket for all walking trials. All trials were
averaged within subject for analysis.
Questionaire for persons with a transfemoral amputation (QTFA) was also administered at the time of testing. Correlation of
Q-TFA scores with residual femur kineamtics relative to the
socket were tested sing Spearman s rho ( =0.05).

Figure 1: (Left) The femur and socket and their coordinate systems
shown at terminal swing and mid-stance for one subject.
Figure 2: (Right) Scatter plot of medial-lateral residual femur range of
motion relative to the socket vs Q-TFA Problem Score.

Significance
Residual femur range of motion within the socket during gait is
repeatable within subjects, but inconsistent across subjects.
Individualized socket modifications that reduce medial-lateral
motion between the residual femur and socket may lead to
increased performance and comfort for transfemoral amputees.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Average rotation ROMs of the femur relative to the socket over
full gait cycle were 9.7°±4.2°, 18.3°±3.9°, and 9.0°±5.3° for
anterior tilt, internal-external rotation, and varus-valgus,
respectively. Average translation ROMs were 17.2mm±9.8mm,
31.1mm±16.2mm, and 30.0mm±13.2mm for medial-lateral,
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The Performance of Implantable Electrodes on the Control of a Myoelectric Prosthesis Over One Year Post-Implantation
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Introduction
Currently available myoelectric upper limb prostheses (MYO)
rely on surface electromyography (EMG) recordings to control
the terminal device. However, using surface EMG can result in
inconsistent prosthetic control due to skin and sweat-based
impedances, cross-talk between muscles, and day-to-day
differences in electrode placement.1 Intramuscular recordings
have been proposed to address the limitations of surface EMG.
We have previously demonstrated the ability to use machine
learning algorithms with intramuscular signals to control a
prosthesis in a virtual environment with high accuracy.2 As a next
step, it is important to investigate how these algorithms can be
used to control a prosthesis in a physical environment, where
users may have different muscle activation depending on
physical interactions with objects, movement of the limb and
differences in arm postures. In this case study, we assessed a
person’s ability to complete functional assessments using a MYO
prosthesis controlled via signals from indwelling electrodes over
one year following electrode implantation. Additionally, we
explored the movement strategy by quantifying trunk motion as
a measure of whole body movement.

with her intact hand, 160.3s with her BP, and most recently,
169.6s with the MYO (Fig 1A).
Compensatory trunk motion during the MBBT did not change
over time (0>r≥-0.569, p>0.14, Fig 1B). ROMs were similar
when using the MYO compared to the BP, but both were larger
than those when using the intact limb.

Methods
The participant was a 54 year old female with right transradial
amputation who used a body-powered prosthesis (BP) at home.
One year after amputation, a surgeon implanted five indwelling
bipolar EMG electrodes (Synapse Biomedical, Oberlin, OH) into
residual muscles of the forearm. One month after surgery, she
began real-time control experiments in a virtual reality
environment (MuJoCo).3 A single DOF linear decoder was
developed using EMG signals from the index flexor digitorum
profundus (FDPI) and the extensor digitorum communis (EDC).
This decoder was used to control the tripod grasp of a MYO
prosthesis (iLimb Quantum, Ossur, Iceland).
We assessed performance using a modified version of the Box
and Blocks Test4 (MBBT). We placed 16 blocks in an elevated
grid and measured how long it took to move all 16 blocks from
the ipsilateral to the contralateral side. The assessments were
performed standing and repeated 2-3 times per session,
depending on participant fatigue. On days 358, 393, and 456 after
implantation, we also collected upper limb and trunk motion
using a 17-camera motion capture system. From this, we
calculated the range of motion (ROM) of segmental trunk angle
in all three planes of motion. All tasks were completed with the
MYO, intact limb (days 337, 358, 456) and BP (day 483). We
assessed changes in these measures over time using linear
regression.

Figure 1: (A) MBBT completion time and (B) segmental trunk range
of motion (ROM) during MBBT for the intact limb, BP, and MYO.

Overall, she had similar performance with the MYO that she
only used in the lab to her at-home BP. This is notable due to the
documented improvements that occur with training,5 the
difference in weight between the prosthesis (BP: 1.1 lb, MYO:
2.25 lb), and differences in prosthesis length. The participant had
a small stature (1.41 m) and a medium-length residual limb. As
such, the prosthetic side was slightly longer than her intact limb
and could not accommodate a wrist flexion unit. Future work will
explore the impact of implanted electrodes on the control of
multiple degrees of freedom, including wrist motion.
Significance
A participant with upper limb loss was able to perform functional
tasks using a control algorithm developed with intramuscular
signals from two residual muscles for over one year following
implantation. She completed the task with trunk movements
similar to those used with her at-home body-powered prosthesis.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
After one year of implantation, the iFDP and EDC signals still
demonstrated a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 94.1 and 11.3,
respectively. The participant was able to complete MBBT with
the same decoding algorithm consistently for over 200 days of
evaluation (r = -0.358, p=0.09). She completed the task in 36.6s
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Stimulation of residual sensory nerve modulates walking mechanics in the cat with bone-anchored transtibial prosthesis
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Joint moment peaks, Nm

Methods
All experimental procedures were consistent with the Principles
of Laboratory Animal Care of the NIH and approved by the
Georgia Tech Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. We
recorded kinematics and ground reaction forces during walking
of one adult purpose-bred cat that had a bone-anchored,
transtibial, powered prosthesis for 29 months; for details see
(Jarrell et al. 2018; Park et al. 2016; Park et al. 2018). The
proximal stump of the distal tibial nerve was sutured to residuum
skin during amputation surgery. An onboard prosthesis
stimulator delivered stimulations of the residual nerve during
stance phase to modulate muscle activity (Duysens and Pearson
1976). Contact with the ground also triggered prosthetic ankle
extension. We investigated intact locomotion before surgery, as
well as prosthetic locomotion with and without nerve stimulation.
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Significance
The main findings of the study are that (1) the residual distal tibial
nerve responds to electrical stimulation 29 months after surgery
and (2) stimulation of residual distal tibial nerve, containing
mostly cutaneous afferents, modulates kinetic variables of
prosthetic walking. Although nerve stimulation parameters taken
from (Park et al. 2016) did not eliminate asymmetry of prosthetic
walking, it might be possible to optimize stimulation parameters
to further modulate locomotor performance (Duysens and
Pearson 1976). Additional improvements in symmetry of
prosthetic walking could be achieved by using a different
operation mode of the prosthesis, in which ankle extension is
controlled by both ground contact and EMG activity of a residual
extensor muscle (Park et al. 2018).

Results and Discussion
We found that joint moment patterns of the prosthetic limb were
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compared with no stimulation. Intact ankle extension moment
was greater than the prosthetic ankle extension moment with or
without stimulation and was compensated by greater prosthetic
hip extension and knee flexion moments. These results indicate
that nerve stimulation may change certain aspects of prosthetic
locomotion; however, nerve stimulation parameters used in this
study (Park et al. 2016) did not eliminate locomotor asymmetry.
1.2

extension

Introduction
Previous research has suggested that bone-anchored prostheses
provide lower limb amputees with more comfort, range of
motion, and osseoperception (Branemark et al. 2014). However,
locomotion with a unilateral bone-anchored prosthesis is still
assymetric (Jarrell et al. 2018) even if prostheses are powered
(Montgomery and Grabowski 2018). In addition, the current solid
titanium percutaneous pylons for prosthesis attachment cause a
high rate of skin infection (Branemark et al. 2014). A new porous
titanium skin & bone integrated pylon (SBIP, Poly-Orth
International, USA) has demonstrated a substantial reduction of
the skin infection rate in a rat study (Farrell et al. 2014). It could
also be used as an interface between the prosthesis and peripheral
nerves and muscles for bidirectional prosthetic control (Pitkin et
al. 2012) – to drive a prosthesis actuator using EMG from residual
muscles and to provide touch perception of prosthesis contact
with the external environment by stimulating residual sensory
nerves. This bidirectional control is more intuitive and potentially
could improve quality of prosthetic locomotion. The goal of this
study was to examine effects of stimulation of the residual distal
tibial nerve, innervating skin on planar surface of the foot, on
joint moments of the prosthetic limb during walking in the cat.

Normalized cycle time, %

Figure 1: Mean hip and ankle moments during intact and prosthetic
stimulated and non-stimulated walking. Negative values - extension.

similar to the intact patterns (Figure 1), but the moment
magnitudes differed significantly. For example, prosthetic peak
extension moments at the hip/ankle were higher/lower than in the
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Introduction
Motion capture is fundamental to improve the understanding of
gait abnormalities [1], to assist treatment decision making [2],
and to drive the design of new prostheses for individuals with
lower-limb amputations [3]. Unfortunately, the use of motion
capture is limited by the need for dedicated space, expensive
equipment, and specialized technicians, as well as the difficulties
in recruiting the patient population. To address these issues, we
present the first openly available dataset of 18 above-knee
amputee subjects walking at 5 different speeds [4].

Instrumented Treadmill. A modified Plug-in-Gait model
consisting of 67 reflective markers was applied to each
participant (Figure 1). A static, functional, and joint center
calibration was collected for participant specific calibrations.
Each participant walked at a single speed to collect 5 dynamic
trials capturing 10 full strides and was offered rest between
speeds. Participants were encouraged to walk without using the
handrails and any handrail use was noted by the experimenter [4].
Results and Discussion
Pre-processing was performed on the marker trajectories and gait
events using Vicon Software. A low-pass Butterworth filter with
a cut-off frequency of 15 Hz and 6 Hz was applied to the force
plate data and marker trajectory data, respectively. The kinetics
and kinematics were calculated using Visual 3D following the
default assumptions for the intact limbs. The knee prosthesis was
modelled as 1/3 weight with a center of mass 25% below the knee
joint [6]. All raw and processed Vicon data and kinetics and
kinematics will be made publicly available [4,7]. Subject specific
information, including prosthesis components and patient
demographic information, is deidentified. All data can be found
in a Figshare database [4,7].

Methods
Eighteen individuals with an above-knee amputation (Table 1)
were enrolled in this study approved by the University of Utah
Institutional Review Board and provided written informed
consent. Each participant’s walking speed was evaluated to
determine their classification as either a limited community
ambulator (K2) or full community ambulator (K3) using the
threshold of 0.8 m/s [5]. A different set of walking speeds were
defined for each group. The K2 speeds were (0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8) m/s and the K3 speeds were (0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4) m/s.
The biomechanics data was collected in a single visit using
a 10-camera Vicon system and a split-belt Bertec Fully
Table 1: Averages of Patient Demographics
K2
Number Participants (#)
9
Age (Years)
63±9
Gender (% M-F)
89%-11%
Mass (kg)
97.6 ± 25.6
Height (m)
1.72±0.06
Age of Amputation (Years)
15±19

Significance
Many unknowns can be address with motion capture leading to
an increased understanding of gait abnormalities in the above
knee amputee population. Yet, no dataset is available for the
biomechanics community to analyse. By making this dataset
openly available to the community [4,7], we expect that
researchers, clinicians, and therapists will be able to improve
rehabilitation techniques [1], treatment decision making [2], and
the design of new technology [3].

K3
9
40±13
78%-22%
83.6±18.0
1.80±0.11
13±12
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Introduction
From 2000 to 2015, there was a steady decline in runs scored in
Major League Baseball (MLB), causing many fans and experts to
call for measures to increase offense. One suggestion was to
lower the pitching mound again. (MLB previously lowered the
mound in 1969, and offense rose significantly in the following
years). Another suggestion was to move the mound farther back,
as today’s pitchers have higher ball velocity than ever and
moving the mound back could give batters more time. Any
change enacted by MLB would also be adapted by minor league
baseball and most likely by collegiate and high school baseball.
A pair of studies were conducted, one varying mound height and
one varying pitching distance. The hypotheses tested were that
pitching kinematics, pitching kinetics, and ball flight would vary
significantly with mound height and pitching distance.

Table 1. Significant differences (p<0.05) in fastball kinetics.
Mean values shown.
Mound height

Methods
In the first study, 20 collegiate pitchers were tested pitching five
fastballs and five curveballs from four mound heights (15, 20, 25,
and 30 cm).1 Reflective markers on the pitcher were tracked with
an 11-camera motion capture system (Motion Analysis Corp,
Santa Rosa, CA) while the ball was tracked with a separate
system (Rapsodo Inc, Fishers, IN).
For the second study, 26 collegiate pitchers were tested
pitching sets of five fastballs from three distances (18.44, 19.05,
and 19.41 m).2 Reflective markers on the pitcher were tracked
with an 12-camera motion capture system (Motion Analysis
Corp, Santa Rosa, CA) while the ball was tracked with a separate
system (SMT, Freemont, CA).
Repeated measures ANOVA were used to test for
differences (p<0.05) in each study. Pairwise differences were
identified with Tukey post-hoc tests (p<0.05).

15cm

20cm

25cm

30cm

p

Shoulder anterior
force (N)

360a

360b

367a,b

365

0.002

Shoulder internal
rotation torque
(N m)

90.4

90.4

91.7

91.7

0.013

Elbow proximal
force (N)

1011

1009

1023

1020

0.027

Elbow varus
torque (N m)

89.9

89.8

91.0

91.0

0.048

Elbow flexion
torque (N m)

56.9

56.9

58.1

57.8

0.041

Matching superscripts indicate pairwise post-hoc difference
Table 2. Significant differences (p<0.05) in fastball motion with
pitch distance. Mean values shown.
Pitch distance
18.44m
Ball flight (s)
Horizontal break
(cm)
Vertical break
(cm)

Results and Discussion
Comparison among mound heights showed no significant
differences in ball motion, but several differences in pitching
kinematics for both fastballs and curveballs. There were no
kinetic differences within curveballs, but five differences for
fastballs (Table 1). Decreased kinetics with lower mounds was
consistent with a previous study finding lower kinetics from flat
ground,3 but were not found in a previous study of adolescent
pitchers.4
There were no significant differences in fastball pitching
kinematics or kinetics associated with pitching distance.
However, the ball’s duration of flight, horizontal motion, and
vertical motion increased with pitching distance (Table 2). A
previous study of adolescent pitchers found kinetic changes with
pitching distance, but the range of pitching distances were more
extreme in that study.4

0.43
2.7

a,b

d

15.0e,f

19.05m
0.45
3.3

a,c

d

16.6e

19.41m
0.46

b,c

p
<0.001

3.9

<0.001

16.8f

<0.001

Matching superscripts indicate pairwise post-hoc difference
Significance
Lowering the mound would not increase kinetics and likely
would be safe for pitchers, however the current study does not
show any benefit for the batters. Increasing pitching distance a
moderate amount (1 m or less) would have no significant effect
on pitcher kinematics or kinetics. It is unknown if increased
distance would help batters (due to longer pitch flight time) or
hinder their ability (due to increased ball break).
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Introduction
The ability to change direction quickly during jumping and
cutting is important for sports performance, however, such tasks
entail a high risk of injury. Thus, athletic shoe design needs to
optimize both performance and injury risk. While the impact of
the midsole and outsole of athletic shoes is the focus of much
research, little is known about how the upper impacts athlete
biomechanics. Shoe uppers specially designed to fit and contain
the foot better than a traditional lace system improved key
performance measures during rapid direction changes (speed,
ground contact time, force generation).1 However, how the
biomechanical mechanisms underlying these performance
improvements,2 as well as the effects on potential injury risk
factors,3,4 are unknown. The purpose of this study was to evaluate
how specially-designed shoe fit configurations affect athlete
biomechanics during agility and speed drills requiring rapid
changes in direction. We hypothesized athletes would produce a
greater peak propulsive joint powers and moments, and range of
motion in the plane of movement, and decrease motion in other
planes of motion in the alternative configurations.

Table 1. Biomechanics in alternative shoe closure systems, compared
to a baseline laced shoe.
CMJ
Lace Lace repl. Y wrap Tri panel
Range of Motion (degrees)
Ankle
20.8
N.S.
-1.9*** -0.8*
inversion/eversion***
Knee flexion/extension***
91.9
2.6***
3.0*** 2.0***
Peak Moment (Nm)
Inversion***
5.5
-0.7*
-1.3***
N.S.
Eversion***
-28.2
1.8*
N.S.
2.4**
Knee Extension***
174.6
10.7*** 10.2*** 17.3***
Peak Concentric Power (watts)
Ankle***
2068
53*
45*
87***
Knee***
1918
N.S.
N.S.
80***
Skater Jump
Range of Motion (degrees)
Knee flexion/extension***
49.1
N.S.
-1.6** -1.9***
Peak Moment (Nm)
Plantarflexion*
-1.1
0.2*
N.S.
0.3 **
Inversion**
35.8
2.1*
2.9**
2.6**
Eversion**
-7.8
N.S.
-1.0*
N.S.
Knee Extension*
191.7
N.S.
7.7**
N.S.
Peak Concentric Power (watts)
Ankle***
2068
45*
53*
87***
Knee***
1918
N.S.
N.S.
80***
***p<.001, **p<0.01, *p<.05

Methods
The dataset from a previous study was reanalysed.1 Thirty-one
NCAA Division 1 and club athletes performed countermovement
and skater jumps in four shoe conditions. We prototyped three
different fit configurations (Lace replacement, Tri panel, and Y
wrap) and tested them against a laced baseline shoe (Figure 1).
We instructed each athlete to move as quickly and as forcefully
as possible. 3D force and motion data were captured during the
agility drills. Ankle and knee range of motion, moments and
propulsive powers were compared between footwear conditions
using a linear mixed effects model.

alternative fit configurations, while frontal plane ankle moments
were higher.
These results indicate that alternative shoe fit configurations
allow athletes to direct force along the intended line of movement
without unneeded and uncontrolled joint motion. This helps to
explain improved agility performance and biomechanical
efficiency previous measured in these athletes.1
Significance
Intentional upper design that enhances foot wrapping can help
optimize force and motion in such a way to enhance performance
in rapid movements by 1-5%,1 while also mitigating potential
injury risk factors. This could be due to mechanical influence of
the shoe upper on foot motion, and/or improved proprioception
due to better conformity to the foot.

Figure 1. Shoe fit configurations.

Results and Discussion
During vertical countermovement jumps and lateral skater jumps,
peak ankle and knee concentric power and knee extension
moment were greater in alternative shoe fit configurations
compared to laces (Table 1). These results help explain improved
agility performance during repeated vertical and lateral jumps in
these shoes.1 In countermovement jumps, sagittal plane knee
range of motion was greater in alternative shoe fit configurations,
while ankle frontal plane range of motion and kinetics were
lower. These characteristics are associated with decreased injury
risk.3,4 In contrast, during skater jumps, sagittal plane knee range
of motion and peak ankle plantarflexion motion were lower in
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Results and Discussion

Introduction
Heightened awareness in the football community on sportsrelated traumatic brain injury has fueled research efforts to
improve the performance of helmets. ARL has has developed a
rate-dependent strapping material, referred to as rate activated
tethers (RATs), that has demonstrated improvements in blunt
impact protection for crown impacts [1]. As shown in Figure 1,
RATs consist of an elastic tube containing two thin ribbons
immersed in shear thickening fluid (STF). When pulled in tension
the ribbons cause a shearing action in the STF, generating
increased resistance with higher extension rates. It is
hypothesized that a RAT based helmet suspension will decrease
head injury metrics when compared to a conventional padded
football helmet.

Ambient
Temperature
Parameter
Units Pads RAT
Impact velocity (m/s) 3.50 3.49
Peak acceleration (g) 45.0 39.8
Severity Index (SI)
99
67

Ambient
Temperature
Pads RAT
5.67 5.56
93.5 57.7
393 190

High
Temperature
Pads RAT
6.04 5.57
80.7 55.7
339 176

Figure 3: NOCSAE twin-wire rear-impact results for both helmets.

As shown in Figure 3, the RAT based suspension system
decreased both peak acceleration and Severity Index (SI) for each
rear impact case in the NOCSAE twin-wire test. At high velocity,
the RAT based suspension shows a dramatic improvement in
performance.

Acceleration (g)

100

Pads
RAT

80
60
40
20
0
0

10

20

Displacement (mm)

30

40

Figure 4: Headform acceleration vs. displacement for both helmets at
high velocity and ambient temperature.

Figure 1: Diagram of rate activated tether (RAT) technology.

Significance
The increased performance of the RAT-based helmet suspension
is attributed to three primary characteristics, showcased in Figure
4, that differentiate it from traditional padded helmet suspension
systems. First, the RAT suspension absorbs energy in a tension
over the entire distance (stroke) between the head and helmet
shell, while pads do so in compression until the point of
densification. Second, the energy attenuating profile of the RAT
follows a near square wave energy attenuating response,
decelerating the head at a near constant level over the entire
stroke, which is inherently more efficient than typical padding.
Third, the RAT system decelerates the head earlier in the event
compared to the pad system, which is more delayed in its ability
to engage the head and decelerate it at a tolerable level. These
results show that RATs could fundamentally and disruptively
change design concepts and performance expectations for
helmets.

Methods
As a proof of concept, the suspension system was focused on
reducing the head injury metrics in impacts to the rear of the
head. The rear pads in a 2014 Riddell Revolution Speed helmet
were removed from the helmet and replaced by a RAT-based
helmet suspension system as shown in Figure 2. The ends of
three RATs were attached to the front of the helmet shell, with
the RATs then closely wrapped around the rear of the head.
Impacts to the rear helmet shell induce stretching of the RATs.
Both conventional padded helmets and RAT-modified helmets
were subject to the twin-wire based NOCSAE football helmet
test standard for rear impacts [2].
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Figure 2: Rate activated tether (RAT) helmet suspension system.
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Introduction
Bone serves a mechanical role; however, repeated loading
increases stress fracture risk. Basketball players experience tibial
stress fractures. It is crucial to understand tibial loading during
basketball activities to develop preventive and management
strategies. We hypothesized activities involving rapid direction
changes and impact loading would have greater tibial strains
relative to walking, and would load different parts of the bone.
Methods
Collegiate-level basketball players (n=11) had biomechanical
data recorded during walking, sprinting, a drop-jump task, and
lateral sprinting using reflective markers attached to anatomical
landmarks (Fig. 1). A force plate recorded ground reaction forces
(GRFs). Computed tomography (CT) scans of the tibia, along
with density phantoms, were obtained.

Fig. 2: Principal strains at the entire cross section and anterior
aspect (*p<0.05, **p<0.01 between activities).
Peak strains during sprinting occured at 40% of the stance phase
which coincided with the time of peak knee flexion (Fig. 3).
However, knee flexion is likely not the sole predictor of strain.

Fig. 1: Pipeline: gait data were applied to musculoskeletal models for
finite element analysis of strain at the tibial midshaft.

Figure 3: Knee angles, maximum principal strains at anterior quadrant.

Bone is weaker in tension compared to compression. Within the
anterior quadrant, all three tasks resulted in increased tensile
strains relative to walking. However, fractures seldom occur
during sprinting but rather occur during jumping. Our results
indicate a modest, but not significant, increase in strains during
jumping compared to either sprinting or lateral sprinting tasks
possibly explaining the fracture risk associated with jumping.

Marker and GRF data were filtered in Matlab, then run through
inverse kinematics, inverse dynamics, and static optimization
analyses in OpenSim to obtain muscle and joint force predictions.
The tibia was segmented from the CT data and used to create a
finite element (FE) model of each subject that included densitybased heterogenous material properties. Muscle and joint forces
were applied to the tibia using qausi-static FE analyses for the
stance phase of each task. The proximal tibia was unconstrained
in the proximal-distal direction. Spring elements were used to
simulate soft tissue constraints at the distal tibia. Maximum and
minimum principal strains of the cross-section and the anterior
aspect of the middle diaphysis of the tibia - where fractures have
been reported to occur – at the time of peak strains were analyzed.

Significance
Strain ga ges ere sed in the late 90 s to meas re tibial strains
in vivo [1]. However, strain gauging is invasive and limited to
small regions. Here, we use for the first time a computational
technique to analyse tibial strains during basketball activities.
Our results provide insights on tibial loading and the relationship
between kinematics and strain. These data may provide direction
for the prevention and treatment of stress fractures using
biomechanically informed training programs.

Results and Discussion
The tibia experienced bending. Minimum principal strains
(compressive) were nearly double maximum principal strains
(tensile). At the cross-sectional level, sprint and lateral sprint
resulted in higher tensile (max principle) strains (133±46%,
90±66%) than walking. However, within the anterior quadrant,
landing from a jump resulted in greater tensile strain than walking
(146±70%). Meanwhile, sprinting and jumping resulted in
significantly greater compressive strain than walking at the crosssectional level (134±110%, 94±90%). In the anterior quadrant,
jumping induced greater compressive strain than walking (155 ±
115%) and lateral sprinting (175±170%) (Fig. 2).
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ƞp2=0.036] and maximum LR [p=0.023,ƞp2=0.060], and fKROM
[p=0.079, ƞp2=0.036]. Smaller pvGRF and pHAdA were found
in AA men compared to WA men but were unable to be explained
by any assessed factors. AA women had longer running stance
times compared to WA women, which was partially explained by
higher heart rate and larger crural index. No racial differences
were found during landing in men. In women, higher pvGRF,
average and maximum LR, and fKROM were found in AA
during landing. All racial differences in women were explained
by some combination of shorter height, higher levels of chronic
perceived stress, higher BMI, and weaker knee flexion strength.
Modifiable factors such as BMI and knee flexion strength
may provide targets for interventions aimed at injury prevention
and targeted rehabilitation. The direction of the racial differences
observed in the current study align with the higher incidence of
tendon rupture in AA compared to WA but opposes the lower
incidence of ACL injury in AA, which may be explained by lower
physical activity levels and potentially limited sport specific
landing training in the AA women based on the inclusion criteria.
Future investigations should evaluate whether modifiable factors
could be targeted to reduce or eliminate racial health disparities
in experienced athletes.
These results partly support our hypotheses concerning
racial differences, although the possibility for additional factors
to explain the observed racial differences in running and landing
should be investigated further, especially for men. These findings
suggest the need for racially diverse normative running and
landing datasets and emphasize the importance of stress control
for injury prevention, particularly for racial minorities.

Introduction
Running and landing are commonly associated with risk for
overuse injuries like stress fractures and impact injuries like
tendon ruptures and anterior crucial ligament (ACL) tears. Racial
health disparities in the incidence rates of these injuries have been
documented between African Americans (AA) and white
Americans (WA) 1,2,3,4. It is unknown whether running and
landing mechanics differ between racial groups and whether such
differences, if they exist, could result in differential injury risk
between racial groups and contribute to racial health disparities.
The purposes of this study were to test the hypothesis that
racial differences exist in running and landing mechanics
between AA and WA, and that such differences could be
explained by a combination of anthropometric, strength, and
health status factors in women only as these factors were
previously unable to account for racial gait differences in men.
Methods
92 participants equally divided between gender and selfidentified race were recruited. 3D motion capture and force plate
data were recorded during 7 running (3.2 m/s) and 7 drop vertical
jump (31cm box height) trials. Stance time and non-normalized
time series data were exported from Visual 3D. Heart rate, blood
pressure, stress questionnaires, activity level, anthropometry,
lower extremity strength, and blood levels of glucose,
interleukin-6, C-reactive protein, and cortisol were also collected.
Outcome measures included impact peak, peak vertical ground
reaction force (pvGRF), average and maximum loading rate
(LR), peak knee flexion (pKFA) and hip adduction angles
(pHAdA) during running and pvGRF, average and maximum LR,
impulse, pKFA, peak knee abduction angle (pKAbA), and frontal
plane knee range of motion (fKROM) during landing.
Univariate ANOVA models determined main and interaction
effects of gender and race (JMP Pro 15,
0.1). Partial eta
squared effect sizes were computed for each effect. If interactions
or gender effects were observed, separate analyses were run for
men and women. For each outcome measure with an observed
racial difference, race was locked as a predictor in a stepwise
linear regression model. Independent variables that differed
between racial groups (p<0.1) and were correlated with the
outcome measure (p<0.2) were included as predictors. If race was
no longer significant in the regression model after the inclusion
of the independent variable(s), those variables were considered to
have explained the effect of race. Landing pvGRF, LR, impulse,
and fKROM were log-transformed due to non-normality.

Significance
The impact of race and gender on running and landing measures
associated with injuries were explained by innate, modifiable,
and environmental factors in women. These racial differences
and identified explanatory factors suggest the need for racially
diverse normative datasets and targeted interventions focusing on
modifiable factors including BMI, strength, and stress
management. This data allows development of protocols that
could assist in reducing racial health disparities in running and
landing related injuries.
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Results and Discussion
Interactions between gender and race existed in stance time
[p=0.073,ƞp2=0.040], pvGRF [p=0.059,ƞp2=0.044], and pHAdA
[p=0.091,ƞp2=0.035] during running. Landing interactions were
found in pvGRF [p=0.018,ƞp2=0.065], average [p=0.080,
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Introduction
Noncontact anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries are the
most common severe injury in NCAA volleyball, accounting
for 26% of severe injuries [1]. Certain sagittal- and frontalplane knee ACL injury risk factors have been identified during
landing [2], especially during landings that involve a rotational
movement after landing [3]. Additionally, a primary concern in
biomechanics research is the lack of a realistic, game-like
environment during data collection. It has been shown that
including both external objects [4] and unanticipated tasks [5]
in the testing environment can better represent game-like
scenarios in the lab. Currently, it is unknown how including
both an external object and an unanticipated task affects knee
biomechanics during a volleyball-specific block landing.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the
effects of a physical overhead goal and a subsequent
unanticipated lateral cut on knee kinematics and kinetics of the
dominant-leg during the landing of a volleyball block. It was
hypothesized that ACL injury risk factors would increase in
both the with-target conditions and unanticipated conditions.

Results and Discussion
Significant interactions were present for peak knee abduction
angle (p=0.021) and peak knee adduction moment (p=0.025,
Table 1). Participants demonstrated greater peak knee
abduction angles in WTA compared to WTUA (p=0.004). Post
hoc comparisons showed no differences for peak knee
adduction moment. Significant target main effects were present
for IC knee flexion angle (p=0.021), which were decreased in
the with-target condition, and peak knee extension moment
(p<0.001), which were greater in the with-target condition.
Significant anticipation main effects were present for IC knee
abduction angle (p = 0.001), which were greater in the
anticipated condition, and peak knee flexion angle (p=0.021),
which were greater in the unanticipated condition.
Creating a more realistic testing environment by including
external targets and unanticipated movements altered knee
landing mechanics and may allow for better evaluation of ACL
injury risk factors in female volleyball players. Females landed
in a more erect posture, as well as experienced greater sagittal
plane knee loading when a target was present, giving a
potentially better representation of the loads that are sustained
during gameplay during a block-and-cut task.

Methods
Fourteen healthy and recreationally active females (age:
21.2±2.7yrs; height: 1.74±0.06m, mass: 68.35±8.86kg), with a
minimum of two years high school volleyball experience,
completed four volleyball-specific block-and-cut testing
conditions – with a target and an anticipated cut after landing
(WTA), with a target and an unanticipated cut after landing
(WTUA), no target and an anticipated cut after landing (NTA),
and no target and an unanticipated cut after landing (NTUA).
3D marker coordinate data were collected using a 12camera Vicon system (200Hz), and ground reaction forces
were collected with two AMTI force plates (2000Hz). A
suspended volleyball and volleyball net, set to regulationstandard height, were used in the WT conditions. 3D knee
sagittal and frontal plane kinematics and internal moments,
normalized to body mass, were calculated. 2 2 (target
anticipation) repeated-measures ANOVAs were perfomed to
detect both main effects and interactions between target and
anticipation conditions for initial contact (IC) and peak knee
angles, and peak knee moments (α=.05).

Significance
Changing the testing environment so it better represents
gameplay can improve the methods researchers use to find more
conclusive evidence in the mechanisms of ACL injury in female
volleyball players. While including a target during the blockand-cut movement did result in altered knee biomechanics,
using an unanticipated secondary movement resulted in a larger
number of biomechanical changes, suggesting that it may be
more important to include decision-making tasks in the testing
environment to better simulate gameplay.
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Table 1. Mean ± SD knee kinematic and kinetic variables between target and anticipation conditions.
Anticipated

Initial Contact Angles
Peak Angles
Peak Moments

Target
-12.0±5.5
-3.2±3.0
-64.5±8.2
-11.0±4.5
2.04±0.50
0.39±0.23

Knee Flexion ( ) *
Knee Abduction ( ) ^
Knee Flexion ( ) ^
Knee Abduction ( ) ^†a
Knee Extension (Nm kg-1) *
Knee Adduction (Nm kg-1) †

*significant target main effect
^significant anticipation main effect
†: significant target×anticipation interaction (a= WTA is significantly different than WTUA)
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No Target
-13.3±6.2
-3.1±2.8
-64.9±9.2
-10.3±4.4
1.94±0.52
0.38±0.23

Unanticipated
Target
-10.2±4.1
-1.9±3.4
-66.1±9.4
-8.7±4.2
2.13±0.50
0.35±0.20

No Target
-11.9±5.1
-2.1±3.0
-67.4±9.2
-9.4±4.5
1.90±0.54
0.41±0.21
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Introduction
Pacing strategy during long distance running reflects complex,
nonrandom behavior and long-range memory effects in both
speed and stride length.[1] It has been reported that self-preferred
racing (SPR) displays optimal variability compared to faster and
slower running speeds, and imposes the least biological stress on
the system.[2,3] Fluctuations in inter-stride-intervals (ISI) during
SPR exhibit fractal-like properties and long-range
correlations.[2] This suggests an intrinsic physiologic control
scheme that purposefully integrates different regulatory systems.
The use of periodic metronomes as a pacing strategy during
running is common. The long-range correlations of human gait
were altered when pacing to a periodic metronome, indicating
breakdown of these internal regulatory control processes.[4]
Thus, we aimed to investigate the effect of a fractal-like stimulus
in running to preserve the natural healthy complexity of the
system observed in SPR.

Results and Discussion
A significant main effect for condition was observed for ISI
(F1.60,17.55=16.04, p < 0.05). Pairwise comparisons showed that
ISI was significantly higher in SPR (0.88±0.13) and FRC
(0.85±0.14) conditions than both RND (0.65±0.15) and PER
(0.54±0.19). No other significant differences were found
(p>0.05).
Figure 1: Violin plots generated for data distribution of ISI for
each condition: RND, SPR, FRC, PER. It represents the boxplots
with interquartile range, and the distribution of the data.

Methods
Thirteen male participants (22.80±3.65yrs, 1.74±0.07m,
67.85±8.96kg, VO2max 49.90±5.45ml/kg/min) completed four 8minute treadmill running trials (10.38±0.75km/h).
Testing was completed in 3 sessions conducted on separate
days. In session 1, participants completed an incremental test to
exhaustion to determine peak VO2, maximal aerobic speed
(MAS) and the first ventilatory threshold (VT1). These values
were used to determine running intensity for the treadmill trials.
In the experimental trials, participants ran in a heavy intensity
domain (20 % (VT1 + 0.20 (MAS - VT1)).
Session 2 began with a SPR condition without a stimulus. The
stride time from SPR was used to design individualized stimuli
for 3 randomized cued conditions: periodic (PER), random
(RND), and fractal (FRC). The stimulus was provided via a
moving horizontal bar projected on a screen. Participants were
instructed to synchronize their heel strike to the moving bar. The
first of 3 randomized trials was completed 45 minutes after the
SPR trial. In session 3, participants completed the remaining two
randomized trials, separated by 45 minutes rest. Detrended
fluctuation analysis (DFA) was used to validate the temporal
structure of the FRC and RND stimuli.
An accelerometer (1000 Hz), placed at the ankle, was used to
determine gait events. The first 15-seconds of each trial were
discarded prior to analysis. A 4th order, zero lag low-pass
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20Hz was applied.
ISI were calculated as the time difference between heel strikes.
DFA was used to determine the fractal-scaling exponent from
intera (ISI ). ISI values >0.5 indicate a positively
persistent long range correlation, while values <0.5 indicate antipersistent correlations. A repeated measure ANOVA was used to
determine the effects of condition on ISI , p<0.05.

Significance
Pacing to a FRC metronome does not alter the natural system
complexity observed in self-paced running, and preserves longterm correlations of the locomotor system during running.
Conversely, we found a breakdown in gait complexity with PER
and RND metronomes. A viable approach to preserve gait
complexity is to alter the metronome temporal structure. The use
of PER and RND conditions significantly decreased ISI ,
compared to both SPR and FRC conditions. This suggests that the
structure of the variability introduced into the temporal structure
of the metronome is vital to preservation of long-range
correlations in human running gait.
Our findings advocate that structured variability in a
metronome pacing stimulus preserves the complexity and longterm correlations observed in SPR running for healthy adults.
Thus, a FRC metronome stimulus may be more appropriate than
PER metronomes to preserve the natural long-term correlations
found in SPR strategy. However, it remains to be determined its
impact on running performance (i.e., VO2).
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significantly to knee varus moment (17.66 Nm). Although the
Introduction
biceps femoris long head contributed the most to external
Approximately 80,000 to 250,000 ACL injuries occur per year
rotation moment (11.19 Nm), it also made the greatest
in the United States [1]. Seventy to eighty percent of ACL
contribution to knee valgus moment (29.87 Nm). Therefore,
injuries are caused by a non-contact mechanism such as cutting
further investigation of the biceps femoris is necessary to
or landing. Knee joint loading such as tibiofemoral anterior
determine if this muscle has potential to reduce the risk of ACL
shear force, valgus moments, and internal rotation moments has
injury. The medial gastrocnemius and medial hamstrings have
been associated with an increased risk of ACL injury. Muscles
great potential to reduce the risk of ACL injury by providing
are one of the primary factors in determining knee joint loading
varus moments during single-leg landing. Interventions
during dynamic movements. Therefore, understanding the role
targeting these muscles may be necessary to prevent ACL
of individual muscle contributions to knee joint loading is
injuries because of their ability to resist valgus loading during
required. Ultimately, knowledge of individual muscle
single-leg landing. Future analysis is required to determine the
contributions to the knee joint loading may help to develop
muscle contributions of non-knee-spanning muscles during
interventions that target specific muscles in order to prevent
landing tasks as these muscle groups have been shown to play
ACL injuries.
an important role in determining knee joint loading during
dynamic movements [3].
Musculoskeletal modeling provides a means to quantify
individual muscle contributions to the knee joint loading that
have been associated with ACL injuries during dynamic
movements. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to identify
the role of individual muscle contributions to shear joint
reaction forces, valgus moments, and internal rotation moments
during single-leg landing. We hypothesized that quadriceps
musculature will contribute the most to anterior shear force
during single-leg landing. We also hypothesized that hamstring
musculature will contribute the most to varus moments and
external rotation moments during single-leg landing.
Methods
Ten healthy adults participated in this study (5 females, age:
26.6 ± 1.35 years; height: 1.75 ± 0.7 m, mass: 71.1 ± 14.1 kg).
Three-dimensional marker position data were collected at
200Hz using a 3D motion capture system while the participants
performed single-leg landings from a height of 45 cm onto a
force platform. Each participant performed single-leg landings
with their dominant leg until they had 3 successful trials.

Figure 1: Individual muscle contributions of knee spanning muscles
to knee joint loading during single-leg landing. The shaded gray area
represents each total reaction load. BFLG: biceps femoris long head;
BFSH: biceps femoris short head; MEDHAM: semitendinosus and
semimembranosus; RECFEM: rectus femoris; VASTI: vastus
medialis, laterals, and intermedius; MEDGAS: medial gastrocnemius;
LATGAS: lateral gastrocnemius.

Ten subject-specific models were developed in OpenSim for
data analysis [1,2]. Each model had a total of 31 degrees-offreedom (DOF) and 92 musculotendon actuators. Muscle
induced ground reaction force was calculated using Induced
Acceleration Analysis in OpenSim. A total of 240 Joint
Reaction Analysis was performed to calculate individual
muscle contributions to knee joint loads by applying muscle
force in isolation and corresponding muscle induced ground
reaction forces [3]. Our analysis was focused on the weight
acceptance phase of landing (from initial contact to peak
vertical ground reaction force). Muscles that span the knee joint
were analyzed in this study.

Significance
Knowledge of individual muscle contribution to knee joint
loading may help to develop preventative exercises or
rehabilitation strategies for ACL injury.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
The lateral gastrocnemius contributed the most to tibiofemoral
anterior shear force (961.95 N) during single-leg landing. The
medial gastrocnemius provided the greatest contribution to
knee varus moment (24.81 Nm). The medial hamstrings
(semitendinosus and semimembranosus) also contributed
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Introduction
Muscle synergy analysis during gait has been proposed for
exploring the effects of neurological impairment on motor
control [1,2]. For example, previous research has shown that a
lesser number of muscle synergies is required to explain some
threshold percentage of the variance accounted for (VAF) in
measured muscle excitations for populations with neurological
impairment (e.g., Parkinson’s disease [1], cerebral palsy [2]) as
compared to unimpaired populations. This observation is thought
to indicate a less complex motor control strategy attributed to the
neurological impairment. These conclusions assume that the
observed differences are not confounded by other variables such
as sex and age [3]. However, it has been shown that sex can
influence observed gait mechanics in impaired populations [4,5]
and that sex may impact motor control in activities other than gait
[6]. These results provide a basis for questioning the assumption
that sex does not influence conclusions concerning motor control
complexity via muscle synergy analysis. An understanding of the
potential influence of sex on muscle synergy analysis during gait
is necessary for clinical interpretation, however, this has not been
tested directly. Thus, in this study, we explore the effect of sex
on muscle synergy analysis during gait and present preliminary
results suggesting the effect of sex is not significant.

consider all possible synergy configurations. We compared
synergy-based characteristics of motor control complexity
between males and females according to statistical techniques
that have been used to compare impaired and unimpaired
populations [1,2]. To this end, the total VAF across all muscles
for each number of synergies extracted was compared between
males and females. The normality of the VAF distributions for
each group and each number of synergies was confirmed using
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Average VAF between males and
females was compared for each number of synergies extracted
using independent t-tests as seen in [5,6]. Further, following the
analysis presented in [1], we also compared muscle specific VAF
for the four- and five-synergy configurations using 10
independent t-tests (one for each muscle). Finally, the number of
synergies needed to exceed a 95% VAF threshold was compared
between males and females using Fisher’s Exact Test [1]. The
level of significance was set to 0.05 for all statistical tests.
Results and Discussion
A similar trend for both males and females was observed in the
total VAF with respect to the number of synergies extracted and
the differences between sexes were not significant for each
synergy configuration (Figure 1). The Fisher’s Exact Test
revealed no differences between males and females in the number
of synergies required to exceed the 95% VAF threshold. In
similar analyses, others have shown that impaired populations
will exceed a given VAF threshold with significantly fewer
synergies. This preliminary analysis suggests sex is not a
confounding factor using this approach. Further, Rodriguez et al.
(2013) found differences between impaired and unimpaired
populations on the basis of muscle specific VAF (increased VAF
for impaired relative to unimpaired for specific muscles) [1].
However, in this study, the same approach applied to compare
males and females revealed no differences in VAF for any
muscles for the four- or five-synergy configurations. Thus, this
analysis suggests sex does not influence the interpretation of
synergy analysis as it relates to motor control complexity.

Methods
Surface electromyograms (sEMG, 1000 Hz) of 10 muscles
(biceps femoris, lateral gastrocnemius, medial gastrocnemius,
peroneus longus, rectus femoris, soleus, semitendinosus, tibialis
anterior, vastus lateralis, vastus medialis) of the right leg were
recorded for 16 unimpaired subjects (10 males: age = 22 ± 2 yo
and 6 females: age = 21 ± 3 yo) during a one-minute level
walking trial on a treadmill at a self selected speed. All sEMG
data were high pass filtered at 30 Hz, rectified, low pass filtered
at 6 Hz, and normalized by the maximum value across the
walking trial and several muscle specific maximum voluntary
contraction (MVC) trials. One to nine synergies were extracted
from all subjects using non-negative matrix factorization to

Significance
Our preliminary analysis suggests that sex does not significantly
influence interpretation of motor control complexity via muscle
synergy analysis. From a clinical perspective, this is worthy of
attention as it eliminates the need to consider sex when assessing
a patient’s motor impairment. Further work will consist of
analyzing a larger sample size and exploring the effect of age on
motor control complexity via synergy analysis.
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Figure 1: A graphical comparison of total VAF between males
and females for each number of synergies extracted.
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Introduction
Loss of functional movement can occur with advanced age and
with neuromotor disorders such as stroke and spinal cord injury.
Rehabilitative training is commonly employed to help restore
motor strength and ability in individuals with such deficits, and
pairing neuromodulatory interventions with training may
enhance the effects of rehabilitation. In rat stroke models, afferent
vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) with implanted electrodes
promoted motor recovery when VNS was applied during
rehabilitation exercise [1]. While the underlying mechanisms for
this efficacy are unknown, it is possible that stimulation of
afferent vagus nerve connecting to the locus coeruleus affects
neuromodulators in the cortex, and consequently neuromotor
performance and adaptation. The applicability of the efficacy of
VNS on motor recovery in rats to humans is unknown.
Furthermore, implantation of VNS electrodes can be risky and
costly, so the viability of transcutaneous VNS (tVNS) in humans
must be explored. The purpose of this study was to examine the
potential effects of pairing tVNS with motor training on motor
skill improvement in healthy young humans. We hypothesized
that motor skill improvement due to motor training is altered with
tVNS that is paired with the execution of the training task.

Figure 1: Upper, visual feedback during the task. Index finger force
(green), little finger force (red), and the target trace (blue) were shown.
Lower, subjects used abduction forces of index and little fingers to track
the target trajectories

When this normalized test RMSE for the practiced complex
trajectories was compared during the subsequent four test days,
subjects in the tVNS group showed higher RMSE compared with
the Sham group by ~20% across days, on average (F = 11.78, p
< 0.01; main effect of group). This difference was prominent in
the initial days but not the final test day. Both groups had
significant reductions in RMSE of the practiced trajectories
across days (F = 22.56, p < 0.01; main effect of day). After the
training period, the average reduction in RMSE of the practiced
trajectories was comparable across groups, i.e. ~56% compared
with before training. Average reduction in RMSE of the nonpracticed square-wave trajectories was also comparable across
groups (~13%, p > 0.05). All these trends were observed in both
finger forces.

Methods
Sixteen healthy young adults completed five days of
experimentation. Subjects were assigned to either the tVNS
group or Sham group pseudo-randomly to match for initial
performance of the motor skill test. Weak electrical stimulation
was administered at the tragus for tVNS or at the earlobe for
Sham. Over the course of five days, subjects trained for 170 trials
of the visuomotor skill task of tracking complex trajectories. The
task consisted of accurately tracking complex target trajectories
for 20 s with finger forces normalized to their maximum forces
(Figure 1). Subjects were instructed to follow the target pattern
as close as possible with the abduction forces of their index and
little fingers simultaneously while electrical stimulation to the
tragus or earlobe was applied concurrently with the task
execution during training. Subjects were provided with
knowledge of results after each trial, shown as a score based on
the inverse of root-mean-square error (RMSE) from the target
trace, averaged across fingers. The same visuomotor skill was
tested each day without electrical stimulation before and after the
training. To assess the progress of skill learning, preliminary
analysis was performed on RMSE that was tested before each
training. To examine the transfer of learned motor skill, subjects
were additionally tested on tracking non-practiced square-wave
trajectories on the first and last test days without electrical
stimulation.

Significance
The results indicate that application of tVNS during visuomotor
skill training may delay the initial improvement of practiced skill
while the final improvement is comparable to non-tVNS training
in healthy young adults. The findings contrary to those of
implanted VNS in stroke rats suggest the need to consider the
specificity of VNS procedure, species, health/clinical status of
subjects, and motor task in understanding and expecting the
effect of VNS on motor rehabilitation outcome.
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Results and Discussion
The initial test performance before the training period had
comparable RMSE between groups for both complex and squarewave trajectories (p > 0.05 for both). RMSE in test trials were
normalized to this initial performance to minimize variability
between subjects for further analysis.
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In rod c ion
The U.S. depar men of labor ci es eq ipmen con ac as
acco n ing for ro ghl half of nonfa al occ pa ional inj ries ha
in ol e da s a a from ork [1]. Impro ing orker s si a ion
a areness can help hem a oid rapidl e ol ing hrea s s ch as
mo ing machines or falling debris. Pre io s ork has q an ified
ho differen indi id al ( ac ile, a dio, and is al) and combined
c e modali ies affec fail re ra es and reac ion imes [2].
Ho e er, pro iding informa ion abo he objec direc ion ma
no be he bes approach o inform people of imminen hrea s.
Pro iding g idance o a safe area, hereb skipping he cogni i e
e al a ion needed for a safe response, o ld likel
ield
impro ed safe in comple en ironmen s. Ho e er, firs e
m s de ermine ha percep al c e/c e combina ion sho ld be
sed. In his research, e perimen s ere cond c ed in a ir al
reali en ironmen ha sim la es objec s rapidl mo ing o ard
he par icipan . We are in eres ed in ho differen c es can inci e
differen dodge ra es and reac ion imes.

Fig re 1: VR En ironmen . S bjec is aler ed o an incomming
hrea (represen ed b bl e alls) from behind and dodges o
main ain safe . Objec s mo e a ar ing ra es (8.5, 9.25, and 11
m/s) and come in ar ing si es (0.1, 0.35, 0.5 m) from he fo r
cardinal and fo r in ercardinal direc ions.
F V

Me hods
Eigh een able-bodied s bjec s ( = 0.05, Po er = 0.8)
par icipa ed in an e perimen al pro ocol, appro ed b he
Georgia Tech Ins i ional Re ie Board (IRB H18363) [2].
Af er he par icipan s gi e ri en, informed consen , par icipan s
ere placed in he ir al en ironmen and orien ed i h he
space (3m 3m area). Par icipan s ore a c s om e hered ac ile
bel (loca ed on orso), HTC Vi e headse and racker (for COM
es ima ion). Af er ge ing orien ed o he VR space and an in ial
raining period, he par icipan as ins r c ed o dodge 27 hrea s
o er se eral condi ions ( hree from each direc ion) (Fig. 1). The
differen condi ions of his e perimen incl ded: 3D a dio (A)
origina ing from he objec , ac ile indica ing a safe pa h (T), and
a is al (V) arro poin ing in a safe direc ion, and combina ions
of hese c es (AT, ATV, AV, TV). The order of he hrea
speed/direc ion/ id h are randomi ed across condi ions, and held
cons an i hin s bjec s (order changes b no he se ).
Three me rics sed in his s d incl de he ha ard a oidance
fail re ra e, reac ion ime, and mo emen ime. The fail re ra e is
de ermined per rial block as he percen of he ime he
par icipan as hi b a hrea . The reac ion ime is meas red b
comparing he ime he c e(s) ere sen o he par icipan and he
ime he par icipan s speed (lo -pass fil ered a 15 H ) e ceeded
ice heir nominal speed. Escape ime is he ime i akes, af er
he reac ion ime, for he s bjec o lea e he pa h of he hrea .

F V

F V

Fig re 2: Bo and hisker plo s of all condi ions i h
accompan ing polar plo s i h selec ed condi ions for (A) dodge
fail re ra e, (B) reac ion ime, and (C) escape ime. Plo s omi
c e combina ions i h ac ile/ is al objec informa ion.

Res l s and Disc ssion
Three one- a repea ed meas res ANOVAs i h pos hoc es s
and bon-ferroni correc ions ere cond c ed for he hree me rics.
Res l s indica e ha here is no s a is ical difference among c es
in erms of escape ime b 3D a dio ields s a is icall longer
reac ion ime and higher fail re ra e (p<0.01). Finall , res l s
indica e i is more diffic l o escaping sagi al plane hrea s s.
fron al plane hrea s.
Cond c ing a
es of aggrega ed objec informa ion
direc ion s. escape direc ion, re eals no s a is ical difference.
This indica es ha people can dodge ell in he presence of one

hrea and find safe
i ho g idance. F re ork ill incl de
incorpera ing pa h planning g idance for m l iple objec s as
nong ided performance ma decline in more comple si a ions.
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Introduction
Stability of the motor system is the ability to maintain a desired
motor state, and maneuverability is the ability to transition
between motor states. Stability and maneuverability are
antagonistic and animals often trade off stability of the current
task to enhance maneuverability [1]. In prehension,
maneuverability refers to transitions between different patterns of
object manipulation, and it is essential for performing activities
of daily living. Yet, the stability-maneuverability tradeoff is not
studied in human prehension.
We studied whether the trade-off is evident in the vertical
movement of an object held in a pinch grasp (using the thumb
and the index finger; Fig. 1A). When an object is moved
vertically, the digit forces normal to the digit-object interface
increase o com en a e fo he ine ial load d e o he objec
acceleration. However, these changes depend on movement
direction: for upward movement, the digit forces increase before
the object accelerates, whereas for downward movement, the
digit forces increase after the object accelerates [2]. We leveraged
this difference to explore the tradeoff. We computed the stability
of the forces during the foreperiod of a choice reaction-time task
(CRT), when the object is held steady, but the participant expects
to move it either upward or downward in response to a visual cue.
During the foreperiod, the participant expects to change the digit
forces in a somewhat different way depending on the movement
direction. We compared the stability during the foreperiod with
that computed in tasks when the object is held steady without any
expectation of movement (i.e., steady task). We hypothesize
that (1) compared to the steady task, the stability would be lower
during the foreperiod of the CRT to facilitate the upcoming
changes in the digit forces, and (2) greater decline in the stability
will be associated with lower response times (RT) in the CRT
which serves as our measure of maneuverability in this study.
This association will demonstrate the stability-maneuverability
tradeoff in human prehension.

in the steady trials, and when it was stationary during the
foreperiod of the CRT trials. The analysis provides a stability
index ( Vz), which quantifies the covariation in the digit forces
that stabilize the value of an important output variable the
difference between thumb and index finger normal forces in this
case. A low value of Vz implies lower stability of the force
difference, and vice-versa. RT in the CRT trials was calculated
as the interval between the instant when the target jumped to the
instant when the object velocity first crossed 5% of the peak
velocity during the subsequent movement. A two-sample t-test
a
ed o com a e Vz values between the steady task and
CRT. A linear regression between Vz (the difference between
Vz values of the steady task and CRT) and RT across
participants was used to asses the stability-maneuverability
tradeoff.

Figure 1: Instrumented object held in a pinch grasp (A), steady task:
target does not move (B), choice reaction-time task target jumps at
arbitrary time (C).

Results and Discussion
No significant difference was observed between Vz values for
the two tasks (t(29)=0.1, p>.05). Six out of 11 participants reduced
stability while others increased stability in the CRT. However,
the regression between
Vz and RT was significant (p<.05,
R2=0.72; slope=61.4 ms). Participants who reduced stability for
the CRT were more maneuverable (lower RT).
Significance
This is a first study demonstrating the stability-maneuverability
trade-off in human prehension, and our results are consistent with
this trade-off seen in postural control tasks [3]. Our results have
implications for understanding the loss of manual dexterity with
age, which has a serious negative impact on the quality of life of
older adults. Aging leads to slower switching between manual
tasks, which arises from system-wide neuromuscular and
cognitive changes. This study is the basis for identifying a novel
motor mechanism that may also underlie dexterity loss, and may
lead to novel interventions for arresting the loss. Finally,
individual differences in young participants suggest that our
methods could be used for early identification of individuals at a
higher risk of dexterity loss with aging.

Methods
Healthy young adults (N=11, 4 female, 24.4±5 years) participated
in the study. Participants held a vertically-oriented object with a
pinch grasp in their dominant (right) hand and tracked a target
provided on a computer screen by moving the object vertically.
Digit forces were measured using force transducers (Nano-17,
ATI), and movement kinematics were measured using a motion
capture system (Vicon Vero). Visual feedback of the object
position was provided as a cursor on the screen (Fig. 1B, 1C).
In the steady task, participants were aware that the target will
not move, and therefore, they did not expect any object
movement in the future. They held the object stationary so that
the cursor remained inside the target. The CRT began similar to
the steady task, but participants expected the target to jump up or
down at any moment. They were required to track the target as
quickly as possible by moving the object. Both tasks were
performed 15 times. We used the uncontrolled manifold (UCM)
method to analyse the digit forces with the object was stationary
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Introduction
Animal models are essential tools for conducting musculoskeletal
research and translating medical devices. Rabbits are commonly
used for testing a wide variety of orthopaedic devices, procedures
(e.g. immobilization), and injuries (e.g. tenotomy). For many
such cases, the effect of the intervention on sensorimotor function
is vital. As with other animals, locomotion is one of the most
important tasks for motor function. Before investigating the
effect of interventions on locomotor function, there is a need to
quantify locomotion variables in healthy rabbits.
Rabbit hindlimb biomechanics during hopping gait was
previously reported [1] but required surgical implantation of bone
pin markers to track motion. Such invasive methods are able to
track the bone motion more accurately but are relatively difficult
to implement, may mechanically interfere with movement, or
disrupt movement by causing discomfort. Additionally, the
prevoius study did not report hindlimb kinematics, only ground
reaction forces and joint moments. The goal of our study was to
quantify hindlimb ankle kinematics and vertical ground reaction
forces during the stance phase of hopping gait using a
noninvasive motion tracking technique. We hypothesized that
there would be no bilateral difference in kinematics and forces.

Figure 1: (Top) Sagittal plane joint angles during stance show the foot
angle relative to the ground and the ankle angle. Joint angles were similar
between limbs. (Bottom) vGRF during stance phase. The right hindlimb
hadd qualitatively higher vGRFs. Joint angles and vGRFs are segmented
into phases with mid-stance occurring at the lowest ankle angle.

Methods
All research presented was approved by the UTK IACUC. Six
musculoskeletally mature New Zealand White (NZW) rabbits
(weight = 2.70 ± 0.33kgs) hopped through a clear acrylic tunnel
when given negative reinforcement (prodding). While rabbits
were in the tunnel, we synchronously recorded ground-foot
pressures (VHR Walkway 4 pressure mat, Tekscan) and a 60 Hz
video (1080P HD Webcam, SVPRO) of motion in the sagittal
plane. Immediately prior to testing, we shaved both hindlimbs
and marked the approximate joint centers of the
metatarsophalangeal, ankle, and knee joints with black ink. Since
our set-up permitted measurements from only one hindlimb at a
time, we prompted the rabbits to hop across the track ten times in
each direction. We extracted the vertical ground reaction force
(vGRF) of the contact foot from the pressure recordings. Using
morphology-based marker tracking in MATLAB (Mathworks,
Natick, MA), we calculated the ankle angle and foot angle (i.e.
the angle between the foot and ground) from the videos. We
compared the magnitudes of angles and the vGRFs during stance
phase between the left and right hindlimbs.

stance coincides with and likely contributes to forward
propulsion.
The right hindlimb produced a qualitatively higher vGRF
throughout stance. However, SPM revealed that significant
bilateral differences occurred only at 48% of stance (p = 0.047).
Previous studies observed similar vGRF magnitudes and bilateral
differences [1], though the cause of bilateral differences is
unclear. A limitation of the pressure mat was that we could only
measure the vertical force component. Future testing should be
conducted with force plates to quantify forces and moments along
all six degrees of freedom.
Significance
In this study we quantified healthy rabbit hindlimb ankle
kinematics during locomotion based on a noninvasive motion
capture approach, the first of its kind reported in rabbits. The data
adds to previous data [1] to more fully characterize healthy rabbit
hindlimb biomechanics and serve as a baseline for quantifying
function following interventions. Noninvasive motion capture is
relatively straightforward to implement, which should encourage
more researchers to quantify locomotor function in future studies.

Results and Discussion
Both the foot and ankle angles were similar between hindlimbs
(Fig. 1), showing no statistical differences through statistical
parametric mapping (SPM) [2]. This indicates that rabbits exhibit
symmetric ankle kinematics during locomotion. Future postintervention testing should analyse both limbs to evaluate if
changes in one limb also affect contralateral locomotor function.
Unlike humans, who transition from a negative foot angle
during initial contact to a positive angle at toe off [3], rabbits
maintain a positive foot angle throughout stance. The ankle
dorsiflexed during the loading response phase as the vertical
ground reaction force increased. Plantar flexion during terminal
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Gestational Lumbopelvic Postural Changes and Joint Loads in Standing and Walking
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On average, LP angle increased through gestation by 8°, but the
amount of change is starkly different between pregnant women,
with ±30° change through gestation (p<0.001) (Fig 1). The two
g
(=LP a d LP) did
start with different BMIs, nor did
they experience different weight gains through pregnancy or have
different BMI change through pregnancy, b he LP g
a
6cm shorter than the =LP group (p<0.001).
There were little significant effects of LP on standing joint
loads, standing balance or walking balance.
In walking, LP was positively correlated to walking speed
and stride length. Additionally, LP was negatively correlated
with torso center of mass motion in the sagittal plane. These
indicate a possible positive effects of LP on energy conservation.
The effects of LP change were most apparent during walking
in the stance hip (Fig 2), but also seen in the low back, swing hip
and swing knee, with joint loads significantly (20-25%) lower in
he LP g
, e e
hi e c
i g f b d heigh
normalizing by weight. Increasing LP angle resulted in reduced
joint loads in the third trimester of pregnancy. Our results seem
to indicate that spinal sexual dimorphisms likely evolved for
kinetic aspects of walking rather than balance control.
Hip extension (Nm/kg)

Introduction
Human females have evolved with lumbopelvic morphology that
allows them to self-select a more curved spinal posture. These
may (contradicting research exists) include such sexual
dimorphisms as greater vertebral body wedging ratio1, lower
spinal levels of maximum curvature2, and zygapophyseal
orientations to resist shear forces3. These morphological
differences were previously hypothesized to mechanically
balance the body while carrying a growing abdominal ventral
load (fetus during pregnancy) by allowing for gestational-related
repositioning of the center of mass over the hip joints3. This
Balancing Hypothesis indicates that lumbopelvic morphology
evolved for gestational balance control in standing and walking,
which has distinct implications on the evolution of hominin
bipedalism. Also based on the Balancing Hypothesis, all pregnant
e
d ch e a
e c ed i a
e, hich i
the case from our lab observations. The purpose of this study was
to determine biomechanical changes associated with self-selected
gestational lumbopelvic postural change in both standing and
walking. We hypothesized that women with more lumbopelvic
curvature change (as compared to those with less change) would
benefit most with reduced joint loading during gait.
Methods
Twenty participants were tested in four week intervals between
18 and 34 weeks of gestation. Lumbopelvic angle (LP), the sum
of standing pelvis anterior(+) tilt and lumbar lordotic
extension(+) angles, was measured at each testing and used as the
main independent variable. Joint moments, dynamic balance, and
mechanical energy during quiet standing and self-selected pace
walking were measured as dependent variables. Dynamic balance
and mechanical energy were calculated from center of mass
motion, determined from individual center of mass
anthropometry for each pregnant woman4. Multivariate
ANOVAs and hierarchical regressions were employed to test
relationships while controlling for confounding variables.

Lumbopelvic angle (deg)
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Significance
This research could have significant impacts on current obstetrics
practices and ergonomic product development targeting low back
pain during pregnancy. Natural spinal posture changes benefit
other joints during walking. We will continue to explore the
effec f LP cha ge f g
ha ca
e f-select LP change
like pregnant women with pregravid back conditions that prohibit
lumbar extension, or with lower extremity conditions that may
prohibit anterior pelvic tilt. Our findings may also lead to better
understanding of the evolution of hominin sexual dimorphisms,
intermediate bipedalism, and dispersal of different hominins.
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Figure 2: Average hip extension moment (as a percent of body mass at
first testing) in loading response phase. Similar significant interaction
in midstance phase. Dashed red line is =LP. Dotted blue line is ΔLP.
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Figure 1: Average lumbopelvic angle (anterior pelvic tilt + lumbar
extension) change through gestation. Grey solid line is the average of
all participants. Dashed red line (=LP) is the average of the half of the
group with the greatest LP beta value. Dotted blue line (ΔLP) is the
average of the other half of the group, those with the lowest LP beta
value.
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Introduction
Male bighorn sheep (BHS) participate in seasonal ramming bouts
that can last for several hours, yet they do not appear to suffer
major brain injuries from these violent battles [1]. It has been
suggested that motion of the horn or its distal portion during and
directly following impact plays a significant role in reducing
translational brain cavity accelerations, with up to a 50% increase
in these accelerations when the distal portion is removed [2].
While the etiology of concussions is not fully understood,
translational accelerations of the brain cavity have been
correlated with concussion occurrence [3]. The current study
aimed to quantify horn shape metrics and their variability from
one animal to another to provide insights regarding the role of
horn shape in mitigating brain cavity accelerations during impact
[2]. We hypothesized that bighorn sheep horns exhibit a
transition from having no directional bending preference near the
base of the horn to a medial-lateral bending preference at the horn
tip to facilitate side-to-side oscillations, which would reduce
brain cavity translational accelerations by damping.

Results and Discussion
Male BHS horns exhibit a medial-lateral bending preference
throughout their length that increases toward the tip, reaching a
maximum value at 90% of total length (Fig. 2). The medial-lateral
bending preference measured in this study supports mediallateral oscillations of the horn tip observed in a finite element
model of the BHS skull and horns [2]. This model also suggested
that removing the horn tip increased brain cavity accelerations
during impact [2]. We propose that the gradual cross-sectional
variations measured here act to mitigate brain cavity
accelerations by inducing damped medial-lateral oscillations.

Methods
Seven male bighorn sheep skulls provided by The Colorado
Division of Parks and Wildlife were scanned using x-ray
computed tomography (CT). CT images were segmented with a
custom MATLAB script, manually edited and verified as needed,
and then converted into a surface geometry (.stl) with open source
image processing software (Seg3D, sci.utah.edu). All horn shape
characterizations were completed in SolidWorks. Three
orthogonal horn views where used to trace an exterior horn shape
and to define a horn centerline. The centerline provided a
e e en a i n f he a h f each h n helicoidal shape from
which evenly spaced cross sections were generated. For each
cross section, a local coordinate system was defined with a point
on the centerline as the origin, a local x-axis parallel to the
medial-lateral direction, and a local y-axis perpendicular to the
medial-lateral direction and in the plane of each cross section
(Fig. 1). Second moment of area was calculated for cross sections
about local coordinate systems.

Figure 2: Ratio [Ixx/Iyy] of second moment of areas for all
bighorn sheep cross sections. R/L = right/left horn.
Significance
To the best of our knowledge, we have measured bighorn sheep
horn second moment of area as a function of horn length for the
first time. Results from this study may be used to guide future
modeling efforts to better understand the relationship between
horn shape, energy dissipation, and reduction of brain cavity
accelerations during impact.
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Figure 1: Horn cross section and cross section plane with respective x
and y axes. A second moment of area ratio [Ixx / Iyy] greater than 1
indicates a medial-lateral bending preference (ie about y-axis)
promoting oscillations of the horn tip.
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Introduction
In skeletal muscle, the molecular motors actin and myosin
interact to generate force for joint movement and locomotion.
Many experiments refer to the classic force-length relationship
to predict muscle behavior in a wide variety of conditions 1-3,
which states that optimal force is produced at an intermediate
muscle length, where overlap of actin and myosin is optimal
and peak isometric force is produced. However, muscle
performance is known to deviate from the classic muscle forcelength relationship under physiologically relevant conditions,
such as varying activation level4,5 and changes in muscle length
during contraction6.
This study looks at the effect of imposing a length change
to muscles during fixed-end contractions by adding an elastic
element in-series to muscle. If the optimum length of a muscle
changes as a result of adding series compliance and the
subsequent shortening that the muscle undergoes, then this
would suggest that muscle shortening against a compliant
element induces an activation-dependent contractile history,
which is not currently well understood.

Figure 1. Adding compliance to the muscle setup causes an
approximate 9% decrease in optimum length.

peak force, and this activation-dependent contractile history is
hypothesized to change the force and length properties of
muscle at the sarcomere level. This sarcomere-level change is
hypothesized to increase with additional compliance.
Significance
Many clinical and biomedical applications rely on the accuracy
of theories in muscle physiology. Muscle modelling, robotic
exoskeletons, and powered prosthetics are emerging as some of
the most rapidly advancing technologies in biomedicine, but
their advance is being slowed by outdated muscle theories.
Research like ours brings attention to the need for updates to
our understanding of muscle physiology so we can enhance
treatment for disabled individuals and reach a better
understanding of biological systems as a whole.

Methods
Sartorius muscles were excised from R. catesbeiana, bathed in
an i o onic Ringe
ol ion, and ied fi ed-end to a force
transducer either without a series elastic band (isometric
m cle onl condi ion), o
i h ( w/ tendon condition,
allowing muscles to shorten approximately 15% of their
starting length before reaching isometry). Muscles were
stimulated tetanically at various starting lengths and differences
in optimum length (L0) and peak force (F0) between m cle
onl (iso) and w/ tendon conditions were found and plotted.
Differences between tetanus and twitch stimulation will also be
found in both conditions to quantify the amount of force-length
shift that is due to the activation-dependent contractile history
rather than a calcium-dependent shift.
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Results and Discussion
Preliminary results suggest that adding an artificial tendon
in-series with skeletal muscle causes a decrease in both
optimum length (0.91L0iso ± 0.06, n=4) and peak force
(0.62F0iso ± 0.08, n=4). The observed shift in optimum length
and peak force support that the classic force-length relationship
of skeletal muscle may not always be reliable when predicting
muscle behavior in vivo, where elastic connective tissue
interactions are common. When muscles actively shorten
against an in-series compliant element, they are subjected to
contractile history that causes a decrease in optimum length and
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1Comparative

Introduction
For terrestrial organisms, the ability to navigate complex
environments is critical to survival. As habitat conditions
vary, animals must modify speed, angle, and direction of
travel. These deviations are inherently linked to changes in
mechanical demand, providing downstream insight into the
functional plasticity of vertebrate muscle. As limb
performance fluctuates, it remains unclear whether
mechanical demands are satisfied via differential
coordination across muscle groups, or if individual muscles
vary in their mechanical roles. In the present study, we
explore this idea through quantifying the contractile behavior
of two hindlimb muscles from D. deserti, a bipedal rodent,
when hopping on surface inclines of 0 , 10 , and 20 .

Significance
By determining in-vivo patterns of functional deviation across
locomotor conditions, we can begin to outline the adaptability
of vertebrate muscle in response to variable mechanical
demands. Subsequently, a concrete definition of this
environment-dictated plasticity will provide a foundation on
which to advance navigation capability in legged robotic
models.

Methods
Data were collected as animals (n = 3) hopped at 1.6 m s-1 on
a motorized treadmill. Electromyography (EMG) and
sonomicrometry (SONO) were used to reveal patterns of
muscle activation and fascicle strain in the lateral
gastrocnemius (LG), a biarticular ankle extensor and knee
flexor, and the vastus lateralis (VL), a knee extensor. Video
data were recorded at 200 frames s-1 with a high-speed camera
(Xcitex Inc, Woburn, MA, USA) and digitized using
DeepLabCut [1]. EMG, SONO, and kinematic data were
analyzed with a customized MATLAB script (2015a,
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
Results and Discussion
The LG exhibited similar strain and EMG activation patterns
across grades, undergoing low-magnitude shorten-stretchshorten cycles during stance (Figure 1). Alternatively, a
stretch-shorten-stretch cycle was seen during stance in the
VL. Unlike the LG, the VL expressed fascicle strain variation
across grades, with an increase in both lengthening and
shortening strain during incline hopping. As surface grade
increased, VL strain fluctuations were accompanied by a
decreased period of EMG activity, as well as a delayed onset
time.
The strain patterns seen in the VL, particularly the
increase in net lengthening, highlight its role in energy
absorption as well as its capacity for functional modulation in
response to a shifting environment. On the other hand, the
statistically homogeneous behavior of the LG across
experimental conditions suggests the muscle is not involved
in balancing the increased work requirements of incline
locomotion. Additional research involving a broader range of
D. deserti hindlimb muscles, as well as assessments of
regional variation within these muscles, will provide further
insight into the undefined mechanisms accommodating
mechanical demand variance during natural locomotion.

Figure 1. Mean ( s.e.m.) lengthening (light grey), shortening
(dark grey), and net (black) strains recorded in the VL and LG
during stance phase (n = 3).
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Introduction
Muscles change shape and experience an array of dynamic forces
during a contraction. In pennate muscles, the oblique orientation
of the muscle fibers is important in determining the force and
speed output of the muscle. Recent studies have shown the
important functional implications of this oblique orientation and
changes in muscle thickness with a phenomenon known as
muscle gearing [1, 2]. Muscle gearing describes the observation
that a pennate muscle belly can achieve higher velocities than the
fibers, and that this phenomenon is variable depending on the
load [1].
While several studies highlight the importance of load for
muscle shape change and gearing during a contraction, few show
the effect of variable force. Here we use an in-vitro isolated
muscle prep in conjunction with high speed videography and
marker tracking to demonstrate the effects of variable force on
pennation angle and muscle thickness. We show that dynamic
changes in force result in corresponding changes in pennation
angle and muscle thickness and these changes may act on elastic
elements located within the muscle belly [3] (Fig. 1). Our results
suggest that dynamic force modulates muscle shape change and
pennate muscles are capable of storing and releasing internal
elastic strain energy.

Figure 1: (A) Our model of internal elastic energy storage (white)
superimposed on an illustration of a unipennate muscle with markers
(yellow) used to calculate fiber length (F), muscle thickness (T), and
enna i n angle ( ) ela i e m cle line f ac i n (da hed line). (B)
Experimental data shows immediate increases with pennation angle and
thickness, indicators of muscle belly shape change, of the muscle fiber
(red), and whole muscle (black) in response to a drop in force. Two insets
on the force trace show approximate muscle shape before and after the
drop in force, the duration of stimulation is highlighted (gray).

Methods
The flexor digitorum superficialis brevis (~20mm x 10mm) was
isolated from the legs of bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) and black
polyethylene microspheres (350µm) were placed at the ends of
fibers and the muscle belly (Fig. 1A). The muscle was submerged
in oxygenated ringers solution, fixed to a rigid mount, and
attached via stainless steel chain to a muscle servomotor within a
clear rectangular housing. The muscle was filmed with one
camera at 250 fps, and points were later tracked from this video
in XMAlab.

muscles. Additionally, we interpret the sharp rise in pennation
angle and thickness to mean that elastic energy is being released
from within the muscle belly itself, due to the rapid expansion of
a transverse spring (T; Fig. 1A) which was initially compressed
during force rise [3].
Significance

Results and Discussion
During a frog jump, as the muscles in the leg contract, the
mechanical advantage at the knee joint improves, providing a
latch mechanism with which stored elastic energy is released
quickly [4]. We used a control signal to drop the regulated force
of the muscle servomotor to mimic this latch, an exaggerated one
of which, an instantaneous drop, is shown in Fig. 1. When force
declined from 80% to 10% of peak isometric force, there was a
concurrent and notable increase in pennation angle and thickness
(Fig. 1). An increase in pennation angle is expected with fiber
shortening, however, the large increase in pennation angle
following the force drop was ~6X the magnitude of pennation
angle change for an equivalent amount of fiber shortening prior
to the force drop. Based on these observations, the large changes
in pennation angle and thickness seem to correspond with the
drop in force more so than fiber shortening.
A control signal inducing a more gradual decline in force,
much like what typically occurs in vivo, also showed what we
observe in the instantaneous drop. We suggest these data provide
evidence that muscle thickness is modulated by force in pennate

The present results provide evidence that force is a determinant
of pennation angle and thickness change in muscle. We find that
sudden changes in muscle belly shape occur during force decline,
and may allow for internal elastic energy storage and recovery in
muscle. These internal elastic elements may augment muscle
performance in similar ways to in-series elastic elements, and
may do so through changes in muscle shape during variable force.
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I
d c
Locomoting in the real orld req ires s to interact ith different
s rfaces that ar in height, compliance, and damping. This
introd ces comple it that challenges both h mans and animals
to mod late their motor beha io r to mo e effecti el [1,2].
Landing and decelerating also pose a greater risk of inj r to the
m sc loskeletal s stem than takeoff since m scles ndergo
lengthening contractions hile f nctioning as brakes. Therefore,
s rface properties ma dramaticall alter deceleration strateg .
We are interested in e ploring ho organisms coordinate
decelerations hen landing on s rfaces that differ in stiffness and
damping. Toads offer a niq e model to st d coordinated
landing as the can j mp se eral times their o n bod length,
prod cing relati el large impact forces and energ , hile still
landing effecti el across a ide range of en ironmental
conditions. Here e report on o r findings of ho joint ork, ke
m scle acti it and man other kinematic and kinetic ariables
change ith s rface stiffness and damping.

Re
a dD c
O r findings s ggest compliance and s rface damping minimall
affect landing in cane toads (Fig. 1). We did obser e significantl
red ced impact forces and joint ork on compliant s rfaces.
There as also a trend across compliance treatments of more
pro imal forelimb joints like the sho lder and elbo (as opposed
to distal joints like the rist) doing a greater proportion of ork
to slo the animal pon impact.
We also obser ed s bstantial ariation in forelimb e tension
prior to impact, hich lead to certain indi id als crashing into
the platfrom ith their torso, or effecti el coordinating a landing
ith their forelimbs. The crashing and coordinated landing
beha iors are not onl distinct in forelimb kinematics, b t differ
in impact force and energetics of the forelimb m scles as ell.
These res lts are highl s ggesti e of ar ing tolerances for
crashing beha ior and impl that there are t o distinct strategies
for dealing ith impacts.
O r electrom ographic res lts f rther s pport these
assertions. We fo nd that platform compliance had little impact
on forelimb m scle acti it , et the amo nt of acti it in ke
m scles as correlated ith the se of a crashing strateg . This
s ggests cane toads ha e a rob st control strateg for landing
across a ide range of s rface stiffnesses that is likel not
infl enced b propriocepti e feedback from the forelimbs.
It appears cane toads don t alter landing beha ior d e to
ar ing s rface stiffness and damping, nlike h mans [3].
Ho e er, cane toads ma be an insightf l model for
nderstanding mechanisms that coordinate rob st mo ement in
comple en ironments
itho t rel ing on contact limb
propriocepti e feedback.

Me d
We sed the cane toad, Rhi ella ma i a, as a model for probing
coordinated decelerations. With high-speed ideograph , force
plate ergometr and electrom ograph e collected and anal ed
joint ork across the forelimb sing in erse d namics and
patterns of forelimb m scle acti it in preparation for and d ring
landing. Toads j mped from a rigid platform 1.5 times their bod
length onto a platform that recorded impact force and co ld be
locked in place or attached to springs to test ho toads responded
to landing on a s rfaces ith ar ing compliance (0, 2.5, 5 or 10
mm BW-1). To incl de damping e altered the inertia of the
platfrom b changing the mass from 123g to 725g.

S
ca ce
Cane toads do not seem to change their motor beha io r in
response to changes in the mechanical properties of landing
s rfaces. While these findings s ggest cane toads ma not be the
best model for e ploring ne rom sc lar control of landing
beha io r in h mans, the do pro ide a s stem to probe control
paradigms that ma allo robotic de ices to locomote effecti el
o er ar ing terrain conditions ith simple commands and
itho t the need for real-time sensor integration.
Ac
ed e
We o ld like to anko ledge the Arm Research Office for
financial s pport.
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F
e 1: Peak gro nd reaction forces and change in limb e tension
ratio (LER) across s rface compliance and inertial masses. We
obser ed little change in kinetics and kinematics across s rface
compliance and damping. Center points indicate the median; bo
sho s pper and lo er q artile; and lines indicate min and ma al es.
Statistical res lts from ANOVA are pro ided for each ariable on the
top right of each plot, and significant al es are darkened.
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EXPLORING HOW FUNCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT IS RELATED TO INTERACTION BETWEEN CHILDREN WITH
CEREBRAL PALSY AND HORSES DURING EQUINE-ASSISTED THERAPY: A PILOT STUDY
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I
c
The pre alence of cerebral pals (CP) is 3.3 per 1,000 births in
the United States and is the most common cause of motor
disabilit in children [1]. One treatment strateg that ma benefit
persons ith CP is Equine-Assisted Therap (EAT) utili ing
equine mo ement controlled b the therapist [2]. A fe
researchers pro ided kinematic e idence-based effects of EAT,
but no one has studied the effects of EAT on kinetics. Thus, e
h pothesi e the follo ing: 1) the functional mobilit of children
ith CP ould impro e as the number of EAT sessions
increased, 2) there e ists the kinetics-related interaction bet een
the rider and the horse during EAT sessions.

Kinetic-Related Interaction
The mean alues and ariation in the difference bet een the
frequenc spectrums dropped significantl as EAT sessions
progressed (Figure 2), suggesting that the dominant frequencies
of the mo ement of children ith CP s nchroni ed ith those of
horses. The results of correlation b a time shift also sho ed that
there as an increase in the correlation bet een the horse's back
and the subject as therap progressed.

M
Four children ith CP aged 3 - 12 ears participated. Eight 20minute sessions of EAT treatments ere conducted, ith data
collection on sessions 1, 4, and 8. Functional mobilit
as
measured using the Timed Up and Go (TUG) test for 3 subjects
and 10-Meter alk (10MW) test for 1 subject, all performed
before and after EAT on data collection da s. Kinetic
measurements ere done ith acceleration representing force
normali ed b mass. The acceleration data of the children and
horses during EAT sessions ere measured using 6 Inertial
Measurement Units (IMU). The trends of acceleration data ere
determined using frequenc domain and time domain anal ses.
For frequenc domain anal sis, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
as performed to displa a repetiti e pattern of each signal and
dominant frequencies. Besides, the differences bet een the
frequenc spectrum of the horse s back and subject ere
calculated to stud the correlation in the frequenc domain. For
time-domain anal sis, correlation b a time shift bet een the
horse s back and the subject s mo ement as studied and the
time dela bet een their mo ements as characteri ed.

F
2: The bo plot of difference bet een frequenc spectrums of
the horse s back and subject each session [3].

With continued EAT sessions, participants appeared to become
more familiar ith the horse s mo ement pattern. Participants
seemed to learn automatic postural responses since the subject s
mo ement tended to s nchroni e ith the horse s mo ement as
EAT progressed. Therefore, this stud sho ed that positi e
kinetic interaction bet een the mo ements of children ith CP
and a horse might occur during EAT.

R
a D c
Functional Mobilit
As the number of sessions increases, TUG or 10MW significantl
impro ed o er the course of the stud (Figure1). From those
results, it might be said that there ould be positi e changes in
the functional mobilit of children ith CP as the therap
progressed.

S
ca c
This stud sho ed : 1) that children ith CP ere able to produce
s nchroni e their mo ement ith the horse s mo ement and 2)
the e istence of kinetic interactions bet een the child and the
horse. EAT has the potential to be a aluable treatment
inter ention that ma imi es the functional mobilit of children
ith CP potentiall due to the progressi e s nchronous
interaction bet een the rider and the horse. This stud is e pected
to la the foundation for a better understanding of the interaction
bet een children ith CP and horses.

F
1:
The outcomes of
functional mobilit
tests ith error bars.
Black points
indicate the means
of the test results.
SD stands for
standard de iation.
[3].
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Introduction
Most limb-level analyses of quadrupedal walking have focused
on a small subset of animal models that are cursorial (with limbs
adapted for running) and exert negligible mediolateral forces
during stance phase of walking [1-3]. These studies have been
instrumental in understanding the mechanics of limbed
locomotion on land, but have largely ignored the more complex
walking strategies used by non-cursorial animals. Previous work
in alligators show they exert large laterally-directed forces [4]
and have complex limb joint kinematics outside of the
parasagittal plane during walking [5,6]. Therefore, the
assumptions used by standard 2D inverse dynamics models (e.g.
mediolateral forces are negligible, kinematics are parasagittal)
are not true in alligators or other non-cursorial walkers. Here we
use a quaternion-based inverse dynamics model [7] to estimate
the mechanical work done by hindlimb and forelimb joints during
steady-state walking in alligators. We expect hindlimb joints will
perform net positive work during stance phase of walking and
forelimb joints will perform net negative work, similar to other
quadrupedal animals studied so far. Results from inverse
dynamics and previously published anatomical data [8] will be
used to identify representative hind- and forelimb muscles to
examine in situ, in an attempt to link non-parasagittal body
mechanics to the mechanical properties of limb muscles.

Figure 1: Average peak joint powers (top row) and average net
joint work (bottom row) during stance phase of walking in
alligators-- normalized to mass of the functional group at each
joint. Bars represent means + sem.

Significance
Detailed analyses of locomotion in a diversity of animals is
necessary to understand the evolution of complex integrative
movements like walking and can help us identify which
components of quadrupedal walking (e.g. joint mechanics,
muscle mechanics) are significant to whole-body mechanics.
Alligators serve as a model organism for studying walking in
non-cursorial animals because they exert large mediolateral
forces and have non-parasagittal kinematics. Additionally we
benefit from past research on alligator whole-body mechanics
(i.e. center-of-mass dynamics in vertical and horizontal
directions), musculoskeletal anatomy, and electromyographical
activity during walking. This allows us to test joint-level— and
eventually muscle-level— hypotheses about functional and
mechanical features of locomotion in non-cursorial quadrupeds.

Methods
Five juvenile American alligators (523.1 + 87.9 g ) were trained
to walk across a custom-built trackway instrumented with two
high-speed video cameras (200 frames s-1) and a small circular
force plate (16cm2) flush-mounted with the ground. This allowed
analysis of isolated limb strikes of either the hindlimb and
forelimb on a given trial. Only trials where alligators walked at a
constant speed were analyzed (0.14 + 0.06 m s-1). Kinematic and
kinetic data were synchronized with an external trigger and
imported into MATLAB (R2019b). A custom inverse dynamics
script calculated instantaneous joint power and work from 3D
kinematic and kinetic data using quaternion algebra and inverse
dynamics.
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Results and Discussion
When normalized to mass of the functional group at each joint
[8], we find that peak joint moments were greatest in the ankle
joint of the hindlimb and elbow joint of the forelimb. All forelimb
and hindlimb joints experienced negative and positive power, but
every limb joint analysed performed positive net work during
stance phase (Figure 1). Based on patterns observed in other
quadrupedal animals walking, we originally hypothesized that
forelimb joints would perform more negative work than hindlimb
joints. Our results do not support this hypothesis, likely because
the non-parasagittal forces and kinematics dominate limb joint
function in alligators. We find the greatest muscle mass-specific
power and work in the elbow and ankle joints, which are both
associated with bipennate, biarticular, limb muscles, therefore it
is possible that proximal energy transfer from larger muscles may
be an important feature of non-cursorial limbed locomotion .
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Introduction
Although researchers rely on the measurement of rat locomotion
to better understand injury rehabilitation, diseases and more (13), existing workflows present a bottleneck that reduces study
sample sizes, increases costs, and slows down the scientific
process. Rodents present unique challenges with regards to
kinematics measurements; their loose hindlimb skin makes
optically tracking skin-mounted markers inaccurate (4), and their
bones are too small to track surgically implanted markers via xray video (5). Currently, researchers interested in whole limb
kinematics of rats have two options, both of which rely upon the
collection of biplanar x-ray videos: manually track skeletal
landmarks (4), or align µCT-derived 3D bone models for each
bone of interest (rotoscoping, 6). Both of these options are
tremendously time consuming and require sophisticated software
and expertise to implement.
We aimed to increase the efficiency of rodent kinematic
analysis by combining tools created for x-ray video analysis with
DeepLabCut, a deep learning-based tool for markerless body part
tracking designed for use with traditional optical video (7).
Figure 1: A, flowchart of pipeline for biplanar x-ray videos. B,
diagram of tracked skeletal landmarks. All landmarks are tracked
on both hindlimbs except for pubic symphysis. C, Pooled data
(N=17 gait cycles) of left limb sagittal plane joint angles derived
from DeepLabCut and filtered at 7 Hz. SD error bars.
Previous studies measuring rat locomotion analysed
kinematics at 3 time points during the gait cycle due to time and
resource constraints (3). With our combination of DeepLabCut
and XMALab, 600 frames of new video can be analysed by
DeepLabCut in ~2 minutes, and outliers can be refined in
XMALab in roughly 30 minutes. However, performance is only
as good as the training data, so generate it with care.

Methods
Biplanar, high speed x-ray video (41-44kV, 80mA, 5ms, 100 fps)
was taken of one Lewis rat with right sciatic nerve injury
performing treadmill locomotion (17 cm/s) in accordance with a
protocol approved by Georgia Institute of Technology’s IACUC.
A total of 17 strides from two collection sessions were captured
and analysed. 3D calibration and undistortion reference images
were captured during each session as well (5).
Training data was generated in XMALab (5) by identifying
19 skeletal landmarks (Fig 1B) in 319 pairs of x-ray video frames.
Frames were randomly chosen for labelling to ensure a broad
representation of the entire gait cycle. Data fidelity was
maintained by minimizing the reprojection error between the
paired points. Undistorted trial video frames and corresponding
2D pixel coordinates were exported from XMALab. ImageJ was
used to losslessly convert these undistorted frames into video
files to accommodate DeepLabCut’s input requirements.
Model training was performed on the undistorted x-ray
videos in Google Colab with DeepLabCut until performance
plateaued. A single model was trained on both x-ray cameras.
Outlier machine-labelled points were identified using a
combination of DeepLabCut’s reported likelihood score, the
jump distance to a given 3D point from its predecessor, and the
reprojection error between the two cameras’ points. Outliers were
manually refined in XMALab. 3D points were low-pass filtered
at 7 Hz, after which they can be exported and used for a variety
of kinematic analyses (Fig 1C).

Significance
Reducing the analytical burden for rodent kinematic analysis can
reduce costs, increase sample sizes and expand the possibility for
new research collaborations to answer new questions.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
After training for over 600,000 iterations on 95% of the labelled
data, DeepLabCut reported a training error of 2.3 pixels, and a
test error of 4.2 pixels.
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Introduction
Falls are a serious concern among older adults. Most of the falls
experienced by older adults are backward falls, which are more
dangerous than other types of falls (such as forward falls and
sideways falls) because the visual input cannot be used to plan
quick and adequate protective reaction. Little is known about the
dynamics of backward falling, such as the falling duration, the
impact severity, and how the falling dynamics are affected or
controlled by the lower limb joints, in particular, the stiffness. We
investigated the influence of the rotational stiffness of individual
leg joints on the dynamics of a backward falling after the loss of
consciousness in terms of the falling duration and impact
velocity.
Methods
We assumed the backward falling occurs in the sagittal plane, and
the movements are symmetric between left and right body sides.
The same torsional spring with the same time series of angles and
moments was applied to each pair of bilateral lower limb joints.
We locked joints in the upper body by increasing the stiffness in
its joint to a relatively large number to simplify the simulation
work. We then constrained the moments at each leg joint (i.e.,
hip, knee, and ankle) in the sagittal plane to be equal to moment
generated by the torsional springs. For each joint, the stiffness of
-1
(i.e.,
-1
). When the joint’s angle was beyond the normal
range of motion, the stiffness of the torsional spring increased by
10 times pulling the joint back to its normal range.
Results and Discussion
Both the falling duration and the impact speed are affected by the
stiffness of lower limb joints, especially the hip and knee (Fig. 1).
The falling duration, head impact speed, and hip impact speed
ranged between 0.27 and 0.63 s, 2.6 and 7.9 m·s-1, and 0.35 and
3.4 m·s-1 when the stiffness of leg joints changed within their
limits. Additionally, hip stiffness is the most influential one
affecting both variables (i.e., the falling duration and impact
speeds). Knee stiffness also affected both variables when < 4
Nm·deg-1. Ankle stiffness showed little influence on the falling
dynamics.

Figure 1: The effect of the stiffness of knee and hip on (A) falling
duration, (B) the head speed, and (C) the hip speed at impact.

Significance
The influence of the joint stiffness on the falling dynamics
(falling duration and impact speeds) is comparable between hip
and knee. Whereas, ankle stiffness showed little influence on the
falling dynamics. Because the hip and knee are the primary joints
controlling the falling dynamics, training on proximal joints may
be considered to reduce falling risks. Our findings could also
inform the design of protective devices to prevent impactinduced injuries after a fall in individuals with high risk of falls.

Figure 2: Body postures at impact at selected stiffness of ankle
(kankle), knee (kknee), and hip (khip).
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Introduction
About half of people aged over 60 experience vestibular
dysfunction [1]. Vestibular rehabilitation has been proven
effective in reducing dizziness and falls [2]. However, adherence
remains a major problem and can be below 50% [3]. Clinicians
typically rely on self-reporting to assess adherence and do not
know if exercises were performed correctly at-home. Therefore,
this research aimed to develop an app with gaming elements and
remote monitoring to improve adherence of older adults to
vestibular rehabilitation.

suggested the negative responses were due to frustration playing
the games and not knowing what to expect. This will be addressed
in the future by adding a slower speed practice game. Sensor data
demonstrated participants performed exercises with similar head
range of motion and velocity with and without the app (Table 1).

Methods
A mobile (smartphone or tablet) app containing games for the
vestibular ocular reflex (VORx1) exercise was developed using
Felgo (FELGO GmbH). The app allows exercise prescription
and assesses dizziness and balance (Dizziness Handicap
Inventory (DHI) [4], Activities based Balance Confidence scale
(ABC) [5]; Figure 1). Games are controlled by an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU; SensorTag, Texas Instruments) placed
on the head using an elastic band. Sensor orientation (roll, pitch,
yaw) was computed using the Madgwick algorithm [6].
Assessment measures are calculated using IMU data and sent to
a cloud-based database for further analysis. Six females aged
over 65 undergoing vestibular rehabilitation used the app after
providing written informed consent (IRB approval by University
of Pittsburgh). Head range of motion and velocity during VORx1
were recorded while participants performed the exercises with
and without the app. Participants then answered a questionnaire
to evaluate ease of use, enjoyment, motivation, use intention, and
usefulness of the app.
VORx1 left-right

Flexion
Extension
Left
Right

App
19±5
26±9
23±6
24±7

Angle (°)
Traditional
22±6
25±6
25±1
32±5

App
106±42
94±44
85±31
102±16

Velocity (°/s)
Traditional
91±41
97±44
98±45
98±47

Significance
This study demonstrated that patients performed their vestibular
rehabilitation similarly with an app and traditional care.
Evaluation highlighted areas for improvement and showed that
elderly female participants enjoyed having their rehabilitation
delivered in the form of a gaming app. Although some gaming
approaches have been used successfully with older adults, this is
the first study to demonstrate feasibility of this approach for those
with vestibular problems and rehabilitation specific games.

Balance

Level 1

VORx1 up-down

Figure 2: Overview of evaluation of the vestibular app by six older
adults undergoing vestibular rehabilitation.
Table 3: Comparison of sensor data of the six older adults performing
exercises with the app and traditionally (mean ± standard deviation).

Level 3

Level 2
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Results and Discussion
DHI scores ranged between 24 and 72 (mean: 46, SD: 18.5).
Questionnaire responses (Figure 2) showed half the participants
felt the app was useful and would motivate them to do their
exercises. They reported they enjoyed the app and would use it
again. The more negative responses came from the same three
individuals, whose DHI scores (mean 44) did not differ from the
overall group. Anecdotal feedback from these individuals
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Strong coherence was found at all frequency bands between the
MG and SOL muscle on the right leg, particularly in the delta
band (Figure 1). The coherence between the muscle pairs from
the same leg were significantly greater during the eyes closed
and least stable postures. Previous research also demonstrated
stronger coherence between the lower leg muscles within the
same leg at the lower frequencies. [4] Dispersion (i.e., standard
deviation) of mean muscular coherence was increased in the
lower frequency bands and during more complex stability
postures. Maximum dispersion for all muscle pairs was
observed in the tandem, eyes closed condition. The time
frequency analysis also showed greater coherence for muscle
pairs RMG and RS in the right leg for the tandem stance posture
(Figure 2).

Introduction
Balancing a large mass over a small Base of Support (BOS) is
a major challenge for humans in bipedal stance. It is important
that the Center of Mass (COM) remain within the BOS in order
to maintain the balance. [1] Postural stability testing provides a
valuable tool for objectively evaluating the motor domain of
neurologic functioning. [2] Analysis of coherence between
EMG signals provides a means of examining the characteristics
of common neural inputs to co-contracting muscles during
voluntary contraction. EMG-EMG coherence helps to
determine the oscillatory input to the muscle. [3]
The primary objective of this project was to analyze the
coherence between the pairs of EMG signals from the lower leg
in different frequency bands to examine the common neural
input characteristics to the muscles during tandem stance
balance test.
Methods
Six healthy individuals (3 males; age: 24.1±3.5 yrs; Ht.:
167.4±5.5 cm; Wt.: 71.1±5.5 Kg) participated. Approval was
obtained from the Grand Valley State University Human
Research Review Committee (IRB#18-246-H). Employing a
full body Plug-in-Gait model, 16 Vicon MX cameras (120 Hz)
and Nexus motion capture software were used to track
anatomical marker trajectories. Ground reaction forces were
collected at 1200 Hz, using floor embedded AMTI force
platforms. The EMG signals from the lower legs; Anterior
Tibialis (AT), Medial Gastrocnemius (MG) and Soleus (SOL)
were collected at 1200 Hz using Motion Lab System.
Data were collected with participants standing with arms
crossed on two force plates under four different conditions –
feet together eyes open (FTEO), feet together eyes closed
(FTEC), tandem eyes open (TanEO) and tandem eyes closed
(TanEC). The tandem standing position was done with the
dominant foot (right foot dominant if right-footed) placed on a
rear force plate and the non-dominant foot placed on the fore
force plate with knees extended and maintaining equal
distribution of weight on each force plate. Data were collected
for 30 seconds and five trials were collected under each
condition.
The raw EMG signals were used for further analysis to
examine the intermuscular coherence between pairs of muscles
in different neural frequency bands i.e. gamma (30–100 Hz),
beta (13-30 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz) and delta (1-4
Hz) using wavelets and magnitude squared coherence. A timefrequency coherence analysis was performed between different
muscle pairs.

Figure 1: Mean coherence of the right muscle pairs with
standard deviation for delta frequency band

Figure 2: Time-Frequency coherence spectrogram of different
muscle pairs for TanEC
Significance
The result of this study might help to provide a benchmark to
compare the neural function of athletes who have suffered from
concussive damage to our normal, healthy control subjects.
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Introduction
A human can improve another person’s balance during walking
through haptic interaction by holding hands, but it is unknown
how these interactions affect balance. The current study
characterized the effects of hand contact with a partner during a
balance-challenging walking task and examined how hand forces
were used to assist balance.
We hypothesized that mechanical power transfer at the hands
is used to assist balance during partnered beam-walking,
characterized by braking or propulsion. Previous work showed
that hand interaction forces were small during a partner-dance
task and likely used only for communication[1], but the task did
not challenge balance and thus did not require significant
physical assistance.
We further hypothesized that the forces at the hand can be
directly related to the beam-walker’s balance performance
through a linear mass-spring-damper model. If so, kinematics and
kinetics of the interaction point at the hands could be used to
predict task performance of the individual.

Figure 1: a) Partner (left) and beam-walker (right) during partnered
beam-walking condition. Lateral hand interaction force (Fx) and
power exchange is calculated at the interaction point (IP). A massspring-damper model relates interaction force to beam-walker’s
lateral displacement (xBW), velocity, and acceleration relative to the
beam midline. b) Negative (“braking”) power is greater in
magnitude than positive (“motor”) power for partnered beamwalking across all pairs. c) Measured force, modeled force, and force
components from mass-spring-damper model for example “springlike” pair during partnered beam-walking.

Methods
We measured whole-body kinematics and hand forces in 12 pairs
of healthy young adults. During the main experimental condition,
one person walked on a narrow (2 cm wide) balance beam with a
partner walking by their side overground (Fig. 1a). Each partner
held one end of a custom handle that measured interaction forces.
We compared balance performance of the person walking on
the beam during the partnered condition vs. when they walked on
the beam solo. We quantified performance by the beam-walker’s
lateral sway, distance completed on the beam, and mean forward
walking speed.
We compared force and mechanical power at the interaction
point (Fig. 1a) during partnered beam-walking vs. during
partnered overground walking to examine energy exchange for
balance assistance.
Finally, we fit the interaction force to the beam-walker’s
clavicle displacement, velocity, and acceleration as a massspring-damper system (Fig. 1a) in the mediolateral direction
during the partnered beam-walking condition.

(p<0.05). These results suggest that interactions at the hand
provide mechanical support for balance assistance.
Mean negative power magnitude was greater than mean
positive power magnitude during partnered beam-walking
(p<0.05), indicating that hand contact assists balance during
walking by acting more often as a “brake” than a “motor” (Fig.
1b).
Results from the mass-spring-damper model showed that the
interaction forces restored balance similar to a passive spring
and/or damper in the lateral direction, but some partnerships were
more “spring-like” (Fig. 1c) or “damper-like” than others,
suggesting different interaction strategies.

Results and Discussion
Our results show that all balance performance metrics improved
during partnered beam-walking vs. solo beam-walking (p<0.05).
Lateral sway decreased by 4.2cm and mean forward walking
speed increased by 0.24m/s. The mean distance completed during
solo beam-walking was 1.8m while every person completed the
entire beam length (3.7m) during every partnered beam-walking
trial.
Magnitudes of mediolateral interaction forces and power were
small during partnered beam-walking: ~2N and ~0.1W,
respectively. They were, however, 1.2N and 0.073W larger,
respectively, than during partnered overground walking
(p<0.05). Mean force magnitudes during partnered beamwalking were also higher than the 1N threshold for light touch[2]

Significance
Hand interactions with a partner have low force and affect a
person’s whole-body balance performance through mechanical
power transfer, which is dominated by braking energy. This
principle may be used in design of devices and robotic controllers
to assist walking balance. Forces at the interaction point in haptic
assistance can contain sufficient information for altering balance
performance of the individual.
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Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a prevalent neurodegenerative
disease.1 Balance, gait, and postural stability impairments are
common in people with PD, and this population experiences a
higher risk of falling compared to their healthy counterparts.2 To
improve or maintain quality of life (QOL) for people with PD,
reducing the likelihood of falling is vital. Dance-based
interventions could be an attractive alternative to traditional
exercise for people with PD and have shown promise in providing
health benefits. Current information about the effect of dance
interventions on balance in people with PD is limited due to the
small number of articles included in previous reviews. This may
negatively impact the deployment of this type of therapy. An
updated meta-analysis based on a larger number of randomized
controlled trials (RCT) and utilizing a rigorous calculation of
effect size (ES) is necessary to advance our understanding of the
influence of dance therapy on balance in this population.
The purpose of the current meta-analysis was to analyze the
efficacy of dance-based interventions in improving balance
among people with PD in comparison to exercise interventions or
no intervention. As balance is essential to activities of daily
living and closely related to falls, findings from this study could
inform the design of dance interventions to reduce falls and
heighten
QOL
among
people
with
PD.

Evaluation System Test, or Fullerton Advanced Balance Scale
among studies. The ES varied drastically from -0.14 to 2.00 (Fig.
1). Our meta-analysis on the 16 comparisons yielded a
significant and medium ES indicating that dance interventions
benefit people with PD to improve balance (ES = 0.62, 95% CI =
[0.34, 0.90], p < 0.0001). Our results suggest that dance therapy
has the potential to safely and effectively improve balance and
possibly contribute to lower rates of falls among people with PD.
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Figure 1: Forest plot of effect sizes (the standardized mean difference)
for 16 comparisons between dance interventions and control groups
reported by 13 studies assessing the effect of dance-based interventions
on balance in people with Parkinson’s disease.

Methods
A systematic literature search was conducted in PubMed,
PsycINFO, Cochrane Library, CINAHL, and MEDLINE using
search terms “Parkinson” and “danc” and “balance.” No
restrictions were placed on type of dance or the stage of disease,
sex, or age of PD participants. The initial search yielded 175
articles and 94 remained after removing duplications. Remaining
studies were checked with the inclusion criteria: 1) peer-reviewed
article published in English; 2) conducted among people with PD;
and 3) RCT including at least one dance-based intervention arm
and a control or placebo arm. Thirteen studies met the inclusion
criteria. 3-15 Quality assessment was performed using the
Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) scale.
Information about the article (author(s), publication year),
the participants (sex, age, Hoehn and Yahr stage, assessed on/off
medication) and interventions (dance type, control type,
frequency, duration) were collected from each article. In
addition, sample size and balance outcome measures were
retrieved. Values for the balance measurement were extracted in
the form of means and standard deviations (SD) for both the
dance intervention and comparison conditions at two time points
(baseline and post-intervention). Changes in balance from
baseline to post-intervention and their SD were calculated from
the identified means and SD if not given. A meta-analysis was
conducted using a random-effects model based on data from all
13
studies
within
RevMan
5.3
(Denmark).

Significance
Our findings could inform future studies for designing and
deploying effective dance-based balance training and fall
prevention programs specific to PD. More high-quality RCT
with large sample sizes are needed to further explore the effects
of various dance types in improving balance compared to other
modes of exercise. The retention effects of dance-based therapies
among people with PD should also be addressed in future studies.
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Results and Discussion
Average PEDro value of the 13 studies was 5.62 ± 0.49 (out of
10). Balance was assessed by Berg Balance Scale, Mini Balance
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The foot position affected only COP velocity in the AP
direction. Interaction effects were found in range and velocity of
COP and in range of MOS in ML direction. Although we
instructed participants to maintain equal weightbearing on the
front and back feet, we noticed a tendency to bear more weight
on the rear plate regardless of dominance. It is possible that leg
dominance itself is not as important as vision to control standing
balance; however, leg dominance might affect tandem standing
in ML direction.

Introduction
Balancing a large mass over a small base of support (BOS) is a
challenge for humans in bipedal stance. To maintain control of
balance, the center of mass (COM) must remain within the BOS
[1]. Center of pressure (COP) displacement and velocity
parameters are commonly used to measure static [2], and
dynamic balance [3]. Winter et al. demonstrated high correlations
between net COP and partitioned right and left limb COPs during
tandem standing and medio-lateral control of balance [4]. More
recently, postural stability has been measured using the margin
of stability (MOS), which accounts for COM velocity [5]. MOS
has not been used to examine control of balance during tandem,
i.e., heel-to-toe, stance. The primary objective of this project was
to examine range and velocity in the COP and range of MOS
under four conditions during tandem standing. We hypothesized
that the COP and MOS range would increase under the eyes
closed condition, but there would be no difference in COP and
MOS when foot positons were changed.
Methods
Six healthy individuals (4 females; 24.8±3.3 yrs; 170.8±10.5 cm;
71.0±13.5 kg) participated. Approval was obtained from the
Grand Valley State University Human Research Review
Committee (#18-246-H). Employing a full body Plug-in-Gait
model, 16 Vicon MX cameras (120 Hz) and Nexus motion
capture software v2.9.2 (Oxford Metrics) were used to track
anatomical marker trajectories. Ground reaction forces were
collected at 1200 Hz, using floor embedded AMTI force
platforms (Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc). Data were
collected with participants standing, with arms flexed, hands
touching shoulders, on two force plates under four conditions: 1)
eyes open (EO) dominant foot on rear plate; 2) eyes closed (EC)
dominant foot on rear plate; 3) eyes open dominant foot on fore
plate; and 4) eyes closed dominant foot on fore plate. Participants
were asked to stand with knees extended, while maintaining
equal distribution of weight on each force plate. Data were
collected for 30 seconds and five trials were collected under each
condition. Vicon Nexus software was used to determine location
of the COM. Custom MATLAB code (MathWorks) was used to
determine the combined (from the rear and fore force plates) COP
location and MOS [5]. A repeated measures variance of analysis
(2 factor rm-ANOVA within subject) was used to test the effect
of vision and foot placement (p<.05) for range (the maximum
distance between any two points) and velocity of COP and range
of MOS in antero-posterior (AP) and medio-lateral (ML)
directions.

Figure 1 : COP and MOS in antero-posterior (AP) and medio-lateral
(ML) directions. DFR = dominant foot rear; DFF = dominant foot fore;
EC = eyes closed; EO = eyes open. Y axes include range in mm and
velocity in mm/sec.

Significance
It is clear that there are differences in COP displacement and
velocity between healthy and concussed athletes in standing
balance tasks when eyes are open or closed [6,7,8]. It has also
been shown that MOS may better capture dynamic balance
because it accounts for the inherent velocity of the COM, i.e.,
extrapolated COM [5]. Our results also show that both COP and
MOS range are increased under EC, a less stable position. Our
data suggest that MOS may also be useful to measure residual
central nervous system impairment in balance following
concusion.
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Results and Discussion
The main effect of vision on range and velocity of COP and range
of MOS, in both AP and ML directions demonstrated significant
differences (p<.001) (Figure 1), i.e., increased under the EC
condition. These findings are consistent with select findings from
Thomson et al. [2].
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Introduction
Aging and knee osteoarthritis (OA) are associated with changes
in gait. These age- or OA-related changes may coincide with
altered coordination during gait, potentially indicating a limited
ability to adapt to new situations. An inability to adapt to
challenges during gait could partially explain the higher
incidence of falls in older vs. young adults [1] and those without
vs. with knee OA [2]. Testing responses to a challenge such as
walking faster may reveal differences in how age or knee OA
affect the motor system’s ability to adapt and may indicate a need
for different interventions by patient population. We sought to
determine whether older adults who were asymptomatic or who
had knee OA had different coordination responses to an increase
in walking speed compared to each other and to young adults. We
hypothesized coordination would change differently between
participant groups when they walked faster.

the foot v shank during early stance (all p<0.01). At the thigh v
shank, phase angle patterns were the same between speeds. At the
foot v shank, phase angle patterns shifted from anti- (140±79°) to
distal phase (75.7±49.3°) in terminal swing and from proximal
(201±7°) to in-phase (206±7°) in early stance with faster speed.
While we did not find a differential effect of walking speed
on coordination across age or musculoskeletal pathology, we did
identify consistent differences in coordination at the transition
between swing and stance. Because this time in the gait cycle may
be a naturally unstable transition, differences in coordination
between groups may be an indicator of instability or fall risk.

Segment coordination across groups
Young
200
150

Phase angle (°)

Methods
Three groups were recruited: young (28±5 yrs, n=10), older
asymptomatic (72±3 yrs, n=10), and older with knee OA (69±5
yrs, n=9). Pelvis, thigh, shank, and foot angular velocities were
collected with inertial measurement units as individuals walked
on a treadmill at preferred and faster speeds (i.e., young walked
faster than older and knee OA (+0.3 m/s) but all groups increased
speed similarly (+0.3 m/s) from preferred to faster). Angular
displacements about each segment’s primary axis of rotation
during gait ( sagittal) were estimated using functional calibration
and a zero-velocity update algorithm [3]. Coordination was
calculated between adjacent segments using a modified vector
coding technique for 100 strides of data [4]. Coordination phase
angles were compared between groups and speeds across subphases of swing and stance using circular 2-way ANOVAs with
0.05. Post-hoc comparisons were made with 1-way ANOVAs.
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Figure 1. Segment coordination phase angles averaged by group across
speeds. *Indicates significant post-hoc difference between groups.

Results and Discussion
Contrary to our hypothesis, there were no significant interactions
between group and speed. However, there were significant main
effects of group and speed (p-values for significant group effect
post-hocs and significant speed effects reported below).
During terminal swing, young adults and adults with knee
OA had different phase angles for the thigh v pelvis (p=0.04) and
shank v thigh (p=0.05) (Fig 1). Despite these differences, all
groups had similar phase angle patterns for thigh v pelvis (distal
segment phase) and shank v thigh (proximal segment phase)
during terminal swing. For the foot v shank couple, adults with
knee OA had different phase angles from young adults during
terminal swing (p<0.01) and from young and older asymptomatic
adults during early stance (p<0.01 and p=0.05, respectively).
Here, young adults had distal phase patterns (81±44°) while
adults with knee OA had anti-phase patterns (134±98°) during
terminal swing, and young and older asymptomatic adults had inphase patterns (208±6° and 204±6°) while adults with knee OA
had proximal phase patterns (198±8°) during early stance.
Coordination also changed with increased walking speed for
the shank v thigh and foot v shank during terminal swing, and for

Significance
Differences in coordination patterns between young adults and
older adults with knee OA around the transition from swing to
stance phase could be an indicator of or risk factor for falls. In
this study, we did not assess fall history and so we cannot
determine whether differences in coordination are a predictor of
future falls or a correlate of fall incidence. Interestingly, the same
couples that differed by age or knee OA status shifted towards
young coordination patterns with faster walking speed. Greater
effort during faster walking may have required a shift to adopt
younger coordination patterns. While contrary to our hypothesis
that groups would respond differently to the challenge of faster
walking, this response may be useful in interventions to reduce
instability or falls risk.
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Introduction
Wearing inappropriate footwear has been identified a risk factor
of falls [1]. Among the mechanical properties of shoes, the sole
thickness is highlighted as a major contributor to falls. Previous
studies indicated that the thicker the sole, the greater the risk of
falls [2,3]. One possible explanation is that a thick sole impedes
the detection of an external perturbation, delays the reactions to
the balance disturbance, and thus reduces the likelihood of a
successful recovery from a balance loss. Although this theory
seems intuitive, no study has specifically inspected how sole
thickness alters postural balance maintenance and the
likelihood of falls after an unexpected perturbation. The
purpose of this study was to explore how the sole thickness
impacts he bod
eactions to a stance-slip. It was
hypothesized that increased shoe sole thickness delays the
bod
eac ion o he lip pe ba ion.

in the barefoot group.
The results overall support our hypothesis that a thick sole
co ld hinde he bod
eac ion o an ne pec ed lip
perturbation. Specifically, the thicker the sole, the longer the
step latency, indicating more time is needed to sense the
perturbation and to plan the recovery step. The aftereffects of
the same slip perturbation become more intense as sole
thickness increases due to the increasingly delayed initiation of
the recovery step. To arrest the backward falling trunk induced
by the slip, individuals with thicker soles must take a larger
eco e
ep o egain he bod
balance, e idenced b he
lengthened recovery step as the thickness of the sole rises. As
timely reactions are critical for one to reestablish balance and
reduce the chance of falling, thick soles co ld inc ea e one
risk of falls should an external perturbation occur. Although
the step duration did not differ among groups, a trend emerges
that the step duration increases as the sole becomes thicker (Fig.
1b). This could be explained by the fact that individuals with
thicker soles, in comparison with those with thin or no soles,
need to spend longer time to execute the recovery step in order
to achieve a longer step length which can effectively regain the
bod balance. One limitation in our study is the small sample
size. We postulate that non-significant results could be
reversed with a larger sample size.

Methods
Nine young adults (25.3 ± 1.5 y/o) were recruited and evenly
randomized into three groups: barefoot (0 mm sole thickness),
thin (5 mm), and thick sole (10 mm). The barefoot group
underwent the protocol without footwear. The thin/thick group
wore a pair of 5/10 mm foamboards secured by tape to their
soles during the experiment. The foamboard was individually
c o fi each pa icipan sole.
After about 5-min familiarization (walking with respective
footwear condition over ground), each participant stepped onto
the ActiveStep treadmill (Simbex). They put on a safety
harness connected to overhead arch through ropes. Following
five standing trials on the treadmill, each participant
experienced an unexpected stance-slip [4]. The slip distance
and acceleration were respectively 36 cm and 4 m/s2. Full-body
kinematics during the slip trial were captured from reflective
markers attached to the body using a motion capture system
(Vicon). A marker was also applied to the treadmill belt to
identify the onset of the treadmill belt movement. The paths of
the markers were filtered and used to determine the liftoff and
touchdown of the recovery step after the slip occurrence, and
three outcome variables: the step latency (the interval from the
belt slip onset to the liftoff of the recovery step), step duration
(from liftoff to touchdown), and step length (the anteroposterior
distance between heels at recovery foot touchdown). Analysis
of variance, followed by independent t-tests, was adopted to
compare the outcomes among groups (0 vs. 5 vs. 10 mm). All
analyses were conducted using SPSS 24 (IBM) with an α = 0.05.
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Figure 1. Comparisons of a) latency, b) duration, and c) length of the
recovery step in response to an unexpected stance-slip among the three
groups: barefoot (0 mm), thin (5 mm), and thick (10 mm).

Significance
This study will enhance our understanding of the effects of the
sole thickness on the risk of falls. The results could furnish
some references for physicians prescribing appropriate
footwear to individuals with high risk of falls. In addition, our
findings could inform the design of fall-resistant footwear from
the perspective of the sole thickness.
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Results and Discussion
The step latency (p < 0.01, Fig. 1a) and length (p = 0.01, Fig.
1c) showed a significant overall group-related difference. The
step duration was not different among groups (p = 0.74, Fig. 1b).
Post-hoc tests revealed that both the thin and thick groups
exhibited a significantly longer step latency than the barefoot
group. Additionally, the thick group showed a longer step
latency than the thin group. Similarly, the recovery step length
was significantly greater among the thin and thick groups than
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Introduction
P e-i ac fall de ec i alg i h
ha e bee
ed ba ed
h e h ld al e f el ci , accele a i a d/ a gle cha ge
f b d eg e d i g a fall. H e e , he ac ical e f he
alg i h i li i ed d e i c
le e e i i i a d ecifici
[1].

j ,S

h K ea

Results and Discussion
O a e age, gi e i e a ailable d i g a fall (941
, i e
be ee fall i i ia i a d hi i ac ), l e e e i
cle
a ed
c
ac a 393
af e fall i i ia i , a d eached
a i
c
ac i
a 39
i
he hi i ac .
F he
e, he l e e e i
cle c
ac ed 49% f
hei a i
he he hi i ac ed he a (Fig e 2). The e
ba eli e ea e h ld be i f
a i e f he de el
e
f
elec ic e-i ac fall de ec i alg i h .

We
e
el e e e i
cle ac i a i
a e
de ec a fall i
i ac , a d he fi
e i
c fi
he he he e e i a ecial
cle ac i a i
a e , hich i
affec ed b a a ie
f fall ki e a ic . The ef e, e
c d c ed falli g e e i e
ih h a
ea e l e
e e i
cle ac i a i , a d e a i ed h
hi a affec ed
b fall di ec i a d k ee
i i a la di g.

F

each l e e e i
cle,
e f
c e a iable
e e a cia ed i h fall di ec i a d k ee
i i , e ce
ac i i a he i e f hi i ac f G ed a d ADDL, he e
G ed a a cia ed i h fall di ec i a d k ee
i i (F =
5.57, = 0.013; F = 4.08, = 0.027, e ec i el ) a d ADDL a
a cia ed i h fall di ec i (F = 5.28, = 0.011). Thi i a
i
a fi di g a
e-i ac fall de ec i
h gh l e
e e i
cle ac i i
a e
a
ide 100% f
e i i i a d ecifici i de ec i g fall ,
a e h
he
fall a d la d. Si ce ac i a i
a e
f gl e
edi a d
add c
l g
cle
e e affec ed b fall
e , gl e
a i
a d/ ili
a
cle c ld be a g d a ge
be
ed f
e-i ac fall de ec i .

Methods
T e
i di id al
i icked lde ad l ' fall a d la ded
ide a
a 30 c
hick g
ai
a e (Fig e 1).
Falli g ial
e e ac i ed i h h ee i i ial fall di ec i :
f
a d, back a d
ide a . T ial e e al ac i ed i h
h ee k ee
ii
a he i e f hi i ac , he e he la di gide k ee a bei g c ac ed he a (KOM), he c
ala e al
k ee (KOK),
f ee f c
ai (KF). Elec de f
face
elec
g a h (EMG) (TeleM DTS, N a
I c., AZ,
USA) e e laced
he bell f ili
a (Ili ), add c l g
(ADDL), gl e
edi (G ed) a d gl e
a i
(G a ).
Fall ki e a ic a d ki e ic
ee
i ed h gh a
i
ca
e
e (Vic
M i
S e , O f d, UK) a d a
f ce la e laced de he a (AMTI,
del OR6-7-2000,
Wal ha , MA, USA), e ec i el .
O c e a iable i cl ded i e
e , ac i i a he i e f
hi i ac , a d i i g f eak ac i i
i h e ec
he i e f
hi i ac . ANOVA a
ed
e if he e
c e a iable
e e a cia ed i h fall di ec i (3 le el ) a d k ee
ii a
he i e f hi i ac (3 le el ).

Figure 2: A e age EMG ac i i ( hick li e) ac
i h +/- 1 a da d de ia i ( hi li e).

all 540 falli g ial

Significance
A ecial ac i a i
a e
f l e e e i
cle e i
d i g a fall, i f
i g he de el
e
f e e i
a egie
f fall- ela ed i j ie i
lde ad l (i.e., e-i ac fall
de ec i , bala ce ec e ).
Ackno ledgments
Thi
k a
ed, i a , b Y ei U i e i Mi ae
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Figure 1: E e i e al e
la ded ide a
a 30 c

. (a) Pa ici a
hick a e .
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Introduction
To maintain stability during walking, the body’s center of mass
(COM) must be controlled effectively within the base of
support provided by the feet. In general, margin of stability
(MOS) is defined as the distance between the extrapolated
COM (i.e. a point on the floor at a distance from the COM that
is directly proportional to the COM velocity) with respect to the
limits of the base of support during walking in the anterior
posterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) directions [1, 2].
Decreased dynamic stability can be described by
decreasing the mean and/or increasing the variability of MOS.
During unperturbed walking conditions, dynamics of stepping
are expected to result in a similar trend of stability outcomes
during walking at different speeds for both overground and
treadmill walking. The aim of this study is to determine if
walking on a treadmill vs. overground will affect MOS at heel
contact during three, speed-matched conditions.

treadmill, variability remained consistent due to a more
repetitive pattern of stepping.
MOS ML mean during fast and preferred speed was
significantly narrower compared to slow (adjusted p's < 0.0001)
indicating less stability. This could be due to maintenance of
frontal plane stability in the presence of more challenges to the
motor control system in the presence of increased COM
displacement at slower speed [3]. MOS ML mean during
treadmill walking was wider than overground (p=0.01)
indicating more stability. In the absence of natural optic flow
during treadmill walking, as well as different proprioceptive
input (legs being pulled back during treadmill versus remaining
stationary during overground), subjects may employ strategies
to increase stability. A significant interaction for MOS ML
variability was found, however, no significant pairwise
comparisons were found upon post hoc analysis.

Methods
Twelve healthy young participants, (24.8±5.1 years; 73.0 ±11.8
kg; 1.74±0.07 m) without any disorders that would cause
abnormal gait control were recruited to this study. Participants
walked on a treadmill and overground at slow, preferred, and
fast speed-matched conditions, while kinematic (marker) data
were collected. Four participants’ data were not included due to
insufficient number of speed-matched steps across modes of
walking.
The mean and variability (standard deviation) of the MOS
in AP and ML directions at heel contact were calculated for 18
right and left steps during overground and treadmill trials. All
models were adjusted for preferred speed. ML mean models
were adjusted for step width. AP variability models were
adjusted for step speed standard deviation. ML variability
models were adjusted for step width standard deviation. To
identify the main effect of walking mode (treadmill vs.
overground) and speed conditions (slow, preferred, fast), and
the possible interaction between walking mode and speed,
generalized linear model were used. The significance threshold
was =0.05.

Figure 1: MOS mean (top) and variability (bottom) values in AP (left) and ML
(right) directions. Treadmill is represented by black solid lines and overground
by gray dashed lines.

Significance
Walking mode matters when we look at the variability, while
the trend for absolute mean values stays the same, although they
are scaled differently in the ML direction. Walking faster is
more variable (overground) and less stable than slower walking
(narrower MOS).

Results & Discussion
No significant effect of walking mode was found for MOS AP
mean; however, walking faster led to more negative MOS AP
mean in both walking mode conditions (p<0.0001). This
indicated that the extrapolated COM was further anterior to the
base of support as they walked faster, thereby reducing stability.
There was a significant interaction between speed and walking
mode (p<0.0001) for MOS AP variability, where overground
was more variable than treadmill walking for fast and preferred
walking speeds, but not slow speeds. (Figure 1). Greater
variability of MOS AP when walking faster may be the result
of natural fluctuations during overground walking, while on the
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Introduction
Falls become significant health risks of death or injury for the
elderly. Although the post-fall detection system is unable to
prevent falls, it can help victims quickly. The performance of
post-fall detection of various classifiers could be improved by
selecting feature vectors based on T-score ranking algorithm [1].,
13 ranking algorithms have been introduced and evaluated for the
clasification [2]. This study aimed to determine the performance
of post-fall detection based on a subset of feature vectors using
different ranking algorithms.

Figure 1: a) Actual Ranking and Predicted Ranking
b) Accuracy according to number of feature vectors

Methods
Thirty healthy volunteers performed 9 simulated falls and 14
ADL movements (Table 1). 3-axis accelerations and 3-axis
angular velocities were measured using an IMU sensor attached
to the middle of LASI and RASI. ANN was applied to IMU data
to determine fall and non-fall. Eight different feature vectors
were introduced as shown in Table 2 and ranked using five
Ranking algorithm: ReliefF[3], T-score[4], Correlation[5], Fisher
Score[4] and mRMR[6]. Each ranking algorithm was evaluated
by absolute errors (AE). Then, feature vector subsets were
created according to the number of feature vectors and applied to
the ANN classifier. Data from 10 subjects were used to train the
ANN classifier and data from the remaining 20 subjects were
used to test the classifier.

Table 3 showed AE of the ranking algorithm. ReliefF inferred the
best ranking and mRMR was the worst. Since ReliefF was the
only time-dependent algorithm, it predicted relatively accurate
ranking. On the other hand, mRMR aimes to minimize
redundancy and maximize relevance. Therefore, if the
redundancy of the feature vector was low, the feature vector was
evaluated with high rank even though the relevance was
relatively lower than other feature vectors.
Table 3: AE of Ranking Algorithms
ReliefF T-score Correlation
AE
10
14
12

Table 1: Experimental Protocol

Fall

ADL

Significance
The ranking algorithm showed effectiveness in clustering-based
classifiers in some studies, but was not effective for post-fall
detection using ANN as shown in this study. It is thought that the
ranking algorithm might not be suitable for time-dependent data.
In addition, it was shown that high accuracy could be obtained
with smaller number of feature vectors depending on the
selection of feature vectors.

Table 2: Feature Vectors
ASVM
ASVMHP
TA
J
GSVM
GSAM
ACM
AVCM

E

a
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]+a
]+a 2[ ])
2
2
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]=
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C5[
C6[
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]=
(
] = ab (
]=
]=

2[

mRmR
18

Figure 1.b) showed the accuracy according to the number of
feature vectors. When the actual ranking was applied, the best
accuracy (99.86±0.65) was obtained by using three characteristic
vectors. ReliefF and mRMR achieved the best accuracy
(99.86±0.65) when using 5 and 6 feature vectors, respectively.
mRMR showed large AE but high accuracy. This might be due
to the fact that it minimized redundancy and avoided overfitting.

Motion
slip-backward fall, walk-trip-forward fall, jogging-tripforward fall, sit down-backward fall, sit- backward fall,
forward fall, backward fall, lateral fall, and twist fall
walking, jogging, squat, waist bending, stumble while
walking, Jogging in place, jumping, stairs up and down,
slowly sit and up in stool, quickly sit and up in chair,
trying to get up and collapse in to a chair, lying, slowly
sit and up in low height mattress, and quickly sit and up
in low height mattress

F a

Fisher Score
14

2[
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Results and Discussion
Figure 1.a) showed the predicted and actual rankings for 5
different ranking algorithm. 'Actual' refers to the classification
performance using each feature vector (C2>C3>C5>C1>C6>C8>
C7>C4).
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Introd ction
The abilit to maintain d namic balance is critical for
participating in acti ities of dail li ing. D namic balance in the
frontal plane is largel controlled through foot placement (e.g.
[1]). To compensate for imposed errors in mediolateral (ML) foot
placement indi iduals often use a hip strateg [2, 3], a lateral
ankle strateg that shifts the center of pressure (COP) [3], and/or
a stepping strateg [4]. The ankle plantarfle ors are important
contributors to balance control during stead -state alking [5]
and are used to restore balance in response to isual perturbations
[6]. Ho e er, it is unclear if the plantarfle ors pro ide a
biomechanical response to foot-placement perturbations.
The purpose of this stud
as to identif the biomechanical
response to perturbations in ML foot-placement in oung health
indi iduals. We h pothesi ed that subjects ould compensate for
medial (lateral) foot-placement errors ith 1) a decreased
(increased) hip abduction moment, 2) a lateral (medial) COP
shift, and 3) an increased (decreased) ankle plantarfle ion
moment.

significantl different bet een conditions (Fig. 1B). Moreo er,
ankle plantarfle ion moment impulse increased after lateral
perturbations and decreased after medial perturbations during
single leg stance ( =.001, <.001). This unanticipated result ma
be due to ankle in erters and e erters also ha ing plantarfle ion
moment arms. Thus, as the lateral ankle strateg is enacted, those
muscles ma ha e a small but significant contribution to the
plantarfle or moment. Future modeling ork ill in estigate
indi idual muscle contributions to the 3D ankle moments.
In summar , participants used a combination of strategies to
maintain balance follo ing perturbations in medial and lateral
foot-placement. Stance-leg hip abduction moment decreased
after medial perturbations, and a lateral ankle strateg shifted the
COP laterall (mediall ) after medial (lateral) perturbations.
Une pectedl , plantarfle ion moment impulse decreased
(increased) after medial (lateral) perturbations.

Methods
Kinematic and kinetic data ere collected from fifteen health
olunteers (9 female, age: 25
3 ears). T ent 30-second
alking trials ere performed at a standard (1.0 m/s) and selfselected speed. Foot-placement perturbations ere applied to
random steps during 10 of the 20 alking trials using a custom
pneumatic de ice,
ith each subject e periencing 40
perturbations. The pneumatic de ice used an inertial
measurement unit to identif gait e ents and triggered a solenoid
al e to release compressed air. The air applied a 15N force to
the ankle to mo e the foot an a erage of 3.2 (3.7) cm mediall
(laterall ). Participants ere not a are of the perturbation timing
or direction.
Motion capture data ere processed using Visual 3D
soft are (C-Motion, Germanto n, MD) to perform in erse
d namics anal ses. We used the range of frontal plane holebod angular momentum (HR) to assess balance control, hich
as calculated b summing the angular momentum of each bod
segment about the bod s center of mass. Differences bet een
perturbed and unperturbed steps ere e aluated using a linear
mi ed effects models.

Fig re 1: A) A erage stance-leg in ersion (+) and e ersion (-) moment
and B) A erage stance-leg plantarfle ion (+) and dorsifle ion (-)
moment 1 SD for unperturbed, laterall and mediall perturbed gait
c cles.

Significance
This ork assessed joint-le el responses to mediolateral footplacement perturbations. Characteri ing these responses to footplacment perturbations in health indi iduals can pro ide a basis
for comparison for those ith neurological deficits and impaired
balance control.
Ackno ledgments
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Res lts and Disc ssion
In agreement ith our h pothesis and pre ious ork [2, 3], HR
increased (decreased) follo ing medial (lateral) perturbations
( <.001). Hip abduction moment impulse also decreased
follo ing medial perturbations ( <.001) Ma iumum COP
e cursion increased laterall (mediall ) follo ing medial
(lateral) perturbations ( <.001), hich as correlated ith
decreased (increased) ankle in ersion moments ( <.001
=.001)(Fig. 1A). We h pothesi ed that ankle plantarfle ion
moment ould increase after medial perturbations to counteract
increased HR . Ho e er, peak plantarfle ion moments ere not
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Introduction
One in four pregnant females experience a fall while performing
daily tasks, which is a rate similar to that of the elderly1. Ten
percent of pregnant fallers seek medical attention due to injury
and/or fetal complications1. As gestational mass gain (GMG)
primarily occurs anteriorly about the torso, the center of mass
(COM) shifts outside of the standing base of support (BOS)2.
This may contribute to greater postural instability and increased
risk of falling. GMG may also increase the moment of inertia of
the body and create an imbalance in displacement between the
mediolateral (ML) and/or anteroposterior (AP) center of pressure
sway range displacement (COPD)4. Recent literature observed
that larger COPD in the ML directions were correlated with
higher incidences of falls in the elderly5. While previous research
found that decreasing BOS, by narrowing stance width, created
greater ML sway variables in the pregnant population4. However,
research has not been performed on single-limb support in
pregnant and postpartum females.
Thus, the aim of this study was to quantify COPD in ML and
AP directions during bilateral standing (BL) and single-limb
support (SLS) conditions when comparing 2nd trimester (2T), 3rd
trimester (3T), and postpartum (POST), to non-pregnant females
(NP). It was hypothesized that the 2T and 3T females would have
greater AP COPD compared to NP females to compensate for the
asymmetrically distributed GMG.

Results revealed there was not a significant group by limb
condition interaction (F(9, 36)=0.73, p=0.68), nor was there a
group main effect (F(3, 36)=0.53, p=0.67). However, there was
a limb condition main effect (F(3, 36)=16.89, p<0.01). BLAP
was significantly greater than BLML (a; p<0.05) and BLAP was
significantly smaller than SLSAP (b; p<0.001), but not
significantly different from SLSML (p=0.17). BLML was
significantly smaller than SLSML (c; p<0.001), however, SLSAP
and SLSML were not significantly different from each other
(p=0.173) (Figure 1). BL conditions being characterized by
smaller COPDs than SLS conditions was expected, as the BOS is
greater during BL. BLAP being greater than BLML supported the
hypothesis that the increased amount of GMG anteriorly could
create AP imbalances. It was expected that significantly larger
COPDs may occur with advancing pregnancy, however, this was
not reflected in the results. Interestingly, SLS, while larger than
BL, was relatively similar in both directions. While pregnant
females and the elderly have similar fall rates, pregnant females
are likely not falling due to static standing balance tasks. SLS
being uniform in AP and ML directions may be important when
conducting daily tasks, such as stair locomotion, that rely heavily
on SLS.
Postural Excursion

Displacement (mm)

80

Methods
Five females in 2T (25.6 ± 4.7 years, 1.6 ± 0.1 m, 76.3 ± 11.9 kg),
three females in 3T (25.3 ± 4.2 years, 1.7 ± 0.1 m, 85.7 ± 19.2
kg), three POST (27.7 ± 2.5 years, 1.6 ± 0.1 m, 72.9 ± 16.2 kg),
and two NP females (24.5 ± 0.7 years, 1.6 ± 0.1 m, 64.55 ± 14.2
kg) participated in this study. Postural stability, was quantified by
examining postural sway from COPD data, wherein greater
COPD correlates to decreased postural stability3. Postural sway
was measured in three static standing conditions for 30s per
condition: 1) BL; 2) right limb; and 3) left limb, all on a single
force platform (1,000 Hz, AMTI. Watertown, MA, USA). BL
width was controlled for and consistent for all groups. COPD data
were exported to MATLAB and filtered with a digital low-pass
Butterworth filter (12.5 Hz). Results from a pilot study revealed
no SLS differences existed between right and left limbs, thus
limbs were collapsed per participant across the groups in the
current study. Variables of interest included: bilateral
anteroposterior (BLAP), bilateral mediolateral (BLML), singlelimb support anteroposterior (SLSAP), and single-limb support
mediolateral (SLSML) COPD were compared to note differences
created by a decreased BOS. ML and AP COPD was calculated
by the absolute maximum and minimum ML (X) and AP (Y)
coordinate data from the following equations: ML = (𝑋 𝑎
2
𝑋 𝑖 ) and AP= (𝑌 𝑎
𝑌 𝑖 ) in
.
A four (condition) by four (group) factorial ANOVA
( =0.05) a
ed
e f
a i ica ig ifica ce f COPD. If
no interaction was detected, variable and group main effects were
examined after applying the Sidak adjustment.

c

b

60
a, b
40

a, c

20
0
BLAP

Non-Pregnant

BLML
2nd Trimester

SLSAP
3rd Trimester

SLSML
Postpartum

Figure 1: Means and standard deviations for COP displacement (mm)
by limb condition and direction (bilateral anteroposterior, bilateral
mediolateral, single-limb support anteroposterior, and single-limb
support mediolateral) between groups. a, b, c indicates p < 0.05.

Significance
The reason behind high fall rates during pregnancy is still not
well understood. The current study aims to understand
adaptations to static postural control throughout pregnancy prior
to considering dynamic postural control. Additionally, it provides
evidence of evenly distributed postural stability during SLS
which may correlate to dynamic functional movements.
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Introduction
Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) are a major cause of morbidity
and mortality in adults over the age of 75 years [1,2]. It is
estimated that 80% f TBI in hi
la i n a e a ib ed
head impact during same level falls [2]. Fall-related TBIs are a
serious health concern for older adults, and there is a need for
investigation of potential modifiable risk factors.
A potential modifiable risk factor may be neck muscle
activation in response to prelibation [3,4]. In a recent study, older
adults were found to have significantly greater neck muscle
activation latency than young adults in response to a postural
perturbation [4]. These findings suggest older adults may have
reduced ability to support the head during a fall leading to head
impact and consequently are at a greater risk of fall-related TBIs
[4]. However, it remains to be seen if he neck m cle response
to perturbation can be changed with repeated exposure to
perturbations. Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine the
effect of repeated postural perturbation on co-contraction index
between the right sternocleidomastoid (SCM) and right upper
trapezius (UPT).

Results and Discussion
12 young adults (age 22.4±1.6 years; 7 females) and 12 older
adults (age 79.7±1.6 years; 8 females) were included in this
study. Co-contraction index for each of the three trials are
displayed in Figure 2. Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a
significant effect of time; both groups displayed decreases in cocontraction index over the trials (F(2,44)=3.702, p=0.033). Yet,
there was no significant interaction between time and group
(F(2,44)=0.558, p=0.576).

Methods
Adults between the age of 18 30 years and 70 90 years were
recruited; participants were grouped based on age. Participants
were excluded if they reported any history of neck or back pain
or dysfunction. Participants underwent dynamic posturography
on the Smart Equitest Research System (Natus Medical Inc.
Pleasanton CA, USA) with wireless electromyography (EMG)
sensors (Trigno wireless system, Delsys Inc, Natick MA, USA)
affixed to the right SCM and right UPT. EMG sensors were
affixed per manufacturer instructions. Participants stood with
their feet shoulder-width apart while staring straight ahead and
arms at their side. Participants were exposed to 3 unexpectedly
timed anterior translations of 6.35 cm at a velocity of 20 cm/sec
on the Equitest System (Figure 1). Participants were not given
practice tests.

Figure 2: Co-Contraction Index per trial as a function of group.

The lowered co-contraction indexes with each subsequent
trial suggest a more selective activation of the muscles [5]. The
more selective muscle activations may indicate the ability of the
neck muscles to change control strategy with repeated exposures.
Significance
Current fall-prevention exercise programs do not target the neck
muscles. However, the decrease in co-contraction index with
repeated exposure to postural perturbation may indicate an ability
of the neck muscles to be trained. These results have further
implications which suggest a potential effectiveness of
rehabilitation protocols to improve neck activation during falls.
With the ability to appropriately activate during falls, the neck
muscles may have the capability to prevent head impact and
ultimately prevent fall-related TBIs. Nevertheless, more research
is needed to understand the direct effects of neck activation on
the head kinematics during a fall.
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Anterior Translation

Figure 1: Illustration of anterior translation with body movement.

EMG data was processed using the Teager-Kaiser Energy
Operator, followed by a high-pass 6th order Butterworth filter, a
low-pass 2nd order zero phase shift Butterworth filter, and full
wave rectified. Co-contraction index was calculated using the
following equation: EMGS/EMGL*(EMGS+EMGL), where
EMGS is the mean muscle activity of the muscle with the least
activity and EMGL is the mean muscle activity of the muscle
with the highest activity [5].
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the result of the velocity component of the swing limb not being
accounted for by COMpelvis, as evidenced by the bias of the
COMpelvis calculation towards less stability.
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Methods
Fifteen unimpaired participants (6M/9F, mean (SD) Age: 21.0
(3.2) years; BMI: 21.3 (2.5) kg/m2) were recruited to walk at a
self-selected, preferred speed while wearing a full-body marker
set. The COM was determined from all segments (COMbody),
only the lower body segments (COMlower), and the pelvis center
(COMpelvis) [6]. Each COM variant was used to determine (1) the
anterior MoS at midswing (AMoSmidsw), defined as the anterior
distance between the stance toe and the extrapolated COM when
the contralateral limb was in midswing and (2) the minimum
lateral MoS (LMoSmin), defined as the minimum lateral distance
between the stance toe and the extrapolated COM. Each MoS
value was averaged across limbs.
Previous studies have identified several sources of bias
associated with using partial marker sets to determine MoS [5].
Notably the pendulum height was one of the largest sources of
bias, as the height of the COM is affected by using a reduced
marker set. We addressed this bias by estimating pendulum
height as a ratio of leg length [1].
Using Bland-Altman plots (mean [limits of agreement]) and
intraclass correlations (ICC2,1), the MoS values from the reduced
marker sets were compared to those from the full-body marker
set (representing the “gold standard”) to assess validity.
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Introduction
The margin of stability (MoS) is a measure of dynamic gait
stability that considers the position and velocity of the wholebody center of mass (COMbody) relative to the edge of the base of
support [1]. This measure is proportional to the perturbing
impulse that causes a loss of stability, and it is altered in
populations at risk of falling [2,3,4]. Typically, the MoS is
calculated using a COMbody determined from a full-body marker
set. However, in clinical gait laboratories, lower-limb marker sets
are often used. If an accurate MoS can be calculated from a partial
marker set, then we may evaluate stability in clinical contexts
using an extensive dataset of past gait analyses.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the agreement
between using a full-body marker set and partial-body marker set
to calculate the MoS. We hypothesized that MoS values will show
acceptable levels of agreement.
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Figure 1: Bland Altman plots showing limits of agreement for COMlower
(A & C) and COMpelvic (B & D) for the variables AMoSmidsw (A & B) and
LMoSmin (C & D).

Reduced-model estimates of LMoSmin had poor agreement with
full-body calculations. This result is likely due to the minimum
being determined at different temporal points of stance between
conditions. For example, COMbody identified LMoSmin earlier
(25.54 (5.09) %Stance) than COMlower (35.05 (8.30) %Stance).
We suggest that lateral stability values at distinct timepoints in
the gait cycle (e.g. foot strike) may have better agreement. Futher
assessment of lateral MoS during midswing and at ipsilateral
heelstrike supported this. At midswing, both COMlower and
COMpelvis showed strong agreement (ICC = 0.85 and ICC = 0.79).
At ipsilateral heelstrike, both COMlower and COMpelvis also
showed improved agreement (ICC = 0.59 and ICC = 0.76).
Significance
Clinical gait laboratories often use a lower-extremity marker set,
limiting estimations of the COM used to evaluate dynamic
stability. Anterior MoS values and lateral MoS values occurring
at a specific gait event, can be accurately estimated using lowerextremity marker sets. This validation informs the manner in
which retrospective analyses of gait data may assess the effects
of impairment, rehabilitation, or surgery on gait stability.

Results and Discussion
For AMoSmidsw, COMlower was slightly biased towards less
stability (0.71 [-1.10 to 2.51] cm) (Fig. 1A) and showed excellent
agreement (ICC = 0.98), while COMpelvis was biased towards
more stability (0.39 [-0.68 to 1.46] cm) (Fig. 1B) with less
desirable agreement (ICC = 0.64). For LMoSmin, COMlower was
biased towards more stability (-1.01 [-2.27 to 0.24] cm) (Fig. 1C),
while COMpelvis was biased towards less stability (0.92 [-0.77 to
2.61] cm) (Fig. 1D). Both methods showed poor agreement to the
gold standard (ICC = 0.46).
Our results indicate that a simplified predictor of the COM,
using lower-extremity segments, may have utility in estimating
anterior MoS. Models from the lower-extremities had better
validity than models using only the pelvis. This disparity is likely
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Introduction
Parkinson s disease (PD), which commonly affects people
between the ages of 50 and 60, is a progressive and
neurodegenerative disorder associated with the dysfunction of
dopamine-producing neurons in the substantia nigra pars
compacta of the midbrain [1]. Dopamine acts as a lubricating oil
in the neural circuits that coordinate exercise; when an 80 percent
or greater of the dopamine-producing neurons (dopaminergic
neurons) are depleted, the resulting symptoms of dyskinesia, such
as tremor, rigidity, stiffness, bradykinesia, and postural
instability, interfere with walking, climbing stairs, etc [2]. Thus,
neurologists recommend exercise on a daily or weekly basis to
help people with PD reduce dyskinesia and possibly delay the
progression of PD [3]. In this study, we tracked the physical
activity (i.e., number of steps) of people with PD for 10 weeks,
used the Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) scale and
the Dynamic Gait Index (DGI), and assessed their physical
activity. The objective is to understand the relationship between
stepping as a representative physical activity and the ABC and
DGI scores.

Figure 1: Scatterplots of the relationship between e en par icipan
physical activity. (a) Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC)
scale. (b) Dynamic Gait Index (DGI). Red dashed lines indicate the
linear regression fits.

Methods
Seven individuals (age 68.57 ± 12.47; 6 males and 1 female) with
PD were recruited. The inclusion criteria were: age between 50
and 75 years and a diagnosis of idiopathic PD (stages 2 to 4 of
the Hoehn and Yahr scale). The study protocol was approved by
the University of Houston Institutional Review Boards Prior to
the study, a written consent form was obtained from each
participant.
The experimental protocols consisted of three laboratorybased assessments of the first, sixth, and tenth weeks. The ABC
scale and the DGI, standard clinical tools for assessing gait,
balance, and fall risks, ere ed o a e par icipan ph ical
activity. Participants wore a smartwatch (Versa 2, Fitbit, Inc., San
Francisco, CA) every day for ten weeks to track daily physical
activity (steps). Statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS
21.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Pear on linear
correlation coefficients were used to measure the relationship
between the ABC and DGI scores and physical activity.

Significance
Increased daily physical activity (stepping) may reduce the
symptoms of dyskinesia and possibly delay the progression of
PD. Physical activity enhancement is expected to be an effective
strategy to delay the decline of physical/motor functions and
decrease the risk of falling in individuals with PD.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows that higher physical activity positively correlated
with higher ABC (r = 0.475, p = 0.030) and higher DGI (r =
0.550, p = 0.010) scores, respectively. Although there were only
seven participants, the results imply that people with PD who
have higher physical activity may have higher balance control
ability and/or lower risk of falling during daily life.
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Introduction
One in four females fall during pregnancy, which may result
in maternal or fetal injury and/or fetal death 1. During
pregnancy, the female body undergoes many hormonal and
anatomical alterations, correlating to musculoskeletal
adjustments which may affect postural stability2. If static
posture is altered during pregnancy, then daily activities may
be impaired and risk of falling may increase2. The utilization
of force-plate posturography, such as postural sway velocity
(SV), can accurately assess postural instability3. Previous
research found that greater SV during static posture relates to
a decreased balance ability4, thus leading to an increased
incidence of falls5. Examining the safety of single-limb
dependent activities (e.g., stair locomotion, walking, running)
is of importance in pregnant females as these activities may
pose an increased risk of falls due to the decreased base of
support and increased single-limb support time.
The present study aims to analyze static SV across
pregnancy stages (2nd trimester, 3rd trimester, and postpartum)
during bilateral (BL) and unilateral (UL) conditions when
compared to non-pregnant females. This study further
addresses the following research questions: will postural
sway velocity be different throughout advancing pregnancy
during 1) BL static standing and 2) UL static standing? We
hypothesized that SV would be greatest in the third trimester
group and the least in the control group for both standing
conditions. Furthermore, we expected postpartum SV to be
similar to that of the non-pregnant control group for both
standing conditions.

(p<0.001). When comparing the two standing conditions (UL
vs. BL), UL SV was significantly greater than BL SV across
all groups (p<0.001) (Figure 1).
The results did not support the stated hypothesis due to
SV being similar among the stages of pregnancy.
Furthermore, there were no significant differences created by
a reduction in base of support between the four groups.
Therefore, from these results, pregnant and postpartum
women displayed similar sway velocities to non-pregnant
women in both limb conditions, indicating no significant
alterations in stability throughout advancing pregnancy.

Sway Velocity (m/s)

Sway Velocity
0.01

*

0.008

*

*

0.006
0.004
0.002
0

UL
NON-PREGNANT
3RD TRIMESTER

BL
2ND TRIMESTER
POST-PARTUM

Figure 1: Means and standard deviations for sway velocity (m/s)
between group (non-pregnant, 2rimester, 3rd trimester, and postpartum) and limb condition (unilateral, bilateral). * indicates
p<0.001.

Methods
Five 2nd trimester (25.6 ± 4.7 years, 1.6 ± 0.1 m, 76.3 ± 11.9
kg), three 3rd trimester (25.3 ± 4.2 years, 1.7 ± 0.1 m, 85.7 ±
19.2 kg), three postpartum (27.7 ± 2.5 years, 1.6 ± 0.1 m, 72.9
± 16.2 kg), and two non-pregnant (24.5 ± 0.7 years, 1.6 ± 0.1
m, 64.55 ± 14.2 kg) females participated in this study.
Postural SV was measured in three conditions, 30 seconds per
condition: 1) bilateral; 2) right limb; and 3) left limb. Data
were obtained with one force platform (1,000 Hz, AMTI,
Watertown, MA, USA) and filtered with a digital low-pass
Butterworth filter (12.5 Hz).
Pilot data supported that right and left limb single-limb
stance were not significantly different from one another.
Therefore, right and left limb data were collapsed across
participants for UL stance trials. SV was calculated as the
time-derivative of center of pressure excursion (COPE).
A two (condition: BL, UL) by four (group: NP, 2T, 3T,
POST) ac a ANOVA ( =0.05) a
statistical significance for SV. If no interaction was detected,
variable and group main effects were examined after applying
the Sidak adjustment.

Significance
The current stud s findings ere aimed to gain insight on the
relationship between postural control (via SV) in pregnant
and non-pregnant women and the size of base of support. This
study infers that postural control of pregnant women did not
significantly change across pregnancy stages nor significantly
differ from non-pregnant women despite a reduction in base
support by standing on a single limb. Thus, SV may not be a
key factor in determining the safety (i.e., risk of falls) of
single-limb support activities in later stages of pregnancy.
Additionally, it can be inferred that physical changes during
pregnancy do not pose a significant decrease in balance
ability in pregnant females. Hence, the reason behind high fall
rates during pregnancy remains unknown.
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Results and Discussion
There was no significant group by condition interaction (F(3,
18)=0.96, p=0.43), nor was there a group main effect (F(3,
18)=0.41, p=0.75), however there was a condition main effect
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Introduction
An estimated 1.5 million people in the United States are living
with a lower-limb amputation1. These individuals can suffer from
a wide variety of functional deficits and, consequently, a higher
risk of falls than the average population. In fact, 52.4% of
community dwelling adults with lower-limb amputation reported
a recent fall2. Determining the factors that influence fall risk in
this population is critical. One theory is that lack of sensory
feedback from the amputated limb, and the contralateral limb in
the case of peripheral neuropathy, may contribute to abnormal
postural control. The purpose of this study is to determine the
extent to which impaired sensation affects postural control in
individuals with lower-limb amputation.

referenced surround rotation) or somatosensory feedback (swayreferenced platform rotation) are altered across six conditions.
Each condition consists of three 30-second trials. Standard
measures of posturogrpahy (excursion, sway velocity, 95%
confidence interval ellipse of sway area and sample entropy)
were calculated for each trial. In addition, clinical measures
including equilibrium scores and somatosensory ability (ratio of
equilibrium scores in conditions with and without vision) were
eco ded. Eq ilib i m co e indica e a pa icipan abili o
stay within a normative 12° anteroposterior sway envelope.
Regression analyses were performed across all measures of
sensation and balance.
Results and Discussion
From our preliminary results, lower-limb amputees have
significantly lower equilibrium scores across all conditions than
controls, and this difference is most pronounced in the static
condition without vision (80.1+6.6 vs 92.0+2.9 respectively).
Despite the clear balance impairments in this group, we have
found no significant relationship between quantitative measures
of sensory impairment (monofilament threshold) and
posturography measures across all conditions of the SOT.
As expected, area of sway and sample entropy both increased
without visual feedback, as was seen in previous studies.
However, these changes showed no significant correlation to any
measures of severity of sensory impairment (p<0.05). In addition,
the ratio of sway with vision to without vision (somatosensory
ability) shows no correlation with clinical tests of sensation
(Figure 1). This lack of correlation could be due to the ceiling
effect (maximum 300g) in monofilament testing, especially with
the bimodal distribution of sensory loss in our data (Figure 1) or
may indicate that lower-limb amputees are able to compensate
for loss of tactile sensation in the limbs in static balance.

Methods
In this study, we collected measures of sensory impairments and
balance control in fifteen lower-limb amputees, regardless of
level or nature of amputation. Somatosensory integrity of both
the intact and residual limb was assessed by a trained physical
therapist. These tests included monofilament threshold, light
touch and protective (pinprick) sensation, vibration sense, twopoint discrimination and joint position sense.
To quantify balance, we used the Sensory Organization Test
(SOT) using the NeuroCom Equitest. In the SOT, participants
stand on a force platform while either visual (eyes closed, swayA
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Significance
This lack of relationship between tactile sensation and balance is
surprising, given the spinal reflexive pathways that are activated
by tactile stimuli when balance is perturbed. With respect to
assessing sensory loss, the ceiling effect seen here calls for a more
robust measure of sensory ability across impairments or an
alternative test of balance that is sensitive to sensory
impairments. On a broader scale, the question of the effects of
sensation for postural control remains and, as a field, we may
need to shift our focus to tasks that can demonstrate the relative
importance of proprioception versus tactile sensation in balance.
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300

Figure 1: Somatosensory ability versus monofilament thresholds.
Somatosensory ability (ratio of equilibrium score in conditions
without vision to conditions with vision) shows no relationship to
sensory impairments in the residual limb (A) or the intact limb (B).
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Introduction
Each year between 700,000 and 1,000,000 patient falls occur in
U.S. hospitals, with 33% resulting in injury [1]. Most efforts
directed at reducing patient falls have focused on bed alarms,
monitoring, and education to raise awareness. Longer term
interventions have focused on exercise and balance training [1].
Aspects in room design and environment, often referred to as
extrinsic risk factors for falls, have been identified based on fall
incident reports [2]. The limited research that exists related to fall
risk and room design has focused on individual factors such as
flooring and lighting, [3, 4] often missing the complex
interactions between the patient and environment.
The purpose of our survey was to investigate how healthcare
professionals view object characteristics and their influence on
patient safety and stability during ambulation.

significantly different than Grasp-ability (3.17 ± 1.16), p < .001,
suggesting that Movability and Height are more influential in
providing safety and stability than Grasp-ability. Additionally,
the SH (4.56 ± 0.64) and AH (4.05 ± 0.77) ratings were
significantly different from BH (2.67 ± 1.07), p < .001, and SH
was also statistically different from AH, p < .001. Therefore, SH
may be the most important characteristic contributing to a a
patient’s safety and stability during STS.
For all scenarios TOG was statistically different than SOG,
p < .01, and RTM was significantly different from COS, p < .001.
Therefore TOG, and RTM may be more influential in providing
safety and stability than SOG and COS respectively.
Table 1. Distribution of survey respondents
Profession
% Response
Physical Therapist
50.0
Physician/Medical Doctor
15.1
Nurse/Nurse Assistant
13.6
Occupational Therapist
9.1
Other Healthcare Professional
12.1

Methods
A diverse group of 66 healthcare professionals completed our
voluntary online survey (IRB #00099410). Study data were
collected and managed using REDCap electronic data capture
tools hosted at the University of Utah [5, 6]. In order to participate
in the survey, respondents must have interacted with individuals
with mobility impairement in a place of employment in the last 5
years. All potential respondents were recruited by email.
The survey presented the following 5 scenarios describing
individuals with mobility impairments ambulating without
assistive devices: proactively seeking out objects for support
during walking (PW), reaching for objects after becoming
unstable during walking (RW), proactively seeking out objects
for support during a 180-degree turn (PT), reaching for objects
after becoming unstable during a 180-degree turn (RT) and,
completing a sit-stand-sit (STS).
Respondents were asked to assign a score between 1 (low)
and 5 (high) to the level of influence an object characteristic has
on a patient’s safety and stability during each scenario. General
object characteristics included: Height, Movability, Graspability. Sub-charecteristics included: Compliance of Surface
(COS), Resistance to Movement (RTM), Type of Grasp (TOG),
Smoothness of Grasp (SOG), Seat-pan Height (SH), Armrest/rail
Height (AH) and Backrest Height (BH).
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, with an alpha of 0.01 was used
to compare scores between characteristics. Only charecteristics
in the same group were compared.

Count
33
10
9
6
8

Significance
Based on the preliminary results there appears to be a consistent
trend in ratings across walking and turning scenarios (PW, RW,
PT, RT), suggesting that tasks involving gait require similar
object characteristic for safety and stability. Tasks involving
sitting, may require slightly different object characteristics.
The results from this survey will provide valuable insight
into the way healthcare professionals perceive how different
object characteristics influence the safety and stability of a patient
with mobility impairment. This insight will provide a starting
point for future research into object characteristics, and their
influence on safety and stability during ambulation. These data
may also impact the future of fall prevention research, shifting
the focus more towards room design. Data collection for the
survey will continue until 100 responses have been achieved.
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Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the distribution of healthcare professionals
who responded to the survey. Based on the preliminary results
0.01, Wilcox signed-rank test showed no
significant difference (p > 0.01) between Height/Grasp-ability,
Height/Movability, and Grasp-ability/Movability for PW, RW,
PT, and RT, suggesting that Height, Movability and Grasp-ability
characteristics are equally important for tasks involving gait.
For STS, the Wilcox signed-rank test indicated that
Movability (4.05 ± 1.01) and Height (4.29 ± 0.74) were
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Introduction
The Four Square Step Test (FSST) assesses dynamic balance
with predictive validity for fall risk in a variety of clinical
populations1. The FSST was previously used to assess changes in
fall risk in a multi-site study aimed a utilizing a training program
to decrease fall incidence in Service members (SM) with severe
lower extremity (LE) trauma2. This secondary study of a larger
intervention evaluated the use of the FSST to assess fall risk
during a clinically-focused fall prevention program. It was
hypothesized that SMs who successfully completed the program
would show faster FSST times.
Methods
SMs (n=24) with major LE trauma who utilize an Intrepid
Dynamic Exoskeletal Orthoses (IDEO) or prosthesis for high
level activities were recruited across three Medical Treatment
Facilities (MTFs) and signed informed consent approved by the
NMCSD IRB (NMCSD.2016.0077). Subjects (Age: 35.1±8.7
years, time since injury: 5.0±4.2 years) completed a total of 5
FSST as described previously3 (Baseline; Two-week Baseline
Retest; Post-Training; 3Mo; and 6Mo Follow-up) over a 7-month
period in conjunction with a training program designed to
improve their ability to recover from falls. After the completion
of the training program each subject reported any falls via an
electronic survey distributed every 2 weeks during the 6 months
following training completion. Patients who reported one or more
falls post-training were categorized as fallers (F) (n=14), those
that reported no falls were categorized as non-fallers (NF)
(n=10). A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to
determine the effect of the training program on FSST times and
the tests ability to predict falls in the following 6 months
(
).
Results and Discussion
Mean FSST at Baseline was 6.2 ± 1.4 s for all participants. The
average reduction in time for all participants was 0.90 ± 0.93s.
There was no decrease across all time points in the FSST score
times (Power=0.81). Neither the completion of the training
program nor time reduced the FSST scores. Furthermore, F
reduced their FSST time by 0.89 ± 1.1s and NF reduced their
FSST time by 0.88 ± 0.72s; there were no differences (p>0.05) in
FSST times between F and NF, nor at any time point (Table 1).

All subjects

6.2±1.4

Non-Fallers (NF)

5.7 ± 1.4

Fallers (F)

6.6 ± 1.5

Significance
Historically, the FSST has been used to assess fall risk in some
populations with LE trauma. This study has demonstrated that
high-performing individuals may require a different assessment
tool due to a possible ceiling effect. When evaluating fall risk in
highly functional patients with lower extremity trauma, test
selection is an important and evolving process.
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2-week Baseline
Retest
6.1 ± 1.2
5.6 ± 1.3
6.4 ± 1.3

Training
(~4 weeks)

Baseline
2-week Testretest period

Condition

It has been reported that a threshold of 8.49s can differentiate
fallers and non-fallers4. However, all subjects were below this
threshold time at the completion of the training program and yet
14 (58%) still reported falling post-training. This may be
indicative of a ceiling effect in the FSST in this population as
these participants performed similarly to uninjured military
controls6. Additionally, the reduction in mean FSST group scores
was not greater than the minimally detectable change of 1.41s for
either F or NF5. SM participating in this study do not represent
the typical LE injury patient seen in the civilian sector. Of the 24
participants, 67% reported a walking capacity of more than 5
miles and an additional 13% could walk between 2 -3 miles
indicating a high level of fitness. There was also no difference in
the time since injury between either F and NF group.SM have
greater access to rehabilitative services compared to civilian
counterparts which may contribute to lower FSST scores. Other
tests, such as the Narrowing Beam Walking Test, have been
shown to be a valid measure in similar populations and may be a
more appropriate test for this population6.

Post-Training
Assessment

3Mo Follow-Up
Assessment

6 Mo Follow-Up
Assessment

5.8 ± 1.2

5.6 ±1.3

5.3 ±1.1

5.3 ± 1.1

4.9 ±1.1

4.9 ±1.1

6.0 ± 1.3

6.0 ±1.4

5.9 ± 1.2

Table 1. Four Square Step Test (FSST) times for both Fallers and Non-Fallers. Shaded areas indicate time between Baseline and Retest. Times are listed
in seconds (Average ± Standard Deviation). There was no significant201
difference between groups at any time point or over time within a group.
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YA, and thus the increased step incidence is not a coping
mechanism for a reduced ability to perform an ankle strategy
(Fig. 1b). We confirmed that the mobility to properly use a hip
strategy is intact in OA as trunk lean trajectories do not differ
between OA and YA (not shown). Overall, initial COP is more
anterior for step responses (Fig. 1c), but OA do not exhibit higher
variability in initial COP (not shown in figure; p>0.1). An
important finding is that variability in OA COP trajectories,
xCOM at step initiation and trunk lean trajectories (not shown) is
higher.

Introduction
When perturbed by unpredictable backward support-surface
translations during upright standing while trying to keep the feet
in place, healthy older adults (OA) step more frequently than
young adults (YA). Different possible causes for the increased
step frequency in OA compared to YA have been suggested.
First, alterations in the musculoskeletal system are thought to
underlie this increased step frequency. Reduced plantarflexor
strength and rate of force development might reduce the potential
to use the ankle strategy to restore balance. Use of the ankle
strategy can be quantified by observing the shift of the center-ofpressure (COP) within the base-of-support (BOS, defined by the
feet) following a perturbation. However, the relation between
muscle strength and stepping frequency is unclear [2]. Other
changes in the musculoskeletal system (e.g. reduced hip and
lumbar mobility/flexibility) impair performing hip strategies to
counteract the effect of a perturbation. Use of the hip strategy can
be quantified by observing the trunk lean trajectories during the
postural response. Second, the initial COP position is related to
the occurance of stepping responses [3], and therefore increased
postural sway in OA might explain increased stepping incidence.
Third, a change in neural control strategy might favor stepping
strategies at less threatening situations in OA, leading to initiation
of a step strategy at lower extrapolated center-of-mass (xCOM)
deviations. We confirm that (a) OA step more frequently than YA
at the same perturbation magnitude and we test three hypotheses
about increased step frequency in OA: (b) COP movement is
altered due to less effective use of the ankle strategy in OA, (c)
anterior initial COP increases step incidence and is more
prevalent in OA, (d) older adults initiate steps at lower xCOM.

Figure 1 - (a) OA step more often than YA, (b) COP/BOS trajectories
are not different for OA and YA. (c) Initial COP is more anterior for
step responses. (d) xCOM at step initiation is lower in OA than in YA.

The initial response to the perturbation, which relies on the
development of ankle torque to move the COP within the BOS is
similar in OA and YA. Yet, OA step more often and our results
suggest that this is due to an altered strategy were steps are
initiated at a more stable position. The underlying reasons for this
shift in strategy needs further investigation. Increased movement
variability, originating from sensorimotor noise at different levels
of the neuromotor system, might play a role in selecting a more
robust strategy. But alternative explanations, such as increased
fear of falling are plausible as well.

Methods
We measured the kinematic response of 10 healthy young (2027y) and 14 healthy older adults (72±3.13y) standing on a
movable platform. Subjects were instructed to maintain balance
without taking a step. Backward support-surface translations with
six different magnitudes were administered randomly five times
each within a set of multi-directional perturbations. Motion
capture and force plate data was processed to analyze the trunk
lean angle, the body COM kinematics, the COP motion and the
step incidence during the responses to backward translations.
We compared (a) step incidence between YA and OA (t-test), (b)
COP trajectories and trunk lean trajectories between YA and OA
(statistical parametric mapping; t-test), (c) initial COP location
between stepping and non stepping responses (t-test) and
between YA and OA (t-test) and (d) xCOM position at step
initiation (instant at which at least one foot leaves the ground)
between YA and OA (t-test).

Significance
OA might adapt movement strategies in order to cope with subtle
changes in neuromotor function rather (e.g. increased
sensorimotor variability) than with obvious specific declines (e.g.
reduced muscle strength) if hese don limi he performance of
a specific task. We believe that further research is necessary that
focusses on causal interaction between changes in the
neuromotor system and adaptations of the central nervous system
to cope with these. We will do this by combining simulations with
experiments as this is a valuable approach to understand
causalities.
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Results and Discussion
OA stepped more often than YA (Fig. 1a). The most plausible
hypothesis for this increased step incidence in OA is that OA
shift to a stepping strategy at less balance threatening conditions,
i.e. at lower xCOM (Figure 1d). OA shift their COP similar to
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Introduction
Falls pose a significant health risk to persons with major lower
limb loss throughout the rehabilitation process, commonly
resulting from trips [1]. Fall risk is already elevated for older
individuals due to neuromotor decline [2], and so risk is of greater
concern for older lower limb prosthesis users (PUs).
Characterizing the motor response of persons to gait disturbances
is a useful methodology to understanding the factors related to
falls [3]. While this technique has been applied to younger PUs
[4], it has not been implemented with their older counterparts.
The study aim was to characterize the locomotor response of
older PUs to a trip disturbance and compare this response to ablebodied controls. As analysis is ongoing, we present initial results
from two age-/gender-matched control and PU participants.

PU. This result suggests greater postural control demands of the
control participant to regulate higher WAM post disturbance.
Maximum TI and TV increased POST-perturbation as
participants rotated their trunk forward during recovery, which
may help explain the increase in POST WAM (Fig. 1). However,
while POST TI was nearly equivalent for both participants and
limb sides, maximum TV was noticeably different. TV increased
POST-perturbation for controls in a way that aligned with the
relative increase in WAM (higher non-dominant than dominant),
this trend was the opposite for the PU. Furthermore, the soundside POST TV was considerably higher than control values, while
prosthetic-side TV was lower than control values. Even though
POST sound-side TV was the largest, the WAM was the smallest.
Results suggest different postural control strategies between the
control and PU to regulate WAM during perturbation response.
Future work will assess contributions of other body dynamics.

Methods
After obtaining written informed consent, lower extremity
muscle strength was measured with a handheld dynamometer
(Lafayette Systems, IN). Participants then completed two trials
of steady-state data collection while walking on a custom-built
treadmill (Motek Forcelink, the Netherlands) at their selfselected speed and 0.8 m/s (steady-state speed used for
perturbation trials). Following baseline collections, participants
completed 12 perturbation trials. For each perturbation trial,
participants first achieved steady-state walking at 0.8 m/s, then at
the moment of foot initial contact received a rapid, symmetric
treadmill belt acceleration and deceleration (6.5 m/s2) back to 0.8
m/s. The perturbation occurred at a random stride (n=11-20) after
reaching steady-state walking. The trial ended 20 strides after the
perturbation occurred. Six trials for each foot side (right, left)
initial contact were collected in a randomized order. Participants
were instructed to recover from the disturbance and continue
walking. Kinematic data were collected with an optical motion
capture system (Motion Analysis, CA) and custom marker set.
Visual 3D (C-Motion, MD) was used to estimate sagittal-plane
whole-body angular momentum (WAM), trunk inclination (TI),
and trunk inclination velocity (TV) PRE- and POST-perturbation.

Figure 1: Representative graph of PU normalized WAM approximately
one stride pre-perturbation onset and two strides post-perturbation.
Table 1: Maximum WAM, TI and TV (mean±SD) across trials for each
perturbed side, control Non-/Dominant and PU Sound/Prosthetic.
Perturbed WAM WAM TI (°) TI (°) TV (°/s) TV (°/s)
Limb side (PRE) (POST) (PRE) (POST) (PRE) (POST)
Control,
0.033 ± 0.053 ±
6 ± 1 16 ± 3 21 ± 1 73 ± 27
Dom
0.001
0.005
Control,
0.034 ± 0.065 ±
6 ± 1 17 ± 2 19 ± 2 90 ± 15
Non-Dom 0.001
0.005
PU,
0.038 ± 0.050 ±
7 ± 3 18 ± 2 20 ± 4 113 ± 17
Sound
0.002
0.005
PU,
0.037 ± 0.053 ±
7 ± 3 17 ± 2 22 ± 4
67 ± 5
Prosthetic 0.001
0.003

Significance
Initial results suggest different motor control strategies between
older able-bodied individuals and PUs when recovering from a
trip. This work will help understand mechanisms underlying fall
risk in older PUs, and potential strategies to minimize this risk.

Results and Discussion
The control participant (70 years, 173.0 cm, 82.8 kg, male) and
PU participant (69 years, 180.5 cm, 78.8 kg, male) completed all
trials and successfully recovered from the perturbations without
a fall (partial harness arrest). A representative temporal WAM
profile is displayed in Fig. 1, and Table 1 reports PRE and POST
values for maximum WAM (normalized by subject mass, height,
and treadmill speed), TI, and TV across trials for each limb side.
PRE TI and TV were similar for both participants, but the
PU displayed a higher maximum WAM during steady-state
walking at baseline. As expected, WAM increased POSTperturbation, but the control participant experienced a greater
increase relative to their PRE levels than the PU, as well as
greater WAM on both limb sides respectively compared to the
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muscle activity towards the amputated side only in the EO group
(Figure 1). Such results potentially indicate that the LLA may be
using the left EO to stabilize the trunk and may be compensating
for the missing lower extremity muscles on the amputated side.
These results partially support our hypotheses as asymmetry was
only observed on one set of muscles. Furthermore, sway was
only increased in the AP direction and decreased in the ML
direction for some poses. Data collection is in process and will
help to further elucidate these findings.

Introduction
People with lower limb amputation (LLA) commonly experience
chronic orthopedic disabilities (e.g. low back pain) and
comorbidities (e.g. obesity) partially due to reduced activity
levels1. Yoga could potentially improve quality of life by
increasing muscular strength, flexibility, and overall activity
levels2. However, the poses commonly performed during general
yoga practices are designed for healthy individuals, without
considering the compromised balance and musculature for those
with LLA.3,4 Therefore, we seek to assess how individuals with
LLA maintain balance during static yoga poses. We hypothesize
that people with LLA will experience greater balance challenges,
as demonstrated by an increased center of pressure (COP) sway
in the medio-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) directions.
We further hypothesize that these balance challenges will be
accompanied by heightened asymmetric behaviors in the trunk
and hip muscles.

RMS Asymmetry

5

Methods
Five individuals with LLA and five healthy matched control
participants (able-bodied; AB) are being recruited in this ongoing
study. Pilot data for n=1 for each group are presented here.
Participants were instrumented with eight electrodes placed
bilaterally on the belly of the lower rectus abdominus (RA),
external obliques (EO), erector spinae (ES), and gluteus medius
(GM) for collection of electromyographic data (EMG). They
were also fitted with six reflective markers placed on the feet to
define their base of support (BOS). Participants partook in a yoga
warm-up, followed by a randomized sequence consisting of
seven poses that required neutral pelvic orientation and parallel
feet, each foot on top of a force plate. Each pose was held for 50
seconds and the sequence was repeated three times. During the
sequence, EMG data were recorded at 2000 Hz, COP data were
collected using two force plates at 2000 Hz and 3D marker
coordinate data were collected at 100 Hz using a 10-camera
motion capture system. The root mean square (RMS) for each
EMG signal was normalized to the dominant side during standing
in anatomical pose (baseline; BL) and the difference between the
right and left side was computed as a measure of muscle
asymmetry. Using the measured vertical ground reaction force
and COP from each force plate, we implemented a novel
approach that expresses a combined center of pressure (COPc)
from both feet in the global coordinate system. Lastly, we
expressed COP sway in each direction (ML, AP) as a percentage
of the corresponding BOS width for each direction.
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Figure 1: RMS EMG Asymmetry for a single unilateral transfemoral
LLA participant. (+)= greater activation on intact side and (-)=
greater activation towards amputated side.
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Figure 2. COP sway in the ML (X) and AP (Y) directions as a
percentage of BOS across yoga poses.

Significance
Findings from this study indicate that the LLA has increased AP
instability while performing common yoga poses. Practitioners
and clinicians should be mindful of this additional challenge
when prescribing these poses to those with LLA. The noted
muscle recruitment asymmetries from the LLA demonstrate that
the more proximal trunk musculature on the amputated side
compensate for the lack of lower limb muscles—indicating that
static exercises may be beneficial for training of core stabilization
muscles. Further study is warranted to determine how these
strategies differ across various subcategories within the LLA
population (e.g. type of amputation). In total, performance of
these yoga postures were feasible and has the potential to improve
quality of life for individuals with LLA.

Results and Discussion
Preliminary results from one participant with and one without
amputation are presented here. The LLA participant has a
unilateral transfemoral amputation (left) but is otherwise healthy.
Compared to the AB participant, this individual experienced
greater difficulty maintaining balance in the AP direction, with
the greatest difficulty in poses with flexed knees (chair and back
bend) (Figure 2). In addition, the LLA participant had a pattern
of muscle activation across all poses that showed heightened
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Introduction
People with a transtibial amputation (TTA) have difficulty
regulating angular momentum compared to people without
amputation during straight-line walking [1], suggesting
decreased balance control. In daily life, ~35% of indoor steps are
turns [2]. Turns may pose a greater risk for loss of balance as they
require greater generation of segment angular momentum
compared to straight-line walking in people without amputations
[3]. Further, the inability to actively control the ankle in people
with TTA may result in altered strategies to regulate segment
angular momenta used during turning. The purpose of this study
was to compare upper and lower limb segment angular momenta
during 90° turns between people with and without TTA and
determine the influence of turn direction.

outside of the turn. Overall, outside leg H values were greater
during Pin relative to Pout. Reduced muscle control and range of
motion on the prosthetic leg may require greater velocities (and
therefore momentum) from the outside leg to complete the
turning task. While people with TTA were able to complete 90°
turns, greater H generation compared to controls suggest that the
regulation of H between limbs during turning may be more
challenging for people with TTA. In addition, prostheses capable
of transverse plane movement [5] may influence turning strategy
and the associated limb H.

Methods
Eight people with TTA (1F/7M; 52±15 years; 99.5±17.9 kg;
1.77±0.08 m) and 8 controls (2F/6M; 39±15 years; 80.7±19.5 kg;
1.77±0.09 m) performed left and right 90° step turns. Full body
kinematics were tracked at 120 Hz using a 20-camera motion
capture system. Kinematics were low-pass filtered using a 4thorder Butterworth filter (fC = 6 Hz). A 13-segment model was
developed in Visual3D; the mass and inertial properties of the
prosthesis were adjusted for people with TTA [4]. We summed
the foot, shank, and thigh, and separately, the upper arm and
forearm angular momenta about the body center of mass to
calculate the angular momentum (H) for each limb (Outside Leg,
Inside Leg, Outside Arm, Inside Arm). We normalized limb H by
body height, mass, and speed across each stride. H was defined
in the center of mass reference frame. We divided the turn into
initiation and termination strides. Turns for people with TTA
were grouped for analysis by whether the prosthesis was on the
inside (Pin) or outside (Pout) of the turn. The dependent measures
were the four average limb H values. We compared measures
between groups and turn direction using a doubly multivariate
analysis. Significant main effects and interactions were explored
using Estimated Marginal Means with a Bonferroni correction.

Figure 1: Average limb H over the initation and termination strides.
( * p ≤ 0.05 between groups; † p ≤ 0.05 between turn types)

Results and Discussion
There were group × turn interactions for limb H during initiation
in the frontal plane and during termination in the sagittal plane (p
< 0.009). Here, we focused on significant interactions in the
transverse plane as this plane is critical for turning and there were
differences during both initation and termination.
During initiation and termination in the transverse plane, the
Pin condition had greater outside leg H toward the inside of the
turn compared to controls (p < 0.037) and P out (p < 0.001). Also
during initiation, the Pin condition had greater inside leg H toward
the inside of the turn compared to Pout (p < 0.001). During
termination, the Pin condition had smaller inside leg H toward the
outside of the turn compared to Pout (p < 0.001) while the Pout
condition had greater H compared to controls (p = 0.013).
For people with TTA, the H generated by the leg to complete
the turn depended on whether the prosthesis was on the inside or

Significance
Turning with the prosthesis on the inside may be more
challenging for people with TTA as it requires greater leg angular
momentum. Thus, prosthetic rehabilitation should focus on
generating momentum with other segments to regulate outside
leg momentum when turning with the prosthesis on the inside.
Future work should explore the role of other body segments and
different types of prostheses on angular momentum during turns.
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The relationships between sway velocity and LSUT score
suggest that assessment of COP using a single force platform may
predict lower body functional ability on the more affected side in
children with CP. However, the prediction may not be as robust
as an assessment of COP using 2 force platforms. Further
research should be conducted to examine the relationship
between individual limb COP measures and measures of physical
function beyond LSUT for individuals with CP and other
conditions that may lead to more prominent effects on one side.

Introduction
Cerebral palsy (CP) is a neurological disorder often
characterized by deficits in postural control.1 The deficits are
often assessed by center of pressure (COP) motion during quiet
stance using a single force platform. However, assessing COP
motion of each limb using two separate platforms might be
beneficial due to the asymmetrical nature of the pathology.
Balance impairments may cause limitations in functional
mobility; however little is known about the relationship between
balance measures and functional movement measures in children
with CP. The purpose of this study was to assess the relationship
between COP motion of individual limbs and combined limbs
during quiet stance and measures associated with lower body
physical function. We hypothesized that compared to COP
movements of combined limbs, COP movements of the
individual limb will exhibit a stronger association with lower
body physical function.
Methods
Eighteen ambulatory children (5-11 y; Gross Motor Function
Classification System I-II) with spastic CP were studied. Two
force platforms (Bertec, Columbus, OH, 100 Hz) were used to
assess COP from more (MAL) and less affected limb (LAL)
during quiet stance. Net COP was calculated by combining MAL
and LAL data from both platforms.2 Participants completed 3
trials of quiet stance for 30 seconds each. COP data were filtered
using a 5 Hz 8th order Butterworth low pass filter. Linear (i.e.,
sway distance and velocity) and nonlinear (i.e., sample entropy
(sampEn)) COP variables were calculated for both
anteroposterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) directions. Outcome
variables presented as the average of the 3 trials. A progressive
lateral step up test (LSUT) was conducted to assess lower body
physical function. The test consisted of 3 trials of with the MAL
on the step and the LAL raised onto and lowered off the step as
many times as possible in 20 seconds. Each trial corresponded
with an increase in step height (i.e., 10, 15, and 20 cm). A
composite score was calculated based on step height and the
number of steps completed. Pearson correlations were used to
assess the relationship between COP variables for individual and
combined limbs and LSUT score.

Figure 1. Relationship between COP sway velocity in the
anteroposterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) directions for the
more (MAL) and less affected limb (LAL), and combined limbs
(Net) and lateral step up test (LSUT) score.
Significance
Postural control assessment using a single force platform is
common, but compared to postural control assessment using dual
force platforms is likely less representative of the functional
deficits in children with CP.

Results and Discussion
The MAL AP a d ML a el ci
e e i e el ela ed
to LSUT score (r=-.602, p=.008 and r=-.555, p=.047,
respectively; Figure 1A and D). However, none of the LAL
COP variables were significantly related with LSUT score (r
range=-.255 to .139, p>.30). The Net AP and ML sway velocities
were inversely related to the LSUT score, although the
relationships were weaker (r=-.432, p=.073 and r=-.474, p=.047,
respectively; Figure 1C and F) than the relationships observed
with the more affected limb.
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Introduction
Various structural components of the human foot stabilize the
body during upright standing to maintain postural control. Center
of pressure (COP) is often used as an index of postural stability
in standing [1]. Previous studies have found associations between
static foot structural measures and plantar pressures in healthy
individuals, but to date no study has investigated the associations
between foot structure and metrics of COP motion [2].
This study sought to determine if there is an effect of foot
structure on postural stability in healthy young individuals. It was
hypothesized that foot structure has an effect on postural stability
in this population.

model employing an unstructured covariance structure to
accommodate within subject effects. Hochberg’s multiple
comparison adjustment was applied to accommodate multiplicity
of statistical inference within each condition.
Results and Discussion
The COP metrics produced values comparable to values in the
literature [1]. Analysis of the effect of foot structure on COP
metrics indicated significant relationships. Incidents of
significant interaction effects were found; therefore, Hochberg’s
multiple comparison adjustments were made (Table 1). Adjusted
values show no statistically significant relationships between any
of the foot measures and COP metrics (Table 1). These findings
do not support the original hypothesis that foot structure has an
effect on postural stability in healthy young individuals.
Significant interactions across condition and trial may exist
between foot structure and postural stability such that metrics of
COP motion are not uniform across trials but rather change over
time. Future studies may want to examine two groups with
extreme differences in foot structure (e.g. severely high arch vs
low arch) to expand upon these findings.

Methods
Measurements of foot structure and postural stability were
measured for 10 subjects (5 male, 5 female; age 21.5 ± 0.5 yrs;
mass 71.4 ± 19.8 kg; height 1.70 ± 0.11 m) who gave informed
consent to procedures which had been approved by the
institutional review board.
The subtalar joint of participants’ dominant foot was
placed in subtalar neutral position defined as equal palpation of
the medial and lateral talar head in the frontal plane.
Measurements of navicular height (NH), medial longitudinal arch
angle (LAA) and Feiss line (FL) were made using an ink pen, a
six-inch plastic ruler, and a six-inch plastic goniometer. FL was
measured as the perpendicular distance from the navicular
tuberosity to a line connecting the medial malleolus to the medial
aspect of the first metatarsal head [3]. If the navicular tuberosity
was above the line, FL was positive; if below, FL was negative.
Measurements were repeated with the foot in subtalar resting
position. Differences between neutral and resting measures were
used to calculate range of motion (ROM). Foot arch and ROM
measurements were then classified using cut-off values from
Nilsson et al., 2012 [4].
Indices of COP motion from a force plate were measured
at 100 Hz during quiet standing for four trials of 30 seconds each
under each of three conditions: eyes open normal (EON) stance,
eyes closed normal (ECN) stance and eyes open tandem (EOT)
stance (one foot directly in front of the other).
Each COP measurement was modelled, by condition, as a
function of foot structure, trial and their interaction via a mixed

Conclusions
These results suggest that when comparing postural stability
between individuals of varying foot structure there is no need to
account for foot structure in healthy young individuals.
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Table 1: Effect of levels of foot structure on metrics of COP motion within trials
Arch/ROM
Arch/ROM classification
Condition
Trial
COP measurement
measurement
comparsion
EON
3
FL
Low arch and normal arch
SDx
EON
4
FL
Low arch and normal arch
SDx
EON
4
FL
Normal arch and severely high arch
SDx
EOT
1
FL
Low arch and normal arch
SDx
EOT
1
NH
High arch and low arch
Fractal dimension
EOT
2
NH
High arch and normal arch
Fractal dimension
EON
2
ROM LAA
Normal ROM and rigid ROM
Fractal dimension
Note: SDx refers to the standard deviation of the COP motion in the anterior-posterior direction.
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p-value
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.047

Hochberg’s
adjusted p-value
0.30
0.30
0.31
0.88
0.25
0.32
0.19
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Introduction
Within a golf swing, one aspect that stands out in each phase is
the ability to maintain balance. Previous reports suggest that
extrinsic factors such as footwear and intrinsic factors such as
muscular exertion level have detrimental effects on human
postural control. However, no studies have examined the effects
of modern golf footwear on muscle activity of the lower
extremity. Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine
differences in muscle activity when walking for extended
durations in golf footwear

Results and Discussion
A significant interaction was found for the MG peak EMG during
the BWL condition (F(12,60) = 2.016, p = 0.03, = 0.207),
suggesting that at hour 4, TS peak EMG was greater than the
CAS. Time main effect for the TA TTP in the BWL condition
(F(4,20) = 3.62, p = 0.02, = 0.420), with increased TTP at hours
3 and 4 compared to hour 2. Finally, a footwear main effect was
found for MG TTP in the FWM condition (F(3,15) = 4.16, p =
0.025, = 0.454), suggesting that the DS and TS had increased
TTP compared to the CAS.
The findings herein suggest, as expected, that reactive balance
decrements would present over time. Specifically, decrements
were observed after the second hour of standing and walking.
Primarily, footwear differences were observed as decrements in
muscle activity wearing the dress shoe and tennis shoe styles
relative to the casual styles. Our findings over time corroborate
with previous work, where balance deficits are observed after 2
hours of an extended workload (1). While footwear differences
are likely due to structural differences between footwear.
Previous work has suggested an increase in footwear mass,
causes an increased workload in the lower extremity, and may
lead to increased muscle activation and balance decrements (2).
Currently, the TS and DS, both had a higher mass than the CAS,
possibly explaining the balance decrements observed.

Methods
Six healthy male adults completed the study (age: 23.4±2.2 years;
height: 181.5±9.0 cm; mass: 95.8±18.6 kg). Participants were
tested in three types of golf-specific footwear including the dress
shoe (DS), tennis shoe (TS), and casual spike-less shoe (CAS), as
well as a barefoot condition (BF). Participants were instructed to
walk at their self-selected walking speed and path throughout a 4
hour testing duration on the artificial turf that was laid throughout
the lab. Reactive balance was assessed prior to the start of
walking, and again every hour for 4 hours using the Motor
Control Test (MCT), that can translate in the backward and
forward directions to create two testing conditions, which include
backward translations [medium (BWM)/large (BWL)] and
forward translations [medium (FWM)/large (FWL)]. During
balance tests, muscle activity was examined for two lower
extremity muscles of the right leg: the tibaialsi anterior (TA), and
the medial gastrocnemius (MG). Raw EMG data were collected
at 1,500 Hz, band-pass filtered (20-250Hz) and rectified prior to
analysis. Peak EMG, and time-to-peak (TTP) EMG were
calculated for each muscle of interest. The EMG parameters were
analysed using a 4 x 5 [4 (Footwear – DS, TS, MIN, BF) x 5
(Time – Pre, 60, 120, 180, 240)] repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) independently for each of the MCT tests.
Post hoc pairwise comparisons using a Tukey’s LSD were
performed if main effect significance was found for footwear
types, and simple effects were calculated if significant
interactions were found. Partial eta squared ( 2) effect size and F
statistic are reported. For all analyses, significance was set at an
alpha level of p < 0.05 and all statistical analyses were performed
using the SPSS 22 statistical software package.

Significance
These findings are important, because, while maintaining
postural control is a relatively simple process for the CNS under
healthy conditions, when alterations to sensory input begin to
disrupt the postural control system this task becomes more
difficult. Further, as maintaining postural control becomes more
difficult, it can affect any second tasks that are being done (3),
such as the golf swing. Therefore, if footwear are causing adverse
effects on postural control, it could also lead to decrements in golf
performance. Based on the current findings, golfers should seek
footwear that is lightweight and has relatively thin sole/midsole
thickness in order to mitigate postural control deficits and
decrease workload on the lower extremity.
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Figure 1: Time to peak EMG in the MG during the FWM condition.
Bars represent stand error.
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Introduction
Understanding human postural control is critical to assessing
musculoskeletal and neurological pathologies. Postural control
can be characterized by quantifying limb symmetry during
various tasks [1]. Thus, limb symmetry is an important factor in
evaluating balance performance of numerous populations such as
those with Parkinson's Disease [2], or patients who have
undergone knee anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction [3] and
ankle anthroplasty [4]. Limb symmetry is also affected by
everyday, environmental disturbances, and hence performing
asymmetry assessments in non-research settings is important to
capture a realistic prespective on human balance.
The purpose of this study was to examine load asymmetry
during quiet stance in a healthy population, and if that relates to
a functional, sit-to-stand, task in a non-laboratory environment.

limited control over clothing or shoes worn, which restricts
capturing the maximum bounds of human balance.
Figure 1:
Boxplot
comparing
NSI values
for QS and
STS tasks;
p-value
0.9191.
Figure 2:
Correlation
plot for the
QS and
STS tasks.

Methods
This institutional review board approved study was conducted at
the Biomedical Engineering Society annual meeting (2019,
Philadelphia, PA) . Participants were included based on criteria
in self-reported questionnaires that looked for injuries or
conditions that may affect their ability to balance or load
symmetrically. Each participant completed a quiet stance (QS)
task and five sit-to-stand (STS) trials. Two PASCO force
platforms (Roseville, CA) recorded vertical ground reaction
forces during 30 second, eyes open, bilateral QS and STS.
In MATLAB, load symmetry was quantified using the
Normalized Symmetry Index (NSI) [5]. The NSI performs best
with multiple trials. Consequently, the middle 20-second interval
of the QS task for each participant was broken up into three sub
trials, and the five STS trials were used to calculate the NSI. Both
calculations were computed with reference to the subjects
dominant leg, as self-repor ed b ans ering Which leg would
you kick a soccer ball with? . Symmetry differences between
tasks was assessed using a paired t-test and the association
between tasks was determined usingPearson s correla ion
(p<0.05).

Significance
This study demonstrated that limb load asymmetry was
consistent between QS and STS. The large range in asymmetry
of QS has been found in a similar study [6]. Compared to NSI of
STS, this difference is hypothesized to be associated with the ease
of the balance task. QS requires less muscle activation and
postural control to maintain balance than a five-time STS, and
subjects may displace their weight more asymmetrically due to
the reduced risk of falling. Hence, in a healthy population,
asymmetry is to be expected within a relatively large range in
typical, non-research settings. Future studies should seek to
verify load asymmetry in relation to ease of task, and aim to
establish the normal bounds of balance in larger populations.

Results and Discussion
Data from sixty-three healthy, adults (25.9 ± 6.8 years old, 170.3
± 9.1 cm, 68.0 ± 14.3 kg, 34 females, 29 males) were collected
and analysed. Despite a visually large difference in the range of
NSI between that for QS (0.692 ± 10.7, mean ± s.d.) and STS
(0.824 ± 4.45) as indicated by the standard deviations, the values
were not statistically different between tasks, suggesting a similar
magnitude of asymmetry between the tasks. (Figure 1, p=0.9191).
This is further confirmed through the Pearson s correla ion
and the correlation plot (Figure 2). The NSI of QS and STS
demonstrated a weak significant positive correlation (r = 0.291,
p=0.021).
One goal of this study was to collect asymmetry data in realworld settings, which could also be considered a limitation of this
work. The testing took place in a noisy, visually stimulating
conference environment disturbing subjects performance, with
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Introduction
Lateral balance control is critical to remaining upright while
walking and maneuvering [1, 2]. In addition to physical stepping
ability, we must also consider how perceived ability and motor
planning impact responses to lateral balance challenges. Older
adults demonstrate discrepencies between perceived and actual
balance ability [3] and motor planning ability degrades with age
[4]. Older and younger adults respond similarly to continuous
lateral perturbations [5]. However, lateral balance challenges that
require more motor planning and highlight discrepencies between
actual vs. perceived ability may more-comprehensively
demonstrate how age-related deficits impact lateral balance.
Here, young and older adults faced competing lateral balance
challenges: stay on a continually narrowing beam or make a
lateral transition to an adjacent beam. We hypothesized that older
adults’ physical and perceived abilities to beam walk would be
less than those of younger adults, and that older adults would
require more motor planning to execute lateral transitions.

Figure 2: Task compliance (A), stepping accuracy (B), motor planning
(C) and perceived abilities (D) were compared between groups.

Results and Discussion
Young and older adults made 1.50±0.71 and 1.65±1.29 errors
prior to transition (p=0.662), respectively (Fig. 2A). Thus,
particpants in both groups generally followed task instructions.
OH adults made initial stepping erorrs (werror1) at greater beam
widths (13.8±3.1cm) than YH adults (20.2±7.5cm), respectively
(p=0.003; Fig. 2B). OH adults required wider beams to retain
their stepping accuracy. This was expected, as older adults
generally prefer wider steps and age reduces step accuracy [6].
Beam width changes (wdiff) between first error and transition
were higher for OH (4.7±3.1cm) than for YH adults (2.9±1.2cm),
respectively (p = 0.031; Fig. 2C). OH required slightly more time
and distance to respond to errors, likely for processing and motor
planning. This was predicted, as these increase with age [4].
OH adults transitioned from the narrowing beam (wtrans) at
greater beam widths (16.1±7.0cm) than YH adults (11.3±2.5cm),
respectively (p = 0.011; Fig. 2D). Thus, OH adults not only
demonstrated a reduced physical ability to maintain stepping
accuracy, but also appeared to perceive this reduced ability.

Methods
Eighteen healthy older (OH; ages 65+) and 18 younger (YH; ages
18-27) adults performed 35 repetitions of treadmill walking on
virtual beams. They began each repetition walking on a
constantly-narrowing beam, and chose when to transition to an
adjacent, wider beam, trying to avoid stepping errors (Fig. 1).
Participants received auditory feednack of stepping errors that
occurred whenever a foot landed outside of the beam boundaries.
Transitions from the narrowing beam were identified when the
center of mass (COM) crossed the z-axis.
For each beam, the number of errors made prior to transition
(Error Count) quantified task compliance (to minimize step
errors). At narrower beam widths, more stepping accuracy is
required to stay within the beam bounds. Thus, beam width at the
first error instance (werror1) quantified the physical ability to
maintain stepping accuracy. The beam width at transition
(wtransition) quantified perceived ability. The change in beam width
between first error and transition (wdiff) quantified motor planning
ability, as it directly related to the time and distance required to
execute the transition following the first error.

Significance
Responses to lateral balance challenges not only require the
physical ability to execute walking and maneuvering tasks, but
also rely on perceived ability and motor planning. Further, agerelated deficits reduce the physical and perceived abilities and
increase the motor planning required to execute lateral balance
challenges, such as narrow beam walking and lateral transitions.
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Figure 1: COM trajectories (orange) and first stepping errors (red foot)
were recorded (A) as participants walked on a narrowing beam (B) and
transitioned to a wider beam (C).
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Introduction
Individuals with lower limb trauma (LLT) have an elevated risk
of falling 1. Fall risk is the intersection of the likelihood of
stumbling and the likelihood of successfully recovering from a
stumble. While both of these factors contribute to overall fall risk,
the underlying causes and potential interventions are different. It
is important to be able to assess these different fall risk features
in order to determine the specific stability deficits and most
effective interventions.
Individuals with LLT often walk with a wider, more variable
step width. A wider step width increases the frontal plane base of
support and potentially reduces the likelihood of balance loss.
Step width variability has been related to balance control 2 and,
thus, may be associated with the likelihood of recovering from a
stumble.
The purpose of the study was to determine if step width and
step width variability assess different aspects of fall risk.
Specifically, we hypothesized that step width would be correlated
with the incidence of balance loss and step width variability
would be correlated with the stumble recovery rate.

previously reported able-bodied individuals evaluated at the same
facility (96 mm) 3. However, the step width variablility (29±7
mm) was comparable (30 mm) to those same able-bodied
individuals 3. Notably, the study cohort was comprised of
individuals with LLT, who are young Service Members with an
overall high level of fitness and function that may decrease the
extent to which they are representative of the typical civilian
LLT population. For example, two participants reported the
ability to walk a mile and the remainder reported the ability to
walk greater than 5 miles. This suggests an overall high level of
function for these participants.
Despite the overall high level of physical ability, the
participants still reported losing balance and falling. On average,
over the previous four weeks, paticipants reported balance losses
8±5 times, reported having fallen 2±3 times, and had a stumble
recovery rate of 77±20%. While the small size and diverse
makeup of our sample may have limited our ability to identify a
significant correlation, the results may also be related to a
limitation of the step width variables characterizing fall risk.
Many falls occur as a result of trips or slips (balance loss in the
saggital plane) and measures of step width and step width
variability may not be associated with the capacity to perform
compensatory stepping responses following typical balance loss.
Further, many of the participants reported that they fell the most
on challenging surfaces (e.g. high curbes, uneven terrain, wet
floors). Thus, for this more high functioning LLT population, it
may be more relevant to look at measures relating to step length
and foot clearance in order to more accurately evaluate fall risk.

Methods
This is a secondary analysis of fourteen Service Members (age:
35±6 yrs, height: 1.81±0.06 m, mass: 92.1±13.7 kg, 13 males)
with LLT who participated in a larger trip-prevention training
study. For this analysis, all data are collected prior to receiving
any training. Par icipan injuries included limb preservation for
which custom ankle foot orthoses were worn (4), unilateral
below-knee amputation (7), and bilateral below-knee amputation
(3). Particpants completed a questionaire that reported the
number of stumbles, uncontrolled falls, and controlled falls
during the previous four weeks. The total number of balance
losses (stumbles plus falls) reported was used as our measure of
incidence of balance loss. The stumble recovery rate was
calculated as the number of stumbles divide by the total number
of balance losses.
Participants walked on a treadmill for 10 minutes at a speed
scaled to leg length and injury severity. The position of markers
on the heels was used to calculate the step width mean and
variability (standard deviation) over the trial. Spearman
correlations were used to separately characterize the relationships
between the step width variables (mean and variability) and the
fall variables (incidence of balance loss and recovery rate).

Significance
This study was not able to identify a meaningful relationship
between typical step width metrics and stumble and fall
incidences in a high functioning LLT population. However, the
high reported stumble and fall incidences suggests the need to
evaluate other measures that may be more associated with fall
risk in this population.
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Results and Discussion
Contrary to our hypotheses, there were no significant
correlations between step width or step width variability and the
reported balance and fall variables. The strongest correlations
were with stumble recovery rate for both step width (Rho=0.19,
p=0.51) and step width variability (Rho=0.31, p=0.28). The
average step width (160±36 mm) was 66% greater than
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Introduction
Fall-related injuries due to loss of balance are a leading cause of
injury and mortality for older adults [1]. For those with
compromised balance abilities, balance training can be assisted
with external biofeedback. An emerging area of biofeedback for
clinical applications is called sonification, which maps real-time
measurements through sound. Existing systems have been shown
to assist balance in static upright stance using an inverted
pendulum model [2]. We are in the initial stages of developing a
task-independent balance training sonification system, building
on previous works [2,3]. This system sonifies margin of stability
(MOS) [4], base of support (BOS) area, and total body center of
mass (TBCM) location. We hypothesize that sonified
biofeedback of balance metrics will increase the MOS in single
leg stance compared to before biofeedback in young healthy
adults.

Results and Discussion
During biofeedback, two of five participants significantly
increased their maximum, mean, and median (Fig. 2) MOS vs.
Before biofeedback (p=0.032 for all three metrics and both
subjects). No subjects displayed the opposite trend between
conditions. BOS area was constant throughout given the nature
of the single leg stance task. Additionally, the TBCM was only
outside of the BOS boundary at any time for Subject 2.

Methods
Five participants (two female; age 24 2.65 yrs) volunteered for
this study after providing informed consent. They performed five
repetitions for one minute each of a single leg stance task,
alternating between left and right for five trials. They repeated
this in blocks, Before and During sonified biofeedback. Time to
move freely and verbal instructions were provided for
participants to become familiar with the sound design.
Optical motion capture (Optitrack, OR), Matlab
(Mathworks, MA) and MaxMSP (Cycling 74, CA) enabled realtime sonification of three metrics: TBCM location within or
outside of the BOS boundaries (boolean value), BOS convex hull
area (defined by foot markers in contact with the ground; Fig. 1),
and MOS (horizontal distance from the TBCM position to the
closest edge of the BOS). The sonification design consisted of a
synthesizer that produced continuous oscillatory pulsing sounds
(shown here) [adapted from 3]. Decreasing MOS increased pulse
speed. Decreasing BOS area increased brightness. Dissonance
was added if the TBCM was outside of the BOS.
Within-subject, Cliff s analog of the Wilcoxon-MannWhitney test was used to compare mean, median, and max MOS
Before vs. During biofeedback ( =0.05).

Figure 2: Median MOS in Before (yellow) and During (blue) sonified
biofeedback conditions for each subject during single leg stance of the
left (circles) and right (diamonds) legs. Gray bar displays the range of
possible MOS values per subject-specific base of support geometry.

Figure 1: Representative (Subject 4) TBCM trajectories Before (yellow)
and During (blue) sonified biofeedback, shown on a right foot BOS
convex hull. Light to dark indicates forward progression of time. MOS
is labelled at one timepoint. Labelled gray circles are motion capture
markers; foot illustration is included for reference.
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Due to the differences observed between right and left stance
legs (Fig. 2 circles vs. diamonds), future single leg balance
research will be restricted to comparisons of the right or left leg
support separately. We also acknowledge that our current BOS
model is biased medially relative to the foot surface (as in Fig. 1).
Our hypothesis was partially supported by significant changes
in two of five bjec
edia , mean, and maximum MOS.
However, it is unclear whether these changes are practically
significant as the TBCM movement is small relative to the BOS
size (Fig. 1). Further, maximizing MOS in single-leg stance may
not be functionally helpful. Despite the maximum MOS
decreasing, posterior TBCM placements can take advantage of
underlying musculoskeletal structure that may reduce the need
for active balance control.
Significance
This work shows promise towards developing a task-independent
optical motion capture-based sonified biofeedback system to
assist balance training. We are developing practices to inform
future experiments including ways to analyze cognitive load and
psychosocial aspects of human computer interaction that can
affect who learns most from this biofeedback modality. Next, we
will expand towards sonification of balance metrics during
dynamic over-ground movements. Our long-term goal is to assist
clinical practice to remediate balance deficits.
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Introduction
Postural imbalance and falls increase with age and disease, incurring
substantial social, economic, and medical costs. A key impediment
to preventing falls is insufficient understanding of the foundational
coordination mechanisms that enable humans to remain upright
while standing. Measures of balance ability, such as those related to
the center of pressure (CP) of the ground on foot force (F),
demonstrate changes with age- and disability-related declines in
balance, but are inadequate to quantify angular momentum control,
a primary aspect of maintaining one s balance. Also, imprecision in
joint torque and muscle activity estimations are unable to capture the
subtle adjustments that maintain posture.
Our approach relates directly to sagittal-plane translational and
angular body motion. We quantify the relationship between CP and
the ratio of F horizontal to F vertical as the height of an emergent
intersection point (zIP)1.
Hypotheses:
1. zIP is a more consistent and repeatable metric within a subject
compared to traditional measures of balance.
2. zIP has higher discriminatory value across age than traditional
measures.
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Figure 1: Older individuals have a higher zIP at most frequencies.
synergies during standing support the concept of fixed weightings 4
that produce IP s appropriate for the various kinematic modes of
falling5. Our results of conserved IP across an individual subject s
multiple trials is consistent with fixed weightings of the synergies.
zIP is shown to have higher discriminatory value across age than
traditional measures.

Methods
We examined standing trials from a public dataset of human
posturography assessments to analyze force of the ground on the feet
during quiet standing on a rigid horizontal surface (3 60s trials) 3.
Subjects were divided into two groups: young (n = 86) and old,
defined as >60 years (n = 72). Ground on feet forces in the anteriorposterior horizontal (Fx) and vertical (Fz) directions were bandpass
filtered in 0.2 Hz wide bands centered every 0.2 Hz from 0.4 to 7.2
Hz. The slope of the relationship between the bandpass filtered xCP
and Fx/Fz was determined with principal components analysis to
calculate zIP according to this formula:

An elevated IP provides a greater moment about the CM that
induces more angular acceleration toward the desired upright
posture. This could be a compensation for aging-related deficits in
other components of the postural control system (e.g. sensory
degradation, processing delays, modified muscle properties).
Significance
Our findings suggest that zIP is a metric of balance capacity that
could have clinical value as a screening and therapeutic feedback
tool. A next step is to determine the extent to which IP is associated
with fall risk and is able to track balance training improvements in
older individuals and those with neurologic impairment. Assessment
of zIP can be performed in under a minute with only a force plate
and thus could be deployed broadly.

/

For each frequency bin, we used Student s t-tests to compare the
mean zIP of the two samples using a Bonferroni correction.
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Results and Discussion
Clustering analysis showed that the function of zIP across frequency
had a high degree of similarity within the multiple trials of a subject
relative to the trials of other subjects, which exceeded that observed
for the traditional measures of: variance of (CM acceleration, Fx, &
CP), root-mean-square of CP velocity, and CP path length (p <
0.001). The zIP in the old was found to be elevated compared to the
young (p<0.0001). Traditional measures failed to show an age
difference.
Standing requires coordinated activation of muscles across
multiple joints (sagittal plane). Previously described muscle
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Introduction
Robust bipedal locomotion is required to traverse the
unpredictable and non-uniform environment that exists outside of
the lab. However, we know much less about locomotion in these
kinds of non-steady-state environments in comparison to steadystate ones. Previous studies have used perturbations to cause
instability during gait, revealing information about recovery
strategies, step responses, and muscle contributions used to
maintain balance [1]. However, much of this work has not
evaluated the interplay between many independent variables,
which would improve our understanding of highly unpredictable
reactions to gait perturbations that occur in real-world
environments. In this study, we establish an experimental
protocol to investigate how perturbation magnitude and direction
affect locomotion stability. Specifically, we focus here on how
perturbation magnitude and direction affect step response.

movement lateral or posterior to the stance foot resulted in a SL
decrease. Similarly, platform movement medial or anterior to the
stance foot resulted in a SL increase. These changes in SL also
increased with the magnitude of the perturbation. Following the
S1 step, magnitude and direction do not appear to influence SL.
SW was also affected by direction, with effects lasting for three
steps following the perturbation. Platform movement medial to
the stance foot caused a SW decrease in the S1 step and a SW
increase in the S2 and S3 steps. Similarly, platform movement
lateral to the stance foot caused an SW increase in the S1 step and
a SW decrease in the S2 and S3 steps. Similar to SL, perturbation
magnitude also scaled the severity of SW changes. The
simultaneous influence of both perturbation magnitude and
direction on SL and SW responses confirm the importance of
considering both of these independent variables when analyzing
locomotion stability. Future work will also evaluate the interplay
between perturbation timing and the two independent variables
tested here.

Methods
One subject walked at 1.25 m/s on a treadmill mounted on a
Stewart platform and we applied translational perturbations in the
mediolateral and anteroposterior directions. We applied 288
perturbations that varied in direction (8 directions, 45°
increments) and magnitude (5, 10, 15 cm), creating 24 conditions.
We collected lower body motion capture.
We lowpass filtered marker data at 6 Hz. We identified gait
events using a kinematic coordinate method [2]. We identified
the step length (SL) and step width (SW) at the heel contact at the
beginning of each step using the distance between heel markers,
shown in Figure 1. We examined the mean SL and SW for each
of the 24 conditions for the perturbed step (S0) and the five
subsequent steps (S1-S5), shown in Figure 1.

Significance
Understanding how balance during bipedal locomotion is
resilient to unsteady environments is imperative for designing
rehabilitation therapies, assistive devices, and bipedal robots. Our
results provide a foundation to understand how a diverse set of
perturbations affect locomotion dynamics. Additionally, these
data provide a biomechanical reference for researchers and
engineers who are designing advanced devices for use in nonsteady-state environments.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
The steady-state SL and SW were 0.661 m and 0.096 m,
repectively. SL was affected by perturbation direction, but only
for a single step after the perturbation. In the S1 step, platform
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Figure 1: Circular axes represent perturbation magnitude (5, 10, 15 cm) and radial axes represent the direction of platform
movement. Perturbations on the right or left foot are normalized and displayed as though the right foot was the perturbed step
(S0), shown by the footprint. The colors show the mean SL and SW deviations from steady-state for each step.
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system (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA) and sampled at
100 Hz.
All data were analysed from slip onset until feet reached a
velocity of 0, except for shank angle, which was measured at slip
onset. Anterioposterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) minimum
Margin of stability (MOSmin)7 were used to analyze dynamic
stability. Peak shoulder and trunk angles were used to quantify
upper body slip recovery. Slip velocity and diplacement, in
addition to shank angle relative to the floor were used to quantify
slip severity. A simple paired t-test was used for each outcome
variable to measure the differences between the first and last slips
for each slip incidence.

Introduction
Falls are the second leading cause of accidental death in older
adults, and account for 17 million serious injuries worldwide, e.g.
bone fractures, head trauma, and bruises1. Slips alone account for
25% of overall falls2. Traditional fall prevention exercise
interventions peak at 30% reduction in falls3, possibly due to lack
of transfer to motor tasks such as trips and slips. Slip training has
been previously addressed and shows high promise in reducing
falls during slips in the short (1-week) and long term (12
months)4. Yet, such methods still lack two factors that may hinder
clinical improvement and further recution in overall falls: 1)
laboratory induced slips that mimic slips in real world
environments (e.g. unknown slip time and location, low friction
surface, double limb slips); 2) identifying reliable biomechanical
variables that predict the causation or prevention of falls. This
study aims to investigate the aftereffects of a 3 session doublelimb slip training protocol (12 slips/session) on reducing falls and
describe the specificity of reactive responses to slips in younger
and older adults using a novel slipping method. We hypothesized
that 1) participants who will experience falls in the first session
will not experience falls in the last session, and 2) their reactive
response will significantly improve.

Results and Discussion
Only late stance slip incidence on the dominant leg yielded a fall
in the first slip trial of the 2nd participant, and the last slip showed
reduction in harness assistance (Fig 2).
Interestingly,
MOSmin increased to
reach positive values
during all subjects and
slip incidences after the
slip training protocol
(Table 1), which indicates
that participants became
more stable as negative
Figure 2: Load Cell results for 2nd
values
indicate
participant .
instability
which
requires a compensatory mechanics to recover stability. All other
variables did not show any significant differences.

Methods
Two young adults (28.5 ± 0.7 years; 85.82 ± 8.47 kg, 1.75 ± 0.04
m) participated in the study. The study is a registered clinical trial
and we anticipate collection 21 participants in each group (old &
young). The study is approved by the University of Nebraska
Medical Center IRB. Participants completed 3 sessions of 12
double limb slips each within one week (36 slips in total) that
were triggered using an in-lab built Wearable Apparatus for Slip
Perturbations (WASP)5 (Fig 1-H). The WASP induced slips to
both limbs simultaneously while participants walked at a fixed
gait speed of 1.3±0.2 m/s on a 10 m walkway (Fig 1). Slips were
delivered to the dominant foot at 3 separate slip onsets; 1) early
stance, 2) mid-stance, 3) late stance. Falls were identified if
participants applied more than 30% of body weight to the
harness, which was measured using a load cell6. Full body
kinematics were recorded using a 17-camera motion capture

Significance
Based on these preliminary findings, one can conclude that our
novel method is a valid tool in disrupting dynamic stability in
both legs, but late stance slips induced to the dominant leg may
yield more severe balance disruptions compared to other slip
incidences. However, more data is needed to support these
conclusions, specifically since covariables such as muscle
strength or activation may change the recovery behaviour.

H
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Figure 1: A. Harness and load cell. B. 10-m wakway and force
plates. C. Dashr timing. D. AMTI Treadmill. E. Cameras. F.
Control Station. G. 17-Camera Motion Capture. H. WASP
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accordance, there was no Group effect (p>0.05) on measures of
gait or cognition. Therefore, differences in gait and cognitive
performances can be attributed to the exercise interventions.
Both IVRTT and CTT groups improved performances from
pre- to post-exercise session. There was a main effect of time
(p<0.001) with both groups exhibiting an 81.1 ms quicker STcogRT
and 314.2 ms quicker DTcogRT, 0.04 m/s faster STgait and 0.09 m/s
faster DTgait, 14.5% less DTEcog, and 3.9% less DTEgait during
post-exercise testing, relative to pre-exercise testing. STcogAcc and
DTcogAcc did not change from pre- to post-exercise testing. These
results provide evidence that both exercise interventions acutely
improved visuospatial reaction time and gait speed in ST and DT
trial conditions and align with previous research providing
evidence of improvements in cognitive performance with a single
session of dual-task exergaming and aerobic exercise.4,5
Contrary to our hypothesis, there was no Group x Time
interaction effect (p>0.05). The CTT in this study may have been
equally cognitively-demanding as IVRTT and more cognitivelydemanding than typical exercise because it required participants
to interact with instructions from a trainer. Therefore, both
exercise interventions may have resulted in gait and cognitive
improvements, only differing in terms of the audiovisual input
and feedback. Although these results do not provide evidence for
the superiority of IVRTT relative to CTT, they still support that
IVRTT can result in key acute improvements in gait and
cognition. This is important because if IVRTT were administered
in a multi-week exercise program, it could result in significant,
more permanent improvements in gait and cogntion.1
These results support that IVRTT is effective in acutely
improving gait and cognition in older adults. IVRTT is a safe way
to execute a multimodal exercise intervention that combines
simultaneous motor control, attention, planning, visual input, and
auditory processing. Results of this study may be used in the
design of a multi-week exercise training aimed to safely increase
physical activity and reduce fall prevalence in older adults.

Introduction
Older adults commonly fall while walking in everyday life,
which involves simultaneous performance of cognitive tasks (i.e.,
dual-tasking). Conventional fall prevention interventions aim to
improve strength, gait speed, and/or coordination but not
impaired cognition. Interventions that incorporate simultaneous
physical and cognitive training demonstrate improved dual-task
walking performance and reduced fall prevalence.1–3 Further, a
single cognitively-demanding, visually-interactive exergaming
session can result in acute cognitive performance enhancement.4
An exercise intervention utilizing immersive virtual reality on a
treadmill may be especially beneficial in mimicking the
distractions and demands of everyday walking, but cognitive
benefits of this training have not been explored.
The purpose of this study was to identify the acute effects of
a single session of immersive virtual realtiy treadmill training
(IVRTT) on cognitive and gait performance. We hypothesized
that compared to a single session of conventional treadmill
training (CTT), after a single session of IVRTT, older adults
would demonstrate greater improvements in reaction time and
accuracy on cognitive tasks, and greater reductions in dual-task
costs on gait and cognition relative to pre-training performances.
Methods
Sixty healthy older adults were recruited and randomized to
complete a single IVRTT (experimental) or CTT (active control)
exercise session. Participant demographics, baseline cognition,
motor abilities, and community participation were assessed.
Exercise sessions were 30 minutes and completed on a
treadmill with integrated, immersive virtual reality (GRAIL,
Motek). IVRTT incorporated audiovisually-interactive selfpaced and set-pace walking challenges. CTT required
participants to perform similar motor tasks, but with oral
instructions rather than audiovisual components. Participants
performed 3 trial conditions before and after the exercise session:
1) single-task walking (STgait), 2) dual-task walking (DT), and 3)
single-task cognitive (STcog). Gait was recorded with 6 Opal
sensors (128 Hz, APDM). A visuospatial reaction time test was
utilized for the cognitive test. Stimuli were produced and
recorded using DirectRT (Empirisoft) via wireless headphones.
The dependent variables were cognitive response reaction
time (STcogRT and DTcogRT), cognitive response accuracy (STcogAcc
and DTcogAcc), gait speed (STgait and DTgait), DT effect on gait speed
(DTEgait, % = 100*[ST – DT]/ST), and DT effect on cognition
(DTEcog, combined reaction time and accuracy). An independent
samples t-test was used to compare demographics and baseline
abilities of the groups. A multivariate repeated measures
ANOVA was used to compare the dependent variables before and
after the exercise session for each group (Time x Group).

Significance
This study is the first analysis of the benefits of IVRTT. The
results of this study lay the foundation for the development of a
new fall prevention exercise program that aims to address the safe
performance of motor tasks in real-life situations with the
associated cognitive distractions that contribute to many falls.
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Results and Discussion
The groups did not differ in demographics, baseline cognition,
motor abilities, or community participation (all p>0.05). In
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Introduction
Postural control is a complex motor skill requiring interaction of
dynamic sensorimotor processes receiving information from the
visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems. Somatosensation
has been reported to account for 50-70% of postural control
performance in older adults and 30-40% in young adults.1
Deficits in somatosensation are known to reduce postural
control.2 Somatosensation measures such as touch pressure
sensation threshold (PT) and vibration perception threshold (VT)
have been used to identify people with somatosensory deficit in
the clinic. However, the appropriate threshold, site on the foot,
and modality has not been established in relation to postural
control.
Postural control can be assessed using the sensory
organization test (SOT) and the motor control test (MCT) using
the EquiTest platform.3 The SOT weighs the individual’s use of
the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory inputs for postural
control through manipulation of the individual’s visual
surrounding and support surface to determine an equilibrium
score. The MCT computes the time for postural recovery after
backward and forward translations to determine a latency score.
Studies have shown people with postural control defict have
lower equilibrium and latency scores.4 The purpose of this study
was to identify the most relevant sites of somatosensation for
postural control. We hypothesized that specific sites of the foot
and ankle would have significant associations with equilibrium
and latency scores.

optimized the variance accounted and standard error of the
estimate was identified (p < 0.05).
Results and Discussion
A total of 35 subjects were included in our analysis; 14 out of 49
were excluded due to abnormal SOT scores. The final linear
regression model demonstrated the PT on the right 1st dorsal
metatarsal and VT on the right 3rd metatarsal predicted the
equilbrium score (F(2, 32) = 4.28, p < .02), with an R2 of .21
(Figure 1). The PT on the right 1st metatarsal, left middle toe, left
medial arch, left 5th dorsal metatarsal, and the VT on the left
middle toe predicted the latency score (F(6, 28) = 5.42, p < .01),
with an R2 of .54 (Figure 1).
Somatosensory thresholds were moderately correlated to
equilibrium and latency scores in healthy adults. The
somatosensory system is only one component in postural control
and is expected to only explain a portion of variance in postural
control performance. This study provides baseline data for
somatosensory measures in healthy adults and gives insight to
somatosensory inputs of the foot relevant to postural control.

Methods
In this study, 49 healthy adults (22M, 27F; mean age 42.0 ± 13.8
(SD) y.o.) were evaluated for postural control and somatosensory
measures. Subjects with fall history, vestibular, orthopedic, or
neurological disorders, knee or hip replacement, abnormal
dizziness, low visual acuity, or using an assistive device for
ambulation were excluded from this study. Subjects with
abnormal SOT scores were excluded from this preliminary
analysis.
PT was evaluated using a set of Semmes Weinstein graded
monofilaments (Touch-Test Sensory Evaluator, North Coast
Medical Inc., Morgan Hill, CA, USA). VT was evaluated using a
handheld biothesiometer (Bio-Medical Instrument Co.,
Newbury, OH, USA). PT and VT were measured at 14 sites on
the foot: the plantar surface of the great toe, 1st metatarsal, 3rd
digit, 3rd metatarsal, 5th digit, 5th metatarsal, medial arch, lateral
arch, the mid heel; the medial and lateral malleoli; and the dorsal
surface of the 1st metatarsal, between the 1st and 2nd metatarsal,
and the 5th metatarsal. A Smart-EquiTest platform (NeuroCom,
Clackamas, OR, USA) was used for the SOT and MCT.
Bivariate correlations were used to quantify the relationship
between postural control variables and somatosensory inputs.
Linear regression modeling using the backward method was used
to identify the most relevant site(s) for postural control outcomes.
Data were assessed for muli-collinearity and the model that

Figure 1: Equilibrium Score vs. Predicted Equilibrium Score and
Latency Score vs. Predicted Latency Score.

Significance
This report is part of an ongoing study investigating the potential
cut-points of PT and VT for predicting balance dysfunction in
older adults and individuals with peripheral neuropathy to
improve clinical fall screening algorithms. Future analyses will
examine relationships in atypical populations as well as
confounding influences of sensory re-weighting.
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Introduction
Mediolateral stability is critical to remaining upright while
walking and maneuvering [1, 2]. Many lateral balance tasks
encountered while walking, such as executing lateral maneuvers
or modulating step width, require trade-offs in mediolateral
stability [2,3,4].
Age-related deficits may affect how older adults adjust their
mediolateral stability to successfully respond to lateral balance
challenges. Here, young and older participants faced competing
lateral balance tasks: stay on a continually narrowing beam or
make a lateral transition to an adjacent beam. We hypothesized
that older adults would adopt a more cautious tranition strategy
that would minimize changes in stability, with more steps
required to recover stability following the transition.
Figure 1: Participants walked on a narrowing beam (A) and
transitioned to an adjacent, wider beam (B). A ‘transition phase’
from the narrowing beam to the adjacent beam is defined (C).

Methods
Eighteen healthy older (OH; ages 65+) and 18 younger (YH; ages
18-27) adults performed 35 repetitions of treadmill walking.
They began each repetition walking on a constantly-narrowing
beam, and chose when to transition to an adjacent, wider beam,
trying to avoid stepping errors (Fig. 1A-B). This required
participants to plan and execute a lateral maneuver while
modulating step width, as both challenge mediolateral stability
[2,3]. The transition step (n) from the narrowing beam to the
wider beam was identified as the first step after the pelvic
centroid crossed the z-axis. The ‘transition phase’ was defined as
3 preparation steps, one transition step and 3 recovery steps (Fig.
1C). To quantify transition strategy, the mediolateral Margin of
Stability (MOSML) was calculated at the heelstrike of each step
during the ‘transition phase’ for each transition, then averaged.
Results and Discussion
Participants modified their mean MOSML at steps within the
‘transition phase’ to perform the lateral maneuver off of a
narrowing beam, onto an adjacent beam (Fig. 2). For preparation
steps (n-3 to n-1), all participants increased their MOSML (p <
0.001; p < 0.001). From step n-1 to step n, participants reduced
their MOSML (p<0.001). Following this, the MOSML was quickly
recovered and was similar for recovery steps (steps n+1 to step
n+3) following the transition step (p =0.465; p =0.327; p =0.860).
There were no age group differences in MOSML for the
preparation steps (p = 0.050, p = 0.475, p = 0.684) or recovery
steps (p = 0.978, p = 0.841, p = 0.536). The only significant age
group difference in MOSML occurred at the transition step n (p =
0.032), where OH adults retained slightly higher MOSML
(100±15 mm) compared to YH adults (87±20 mm).
All participants of both age groups adopted a clear strategy
when performing the lateral maneuvering task. This strategy
involved increases in MOSML to prepare for the transition, and a
rapid return to consistent MOSML from the very first step
following the transition. Similar MOSML modulation strategies
have been adopted by young, healthy subjects navigating
constant-width lane changes [2].

Figure 2: Mean MOSML plotted for steps in the ‘transition phase.’
OH adults chose to transition off of the narrowing beam
sooner, at wider beam widths (p = 0.011; see accompanying
abstract). Thus, while we expected older adults to adopt a more
cautious strategy reflected in how they modulated stability
throughout the transition, it seems this caution was rather applied
to when they performed the transition. Likely, lateral transitions
were perceived as less hazardous than narrow walking.
Significance
Here, competing lateral balance tasks provided insights into older
adults’ preferences for and execution of these challenges. These
preferences may emerge in an effort to retain a maneuvering
strategy that modulates stability similar to that of young adults.
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Introduction
Re o a ion of gai pe fo mance i a majo ehabili a ion goal
af e hip f ac e. Se e al
die ha e indica ed ha ela i el
high in en i e e ci e and end ance aining beginning i mon h po -f ac e co ld benefi gai pe fo mance. Ho e e ,
gai cha ac e i ic of po hip-f ac e eco e a e ill poo l
nde ood. A an ancilla
d of he Comm ni Amb la ion
P ojec [1], hi
d aimed o in e iga e he effec of a
m l icomponen home-ba ed ehabili a ion aining on gai
cha ac e i ic
an ified b pa io empo al a iable , incl ding
h hm, pha e, pace and a mme [2,3]. We h po he i ed ha ,
a he end of he in e en ion, pa icipan in he m l i-componen
in e en ion g o p, compa ed o he con ol in e en ion g o p,
o ld ha e g ea e imp o emen in gai cha ac e i ic .

i hin g o p compa i on a e ho n in Table 1. Bo h PUSH and
PULSE g o p ho ed ignifican imp o emen in mo gai
h hm and pace pa ame e (p<0.05). The no mal alking peed
a 0.741 m/ and 0.698 m/ fo PUSH and PULSE a 16- eek ,
e pec i el , hich a m ch lo e han age-ma ched heal h
ad l (e.g., 1.10-1.20m/ epo ed in he li e a e) [2]. The
PUSH g o p b no he PULSE g o p ho ed imp o ed po
al
con ol fo no mal peed alking and dec ea ed a mme
be een he f ac ed and non-f ac ed ide fo fa
peed
alking (P<0.05).
PUSH
D

a

Ga

N

Methods
S bjec
e e pa of he Comm ni Amb la ion af e Hip
F ac e (CAP) andomi ed clinical ial Mechani ic Pa h a
(CAP-MP) ancilla
d . In CAP-MP, 40 bjec
i h hip
f ac e e e andoml a igned o ei he he m l i-componen
home-ba ed ph ical he ap in e en ion (PUSH) ha foc ed
on lo e e emi
eng h, end ance, balance and f nc ion o
an a en ion con ol in e en ion (PULSE) ha incl ded ac i e
ange of mo ion (AROM) e e ci e and en o le el TENS o
he lo e e emi . Of he e 40 pa icipan , 27 had gai
mea e . The e e e n=14 in PUSH (9 omen, mean
age=77.6.5 8.1 ea , da af e f ac e: 112 36), and n=13 in
PULSE (7 omen, age=79.8 6.8 ea , da af e f ac e:
111 32). Bo h PUSH and PULSE g o p did hei e pec i e
home-ba ed aining o e 16 eek .

R
ace

P
c

A

The GAITRi e S em a
ed o a e gai cha ac e i ic
and balance. Pa icipan
alked ac o
an 8-me e long
in
men ed GAITRi e alk a nde 2 condi ion : p efe ed
ead
a e (no mal) peed and a hei afe fa e
peed o
de e mine pa ial and empo al pa ame e of gai . Each bjec
comple ed 2 ial of each condi ion i h a ho e pe iod
be een ial fo a o al of 4 ial (i.e., 2 ial 2 condi ion ).
Fo each condi ion, al e
e e a e aged o e he o ial .
Walking aid
e e pe mi ed onl
hen he pa icipan
a
nable o alk i ho a i ance. Da a e e ampled a 120 H
and p oce ed ing GAITRi e Pla in m of a e.
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e
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aa ee
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Table 1. Change ( anda d e o ) f om ba eline o 16- eek fo PUSH o
PULSE g o p a he no mal and fa
alking condi ion . * indica e ignifican
change be een he 16- eek and ba eline (p<0.05).

Significance
The effec of a 16- eek m l icomponen home-ba ed
ehabili a ion aining i compa able i h ac i e con ol on gai
pe fo mance fo people i h hip f ac e, a ing a 3-mon h
po -f ac e. Bo h PUSH and PULSE in e en ion p o ided
beneficial effec on gai h hm and pace fo olde ad l af e
hip f ac e. Mo eo e , n il 7-mon h po -f ac e, he gai
pe fo mance of he indi id al i h hip f ac e a ill infe io
o ha of age-ma ched heal h ad l . Long- e m in e en ion
o ld be a an ed fo people o egain hei amb l a ion
f nc ion af e hip f ac e.

Da a e e anal ed ing SAS dio (ba ic e ion 3.8). All 27
pa icpan
i h a lea one ba eline al e e e incl ded. The
effec of aining on he gai o come imp o emen f om
ba eline o 16 eek
a compa ed be een he PUSH and
PULSE g o p
ing a gene al linea mi ed-effec model fi ed
b e ic ed ma im m likelihood. Pa icipan
i h pa ial
mi ing da a e e incl ded in he anal i .

Reference
[1] Maga ine , J., e al. (2019).

Results and Discussion
O e all, he e a no ignifican diffe ence in he mea ed gai
pa ame e o e he 16- eek aining be een he PUSH and
PULSE g o p . Th , o h po he i
a ejec ed. Re l of

[2] Hollman, J. H., e al. (2011).
[3] Thing ad, P., e al. (2015).
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Introd ction
The ind
ial helme i c n ide ed a he m
c mm n and
effec i e e nal
ec i e e i men
ed ce
k- ela ed
a ma ic b ain inj ie [1, 2, 3]. The T e I c n
c i n helme
i he m
c mm nl
ed m del in c n
c i n and
man fac ing. A e e en a i e T e I helme c n i
f a ha d
hell and a
en i n
em. The
en i n
em, hich
icall c n i
f n he ic
en ebbing and band f
m lded n l n
in l, la
an im
an
le in h ck
ab
i n and im ac f ce edi ib i n. In he c en
d ,
e e ed
h
he i ha adding ai b bble c hi ning in
he
en i n
em f a T e I ind
ial helme ill enhance
i h ck ab
i n e f mance.

b bble c hi ning he e i ing
en i n
em b an iall
ed ce he an mi ed eak im ac f ce (i.e., ≪100%).
Significance
O
e l dem n a e ha adding an ai b bble c hi ning
la e
a ba ic T e I c n c i n helme
ld b an iall
enhance he h ck ab
i n e f mance a high im ac f ce ,
iding be e
ec i n. The c nce
f ai b bble h ck
ed c i n ma be in d ced
he helme ind
im
e
he helme
h ck ab
i n e f mance, e eciall f T e I
helme .

Methods
The c en
d
a e f med nl ia T e I im ac e ,
i.e., he im ac n he
c
n f he helme hell [4]. T ical
ff- he- helf T e I c n
c i n helme
e e ili ed in he
d . Helme d
im ac
ial
e e e f med
ing a
c mme cial d
e e machine (HP. Whi e Lab a
,
MD, USA), c m l ing i h he ANSI Z89.1 anda d [5]. The
im ac had a ma f 3.6 kg and a d
ed f m i diffe en
heigh f m 2.00 f (0.59 m) 6.34 f (1.86 m). The an mi ed
im ac f ce
he ba e f he headf m e e mea ed a a
am ling a e f 25 kH . The effec f he ai b bble c hi ning
n he helme
h ck ab
i n e f mance e e e al a ed ia
e g
: g
I ( nm dified helme ) and g
II
(helme
i h ai -b bble c hi ning). The ai -b bble c hi ning
c ni
f
la e
f
ical ai -b bble c hi ning
a
hee (Bl e Ha k, Gilbe , AZ). The ai -b bble c hi ning a
laced be een he headf m and he helme . F
e lica i n
ial e e e f med in each f he d
im ac . A f e h helme
and a f e h c hi ning hee e e ed f each e lica i n ial.

Fig re 1. Peak f ce f
e g
I ( ih
ai b bble
c hi ning) c m a ed i h h e f e g
II ( i h ai b bble
c hi ning). A: Peak f ce. B: Peak f ce ed c i n a i .

Ackno ledgment and Disclaimer
Thi
jec a made
ible h gh a a ne hi
i h he CDC
F nda i n. We an
e e
g a i de
T ne C n c i n
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M al In ance, Z ich In ance, and Ch bb
In ance f hei gene
c n ib i n
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jec ia he CDC
F nda i n.
The finding and c ncl i n in hi e
a e h e f he a h
and
d n nece a il e e en he fficial
i i n f he Na i nal In i e
f Occ a i nal Safe and Heal h, Cen e f Di ea e C n l and
P e en i n. Men i n f an c m an
d c d e n c n i e
end emen b he Na i nal In i e f Occ a i nal Safe and
Heal h, Cen e f Di ea e C n l and P e en i n.

Res lts and Disc ssion
The eak im ac f ce ha e been iden ified f m he f ce- ime
c e f each d
im ac ial. The eak im ac f ce a a
f nc i n f he d
heigh f g
I and II a e h n in Fig.
1A. The ANOVA anal i h
ha he eak an mi ed f ce
be een he
e g
a e ignifican l diffe en (p < 0.002)
hen h ≥ 1.83 m. F
e in g
I, he eak f ce al e
inc ea e g ad all i h he inc ea e in d
heigh f h < 1.73 m
(5.68 f ); hen h > 1.73 m (5.68 f ), eak f ce al e inc ea e
d ama icall . F e in g
II, he eak f ce al e inc ea e
g ad all and e enl
i h he inc ea e in d
heigh f
he
en i e ange f he e ed d
heigh . The a i f he eak f ce
i h he ai b bble c hi ning
ha
ih
ai b bble
c hi ning (𝜼 = 𝑭𝐦𝐚𝐱, 𝒂𝒊𝒓 /𝑭𝐦𝐚𝐱, 𝒏𝒐 𝒂𝒊𝒓 ) i h n in Fig. 1B. I i
een ha he f ce ed c i n a i ( ) a ie li le f h < 1.63 m,
and i hen dec ea e d ama icall i h inc ea ing d
heigh . A
malle d
heigh (h < 1.63 m), he ai b bble c hi ning ha
li le effec n he im ac f ce ed c i n (i.e.,
100%),
he ea f highe d
heigh (h > 1.63 m), adding he ai
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Introduction
Surgical training is often supplemented with simulated
procedures using animal models. Representative animal
models have been developed to simulate difficult procedures
and prepare surgeons for real-time patient surgical operations
[1]. The goal of these simulated procedures is to challenge the
surgeon, both mentally and physically, above the standard,
baseline procedure. Challenging surgical procedures may
require additional time to complete and lead to increased
muscular fatigue [2]. Muscle fatigue can be detected by
quantifying muscle activity frequency. A decrease in the
median muscle frequency is indicative of muscle fatigue [2].
The purpose of this study was to validate the increased
difficulty of an experimental artery and vein anastomosis rat
model by demonstrating that surgeons experience muscular
fatigue compared to the standard, control model.

Figure 1: Each data point represents the median frequency for a 500
ms block for right thenar group (dominant hand) for the control (top)
and experimental (bottom) conditions. The vertical lines divide the
procedure into time blocks (in order): basic exposure, vessel
isolation, clamp 1, and clamp 2

Comparison of the slopes of the median frequency during
vessel isolation between conditions (control=-0.0805,
R2=0.0087; experimental=-0.3689, R2=0.8742) demonstrated a
decrease in frequency during the experimental condition
compared to the control condition (Figure 2).

Methods
One seventh year neurosurgery resident was evaluated. The
participant performed two procedures, first with the control
model followed by the experimental model.
Surface
electrodes were placed bilaterally on the following muscles:
thenar group (TG), flexor digitorum profundus (FDP), and
extensor carpi radialis (ECR). EMG signals were obtained
using a standalone system (MA-720 system Motion Lab
Systems Motion Lab Systems, Inc., Baton Rouge, LA) and
collected at 2400Hz for 30 seconds at two minute intervals
over the entire procedure. Raw data files were converted to
ASCII format files (RData2, Motion Lab Systems Motion Lab
Systems, Inc., Baton Rouge, LA) before processing with
custom Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) software routines.
For each data collection epoch, the median frequency was
calculated for 500 ms blocks for each muscle using nonstationary signal analysis [3]. These slope of median
frequencies over time was calculated for each 30 second data
collection for each muscle. The procedure was divided into
four time blocks: basic exposure, vessel isolation, clamp 1 and
clamp 2. The overall slopes during each time block for each
time block and condition was determined.

.

Figure 2: Each data point represents the average slope of the median
frequencies for 500 ms blocks during a 30 second data collection
during the vessel isolation. The dashed line is the overall slope of the
control condition and the solid line is the overall slope of the
experimental condition during the vessel isolation.

The decrease in frequency of the TG during vessel
isolation demonstrated that there was muscle fatigue during
this portion of the procedure. The presence of TG fatigue
supports the hypothesis that the experimental model was more
challenging than the control model.

Results and Discussion
The control and experimental procedures lasted 90 and 84
minutes, respectively. Bilaterally, the median frequency for
the FDP and the ECR did not change between time blocks or
across conditions, hich ma be d e
he
ge n
e.
The forearms were supported for both procedures. Notably,
f
he
ge n d minan hand ( igh ide), he e a a
difference in the median frequency for the TG during the
vessel isolation portion of the procedure between the
experimental and control conditions (Figure 1). The
experimental model was designed to be more challenging
during the vessel isolation portion due to increased scaring.

Significance
The presence of dominant hand TG muscle fatigue
demonstrated that the experimental condition was more
difficult than the control condition. This technique can be used
to study ergonomics during surgical procedures.
References
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Introduction
Hammers have different inertial properties including overall
rotational inertia and the symmetry of inertia. The relationship
between the overall inertia and symmetry influences object
effectiveness as a hammering tool [1]. Hammering is repetitive,
but with variable movement. It is unknown if how the hammer
movement varies is different for different hammers.
The purpose of this study was to use recurrence
quantification analysis (RQA) to quantify the non-linear
dynamics of the hammer movement in order to determine if the
predictabily and complexity of movement variance are related to
hammer rotational inertia properties. RQA has been used
previously to analyse the structure of hand motion variability in
experts compared to novice hammerers [2], and to analyse
motion when objects were wielded with intention to perceive
object dimension compared to no intention [3]. The objective
here was to examine the role of hammer inertia and symmetry of
inertia. The hypothesis was that hammers with greater rotational
inertia symmetry would result in a swinging movement that is
more regular but more complex.

Results and Discussion
Pairs of hammers with similar overall inertia demonstrated
different RQA parameters. %REC of hammer swinging motion
was different between H2 and H3 (p=0.0001) and H3 and H4
(p=0.003) (Fig. 2). %DET was different between H2 and H3
(p=0.003). For Entropy, there was a difference between H2 and
H3 (p=0.002) and H3 and H4 (p=0.001).
The greater %REC found for the more inertia symmetric but
shorter handled hammers indicates that that movement is more
non-linearly autocorrelated, i.e. movement is more regular.
Higher %DET indicates the recurrence is more predictable.
Entropy is a measure of complexity in the deterministic structure
of the time series. Increased Entropy for shorter handle hammers
indicates the recurrence is more disordered, with greater
adaptability of the movement to meet task demands.
The movement of shorter handle, more inertia symmetric
hammers was more regular, less random and of greater
complexity. The lack of significant differences between H1 and
any other hammer, combined with the lack of differences
between H2 and H4, suggests that inertia symmetry does not
uniquely affect how hammer movement varies. Rather, handle
length, possibly combined with familiarity with the tool and its
inertia, may be a more important influence of how the movement
varies.

Methods
Marker data were collected with VICON from male subjects
(N=23) repetitively swinging hammers (Fig. 1). Overall
rotational inertia for pairs of hammers (H1-H2 and H3-H4,
respectively) was approximately equal. Inertia symmetry of H2
and H4 were 3 and 7 times, respectively, the symmetry of H1 and
H3 (approximately equal).
Angular velocity of the hammer swing waveform was
analysed with RQA. For 3 hammer swings from each trial, the
phase space was constructed using the optimal lag (4 samples)
and embedding dimension (m=2), determined from a trial-anderror process [4]. Recurrence plots were constructed using a
radius of 10% of the maximum Euclidean norm between data
points in the reconstructed phase space with at least two points
defining a line segment required for determinism.
Recurrence plots (Fig. 1c) are created by darkening pixels
when the waveform revisits the same neighbourhood in phase
space. Recurrence rate (%REC), percent determinism (%DET)
and Entropy measures the pattern of darkened pixels. RQA
measures were assessed with ANOVA and t-tests with
Bonferroni correction for pairwise comparisons.

a

b

*

*

*

*
*

Figure 2: RQA measures for hammers 1-4. * significant difference.

Significance
Results suggest resilency of motor control to altered inertial
properties (overall inertia and symmetry). Handle length likely
affects how the hammer movement varies more so than inertia
symmetry. Similar techniques may be useful for understanding
how subjects move objects differently including tools for manual
labor, prostheses, or implements used in sport.
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H1 H2 H3 H4
Figure 1: Repetitive swinging (a) of hammers (b); Recurrence plot (c).
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Introduction
Long periods of sitting have many detrimental health effects, yet
American adults still spend an average of 6.4 hours/day seated
[1]. Many companies have adopted sit-stand desks (SSDs) in the
workplace as an attempt to promote employee health, decrease
sedentarism, and reduce musculoskeletal ailments. It is unknown
whether intervention approaches directed towards decreasing
sedentary behaviors through SSD prescription result in long-term
behavioral changes in office workers. While previous studies
have noted decreases in sitting time from SSD adoption in the
short term [2,3,4] whether these changes last in the long-term is
ambiguous. If SSDs are poised to serve as a solution to office
place sedentarism, data on long-term SSD utilization is critical.

decreased their sitting time by 30-50% during the 12-week study
period. While participants increased their daily sitting time 12-24
months after study completion, this was not significant (p = .13).
Sitting time at follow-up remained significantly lower (p < .001)
than participants’ baseline values prior to SSD implementation.
Limitations of this study include the small sample and the low
response rate/loss to follow up. Participants were also highly
motivated to use SSDs and were provided the workstations as an
incentive for participation in the original study. The original
study included a control group and an intervention group
(received a structured approach to increasing their standing time
over the 12-week period and a home exercise program), however
those groups are not analyzed separately here due to the small
group sizes.

Previous work investigated the impact of a structured program
for transitioning from seated to standing work, with SSDs
provided to office workers [4]. The current study seeks to explore
whether participants in the previous study maintained decreased
sitting time long-term through a follow-up survey. We expected
participants to have similar sitting minutes/day to those reported
upon completion of the previous study.

These findings suggest that the decreased sitting time observed
when office workers are provided with SSDs persists over time,
even in the absence of continued encouragement and/or
structured instruction.
Significance
While beneficial effects have been found in the short-term with
standing workstation implementation in office settings, the
longer term benefits have been unclear. Findings from this study
demonstrate office workers maintain decreased sedentary
behaviors at work for a period of 12-24 months following
adoption of standing work solutions. Office workers who are
motivated to try standing desks at work can be expected to benefit
through decreased sitting time long-term.

Methods
Individuals who had formerly completed a previous study
investigating effects of a targeted intervention on standing
tolerance were invited to participate in the current follow-up
study. Study participants were required to be employed full-time
(> 32 hours/week) in an office setting at a primary desk job.
QualtricsXM survey software (Provo, UT) was used for this study.
Pattern of use information including number of hours worked and
percentage of time spent sitting and standing during the previous
7 days using the Occupational Sitting and Physical Activity
Questionnaire (OSPAQ) [4].
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Sitting minutes per day from the follow-up survey were
compared with the baseline sitting minutes and final (end-point
of previous study) sitting minutes. Sitting minutes were entered
into a repeated measures ANOVA for the 3 time-points with
Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests for post hoc multiple
comparisons.
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Results and Discussion
Of the 32 original participants, 20 agreed to participate and 12
were lost to follow-up for a response rate of 62.5%. One
participant no longer had their SSD, this participant’s data was
excluded. Time since completing the original study was 19.8 ±
4.2 months (range 12-24 months).
Prior to enrollment in the original study (baseline), participants
reported sitting 461.7 ± 86.6 min/day. At study completion,
participants reported sitting 289.0 ± 96.3 min/day. In this followup survey, participants reported sitting 342.0 ± 111.9 min/day.
As reported previously [4], participants in the original study
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Introduction
Development of sophisticated microsurgical skills can be
obtained through training with animal models. A rodent model
has been developed to simulate the physical and psychological
challenges inherent to operating under subarachnoid
haemorrhage conditions [1] with the goal of preparing surgeons
for a high-stakes procedure at the end of a fatiguing event.
Individuals with normal upper-extremity physiology will have a
tremor at an 8-12 Hz frequency during times of stress, anxiety
and physical exertion [2-3]. This tremor can be used to identify
surgeon fatigue. The purpose of this study was to validate the
increased difficulty of an experimental artery and vein
anastomosis rat model by demonstrating that surgeons
experience increased hand tremor compared to the standard,
control model.
Methods
In this pilot study, a sixth year neurosurgery resident was
evaluated. The subject performed two surgeries: artery and vein
anastomosis on a control and experimental rat model. Tremor
measurements were acquired using two single axis piezoelectric
accelerometers (Type 8640A, Kistler, Novi, MI) affixed to each
thumb on the dorsum of the distal third aspect of the 1st
metacarpal. The accelerometers were attached to a piezotron
coupler (Type 5114, Kistler, Novi, MI) and the data was
acquired continuously at 100 Hz ( NI-USB-6225, National
Instruments, Austin, TX,).
Median and low pass filters were applied to the raw
piezoelectric signals to remove noise and separate the
acceleration components due to gravity and bodily motion (BA)
[4]. The BA was low-pass filtered at 20Hz and a 512-point FastFourier transform (FFT) was calculated. Power spectral
densities (PSD) were calculated from the FFT and median
frequency was found for each data block. The procedure was
divided into four categories: basic exposure, vessel isolation,
clamp 1 and clamp 2. The median frequencies for both left and
right hands were assessed over time for the control and
experimental condition. For each surgical category, the
proportion of time above 8Hz was calculated. A Z-test statistic
was calculated to determine if there was a difference in the
portion of time between the experimental and control
procedures. Significance was set to p<0.05.

Figure 1: Median frequency of thumb tremor over time for control and
experimental conditions. Each data point represents the median
frequency for a 512 ms block for the Clamp 1 and 2 portions of the
control (blue) and experimental (red) surgeries. Frequencies above the
vertical line at 8 Hz indicate fatigue induced tremor.

The experimental model increased scar tissue formation,
resulting in more challenging vessel isolation, indicated by the
increased time spent on this portion of the procedure. While
differences in median frequencies were not found during vessel
isolation, the increased scarring of the experimental model acted
as a fatiguing event for the subsequent Clamp 1 and Clamp 2
steps.
Significance
An experimental animal model has been design to replicate the
physical and psychological challenges to a neurosurgeon
performing a high stakes surgical procedure. The efficacy of the
model is documented by the increased surgeon tremor compared
to the control model. The ability to quantify surgeon fatigue
allows for the quantitative assessment of model fidelity and
analysis of a surgeon’s ergonomic profiles throughout surgical
tasks.
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Results and Discussion
The experimental procedure lasted longer than the control (93
and 71 minutes, respectively), with the vessel isolation portion
taking 4 times longer in the experimental procedure (28 and 7
minutes, respectively). The surgeon experienced tremor
bilaterally, with tremors occurring during the vessel isolation,
clamp 1 and clamp 2 portions for both surgeries. There was a
statistically significant increase in the median frequencies above
8Hz during the experimental conditions for the surgeon’s
dominant hand (right) during the clamp 1 (p<0.00001) and
clamp 2 (p=0.005) portions of the surgery (Figure 1).
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In od c ion
Walking, r nning, i ing, and leeping all req ire ome amo n
of me abolic energ con mp ion in h man . Na rall , h man
prefer o op imi e heir energ con mp ion hen performing a
a k beca e doing o mean le energ i req ired, h
allo ing he h man o ma imi e he a ailable energ he ha e
lef .
In he pa half cen r , me abolic energ e pendi re
(MEE) model ha e ima e energ e pendi re ha e been
de eloped b ei her ing m cle a e or b
ing join
d namic [1,2]. A recen compari on be een energ model a
performed b Koele ijn e al. (2019) and fo nd ha m clea e-ba ed model performed be er han he join -ba ed model
[3]. I appear ha he m cle-ba ed me abolic model are more
reliable, b he req ire m cle informa ion.
If m cle informa ion i no a ailable, he join pace-ba ed
MEE offer a more con enien op ion hen calc la ing energ
con mp ion. Therefore, he objec i e of hi ork i o compare
he energ con mp ion calc la ion acc rac among
o
er ion of a join -ba ed energ con mp ion model. I i
e pec ed ha he la e model ill perform be er han i
predece or.

ha a ead increa e a he incline increa e from do nhill o
phill, hich i in i i e. Ye , i appear ha bo h model do no
adj
ell o he incline change, here each of he graph in
Fig re 1 ha e er li le difference in magni de and do no
follo
he ead increa e in energ co a een in he
e perimen al da a.

Me hod
Thi
d
e e perimen al da a pro ided b Koele ijn e al.
(2019). The
d recr i ed 12 indi id al ( e : 6 male o 6
female ; age: 24 5 ; eigh : 70 12 kg; heigh : 1.73 0.08
m) and mea red me abolic co
ing indirec calorime r hile
alking a
o pace (0.8 m/ and 1.3 m/ ) d ring hree incline
(0%, 8% , and -8%). Thi da a i a ailable for do nload online.
In he li era re here are o join pace-ba ed MEE model
(Kim and Rober , 2015; Rober e al., 2016). In Koele ijn e al.
(2019), he older join pace-ba ed model (Kim and Rober ,
2015) calc la ed MEE al e ba ed on he e perimen al
cenerio . In hi
d , MEE al e from he ne join paceba ed model (Rober e al., 2016) ere al o calc la ed. In he
calc la ion, he follo ing inp are needed: a k d ra ion, join
orq e , join eloci ie , and ma im m knee orq e. All inp
ere a ailable o
e cep for ma im m knee orq e. An
e ima ed a erage ma im m knee orq e al e of 212.4 Nm and
107.6 Nm a
ed for men and omen, re pec i el . The
energ co
a normali ed b di iding he energ co (W) b
he par icipan ma (kg) and peed (m/ ). A roo mean q ared
error (RMSE) calc la ion a
ed o a e ho
ell each
model performed. All cenario
ed n = 12, b n = 11 a
ed
for do nhill alking a 1.3 m/ beca e one bjec did no ha e
e perimen al da a for hi ca e.

Fig

e 1: Calc la ed and mea red me abolic co .

Table 1: Roo mean q are error (J/kg/m) be een he calc la ed and
mea red me abolic co for bo h model . (The bolded n mber 0.8 and
1.3 are he peed of alking in m/ .)
Downhill
Level
Uphill
Model
.
.
.
.
.
.
Roberts
0. 1
0.32
2.0
1. 1
.3
.0
Kim
0.
0.
1. 2
1. 3
3.
3.3

Significance
The primar ad an age o he join pace-ba ed MEE approach i
ha here i no need for m cle informa ion, hich can be helpf l
hen anal ing f ll bod mo ion
i h limi ed m cle
informa ion. I i impor an o erif
he her he p bli hed join
pace MEE model acc ra el predic me abolic energ co for
ario applica ion . The finding in hi ork demon ra e ha
here a ome impro emen in he join -ba ed MEE modelling,
b here i ill a need o f r her de elop he join pace-ba ed
model hich can acco n for incline.
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Thi re earch a f nded b
Pre iden ial Fello hip.
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Re l and Di c ion
The re l in Fig re 1 ho he calc la ed MEE from he o
model and he mea red me abolic co . Table 1 con ain he
RMSE al e for each model d ring each cenario. Kim model
i more acc ra e han Rober model hen performing le el and
phill alking a bo h pace . Ho e er, hen alking do nhill,
Rober ha a be er e ima ion. The e perimen al me abolic co
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Introduction
In some occupational or sport activities, workers or athletes need
to make repetitive deep squatting motions or maintain deep
squatting postures for extended periods of time. These
unfavourable knee postures may cause excessive loading in the
knee joint, thereby leading to the initiation and development of
osteochondritis dissecans (OCD) and osteoarthritis (OA) [1,2].
During deep squatting motions, the posterior aspect of the shank
comes into contact with the posterior thigh, which will result in a
compressive force within the soft tissues. The goal of the current
study is to quantify in vivo knee joint loading during deep
squatting using a dynamic biomechanical model that includes the
effects of the interface contact between posterior thigh and shank.

mass inertial effects of the body segments and by the muscular
forces that are needed to maintain the dynamic balance. The
maximal difference between the predicted and measured ground
reaction force was approximately 0.01 BW, indicating the
agreement between the model predictions and the experiments.
Significance
We demonstrated via the biomechanical modelling that, in a deep
knee flexion posture, the contact between posterior thigh and
shank will result in a compressive force within the soft tissues
around the joint, substantially affecting the joint loading. The
model prediction supports the epidemiological observations that
occupational or sports activities that require extended squatting
are associated with higher prevalence of knee OCD and ORS.

Methods
Inverse dynamical analysis was performed based on the data
collected from a healthy male subject (mass 70 kg, height 1.68
m), who performed five deep, heel-up squatting tasks at a selfselected pace (Fig. 1a-b). A 14-camera system (Vicon) captured
marker trajectories at 100 Hz, and the ground reaction forces
were collected at 1,000 Hz via two force plates (Bertec). The
interface contact pressures between the posterior thigh and shank
were measured using a pressure sensor film (TekScan) (Fig. 1a).
An existing, whole body model with detailed anatomical
components of the knee (AnyBody v7.0) has been customized to
fit the current study (Fig. 1b). The knee model includes bony
segments of the tibia, femur, and patella (Fig. 1c). The motions
of the tibiofemoral (TF) and patellofemoral (PF) joints are
represented by 11-degrees-of-freedom (DOF), in which TF joint
has six-DOF and PF joint has five-DOF. The model includes a
total of 159 muscles in the lower extremity.

Disclaimer
The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the authors and
do not necessarily represent the official position of the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
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Results and Discussion
The calculated normal contact forces in PF and TF joint are
shown in Fig. 1d and 1e, respectively. The curves represent the
average values obtained from five squatting cycles. The model
prediction shows that, at the deepest squatting posture (knee
flexion of 120 degrees), the maximal PF and TF joint contact
forces including the posterior thigh/shank contact are
approximately 58% and 43%, respectively, of those that ignore
the posterior thigh/shank contact. The model prediction shows
that the PF contact force, without considering the posterior
thigh/shank contact effects, reached about 3.80 times BW at a
deep squatting posture, which is consistent with previous studies
[3]. The measured peak thigh/shank contact force at each leg was
approximately 43% BW in the current study, which is
comparable to a previous study [4].

Figure 1. Experimental set-up, biomechanical model, and model
predictions. (a). Measurement of shank/thigh contact pressure in
human subject tests. (b). Biomechanical modelling to calculate the
joint loading during squatting. (c). The definitions of the force
directions in PF and TF joints. (d-e) Calculated PF (d) and TF (e)
contact force as a function of knee flexion. The solid lines ( Con )
and the dashed lines ( no Con ) are he res l s incl ding and i ho
including the effects of the posterior thigh/shank contact,
respectively. The joint contact forces are normalized using the body
weight (BW).

There was no direct validation for the model. We tried to validate
our model indirectly with the experimental observations in two
aspects. First, at a static upright standing posture (i.e., knee
flexion = 0 degree), the model prediction on one-leg TF contact
force was about 0.5 BW, which is physiologically reasonable.
Secondly, the predicted time histories of the ground reaction
forces agree reasonably well with the experimental
measurements (results not shown). The ground reaction force
fluctuation during the squatting task is caused by the dynamic
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Introduction
Back injuries are prominent in work-related musculoskeletal
disorder (MSD) cases, especially among those who regularly and
manually handle materials [1]. In aim to reduce fatigue and
prevent MSD-related injuries at workplace, passive exoskeletons
have been developed and adopted in the industries involving
material handling, while powered back-assist exoskeletons are
still at the early development stage worldwide. In this preliminary
study, we evaluated a Japanese powered lumbar-support
exoskeleton during a pace-controlled lifting task, where the
users’ muscle activities, heart rate, cerebral oxygenation and
rating of perceived exertion (RPE) were assessed.

to the NoExo condition, while the O2Hb values decreased in the
Exo condition for Subejct B.
This pilot study showed promising results of using a powered
lumbar-support exoskeleton during a repetitive lifting task.
Besides the common evaluation measurements such as muscle
activity and heart rate, the cerebral oxygenation demonstrated a
possible measure to assess performance of exoskeletons. The
prefrontal cortex oxygenation appeared to respond to the
subject’s perceived effort, which was similar to findings in a
previous study [2]. The variations of the user experience and
product performace were observed in this small pilot study. More
comprehensive evaluations in a large subject pool are expected in
the future.

Methods
In this pilot study, two subjects (age = 46 ± 25 years old; height
= 167.9 ± 0.2 cm; weight = 73.4 ± 11.9 kg) performed 30 times
of pace-controlled lifting movements—lifting a 20-lb wooden
tray from ankle to hip height at a pace of one lift per 10 seconds
guided by a metronome. The subject repeated the 30-lifting task
for two conditions: without wearing the exoskeleton (NoExo) and
while wearing the powered lumbar-supoort exoskeleton (Exo).
The activations of 16 major leg and torso muscles (vastus
lateralis, biceps femoris, semitendinosus, thoracic erector spinae,
lumbar erector spinae, multifidus, latissimus doris and abdominal
external oblique on both sides) were measured by a wireless
surface electromyography (EMG) system (Noraxon U.S.A. Inc.,
Scottsdale, AZ). The heart rate was recorded by a 3-lead
Biomonitor (Noraxon U.S.A. Inc.,Scottsdale, AZ). The cerebral
oxygenations were measured by a 8-channel functional nearinfrared spectroscopy system (fNIRS) (OctaMon+, Artinis
Medical Systems B.V., Netherlands). Six long fNIRS channels
with 30-mm inter-optode distances were positioned over the
prefrontal cortical areas acoording to the international EEG 1020 system (left: Fp1, F3 and F7; right: Fp2, F4 and F8). Two short
separation channels with 10-mm inter-optode distances measured
solely the extracerebral signals and were used to remove the
“noisy” components from the long channels. Additionally, RPE
scores (0: no exertion, 10: exhausted) were collected at the end
of the lifting task in each condition.

Significance
Our results demonstrate promising applications of powered
exoskeletons in industries involving manual material handling.
Along with muscle activity and heart rate, cerebral oxygenation
manifests the potential to complement the evaluations of the
effectiveness of exoskeletons.

Results and Discussion
The average heart rate during the 30-lifitng task was reduced 6%
in the Exo condition compared to the NoExo condition for both
subjects. The effects of wearing the powered exoskeleton on the
users’ muscle activities, cerebral oxygenation and self-reported
RPE values varied between the two subjects. Although both
subjects reported samller RPE values (less perceived effort) for
EXO condition compared to the NoExo condition, the reduction
in the RPE scores is much larger in Subject A (4 vs. 8) than in
Subject B (3 vs. 4). Compared to the NoExo condition, reductions
in leg and back muscle activations were also found to be more
pronounced in subject A (ranged from -3% to -26%). The
oxyhaemoglobin (O2Hb) values of Subject A in the left
prefrontal cortical area increased in the Exo condition compared

Figure 1. A subject performed 30 lifts of a 20-lb box from ankle

to hip height at a rate of one lift per 10 seconds. The muscle
acitivies, heart rate and cerebral oxygenation were measured
simultaneously by EMG, Biomonitor and a fNIRS system.
Disclaimer
The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the authors and
do not necessarily represent the official position of the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
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Introduction
Prolonged inactivity during work hours is a major factor that
leads to various health issues in office workers [1]. Frequent
movement is essential to promote blood and nutrient flow,
especially in the intervertebral discs as they are avascular organs
[2]. Standing desks promote movement, however, standing for
long periods of time has been associated with musculoskeletal
disorders, pain, and discomfort of the feet and legs [3]. Current
research suggests a need for other positions which can provide
changes in body posture without subjecting the legs to large
loads. The goal of this study was to compare the joint angles, joint
moments and loading on the body between seated, a new type of
mid-seated posture and standing.

than the seated posture (12.55%) but significantly lower than
standing (96.54%). It is interesting to note that even while
ea ed in he mid po
e, he pel i a able o be mo ed o a
point halfway between the seated and standing postures. This is
shown by the change in pelvic tilt angles and also supports a
change in lumbar curvature (Table 1). The openness angle was
smallest in the seated posture and largest in the standing posture.
Previous research has shown that a larger openness angle is
correlated to an increased lordotic lumbar curvature [5]. This
change in lumbar curvature is good as it promotes nutrient
transport in intervertebral discs which are avascular.
All the maximum joint moments were smaller for M-S
motion compared to Sit-S motion. Moving from the mid-seated
position to standing put lower load on the joints than standing
directly from the seated posture. The Sit-M motion had smaller
joint moments in the knee and ankle joints compared to Sit-S
motion. However, the hip moment was the largest in the Sit-M
motion. The hip moment was largest because participants had to
lean forward to move the seat into the second position, which
resulted in larger moment arm for the torso weight. Although this
may be similar to when people lean forward to adjust seat height.

Methods
Twenty consenting participants (ten males and ten females) were
recruited. An 11-camera motion capture system and force plate
were used for this study. Reflective markers were attached on
various anatomical landmarks. The participants were asked to
conduct a computer task in three different postures, spending
fifteen minutes in each posture. The postures were: seated, midseated, and standing. The mid-seated posture was with a slightly
bent knee, in an elevated chair with their feet on the ground.
Marker position and force data were collected for every posture
and during transition between postures. Data for all postures and
motions were collected for 20 participants. Additionally, a subset of three participants returned to the lab to conduct movements
directly from seated to the standing position.
Pelvic tilt (angle between the pelvic plane and horizontal)
and openness angle (angle between the thorax and pelvis) were
calculated for all postures (Figure1). Inverse dynamics was used
to compute joint moments at the ankle, knee and hips in the
sagittal plane for transition between three postures, also referred
to as dynamic motions. The motions were: seated-to-mid-seated
(Sit-M), mid-seated-to-standing (M-S), and seated-to-standing
(Sit-S). Anthropometric data for calculating joint loads were
taken from Winter [4].

Table 1 Average joint angles and standard deviations in degrees across
the subject pool for each posture
Angles
Seated
Mid-seated
Standing
Pelvic Tilt
15.3 (6.6)
6.3 (6.6)
-8.4 (7.6)
Openness

96.7 (15.7)

102.1 (14.0)

116.5 (17.1)

To summarize, the mid-seated posture provided a pelvic and
lumbar posture closer to that of standing, while subjecting the feet
to a lower load than in standing. Standing from the mid-seated
posture was easier on the joints than from the standard seated
posture as it produced lower moments. A mid-seated posture is
another possibility for office workers who wish to achieve
postural change without increasing loading on the feet or legs.
Significance
Based on our data, one can say that the mid-seated posture
provides the benefit of both sitting and standing. It reduces the
load on the feet and legs in comparison to standing and is easier
to stand from in comparison to the seated posture. Change of
position from the seated posture to mid-seated posture also
provides motion to the joints and lumbar region. Thus, the mid
seated posture provides an excellent additional working posture.
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Figure 1: Vector overlay diagram of pelvic tilt angle and openness angle
in seated, mid-seated and standing postures. The angle between pelvis
plane (blue) and horizontal (green) gives pelvic tilt ( ) and he angle
between pelvis plane and torso (red) gives opennes angle ( )

Results and Discussion
The average ground reaction force expressed as the percent of
body weight in mid-seated posture (16.41%) was slightly higher
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Introduction
Manual wheelchair use is associated with a high incidence of
shoulder pain and pathology [1]. However, previous reports have
found that children and adults with pediatric-onset SCI have less
pain than adults with adult-onset SCI. Presence of pain is
associated with decreased shoulder range of motion (ROM) [2,3],
which may suggest why self-reported pain is less prevalent in
pediatric wheelchair users than in adult wheelchair users [1,4].
Moreover, increased ROM and within-subject variability in
human movement is important for improved function and
reducing the risk of overuse injuries [5]; however, differences in
these metrics between pediatric and adult manual wheelchair
users remain unknown. The purpose of this study was to
investigate differences in glenohumeral (GH) joint ROM and
subject variability during propulsion in pediatric and adult
manual wheelchair users with SCI.
Methods
Fifteen pediatric manual wheelchair users with SCI (12.2 ± 3.8
years) and eleven adult manual wheelchair users with adult-onset
SCI (31.4 ± 15.8 years) participated in this study. A 15-camera
Vicon T-Series motion capture system (Vicon Motion Systems,
Oxford, UK) was used to collect 3-dimensional (3D) kinematic
data at 120 Hz. Twenty-seven passive markers were placed on
each subject to implement our validated upper extremity inverse
dynamics model [6]. Subjects performed multiple trials of
manual wheelchair propulsion at a self-selected speed on a level,
tile floor using their own wheelchair. Mean GH joint
adduction/abduction, internal/external rotation, and flexion/
extension ROM was calculated across multiple strokes for each
subject. Data were plotted with respect to age using quantile
regression models for 0.10 and 0.90 quantile levels to display
within- and between-subject variability (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Glenohumeral joint ROM for internal/external rotation
with respect to age. Each vertical scatterplot is one subject’s data
(each stroke is a dot and the subject’s mean is the large, open circle
(pediatric) and solid circle (adult)). Narrowing of 10% and 90%
quantile lines demonstrates the decrease in variability with age.

recommendations for promoting the preservation of the shoulder
are antiquated and are applicable only to adults [8]. This research
indicates the necessity for identifying manual wheelchair
propulsion best practices for children and across the lifespan to
decrease the trend of shoulder pain and pathology. Research is
underway with a larger population of children and adults with
both pediatric- and adult-onset SCI. Ultimately this will enchance
physical and occupational therapy interventions to improve
mobility and quality of life for all wheelchair users with SCI.

Results and Discussion
GH joint ROM variability significantly decreased in the coronal
and transverse planes. Pediatric manual wheelchair users
exhibited greater GH joint variability in adduction/abduction and
internal/external rotation ROM compared to adult manual
wheelchair users (Figure 1). Findings of this study support the
notion that movement variability decreases with age [5]. That is,
overuse motions increase and may explain the higher prevalence
of shoulder pain reported by those with adult-onset SCI compared
to pediatric-onset SCI, despite controlling for age and years of
wheelchair use [1,4]. Results also support previous research that
found pediatric wheelchair users use highly variable upper
extremity biomechanics and propulsion patterns compared to
adult wheelchair users [4, 7].
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Significance
Implications of this research can be largely impactful for manual
wheelchair users across the lifespan with SCI. Current
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differ from SINGLE. UW had a similar rotation range of
motions as SINGLE, and when they differed, it was by less
than 5 degrees.
Our results agree with a previous systematic review
[2], in that many of the monitors and tasks produced nonneutral neck postures. As hypothesized, the specific task
influenced if a person was in a non-neutral neck angle when
using a given monitor configuration. Interestingly, the UW
monitor had similar median neck rotation and range of
motions to SINGLE despite an increased screen area (33 s.
24 diagonal). The UW monitor also reduced neck rotation
median and range compared to other large screen set-ups such
as dual monitors and secondary laptops.

Introduction
The average size of a computer screen has increased from
19.5 in 2011 to 21.6 in 2019 [1]. A systematic review on
dual monitor usage found that users strongly preferred
multiple monitors; however, users may be in non-neutral neck
postures while using them [2]. Biomechanics driven studies
have also only looked at monitors 15-17 in size [2], which is
below the average size used today [1]. The purpose of this
study was to determine the effects of computer monitor
configuration on neck kinematics. We hypothesized that
specific monitor configurations would allow for a neutral neck
posture; however, this may be task dependent.
Methods
We recruited 17 graduate students with no current head, neck,
back, or upper extremity injuries. Participants came into the
lab six different days, and each day used a different monitor
configuration (Figure 1). Each day, participants completed
five tasks [3] consistent with multiple display use:
copy/pasting, information comparison, referencing while
preparing a document, drag/dropping (not shown), and
monitoring information (not shown). Participants neck
rotation was tracked using a motion capture system (Qualysis
AB) with markers placed on the head and trunk. The
participant performed five 10-minute tasks that were
randomized each day. Angles were calculated using Visual3D
(v6, C-Motion Inc). Neck rotation angle median and range of
motion were calculated using an amplitude probability
distribution function. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA
was conducted for each task with a factor of monitor
configuration. Tukey post-hoc tests were used to evaluate
significant main effects. Significance was set at p=.05.

(SINGLE

(LAPTOP)

(UW)

(SECONDARY)

Table 1: Median neck angles and neck range of motion values for
compare, copy/paste, and reference tasks. Note: Mean (standard
deviation) presented. For median, negative = right axial rotation. ^, *
denotes significant differences.
Single
Median Neck Rotation
7.5
Compare
(5.0)
-1.9
Copy/Paste
(4.4)
-0.9
Reference
(5.0)
Range of Motion
10.6
Compare
(4.9)
12.5
Copy/Paste
(6.3)
14.0
Reference
(5.3)

UW

Dual

Laptop Second Portrait

8.7
(4.4)
-2.1
(4.8)
-3.4
(5.1)

9.0
(6.6)
-5.0
(7.0)
-5.8
(6.8)

1.4*
(6.1)
-12.0*
(9.0)
-11.4*
(5.1)

1.1*
(4.9)
-12.8*
(6.8)
-15.7*
(8.5)

0.0*
(4.9)
-12.8*
(6.8)
-13.7*
(7.0)

15.3^
(6.5)
16.7
(9.6)
16.0
(6.3)

21.9*
(9.5)
23.2*
(10.9)
21.4*
(9.3)

19.6*
(6.8)
24.7*
(10.4)
22.3*
(8.3)

20.2*
(7.6)
24.6*
(9.2)
24.0*
(8.0)

19.4*
(6.8)
23.7*
(8.1)
22.3*
(8.2)

Significance
A larger screen area means more area to scan while working;
however, our study found that a 33 UW did not alter neck
kinematics compared to a 24 single monitor. As a result, the
UW monitor may be more appropriate for office workers
compared to one single monitor or two dual monitors.
Research on the actual implementation and effect of UW
monitors on a user over the course of the day is still limited.
As a result, future studies should look at the proper distance
for an UW monitor and the potential increase in hand
movement when operating a mouse.

(DUAL)

(PORTRAIT)

Figure 1: Monitor configurations.

Results and Discussion
There was a main effect of configuration for the median neck
rotation angle (p<.001). SINGLE, UW, and DUAL (centered
monitors) were significantly different (p<.001) than the offcenter configurations (Table 1). The UW monitor was never
significantly different from SINGLE.
There was a main effect of configuration for range of
motion (p<.001) for all tasks. SINGLE and UW had the
smallest range of motions for these three tasks (Table 1). The
other four monitors were significantly different (p<.001) than
SINGLE and UW. The UW monitor did not significantly
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Introduction
For many years, sitting was thought to be a risk factor for low
back pain development in sedentary jobs [1,2], however more
recently, metanalyses and systematic reviews has suggested that
this is not the case [3]. Regardless of whether sitting is the cause
of low back pain or not, some individuals will develop low back
discomfort while sitting, whereas other people will not [4].
Previous studies describe the complexity of pain and have
identified age, sex, and mental health [5], flexibility [6], and
health status [7] as predictors of chronic low back pain
development however, no study has examined which factors
could be used to predict the development of self-reported low
back pain in healthy, working individuals.

Results and Discussion
The binary logistic regression did not identify any significant
association between any of the variables of interest and pain
status. To determine whether any of these variables could
discriminate between pain groups despite their inability to predict
the risk of developing pain, the ROC curves were generated and
AUCs were calculated. These AUCs are presented in Table 1.
None of the variables of interest were found to be discriminatory
as far as differentiating those who would develop low back
discomfort while sitting from those who would not.
Table 1: AUCs and Significance for all variables of interest. Variable type
is presented as: Bin = Binary, Cat = Categorical, or Cont = Continuous.
AREA UNDER SIGNIFICANCE
ROC CURVE
( 0.0 )
Age (Cat)
0.61
0.18
Sex (Bin)
0.51
0.88
Touch Toes Yes/No (Bin)
0.53
0.68
Percent Body Fat (Cat)
0.56
0.44
Grip Strength (Cat)
0.55
0.51
Trunk flexion (Cont)
0.57
0.41
Cardiovascular Risk (Bin)
0.61
0.17
History of Joint Pain (Bin)
0.53
0.67
Hist. Neck/Back Pain (Bin)
0.54
0.66
Hours of sleep/night (Cat)
0.51
0.87
Sedentary hours/week (Cont)
0.52
0.80
Hours of exercise/week (Cont)
0.51
0.92
DASS 21 - Depression (Cat)
0.50
1.00
DASS 21 - Anxiety (Cat)
0.51
1.00
DASS 21 - Stress (Cat)
0.49
0.94
VARIABLE

Therefore, the purpose of the current analysis was to
determine whether onset of low back discomfort while sitting
could be predicted given some personal characteristics of the
worker, and to assess whether this risk could be mitigated through
ergonomic recommendations.
Methods
Fifty-four individuals (36 Female, 18 Male) who work sedentary
jobs were recruited from three age groups (20 25 years, 40-45
years, and 60-65 years). Volunteers were excluded if they were
experiencing low back pain, or if they had experienced low back
pain significant enough to cause them to seek medical attention
or to miss school or work in the past 12 months. Participants
completed a battery of physical fitness tests and responded to a
comprehensive digital survey which covered areas of health,
work history, nutrition, sleep, injury history, mood, depression,
anxiety, and stress. Participants sat for 60 minutes in a backless
office chair, which was ergonomically adjusted to suit their
stature. Every ten minutes during the seated time, the participants
were asked to rate their low back discomfort on a digital visual
analog cale i h No di comfor and Wor di comfor
imaginable a he anchor . A change in percei ed di comfor of
10 units of more at any point in the hour was designated as
clinically relevant pain development, and those participants were
cla ified a Pain De eloper (n = 29) [8].

The lack of any predictive or discriminatory variables just
further reminds of the complexity of pain. Without being able to
distinguish those at risk for developing low back pain while
sitting from those who are less likely to, recommendations should
err on the side of caution and treat all workers as possible pain
developers by suggesting less time spent sitting for everyone.
Significance
The purpose of this analysis was to identify the risk factors that
could be mitigated in order to reduce the risk for developing low
back pain while working in seated occupations. Rather, it appears
as though, in healthy working adults with no history of chronic
debilitating low back pain, the onset of low back discomfort
cannot be predicted. This finding (or lack thereof) points to the
complexity of pain, and further analysis is required to identify
whether there are other previously overlooked factors that could
predict the onset of low back discomfort while sitting.

Variables discussed previously as being predictors of pain,
as well as those thought to possibly hold a strong association with
spine health were selected from the database. These included:
age, sex, body fat percentage, grip strength, cardiovascular
health, history of joint pain, history of neck and/or back pain,
hours of sleep, depression, anxiety, stress, trunk flexibility, hours
of exercise per week, and sedentary time per week.
Statistical analysis consisted of binary logistic regression
with pain as a binary variable (Pain Developers and Non-pain
Developers), and all other variables as binary, categorical, and
continuous variables as appropriate. Predicted probabilities from
the logistic regressions were used to plot receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves, and the area under these curves
(AUC) identified each fac or abili o group for pain status [9].
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Introduction
Writing as we know it has been changing in the past decade.
With the introduction of tablet computers, it is possible to write
on surfaces other than paper or whiteboards. Although it is
being used by millions of people, biomechanical effect of
digital device writing is not well understood. Apart from one
study that compares different grasp patterns (Almeida et al.,
2013), comprehensive studies aim to investigate the effects of
posture on writing tasks that have been limited. These two
points plus the possible effects of fatigue due to long sessions
of notetaking makes it vital to investigate what posture and
writing surface are the least damaging to the human body.
Methods
A convenience sample of 5 participants was recruited in this
pilot study. The main task of the study was to write randomly
selected sentences that included every letter of the English
alphabet. There were three writing surfaces (paper, tablet PC
and whiteboard) and three writing postures (45-degree angle,
horizontal and vertical). The muscle that were selected for
EMG data collection were extensor digitorum (ED), extensor
carpi radialis (ECR), flexor carpi radialis (FCR), flexor carpi
ulnaris (FCU) and flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS). Muscle
activity was measured by normalizing the EMG using the
values from maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) trials. The
EMG signals were recorded with a sampling frequency of 1000
Hz and they lasted for three seconds. Each participant had 9
trials and each trial lasted about 60 seconds.
After data collection was finished the raw EMG signal was preprocessed before normalization was done and median
frequency was calculated. Pre-processing involved applying a
3 Hz cutoff frequency filter to the signal, rectification and
smoothing by using a 2nd order Butterworth filter.
Normalization was done taking the percentage value of the ratio
between the average value of the EMG signal and
corresponding value from the MVC trial. All of pre-processing
and processing was done in Matlab (MATLAB 2019b,
Mathworks, Natick, MA).
The data analysis involved a multivariate ANOVA in which the
effects of device, posture and interaction was investigated for
each of the five muscles. In order to determine the conditions

that result in the lowest amount of percentage muscle activation
and highest frequency values and further test significance, a
T ke s Hones Significance es as cond c ed.
Results and Discussion
The muscle activation level results indicate that different
surfaces had a more significant effect on both carpi radialis
muscles and different postures affected the FCU and FDS more.
Looking at these significantly different instances it could be
seen that the tablet condition and the 45° posture resulted in the
lowest levels of muscle activation. The median frequency
values showed the effect of posture being more significant FCR
muscle, however it seems there was no significant effect of
surface for this variable. A possible reason why the results are
limited for the median frequency is the length of the trial.
Significance
This study has investigated the effects of different writing
surfaces by using biomechanical tools such as EMG and EMG
based signal complexity measures. Although there are studies
that compare different writing surfaces (Alamargot and Morin,
2015), all of them utilize kinematics or graphonomics
outcomes. This study emphasizes the effects on the human
body, specifically the muscles. The results from this study could
be used to establish guidelines for tablet usage in both office
and recreational usage. Future studies that increases the sample
size and lengthen the trial to similar writing fatigue studies
(Summers and Catanzaro,2003) would be useful in seeing the
effect more clearly.
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Table 1. Average Values (Standard Errors) Average Muscle Activity in Percentage MVC
Muscles

Paper

Tablet

Whiteboard

p value*

45°

Horizontal

Vertical

p value*

ED

13.9 (0.9)

13.0 (0.6)

14.6 (0.8)

0.070

13.4 (0.7)

14.0 (0.6)

14.2 (0.9)

0.428

ECR

10.7 (1.5)AB

9.0 (1.2)B

11.1 (1.4)A

0.027

10.9 (1.5)

10.0 (1.4)

9.8 (1.2)

0.317

FCR

8.1 (0.4)A

7.0 (0.3)B

8.7 (0.4)A

0.002

7.3 (0.4)

8.3 (0.3)

8.2 (0.6)

0.079

FCU

10.6 (1.2)

9.6 (0.9)

10.8 (1.1)

0.260

8.7 (0.6)B

10.8 (1.0)A

11.6 (1.3)A

0.001

FDS

10.5 (2.4)

9.4 (1.7)

11.0 (2.2)

0.415 232

8.1 (1.3)B

11.5 (1.8)A

11.4 (2.7)A

0.009

Numbers that are bolded indicate significant difference. Numbers that do not share a letter are significantly different where A>B>C
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Introduction
In 2015, shoulder injuries resulted in 23 days median days missed
for private industry, the longest recovery time of any body part
[1]. It is widely accepted that repetitive overhead arm postures
are associated with increased risk of shoulder overuse injuries.
Threshold limit values (TLVs) for upper limb fatigue provide a
relationship between percent of maximal voluntary contraction
(%MVC) and duty cycle [2]. Therefore, the risk of fatigue and
overuse injury may be predicted using electromyography (EMG).
The Levitate Airframe is a passive upper body exoskeleton
designed to support the arms during elevated shoulder postures.
Previous EMG field studies at John Deere and Toyota indicated
that the exoskeleton may reduce deltoid fatigue risk [3,4]. The
purpose of this study was to determine if fatigue risk changes
with exoskeleton usage, arm posture, and tool weight. Our
hypothesis was that the exoskeleton would reduce deltoid fatigue
risk for shoulder flexion angles 90-135 and tool weights 3-7 lb.

Without

25

Exoskeleton

5
-15
25
5
up

out

*

-15
25
5

Methods
Twenty healthy young adults (10 male/10 female) participated in
this study. Six shoulder flexion angles common to automotive
assembly were tested: 60 , 90 out, 90 up (90 elbow flexion),
135 , and 180 (Figure 1). Three tool weights (3 lb, 5 lb, and 7
lb) were created by adding weight to a drill. A frame was adjusted
so that the arm postures would be achieved by pressing a button
with the drill bit. Participants repeated 4 s movements for 30 s:
move to position, press button, move to neutral, and rest.
EMG sensors were placed on the anterior deltoid, biceps
brachii, upper trapezius, and right/left erector spinae. Shoulder
flexion, shoulder abduction, elbow flexion, and spinal extension
were used as MVCs for normalization. Average EMG amplitude
was determined while a muscle was active (>5% MVC), and duty
cycle was set to time muscle is active divided by task time (30 s).
Duty cycle was used to calculate the TLV [2], and the fatigue risk
value was calculated as EMG amplitude minus the TLV.

*

*

*

*

-15
25

*

*

*

5
-15
25
5
-15

3 lb

5 lb

7 lb

Figure 1: Deltoid Fatigue Risk Values (%MVC). * indicates
significant reduction in fatigue risk with exoskeleton (p < 0.05).

The exoskeleton is expected to reduce shoulder fatigue for
common automotive assembly postures and tool weights. Further
testing with the exoskeleton high reach adaptor is recommended
for the 180 posture, while the 60 posture has lower fatigue risk.

Results and Discussion
Without exoskeleton. Increasing tool weight from 3 lb to 5 lb to 7
lb increased fatigue risk values for all muscles (p≤0.001).
Increasing shoulder flexion from 60 to 90 up to 90 out to 135
increased fatigue risk values for the deltoid (p<0.001), while 135
and 180 were similar. In addition, increasing shoulder flexion
from 60 to 90 up to 135 increased fatigue risk values for the
trapezius (p<0.001), while 90 up and 90 out were similar and
135 and 180 were similar.
Exoskeleton vs. without. The exoskeleton reduced deltoid
fatigue risk values for all tool weights with arm postures of 90
up, 90 out, and 135 (p<0.05, Figure 1), with the exception of
90 up with 7 lb tool weight. Fatigue risk reductions were driven
by reductions in EMG amplitudes (p<0.04) for these arm posture
and tool weight combinations. With one exception, these results
support the hypothesis that the exoskeleton would reduce deltoid
fatigue risk for shoulder flexion 90-135 and tool weights 3-7 lb.

Significance
Lab tests predict a range of arm postures and tool weights where
an exoskeleton is effective for fatigue reduction, which can help
ergonomists determine job tasks that may benefit from usage.
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Introduction
Whe her i playing video games, sitting in class, or working at
the computer, posture is always a concern. With teens and young
adults interacting with technology more and more, bad habits
with respect to posture are perpetuated1. This increase in
technology use has been shown to cause poor posture, such as
slouching with the shoulders or downward neck movement2. Poor
posture can then lead to back pain and general joint pain- even
for teenagers3. Ergonomic standards aim to correct poor posture,
suggesting that ankle, knee, and hip angles should be at 90°.
However, these standards are rarely known and are followed by
even fewer individuals. There is a need to quantify good and poor
postures. Also, so that these postures can be communicated to
others, particularly teens and young adults, a visual
representation of these body positions is necessary.
One approach to visually convey biomechanical components
(such as numerical data) and deviations from preferred
ergonomic postures is the use of an avatar, such as the one in
Figure 1. By linking motion data with a human body model, or
avatar, differences in posture can be shown visually and these
postures can be numerically quantified. Therefore, the goals of
this study were twofold. The first was to define and identify poor
posture, specifically rounding of the shoulders; and the second
was to create an avatar that could serve as a communication
medium for postural change.

Erect Posture

vertebra (the top of the spine), and the right acromion. Poor
posture was defined by the magnitude of the deviation from the
erect posture. The second output from this study was the creation
of an avatar from these data sets.
Results and Discussion
The following table provides the averages for the shoulder angle
of the participants and the deviation from the erect posture, while
mousing, and while typing.
Table 1. Average shoulder angle at erect and slouched postures
Shoulder
Angle
Posture
Angle(°)
Deviation(°)
Erect

127

-

Slouched Mousing

112

15

Slouched Typing

111

16

The data in Table 1 show that it is possible to define poor
posture as a deviation from an erect posture. As of now, there is
no spectrum that defines what levels of poor posture are
associated with which angles of shoulder curvature. However,
these preliminary data show that there is a measurable difference
between erect and slouched.
For the second goal of this work, these data were incorporated
into an avatar to demonstrate shoulder rounding. Just as there is
a difference in the shoulder angle calculation, there is a clear
difference in the shoulder rounding appearance in the avatar
be een he bjec erec and lo ched po re .
Significance
The results of this study provided quantitative measures on
slouched posture and provided a means to visually present these
postural changes. This research has the potential to help in device
design such as gaming chairs that provide more support when
poor posture is engaged. This also opens up opportunities to
create biofeedback devices that, based on duration and magnitude
of the poor posture, will tell users how to correct their
positioning. With more testing, postural changes between
different demographics can be analyzed to further help
office/gaming seating companies create optimized designs.
The use of the avatar reveals how people look in these poor
postures and the use of the markers can verify the posture. Future
work will include more participants, including more activities for
participants (such as using a cell phone or playing video games),
and include standing.

Slouched Posture

Figure 1: Top view of avatar shoulder curvature in an erect,
ergonomic posture (left) and a slouched, non-ergonomic posture
(right). The orange arrows represent shoulder curvature.

Methods
Reflective markers were placed on the body and movement data
were recorded with an 11 camera motion capture system. Five
participants (4 men, 1 woman average age 20 years SD 1.6)
were instructed to type and mouse as they would naturally. At the
end of the five minute test, participants were positioned in an
erect posture as defined by the ergonomic standards previously
noted. The results of this study produced two outputs, the first
being engineering definitions for poor posture, specifically
related to shoulder curvature. Shoulder curvature was defined by
the angle made by the left acromion (shoulder top), 7 th cervical
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Introduction
The lower extremity system acts like a spring in the stance phase
of running. The loading and unloading characteristics of the leg
spring system can be regarded as limb stiffness patterns. Among
different stiffness levels, vertical stiffness (𝐾 ) and leg
stiffness (𝐾 ) reflect whole body center of mass (COM) and leg
spring system loading and response in running stance phase [1];
while joint stiffness (𝐾
) reflects joint level dynamic loading
and response. Little is known about whether connections exist
between the lower level system stiffness (𝐾
) and higher level
system stiffness (𝐾 , 𝐾 ) in running across speeds.
The purpose of the study was to investigate whether 𝐾
is
associated with 𝐾
or 𝐾 at different running speeds. We
hypothesized that 𝐾
would have significant association with
𝐾
and 𝐾 at each running speed.

Results and Discussion
𝐾
was associated with 𝐾
at 1.8 m/s and 2.2 m/s (Table 1).
At 1.8 m/s, the model accounted for 38.4% of the variance in
𝐾
(R2 = 0.384, p = 0.046), and 𝐾
had the strongest unique
association with 𝐾
at this speed (𝛽 = 0.509, p = 0.022). At 2.2
m/s, the model accounted for 49.8% of the variance in 𝐾
(R2
= 0.498, p = 0.014), and 𝐾
again had the strongest unique
association with 𝐾
at this speed (𝛽 = 0.553, p = 0.011).
Additionally, 𝐾
was associated with 𝐾 among most
speeds, except at 3.0 m/s and 3.8 m/s (Table 1). 𝐾
had the
strongest unique association with 𝐾 at 1.8, 2.2 and 2.6 m/s (p
= 0.014, p = 0.0004, p = 0.04). 𝐾
also had strong unique
association with 𝐾 at 2.2 and 3.4 m/s (p = 0.001, p = 0.009).
Significance
𝐾
was associated with both 𝐾
and 𝐾 in the multiple
linear regression models at slow speeds (1.8 and 2.2 m/s) and
𝐾
had a significant unique association with 𝐾
and 𝐾 at
these speeds. 𝐾
was associated with 𝐾 at a wider range of
speeds and 𝐾
had a significant unique association with 𝐾
among most speeds. This may be attributed to the observation
that in the human leg spring system, under similar loading
conditions, the spring with the lowest stiffness (𝐾
in this
case) will undergo the largest displacement and this would have
the most influence on the overall leg-spring system stiffness [2].
These findings built a connection between joint stiffness and limb
stiffness within certain range of running speeds. 𝐾
may need
to be considered as an important factor in future limb stiffness
optimization and general running performance enhancement.

Methods
Twenty healthy subjects (36.8 15.3 years, 171.6 11.2 cm,
68.5 14.1 kg) were enrolled in the study. Subjects were asked
to run on a force-instrumented treadmill (Bertec, Inc. Columbus,
OH) at six different speeds, from 1.8 to 3.8 m/s (0.4 m/s
intervals), for 75 seconds per stage. Kinematic data were
collected at 120 Hz using an 8-camera motion capture system
(Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA). Kinetic data were
collected at 1200 Hz using the force-instrumented treadmill.
𝐾
was calculated from peak vertical ground reaction
force divided by vertical displacement of the COM from initial
ground contact until mid-stance. 𝐾 was calculated as peak
vertical ground reaction force divided by leg-spring maximum
displacement in stance phase. 𝐾
was calculated as change in
sagittal plane joint moment divided by sagittal plane joint angular
displacement in the first half of ground contact. Multiple linear
regression analysis was conducted to determine potential
associations between 𝐾 , 𝐾 and 𝐾
(ankle, knee, hip) for
each running speed, using SPSS (V22.0, IBM, Armonk, NY).
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Table 1: Multiple linear regression models between joint stiffness and vertical stiffness (first two rows), and leg stiffness
(lower four rows). Only the speed conditions with statistically significant associations are shown; n = 20.
Speed

Variable

𝛽𝐾

𝛽𝐾

𝛽𝐾

Model Summary

1.8 m/s

𝐾

0.246

0.509

0.142

𝛽 = 8.298, R2 = 0.384, p = 0.046

2.2 m/s

𝐾

0.040

0.553

0.338

𝛽 = 9.289, R2 = 0.498, p = 0.014

1.8 m/s

𝐾

-0.076

0.532

0.323

𝛽 = 4.815, R2 = 0.424, p = 0.028

2.2 m/s

𝐾

-0.237

0.553

0.526

𝛽 = 3.210, R2 = 0.793, p < 0.0001

2.6 m/s

𝐾

0.048

0.456

0.404

𝛽 = 4.512, R2 = 0.399, p = 0.039

3.4 m/s

𝐾

-0.353

0.046

0.721

𝛽 = 9.760, R2 = 0.474, p = 0.026

Statistically significant contribution of 𝐾
to predict the models are indicated in bold. 𝜷𝟎 : linear regression model
constant (y intercept); 𝜷: standardized coefficients.
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Lower Extremity Support Moment and Distribution of Joint Moments during Sloped Running
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Joint Contribution to Total
Support Moment

Introduction
Running is a popular exercise for fitness and recreational
purposes. However, running injuries are also prevalent and are
the main reason a runner temperately or permanently
discontinues to run.1 Previous studies show that runners change
their step frequency, step length, lower extremity energetics,
and joint moments to adapt to upslope or downslope running
surfaces.2 4 However, how sloped running affects nne
lower extremity loading profiles has not been thoroughly
examined. This study aimed to examine the 1) peak total
support moment, a variable that incorporates hip, knee and
ankle joint moments, and the 2) joint contributions of ankle,
knee and hip to the total support moment during level, upslope
and downslope running. The data obtained from this work will
inform clinical decision making for training lower extremity
musculature and/or preventing joint injuries in runners.

Total Support Moment
(Nm/kg)

Level

4

*

Upslope

Knee

50.1%

47.4%

29.7%

29.6%

20.2%

23.0%

0.75

0.5

Ankle
*
*

39.1%

48.7%
*
*

0.25

Level

Upslope

*
*

12.3%
Downslope

Figure 2. Hip, knee and ankle joint contributions of the three
running conditions at the time of peak total support moment (*
indicates a significant difference between conditions)
Results and Discussion
Peak total support moment was significantly different among
the three running conditions (p<0.05). The post-hoc analyses
showed that the peak total support moment during upslope
running was significantly larger than level and downslope
running (p<0.05). Also, the peak total support moment during
level running was significantly larger than downslope running
(p<0.05) (Figure 1).
During upslope running, the participants demonstrated no
significant difference in ankle, knee, or hip joint contribution to
total support moment compared to level running. During
downslope running, the participants demonstrated significantly
larger knee contribution and significantly less ankle and hip
contributions to the total support moment compared to level and
upslope running (Figure 2).
Our data suggests that running upslope increased the
overall loading of the lower extremity joints, while the
increased loading was evenly distributed among the three joints.
Running downslope decreased the loading of the lower
extremity joints in total as well as the hip and ankle joint
contributions. However, the knee joint contribution during
running downslope increased 64 % compared to level and
upslope running.

Downslope

*#

Significance
This study shows that different lower extremity loading profiles
were used in runners when running on different sloped surfaces.
Clinicians and coaches may consider the training slopes for
runners based on the training purposes and/or joint conditions
of the runners to prevent running injuries.

2
0
0
-2

Hip

0

Methods
Twenty recreational runners (10 females, age: 24.9 ± 2.4 years,
body height: 1.70 ± 0.07 m, body weight 67.0 ± 9.7 kg) were
recruited in this study. Each participant ran under three different
conditions, including level, 6° upslope and 6° downslope at a
standardized speed of 2.3 m/s. Data was collected during three,
20 s trials on an instrumented treadmill. Reflective markers
were attached to the trunk and lower extremities. Hip, knee and
ankle joint moments were calculated using an inverse dynamics
method. Total support moment was calculated as the sum of the
hip, knee and ankle joint moments during the stance phase of
he nning c cle. Each j in c n ib i n
he
moment was analyzed and presented as a percentage of the total
support moment. The primary variable of interest was peak total
support moment and the secondary variables of interest were
hi , knee and ankle j in c n ib i ns to the support moment
at the time of peak total support moment. All variables were
examined on the right leg. A one-way ANOVA with repeated
measures and post-hoc pairwise comparisons were used to
compare the variables among the three running conditions.
6

1
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60

80
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% Stance Phase

Figure 1. Total support moments of the three running conditions
during the 100% stance phase of the running cycle. (* indicates
a significant difference from Level; # indicates a significant
difference from Upslope)
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Training effects on frontal plane kinematics and coordination in novice runners
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Introduction
Novice runners appear to be at particularly high risk for knee
injury.1 Position and motion of the hip and ankle in the frontal
plane have been linked to development of knee injury, 2,3
potentially because they influence the position and loading of the
knee joint.4
It could be that runners improve their kinematics over time,
leading to reduced risk of knee injury. However, the effect of
training on kinematics is not well understood. Further, it is
unclear how the ankle and hip may contribute to knee positioning
in novice runners. The purpose of this study was to assess
changes in frontal plane kinematics as well as ankle and hip
coordination in novice runners.
Methods
Eight healthy adult females (30±10 yrs, 28±6 kg/m 2) with no
previous running experience performed 8 weeks of walking,
followed by 8 weeks of run training. Before and after run training,
kinematic data were collected using a 3D motion analysis system
while participants ran on an instrumented treadmill at 2.67 m/s.
The current analysis compared kinematics immediately before
and after the run training period.
Mean frontal-plane ankle, knee, and hip joint angles were
calculated throughout the stride for each participant and modelled
using cubic splines. The resulting models were compared
between pre- and post-training timepoints using a generalized
ea
de ( =0.05). C f de ce e a (95%) f he ea
change in joint angles across the stride were constructed to
identify periods where a significant change in joint angle
occurred. A modified vector coding technique was used to assess
changes in coordination of the ankle and hip in the frontal plane. 5
We hypothesized that run training would lead to decreased
hip adduction, increased ankle eversion, and knee abduction.
Further, we expected that training would lead to improved
synchronization of hip and ankle motion in the frontal plane.

A

B

C

D

Figure 1: A) Frontal plane hip motion. B) Frontal plane knee motion. C)
Frontal plane ankle motion. D) Frontal plane hip-ankle coordination
angles. CON_T2=before running, CONT3=after running.

There was no significant change in relative motion of the hip
and ankle (Figure 1D). Similarly, it was previously found that
coordination of lower extremity joints in the sagittal plane did not
differ between novice and experienced runners.9
Significance
Run training appeared to alter kinematics related to knee injury,
without instruction or supplementary exercise. A reduction in hip
adduction and knee abduction during stance may help to explain
why experienced runners are at lower risk for knee injury than
novice runners. Changes at both the ankle and hip appeared to
contribute to improved knee kinematics, and thus may be worth
considering in future research.
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Results and Discussion
After run training, participants displayed less hip adduction
during early and midstance (Figure 1A). This is counter to what
has been observed in a cross sectional study, 6 suggesting a
prospective design may be more powerful in detecting
biomechanical changes with training.
Participants also displayed greater ankle eversion during
midstance after training (Figure 1B). Increased eversion has been
proposed as injurious to the knee,7 however the relation between
peak eversion and injury is equivocal.3,8
The combination of decreased hip adduction and increased
ankle eversion appeared to result in less knee abduction during
early and midstance (Figure 1C). This may have reduced
patellofemoral joint contact force and compression of the medial
compartment of the knee.
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HOW DO NET MECHANICAL JOINT WORK & STIFFNESS CHANGE ON SLOPES DURING RUNNING
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Introduction
The spring mass model describes the mechanics of
running on level ground, where body mass is represented
as a point mass and the legs as massless linear springs [1].
Further, the ankle and knee joints can be characterized as
springs with angular stiffness [2], yet the ankle generates
net positive mechanical work and knee absorbs net
negative mechanical work during level ground running [3].
When running uphill, the leg muscles produce net
positive work to lift the center of mass (COM) and
overcome gravity [3], mainly due to positive work
produced by the muscles surrounding the hip [4]. When
running downhill, the leg muscles absorb net negative
work to lower and decelerate the COM [5].
We determined ankle and knee net mechanical work
and joint stiffness during running on level-ground and
uphill/downhill slopes to provide insight into the
biomechanics of running and inform the design of running
specific leg prostheses (RSPs). We hypothesized, similar
to Roberts et al. [4], that the net mechanical work done by
muscles surrounding the ankle and knee would not change
across slopes during running and that ankle stiffness would
increase during uphill and knee stiffness would decrease
during downhill compared to level ground running.

Initial Kknee increased at +6° (P<0.01) and final Kknee
increased at -6° (p<0.01) compared to 0° (Table 1).

Figure 1. Ankle (A) and knee (B) net mechanical work during
running at 0° and ±6° (* p<0.05). Moment versus angle at the ankle
(C) and knee (D) during running at 0° and ±6° for a representative
subject. The area within the curve indicates net mechanical work.
Positive ankle angles indicate dorsiflexion. Static knee angle is 0 rad
and a positive angle indicates flexion. * in (C) and (D) indicates foot
contact and the arrow shows the direction of net mechanical work.

Methods
16 runners (11M, 5F; mean ± SD: age 25±5 yrs;
69±7.9 kg; 176±8 cm) provided written informed consent.
Subjects reported no cardiovascular, pulmonary, or
neurological disease or disorder, or musculoskeletal
injuries. Participants ran on an instrumented treadmill
(Treadmetrix, Park City, UT) at -6° and 0° at 3 m/s and +6°
at 2 m/s. We measured ground reaction forces (GRFs) at
1000 Hz and motion at 200 Hz (Vicon, Centennial, CO)
from markers placed bilaterally on the lower extremity. We
used a 20 N vertical GRF threshold to determine ground
contact and analyzed ≥15 steps from both legs. We used a
low pass 4th order Butterworth filter with a 15 Hz cutoff on
kinematic and kinetic data. We calculated joint angles ( )
and moments (M) during ground contact using Visual 3D
(C-Motion, Germantown, MD). We calculated initial
stiffness (K) prior to mid-stance and final stiffness after
mid-stance as average M/ . We used a one-way
ANOVA and Bonferroni post hoc analyses to determine
significant differences.

Table 1. Ankle and knee joint stiffness (K in N*m/kg/rad)
during running at 0° and ±6°. * indicates p<0.05 compared to 0°.
-6°
0°
+6°
Initial
Final
Initial Final Initial
Final
Kank
10.4 ±
6.7 ±
10.6 ± 5.8 ±
8.3 ±
5.2 ±
4.6
1.9
3.6
1.3
4.2
2.3
Kknee
6.3 ±
11.2 ±
6.6 ±
6.4 ± 10.4 ±
4.2 ±
1.3
4.8 *
1.3
1.4
2.9 *
1.4

Significance
Our results suggest that during downhill running, a
prosthetic knee should absorb more negative work but be
stiffer after mid-stance than on level ground and during
uphill running, a prosthetic ankle should generate more
positive work and be less stiff prior to mid-stance than on
level ground. Moreover, joint mechanics and stiffness
change on slopes. Future work will determine hip net
mechanical work and stiffness on slopes.
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Results and Discussion
Net positive ankle work decreased during -6° (p<0.01)
and trended towards increasing during +6° (p=0.06)
compared to 0° running (Fig. 1). The magnitude of net
negative knee work increased during -6° (p<0.01) and
decreased during +6° (p<0.05) compared to 0° running.
Thus, we reject our hypothesis that ankle and knee net
mechanical work would not change on slopes. Initial Kankle
trended towards decreasing at +6° (p=0.21) and final Kankle
trended towards increasing at -6° (p=0.20) compared to 0°.
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Introduction
Running is one of the most popular sporting
activities, but running-related injuries (RRIs) are a
major drawback of running which are increasingly
ongoing [1]. About 87% of RRIs occur in the knee,
lower leg, foot and ankle, with abnormal foot
posture as one of the main causes of those injuries
[2]. The foot is the only part of the body which is in
contact with the ground while running and it is
responsible for shock absorption and dispersal of
ground reaction force (GRFs) across the foot. Foot
overpronation affects running kinetics which is also
considered a risk factor for RRIs. Running on sand
could be a promising exercise intervention to treat
foot pronation because it is easy-to-access
worldwide and produces hardly any costs. The
present study aimed to evaluate the long-term
effect of running on sand on foot overpronation,
impact vertical ground reaction forces (GRFs),
loading rate, and anteroposterior impulse (impulse
y) in active male adults with over-pronated feet
compared with controls.

Results
In the CG, navicular drop was decreased after
running on sand training protocol (p<0.001;
d=2.06). The statistical analysis showed significant
group by time interactions for impact vertical
ground reaction forces (p<0.047, d=0.71). In the
EG but not the CG, significantly lower FzHC
(p=0.026; d=0.86) was observed during post-test
than that in the pre-test. Also, the statistical
analysis showed significant group by time
interactions for impulse y and loading rate
(p<0.032; d=0.57-0.77). In the EG but not the CG,
significantly lower Impulse y (p=0.032; d=0.39)
and loading rate (p=0.004; d=0.45) were observed
during post-test than pre-test. Both the magnitude
and rate of loading have been identified as risk
factors for RRIs [4]. Our results show that longterm running on sand resulted in lower navicular
drop, impact vertical GRF and lower loading rate.
This is in line with a previous study showing that
running on sand produces low impact forces [4].
Significance
The results of the current study suggest that
running on sand can be considered a training base
to modify over-pronated feet and running kinetics.
This might lead to reducing the risk of RRIs.

Method and Discussion
Thirty active over-pronated feet male adults as
experimental group (EG) and 30 active overpronated male adults as control group (CG) were
enrolled in this study. Participants ran barefoot at
pre-defined speed (3.3 m/s) over the level stable
ground during both before and after running on
sand training protocol. The running training
protocol on sand includes continuous jogging,
striding, bounding, galloping and short sprints [3].
The CG performed the training protocol for eight
weeks (three sessions per week). The training
protocol was done during barefoot condition. Each
session was started with a warm-up and stretching
session for five minutes and ended with a warmdown session for five minutes. Training duration
was 50 minutes per session. Foot pronation was
measured using navicular drop test. A force plate
was included in the 18-m runway to collect GRF
data.
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1

mm: ) a
e io o OWN (+16.6 , 2.4%, = 0.005) and
FLAT (+13.0 , 1.8%, = 0.032), i h no ignifican diffe ence
be een OWN and FLAT 3-km TT ime (Fig re 2). Onl fi e
nne , all of hom e e ea foo
ike , e e mo e
economical ac o in en i ie and fa e in NIKE. The fo nonea foo ike in o coho a ea ed o e ond le fa o abl
o NIKE.

Introd ction
E en ho gh m l i le fac o a e in ol ed in nning econom
and e fo mance, ecen Wo ld Reco d e fo mance and
e ea ch finding f om high-calib e nne indica e beneficial
effec of he Nike Va o fl foo ea ange in nne . In he la
ea , hi a ic la foo ea ange ha
a ked deba e ega ding
he he i
e con i e echnolog do ing and ha led o he
Wo ld A hle ic e i ing hei foo ea g ideline . I ha been
o o ed ha ec ea ional nne migh ea g ea e benefi
f om ea ing he Nike Va o fl
hoe han eli e nne ;
ho e e , labo a o -ba ed da a a e no a ailable o
o hi
o o i ion.
O aim e e hence o com a e nning econom (RE) a
ela i e nning eed and 3-km ime- ial (TT) e fo mance of
male ec ea ional nne
ea ing he comme ciall a ailable
Nike Va o fl 4% (NIKE), Sa con Endo hine Race 2
ligh eigh acing fla (FLAT), and hei habi al foo ea
(OWN).

15:00
14:10

T

11:40
10:50

Methods
Eigh een male ec ea ional nne [age: 33.5 (11.9) , VO2 eak:
55.8 (4.4) mL kg-1 min-1] a ended fo
eadmill-ba ed
labo a o e ion . A minim m of fo and ma im m of e en
da
e a a ed each e ion. In he fi
e ion,
nne
com le ed a VO2 eak o e RE eed a 60, 70, and 80% of he
eed elici ing VO2 eak. T eadmill RE and 3-km TT e fo mance
e e e amined in he h ee foo ea in a andomi ed,
co n e balanced c o o e de ign in he econd, hi d, and fo h
e ion (Fig re 1). The o e e imen al foo ea e e
a ain ed black o minim e he o en ial fo a lacebo effec .

Fa

Ba
VO2
a a

10:00
9:10
OWN

4

Significance
Thi
d
o ide e idence ha NIKE i a iable e gogenic aid
in ec ea ional nne ; b onl 29% of nne
e e mo e
economical ac o in en i ie and fa e in NIKE. Gi en he
con ide able indi id al e on e , o da a doe no
o a
gene ali ed NIKE e fo mance benefi in male ec ea ional
nne . Ce ain nne
e e mo e economical o e fo med
be e in FLAT. The inj
i k a ocia ed i h changing
biomechanical a e n in ninj ed nne 3 and an i ioning o
no el foo ea
i ho
o e ada a ion ho ld al o be
con ide ed.

a

7 da

Fig re 1: E e imen al d de ign. , andomi ed; FLAT, acing
fla ; NIKE, Nike Va o fl ; OWN, habi al hoe ; RE, nning
econom ; TT, ime ial; VO2 eak, eed ha elici ed VO2 eak.

Res
RE
(2.4
ih
(1.0

FLAT

O e all, o finding indica e ha NIKE co ld benefi RE
and e fo mance in male ec ea ional nne . Ho e e , he high
a iabili in indi id al RE (-3.1 o 12.1%) and TT (-3.8 o 8.2%)
hoe- e on e
gge
ha indi id ali a ion of
nning
foo ea
e c i ion i
a an ed. F he mo e, RE a al o
im o ed in FLAT e
OWN, con i en i h he 0.7 o 1.0%
im o emen in RE fo each 100 g of lighe ma
e hoe1,2.

7 da

ISIT 2
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ISIT 4
(NIKE
FLAT OWN)
RE 3
a 60, 70, 80% VO2
5
3TT

NIKE

Fig re 2: 3-km ime- ial ime (mm: ). Ba e e en mean ; ci cle
joined b da hed line , ea foo nne ;
a e joined b black line ,
non- ea foo nne ; and a e i k (*),
0.05 d ing o -hoc e
( ignifican main effec of foo ea ). NIKE, Nike Va o fl ; OWN,
habi al hoe .

ISIT 1
a
a (OWN)
(NIKE
FLAT)
4

12:30

(

:

)

13:20

lts and Disc ssion
a im o ed in NIKE (3.6 o 4.5%,
0.002) and FLAT
o 4.0%,
0.042) com a ed o OWN ac o in en i ie ,
no ignifican diffe ence in RE be een NIKE and FLAT
o 1.6%,
0.325). NIKE 3-km TT (11:07.6 0:56.6
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Introduction
The study of dynamic systems theory has shown movement
variability to be an important characteristic of biological systems,
representing the ability for individuals to adapt and respond to
environmental changes.1 Further, decreases in movement
variability may be indicative of pathology.1 Coordination
variability, or joint coupling variability, refers to the variability
in coordination between joint segments over time and can
quantify dynamic coordination throughout the gait cycle.1 It has
been suggested that movement variability is essential for the
ability to adapt in a dynamic environment and to decrease the risk
for overuse injuries in runners.2,3
The purpose of this systematic review was to determine the
relationship between coordination variability and overuse
injuries in runners.
Identifying the association between
coordination variability and running injuries may provide
information to assist with evaluation, treatment, and prevention
of overuse injuries.

and measurement of coordination variability at different points in
the gait cycle.
Significance
It is unknown if an optimal amount of coordination variability
exists, and whether deviations in either direction are detrimental
to performance. There have been no prospective studies to
determine if differences in coordination variability lead to injury,
or if an injury causes a modification to running mechanics that
then alters coordination variability. Further exploration is needed
to clarify the role of coordination variability in overuse injuries.10
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Methods
The electronic databases PubMed, CINAHL Plus, and
SPORTDiscus were systematically searched in November 2019.
The terms “runners” OR “running” AND “coordination
variability” OR “joint coupling variability” were used. Reference
lists of each included article were hand searched to identify any
other appropriate studies. Studies were included that met the
following criteria: (1) compared an injured to a healthy control
population, (2) measured segmental coordination variability, and
(3) included running as the main task. Methodological quality of
the included articles was assessed with the Modified Downs and
Black Index independently by two reviewers.4,5
Results and Discussion
A total of 11 articles met all inclusion criteria and were included
in the narrative synthesis. Based on the results of the Modified
Downs and Black Index, 2 articles were identified as high
quality,7,12 7 as moderate quality,1,3,6,9-11,13 and 2 as low quality.2,8
There were 3 primary overuse injuries that were reported:
patellofemoral pain,2,6,10 iliotibial band syndrome,7,9,12,13 and low
back pain.1,11 Of the 11 included studies, 4 studies reported that
the injured group demonstrated decreased coordination
variability,1,2,6,8 2 studies reported that the injured group
demonstrated increased coordination variability,10,13 and 5
studies reported similar levels of coordination variability between
the injured and healthy runners.3,7,9,11,12 The 2 studies with the
lowest methodological quality reported decreased coordination
variability in the injured group,2,8 and the studies with the highest
methodological quality reported equivocal results between the
injured and healthy runners.7,12
Overall, moderate quality evidence does not consistently
demonstrate altered coordination variability in injured runners
compared to healthy controls. Several limitations may affect the
interpretation of these results, including inconsistencies in
calculating coordination variability, participants running under
different conditions, measurement of different joint couplings,
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height and more rigid sole construction, while the crosstrainers
have lower drop and stack heights than the running shoes. The
increased drop height of the weightlifting shoes may have forced
participants to adjust their foot strike pattern to a more midfoot
or forefoot strike, decreasing both the peak vertical and braking
GRFs. The flatter construction of the cross-training shoes may
have caused the heel to be lower to the ground during the stance
phase, resulting in increased propulsive GRFs required to push
the foot up into toe-off position.

Introduction
US military recruits are issued a single pair of athletic shoes for
initial entry training (IET) and used throughout their training
timeline (8-22 weeks). These shoes are used across a variety of
activities including running, strength training, ruck marching,
and fitness evaluation testing as well as on a range of surfaces
including gym floors, pavement, grass, sand and gravel. The
athletic shoes currently issued are classified as “road running
shoes” [1] aimed to reduce running related injuries. The question
of whether road running shoes are the proper type of athletic shoe
to distribute has arisen, given the breadth of activities being
during IET. This program aims to determine if different athletic
shoe types effect performance on a variety of activities
experienced during training and if the use of a single athletic shoe
would effect performance across the training timeline. The
preliminary analysis described here aimed to determine if athletic
shoe type affects vertical and anteroposterior ground reaction
forces (GRF) during running. Future analyses will include the
effect of shoe type on performance of other training activities.
Methods
Seven US Army Soldiers (5M, 2F, age: 20.6±3.3 yrs, mass:
70.0±3.1 kg, height: 1.70±0.08 m) completed three running trials
in six different athletic shoes: a stability road running, a
cushioning road running with an ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA)
midsole, cushioning road running with a polyurethane (PU)
midsole, trail running, a cross-training and a weightlifting shoe.
Soldiers ran an 18m runway at a predetermined speed (4.0±5%
m/s) and were positioned to strike a force plate with their
dominant limb. Vertical and anteroposterior GRFs were time
normalized to the stance phase of each stride and averaged across
trials. Peak vertical, braking, and propulsive GRF (normalized to
body mass) of the dominant limb were used for analysis. Separate
Generalized Linear Models with Generalized Estimating
Equations were used to evaluate the affect of shoe type on each
dependent variable. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were
performed if factors were significant. (SPSS, IBM Inc.)

Figure 1: Running GRFs for vertical and anteroposterior directions
across shoe type. *Significant difference from the cross-training shoes
p<0.05 †Significant difference from the weightlifting shoes p<0.05.

Significance
When evaluating footwear to be distributed to Soldiers in IET, all
aspects of performance must be considered for a variety of tasks.
This study is a first step to understanding the influence of
different footwear types. Other studies have identified that shoe
type can affect GRF parameters during running [2], and our
results contribute to this body of knowledge. Running in
weightlifting shoes is not frequently evaluated because they are
not designed for running activities, but when advising if a single
pair of shoes should be distributed in IET it is important to
characterize all aspects of the relevant footwear types. Yet it is
not surprising that most differences detected were between the
weightlifting shoes and the other shoe types. Further analysis of
these differences should be conducted to understand any other
effects on body mechanics. It is also important to consider the
differences identified here when evaluating cross training shoes
for IET. This shoe type may seem the natural choice for the
diverse activities that Soldiers perform in this environment, but a
more complete understanding of the changes in running
mechanics demonstrated here is still necessary. Overall, this
work makes a start on identifying the ideal footwear for optimal
performance or injury mitigation during the diverse tasks of IET.

Results and Discussion
Shoe type had a significant main effect on all GRF variables
). Pairwaise comparisons indicate that GRF variables of
the weightlifting and cross-training shoes differed significantly
from the other shoe types. (Figure 1) Running in the weightlifting
shoes significantly decreased peak vertical GRFs compared to all
While peak braking GRFs were
decreased in the weightlifting shoes compared to the cushioning
EVA, cushioning PU and stability shoes
, peak
propulsive force was only decreased compared to the crosstraining shoes (p=0.024). Running in the cross-training shoes also
produced greater peak propulsive GRFs than running in the
cushioning EVA, cushioning PU, and trail running shoes
. When running in the cross-training shoes, peak
braking GRFs were significantly decreased compared to the
cushioning EVA and stability shoes
. The differences
detected between the weightlifting and cross-training shoes
compared to the running shoes tested is most likely due structural
design differences. The weightlifting shoes have a higher drop
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Introduction
Previous studies on running injuries have mostly considered
training habits and mechanical loads separately. However, an
interaction between these two factors leading to running
injuries is likely [1,2]. A recent investigation found that
cumulative loads associated with tibial stress fracture injuries
are higher at slow running speeds than at fast running speeds
[3], which may have implications for stress fracture injury risk
since popular training programs recommend high proportions
of slow running [4]. Prolonged running causes fatigue-induced
modifications in running mechanics that may affect the load
accumulated throughout a single run or over a volume of
running [5]. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
determine if there is a relationship between run distance and
cumulative vertical instantaneous loading rate (VILR), run
distance and cumulative axial tibial load (TL), and run
distance and step frequency (SF) during steady state running
to fatigue. The hypothesis was that cumulative loads would
increase as running distance increased.

(physiological or perceptual) and cease running before gait
adjustments occur.
Table 1. Participant demographics and run metrics

Methods
Twenty novice female rearfoot strike runners ran until they
felt they needed to stop at a constant self-selected speed on an
instrumented treadmill. Sixteen seconds of kinematic and
ground reaction force data were collected at 3 minutes and the
end of each kilometer. Data were processed using Visual3D to
determine R and L step SF, VILR, and TL. VILR was
measured as the greatest change between data points from 20
to 80% of the time between initial contact and impact peak
and scaled by body weight. TL was the combined proximal
ankle force and Achilles’ tendon force. Achilles’ tendon force
was calculated as the sagittal ankle moment divided by the
ankle moment arm, estimated as 5% of foot length.
Cumulative load of each kilometer was estimated for VILR
and TL by multiplying the number of steps x mean value. A
Wilcoxon test determined that outcomes on the dominant vs.
nondominant sides were similar, therefore only the dominant
side was analyzed further. Spearman’s rho was calculated to
determine the relationship between run distance and
cumulative loads, and run distance and SF.

mean (SD)

Min.

Max.

age

25 (6)

18

38

miles/wk

12.7 (6.1)

4.5

25

experience (months)

16 (9)

3

36

run speed (mph)

6.1 (0.7)

5

8

run distance (km)

5 (2)

3

8

Figure 1: Cumulative loads at the beginning and end of a
fatiguing run. Circles show individual subjects, red diamonds
show the mean.
Significance
Cumulative load did not increase with run distance, which
may be related to differences between the laboratory and
runners’ typical running environment. Cumulative damage to
tissues and subsequent injury risk is not linearly proportional
to cumulative load [1] and may be more sensitive to nonsignificant changes in SF and peak loads. Whether the lack of
increase in cumulative load with fatigue translates to an
absence of elevated injury risk is unknown. Future studies are
required to determine the utility of cumulative load sin
running injury risk applications.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Details on participant demographics and running metrics are
shown in Table 1. There was no relationship between run
distance and per-kilometer cumulative VILR (rs = -0.09),
cumulative TL (rs = -0.04) or SF (rs = 0.04). Figure 1 shows
cumulative loads at the beginning to the end of the run. The
hypothesis that cumulative loads would increase with run
distance was not supported. There was no relationship
between run distance and cumulative VILR, cumulative TL, or
SF. These results indicate there were no substantial changes to
peak loads or the number of loading cycles. Novice runners
may be more sensitive to other manifestations of fatigue
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combination with previous findings from our laboratory [2],
these results also indicate that experimental AKP may influence
the acute effects of running on knee articular cartilage; our
previous research has shown that altered walking and running
biomechanics alter knee cartilage biomarkers [2]. In the future,
we plan to observe effects of experimental AKP during distance
running on articular cartilage biomarkers, and direct measures
of knee articular cartilage morphology and composition.

Introduction
Patellofemoral pain (PFP), or anterior knee pain (AKP), alters
running biomechanics [1]. Altered running biomechanics might
affect knee cartilage health [2]. It is difficult to distinguish the
independent effects of AKP during running from other
simultaneous PFP factors (e.g., joint effusion). The purpose of
this pilot study was to test the feasibility of using experimental
AKP during a 60-min run in order to clarify the independent
effects of AKP during distance running on neuromechanical
variables associated with knee cartilage health. We
hypothesized that (1) an experimental AKP model could
effectively induce perceived AKP throughout a 60-min run and
(2) the experimental AKP would alter vertical ground reaction
force (vGRF) and quadriceps muscle activation.
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Perceived AKP (mm)

Methods
Ten healthy volunteers (5 females; Age = 24 ± 2 yrs; Height =
173 cm ± 11 cm; Mass = 68.4 kg ± 10.3 kg) ran for 60 min on
a force-instrumented treadmill on 3 different days. Each day
corresponded to a different experimental condition: control,
sham, and pain. The pain and sham sessions involved a 75-min
hypertonic and physiological saline infusion, respectively, into
the right infrapatellar fat pad [3]; this duration included the 60min run. Surface electromyography (EMG), normalized to
reference value specific to each subject and session, was used
to quantify activation of the vastus lateralis (VLA) muscle.
vGRF and VLA EMG data, during the stance phase of running,
were collected and averaged across six 30-s durations (at the
end of each 10-min duration throughout the run). Perceived
AKP was quantified every 3 min using a 100-mm visual analog
scale. vGRF and VLA EMG during the stance phase of running
were compared between sessions using a functional data
analysis approach. Mean perceived AKP levels were compared
between sessions using a mixed-model ANOVA.

30

Pain

Sham

20

10

0
0

6

12

18

Run Begin

24

30

36

Time (min)

42

48

54

60

66

72

78

Run End

Figure 1. Means and standard deviations for perceived
AKP during the pain and sham sessions. No AKP was
reported at any time during the control session.

Results and Discussion
As hypothesized, mean perceived AKP was greater (p < 0.01)
during the painful session relative to the control and sham
sessions (Figure 1). This is the longest duration (75 min) we
have ever utilized this experimental AKP model. As
hypothesized, the experimental AKP altered running vGRF and
VLA EMG (Figure 2); although Figure 2 does not depict the
sham session, to increase clarity. The experimental AKP
decreased vGRF as much as 4% of body weight (BW) between
2-9% of stance, and as much as 5% of BW between 27-78% of
stance (Figures 2A & 2C). The experimental AKP resulted in
decreased and delayed VLA activation: VLA EMG was
decreased during the pain session as much as 1 times the EMG
reference value during the first 60% of the stance phase, but
increased as much as 0.5 times the reference value during the
last 40% of stance (Figures 2B & 2D).
These findings fit with previously stated ideas that clinical
AKP causes quadriceps weakness [4]. These results show that
AKP can independently inhibit quadriceps muscle activation
and decrease associated running vGRF during a 60-min run. In

Figure 2. mean vGRF (A) and VLA EMG (B) across the
stance phase during a 60-min run for the pain and control
sessions. C-D: mean between-session differences (dashed
lines) for vGRF (C) and VLA EMG (D) across the stance
phase during a 60-min run; solid lines indicate upper and
lower bounds of 95% confidence intervals for the mean
differences. Between-session differences existed when the
confidence intervals did not overlap zero.
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Introduction
Previous studies have shown associations between movement
screen performance and running kinematics [1]. However, it is
still unclear whether movement screen performance is related to
injury mechanisms, and by extension, whether they can be used
to identify individuals at risk of developing common injuries.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the
relationship between performance on the single leg step down
(SLSD) movement screen and Achilles tendon (AT) and
patellofemoral (PF) joint loads. It was hypothesized that poor
performance (i.e. more motion) on the SLSD would be associated
with higher AT and PF loads.

Figure 1. Relationship between SLSD hip-rearfoot surrogate and AT
surrogate. The hip-rearfoot motion surrogate is the average of hip
adduction, internal rotation, and rearfoot eversion during SLSD. The
AT loading surrogate is the average of the peak AT force, loading rate,
impulse, and cumulative impulse.

Methods
Twenty-one adolescent runners participated in this study (12 M/9
F; age: 12.38 ± 0.79 years; weekly mileage: 23.2 ± 6.4 miles; easy
training run pace: 3.25 ± 0.17 m/s). Participants ran for 5 minutes
on an instrumented treadmill, after which 10 SLSD trials were
performed. 3D motion capture recorded kinematics and kinetics
during both running and SLSD. Kinematics during SLSD and
kinetics in AT and PF joint were calculated based on previously
describe models [2] (Table 1). Principal component analyses
were performed for SLSD, AT, and PF variables. Factor loadings
were interpreted to create surrogate variables [3] and regressions
were performed to determine whether SLSD surrogates predicted
AT or PF surrogates.

during running is altered in individuals with Achilles
tendinopathy [4]. Since the SLSD assesses neuromuscular
control of the hip it may be a useful assessment for identifying
runners at risk of developing Achilles tendinopathies. Indeed, as
we followed this cohort over the course of their running season,
the two individuals who performed worst on the SLSD were the
ones who developed Achilles inuries. However, future
prospective studies are needed to confirm this relationship.
SLSD performance was not, however, associated with PF
loads. This is contrary to previous studies that show increases in
PF stress in individuals who also have increased hip adduction
and internal rotation during both running and SLSD [5]. Whether
this is due to the adolescent partipants or other factors requires
further research.

Results and Discussion
Descriptive statistics for SLSD, AT, and PF loads are shown in
Table 1. Three principal components were extracted for SLSD:
1) a hip-rearfoot component, 2) a tibia internal rotation
component, and 3) a pelvis-knee component. A single principal
component was extracted for AT and PF variables, respectively.
A regression model containing the hip-rearfoot SLSD
surrogate predicted AT loading surrogate (R2 = 0.277, p = 0.014,
Figure 1). Each one unit increase in the hip-rearfoot surrogate
resulted in a 3.26 unit increase in AT loading (95% CI 0.73 –
5.79). The tibia rotation (p = .300) and pelvis-knee (p = .447)
surrogates were not significant predictors. None of the SLSD
surrogates predicted the PF the surrogate.
Our hypothesis was partially supported as higher SLSD hiprearfoot surrogate scores predicted higher AT loading surrogate
scores. This means adolescent runners with higher hip adduction,
hip internal rotation, and rearfoot eversion during the SLSD
experience higher AT tendon loads while running. Previous
studies have suggested that neuromuscular control at the hip

Significance
This is the first study to show a relationship between performance
on a common movement screen and tissue loading parameters
related to the development of common running injuries. This
relationship supports the hypothesis that movement screen
performance may be beneficial for identifying individuals at risk
of developing running overuse injuries.
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviations for SLSD kinematics (CPD: contralateral pelvic drop, HADD: hip adduction, HIR: hip internal rotation,
KV: knee valgus, TIR: tibia internal rotation, RFE: rearfoot eversion), Achilles tendon (AT), and patellofemoral (PF) kinetic variables.
SLSD Variables
Mean Value
AT Variables
Mean Value
PF Variables
Mean Value
CPD (°)
2.61 ± 2.01
Peak force (BW)
7.65 ± 1.41
Contact force (BW)
5.86 ± 1.46
14.88 ± 4.20
97.97 ± 20.17
6.32 ± 2.20
HADD(°)
Loading rate (BW/s)
Joint stress (MPa)
HIR (°)
7.31 ± 5.91
Impulse (BW*s)
0.78 ± 0.14
Loading rate (MPa/s)
162.40 ± 37.14
KV (°)
4.67 ± 2.51
Impulse per km (BW*s*km-1)
374.15 ± 72.80
Impulse (MPa*s)
0.56 ± 0.28
TIR (°)
13.18 ± 5.87
Impulse per km (MPa*s/km)
265.14 ± 128.15
RFE (°)
13.92 ± 3.18
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Introduction
Running-related injury prevalence has been reported between 5680% in U.S. runners (van Gent et al., 2007). A proposed
mechanism is high impact loading. Reducing impact forces may
be an effective intervention to reduce injury rate (Davis et al.,
2010).
Cadence modification was reported to decrease peak vertical
ground reaction forces (vGRF) in laboratory settings (Schubert et
al., 2014). Increasing cadence while maintaining running pace
generally decreases a runner’s stride length. Heiderscheit et al.
(2011) reported reduced impact loading due to cadence
modification during treadmill running (Heiderscheit et al., 2011);
however, running over-ground in an outdoor setting may be
different.
The goal of this study was to quantify decreases in peak
vGRF associated with cadence modification in outdoor running.
Additionally, we sought to evaluate the compliance of running
cadence modification using an auditory metronome cue.

A

B

Figure 1: Effects of auditory metronome cueing on peak vGRF (A)
and cadence from the pressure insole sensor (B) from Baseline to
Follow-up for Mile 1 and Mile 2.

Results and Discussion
Participants demonstrated moderate compliance with the iPod
auditory metronome cueing via a 7.3% cadence increase from
Baseline to Follow-up (p<0.001 ; Cohen’s d=1.24). Unilateral
peak vGRF decreased 0.15 BW during Follow-Up compared to
Baseline (-5.9% ; p=0.029 ; Cohen’s d=0.56). Treadmill-based
studies with cadence increases have reported smaller impact
reductions
2.5% (Heiderscheit et al., 2011; Lenhart et al.,
2014); The present study utilized different force sensor
technology. Peak vGRF and cadence did not deviate between the
first and second mile within each outdoor run.
Cadence reported from the insoles and the GPS watch data
showed the two devices were similar (p>0.05 ; 0.5% difference).
This may suggest that a commercially available GPS watch can
effectively measure cadence while enforcing pace during outdoor
running scenarios.

Methods
Fifteen recreational runners (female n=8 ; male n=7), ages 18-26
(mean=23.5 yrs), with an average mileage of at least 8
miles/week participated. Each completed two outdoor running
sessions 1 week apart. Runners wore wireless sensor insoles
(Loadsol, novel gmbh, Munich, Germany) in both shoes
interfaced with an iPod Touch for recording data and
administering auditory cueing. Vertical ground reaction forces
(vGRF) were sampled at 100 Hz and smoothed with a dual-pass
Chebyshev filtered with a 30 Hz low-pass cutoff frequency. A
GPS watch (Forerunner 25, Garmin International Inc., Olathe,
KS) recorded distance and cadence and provided pacing
information during runs. Runners utilized their own footwear.
During their Baseline run, participants ran a 2.4 mile (3.9
km) course on a straight, flat asphalt road under their preferred,
training pace and cadence. All were instructed to maintain a
consistent pace using the GPS watch. During the Follow-up
session, runners ran at +10% of their Baseline cadence
(Heiderscheit et al., 2011), measured via the GPS watch at the
same preferred pace as Baseline. Auditory cueing was provided
from the iPod speaker with a metronome application
(MetroTimer version 3.3.2, ONYX Apps, US).
Peak vGRF in bodyweight (BW) and cadence data were
extracted from one unilateral vGRF time-series for each run.
Sensor insole-based cadence data in steps/minute (SPM) were
obtained from peak-to-peak timing of vGRF data. Peak force and
cadence data were collapsed to mile 1 (1.6 km) and mile 2 (3.2
km) for averages. Two 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA’s were
performed on time (Baseline, Follow-up) and distance (Mile 1,
Mile 2) using IBM SPSS (version 25, Armonk, NY). A separate
ANOVA was used for cadence on time and device (Insole, GPS
watch). Post hoc testing was performed using Bonferroni
correction.

Significance
Runners seeking to lower their impact forces may benefit from
the auditory metronome cues for increased cadence and GPS
watch to enforce pace. These data support use by clinicians to
alter running cadence in an effort to prevent impact-related injury
during outdoor running.
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Introduction
Performance running shoe technology has recently become a
polarizing topic, most notably due to the use of carbon-fiber
plates. While small benefits of carbon-fiber plates in footwear
have been shown before (Roy & Stefanyshyn, 2006), Nike
Vaporfly 4% (VF) shoes, which utilize a curved carbon-fiber
plate embedded in a compliant and resilient midsole, have been
shown to improve running economy by as much as 4% compared
to two popular marathon racing shoes (Hoogkamer et al. 2018).
In a biomechanical analysis of the VFs, Hoogkamer et al. (2019)
determined the clever lever and the stiffening effects of the plate
are likely among the main contributors to the 4% energy savings.
However, that study compared shoes that differed in both
geometry (taller stack height), foam properties (more compliant
and resilient) and longitudinal bending stiffness (stiffer; carbonfiber plate). Understanding how the VFs’ carbon-fiber plate
affects running mechanics is critical to informing optimized shoe
design.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine how the
carbon-fiber plate in the VFs affects ankle and metatarsalphalangeal (MTP) mechanics. We hypothesized that decreasing
the longitudinal bending stiffness would (1) increase MTP angle,
moment, and power, (2) decrease ankle angle and moment and
(3) increase positive distal rearfoot power.

CVF compared to the VF from 68-90% of stance phase. Ankle
moment was significantly higher (p<0.001) in the CVF from 6472%. Finally, positive distal hindfoot power was significantly
higher (p=0.027) in the CVF from 69-72%.

Figure 2: Angle (deg), moment (Nm), and power (W/kg) for the
Ankle, MTP, and distal hindfoot in the VF (orange line) and CVF
(dashed blue line). Grey areas indicate regions where shoe conditions
differ significantly (p<0.05).

Methods
To reduce the effectiveness of the carbon-fiber plate six mediolateral cuts were made in the forefoot of a pair of new VFs
through the carbon-fiber plate (Figure 1). Nine male runners (size
M9.5, 23 4 years, 67.2 4.7 kg, 174 3 cm) ran over ground
across a 100ft runway at 14km/h 4% five times in the cut VFs
(CVF) and intact VFs (VF). Force plate data (AMTI 2000Hz) and
3D positional data (Qualisys 200Hz) were collected for the right
leg and foot. We calculated joint angles, moments, and powers
during the stance phase for the ankle and MTP joint, as well as
distal hindfoot power (DHFP) (Zelik & Honert, 2018) using a
custom Python script. To analyze the entire stance phase, we used
one dimensional spatial parametric mapping (SPM) to conduct
two-tailed paired t- e ( = 0.05).

The results partially support our first hypothesis, that decreasing
longitudinal bending stiffness would increase MTP angle and
power, however no differences were seen in MTP moments.
Interestingly, these differences in MTP mechanics did not
translate to the ankle, as few changes were observed. DHFP was
calculated to better understand the power contribution from the
shoe, including the plate and the foam. In this method only the
power fluctuations between the calcaneus and the ground are
considered, as treating the whole foot as a rigid segment has been
found to be less accurate (Zelik & Honert, 2018). Only a small
difference in DHFP was found, suggesting that the carbon-fiber
plate does not substantially change the combined power
absorption and generation from the shoe foam, plate and foot
structures. Overall, our results suggest that the carbon-fiber plate
in the VFs has the most influence on the MTP joint.
Significance
As carbon-fiber plates become increasingly popular in running
shoe innovation, it is important to understand how they affect
joint mechanics, and how this could contribute to improved
performance. Outside of performance running, shoes that alter
joint mechanics may be beneficial to specialized populations
such as older adults or individuals with reduced muscle function.

Figure 1: Shoe conditions: VF (baseline), CVF (decreased longitudinal
bending stiffness)

Results and Discussion
Most differences were found in MTP mechanics, with small
changes in ankle moment and distal hindfoot power (Figure 2).
MTP angles were more dorsiflexed (p=0.038) in the CVF
between 0-14% and 72-100% of the stance phase. This was
accompanied by increased (p<0.001) negative MTP power in the
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Introduction
Maximal running shoes are loosely defined as shoes that contain
greater midsole cushioning from heel to toe compared to a
traditional shoe. The effect of maximal running shoes on
biomechanical measures related to running injury risk have only
recently been investigated, with some studies finding elevated
loading rates, impact forces [1,2] and prolonged eversion [2,3] in
maximal shoes compared to traditional footwear.
While maximal running shoes were initially designed for
training on the road or trails, a new type of maximal shoe has
recently become popular for road racing, containing a carbonfiber plate in the midsole as well as a proprietary new midsole
material with high compliance and resilience. Initial findings
have demonstrated that shoes in this category may reduce the
energetic cost of running by ~4% [4], possibly due to changes in
ankle and metatarsophalangeal joint biomechanics [5]. These
shoes are in stark contrast to lightweight minimally cushioned
shoes that had generally been worn for road racing.
While many running shoe companies have since released a
shoe in his ca egor , Nike s Vaporfly 4%, and subsequently the
Vaporfly Next%, were the first shoes in this category on the
market, and remain the most popular option among runners.
While predominately used for racing, these shoes are becoming
increasingly popular for use in training, leading to the question of
the effect of these shoes on common biomechanical injury risk
factors during running. Therefore, the purpose of this study was
to compare hip, knee, and ankle biomechanics during running
between the Nike Vaporfly Next% and a common minimal shoe.

excursion was significantly higher in the Nike Next % shoe (NP:
15.1 ± 2.6°, NB: 12.9 ± 2.6°, p = .001).
At the ankle, the internal plantar flexion moment was
significantly lower in the Next% shoe (NP: 2.4 ± 0.5 Nm/kg, NB:
2.9 ± 0.5 Nm/kg, p = .001). At the knee, the internal extension
moment was significantly higher in the Next% shoe (NP: 4.4 ±
0.7 Nm/kg, NB: 4.0 ± 0.9 Nm/kg, p = .01). Differences between
shoes for the internal hip extension moment were close to
achieving significance (NP: 1.3 ± 0.6 Nm/kg, NB: 1.1 ± 0.7
Nm/kg, p = .06). No other differences were observed for kinetics.
The kinematic results indicated few differences between
shoes for important injury risk factors for injury. Greater eversion
excursion was observed in the Next% shoe which has been linked
to injury, however, these differences were largely driven by
slightly greater inversion at initial contact and toe-off.
While not commonly linked to injury risk, less dorsiflexion
excursion and peak dorsiflexion were observed in the Next%
shoe (Figure 1) in addition to a smaller peak internal plantar
flexion moment, which agrees with previous research [5] and
may help explain the performance benefits of the shoe. However,
this appears to come at a cost, as the internal knee extension
moment was significantly higher in the Next% shoe.

Methods
Twelve healthy competitive distance runners (age = 21.0 ± 2.5
yrs) participated in this study. Twenty-one reflective markers
and six marker clusters were placed on subjects who ran
overground in the lab at their marathon pace wearing the a)
Nike Vaporfly Next% (NP), and b) New Balance Minimus (NB)
in random order. Five successful running trials for each shoe
were collected at 200 Hz with a 16-camera 3D motion capture
system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford UK). Two force plates
collected ground reaction forces and were used to determine
initial contact and toe-off (Kistler Instrument Corp., Novi MI).
Kinematics were calculated using Visual3D software (CMotion, Germantown MD). Variables of interest included peak
angles and excursions at the ankle (dorsiflexion and eversion),
knee (flexion and valgus), and hip (adduction and internal
rotation) as well as peak internal moments at the ankle (plantar
flexion and inversion), knee (extension and valgus), and hip
(abduction and external rotation). Data were compared using
paired t-tests with the alpha-level set to 0.05.

Figure 1. Ensemble curves of sagittal plane ankle kinematics.
Significance
While greater ankle eversion excursion is noteworthy in the
Next% shoe, no other kinematic or kinetic risk factors for injury
were observed in this shoe, indicating this carbon-fiber plate
racing shoe may not substantially increase injury risk.
Differences between shoes in ankle biomechanics agree with
previous research and may explain the performance benefits.
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Results and Discussion
No significant differences were found between peak angles or
excursions at the hip and knee (p > .05). At the ankle, peak
dorsiflexion (NP: 19.0 ± 3.8°, NB: 25.3 ± 3.7°, p < .001) and
dorsiflexion excursion (NP: 21.6 ± 4.3°, NB: 25.6 ± 4.2°, p <
.001) were both significantly lower in the Nike Next% (Figure 1).
While there were no differences in peak eversion, eversion
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Introduction
The processing techniques used on biomechanical signals can
often be as important as the experimental paradigms. The
filtering methods of motion capture signals have received
considerable attention with respect to estimating signal
derivatives in particular. Recently, an automatic filtering
procedure which applies a Butterworth low-pass filter with
different cut-off frequencies specific to signal sections was
proposed [1]. This technique aimed to better filter time-series
signals with varying frequency content. It is not clear, however,
how this approach would compare to typical filtering procedures
when applied to a set of common biomechanical measures which
comprise multiple signals. Therefore, the purpose of this
investigation was to explore the application of the automatic
segment filtering procedure (ASFP) to a publicly available
simulated running stride [2].

Results and Discussion
The ASFP was better able to match the impact peak of the
simulated vertical ground reaction force than both a typical
approach and the ABP as demonstrated by a reduced absolute
peak error (Table 1). This was accomplished by allowing for a
filter with a higher cut-off frequency during the impact portion of
stance. Additionally, the ASFP better attenuated oscillations in
lower frequency portions of the signal (Figure 1).

Methods
The test data of van den Bogert & de Koning (1996) were used
as criterion data [2]. This data set consists of lower body segment
kinematics and ground reaction forces from computer
simulations of running gait. To illustrate the influence of filtering
multiple signals in a signal section by section manner, the vertical
ground reaction force (vGRF) was estimated from the computed
vertical center of mass (COM) acceleration of lower limb
segments throughout the stance phase after adding noise to the
limb segment coordinates.
Body segment COM displacements and accelerations were
estimated ten times using noiseless kinematic signals, and after
the addition of noise (0.1 mm root mean square) using three
signal processing techniques. 1) The
ical echni e in which
all kinematic signals were filtered at a single filter cut-off
frequency (the mean of the autocorrelation-based procedure
[ABP; 3] cut-off frequencies for the body segment COM
displacements), 2) a whole signal ABP technique which saw each
body segment COM displacement signal filtered with a cut-off
frequency specific to that segment, and 3) the segment filtering
technique (ASFP) where the segment COM signals were broken
into sections based on the variation in the Teager-Kaise Energy
Operator (TKEO) of the estimated vGRF from the typical
filtering method above [1,4]. In brief, this previously developed
segment filtering technique applied the ABP to each section of
the given signal to produce a whole signal displacement estimate
corresponding to each signal section. These estimates were then
joined together such that each section of the final signal contained
the acceleration estimate derived from applying the ABP to that
signal section.

Figure 1: Vertical ground reaction force and estimates from noiseless
kinematic signals and three filtering techniques.

Significance
When accurate magnitudes of kinetic and kinematic derivatives
are of interest in impact-like biomechanical tasks, removing the
appropriate amount of noise in measured signals is of great
importance. Commonly, multiple signals are processed with a
common Butterworth filter cut-off frequency, potentially
inappropriately handling the variation in signal to noise ratio
between body segments and signal sections therefore poorly
estimating the magnitudes of interest. By implementing
processing techniques which are sensitive to changing frequency
content, such as the ASFP, more accurate estimation of common
measures such as vGRF are attainable.
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Table 1: The percentage root mean square error (%RMSE) for estimating the vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) from kinematic
signals and the error in estimating the vGRF impact peak value.
Method
%RMSE
Absolute Impact Peak Error [%]
Noiseless Kinematic Signals
6.0
5.4
ASFP
9.4 ± 1.1
5.1 ± 4.3
ABP
9.6 ± 0.8
11.3 ± 3.3
Typical Filtering

10.18 ± 0.9
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Introduction
Ground reaction forces (GRF) provide valuable information
about running biomechanics. Variations in speed, foot contact
pattern, incline, footwear, etc.[1] can produce a number of
distinct patterns. With the many potential variations in the force
signal, researcher often aim to find the features that are best able
to discriminate different running techniques. Many of the
parameters commonly reported from ground reaction forces can
be correlated, thus a way to express these differences and their
correlations by reducing the dimensionality of the data can be
helpful.[2] Using principal component analysis, we aim to
quantify the variations in force time series data across a large
population and create visualizations that can help researchers
understand how these patterns manifest in healthy runnners.
Methods
Ground reaction forces were measured for 198 participants (86 F:
mass= 65.2 ± 10.5 kg, age= 33.5 ± 8.7 yrs; 111 M: mass = 78.1 ±
10.8 kg, age= 34.0 ± 6.6 yrs) while running on a Bertec treadmill
in neutral running shoes. Data used in this analysis were collected
as part of multiple studies implementing different protocols
regarding running speed, experimental shoe condition, and
treadmill incline. For most of the subjects, multiple conditions
were evaluated and included in the analysis. The final data set
included a total of 877 trials each consisting of an average of 377
steps. Before data collection, athletes provided informed consent
to participate in the research study.
Ground reaction forces were recorded at 1200Hz or higher,
and filtered using a low pass Butterworth filter with a 50 Hz cut
off. Vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) was normalized to
body weight (BW), and stance time was interpolated to 0-100%
using 1000 points. Principal component analysis (PCA) was run
on the normalized vGRF. Considering the principal components
(PCs), the modes of variation can be visualized across the
population by transforming PC scroes back into GRF space.

Figure 1: Principal Components 1-3. The black line is the mean
ground reaction force (normalized to BW) and the gray band is
+/- 2 standard deviations of each Principal Component. Thin lines
are representative trials for high and low PC scores.
PC 3 describes the height of the heel impact transient (9%
variation explained). Standard deviations for the PC 2-3 are
largest during the first 30% of stance. Alternately, after weight
acceptance and through push off, standard deviations are smaller.
This may indicate that while there are numerous ways to contact
the ground during impact (differences in foot strike type being
the most obvious), the requirement during mid-stance and push
off is more universal: support body weight and propel the body
into the air to take the next step. Other factors that affect impact
forces include footwear, slope of running surface, and speed,
which all also have interactions with foot strike type. Using
similar approach, Kiernan showed significant correlations
between PC scores and number of running injuries.[3]

Results and Discussion
The first 3 principal components explain over 90% of the
variance between runners. PC 1 predomanintly describes the
magnitude of the peak GRF (64% variation explained). PC 2
primarily captures differences in the loading rate of the GRF
curve during impact (19% variation explained).

Significance
GRF patterns from a wide range of runners can be predominantly
described by a small number of features. Researchers can gain a
more intuitive understanding for how specific kinetic features
relate to running by visualizing PC differences in the time
domain.
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Introduction

capacities of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles. While
mechanical connections between the toes and the ankle
plantarflexors have been shown3 and the fibers of the plantar
aponeurosis seem to continue on to the Achilles tendon in
young individuals1, there does not seem to be an influence of
toe position on the strength of the ankle plantarflexor muscles.

During the push-off phase of walking and running, the ankle
plantarflexor muscles provide a large portion of the positive
lower-limb power. This power is influenced by the forcegenerating capacities of the ankle plantarflexors, which are
affected by the ankle and knee joint positions and, potentially,
the metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints. The MTP joints may
influence the force-generating capacities of the ankle
plantarflexor muscles through two possible mechanisms: 1) the
multiarticular flexor hallucis longus (FHL) and flexor
digitorum longus (FDL), which contribute to ankle
plantarflexion and cross the MTP joints, and 2) connections
(both anatomical and mechanical) between the plantar
aponeurosis and Achilles tendon1–3, which is a pathway for
MTP joint extension to influence the Achilles tendon and
triceps surae muscle fibers. As the MTP joints extend during
the push-off phase of walking and running, interactions
between MTP joint extension and ankle plantarflexion strength
could influence the understanding of mechanical power
generation during push-off. It was hypothesized that maximum
voluntary ankle plantarflexion moments would increase with
the MTP joints positioned in extension.

Significance
This finding increases understanding of locomotion mechanics
by suggesting that if extension of the toes during late stance
affects the triceps surae, it is not through direct alterations to the
m scle s momen -generating capacity. This understanding
may be important clinically, for toe or partial foot amputation,
and in sport, for footwear that alters MTP joint mechanics (e.g.,
by increasing forefoot bending stiffness).
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Methods
Eight healthy subjects exerted maximum voluntary isometric
ankle plantarflexion contractions on a dynamometer (Biodex
Medical Systems, Shirley, NY) in 16 different combinations of
knee, ankle, and MTP joint position. The MTP joints were held
statically in either a neutral or fully extended position while the
knee joint (2 positions: 90 degrees flexion or fully extended)
and ankle joint (4 positions: -10, 0, 10, and 20 degrees of
plantarflexion) positions were systematically varied. A 3-way
repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the effect of the
MTP, ankle, and knee joint angles on the maximum voluntary
ankle plantarflexion moment. Significance level was set at 0.05.
Results and Discussion
No statistically significant effect of MTP joint extension on the
maximum ankle plantarflexion moment was detected (Figure
1). The mean difference between the MTP neutral and MTP
joint extended positions (across all knee-ankle configurations)
was 2.6 ± 12.8 N·m (p = 0.41). Expectedly, statistically
significant effects of ankle joint angle and knee joint angle on
the maximum ankle plantarflexion moment were found (p <
0.001).
These results do not support our hypothesis that ankle
plantarflexion moments would increase when the MTP joints
were extended. Further, the results suggest that: 1) the FHL and
FDL contribute little to the maximum ankle joint moment, 2)
the force-generating capacities of the FHL and FDL are
unchanged by MTP joint extension, and/or 3) MTP joint
extension has a negligible influence on the force-generating

Figure 1: Maximum isometric ankle plantarflexion moments (means
across all subjects) with the MTP joints in neutral and extended positions
and at various knee (top: knee extended, bottom: knee flexed to 90
degrees) and ankle positions. Error bars show ± 1 standard deviation from
the mean. PF: plantarflexion, DF: dorsiflexion.
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Introduction
The goal of post-stroke locomotor therapy is to help individuals
return to activities of daily living. Straight-line walking has been
the primary focus of gait and rehabilitation studies. However,
turning steps represent 35-45% of all steps taken during activities
of daily living [1]. In addition, nearly four times as many
individuals post-stroke report falling while turning compared to
healthy adults [2]. Falling while turning can be extremely
dangerous, with 70% of those falls leading to injury [3].
Currently, there are no specific exercise protocols for improving
turning performance [4]. Thus, there is a need to provide
clinicians with evidence-based rehabilitation to improve turning
performance for individuals post-stroke. The purpose of this
study was to identify relationships between turning performance
and muscle coordination, with a focus on two types of turns
involved in activities of daily living: 90-degree and 180-degree
turns. We hypothesize turning performance will decline for
subjects with impaired muscle coordination.

complete the turn was defined as the time it takes to return to a
constant forward velocity. Turning smoothness was assessed
using a Velocity Peaks Metric, which was defined as the number
of body center of mass (COM) forward velocity peaks over the
course of a turn normalized by the number of steps taken.
Smoother movement is represented by fewer periods of
acceleration and deceleration, leading to fewer peaks in COM
velocity. For each subject, muscle coordination was assessed
using the number of muscle modules during the straight
overground walking task determined by non-negative matrix
factorization [5]. We determined differences in turning
performance between individuals post-stroke with different
number of muscle modules and the age-matched controls.
One-way ANOVAs were used to test for significant
diffe e ce i he
i g e f ma ce mea e . T ke
hoc tests were used to test for differences between each group
(controls and individuals post-stroke with 2 modules, 3 modules,
4 modules, and 5 modules).

Methods
EMG and full body 3D kinematic data were collected from 20
chronic hemiparetic stroke subjects (20 left hemiparesis) and 20
healthy age-matched controls. Subjects performed 3 tasks
including straight over-ground walking, 90-degree turns, and
180-degree turns. For the turning trials, stroke subjects were
instructed to turn as quickly as possible towards their paretic side.
Turning performance was defined using two measures: the
time to complete the turn and turning smoothness. Time to

Results and Discussion
Differences between groups were only seen in the 180-degree
turning performance measures (Fig. 1). Subjects with 2 modules
took a significantly longer time to complete the 180-degree turn
(Figure 1b) and had a significantly larger velocity peak metric
(i.e., were less smooth) during 180-degree turns (Figure 1d). This
suggests merged muscle activity is predictive of poor 180-degree
turning performance. This is consistent with studies showing the
merging of modules leads to impaired walking performance [6]
and planar reaching studies showing a lack of smoothness is
characteristic of upper limb motor impairment [7]. These results
suggest that obtaining independent modules should be an
important aim in turning rehabilitation.

*

*

**

Significance
Turning therapy is needed to help individuals post-stroke
navigate the complex environments encountered during activities
of daily living. These results highlight the relationships between
turning performance and impaired muscle coordination and that
the time it takes to complete a 180-degree turn is a promising
clinical assessment measure of muscle coordination and could be
used to help identify impairment levels post-stroke.

*
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Figure 1: Velocity Peaks Metric and Time to Turn for 90-degree trials
(A, C) and 180-degree trials (B, D) grouped by control subjects and the
number of modules used in walking for stroke subjects.
* Indicates a significant difference from controls (p < 0.001).
** Indicates a significant difference from controls, 2 modules, and 3
modules (p 0.044).
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Introduction
Stroke causes spastistic foot deformity, equinus foot, which has
a foot with more dorsiflexion and inversion at resting condition
[1]. It significantly impairs gait and increases trip-related fall risk
in chronic stroke. Three dimensional(3D) laser scanning
technology is accurate and more economical to identify
kinematic differences in clinics compared to magnetic
rasonnance imaging or even x-ray[2].
We investigated novel hemiparetic foot parameters that were
acquired from 3D laser scanned foot images with non-paretic feet
or age-matched normal healthy feet. Several kinematic foot
biomarkers were proposed. We hypothized that there are
significnat difference in proposed foot parameters between
paretic and non-paretic sides.

Results and Discussion
The horizontal tilt angle in corronal plane( HC) in paretic
foot(17.3º±5.7) was significantly greater than both non-paretic
foot(14.6º±5.7, p=0.004) and dominant foot in healthy controls
(13.9º±1.3, p=0.024). LMC was significantly bigger in paretic
side (31.0º±4.4 vs 28.3º±2.7, p=0.007). Foot kinematic paramters
showed significant changes in sagittal and coronal planes on
paretic foot (HMM:p=0.027; MMC: p=0.001; qMS: p=0.001). Table
1 summerizes the kinematic differences in foot parameters
between chronic stroke and healthy controls or between paretic
and non-paretic sides.
We showed that 3D surface scanning technology is useful to
identify the foot kinematic differences using proposed foot
kinematic parameters between chronic stroke patients and
healthy controls. The proposed foot parameters are possible to be
used as foot kinematic biomarkers that may be applied to evaluate
the capability to conduct activities of daily livings. Thus further
investigation is necessary on the relationship with the proposed
foot parameters and gait impairments in chronic stroke.

Methods
Total 30 chronic stroke patients (F/M: 11/19; Age: 65.6±8.7years;
Onset: 10.2±8.8years) and 11 age-matched healthy controls(F/M:
7/4; Age: 62.9±5.7years) participated in this study.
Using commercial 3D scanner (Artec Eva, Artec3D,
Luxemburg), 3D foot images were acquired from 41 subjects and
converted to stl files to measure dimension. Figure 1 shows the
definitions of lengths(L100F, L10F, L66F), heights(HMM; HLM:) and
angles( HC MMC, LMC, MS, LS) in given foot images. HC
denotes the angle between horizontal line in corronal plane and
the line connecting medial and lateral malleoli. After scanning,
subjects repeated walking on 10 meter even and uneven surfaces
for three times at their self-selected comfortable speed. The gait
kinematics were recorded using VICON motion capturing system
(Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, United Kingdom). The paired t-test
was used to compare between peratic and non-paretic parameters
and the t-test with independent samples was used for between
group statistic.

Chronic Strokes

Healthy Controls

Paretic

Nonparetic

vs NP

Dominant

vs HC

HMM

90.4 ±10.5

89.3 ± 6.9

0.027

82.6 ± 6.7

0.627

HLM

68.6 ± 7.4

69.9 ± 5.5

0.303

66.1 ± 5.8

0.472

HC

17.3 ± 5.7

14.6 ± 3.1

0.004

13.9 ± 1.3

0.024

MMC

18.3 ± 5.3

20.6 ± 3.8

0.001

22.8 ± 2.2

0.057

LMC

31.0 ± 4.4

28.3 ± 2.7

0.094

28.6 ± 2.4

0.007

MS

63.3 ± 4.8

64.2 ± 4.1

0.001

69.0 ± 3.9

0.451

LS

73.1 ± 5.5

72.4 ± 3.9

0.092

76.2 ± 3.7

0.556

Table 1: Comparisons in foot parameters with paretic foot (vs NP
indicates p-values in non-paretic foot parameters; vs HC
indicates p-values in healthy controls foot parameters)
Significance
This study showed potentially useful in clinical fields including
physical medicine, orthopaedics etc., to identify pathological
conditions that bring kinematic changes in body parts. Especially
in the rehabilitation hospital, proposed parameters are used to
apply more effective footwears for patients with stroke including
ankle foot orthosis.
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Results and Discussion
%DET between conditions was not significantly different for the
Control group, but a statistically significant difference
(p=0.0032) was found within the TBI group (Fig 2a). The same
is true for LMax with a significant difference (p=0.0011) for the
TBI group (Fig2b).
%DET measures the predictability of a trajectory and is
highest for periodic functions. The predictability of COM
movement significantly increased for the TBI group during
Narrow walking, showing an improvement in consistency and
periodicity across the individual steps. This result may be
interpreted as the TBI group gaining better control during narrow
walking compared to preferred stride. LMax is a measure of
mathematical stability of the data, and larger values show less
sensitivity to perturbation [3]. In this case, TBI subjects may have
benefited from walking narrowly by decreasing unnecessary
movement.
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Methods
Motion capture data was collected at 100 Hz, using a 12-camera
Vicon T160 system and standard marker set, from 18 subjects (8
with previous TBI, 10 control). Subjects were directed to walk at
their preferred pace and stride length for one of the analyzed trials
(Preferred condition). For the Narrow condition, subjects were
directed to walk by placing their next foot in a straight line in
front of the other, but not required to touch the heel of the front
foot to the toe of the standing foot. The COM was calculated by
the Vicon Nexus software from collected marker data and
anthropometrics (Fig.1a). RQA measures were calculated for the
COM virtual marker trajectories for 6 steps in the medial-lateral
and superior-inferior directions, using Norbert Marwan’s
MATLAB CRP Toolbox [2]. Movement in the anterior-posterior
direction was not analyzed as it only represents the forward
walking of the patients.
RQA measures are quantitative values for data visualization
from recurrence plots (Fig. 1b). Recurrence plots show points,
known as recurrent points, where the 2-D data reenters a section
of the phasespace. Determinism (%DET) is the percentage of
these recurrent points that form diagonal lines in the plot and
maximum line length (LMax) is the inverse of the positive
maximal Lyapunov exponent. Paired t-tests were performed on
the data groups and condition and the critical p-value was
corrected for multiple comparisons.

Preferred

Introduction
Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) can occur during many types of
activities and in different populations. As part of recovery, gait
intervention may be necessary for patients who have experienced
TBI. However, literature on consistently successful techniques is
scarce, possibly due to the heterogeneity of the TBI-effected
population [1]. More in-depth analysis of gait characteristics
could be essential to finding successful intervention techniques.
Continued improvements in analysis of gait may better inform
and compare intervention techniques for patients who have
experienced TBI. Non-linear analysis shows more qualitative
aspects of data sets that are missed in typical gait
characterization. This abstract uses recurrence quantification
analysis (RQA), a non-linear method, to look at center of mass
(COM) movement during preferred gait and an interventional
gait in TBI patients when compared with a control group.

TBI

Figure 2: (a) Average determinism values with standard error bars,
separated by group and then condition. *Red bracketed pair shows
significant difference in mean. (b) Average maximum line length
values with standard error bars, separated by group and then condition.
**Red bracketed pair shows significant difference in mean.

Significance
Continued research on gait intervention techniques and improved
analysis of their success is important to better understand and
facilitate the gait recovery process in patients with a history of
TBI. Further research could continue to inform clinical practices
and help improve quality of life for individuals who have
experienced TBI.

(b)
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Figure 1: (a) Motion capture markers with COM (white marker) (b)
recurrence plot
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between cotex and midbrain cerebral peduncle) and CRP (streamlines
between cotex and midbrain reticular formation).

Introduction
The corticospinal tract (CST) is the major descending motor
pathway involved in mediating muscle coordination of skilled
movements, but it is possible that CST may not be necessary to
control steady-state walking. Previous animal studies support
involvement of corticoreticular pathway (CRP) during steady
state walking, and CST as well as CRP during skilled
movements1. It is not clear how damage to the CST post-stroke
affects muscle coordination and walking ability. The CRP likely
plays an important role in locomotor recovery following stroke
when there is CST damage2. However, CRP produces mass
flexion and extension muscle activation patterns (fewer muscle
modules) and fewer modules post-stroke is correlated to poor
walking performance. Therefore, to understand the altered
neural control of modules on walking ability, we investigated
the relationship of module composition and walking ability of
stroke survivors with CST and CRP recovery.

Results and Discussion
We found a positive correlation between CST from the lesioned
hemisphere and FGA (r=0.39 p<0.05); and FMA (r=0.36
p<0.05). We found a negative correlation between CRP from the
non-lesioned hemisphere and FMA (r=-0.43 p<0.05); and
SMWT (r=-0.37 p<0.05). This suggests that poorer walking
ability is related to increased reliance on the non-lesioned CRP
following damage to CST. We did not see any significant relation
between module number and CST or CRP. However, there was a
trend suggesting more CST streamlines on the non-lesioned
hemisphere maybe associated with fewer modules (r=-0.29
p=0.09). There was also an asymmetry in number of streamlines
between the hemispheres in stroke population compared to
healthy individuals computed as (AssymStroke= Lesioned/NonRight/Left),
(CSTHealthy:1.47,
lesioned;
AssymHealthy=
CSTStroke:0.44, p<0.001; CRPHealthy:1.28, CRPStroke:0.69, p<0.01).
In summary, non-lesioned CST and CRP may compensate for the
lesioned CST. Furthermore, greater reliance on the motor
pathways from the non-lesioned hemisphere is associated with
greater impairment of walking ability and poor muscle
coordination (fewer modules).

Methods
We recruited 33 stroke survivors and 17 healthy controls. We
collected lower extremity Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA),
Functional Gait Assessment (FGA), six-minute walk test
(SMWT), over-ground self-selected (SS) walking speeds from
stroke survivors. Paretic leg EMG data were collected at selfselected walking speeds to compute number of muscle modules
using non-negative matrix factorization (Fig 1A). Imaging data
for all subjects included T1 and T2-weighted images, and
diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI). Tractography was estimated
using FSL’s FMRIB's Diffusion Toolbox to evaluate the CST
and CRP recovery based on number of streamlines (Fig 1B).
Spearman’s correlation was used to identify the relationship
between motor pathways recovery and functional walking
ability. One-way ANOVA was used to identify differences in
CST and CRP recovery between stroke survivors with 2, 3, and
4 modules (typically healthy individuals have 4 modules).

Significance
The current work seeks to extend the understanding of the
associations between recovery of motor pathways and steadystate muscle coordination to more complex tasks fundamental to
household and community walking, such as speeding up, slowing
down, starting, stopping and turning. Results from this work will
be used to identify patient-specific deficits in muscle
coordination and their impact on limiting household and
community walking. We expect clinicians will use this
information to understand mobility task requirements and
develop individualized targeted therapies.
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Figure 1: A) Non-negative matrix factorization to identify modules
during walking. B) Motor Pathway Connectivity for CST (streamlines
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= .029, g = .28) for FF+PT. TLA retention change scores were
greater for FF+PT compared to FF (t(8) = 2.41, p = .043, g =
1.19). At Post, AAIC were more plantarflexed than Pre for both
FF and FF+PT (Mdiff = -1.60, SE = 0.62, p = .033).

Introduction
Restoration of walking function is an essential component of
neurorehabilitation in individuals who have survived a stroke.
Post-stroke gait deficits include reduced paretic propulsion
during terminal stance, foot drop during swing, and inter-limb
asymmetry with a reduction in gait speed. FastFES, a post-stroke
training intervention that combines functional electrical
stimulation (FES) delivered to the paretic ankle dorsiflexor (DF)
and plantarflexor (PF) muscles during fast treadmill walking, has
been shown to induce long-term improvements in gait speed and
reduce the energy cost of walking,1 yet the motor learning
processes underlying FastFES are currently poorly understood.
During neurorehabilitation, verbal instructions and feedback
regarding motor performance are commonly used to promote
motor learning.2-4 Feedback provides information based on
previous movement attempts with the intent to decrease
movement errors and facilitate achievement of accurate
movement goals.2 Instructions include statements about how to
perform a motor task and/or its desired outcome.2 The purpose of
the study was to determine whether the addition of verbal
feedback and individual-specific instructions, which are
commonly incorporated during clinical gait training, would
augment motor learning of gait patterns induced by FastFES.

Figure 1. (A) During FF+PT, we found increase in TLA at both
Post and Retention compared to Pre, indicating online
improvements and motor learning (B) TLA retention change
scores were significantly greater for FF+PT versus FF.
Addition of individualized verbal instructions and feedback
by a physical therapist (FF+PT) resulted in greater online
improvements and motor learning (Retention) of improved gait
biomechanics in response to a single training session. Though 12
weeks of FastFES training have been shown to improve walking
speed, endurance, energy efficiency, and gait biomechanics poststroke,1,5,6 a single session of FF did not induce significant
within-session improvements or across-session retention.
However, a single session of FF+PT induced significant withinand across-session improvements in TLA and POI, suggesting
that addition of individualized verbal instructions and feedback
may augment motor learning processes during gait training.
Interestingly, AAIC displayed a within-session decrement for
both types of training, which may be related to DF muscle
fatigue, further accentuated by non-physiological activation
during FES.7 AAIC is primarily controlled through eccentric
contraction of the ankle DF.

Methods
Nine individuals with post-stroke hemiparesis (4 M, 59.0 ± 7.4 y,
35.9 ± 21.1 months post-stroke) completed a crossover study
comprising exposure to 2 types of gait training sessions with > 3
weeks between sessions. The first training session involved five,
6-min bouts of FastFES (FF). The second training session was
conducted ≥ 3 weeks after FF. Procedures were identical to FF
but included the addition of individualized verbal instructions
and feedback regarding gait performance from an experienced
physical therapist (FF+PT). Non-scripted, individual-specific
feedback focused on the variables targeted by FF was provided
in a faded schedule throughout the training session.
Gait biomechanics data were measured before (Pre) and
immediately after each training session (Post) to evaluate withinsession changes, and during a Retention test conducted 24 hours
after the training session to evaluate motor learning. A 7-camera
Vicon system and a Bertec instrumented treadmill were used for
gait analysis. Dependent variables included push-off integral
(POI), trailing limb angle (TLA), and ankle angle at initial
contact (AAIC) of the paretic limb. Within-Session (Post-Pre)
and Retention (Retention–Pre) change scores were calculated to
assess online performance and motor learning. Repeated
measures ANOVAs examined the effects of training type and
time on each variable. Paired samples t-tests were conducted to
examine the effects of training type on change scores.

Significance
With insurance payers limiting the dosage of gait training
sessions, developing clinical strategies to maximize motor
learning within each treatment will have significant clinical
impact.
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Results and Discussion
For POI, we observed a significant main effect of training type
(F(1,8) = 6.93, p = .030, hp2 = .464), and a significant training type
x time interaction (F(2,16) = 4.66, p = .025, hp2 = .368). Compared
to Pre, TLA was significantly greater at Post (Mdiff = 2.69, SE =
.0741, p = .007, g = .30) and Retention (Mdiff = 2.39, SE = .90, p
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moment (sum of the sagittal-plane moments of the hip, knee, and
ankle) [11] between 30-40% of stance (Fig. 1c, blue) in the
responders.
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Changes in DMC Index Following FES treatment
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Introduction
Nearly 800,000 people experience a stroke annually in the US
alone [1], and frequently survivors are left with the sudden onset
of difficulties completing daily motor tasks [2]. Of particular
concern are the dynamic changes that occur to a stroke survivor’s
gait pattern. Walking is the primary locomotion strategy used by
individuals to navigate their environments, and when this ability
is compromised, so is the overall quality of life. Gait impairments
reflect motor control changes, where unimpaired gait motions are
produced by more complex control schemes than impaired ones
[3-6]. Unlike common measures of performance following
treatments, such as walking speed, step-length symmetry, paretic
propulsion, etc., the Dynamic Motor Control (DMC) Index
provides insight about the effect of the treatment at the neural
level on motor control complexity, and it has successfully been
used for analyzing gait in individuals with cerebral palsy [3, 8].
In this study, we sought to answer two questions: 1. “How
does FastFES treatment (combined Fast treadmill walking and
Functional Electrical Stimulation) impact post-stroke motor
control, as measured by the DMC Index?” and 2. “What are the
distinguishing pre-treatment gait features between those that
responded to treatment and those that did not?”
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Figure 1: Variation in treatment response and distinguishing
pretreatment gait features. a. responders exhibit ∆DMC > 0 and nonresponders ∆DMC < 0; b. Responders have larger knee flexion during
20-40% of gait; c. Responders have smaller support moments during 3040% of stance.
-4

Methods
Using OpenSim 3.3, we created forward dynamic simulations
tracking gait data of 8 individuals post-stroke [7] with patientspecific musculoskeletal models having 23 degrees-of-freedom
and 92 muscles. Computed Muscle Control determined muscle
activations of paretic lower-limb muscles, which were then used
as inputs to non-negative matrix factorization where only a single
module (group of co-activated muscles) was considered [6]. The
DMC index is based on the variance accounted for (VAF) by this
module in reproducing the original activations signal. A DMC
index value of 100 is equal to that of an average unimpaired
individual, and smaller DMC index values represent decreased
motor control complexity. Following FastFES treatment,
individuals were grouped as a responder if their DMC index
values increased after treatment, and a non-responder otherwise.
Distinguishing pre-treatment gait features between the two
groups were identified with Statistical Parametric Mapping
(SPM), which reduces errors associated with discretized analysis
(i.e. selection of instances such as “peak knee flexion”) of timevarying data by regarding this data as a single observation [9, 10].

Significance
While our findings are specific to one treatment for post-stroke
gait, the approach may be extended to other treatments and
disorders. Quantifying treatment response in terms of motor
control complexity provides useful information on whether the
treatment is targeting the source of the impairment at the neural
level. Identifying pre-treatment gait features that distinguish
responders and non-responders not only allows for treatment
outcome predictions, but clinicians can also learn about what
areas to target for specific cases.
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Results and Discussion
The FastFES treatment increased the DMC index in 5 of the 8
individuals (Fig. 1a, green). Interestingly, the 3 non-responders
(Fig. 1a, red) had the highest pre-treatment DMC index values.
These results suggest that the treatment is effective at increasing
motor control, but only if the individual’s motor control is
sufficiently impaired. Individuals with moderate motor control
impairment may not benefit from this treatment. Furthermore, we
identified larger (p < 0.001) pre-treatment knee flexion during
20-40% of gait (Fig. 1b, blue) and smaller (p < 0.001) support
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Results and Discussion
Head-on-trunk (p = 0.007) and head-on-lumbar (p = 0.012) turns
were significantly slower in the mTBI group compared to healthy
controls. No between-group differences were observed in other
metrics of turning. Compared to controls, the mTBI group
completed the task slower (p = 0.022) and had lower hit scores (p
= 0.027). Across all turning measures, slower turning speeds
were associated with lower hit rates; lumbar turning speed (adj.
R2 = 0.37), head-on-lumbar turning speed (adj. R2 = 0.24), and
head-on-trunk turning speed (adj. R2 = 0.21) were most
associated with hit rate after adjusting for group.

Introduction
Determining readiness for duty after mild traumatic brain injury
(mTBI) is essential for the safety of service members (SM) and
their units. Though the ability to perform warrior tasks and battle
drills, such as moving under fire while maintaining situational
awareness, reacting to contact, and establishing security are
critical components of combat effectiveness and survival [1],
these aspects are not currently assessed after mTBI. Return-toduty decisions are based on self-reported symptoms and singledomain clinical tests of function. There is a need for objective
tests that are sensitive to mTBI-related deficits, and a need to
understand how mTBI affects functional performance in theater.
Turning is an ecologically-relevant task involving
coordinated movement of the head and body that can be
objectively quantified using inertial measurement units. We have
previously found people with mTBI turn slower and have more
variable head-body coordination patterns than healthy controls
during a clinical turning task [2]. However, the implications of
these results remain unclear. Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to examine turning behaviour during a task representative of
the complex demands a SM may face in theatre. We expected
individuals with mTBI to turn slower and to perform significantly
worse compared to healthy control subjects.

A

B

Figure 1: A. Schematic of the testing set-up with sample target
configuration. B) Selected results of head-on-trunk and lumbar turning
speeds for each group. Head-on-trunk turns were slower in the mTBI
group, but lumbar turning speeds did not differ between groups.

Methods
Participants included 44 individuals with mTBI [34F/10M, mean
age (SD) 33 (10) yrs] and 40 healthy controls [28F/12M, mean
age (SD) 31 (10) yrs] across three sites. All mTBI participants
were greater than 3 weeks post-injury and reporting residual
symptoms. All participants provided informed written consent in
accordance with this IRB approved study.
Participants completed a simulated urban patrol task (SUP)
that consisted of navigatinga small room containing LED targets
representing hostile (red) and friendly (blue) targets. Using a
laser-tag weapon, participants were instructed to clear all hostile
targets as quickly as possible without tagging friendly targets.
Three SUP trials were completed; hostile and friendly targets
were changed between trials. Performance was quantified using
a hit score (total points / total time).
Inertial measurement units (APDM Opals, Portland, OR) on
the lumbar, sternum, and forehead collected angular velocity data
at 128 Hz. A
head, trunk, lumbar,
head-on-trunk, and trunk-on-lumbar yaw turns. For each turn, the
peak angular rate for each turn was determined. The median of
turning speeds at each segment were calculated within a trial and
were compared across groups using linear mixed effects
regression with random intercepts by subject. Additionally,
outcomes were averaged across trials and linear regression
models compared the association between turning metrics and
task performance after controlling for group using R2 values.

The group differences in segmental head-on-turnk and headon-lumbar turning speeds are consistent with previous reports of
slower head turns in acute mTBI [3], but we were surprised
overall turning speeds at the trunk and lumbar were not different
given previous studies [2]. The group-difference in hit rate
suggests the ability to freely move one’s head are important for
this warfighter tasks and may be impaired in those with mTBI.
Future work should examine whether the poorer performance and
slower completion times in mTBI participants stem from
decreased perceptual awareness due to slower independent head
motion.
Significance
Individuals with persisting symptoms after mTBI exhibited
performance deficits and slower intersegmental head rotations in
a high-fidelity, ecologically relevant task for SMs.
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moment, ankle power, and hip power were significant larger for
high-functioning versus low-functioning sub- group for both
Fast (p<0.01) and SS speeds (p<0.02). There was no main effect
of speed for either sub-group on ankle angle at initial contact
(F=1.249, p=.240), but an interaction was present (p=0.042).
Circumduction worsened as speed increased for both sub-groups
(F=5.690, p=.001), (F=2.595, p=.046). The high-functioning subgroup failed to show a significant main effect of speed on pelvic
hiking (F=.703, p=.625), but the low-functioning sub-group
showed a main effect of speed (F=3.464, p=.014).

Introduction
Restoration of walking function is an essential component of
stroke rehabilitation. Common post-stroke gait deficits include
decreased paretic leg push-off during late stance, foot drop, and
inadequate hip, knee and ankle flexion during swing. These
deficits lead to compensations such as hip circumduction or
pelvic hiking, as well as reduced gait speed, endurance, and
energy efficiency, contributing to diminished community
participation and quality of life post-stroke1.
During stroke rehabilitation, clinicians commonly rely on
treadmill-based gait training due to the ability to modulate speed
and inclination, promote mass stepping practice, and encourage
faster walking on a safe, predictable terrain2. Previous research
suggests that training at faster speeds is an evidence-supported
strategy to improve post-stroke gait deficits and function3-5.
However, gait speed and gait quality may interact in complex
ways, which warrants investigation. Here, we comprehensively
examined the effect of speed on biomechanics of the paretic leg,
non-paretic leg, and inter-limb asymmetry post-stroke.
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Methods
Fourteen individuals post-stroke (10 males, 60 ± 11 years, 41
± 32 months post-stroke) participated in one session of treadmill
walking on a dual-belt treadmill embedded with force platforms
to enable collection of ground reaction force (GRF) data from
each limb. Reflective markers were attached to the trunk, pelvis,
and bilateral thigh, shank, and foot segments. Marker data were
collected via a 7-camera Vicon system and processed in Visual
3D. Kinematic and kinetic gait biomechanics parameters were
measured at 6 different speeds ranging from each individual’s
self-selected to their fastest walking speed. Dependent variables
included ankle push-off (anterior or AGRF), trailing limb angle
(TLA), ankle angle at initial contact, peak ankle moment, ankle
power, hip power, circumduction, and pelvic hiking. Participants
were further sub-grouped into low or high-functioning using gait
speed of 0.4 m/s as a cutoff. For each dependent variable, 2-way
between-within ANOVAs evaluated the effect of speed (6 speeds
ranging from SS to Fast), sub-group (high-functioning, lowfunctioning), and interaction effects. Planned post-hoc
independent t-tests compared each variable between the highand low-functioning sub-groups at the Fast and SS speeds.
Repeated measures ANOVAs were performed to assess the effect
of speed separately within each sub-group.
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Figure 1. Group (bold lines and symbols) and individual subject data
for the 2 stroke sub-groups at 6 different speeds. (A) Peak paretic AGRF
did not increase with faster speeds (x-axis) in the low-functioning group
(p=0.081), but speed did induce AGRF increases in the high-functioning
group (p<0.001). (B) Both low- and high-functioning individuals
increased TLA with faster speed (p’s<0.001). Both AGRF (p=0.01) and
TLA (p=0.015 showed a main effect of group.

Interestingly, when stroke survivors were stratified into subgroups using baseline walking speed, unlike the highfunctioning group, for lower-functioning post-stroke
individuals, faster gait speeds were not accompanied by
improved paretic leg pushoff, and worsened asymmetry and
compensatory patterns (circumduction and pelvic hiking).
Significance
We evaluated gait biomechanics across multiple speeds with
systematic increments to assess interactions between stroke gait
biomechanics and gait speed. Our results demonstrate that
baseline walking function influences the effects of gait speed on
gait quality (biomechanics). Our findings may have implication
for developing individual-specific, data-driven criteria for the
selection of training speeds for post-stroke gait rehabilitation.

Results and Discussion
For paretic leg push-off, we found a significant main effect for
speed (F=12.312, p<0.001), sub-group (F=8.833, p=0.012),
and a significant interaction (p=0.001). A significant main
effect of speed for paretic push off occurred in the highfunctioning sub-group (F=21.013, p<.001), but not the lowfunctioning sub-group (F=2.198, p=.081). For TLA, both subgroups showed a main effect of speed, with TLA being greater
for the high- than low-functioning sub-groups at both Fast
(p=.012) and SS speeds (p=.049). For ankle moment and power,
both groups showed a main effect of speed (p<0.001). Ankle
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I
d c
Man ne rom sc lar impairments occ r after an indi id al has a
stroke, s ch as m scle eakness, spasticit , o eracti it , and
paresis, most of the time primaril affecting one side of the bod .
These impairments can impact gait performance, as people poststroke alk slo er than controls and displa spatiotemporal and
kinematic as mmetries [1]. Ho e er, since ario s combinations
of these ne rom sc lar impairments are often present in people
post-stroke, it is diffic lt to determine the relati e contrib tions
of these impairments to gait performance.
M sc loskeletal modeling and predicti e sim lation pro ide
an opport nit to in estigate ho specific ne rom sc lar
impairments affect gait performance. O r aim as to q antif the
spatiotemporal as mmetries and changes in metabolic cost of
transport (COT) that emerge from predicti e sim lation hen
m scle strength is nilaterall red ced in a m sc loskeletal
model. This st d ill allo s to better nderstand ho m scle
strength impairments impact gait performance, independent of
other ne rom sc lar changes that occ r post-stroke.
Me d
A 2-D m sc loskeletal model ith 11 degrees-of-freedom and
act ated b 42 m scle-tendon nits (modified from [2]) as sed
ithin OpenSim. The base model as modified b niforml
red cing the peak isometric m scle force in all m scles on the
left side of the model b 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 percent.
Optimal control sim lations of alking ere generated at 1.0 m/s
nder these se en different conditions sing direct collocation
ith IPOPT [3]. The optimi ation allo ed stride time and length
to ar
hile generating sol tions at the set alking speed. The
nilateral red ction in m scle strength as intended to model the
as mmetr in force generation meas red bet een limbs in people
post-stroke. The objecti e of the optimi ations as to minimi e
the s m of the c bed m scle acti ations across all m scles,
chosen based on its pro to m scle fatig e.
O tcome meas res incl ded as mmetr indices (As m) for
stance time and step length, and ere calc lated as follo s:
𝐴𝑠𝑦𝑚

𝑋
|𝑋

Fig re 1: A mme
i dice (A m) f
he A) S a ce Time
A mme , B) S e Le g h A mme . P i i e al e i dica e
g ea e al e
he
- eak ide ha he eak ide. C) The
m f m cle ac i a i
c bed. D) C
f a
(COT)
c m ed i g O e Sim Umbe ge
be. M del 0 i he ba e
m del, a d M del 60 e e e
a 60% dec ea e i m cle
e gh
he lef limb.

grad all increased thro gho t the conditions. The COT for the
model 60 sol tion as abo t 10% greater hen compared to the
sol tion from the base model.
O r res lts s ggest that the e pected le el of spatiotemporal
as mmetr obser ed d ring alking sho ld scale ith m scle
strength as mmetr . This s ggests that independent of other poststroke impairments, common clinical goals of rehabilitation,
hich ma aim to restore step length and step time as mmetr to
patients, ma not be energeticall optimal if the patient has a
lingering strength as mmetr . F rthermore, a nilateral loss in
force generating abilit ma partiall e plain increases in COT
obser ed in people post-stroke relati e to controls [4].

𝑋
| + |𝑋 |

Where XNW is the ariable for the non- eak limb, and XW is the
ariable for the eak limb. Positi e al es of As m indicate
greater al es on the non- eak than the eak side. The other
o tcome meas res ere m scle acti ation c bed (objecti e
f nction al e) and predicted COT based on the Umberger 2010
probe b ilt into OpenSim. The COT as calc lated hile
holding m scle mass constant thro gho t the conditions.

S
f ca ce
The most optimal a for people ith m scle strength
as mmetries to alk is likel not s mmetrical, and the le el of
optimal spatiotemporal as mmetr depends on the le el of
m scle strength as mmetr bet een limbs.
Ac
ed e
F nding: NIH NCMRR R01HD091184

Re
a dD c
In the optimal control res lt ith the base model ( ith no strength
as mmetr ), the model alked ith s mmetrical stance time and
step length. With greater strength as mmetr , the model alked
ith greater spatiotemporal as mmetr (Fig. 1A, B). The optimal
sol tions had greater o erall m scle acti ation ith greater
m scle eakness as mmetr (Fig. 1C), and the metabolic COT
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plantarflexion torque and angular velocity were similar between
groups.
A trend of longer muscle co-activation duration between TA and
MG was observed in stroke compared to controls (p = 0.10). The
prolonged muscle co-activation was likely due to longer
activation duration of the TA (p = 0.12), while the activation
duration of MG was similar between groups (Fig.2). Prolonged
co-activation of the ankle muscles may reduce the power
production and limit energy absorption ability in the ankle joint
after stroke.

Introduction
Lower limb loading and weight transfer abilities are associated
with walking speed and risk of falling in individuals post-stroke
(Hsiao et al., 2017; Pavol et al., 2007). Functional weight transfer
requires coordination between multiple joints to regulate impact
force, prevent limb collapse, and support body weight during
loading impact. The ankle joint plays a major role during ground
impact energy absorption (Farley et al., 1998). After stroke,
deficits in ankle muscle activation and torque production have
been documented (Kitatani et al., 2016). It is unclear how these
deficits affect loading reactions. Studying lower limb loading
capacity in individuals post-stroke is limited partly due to the
tendency to avoid fully loading the paretic limb during voluntary
movements. Accordingly, a novel perturbation was used to
induce rapid loading of the lower limbs in this study. The primary
purpose of this study was to characterize the ankle joint
torque/power generation capacity and neuromuscular activity
during impact absorption in response to imposed unilateral
loading in individuals post-stroke compared to able-bodied agematched controls.

Figure 1: Between-group comparisons of kinetic and kinematic
measurements of the ankle joint. For joint torque and angular velocity,
negative values indicate ankle plantarflexion. * indicates p < 0.05.

Methods
Fifteen individuals with chronic stroke and fifteen age-matched
able-bodied controls participated in this study. Participants stood
with each foot on top of a perturbation platform. Five unilateral
support surface lowering perturbation trials were delivered at an
unpredictable time to each leg in a randomized order.
Kinematic data were collected via a 10-camera motion analysis
system (Vicon, UK). Following perturbation onset, sagittal plane
average ankle joint torque, angular velocity, power, and work
were calculated from maximum plantarflexion to maximal
dorsiflexion (impact absorption phase).
Electromyographic data were collected via surface electrodes
(Noraxon, US) placed on the Tibialis Anterior (TA) and Medial
Gastrocnemius (MG) muscles. Baseline muscle activity is
acquired from 200ms - 300ms before perturbation onset, and
muscle activation is defined by 3 standard deviation over baseline.
Data were averaged across trials for each subject and data from
the paretic limb in stroke were compared with non-dominant limb
in controls using 2-tailed t-tests.

Figure 2: Ankle muscle activation duration during impact absorption.

Significance
A novel approach was used to characterize ankle joint power
generation and neuromuscular activity following rapid unilateral
lower limb loading. Preliminary results suggest that when impact
loading was induced to the paretic limb, individuals post-stroke
showed reduced ability to absorb energy with the ankle joint. In
addition, prolonged ankle muscle co-activation may have
contributed to limited energy absorption. We anticipate that these
trends differentiating those with chronic stroke from healthy
controls, will be sustained and achieve statistical significance
when additional data are analyzed. Future research will determine
whether these abnormalities could be modulated through
repeated induced limb loading training.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Preliminary results for 11 individuals post-stroke (64.7±8.3 yrs
old, 4 females, time since stroke 16.1±13.9 yrs) and 9 controls
(66.2±7.0 yrs old, 4 females) were analyzed to date. The duration
of impact absorption phase was not different between groups
(214.7±75.6 ms in control and 247.5±84.3 ms in stroke). During
impact absorption, the stroke group showed reduced ankle work
and power production compared to controls (Fig.1), indicating
reduced energy absorption by the ankle joint. Ankle
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Introduction
Stroke is the primary cause of long-term adult disability in the
United States [1]. Walking is a major goal of rehabilitation, and
a common intervention is increasing paretic (weak side)
propulsion [2]. During rehabilitation, assistive devices such as
treadmill handrails or a cane are commonly utilized. Research has
demonstrated that these devices alter biomechanics such as step
symmetry [3] and energy cost [4] when using handrails, and
braking assistance when using a cane [5]. How functional ability
affects the interaction of assistive device and propulsive impulse
is unknown, and subsequently, there are no quantitative
guidelines on how to utilize these devices to maximize a patient’s
paretic propulsion. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to
determine the effect of assistive device use, such as cane or
handrails, on propulsive impulse in individuals post-stroke with
varying functional levels and experience with assistive devices.
We hypothesized that individuals dependent on assistive devices
will have increased propulsive impulse with the assistive device
and those not device dependent will have increased propulsive
impulse without the device. We further hypothesize that assistive
device anterior impulse generated on a handrail will be greater
than on a cane.

(0.69±0.63% BW) was significantly more than on the cane
(0.17±0.12% BW) (p=0.008). For 5 out of 6 subjects, the ratio of
cane impulse to propulsive impulse was less than 22%.
Conversely, 3 out of 6 subjects (2 device dependent, 1 past
history) produced more anterior impulse on the handrails than
propulsive impulse from their paretic leg, suggesting these
individuals may be utilizing handrails to compensate or replace
lower propulsive forces on the paretic limb. These preliminary
results suggest that an individual’s functional level and
experience with the assistive device will change how use of an
assistive device will affect propulsive impulse. Further work will
include additional subjects and regression modelling based on
walking speed and functional level.

Methods
Six participants (3M, 3F; age 63.33±14.01 yrs.; 1.07±1.00 yrs.
since stroke) from an ongoing study with different levels of
function were included in this analysis: no history of assistive
device use (N=1), past history of an assistive device use (N=2) ,
and current dependence on an assistive device (N=3). Inclusion
criteria included: age 19-80, single-chronic stroke, and
ambulatory. Motion capture analysis using a full-body, 65marker set was done both overground, using in-ground force
plates and an instrumented cane, and with an instrumented
treadmill and handrails. For the treadmill trials, subjects walked
for three walking conditions (3 minutes each): no handrail use,
light support handrail use and self-selected handrail device use.
For the overground trials, subjects completed three conditions:
walking with no cane, walking with a cane using light pressure
and walking with a cane comfortably. Real-time feedback of the
cane and handrail forces were displayed for the light-support
condition on a screen in front of the participant. Two subjects,
who were dependent on an assistive device, were only able to
complete the handrail and cane conditions. The average paretic
propulsive GRF impulse and assistive device anterior force
impulse were calculated and were normalized to body weight.

Figure 1: Positive propulsive impulse for assistive device use category,
for the overground conditions (red, top) and treadmill conditions (blue,
bottom). None (N=1), Past History (N=2), Current Dependence (N=3).
Current Dependence are separated because 1 currently dependent subject
was able to complete all three conditions, and the other 2 could not
complete the no assistive device condition.

Significance
This study aims to provide insight on how best to utilize assistive
devices to maximize walking functional recovery for individuals
after stroke. Preliminary findings suggest that the amount of
propulsive impulse that can be generated with and without an
assistive device can inform the amount of assistive device use.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
The self-selected walking speed was 0.55±0.31 m/s for the
overground conditions and 0.38±0.26 m/s for the treadmill
conditions. Individuals with a past history of assistive device use
tended to produce the most propulsive impulse without a cane,
but no assistive device use or current dependence on an assistive
device produced more propulsive impulse with the cane (Figure
1). The propulsive impulse generated on the handrail
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Introduction
Stroke is the leading cause of adult disability in the United States
[1]. Robotic rehabilitation with self-initiated and assisted
movements is a promising technology for upper limb stroke
rehabilitation [1]. We have developed a novel tongue-operated
robotic system (TDS-KA) for stroke rehabilitation that integrates
the tongue drive system (TDS) [3] and a bimanual upper
extremity exoskeleton KINARM (BKIN, Canada) [4]. Our
working hypothesis is that the voluntary initiation and control of
movement in the paretic arm by the normally functioning tongue
may help improve arm motor function. The close proximity of
brain representations of the tongue and arm may also contribute
to arm functional recovery [5]. In order to design appropriate
rehabilitation interventions with the TDS-KA system, we
characterized arm reaching kinematics of healthy subjects in 4
modes of TDS-KA operation.
Methods
All experimental procedures were approved by the Georgia Tech
Institutional Review Board. A group of healthy participants
(n=10) of both sexes were instructed to perform multiple accurate
and fast unidirectional left-right reaching movements between
two anterio-posterior lines with different width and inter-line
distances. Four movement modes were tested: (A) the dominant
right arm movement (active control), (AV) active control with
viscous resistance, (DT) the relaxed arm moved by the TDS-KA
system via the tongue motion (discrete tongue control) and (PT)
proportional tongue control. Mode A corresponds to a normal
arm movement. In mode AV, the robot generates resistive force
as a function of the arm endpoint velocity. In mode DT, a discrete
command (left or right) is issued by the tongue and the robot
moves the arm endpoint in the corresponding direction with an
average velocity of 0.1 m/s and bell shaped velocity profile to the
end of movement range. When the command is interrupted, the
robot will come to a stop as velocity decreases linearly. In mode
PT, the instantaneous tongue position is mapped to the force
applied to the endpoint of exoskeleton arm.
We recorded tongue tip kinematics using a disk-shaped
magnetic tracer glued to the tongue tip and magnetic sensors
mounted on a headset. For each subject, a total of 18 trials were
collected for each of 4 modes and each reaching distance-target
width pair: 24 cm-3 cm, 24 cm-1.5 cm, 12 cm-3 cm, and 12 cm1.5 cm. Hand kinematics were characterized by throughput [7],
arm endpoint jerk cos , conformi
o Fi s La [7] and
symmetry of the arm endpoint velocity profile.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Hand kinematics during reaching movements generated by
four control modes of the TDS-KA system. (a) Throughput, (b)
Pearson correlation coefficient between indeces of difficulty and
average movement times, (c) jerk cost, and (d) hand velocity profile
symmetry.

confirming Fitts Law (Figure 1b). Velocity profile of PT mode
was comparable to A and AV modes with symmetry relatively
close to 0.5 (equal times of the velocity increase and decrease),
whereas DT profile was highly assymetric (p<0.05, Figure 1d).
Significance
In this study, we have characterized arm reaching kinematics in
4 modes of TDS-KA operation. We found that the PT mode is
more similar to A and AV modes compared to DT. This result
indicates that the PT control strategy is a better candidate than the
DT for the tongue assisted rehabilitation. This study also provides
initial insights into possible kinematic similarities between
tongue-operated and voluntary arm movements. Furthermore, the
results show that the viscous resistance to arm motion does not
affect significantly kinematics of arm reaching movements.
In the future studies, we plan to increase the accuracy of the
TDS-KA system and to develop a new operation mode of the
two-dimentional proportional control by a combination of
hardware and algorithm improvements. In addition, we will
develop new rehabilitation interventions based on the TDS-KA
system and test them in stroke survivals with severe paresis.
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Results and Discussion
The throughput and jerk cost in PT mode were greater than in DT
mode and closer to those in A and AV modes although still
smaller (p<0.05, Figure 1 a, c). The Pearson coefficients of
correlation between indeces of difficulty and average movement
times were between 0.86 and 0.93 for all modes of operation,
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Introduction
Motor impairment in upper limb (UL) is one of the most common
deficits after stroke. Even though understanding of UL
coordination deficits in persons with strokes are crucial for better
identification of motor recovery as well as rehabilitation, it is still
not clear how stroke affects coordination patterns of multi-joint
movements in UL1. Here, we investigated kinematic and kinetic
coordination patterns of UL after stroke during passive arm
movement. We hypothezed that abnormal coordination patterns
would be more severe during outward movement (i.e. away from
the body) as compared to inward movement (i.e. toward the body)
due to stroke accompanied by flexor spastic hypertonia of UL.

were decomposed into task-relevant variability (TRV) and taskirrelevant variability (TIR), respectively. An index of
coordination (IC) was defined as IC=(TIV-TRV)/(TIV+TIV).
Results and Discussion
We found no significant IC of joint anlges between the groups.
However, we found that IC of joint torques in Stroke group
significantly decreased during outward movement as compared
to during inward movement (p=0.003) while IC in Control group
remained unchanged between movement directions, which was
suppored by a repeated measures ANOVA significant interaction
Direction × Group (F1,17 = 5.99; p=0.026) (Fig. 2). The decreased
IC in Stroke group was mainly due to the increased TRV of joint
torques (𝑇𝑅𝑉 ) (p=0.001) which was suppored by a repeated
measures ANOVA significant interaction Direction × Group
(F1,17 = 5.011; p=0.038). This result indicates that during passive
movement, joint torques were generated in a way that force at the
end-effector (i.e. hand) became more variable or less inconsistent
during outward movement than inward movement.
In summary, our findings clearly demonstrate that passive
UL movements in stroke individuals induces abnormal
coordination patterns especially in outward direction. Therefore,
the abnormal coordination patterns provide important
information for understanding of the motor deficits during
passive movements post stroke.

Methods
10 stroke surviors (sex (F/M): 2/8; impaired side (L/R): 7/3) and
10 age-matched control subjects (sex (F/M): 2/8) were recruited
for this study. All the control subjects were right-handed. Using
the rehabilitation robot called IntelliArm, all subjects were asked
to sit upright comfortably, and to put the upper arm, forearm and
hand on IntelliArm (Fig. 1a) 2. IntelliArm produces simultaneous
passive movements at shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints during
inward and outward directions. Each joint was moved until it
reaches pre-specified limits for either the joint resistance torque
or angular position. Torque and angular position limits were set
to be ±3 N·m and 0° to 120° for shoulder horizontal adduction,
±2 N·m and 10° to 90° for elbow flexion/extension, and ±1.5 N·m
and -45° to 45° for wrist flexion/extension, respectively. There
was 3 seconds holding time at initial position and all movements
were performed for 8 repetitions.

Figure 2: Index of coordination (IC), logarithm of task-relevant
variability (𝑇𝑅𝑉 ) and task-irrelevant variability (𝑇𝐼𝑉 ) of joint torque of
during inward and outward directions were compared between stroke
group (open dot) and control group (closed dot). The asterisk indicates a
significant difference (*: <0.05) between directions in stroke group.

Figure 1: A multi-joint intelligent rehabilitation robot, called IntelliArm
was used to control the shoulder, elbow and wrist simultaneously (a).
IntelliArm produceed simultaneous movements at shoulder, elbow, and
wrist joints, starting to outward direction followed by inward direction.
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The uncontrolled manifold (UCM) analysis was used to
assess multi-joint coordination patterns in a redundant system by
quantifying variability of elemental variables (i.e. joint angles or
torques) with respect to changes in performance variable (i.e.
position or force or the tip of the end-effector). Using the UCM
analysis, we examined how the multiple joints interacted with
each other to stabilize the actions of the end-effector in terms of
kinematics and kinetics. variability of joint angle and torques
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Introduction
During the baseball pitch, the glenohumeral (GH) joint is
responsible for transferring large amounts of energy from the
trunk to the upper extremity [1]. Due to a lack of bony stability at
the proximal end of the humerus, optimization of this energy
transfer (ET) is largely dependent on active stabilization provided
by the musculature surrounding the GH joint [2]. If weakness of
the GH musculature is present, pathological humeral
arthrokinematics may develop during arm cocking and arm
acceleration; potentially leading to unnecessary increases in ET
as pitchers attempt to maintain performance [2].
Active stabilization of the GH joint in baseball pitchers is
often assessed in clinical settings using internal (IR) and external
(ER) rotation strength tests [3]. Several authors have proposed
weakness or imbalance between these muscle groups as a
warning sign of future injury [3, 4]. However, the association
between clinical GH strength tests and pitching mechanics is still
largely unknown. Further investigation into the relationships
between clinical strength measures and pitching ET may help
elucidate how GH strength impacts the risk of pitching-related
injury. Therefore, the purpose of our study was to examine the
association between the clinical GH strength and ET to and from
humerus during the pitching motion. We hypothesized that
increased GH strength would allow pitchers to minimize humeral
ET while maintaining a given ball speed.

stride foot contact and maximal shoulder external rotation. Arm
acceleration was defined as the time between maximal shoulder
external rotation and ball release. Statistical analyses were
performed in RStudio (R version 3.6.1).
Results and Discussion
Regression analysis showed that pIF was predicted by a linear
combination of ball speed and IR strength; accounting for 75% of
the variance in pIF. Similarly, dOF was predicted by a linear
combination of ball speed and ER strength; accounting for 24%
of the variance in dOF. Regression coefficients for pIF and dOF
can be found in Table 1.
Table 1
Variables Included in Regression Analyses
B
Dr2
Ball Speed
5.93 (0.37)
.73
Proximal IF
IR Strength
-1.40 (0.59)
.02
Ball Speed
1.42 (0.29)
.18
ER Strength
-1.18 (0.53)
.06
Distal OF

p
<.01
<.05
<.01
<.05

Glenohumeral IR and ER strength exhibited a small ability to
predict pIF and dOF, respectively. In both regression models, GH
strength negatively predicted humeral ET, suggesting that, for a
given ball speed, increased GH strength may reduce necessary
ET. Both models supported our hypothesis that increased GH
strength would minimize the amount of ET needed to achieve a
given ball speed. This reduction of predicted ET may indicate a
protective effect of increased GH strength against unnecessary
increases in ET during the pitch.
Although increasing IR and ER musculature strength has long
been recommended by the coaching community, data concerning
specific mechanisms by which increases in strength may benefit
pitchers has been lacking. These data provide initial evidence for
reducing ET as a potential mechanism behind the benefits of GH
musculature strengthening. Reducing ET is likely to decrease
joint loading during the pitch which, in turn, may decrease the
risk of mechanical overload to vulnerable tissues in the upper
extremity such as the glenoid labrum, rotator cuff musculature,
and ulnar collateral ligament.

Methods
A convenience sample of 88 (1.7±0.2m; 59.5±12.9kg;
13.1±2.1yrs) healthy adolescent baseball pitchers were recruited
to participate. The Institutional Review Board of Auburn
University approved all testing protocols.
Throwing-arm IR and ER strength was assessed using
isometric dynamometry in the supine position with the arm
abducted 90 degrees in the frontal plane and was normalized to
body weight before analysis. Following strength testing, four
electromagnetic sensors were affixed to the thorax (T1), throwing
arm upper arm, forearm, and hand. A fifth sensor was attached to
a moveable stylus for the digitization of bony landmarks
consistent with the International Society of Biomechanics
recommendations [5]. Participants pitched three fastballs to a
catcher at a regulation distance. Kinematic data were collected at
100 Hz using an electromagnetic tracking system.
Energy transfer between the thorax, proximal humerus, and
distal humerus was calculated using a segment power analysis
similar to that of Howenstien et al [1]. To calculate the total ET,
segment power curves were integrated over specific time
intervals relevant to the theoretical proximal-to-distal ET patterns
of overhead, open-chain, athletic tasks.
Multi-step linear regression was used to estimate the effects of
GH strength on predicted humeral ET after accounting for the
effects of ball speed. Separate regression equations were
developed to estimate ET from the thorax to the proximal
humerus during arm cocking (proximal inflow; pIF) and ET from
the distal humerus to the forearm during arm acceleration (distal
outflow; dOF). Arm cocking was defined as the time between

Significance
Clinically assessed GH strength showed a small ability to predict
humeral ET. Our results not only support previous research
suggesting strengthening of the IR and ER musculature as a
method of decreasing the risk of injury to the throwing arm
[4] but also add insight by purposing reduction in ET as a
potential mechanism behind the potential benefits of GH muscle
strengthening.
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Introduction
How pitching velocity relates to shoulder and elbow joint loading
is not well understood1,2. Since medial elbow injuries are linked
to excessive elbow valgus torque3 and peak shoulder distraction
force may contribute to rotator cuff injuries 4, understanding the
relationship between pitching velocity and upper extremity
kinetics can aid in better identification of pitchers at risk for upper
extremity injury. Further, these data can provide a foundation for
throwing and pitching loading strategies for rehabilitation and
return to sport programs following upper extremity injuries.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the
relationship between baseball pitching velocity, shoulder
distraction force, and elbow valgus torque.

pitches thrown above 85 mph also did not exhibit a relationship
between pitch velocity and elbow valgus torque (r2 = 0.007,
p=0.476). However, high school pitches thrown above 85 mph
exhibited a positive linear relationship between pitch velocity and
elbow valgus torque (r2 = 0.27, p = 0.020).

Methods
Data from reports generated as part of a 3D biomechanical
pitching evaluation were retrospectively reviewed. A total of 70
baseball pitchers (College: n = 23; High School: n = 47)
participated in a pitching evaluation. Inclusion criteria consisted
of baseball players, from all competition levels, whom pitcher is
their primary or secondary position.
Variables extracted from the pitching reports included
pitching velocity, shoulder distraction force, and elbow valgus
torque. Shoulder distraction force and elbow valgus torque were
normalized by body weight (N) and body weight times height
(Nxm), respectively.
Each pitch was considered an individual observation.
Multivariable linear regressions with fractional polynomial
regressions were used to investigate the relationship between
pitch velocity, shoulder distraction force, and elbow valgus
torque. Subgroup analyses were then performed for college and
high school pitches, and then for pitches that were thrown above
85 mph. R squared (r2) were utilized to assess model fit.

Figure 1: Elbow valgus torque vs pitch velocity and shoulder distraction
force vs pitch velocity

Both the high school and college pitchers exhibited
significant positive linear relationships between pitching velocity
and shoulder distraction force and pitching velocity and elbow
valgus torque. After stratification, high school pitchers who
threw the fastest experienced greater elbow and shoulder torques.
However, this trend did not hold true among the college pitchers.
These findings may indicate a survival effect among the elite
college pitchers compared with the elite high school pitchers.
It has been shown that pitchers from higher competition
levels produce greater pitching velocity and joint forces; but, also
have greater pitching mechanical efficiency and skill. These
competition level discrepancies between pitching velocity and
biomechanical efficiency may potentially attenuate a linear
increase between pitch velocity and upper extremity kinetics. The
results of this study suggest that these age discrepancies continue
to exist, and are more pronounced, among elite or highly skilled
pitchers.

Results and Discussion
A total of 273 pitches were included in this study. There was a
positive linear relationship between pitch velocity and shoulder
distraction force (r2 = 0.21, p<0.001) and between pitch velocity
and elbow valgus torque (r2 = 0.32, p<0.001) for the entire
sample (Figure 1).
Separately, college and high school pitches both exhibited a
positive linear relationship between pitch velocity and shoulder
distraction force (College: r2 = 0.09, p<0.001; High School: r2 =
0.32, p<0.001), and between pitch velocity and elbow valgus
torque (College: r2 = 0.16, p<0.001; High School: r2 = 0.32,
p<0.0001).
In pitches that were thrown above 85 mph, there was no
relationship between pitch velocity and shoulder distraction force
(r2 = 0.005, p=0.500), nor between pitch velocity and elbow
valgus torque. (r2 = 0.002, p=0.712). Neither college nor high
school pitches thrown above 85 mph exhibited a relationship
between pitch velocity and shoulder distraction force (College: r
2= 0.004, p=0.606; High School: r2 = 0.13, p = 0.117). College

Significance
These findings suggest that high school pitchers that throw at
high velocities may be more susceptible to pitching injury. There
were many successful high velocity pitches from college pitchers
who were able to limit stress on the elbow and shoulder.
Identifying the mechanics and other meaningful contributors to
pitch velocity and arm kinetics among this subgroup would help
inform throwing and pitching loading strategies.
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Introduction
At the instant of lead foot contact, a variety of biomechanical
parameters are associated with an increase in upper extremity
kinetics and kinematics [1]. Some of these kinematic
parameters include front foot position, shoulder horizontal
abduction, and shoulder abduction [1]. While previous
studies have indicated that changes in the lead foot position
have led to an increase in kinetics and kinematics, minimal
studies have investigated the implications of the rear foot
placement on the pitching rubber. Therefore, the purpose of
this study was to investigate the effects of the rear foot
placement on the pitching rubber in relation to both kinematic
and kinetic parameters. Our hypothesis was that there would
be a significant difference in the kinematics (motions) and
kinetics (torques & forces) when pitching from the third base
side and first base side of the pitching rubber.

collateral ligament with a change of the release point, in
relation to the movement on the pitching rubber [9].
Before the conduction of the study, it was thought that
when the pitcher had FBO the elbow was put in a
compromised posiiton. It was also thought that with a TBC
the shoulder would be placed in a compromised position. The
results did indicate that there was a significanlty lower arm
slot (p-value 0.02) for a pitcher who has a TBC postion when
compared to an TBO, however no significant kinetic
differences were found. There were no significant findings in
relation to the kinematics or kinetics of the elbow with the
placement of either the front or rear foot. The implications of
this study for baseball coaches will help to increase the ability
to change rear foot placement on the pitching rubber with
hopes of decreasing the potential incident of injury. Rear foot
and lead foot placement drills can be established as part of a
training and practice schedule for baseball pitching coaches.

Methods
This was a retrospective review of the American Sports
Medicine biomechanics database where four hundred and
thirty-three right-handed professional baseball pitchers were
determined to fit the criteria for this study. Shoulder and
elbow passive range of motion were measured on the
participant s dominant and non-dominant arms.
A total of twenty-four kinematic and kinetic parameters
were calculated using methods that have already been
previously described [2] [3]. All the pitchers were first
divided by their third base side or first base side rear foot
position. Second, they were sub-divided into having an open
or closed front foot position. From these two distinctions,
each pitcher was grouped into the following four possible
combinations: first base closed (FBC), first base open (FBO),
third base closed (TBC), and third base open (TBO).An
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized to detect
significant differences among the location of the lead and rear
foot placement on the pitching mound.

Significance
This study aimed to bring the gap between the incident of
injury and foot placement on the pitching mound closer
together. The goal for all baseball coaches and pitchers is to
stay healthy and decrease the potential risk of injury. Both
pitching coaches and players will be better able to adjust their
pitching location to increase their likelihood of staying
healthy and adjust the above-mentioned biomechanical
parameters.
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Results and Discussion
Significance was found in the follow five variables, trunk
forward tilt at ball release, trunk forward tilt at maximal
internal rotation, shoulder abduction, arm slot, and wrist
flexion torque. Our hypothesis was supported that there were
significant differences found in the biomechanical parameters
between the front foot placement and rear foot location on the
pitching rubber. As a baseball pitcher improves their skill,
they are better able to adjust their pitching mechanics [5] [7].
Front foot placement on the mound has been shown to
increase the coordination and stability of the pitching arm [8].
Although pitch type deception may be improved with a
change in foot placement on the pitching rubber, recent
research has shown implications of injury to the ulnar

[3]
[5]
[7]
[8]
[9]
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Introduction
Previous research has determined that a baseball
Previous research has indicated that the movement
i che
dominant forearm will have 5⁰ more of
of the wrist and the forearm may have significance
pronation when compared to their non-dominant
on the location of the pitch [1], however, there is no
forearm [2]. It has been discussed that the ability of
indication of the significance of the amount of wrist
greater pronation is a persisting structural difference
supination or pronation with respect to vertical or
between position players & pitchers [2] . Even with
horizontal break of the baseball. Therefore, the
pitchers having an increase in forearm pronation, it
purpose of this study was to investigate the
has been seen in some research that the vertical
relationship between wrist pronation of a curveball
control and horizontal control of the baseball
and the horizontal and vertical break.
increase with the ability for a pitcher to alter their
forearm pronation [2].
Methods
There was no significant relationship between
This was a retrospective review of the American
the horizontal break of the baseball and the pronation
Sports Medicine database where forty-three baseball
of the forearm at foot contact. However, there was a
pitchers were determined to be eligible. Shoulder
significant relationship between the velocity of the
and elbow passive range of motion were measured
baseball and the horizontal break. Furthermore, it
he a ici a
d mi a a d
-dominant
was found that the amount of forearm pronation at
arms by the research staff.
foot contact had a significant relationship (p-value =
Each participant was tested throwing five full0.04) with the amount of forearm pronation at the
effort curveballs to a target located behind home
ball release and the amount of vertical break of the
plate, 18.44 m from the rubber. Horizontal break of
baseball (p-value = 0.05). There is a positive linear
the baseball was defined as the maximal horizontal
relationship between the amount of forearm
variation from a straight-line path between the
pronation at foot contact and the location of the
release point of the baseball and the point where the
vertical break of the baseball. Therefore, as the foot
baseball crossed the back edge of home plate.
contact pronation at the forearm increases, the
Vertical break was defined as the maximal vertical
vertical break of the curveball increases.
variation from a straight-line path between the
The results of this study indicate that when the
release point of the baseball and the point where the
velocity of a pitcher is higher there is a significant
baseball crossed the back edge of home plate. A
increase in the horizontal break of the baseball (plinear regression was utilized to investigate the
value = 0.02) and the vertical break of the baseball
relationship between forearm pronation and the
(p-value <0.001). The amount of forearm pronation
baseball kinematics (ball velocity, horizontal and
at the instant of foot contact will have a significant
vertical break).
effect on the amount of forearm pronation at the
instant of ball release (p-value = 0.04) and the
Results and Discussion
location of the vertical break of the baseball (p-value
A statistically significant relationship was found
= 0.05).
between forearm pronation at foot contact, forearm
pronation at foot contact and vertical break, and
Significance
forearm pronation at ball release, and the velocity of
With the ability to manipulate the amount of forearm
the baseball on both the vertical and horizontal
pronation at foot contact to affect the amount of
break. These results indicate that the ball velocity
forearm pronation at ball release, coaches and
(mph) will have a significant effect on the vertical
pitchers will be better adept to adjust their
break (up and down) location and horizontal break
mechanics. The practical applications for coaches
(side to side) location for the baseball. It was also
and pitchers to implement a training program for foot
indicated that the amount of forearm pronation at the
contact and pronation drills will help to increase the
instant of foot contact, will significantly affect the
amount of pitch type deception and allow for the
amount of pronation at the instant of ball release and
potential increase in vertical break of the baseball,
the vertical break location. Figure 1 is showing the
which will help to increase the time for the baseball
effect of forearm pronation at foot contact and the
to change positions from the release of the hand. This
vertical break of the baseball.
increase in time and deception will help to generate
the potential for more strikeouts and variation in
pitch location.
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Figure 1: The Relationship Between Pronation at Foot
Contact and Vertical Break
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Introduction
Baseball pitching is a highly dynamic task that involves
extraordinary velocities, requiring potentially damaging torque
levels, especially in the throwing arm. However, previous studies
have been unable to find a strong relationship between ball
velocity and elbow varus torque, possibly due to the confounding
effects of between-subject differences (e.g., detailed
anthropometrics and pitching mechanics) [1,2]. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between
fastball velocity and elbow varus torque in professional pitchers,
through both across-subject and within-subject statistical
analyses. We hypothesized that ball velocity explains 1) only a
small percentage of the across-subject variance in varus torque,
but 2) a much higher percentage of the within-subject variance in
varus torque.

elbow varus torque. Furthermore, the model suggests that for
every 1.0 m/s increase in ball velocity, varus torque increases by
0.092% (body weight*height). For a pitcher with the mean height
(1.90 m) and mass (94.6 kg) of the participants, this would equate
to a 1.62 Nm increase in varus torque for every 1.0 m/s increase
in ball velocity.

Methods
From a database of previously collected biomechanical data of
baseball pitchers [e.g., 3], we identified 64 professional pitchers
meeting the following criteria: 1) threw at least 5 fastball trials,
2) exhibited a velocity range of at least 2.2 m/s (5.0 mph), and 3)
had no single pitch trial that accounted for over half of the
velocity range. These criteria enabled both within-subject and
across-subject statistical analysis methods. We then performed a
retrospective review of their fastball data (e.g., ball velocity and
inverse-dynamics-based elbow varus torque). We established the
across-subject relationship between ball velocity and normalized
maximum elbow varus torque using simple linear regression
between each subject’s mean ball velocity and mean normalized
maximum elbow varus torque value. Similarly, we established
the within-subject relationship between ball velocity and
normalized maximum elbow varus torque using a mixed linear
model with random intercepts. An R2 statistic was calculated for
this model by comparing its residual variance against the residual
variance of the random intercept alone:
The significance level

Figure 1: Plot of normalized maximum elbow varus torque vs. ball
velocity. Each individual pitcher is represented by a series of points
and the best-fit line in one color, while the regression line from the
linear mixed model is represented by the thick black line. This model
suggested a strong positive within-subject relationship between varus
torque and velocity (R2=0.96).

Significance
The results of this study suggest that while between-subject
comparisons are obscured by subject-specific attributes, a
deliberate reduction in velocity (without compromising
mechanics) will likely reduce the load on an individual pitcher’s
elbow. Considering the fact that many professional pitchers
throw over 3000 in-game pitches each season, as well as the
extensive research on the dangers of pitch volume and the
resulting accumulated load, these results suggest that a pitcher
may be able to reduce his elbow injury risk by deliberately
varying his velocity from pitch to pitch. Thus, we believe that
pitchers should focus on using good mechanics, developing
command, determining the minimum level of pitch intensity
necessary to obtain the outcome they desire for each of their
pitches, and learning to recognize the situations when success
requires maximum velocity. Furthermore, professional baseball
teams with the ability to recognize when pitchers lack these
attributes (i.e., pitchers who require “maximum effort” for
success) may be able to avoid potentially costly mistakes by
either correcting this weakness, limiting their pitch count, or
avoiding signing these players altogether.

/
for all tests was set a priori at 0.05.

Results and Discussion
Across all subjects, the mean fastball velocity was 37.6±1.5 m/s
(84.1±3.5 mph) and the within-subject range of fastball velocity
was 2.8±0.7 m/s (6.4±1.6 mph). The across-subject mean value
for normalized maximum elbow varus torque was 5.33±0.74 %
body weight*height. The simple linear regression model
indicated a statistically significant, but weak positive association
between ball velocity and varus torque at the across-subject level
(p=0.03, R2=0.08). The linear mixed model (with random
intercepts) indicated a considerably stronger positive association
between ball velocity and varus torque when performing withinsubject comparisons (p<0.001, R2=0.96). Plots of within-subject
normalized maximum elbow varus torque vs. ball velocity are
provided in Figure 1.
These results suggest that when comparing two individual
professional pitchers, higher velocity may not necessarily
indicate higher elbow loading. However, within an individual
pitcher, higher ball velocity is strongly associated with higher
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Introduction
Baseball coaches and trainers frequently summarize a pitcher’s
delivery by subjectively classifying his arm slot (i.e., orientation
of his arm in the frontal plane, at the time of ball release). Arm
slots are commonly categorized into one of three groups:
overhand (OH), three-quarter (TQ), and sidearm (SA) (Fig. 1).
Previous studies have examined quantities that are related to arm
slot (e.g., lateral trunk tilt, shoulder abduction), but conflicting
results have led to confusion and inconsistent recommendations
within the literature [e.g., 1,2]. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to objectively quantify the arm slot angles of
professional pitchers, and then investigate the differences in
pitching biomechanics between these three arm slot groups.

the kinematic differences between groups suggest that OH moved
most in the vertical plane, while the SA moved most in the
horizontal plane. In addition, SA had less shoulder anterior force
than TQ, while OH had less elbow flexion torque than either TQ
or SA.
Table 1: Biomechanical variables (mean ± standard deviation) with
statistically significant differences abetween OH and SA, bbetween TQ
and SA, and cbetween OH and TQ.
abMax

knee height, % height
abPelvic drift @ MKH, cm
abFoot angle @ FC, deg
abUpper trunk tilt @ FC, deg
acElbow flexion @ FC, deg
abMax pelvis angular velocity, deg/s
abMax shoulder external rotation, deg
abElbow flexion @ BR, deg
abForearm pronation @ BR, deg
abcShoulder abduction @ BR, deg
abcTrunk forward tilt @ BR, deg
abcTrunk lateral tilt @ BR, deg
bMax shoulder anterior force, N
acMax elbow flexion torque, Nm

Methods
From a database of previously-collected biomechanical data of
baseball pitchers [e.g., 3], we identified 378 professional pitchers
meeting the following criteria: 1) threw at least 5 full-effort
fastball trials from the windup position, 2) were healthy at the
time of testing, and 3) had not undergone shoulder or elbow
surgery in the previous 18 months. Arm slot angle was defined
as the angle between a vertical vector and a vector connecting the
throwing shoulder joint center to the hand, when viewed from
behind the mound (Fig. 1). Three arm slot groups were then
defined as follows: OH ( 40° arm slot angle), TQ (50° to 60° arm
slot angle), and SA ( 70° arm slot angle). Differences in 37
pitching biomechanics variables were then assessed using a oneway ANOVA. If a significant main effect was found, pairwise
comparisons were performed using student t-tests with a
Bonferroni correction. The uncorrected significance level for all
tests was set at =0.01.

OH
58±7
16±5
8±8
13±9
103±15
541±68
163±12
25±4
22±15
94±8
36±9
32±7
383±71
61±11

TQ
60±7
16±4
9±9
9±6
93±15
562±72
162±11
25±4
20±15
88±7
33±7
21±6
396±76
67±11

SA
52±14
20±10
15±11
3±10
94±17
645±84
169±14
28±3
8±15
81±8
30±7
2±10
346±67
70±13

Significance
The results of this study suggest that arm slot is primarily driven
by lateral trunk tilt, with a secondary contribution from shoulder
abduction. The greater elbow flexion torque and shoulder
external rotation exhibited by SA pitchers may increase their risk
of labral injury. Conversely, the lower shoulder anterior force in
SA pitchers may indicate lower stress on shoulder joint capsule
and rotator cuff.

Results and Discussion
There were no significant between-group differences in age, body
mass, body height, or ball velocity. There were significant
differences found for 14 biomechanical variables (Table 1).
There were large between-group differences in lateral trunk tilt,
with OH>>TQ>>SA. A similar trend was seen in shoulder
abduction but with smaller differences (OH>TQ>SA). Overall,
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Figure 2: Examples of overhand ( 40°), three-quarter (50°-60°), and side arm ( 70°) deliveries. Arm slot angle is defined as the angle between
vertical (dotted line) and a vector connecting the shoulder joint center to the hand marker.
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Introduction
Baseball pitching requires a rapid sequencing of body segment
rotations from the windup through ball release. Subtle variations
in pitching mechanics may negatively result in decreased ball
velocity, increased joint stress, and decreased accuracy. Previous
literature has extensively investigated the relationships between
pitching mechanics, ball velocity, and joint kinetics [1,2];
however, there has been limited research investigating the
relationship between consistency of pitching mechanics and pitch
location. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to assess the
relationship between variability in pitching mechanics and pitch
location. It was hypothesized that lower variability in pitching
kinematics would be associated with increased consistency in
pitch location.

parameters occurred at foot contact (upper trunk tilt, shoulder
abduction, and shoulder horizontal abduction), while two
occurred at the time of maximum shoulder external rotation
(maximum shoulder external rotation and maximum shoulder
horizontal adduction) (Figure 1). The model accounted for 58%
of the variance in the consistency metric (R2 = 0.58).
Table 1: Multiple linear regression model resulting from a stepwise
linear regression using backward elimination. For each parameter,
variability is the standard deviation for the pitches thrown by a pitcher.
(B = unstandardized coefficients; SE = standard error, Beta =
standardized coefficients)
Parameter
Constant (cm)
Upper Trunk Tilt
Shoulder Abduction
Shoulder Horizontal
Abduction
Max Shoulder External
Rotation
Max Shoulder Horizontal
Adduction

Methods
From a database of previously-collected biomechanical data, 47
baseball pitchers were identified as meeting the following
criteria: 1) threw at least 8 full-effort fastball trials with 3D
motion capture and PITCHf/x data being successfully collected
and 2) were healthy at the time of testing. For each pitch thrown,
vertical and horizontal coordinates of the baseball as it crossed
homeplate were measured via the PITCHf/x system. From these
coordina es, each pi cher s mean pi ch location was calculated.
The distances from each pitch location to the mean pitch location
were found. A consistency metric was then calculated for each
pitcher by averaging these distances. Twenty kinematic
parameters were calculated from the motion capture data for each
pitch tracked by the PITCHf/x system, which has been previously
described [3]. Variability was defined as the standard deviation
among the pitches thrown and was calculated for each of the 20
kinematic parameters. A stepwise linear regression analysis using
backwards elimination was performed to assess the relationship
between kinematic variability and pitch location consistency.

B
10.08
2.24
3.03

SE
4.15
0.78
1.31

Beta
0.33
0.26

p-value
0.020
0.007
0.026

-1.64

0.69

-0.29

0.023

8.86

2.54

0.40

0.001

7.71

2.46

0.35

0.003

Significance
The results of this study suggest that a pi cher s abili o loca e
the baseball is directly dependent on his ability to pitch with
consistent kinematics. Four of the above-mentioned parameters
involved variability in shoulder kinematics, which has also been
proven to significantly contribute to ball velocity and injury risk.
In general, pitchers should strive for consistency in shoulder
motion and upper trunk tilt to optimize their ability to locate
pitches.
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Results and Discussion
At the end of the backwards elimination process (p < 0.1), only
five parameters remained in the model (Table 1). Three kinematic

Figure 1: Five parameters remained in the statistical model, accounting for 58% of the variance in consistency of pitch location. (a) shoulder
abduction and upper trunk tilt, (b) shoulder horizontal abduction /adduction, and (c) maximum shoulder external rotation
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Introduction
Hitting performance is essential to offensive success in baseball
and softball. Specifically, bat speed and batted ball velocity
(BBV) are variables coaches analyze when predicting hitting
success. Previous hitting research has focused on kinetics and
kinematics associated with hand velocity as an indicator of BBV
[1,2]; however, there are little to no data regarding the
relationship between clinical measures and BBV.
Defensively, hip and shoulder range of motion (ROM) and
strength have been correlated with kinetic chain energy transfer,
altered throwing mechanics, ball velocity, and potential
predictors of injury during the overhand throw [3]. Investigating
the relationship between BBV, hip ROM, and hip strength will
give coaches and clinicians a field measurement to identify
potential musculoskeletal deficits that may influence hitting
performance. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
investigate potential differences in hip ROM and strength
between low and high BBV hitters in adolescent baseball and
softball athletes. It was hypothesized that high BBV hitters will
have greater hip ROM than low BBV hitters and that there would
be no significant differences between baseball and softball
athletes

0.46), with the low BBV group having significantly greater back
hip IR than the high BBV group. There were no other significant
differences between BBV groups (Table 1 and 2). When
analyzing sport differences, the test revealed a statistically
significant difference in lead hip ER ISO (U = 86.00, p = .001,
effect size = 0.52). Specifically, baseball athletes had
significantly greater lead hip ER ISO than softball athletes.
However, the current study did not control for age. Controlling
for age is a limitation and may produce different results [4].
There were no other significant differences between sports.
Table 1: Range of Motion Descriptives
Batted
Lead
Ball
Group
n
Hip IR
Velocity
High
22
33.60
28.04
Low
21
23.18
33.07

Lead
Hip ER
34.68
36.15

Back
Hip
ER
34.33
36.67

Note: n=number of participants, IR=internal rotation, ER=external
rotation, * denotes significant difference between groups, all range of
motion values are reported in degrees, velocity is reported in m/s
Table 2: Isometric Strength Descriptives
Batted
Back
Lead
Ball
Group
n
Hip IR Hip IR
Velocity
High
22
33.60
2.21
2.09
Low
21
23.18
2.27
2.23

Methods
Forty-three right-handed adolescent baseball and softball athletes
(13.7±2.6yrs, 165.5±15.0cm, 67.2±19.8kg) participated. All
participants were deemed free of injury and surgery for at least
the past six months.
Passive hip internal rotation (IR) and external rotation (ER)
ROM and isometric strength (ISO) of the lead and back leg were
collected prior to warm-up. Hip ROM and ISO were measured
with a digital inclinometer and a handheld dynamometer,
respectively, while the participant was seated with knees flexed
at 90°. Isometric strength was normalized to individual
participants’ body mass.
Participants were given an unlimited amount of time to
warm-up from a tee. Once deemed warm, the participants were
instructed to execute game effort swings from a tee at a selfselected height and placement for 10 trials. A trial was saved if
the hit resulted in a line-drive and if the participant gave verbal
feedback that they felt it was a good swing. At least three saved
trials were needed for the participant to be included in the
analysis. Batted ball velocity was assessed using a radar gun
placed behind the participant. The average BBV of the saved
trials were used for analysis. Participants were divided into high
BBV and low BBV groups. Groups were assigned based on
whether their average BBV was above (high) or below (low) the
group mean. Participants were also coded based on sport
(baseball or softball).
Due to non-normally distributed data, a Mann-Whitney-U
test was used to determine differences in IR/ER hip ROM and/or
ISO between BBV groups and between sports. To minimize
chance of type 1 error, alpha level was set a priori, ! = .006.
Results and Discussion
Results revealed a statistically significant difference in BBV
groups for back hip IR ROM (U = 107.50, p = .003, effect size =

Back
Hip IR
*25.88
*34.11

Lead
Hip ER
2.06
1.94

Back
Hip
ER
2.03
2.14

Note: n=number of participants, IR=internal rotation, ER=external
rotation, all isometric strength values are reported in N/kg, velocity is
reported in m/s

The result of increased back hip IR ROM in the low BBV
group compared to the high BBV group was not hypothesized. In
overhead throwing, there is an optimal range for hip ROM where
too little or too much ROM can contribute to increased injury
risk [5]. Based on the results of the current study, the same
concept of an optimal range may hold true for hitting. It is worth
noting however that hip ROM was assessed passively and
different results may be found when assessing dynamic hip ROM
during the swing.
Significance
The results of this study are important as they are one of the first
to analyze the association between hitting performance indicators
with passive hip ROM and ISO. These results provide clinical
measures that can potentially be used to predict BBV in
adolescent baseball and softball atheltes. Future research should
be done to investigate if these differences hold true in a collegiate
population in addition to the association between dynamic hip
ROM and hitting performance.
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Introduction
Due to the high forces involved, shoulder injuries are common in
baseball pitchers. Despite a number of studies on youth pitching
kinematics and kinetics, there is little information about
techniques that maximize ball speed and minimize joint loads.
Previous work indicates that the sequence of discrete torso
movements influence upper extremity joint loading (3). It would
also be beneficial to know if dynamic time-series patterns of torso
movements relate to pitching performance and joint loads.
One method of analysis that is often used to quantify sport
techniques and dynamic movement patterns is principal
components analysis (PCA) (2). PCA involves analyzing time
series as opposed to discrete values. In the context of pitching,
PCA may facilitate a better understanding of how movement
patterns throughout the entire pitching motion relate to
performance and shoulder joint loads rather than discrete
variables at distinct time points. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the associations between torso movement patterns
extracted via PCA, and shoulder forces, moments, and ball speed.

variance in torso lateral tilt angle, and 96.8% in torso rotation
angle. A phase shift to an earlier contralateral tilt (PC2) was
related to a greater horizontal abduction moment, and a smaller
magnitude of lateral tilt change throughout the movement (PC3)
was associated with a greater adduction moment (Table 1).
Lastly, a smaller degree of torso rotation for the majority of the
movement (PC1) was correlated to reduced ball speed, though
the confidence interval for this significant result includes zero (ρ
= -0.456, p = 0.029, 95%C.I. = -0.832, 0.037).

Methods
Twenty-four little league pitchers were fitted with a full-body
marker set consisting of 32 individual markers and 7 marker
clusters. Kinematic and kinetic data were recorded at 250 Hz and
at 1000 Hz, respectively. Kinetic data were recorded with a two
force plates that were built into a pitching mound. A 4th-order, 14
Hz, zero-lag, low-pass Butterworth filter was used on the marker
data, while a 4th-order, 300 Hz, zero-lag, low-pass Butterworth
filter was used on force plate data. Inverse dynamics equations
were used to calculate net joint force and moments (NJM) at the
shoulder, and normalized to body mass.
Data from 23 youth pitchers (five trials each) were used for
analysis (range: 9-13 years, height: 1.55 ± 0.12 m, body mass:
46.0 ± 11.9 kg). Torso segment orientation data were timenormalized from peak knee height to ball release in three planes
and input to a PCA. PC scores for torso forward/backward
inclination, lateral tilt, and transverse rotation were calculated for
each individual trial, with within-subject averages of PC scores,
ball speed, and peak shoulder kinetics (e.g. DistractF: distraction
force,
HorizAbM: horizontal abduction moment, AdM:
adduction moment) analyzed via correlational analysis. Due to
the violation of normality, Spearman s rho correlations were
used, along with 1,000 replicate sample bootstrapping to increase
robustness of the analyses.

Figure 1: Ensemble average (black line) of time-normalized torso time
series data along with the variance accounted for (VAF) and effects of
principal components (PC) on the shape of the curves (effects of positive
and negative PC scores are illustrated with +/- symbols, respectively).
Table 1: S ea man Rho Co ela ion
Torso PCA
PC
Variable
Forward/Backward Incl.
PC2 DistractF
Lateral Tilt
PC2 HorizAbdM
Lateral Tilt
PC3 AddM

ρ
0.432
0.455
0.481

Sig.
0.040
0.029
0.020

Significance
Since the kinematic patterns associated with joint loads were not
associated with ball speed it may be possible to alter pitching
technique to decrease joint loads and retain pitching
performance. Future research should investigate this conclusion
with an interventional study.

Results and Discussion
Mean pitch velocity was 51.6 ± 7.5 mph. The PCA was able to
explain 98% of the variance in torso forward/backward
inclination angle. PC2 of these data exhibited a significant
positive correlation in that a phase shift and delayed transition
from backward to forward inclination relates to increased
distraction force (Table 1). The PCA accounted for 96.7% of the
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Introduction
Baseball pitching is demanding on the shoulder and it is common
for injuries to occur. Higher joint loading has been shown to lead
to more injury incidences (1). The relationship of shoulder range
of motion (ROM) and injury has been studied (2). The shoulder
ROM is checked by team physicians regularly.
The purpose of this study is to investigate how shoulder
external rotation (SER) ROM measured during a physical exam
is related to the shoulder joint loading during pitching. This
connection could allow for correction of baseball mechanics and
ultimately reduce the risk for injuries. We hypothesize that SER
ROM during a physical exam is not related to shoulder forces or
torques during baseball pitching.

force was significantly different in the timing of the maximum
value.

Methods
The study included 177 college pitchers (height: 186±7.2 cm and
weight: 188±19.6 lbs). The study protocol was approved by an
institutional board, and all participants gave written informed
consent. The maximum SER ROM was previously defined as the
end-point angle (EPA), which was recorded during a physical
exam using a custom-made wireless device (3). The pitchers were
grouped into low (<mean–SD, n=33), medium (mean±SD,
n=114), and high EPA (> mean+SD, n=30).
Ten fastball pitching motions were collected at 240 Hz using
a motion capture system. Three best pitches were analyzed. A
custom MATLAB program was created to calculate:
anterior/posterior (AP) force, proximal/distal (PD) force,
superior/inferior (SI) force, abduction/adduction (AA) torque,
internal/external (IE) torque and horizontal abduction/adduction
(HAA) using an inverse dynamics model. One-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with Tukey pos-hoc tests were performed
using SPSS with an alpha set to 0.05. The maximum, minimum
and range values and timings or duration of these shoulder
kinetics variables were compared among three EPA groups.

Figure 1: Forces and torques during pitching (mean±SD) normalized
from foot contact (FC: 0%) and ball release (BR: 100%).

These findings bridge the gap, showing that SER ROM
during exam is related to shoulder joint loading during baseball
pitching, aligning with previous work (4). The differences found
in the maximums show that lower EPA was associated with
higher shoulder forces or torques. The differences found for max,
min and range and timings could be contributed to different
pitching styles or mechanics, which was similar to a previous
study (5). In conclusion, SER ROM during a physical exam is
related to shoulder forces and torques during baseball pitching.

Table I: Results p-values for one-way ANOVA, bolded indicates
significant, a: Low vs Medium, b: Low vs High, c: Medium vs High
(F/T: force/torque, R: Max-Min, %: timing during pitching cycle).
F/T
Max
Max %
Min
Min %
R
R%
AP
0.472
0.432
0.027b
0.072
0.082 0.007ab
PD
0.093 0.004ab 0.001ab 0.250
0.374 0.028ab
SI
0.885
0.641
0.087
0.167
0.374
0.147
AA
0.144
0.869 0.005bc 0.622
0.015b 0.032b
IE
0.035b 0.030a
0.325
0.403
0.026b 0.000ab
HAA 0.024ab 0.798
0.243 0.000ab 0.067
0.039b

Significance
Higher shoulder joint loading leads to more injury incidences.
These results show that high EPA is advantageous because it
reduces the shoulder joint loading during baseball pitching. The
measurement of SER ROM allows team physicians to address
and correct those with limited EPA to prevent throwing injury.

Results and Discussion
There was no significant difference in ball speed (Low: 75.7±5.1,
Medium: 76.9±4.6, High: 77.7±4.9 mph). The shoulder forces
and torques were significantly different among the three EPA
groups (Table I). The primary differences appeared in the IE and
HAA torque (Fig. 1). The IE torque was significantly different in
the maximum value, timing of the maximum value, range and
duration between the maximum and minimum values. The HAA
torque was significantly different in the maximum value. The PD
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Introduction
Increased throwing arm flexibility in baseball pitching increases
performance but is also a risk factor for throwing-related injuries.
A study showed when shoulder laxity worsens then instabilities
develop and increase injury incidences (1). Shoulder pain in
youth baseball pitchers was shown to be caused by forces and
torques on the shoulder joint (2).
The purpose of this study is to investigate how shoulder
flexibility measured during a physical exam is related to the
shoulder joint loading. This connection could serve as a link
between clinical examinations and shoulder joint loading. We
hypothesize that shoulder flexibility is not related to the shoulder
joint loading during baseball pitching.

values and AP force, PD force, IE torque, and HAA torque at
minimum values. The maximum value IE torque was
significantly different among the three ROA groups. High ROA
leads to low joint loading for all variables at maximum and
minimum values.

ROA

Table I: Maximum shoulder forces (N) and torques (Nm) for both SRF
and ROA (mean±SD). For post-hoc tests p<0.05, a: Low vs Medium, b:
Low vs High, c: Medium vs High.

SRF

Methods
The study included 177 college pitchers (height: 186 ± 7.2 cm
and weight: 188 ± 19.6 lbs). The study protocol was approved by
an institutional board, and all participants gave written informed
consent. The resistive onset angle (ROA) and shoulder rotational
flexibility (SRF) during passive ROM exam were previously
defined (3). They were measured and calculated during a physical
exam using a custom-made wireless device (Figure 1). The
pitchers were grouped into low (< mean–SD, n=23,26), medium
(mean±SD, n=126,121), and high (> mean+SD, n=28,30) SRF
and ROA respectively.

Maximum
Minimum
L
M
H
L
M
H
AP 284±83 269±71 268±55 -461±99 -451±96 -436±83
PD 874±128 861±130 845±94 68±26
67±28
54±27
SI 259±94 252±79 254±68 -382±120 -372±104c -322±69c
AA 83±57 63±23 65±12 -106±70b -90±26c -71±21bc
IE 86±25b 78±19c 67±11bc -14±25ab -23±6a
-23±5b
b
b
HAA 92±44 81±20 76±15 -78±79 -60±21 -63±16
AP 266±59 265±70c 301±76c -468±82 -450±98 -434±85
PD 874±107 859±127853±128 74±23
63±30
64±21
SI 238±59 255±79 261±92 -329±80 -365±103 -390±113
AA 74±17 71±32 65±27 -83±23 -90±39 -90±32
IE 75±16 82±73 83±25 -24±6
-22±13
-20±6
HAA 90±17 82±26 76±22 -63±19 -64±40 -60±24

This emphasizes that shoulder flexibility should be measured
and monitored in order to reduce shoulder joint loading during
baseball pitching. Both ROA and SRF contribute to the results of
shoulder joint loading for EPA. Loss of shoulder flexibility leads
to increased shoulder joint loading, aligning with previous work
(4). Further, a study showed in youth baseball pitchers that
increases in forces and torques of the shoulder can lead to
deformation of soft tissue leading to injury over time (5). These
differences could be contributed to different age populations and
pitching styles or mechanics. In conclusion, shoulder external
rotation flexibility measured during physical exam is related to
shoulder joint loading during baseball pitching.

Figure 1: Shoulder rotational laxity test performed during an exam.
ROA and EPA were measured and SRF is the slope between the two (3).

Significance
High shoulder flexibility is advantageous in baseball pitchers
because it lowers the forces and torques on the shoulder joint.
High shoulder external rotation range before any resistance
(ROA) may reduce the risk of injury during baseball pitching.
Shoulder flexibility could serve as a screening that could aid
clinicians and coaches in prospectively identifying players at risk
for developing arm injuries during the season.

Ten fastball pitching motions were collected at 240 Hz using
a motion capture system. Three best pitches were analyzed. A
custom MATLAB program was created to calculate:
anterior/posterior (AP) force, proximal/distal (PD) force,
superior/inferior (SI) force, abduction/adduction (AA) torque,
internal/external (IE) torque and horizontal abduction/adduction
torque (HAA) using an inverse dynamics model. One-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post-hoc tests were
performed using SPSS with an alpha set to 0.05. The maximum
and minimum values of these shoulder kinetic variables were
compared among the three SRF and ROA groups.
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Results and Discussion
The maximum value AP force was significantly different among
the three SRF groups (Table 1). High SRF leads to low joint
loading in PD force, AA torque, and HAA torque at maximum
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Introduction
Increasing both shoulder external rotation and angular velocity
during baseball pitching improves performance but also increases
the risk for injury. Developing the kinetic chain increases both
the shoulder external rotation angle and shoulder angular velocity
which increase ball speed and performance (1). A study showed
that increasing ball speed also increased the risk for injury (2).
Improving performance and reducing injuries are a focus for both
coaches and players.
The purpose of this study is to investigate how shoulder
rotational properties measured during a physical exam are related
to performance and injury during baseball pitching. This
connection could create a quantitative measurement and predictor
for baseball performance and injury. We hypothesize that
shoulder rotational properties during physical exam are not
related to shoulder kinematics during baseball pitching.

was a significant difference in follow up surgeries among SRF
groups (p=0.02). There was no significant difference in followup surgeries among EPA (p=0.13) or ROA (p=0.41) groups.
*

*

Methods
The study included 177 college pitchers (height: 186 ± 7.2 cm
and weight: 188 ± 19.6 lbs). The study protocol was approved by
an institutional board, and all participants gave written informed
consent. Self-reported injury questionnaires were filled out when
pitchers were tested and then during follow-ups (95 of them were
followed at least for one year). The following shoulder rotational
properties: end-point angle (EPA), shoulder rotational flexibility
(SRF), and resistant onset angle (ROA) were previously defined
(3). They were measured and calculated during a physical exam
using a custom-made wireless device.
Ten fastball pitching motions were collected at 240 Hz using
a motion capture system. A custom MATLAB program was
calculated the following shoulder kinematic variables: maximum
external rotation angle (ERA), timing of ERA (PERA),
maximum internal rotation angular velocity (IRV) and timing of
IRV (PIRV) throughout the pitching cycle. Timing variables
PERA and PIRV were normalized based on the lead foot contact
(0%) and the ball release (100%). One-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with Tukey post-hoc tests were performed using
SPSS with an alpha set to 0.05. The chi-squared test was
performed on the follow up injury questionnaires.

*

*

*

Figure 1: Shoulder rotational properties versus the ERA and IRV values
and timings during baseball pitching (* indicates p<0.05).

Findings of this study emphasizes that shoulder rotational
properties should be measured and monitored in order to improve
performance and reduce injury during baseball pitching.
Increased shoulder range of motion increases both ERA and gun
speed, aligning with previous work (4). Our results showed many
factors influence the incidence of injury, including the following:
joint loading, flexibility, experience of pitcher and pitching styles
or mechanics, aligning with previous work (5). In conclusion,
shoulder rotational properties measured during physical exam are
related to both performance during baseball pitching and risks for
injuries.
Significance
Greater shoulder external rotation is advantageous in baseball
pitching because it reduces joint loading and increases ball speed.
Shoulder rotational properties during physical exam should serve
as a screening that could aid clinicians and coaches in
prospectively identifying players who will perform best and
reduce injury throughout the season.

Table I: Results from gun speed (mph) of baseball pitch and follow-up
injury questionaires (total number of elbow and shoulder surgeries).
EPA
SRF
ROA
Group
L
M
H
L
M
H
L
M
H
n
33 114 30
23 126 28
26 121 30
Gun
76
77
78
77
77
78
77
77
78
Speed
±5 ±5 ±5 ±4 ±5 ±5 ±4 ±5 ±5
Surgery
0
12
2
0
9
5
3
10
1
NoSurgery 19
58
18
14
71
10
11
67
17
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Results and Discussion
Shoulder ERA, PERA, and PIRV were significantly different
among the three EPA groups (Figure 1). Shoulder ERA and PIRV
were significantly different among the three ROA groups. No
significant difference was found among the three SRF groups.
There was no significant difference in gun speed (Table 1). There
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Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears are the most common
injury requiring surgery among high school athletes.1 In baseball,
ACL tears are more prevalent in position players than pitchers.2
Position players are required to complete short bursts of maximal
exertion from a static position, often including high rotary
movements, like hitting. However, kinetics at the knee in hitting
have not been described in the literature.
Despite the large incidence of ACL tears and ACL
reconstruction (ACLr), there are very few sport specific measures
for return to play (RTP). Therefore, the purpose of this study was
two-fold (1) to describe knee kinetics in baseball hitting and (2)
to provide clinicians a tool to predict knee kinetics based on
easily accessable information to help individualize rehabilitation
protocols for safe RTP.

Results and Discussion
Descriptive statistics of selected kinetic variables are displayed
in Table 1 and regression equations in Table 2. Kinetic variables
chosen for inclusion were based on their directionality
mechanically stressing the ACL.4,5
Table 2. Backwards Regression Equations
Front Knee
(IR) = -0.268 + 0.027(age)
(ER) = 1.243 - .007(cm) + .002(kg)
(E ) = 2.371 - .018(cm) + .005(kg) +
.043(age)
(Var) = 1.331 + .002(EV) - .009(cm) +
.003(kg)
(A ) = 10.692 - .082(cm) + .026(kg) +
.194(age)
Back Knee
(Ne ) = 0.588 - .016(cm) + .169(age)
(V g) = 1.552 - .012(cm) + .006(kg) +
.020(age)

Methods
Nineteen high school baseball athletes (16.3 ± 0.8 yrs, 180.6 ±
5.7cm, 78.4 ± 10.8kg) participated. Participants completed a self
selected independent warm up in preparation to give game-effort
swings. Participants took ten swings off a tee. The swings with
the top three exit velocities were included for analysis. Kinetic
data were recorded using an electromagnetic tracking system,
normalized to participant mass, and reported as external
moements. Position and orientation data were obtained using
Euler angle sequences consistent with ISB recommendations.3
Linear regressions were used to determine if height, mass,
age and exit velocity could predict bilateral knee net, extension,
internal (IR) and external (ER) rotation, valgus and varus
moments and anterior force. Backwards regressions were chosen
to analyse data due to the nature of the predictors being easily
accessable by clinicians, who may discard unneeded information.

F
4.51
4.74
5.49

R2
.163
.294
.427

p
0.049
0.024
0.010

3.59

.301

0.039

10.44

.611

0.001

F
3.57
3.66

R2
.313
.307

p
0.019
0.037

de e
edic ed a e, IR = i e a
ai
e, ER = e e a
rotation torque, Ext = extension torque, Vlg = valgus torque, Var = varus
torque, Ant = anterior force, EV = exit velocity in MPH, cm = height in
cm, kg = mass in kg, age = age in years

Using predictors age, height, mass and ball exit velocity, we
were able to predict IR, ER, extension and varus torques and
anterior forces in the front knee. This is clinically meaningful,
because our strongest predictor, anterior force, most directly
stresses the ACL.4 In the back knee, we were able to predict net
and valgus torques. This is clinically significant as valgus stress
is a commonly known risk factor for ACL injury.6
To our surprise, ball exit velocity was seldom a predictor of
knee kinetics, and height was a negative predictor. Age and mass
were positive predictors as expected. These equations can be used
by clinicians to predict knee kinetics in baseball players after
ACLr and compare to kineitc values of traditional ACL
rehabilitation exercises, to safely initiate hitting programs.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Maximum Knee Kinetics
Front Knee
Net Torque
0.32 ± 0.10
Internal Rotation Torque
0.08 ± 0.05
External Rotation Torque
0.09 ± 0.04
Extension Torque
0.20 ± 0.08
Valgus Torque
0.14 ± 0.07
Varus Torque
0.16 ± 0.06
Anterior Force
1.10 ± 0.31
Back Knee
Net Torque
0.41 ± 0.17
Internal Rotation Torque
0.15 ± 0.09
External Rotation Torque
0.16 ± 0.07
Extension Torque
0.14 ± 0.10
Valgus Torque
0.13 ± 0.06
Varus Torque
0.10 ± 0.06
Anterior Force
0.75 ± 0.20

Significance
T he a h
k
edge, hi i he fi study describing knee
kinetics in baseball hitting. These values can be used by clinicians
to determine when it is safe to initiate hitting after ACLr, and
adds sport specific measures to general ACLr rehabilitation
protocols.
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Introduction
Softball hitting initiates proximal to distal kinetic chain
sequencing by transferring mechanical energy sequentially from
the lower extremities to the trunk, humerus, forearm, and hand
[1]. Based on the summation of speed principle, hand velocity is
maximized just before ball contact and is therefore used as an
indicator of hitting performance [1, 2]. Although efficient energy
transfer is essential to maximizing hand velocity, previous
softball hitting research has yet to examine the association
between patterns of mechanical energy transfer and hitting
performance.
Energy flow analysis can be used to provide a deeper
understanding of how energy flows throughout the kinetic chain
during hitting. Recent studies examining the baseball pitch and
tennis serve have reported relationships between the magnitude
of energy flow into the upper extremity and ball velocity [3, 4].
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
relationship between humeral segment energy flow during the
acceleration phase of the softball swing and lead hand angular
velocity at ball contact. It was hypothesized there would be a
relationship between net and maximum rates of segment energy
inflow (IF) and outflow (OF) with hand velocity.

Results and Discussion
The results support the hypothesis indicating a relationship
between humeral energy OF and angular hand velocity.
Significant negative correlations between humeral OF and hand
velocity (r=-.72, p<.01) along with maximum rate of humeral OF
and hand velocity (r=-.69, p<.01) (Figure 1a, 1b) were observed.
Angular hand velocity increased with increased magnitude of
humeral OF. However, the hypothesis for energy IF was not
supported.
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Methods
Twenty-five female collegiate softball athletes (20.4±1.7yr;
166.7±22.0cm; 74.9±15.9kg) participated and were currently
active on a playing roster as well as injury free for the past six
months. Participants performed three maximum effort swings off
a stationary tee placed in the middle of the strike zone. An
electromagnetic system and force plate were used to collect
kinematic and kinetic data during each swing. Data were
analyzed during the acceleration phase, defined as the period
from stride foot contact to ball contact.
The rate of work done on or by the humerus at the distal
(elbow) and proximal (shoulder) joints were calculated using
equations 1 and 2, respectively. The individual joint force power
(JFP) and segment torque power (STP) terms were summed to
calculate total humeral segment power (SP) using equation 3.
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Figure 1b. Maximal OF and hand velocity

Significance
Softball hitting performance is strongly associated with humeral
segment energy OF. However, future studies should examine JFP
and STP components to more precisely isolate energy IF and OF
at the segment’s proximal and distal ends in addition to
determining the relative linear and angular contributions towards
humeral OF..
Efficient energy flow through the kinetic chain is essential to
optimizing performance during hitting [1]. This study illustrated
a strong relationship between humeral OF and hand angular
velocity at ball contact; therefore, energy flow analysis can be
used as an additional tool to provide a deeper understanding of
how energy is generated, absorbed, and transferred through body
segments during softball hitting.

(1) JFP = (joint reaction force) × (linear joint velocity)
(2) STP = (joint moment) × (humeral angular velocity)
(3) SP = (JFPdistal + STPdistal) + (JFPproximal + STPproximal)
Total SP was integrated over the acceleration phase to
calculate net segment energy transfer. Further, SP was separated
into positive (IF) or negative (OF) components to determine net
energy gained and transferred out of the humerus, respectively.
Pearson product-moment correlations were used to determine
relationships between humeral segment IF and OF during the
acceleration phase with angular hand velocity at ball contact.
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Introduction
In an open kinetic chain such as baseball pitching, the velocity of
the throwing arm is affected by the mechanical power through the
chain via coordination of proximal-to-distal segmental motion,
where muscular torques can induce accelerations of anatomically
remote segments through dynamic coupling [1,2]. However,
traditional inverse dynamics approaches are insufficient in
decomposing the components of segmental motion that
contribute to the forward velocity of the pitched ball [3]. Previous
researchers have implemented induced acceleration analysis
(IAA) models to perform this decomposition in baseball pitching
but did not include lower body contributions [1,4]. Hence, the
purpose of this study was to use a full-body IAA to examine how
muscular and non-muscular torques contribute to the forward
velocity of a pitched ball off a mound in collegiate baseball
players. A secondary aim was to examine how these components
contribute to the induced power of the throwing arm.

comparing the induced ball velocity with the ball speed obtained
from the pitch flight device.

Methods
This retrospective study was approved by the institutional review
board at Wake Forest University. Data from 17 collegiate
pitchers (age = 20.4 ± 1.2 years, height = 1.87 ± 0.05 m, mass =
94 ± 7 kg) were examined from in-season pitching analyses. Each
participant threw 12 various types of pitches to a catcher at a
regulation distance (18.4 m) away from a mound instrumented
with three force platforms (AMTI, Watertown, MA). One
representative fastball was extracted for this analysis in which 3D
motion data were captured at a sampling rate of 400 Hz using a
marker-based motion analysis system (Qualisys, Göteborg,
Sweden) [1]. Ground reaction force (GRF) data were collected at
sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Ball speed was recorded with a pitch
flight analysis device (Rapsodo, Brentwood, MO).
A 14-segment model was configured and implemented in
Visual 3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD). The joint
accelerations were estimated using the following IAA equation:
( )[ +
, + ( )]
=
where = generalized accelerations vector,
= inverse of the
system inertia matrix, = vector of the net muscular torques,
, = vector due to velocity-dependent (Coriolis, centripetal)
forces, and ( ) = gravitational force. By taking the product of
each force or torque component and the corresponding velocity
vector, an induced power analysis (IPA) of the throwing arm was
performed [1]. All IAA equations were derived in SD/Fast (PTC,
Cambridge, MA) and implemented in Visual 3D.
The induced ball velocity was calculated by time-integrating
the induced acceleration of each source between the instants of
maximum knee height in the stride phase and ball release.
Likewise, the mechanical work of the throwing arm was
computed via time integration of the induced power between
these events. The concurrent validity of the IAA model was
estimated with the Spearman rho ( coefficient ( = 0.05) by
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Figure 1: Mean contributions (%) to the induced ball velocity (n=17).
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Results and Discussion
The results of this IAA indicated that the largest contribution to
ball velocity came from the shoulder torque followed by velocitydependent forces (Figure 1).
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Similarly, the IPA showed that the velocity-dependent
torque represented the largest proportion (60%) of the energy
transferred to the arm at -0.93 ± 0.62 J/kg. This finding aligns
with previous IPA studies which showed how pelvis and trunk
motion indirectly accelerate the throwing arm via the velocitydependent torque [1,3].
The forward velocity of the ball estimated by the IAA model
was 32.9 ± 5.4 m/s (73.5 ± 12.1 mph) while the recorded flight
speed of the ball was 39.1 ± 0.9 m/s (87.5 ± 2.1 mph), indicating
an underestimation error of 16% with
= -.177, p = .498). This error could be due to the IAA model,
which defines the hand and ball as one rigid segment when the
ball most likely moves relative to the ball.
Significance
These findings may challenge conventional wisdom regarding
training and rehabilitation methods that are based on the current
understanding of pitching biomechanics.
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Introduction
Proximal to distal sequencing is a method of understanding the
summation of speed principles proposed by Bunn in 1971. The
premise of proximal to distal sequencing is that human limbs will
begin in a position that provides for a decreased mass moment of
inertia. As the performer progresses through the motion, in this
case the overhand throw, the adjacent, more distal segment will
extend, thus adding the velocity of the more proximal segment.
This progressive increase from proximal segments to distal
segments can be seen in many different movements and many
theories have been proposed to explain this successive increase
in speed, yet a definitive explanation eludes researchers.
In considering an explanation for this increase in speed
progression, a mathematical sequence was sought. The sequence
that was first to mind was the Fibonacci Sequence as its pattern
has been found in other areas of nature. The Fibonacci Sequence
starts with the number 1 and proceeds as the sum of the previous
two numbers. In this manner, it starts with 1, the second entry is
1+ 0=1, the third entry and 1+1= 2, the fourth entry is 1+2 = 3,
and so on. Fascinatingly, the ratio of the adjacent pairs is
equivalent to the Golden Ratio which has been identified
throughout nature including in the relationship between the
variations of lengths of several anatomical segments, such as the
length of the upper arm to the forearm. This relationship has also
been found in the temporal components of the human gait cycle.
However, the correlation of this sequence to velocities remains
limited. Therefore, the purpose of the present project
endeavoured to determine if the increases in speed associated
with proximal to distal sequencing could be predicted by the
Fibonacci Sequence.
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Figure 1: Measured versus predicted velocities of the ASIS, shoulder,
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Figure 2: A scatter plot of the predicted values of velocity vs the
measured values of velocity for the ASIS, shoulder, elbow and wrist.

Results and Discussion
Figures 1 and 2 present the relationship between the two data sets.
The value of Figure 1 is in the pictorial relationship between the
two data sets. The value of Figure 2 is in the presentation of the
coefficient of determination. Based on the strength of the
coefficient of determination, it is clear that there is a strong
relationship between the measured and calculated values. Under
further scrutiny, two participants deviated from the predicted
values to a greater extent than the other participants (not enough
to be outliers) and it was revealed that these participants were
recovering from injuries. The primary finding of this project is
two-fold: (1) the velocity of the wrist can be predicted from the
velocity of the ASIS; (2) there is a strong relationship between
the peak linear velocity of the ASIS and the wrist velocity of the
overhand pitch.

Methods
Kinematic data collected for an unrelated project on overhand
throwing was acquired and served as the measured data for this
project. Ten right handed male collegiate baseball pitchers
served as participants and kinematic data were captured with a
3D automated tracking system (Motion Analysis Corp.). The
right Anterior Superior Illiac Spine (ASIS) was chosen as the
beginning of the Fibonacci proximal-to-distal sequence of linear
velocities in the direction of throw. As a result, the velocity of the
right ASIS formed the initial number in the sequence (the initial
1
of he p e io l men ioned eq ence). Predicted right
shoulder velocity was calculated as the sum of right ASIS and
right ASIS. The right elbow predicted velocity was the sum of the
velocities of the ASIS and the shoulder. Last, predicted right
wrist velocity was calculated as the sum of the shoulder and
elbow predicted velocities. A regression analysis was then
conducted on the predicted and measured velocities.

Significance
From a training perspective, the importance of being able to
develop pelvic girdle velocity cannot be overstated. Further, the
anecdotal finding of being able to identify injured throwers from
this analysis may have implications for the prevention of injuries.
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We found that features of the angular velocity signal could
be used to accurately distinguish throws from other common
baseball movements. For the intensity classification algorithm, a
collection of acceleration metrics were calculated for each throw.

Introduction
Injuries to the throwing arm, specifically the elbow, in baseball
players has reached an epidemic across many age groups [1]. Of
particular concern is the frequency of these injuries in younger
players who have not reached musculoskeletal maturity. The rise
of arm injuries has led to pitch count recommendations and
guidelines by age, however, they are made on in-game pitches
only and ignore the importance of warm-up throws before the
game or at the start of each inning [2]. Further, current methods
treat each pitch as equal intensity.
Increased measurement precision of stress on
musculoskeletal structures may be possible with recent advances
in wearable sensor technology. Small wearable inertial
measurement units (IMUs) make it possible to capture every
throw during games and practices and utilize IMU-derived data
to estimate the amount of musculoskeletal stress via the level of
intensity of each throw. The purpose of this pilot study was to
develop a methodology to capture total throw count and to
estimate the intensity of each throw accrued by adolescent
(competitive) baseball players over a season of baseball.

Results and Discussion
We were able to successfully utilize wearable IMUs to quantify
throw counts and throw intensities over a spring/summer season
of baseball. Throughout the study, we identified 17,735 throws
from the 11 participants (Table 1). Compliance issues arose as
participants were required to keep their own IMUs charged, and
many throws were not captured because the IMUs stop collecting
data when their battery is depleted.
A linear support vector machine, created from the
preliminary structured workout to classify throw intensity, was
applied to classify the season-long collection data (Figure 1). The
results of this classification in combination with data for when
participants pitched during the season suggest counting and
assessing the intensity of all throws is more valuable than simply
counting in-game pitches in determining player workload and
thus mandating rest periods between activities.

Methods
In our IRB approved study, a local travel 11U baseball team of
11 players (11 males, age 10-11yrs) was recruited for
participation in this study. All participants provided informed
consent. An inertial measurement unit (GT9X, Actigraph, LLC)
and charging station were distributed to each player on the team.
IMUs were configured to collect both acceleration (±16 G) and
angular rate (±2000 deg/s) continuously at a sampling rate of 100
Hz. IMUs were secured 3-5 cm above the lateral epicondyle of
the throwing arm of each participant using a modified protective
wrist/forearm guard (EvoCharge, EvoShield, LLC). Participants
were instructed to wear their IMUs during any baseball activity
(i.e. practice and games). Every 1-2 weeks, the IMUs were
collected by a study team member to download the data and
reinitialize the IMUs.
We developed custom algorithms in MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Inc.) to identify and classify the intensity of each
throw. Two structured workouts were carried out to develop the
throw identification and intensity classification algorithms.

Figure 1: Intensity classification results for full-season data collection.

Significance
A wearable inertial measurement unit (IMU) placed on the
throwing arm can be used to more precisely determine
musculoskeletal stress (throw count and throw intensity) during
a baseball season, which is necessary to reduce injury frequency
and severity, particularly in youth athletes. These data can be
used to explore the relationship between musculoskeletal stress
and structural changes about the elbow joint (measured via
clinical tests and imaging).

Table 1. Participant data collection and throw data.
Participant Total Days
Days with
Number of
ID
of Data
Throwing
Throws
01
56
30
5,110
02
35
17
3,942
03
14
8
1,020
04
34
13
1,274
05
16
7
759
06
26
5
790
07
15
5
288
08
22
7
660
09
53
18
1,240
10
24
11
2,155
11
8
3
497
Total
17,735
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Introduction
Overuse injuries in youth pitchers are prevalent and increasing,
so prevention is a pressing concern (1). Performing an efficient
pitching motion requires optimal activation of musculature and
timing of major steps in the motion (2). Correcting flaws in the
pitching mechanics could reduce the stress on the elbow and
shoulder and possibly prevent many overuse injuries.
This study is important because it collected lower extremity
kinetic data in the field using IMUs and it evaluated the
effectiveness of real-time feedback given to pitchers. Pitchers
threw with increased stride length, decreased stride length, and
increased pelvis angular velocity in response to verbal cues. The
effect of condition on velocity, ground reaction force, and
kinematic measures was quantified. The use of IMUs in the field,
the focus on lower extremity contributions to pitching, and the
evaluation of real-time feedback are all novel aspects of the
study.

GRF Variable
DL Plate Dir.
DL Vertical
Dir.
SL Plate Dir.
SL Vertical
Dir.
Drive Impulse
Plate Dir.

BL
56.0 ±
13.3
128.4 ±
12.4
79.8 ±
13.5
144.2 ±
27.9
-15.7 ±
4.7

DSL
47.4 ±
9.6
120.4 ±
11.6
84.6 ±
9.5
152.5 ±
19.2
-13.8 ±
3.4

ISL
61.3 ±
12.4
130.9 ±
12.6
89.3 ±
19.2
160.7 ±
30.5
-17.8 ±
4.1

PAV
57.6 ±
12.3
128.7 ±
15.9
87.3 ±
8.5
160.7 ±
26.3
-16.3 ±
3.5

Table 1. Mean ( SD) GRF Values for each Condition (%BW).

BL Plate Direction

0.534

Stride
Length
0.619

BL Vertical Direction

0.731

0.313

0.277

DSL Plate Direction

0.602

0.637

0.382

DSL Vertical Direction

0.703

0.394

0.523

ISL Plate Direction

0.643

0.510

0.283

ISL Vertical Direction

0.815

0.351

0.330

PAV Plate Direction

0.669

0.507

0.192

PAV Vertical Direction

0.714

0.474

0.226

GRF Variable

Methods
Eleven male baseball pitchers (age: 22.1±1.6ys, ht: 1.8±0.1m,
mass: 85.9±12.5kg) were recruited for this study. Kinematic data
were recorded with inertial measurement units (IMUs) at 200 Hz,
kinetic data of the drive (rear) leg (DL) and stride (front) leg (SL)
were sampled at 1000 Hz, and pitch velocity was recorded by a
radar gun. Four conditions were tested: baseline (no cue, BL),
increased stride length (ISL), decreased stride length (DSL), and
increased pelvis angular velocity (PAV). Subjects were told to
alter stride length by 10% (~6 inches) and were told to rotate
pelvis as hard as was feasible for the PAV condition. The three
fastest pitches for each condition were analyzed. Ground reaction
force (GRF) data was normalized to body weight (BW). The
components of force in the direction of home plate and in the
vertical direction were recorded. Variables were compared using
Pearson correlation coefficients with the p-value set at 0.05 for
all statistical comparisons.

Velocity

Trunk
Angular Vel.
0.368

Table 2. Correlations between Normalized Drive Leg GRF and
Other Pitch Variables. (Bold = statistically significant).
Significance
This study demonstrates that simple verbal feedback cues can
be used to significantly alter pitching performance, at least over
the short term. Most subjects were able to adjust their stride
length or pelvis angular velocity, which in turn affected pitch
velocity. Therefore, coaches should consider telling pitchers to
increase stride length and PAV as two ways of increasing pitch
velocity. Significant differences were found in the stride length
and pelvis angular velocity when the respective cues were given,
showing that pitchers can respond to simple feedback to change
their motions. This is one of the first studies to incorporate realtime feedback and its effects on pitching performance.
This study was also conducted completely in the field using
IMUs. These versatile tools detected differences in lower
extremity mechanics and can be valuable for collecting data
outside a typical motion capture laboratory.
In addition, this is one of the first studies to utilize ground
reaction force impulse values with other kinematic variables to
get a more complete picture of how velocity is generated by
pitchers. Future studies should investigate the same variables
with a larger subject pool of high level college or professional
pitchers to further understand the lower body contributions to
pitch velocity.

Results and Discussion
The pitch velocity, ground reaction force values (Table 1), trunk
angular velocity values, stride length (Table 2), and drive leg
impulse values all significantly changed as a result of the realtime feedback cues given to the subjects. This showed that
subjects were able to respond to feedback and alter their
mechanics in real-time. Many of the ground reaction force
variables were highly correlated to increased pitch velocity,
increased peak trunk angular velocity, and increased peak pelvis
angular velocity (Table 2). In some cases, individual outliers
overshadowed the overall trends.
The main takeaways are that feedback can be incorporated
in real-time to impact pitching performance and that there are
significant differences as a result of this feedback. In addition,
pitch impulse was utilized with kinematic variables to better
understand the contribution of the lower extremities to pitch
velocity in a more holistic way. Drive leg impulse varied
significantly among three of the four pitch conditions.
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Introduction
stride angle of 79.0° ± 5.5. A Pearson correlation coefficient (a
Most adolescent baseball pitchers depend on their coaches and
= 0.05) was caculated for both the change in pelvis orientation
trainers to correct their throwing mechanics. Often, these
from MKH to SFC (Fig. 1) and the pelvis orientation at SFC with
instructors must rely on visual methods to identify weaknesses
respect to the stride angle (Fig. 2). The correlation between the
and suggest modifications in pitching mechanics. Three easily
change in pelvis orientation and stride angle was 0.358
identifiable variables in a pitching motion are foot placement,
(p=1.55x10-14) while the correlation between the pelvis
pelvis position and pelvis rotation. With maximum shoulder
orientation and stride angle was 0.017 (p=3.21x10-6,). Therefore,
anterior force shown to increase 3.0 N for every centimeter the
both correlations were statistically significant, but practically
stride foot lands towards an open position, the need to efficiently
very
weak.
and permanently correct stride angle is imperative.1,2 This study
110
examined the relationship between pelvis orientation at the
100
instant of stride foot ground contact, the change in orientation of
90
the pelvis during the pitch, and the angle between the stride foot
80
and the drive foot, referred to as stride angle. By examining
R² = 0.1282
70
kinematic data obtained from a motion capture system,
60
thoughtful instruction can be relayed to these coaches, so that
50
they have proper and inciteful knowledge as to how to correct
Closed Stride
40
potentially long lasting damage to the young athelete or uncover
Open Stride
30
a more efficent manner of pitching.
Magnitude of Stride Angle
(degrees)

1

Methods
After sufficient warm-up, twenty-four male, adolescent baseball
players (age: 11.1±1.3 yr) threw 15 fastballs at maximum effort
towards a target.3 Each subject was instrumented with a 32
marker, full-body marker set3 and threw from a pitching mound.
The three fastest pitches thrown for strikes were analyzed.
Marker trajectories were tracked using Vicon Nexus Software
(Vicon Corp, Oxford, UK) and filtered using a fourth-order, zerolag, Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 18 Hz using
Visual 3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD). Subjects were
modelled using an eleven-segment model to compute kinematics
and kinetics of each joint. The data were time-normalized to
standardize the four critical phases of the pitching motion;
maximum knee height of the stride leg (MKH), ground contract
of the stride foot (SFC), maximum external rotation of the
throwing shoulder (MIR), and maximum internal rotation of the
throwing shoulder (MER). Mean values for the three trials per
subject were used for all analyses. Pelvis axial rotation was
calculated relative to the home plate direction.3 The stride foot
angle (q) was calculated using the angle between the two ankles
at SFC.
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Figure 2: The magnitude of the stride angle compared to the change in
pelvis orientation from MKH to SFC yields a weak correlation.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the pelivs orientation at SFC and the stride
angle yields a weak correlation.

Significance
Observing the change in axial orientation of the pelvis through
MKH to SFC or pelvis orientation at SFC is not strongly
correlated with the stride angle; therefore, it is not advisable for
coaches of the sport to soley fixate on pelvis rotation when trying
to correct an inapproriate stride offset. Until future work is
completed, instructors of the sport must continue to make direct
adjustments to the position of the stride foot at SFC as opposed
to observing prior cues and revising those preceding mechanics.

homeplate
Figure 1: Measuring the stride angle using both ankle joint positions.1

Results and Discussion
We hypothesized that the change in axial orientation of the pelvis
from MKH to SFC and the final axial angle of the pelvis at SFC
would be related to stride angle. Of the 24 subjects, two presented
with a q larger than 90° upon SFC and three were inconsistent
within their own trials. For those five subjects, average stride
angle was 95.5° ± 4.6. Those with a closed stance averaged a
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Introduction
Injuries between the L4-S1 vertebrae are extremely common in
the golfing community. This is due to a four times larger
compressive load being applied to the L4-L5 during each swing.
Sean Foley, world renowned golf coach has reported seeing
lower back issues in 80% of his students and claims lower back
injuries lead to secondary injuries in the shoulders, wrists, and
elbows (Floey,2010). Such injuries are common among those
who play a draw-shot due to increases in pelvic angles combined
with rotation. Therefore, it is our goal to create a musculoskeletal
(MSK) model and simulation of an elite golfer to analyze the golf
mechanics during a standard swing to grasp a better
understanding of how the lumbar moves through its range of
motion. The results from this case study will be used to develop
a patient-specific protocol that will be later used to develop a
database of relationships between lateral and anterior pelvic tilt
with the rotational moments of the L4-L5 vertebrae.

dynamics were then performed to calculate joint angles and joint
moments at each instant during the swing cycle. The subject
naturally hits a draw shot shape in turn designating him a draw
shot player. Although this makes him inherent to injuries between
the L4-S1 vertebrae, he is currently free of all known
musculoskeletal disorders.
Results and Discussion
A correlation between pelvic tilt and the moments at L4-L5
vertebrae was observed: as pelvic tilt increases the L4-L5
moment also increases as seen in Figure 2. In addition, this same
correlation was observed between lateral pelvic tilt and L4-L5
moment. These correlations suggest that the angles of the pelvic
griddle in the setup and throughout the swing have an effect on
the loads being applied to the lumbar spine.

Methods
The subject, a 20
year old male (57.6
kg) collegiate golfer
with an official
United States Golf
Association
(USGA) handicap of
+1, performed three
repetition draw shot
swings barefooted. Figure 1: left: OpenSim MSK Model. Right:
The elimination of Subject within the motion capture lab.
shoes was enforced
to limit the effects of shoes on the ground reaction forces.

Figure 2: Shows the pelvic tilt and lateral tilt moment, and the L4-L5
rotational moment vs. time during one golf swing.

Kinematic and kinetic data obtained from the dynamic swing trial
was recorded using motion capture system (VICON Nexus,
version 2.7; Oxford Metrics Ltd.) and two force plates ((OR6
2000 series; 1000 Hz; Advanced Medical Technologies Inc.).
This data was then applied to a modified computational MSK
model (Raabe,2016). Within this model, a driver was added as a
segment to help scale the virtual driver to the experimental driver
(Mahadas,2018). Most drivers are cut to different lengths to
accommodate different players so it is important for this segment
to be scaled properly. Marker placements followed the marker set
from the Raabe model (Raabe,2016). Each segment is defined
using 2-3 landmark markers and between 5-6 tracking markers
with very heavy focus on the lower extremities given that is
where the power is generated in a golf swing. Furthermore, the
most common spinal injury for golfers occurs between the L4 and
S1 vertebrae. Therefore, additional markers were added to the
T10, T12, L3, and L5 vertebrae. The T10 and T12 were chosen
since they are the lower portion of the thoracic spine closer to the
lumbar. More specifically, the T12 since it is what connects the
thoracic to the lumbar regions of the spine. The L3 and L5 were
chosen since they are the midpoint and endpoints of the region of
in e e . The d i e al o had o ma ke : one on he d i e g ip
and the other on the head to aid in scaling. Inverse kinematics and

Significance
The importance of this case study is that it shows the potential for
reduction in injuries of the lumbar spine through precision
treatment. There is a potential to use these results to reposition
the athlete in a less anterior and lateral pelvic tilt. If justified, this
could be used by medical professionals, and athletic coaches to
prescribe biomechanical adjustments in the golf swing in order to
reduce the number of lumbar injuries around the world.
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and angular velocity that are created by improper data smoothing.
No filtering technique resulted in estimates that were in full
agreement with the original IMU-measured data. The results here
suggest that employing a quintic spline smoothing algorithm
(GCV or MSE) will yield the most accurate estimates of linear
acceleration and angular velocity. Other filtering techniques
should be explored with the approach above to identify a superior
filtering technique for pitching and similar dynamic movements.

Introduction
In traditional, lab-based, biomechanics analyses, positions of
optical markers on body segments of interest are measured and
used to calculate segment positions, orientations, and joint
angles. Body segment linear accelerations, angular velocities,
and angular accelerations required to estimate joint kinetics via
inverse dynamics must be calculated through numerical
differentiation of position and orientation data. Position data must
be smoothed before differentiation because differentiation can
amplify small errors in position data [1]. Proper data smoothing
can attenuate the noise content while leaving the true data signal
unaffected, whereas improper signal processing can result in
large errors in the kinematics calculated by differentiation [2].
Inertial measurement units (IMUs) enable direct
measurement of the linear acceleration and angular velocity of
any rigid body to which they are attached and therefore provide
ideal measurements for evaluating position data filtering
techniques. In this study, data collected during a baseball pitch
by a wrist-mounted IMU is used to generate position data, which
is then used to evaluate common data smoothing approaches.

Table 1: Root mean squared (RMS) and maximum errors due to data
smoothing across 32 pitches for a simulated motion capture sampling
frequency of 500 Hz (values = mean (standard deviation)).
Filter
6 Hz
13.4 Hz
18 Hz
ABP
GCV
MSE

Methods
In this IRB approved study, a wrist-mounted IMU (Opal, APDM,
Inc.) measured the linear acceleration (±200 g) and angular
velocity (±2000 deg/s) of the participant’s throwing arm using a
sampling rate of 800 Hz while the participant (an elite pitcher)
completed a 32-pitch bullpen session. Angular velocities that
exceeded the measurement range were extrapolated using cubic
splines. Position data for a triad of simulated optical markers
rigidly attached to the forearm IMU were generated from the
measured acceleration and angular velocity by using inertial
navigation techniques [3]. The primary marker was placed in the
same location as the IMU; the other two markers were placed 0.1
m proximal and lateral from the primary marker, respectively.
These noise-free position data were sampled at a range of
common motion capture sampling rates (240, 300, and 500 Hz,
[4-6]). White Gaussian noise (mean = 0, standard deviation =
0.001 m) was added to the sampled position data to simulate real
data. These data were smoothed using 4th order Butterworth lowpass filters with set cut-off frequencies (6, 13.4, and 18 Hz, [46]) and a cut-off frequency determined from an autocorrelationbased procedure (ABP [7]), a generalized cross-validatory
quintic spline (GCV [8]), and a predicted mean squared error
quintic spline (MSE [8]). The smoothed position data were used
to estimate the original IMU-measured linear acceleration (a) and
angular velocity ( ). The error was quantified by the magnitude
of the difference between estimated and measured values starting
200 ms before and ending 100 ms after ball release.

RMS Error
|a| (m/s2)
| | (°/s)
258 (13)
1502 (71)
183 (12)
647 (76)
157 (13)
454 (51)
72 (7)
128 (19)
55 (6)
68 (6)
55 (5)
69 (6)

Maximum Error
|a| (m/s2)
| | (°/s)
851 (40)
3432 (252)
581 (40)
1723 (182)
480 (40)
1307 (138)
270 (34)
438 69)
206 (32)
244 (39)
206 (30)
239 (33)

Figure 1: Acceleration (top) and angular velocity magnitudes (bottom)
versus time relative to ball release (defined by the time of maximum
forearm linear velocity) for one pitch (2-seam fastball, 90.4mph).

Significance
Accurate measurements of body segment linear accelerations,
angular velocities, and angular accelerations are critical for
calculating joint kinetics dominated by large body segment
kinematics. IMUs can provide ideal measurements for accurately
calculating joint kinetics as long as the detrimental effects of soft
tissue motions between IMUs and bone can be minimized.
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Results and Discussion
Table 1 provides summary data for a simulated motion capture
sampling frequency of 500 Hz; lower sampling rates resulted in
larger errors. Data from a representative pitch (Figure 1)
illustrates the significant errors in estimates of linear acceleration
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torque (ranging from r=.71 to r=.98) and position (ranging from
r=.85 to r=.99).
Overall, peak hip joint torques and positions during a half golf
swing were found to be comparable to those in a full golf swing.
This suggests that reducing the length of the backswing may have
minimal effect on demands at the hip in male amateur golfers.

Introduction
Golf has become a very popular sport worldwide, recently
growing to approximately 33.5 million participants in the United
States alone.1 According to the National Golf Foundation s 2019
Participation Report, an estimated 15% of beginners in 2018 were
over the age of 50. With an increase in middle-aged, committed
participants, so does the risk for lower extremity pain, injury
and/or surgery. Research has shown that though some
participants report hip pain following golfing activities, most are
eager to continue to play.2 This presents a challenge for clinicians
to determine the best protocol and progression to allow the patient
to safely return to golf.
A common recommendation for those wishing to return to
golf after a lower extremity injury or surgery is to use a half
swing, however, there is little evidence to support that this
significantly reduces the motion or muscular torque at the hip.
The purpose of this study was to compare and evaluate the
positions and internal torques of the hip during a half and a full
golf swing in male amateur golfers.
Methods
Eleven healthy, amateur golfers volunteered to participate in this
study. All participants were right-handed males, with a reported
handicap of less than 20. Each golfer completed 10 full swings,
followed by 10 half swings, instructed by a standardized script.
Kinematic and kinetic data was recorded by a 10-camera motion
capture system with a force platform under each lower extremity
collecting ground reaction forces. A launch monitor recorded ball
impact characteristics including club head velocity (CHV).
A 3-D modeling program was used for swing phase
identification, data reduction, and standard inverse dynamic
calculations to determine internal net joint torques. Participant
demographics, internal hip torques (Nm; normalized by
%BW*Ht) and hip positions (degrees) in all 6-degrees-offreedom were analyzed in SPSS (v25). Repeated measures
ANCOVAs (full swing CHV in mph as the covariate) and
Pearson-Product Correlations were used to compare hip
biomechanics during half and full golf swings, with significance
level set at p<.05.

Figure 1: Mean sagittal hip torques (Nm/%BW*Ht) of the lead
and trail limbs in a full (black) and half (red) golf swing.
Significance
In the present study, our data revealed no significant reductions
in internal torque at either the lead or trail hip when performing a
half golf swing, as compared to a full golf swing. Peak muscular
torque production around the hip in both swing styles were much
higher than reported hip torques for activities of daily living, such
as level-walking.3 These findings suggest that clinicians should
use caution in recommending a half versus a full swing for those
returning to golf following an injury or surgery.

Results and Discussion
Participants (44±16 years) reported an average handicap of 13±6.
Full swing CHV averaged 91±12 mph, consistent with average
male amateur golfers. Peak trail hip extensor torque [Figure 1]
was the largest internal torque produced in both half (12.04±2.07
Nm/%BW*Ht) and full swings (12.02±1.97 Nm/%BW*Ht).
Peak lead hip flexor and abductor, and trail hip abductor torques
were next largest, respectively, in both swing styles.
There were no statistically significant differences found in
peak internal hip torque production between half and full golf
swings when controlling for CHV. With respect to peak hip
position, there were no significant differences found between half
and full swings, with the exception of peak lead hip flexion
(p=.017). Correlational analysis showed strong, statistically
significant correlations between each half and full swing peak hip
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Introduction
Student’s anxiety toward the difficult, but important, subject
matter of biomechanics requires instructors to develop teaching
methods that allow students to most effectively learn course
concepts and content. Problem-based learning (PBL) is a
primarily concepts-based form of active learning (AL), and
closely matches the inquiry-based process of clinicians and
researchers in this area of study. It has been successfully utilized
in a variety of other subject areas. No studies, however, have
quantitatively investigated the effect of PBL on student learning
in an undergraduate biomechanics course for kinesiology or
exercise and sport science students. Therefore, the purpose of
this study was to objectively quantify the effect of PBL on student
learning in such a course. A secondary aim was to identify
student perceptions of the PBL technique’s implementation. We
hypothesized that PBL would increase student learning to a
similar degree as other AL techniques and that students would
view the PBL approach positively.

of students disagreed. 95% of students believed that they worked
moderately to extremely effectively together in PBL.

Learning was greater with the implementation of PBL than
what has previously been reported with low-tech AL in similar
courses (g=0.15 – 0.22) (Knudson, 2019a,b; Knudson & Wallace,
2019). The PBL exercises by both instructors in this study took
up approximately 30 minutes of class time per topic, on average.
Reducing low-tech AL and adding PBL increased student
learning by 53% with the same instructor (Knudson & Wallace,
2019). PBL seems to have a disproportionately large positive
effect on student learning of biomechanical concepts.
Approximately 85% of students “strongly agree(d)” to
“agree(d)” that the four individual PBL exercises surveyed
(linear and angular kinematics and kinetics) aided their learning
of biomechanical concepts, with the rest “disagree(ing).”
Students’ overall imporession of PBL were similarly positive.
These results are encouraging in that not only did students think
the PBL aided their learning, they did so even though they
required some additional work outside of class with other
students.

Methods
Students (n=109) in three introductory biomechanics classes at
two comprehensive universities participated. The courses were
three credit-hours of effort including lab. The content taught in
each class was similar. Ethics approval was obtained prior to any
student participation in concurrence with the Declaration of
Helsinki and students provided written Informed Consent.
Students took a pre-test consisting of the original
Biomechanics Concept Inventory (BCI) (Knudson et al., 2003)
on the first day of class, and a post-test on the last day of class.
The post-test consisted of the BCI and eight additional questions
on student perceptions of the PBL activities.
We implemented PBL assessments as part of the classes
across seven different course topics: motions and planes, linear
kinematics, angular kinematics, linear kinetics, angular kinetics,
mechanics of the skeletal system, and the muscular system. A
small number of low-tech AL supplemented PBL. All of the PBL
assessments were based off of one or more 2D videos of: depth
jumps (drop, land, rebound) and/or drop jumps (drop, land) from
12”, 24”, and 36” heights.
Gain scores (g), a measure of student learning that
incorporates the increase in correct responses between BCI pre
and post-tests, were calculated. Descriptive statistics were
calculated for the eight questions of student perceptions of PBL.
Descriptive statistics of BCI pre-test and learning (g) were
calculated for each university, and analyzed with t-tests to
compare with data from previous studies. Alpha was set at 0.05.

Significance
PBL was shown to be a highly effective teaching technique for
increasing student learning in undergraduate biomechanics.
Students also had positive perceptions of the PBL exercise
implementation, and thought that it aided in their learning of
biomechanical concepts.
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Results and Discussion
Pre-test, post-test, and gain scores are in Table 1. Student learning
(g) was not different (p=0.19) between the two universities
(university 1: 0.23 ± 0.11, university 2: 0.26 ± 0.14). The mean
(g) scores for all three classes combined were 0.25 ± 0.14, with a
95% CI of [0.22, 0.28]. Student ratings of PBL as helpful in
aiding learning were also primarily (83%) positive, however 17%
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Introduction
Project Based Learning (PBL) is a curricular structure that frames
students’ learning in the context of a real (ill-defined) problem,
and then provides resources and guided progression through the
relevant information. [1] Used extensively in medical education
and increasingly in engineering, it has few application (to date)
in undergraduate biomechanics classrooms. [2,3]

Results and Discussion
End-of-semester responses (Table 1) show a favourable student
view of PBL as a tool for learning biomechanics. Students felt
prepared with adequate foundational knowledge and supported
by the assignment framework. Most importantly, based on oral
interviews, both students and the instructor believe they learned
the subject material.

Methods
Enrolment & Implementation
During the F2019 semester, 22 mechanical engineering students
(with previous course work in dynamics) enrolled in a senior
engineering elective course on biomechanics at a teachingfocused university. Groups of 4-5 students completed the project
together, submitting team deliverables and receiving a team
grade, (individually modified if necessary).

Table 1: Student responses (N=15) from the end-of-course
feedback survey questions relating to the project.

The PBL Statement
The challenge statement was aimed at teaching students do a
biomechanical motion analysis:
One of the "hot topics" at ISB 2019 was wearable sensors as
a way to capture motion "in the wild" (e.g. runners on city
streets as opposed to on a treadmill in a lab). There is lots of
appeal to the idea of being able to do biomechanics analysis
in a natural environment but, as with any new technological
advance, you need to be sure that you are getting equivalent
(or relatable) data and that if you're not the benefits of the
tech outweigh the loss. I am very interested in using these
sensors in my research studying the swinging motions of
volleyball athletes, but I want to know that my set of inertial
sensors produce equivalent results to the "gold standard"
techniques for a variety of motions (e.g. walking, running,
throwing a baseball and hitting a volleyball).
Project Structure & Activities
At the beginning of the 8-week unit, students generated a set
of questions based on the PBL statement [4], including two key
ones that motivated the learning experience: “what is the “gold
standard”?” and “what are IMUs?” These motivated a sequence
of class and lab activities to learn the basics of acquiring and
analyzing force plates, motion capture, and IMU data. Once
familiar with the data they could collect in the lab, students were
presented with the requirements for their research project and
(with instructor guidance) chose a motion to study. Each group
had two 1-hour data collection sessions.

Significance
This project provides one example of what PBL might look like
in a university-level biomechanics course. As with all education
innovations, adaptation for other contexts will require flexible
use of local resources, however, this case-study shows that the
project can be done with a modest number of students, and that
all parties believe that the students learned biomechanics from
the experience. It is the hope of the author that this example will
inspire others to dream about what project-based learning might
look like in their classrooms.
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member).
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Introduction
National Biomechanics Day (NBD) is a worldwide celebration of
biomechanics that has exposed over 29,000 high school students
to biomechanics from 2016 through 2019 [1]. Some initial
evidence suggests NBD positively impacts interest, excitement,
and perceived importance of biomechanics among the students
[2]. These findings were however generated from a single NBD
event and their generalizability is unknown in terms of different
geographic locations, NBD designs, or assessment tools. We
propose that while reaching large student populations is
indicative of success, the educational value of NBD needs to be
assessed through direct, quantitative tools.
The purpose of this study was to quantify changes in high
school students’ perceptions toward biomechanics after
participating in NBD events held at multiple locations. Our
hypothesis was that NBD would increase interest, excitement,
and perceived importance of biomechanics.

helping students form opinions toward biomechanics. While
students also seemed more informed regarding biomechanicsrelated careers (decrease in IDK from 18 to 1), no change was
observed in students seeing themselves in a biomechanics career
(median = 4). Notably, students resoundingly enjoyed NBD
(6.3±1.4 [7 being highest]).

Methods
High school classes were invited to participate in independent
NBD events at two biomechanics laboratories at institutions with
different geographical and institutional characteristics (Montana
State University and Elon University).
We adapted questions from the STEM Semantics Survey to
develop a tool to characterize biomechanics-specific outcomes
[3]. Specifically, students were asked to respond to the question
“To me, biomechanics is,” for four pairs of adjectives: ‘appealing
vs. unappealing’, ‘exciting vs. unexciting’, ‘unimportant vs.
important’, ‘boring vs. exciting’, with the last question serving as
a reverse-coded validation check. Responses were on a 7-point
Likert scale, and students were also given the choice of
responding with ‘I don’t know enough about biomechanics to
answer’ (IDK), as we anticipated NBD was often students’ first
exposure to biomechanics. Students also answered questions
about their interest in biomechanics-related careers and
enjoyment/learning from the NBD event. A combination of Sign
Tests (contrast of paired pre-post data) and Chi-Squared tests
(unpaired data) were used. Missing and IDK responses were
omitted from pairwise comparisons.

Figure 1: Survey responses from students (omitting IDK) taken before
(blue) and after (gray) NBD events (note: dark gray regions reflect
overlap in pre/post bars). † indicates p < 0.05 for paired Sign Test. ‡
indicates p < 0.05 for Chi-Squared test.

The findings of our multi-site pilot study support the
generalizability of recent findings by Teeter et al. regarding the
positive impact of NBD on student perceptions of biomechanics
[2]. Not only did students enjoy NBD, but the event generated
excitement and perceived importance in the STEM subdiscipline. The lack of change in perceptions regarding
biomechanics-related careers may mark a potential point of
emphasis for future NBD events.

Results and Discussion
Data were collected from 112 high school students, although only
109 students (16.5±1.0yr; 63/38 f/m) were included in our
analyses as three surveys did not have matched pairs. Ten
students provided no or partial demographic information.
Our hypothesis was largely supported as students perceived
biomechanics as more exciting and important following the
events compared to their paired pre-event responses (all
p<0.015). The magnitudes of the shift in perceptions were
moderate, as paired and unpaired assessments suggested a
positive shift in medians of these questions of 1 on the 7-point
Likert scale. Chi-squared analysis echoed the positive impact of
NBD (Figure 1). Additionally, number of IDK responses
decreased from 114 across the four adjective pairs to a total of
one following NBD, which suggests that NBD was effective at

Significance
Strengthening the future STEM workforce is a national priority
that relies on exciting young students about STEM fields. Our
research provides quantitative evidence across two institutions
that NBD is well-positioned to support this goal.
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Ideally, teachers would gain both confidence in teaching science
and biomechanics content knowledge through this PD, however,
this was not the case. Contextual review and analysis of
interviews may not be an ideal measure of biomechanical content
knowledge for this particular group. Previous work indicates an
increase in biomechanics and STEM inquiry skills, which can be
related to biomechanics knowledge, post PD using a novel
assessement tool [3]. We believe teachers are still gaining
biomechanics knowledge which may not be reflected in the
interviews and so additional measures will be explored.

Introduction
Biomechanics plays a prominent role with young children
through body and sports connections [1,2] and provides
opportunities to teach STEM concepts. To enhance youth STEM
fducation, faculty in Teacher Education and Biomechancis
organized a 2-week biomechanics focused professional
development (PD) workshop for middle and elementary school
STEM teachers followed by a 1-week student academy. The
student academy introduced students to STEM concepts through
the lens of biomechanics. Student participants of the 1-week
academy, hosted by the teacher participants, exhibited significant
improvements in scientific inquiry skills through the use of a
novel assessment tool [3]. This improvement may be due to
teacher content knowledge and confidence, which is a crucial
factor in student learning, especially in STEM fields [4]. Thus,
the purpose of this work was to evaluate teacher STEM selfefficacy and biomechanics content knowledge over the course of
the PD. We hypothesized the teachers would exhibit increases in
both STEM self-efficacy and biomechanics content knowledge.

Through this biomechanics-focused PD experience teachers
gained confidence in teaching biomechanics. These preliminary
results from teachers, in combination with previous results
showing student learning gains, indicate continued success of the
PD model and the ability to integrate biomechanics into
elementary and middle school classrooms.
Significance
Biomechanics offers teachers diverse and rich applications to
teach STEM concepts in elementary and middle school
classrooms. Teachers with pedagogical and scientific confidence
engage students in high-quality, child-centered inquiry-based
learning experiences. The first steps in integrating biomechanics
learning experiences into the classroom must focus on teachers
confidence in teaching and knowledge of the field. Through a 2week PD we are confident in our ability to improve STEM
efficacy and hope that this model will be utilized at additional
sites.

Methods
Teacher participants included 13 teachers with elementary
teaching licenses from public and private districts. The PD
included biomechanics sessions, inquiry based pedagogy
sessions, and biomechanics research lectures.
Teachers completed a pre and post PD Teacher Efficacy and
Attitudes toward STEM (T-STEM) Survey [5] and pre and post
PD interviews. Audio-recorded interview data were transcribed
and biomechanics knowledge analysed using NVivo software.
Efficacy measures were based on the Personal Teaching Efficacy
and Beliefs construct of the T-STEM survey. Eleven questions
addressed teachers’ confidence in teaching science, on a scale
from 1 to 5. A Wilcoxon signed rank test demonstrated
significant differences in average self-efficacy score from pre- to
post-PD.
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Results and Discussion
Findings from this study indicate that teachers’ self-efficacy
about their ability to teach science significantly increased over
the course of PD (Table 1, p=0.006). However, a review of
transcribed interview data revealed limited changes to teachers’
biomechanics definition pre vs. post PD. Almost all teacher
participants focused on “body movement” or “how the body
moves” in both pre and post responses while a limited number
indicated mechanics connections through specific mechanical
vocabulary in post responses.

Table 1: Individual T-STEM Efficacy Scores for teacher participants Pre and Post PD.
Teacher
Pre
Post

1
3.64

2
2.82

3
4.27

4
3.82

5
3.73

6
4.18

7
3.73

8
3.45

9
3.55

10
3.55

11
3.55

12
3.73

13
4.27

3.55

2.73

4.36

4.36

3.82

4.82

4.18

3.82

3.55

4.00

3.82

4.00

4.36
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Mean ± STD
3.71 ± 0.39
3.95 ± 0.51
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Introduction
The STEM Early College at N.C. A&T is an early college
designed to serve high-performing students with an interest in
science, technology, engineering, and math. In contrast to
traditional high school, the STEM Early College exposes students
to engineering, technology, and advanced math courses.
However, up until their senior year, STEM Early College
Students have not applied what they’ve learn to a real-world
problem. Therefore, to address this gap, our lab volunteered to
assist students apply their knowledge to an interdisciplinary area
of biomechanics. Research in our group includes finite element
analysis (FEA) based topographical optimization, soft tissue
analysis, and ACL interference screw evaluation. The purpose of
this study is to describe the approach used to teach and mentor
STEM Early College Students to perform FEA on human
gastrocnemius for the investigation of mechanical properties in
partial fulfillment of the Senior Internship Graduation Research
Project.

Figure 1: Screenshot of a walkthrough video on how to probe results
for normal stress in Ansys as a form of FEA postprocessing.

Results and Discussion
Finite element analysis results of human gastrocnemius were
communicated via the research paper and oral presentation for
the Senior Research Project. The mentor provided the student
references needed to illustrate background knowledge using peer
reviewed articles on the mechanical properties and material
behavior of calf muscles. The mentor also provided the student
with techniques on how to visualize and extract data via contour
plots, Excel spreadsheets of hand calculations, and Ansys
generated data tables.

Methods
The Senior Research Project equips students with critical,
analytical, and problem-solving skills, thus preparing students for
post-secondary educational success. Students are expected to
participate in Senior Seminars, which cover topics on project
deliverables (e.g. annotated bibliography, research paper, oral
presentation, and peer review editing). Our lab was entrusted with
mentoring students achieve these deliverables. All STEM Early
College Students ranked three research topics most suited for
their interest. Then based off student’s interest, the lab director
and manager identified which of the lab’s graduate students
would be qualified to manage the STEM Early College Student’s
Senior Research Project. A mechanical engineering graduate
student was selected to mentor and teach a STEM Early College
Student who identified FEA of soft tissues as their research
interest. The central objective of the FEA project was to
determine the mechanical properties of human gastrocnemius,
which was accomplished using SolidWorks, MATLAB, Excel,
and Ansys. A project management sheet via Excel and
Monday.com were utilized to identify and assign deliverables
needed to complete FEA. The mentor provided references and
instructional time to help the student become acclimated with the
previously mentioned software products. References included in
person step-by-step and video walkthroughs, engineering
textbooks, peer reviewed articles, software help websites, and
YouTube videos. The purpose of the references was to provide
tips for analyzing and interpreting results, performing hand
calculations (e.g. normal stress, principal stresses), creating,
exporting, and importing gastrocnemius specimen models,
techniques for FEA validation (e.g. Σ" = 0), applying boundary
conditions, and generating appropriate meshes.

Significance
The collaboration between our lab and the STEM Early College
intends to encourage more students, particularly minority and
female students, to pursue higher education in STEM. Moreover,
it challenges instructors and mentors to create rudimental
teaching methods that introduce high school students to in depth
topics of engineering, such as FEA. Furthermore, the
collaboration shows students that a career in the STEM field is
attainable for people who do not identify with the majority.
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Introduction
Assistive devices are utilized to provide balance and stability to
those that may require extra base of support, especially during
ambulation or essential functional tasks in activities of daily
living [1, 2]. In assistive device use, postural sway is a major
factor to consider in the prevalence and prevention of falls [3, 4].
There is a lack of research on assistive devices, such as walkers,
regarding measurable outcome variables related to fall risk. Few
studies have assessed the effectiveness between walker types on
stability during a forward fall [2]. The purpose of this study was
to determine how much the postural sway in single limb stance
during a simulated forward fall is affected by utilizing three
different walker types designed to promote stability.
We hypothesized that the lowest amount of postural sway
will be with the standard walker (W1), followed by the front
wheeled walker with straight wheels (W2), and the greatest
amount of postural sway will be with the front wheeled walker
with caster wheels (W3).

simulated forward fall. Moreover, the findings provided the
evidence to support that a standard walker had best stability when
compared to the other two front wheel walkers with wheels.
Table 1. ANOVA table of COP outcome variables.

Methods
Twenty-three healthy adults (13 females, 10 males; 26.1 ± 4.2
yrs; 76.9 ± 16.3 kg) participated and gave consents. The
NeuroCom® SMART EquiTest® system was utilized to simulate
forward falls via its moving force plate quickly tipped backward
in order to measure postural stability in single limb stance. Each
participant experienced a total of 18 simulated falls while the
subject was asked to maintain balance. Each trial was completed
utilizing random assignment of three different walker types and
leg dominance as a standing leg with perturbation. Three trials
were collected per condition with two 1-minute seated rest breaks
taken every six trials to prevent the fatigue effect.
The two-way repeated measures variance of analysis (rmANOVA) were performed to test effect of walker type and leg
dominance in SAS JMP (p<.05) for the center of pressure’s
(COP); maximum distance (mm), velocity (mm/sec) in anteroposterior (AP) and medio-lateral (ML) directions. If p value was
less than 0.05, we applied Tukey’s HSD as post-hoc tests.

Figure 1: COP Maximum distance and velocity shown by 3 different
walker types (left: W1 vs. W2 vs. W3left) and leg dominance in
standing limb (right: Dominant leg (DL) vs. Non-dominant leg) in AP
and ML directions.

Significance
By investigating the effectiveness of three walker types on
postural sway during a simulated forward fall, health care
professionals will be provided with clinically relevant
information to aide in prescribing appropriate assistive device
options for patients that specifically tailor to their stability needs.
This is especially important for those who are at a high risk for
falls [2, 3]. In addition, walkers are often used for patients who
are limited or non-weight bearing on one lower extremity after a
lower extremity injury or surgery [1, 2]. Prescribing assistive
devices with appropriate stability for a patient’s presentation will
assist in the effort to decrease falls and therefore minimize fallrelated injuries.

Results and Discussion
The ANOVA table 1 showed that the type of walker and the leg
dominance in standing limb significantly affected postural sway
in a simulated forward fall. The COP maximum distance in AP
direction was significantly different under walker type as a main
effect however, the rest of variables did not show differences
among three walkers in AP direction. As expected, we found that
the effect of leg dominance was significant in all variables except
velocity in ML direction. There was no interaction effect between
walker and stance leg. The post-hoc tests revealed that the
standard walker (W1) had the smallest significant maximum
distance in AP direction compared to two front wheeled walkers
(Fig. 1 left shown as *) while there were no differences between
two front wheeled walkers (W2 vs. W3).
The result supported the hypothesis of the relationship
between the postural sway and three different walkers during a
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Introduction
Results and Discussion
Concussed individuals often present with persistent gait balance
Eight consistent gait event specific peak accelerations along the
deficits, identifiable with whole body center of mass (COM)
medial-lateral (ML), anterior-posterior (AP), and vertical (Vert)
kinematic analysis[1]. Inertial measurement units (IMUs) offer a
axes and six peak angular velocities about the AP (roll) and Vert
promising method for clinical assessment of COM-based metrics.
(yaw) axes were identified. Accelerations and angular velocities
Examination of IMU accelerations and angular velocities is
were referenced to a left heel strike initiated gait cycle, and
necessary to identify metrics indiciative of balance control
occurred at right terminal swing, left terminal stance, right heel
impairments. The purpose of this study was to identify IMUstrike, right single- to double-support transition (loading
baesd kinematic metrics capable of distinguishing concussed
response), and right mid-stance (Fig. 1). Concussed individuals
from healthy individuals across a two month post-injury period.
produced a smaller downward acceleration (Vert2) during
We hypothesize multiple gait event specific accelerations and
loading response, which increased over time in both groups
angular velocities will be able differentiate healthy from
(interaction effect; p=.04), and smaller upward acceleration
concussed individuals across a two-month post-injury period.
(Vert3) at the end of terminal stance than healthy participants
(main effect of group; p=.02). They also had a slower clockwise
Methods
angular velocity (Yaw2) at right heel strike which increased over
Eleven acutely concussed individuals (within 72 hours of injury)
the five assessments (interaction effect; p<.001 [Fig. 2]). Nonwere matched to 11 healthy controls by sex, age, height, and
significant trends of smaller ML accelerations toward the left at
weight. Individuals with an injury affecting normal
gait,
a
history
right heel strike (ML2) and to the right during loading response
5.0
of permanent memory loss or concentration abnormalities, or who
(ML3), and a greater peak posterior acceleration from right heel
had impaired hearing were excluded. A gait
strike to loading response (AP2) were identified in concussed
4.5balance control
assessment [2] was performed in both single- (ST) and dual-task
individuals (main effects of group; p=.06, p=.06, and p=.07).
4.0 hours of injury
(DT) conditions at five time points: within 72
†
‡
ỻ
*
(72hrs), at one week (1wk), two weeks (2wks), one month (1mo),
50
3.5
Control DT
and two months (2mos) post-injury. Healthy participants were
40
Control ST
assessed at similar intervals. Participants walked
over
a
seven
3.0
Injured DT
30
meter straight level path at a self-selected pace, performed a 180º
Injured ST
counter clockwise turn, and returned to the start
2.5position. During
20
the DT condition, participants responded to an auditory Stoop task
10
2.0
in which the words “high” and “low” were presented
in either
72hrs
1wk 2wks
1mo
2mos
0
congruent or incongruent word/pitch combinations. Kinematic
1.5
Figure
2:
Peak
yaw
angular
velocity
(Yaw2).
Significant followdata were collected from a single IMU (APDM, Portland, OR)
up
comparisons
(Tukey)
between
healthy
and
concussed at 72hrs
placed over the L5 vertebra. Data were sampled
1.0 at 128Hz and
(*p<.01),
1wk
(†p=.04),
2wks
(‡p=.01),
and
1mo
(ỻp=.02).
nd
filtered with a 2 order low-pass Butterworth filter with a 12Hz
cutoff. All IMU measures were analyzed with a 3-way analysis of
Significance
variance with group (concussed, healthy), condition (ST, DT), and
Multiple gait event specific peak accelerations and angular
time (72hrs, 1wk, 2wks, 1mo, and 2mos) as independent variables.
velocities collected from a single L5 place IMU were able to
Vert
A6
AP 2
ML
detect gait imbalance up to two months post-injury. The timing
4
ML 3
AP
and magnitude of the metrics suggests a momentum control
AP 1
2
strategy in which health individuals generate a greater braking
0
acceleration along the AP axis during the loading response phase,
Vert 2
-2
ML 1
resulting in an off-axis shift in energy into the ML and Vert axes.
Vert 3
-4
This ability is diminished in concussed individuals suggesting
ML 2
Vert 1
-6
adoption of a more conservative balance control strategy, offering
B 0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
a promising method for identifying individuals with impaired
% Gait Cycle
60
Roll 2
Yaw 2
dynamic gait balance control with a clinically feasible instrument.
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Figure 1: (a) Vert, ML, AP acceleration and (b) Yaw and Roll
angular velocity profiles.
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Introduction
Falls in older adults are often multifactorial, but can be primarily
attributed to diminished sensation abilities and lowered
processing rates due to age-linked neural degeneration.1,2 A novel
method for center of pressure (COP) analysis, called ramblingtrembling (RM-TR) decomposition, seeks to understand the
underlying feedback loops that modulate balance and has
potential to provide new, valuable information about postural
sway.3,4 The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of
of simulated somatosensory deficit on RM-TR-derived measures
of the COP during quiet standing. It was hypothesized that RM
and TR parameters would show similar trends across deficit
severity, but with different magnitudes, and present greater
sensitivity to deficit detection compared to traditional COP
measures.

*
*

Foam Thickness (inches)
Figure 1. Mean percent changes in normalized jerk across foam
thickness. Bold lines represent measurement means with shaded regions
depicting the standard deviations.6 Significant differences between COP
and RM or TR are shown with an asterisk (*).

Methods
Fifty-two healthy young adults (aged 22.10 ± 1.88 years, 29
male, 22 female) participated in the study. Participants were
asked to stand on two force plates (AMTI, Watertown, MA) with
a standardized stance and eyes closed. Five randomly-ordered
foam thickness conditions (0”, 1/8”, 1/4”, 1/2”, and 1”,
corresponding to F0, F1, F2, F3, and F4, respectively) were used
to simulate varying degrees of somatosensory deficit experienced
during natural aging. Three 60-second trials were completed for
every foam thickness. Foot-floor kinetic data were collected and
analyzed using MATLAB software (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Force and moment data were filtered using a 10Hz lowpass
Butterworth filter and used to calculate COP, RM, and TR time
series, as detailed by Zatsiorsky & Duarte (1999).3 Velocity,
acceleration, and jerk in the mediolateral (ML) and
anteroposterior (AP) directions were calculated for RM, TR, and
COP time series. In this study, measure sensitivity was used to
describe the relative percent change from baseline (F0).
MATLAB software was used to perform analyses of variance
(ANOVA) with Tukey’s HSD post hoc tests with p<0.05 to
determine statistical significance.

Statistically significant differences between COP and RM or
TR acceleration and jerk were found in the F3 and F4 conditions
(Table 1). These findings support the hypothesis that COP, RM,
and TR measures would show similar trends with variable
magnitudes, and RM and TR acceleration and jerk exhibited
greater sensitivity to F4 compared to COP.
Much debate surrounds the attribution of physiological
mechanisms to RM and TR, but a leading theory suggests that
RM trajectories are controlled centrally, while TR trajectories are
peripherally-controlled.5 RM and TR measures showed different
behavior in the AP- and ML-direction, with RM greater than COP
and TR in the AP-direction, and TR greater than COP in the MLdirection (Figure 1). This result is particularly interesting when
considering the physiological mechanisms attributed to RM and
TR, as these results may suggest that movement is more heavily
controlled centrally in the AP and peripherally in the ML.
Significance
Results of this study suggest that RM-TR derived measures may:
(1) provide greater deficit detection abilities than traditional COP
measures, and (2) reveal previously unknown mechanisms of
postural control. Broadening our understanding of postural sway
has the potential to alter the way we measure, analyze, and
modify balance. From a clinical standpoint, our findings could be
used to develop methods that more accurately detect fall risk,
inform prevention strategies, and maintain high quality of life
with age.

Results and Discussion
Condition F4 showed greatest percent changes from baseline for
all assessed parameters, with an upward trend in mean values
from F1 to F4 in all measures. In general, standard deviations
were very large, likely due to the large sample size and inherent
variability in postural sway between healthy young subjects.
Table 1. Mean % change in velocity (vel), acceleration (acc), and jerk
from baseline to F4. P-values describe the difference between COP and
RM or TR. Significant differences (α=0.05) are bolded.
COP
RM
p-value
TR
p-value
VELAP
43.186 48.687
0.7086
40.766
0.9355
VELML
46.526 48.011
0.9776
45.712
0.9932
ACCAP
24.043 42.380
0.0255
20.425
0.8653
ACCML
22.009 24.260
0.9376
26.059
0.8118
JERKAP
20.329 43.779
0.0161
13.860
0.0013
JERKML
5.987 16.344
0.2756
23.905
0.0218
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Introduction
Postural control is regulated by the visual, vestibular, and
somatosensory system. During static standing, augmented
somatosensory feedback stimulates the mechanoreceptor to
deliver information on bodily position, improving the postural
control [1]. The various types of such feedback include anklefoot orthoses (AFOs) and vibration. The optimal feedback to
mitigate postural sway remains unclear, as does the effect of
augmented somatosensory feedback on muscle co-contraction.
We have compared the effects of feedback-free, AFOs, and
vibration on postural sway and muscle co-contraction.

p=0.005) and VEL (F=1.061, p<0.001). In AREA and VEL,
AFOs resulted in significantly more reduced postural sway than
feedback-free (p=0.014, p<0.001) and vibration (p=0.024,
p<0.001) (Figure 2A,B). In CI, AFOs had significantly better
than feedback-free (p=0.004). But vibration had not significantly
difference with feedback-free in AREA, VEL and CI (Figure 2C).
Our results conflicts with a previous finding that vibration reduce
the postural sway [3]. In previous studies, the frequency of the
vibration to affect the postural sway was 80-100 Hz, whereas in
our study, the frequency of the vibration was 1-100 Hz. It is
important to set a specific frequency for the vibration to affect the
postural control. Our finding that AFOs were better than
vibration to improve the postural sway support the previous
finding [4]. As the AFOs contact greater proximal stimuli were
more effective in reducing postural sway. In addition, We
examined that AFOs reduced the CI. During static standing, the
plantarflexor are continuously activated and the dorsiflexors are
rarely activated, but people with impaired postural control
frequently engage the dorsiflexors. AFOs provide adequate
somatosensory cues to the ankle dorsiflexors, so the dorsiflexor
and the plantarflexor activated properly.

Methods
Fifteen young adults (11 males and 4 females) aged between 21
and 24 participated. The study protocol was approved by the
Institutional Review Board at Yonsei University Wonju Campus.
The participants stand on the force platform with their feet
together and their arms relaxed on both sides of the body. They
were instructed to try not to sway during measurements taken
over 60 s during all tests.
There were two treatment factors: augmented somatosensory
feedback (feedback-free, wearing the AFOs, vibrators on both
Achilles tendon) and sensory conditions (eyes open, eyes closed
with the head tilted back). Each participants was tested under all
six combinations of the two treatment factors in random order.
Postural sway was measured using a force platform (FDMS;
Zebris Medical GmbH, Isny, Germany); the mean sway area of
the 95% confidence ellipse (AREA) and the mean velocity of the
center-of-pressure displacement (VEL) were assessed.
Tibialis anterior (TA) and gastrocnemius (GCM) muscle
activities was measured using electromyography (EMG). Cocontraction of TA and GCM converted into a co-contraction
index (CI). The CI was calculated using the method of Falconer
and Winter (1985) [2].
The two-factor within subjects ANOVA was used to determine
the difference in the postural sway and CI among augmented
somatosensory feedback (feedback-free, AFOs, vibration). the
Bonferroni correction was applied during post-hoc testing.

Figure 2: Post-hoc comparison of the effects of the augmented
somatosensory feedback (feedback-free, AFOs, vibration) on the
AREA, VEL, and CI values during static standing. (AREA: the mean
sway area of the 95% confidence ellipse, VEL: the mean velocity of the
center-of-pressure displacement, CI: co-contraction index).

Significance
Our finding suggests that AFOs of the somatosensory feedbacks
improve postural sway and reduce ankle muscle co-contraction.
Such feedback stimulates muscle mechanoreceptors to enhance
somatosensory awareness, rather than inducing excessive muscle
contractions, and it is particularly sensitive to changes in body
movements and position. Therefore, static balance training using
flexible AFOs would effectively improve postural control while
preventing excessive ankle muscle co-contraction during static
standing.

Figure 1: The augmented somatosensory feedback (A: feedback-free,
B: ankle foot orthoses, C: vibration).
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Results and Discussion
We found significant main effects of the augmented
somatosensory feedback on AREA (F=1.004, p = 0.002), VEL
(F=2.380, p<0.001) and CI (F=0.747, p=0.002). The sensory
conditions exerted significant main effects on AREA (F=0.680,
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groups prior to the training. Generalized estimating equation
(GEE) analysis, with group (CWBV vs. control) and falls data
collection period (retrospective vs. prospective) as the two factors
in the model, was used to compare the fall incidence between
groups over the two 12-month periods. SPSS 24 (IBM) with a
significane level of 0.05 wsa used.

Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic central nerve system disease
resulting from demyelination. The disease affects both the
sensory and motor systems and increases the risk of falls.
Numerous efforts have been devoted in developing interventions
to reduce falls in people with MS (PwMS). Controlled wholebody vibration (CWBV) training has recently emerged as an
alternative fall prevention modality. Previous studies reported
that CWBV may reduce the risk of falls by improving body
balance, lower limb strengths, mobility, and sensation level
(Yang et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2018). As these factors closely
relate to falls among PwMS (Finlayson et al., 2006), improving
them could lower the likelihood of falls. However, falls in
everyday living were not used as an outcome in the previous
studies. In addition, prior studies adopted a single-group design.
It is impossible to eliminate the potential confounding effects
from other factors. The purpose of this study was to further
examine the effects of an 8-week CWBV program in reducing
falls among PwMS based on a randomized controlled trial. We
hypothesized that CWBV reduces falls among PwMS.

Results and Discussion
The demographic and disease information of the two groups were
comparable before the training (Tab. 1). GEE results revealed
that the two main factors and their interaction had little effect on
the fall incidence: group (p = 0.716), session (p = 0.556), and
group by session (p = 0.283) on the fall incidence. Although our
results did not support our hypothesis, the prospective fall rate
over the 12 months after the first training session for the CWBV
group was about 17% less than the one for the control group (71%
vs. 86%, Fig. 1). Such a reduction could be contributed to the
CWBV-induced improvements in fall risk factors as reported by
previous studies (Yang et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2018). Our
finding may indicate that CWBV training is a clinicallymeaningful modality to reduce falls in PwMS. The nonsignificant results could be due to the small and imbalanced
smaple size between groups. A larger scale trial is needed to
further confirm the efficacy of CWBV in reducing falls in PwMS.

Methods
Thrity-one individuals with MS were recruited. They had a less
than 7 Patient Determined Disease Steps (PDDS) score, no
experience with CWBV training, and no significant relapse
within the past 8 weeks. All participants provided a written
consent approved by the Institutional Review Board.

100

Fall rate (%)

CG (n=7)

Table 1 Between-group comparsion of demographic and disease
information prior to training
Group
Intervention
Control
p value
Number
24
7
Males (%)
8 (33%)
0 (0%)
0.081
Age (years)
55.69 ± 14.11
54.63 ± 15.56
0.865
MS duration (years) 10.14 ± 8.57
15.58 ± 10.68
0.228
PDDS (/8)
3.56 ± 1.77
3.93 ± 1.37
0.618

90

IG (n=24)

PG = 0.716
PT = 0.556
PGxT = 0.283

80

70
12 months
Retrospective

12 months
Prospective

Figure 1. Comparison of the fall rate (12-month retrospective report vs.
12-month follow up) between the intervention (IG) and control groups
(CG). pG: p value for the main factor of group. pT: p value for the main
factor of time (retrospective vs. prospective). pG×T: p value for group by
time interaction effect.

The participants were randomized into two groups:
intervention and control groups. The intervention group
underwent an 8-week CWBV program on a side-alternating
vibration platform (Galileo, Med-L). The vibration frequency
and amplitude were 20 Hz and 2.6 mm, respectively. During
training, participants were required to stand on the platform with
knee bent at 20o and the trunk held upright. Each training session
consisted of five CWBV training bouts each followed by a 1minute rest. The same training session was repeated three times
a week over eight weeks. The control group followed the
identical protocol except for a 0-mm amplitude. Before the
training, the fall incidence in the past year was collected by using
a falls-questionaire. During 12 months following the first
training session, each particpnat was contacted by research staff
members once a month to track whether they have had falls in the
past month. Independent t-test and chi-square test were used to
compare the demographic and disease information between

Significance
CWBV is an easy, safe, and cost-effective approach to reduce the
risk of falls. In addition, it is less physically-demaning in
comparsion with other traditional exercise-based intervention for
preverntinf falls. Therefoere, CWBV could be an encouraging
alternative program to reduce falls in in PwMS.
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In od c ion
During quiet stance the human bod is unstable and requires
constant adjustment from the central ner ous s stem (CNS) to
remain upright. Somatosensor deficits, caused b aging,
diabetes, or stroke, can create an increased risk of of falling hich
often results in injur or potentiall death.1 Impro ing our abilit
to clinicall detect these deficits allo s for a better understanding
of a patient s need and timing for an inter ention.
The center of pressure (COP) time series during quiet stance
has been used to detect changes in balance through a ariet of
parameters.2 Entrop , a measure of signal predictabilit , has
sho n success as one of these parameters.3 The algorithm used
to calculate entrop compares ectors ithin a signal using the
Hea iside function to estimate probabilit of their occurance.
Appro imate Entrop (AppEn) and Sample Entrop (SampEn)
are t o common measures of entrop .4,5 Recent studies replaced
the Hea iside function ith fu
sets ( ariation bet een 0 and
1) leading to the de elopment of Fu
AppEn (FAppEn) and
Fu
SampEn (FSampEn).6,7 This stud tests the h pothesis that
fu
entrop ill impro e sensiti it to sensor deficits in COP.

detected a significant difference on the 1 foam, but the subtle
deficit created b the 1/4 foam is onl found using the fu
entrop alues. The difference is likel due to the use of fu
sets hich create a robustness to random noise. FAppEn and
FSampEn ere initiall de eloped for use ith electrom ograph (EMG) signals and successfull reduced the
influence of random noise in those signals.6,7

Fig e 1. Results of paired t-test (F0,F2). Significance is
indicated b the ello dots at 0.05.

Me hod
Te ing P ced e: Fift -t o health , oung subjects (aged
22.10 ± 1.88 ears, 29 male, 22 female) stood on t o force plates
(AMTI, Waterton, MA) ith a standard stance and their e es
closed for all trials. Sensor deficits ere simulated using fi e
foam thickness conditions (no foam, 1/8 , 1/4 , 1/2 , 1
corresponding to F0, F1, F2, F3, & F4, respecti el ) applied in a
random order. Three 1-minute trials ere taken at each condition.
Da a Anal i : A subset of ten randoml -selected subjects
ere used in a parameter stud to compare AppEn, SampEn,
FAppEn, and FSampEn. MATLAB (Math orks, Natick, MA)
as used to calculate COP in the anteroposterior (AP) from force
plate data.2 All entrop measures ere calculated for each trial at
ar ing input parameter, R (0.01 to 1 at a 0.01 step si e).4,5,6,7
S a i ic : Entrop alues ere a eraged across each threetrial set of foam conditions and R input parameter. A paired t-test
as run for three pairs of foam condition: (F0,F2), (F0, F4), and
(F2,F4). Statistical significance as set at p<0.05.

mean
stde
AppEn
SampEn
FAppEn
x ¯
FSampEn
x ¯

R
No
Foam
0.3
0.1 3
0.33
0.1
1. 5
0.25
1. 2
0.2 2

.
/
Foam
0.34
0.1 2
0.30
0.153
2.03
0.31
2.02
0.2 3

R
No
Foam
0.0
0.041
0.0 1
0.040
0.
0.0
0.
0.0

.
/
Foam
0.0 1
0.03
0.0
0.034
0. 1
0.10
0. 22
0.101

R
No
Foam
0.04
0.020
0.043
0.020
0.41
0.053
0.41
0.053

.
/
Foam
0.043
0.01
0.041
0.01
0.435
0.0 5
0.43
0.0 1

Table 1. Mean and standard de iation (stde ) alues for all four
entrop measures at select R input parameter alues.
Significance
The results of this stud demonstrate the potential that fu
entrop measures ha e in detecting postural s a deficits.
Potential clinical uses include tracking COP entrop changes
o er time to track the progression of declining balance. Further
anal sis is required to understand the relationship bet een
changes in entrop and increased fall risk.
This stud sho s the ersatilit of fu
entrop for use
across a ariet of biosignals. It has the potential to impro e the
sensiti it of anal sis outside of EMG and COP signals,
unco ering information in biological data that con entional
entrop measures cannot detect.

Re l and Di c ion
All four entrop measures produced significantl different alues
in the (F0,F4) and (F2,F4) tests at each R. The (F0,F2) test,
ho e er, sho ed aried statistical significance across entrop
measures. Fig e 1 demonstrates a trend ith AppEn and
SampEn p- alues >0.05 (likel due to the large ariations seen
in Table 1) hile the FAppEn and FSampEn p- alues ere <.05
as a function of R. Fu
entrop alues ere much smaller in
magnitude, but aried less bet een subjects. The h pothesis as
upheld, as both fu
entropies studied sho ed more sensiti it
to sensor deficits compared to AppEn and SampEn (due to their
statistical significance across almost all alues of R).
The results sho that there are limitations to the sensiti it
of AppEn and SampEn in detecting sensor deficits. Both

Refe ence
1. Peterka, J Ne
h . 88 (2002) 2. Winter et al. Med P g e
h gh Tech. 16 (1990) 3. Ladislao & Fioretti. Med & Bi l Eng
& C m . (2007) 4. Pincus. P c Na l Acad Sci. 88 (1991) 5.
Richman & Moorman. Ame J Ph i l. 278 (2000) 6. Chen et al.
IEEE Ne al S & Rehab Eng. 12 (2007) 7. Xie et al. A lied
S f C m . 11 (2011)
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Introduction
Young onset Parkinson’s disease (YOPD) occurs in people
who are between 20 and 50 years of age. Of the one million
people with PD in the US, an estimated 4% of them are
affected by YOPD [1]. There is a paucity of studies on YOPD
available to healthcare providers, leading to poorer patient
outcomes. This study was performed to provide objective
evidence of changes in the patients’ gait patterns with
medication.
Methods
Two male patients, ages 48 and 43, were recruited for this
study. One patient had been diagnosed with YOPD a year and
a half prior, the other six months prior to the study. Both
patients were un-medicated for at least seven hours upon
arrival for testing. They reported similar impairments,
including slowness of movement and difficulty controlling
unilateral lower extremity movements. Prior to data collection,
a set of 41 retro-reflective markers were placed with respect to
bony landmarks on the trunk, pelvis, and extremities using a
modified Helen-Hayes marker set. One gait trial was collected
prior to the patients orally administering their medication.
Thirty minutes were allowed for medication absorption. Then
gait trials were collected every five minutes, totaling eight
trials. A fifteen minute rest was provided to eliminate the
effect of fatigue before a final trial was collected.

Figure 1: Gait velocity changes over time after administration of PD
medication.

Significance
This report is the first to quantify the gait changes of patients
with YOPD while off- versus on-medication, and revealed the
most important changes were TD measures. This study
demonstrates that objective gait measures should be utilized to
improve clinical decision making, including medication
management. The gait data was used to adjust medication
profiles for improved functional outcomes for these patients.
Medication adjustments based upon objective measures
become especially important in the long term pharmaceutical
management of this neurologic disorder where medication
intolerance is common. This study provided patient education
opportunities, including teaching the patients about their
individual gait improvements and the importance of
medication adherence to reduce fall risk. There are
implications for other healthcare providers as well. With
objective gait data, therapists can teach their patients how their
PD medications affect their gait, fall risk, and create
individualized exercise programs to target patient specific
impairments in the off-medication state. Therapists can also
use gait data to educate patients and families on activity
planning within medication timelines to improve quality of
life. Objective gait data should be a standard of clinical
practice when treating YOPD for best outcomes.

Results and Discussion
Each patient demonstrated significant improvements in
temporal distance (TD) factors (Figure 1) as a result of subtle
improvements in gait kinematics and kinetics. The more
involved lower extremity for each patient demonstrated
greater improvements than the less involved side. These gait
improvements created greater symmetry in support times and
step lengths. Overall, the kinematics demonstrated improved
muscular control of the limb and foot when on medication,
with greater improvement on the more involved side. This was
especially apparent in the sagittal plane for both patients,
demonstrating increased joint range of motion with longer
steps. Similarly, the moments tended toward normal when on
medication, with greater improvement on the more-involved
side leading to improved gait symmetry. Furthermore, the
more-involved side powers were closer to normal on
medication, with very little change on the uninvolved side.
The improvements in gait kinematics and kinetics resulted in
improvements in TD factors including increased velocity
(Fig.1), normalized step widths, increased single support
times, and increased step lengths. These changes in TD
factors, are associated with improved lower extremity support
and balance for reduced fall risk [2, 3, 4]. Additionally, the
patients’ subjective reports of maximal improvement aligned
with the time of improved TD measures. Understanding that
subjective patient report aligns with objective improvements
in gait mechanics is powerful information for practitioners to
better manage medications. Overall, TD factors represented
medication efficacy and correlated with subjective report.
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Introduction
Tra ma ic brain inj r (TBI) is rela i el common and of en
res l s in debili a ing condi ions e perienced b mili ar
personnel. TBI can nega i el infl ence pos ral con rol, hich
e define as one s abili o main ain a s able pos re i h heir
cen er of mass er ical o heir cen er of s ppor . TBI impairs a
pa ien s abili
o main ain his s abili
hich ma lead o
diffic l ies d ring ac i i ies of dail li ing. Af er reco er from
he ac e s mp oms of TBI, an indi id al s al ered performance
ma persis . Pre io s s dies ha e sho n ha pos ral con rol
meas res are sef l in de ec ing de eriora ion of balance f nc ion
follo ing a TBI in he shor - erm [1,2], ho e er li le ork has
been done on de ec ing lingering effec s o side of his ini ial
imeframe.
The goal of his in es iga ion as o compare linear me rics
charac eri ing pos ral con rol be een pa ien s i h and i ho
a life ime his or of TBI. Significan differences be een he o
gro ps ma iden if lingering effec s in pos ral con rol d e o
TBI. This de ec ion o ld enable clinicians o differen ia e
be een ac e effec s of a TBI and lingering effec s from
pre io s inj r .

We hen calc la ed he follo ing linear me rics: pa h leng h, 95%
confidence ellipse area, a erage speed, a erage accelera ion, and
roo mean sq ared medial la eral displacemen . Fig re 1 sho s
an e ample of COP pa h d ring a rial and he corresponsing
ellipse area. Af er remo als for incomple e and repea ed es s,
702 rials of pa ien s i h a his or of TBI and 4680 rials of
ne er-conc ssed pa ien s ere anal ed. A o-sample T- es
as hen performed o iden if differences be een he TBI_his
and no_TBI gro ps for e er me ric across each he si SOT
condi ions, a a significance le el of
< 0.05. D e o he
e plora or na re of his research, a m l iple-comparision
correc ion as no applied.

Methods
253 indi id als , 41 i h a his or of TBI (TBI_his -age: 18.8
1.1 r, heigh : 1.75 0.09 m, mass: 75.3 14.6 kg) and 212 ho
ha e no his or of TBI (no_TBI - age 18.8 1.1 r, heigh : 1.75
0.09 cm, mass: 75.8
12.8 kg) par icipa ed in he IRBappro ed pro ocol. For he s bjec s i h a his or of TBI, inj r
occ rred a leas 6 mon hs before es ing. Pa ien s cen er of
press re (COP) posi ion da a ere collec ed o er he co rse of a
Sensor Organi a ion Tes (SOT). A SOT consis s of si
condi ions ha are a combina ion of e es open/closed, pla form
fi ed/s a
referenced, and
is al s rro nd fi ed/s a
referenced. This es as performed on a Ne roCom Balance
Mas er [Na s, Pleasan on, CA]
hich o p s a score
represen ing balance f nc ion for each rial based off proprie ar
algori hm. Ra COP posi ion da a ere collec ed a 100 H
d ring hree rials of each of he si SOT condi ions and
smoo hed i h a indo si e of 10 samples (0.1 seconds).

Table 2: Pos ral con rol me rics be een par icipan s i h and
i ho a life ime his or of TBI across all 20 second rials of
he Sensor Organi a ion Tes (SOT) Condi ion 1

Results and Discussion
No significan differences ere obser ed be een s bjec s in he
his or of TBI and no his or of TBI gro ps for an of he
ariables of in eres . Table 1 sho s res l s for SOT Condi ion 1.
These findings are in line i h ork b B ckle e al. ha did no
obser e lingering defici s in pos ral con rol charac eri ed b
linear me rics o side of he ini ial pos -inj r reco er phase
from TBI. [2]

Me ric

Histor of TBI
Mean ± STD

No Histor of TBI
Mean ± STD

P-Val e

Ne roCOM Score

83.0 ± 14.7

82.7 ± 15.7

0.81

Pa h Leng h

35.6 ± 27.4

37.9 ± 31.2

0.48

95% Ellipse Area

2.30 ± 3.50

2.72 ± 6.55

0.51

A erage Speed

1.87 ± 1.52

1.93 ± 1.62

0.72

A erage Accelera ion

26.7 ± 19.5

27.9 ± 20.1

0.56

RMS Medial-La eral
Displacemen

9.91 ± 4.90

10.7 ± 6.85

0.23

Significance
No differences in Ne roCOM f nc ional score or o her pos ral
con rol me rics ere obser ed be een indi id als i h and
i ho a his or of TBI. A limi a ion of his research is ha all
par icipan s ere cade s a he Uni ed S a es Mili ar Academ
and passed a comprehensi e ph sical before admi ance.
Addi ionall , se eri of TBI as no considered in o r anal sis.
F re ork sho ld in es iga e indi id al SOT condi ions and
he po en ial of non-linear me rics o de ec lingering defici s
be een indi id als i h and i ho a his or of TBI.
Ackno ledgments
No f nding o disclose.
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Figure 1: COP Path overlayed with 95% Confidence Ellipse over
a 20 second trial of a Sensory Organi ation Test (SOT)
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I
d c
Tra ma ic brain inj r (TBI) is rela i el common among
mili ar personnel and ma res l in debili a ing condi ions. TBI
can nega i el infl ence pos ral con rol, hich e define as
one s abili o main ain a s able pos re i h heir cen er of mass
er ical o heir cen er of s ppor . TBI impairs a pa ien s abili
o main ain his s abili
hich ma lead o diffic l ies d ring
ac i i ies of dail li ing. C rren clinical e al a ions of pos ral
con rol rel hea il pon q ali a i e assessmen s [1], ho e er
hese end o be nreliable and s bjec i e. While commercial
comp eri ed pos rograph s s ems are becoming more
common, he are of en cos -prohibi i e for idespread se.
The goal of his in es iga ion as o de elop me rics o
charac eri e rele an meas res of pos ral con rol and iden if
correla ions o proprie ar commercial pos rograph o p .
The non-proprie ar algori hms de eloped from his research
o ld ser e as he basis for an ine pensi e and effec i e de ice
o assis clinicians in making re rn- o-d
decisions for soldiers
i h TBI.

Re
a dD c
All correla ion da a be een linear me rics and Ne roCom
f nc ion are sho n in Table 1, for each indi id al condi ion of
he SOT and he combina ion of all condi ions, along i h sca er
plo s for selec condi ions. The s ronges correla ion as
iden ified be een he Ne roCom f nc ion scores and he 95%
confidence ellipse area across combined condi ions, (R=-0.87;
p<0.001). This nega i e correla ion indica es ha a larger area
co ered b he COP d ring a gi en rial, is rela ed o a orse
Ne roCom f nc ion score.

Me d
253 indi id als , 70 females (age: 18.77 1.00 r, heigh : 173.55
9.86 cm, mass: 74.89 13.74 kg) and 183 males (age 18.85
1.12 r, heigh : 175.66 9.05 cm, mass: 76.07 12.81 kg)
par icipa ed in he IRB-appro ed pro ocol. Pa ien s cen er of
press re (COP) posi ion da a ere collec ed o er he co rse of a
Sensor Organi a ion Tes (SOT). A SOT consis s of si
condi ions ha are a combina ion of e es open/closed, pla form
fi ed/s a
referenced, and
is al s rro nd fi ed/s a
referenced. This es as performed on a Ne roCom Balance
Mas er [Na s, Pleasan on, CA]
hich o p s a score
represen ing balance f nc ion for each rial based off a black-bo
algori hm. Ra COP posi ion da a ere collec ed a 100 H
d ring hree rials of each of si SOT condi ions and smoo hed
i h a indo si e of 10 samples (0.1 seconds). We hen
calc la ed he follo ing linear me rics: pa h leng h, 95%
confidence ellipse area, a erage speed, a erage accelera ion, roo
mean sq ared medial la eral displacemen and a erage ra e of
heading change. Af er remo als for incomple e and repea ed
es s, 4240 rials ere anal ed. Pearson-R correla ions ere hen
calc la ed o find rela ionships be een he linear me rics and he
n merical f nc ion score for as de ermined b he Ne roCom for
da a in each condi ion and across he hole SOT (significance
le el < 0.05). S rong correla ions iden ified here R > 0.7.

F
e 1: COP Pa h o erla ed i h 95% Confidence Ellipse o er a 20
second rial of a Sensor Organi a ion Tes (SOT)

Pa h leng h (R=0.81 p<0.001), a erage speed (R=-0.81 p<0.001),
a erage accelera ion (R=-0.73 p<.001), and RMS ML (R=-.70
p<.001) ma be considered as complemen ar s rroga es for he
Ne roCom score. Heading change ielded eak correla ions
indica ing ha here is li le rela ion be een ha me ric and
Ne roCom balance score (R=0.02 p=0.29). Indi id al condi ion
correla ions are less han he o al d e o he massi e n mber of
da a poin s across all condi ions. S rong correla ions be een
linear me rics and Ne rocom f nc ion s gges he possibili of
a less e pensi e s s em o iden if pos ral con rol defici s.
S
ca ce
Less e pensi e, q an i a i e es ing of pos ral con rol ma assis
clinicians in making more informed decisions for TBI pa ien s in
smaller clinics. This s d laid he gro nd ork for impro ing
clinical care of TBI
i ho
e pensi e comp eri ed
pos rograph eq ipmen .
Re e e ce
[1] Marshall e al. (2012). Canadian famil ph sician Medecin de
famille canadien, 58(3), 257-267
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Introduction
Children with CP are known to be heavily reliant on visual input
compared to other sensory modes, as evidenced by increased
errors in proprioception when their vision was perturbed in
standing1 and during single plane lower extremity movement2.
However, it is not known how children with CP use visual
information for sensorimotor feedback during walking, an
activity where the threat to balance is higher. The aim of this pilot
study is to assess how children with CP react to visual
perturbations compared to children with typical development
(TD). Our hypothesis, based on previous studies on older adults3,
was that children with CP would demonstrate a delayed response
to visual perturbations.
Methods
Four subjects with CP between the age of 8-18 years (2 with
hemiplegia, 2 with spastic diplegia), Gross Motor Function
Classification System (GMFCS) level I-II, were recruited along
with four age-matched controls. Subjects walked on a self-paced
treadmill in a virtual reality environment. They received a visual
fall stimulus in the medio-lateral plane toward the triggering heel
strike of either foot, with 12-13 steps intervening steps between
stimuli. Randomly determined triggers without stimulus served
as controls in the analysis. Each trial lasted two minutes, and was
repeated ten times, with intermittent rest breaks.Our primary
outcome variables were center of mass (CoM) excursion and
velocity.

Figure. 1. Medio-lateral center of Mass (CoM) excursion and velocity
trajectories in response to visual fall stimuli in one representative
subject with CP (A & C) and with TD (B & D) respectively. Green
lines indicate the mean of control (no fall stimulus) steps, which is
subtracted from stimulus data, and resulting response is depicted as
blue lines. Shaded areas around each line represent one standard
deviation. X axis shows 6 steps, time-normalized to 100 timepoints,
with double-stance periods shaded gray and single-stance periods
white. Arrows at the beginning of each curve mark the triggering
visual fall stimulus.

Results and Discussion
Subjects in both groups reacted to the visual fall stimuli by
moving their CoM away from the direction of the perceived fall.
The TD group reached the peak average CoM excursion of
5.2±1.7 cm in away direction typically at the 4th post-stimulus
step while the CP group demonstrated a more magnified but
delayed shift in CoM, with the peak average CoM excursion of
8.3±3.3 cm occurring on the 5th post-stimulus step (Fig 1). The
average CoM velocity for the TD group peaked during the 3rd
post-stimulus step while that for the CP group peaked during the
4th post-stimulus step. The magnitudes of both peak average
CoM excursion and velocity were higher in CP vs. TD group, as
evidenced by large effect sizes (Table 1).
Our results suggest that compared to typically developing peers,
our cohort of children with CP demonstrated a delayed but
magnified balance response to sensory perturbations while
walking. This might be suggestive of delayed neural processing
and poor sensory integration abilities in children with CP.
Previous studies4 suggest there is a shift from visual dominance
towards kinesthetic inputs while mediating postural responses by
6 years of age. A magnified CoM response in an older cohort of
children with CP may be indicative of over-reliance on vision, a
characteristic seen in younger TD, thus suggesting that CP
g o p e pon e may not have matured to the level of TD peers.
Future research efforts with larger sample size and a wider age
range for both CP and TD groups is needed to provide stronger
support to the findings of this pilot study.

Peak CoM e c ion(m) Peak CoM eloci (m/ )
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
TD
0.05
0.02
0.03
0.02
CP
0.08
0.03
0.04
0.02
Effect Size
1.36
1.03
Table 1. Mean, standard deviation (SD) and effect sizes for ΔCoM
excursion (meters) and velocity(meters/sec) for TD and CP group.

Significance
While most assessments and treatments in CP address motorrelated deficits such as weakness, flexibility and spasticity, our
results underscore the role of sensory regulation in balance
control during walking. These findings are relevant in developing
targeted sensory-based treatment protocols to enhance balance
control not only in children with CP but also other
neurodevelopmental disorders that could benefit from augmented
sensory input during walking.
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Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) affects more than 2.3 million people
worldwide and 1 million people in the United States (US) [1].
Symptoms of MS include muscle weakness, poor cognition,
and decreased alertness, all impacting upright posture.
The purpose of this study is to examine postural stability
mechanisms of MS patients across tasks of increased cognitive
demand. Previous work examined the cognitive effects of these
tasks [2], but not the dynamic stability effects.
Stability mechanisms were examined through the Hurst
exponent (H), a statistical parameter defining long-term
correlations in moving systems. H is defined from 0≤H≤1,
where H 0.5 indicates stability and H 0.5 indicates instability
[3]. H values were calculated with wavelet analyses because
this approach can characterize non-stationary signals and
provide time-frequency localization of a signal [3,4].

Figure 1: AP Hurst Exponents for Controls and MS. The black line
indicates H = 0.05

Controls became less stable on PRT-STA than PRT-LOS,
even though the difficulty decreased. MS became more stable
on PRT-STA than PRT-LOS. Controls are considered “high
hazard estimate, high postural reserve” meaning they are
cognitively sound, and have control over their motor output [5].
MS are considered “high hazard estimate, low postural reserve”
meaning they are cognitively sound but have poor motor output
control [5]. For PRT-STA, controls most-likely spent more time
focusing on the cognitive task, as they were more confident in
their postural control. As a consequence, their balance suffered.
MS participants on the other hand had to focus more on
maintaining postural control, and spent less time focusing on
the cognitive task as a way to maintain their balance.

Methods
Four test conditions were: (1) quiet eyes-open standing (EO),
(2) quiet eyes-closed standing (EC), (3) perturbed standing with
participants leaning to their limits of stability (PRT-LOS), and
(4) perturbed standing in a comfortable stance (PRT-STA).
During EO and EC conditions, participants were instructed
to stand comfortably for 30s. During the PRT conditions, 20
auditory cues (beeps) were given during each task. Participants
were asked to respond as quickly as possible by saying “pop”
out loud. They were instructed to maintain their balance on both
tasks. Ages for controls (n=33) and MS (n=16) were 62.6±9.1
years and 55.3±11.1 years, respectively.
Anterior-posterior (AP) center-of-pressure (CoP) values
were analyzed by a level 12, Symlet 2 wavelet decomposition.
To obtain H, log-log plots of the average wavelet coefficients
at each decomposition level versus 2j (j = number of levels)
were plotted [3,4]. H values are then calculated as H = slope –
½ [3,4]. Average H values were calculated for both groups.

Significance
Using wavelets to obtain Hurst exponents allows for the
analysis of non-stationary time-series data. Examining dynamic
postural changes in neurological disorders is important as it
provides information that cannot be seen through cognitive
tasks alone. The combination of dynamic and cognitive
information can be used by clinicians to enhance rehabilitation
methods for patients. The way these different cohorts (control
vs. MS) respond to cognitive tasks is connected to their amount
of hazard estimate versus postural control.

Results and Discussion
In the AP direction, control HPRT-LOS values were significantly
higher than HEO and HEC (p<0.001). Similarly, control HPRT-STA
values were higher than HEO and HEC (p<0.001). (Figure 1)
MS did not display significant differences in the APdirections between conditions. MS were significantly less
stable than controls in both the EO (p=0.019) and EC condition
(p=0.026). MS displayed instability on all four conditions
(H>0.5), whereas controls displayed stability (H<0.5) for EO
and EC, but instability (H>0.5) for PRT-LOS and PRT-STA.
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ankle (93%) were the largest index among motor, spring, damper,
and strut indices at 1.6 Hz (Fig. 2).

Introduction
Although the dynamics of the center of mass (COM) can be
accounted for by a spring-mass model during hopping, less is
known about how each leg joint (i.e., hip, knee, and ankle)
contributing to the COM dynamics during hopping. This study
investigated the function of individual leg joints when humans
hopped vertically and unilaterally at four different frequencies
(i.e., 1.6, 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8 Hz) (1). I hypothesized that 1) all leg
joints (i.e., hip, knee, and ankle) maintained the functional as
torsional springs and increased their stiffness when hopping
frequency increased, and 2) the leg joints are controlled to
maintain the same mechanical load when hopping at different
frequencies.
Methods
A 3D motion capture system (12 cameras, model Miqus M3,
Qualisys, Göteborg, Sweden) was used to record full body
kinematics at 120 Hz. A force platform (600 × 900 mm, model
6090-15, Bertec Corp., Columbus, OH, USA) acquired ground
reaction forces (GRFs) at 1440 Hz. The stance phase from
touchdown (TD) to takeoff (TO) of the left foot on the platform
during all cycles in each trial was analyzed. To characterize the
leg joint function during hopping, I used previously developed
indices decomposing the function of a leg joint into four mutually
exclusive and exhaustive components (i.e., strut-, spring-, motor, and damper- index, Fig. 2).

Figure 3: The flow of different mechanical energy during the stance
phase of hopping (A) 1.6 Hz, (B) 2.0 Hz, (C) 2.4 Hz, and (D) 2.8 Hz. (E)
The % of each leg joint in storage and return mechanical energy in the
stance phase.

As hopping fast, leg joints changed their functional roles
differently. Specifically, the hip’s spring index decreased from
76% at 1.6 Hz to 26% at 2.8 Hz. The decrease of hip’s spring
index was mainly compensated for by the increase of strut index
from 14% at 1.6 Hz to 64% at 2.8 Hz. For the knee, fast hopping
required spring index decreased from 63% at 1.6 Hz to 9% at 2.8
Hz and strut index increased from 1% at 1.6 Hz to 45% at 2.8 Hz.
Therefore, faster hopping requires hip and knee to change
functional roles from spring to strut (Fig. 2). For the ankle,
hopping fast mainly decreased the ankle’s spring index from 93%
at 1.6 Hz to 64% at 2.8 Hz while increased strut index from 0%
at 1.6 Hz to 28% at 2.8 Hz. Therefore, hopping fast only required
ankle to reduce its primary role as a spring.
For the relative amount of COM mechanical energy’s storage
and return, the ankle dominated in all hopping frequencies. When
hopping frequency increased, the system’s mechanical energy
decreased (Fig. 3), but ankle’s dominance of energy storage and
return increased (i.e., from 51% at 1.6 Hz to 65% at 2.8 Hz).

Figure 1: The work loop formed by each leg joint (i.e., hip, knee, and
ankle) during stance.

Significance
Understanding the function and control of leg joints in hopping
could provide insight into the fundamental principles of legged
locomotion of humans. Human hopping is not passive because
the functional roles of each leg joints change at different hopping
frequencies. The functional change of leg joints could help to
understand how the muscles are controlled to achieve task goals.
References
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Figure 2: The % of the motor, spring, damper, and strut indices during
stance phase of hopping for (A) hip, (B) knee, and (C) ankle.

Results and Discussion
Decomposing the mechanics of leg joints into functional roles
supported that, in slow hopping, all leg joints behaved like a
spring. The spring indices for the hip (76%), knee (63%), and
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Introduction
E perimental motion capt re st dies ha e commonl considered
the foot as a single rigid bod despite the presence of n mero s
internal joints and deformable soft tiss e. Vario s approaches
ha e been sed to q antif the internal foot po er d e to rigid
bod de iations of the foot. T o strategies that can be sed ith
a traditional rigid foot are distal foot po er (DFP) [1] and foot
po er imbalance (FPI) [2] techniq es. Another approach for
modeling the non-rigid nat re of the foot is ith a m ltisegment
foot [3]. The p rpose of the present st d
as to compare the
internal foot po er and ork in the takeoff phase of the standing
ertical j mp (SVJ) sing DFP and FPI on a single rigid foot and
sing a t o-segment foot model separated at the
metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joints.
Methods
The right-sided lo er limb model de ised for this st d
contained a shank and a t o-segment foot di ided at an MTP
joint. A 16-camera motion capt re s stem (Vicon Motion
S stems Ltd., Los Angeles, CA) as sed to record si ph sicall
acti e participants performing si SVJs from t o adjacent force
platforms (Ad anced Mechanical Technolog Inc., Waterto n,
MA). The participants positioned their feet so that the gro nd
reaction forces (GRF) acting on the foot co ld be di ided at the
MTP joints consistent ith the protocol introd ced b [3].
Using in erse d namics ith a t o-segment foot, the total
6DOF po er at the MTP joint as calc lated and integrated to
get MTP ork. Using in erse d namics on a single rigid foot,
DFP and FPI ere calc lated sing the eq ations sho n belo
and integrated to get foot ork:
Significance
An of these three methods ma be sed to q antif internal foot
po er, b t it is important to properl nderstand the limitations
of hiche er method is sed. Using a m ltisegment foot ma
seem like a better approach, b t more than t o segments is
probabl req ired to capt re all the internal foot po er.
Moreoe er, apportioning the GRF across m ltiple segment is
rarel practical. DFP and FPI are relati el simple a s of
q antif ing the po er contrib tions of the foot that can be sed
ith a traditional rigid foot model. The res lts moti ate f rther
research to compare and nderstand the relati e merits of the t o
methods for mo ements besides j mping, as ell as in estigating
ho to q antif kinetics of a foot model ith three or more
segments.

is the GRF acting on the foot at the center of press re
is the free moment acting on the foot,
is the
(COP),
is the foot mass center (COM) elocit ,
foot ang lar elocit ,
is the position ector from the COM to the COP.
and

is the foot mechanical energ , and
,
, and
are the net ankle moment, intersegmental force, and elocit ,
respecti el .
Descripti e statistics for foot po er and ork ere
generated. To compare the three methods, one- a
ithin
repeated meas res ANOVA as implemented (alpha al e 0.05).
Results and Discussion
MTP po er as basicall ero or positi e (Fig re 1). DFP
sho ed significant po er absorption, follo ed b po er
generation that peaked lo er than the other t o. FPI sho ed
lesser po er absorption than DFP, ith po er generation
peaking abo t the same as MTP. The ork al es ere 4.0
1.0 J for DFP, 1.8 1.1 J for FPI, and 5.1 0.5 J for the MTP
joint (all significantl different from each other ith p < 0.0001).
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counter-weight support during single-leg ambulation. Larger
CRPz is indicative of more out-of-phase (or less in-phase)
movement, suggesting TF participants are increasing the relative
(axial) rotation between the trunk-pelvis to assist with forward
propulsion during their hop.

Introduction
For individuals with unilateral lower limb loss, single-leg
hopping is often a convenient method of ambulation. However,
large and unusual forces presented during single-leg hopping
may accelerate degeneration of joint health and integrity
compared to walking itself [1]. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to identify the forces and movement patterns used by
individuals with unilateral transfemoral (TF) and transtibial (TT)
limb loss. With a smaller residual leg, we hypothesize TF vs. TT
participants will exhibit larger hip motions.

Table 2. Single-leg hopping kinematics.
TT (n=22)
Hop Speed (m/s)
0.50±0.07
Hop Length (m)
0.77±0.24

Methods
Thirty-two males with unilateral lower limb loss (22 TT and 10
TF) participated, with mean (SD) age=36.7 (7.4) yr, height=
178.8 (5.0) cm, body mass=88.7 (13.1) kg. Each hopped on one
leg along a 15m walkway, at a self-selected pace. Full-body
kinematics were tracked using a motion capture system; ground
reaction forces were simultaneously sampled via force platforms.
Kinetic outcomes included features of the knee adduction
(KAM) and flexion (KFM) moments; impulse was calculated as
the integral of the moment-time series; LR as the slope between
20% and 80% of the time from heel strike to the first KAM peak;
and the per-unit-distance (PUD) KAM as the average joint
moment across all strides divided by the average stride length[2].
Kinematic outcomes included features of knee, hip, and trunk
angles; trunk-pelvic coordination was quantified using
continuous relative phase (CRP), computed as the difference
between the normalized phase angles of the trunk and pelvis
segments [3]. All outcomes were averaged across hops, and
kinetic outcomes scaled by body weight and height. Unpaired ttests assessed differences between TT and TF participants
(p<0.05).

1.2±0.1

1.3±0.0

0.08

Knee Flexion ROM(°)
Peak Knee Flexion(°)
Knee Flexion @FC(°)
Knee Adduction @FC(°)
Hip Abduction @FC(°)

35.1±7.8
9.2±6.4
13.1±5.8
2.0±3.0
0.5±3.9

31.0±5.1
9.7±4.9
13.2±5.4
4.1±4.9
3.9±5.2

0.13
0.83
0.90
0.15
0.05*

Trunk Flexion ROM(°)
Trunk Tilt ROM(°)
Trunk Flexion @FC(°)
Trunk Tilt @FC(°)

6.8±3.8
12.7±4.5
3.1±6.2
-0.1±4.7

7.6±2.2
10.6±3.6
2.3±6.8
1.9±5.6

0.53
0.20
0.76
0.29

57.8±21.2
135.3±15.6
61.3±26.7

60.6±23.4
133.8±25.2
84.1±32.8

0.74
0.73
0.05*

-Values are expressed as mean±SD
*-

Significance
Identifying movement patterns and associated forces during
hopping, unique to the level of limb loss, facilitate development
of clinical/movement recommendations and rehabilitative efforts.
Future research can utilize the differences in movement patterns
to potentially associate them with the high prevalence of knee
degeneration in the limb loss population. Moreover, larger axial
motions seen in TF may also inform future investigations into
other highly prevalent musculoskeletal conditions following limb
loss, such as low back pain.
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Table 1. Single-leg hopping kinetics
TF
(n=10)
4.4±1.4
0.5±0.3
0.5±0.3
12.9±3.2
7.9±2.9

p(sig)
0.10
0.02*

Vertical COG
Displacement (cm)

CRP (sagittal)
CRP (frontal)
CRP (transverse)

Results and Discussion
There were no differences in kinetic outcomes between TT and
TF participants (Table 1). Although slightly different movement
patterns were observed between TT and TF participants,
differences in forces applied are compensated with different
movement strategies.

TT
(n=22)
Peak KAM (BW·Ht)
4.4±2.0
KAM Impulse (BW·Ht)
0.5±0.4
-1
KAM Loading Rate (BW·Ht·s ) 0.5±0.3
Peak KFM (BW·Ht)
14.6±3.4
KAM PUD (BW·Ht·m-1)
6.2±2.9
-Values are expressed as mean±SD
*-

TF (n=10)
0.46±0.04
0.58±0.09

p(sig)
0.99
0.76
0.73
0.19
0.15
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TF participants hopped with increased hip abduction at footcontact (FC; Table 2). This increased hip abduction indicates
dependence on their intact leg for stability, but may also suggest
that a longer limb (apparent with TT limb-loss) may provide for
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Introduction
The biomechanical basis for the metabolic cost of terrestrial
locomotion is elusive. That is partly because many parameters
change in the same direction as locomotion tasks vary, making it
difficult to separate the independent contributions to metabolism.
Muscle force generation is presumed to exact a metabolic cost.
Yet, it remains unclear how the time-course of force generation
affects metabolism [1]. Filling this gap in our understanding is
important because reducing the metabolic cost of locomotion
may improve performance, mitigate fatigue, and promote
physical activity. Thus, we sought to reveal if the time-course of
muscle force generation affects the metabolic cost of producing
a fixed force-time integral (analogous to stride-Avg muscle
force) over periodic activation-deactivation cycles; emulating
muscle contractions during steady-state locomotion.

fascicle

and
faster
peak
fascicle shortening
We utilized the
relationship between
muscle
force
magnitude and the
time-course thereof
during steady-state
locomotion to study
how the time of
generating
muscle
force
affects
metabolic
cost.
While
controlling
other biomechanical
parameters that may
affect
metabolism
(e.g.
activationdeactivation
time
[2]), the metabolic cost
of
cyclically Figure 1. a) Ankle moment versus time for
generating
force the higher (purple) and lower (green)
depends
on
the moment-time integral trials. b) Average
(±SE) ankle moment-time integral versus
corresponding
muscle
activation soleus activation time. Lighter to darker color
time.
Specifically, indicates longer to shorter soleus activation
time and asterisks (*) indicate statistical
shorter
muscle
significance.
activations
times
increase the metabolic cost of generating a force-time integral.
This study suggests that when linking biomechanics and
metabolism during human locomotion, scientists should consider
the time-course of force generation.

Methods
11 participants performed 6 x 5-minute fixed-end plantar flexion
trials on a dynamometer with their right knee and ankle secured
at 130° and 90°, respectively. In this position, plantar flexion
torque is primarily provided by the soleus. During each trial,
participants cyclically generated plantar flexion ankle torque on
the fixed-position dynamometer pedal at the downbeat of an
audible metronome and then relaxed at the subsequent upbeat
(metronome frequency: 0.75 Hz): downbeat-activate, upbeatdeactivate, repeat. During each trial, participants generated a
predetermined dynamometer torque (10-30 Nm) over a set
duration (4-8 s) with the goal of achieving 3 higher and 3 lower
torque-time integrals over 3 different activation durations each
(Fig. 1). We recorded instantaneous soleus fascicle length and
pennation angle, dynamometer torque, muscle activity, joint
kinematics, and metabolic data.
Results and Discussion
Consistent with our study design, soleus activation time did not
affect total activation-deactivation cycle time-integrated soleus
force (p=0.483). Greater time-integrated soleus force increased
net metabolic power (p<0.001). The three higher time-integrated
ankle moment trials (Fig. 1: purple symbols) elicited a 51%
increased time-integrated soleus force and a 64% greater net
metabolic power compared to the targeted lower time-integrated
ankle-moment trials (Fig. 1: green symbols). When controlling
for time-integrated soleus force, shorter soleus activation time
increased net metabolic power (p=0.002): every 0.4 s decrease in
soleus activation time increased net metabolic power 15.2 Watts.

Significance
This study emulated muscle dynamics during steady-state
locomotion, controlled for multiple potential co-variables, and
revealed that shorter muscle activation times increase metabolic
cost. These results may help scientists better link biomechanics
to metabolism, which is essential for understanding animal
behavior, developing evolutionary hypotheses, and informing
interventions that reduce metabolic energy expenditure during
terrestrial locomotion (e.g. assistive devices, surgical techniques,
and training regimens).

Greater soleus force-time integrals were associated with
increased average and maximum soleus fascicle pennation angles
and shorter minimum soleus fascicle lengths
(p=0.025). While controlling the soleus force-time integral,
shorter soleus activation times were associated with greater peak
shorter average and
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Introduction
Elde l ad l a e a an inc ea ed i k of fall . A e n o i
(RTS) i one of he ac i i ie of dail li ing ha i a ocia ed
i h fall and acco n ing fo 12% of fall in elde l a longe m ca e facili ie .1 P ope q ad icep f nc ion a e eq i ed fo
efficien
RTS comple ion. A
d
indica ed
ha
e pe imen all ind ced m cle damage a fo nd o e l in
inc ea ed knee join po e i ho diffe ence in knee momen
d ing RTS.2 Con eq en l , an al e ed peed fo knee mo ion
ela i e o he fo ce o p ho ld be ela ed o he i k of fall .
Con ide ing he
ainabili of q ad icep ac i a ion d ing
RTS a e mo e incon i en compa ed o STS3, e amining
mo emen d ing RTS ho ld p o ide clinical in igh of
al e na ed pe fo mance ela ed o f nc ional limi a ion .
The efo e, he p po e of hi
d
a o in e iga e
biomechanical a iable
ha lead o he dec ea e in
pe fo mance d ing RTS fo indi id al
i h and i ho
f nc ional limi a ion a diagno ed b he S and-Up Te (SUT).
We h po he i ed ha biomechanical diffe ence in mo emen
d ing RTS ill be e ealed in indi id al i h and i ho
f nc ional limi a ion a diagno ed b SUT. The e diffe ence
e e no fo nd in o p e io anal i fo STS de pi e finding
ignifican l diffe en clinical impai men .4

Results and Discussion
De pi e o h po he i , he g o p diffe ence in kine ic ene g
e e la ge in STS (Cohen d=0.47-1.84) a compa ed o RTS
(Cohen d=<0.01-2.68). The ema kable diffe ence fo STS
and RTS be een g o p e e ho n in he an e io /po e io
(AP) di ec ion. D ing he RTS, an e emel la ge effec i e
(d=2.68) a no ed in he linea kine ic ene g in he AP
di ec ion. A mall effec i e (d=0.24) a fo nd fo diffe ence
in he linea kine ic ene g in he p a d/do n a d (Ve ical)
di ec ion. Fo G o p 2, a 49% inc ea e in he AP di ec ion and
a 45% dec ea e in he e ical di ec ion fo he kine ic ene g
a fo nd in RTS hen compa ed o STS. The e change in he
kine ic ene g di ib ion co ld ep e en al e ed join
a egie o comple e RTS. The o e all be een-g o p effec
i e fo he RTS a negligible (d 0.01) hen compa ed o
STS (d=0.53). Thi ma be ela ed o a ied pa e n of RTS
e l ed f om incon i en m cle ac i i ie o join -mo emen
a egie
hen lo e ing again he g a i a ional fo ce .2,3
F he in e iga ion a e needed o e plain ho m cle
f nc ion affec he al e ed kine ic ene g .
Significance
Indi id al
i h b le f nc ional limi a ion demon a ed
al e ed RTS b di ib ing mo e kine ic ene g in he
an e io /po e io di ec ion. Thi al e ed kine ic ene g
di ib ion ma imp o e abili b p olonging he d a ion
of he COG o e he fee d ing RTS. The finding ma p o ide
in igh o he ea on behind an inc ea ed i k of inj
and
fall d e o change in eloci of a RTS.

Methods
We
anal ed
15
independen
comm ni
d elling
ad l (mean age: 56
ea
old)
ho
pa icipa ed in
he
p e io l
epo ed Fig e: T pical Pa e n fo Kine ic Ene g
d . 5 The pa icipan
e e ca ego i ed in o o g o p
ing he SUT: G o p 1: nonf nc ional limi a ion (n=6) and G o p 2: he beginning of
mobili decline (n=9). Mo ion da a a cap ed ing a 3D
Vicon Mo ion Cap e S em i h 2 AMTI fo ce pla fo m .
The 6-deg ee of f eedom model i h ing he V3D Compo i e
Pel i
e e applied o calc la e kine ic ene g p e io l
p bli hed a a i k of falling. D e o he limi ed ample i e,
effec i e e e calc la ed fo be een g o p compa i on .
To al Kine ic Ene g *
STS

RTS

Go p1

7.11

2.21

Go p2

9.29

5.27

Go p1

5.84

3.7

Go p2

5.82

3.81

d=0.53

d<0.01
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Introduction
Parkin on di ea e (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that
progressively weakens motor function resulting in symptoms
such as tremors, limb stiffness and impaired balance [1]. Daily
movement is commonly presented with complex motor tasks,
such as changing directions or avoiding an obstacle. Individuals
with PD tend to have more difficulty planning and executing
these tasks due to lower motor dexterity as the disease
progresses. Early detection is important for slowing the
progression of PD by beginning exercise programs and other
therapeutic interventions [2]. PD is currently diagnosed based
on medical history and through an examination performed by a
neurologist, but there is no quantitative test for PD diagnosis.
Gait analysis using an optical motion capture system is a highresolution method to examine motor impairments. Detecting
changes in gait kinematics in individuals with little to no
outward signs of PD relative to control subjects may provide
insight into the early signs of disease and promote earlier
detection [3]. In this study, we analyzed joint ranges of motion
(ROM) of the hips, knees and ankles of individuals with earlystage PD compared to healthy control subjects as they walked
continuously on a varying terrain circuit that integrated a level
ground walkway, staircase, turn, and ramp. This study
hypothesized that since individuals with PD are challenged by
self-regulation of their mechanics when presented with complex
terrains, subsequent analysis of underlying joint kinematics
would reveal differences relative to control subjects, during
transitional events between multiple terrains.

Table 1: PD and control ROM with p-values.

Figure 2: Knee angle during one gait cycle for SA/T. Each subject is
shown for PD and control groups, along with an overall group average.

PD subjects decreased their stride length, taking more steps
when moving towards the turn, consistent with a festinating gait
pattern. We also found that moving from the ramp to levelwalking requires a more arbitrary method for task completion
compared to moving from the stairs. This is emphasized through
decreased hip ROM during RD/LW. We suggest the neuromotor
impairment associated with PD is exacerbated by the spatially
unconstrained manner of the ramp that presents a less consistent
terrain for task planning, evidenced by relatively few changes in
coordination during transitions involving the stairs.

Methods
This study consisted of five individuals with PD, Hoehn and
Yahr Stage 1 or 2, and five healthy controls that walked on a
terrain circuit of a ramp, turn, and four-step staircase. Each
subject was equipped with 66 reflective markers attached to 12
body segments of the arms, legs, and trunk. Optical motion data
was captured for each subject as they walked through the
circuit, performing a total of ten trials each moving from stair
ascent to ramp descent and from ramp ascent to stair descent.
Lower body joint angles and ranges of motion were calculated
for eight transitional terrain events for the ramp and stairs:
level-walking to ramp ascent (LW/RA), ramp ascent to turn
(RA/T), level-walking to stair ascent (LW/SA), stair ascent to
turn (SA/T), turn to ramp descent (T/RD), ramp descent to
level-walking (RD/LW), turn to stair descent (T/SD), and stair
descent to level-walking (SD/LW). Unpaired, two-sample t-tests
were performed across both groups for the transitions ( =0.05).

Significance
Studying transient locomotion of individuals with mild PD
could help diagnose the disease in its early stages, when
impairment is not particularly evident during isolated modes of
ambulation. Early diagnosis could allow PD individuals to begin
therapy to slow the progression of the disease, increasing their
chance of continuing to live independently and resume daily
activities. The study is also the first to highlighted a significant
reduction in joint range of motion when approaching a turn
from the stairs or ramps, and even when moving off ramps to
level-ground straight-line walking. This suggest that the varying
mechanical demands of each task are not necessarily as
challenging for these individuals as the issue of neuromotor task
planning.

Results and Discussion
Knee ROM when approaching turns displayed significant
differences between PD subjects and controls. PD individuals
exhibited less motion in their knees for RA/T and SA/T. Hip
ROM was also significantly different for RD/LW. Table 1
reports the ROM and p-values for these transitions. Figure 1
reports knee angle for the SA/T transition.
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Introduction
Gait transitions refer to the changing from one mode of
locomotion to another [1], e.g., the walk to run (WRT) or the
run to walk transitions (RWT). Prior research suggests that
gravitational force is pivotal in determining preferred transition
speed (PTS) for both WRT and RWT [2], though not much has
been researched about the effect of inertial forces on the PTS.
By utilizing four key criteria to identify a determinant of the
PTS [1,3], prior research suggests that PTS may be triggered
across varying conditions by a change in lower limb kinematics
[1]. Specifically, it is suggested that when a lower limb
kinematic variable adheres to all four criteria, that variable
should be considered a key determinant of the PTS.
The purpose of this study was to investigate possible
kinematic determinants of PTS for both WRT and RWT across
differing levels of gravitational and inertial forces.

Results and Discussion
Walk to Run Transition (WRT)
Criteria 1: In all the WRT conditions, dorsi-peak, dorsi-peak,
and hip-peak increased between initial and final (before
transition) walking speeds (p < .05). After the WRT, bo h dorsipeak and hip-peak abruptly decreased (p < .001) in gravitational
and inertial conditions with no significant change in dorsi-peak.
Criteria 2: Following the WRT, both dorsi-peak and hip-peak
returned to values observed at initial speeds in the previous gait
(66 ± 14% and 77 ± 7% respectively).
Criteria 3: Although each variable ( dorsi-peak, dorsi-peak, hippeak) shared a similar critical value just prior to the PTS, only
dorsi-peak and
dorsi-peak had negligible effect size (ES) across
all conditions (ES = .03; p = .826 and ES = .06; p = .544
respectively).
WRT Summary: Only αdorsi-peak met the three key criteria
used to identify a determinant for the WRT. However, θhip-peak
was close to meeting all key criteria. Surprisingly, dorsi-peak did
not meet the criteria required of a determinant for the PTS,
contrasting with results found in prior literature [1].

Methods
Twelve healthy adults (9 male, 3 female) completed WRT and
RWT trials on a motorized treadmill across seven conditions of
altered body weight (BW) and body mass (BM) including:
1.0 BM / 1.0 BW; 0.70 and 0.85 BW / 1.0 BM (-GF); 1.15 and
1.30 BM / 1.0 BW (+IF); 1.15 and 1.30 of both BW and BM
(+GF+IF) using previously established methods [4]. For each
condition, we determined PTS (m/s) by increasing speed (from
1.34 m/s for a WRT) or decreasing speed (from 2.68 m/s for a
RWT) 0.09 m/s every 30 sec until a gait transition was
achieved. A 9-camera motion analysis system (Vicon) was used
to collect (120 hz) lower limb kinematics for each condition.
This data was used to calculate the average and peak hip, knee,
and ankle joint kinematics (acceleration-α, velocity- , and
angle-θ) during the gait cycle over the course of 20 strides.
We evaluated three of the four key criteria used to identify
if a variable is a determinant of the PTS including 1) an abrupt
change in the value of a variable before and after gait transition,
2) a return of the variable to values seen at initial speeds in the
previous gait (i.e., at slower walking speeds for WRT or higher
speeds for RWT), and 3) the variable reaches a shared critical
value just prior to the PTS for all conditions [1]. We assumed
that all kinematic variables met the fourth criteria of needing
to act on proprioce i e feedback [1].
We performed repeated-measures MANOVAs to assess
the effects of gravitation force, inertial force and combined
forces on determinants of the PTS. We then conducted planned
contrasts between speeds of each condition to
determine if the variable increases/decreases between speeds
and then changed abruptly from before to after transition
(Criteria 1). We also used planned contrast to determine if the
variable returned to a level observed at a previously slower
(WRT) or faster speed (RTW) (Criteria 2). We compared the
value of each variable just before transition between all
conditions to determine if the transition happened at a similar
critical value (Criteria 3). An effect size of <.1 was used to
iden if a negligible diffe ence and h
imila critical value
between conditions [1].

Run to Walk Transition (RTW)
Criteria 1: In all of the RWT conditions, dorsi-peak and
hip-peak decreased between initial and final running speeds
(p < .01). After the RWT, both dorsi-peak and the hip-peak abruptly
increased (p < .0001 and p < .02 respectively) in gravitational
and inertial conditions with no significant change in dorsi-peak.
Criteria 2: Following the RWT, both dorsi-peak and hip-peak
returned to similar values observed at initial speeds in the
previous gait (150 ± 23% and 131 ± 11% respectively).
Criteria 3: All evaluated variables ( dorsi-peak, dorsi-peak,
hip-peak) shared a similar critical value just prior to the RWT
across all conditions (ES < .1; p >.30).
RWT Summary: Both αdorsi-peak and θhip-peak met the three key
criteria used to identify a determinant for the RWT while
dorsi-peak only met one of the criteria.
Significance
Of the kinematic variables evaluated in hi
d , onl dorsi-peak
met the three criteria used to identify if a variable is a
determinant of PTS for both WRT and RWT hile hip-peak met
the criteria for the RWT only. Our results suggest that there are
potential differences in mechanical determinant/triggers of gait
transition for the RWT compared to the WRT. These results can
be used to support the hypothesis that gait transition may occur
to prevent overexertion of hip and ankle musculature working
maximally at speeds at or near PTS [1].
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Introduction
The biomechanics of locomotion have been profusely studied,
stablishing many standards in the field. Winter[1], is the seminal
reference of motion capture data used as the standard of
biomechanics analysis of walking. Other sources provide insight
about the power and torque contribution to locomotion at the joint
level [2], [3], [4]. This standard has extended towards other
modes of locomotion where ascending and descending stairs and
ramps have a major subset of biomechanics research [5], [6].
However, there is a scarcity of databases of locomotion that
provide access to raw information from individual trials. Recent
efforts have directed towards generating open benchmark
datasets that are accessible to public. Hu et al. [7] released the
first benchmark database of simultaneous kinematic and EMG
data as able-bodied individuals transition between locomotor
activities in a circuit consisting of a single of staircase and ramp.
Following this established database, we contribute a novel dataset
that extends the report of kinematics results by including the joint
level moments and powers processed using inverse dynamics
from the open-source biomechanics software OpenSim. In
addition, we provide access to the kinematics, kinetics and joint
power data in conjunction with the data from multiple sources of
wearable sensors, including EMG, goniometer, accelerometer
and gyroscope signals. The availability of open datasets that link
wearable signals to the biomechanics will aid the development of
better locomotion assistance techniques.

Results and Discussion
Kinematic and kinetic profiles for each ambulation are generated,
reporting averages at each condition and marking the regions
where the context has significant effects (p<0.01). For this short
abstract, we present the kinematics and joint power for
locomotion on treadmill at different speeds, the contribution of
energy and the influence of the speed in the modulation of joint
power.

Figure 1: Joint kinematics and instant power during a stride at different
walking speeds (0.5m/s
1.85 m/s). The pie chart represents the
contribution of each joint to the average positive power. The sensitivity
of joint power is presented as a function of the walking speed, with error
bars showing ±std.

Methods
The experimental collection consisted of N=22 young healthy
adults, age 21±3.4yr, height 1.70±0.07m, weight 68.3±10.83kg,
instrumented with 32 motion capture reflective markers. (Vicon
Motion Systems Inc, Los Angeles, CA, USA). Ground reaction
forces were recorded from an instrumented treadmill (Bertec
Corporation, Columbus, OH, USA) and forceplates located in
level with the floor, ramp and stairs. In addition, subjects were
instrumented unilaterally with 11 EMG (electromyography) 3
goniometers, and 4 six-axis inertial measure units (IMU). The
study, approved by the IRB at Georgia Institute of Technology,
consisted of subjects performing locomotion tasks in four
different terrain types: treadmill, level ground, ramp and stairs.
Treadmill walking data was collected at 28 different speeds
ranging from 0.5 to 1.85m/s with increments of 0.05m/s. Level
ground walking was also collected at three speeds relative to the
b ec
efe ed eed (slow, normal and fast), and including
turns in counterclockwise and clockwise directions. Stairs at four
different step heights within the range of ADA accessibility
Guidelines [8] 10.16cm (4in), 12.70cm (5in), 15.24cm (6in),
17.78cm (7in). Ramp inclinations corresponded to 5.2°, 7.8°,
9.2°, 11°, 12.4° and 18°. Average profiles are computed from
time series data segmented by gait strides. The effect of the
terrain context is evaluated at each instant of the gait phase, using
linear regression model (p<0.01).

Significance
Open biomechanics datasets are beneficial to researchers
interested in the development of controllers for assistive devices,
where information of joint level state is required to accomplish
biomimetic assistance. For this, the access to joint level moment
and power at different conditions of locomotion can inform the
design of controllers that accommodate for terrain conditions
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Peak Force (xBW)

Introduction
Loaded marches are an important component of military training
and operations, and involve carrying combat loads ranging from
20-60+ kg over long distances.1 Previous studies have identified
increases in plantar contact pressure during footstrike while
walking with carried loads.2 Research is required which
examines regional plantar forces during the impact phase of
loaded walking, running, and forced marching (walking at a
velocity above gait transition velocity [GTV]), to further identify
potential injurious motion patterns. The purpose of this study
was to determine the effect of load magnitude and locomotion
pattern on regional plantar forces. It was hypothesized that peak
regional force would increase across all regions while running
and forced marching compared to walking and with increased
carried load.
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Figure 1: Average normalized peak force for the heel regions.

Effect of locomotion: For the heel, walking increased PRF
compared to running (Medial:
Lateral
and
FM increased PRF compared to run and walk (Medial: p<0.001,
Lateral
) (Figure 1). For the arch,
running and FM increased PRF compared to walking (Medial:
Lateral:
the forefoot,
running increased PRF compared to walk and FM (Mid
Lateral
Significant interaction
between load and locomotion were identified for the medial

Methods
Eight healthy physically active females (24.5±2.4 years)
participated in this IRB-approved study. Participants wore
standard issue military combat boots with Pedar pressure-sensing
insoles (Novel Electronics Inc, St. Paul, MN) and an evenly
distributed anterior/posterior weight vest. Plantar pressure was
recorded during trials of walking, running and forced marching
(FM) on a treadmill while unloaded and while carrying an
additional 25% and 45% of their bodyweight (+25%: 15.2±1.7 kg
+45%: 27.4±3.1 kg). Walking was performed at a velocity 10%
below an individuals’ GTV and running and forced marching was
performed at 10% above GTV. Plantar pressures from the
dominant foot (right foot, 23-33 steps) were converted to force,
normalized to participant bodyweight, and divided into nine foot
regions
(medial/lateral
heel,
medial/lateral
arch,
medial/mid/lateral forefoot, and greater/lesser toes).3 Peak
regional force (PRF) was determined for each region. Two-way
repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni corrections
were used to analyze the within-subjects effects of load (no load,
+25%, +45%) and locomotion (walk, run, FM) on PRF across the

forefoot, running significantly increased PRF compared to
conditions. Changes in locomotion type did not affect PRF at the
greater toes. Overall, a running gait pattern resulted in higher
PRF for the arch and mid/lateral forefoot regions, while forced
marching increased the peak forces in the heel, arch, and medial
forefoot compared to walking and running.
Significance
This preliminary data suggests that a forced march with
additional carried load increases peak force in the heel compared
to walking and running. These greater forces during forced
marching may increase the risk of injury and long term joint
degeneration. The observation that the heel region is most
sensitive to increased carried load suggests the heel region is a
potential target for intervention such as an orthotic or novel shoe
design to reduce heel loading during loaded locomotion.

Results and Discussion
Effect of load: Additional load increased PRF compared to the
unloaded condition at the medial and lateral heel (+25%:
p<0.
increased PRF compared to +25% (p<0.001) (Figure 1).
Similarly, additional load increased PRF for both the medial and
lateral arch regions
+45%: p<0.001,
p<0.001). For the forefoot, +45% increased PRF for for the midforefoot
+25% increased PRF for the lateral
forefoot
greater toes, an additional +45%
increased PRF
Overall, the PRF at the heel was the
most sensitive to an increase in carried load. This supports the
hypothesis of an increase in plantar forces with increased load,
although increases from +25% to +45% were not always
significant.
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Introduction
Navigating daily life requires performing diverse movement
behaviors. How the nervous system coordinates muscles to
successfully perform these behaviors is unknown. We recently
showed that recruiting a common set of motor modules (i.e.,
motor module generalization) across walking and standing
balance behaviors is important for successful mobility [1,2].
Here, we investigated whether motor modules are also
generalized across walking, turning and chair transfer behaviors
using the Timed-Up-and-Go (TUG) test. The TUG test is a
common mobility assessment often executed while performing a
secondary cognitive task (i.e., counting backwards) [3]. As a first
step towards understanding if module generalization across
walking, turning, and chair transfers underlies successful daily
life mobility, we examined motor modules recruited by young
adults in the TUG test. Understanding modular control strategies
in young adults will provide a basis for investigating impairments
due to aging, disease, and injury.

across subtasks remained high in TUGC (Fig. 1b). Since motor
impaired populations are more affected by dual-task demands
than young adults [3], we expect module structure in these
populations will exhibit less similarity in TUG vs. TUGC.
Here, we follow-up on our prior studies [1,2] demonstrating
the importance of motor module generalization across walking
and balance behaviors for daily-life mobility and show that young
adults also generalize motor module recruitment across walking,
turning, and chair transfer behaviors. Together, these results
suggest that young adults recruit a small number of structurally
similar motor modules across movement behaviors important for
daily life that are unaffected by secondary cognitive demands.
Significance
Identifying how young adults recruit motor modules during
walking, turning, and chair transfers is a step towards
understanding how motor control strategies are executed across a
variety of movements required of daily life. Characterizing
modular control strategies in young adults will allow us to more
effectively identify deficits resulting from aging and impairment,
which may guide the development of more effective and targeted
rehabilitation treatments to improve daily life mobility.

Methods
Nine young adults (4M, 21.4±1.7 yrs) performed the TUG test
with and without a cognitive distraction task (i.e., counting
backwards by 3’s; avg 18±3.6 trials per condition). To investigate
module generalization, we divided the TUG test into 4 subtasks:
sit-to-stand, walk, turn, and stand-to-sit. Motor modules from
each sub-task were extracted from electromyography collected
from 12 muscles spanning the hip, knee, and ankle using nonnegative matrix factorization as in [1]. For each subject, modules
recruited across subtasks were pooled and clustered using a kmeans algorithm to identify the number of unique modules
recruited across all TUG subtasks. Motor module generalization
–
100% , (U: number of clusters,
was quantified as 1 –
M: smallest number of modules recruited in any subtask, and S:
sum of all module numbers) and compared between TUG and
TUGC using a paired t-test. To examine whether the cognitive
distractive task affected motor module structure, TUG and TUGC
modules were compared using Pearson’s correlation coefficients.
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Results and Discussion
Young adults recruited a small number of structurally similar
motor modules across TUG subtasks. Subjects recruited 3-5
motor modules in each subtask (avg 5.3±0.8; Fig. 1a) that were
structurally similar across subtasks, illustrated by their high
generalization (Fig. 1b). These results suggest that young adults
draw upon a small library of motor modules to execute basic
actions, such as plantarflexion and stabilization, that are required
of walking, turning, and chair transfers. Based on our prior work
examining walking and balance [1,2], we expect that motor
impaired populations will recruit more task-specific modules
across TUG subtasks, contributing to their reduced mobility.
Motor module structure was not affected by concurrent
performance of a cognitive task. Neither performance time
(t=-1.84,p=0.10) or motor module number (Fig 1c) differed in
TUG vs. TUGC. Further, motor modules recruited in TUG vs.
TUGC were strongly correlated (Fig. 1d) and generalization

Figure 1: (a) Motor module number in TUG subtasks, (b) Percentage
of unique motor modules recruited during TUG and TUGC, (c) Change
in motor module number with addition of cognitive task (TUG-TUGC),
(d) Similarity in motor module structure between TUG and TUGC.
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Introduction
Thermoregulation is a vital function of the nervous system in
response to cold or heat stress. Previous studies have
demonstrated that foot temperature can significantly increase
from pre- to post locomotor activity [1, 2]. Though these
temperature fluctuations may not be a problem for healthy
individuals, negative consequences may arise for individuals that
are unable to properly thermoregulate, such as foot ulcer
formations in patients with diabetes [3].
Shear forces have been proposed as potentially having a
direct influence in foot temperature responses during walking.
Technical challenges associated in measuring shear have
hampered further research [4], where adjacent segments within
the foot can experience simultaneous opposing shear forces that
cannot be measured through a standard force plate. Recent
studies utilizing custom shear-sensing force plates have revealed
the influence of shear on temperature responses within localized
regions of the foot [5]. Another method of potentially exploring
this relationship is through curved-path walking, which has been
shown to have higher magnitudes of shear compared to straight
line walking [6]. Toe-walking on a standard force plate, in
particular, may be one method of exploring the shear-thermal
relationship while reducing the presence of opposing shear forces
from adjacent segments within the foot.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the thermal
response of the foot to varying magnitudes of shear forces during
barefoot curved-path toe-walking. Due to the mechanical
requirement of the task, greater shear forces were expected when
turning with a smaller radius, and greater shear was expected on
the external foot compared to the internal foot [6]. It was
hypothesized that foot temperature increase would be related to a
greater shear force. It was also hypothesized that the external
foot, due to greater shear forces, would experience higher
temperature increase compared to the internal foot.

trial. The LME analysis was thus performed on ΔT as a function
of the accumulated shear impulse.

Figure 1: Resultant shear impulse (extrapolated to the 5 minute
a
a) a a
ca
ed c
e e
T (Fig. A, p <
0.001) and fore
T (F . B, < 0.001). A ea e e
T
to shear was found for the forefoot (where shear forces were
presumably encountered during toe walking) compared to the entire
foot, indicated by the greater slope of the regression line. Walking data
were obtained from external (x) and internal (o) limbs, as well as the
three different radii: 1.0m (blue), 1.5m (red), and 2.0m (green).

Results and Discussion
Curved-path walking with smaller radius of curvature increased
the magnitude of shear impulse (p < 0.0001) and increased ΔT of
the entire foot (p < 0.01) and forefoot region (p < 0.01). In support
of our hypothesis, shear impulse was positively associated with
entire foot ΔT (p < 0.001), and forefoot ΔT (p < 0.001), in which
every unit of increase in shear impulse (normalized to body
weight) increased the entire foot and forefoot temperature by 0.08
°C and 0.14 °C, respectively (Figure 1). Also consistent with our
hypothesis, the external foot experienced greater ΔT in both the
entire foot (p < 0.01) and forefoot region (p < 0.01). Our findings
about shear-temperature relationships are consistent with a prior
study that used a specialized shear-sensing force plate [5].

Methods
14 retroreflective markers were placed on the feet to quantify
motion. 18 healthy subjects (9 females) walked barefeet, on their
toes for 5 minutes at a speed of 1.0 m/s in three radii of curvature
(1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 m in a randomized order). A ground-mounted
force plate (AMTI) was used to estimate magnitudes of mediallateral and anterior-posterior shear forces encountered at the foot.
Immediately before and after each trial of walking, we obtained
thermal imaging data to quantify changes in foot temperature
(ΔT). Using a software (FLIR ResearchIR), we manually traced
thermal images with outline of the entire foot, as well as the
forefoot region (encapsulating the toes, the first and fifth
metatarsal heads). Each trial was separated by 20 minutes of rest.
To compare shear force and ΔT across various radii and
between feet, a two-factor repeated measures ANOVA was used.
A linear mixed effects (LME) model analysis was used to
determine the relationship between shear and ΔT (α=0.05). In
order to account for ground contact time, shear impulse (integral
of shear force) was extrapolated to the entirety of the 5-minute

Significance
Using readily available standard force plate, we found a direct
link between shear-thermal relationships within the foot. This
study may provide a rationale for using turning gait as a simple
assessment tool in predicting an individuals’ susceptibility to foot
temperature elevation due to shear forces, which may inform
future diagnoses and/or prevention strategies for diabetic ulcer
formations [3].
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mall lope , a ell a in e media e peed and high lope , and
e e malle fo he fa e peed and le el lope (Fig e 1b).
Thi
gge
ha he in- e ie ela ici of he BFlh ma allo
fo app eciable deco pling be een m cle and MTU leng h , in
con a
o o h po he i . Th , f nc ionall , he in- e ie
compliance of p o imal m c la e ma no al a ac a a
in h man d ing alking and nning. Recen e pe imen al
o k on he h man a
la e ali (VL) ma f he ppo hi
claim d ing he pe iod hen he VL a ac i e d ing nning,
VL fa cicle emained app o ima el i ome ic hile he MTU
leng hened, a ib able o ei he e ie ela ici o change in
penna ion [3]. In all, he deco pling of BFlh m cle f om MTU
e ob e ed d ing locomo ion condi ion indica e ha in- e ie
compliance of he ham ing g o p ma ha e eal, napp ecia ed
f nc ional implica ion fo h man mo emen , pa ic la l nde
condi ion of high load.

Introduction
The field of ne omechanic c en ie i ha e e ial
mammal lo e limb e hibi a p o imal o di al mo pholog
g adien
p o imal join ha e long pa allel m cle fa cicle
i h ho , iff endon , hile di al join ha e ho penna e
m cle fa cicle and long, complian endon [1]. Ho e e ,
i hin h man he e en o hich in- e ie compliance (i.e.
endon and apone o e ) of p o imal m cle- endon ni
(MTU ) infl ence m cle and join mechanic ha no been
di ec l q an ified d ing locomo ion. Thi in- e ie compliance
ha implica ion fo he e on he fo ce-leng h c e a m cle
ope a e and h i fo ce gene a ion. We in e iga ed he
co pling of l a o nd-mea ed bicep femo i longhead (BFlh)
m cle eloci ie and OpenSim-gene a ed BFlh MTU eloci ie
ac o diffe en biomechanical demand (i.e. peed and lope )
o e he h po he i ha BFlh m cle eloci ie o ld be highl
po i i el co ela ed i h MTU eloci ie , a e pec ed f om lo
BFlh in- e ie compliance ac o all locomo o demand .

Significance
Thi i he fi di ec e pe imen al mea emen of BFlh m cle
leng h d ing locomo ion in h man . The ob e ed deco pling
infl ence of BFlh e ie ela ici a high load gge : 1) e ie
ela ici of p o imal m cle ho ld be ca ef ll econ ide ed
in m c lo kele al model of mo emen , 2) he concep of
m cle- endon ning in ela ic e o kele on de ign a he ankle
ma al o be ef l a he hip, 3) p o imal join ma gene a e
fo ce a lo e , mo e economical eloci ie han p e io l
eali ed, and (4) ince in af al fibe ma be deco pled f om
mo emen of he en i e m cle- endon, he p op iocep i e
pa h a of p o imal m cle ho ld be f he e plo ed.

Methods
One heal h pa icipan (28
, 74.3 kg) comple ed 2 min e
ial a 26 alking and nning peed- lope combina ion in a
andomi ed o de , i h mo ion cap e, g o nd eac ion fo ce ,
and B-mode l a o nd da a collec ed d ing he la 20 econd
of each ial. The peed collec ed e e alking a 1.25 and 2.0
m/ , a ell a
nning a 2.0 and 3.25 m/ . The lope collec ed
e e 15% g ade in 5% g ade inc emen . We did no collec he
3.25 m/ condi ion a +15% and -15% g ade. BFlh m cle
leng h
e e mea ed a he p od c of e apola ed handacked fa cicle leng h and co ine of penna ion angle. BFlh
MTU eloci ie and join momen
e e calc la ed
ing
OpenSim. A Pea on co ela ion coefficien q an ified co pling
be een MTU and m cle eloci ie o e he en i e gai c cle [2].
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Results and Discussion
Load on he BFlh (app o ima ed b peak hip e en ion momen )
e e gene all la ge
i h fa e peed and mo e e eme
incline (Fig e 1a). Co ela ion be een BFlh m cle and MTU
eloci ie e e gene all la ge fo he lo e
alking peed a

(a)
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Figure 1: (a) Peak hip e en ion momen and (b) Co ela ion of BFlh m cle and MTU eloci ie ac o
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Introduction
Augmentation-based exoskeletons have traditionally addressed
the biomechanics behind steady-state locomotion and repetitive
tasks; however, rapid and transient human motion has rarely been
studied. As environments become more dynamic, so does the
type of movement exhibited by the user [1]. Previous work in
steady-state walking, running, and sprinting has been a reliable
foundation to analyze more targeted, reactive movements. These
existing analyses do not address or quantify the kinematic and
kinetic behavior employed in quick response time and dynamic
movements in all directions, which will be this work’s main
contribution [2].
This study investigates the biomechanics in escaping threats,
or quickly dodging starting from rest. Quantifying this behavior
can aid in controlling an agility-enhancing exoskeleton by
providing information about user intent and actuation profiles.

Table 1: Design requirements were found for each limb. Absolute peak
values are annotated.

Trailing Limb

Hip
Knee
Ankle

Peak Torque
(Nm/kg)

Peak Speed
(deg/s)

Peak Torque
(Nm/kg)

Peak Speed
(deg/s)

1.11
1.93
2.96

175
373
619

2.19
1.17
2.33

402
390
620

Referring to the peak torques, the dominant limb during quick,
transient motions is the trailing limb, where the knee and ankle
contribute more than the hip. Regarding joint speeds, the leading
limb was uniformly the fastest. These discoveries provide vital
information when designing an agility-enhancing exoskeleton by
providing peak torque and speed information, and contribute to
the understanding of rapid, short movements to assist people in
escaping real-world environmental threats. Future work includes
completing the experiment and analyzing the 7 other directions.

Methods
Subjects provide written informed consent for this study that was
approved by the Georgia Institute of Technology Institutional
Review Board. An experiment is being conducted where
subjects, beginning at rest, must escape a pre-defined circle (r =
80 in.) in randomly-chosen directions (8 directions at 45°
increments) given a visual instruction, shown in Figure 1. Ground
reaction forces and lower limb motion are measured with six
force plates (Bertec, Columbus, Ohio, USA) and motion capture
(Vicon, Oxford Metric, Oxford, UK).

Significance
This work quantifiably distinguishes kinematic and kinetic
behaviors for quick movements from steady-state locomotions
and further diversifies what the field traditionally knows about
the biomechanics of various locomotion. This effort will heavily
contribute to the design of agility-enhancing exoskeletons for use
in unstructured environments with dynamic, quick assistances.
Acknowledgments
This research is supported by NSF National Robotics Initiative
1830498, NSF Traineeship Program 1545287.

Results and Discussion
The forward escaping motion (0° direction) was examined for
three subjects who exhibited similar escape strategies. The escape
strategy is the trailing limb swinging back, making foot contact,
and then pushing off. The leading limb swings forwards, makes
foot contact, and pushes off. Joint kinematics and kinetics were
determined using OpenSim v4.1 and normalized by weight [3].
Figure 2 illustrates subjects’ hip, knee, and ankle kinetic results
for the trailing limb throughout the described escape strategy. 0%
corresponds to when the visual instruction is given and 100%
corresponds to the trailing limb’s push-off for escaping after the
first step. Peak moments and joint speeds, shown in Table 1, were
determined during the escape strategy for each limb.

Figure 1: Subjects escape in the direction given in
the visual instruction. 0° is annotated here.

Leading Limb
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Figure 2: Trailing limb joint moments were found during escape cycle, which is from when visual
instruction is given (VI), to swing until foot contact (FC), to push-off (PO) for trailing limb.
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Introduction
Traditional manual wheelchairs commonly place the axle of the
push rims directly below the user’s shoulders. This setup requires
users to repetitively move their shoulders through low angles of
arm elevation to propel the chair. Concerningly, recent research
has found that the subacromial space is smaller in these lower
ranges of shoulder elevation compared to higher angles of
elevation [1]. Reduced subacromial space may compress the
rotator cuff tendons, leading to subsequent tendon degeneration,
and development of shoulder pain or rotator cuff tears.
A theorized optimal push rim placement would require the
push rim to be placed such that the top dead center of the rim is
anterior to the user’s shoulder [2]. In a traditional wheelchair, this
push rim placement requires the drive wheel to be placed anterior
to the user’s center of mass, creating posterior instability of the
chair. A new wheelchair design - the ergonomic wheelchair decouples the push rim from the drive wheel, so the push rim can
be placed independently without altering stability of the chair.
The purpose of this study is to determine how shoulder
kinematics and subacromial compression are affected by the
wheelchair push rim position.

Results and Discussion
No differences were found in shoulder kinematics across push
rim positions. These findings indicate that the theorized optimal
anterior push rim position does not alter shoulder kinematics
compared to the standard position or even a position in which the
push rim is placed posterior to the user’s center of mass.
However, there were no constraints on hand placement on the
push rim. Therefore, rather than altering shoulder kinematics
across push rim positions, participants may have altered their
push angle - or the arc that the hand travels on the push rim.
Despite non-signficiant results and potential changes in push
angle, the anterior push rim position generally had more
humerothoracic and glenohumeral flexion and less scapular
anterior tilt than the standard or posterior positions. Increased
flexion and decreased anterior tilt may increase the subacromial
space and reduce rotator cuff compression [1,3].
These results reflect the propulsion techniques used by a
small number of individuals who are not full-time manual
wheelchair users. Upcoming collection will include individuals
with SCI who are full-time manual wheelchair users.
Additionally, the subacromial space will be quantitatively
analysed - using the minimum distance between the
coracoacromial arch and the supraspinatus as well as the
magnitude of compression when it occurs - through 2D/3D shape
matching of subject specific MR bone models on biplane
radiography captured during propulsion. This additional data
collection will increase our power to detect differences across
push rim positions, and the assessment of subacromial space will
provide more specific insight into rotator cuff tendon
compression than kinematics alone.

Figure 1: Prototype of the ergonomic wheelchair

Methods
Thus far, data have been collected on four participants without
spinal cord injury (SCI) who are not full-time manual wheelchair
users. Upper extremity and trunk motion during wheelchair
propulsion were captured using an 8-camera Vicon optical
motion capture system. The variables of interest were:
humerothoracic flexion and abduction; glenohumeral flexion,
abduction, and axial rotation; and scapulothoracic internal
rotation, upward rotation, and tilt. Data were collected using a
custom wheelchair simulator that allowed for individualized
placement of the push rims and individualized resistance to
replicate the expected amount of inertia the user would
experience while propelling overground. The simulator allowed
participants to propel without moving out of the capture volume,
and a hand switch was used to idenifty hand-to-push rim contact.
Shoulder motions were collected during 10 propulsion
cycles in each of the three push rim positions: standard (push rim
axle directly below the shoulder), anterior (the theoretical optimal
position with the push rim axle anterior to the shoulder), and
posterior (push rim axle posterior to the shoulder). For each push
rim position, the middle three propulsion cycles were averaged
and analysed at three points: initial hand-to-push rim contact,
hand at top dead center, and push rim release. Data were analysed
using two-way repeated measures ANOVAs.

Significance
Over 60% of individuals who use manual wheelchairs as their
primary mode of mobility report having shoulder pain [4].
Shoulder pain can be devastating for these individuals, as they
rely on their upper extremities for critical activities, including
wheelchair propulsion. Thus, the design of manual wheelchairs
should be updated to protect the user’s upper extremities. The
results of this study will help guide the redesign of future
wheelchairs by describing shoulder kinematics, and eventually
subacromial space, while using multiple push rim positions.
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1

Metabolic Cost (W/kg)

Introduction
Human locomotion on sand requires a higher gross metabolic
cost than over hard terrain, however, to date, little has been done
to quantify these energetic differences in a laboratory setting [1].
Typically, this metabolic penalty is attributed to the dissipation
of mechanical energy into the sand itself during stance, and the
added metabolic power required by the muscle-tendon units
(MTU ) in the human leg to overcome this extra power
requirement [1,2]. As such, this study aimed to quantify the
energetic effects of locomotion in sand through the use of a
comparative hopping study as a simplification of bouncing gaits.
It has been shown that energy consumption of human hopping on
hard ground follows a U-shaped relationship, with an energetic
minimum between 2.5-2.8 Hz [3]. Due to its highly nonlinear,
non-newtownian behaviour, the energy dissipated in a loading
cycle on sand depends on the magnitude and rate of the applied
ground reaction force as well as the kinematics and surface
geometry of the foot. This makes it difficult to predict how
metabolic cost of hopping changes on sand. Here, we pose the
null hypothesis that hopping in sand would yield a consistent
metabolic penalty, shifting the cost up by a fixed amount over a
range of frequencies.

Metabolic Cost Sand (W/kg)
Metabolic Cost Hard (W/kg)

14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
2.1

2.3

2.5

2.7
2.9
3.1
3.3
3.5
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 1: Graph showing metabolic power (W/kg) and frequency
relationship for hopping in hard ground and sand. We found a
consistent relative increase in metabolic power of 50.1 ± 12% across
participants for frequencies from 2.2 Hz to 3.2 Hz

value of approximately 2.8 Hz. Participants reported increased
difficulty in trials at 2.2 Hz due to longer ground contact times
allowing for significant sinkage and energy dissipation into the
sand before the next flight phase. Participants also reported
increased sense of effort at 3.2 Hz due to difficulty in achieving
a flight phase at all. In this case, brief stance times were not long
enough to drive the foot surface into the granular substrate and
gain upward momentum. The sinkage time was found to be a
constant 0.11± 0.14s across frequencies.

Methods
Two male participants (mean ± SD, age = 21.5 ± 0.7 yr, height =
1.82 ± 0.07 m, mass = 80 ± 17 kg) completed two sessions of 4
trails, one on hard ground and one on. Participants were asked to
hop to a metronome at four different frequencies (2.2, 2.5, 2.8,
and 3.2 Hz), to preferred heights. Gross metabolic power was
measured using indirect calorimetry, while hopping frequency
and center of mass position were measured using motion capture.
Each trial lasted 4.5 minutes, with each ground condition tested
on a separate day in order to to minimize fatigue effects due to
the physically demanding nature of the protocol. Metabolic data
were averaged over the last minute of each trial. The order of
conditions and frequencies was randomized. Hard ground
hopping was perfomed over a split belt instrumented treadmill,
and sand hopping was performed over a custom built sand pit.
The sand pit uses dry, loose packed poppy seeds as simulated
sand, and allows for self-leveling through a combination of pivot
enabled shaker panels that push the sand back toward the middle
of the testbed, and airflow to maintain a constant sand depth.

Additionally, we found that the best fit metabolic cost curve for
sand displayed a constant increase of approximately 50.1 ± 12%
from hard ground across frequencies. This is consistent with the
initial findings of Lejeune et al, who reported approximate energy
expenditure increases of 60% for running on a sand track [1].
Flight time remained consistent across ground conditions for
each frequency, (SD ±0.092s), indicating that hop height from
rest across conditions was fairly consistent. Thus, the offset may
be due to increased muscle activation to overcome excess
dissipation while maintaining comparable flight times across
variable terrain.
Significance
This experimental protocol is the first frequency-based analysis
of the comparative energetics of hopping for sand versus hard
ground. It outlines the first step toward the development of a
generalized energetic relationship for bouncing gait over
complex media. Through this study we begin to develop a more
complete understanding of the metabolic effects of locomotion
over complex, non-linear substrates. These insights can now be
leveraged to design wearable devices that are better suited to
real- orld use over challenging terrain.

Results and Discussion
We found a U-shaped metabolic curve for the hard ground trials,
in agreement with literature (Figure 1; [3]). A quadratic fit to the
metabolic data revealed a minimum in metabolic power at 2.7 Hz.
This agrees with the findings of Farris et al. which showed that
intermediate hopping frequencies values between 2.5-2.8 Hz
allow for the lowest level of metabolic power.
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Analogous to the hard ground trials, we also found that hopping
on sand followed a similar U-shaped curve, with a minimum
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Predicting Human Bouncing Behavior from
Trajectory Optimization of Minimal Models
Zachary W. Mercer and Christian Hubicki

I. I NTRODUCTION

x105

II. M ETHODS
A. Muscle Models
We want to create a general muscle model that can be
applied to a variety of specific tasks, constraints, and objectives. Our muscle model is based on a modified HillType structure utilizing a unidirectional contractile element
with parallel damping and elasticity in series with an elastic
element. This muscle model is structured as the plantar flexor
in a 2D bouncing task. We vary the mass of the model to
observe trends in optimal bouncing frequency.
B. Locomotion Task Model
Human bouncing, i.e. hopping without flight [2], is a simple
yet highly constrained movement making it well-suited for
generalized analysis. By developing a bouncing optimization
problem, we create an optimal control model which can be
compared to published human data. Specifically, we task our
model to bounce at a series of prescribed frequencies (ranging
from 0.5-3 Hz). The optimization solves for the most costefficient actuation strategy that bounces at the commanded
frequency. Here we analyze the trends in costs as functions
of frequency and further pinpoint optimal bouncing strategies
which we can compare to human data.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
We implemented a reduced-order muscle model and commanded it to perform a simple bouncing task. Trajectory
optimization solved for optimal control strategies over a set

0.96 Hz

1.84 Hz

1.32 Hz

2

Bouncing Cost

Robotic assistive devices hold enormous promise for augmenting and rehabilitating human locomotion (e.g. exoskeletons). However, existing control techniques are heavily dependent on human-in-the-loop optimization [1]. We seek a
modeling-driven approach for predicting how human behavior will adapt to forcing from external devices - thereby
enabling model-based exoskeleton control. Specifically, we
take a reduced-order modeling approach in an effort to find
a generalizable framework that is less dependent on subjectspecific parameters. This work investigates the efficacy of a
variety of minimialistic math models and objective functions
of reproducing experimental human behaviors under external
forcings. Using trajectory optimization techniques, we systematically examine the effects of differing objectives and
mechanical properties on the optimal strategies for completing
a model task: human bouncing.

Minimum-cost Frequency

Bouncing task
model

Kp D p
CE

Lp

Doubled mass
Nominal mass

1

Halved mass

Ks

Ls

0
1

2

Frequency (Hz)
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Fig. 1: (Left) Energetic cost of the bouncing model across
frequencies. (Right) A schematic of the bouncing model.
of prescribed frequencies and with various changes in physical characteristics (e.g. added external mass). Specifically,
the optimization solved for control strategies that minimized
energetic cost (“force-squared cost” in presented result). The
minimum-cost frequencies indicate the optimal bouncing strategy for each physical parameter set (e.g. added mass). In
the presented results, increasing the body mass consequently
shifted optimal bouncing to lower frequencies - a behavior
observed qualitatively in human bouncing [2].
IV. S IGNIFICANCE
These preliminary results validate a reduced-order model
capable of predicting optimal actuation patterns for human
movement tasks. This simple model can be freely modified to
include external forcing devices (e.g. controlled exoskeletons),
with the intention to guide future research into engineering
assistive devices aiding human locomotion.
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Results and Discussion
Because speed was prescribed, essentially all transitions of every
magnitude exhibited divergence in speed, as expected. This was
not true for step period and length. As transition magnitude
increased, the percentage of transitions that diverged in both step
period and length increased (p < 0.001, Fig. 2). For small
transitions, three divergence behaviors were observed: (1) step
period diverged in most transitions, with fewer instances of step
length divergence; (2) the converse was true; and (3) divergence
in step period and length occurred roughly equally. For large
transitions, divergence in both step period and length occurred
overwhelmingly. These divergence rates varied across subjects (p
< 0.001). Thus, both transition magnitude and subject preference
influenced divergence behavior.
Small, medium and large transitions resulted in medians of
approximately 0, 1, and 2 steps to converge for step period and
length and 2, 3, and 3 for speed. At all magnitudes, speed required
a greater number of steps to converge compared to step period
and length (p < 0.001). The transition magnitude fixed effect
slope was significant (p < 0.001). Across subjects, the effect of
transition magnitude on steps to converge for all parameters
varied significantly (p < 0.05), but all subjects exhibited positive
trends with increasing magnitude. So, there is likely a
relationship with increasing transition magnitude and steps to
converge.

Introduction
Constant speed walking has been rigorously investigated, but
healthy humans often walk in short bouts, transitioning between
speeds [1]. Starting, stopping [2] and walking to running
transitions [3] have been studied, but little is known regarding
walking speed transitions and the effect of speed transition
magnitude on transition behavior. This work quantified
spatiotemporal behavior (step period, length, and speed) in
walking speed transitions. We hypothesized that the transition
magnitude affects whether divergence occurs only in step period,
only in step length, or in both step period and length (H1) and
that the transition magnitude affects the number of steps required
to perform the transition (H2).
Methods
10 male and 13 female healthy adults (18 to 62 years old, height
163.5 ± 34.4 cm, mass 67.6 ± 11.7 kg) walked on a split-belt,
instrumented treadmill at five height-normalized speeds spanning
a comfortable walking range (about 1.2 to 1.6 m/s) for one minute
each. They then performed ten speed transition trials, in which
they walked on the treadmill as it transitioned between the five
speeds for a total of 20 transitions. Every 17 steps the treadmill
accelerated to the post-transition speed during single support.
Three steps prior, subjects were notified of the post-transition
speed via a bar chart.
When analyzing the data, to allow for transition behavior
after notification but before the speed change, the notification
step was step 0, speed change step 3, and so on (Fig. 1). The mean
and standard deviation were calculated from the five steps prior
to notification to quantify the pre- and post-transition converged
states. Independent-sample t-tests were used to determine if the
pre- and post-transition converged means were significantly
different, indicating that divergence occurred for a given
parameter. Number of steps to converge was calculated by
subtracting the diverged step (in which the parameter value was
beyond two standard deviations of the pre-transition mean) from
the converged step (first of three consecutive steps in which the
parameter values were within two standard deviations of the posttransition mean). Linear mixed effect models were used to test
the significance of transition magnitude on parameter divergence
and steps to convergence with fixed and per-subject random
effect slopes. Transitions were also grouped into small, medium,
and large magnitude categories for qualitative comparisons.

Figure 2 Percentage of small and large transitions that diverged in step
period and/or length. The overlap between transitions that diverged in
both step period and length increased with increasing transition
magnitude (p < 0.001).

Significance
This work begins to address the question: what biomechanical
behaviors do healthy humans exhibit when transitioning between
speeds? Beyond the fundamental understanding gained by
pursuing this query, knowledge of desired healthy gait transitions
could be applied to improve rehabilitation and assistive
technologies for correcting gait impairments.
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Figure 1 Representative plot of one speed transition showing the
average speed (circles), pre- and post-transition means (solid lines), and
two standard deviations surrounding the means (dashed lines).
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Introduction
With the accelerated timeline for NASA s Artemis program,
Lunar analog environments are being developed at Johnson
Space Center to provide high fidelity extravehicular activity
(EVA) simulations and to enable engineering evaluations. The
Neutral Buoyancy Lab (NBL) simulates lunar gravity by altering
buoyancy and adding weight to subjects underwater to achieve
the equivalent ground reaction force of 1/6-G. Another
environment, the Active Response Gravity Offload System
(ARGOS), uses a computer controlled overhead suspension
system programmed to continuously offload a percentage of a
s bjec s eigh to simulate partial gravity. The aim of this study
is to compare gait characteristics between the EVA training
facilities using wireless inertial measurement units (IMUs).

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the summarized percent gait cycle between
testing environments. Table 1 shows the overall gait speed and
the averaged trunk tilt angle in the sagittal plane during walking.
Figure 2: Comparison of
percent
gait
cycles
including initial swing,
swing phase, and stance
phase between the EVA
training facilities (red: 1-G
ground,
blue:
1/6-G
ARGOS, green: 1/6-G
NBL).
Table 1: Comparison of gait speed and trunk tilt angle.

Methods
A subject performed walking tasks in 3 environments: (1) 1-G
ground with scuba mask; (2) 1/6-G NBL with scuba equipment;
(3) 1/6-G ARGOS with the Mark III spacesuit. The subject was
assisted with donning 3 Opal IMUs (APDM, USA); 1 on the
chest and 2 on the lateral sides of both ankles. For the NBL
environment each IMU was inserted in a GoPro waterproof
housing and affixed to the subject using an elasticated strap.
Before going underwater, the subject walked a measured distance
of 10 meters at a self-selected speed on the pool deck (Figure 1).
Data were collected at 120 Hz, and the middle 6 meters were
analyzed. The subject was then equipped with diving gear and
then descended underwater with diver assistance in weighing out
subjects to 1/6-G. Once adapted to the 1/6-G weigh-out subjects
executed a 10-meter walk on the pool floor at a depth of 12
meters. In the 1/6-G ARGOS environment, 3 IMUs were
positioned to the same body segments while wearing the Mark III
spacesuit attached to ARGOS via a modified Extravehicular
Mobility Unit (EMU) gimbal. Due to the confined testing area,
ambulation was performed on a treadmill at 2.0 mph speed for 1
minute and 10 steps were collected in the middle of the trial.
The peaks and troughs of the angular velocity waveform in
the sagittal plane (measured from both ankle IMUs) have been
associated with specific gait events [1]. Using detected gait
events, we segmented the sagittal plane angular velocities into
right and left strides (i.e., heel-strike to heel-strike), averaged the
segmented gait stride, and normalized to percent gait cycle to
compare gait performance between testing environments [2]. The
chest IMU measured the torso tilt angle in the sagittal plane [3].
The chest IMU also used to calculate the gait speed [4].

Variable
Gait speed (mph)
Trunk tilt angle (degree)

1-G ground
2.3 (preferred)
6.0

1/6-G ARGOS
2.0 (prescribed)
3.1

1/6-G NBL
0.9 (preferred)
18.7

The differences in gait strategy found in 1/6-G NBL walking
(e.g., forward trunk lean, increased swing phase, reduced gait
speed) confirmed the expectation of gait adaptation to increased
movement resistance because of underwater drag. At ARGOS,
subjects displayed more erect upper bodies and shortened initial
swing phases that may be the result of a more realistic 1/6-G
environment than NBL. The added support from the offloading
system and/or the treadmill could also be contributing factors.
The subject did show the same proportions of swing and
stance phases between the 1-G ground and 1/6-G ARGOS
conditions. In our previous work with a preceding system, the
Partial Gravity Simulator (POGO), an unsuited subject in
simulated 1/6-G offload displayed a shorter stance phase than that
in 1-G offload that may indicate that the unsuited body may have
been relying on the vertical offload forces to assist their upward
movement and not producing the necessary propulsive forces in
the forward direction [5]. In this study, the increased propulsive
force because of the resistance to lower-limb movements of
the pressurized suit may be related to the increased stance phase
in the ARGOS environment.
Significance
Walking and exploring will be one of the most common tasks
during Lunar EVAs for the Artemis program. These Lunar EVA
simulations and analog environments enable us to provide
potential for developing training protocols and improve the
current knowledge of testing environments and limitations in
suited Lunar EVAs.
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Figure 1: (left) 1-G ground with scuba mask, (middle) 1/6-G NBL with
scuba equipment, (right) 1/6-G ARGOS with the Mark III spacesuit.
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Introduction
Both aging and hip osteoarthritis (OA) can reduces gait efficiency
[1-3]. Consequences may include reduced activity levels to
conserve energy and minimize fatigue [4-6]. Only 30% of people
who have hip osteoarthritis meet physical activity
recommendations[7]. Thus, it is important to understand how hip
OA associated factors affect the efficiency of gait so that more
effective rehabilitation strategies to improve physical activity for
this group. The purpose of this study was to determines how gait
efficiency is influenced by step length asymmetry in older
women with hip OA. We hypothesized that people with hip OA
have statistically significant step length asymmetry which is
associated with worse mechanical energy exchange and higher
oxygen consumption during walking. We also explored
interrelationships among these factors.

cost was not statistically significantly correlated with mechanical
energy exchange (R=0.24, p=0.347) or SI (R= 0.18, p=0.481).

Figure 1: More symmetric step lengths were associated
with better mechanical energy

Methods
Subjects: Participants gave informed consent to participate in this
IRB approved study. 17 women with hip OA (age 59.2±8.6, and
BMI 30.6±6.3) were included in the study. Data collection and
processing: Gait analysis was conducted using standard methods.
2.5 minutes of walking on a treadmill at each subjects selfselected walking speed was analyzed. Oxygen consumption was
measured at the same time using indirect calorimetry. O2 rate and
O2 cost was extracted from the cardiopulmonary diagnostic
software. Step length was determined by the distance between
two heel markers. We used Symmetry Index (SI): [|XuninvolvedXinvolved|/ Xuninvolved] *100% to determine step length asymmetry
[8]. We extracted center of mass (COM) by the segmental
analysis method [9]. Next, the potential (Ep) and kinetic (Ek)
energy were calculated by the equations: Ep= Mtot 9.81COM (z),
Ek=1/2Mtot (Vx2+Vy2+Vz2) [10]. Finally, mechanical energy
exchange, the percent of center of mass energy recovery was
calculated by the equation: %Recovery= [Δ+Ep+Δ+ Ek-Δ+
Etot]/[Δ+ Ep+Δ+ Ek][11]. %Recovery is the pendulum-like
transfer between Ek and Ep and can be considered a measure of
gait efficiency. Statistical analysis: To test our hypothesis, we
used a one sample T-test to determine whether the symmetry
index was significantly different from 0, and Pearson correlations
to determine whether it was associated with mechanical energy
exchange, O2 rate, and O2 cost during gait. Next, we used Pearson
correlations to evaluate the relationships among mechanical
energy exchange, O2 rate, and O2 cost during gait.

Our hypotheses were partially supported. Statistically
significant step length asymmetry was present in hip OA patients.
This asymmetry was associated with worse mechanical energy
exchange. SI for the step length was significantly lower than the
asymptomatic group that has been evaluated using the same
method (SI=2.89) (p=0.044)[12]. Contrary to our hypothesis,
oxygen consumption (O2 rate and O2 cost) was not related to step
length asymmetry and mechanical energy exchange. However
the O2 rate was close to significance, with a medium effect size.
This was similar to results by Burdett et al.[13], who reported
linear relationships between mechanical work energy exchange
and energy consumption. More research is needed to explore
possible strategies to increase the mechanical energy exchange
by modifying step length asymmetry.
Significance
Gait efficiency may be a barrier to physical activity in people
with hip OA. This study points to a potential rehabilitation
strategy to improve gait efficiency by modifying step length
asymmetry.
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Results and Discussion
SI for the step length was 5.7±5.4 and was statistically
significantly different from zero (p<0.001). Mechanical energy
exchange was 22.3±5.9 %. Higher (more asymmetric) SI for the
step length was statistically significantly correlated with lower
(worse) mechanical energy exchange (R= -0.542, p=0.024) (Fig
1). The O2 rate was 9.6±2.9 ml/kg/min and the O2 cost was 0.3
±0.1 ml/kg/m. However, O2 rate was not statistically
significantly correlated with mechanical energy exchange
(R=0.44, p=0.079) or SI (R= -0.34, p=0.186). Additionally, O2
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increased walking speed because of the CoM velocity redirection
cost unavoidably increasing with the speed increase.
Consequently, e o o e (o zero velocity) but positive
acceleration depending on the walking speed
o ld be one
possible candidate for describing human-walking strategy during
the switching procedure between the single- and double-support
phases.

Introduction
Human walking naturally consists of single- and double-support
phases. Although there have been many studies regarding basic
understanding of each stage, how the two major sequential phases
of walking interact with each other still remains to be clarified.
In this study, we investigated the change in walking strategy with
increasing walking speed on a local reference frame defined with
respect to the direction of a telescoping leg (Fig. 1); we expect
that the telescoping directional outcomes (e.g., force and power)
at the end of a single-support phase change with walking speed
to facilitate the modulation of the push-off work during a doublesupport phase.
Methods
The telescoping directional force and power are calculated using
the compliant walking model shown in Fig. 1 [1,2]. The empirical
human walking data for eight healthy young subjects and the
corresponding model parameters emulating the human data were
used to examine the changing trend of each factor (i.e., force and
power) with the increase in speed.

Figure 2: Telescoping directional (A) force (𝐹 ) and (B) power (𝑃 )
during single-support phase at a walking speed of 1.4 m/s, shown with
four individual components. (C) Telescoping directional force (𝐹 )
and (D) power ( 𝑃 ) at the end of the single-support phase, with
increasing walking speed.

Figure 1: Schematic of the compliant walking model. The human body
was modeled as a simple lumped mass with two massless, telescoping
legs with curved feet. A local reference frame with telescoping and
tangential axes was located at the center of the curved foot (inset).

Significance
This study may contribute to the novel understanding of the
human-walking strategy in terms of the role of the phase
switching in the telescoping direction, and also can be applied to
the clinical measures of walking ability modulating the force
advantage with the speed increase.

Results and Discussion
The telescoping directional force (𝑭 𝒆𝒍𝒆 ) at the end of the singlesupport phase significantly increased with walking speed (Fig.
2C), whereas the telescoping directional power (𝑷 𝒆𝒍𝒆 ) remained
nearly unchanged at zero for the entire range of walking speeds
(Fig. 2D). The positive amount of the telescoping directional
force (𝑭 𝒆𝒍𝒆 ) (i.e., the acceleration force) at the end of the singlesupport phase (Fig. 2A and C) is a certain preparation for the
double-support phase, which can contribute to a larger push-off.
Starting with the supportive acceleration force (i.e., 𝑭𝒂𝒅 ; force
advantage in Fig. 2A and C) in the telescoping direction may help
to efficiently increase the total push-off work during the doublesupport phase in a limited time, when the telescoping directional
center of mass (CoM) velocity at the end of the single-support
phase is nearly zero (i.e., zero power). Morevoer, it is naturally
preferable to have a larger force preparation to reach the
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Introduction
Studies have reported effects of either fatigue or cognitive
demand on gait performance in both young and older adults.
However, the study examining how fatigue and cognitive demand
interact to affect gait balance control is still lacking. Distracted
walking is commonly observed during our daily life and can
happen with the presence of fatigue, especially at the end of work
or sport activity. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
examine how fatigue affects walking balance control with and
without performing a concurrent cognitive task.

(from 7 to 18). From pre- to post-fatigue, a faster gait velocity
(103%) was observed during dual-task walking regardless of age,
p = 0.02, which may be postulated as a strategy to improve
stability since the gait stability was shown reaching the best when
walking at 100-110% of regular velocity [2]. For M-L CoM, we
found an increased body sway at post-fatigue in young but not
older adults regardless of task condition (Figure 2a). Older
participants may have developed adaptability to fatigue, therefore
are less susceptible to the fatiguing protocol. Our findings may
also be reflective of healthy volunteer effect. Lastly, it is possible
that our healthy older adults walked with the body sway closer to
their maximum capacity, thus perturbation could not be
manifested in the form of M-L CoM after fatigue.

Methods
Seventeen young (age: 26.0 ± 5.8) and 17 older (age: 69.5 ± 5.4)
adults were tested. Participants were asked to perform three tasks
in a random order: 1) walking continuously with a self-selected
speed, 2) performing a 3-back task while seated, and 3) walking
and concurrently performing the 3-back task (Figure 1). During
the 3-back test, participants were required to identify the repeated
number that was presented three digits before in the sequence of
random numbers. Each task lasted for two minutues and these
tasks were performed again immediately after finishing a fatigue
protocol. A 12-camera motion analysis system was used to record
the whole body movement during walking.
A repetitive sit-to-stand (STS) task was selected as the
fatiguing protocol [1]. Participants were asked to sit on a regular
wooden chair without armrest and perform repetitive STS
movements at their comfortable and fixed paces up to 30 minutes.
The fatiguing protocol was terminated when 1) participants
cannot continue due to exhaustion, 2) when the movement
frequency fell below prescribed pace after encouragement, or 3)
after raeching 30 minutes. Rating of perceived exertion (RPE)
and maximal isokinetic contraction of right knee extensor were
examined using a Borg Scale 6-20 scale and a dynamometer,
respectively, before and after the fatiguing protocol.
Outcome variables included 1) the medial-lateral center of
mass displacement during a gait cycle (M-L CoM), 2) gait
velocity, and 3) accuracy and reaction time of 3-back. A 3-way
mixed-effect ANOVA was used for statistical analysis with
Group (age), Fatigue and Task (single vs. dual) as factors. α = .05.

Figure 2: Changes in M-L CoM (a) and reaction time (b) from
pre-fatigue to post-fatigue among two age groups (mean ±
SEM).
The older adults also improved their cognitive function after
fatigue (Figure 2b). The result maybe attributed, in part, to
learning effect. The differential changes between older and
young adults may be speculated from neural substrates for
activity-elicited activation, in which older adults dominantly
recruit frontopolar area (excitatory) after exercise instead of
DLPFC (inhibitory) in young adults [3].
Significance
We found that 1) older adults improve reaction time from prefatigue to post-fatigue while maintaining the mediolateral body
sway, 2) balance control in young adults become deteriorated at
post-fatigue and 3) fatigue effects are not exacerbated during
dual-task condition. The results could serve as a scientific
evidence and point out another prospective when it comes to
prevention of fall accidents in workers whose job requires high
physical and/or mental demand.

Figure 1: Illustration of dual-task walking (walking task + 3-back test).
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Results and Discussion
No significant age-group differences were found for the fatiguing
protocol performance in terms of the fatiguing duration (19.2
mins), muscle strength reduction (18%), and increase in RPE
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Introduction
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) experience
obesity at an increased rate (30.4%) compared to controls with
neurotypical development (NT; 23.6%) [1]. With the prevalence
of ASD increasing to 1 in every 59 children, [2] further research
is needed to identify methods aimed at decreasing obesity rates
and increasing physical activity in this population. Treadmill
(TM) implementation may be a viable option to do so, as previous
findings suggest, metabolic requirements were 23% higher in TM
walking than overground (OG) walking [3]. However, literatue
examining gait mechanics while on a TM in children with ASD
is lacking. Specifically, investigating tripping risk or other
adverse gait-related events to assess safety and efficacy of TMuse before metabolic measures can be considered. Thus, the
purpose of this study was to examine lower extremity (LE)
tripping descriptors in children with ASD during OG and TM
walking conditions compared to NT controls. It was hypothesized
that significant differences will not be identified in the ASD
population between OG and TM conditions.

Results and Discussion
Mean and standard deviation values are displayed in Figure 1.
Findings suggest that all ASD and NT individuals displayed more
statistically significant differences between OG and TM
conditions. Notably, TC in both limbs was signifcantly larger
during the TM condition compared to the OG condition for all
participants. Right PKF significantly decreased during TM
condition in three individuals with the exception of one
participant with ASD, who displayed no significant differences
between condtions. Left PKF also significantly decreased during
the TM condition compared to the OG condition for three
participants with the exception of the same ASD participant that
displayed a significant increase.
Though there were significant differences observed in this
study in all participants, no patterns were identified in the ASD
population. This may be due to the heterogenous motor
characteristics of the ASD population [6]. Additionally, the
magnitude of the TC in all participants may not be considered
large enough to increase tripping risk between conditions as no
participant experienced an adverse gait-related event during
actual data collection. Thus, TM use may be a safe option to
implement within the ASD population as an efficient mean of
increasing physical activity without increased tripping risks.
However, a larger sample size of ASD participants with matched
controls needs to be examined to potentially find discernable
patterns and further determine if TM use can be utilized in this
population.

Methods
Two children diagnosed with ASD (1 male [11 yrs], 1 female [10
yrs]) and two age- and sex-matched NT controls were recruited
to participate in this study. Participants were outfitted with
retroreflective markers on their lower extremities then were
instructed to walk over a 10m walkway at a self-selected pace for
12 trials in the OG condition. Afterwards, participants were
instructed to walk on a TM at a self-selected pace for a total of
five-minutes. Three 30s intervals of three-dimensional LE
motion capture data were collected (200 Hz, Vicon Nexus, Ltd.,
Oxford, UK) following the initial minute on the TM. Raw
trajectory data were exported to Visual 3D for processing where
a digital low-pass Butterworth filter was applied (6 Hz). The
M de S a i ic ech i e ( =0.05) [4] was used to test for
statistical significance for tripping descriptors [5]: toe clearance
(TC) and peak knee flexion (PKF) in both limbs. Each variable
was tested during the OG condition versus the TM condition for
each participant.

Significance
Gait mechanics of children with ASD is not fully understood as
current literature has only examined overground walking in this
population. This study adds to the underpinings of how children
with ASD will respond to treadmill walking and asseses the
safety of TM intervention as a means to increase energy
expenditure. Additionally, treadmill walking may result in
reduced obesity rates as well as eliminate the social and physical
barriers associated with this population. On a global scale,
establishng treadmill walking as a safe intervention, will allow
researchers with interdisciplinary concentrations to examine and
understand the social, behavioural, neurological, and clinical
effecs TM walking has on the ASD population.
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Figure 1: TC values displayed for one matched pair. * denotes
significant difference from OG to TM condition; p<0.05.
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group walked with less dorsiflexion, more foot external rotation,
and more pronation during stance compared to the normal group.
But significance in the differences was found only at 5° for the
foot pronation. The normalized EMG of the soleus muscle during
stance increased as the slope angle increased, with significant
differences between 0°, 10°, 15°, and 20° for the limited and
between 0°, 15°, and 20° for the normal group. The limited group
produced significantly higher activity than the normal group at
10° and 15° slopes (Figure 1A).
As hypothesized, the study results show the distinctive gait
pattern from those who have limited dorsiflexion ROM when
walking on inclined surfaces. The more external rotation and
pronation at the moment of max dorsiflexion (late stance phase)
would indicate the compensatory response to their limited
dorsiflexion ROM when walking on inclined surfaces. The more
external rotation at the later phase of stance required the soleus
muscle, which is the main muscle of plantarflexion, to produce
greater activation for forward propulsion.

Introduction
It is known that individuals who have limited dorsiflexion range
of motion of the ankle walk with postural adaptations such as
earlier heel lift to compensate for their limited functional capacity
of their ankle joints (Johanson, et al., 2006).
Such associations have been observed during level walking,
but no research has yet investigated how the dorsiflexion range
would affect the gait pattern during inclined walking. As larger
amount of dorsiflexion is required on inclined surfaces (Leroux,
Fung, & Barbeau, 2002), it is assumed that the effect of limited
dorsiflexion range on gait pattern would be more pronounced
compared to level walking. Thus, the current study was
conducted to investigate the effects of dorsiflexion range on the
gait pattern while walking on inclined surfaces.
Methods
Fifteen healthy young participants participated (mean age =
22.2(±1.9)), and grouped i
Limi ed a ge f m i (ROM)
group (3 females, 5 male ) a d N mal ROM g
(5 females,
3 males) by their passive ankle dorsiflexion range in the WeightBearing Lunge Test (Table 1).
Table 1: Participant information. Mean(±Standard Deviation)
Limited group (n=8)
Normal group (n=8)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

ROM (deg)

170.5(±6.7)
168.6(±12.0)

75.1(±6.4)
58.0(±11.4)

35.1(±2.9)
46.2(±4.6)

Each participant walked on a treadmill at five inclined slopes
(0° (level), 5°, 10°, 15°, and 20°) for 2 minutes each at a selfselected comfortable speed for 20°. During walking, the ankle
joint angles of the dominant leg were quantified by tracking
reflective markers at 200 Hz using a three-dimensional motion
capture system (Optitrack system, USA). The electromyography
(EMG) signals of the soleus muscle were also quantified using a
surface EMG system at 2,000 Hz (Delsys Inc., USA). The order
of the five slopes was randomized between participants.
For each walking trial, the maximum dorsiflexion angle
during stance, and foot external rotation and foot pronation angle
at the moment of maximum dorsiflexion were identified. From
the EMG signals, normalized amplitude (% of the mean
amplitude during level walking) of the soleus muscle during
stance was computed. The joint angle and normalized EMG data
were averaged over 30 gait cycles. Two-way mixed ANOVA and
a pairwise comparison with the Bonferroni correction were
conducted in R (R studio, USA) to compare the variables between
groups and slopes (p<0.05).

Figure 1: Mean (± SD) of normalized EMG of Soleus (A), Max ankle
dorsiflexion angle during stance (B), Foot external rotation angle and
Foot pronation angle at max ankle flexion (C,D) of limited (gray) and
normal (black) group. *significant difference between groups (p<0.05).

Significance
The findings of this study show that the individuals with limited
dorsiflexion ROM altered their foot-ankle postures when walking
on inclined slopes to compensate for their limitation, and it
resulted in the greater activity of the soleus muscle. Such
adaptations imply greater risk for muscle fatigue or
musculoskeletal problems. The results may provide insight into
the development of better walking strategy to prevent injury or
exoskeletons for those with limited capacity of ankle joints.
Further research should be conducted with more participants
and in more various walking conditions to quantitatively evaluate
the risks associated with limited dorsiflexion ROM, and to
propose proper interventions to reduce the risks.

Results and Discussion
The max dorsiflexion angle and the foot external rotation and
pronation angle increased along with the slope angle (Figure 1BD). Significant between-slope differences in the max dorsiflexion
angle were found between 0°, 10°, 15°, and 20° for the limited
ROM group, and between 0°, 10°, and 20° slopes for the normal
ROM group. For foot rotation, significant difference was only
found between 0° and 20° for the limited group. The limited
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Introduction
Ankle joint quasi-stiffness, the slope of the relation between
ankle angle and ankle moment, is an aggregate measure of the
interaction between triceps surae muscle (TS) stiffness and series
elastic Achilles tendon (AT) stiffness [1]. Moreover, activation
can regulate joint quasi-stiffness via changes in TS length-tension
behavior [2]. However, the extent to which known age-related
changes in the structure and functional behavior of the TS and
AT alter ankle joint quasi-stiffness is relatively unknown. We
hypothesized that, due to a more compliant AT [3], older adults
would exhibit lower ankle joint quasi-stiffness than young
during: (i) walking (Experiment 1) and (ii) isolated eccentric
contractions at matched TS muscle activations (Experiment 2).

dual-flexion (p
=0.04), and plantarflexion (p=0.124,
(Fig. 1A)]. Our second experiment, performed at a
matched activation, removed the potential for activationdependent modulation of ankle joint quasi-stiffness that could be
highly prevalent during a functional task such as walking. As
hypothesized, during isolated contractions at a matched
activation, older adults exhibited reduced ankle joint quasistiffness (p
, Fig. 1B), soleus muscle stiffness
(p
, Fig. 1C), and gastrocnemius muscle stiffness
(p
, Fig. 1D). We offer two inter-related
explanations for our findings. First, older adults likely have a
scaled down length-tension curve compared to young adults due
to a reduced capacity for force generation. Accordingly, we
would anticipate a smaller rise in force in older than young adults
across a prescribed range of motion which, thereby, would elicit
reduced stiffness at the individual muscle and ankle joint levels
Second, given evidence of reduced AT stiffness with age [2], the
smaller rise in force may be explained by a smaller tendon force
contribution to total muscle-tendon unit force. Together, our
findings suggest that during normal walking, older adults
increase muscle activation to maintain ankle joint quasi-stiffness.

Methods
For experiment 1, 10 young (23±2 yrs, 66.2±10.4 kg, 1.73±0.10
m, 5M/5F) and 12 older (75±5 yrs, 68.6±11.1 kg, 1.51±0.24 m,
5M/7F) adults walked on an instrumented treadmill at their
preferred walking speed while we recorded lower limb kinetics
and kinematics. We calculated ankle joint quasi-stiffness during
the dorsiflexion, dualflexion, and plantarflexion phases of stance
as the slope of the best fit line on a moment-angle plot (Fig. 1A).
Two-tailed independent samples t-tests assessed the effect of age
on ankle joint quasi-stiffness during walking. For experiment 2,
9 young (23±3 yrs, 70.7±10.4 kg, 1.76±0.12 m, 4M/5F) and 8
older (72±4 yrs, 69.1±18.6 kg, 1.68±0.09 m, 4M/4F) adults
performed a series of eccentric isokinetic contractions at 30 °/s
through a 25° range of motion while using biofeedback to match
75% MVIC soleus activation. Ultrasound imaging captured TS
muscle fascicle length change. We calculated ankle joint quasistiffness and TS muscle stiffness, the latter as the slope of the best
fit line on a force-length plot. We used two-tailed independent
samples t-tests to assess the effect of age on primary outcomes
and report effect sizes ( ) as the difference in means divided by
the standard deviation of young adults.

Significance
Ankle joint quasi-stiffness is preserved in elderly gait, an
outcome that: (i) persists despite underlying effects of age on
triceps surae muscle-tendon structure and function, and (ii) may
be governed at least in part via activation-mediated increases in
triceps surae muscle stiffness.
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Results and Discussion
Contrary to our first hypothesis, ankle joint quasi-stiffness during
walking was unaffected by age [dorsiflexion (p

Figure 1: During walking: A) group mean ankle joint quasi-stiffness. Quasi-stiffness was calculated for dorsiflexion (dorsi), dualflexion, (dual), and plantarflexion (plantar) phases. During isolated contractions: B) Group mean ankle joint quasi-stiffness quantified
as the relation between the change in ankle joint angle and net ankle moment, (C-D) group mean soleus and gastrocnemius muscle
stiffness quantified
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Introduction
Distinct differences in gait mechanics have been observed when
comparing children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and
neurotypical (NT) peers, including hip, knee, and ankle angular
joint positions, as well as vertical and anterior/posterior ground
reaction forces [1]. Weighted vests (WV) are a common
intervention for children with ASD to help decrease aberrant
movements and behaviors linked with the disorder [2]. Recent
research has demonstrated a decrease in gait coordination
variability [3] and an increase in smoothness of the center of mass
while wearing a WV in children with ASD [4]. Previous research
analyzing WVs and their effects on movement in children with
ASD have examined 15% body mass distributed in the WV;
however, this load was previously established with research
conducted on NT children. Consequently, a critical mass value
for children with ASD has yet to be established [5]. Therefore,
the purpose of this study is to investigate potential changes in
spatial-temporal parameters for children with ASD during
walking with 5, 10, 15, and 20% body mass distributed within the
WV, compared to bodyweight. It was hypothesized that spatialtemporal parameters will change with increasing mass, similar to
what has been previously observed in NT literature.

with increasing loads. These findings may indicate that children
with ASD are not appropriately interpreting the increasing mass
while walking, thus, suggesting that children with ASD may not
be appropriately interpreting external stimuli. While WVs have
shown to decrease hyperactivity and sensory defensiveness in
children with ASD [2], the individuals may not be processing the
changes of the sensory input and the increasing loads are
contributing to the sensory overload that is often observed in this
population [6]. Previous research in gait mechanics in children
with ASD has described the heterogeneous nature of ASD and
how responses may be better understood through single-subject
methodology, which could be applied to this project to examine
if any individual changes are observed among conditions [7].

Methods
5 children (1 female, 4 males) with a clinical diagnosis of ASD
(12.7±3.1 years; 1.6±0.09m; 60.7±10.4kg) participated in the
study. Participants walked over-ground for a distance of 9 m, for
12 trials at a self-selected velocity in five conditions: without a
WV (baseline), with a WV at: 5, 10, 15, and 20% body mass
evenly distributed posteriorly and anteriorly. During all trials,
three-dimensional kinematic data were obtained using a 10camera motion capture system (200 Hz, Vicon Motion Systems,
Ltd., Oxford, UK) and exported to Visual 3D (C-Motion, Inc.,
Germantown, MD, USA) for analysis. Data were smoothed using
a low-pass Butterworth digital filter with a cut-off frequency of 6
Hz. Mean and standard deviation values were calculated for right
step length, left step length, stride width, stride velocity, and
double limb support time. A repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA; =0.05) was conducted to test for statistical
significance between conditions. When a significant difference
was detected in the omnibus ANOVA test, pairwise comparisons
were interpreted after applying the Sidak adjustment.

Figure 1: Mean (+SD) left and right step length, and stride width
among conditions for children with ASD

Significance
Understanding gait mechanics with an extrenal stimuli present in
children with ASD has not been heavily examined. The weighted
vest is a common intervention for this population, and it is
important to further understand how it can affect the motor
deficits that have been observed. This study contributes to further
discern how the weighted vest affects gait mechanics in children
with ASD. On a global scale, further research in this area could
provide a foundation for clinicians to recommend the weighted
vest as a multi-use treatment modality for ASD.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Analysis revealed that children with ASD displayed no statistical
difference in spatial-temporal parameters among conditions
(Figure 1). The repeated measures ANOVA analysis revealed:
left step length: F(4,16)=1.564, p=0.232, 𝜼2=0.281, right step
length: F(4,16) = 1.771, p=0.184, 𝜼2=0.307, stride width:
F(4,16)= 2.101, p=0.128, 𝜼2=0.344, stride velocity: F(4,16)=
0.929, p=0.472, 𝜼2=0.189, double support time: F(4,16)=1.013,
p=0.430, 𝜼2=0.202. These findings suggest that children with
ASD do not modulate their gait with increased weight, rejecting
the hypothesis that the spatial-temporal parameters would change
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p=0.015, p2=0.07]. pHEA [regular: p=0.039, p2=0.05 | fast:
p=0.007, p2=0.08] and pAPfA [regular: p=0.012, p2=0.07 | fast:
p<0.001, p2=0.14] were smaller in AA. In men, larger step length
during regular walking and larger pKFA during fast walking in
AA were explained by larger Q-angle and lower interleukin-6
levels, respectively. In women, slower self-selected walking
speed in AA was explained by larger Q-angle. Greater step
widths during both walking speeds and smaller pAPfA during
fast walking in AA women were explained by higher BMI and
weaker ankle plantarflexion strength, respectively.
These results support our hypothesis that racial differences
in gait mechanics exist and that they can be explained by a
combination of anthopometric, strength, and health status factors,
however, these observations were only in women. The possibility
for additional factors to explain the observed racial gait
differences should be investigated further, especially in men. For
women, a mix of innate and modifiable factors explained racial
differences. Innate metrics such as Q-angle contributing to racial
differences suggests the need for racially diverse normative
datasets. Modifiable factors such as BMI and ankle plantarflexion
strength that are associated with racial differences could provide
targets for interventions aimed at injury prevention and
optimizing rehabilitation. Identified targets may also be useful in
reducing or potentially eliminating racial health disparities in
musculoskeletal injury and disease.

Introduction
Race has rarely been investigated in biomechanics studies despite
racial health disparities in the incidence of musculoskeletal
injuries and disease 1-3. Racial differences in gait mechanics could
drive disease progression and by examining them it will be
possible to identify factors associated with racial health
disparities. As race is a social construct, differences in gait
mechanics between racial groups could be driven by specific
factors other than of racial classification itself.
The purpose of this study was to (1) test the hypothesis that
racial differences in fundamental gait measures between African
Americans (AA) and white Americans (WA) exist and (2) that
these differences would be explained by a combination of
anthropometric, strength, and health status factors.
Methods
92 participants were equally divided by gender and self-identified
race. Self-selected walking speed was measured and 3D motion
capture and force plate data were recorded during 7 walking trials
at regular (1.35 m/s) and fast (1.6 m/s) speeds. Step length and
width, peak vertical ground reaction force (pvGRF), and peak hip
extension (pHEA), knee flexion (pKFA), and ankle plantarflexion angles (pAPfA) were obtained. Heart rate, blood pressure,
stress questionnaires, activity level, anthropometry, lower
extremity strength, and blood levels of glucose, interleukin-6, Creactive protein, and cortisol were also assessed.
Separate multivariate ANOVA models were fit for
spatiotemporal, kinetic, and angular measures in both regular and
fast walking speed trials to determine main and interaction effects
of gender and race (JMP Pro 15, =0.1). For each significant
MANOVA finding, post-hoc univariate ANOVA models were
fit, partial eta squared effect sizes were computed for all effects,
and s den
T effec i e
e e comp ed fo pairwise
comparisons in each interaction (Table 1). If interactions or
gender effects were observed, separate analyses were run for men
and women. Stepwise linear regression models were fit including
race and all independent variables correlated with the outcome
measure (p<0.2) and differed between racial groups (p<0.1); this
was done for each outcome measure with an observed racial
difference. If race was no longer significant in the regression
model after the inclusion of the independent variable(s), those
variables were considered to have explained the effect of race.

Significance
Equivalency in gait measures between racial groups should not
be assumed. Racial diversity of study samples should be a priority
to enable consideration of racial differences in the development
of future research and individualized treatment protocols.
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Table 1: Pairwise comparisons for each significant interaction. AA
= African American, WA = white American. small effect (0.2 < d
< 0.39), medium effect (0.4 < d < 0.59),
large effect (0.6 < d).
AA Men vs AA Women vs
WA Men
WA Women
Step Length
0.094
0.469
Regular
Step Width
0.960
0.008
Walking
Knee Flexion Angle
0.104
0.312
Step Width
0.825
0.004
Fast
Walking Knee Flexion Angle
0.013
0.325

Results and Discussion
MANOVA findings were significant for spatiotemporal
(p<0.001) and angular (regular:p=0.001 ,fast:p<0.001) models,
but no for kinetic models (regular:p=0.895 ,fast:p=0.200). Selfselected walking speed was slower in AA (p=0.004). Interactions
between gender and race existed in step length [regular: p =
0.091, p2=0.03], step width [regular: p=0.063, p2=0.04 | fast:
p=0.054, p2=0.04], and pKFA [regular: p=0.064, p2=0.04 | fast:
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Introduction
Individuals with incomplete spinal cord injury (iSCI) often
walk slowly to compensate for balance deficits. Walking slowly
may allow more time for corrective movements. However, iSCI
gait training studies have found a positive correlation between
speed and balance1, suggesting that walking faster can also
positively impact balance. The effect of speed on gait stability
has been studied in other populations with conflicting results2,3.
Therefore, our purpose was to examine the interaction between
speed and stability. We had individuals with and without iSCI
walk at two speeds in a normal environment and in a force field
that amplified lateral center of mass (COM) motion. Movement
amplification challenges frontal plane control, potentially
accentuating the impact of walking speed on stability.
We hypothesized that we would not see significant effects
from speed on gait stability in the Null field because challenges
to COM control during treadmill walking are relatively small.
In contrast, in the Amplification field that dynamically
challenges balance, we hypothesized that decreases in stability
would emerge at Fast compared to Preferred speeds.

Figure 1: Data for iSCI group. At the Fast speed, Lyapunov exponent
(left) did not change, but SW standard deviation (right) increased.

To better understand the significance of higher SW
variability, we looked at the relationship between COM motion
and foot placement (FP). Previous studies have shown that
lateral COM position and speed at midstance predict >80% of
lateral FP variance4. We created linear mixed effects models for
lateral FP with COM position and speed as covariates. We used
linear regression to fit the models’ predicted values to actual
FPs and recorded model fit (R2). Comparing model fit across
trials (Table 1) may suggest a change in mechanics-dependent
adjustments to stepping in order to control one’s COM.

Methods
A total of 12 adults with iSCI and 12 age- and sex-matched
participants without iSCI completed the study. We recorded
pelvis and foot kinematics during treadmill walking. A cabledriven robot amplified lateral motion during select trials by
applying forces to the pelvis that were proportional in
magnitude and in the same direction as the participant’s realtime lateral COM velocity. Participants performed 4
randomized walking trials of 200 steps. The trials consisted of
2 speeds (Preferred and Fast) performed in 2 force field
conditions (Null and Amplification). We calculated short-term
Lyapunov exponent of frontal plane COM speed to examine
local stability and step width (SW) standard deviation to probe
potential control mechanisms.
To evaluate the effect of speed, we created separate linear
mixed effects models of Lyapunov exponent and SW standard
deviation. Speed, force field, and group were fixed effects and
intercepts were random for subjects. Significance was set to
p<0.05.

Table 1: Linear regression model fit values. Higher R2 values signify
a better fit between actual FP and that predicted by COM motion.
Trial:
Null-Pref
Null-Fast
Amp-Pref Amp-Fast
R2
0.791
0.813
0.895
0.904

We found R2 to increase with speed, as well as from Null
to Amplification field. This indicates that at the Fast speed,
COM dynamics better predicted the next step, adding to a recent
study that found this trend in healthy participants5. Overall, the
findings suggest that individuals with and without iSCI may
adapt stepping patterns to accommodate for lateral stability
challenges at different speeds.
Significance
Our findings suggest that individuals with and without iSCI can
maintain lateral stability at multiple speeds, even when balance
is challenged. The increase in stepping variability we observed
at the fast speed may have been beneficial for COM control.
This could inform iSCI gait training methods and emphasize
safely increasing walking speed to encourage practice
controlling one’s own dynamics.

Results and Discussion
We hypothesized that individuals would maintain stability
across speeds in the Null field, which was supported as there
was no significant effect of speed on Lyapunov exponent
(p=0.240). We also hypothesized that stability would decrease
at the Fast speed in the Amplification field, but this was not
supported as there was also no significant interaction between
speed and field on Lyapunov exponent (p=0.233). This suggests
that individuals with iSCI can maintain stability at faster
speeds, even when balance is challenged. However, we did find
an effect of speed on stepping with greater SW variability at the
Fast speed (p=0.031). See Figure 1 for iSCI group data.
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Introduction
Foot and gait pathologies may be identified by aberrant plantar
pressure distribution during gait [1]. Foot pressure distribution is
typically measured in clinics and gait labs using a relatively short
walkway or a treadmill. It is unknown how well those clinicbased or laboratory-based measurements of plantar pressure
reflec real- orld foo loading ha occ rs o side he lab. One
factor known to affect plantar pressure during gait is foot type
(planus, normal, or cavus) [3, 4]. However, it is not clear if foot
type differences in plantar pressure are consistent across different
walking surfaces.
The goal of this study was to investigate the effects of foot
type on plantar forces (PF) during walking on four different
surfaces (lab walkway, grass, outdoor pavement, and treadmill).
It was hypothesized that participants with planus feet would have
higher midfoot plantar forces over all walking surfaces, and that
plantar forces would be greater when walking on pavement in
comparison to treadmill, grass and laboratory walkway.

Results and Discussion
There were 43 planus, 57 normal and 40 cavus feet analyzed. An
average of 140 steps per foot from each surface were analysed.
The Effects of Foot Type: Foot type did not affect P1 and P2 (all
p > 0.056). PRF in the heel (F1 & F2) was greatest in cavus and
smallest in planus feet (all p < .002) (Figure 2A), confirming the
finding of Morag et al [8]. Midfoot PRF (F3 & F4) was greatest
in planus and smallest in cavus feet (all p < .044) (Figure 2B).
Forefoot PRF (F5 & F6) was greatest in cavus and smallest in
planus feet (all p < .031) (Figure 2C). No differences in toe PRF
(F8 & F9) were observed among foot types.
The Effects of Walking Surface: P1 and P2 were significantly
higher during OP and GS than during TM and LW (all p < 0.01).
PRF was affected by walking surface in all foot regions.
Differences were most apparent in the heel (F1 & F2), with all
PRFs decreasing from OP to GS to LW to TM (all p < 0.001).
Midfoot PRF was greater during OP than other surfaces (all p <
0.024). Forefoot and toe (F5 to F9) PRFs were lower during TM
walking in comparison to other surfaces (all p < 0.003).
Interaction Between Foot Type and Walking Surface: Significant
interactions were found between foot type and walking surface in
foot regions F2, F3, F4 and F7 (all p < 0.04).

Methods
Seventy healthy subjects (41 F/29 M, 43.9±18.2 years old,
71.6±12.6 kg) with no history of foot injury or surgery provided
informed written consent prior to participating in this IRBapproved study. All participants wore the same type of shoes
(Nike Zoom) and walked at a self-selected pace for at least 5
minutes on four different surfaces: treadmill (TM), 7.8 m
laboratory walkway (LW), 80 m outdoor pavement (OP), and 30
m grass (GS) in a random order. A Pedar insole pressure system
(Novel Electronics Inc) collected bilateral plantar pressure at 100
Hz using 99 sensors per insole. Overall plantar force during each
foot strike was calculated from the pressure recordings, and the
first peak (P1: weight acceptance) and second peak (P2: push-off)
were identified for each step and used to compare overall foot
loading on each surface. The sensors were then partitioned into 9
regions [5] (Figure 1), and the Peak Regional Force (PRF),
defined as the peak force within each region, was calculated for
each step. These values were averaged over all steps for each
surface for each participant. The arch index (AI), determined
from footprints [6], was used to classify foot type as planus (low
arch), normal, and cavus (high arch) [7]. A 4 way repeated
measures ANOVA was utilized to identify differences among
walking surfaces and foot types for P1 and P2, and for PRF within
each foot region. Significance was set at p<0.05 after applying
the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
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Figure 1: The 9 foot regions.
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Significance
Plantar forces measured in a controlled environment appear to
underestimate peak forces experienced during outdoor walking.
Lab or clinical evaluation may therefore fail to identify some
potentially harmful loads on the feet. Foot type significantly
affects peak regional plantar force and must be considered during
any assessment of regional foot loading. Significant interactions
within the midfoot suggest that the mechanical response of the
arch varies among foot types and walking surfaces.
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over the four walking surfaces (grass, lab walkway, outdoor pavement, treadmill) for each foot type.
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Introduction
In human walking, the trailing limb generates large forces to
o el he bod cen e of mass upwards and forwards during
step-to-step
transitions
( locomo o
o l ion ).
Computational models of bipedal walking suggest that timing
of propulsion is crucial for mechanical efficiency [1]. It is
possible then that mistimed propulsion contributes to
heightened energetic costs in some populations. Propulsion
timing also has important implications for designing and
controlling powered lower-extremity prosthetic and exoskeletal
devices. For example, optimizing actuation timing of a powered
ankle exoskeleton could be important for minimizing energetic
cost and maximizing user comfort [2]. Gait analyses often
quantify magnitudes of propulsion (e.g., peak force or power,
mechanical work) but ignore its timing, despite its potential
utility for restoring/enhancing walking performance. This
abstract describes our current work on propulsion timing we
hope that these data will encourage a broad discussion on this
relatively unexplored gait feature at the national meeting.

and relative to heel strike (both p<0.001). Finally, we found a
significant effect of limb (fast vs. slow) on propulsion timing
(p<0.001; Fig. 1D) but no effect of time point during SBTW.

Methods
This abstract contains data from a series of studies including
healthy young (n = 15) and old (n = 8) adults. In both samples,
propulsion timing was captured during treadmill walking
across a range of speeds. For young adults, we also report
propulsion timing across multiple uphill slopes (n = 15) and
during split-belt treadmill walking (“SBTW”; n = 8; right belt
speed: 0.5ms-1, left belt speed: 1.0ms-1 for 2-minutes).
Propulsion timing was quantified using two methods: 1)
timing of ankle plantarflexor positive power initiation as a
percent of the support phase (%), 2) time of contralateral heel
strike minus timing of ankle positive power initiation
(seconds) [3]. Measuring propulsion timing relative to
contralateral heel strike was inspired by the dynamic walking
model [1]; positive time values indicate propulsion occurred
prior to heel strike and negative values indicate it occurred
after heel strike. Other measures, including timing of aspects
related to ground reaction forces and total limb power, were
also quantified and would be presented at the meeting (if
accepted). We used a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA to
compare the effects of age (young, old), walking speed (0.8,
1.2, 1.6ms-1), and their interaction on propulsion timing. We
used a repeated measures ANOVA to determine the effects of
slope (0°, +5°, +10°) on propulsion timing in young adults.
We used a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA to compare the
effects of limb (fast, slow), time point (early, mid, late), and
their interaction on propulsion timing during SBTW.

Figure 1: Walking speed had a significant effect on propulsion timing
measured as a percentage of support (A) and relative to contralateral
heel strike (B) in both young and old adults. As slope increased,
propulsion was initiated earlier in support (C). During SBTW,
propulsion timing differed between limbs (D).

Significance
Although we found no age-related differences in propulsion
timing, more mobility-impaired populations may exhibit
mistimed propulsion. If true, interventions seeking to restore
walking performance particularly by lowering energetic cost
may consider targeting proper propulsion timing via gait
retraining. We are currently collecting data in individuals with
Pa kin on disease walking across a large range of speeds and
will include these in the final presentation (if accepted). Altered
propulsion timing in response to changes in speed, slope, and
SBTW suggest that propulsion timing is an adaptable feature of
gait and devices which actively provide or assist propulsion
should have the capability of varying actuation timing based on
the demands of the locomotor environment. Additionally,
between-subject variation in timing appears to change with
altered demand, suggesting the need for subject-specific control
parameters in these devices. We hope that the data reported here
will encourage discussion about propulsion timing at the
national meeting, as we believe this gait feature has important
implications for a wide range of fields (healthy and impaired
gait analysis, rehabilitation, modelling and simulations of
locomotion, prosthetics, exoskeletons, robotics, etc.).

Results and Discussion
We found a significant effect of walking speed on both
measures of propulsion (p<0.05; Fig. 1A & B), but no effect of
age. We found a significant effect of treadmill slope on
propulsion timing measured as a percent of support (Fig. 1C)
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Introduction
The sampling rate of data acquisition has an effect on time
intervals, which are required for recognizing peak points in cyclic
data for event detection [1]. The sampling rates derived from the
Nyquist theorem may not be appropriate for calculations that are
subsequently done in the temporal domain. A low sampling rate
will limit the temporal resolution by which gait events may be
identified, increasing the chance for aliasing errors in timing of
gait events. Low resolution leads to the timing of gait events
binning into distinct bins with little variability. Reducing the
sampling rate further increases the binning effect, with fewer and
fewer bins for the timing of gait events available [2]. The
alternative—excessively increasing the sampling rate—will
prevent aliasing errors yet increase the capture of high-frequency
noise. Decreasing sampling rate is expected to have a greater
effect on the temporal gait measures compared to spatial
measures, because spatial measures are based on coordinates in
space. Coordinates are not limited in resolution based on a
moment in time. The purpose of this study was to bring awareness
of the effects of sampling rate on mean and regularity of gait
variables. Using step time and step length, we examined the
averages and sample entropy (i.e. measure of pattern regularity)
of data collected from subjects walking on a treadmill.

ST was significantly more regular compared to all other sampling
frequencies (p<0.01) (Figure 1.d). When poor temporal
resolution and “binning” occurs, the points will likely fall into the
tolerance range (r*standard deviation) for sample entropy
calculation, and more comparisons will be counted as similar,
making a time series appear more periodic.

Figure 1. SL and ST mean (a,b) and sample entropy (c,d), † All
frequencies significantly differ from 60 Hz, * All frequencies
significantly differ from 30 Hz.

Methods
Eleven young adults (24.45 ± 2.97 years; 174.15 ±1.52 cm; 74.68
±12.35 kg), free from any musculoskeletal and neuromuscular
disorders, participated in the study. Participants were asked to
walk on a treadmill at their comfortable walking speed while
lower-extremity kinematic data were recorded at 480 Hz for 10
minutes. Each walking trial was down sampled to 30, 60, 120,
and 240 Hz by selecting every sixteenth, eighth, fourth, or second
data points, respectively. Right and left step lengths and step
times were calculated from the exact same portion of the walking
trial (~9 minutes) for all of the sampling rate conditions. A
combined time series of right and left SL and ST was calculated
for each time series to be used for subsequent analysis. The
average and sample entropy (m=2, r=.35*SD, N=756) of SL and
ST were then calculated for each time series. Data were inspected
for normality. One-way ANOVAs (1x5) were used to compare
each gait variable across the five sampling frequencies. Statistical
significance was set at alpha=0.05.

Figure 2. Step lengths (top) and times (bottom) for a single participant

Significance
Sampling rates must be carefully considered when designing
studies aimed at understanding regularity of patterns in walking.
According to the results of this study it is recommended that gait
kinematics should be collected ~ 120 Hz if entropy is to be used.
This provides an appropriate compromise between event
detection accuracy and processing time.

Results and Discussion
SL and ST mean were not affected by changing sampling
frequencies (Figure 1.a,b). This is credited to linear model
statistics that provide us with the central limit theorem, such that
200 steps should provide the average of the population. We did
not observe a significant effect of sampling frequency on the
sample entropy of SL (Figure 1.c). However, by decreasing the
sampling rate and thereby increasing the “binning” effect (Figure.
2), ST was restricted in the spread of values. This led to much
less irregularity and a more regular ST as sampling rate decreased
(F(1.463, 14.631) =21.812, p<0.0001). At 30 Hz and 60 Hz, the
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Introduction
Reducing the metabolic cost of walking dysfunction is a main
goal of prosthetic and orthotic devices, however, there has been
limited success in achieving this goal in children for whom the
cost of walking is up to 33% higher than adults, and 2-3 times
more for children with a disability [1-2]. Most devices built for
children are scaled down versions of adult devices, which is
grounded on the assumption that children move in effectively the
same way as adults without accounting for their significant
differences in cost. As a first approach in determining the
mechanical factors that contribute to a higher cost, we used a
simple spring-mass model [3] to compare net cost of transport
(COT) and spring adaptation in typically-developing children
and in young adults as they walked at their preferred speed, but
at varying step frequencies. We tested the idea that when
compared to adults, the higher net COT in children can be
coupled to differences in how they operate the spring-like
behavior of their legs. We hypothesized that when walking at
their preferred speed, children would operate their leg at a
different spring stiffness than adults. We also hypothesized that
when varying step frequencies, children would modulate their
spring stiffness in a different manner than young adults.

Figure 1. Left-Middle. Data show that children walk with a higher net
COT (J/kg/m) and a lower ǩ. Right. Representative child (C) and adult
(A) force-displacement curves normalized to their maximum values.
Note that the slope of the curve equals k.

manner (interaction effect, p>0.05), meaning our second
hypothesis was rejected. Consistent with previous literature,
children walked with a higher net COT across their preferred and
non-preferred step frequencies (p=.001).
A spring-based model of walking recognizes the importance
of storing and releasing energ in the bod s elastic elements and
has proven useful in scaling for robotic applications and
advanced walking simulations of adults [4]. We find a child s leg
spring to be more compliant, which seems to be linked to a higher
net COT. A spring-based model for walking may prove useful in
understanding the biomechanical factors that explain the higher
cost in children, and in scaling and tuning prosthetic and orthotic
devices to their unique walking mechanics.

Methods
Our approach was inspired by a simple bipedal spring-mass
model [3], where two independent spring legs attach to the center
of mass (COM). The model produces realistic ground reaction
force (GRF) patterns at different speeds, which are based on
touchdown angle and the leg s spring constant k. The spring
constant k can be scaled to a nondimensional ǩ, where ǩ = kl0/mg.
To compare ǩ empirically, we instructed eight children (5-6
years) and eight adults (18-30 years) to walk on an instrumented
treadmill for 5 minutes at 3 step frequencies (75%, 100%, and
125% of preferred) while recording metabolic rate (Parvo
Medics) and kinematics (Vicon). We defined a vector from the
COM to the center of pressure to represent a 2D spring in the
sagittal plane during single support, and then calculated k from
the best fit slope of the 2D GRF vs. spring length curve. We used
separate repeated measures ANOVAs ( <0.05) to compare net
COT, ǩ, and touchdown angle between children and adults.

Significance
Despite significant differences and changes in physiological and
biomechanical development in children, there remains a
scientific gap in our effort to model and translate these
differences to the design of devices intended to normalize
movement in children. Our efforts are aimed at developing a
child-specific biomechanical framework that could be used to
guide the design and alignment of assistive devices, which would
aid physicians, prosthetists, and orthotists in helping children
achieve maximum walking function while minimizing cost.
Acknowledgements
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Results and Discussion
Plots of 2D GRF vs. spring length during single support show
typical spring-like behavior. Slopes representing k are within the
range of values predicted by the model for adults. However, the
spring-like behavior observed in children is less consistent and
exhibits more hysteresis (Figure 1). When compared to adults, ǩ
in all conditions was smaller in children (age main effect,
p<.001). Our findings support our first hypothesis that children
and young adults operate their legs with a different spring
stiffness. We also found that children oriented their spring-like
legs at higher touch down angles than adults (age main effect,
p=.006; step frequency main effect, p<.001). However, when
comparing trends across step frequency, children and adults
modulated their spring stiffness and touchdown angle in a similar
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Introduction
Walking ability limitations among older adults are extremely
prevalent. Diminished push-off intensity, characterized in
walking by reductions in peak propulsive ground reaction force
(GRF) and ankle joint moment and power generation, is
considered an important determinant of slower preferred speeds
and thereby age-related mobility loss [1]. Strength gains
following conventional intervention (i.e., resistance training)
seem to convey benefits during maximum speed walking without
improving habitual walking speed or movement biomechanics
[2]. One explanation for these disappointing translational
outcomes is that resistance training alone is unable to directly
encourage access to newfound strength gains. Therefore, there is
a vital need for more targeted strategies designed to purposefully
enhance push-off intensity during walking. The purpose of this
study was to investigate the preliminary efficacy of a 6-week
impeding force training paradigm to improve calf muscle
strength, walking performance (i.e. preferred and maximum
speeds and 6-min walk distance) and push-off intensity (i.e.
propulsive GRF and ankle moment and power) in older adults.

Percieved Exertion (RPE, 4-6). After 6 weeks (“Post”), subjects
repeated strength, biomechanical, and walking performance
testing. In addition, we monitored subjects daily activity levels
before and during the 6-week intervention (Fitbit, CA).
Results and Discussion
Subjects completed 100% of their 12 sessions across 6 weeks,
and averaged 42 ± 4 days between their Pre and Post sessions.
Impeding forces increased from 3% BW to 4.6±1.0% BW on
average across the intervention, and subject daily activity (i.e.,
steps/day) outside of the lab remained relatively constant
(p=0.571). Changes that follow characterize the overall effect of
the 6-week intervention (i.e., Post vs. Pre). Isometric strength
(1.34±0.32 vs. 1.13±0.40 Nm/kg) and maximum walking speed
(2.00±0.25 vs. 1.82±0.25 m/s) increased by an average of 18%
and 10%, respectively (p-values≤0.002, Fig. 1B-C). 6MWT
distance also increased by an average of 46±33 m (p=0.001,
Fig. 1D). Preferred walking speed was generally unaffected
(1.30±0.11 vs. 1.25±0.10 m/s, p=0.095), as were habitual
propulsive GRF (19.30±2.94 vs. 18.36±2.90 %BW, p=0.148) and
stride length (1.37±0.14 m vs. 1.38±0.19 m, p=0.783). However,
habitual peak ankle moment (1.35±0.16 vs. 1.23±0.15 Nm/kg,
p=0.036) and peak ankle power (3.02±1.00 vs. 2.62±0.69 W/kg,
p=0.023) increased by a significant and clinically meaningful
10% and 15%, respectively (Fig. 1E).

Methods
11 healthy but not physically active older adults (age: 76±4 years
6F/5M) participated. Subjects were excluded if they participated
in more than 150 minutes of moderate intensity or 75 minutes of
vigorous aerobic physical activity per week. Subjects also had no
recent neurological or musculoskeletal injuries, and could walk
without an assistive device. At baseline (“Pre”), we recorded
subjects preferred and maximum safe walking speeds using
instrumented 30 m and 2 m walkways, respectively. Subjects then
completed a 2 minute walking trial at preferred speed on an
intsrumented treadmill (Bertec, OH). We used motion capture
(Motion Analysis, CA) and 3D ground reaction force data to
estimate ankle joint kinematics and kinetics. Subjects also
performed maximum voluntary isometric contractions in a
dynamometer (Biodex, NY) at 10° dorsiflexion and a 6 Minute
Walk Test (6MWT). After baseline testing, subjects completed
20 minute walking sessions twice per week for 6 weeks. During
each session, subjects walked against horizontal impeding forces
attached via wastebelt while walking at their preferred speed
(Fig. 1A). Impeding forces started at 3% bodyweight (BW), and
increased by 0.5% BW every 5 minutes based on Rate of
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Significance
The findings of this proof-of-concept intervention study suggest
that, following 6 weeks of horizontal impeding force training,
older adults exhibit significant strength gains that also translate
to improved maximum walking capacity (e.g., maximum speed
and 6MWT distance) and habitual walking performance (e.g.,
greater ankle moment and power output). Moving forward, this
paradigm could have broad implications for clinical populations
conventionally prescribed strength-based rehabilitation programs
(e.g., cerebral palsy, persons following stroke, or older adults).
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Figure 1 (A) Impeding force system. Mean (SE) values for (B) plantarflexor strength, (C) maximum walking speed, (D) 6 Minute Walk
distance, and (E) ankle power for before and after 6 weeks of horizontal impeding force training. Asterisks (*): versus Pre, p<0.05.
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Introduction
The Hawthorne Effect occurs when individuals alter their
behaviour because they are being observed.1 Anecdotally, the
Hawthorne Effect has been observed during gait analysis. Often
called “lab gait,” individuals walk differently with markers
attached and in the presence of camera arrays. Parents often
encourage their children to “walk like you do at home” when they
observe these atypical gait patterns.
This is problematic in both clinical and research gait
analysis, since spontaneous or natural gait provides better
knowledge of nervous system function and potential neuromotor
abnormalities.2 Cognitive distraction is sometimes used, but is
challenging in many populations. This study tested a lowimmersion virtual reality gamification internvention intended to
produce more natural gait.

arm swing. Changes were highly variable, which is not
surprising, given that the study design could only measure change
and could not identify a gait pattern that was more or less
“natural.” Speed results (Fig. 2) are an example of the variability.
While the majority of subjects increased speed post-intervention,
this does not necessarily indicate more natural gait.

Methods
Typically developing children between the ages of 4 and 12 were
recruited to participate in this IRB-approved protocol.
Prior to motion analysis, children were provided a survey of
their feelings about the study based on five emotional domains in
Walden et al.3 Next, a standard instrumented 3D motion analysis
was conducted with a full-body Vicon Plug-In-Gait marker set
during level overground walking at a comfortable self-selected
speed. After ten successful trials, we displayed a virtual
environment on monitors around the lab using Argonaut software
(Idoneus Digital LLC). Children chose an environment (alien
planet, city park, castle) and an avatar. The software couples with
Vicon marker coordinates to create a real-time 3D animation.
Children were free to wander the lab for about ten minutes,
seeking objects and exploring the space (Fig. 1). During that time,
we collected trials during any straight-line walking in the Vicon
system. Next, we turned off the monitors and repeated the initial
gait analysis with ten more trials. Finally, we repeated the survey
on feelings. Along with survey data, we analysed walking speed,
step length, Froude number, arm swing (measured as peak
difference in hand bilateral marker coordinates along the axis of
progression), and Gait Deviation Index (GDI).

Figure 2: Change in walking speed post-intervention
There was one significant link between changed feelings and
changed gait outcomes. Point biserial correlation analysis
showed a significant mild correlation between increases in
excitement pre- and post-intervention and changes in GDI
(p=0.037).
Some individual cases do illustrate the potential changes in
gait. Subject 25, who changed from “not at all happy” to “totally
happy” and from “totally scared” to “not at all scared” postintervention, showed a 5% increase in GDI and a 36% increase
in arm swing.
In summary, the gamification intervention resulted in improved
feelings about gait analysis and changed gait patterns. The latter
should not be construed as more natural gait, but alterations in
gait coupled with improved feelings could imply that conclusion.
Significance
Similar to “White Coat Syndrome,” children are often nervous in
a laboratory setting, which can lead to altered gait. For example,
children with Idiopathic Toe Walking, who walk with initial toe
contact most of the time at home, often adopt a heelstrike pattern
in the lab, making it difficult to determine the severity of their
condition. A simple intervention that reduces anxiety, and
leverages the laboratory setting to promote, and not inhibit,
natural gait could be helpful in both clinical and research settings.

Figure 1: Subject moving through vrtual
environment and avatar displayed on
monitors around laboratory walls.
Results and Discussion
32 children participated in the study.
Although the participants were typically
developing children with no orthopaedic or
neurological conditions, 81% expressed
either diminished feelings of happiness or
excitement, or increased feelings of fear in
anticipation of the analysis. After the intervention, these feelings
improved for 88% of those children. Across all subjects, there
were significant improvements in feelings of happiness
(p=0.001), excitement (p=0.033), fear (p=0.011), and sadness
(p=0.026) following the intervention.
As expected, several outcome measures were significantly
correlated. As walking speed increased, so did step length and
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Introduction
Aging and many gait pathologies are associated with an increased
metabolic cost of walking, which negatively affects
independence and quality of life. At least in older adults, some
theories for this increased metabolic cost, such as maintaining
lateral stability or higher total mechanical limb work, have been
refuted [1]. Other theories, such as increased antagonist
coactivation, leave roughly two-thirds of this increased metabolic
cost unexplained [2]. Biomechanically, higher metabolic costs
are often accompanied by smaller peak propulsive forces (FP)
generated during push-off and a redistribution of workload from
muscles spanning the ankle to those spanning the hip [3]. These
are precisely the joint-level responses young adults use when
responding to a real-time biofeedback paradigm designed to
prescribe changes in FP during the push-off phase of walking [4].
Indeed, our group has shown that young adults walking with
decreased FP do so by redistributing muscle workload from ankle
to the hip without changing total positive mechanical work,
mimicking the biomechanics of elderly and pathological gait [4].
It is not feasible to directly measure the metabolic cost of
operating individual muscles during walking. Thus, our purpose
was to use musculoskeletal modeling simulations to estimate how
changes in FP and changes in the relative utilization of ankle
versus hip muscles for power generation in walking influence
muscle metabolic cost during walking. We hypothesized that the
metabolic costs of operating proximal and distal leg muscles
would exhibit different responses to targeting smaller and larger
FP underlying changes in measured whole-body metabolic cost.

marker trajectories and ground reaction forces drove a scaled
musculoskeletal model (gait2392). After residual reductions, we
performed computed muscle control and included muscle
metabolic probes in our modelling pipeline [5]. Muscle metabolic
costs were averaged bilaterally, mass normalized, integrated over
gait cycle periods of interest, and summed for muscles spanning
the hip and ankle. Repeated measures ANOVA tested for main
effects of condition on metabolic cost and LSD post-hoc tests
identified pairwise differences versus Norm
0.05).
Results and Discussion
Measured whole-body net metabolic power increased by up to
47% and 58%, respectively, when targeting +40% and -40% vs.
Norm FP (p<0.001). Simulated whole-body metabolic cost
positively correlated with empirical measurements (r2 0.336,
p<0.001) and individual muscle outcomes supported our
hypotheses (Fig. 1). When walking with smaller than usual FP,
stance phase metabolic cost increased for muscles spanning the
hip (p 0.017) and decreased for muscles spanning the ankle
(p<0.001). Conversely, when walking with larger than usual FP,
stance phase metabolic cost most consistently increased for
muscles spanning the ankle (p 0.042).
Significance
Our experimental manipulations and computational simulations
suggest that an increased reliance on muscles spanning the hip,
particularly the hip extensors during early stance, may
independently increase metabolic cost in walking. This outcome
is important for those that routinely exhibit a proximal
redistribution of muscle workload (e.g., older adults).

Methods
12 young subjects (age: 23.3±3.1 years; 7 female) walked at their
preferred speed on a force-sensing, dual-belt treadmill for 5
minutes. Data from the final 2 minutes was analyzed to determine
subjects’ habitual FP. At this same speed, participants then
completed five 5-min walking trials using FP biofeedback, where
they pushed off the ground with varying vigor to target their
typical walking FP (Norm) and ±20%, and ±40% of Norm in
randomized order. We collected bilateral lower body kinematics,
ground reaction forces, and expired gases over the final 2 minutes
for each condition. For modelling, we analyzed the first left and
right strides from a 10-second window with the most accurate
biofeedback performance within each condition. In OpenSim,
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Figure 1. Cumulative metabolic power of muscles spanning the hip (blue) and ankle (green) during normal walking (Norm) and while targeting
±20% and ±40% changes in FP using real-time biofeedback. Asterisks (*) indicate a significant difference versus normal walking (p<0.05).
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Table 2: Comparison of the kinematics of pelvic rotation and
pelvic obliquity between IAs and NIAs.

Introduction
Myelomeningocele (MM) is a neuromuscular disorder resulting
in muscle paralysis and/or weakness. However, clinical
observations suggest that some patients with low lumbar MM
(MM2) are independent ambulators (IAs) with the use of
orthotics, while others are non-independent ambulators (NIAs)
requiring the use of assistive devices (walkers or crutches). To
the best of our knowledge, currently, the information explaining
the underlying cause of this variability is limited. Thus, the
purpose of our study is to investigate how the ambulatory status
of MM2 may be related to individual muscle groups and their
associated strength.

Of the muscle groups investigated, the iliopsoas, sartorius,
gluteus maximus, and hamstrings were stronger in IAs (Table 1).
Additionally, IAs demonstrated higher velocity and cadence
(Table 1). Of the kinematic variables assessed, pelvic protraction
was greater for IAs, while downward pelvic obliquity was greater
for the NIAs (Table 2).
The stronger hip flexors and extensors seen in the IAs group
can provide greater hip stability which can facilitate independent
ambulation. Furthermore, the greater velocity of the IAs, which,
however, appears to be a function of increased cadence, may be
further reflective of the improved ability of the IAs to control
their gait compared to the NIAs. The greater excursion range for
pelvic rotation in the IAs group may reflect that they achieve their
stride length, partly, from pelvic rotation. The assisting devices,
on the other hand, may be the limiting factor for the decreased
pelvic rotation seen in the NIAs group. The decreased pelvic
obliquity in the cohort of IAs may suggest that they have greater
pelvic control while ambulating. One limiting factor of this
investigation may be the discrepancy in sample sizes between the
groups (35 IAs versus 15 NIAs). It is possible, therefore, that
there may be some outliers influencing the results.

Methods
This is a retrospective study involving 48 patients, MM2, who
underwent 3D gait analysis (3DGA), including a determination
of their ambulatory status and a physical exam to assess their
lower extremities joint range of motion and muscle strength
(manual muscle test [MMT]). Patients were included if they were
diagnosed with MM2 and could be classified as IAs or NIAs.
Patients were excluded if they had a history of surgery or injury
within one year prior to the evaluation.
Based on the grade given from the 5-point clinical MMT
scale, muscle strength was converted to a continuous scale from
1 to 24 to allow for statistical analysis (i.e. an MMT score of 3 is
a 14 on our continuous scale). Kinematic variables were
determined from the 3DGA. Data collected was analyzed using
Results and Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship
between ambulatory status of patients with lower lumbar MM
who are IAs or NIAs and their respective muscle strength.
Table 1: Statistical output comparing the muscle strength
between patients who ambulate independently and those who do
not. Muscles tested: adductors (Add); quadriceps (Quad);
iliopsoas (Ilio); sartorius (Sar); gluteus maximus (Glut Max);
gluteus medius (Glut Med); hamstrings (Ham). Time-distance
characteristics observed: velocity (Vel); cadence (Cad); stride
length (Stride Length).

Significance
Currently, to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any
comprehensive motion analysis studies relating the ambulatory
status of patients with MM2 to their muscle strength. If this
information were known, then more targeted non-invasive
thrapeutic interventions could be identified so that NIAs can
progress to IAs, a goal of any rehabilitation program..
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Introduction
Most of us place our feet, such that we walk without falling over.
What we do not fully understand, is how we achieve the required
coordination between our center of mass (CoM) and our base of
support (BoS). Step-by-step foot placement coordination, relative
to the CoM kinematic state, is considered a dominant mechanism
aimed at gait stability [1]. Foot placement can be predicted based
on CoM state [2]. Such correlation could emerge from the passive
dynamics of our body [3]. Yet, recent evidence points towards
active control of foot placement [4-6]. CoM kinematic state
predicted hip ab-/adductor activity during the swing phase
preceding foot placement [4]. In turn, this activity predicted foot
placement [4]. Additionally, sensory perturbations elicited
predictable foot placement responses [2, 5, 6]. In this study, we
identified an actively controlled step-by-step foot placement
strategy during steady state walking. It is known that in response
to perturbations, this foot placement strategy is complemented by
a mediolateral ankle strategy [7]. Similarly, during steady state
walking an inverse relationship between the two strategies has
been reported [8]. Therefore, we hypothesized that, when
constraining the ankle strategy, the degree of foot placement
control would increase as a compensation.

general compensatory strategy. Perhaps, with longer exposure to
the ankle moment constraint, one can adopt tighter foot
placement control and reduce step width. This is in line with
repeated exposure to foot placement perturbations [9], and could
potentially reduce energy cost [10].
Significance
If training effects occur, LesSchuh could be considered a training
tool to enhance the foot placement strategy and mediolateral gait
stability. Apart from the foot placement strategy, other
(compensatory) strategies, such as the hip strategy might play a
role in stabilising gait. Insights in the complementary nature of
different gait stability strategies, can help to understand and/or
intervene in gait stability in elderly, pathological or prosthetic
gait, and may contribute to the control of walking exoskeletons.
In a fundamental context, our study contributes to our
understanding of neural control of mediolateral gait stability.

Methods
We investigated (active) foot placement control during steady
state treadmill walking. We used linear regression models to
predict foot placement either by CoM state or muscle activity
during the preceding swing phase. We tested the regression
coeffients against zero to determine whether the models were
significant. We considered the R2 of the relation between CoM
state and foot placement to reflect the degree of foot placement
control. We intended to recruit participants until a Bayes Factor
indicating strong evidence (BF10 > 10) was attained. However, we
did not reach this level of evidence for all our outcome measures,
leaving us with our predetermined maximum sample size of 30
healthy adults. The participants walked at normal walking speed
(1.25 * sqrt(leg length) m/s). A metronome was used to impose a
constant stride frequency across conditions. In the steady state
walking condition, participants walked for five minutes without
any constraints. In the ankle moment constrained condition,
participants walked with LesSchuh. This shoe has a narrow
support surface, restricting the center of pressure (CoP) shift
underneath the stance foot (like a skate), while still allowing for
plantar flexion. EMG of the M. gluteus medius and M. adductor
longus, ground reaction forces and full body kinematics were
recorded. Gait events were derived from CoP data.
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Results and Discussion
CoM state and hip ab-/adductor activity significantly predicted
foot placement. As such, we identified an active step-by-step
control strategy during steady state walking.The degree of foot
placement control (R2) did not increase when the ankle moments
were constrained. However, exploratory analysis revealed
increased step width (figure 1), and decreased stride time as a
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Introduction
Determining the swing and stance phase of gait permits
calculation of temporal parameters used to evaluate and define
rehabilitation goals in clinical populations. Wearable wireless
electromyography (EMG) sensors provide information regarding
muscle activations during gait but their feasibility to accurately
determine temporal aspects of gait is not yet established. This
study aims to use machine learning to determine the optimal
muscles and features to accurately classify gait phase from EMG
during gait.
Methods
Ground reaction force (2000 Hz), marker motion (whole body
marker set, 250 Hz) and EMG (2000 Hz) data were recorded
during 20 minutes of overground walking at an individual’s
-1
) from 14 healthy active males
preferred speed (
(25.5 ± 2.8 years, 82.5 ± 8.6 kg, 1.81 ± 0.07 m). EMG was
recorded from tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SOL),
gastrocnemius lateralis (GL) and medialis (GM), rectus femoris
(RF), vastus lateralis (VL), semitendinosus (ST), biceps femoris
long (BFLH) and short head (BFSH), gluteus maximus (GMAX)
and medius (GMED) and erector spinae longissimus (ES);
locations were determined with ultrasound.
Ground contact was determined as 6 standard deviations (SD)
above baseline mean from force data. EMG signals were trimmed
from toe-off (TO) prior to force plate heel strike (HS) to 250 ms
post force plate TO. EMG signals from 689 trials were
standardised to zero mean and unit standard deviation. Signals
were split into 256 ms windows with a 10 ms increment. Fifteen
features were extracted within each window; mean absolute value
(MAV), mean absolute value slope (MAVS), zero crossings
(ZC), slope sign changes (SSC), waveform length (WL), root
mean square, variance and 8 histogram bins (equal length bins
with a 3 SD threshold). Features were normalised from zero to
one within trials. 75% of trials were randomly selected for
training data, leaving 25% for test data.
Support Vector Machine Learning (Matlab) with a radial
basis function was trained to classify gait phase from the stance
limb EMG features. All possible combinations of muscles and
features were investigated using a 7 fold cross-validation (CV) of
the training data. Algorithm parameters were optimised using the
DIRECT method [1] until classification error decreased by less
than 0.5% in three iterations. Mean absolute difference between
test data HS, TO and ground contact time (GCT) from EMG
machine learning and kinematic algorithms (TO, velocity based
[2]
, HS [3]) was calculated using the force plate as the ground truth.

Figure 1: Classification accuracy (%) for optimal muscle and feature
combinations. Black outline: combination used with test data.

Results and Discussion
The optimal two muscles with all features were SOL and ST
(94.09%). SOL is a better predictor than the gastrocnemii
probably due to their biarticular action as knee flexors. Addition
of a third muscle improved accuracy by 0.6%. The optimal three
muscles with all features were SOL, VL and TA (C1, 94.73%) or
SOL, ST and TA (C2, 94.70%), with an accuracy less than 0.5%
lower than all muscles with all features. Addition of a fourth
muscle only improved accuracy by 0.15% (Figure 1).
The optimal features for C1 (MAV, 94.12%) and C2 (WL,
93.90%) were similar to Meng et al.[4]. Addition of MAVS and
SSC to the optimal feature (features used hereafter) for C1 and C2
resulted in an accuracy of 94.68% and 94.72%, respectively.
Classification accuracy of C1 and C2 when evaluated on the
test data was 97.39% and 97.58%, respectively. On average C1
and C2 predicted HS and TO time later than the force plate.
Machine learning predicted HS and GCT with less mean absolute
error than the kinematic algorithms (Table 1). C2 GCT error was
less than half that of the kinematic algorithm.
Significance
Machine learning can accurately predict gait phase and temporal
parameters from EMG, permitting assessment of muscle
activation without additional gait phase measures.
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Table 1: Mean absolute difference in heel strike, toe off and ground contact time calculated from electromyography machine learning and kinematic
algorithms compared to the force plate (ground truth). C1: SOL, VL, TA. C2: SOL, ST, TA. Mean ± SD.
EMG vs Force plate
Heel strike
Toe off
Ground contact time

C1
20.2 ± 42 ms
18.0 ± 40 ms
23.0 ± 17 ms

C2
20.2 ± 42 ms
17.6 ± 40 ms
18.0 ± 15 ms
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Kinematic algorithm vs Force plate
28.1 ± 40 ms
17.4 ± 59 ms
37.9 ± 46 ms

LSTM Deep Learning and IMU Based Irregular Surface Gait Alteration Recognition
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Introduction
Falling injuries pose serious health risks to people of all ages,
and knowing the extent of exposure to irregular surfaces will
increase the ability to measure fall risk and human
biomechanics response during locomotion (Florence et al.,
2018). Current gait analysis methods require complex
instrumentation and have not tested for external factors such as
walking surface type in real-world settings. Artificial
intelligence approaches (in particular deep learning networks)
to analyze data collected from wearable sensors can be used to
automatically identify irregular surface exposure. Among all
deep learning models, long short term memory (LSTM) models
can not only process single data inputs (e.g. images), but also
entire time series of data (e.g. speech) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) which is well suited for human gait
alteration recognition using time series data collected from
wearable sensors.

Bank right had the worst performance among all, with only 0.76
and 0.75 accuracy. We also repeated the test on the same model
to provide a statistically stable result. The results from the
repetitions demonstrated accuracy levels varying from 0.84 to
0.91.

Methods
Thirty young adults participated as volunteers in this study. All
participants performed 36 walking trials (6 different surfaces
with 6 repetitions). Six commonly observed irregular surfaces
were included: 1) an even flat surface (FlatEven) , 2)
cobblestone pavement (CobbleStone), 3) going up a slope
(SlopeUp), 4) going down a slope (SlopeDown), 5) ascending
stairs (Upstair), and 6) descending stairs (Downstair). Every
participant wear six IMU sensors set on their 1) right wrist, 2)
midline of the lower-back, 3-4) left and right thigh, and 5-6) left
and right shank.
LSTM network (a kind of special Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) was constructed in TensorFlow. Specifically, in the
current study the model first starts with the input data layer.
Then add one layer of LSTM unit with 80 filters, we used Relu
as activation function in the current study. We inputted the
whole reshaped data and returned a sequence of data by the
LSTM Unit, followed by another same LSTM layer. Dropout
50% of the neural network unit from the model was then
applied. Subsequently, we added another two LSTM layers and
a dropout layer but with 100 filters. The model ended with an
output layer. We split 80% of the data as training data and save
20% as test data to minimize overfitting.
The performance of the model was evaluated by the result of
testing data. The following metrics were used for comparison:
1) overall prediction accuracy, 2) precision, 3) recall, 4) F1score (harmonic mean of 2) and 3)) (LeCun et al., 2015). A
confusion matrix was also created.

Figure 1: Confusion matrix. St:Standing, FE: FlatEven, CS: Cobble
Stone, Us: Upstair, Ds: Downstair, SU: Slope Up, SD: Slope Down.

Significance
In this study we developed deep learning LSTM models to
classify human gait patterns when walking on different
irregular surfaces using data collected from wearable sensors
with satisfactory performance.
The results indicate the strong potential of using LSTM and
wearable sensors to track human gait and prevent falling
injuries in real-world settings. Furthermore, this method can
also be used in numerous biomechanics related settings, such as
tele-rehabilitation and physical motion analysis.
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Results and Discussion
The accuracy of the model was 0.90. The static standing
position had the best performance, with a 0.99 prediction
accuracy. The Model also had a great prediction on the upstairs
and slope up surface, with accuracy above 0.95. Bank left and
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trained on. Training and testing SLDS models (n=6) on
different trials (on subject A) of the same gait speed of 0.9 m/s
resulted in an average phase prediction accuracy (aPPA) of
92.8% ± 0.7% and average root mean square error (aRMSE)
over all joint angle reconstructions of 3.3 0.6 ( ange: 1.2 8.0 ). When testing these models on 1.3 m/s speed data trials
(n = 9) of subject A, the aPPA decreased by 0.17% and
aRMSE increased by 166.9% (range: 4.4
17.8 ). Training
and testing SLDS models (n=6) on different trials (of subject
A) of the same gait speed of 1.3 m/s resulted in aPPA of
96.9% ± 0.8% and aRMSE 2.9 ± 0.4 (range: 1.2 -6.6 ).
When testing these models on 0.9 m/s speed data trials (n = 9)
of subject A, the aPPA decreased by 4.7% and the aRMSE
increased by 161.0% (range: 3.8 -16.5 ).

Introduction
Generalizable models that can characterize each patient s
kinematics can provide a more objective gait measure than
current subjective clinical ratings used to diagnose and treat
gait dysfunction. Machine learning methods can classify
different gait patterns, demonstrating that these algorithms can
distinguish between different dynamics. Recently, data-driven
SLDS models have been used to predict transitions between
single and double support gait phases [1]. SLDS models can
also predict joint kinematics over relatively long time
horizons. However, we do not know whether these models
generalize across different walking speeds. Here we tested the
ability of SLDS model ained on an indi id al kinematic
data at a single speed to effectively reconstruct kinematic data
of a different gait speed. We show that SLDS representations
trained at one speed can identify gait phase from data obtained
at a different gait speed. However, prediction of future
kinematics over timescales of up to 1 second, require
individual- and speed- specific models.
Methods
Two healthy individuals (1 male -28 years, 1 female -28 years)
were enrolled in this pilot study. Participants walked on a
treadmill at a comfortable self-selected speed and at a fast
speed. Kinematic data was collected at 100 Hz using a 7camera Vicon system and force data was collected at 2000 Hz
using an instrumented dual-belt treadmill. We used SLDS to
model the bilateral lower limb joint angle trajectories during
gait. An SLDS is a set of linear dynamical systems with
discrete modes that govern when to switch between the
individual linear models using Hidden Markovian model
approach. Specifically, we used an autoregressive SLDS,
which can be written as in (1).

Figure 1: Left ankle reconstructions using different SLDS

models tested on 1.3 mps data.
Significance
SLDS models do not appear to generalize across individuals or
gait speeds. Perhaps this suggests that SLDS is unable to
handle non-linearities within different gaits. SLDS can infer
gait phase predictions but not kinematic predictions, and as
such, may be used in applications where the determination of
changes in the gait phase is necessary (perhaps exoskeleton
development). Future studies will evaluate machine learning
algorithms to improve the generalizability of these models.

Where
is the discrete mode,
is the state
vector at time step ,
is the linear system parameters and
is a zero-mean, Gaussian noise term [2]. We trained an
SLDS with four discrete modes on 9 trials of each
pa icipan s gait data at one speed and tested the model s
ability to predict gait phases and kinematics at different
speeds.
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Results and Discussion
Despite the ability of SLDS to predict gait phase with high
accuracy (>92%) at different speeds, kinematic predictions do
not appear to generalize for a different gait speed of the same
individual. Fig. 1 shows that it does not have accurate
kinematic prediction of a gait speed different to the one it was
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Introduction
One has to continuously adapts to changing conditions during
walking, including both external and internal disturbances [1].
Unilateral loading has been used to investigate the effects of
inertial manipulations on kinematic gait patterns in healthy adults
[2]. Step-to-step gait pattern seems to be stable under unilateral
loading. However, the effect of unilateral loading on the longrange correlation of spatiotemporal parameters is largely
unknown. Long-range correlation may reveal the nondynamic
structure of variability of a time-series data.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of
unilateral ankle load on spatiotemporal parameters between
loaded and unloaded sides in young adults. We hypothesized that
with increasing unilateral load, differences between the loaded
and unloaded sides may become larger in spatiotemporal
parameters and their long-range correlations.

Our preliminary analysis did not demonstrate a gender
difference in normalized step length, step time, and foot clearance
and their DFA alpha values. Therefore, we collapsed the data
from the male and female subjects for further analysis. Two-way
(4 condition × 2 side) repeated ANOVA was conducted on these
variables
Results and Discussion
Normalized step length increased with unilateral ankle load and
the loaded side had a smaller value than the unloaded side. There
a
Post
-hoc analysis revealed that A0 was different from A50 and A75,
and A25 was different from A75.
While step time at the loaded side increased with the load, it
decreased at the unloaded side. Statistical analysis demonstrated
that there was a condition by side interaction (p<0.001). Post-hoc
analysis revealed that there was a difference between the loaded
and unloaded sides for all the load conditions except A0.
Foot clearance generally maintained similar values between
the loaded and unloaded sides regardless of load. Statistical
analysis revealed no main effect, nor an interaction. This suggests
that unilateral load may affect spatiotemporal parameters more in
horizontal than in vertical.
DFA alpha was around 0.75 for all the parameters regardless
of load, suggesting these parameters were correlated within the
time-series of data. Statistical analysis revealed no main effect,
nor an interaction for all the parameters. This indicates that longrange correlation of spatiotemporal parameters was not affected
by unilateral ankle load. Therefore, young adults can consistently
modulate nondynamic structure of variability of spatiotemporal
parameters while changing these parameters to accommodate an
external disturbance such as a unilateral ankle load.

Methods
Twenty healthy young adults (aged 18-35 years, ten males and
ten females) participated in this study. Male subjects had higher
body mass, height, and leg length than the female subjects.
Kinematic data was captured using a Vicon motion capture
system. Participants completed treadmill walking at four load
conditions in a random order: A0, A25, A50, and A75,
representing no load, 0.8%, 1.6%, and 2.4% of body weight,
respectively. The load was placed above the ankle of the nondominant leg, which was not used to kick a ball.
Each participant’s preferred overground walking speed was
used to set their treadmill speed. Subjects walked on a treadmill
for five minutes under each load condition and then rested for
five minutes between conditions. Step length was normalized by
leg length to minimize the height effect. Step time and foot
clearance were also calculated for both loaded and unloaded
sides. Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) was applied to these
gait parameters to investigate long-range correlation embedded
in the time-series data.

Significance
This study indicates that normalized step length and step time are
affected by external ankle loading as expected. However, foot
clearnance mostly maintained similar values, suggesting the
priority of safely clearing the ground while adapting to different
ankle loads. In addition, the similar DFA alpha values across load
conditions suggest that our neuromuscular system may be robust
in maintaining a similar structure of variability (i.e., long-range
correlation) while acommodating to an external load. An analysis
of long-range correlation can be used for studying movement
patterns in clinical populations to understand their movement
deficits, or for assessing the effect of physical rehabilitation to
improve the rehabilitation design and its outcomes.

Table 1: Mean of normalized step length (NSL), step time (ST), foot
clearance (FC), DFA alpha of NSL (DFA_NSL), DFA alpha of ST
(DFA_ST), and DFA alpha of FC (DFA_FC) at each load condition.
Side
A0
A25
A50
A75
Loaded
0.638
0.639
0.646
0.654
NSL
Unloaded
0.647
0.644
0.651
0.653
Loaded
0.525
0.537
0.546
0.555
ST
Unloaded
0.526
0.525
0.519
0.517
Loaded
2.408
2.347
2.459
2.561
FC
Unloaded
2.414
2.438
2.476
2.492
Loaded
0.770
0.705
0.731
0.732
DFA_NSL
Unloaded
0.741
0.734
0.775
0.731
Loaded
0.798
0.731
0.763
0.736
DFA_ST
Unloaded
0.724
0.724
0.757
0.822
Loaded
0.724
0.741
0.764
0.808
DFA_FC
Unloaded
0.752
0.682
0.775
0.718
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Introduction
Results and Discussion
Back a d alking (BW) o e g o nd ha been cha ac e i ed a
School-aged child en demon a ed high coefficien
of
being a imple ime- e e al of fo a d alking (FW). High
co ela ion be een FW and BW kinema ic a he hip ( =0.83co ela ion in join kinema ic be een FW and ime- e e ed
0.99) and knee ( =0.76-0.99) ha e e la gel naffec ed b
BW o e g o nd a e een in ad l and chool-aged child en [1].
peed (Fig. 1). A he ankle, ho e e , co ela ion e e m ch
Ho e e , li le e ea ch ha been cond c ed in child en
lo e a all peed ( =0.31-0.44). In e - bjec a iabili
a
compa ing BW and FW pa e n on a eadmill e en ho gh
high ac o all h ee join , and he hip and knee join ho ed
ignifican diffe ence in gai pa e n ha e been e abli hed
m ch highe coefficien of de e mina ion han he ankle join
be een o e g o nd and eadmill alking in bo h ad l and
ac o h ee peed condi ion (Table 1).
child en [2]. Th , e aimed o in e iga e he co ela ion
Table 2: Mean (SD) of co ela ion of de e mina ion (R2) be een
be een FW and BW kinema ic in chool-aged child en
fo a d and ime- e e ed back a d alking.
d ing eadmill alking a diffe en peed . We h po he i ed
ha kinema ic a iable
o ld be highl co ela ed be een
Speed
Hip
Knee
Ankle
FW and ime- e e ed BW on a eadmill a all peed .
Methods
We ec i ed 19 picall de eloping child en (10M/9F) aged
6-12 ea . S bjec comple ed bo of eadmill alking fo
2 min e each; each bo
ep e en ed a diffe en
alking
condi ion. The e condi ion incl ded FW and BW a 3 peed :
no mal (e al o elf- elec ed o e g o nd peed), lo (75% of
no mal), and fa (125% of no mal). Kinema ic da a e e
collec ed ing an 8-came a Vicon mo ion cap e
em.
Elec om og aph (EMG) da a e e collec ed f om he leg
m cle ing a Del EMG
em. Co ela ion be een FW
and ime- e e ed BW [3,4] e e calc la ed a he hip, knee,
and ankle fo each peed condi ion (Fig. 1).

Degrees

40

(0.10)

0.25 (0.15)

Normal

0. 2 (0.05)

0.

(0.0 )

0.1 (0.1 )

Fast

0. 2 (0.0 )

0. 4 (0.0 )

0.21 (0.22)

Significance
The dec ea ed mo ion a he ankle join d ing BW alking
ma e l f om child en minimi ing mo emen a hi join and
compen a ing ing adap a ion f om he hip and knee in o de
o imp o e abili on he mo ing bel . Repe i i e eadmill
alking i a common in e en ion echni e in pedia ic
ehabili a ion, i h clinician of en mod la ing di ec ion and
peed o facili a e de i ed adap a ion in child en gai pa e n
[5]. O finding ha di al con ol a he ankle d ing back a d
eadmill alking i no e ma e in chool-aged child en
highligh he need o pecificall
an if ho o ng child en
adap o he e condi ion on a eadmill o ha clinician can
make info med deci ion abo ehabili a i e p o ocol .

Strike

Strike

Knee

0
0
40
20
0

Strike

= 0.90

Strike

Degrees

0.

= 0.92

20
0

Ankle
Degrees

0. 1 (0.0 )

School-aged child en adap ed hei ankle mo ion diffe en l
han ad l d ing BW eadmill alking, limi ing hei ankle
ange of mo ion and ili ing hei plan a fle o o a le e
e en . Thi
gge
ha al ho gh a imila ne al con ol
mechani m be een FW and BW alking ma be p e en in
chool-aged child en d ing o e g o nd alking, he a e no
e able o f ll adap o BW on a eadmill. Thi i in line i h
p e io finding ha eadmill alking pa e n con in e o
ma e in o adole cence. We gge ha p o imal con ol a
he hip and knee ma be mo e ad anced b hi age, b di al
con ol a he ankle i ill nde de elopmen .
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0

Slow

20
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Fig. 1: Rep e en a i e g aph of he hip, knee, and ankle kinema ic
d ing fo a d ( olid line) and ime- e e ed back a d (do ed line)
alking on a eadmill a he no mal condi ion.
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Introduction
The nervous system responds to gait perturbations by adapting
mechanics of an existing walking pattern (1). Gait adaptation can
be altered by individual factors such as injuries to the nervous
and the musculoskeletal systems (2,3). Currently, it is unknown
how current and past physical activity influences healthy
adaptation. The purpose of this study was to examine the
influence of physical activity history, weekly amount of activity,
and type of activity on gait adaptation in sedentary and
recreationally active healthy adults. We hypothesized that
activity history and type of activity (non-cyclic, such as team ball
sports, and cyclic, such as running) would predict rate of
adaptation. Due to the spatial aspects of non-cyclic sports and the
temporal aspects of cyclic sports, we also hypothesized that
individuals participating in non-cyclic sports would initially
adapt their walking pattern using mostly a spatial strategy, while
sedentary individuals and individuals participating in cyclic
sports would adapt using mostly a temporal strategy.

variance in rate of adaptation was explained; additional factors
likely influence rate of adaptation in healthy young adults and
future research should seek to uncover such factors.
Both step position asymmetry and step timing asymmetry
predicted early SLA in the sedentary group and in the cyclic
group. In the sedentary group, the model explained 59.2% of the
variation in early SLA (p=0.007, r=0.770) where step position
asymmetry explained 38.6% and step timing asymmetry
explained an additional 20.6%. In the cyclic group, the model
explained 87.7% of the variation in early SLA (p<0.001,
r=0.937) where step position asymmetry explained 66.0% and
step timing asymmetry explained an additional 21.7%. For both
groups, as asymmetry in both step position and step timing
increased, early SLA decreased. Conversely, in the non-cyclic
group, only step position asymmetry predicted early SLA. The
model, and therefore step position asymmetry, explained 57.8%
of the variation in early SLA (p=0.004, r=0.760); as asymmetry
in step position increased, early SLA decreased. Healthy young
adults participating in non-cyclic activities use a spatial strategy
to combat an asymmetric walking pattern, while those that are
sedentary or that participate in cyclic activities use a combination
of spatial and temporal strategies.
When assessing spatiotemporal strategies and rate of gait
adaptation, it is important to account for physical activity history,
current activity level, and current type as confounding factors.
The populations studied on a SBT commonly have a mobility
di abili , ch a people i h Parkin on di ea e, and these
populations may be less physically active than healthy
populations (4). Resulting differences in gait adaptation may be
in part due to differences in current or past physical activity.

Methods
Three groups of healthy young adults participated in this study:
14 sedentary, 12 currently participating in cyclic sports, and 11
currently participating in non-cyclic sports. We collected
information on activity history via a self-report. Participants
walked on a split-belt treadmill (SBT) for ten minutes with their
non-dominant leg moving twice as fast as the dominant leg
(Adaptation). Gait adaptation was measured by the asymmetry in
step lengths taken by the fast and the slow legs. Step length
asymmetry (SLA) in the first five strides was measured as initial
asymmetry (early SLA). Rate of adaptation was determined from
the number of steps each participant took before reaching a
plateau in SLA. Additionally, we measured the asymmetry in
step position (position of ankle relative to pelvis at foot strike)
and step timing (time from one foot strike to the subsequent foot
strike, multiplied by the average belt velocity) during early SLA
(3). To determine predictors of rate of adaptation, the number of
steps to adapt SLA was stepwise linearly regressed on early SLA,
group, and activity history. Then, to determine the spatiotemporal
strategy used by the sedentary, cyclic, and non-cyclic groups,
three (one for each group) stepwise linear regressions regressed
early SLA on early step position asymmetry and early step timing
asymmetry.

Significance
Physical activity history and current type of physical activity
influence the rate and the strategy used during early adaptation,
respectively. The results of this study will help researchers better
understand the individual factors influencing gait adaptation,
which is a crucial mechanism in daily life, such as when
navigating uneven or changing terrain. It is crucial to understand
if physical activity influences gait adaptation in older
populations, and if specific physical activity interventions can
alter gait adaptation strategies.
Acknowledgments
This study was funded by an Auburn University seed grant.
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Presidential Graduate Research Fellowships.

Results and Discussion
Early SLA and activity history, but not activity type, predicted
number of steps to adapt SLA. The model explained 22.4% of the
variance in rate of adaptation (p=0.013, r=0.473), where early
SLA explained 11.9% and step position asymmetry explained an
additional 10.5%. As the magnitude of early SLA decreased,
fewer steps were needed to adapt. As the number of consecutive
weeks spent active increased, more steps were needed to reach a
plateau. Against our hypothesis, the type of physical activity did
not predict rate of adaptation. However, only 22.4% of the
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Normalizing Kinetic Data Alters Conclusions Based on Obesity
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Introduction
Normalizing mechanical measures based on anthropometric
measures is common in biomechanical gait investigations. Hof
suggested that normalization creates unitless measures [1], where
linear associations between the normalization metric and the
dependent variable are commonly assumed [2]. Ground reaction
forces and lower extremity joint moments for obese and nonobese individuals have been reported in absolute terms [3],
normalized by body mass [3], or normalized by the product of
mass and height [4]. These normali a ions transform the
moment into a new variable, but fail to produce a unitless term
and lead to equivocal interpretations of outcomes in the literature
[3,4]. Thus, our purpose was to better understand the influence of
normalization on data interpretation when participants of various
body size (e.g., BMI) were investigated within a single study.

group: obese only (O), non-obese only (NO), and combined
group (N+O). Group outcomes were then compared using
independent t-tests for both absolute and unitless measures.

Methods
Ten obese (BMI = 33.8 ±2.9 kg.m-2; 6 Males; age = 26 ±3 years)
and twelve non-obese (BMI = 23.6 ±2.2 kg.m-2; 7 Males; age =
23 ±3 years) adults walked overground at 1.5 m .s-1 while motion
(100 Hz) and force (2000 Hz) data were collected. These data
were low pass filtered at 6 and 50 Hz, respectively, and combined
to estimate joint reaction forces and moments. Absolute and
unitless measures were then developed by dividing forces by
bodyweight and moments by the product of weight and height.
Linear correlations between the normalization metric and the
absolute and normalized measures were investigated based on

Significance
Given the relationship between the normalized hip joint moment
and its normalization metric when group data were combined,
data from groups who vary based on body mass index should not
be combined for data interpretation in future studies.

Results and Discussion
When considering both groups together and data in absolute
terms, forces and moments were related to body size
normalization metrics (i.e., body weight and body weight
*height; see Table 1). Once normalized, only one significant
correlation remained (i.e., hip extensor moment), but it was
opposite in sign from the original correlation. Within the NO
group normalization had the desired effect, as no relations were
observed between the force or moment measure and the
normalization metric. In O, normalized braking force was
strongly correlated with bodyweight.

References
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Table 1. Correlations between the absolute measures and their normalization metric and comparisons between groups
Parameter

Combined

Obese

Non-Obese

r (NO + O)

r (O)

r (NO)

t (NO - O)

230.88 (65.29)

287.47 (37.66)

183.72 (40.49)

0.95*

0.94*

0.78*

-6.18*

Forces (N)
Propulsive
Braking

-200.77 (53.28)

-252.04 (16.11)

-158.04 (28.75)

-0.89*

-0.46

-0.65*

9.19*

Vertical

1000.67 (258.06)

1230.09 (153.29)

809.49 (142.07)

0.98*

0.95*

0.93*

-6.67*

137.37 (64.25)

190.88 (56.03)

92.78 (23.25)

0.84*

0.56

0.79*

-5.54*

92.37 (42.36

104.35 (46.03)

82.40 (38.11)

0.49*

0.49

0.45

-1.23

73.86 (20.51)

78.62 (18.02)

69.89 (22.35)

0.52*

0.33

0.76*

-0.99

0.27 (0.03)

0.27 (0.01)

0.26 (0.04)

0.07

-0.06

0.07

-0.48

Braking

-0.23 (0.03)

-0.24 (0.03)

-0.23 (0.04)

0.18

0.84*

0.18

0.71

Vertical

1.16 (0.06)

1.16 (0.05)

1.17 (0.07)

-0.15

-0.05

-0.15

0.36

Plantar Flexor

0.09 (0.02)

0.10 (0.03)

0.08 (0.01)

0.39

0.09

-0.20

-2.67*

Knee Extensor

0.06 (0.03)

0.05 (0.02)

0.07 (0.03)

-0.22

0.11

-0.09

1.28

Hip Extensor

0.05 (0.01)

0.04 (0.01)

0.06 (0.01)

-0.52*

-0.30

-0.02

3.18*

Moments (Nm)
Plantar Flexor
Knee Extensor
Hip Extensor
Forces (unitless)
Propulsive

Moments (unitless)

Note: NO = Non-Obese and O = Obese. Normalization metric for ground reaction forces is bodyweight; normalization metric for joint kinetic measures
is bodyweight.height. Correlations are between the measure and its normalization metric. t is an independent samples test. * indicates a significant
result. p < .05
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Effects of Marker Placement and Body Sizes on Frontal Plane Center of Mass Motion During Walking: A Preliminary Study
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Introduction
Estimation of the whole-body center of mass (COM) depends on
body segment anthropometric measurement and kinematic data
measured using a motion capture system with reflective markers
adhered to bony landmarks [1]. Various maker sets are
commonly employed for motion data collection. However, soft
tissue composition and body mass distribution could differ
among participants with different body sizes. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to compare the whole-body COM
medial-lateral (M-L) kinematics derived from data collected with
different marker sets during walking.

A 2×3 two-way (Group × Marker set) univariate ANOVA
was performed separately to detect differences between groups
(overweight and healthy weight) and marker sets (MS1, MS2 and
MS3). When an interaction and/or main effect was revealed, a
post-hoc comparison with Bonferroni adjustments were used to
detect differences between groups and step width conditions. An
a priori alpha level was set to 0.05.
Results and Discussion
No interactions between body sizes and marker sets were found,
thus the selected critical events collapsed by body sizes and by
marker sets (Table 1). Although no group differences in gait
velocity or M-L COM displacement were detected,
overweight/obese group showed a greater lateral velocity right
after the initial (~5% % gait cycle) heel strike of the right leg, and
greater peak accelerations on both M-L directions (~60% gait
cycle), compared to the normal group. These results suggested
overweight or obese individuals may control their frontal plane
COM motion differently than normal individuals. A faster COM
sway velocity or acceleration could impose challenge in
momentum control and could lead to a higher risk of sideway
imbalance.
All participants demonstrated consistent patterns of M-L
COM kinematics among three marker sets. Also, the timing of
peak COM velocities and acceleration consistently occurred
around the early and end period of the stance phase (~60% of the
gait cycle), respectively. Even though the calculation using MS2
may underestimate the peak lateral velocity compared to MS1
(p=.023) and MS3 (p=.041). All three marker sets resulted in a
similar COM trajectory in the frontal plane during walking
regardless of body sizes.

Methods
This is an ongoing study. Eleven adult participants were recruited
and classified into two groups based on their BMI: the
overweight/obese group (4 participants: one female, height:
1.70±0.12 m, weight: 85.66±10.35 kg, BMI: 29.06±3.64 kg/m2)
and normal weight group (7 participants: four females, height:
1.72±0.12 m, weight: 61.15±14.08 kg, BMI: 20.94±2.15 kg/m2).
A twelve-camera motion analysis system (Oqus 6+. Qualisys
AB, Sweden) was used to acquire three-dimensional (3D)
Kinematics data. Three whole-body reflective marker sets (MS1,
MS2, MS3) were employed in the study. For MS1, a multisegment trunk, a head, arms, forearms, hands, a coda pelvis,
thighs, shanks, and feet were modelled [2, 3]. The MS2 was a
modified arrangement based on the Helen Hayes marker set, a
head, a trunk, arms, forearms, hands, a Visual 3D pelvis, thighs,
shanks, and feet were modelled. For MS3, the segment modelling
was similar to the MS2. However, four-marker-mounted clusters
were used as tracking markers instead of discrete markers during
the dynamic trials [3, 4].
Participants were asked to perform 5 trials of barefoot level
walking with their self-selected speeds (average speed ± 5%)
when fitted with each marker set. Marker trajectories were
smoothed using a 4th order zero-lag Butterworth low pass filter
at a cutoff frequency of 12 Hz. All marker data were processed
and calculated using the Visual 3D software (6.0, C-Motion, Inc.,
Germantown, MD). Position of the whole-body COM was
computed based on the segmental mass and COM location with
weighted-sum method. COM velocity and acceleration were
obtained from the first and second derivatives of COM positions
using the finite-difference method. The range of COM
displacement and peak velocities and accelerations in the frontal
plane were identified during a gait cycle, which was defined
between two consecutive heel strikes of the right foot.

Significance
Differences in body sizes and variations in marker sets could
affect the determination of whole-body COM [5]. It is essential
to exam whether the whole-body COM kinematics could be
consistently estimated with different marker sets among patients
with different body sizes.
Reference
[1].Lee, R.C., et al. (2000) Am J Clin Nutr. 72(3): p. 796-803.
[2].Leardini, A., et al. (2007) Gait Posture. 26(4): p. 560-71.
[3].Cappozzo, A., et al. (1995) Clin Biomech. 10(4): p. 171-178.
[4].Leardini, A., et al. (2011) Clin Biomech. 26(6): p. 562-71.
[5].Peters, A., et al. (2010) Gait Posture. 31(1): p. 1-8.

Table 1: Medial-Lateral (M-L) COM motions during walking: mean±SD.
Body sizes
Marker sets
Normal
Overweight
t test
MS1
MS2
MS3
Gait velocity (m/s)
1.29±0.2
1.48±0.2
p=.161
Displacement (cm)
4.0±1.6
3.9±1.3
p=.946
4.0±0.7
4.2±1.6
3.6±1.9
Peak lateral velocity (toe off) (cm/s)
12.6±3.2
16.5±8.1
p=.083
14.4±5.2
13.7±6.1
14.0±6.4
Peak lateral velocity (heel strike) (cm/s)
-11.6±2.2 *
-15.0±2.6
p<.000
-13.9±2.8
-11.4±2.2 #^
-13.3±3.0
Peak left lateral acceleration (cm/s2)
81.5±40.9 *
121.9±50.2
p=.005
96.2±31.4
95.5±40.3
96.7±51.5
Peak right lateral acceleration (cm/s2)
-82.8±45.5 *
-123.2±55.5
p=.038
-88.8±40.7
-100.3±54.7
-103.4±63.2
*: significantly different between body size groups; #: significantly different from MS1; ^: significantly different from MS3.
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F test
p=.674
p=.935
p=.010
p=.861
p=.687

The Influence of an Expert Audience on Gait Initiation Performance
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Introduction
During gait initiation, postural control strategies are used to
achieve stability and efficiency during transition from a static
to dynamic posture (1). Changes in gait initiation strategies
have been observed in aging populations and populations
with neurological disorders (1). However, dynamic postural
control strategies have also been shown to be altered by
environmental stimuli (3).
Anticipatory postural adjustments (APAs), help to
mitigate the threat of postural instability and have been
associated with forward progression velocity (4,5). Such
control strategies are crucial for successful gait initiation
performance and even more so when faced with unfamiliar
settings and surroundings (6). The performance of motor
tasks in a research setting with a research team present may
constitute such an unfamiliar environment.
Indeed, in-laboratory and real-world gait speed have a
weak correlation, which may be influenced by the addition of
researcher observation (7). Yet, it remains unclear how
manipulating a research setting by varying the number of
researchers may impact gait initiation performance. Greater
understanding of the influence of deliberate and critical
observation of researchers contributing to gait initiation
performance may enhance our ability to translate laboratorybased findings to real orld setting o tside of the
laboratory.
The aim of this study was to assess the effects of
increasing audience size on gait initiation performance and
early steady state step parameters. We hypothesized that as
audience size increased, the speed of each step would increase
along with an increase in APA magnitude.

0.002. There was a univariate effect for speed of each of the early
steady state steps, first step, F(2,40) = 17.547, p <0.001, second
step, F(2,40) = 14.258, p <0.001 and third step, F(2,40) =
13.390, p <0.001. Post-hoc tests revealed significant increases in
the speed of steps between the no audience and large audience
condition, and between the small audience and large audience
conditions. No significant increases in step speed were observed
between the no audience and small audience conditions (Figure
1). Our findings suggest that participants walked faster when
increased number of observers were present. Therefore, it is
plausible that in-laboratory findings may conflict with actual
performance in a real orld setting outside the laboratory
environment where such observation and evaluation is atypical.
There was no effect of increasing research audience size
on APA-AP, APA-ML, duration of APA or APA first step
duration. Gait initiation is a demanding task for the central
nervous system compared to straight ahead walking. (6) It is
possible that a heightened stimulus may be required to achieve
the same magnitude of change as observed in steady-state gait.

Figure 1: Mean and standard error steady state step speeds across
audience conditions. *denotes p < .001.

Methods
Twenty-one college-aged individuals participated in the gait
initiation analysis (14 females, 7 males, 21 ± 1 years old, 167.7 ±
16.1 cm, 72.3 ± 15.4 kg). Participants wore 6 wireless inertial
sensors and were asked to walk four lengths of a 9.3m walkway
at their typical speed (APDM, Portland, OR). Participants
completed this protocol in three different conditions: 1) no
research audience present, 2) a small audience with two
researchers present and 3) a large research audience with 6-10
researchers present. Gait initiation parameters measured
included: 1) Peak APA amplitude in the anteroposterior direction
(APA-AP) and mediolateral direction (APA-ML), 2) Duration of
APA, 4) APA first step duration, 5) After initial foot contact with
the lead swing leg, early steady state step speed was also
measured. A one-way repeated measures MANOVA was
conducted to test for differences in peak APA-AP, peak APAML, the duration of APA, APA first step duration and early
steady state step speed across each of the no, small and large
audience conditions.

Significance
Differences in stepping speed were most pronounced in the large
audience condition, indicating that participants walked faster
when a larger number of observers were present. This is also
supported by the lack of difference observed between the no and
small audience conditions. However, increasing observation did
not impact postural control mechanisms during gait initiation.
These results highlight the importance of translation and
extrapolation of lab-based findings, as differences in movements
produced when under observation, such as in a lab setting, may
limit the generalizability to real life settings outside the
laboratory. We recommend researchers should keep number of
researchers consistent, and or report the number of researchers
present during a data collection to acknowledge the impact of
observation on performance.
References
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Results and Discussion
The multivariate analysis revealed statistical significance
between the audience size conditions, F(14,68) = 2.901, p =
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Dorsiflexion Restriction Highlights the Role of Early-Stance Modulation of Tibialis Anterior in Forward Body Propulsion
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play a role in forward body propulsion2. The mechanical
perturbation, applied during swing, increases the length of the
same step (not shown). In the absence of the TA contribution to
foot-placement correction, the early stance modulation of VAS
compensate for the foot being too far in front of the body, by
accelerating the center of mass (COM) forward. In response to
mechanical perturbations during swing, the contralateral GAS
muscle activation during late stance decreased significantly more
in the restricted condition (Fig. 1E). This muscle modulation
contributes to speed control during push-off. In the restricted
condition, in response to the mechanical perturbation, the COM
is not propelled forward as much (not shown), the decrease in
contralateral GAS muscle activation helps decrease the next step
length (not shown) and controls the placement of the contralateral
foot relative to the body.

Introduction
Our research goal is to identify how the nervous system stabilizes
walking by continually making small modulations (adjustments)
in the rhythmic pattern of muscle activations. Our previous
studies, using a combination of external perturbations and system
identification, have suggested a role for early-stance tibialis
anterior (TA) muscle modulation in forward body propulsion and
speed control1,2. However, TA activation in stance has been
mostly thought of as a mechanism to prevent foot-slapping or
even as a brake on the speed. To clarify the role of early-stance
TA modulation, in the current study we added a restriction that
limits the contribution of the dorsiflexor muscles to gait and
studied the “restricted” gait response to external lower-body
mechanical perturbations. We expect that by increasing
resistance to dorsiflexion, in response to external perturbations
the nervous system would have to adopt alternative strategies to
control propulsion and help the subjects maintain balance on the
treadmill. The absence of this response would suggest TA
modulation is not important for controlling propulsion.
Methods
We have collected data from 7 participants in accordance with
University of Maryland IRB. The subjects walked on a treadmill
at 1.4 m/s for 12 250-s trials split between 2 conditions: 1) normal
and 2) restricted, where dorsiflexion in both ankles was restricted
using a traditional Achilles tendon taping method. The subjects
were perturbed by small continuously-changing forces applied to
their legs through a spring-motor mechanism2. Lowpass-filtered
white noise signals were used to specify the mechanical
perturbation (position of the motor). The kinematic data and
surface electromyography were recorded from the legs and trunk.
Phase-dependent impulse response functions (jIRFs) were
calculated that describe the changes in kinematics and muscle
activations in response to brief perturbations applied at any phase
of the gait1,2.

Fig. 1: Average waveforms of kinematics (A-B) and the muscular
responses to the mechanical perturbations (C-D) in the normal (blue) and
restricted (red) conditions. Asterisks indicate significant differences
between conditions (p < 0.05). The bars on the horizontal axes indicate
gait phase: (white = swing, gray = single support, and back = double
support). The yellow arrows indicate the perturbation phase.

Results and Discussion
The taping method restricted dorsiflexion during late stance and
through swing (Fig. 1A). The restriction also significantly
decreased the knee flexion during mid stance (Fig. 1B). These
changes in kinematics resulted in a significantly shorter step
length (not shown) in the restricted condition, compared to the
normal condition, which is consistent with the previous findings3.

Significance
Our study highlights the role of early-stance modulation of TA in
forward body propulsion, as when TA’s ability to perform work
was reduced, the nervous system compensated for this speed
control mechanism by modulating the VAS and GAS muscles
during early and late stance respectively.

With restriction, both the TA and vasti (VAS) muscles saw a
significant decrease in their peak activation during early stance,
which is also consistent with the ankle orthosis literature4. The
peak activation of the gastrocnemius (GAS) muscle during late
stance also significantly increased in the restricted condition.

Acknowledgments
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In response to the mechanical perturbations during swing that
caused a forward perturbation of ankle position, the TA
activation increased during early stance in both conditions. The
difference between responses during early stance was not
significant (Fig. 1C). The VAS muscle activation during early
stance increased significantly more in the restricted condition
(Fig. 1D). This early stance modulation of VAS is suggested to
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I
d c
The abili o mod la e alking peed i e en ial o main aining
independence for older ad l . Bo h fa e
alking peed (FS)
and
al, comfor able peed (CS) decline i h age, re l ing in
a lo of comm ni amb la ion. Ye , FS de eriora e more
rapidl 1. The ran i ion of CS o FS can be achie ed b
decrea ing ep ime and/or increa ing ep leng h. Red ced
balance, reng h, and ne rom c lar change (e.g. redi rib ion
of join orq e) a ocia ed i h aging ma al o con rib e o he
elec ion of a ra eg o increa e peed. The ra eg cho en o
increa e peed impac he kinema ic and kine ic igna re of he
alking pa ern2, b i i nkno n h par icipan ma elec
or prefer one ra eg o er ano her.
We in e iga ed he correla e a ocia ed i h he ra egie
o increa e peed and de ermined if here ere difference
be een older ad l
ho increa e ep leng h compared o ho e
ho decrea e ep ime hen increa ing peed.

Significan nega i e correla ion
ere fo nd be een hree
o come and LTD (range:-27.87 o 10.97, Fig re 1): peak
prop l i e force (r=-.357, p=.007), prop l i e imp l e (r=-.300,
p=.026), and chair and ime (r=-.273, p=.043). Par icipan ha
relied on increa e in ep leng h (+LTD) di pla ed decrea ed
prop l ion d ring CS and red ced chair and ime. No o her
ariable ere ignifican l correla ed o LTD.
Af er ca egori ing par icipan b ho e ho ed ime
(n=33, LTD=-6.26 5.98%) . leng h (n=24, LTD= .25 3.52%),
no difference ere fo nd be een CS (p=.669), FS (p=.727), nor
% of peed (p=.947). Balance (p=.322) and CS kinema ic
(p=.352) ere no ignifican a he m l i aria e le el.
Tho e ho mod la ed peed i h increa ed ep leng h had
ignifican l be er reng h ( =.816, F=3.235, p=.031), i h
red ced ime o comple e chair and (14.16
17.43 , p=.023).
Peak i okine ic knee (p=.463) and ankle (p=.455) momen a
60 / ere no differen a he ni aria e le el. Kine ic ariable
ere ignifican l differen be een gro p a he m l i aria e
le el ( =.781, F=2.689, p=.032), dri en b peak prop l i e
imp l e (p=.008) i h no o her ariable reaching ignificance.
Tho e ho ed a ep leng h ra eg had ignifican l le
prop l i e imp l e (20.61N*
. 17.35N* ) hen alking a
heir CS han ho e ho mod la ed ep ime.
In he c rren
d , e fo nd ho e ho decrea ed ep ime
d ring FS ere eaker and req ired more prop l i e imp l e o
crea e a imilar CS. Thi a reflec ed i h bo h a ignifican ,
con in o correla ion and hen gro ping par icipan b LTD.
Thi ma repre en a ceiling of prop l ion ha limi he abili
o increa e peed hen needed. Compara i el , ho e ho
increa ed ep leng h ma ha e addi ional prop l i e re er e
o mod la e alking peed. Ankle plan arfle ion momen and
po er are f nc ionall limi ing fac or for older ad l 4, h
increa ing ep leng h o increa e peed ma no be po ible for
ho e ho e more prop l i e imp l e d ring CS alking.
In ho e a ri k for f re mobili di abili , prop l ion a a
comfor able peed and reng h ere correla ed o he ra eg
ed o increa e peed, ei her increa ed leng h or decrea ed ep
ime. Tho e ho decrea ed ep ime o impro e peed ere
eaker b
ed more prop l i e force d ring comfor able
alking, perhap limi ing heir abili o mod la e peed afel .

Me d
Fif - e en eden ar older ad l a ri k for mobili di abili
comple ed a biomechanical a e men incl ding alking (5
rial of CS and FS), a ic balance (e e open and clo ed, 3 rial
each of 30 ), i okine ic d nomome r , and mobili (Shor
Ph ical Perfomance Ba er chair and ime).
Leng h-Time Difference (LTD) i a common mea re o
q an if he ra eg
ed o increa e alking peed2. A po i i e
LTD repre en an increa ed ep leng h ra eg , a nega i e LTD
repre en a decrea ed ep ime ra eg , and an LTD core of 0
repre en eq al percen change (% ) in ep ime and leng h.
𝐿𝑇𝐷

leng h

leng h
leng h

ime

time
time

Since CS i con idered a i al clinical ign3, hi anal i
incl de correla e and compari on be een LTD and bo h
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prop l i e force and imp l e) and kinema ic ( alk ra io, gai
abili ra io, cadence, ep leng h, ep ime) mea re of CS
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Correla ion coeffecien
ere calc la ed be een o come
and LTD acro all par icipan regardle of po i i e or nega i e
LTD gro p (p<.05). T- e confirmed homogenei be een he
o ra eg gro p incl ding: CS and FS and % peed. Fi e
epara e m l i aria e anal e of ariance ere ed o compare
ho e ho had a po i i e LTD and ho e ho had a nega i e LTD
for reng h/mobili , e e open balance, e e clo ed balance, CS
kine ic , and CS pa io emporal (p<.05).
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Introduction
It is common practice for biomechanical analyses of gross,
bilateral motor tasks to consider the independent functional role
of each lower limb. For example, when kicking a ball, the joints
of the dominant limb (hip, knee, and ankle) typically move
through a greater range of motion (ROM) and are cumulatively
responsible for increased positive power production compared to
the non-dominant limb [1]. However, the influence of limb
dominance is rarely considered in walking and running research,
where biomechanical symmetry between the legs is generally
assumed [2]. It remains unclear whether this is a valid
assumption, especially at the more distal joints. Recent work
from our laboratory found that prosthetic device users who had
lost their dominant limb preferred to have a toe joint added to
their prosthetic foot, whereas all other participants preferred a
prosthesis that lacked toe joint articulation. This suggests a
potential link between limb dominance and distal joint
kinematics; however, differences in foot kinematics have not
been studied in relation to limb dominance in an able-bodied
population. The current study therefore aims to compare
dominant and non-dominant kinematics and kinetics for the hip,
knee, and ankle, as well as foot kinematics (via a multi-segment
model), throughout a walking and running stride. We
hypothesized that dominant limb joints would move through an
increased ROM compared to non-dominant limb joints.

limb for the ankle, knee, and hip; however, similar to the findings
in [5], these differences were smaller in magnitude.

Figure 1: (A) MPJ ROM differences between dominant and nondominant limbs. (B) Mean MPJ angle for Subject 1, walking at
1.0 ms-1.

Methods
Able-bodied individuals (N=3 to date, but data collection will
resume shortly) completed walking and running tasks (speeds of
0.8-4.0 ms-1) on a treadmill (Bertec) with motion capture (Vicon)
markers placed on their lower limbs and feet in accordance with
the multi-segment foot model outlined in [3]. After these trials,
participants were asked to complete a revised Waterloo
footedness questionnaire in order to determine their lower limb
dominance as well as the strength of dominance [4].
Kinematic and kinetic data were calculated for the hip, knee,
and ankle, as well as foot kinematics (Visual3D). For brevity, we
present only metatarsophalangeal joint (MPJ) kinematics, but
plan to share more comprehensive results at the conference.
Statistical parametric mapping (SPM) analyses will also be
employed on the complete dataset (target: N=12).

Upon completion of data collection and analysis, we will
have a more holistic view on how limb dominance may affect hip,
knee, ankle, and foot biomechanics. Moreover, SPM will allow
us to determine where in the gait cycle these differences are most
pronounced for both walking and running.
Significance
This study will be the first to statistically analyze continuous
time-series data across the gait cycle when characterizing
biomechanical differences between the dominant and nondominant limbs during locomotion. It is expected that results will
determine whether limb dominance should be considered in
future gait analyses, and could inform the design or prescription
of prosthetic feet.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Based on the questionnaire, all three subjects exhibited weak to
moderate right-limb dominance. Average differences in MPJ
ROM generally fell between 4-6° (Fig. 1). Two subjects
displayed a greater ROM on their dominant limb (positive
values in Fig. 1), and one subject showed a greater ROM on their
non-dominant limb (negative values in Fig. 1). While more
testing is required to draw conclusions, we observed small but
consistent differences between the dominant and non-dominant
limbs of all participants. The differences between the dominant
and non-dominant MPJ ROM for individual strides mirrored the
average trend for each subject 90% of the time. Differences in
ROM were also found between the dominant and non-dominant
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Introduction
Our previous study suggested that older adults become
unstable on a step by step basis at slower walking speeds than
younger adults1. Aspects of the walking performance of older
adults related to their balance confidence suggesting an
observable link between more cautious behavior and dynamic
stability while walking. However, the static measure of balance
confidence did not reflect ho the indi iduals perception was
modified by an increasingly challenging task. The purpose of
this study was to explore a dynamic range of balance
confidence, measured using a novel approach while performing
a dynamic walking task and investigate whether decreased
balance confidence or decreased dynamic stability while
performance of a challenging walking task may be a possible
cause of decreased willingness to experience activities.

measure of balance confidence and gait stability compared to
those who completed all speeds (p=0.025,Figure 2) .

MOSAP (m)

a) 0.3

Balance Confidence
score

b)

Incomplete
Complete
0.2
0.1
0
-0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
-0.2
-0.3
Walking speeds (m/s)

Methods
Fourteen older participants (68±2.62 years) were asked to
complete the Activities Specific Balance Confidence (ABC)
Scale, which measures their confidence in performing actives
of daily living without losing their balance 2. Participants were
asked to walk on a treadmill at a range of speeds from 0.4 m/s,
increasing 0.2 m/s, up to either 2.0 m/s OR a speed they chose
to stop. Kinematic data was collected and a measure of gait
stability, the margin of stability in the anterior direction at heel
strike (MOSAP) was quantified, step-by-step3. Prior to
increasing each treadmill speed, participants were asked if they
wanted to attempt an faster speed and to rate their balance
confidence in walking at a faster speed without losing their
balance. This measure provided a more dynamic measure of
balance confidence compared to the traditional measure. The
primary variables assessed were differences of the last two
sampled values of balance confidence as well as MOSAP at the
last speed attempted, and the quantified slope of the line of the
last 3 values between balance confidence and MOSAP.
Participants were grouped based on whether they could or could
not complete all walking trials. Comparisons between groups
were made with Independent T-test and Mann-Whitney U test.

100
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40
1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Walking speeds (m/s)
Figure 1: Walking speeds vs a) MOSAP and b) Balance confidence vs
for Older adults who could complete and could not complete the entire
walking speeds (Note: 0.4-1.2 m/s, n=7; 1.4 m/s, n=4; 1.6 m/s, n=3;
1.8 m/s, n=1 for an incomplete group).
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Figure 2: Differences between Older adults who could complete and
could not complete the entire walking speeds a) sentivity of MOSAP
and Balance confidence b) the last 2 values of Balance confidence, and
c) the last 2 values of MOSAP.

Results and Discussion
Ranges of MOSAP and balance confidence while performing
the scaled treadmill speeds between groups are presented in
Figure 1. Participants were grouped (n=7 in each group) that
they could (70±2.44 years) or could not (67±2.43 years)
complete all walking trials. No significant difference was
detected in the standard ABC scale and difference for the last 2
values of MOSAP between groups. Significant differences
were detected in the maximum speeds achieved between
groups, the range of gait stability, as well as the differences on
the last 2 values of sampled balance confidence (p=0.005,
p=0.001, and p=0.026, respectively). Further, those that could
not complete all speeds had a greater slope in the dynamic

Significance
Some older adults who were less willing to experience
instability at faster walking speeds on the treadmill might relate
with their reduced balance confidence. Sensitivity of dynamic
measure of balance confidence may reflect to a perception of
loss of stability, this may be an interesting factor in decreased
willingness to experience activities for some older adults.
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Introduction
Smartphone dependency has become a seriou concern for pedastrain safety. In 2010, an estimation of two million smartphoneengaged pedestrian injuries were reported 1. However, the risk of
smartphone use during walking was still underestimated by pedastrains, indicated by the high frequency (84%) of smartphone
use been observed on the street 2. One reason for the risk underestimation maybe that people have no clear understanding of
how gait is changed under smartphone usage during public walking. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to investigate the
effect of different smartphone operations on gait performance
during outdoor walking.

ing conditions (p < 0.001). Similar effect was found in knee flexion angles (left knee: p < 0.001, right knee: p = 0.001). However,
a non-significant difference was observed in ankle flexion angles
(p = 0.057 and 0.113 for left and right ankles, respectively).
Participants demonstrated larger neck flexion in higher cognitive load tasks (i.e. tapping & gaming) than lower cognitive
load task (i.e. reading). It might be the case that, to process information with higher cognitive load, participnats tried to have a
closer look at the target on the phone to better perceive the details
of the target. However, it might increase the risk of falling or collision injuries because visual detection via peripheral vision was
attenuated. Compared with the walking only condition, the restricted lumbar (L5-S1, T12-L1) and hip movement during
smartphone-engaged walking indicated body posture adapations
to hand-smartphone interaction, probably with the intention to
better maintain the core balance of the locomotion system 6 . Tapping, which is a similar task of texting, had most obvious lumbar
restriction. The effect of smartphone use on the gait performance,
however, was less obvious on knees and ankles, possibly because
of the stabilization from the inverted pendulum model of lower
limbs during walking. In general, instead of proximal joint movement, smartphone-engaged walking relied more on distal joint
movement.

Methods
Eight healthy college students (six females & two males) were
recruited from the University of Florida. Participants, with seventeen wearable inertial sensors attached (MVN Awinda) to record gait performance 3,4 , were instructed to complete four walking conditions (Walking Only, Walking-Reading, Walking-Tapping, and Walking-Gaming), each with six repetitions. For each
trial, participants performed one smartphone operation throughout the 15-meter outdoor walking. Reading refered to a paragraph
reading (100-150 words). Tapping referred to number tapping
task (ascending order, 1-20). And gaming referred to a number
matching game to find number equals to two switches before in
a sequence of rapid changing numbers. The order of walking conditions were counter-balanced. All participants used the same
smartphone (Moto g6, Motorola) throughout the experiment.
Nine kinematics parameters in anterior-posterior plane, including
the maximun flexion angle of: 1) C7-T1, 2) T12-L1, 3) L5-S1, 45) bilateral hip, 6-7) knee, and 8-9) ankle were extracted for each
stride after a 2nd order low-passs Butterworth filter, with beginning and lasting two strides removed 5 (MATLAB R2019b). Univariate repeated-measures ANOVAs and post-hoc pairwise comparison (Fisher’s LSD) were then performed (SPSS 26).

Significance
In order to decrease the smartphone-engaged pedestrian injuries,
results from this study could be used as evidence of the recommended levels of phone engagement in public environments.
Smartphone application developers could also refer to this study
for usage intervention design among pedestrian users.
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Results and Discussion
Table 1 summaries the effects of walking conditions on kinematic
papameters. The independent variable was revealed to have significant impact on spinal kinmatic parameters, including C7-T1,
T12-L1, and L5-S1 flexion angles (p < 0.001). Among lower limb
kinematic, hip flexion angles were significantly effected by walk-

Table 1. Kinematic parameters, maximun anterior-posterior flexion angles: Mean (SD) values.
Walking Only
Walking-Reading Walking-Tapping
Walking-Gaming
Spinal kinematic parameters
C7-T1 flexion (deg)
0.75 (2.34) A
3.45 (3.00) B
4.66 (3.08) C
4.17 (2.87) C
A
B
C
T12-L1 flexion (deg)
1.18 (1.17)
0.84 (1.64)
0.38 (1.65)
0.65 (1.50) B
L5-S1 flexion (deg)
2.62 (2.61) A
1.87 (3.67) B
0.84 (3.71) C
1.44 (3.37) B
Lower limb kinematic parameters
Right hip flexion (deg)
31.70 (3.84) A
28.11 (4.43) B
29.15 (4.03) C
28.95 (3.54) BC
Left hip flexion (deg)
31.73 (4.00) A
27.20 (4.11) B
27.70 (4.94) BC
28.12 (4.51) C
Right knee flexion (deg) 66.58 (3.60) A
67.21 (4.59) AC
68.46 (3.70) B
67.83 (3.76) BC
A
A
B
Left knee flexion (deg)
67.64 (7.89)
67.65 (9.02)
68.70 (8.67)
68.33 (8.82) B
Right ankle flexion (deg)
12.86 (6.14)
12.87 (5.63)
14.74 (5.07)
13.74 (6.78)
Left ankle flexion (deg)
13.74 (12.32)
11.87 (10.80)
12.52 (10.29)
11.22 (10.20)
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p-value
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
0.057, NS
0.113, NS
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overground bodyweight support is increasingly be used as a
therapeutic intervention. It also provides insight into the
physiological determinants of joint quasi-stiffness during
walking.

Introduction
Bodyweight support is a tool used for gait rehabilitation and can
also be used experimentally to better understand human
locomotion biomechanics. Providing more bodyweight support
decreases vertical ground reaction forces during walking but it is
not clear how bodyweight support alters joint dynamics during
walking. The ankle displays piece-wise linear relationships
between joint moment and ankle angle over the stance phase,
sometimes referred to as quasi-stiffnesses [1,2]. The quasistiffnesses may be related to inherent musculostendon
mechanical properties, allowing individuals to take advantage of
stretch and recoil of tendinous structures. Our aim was to test
whether the piece-wise linear quasi-stiffnesses of the ankle were
similar across a range of bodyweight support levels (simulated
gravity levels). The bodyweight support should alter peak joint
moments during gait, testing whether there is a relationship
between joint moment and quasi-stiffness. We hypothesized that
the characteristic linear moment-angle relationships would be
similar across bodyweight support levels [3]. Subjects walked at
multiple speeds in addition to multiple simulated gravity levels.

Figure 1: Ankle moment-angle loops during stance phase across
speeds and at different levels of bodyweight support. Ankle angle is
positive in dorsiflexion and the internal plantarflexion moment is
positive.

Methods
Twelve participants [7 female, 5 male; 26±4 years of age, body
mass 70±8 kg, mean±s.d.] walked overground at 1, 0.76, 0.55 and
0.31 gravity (G) at 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, and 1.6 m/s. Bodyweight support
was provided by a harness attached to constant force springs
mounted to a rolling trolley on the ceiling. We used overground
force plates and a motion capture system to measures kinetics and
kinematics. We filtered and normalized data to the gait cycle.
We identified 4 key events during stance phase: A –
Minimum ankle angle, B – 50% of stance phase, C – maximum
ankle moment, and D – toe off. For each participant, we fit a
linear model between A-B, B-C, C-D, and A-C. We then
calculated R2 for each fit and averaged across participants.
Results and Discussion
The ankle moment-angle loops changed shape with bodyweight
support and speed (Fig 1). The quasi-stiffness of the ankle was
also influenced by both simulated gravity level and speed (Fig 2).
The quasi-stiffness of the ankle tended to decrease with
reduced gravity across all speeds and linear models (Fig 2). The
change was more pronounced between events B-C and C-D.
Reduced moments at the ankle could result in less force through
the Achilles tendon, moving the tendon mechanics further into
the “toe region” and decreasing the stiffness of the
musculotendon unit. At lower simulated gravity, relative strength
and power increases, allowing subjects to adopt a wider range of
gait strategies with fewer constraints.

Figure 2: Quasi-stiffness of the ankle as determined by the slope of
the best linear fit of ankle moment-angle relationship.
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Significance
These results provide a better understanding of motor adaptation
to bodyweight support and reduced gravity locomotion. At lower
relative mechanical demand (reduced gravity), humans can alter
ankle dynamics as there are fewer biomechanical constraints.
This knowledge has application in clinical gait rehabilitation as
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force from the Baseline condition b an average of 2.4 3.84%
BW. The largest increase in average peak push-off force was
achieved with the Half Force condition, 2.22 3.05% BW (Fig
1b). These results suggest that there ma be a threshold of force
sensitivit where individuals will no longer continue to increase
their push-off forces and will select slightl slower walking
speeds and cadences. Prior to this threshold, however,
modifications in push-off force impulse sensitivit in the
treadmill controller can result in increases in average peak pushoff forces and maintained walking speed from the Baseline
condition. However, the large amount of variation in the gait
mechanics strategies of the si participants with each treadmill
condition suggests that interventions ma need to be designed to
be user-specific.

Introduction
Treadmill gait training is a commonl used rehabilitation
technique to increase walking speed via increasing paretic limb
push-off forces and trailing limb angles.1 However, fi ed-speed
treadmills limit natural stide-to-stride variabilit that is essential
for motor learning.2,3 To address this, researchers have begun to
use adaptive treadmills that alter belt speed in real time based on
, such as
a cost function considering
push-off force impulse, step length, step duration, and position
relative to the treadmill center, as cost terms.4
The b ec e of this stud is to conduct a parameter
sensitivit anal sis to understand how walking speed, cadence,
peak push-off forces, and step-length change as the weight on the
push-off force impulse in the adaptive treadmill cost function is
altered. We
e e that as the weight on the push-off force
impulse term is increased
-off forces will
increase without substantial changes in speed.
Methods
Si health adults (4 females, 20 2 ears, 1.70 0.11 m, 67.17
10.63 kg) walked on a split-belt instrumented treadmill (Bertec
Corp., OH, USA) at their self-selected (SS) comfortable walking
speed on five modifications of the adaptive treadmill controller
for two minutes each. The adaptive treadmill controller is defined
b the following cost function:

Significance
This preliminar stud demonstrates that an adaptive treadmill
controller can be optimi ed to target increased push-off forces,
but this must be done on an individual basis to achieve ma imum
effectiveness. Future work will seek to develop an optimal
control simulation framework to understand and predict how a

treadmill speed to the
-off force impulse and their center of mass position
relative to the treadmill center respectivel .4 The five conditions
were:
2
4
, presented in
random order. Walking speed, cadence, and average peak pushoff force were calculated using the analog data (2000 H ) and
average step-length from heel marker locations at right heel strike
(100 H ).
where

controller cost function.
Ackno ledgments

Results and Discussion
For all treadmill conditions e cept the 4 OM Force, average SS
walking speed varied 0.01 m/s from the Baseline condition. In
the 4 OM Force condition, speed decreased b 0.07 m/s (Fig 1a).
Similarl , cadence decreased b about 2 steps/min with the 4 OM
Force condition and between 0-1 steps/min in other conditions.
Average change in stride length from Baseline were mostl small
(<5% height) and variable. Overall there is quite a bit of
variabilit between participants and seemingl small average
changes from the Baseline condition in the aforementioned
parameters.
While the treadmill modifications from the Baseline
,
cadence, and step length, there were clearer differences observed
between average peak push-off forces. Although the sensitivit
of the treadmill speed to push-off force impulse was highest in
the 4 OM condition, 5/6 participants decreased their push-off
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Introduction
Community ambulation requires navigation of various hazards
such as curbs, uneven terrains, and obstacles. Foot placement
around a hazard is controlled to satisfy two constraints: allow
swing foot trajectories that avoid tripping/stepping on the hazard,
and maintenance of stability by providing an appropriate base of
support relative to the center of mass movement. Tight control of
foot placement prior to obstacle crossing [1], and the relevance
of step length stabilization for inferring gait stability for
unobstructed walking [2] have been established. However, it is
not known whether step length is similarly stabilized while
negotiating hazards, specifically with the two legs on either side
of a hazard. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine
whether step length is stabilized during adaptive gait tasks.

Results and Discussion
Synergies were observed for both curb and obstacle crossing
(t 5.97, p<.05; Figure 1A) indicating that step length is
stabilized, which likely assists in maintaining gait stability. Step
length synergy during curb crossing was lower than obstacle
crossing (F2,44=24.61, p<.05; Figure 1A). The lower synergy
resulted from lower good variance (VUCM) (F2,44=11.24, p<.05;
Figure 1B). Lower VUCM indicates that foot placements were
more stereotypical for curb crossing, which may result from three
possibilities. First, the curb was shorter than the obstacle (15 vs
22 cm), requiring lower muscle activity to cross the hazard, which
in turn reduces motor noise and variability. Second, curbs are
prevalent in the community, and greater experience with curb
crossing may have resulted in lower VUCM. Third, the demand to
move the body center of mass to a new height during curb
crossing may impose additional foot placement requirements to
facilitate the change in potential energy, thereby reducing V UCM.
Greater experience with curbs may have resulted in lower bad
variance (VORT; F2,42=6.04, p<.05; Figure 1C) as well. However,
the reduction in VORT was not commensurate with the reduction
in VUCM, resulting in lower synergies for curb crossing.

Methods
The gait tasks included here were part of separate experiments:
experiment 1 (15 young adults, 22.1+5.6 years) performed 15
trials of stepping up and down a curb and experiment 2 (17 young
adults, 20.9±1.9 years) performed 15 trials of crossing an
obstacle. The curb and the obstacle were placed mid-way on an 8
m walkway. The curb was 4×1×0.15 m (length×width×height).
The obstacle was 1×0.008 m (width×depth) and height was 25%
of leg length (mean height 0.22 m).
We used the uncontrolled manifold (UCM) approach [3] to
quantify the strength of step length synergy. The strength of
synergy reflects the negative covariation between the lead and
trail foot distances from the curb/obstacle edge that stabilizes
their sum, i.e., the step length. A motion capture system was used
to identify the distance of the feet on either side of the
curb/obstacle edge for each trial. The UCM analysis yields two
variance components: one within the UCM (VUCM, or good
variance that does not change the step length), and one orthogonal
to UCM (VORT or bad variance that changes the step length). We
q an ified he ne g inde ( V) a (VUCM-VORT)/(VUCM+VORT),
which was z-transformed ( Vz) for statistical analysis. V > 0
indicates the presence of synergistic covariation in the foot
placements on either side of the curb/obstacle that stabilizes step
length, with higher positive values indicating stronger synergies.
To determine if synergies were present during adaptive gait tasks,
one-sample t-tests were performed on Vz. One-way ANOVA
was performed on (1) Vz to determine if the synergy strength
was influenced by task, and (2) VUCM and VORT to determine the
changes in the variance components that lead to changes in Vz.

Significance
While tight control of foot placement prior to an obstacle has
been established, we have demonstrated that the step length, with
the two legs planted on either side of a hazard is also a control
priority while navigating hazards. Furthermore, task-specific
differences in the structure of variance (i.e., the variance
components) indicate additional constraints that humans impose
on their behaviors. Such insights may not be apparent from
conventional or clinical gait analyses and measures. Extending
this study to include older and pathological populations will
potentially help in understanding the etiology of falls during
community ambulation.
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Introduction
Cervical spondylotic myelopathy (CSM) is a condition caused by
compression of the spinal cord in the neck that results in sensory
loss at the extremities due to deterioration of the afferent and
efferent nerve pathways. This deterioration results in reduced
sensation and motor control of the legs causing difficulty walking
due to decreasing dynamic stability.1 This often presents as a
waddling gait with increased step width and time in double
support.2 Angular momentum regulation has been hypothesized
as a feedback control mechanism the human body uses to keep
itself stable while performing any task. Consequently, angular
momentum can be used as a measure of dynamic stability of gait;
where greater stability is characterized by minimizing deviation
in angular momentum.3 The aim of this study is to fully
characterize the dynamic stability of patients with CSM, resulting
in a tool to determine where instability in gait stems from.

compensation manifests as larger, but delayed, peaks in sagittal
momentum, suggesting that CSM patients are able to regulate
momentum well through extended periods of double support, but
poorly regulate momentum through swing phase.
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Methods
Experimental data was collected for 56 subjects: 24 controls (9M
and 15F, 56.2 ± 11.2 y.o.) and 32 CSM patients (15M and 17F,
59.9 ± 10.4 y.o.). Walking trials were collected on a 15m
walkway at a self-selected, comfortable walking speed. A
minimum of six trials were used from each subject for analysis.
Subjects were recorded using 3D motion capture and five Bertec
force plates. The Plug-in-Gait model was used to calculate joint
kinematics as well as body segment centers, and exported to
Matlab for analysis.
The angular momentum of each body segment was
computed as the sum of its local angular momentum and angular
momentum of segments about the whole-body center of mass
(CoM).4 Whole-body angular momentum is the sum of all of the
segments. Upper-body angular momentum is the sum of the arms,
thorax, and head segments, and lower-body angular momentum
is the sum of the legs and pelvis. Angular momentum was
decomposed into sagittal, frontal, and transverse planes for
analysis.
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Figure 1. Angular momentum over one gait cycle in the anatomical
planes. Control population shown as solid blue line with ±1 S.D.
shaded. Mean of CSM patient population shown in dashed red.

Significance
Angular momentum analysis on the three anatomical planes is a
useful metric for determining stability of human movement, as it
can be related to both biological control processes and observed
movement patterns. Deeper understanding of the instabilities of
various movements can be gained through decomposition of
stability to a segment-by-segment level. Understanding which
segments of the body have the largest effects on stability in
various movements will allow targeted therapies and
rehabilitation procedures to be developed to aid populations with
instability pathologies.
Specifically, instability of movement decreases functional
ability, increasing inactivity. As CSM patients’ ability to function
independently decreases they become at greater risk of falling, as
well was much more dependent on others to care for them. By
gaining an understating as to why they are unstable in motion,
therapy and rehabilitation strategies can be developed to
counteract the deterioration of function. Ultimately, this would
return independence to CSM patients, relieving the impact of the
condition on the patients, caregivers, and workforce.

Results and Discussion
Angular momentum analysis quantifies clear stability differences
between the groups, with CSM patients showing greater angular
momentum throughout the gait cycle compared to controls,
indicating that they are less stable in all planes of motion.
CSM patients had increased angular momentum in the
frontal plane (Fig. 1, Col. 2), indicating decreased stability
compared to controls in both the upper and lower body. This is
reflective of excessive medial-lateral tilting common to the
waddling gait pattern seen in this population. Tilting is indicative
of rocking from foot to foot over a wider base of support. With
this angular momentum analysis it is evident that this decrease of
stability is coming from both the upper and lower body rocking
in unison, bringing the patient further from stability on each step.
In the sagittal and transverse planes, a phase shift is evident
with the patients lagging the control group (Fig 1, Col 1&3). This
phase shift reflects CSM patients spending more time in double
support, a more stable posture; then abruptly moving a leg
through the swing phase, a less stable posture. This instability
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obstacle task (p=0.37), likely due to the fact that speed was
calculated one second after the RT cue, which occurred on the
unobstructed portion of the walkway for all conditions.
Main effects of cognitive and gait task were observed in RT
(Fig. 1B). RT was significantly longer for each level of the RT
task (p<0.01), the increase in RT with RT task was similar for
seated, unobstructed walking, and stepping over obstacles (no
interaction was observed). RT while obstacle crossing (both 15
and 30% heights) was significantly longer than seated RT tasks
(p<0.01; Fig. 1B).
In order to complete the task in the most challenging
condition (Simon task and the tallest obstacle), participants had
the highest RT and the slowest speed. Although young adults
changed both RT and gait performance, they demonstrated
greater change in RT (up to 22%) than in gait speed (up to 3%),
consistent with the posture first strategy [2]. Similarly, the
number of RT errors were affected by the RT task, but not the
gait errors. Therefore, capacity interference is evident; young
adults did not complete both tasks concurrently without a change
in performance in both gait and RT measures. Since older adults
are more likely to demonstrate greater performance impairment
or different task prioritization strategy, such as posture second
strategy, future studies will expolore how older adults change
performance as a fuction of the level of both gait and cognitive
challenge.

Introduction
In daily life, walking is frequently completed with other tasks,
and this multitasking typically results in performance decrements
[1]. In general, healthy subjects prioritize gait performance over
cognitive task performance when there is no specific
prioritization instruction [2]. It is well known that more difficult
tasks result in greater gait impairment [3]. However, systematic
manipulation of the cognitive task difficulty is relatively
understudied. Increasing cognitive task challenge increases the
demand on cognitive resources and provides a window into
capacity interference during multitasking [4]. Thus, the purpose
of this study was to examine how level of both gait and cognitive
challenge affects task performance while walking.
Methods
Fourteen young adults (age: 20.4±1.1 yrs.) completed fifteen
conditions: three levels of cognitive task (simple, choice, and
Simon reaction time (RT) tasks), three levels of gait task (no
obstacle, 15%, and 30% of leg length obstacle heights), baseline
for gait task without RT task, and baseline for cognitive tasks
while seated. Twelve trials for each condition were block
randomized. The RT task appeared once (i.e. discrete RT task) on
the monitor at the end of walkway during the approach phase (14 steps before the obstacle). In dual task conditions, participants
were not given any specific task prioritization instructions. RT,
gait speed for one second after presentation of the RT cue, the
number of RT errors, and the number of obstacle contacts were
measured. RT and gait speed were analyzed with a two-way
ANOVA (obstacle height X RT task).

Significance
Even though the RT task was only completed once while
walking, young adults did not have sufficient cognitive resources
to complete the task without modifying performance. Increased
demands in both the RT and gait tasks further taxed the cognitive
resources. In order to accomplish both tasks, young adults
adopted a posture first strategy.

Results and Discussion
Errors: More obstacle contacts were observed with the highest
obstacle (6 vs 17, for 15 vs 30%, respectively), consistent with
previous research [5]. The number of obstacle contacts appeared
unrelated to the cognitive task. More frequent RT errors were
observed with increasing cognitive challenge (1 vs 2 vs 45, for
simple vs choice vs Simon, respectively).
A main effect of cognitive task was observed for gait speed
(p<0.01; Fig. 1A). The slower gait speed for Simon versus
baseline indicates that participants only reduced their speed in the
most challenging RT task. Gait speed was not affected by the
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Figure 1. (A) Gait speed for one second after presentation of the RT cue as a function of cognitive challenge. (B) Reaction time as a function of
cognitive challenge. Main effects of cognitive (black lines) and postural challenge (gray lines) are shown (p<0.01). Error bar represents standard
error.
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In normal walking, humans use multi-objective control of
lateral stepping movements to trade-off regulating lateral position
vs. step width [3]. Given explicit feedback of task performance
relative to the prescribed goal function (2) for each qÎ{zB, w},
humans increased step-to-step regulation of the prescribed q to
decrease variability in that q. In doing so, humans decreased stepto-step regulation of the complimentary (but non-prescribed)
lateral stepping variable.

Introduction
Humans are inherently more unstable in the frontal plane [1].
Thus, appropriate lateral foot placement to stabilize walking from
step-to-step is critical to prevent falls. In the frontal plane, humans
regulate foot placement over consecutive steps not only to
maintain balance, but to achieve other task-relevant goals as well
[2]. For normal (unrestrained and unperturbed) walking, healthy
humans modulate left and right lateral foot placements (zLn, zRn) to
trade off regulating some lateral body position (zBn) and mostly
step width (wn) [3]:
é zBn ù é 12 12 ù é zLn ù .
(1)
ê w ú = ê -1 1ú ê z ú
û ë Rn û
ë nû ë
But for real-world walking [4], humans have to continually adapt
their stepping regulation. Thus, it is important to quantify how
healthy humans regulate lateral foot placements across a range of
walking conditions. Here, we determined the extent to which
humans can voluntarily modify how they regulate zBn and wn from
step-to-step when given explicit goal-directed feedback.

Methods
Twenty-four healthy adult men and women (12M/12F; age 23±3)
walked on a treadmill in a virtual environment (Fig. 1A) and
completed three, 4-minute trials for 3 conditions: normal walking
(NOR), maintaining absolute lateral position (POS) on the
treadmill, and maintaining constant step width (WID). During
POS and WID, participants were instructed to minimize errors
with respect to the goal function:
(2)
Fq = qn - q* = 0,

Figure 2:

A: Participant walking in the virtual environment. B: Schematic of
visual feedback. C: Results for Maintaining Position (left; POS) and Maintaining
Step Width (right; WID). Boxplots of variability (top; s) and statistical persistence
(bottom; a) of zB and w between normal walking (blue) and POS/WID conditions
(red). Asterisks denote statistically significant differences (p < 0.05).

where qÎ{zB, w} and q* ≡ the desired goal value. For the POS
condition, their goal was to stay at the geometrical center of the
treadmill in the lateral direction (zB* = 0). For the WID condition,
their goal was to stay at their own preferred mean w, as calculated
from the NOR condition. Participants were given explicit visual
feedback of their performance at each step (Fig. 2B). For each
condition, stepping time series of zBn and wn were extracted. For
each time series, variability (s) and statistical persistence (DFA
a; reflecting step-to-step regulation) were calculated.

Significance
To accomplish each prescribed walking task, humans exhibited
distinct task-specific tradeoffs between w and zB. These
experimental results are in substantial agreement with predictions
from our previously published computational model of lateral
stepping regulation [3]. Humans adapt lateral foot placement
from each step to the next in systematic and predictable ways that
depend on the specific task goals to navigate different and
complex environments and task requirements.

Results and Discussion
When given POS feedback (Fig. 1C; left), participants
significantly decreased (p<0.001) variability of zB compared to
NOR. Changes in statistical persistence (a) of zB also indicated
tighter (p<0.001) step-to-step regulation of zB. In addition, a of w
significantly increased (p<0.05) compared to NOR, reflecting
weaker step-to-step regulation of step width when more tightly
regulating position.
When given WID feedback (Fig. 1C; right), participants
significantly decreased (p<0.001) variability of w compared to
NOR. DFA a of w remained near α=0.5, reflecting continued tight
step-to-step regulation of w. In addition, a of zB significantly
increased (p<0.001) compared to NOR, reflecting weaker step-tostep regulation of lateral position when more tightly regulating
step width.
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Introduction
Flip-flops are a popular warm weather footwear, its style consists
of a thong as the upper portion and a thin-flexible sole. Podiatrists
often express concerns about flip-flops’ impacts on lower
extremity health and that the lack of structure may intensify any
muscular or skeletal problems pre-existing in the foot3. Prior
studies have reported differences in peak ankle plantar- and
dorsiflexion angles1, contact angle and dorsiflexion moments2.
However, to understand the impact of flip-flops on foot health an
analysis of multi-segment foot kinematics is needed. The lack of
rigidity of the shoe requires a more detailed analysis to be utilized
to fully understand the movements of the foot while walking in
flip-flops.
Alterations in foot and ankle kinematics with flip-flops could be
attributed to either the lack of an upper or the thin midsole
common in a flip-flop2 but prior work has not considered the
effects of these components. For example, the thong of the flipflop may have an impact on the inter-segmental kinematics of the
foot, this may also be attributed to lack of midsole thickness and
cushioning in most flip-flips. The purpose of this study was to
determine the effect of (H1) the thong of a flip-flop by comparing
a closed toe shoe and thick-sole flip-flop with identical soles and
(H2) sole thickness and cushioning by comparing a thick-sole
flip-flop and a conventional flip-flop on multi-segment foot and
ankle kinematics

least significant difference adjustment was completed where
significant main effects of footwear were found.
Results and Discussion
There was a main effect of shoe for the calcaneus-metatarsal peak
flexion (p=0.001) and inversion-eversion (p=0.02) angles, the
hallux-metatarsal peak flexion angle (p = 0.017) and ankle
plantarflexion (p = 0.032) and inversion angles at toe-off (p =
0.016). There was also a significant shoe effect for peak inversion
(p = 0.028), plantarflexion (p < 0.001) and dorsiflexion (p =
0.010) moments. There was a significant effect of the lack of
upper (Ooriginal vs low shoe) for the calcaneus-metatarsal and
hallux-metatarsal peak flexion angles, ankle plantarflexion and
eversion angles at toe-off and peak plantarflexion moment (Table
1). In the flip-flop style shoes (Twinpin vs Ooriginal) there was a
significant effect of the midsole structure (H2) on the calcaneusmetatarsal peak flexion and eversion angle, hallux-metatarsal
peak flexion angle and ankle plantar-flexion angle at toe-off.
To assess the combined effects of the thong with a structured
midsole we also compared the differences between the Ooriginal
sandal and low shoe with those of the Twinpin and Ultraboost.
For both comparisons there was increased ankle eversion at toe
off that is likely related to lack of an upper, this increased joint
excursion has previously been associated with overused injuries1.
However, differences in the peak plantarflexion moment were
only found for the OOringial – low shoe comparision suggesting
an interaction of midsole geometry and upper style on gait.

Methods
Fourteen healthy participants (ages 21-35 years; BMI < 30 kg/m2)
were recruited. All participants were free of lower extremity
injury and provided informed consent prior to completing study
procedures. Overground gait analysis was completed in four shoe
conditions (two flip-flops and two closed toe shoes): Twinpin
Flip-flop (Reef), Ooriginal sandal (OOFOs), Ultraboost (Adidas)
and the OOmg Low Shoe (OOFOs). Participants were fit with a
multi-segment foot marker-set and rigid clusters on the lower leg4
and then walked at a prescribed speed of 1.3 m/s while markers
were tracked by 11 infrared cameras (Qualysis Inc. Sweden).
Kinematic and kinetic data was processed in Visual 3D (CMotion Inc., MD). A low pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 8Hz was used to filter raw data. Shank-calcaneus
(ankle), hallux-metatarsal and calcaneus-metatarsal 3D angles
were calculated. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to test for
significant differences between shoes. Post-hoc testing with a

Significance
Our data shows that the impact of flip-flops on multi-segment
foot kinematics and ankle kinetics results from both the lack of
the upper but also the midsole structure. These results suggest
that flip-flops with a more cushioned midsole may increase
within foot sagital motion and the benefits and consequences of
the increased motion should be addressed in future work.
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Table 1: Mean foot and ankle kinematic differences between open and closed toe shoe conditions. Significant difference (p<0.05 indicated by a. Ooriginal vs. flipflop b. Ooriginal vs OOmg Low Shoe c. OOmg Low Shoe vs. Ultraboost d. Ultrabost vs Ooriginal e. Ultraboost vs. flip-flop f. OOmg Low Shoe vs. flip-flop
Segment
Calcaneus-Metatarsal
Hallux-Met
Ankle
Plantarflexion Moment
Dorsiflexion Moment
Inversion Moment

Variable
Flex-ext
Inv-ev
Flex-ext
Flex-ext(Toe-off)
Inv-ev(Toe-off)
Peak
Peak
Peak

Ultraboost

OOmg Low Shoe

Ooriginal Sandal

4.059
1.335
20.046
-3.217
1.095
-107.441
14.121
-23.266

6.404
1.750
27.643
-4.346
2.369
-104.936
8.034
-18.638

12.351
-1.098
20.281
1.516
4.774
-98.091
7.183
-21.375
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Twinpin Flipflop
10.013
0.125
26.983
-0.715
4.460
-106.106
13.433
-19.339

Significance
a,b,c,d,e,f
a,d,e
a,b,c,e
a,b,d
b,c,d,e,f
a,b,d
a,c,d,f
a,c,d,f
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Introduction
Humans walk daily on a variety of slopes and naturally
fluctuate their walking speed. Self-pace controllers
incorporated into instrumented treadmills allow subjects to
walk at their self-selected walking speed while preserving
natural gait fluctuations compared to fixed-speed treadmills
[1]. These self-pace controllers are typically designed to
match a subject s overground alking speed [2], but there are
multiple approaches for implementing self-pace controllers.
Thus, quantifying the effects of different controllers on gait is
imperative. The purpose of this study was to quantify and
compare gait parameters (i.e., speed, step length, and step
width) using a range of self-pace controllers during uphill,
downhill, and level walking. We hypothesized that different
self-pace controllers would result in similar average gait
speeds, but more sensitive self-pace controllers that change
belt speeds more frequentl to match the subject s alking
speed will produce greater gait variability.

Results and Discussion
Average walking speeds were similar regardless of self-pace
controller sensitivity for each slope (Fig. 1A). The high sensitivity
controller, however, had the greatest speed variance, which
corresponded with having the most belt speed fluctuations. Not
surprisingly, step length variance was also the largest when using
the high sensitivity controller, which was observed in all slopes
(Fig. 1B). The increased step length variance could simply be the
result of increased speed fluctuations. Detrending speed from step
length revealed that detrended step length variance was similar
for all self-pace controller sensitivities within each slope (Fig.
1B), suggesting that the increase in total step length variance
could indeed be largely attributed to the fluctuations in speed.
These results supported our hypothesis. Step width variance,
however, were not significantly different among the controllers.
Using controllers with different sensitivities resulted in
similar average walking speeds. Controllers with greater
sensitivity increased speed and step length variability, but not step
width variability. These results were consistent across slopes.
Previous self-pace studies used self-pace controllers at a level
slope and did not detrend speed from gait parameters [1, 2]. Our
study indicates that speed fluctuations of self-pace controllers at
different slopes need to be accounted for when comparing gait.

Methods
Ten young adults walked on a self-paced instrumented
treadmill (M-Gait, Motekforce Link) at three slopes (+10°,
incline; 0°, level; -10°, decline) and with three self-pace
controller sensitivities (low, medium, and high) for 5 minutes
each. We recorded their movement using a motion capture
system (Optitrack) to assess gait kinematics. The self-pace
controllers adjusted belt speeds by tracking the pelvis location
relative to the center position on the treadmill such that greater
sensitivity resulted in more frequent belt speed adjustments.
Walking speed was defined as the average velocity of the
treadmill belts. We used step length variance and step width
variance to quantify gait variability. We also detrended speed
from step length and decomposed step length variance
according to the identified speed-related trends [3]. The last
four minutes of each condition was analyzed. We determined
statistical differences in gait parameters using a repeatedmeasures ANOVA at each slope, follo ed b a Tuke s
honest significance different (HSD) test to identify differences
between self-pace controllers.

Significance
These findings highlight the importance of reporting the speed
dynamics of self-pace controlled treadmills at different slopes and
the need to use speed detrended gait variabilities to avoid
reporting differences in gait that emerge simply as a result of the
speed fluctuations of the self-pace controller. These findings also
have implications for interpreting energy expenditure and muscle
activity for self-pace treadmill walking at different slopes.
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Figure 1: Average walking speed (A) and step length variance (B) at decline, level, and incline slopes with low, medium, and high
sensitivity controllers. Significant (Tukey HSD p < 0.05) speedtrend variances (^) and total variances (*) within a given slope. Bars
with the same symbol are significantly different from each other.
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Introduction
Lower extremity peripheral artery disease (PAD) is estimated to
affect 200 million people globally, including 8-12 million people
in the United States [1,2]. Atherosclerosis in the leg arteries
obstructs blood flow, causing claudication pain and early fatigue,
and this severely reduces walking ability in the affected patients.
Our previous work showed that forward push-off is deficient in
patients with PAD [3]. Hence, assistive devices such as anklefoot orthoses and exoskeleton footwear are being developed to
help patients with PAD walk further and with less pain. Roll-over
shape (ROS) is considered an important design goal for such
assistive devices to mimic the equivalent rocker shape generated
by healthy lower limbs during the forward progression. ROS
remains invariant to walking speed, carrying additional weight
and walking with different types of footwear [4]. Our goal is to
compare ROS characteristics between patients with PAD during
pain-free and pain-induced overground walking and healthy older
individuals.

based optimization algorithm was used to find the best fitting
circular arc. Height normalized ROS radii and arc length were
calculated for each subject. Independent t-tests with Bonferroni
correction were used to independently compare roll-over
characteristics (p<0.05) between controls vs. patients with PAD
in each walking condition.
Results and Discussion
The mean roll-over radius and arc length were not significantly
different when compared between Controls and PAD both in the
pain-free (Figure 2; p=0.364 and p=1.00) and in the PAD paininduced (p=0.208 and p=1.00) walking conditions.

Methods
Gait data of twenty patients with PAD (Age: 64.1 ± 6.6 years)
and fifteen healthy older controls (Age: 72.9 ± 5.5 years) were
analyzed for ROS parameters from a previously approved study.
Gait kinematics and kinetics were recorded using an eightcamera 3D motion capture system and a force plate embedded in
the walkway. Three gait trials at self-selected walking speed for
the most affected leg during a pain-free and pain-induced
overground walking were used. Patients rested between trials to
ensure pain-free walking and then claudication pain was induced
using a clinical protocol [5] for the pain-induced trials. The leg
with lower ankle-brachial index and most symptoms was
considered as the most affected.

Figure 2: Mean roll-over radius and arc length during pain-free and
pain-induced walking in patients with PAD and healthy older
individuals. (p values are adjusted for Bonferroni correction)

Our results show that the ROS is preserved in PAD even
while patients walk with claudication pain. This finding is in
agreement with the general invariance model of ROS during
different walking conditions in healthy young individuals [4].
Furthermore, our data support the proposition that preserving
ROS is important for forward progression during walking.
Literature shows that patients with PAD have modified ankle
kinematics while walking with claudication pain compared to
healthy older people [5]. Future studies will investigate whether
altered ankle kinematics are driven b patients inherent desire to
preserve ROS during walking.
Significance
Invariance of the ROS in patients with PAD makes it a potential
design objective for assistive devices that are being developed for
them.
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Figure 1: Roll-over shape in a representative patient with peripheral
artery disease during overground walking.
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The ankle-foot ROS was generated by transforming Center
of Pressure (CoP) in the direction of forward progression from
the lab-based coordinate system to the shank-based coordinate
system. These transformed CoP data points were fit with a
circular arc to characterize the ROS using parameters such as
radius and arc length as shown in Figure 1. The MATLABTM
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Introduction
The physical demands of new motherhood are extensive yet have
not been systematically explored. Infant homo sapiens are born
helpless, and caregivers must transport them during early infancy.
They may chose to do so in a number of different ways: carrying
in their arms, carrying in an infant car seat, wearing on their body
in a structured baby carrier, or pushing in a stroller.
Researchers have begun to explore the effects of carrying an
infant on biomechanics during walking. Compared to unloaded
walking, holding an infant in a babycarrier on the body alters trunk
mechanics as well as lower extremity joint loading [1-3].
Interestingly, compared to an unloaded condition, Brown et al. [4]
showed that walking using baby carriers yielded an increase in
impact peak vertical ground reaction force (GRF), braking and
propulsive peak GRF and ground reaction force impulse (GRI).
These studies demonstrate that carrying infants affects gait
biomechanics. But it is unclear how this relates to the health of
mothers, as only healthy nulliparous young adults have been
analyzed. The unique experience of pregnancy and childbirth
make the application of these results to mothers unclear.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to characterize the
ground reaction forces of healthy mothers while carrying their
own infants in various ways.

signed-rank tests were used as a post-hoc analysis ( < 0.05/10 =
0.005).
Results and Discussion
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Figure 2: GRF Impulse: Braking, propulsive, and vertical. For visual
purposes, vertical impulse was divided by 10.

Vertical GRI (χ2(5) = 17.44, p=0.002, Figure 2) and vertical peak
GRF (χ2(5) = 16.48, p=0.002) differed between conditions. This
pilot study was underpowered to identify any post-hoc differences.
As carrying an infant is ultimately a load carriage task, the
increased vertical forces is not surprising. The weight of the
infants represented ~10% of the body weight of participants.
Increases in peak vertical force were approximately proportional,
with Arms and Wear increasing peak forces by ~15%, and Carseat
~20%. This is consistent with other studies on infant carriage [4,
5] and also backpack loading.
Braking GRI (χ2(5) = 11.36, p=0.023), peak braking GRF (
χ2(5) = 13.6, p=0.009), and propulsive GRI (χ2(5) = 11.52,
p=0.021) differed between conditions. The time spent braking did
not differ. This suggests that braking GRI differences were driven
by differences in force magnitude rather than time of force
application [4, 5].
Stance time differed between individuals (χ2(5) = 14.56,
p=0.006), indicating that individuals self-selected to perform the
tasks at slightly different speeds. This is consistent with previous
research [1], but may affect GRF magnitudes.
The results of this pilot study suggest that mothers modulate
their forces when carrying their infant. Increased forces indicate
that mothers are exposed to additional stresses, which may be
delitirious. Additional data is needed to clarify these relationships.

Methods
Six healthy mothers (age = 34.3 2.6 yr, height = 1.7 0.1 m,
weight = 62.5 7.1 kg) participated. They brought their infants
(age = 14 2.4 wk, weight = 6.2 0.8 kg) to the Jacqueline Perry
Musculoskeletal Biomechanics Research Laboratory at USC.
Each participant completed 3 trials of overground walking at
self-selected speeds under multiple conditions (Figure 1): without
infant (unload), pushing infant in their own stroller (Stroller - A),
holding infant in arms (Arms - B), babywearing by holding infant
anteriorly on their body in their own structured baby carrier (Wear
- C), and holding infant in an infant car seat (Carseat - D).

Significance
Approximately 4 million women give birth in the United States
each year, and many suffer from persistent low back and pelvic
pain even following birth. Increased loads experienced while
carrying their infant may place them at greater risk. A better
understanding of these loads is the first step to mitigating pain.

Figure 1: Gait conditions: A) Stroller, B) Arms C) Wear, D) Carseat.

GRFs were collected using AMTI force plates embedded into
the lab floor (900Hz). Stance time and peak GRFs were identified.
GRI was calculated as the area under the GRF-time curve. GRF
variables were normalized to body weight. Custom code
(MathWorks, Natick, MA) was written to identify peak GRF,
impulse, and timing.
Nonparametric Friedman tests were used to compare
variables between gait conditions ( < 0.05), and Wilcoxon
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Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine the stride time and
stride time variability in older adults as they walked over
varying levels of uneven terrain on a treadmill. In the real
world, humans encounter a range of terrain, some of it having
uneven surfaces. We hypothesized that increasing the
unevenness of the treadmill surface would result in subjects
walking with shorter stride times and greater stride time
variability. If the level of terrain unevenness led to greater stride
time variability, it would be one indication that the unevenness
of the treadmill could be used to increase the difficulty level of
walking and decrease gait stability.

Results and Discussion
As the difficulty of the uneven surface increased, the average
stride time decreased (F3,39=20.1, p<0.001) and stride time
variability increased (F3,39=26.7, p<0.001) (Fig. 2).
Stride Time
(seconds)

Stride Time Variability
(%)

2
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Methods
A group of 14 adults (7 females, mean age = 77.2, SD = 3.75
years) walked on a treadmill with four different surfaces to
simulate varying levels of terrain unevenness (Fig. 1) [1]. The
treadmill speed was adjusted for each individual but remained
constant across all four surfaces. Prior to the treadmill trials,
subjects walked on an 8-meter overground version of the
surfaces to find their self selected walking speeds. The treadmill
speed was set to 75% f each e n slowest self-selected
walking speed (slowest across all conditions). The average
speed for testing across all subjects was 0.58±0.20 m/s
(mean±SD). Subjects completed two walking trials per surface
lasting three minutes per trial. The order of the surfaces was
randomized.
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Figure 2: Mean stride time and stride time variability across all
subjects. Conditions that do not share a letter are statistically different.
An increase in surface unevenness led to shorter stride times and
greater stride time variability.

Compared to flat treadmill walking, the most difficult surface
unevenness used in this study increased stride variability by
82%. This increase is similar in magnitude to the effect of dualtask walking in elderly participants. Walking while performing
a verbal fluency task or a difficult backward counting task led to
an increase in stride time variability of 77% and 54%,
respectively, compared to single-task walking [2].
Significance
Having a repeatable and robust method for increasing walking
difficulty facilitates studying gait biomechanics and control in
younger and older subjects. We used treadmill surface
unevenness as a means to increase walking difficulty and gait
instability. The stride time and stride time variability results
suggest the uneven terrain treadmill is effective as an
experimental tool for these purposes.
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Figure 1: We secured different sized cylindrical hard foam pucks to
the surface of a Woodway treadmill using hook-and-loop fasteners.
The puck height varied from ~1.3, 2.5, and 3.8 cm, with a diameter of
~10-12 cm. The flat surface (green) had no pucks but flat circles. The
surface unevenness level increased from yellow (low) to orange (med)
to red (high) pucks.
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Introduction
Hypermobile Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (hEDS) is the most
frequent subtype of the heritable connective tissue disorder
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome [1]. Often, individuals with hEDS
report musculoskeletal pain, fatigue, instability, and recurrent
dislocations in ankle. These conditions lead to early onset
osteoarthritis and osteoporosis [1]. Laxity of tendons and
ligaments is considered a major determinant for musculoskeletal
complaints in the hEDS population and can be evaluated by
measuring joint stiffness [2]. An important question is whether
these complications in the ankle joint affect joint dynamics in
children during musculoskeletal development. Thus, the aim of
this study is to quantify ankle joint dynamics during gait in
children with hEDS and compare them to typically developing
children.

testwas applied to compare the hEDS and typically developing
groups (significance level < 0.05).
Results and Discussion
While the dorsiflexion/plantarflexion range of motion of the
hEDS group was similar to the typically developing group, the
corresponding ankle moment and power were significantly
different (Fig. 1. a-c). Compared to typically developing children,
those with hEDS generated significantly more power (30.1 ± 15.4
W vs. 11.6 ± 5.2 W) and absorbed significantly more power (16.9
± 3.9 W vs. 4.7 ± 0.2 W).
Significantly higher ankle moments (Fig. 1b) and powers
(Fig. 1c) were observed in the hEDS group, though there was no
significant difference in joint stiffness between the two groups.
This may be an indication of increased effort and energy demands
in children with hEDS as compared to typically developing
children. The ankle joint in children with hEDS generated and
absorbed more power during the stance phase compared to
healthy children. Additional data collection is underway to
enhance our understanding of gait dynamics metrics such as
ankle power and stiffness in children with hEDS.

Methods
Eight children (4 males, 4 females, age: 14.5 ± 2.8 years) with
hEDS participated in this study. A modified Newington-Helen
Hayes marker set was utilized. A 15-camera Vicon T-Series
motion capture system and four AMTI force plates [3] acquired
lower extremity (LE) motion and ground reaction forces,
respectively. Each subject completed multiple walking trials at a
self-selected speed. The Vicon Plug-in Gait LE inverse dynamics
model computed 3D joint dynamics. For comparison to typically
developing children similar data was obtained from 83 children
(age: 10.5 ± 3.5 years) from Schwartz et al. [5].
Ankle dorsiflexion/plantarflexion (degrees), peak ankle
moment (Nm), stiffness (Nm/degree), sum of generated power
(W), and sum of absorbed power (W) were computed. Ankle joint
stiffness was calculated as the deravitive of the ankle moment in
the sagittal plane versus the ankle joint angle during the second
rocker (from the first relative maximum plantar flexion angle to
maximum dorsiflexion angle in stance phase) and a linear
regression was fitted [4]. The positive and negative areas under
the power curve were measured to determine power generation
and power absorption, respectively. The Mann-Whitney U(a)

Significance
This novel reseach is one of few quantitative studies of patients
with hEDS. We found that children with hEDS appeared to have
differences in moments and powers during gait while joint ranges
of motion were not significantly different. The long-term goal of
this research is to improve hEDS diagnosis and to develop
effective therapeutic interventions based on these dynamic joint
differences to maximize quality of life for children with hEDS.
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Figure 1: Ankle joint dynamics metrics. (a) Ankle angle, (b) ankle moment, and (c) ankle power during the gait cycle in children with hEDS (red
lines; mean ± standard deviation) and typically developing children (blue lines; mean ± 1 standard deviation) on the dominant side.
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Introduction
Despite the infinite number of potential strategies for walking,
humans tend to walk with a stereotypical pattern. This behaviour
is believed to arise, in part, from the optimization of one or more
performance criteria related to, for example, energetic cost,
stability, or smoothness [1]. However, optimization of motor
patterns is a computationally challenging problem if one
considers, for example, muscle activations at each time point to
be separate decision variables. Solving the control problem in this
manner requires high-dimensional trajectory optimization. Also,
it is believed that when humans encounter a change or
disturbance imposed by the environment the corresponding
reactive responsens have a synergistic structure [2].
Dynamical movement primitives (DMPs) have been
proposed as low-dimensional control policies to account for the
synergistic structure of motor commands [3]. In the present
paper, we used positive mechanical cost of transport as the cost
function of interest for our optimizations. We hypothesized that
we can learn the DMPs for nominal walking kinematic data and,
using an energy optimization framework, generalize these motor
patterns to different walking speeds and explain metabolic cost
measures observed experimentally.

Figure 1: We found a linear relationship between the simulated optimal
energy expenditure and the square of walking speed.

After normalizing this relation by the speed, we found the optimal
speed of walking to lie around 0.7 m/s. This differed from the
corresponding energy optimal speed value in experiments, shown
to be ~1.3 m/s [4]. This likely occurred simply because in the
literature, the energy expenditure is based on respiratory data,
while in our model, there was no energy cost associated with
standing still since we did not simulate muscle-like resting energy
cost. This could result in having resting state or isometric energy
terms ruled out from the modeling. Hence, a next step could be
to use a more physiologically plausible model of energetics as the
cost function in our optimizations.

Methods
We constructed an anthropometric biped that waks on a treadmill
in the sagittal plane in Matlab SimScape. The biped consisted in
three degrees of freedom (DOFs), including hip, knee and ankle
flexion/extension on each limb and two translational plus one
rotational DOF in the torso. The lower-extremity joints were
actuated by motors designed in Matlab Simulink. Also, the bipedtreadmill interaction was modelled via viscoelastic elements. We
represented each joint angle trajectory as a DMP where we fit the
joint angle timeseries from a single participant walking at 1 m/s
using locally weighted regression with Gaussian kernels.
The task was for the biped to complete a full stride starting
from right push-off. We used positive mechanical cost of
transport as the cost function and also added penalties to this cost
term to satisfy equality constraints on the initial and final states
to ensure a cyclic gait behavior. We used a genetic algorithm to
find the energetically optimal walking patterns where the
decision variables of interest were the gait period and joint angle
amplitudes. These were the two free parameters used to
manipulate the DMPs.

Significance
Understanding whether there are quantifiable performance
criteria that can explain a wide range of observed human
behaviors is a fundamental question of human motor control. A
benefit of using a low-dimensional optimization framework is
that it will need less number of variables in optimization, thus it
will take far less time to find the optimal patterns, compared to
full trajectory methods. In addition, it is more consistent with the
concept of synergistic control of movement, which may better
mimic the physiological constraints on learning and control.
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Results and Discussion
We found a linear relationship between the positive mechanical
energy expenditure and the walking speed squared (Figure 1).
These results are similar to those from Ralston [4], which showed
that there is a linear relationship between metabolic rate and the
walking speed squared.
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Introduction
Up to 35% of sedentary women get injured, when they start
participating in physical activity [1]. Sedentary adults are often
encouraged to walk for physical activity, which leads to 25% of
all adults getting overuse injuries [1]. Patellofemoral pain (PFP)
occurs in 10% to 23% of young adults [2,3]. Thus, sedentary
young adult women may be at risk for PFP during walking. The
pathomechanical model hypothesizes that small peak knee
flexion angle and peak knee extensor moment during walking
would likely increase stress on the patellofemoral joint leading to
PFP [4]. Additionally, large knee abduction and external rotation
angles and hip adduction and internal rotation angles at peak knee
extensor moment have also been associated with PFP [4]. The
purpose of the study was to determine differences in walking
biomechanics associated with PFP following 30 minutes of
walking in sedentary and active young adult women.

Results and Discussion
Sedentary and active young adult women had similar responses
to 30 minutes of walking (Table 1). Peak knee flexion angle
significantly increased following 30 minutes of walking in the
sedentary (p=0.026) and active (p=0.045) groups. However,
these increases had small effect sizes and did not increase more
than the MDD in either group. Peak knee extensor moment did
not change following 30 minutes of walking in the sedentary
(p=0.061) and active (p=0.210) groups. These results suggest that
the stress on the patellofemoral joint likely did not increase
following 30 minutes of walking. These findings are similar to
those previously determined for peak knee flexion angle and
extensor moment in active young and mid-life adults following
30 minutes of walking [7,8]. The results for knee abduction and
external rotation angles and hip adduction and internal rotation
angles at peak knee extensor moment further support this finding.
Overall, there were only a few biomechanical changes
following 30 minutes of walking in sedentary and active young
adult women, none of which were associated with PFP.
Therefore, walking for 30 minutes did not increase stress on the
patellofemoral joint, indicating no increased risk of PFP in either
sedentary or active young adult women.

Methods
Thirty (15 sedentary, 15 active) young adult women (age: 23 (3)
years; height: 1.64 (0.08) m; mass: 61.6 (9.6) kg) were recruited
and provided written informed consent. Retroreflective markers
were placed on the lower extremities and trunk of participants to
define joint centers and track body segments [5]. Participants
walked across the gait laboratory for five good trials at 1.4 ± 5%
m/s. Three-dimensional gait analysis was performed using
motion capture sampling at 200 Hz and force plates sampling at
1000 Hz. Next, participants walked for 30 minutes on a treadmill
at a self-selected pace where they could “talk but not sing” per
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) physical
activity recommendations [6]. Participants then walked for five
additional good trials across the gait laboratory.
Joint angles were determined using joint coordinate systems
[5] and joint moment was determined using inverse dynamics.
Peak knee flexion angle and peak knee extensor moment were
determined during the first 60% of stance. Data were filtered
using a low pass fourth-order Butterworth filter at 6 Hz. Means,
standard deviations, and effect sizes were determined for all
variables of interest. Dependent t-tests were used to compare
peak knee flexion angle and extensor moment before and after 30
minutes of walking. A p-value of < 0.05 was considered
significant. Findings were also compared to minimum detectable
differences (MDDs) determined from laboratory data (Table 1).

Significance
Our findings suggest that both sedentary and active young adult
women can walk for 30 minutes without detrimental changes to
walking biomechanics that may increase their risk of PFP. Thus,
sedentary young adult women can safely follow CDC guidelines
to walk for physical activity at a pace where they can ‘talk but not
sing’.
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Table 1: Walking biomechanics before and after 30 minutes of walking in young adult women
Sedentary (n=15)
Before walk
After walk
Effect
Before walk
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
size (d)
Mean (SD)
Peak knee flexion angle (°) *
13.7 (5.2)
15.9 (5.5)
0.4
16.8 (4.8)
Peak knee extensor moment (Nm/kg)

Active (n=15)
After walk
Mean (SD)
18.2 (5.6)

Effect
size (d)
0.3

MDD
3.6

0.44 (0.22)

0.53 (0.20)

0.5

0.61 (0.21)

0.64 (0.22)

0.1

0.15

Knee abduction angle (°)

-0.1 (2.1)

-0.1 (2.8)

0.0

0.2 (3.3)

1.0 (3.8)

0.2

1.3

Knee external rotation angle (°)

8.0 (4.0)

6.0 (4.5)

0.5

3.5 (4.4)

0.9 (4.4)

0.6

2.6

Hip adduction angle (°)

9.3 (2.3)

9.2 (2.7)

0.0

8.6 (2.6)

8.6 (2.7)

0.0

1.2

Hip internal rotation angle (°)

6.0 (4.7)

2.8 (5.7)

0.6

5.4 (4.7)

1.6 (4.7)

0.8

1.6

*: p<0.05; Nm/kg: Newton-meters per kilogram; primary variables: bold; secondary variables at peak knee extensor moment: italics
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Introduction
Hippotherapy is the use of horseback riding as an alternative
intervention within physical rehabilitation. This is useful because
patients are stimulated to produce 3D movements and muscle
excitation patterns that they may not be able to produce on their
own1. Specifically, it is believed the pelvic motion of the horse is
transferred to the rider and generates human kinematics similar
to walking, which could be beneficial in the area of gait
rehabilitation2. The scope of this research is to track horse and
rider biomechanics with surface electromyography (EMG) and 3D video motion capture to monitor horse kinematics and rider
biomechanic responses. To further test musculature activation
similarities, EMG was paired with motion capture data. It was
hypothesized that horseback riding would stimulate similar
biomechanic response in the rider compared to healthy gait.

Overall, very little significant differences existed between the
peak and average muscle activity of walking and riding in both
control groups (Table 1). The right erector spinae (R. E.S.) had
significantly greater average and peak contractions in the
experienced control group while riding. However, all other
muscular activity within groups exhibited no significant
differences between walking and riding. The significant activity
in the right erector spinae may be due to Rider 6 s large peak
activity, however, they have not been ruled as an outlier because
their kinematic riding patterns may provide further insight. The
lack of significant differences between walking and riding
suggests that horsebacking riding may stimulate rider
musculature similarly to normal, healthy gait.
Sample EMG waveforms exhibited two-peak activity within
walking and riding, again referencing their kinematic similarities
(Figure 1). 3D video motion capture data is still being processed.
Rider pelvis and torso Roll, Pitch, and Yaw kinematic patterns
will be of interest and angular range of motion will be compared
between walking and riding, and further cross correlated to
corresponding muscle excitation.

Methods
Ten college aged females (18–22 yr) with no known gait
impairments and normal BMI (19–24) were enrolled in this study
and divided into two control groups, novice and experienced
horseback riders. Reflective biomarkers were placed on
anatomical landmarks of the subjects and horse for the 3-D video
motion capture (Qualisys, Sweden) tracking. Each subject was
also equipped with eight EMG sensors (Biometrics, LTD, United
Kingdom). These sensors were placed on four key muscle groups
(rectus femoris, biceps femoris, rectus abdominis, erector spinae)
on each side of the body. Each subject was analysed while
horseback riding and while walking on a treadmill at fixed
speeds. Three passes were recorded for ridign and walking, and a
single stride was chosen for each pass and were averaged for
single stride comparison.

Z
Yaw

Pitch
Roll
X
Figure 2: Human and rider skeletal model with reference axis

Results and Discussion
A summary of EMG data is shown in Table 1. EMG waveform
data for the right erector spinae can be seen in Figure 1. These
waveforms were recorded for each of the four muscles of interest.
Comparison

Significance
Hippotherapy is largely under researched and this data will help
lay groundwork for further quantification of horse-ride
biomechanical relationships. Specifically, our research group
intends to use equine assisted activies as a physical therapy
intervention for post-stroke patients, with a focus on gait
rehabilitation. This form of physical intervention has the potential
to fulfill the need for pelvic movement exercises that stimulate
cyclic gait patterns and muscular trunk control.

(α = 0.05)

Novice Average - Walking vs. Riding

N/A

Experienced Average - Walking vs. Riding

R. E.S

Novice Maximum - Walking vs. Riding

N/A

Experienced Maximum - Walking vs Riding

R. E.S
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Table 1: EMG Data Statistical Summary - 8 muscle data sets within each
comparison group. Only right erector spinae in experienced average
signals and maximum signals were considered significantly different.
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Introduction
Many studies have been conducted to design exoskeletons in
order to assist impaired walking [1], [2]. However, no viable
options are available for individuals with moderate-to-severe
neuromuscular impairment, like from cerebral palsy (CP), but
who are able to walk in some capacity [3]. Commercial full-body
exoskeletons, like the EksoGT from Ekso Bionics, are likely too
big, bulky and slow to help a child with some walking ability. At
the same time, light-duty, single joint exoskeletons may not
provide enough assistance for patients with severe CP to walk
independently. Therefore, our goal is to design a device that fits
in the middle: a lightweight multi-joint exoskeleton where each
joint works in coordination with one other.
Our first objective was to develop a simple real-time knee as well
as ankle joint moment prediction model and verify our model by
comparing the predicted joints moment with the that of estimated
by Opensim®. Our second objective was to use the model to
create an adaptive control strategy capable of providing
synergistic ankle and knee assistance based on real-time joint
moment estimation. We validated our synergic controller through
comparing the metabolic cost of transportation and ankle as well
as knee joints angles with a reference controller by testing on an
unimpaired individual.

Results and Discussion
Statistical indices (R2 of 0.91 and 0.45 as well as root mean
square of 0.10 and 0.24 for ankle and knee respectively) shows
that our model could predict the ankle plantar flexion moment
and stance phase knee moment with reasonable accuracy. The
assistance provided by our synergic control strategy reduced the
metabolic cost of walking 11.6%, while the reference controller
only reduced it by 1.1% relative to zero moment assistance. Our
novel control strategy increased the ankle plantar flexion and
knee extension angle of the unimpaired subject during the stance
about 7.6% and 0.7% respectively, which is less than the
increased angles in the case of walking with the reference
controller (11.6% and 1.1%). It means that our synergic
controller decreased the unimpaired individual’s cost of walking
without effecting remarkably on her walking pattern.
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Figure 3: Normalized ankle and knee
joint moment estimated by Opensim in
compare to the synergic controller and a
reference controller during stance phase.

Significance
There have been many studies on control strategies for
exoskeletons for patients with CP to overcome their walking
restriction, but there is a dearth of research on an exoskeletons
adaptive-synergic control strategy for individuals with severe CP,
and therefore much research is needed in this area. The ultimate
goal of this research is to design a synergic control strategy
suitable for assisting individuals with severe CP.
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Methods
We developed a strategy to control a light ankle-knee exoskeleton
based on the calculated biomechanical moment of the respective
joints. We used Force Sensitive Resistors (FSRs) to estimate
ground reaction forces. The ankle and knee joint moments were
calculated using inverse dynamics equations. Then, the joint
moments were normalized by dividing by the maximum joint
moment during baseline walking. The magnitude of the desired
moment was set based on the user’s preference. The reference
controller was a function of time, providing knee assistance
during the stance phase and ankle assistance during the mid-late
stance phase. An unimpaired subject was asked to walk over a
treadmill while wearing our ankle-knee exoskeleton with (1) zero
assistance, (2) the reference controller, and (3) the synergic
controller.

11.6%
7.6%

Zero Moment Exoeskeleton

95

Knee moment by Opensim

(b)

Synergic Controller

100

Zero Moment Exoeskeleton

1
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Figure 1: The schematic of our biomechanical model of foot-shank, the
control strategy based on this model, and the ankle-knee exoskeleton
designed in NAU Biomechatronic Lab.
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exhibited (Figure 1). Additionally, during terminal swing (90100% stance) a 3.3° and 1.4° increase in hip flexion and ankle
dorsiflexion, respectfully, was exhibited during the AST
conditon. These values are comparable to previously reported
minimal detectable changes for overground walking in older
adults [5]. Differences in the loading phase indicates that the
RESP group might be changing their kinematic strategy in favor
of a more pronounced heel strike and a shorter loading phase due
to an increase in walking speed compared to the FST. The 3.3°
hip flexion and 1.4° ankle dorsiflexion increases observed during
terminal swing may be due to either increases in trunk flexion or
earlier activation of the quadriceps and ankle dorsiflexors to
increase step length as a result of a 0.3±0.2 m/s increase in
walking speed and in anticipation of a shorter loading phase.
There are no significant differences between treadmill
conditions for all three sagittal plane joints for the NRESP group,
indicating that the NRESP group is not changing their kinematic
strategy in response to the different treadmill types. This is
potentially due to participants constraining their walking speed.

Introduction
Previous literature has reported that treadmill walking at a fixed
speed can lower the joint angle kinematic variability of
individuals compared to overground walking, as typically seen in
a community dwelling environment [1,2]. It is thought that these
changes might be due to differences in neuromuscular control on
a fixed speed treadmill as a result of constraining the individual s
walking speed [2,3]. This study used a novel Adaptive Speed
Treadmill (AST) controller to attempt to emulate overground
walking based on kinetic and spatio-temporal walking parameters
by including unconstrained walking speed as a factor during
treadmill walking [4]. However, the kinematic response between
Fixed Speed Treadmill (FST) walking and AST walking is not
well understood.
The aim of this study is to determine the kinematic response
exhibited between AST and FST walking in older adults. Our first
hypothesis is that older adults will walk faster on the AST as the
AST more closely emulates overground walking. Our second
hypothesis is that older adults will exhibit increased hip, knee,
and ankle flexion while walking on the AST as the AST allows
for unconstrained walking speeds close to overground walking.
Methods
Sixteen older adult subjects participated in the study (14F,
69.6±4.9 years, 1.6±0.1m, 73.1±12.7kg). The FST condition
c n i ed f h ee min e f alking a he a ici an
elfselected walking speed. The AST condition consisted of three
minutes of walking using an adaptive speed treadmill controller.
Based on Ray et al. (2018) which found that young healthy adults
walk faster on the AST, we have grouped our participants as
Responders (RESP), participants who walked faster on the AST,
and Nonresponders (NRESP), participants who walked faster on
the FST [4]. A 14 camera motion capture system was used to
collect hip, knee, and ankle joint kinematics.
Sagittal plane hip, knee, and ankle joint angles were filtered
using a 6Hz cut off Butterworth filter. Stride normalized left and
right sagittal plane hip, knee, and ankle joint angles were
calculated for both FST and AST condtions. Data analysis was
performed in Visual 3D and Matlab R2018a.
Our previous analysis reported no statistical differences in
peak sagittal joint ankles for FST and AST conditions for this
population. Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) analysis was
performed for sagittal plane hip, knee, and ankle joint angles
comparing AST and FST conditions for both the RESP and
NRESP groups to determine kinematic differences throughout
the gait cycle. Statistical analysis was performed in Matlab
R2018a i h ignificance e
0.05.

Figure 1: SPM analysis for the RESP particint group. Left graphs
depicts stride normalized joint angles for AST (black) and FST (red)
conditions. Right graphs show the statistical t-test results for each point
during stride.

Significance
These results indicate that including unconstrained walking speed
during treadmill walking via an adaptive speed controller may
change the kinematic strategy used by individuals that walk
faster compared to a fixed-speed treadmill. Future research is
needed to compare AST kinematics to overground community
dwelling walking kinematics to determine if the AST is a suitable
device for research and/or therapy in clinical populations.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Twelve participants walked 0.3±0.2 m/s faster on the AST and
were included in the RESP group while four participants walked
0.1±0.1 m/s faster on the FST and included in the NRESP. For
the RESP group during the AST condition a 3.1° increase in knee
flexion, a 3.8° increase in hip flexion and, a 0.8° increase in ankle
dorsiflexion during the loading phase (0-20% stance) was
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Added shank mass, particularly the larger 4 pound mass,
caused the largest changes in both knee and ankle kinematics
relative to baseline (Fig. 1: 0_0_2 and 0_0_4). The 4 pound mass
led to the largest changes observed at both the knee and ankle
joint. The 4 pound mass increased knee flexion throughout stance
and reduced knee flexion during the majority of swing reaching
a peak of ~5° at 85% of the gait cycle. The larger shank mass
caused relatively small changes in ankle angle during stance, but
caused larger changes to the ankle kinematics during swing
phase. Both levels of added shank mass increased the hip flexion
moment in late stance and caused the largest changes in the ankle
moments. Therefore, our younger adults had less ability to adapt
to added shank mass that is typical of ankle exoskeletons.

Introduction
An active gait exoskeleton has the potential to improve a earer
mobility by providing lower limb torque assistance. To do this,
the exoskeleton must have an accurate estimate of the intended
gait pattern of its wearer. However, intent recognition with
accurate gait estimates is difficult to achieve. As each device
creates unique laden mass to the wearer, the wearer will respond
with unknown changes to their baseline kinematics. Prior studies
have shown that these changes are small but observable [e.g. 1].
Prior results are limited as the subjects were mostly young,
healthy males walking on a treadmill, which alters joint
kinematics [2]. In this work, we aim to increase understanding of
the influence of added mass by presenting the kinematic and
kinetic changes of 10 young, healthy participants (6 females and
4 males) who performed overground walking with 6 different
conditions of laden mass on their lower body. Our long-term goal
is to provide guidance for exoskeleton design which minimizes
he e ima ed change o he earer ba eline, or nladen, gai .
Methods
Ten participants (20-25 years of age) who gave written informed
consent completed the IRB approved study. Each participant
performed overground walking at a self-selected speed with
added masses: 2 or 4 pounds on each shank, 2 or 4 pounds on
each thigh, and 8 or 16 pounds on the waist. The 6 added mass
conditions were randomized, with 5 trials per condition. An 8camera Vicon motion capture system tracked reflective markers
(n=43) placed on the torso, pelvis, and lower limbs and data were
post-processed using Nexus 2.9. Ground reaction forces were
recorded on 2 Bertec force plates. Kinematics and kinetics were
estimated in OpenSim using subject-specific models. Sagittal
plane hip, knee, and ankle kinematics and kinetics were averaged
across each subject for each condition. Mean differences in
kinematics and kinetics relative to baseline were analyzed [3].

Figure 1. Mean kinematic changes relative to the baseline condition.
Shaded bands are the 95% confidence intervals (CI). Regions where the
CI bands do not cross zero were considered statistically significant [3].
Legend indicates added waist, thigh, and shank mass in pounds.

Significance
As added thigh mass up to 4 pounds was well tolerated by the
younger adults, an exoskeleton design that adds thigh mass will
likely induce the smallest changes during walking. Although
added mass at the waist caused larger changes at the hip, the
smaller 8 pound mass caused minimal alterations at the knee and
ankle. Therefore, exoskeletons may be better designed if they
limit added mass to below 4 pounds and distribute mass across
the thigh and waist. Our results suggest that younger adults have
the capacity to adapt to added masses representative of an
exoskeleton. However, our results are limited since other
potential populations for exoskeleton use, i.e. older adults, likely
do not have the same capacity to adapt. Future work will extend
this study to observe how older adults (65-85 years of age)
respond to added mass during walking.

Results and Discussion
Added mass at the waist, thigh, and shank caused observable
changes (<6°) in kinematics relative to baseline (Fig. 1). Changes
in joint kinetics were also observable (<0.2 N-m/kg).
Both levels of added waist mass increased hip flexion during
the gait cycle, with the 16 pound mass causing the largest
changes of 4-6° (Fig. 1: 8_0_0, 16_0_0). The peak hip flexion
moment in late stance was also decreased by up to 0.1 N-m/kg
with the 16 pound mass. Despite the larger influence on the hip,
changes in both the knee and ankle joints were small for added
waist mass. Thus, an exoskeleton design with added waist mass
below 8 pounds may reduce changes in walking considerably.
Added thigh mass (Fig. 1: 0_2_0 and 0_4_0) had the smallest
overall impact on the joint kinematics. Both levels of added thigh
mass caused joint angle changes under 2° relative to baseline.
Added thigh mass also influenced the kinetics, with the 4 pound
mass decreasing the peak hip flexion moment and the
plantarflexion moment in late stance by ~0.1 N-m/kg. This
suggests that exoskeleton designs with up to 4 pounds of thigh
mass will be well tolerated by young adults in walking.
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slips deli ered at 20 and 30% d ring the second step after the
pert rbation (Fig re 1c). O r res lts partiall s pport o r
h pothesis of 15-20% of the gait c cle being sensiti e to slips,
b t slips deli ered at 30% of the gait c cle ere also destabili ing
as meas red b d namic stabilit margin, step idth, and step
length. The reason for this discrepanc co ld be that o r
h pothesis as based off of static post res thro gho t the gait
c cle, b t elocit is also a major contrib tor to d namic
stabilit . Additionall , there as a strong mediolateral response
to a posterior belt slip. For e ample, d ring slips deli ered at 20%
of the gait c cle, e fo nd a 43% increase in step idth, hich
is s bstantiall larger than responses d e to sin soidal
mediolateral translations of the floor (5% increase) or is al field
motion (22%) ith 5 cm amplit des [5].

Introduction
Balance is a major health problem in the United States, ith
aro nd 30% of ad lts o er 65 ears old falling each ear often
ca sed b trips or slips [1]. In a laborator setting, treadmill belt
accelerations are a reprod cible a of em lating slips [2].
Pre io s research sing treadmill belt accelerations looked at the
effect of acceleration magnit de on alking stabilit b t
o erlooked the effect of when in the gait c cle the pert rbation is
deli ered [3].
D ring 15-20% of the gait c cle is hen a single foot is flat
on the gro nd d ring initial s pport and the bod s center of mass
is posterior to the foot. This leads s to h pothesi e that bet een
15 and 20% of the gait c cle is hen indi id als are most
lnerable to losing balance d ring alking d e to a rapid
treadmill belt acceleration.

Significance
Despite the ide ariet of pert rbations sed to st d stabilit
d ring alking, the e tent to hich stabilit aries as a f nction
of the gait c cle is not nderstood. We fo nd differences in
s bject stabilit responses across 6 treadmill belt acceleration
timings, ith the largest responses occ rring d ring pert rbations
applied closer to midstance. This finding s ggests that to most
effecti el q antif a person s limit of stabilit
ith a belt
acceleration, slips sho ld not be applied d ring heel strike, as is
common in literat re, b t closer to midstance. F rthermore,
earable robots and training regimens designed to pre ent
slips/trips d ring alking ma also need to prioriti e assisting
m scles acti e d ring midstance.

Methods
We had 10 s bjects alk on a split-belt treadmill at 1.25 m/s
hile rapid (15 m/s2), brief (0.2 sec) accelerations ere applied
to a single treadmill belt in a randomi ed order. While the
s bjects alked, e slipped each leg 10 times at 10, 15, 20, 30,
40, and 50% of the gait c cle. We sed three metrics to q antif
stabilit of the step before, d ring, and for fo r steps after the
pert rbation. The three metrics e sed to q antif balance ere
mediolateral d namic stabilit margin [4], step idth, and step
length. Increased d namic stabilit and step idth, as ell as
decreased step lengths indicated a participant as destabili ed. A
linear mi ed model as sed to e al ate the infl ence of slip
timing for each step. Bonferroni-corrected pair ise comparisons
ere sed for post-hoc tests. An alpha 0.05 indicated
significance. All slips that res lted in balance metrics >3 the
interq artile range ere e cl ded from anal sis (12.7% of the
data ere e cl ded).
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Results and Discussion
D namic stabilit margins ere largest (i.e. s bjects ere most
destabili ed) for slips that occ rred at 20 and 30% of the gait
c cle d ring the step after the pert rbation (Fig re 1a). Step
idths ere larger for 20% slips d ring the second and third steps
after the pert rbation (Fig re 1b). Step lengths ere smaller after
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Figure 1: Stabilit metrics for the step before (S -1), step of (S 0), and 4 steps after belt acceleration. Left and right legs ere combined. L =
normali ed to s bject leg length. * = significant effect of slip timing. Bars = significant pair ise comparisons. Error bars = SD.
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Introduction
Plantar fasciitis (PF) is one of the most common musculoskeletal
pathologies of the foot, affecting 10% of the American
population at least once in their lifetime (1). Mechanical factors
are believed to contribute to the etiology and exacerbation of PF.
The plantar fascia is the principle supporting structure of the
medial longitudinal arch, providing storage and release of elastic
strain energy during walking due to the windlass mechanism and
arch-spring mechanics (2). Despite the relevance of foot
mechanics for this common condition, foot and ankle kinetics in
people with PF are largely unknown. The purpose of this study
was to compare metatarsophalangeal and ankle joint kinetics
during walking between people at different stages of PF.

decreased plantar fascia longitudinal stiffness among people
with symptomatic plantar fasciits (3), which may contribute to
this observed reduction in MTP joint function during gait.

Methods
11 people (51 yr, 8 female) with symptomatic plantar fasciitis
(SYMP), 6 people (43 yr, 5 female) with a history of plantar
fasciitis but no longer symptomatic (ASYMP), and 10
individuals (31 yr, 5 female) with no history of plantar fasciitis
(control) provided informed consent and participated in this
study. Bilateral 3D lower extremity kinematics (200 Hz) and
ground reaction forces (1000 Hz) were recorded during walking
on an instrumented treadmill at 1.3 m/s in standardized footwear.
Rigid body inverse dynamics and a multi-segment foot model
were used to calculate metatarsophalangeal (MTP) and talocrural
(TC) joint peak concentric and eccentric power and work. For
the SYMP and ASYMP groups, only the symptomatic (n=17) or
formerly symptomatic leg (n=9) were included. Both limbs of
the control group were used for analysis (n=20). To account for
bilateral observations, a mixed effects model with group as a
fixed factor and participant as a random factor was used to test
for differences in MTP and TC joint power and work between
groups. Cohen effect sizes (d) were calculated to describe the
magnitude of the difference between groups.

Figure 1. Peak concentric and eccentric MTP joint power during
walking in people with symptomatic plantar fasciitis (SYMP), a history
of plantar fasciitis but who are no longer symptomatic (ASYMP), no
history of plantar fasciitis (CON). Error bars represent ±1 SD.

Results and Discussion
Concentric MTP joint contributions to propulsion occurred
following eccentric contractions during the terminal stance phase
of walking. Lower mean concentric MTP joint power and work
were observed among participants in the SYMP group.
Specifically, peak concentric MTP joint power was 37% lower
(p = .02, d = 1.26) than the ASYMP group and 14% lower than
the CON group (p = .16, d =.49). Similarly, concentric MTP joint
work in the SYMP group was 46% lower than the ASYMP group
(p = .01, d = 1.14) and 16% lower than controls (p = .16, d = .57).
Eccentric MTP joint power and work were similar between
groups. Concentric and eccentric talocrural joint power and work
were also similar and within 10% between groups.

Figure 2. Concentric and eccentric MTP joint work during walking in
people with symptomatic plantar fasciitis (SYMP), a history of plantar
fasciitis but who are no longer symptomatic (ASYMP), and no history
of plantar fasciitis (CON). Error bars represent ±1SD.

Significance
People with symptomatic PF experience lower MTP joint
contributions to propulsion during walking than people without
PF with no evident redistribution of load to the ankle. These
findings may contribute to gait-related disability and low healthrelated quality of life in persons with symptomatic PF.
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The decreased MTP concentric joint power and work during
walking reported here for the SYMP group may represent gait
adaptations to avoid symptoms, increased energy loss following
plantar fascia stretch due to increased hysteresis during the
stretch-shortening cycle, or both. Our lab previously identified
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Introduction
As we age, cognition declines. Continuous declines in
cognition may lead to cognitive impairments, and older
persons with cognitive impairments demonstrate variable and
unstable gait patterns while walking overground (1,5).
Variable and unstable walking in older adults with cognitive
decline could potentially lead to falls (3). Walking on a
treadmill at a fixed-speed constrains walking patterns and
reduces gait variability during treadmill walking (4). However,
it is unknown if cognitive faculties influence the variability of
walking patterns during treadmill walking at fixed speeds. The
purpose of this study was to investigate if gait variability
during treadmill walking is similar for healthy older adults
with lower cognitive function compared to healthy older
adults with higher cognitive function. We hypothesized older
adults with poor cognitive function would exhibit more
variable gait patterns while walking on a treadmill compared
to older adults with high cognitive function.

when cognitive ability is impaired (4), the Low Cognition
group demonstrated similar variability while walking on the
treadmill to age-matched older adults in the High Cognition
group. This suggests the constraints of walking at a fixed
speed on the treadmill reduces the impact cognitive faculties
have on gait variability. Previous studies (6) have shown that
while walking overground, executive function is associated
with controlling pace (i.e. gait speed, step length). Walking on
a treadmill, however, controls these aspects of gait, and is
perhaps why no differences in variability were observed
between our groups. It is important to note, however, these
data were taken from the last 25 cycles of walking at the end
of seven-minutes of treadmill walking. It is possible we did
not find any significant differences in gait variability between
the groups because the participants had acclimated to walking
on the treadmill at the time points analyzed. This suggests
older adults with low cognitive scores can learn to walk more
consistently on a treadmill like older adults with high
cognitive scores during short bouts of walking. Future studies
should examine gait performance earlier in treadmill walking
exposure, or examine changes to gait variability when walking
on a treadmill at a fixed speed versus a self-propelled
treadmill. This could help us better understand gait variability
adaptation in older adults with different levels of cognitive
acumen.

Methods
30 age-matched (±2 years) healthy older adults (73±3.5 years;
10 men) were divided into two groups based on their Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) score, a paper-based test of
global cognitive function. 15 participants with a MoCA score
23 e e laced i he L C g i i
group (average
score: 21±2), while 15 pa ici a
i h a c e 27 e e
laced i he High C g i i
group (average score: 28±1).
MoCA scores < 23 are indicative of clinically relevant
cognitive impairment (2). Participants with a MoCA score
between 24-26 were not included in the analysis. Threedimensional motion capture technology recorded kinematic
data as participants walked on a treadmill for seven minutes at
their preferred walking speed. Standard deviation (SD) and
coefficient of variation (CV) of gait speed, stride length,
cadence, and double support percent during the last 25 cycles
of walking were analyzed to quantify gait variability. Stride
length, cadence, and double support for each measure of
variability were evaluated separately in two, one-way
multivariate analysis of variance with average gait speed
included as a covariate. SD and CV of gait speed for each
group were analyzed in two separate independent t-tests.

Table 1. Measures of variability for the Low Cognition group
Mean
SD
CV
Gait Speed (m/s)
0.563
0.007
0.013
Stride Length (m)
0.508
0.018
0.036
Cadence (steps/min)
85.793
2.047
0.025
Double Support (%)
30.73
1.173
0.038
Table 2. Measures of variability for the High Cognition group
Mean
SD
CV
Gait Speed (m/s)
0.642
0.007
0.011
Stride Length (m)
0.545
0.014
0.027
Cadence (steps/min)
91.843
1.662
0.018
Double Support (%)
29.748
1.070
0.036

Significance
Older adults with lower cognitive function exhibit similar
variability in gait patterns as age-matched older adults with
higher cognitive function when walking on a treadmill. It is
possible that having healthy older adults with lower cognitive
function practice a less variable walking pattern through
treadmill training could lead to reduced variability during
overground walking. Reduced gait variability could potentially
reduce the incidence of falls in this population.

Results and Discussion
Independent t-tests revealed both SD (p = 0.304) and CV (p =
0.227) of gait speed were not different between groups. For
SD of stride length, cadence and double support percent,
multivariate tests revealed no significant differences (F (3, 25)
= 1.228, λ = 0.872, p = 0.320) between groups when
controlling for gait speed (Table 1). For CV of stride length,
cadence, and double support percent, multivariate tests
revealed no significant differences (F (3, 25) = 0.618, =
0.931, p = 0.610) between groups when controlling for gait
speed (Table 2). The findings suggest gait variability is not
affected by cognitive status when walking on a treadmill.
Unlike overground walking where gait variability increases
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Adaptation to multi-session real-time visual feedback training of knee joint pattern in pediatric cerebral palsy: a case report
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KFA at IC (degrees)
RMSE across Days

Methods
Three inertial sensors (MTW Devkit, Xsens, NL) were placed
on the participant s thigh, shank and heel. The knee flexion
angle (KFA) was defined as the difference between the thigh
and shank sensors rotational orientation about their
longitudinal axis. The target knee flexion pattern was selected
from t picall developing children s patterns. Error metrics
were used to drive the feedback display on a computer monitor
for the extension and flexion periods via two corresponding
needles. A scoring system based on the feedback is incorporated
for participant motivation. An adolescent with right hemiplegic
CP (male, age 14.7 yrs) who presented with insufficient knee
extension at IC and decreased swing phase knee flexion,
participated in this study. The participant underwent 5 training
sessions over 3 weeks. A baseline trial was recorded during
each training day while the participant walked on the treadmill
at a comfortable speed. The speed was controlled in four 6minute training bouts with 3-minutes of rest between bouts.
Each training bout included a 3-minute trial with Feedback (FB)
and a 3-minute trial with No Feedback (NFB), with the
sequence of trials randomized for each bout. For each FB trial,
the participant was asked to follow the cues on the monitor and
try to modify his knee flexion pattern to rotate the needles
towards the target range, whereas for each NFB trial, he was
asked to recall and maintain this pattern. The root-mean-square
error (RMSE) was calculated from the difference in KFA
between the target and the performed patterns. Descriptive
statistics were used to describe the changes in KFA at IC, peak
KFA, and RMSE across days between FB/NFB conditions.

Peak KFA (degrees)

Day 2, increased on Day 3, and remained at around 20° on Day
4 and Day 5, while the peak KFA showed an overall increasing
tendency from Day 1 to Day 5 (Fig. 1a). The RMSE in the FB
and NFB trials both decreased markedly on Day 1, Day 3, and
Day 4 (Fig. 1b). A decreasing trend in RMSE was also observed
from Day 2 to Day 5. The decreasing standard deviation (SD)
of KFA at IC across days indicated that the participant had
started to learn
IC_FB
Peak_FB (a)
the pattern. The
IC_NFB
Peak_NFB
increase
of
35
75
RMSE on Day 2
30
65
was caused by
overcorrected
25
55
extension during
20
45
mid and late
15
35
stance, which was
10
25
observed
in
recorded video
and
also
(b)
supported
by
FB
NFB
17
lower extension
15
scores on Day 2
13
(FB: 22, NFB:
11
53)
compared
with Day 1 (FB:
9
218, NFB: 145).
Starting
from
Day 2, the RMSE
in the FB trials Figure 1: Feedback gait retraining effect.
was higher than Mean and SD across bouts (error bar) of (a)
KFA at IC and peak KFA and (b) KFA
that in the NFB RMSE across days for FB and NFB trials.
trials (Fig. 1b),
which was attributed to higher peak KFA in FB (Fig. 1a). We
expect that increasing the training dosage or number of sessions
would help to consolidate adaptation and further reduce error.

Introduction
Insufficient knee extension at initial contact (IC) has been
identified as clinically frequent and significant among gait
deviations in pediatric cerebral palsy (CP). This gait deviation
can persist even after a combination of physical therapy,
pharmacological, or surgical interventions to improve
contracture and spasticity. Biofeedback training that provides
participants meaningful cues to augment their inadequate native
physiological feedback has shown its potential in gait
retraining. However, very few studies have explored
biofeedback gait retraining in pediatric CP. In order to help
pediatric patients achieve more symmetric and efficient gait,
our research team developed a two phase visual kinematic
feedback system, and reported a positive effect with one gait
retraining session [1]. The current paper reports adaptation to
the feedback across multiple training sessions by a pediatric
participant with hemiplegic CP.

Significance
The multi-session real-time visual feedback training shifted
participant s knee flexion trajectory towards the target, with
error reduced across training sessions. This paper highlights the
presented feedback training paradigm and its potential
applications to clinical practice. Testing of a larger sample with
a longitudinal examination of functional measures is ongoing.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
In comparison with the baseline trial on Day 1, the KFA at IC
in the FB and NFB trials both decreased markedly on Day 1 and
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Introduction
Measuring metabolic cost is time consuming and cumbersome
for both experimenter and participant alike. Despite this
drawback, metabolic cost is an important measure for
biomechanical studies of locomotion and will continue to be
used. Some have estimated metabolic cost using a wide array of
measurements such as breathing rate, perspiration, and muscle
activity1. Others used estimation techniques to approximate
steady-state metabolic cost, shortening the duration of
collection2. As muscles are the primary energy consumers during
locomotion and EMG sensors are readily available, it follows that
measuring muscle activity could be used to accurately estimate
metabolic cost in real-time. One important aspect to metabolic
estimation is whether the estimated values follow the same trends
as originals (e.g. when walking at a constant speed there is a
parabolic trend that determines the metabolically optimal and
preferred step frequency (SF)). We hypothesize the metabolically
optimal SF will be the same SF to minimize overall EMG
activity.

Figure 1: A)
Steady-state
metabolic cost and
UW EMG sums
across SFs with
quadratic fits. B)
Steady-state
metabolic cost and
RMV EMG sums
across SFs with
quadratic fits. C)
Absolute error
between the
metabolically
optimal SF and
EMG optimal.

RMV sum method,
WL had the least
amount of error
(0.4%). SumSq had
the most amount of
error (3.2%).
Based
on
these
preliminary results,
these EMG measures
and metabolic cost
reach their minimum
at the same SF of 56
steps/min.

Methods
We measured EMG and metabolic cost of a healthy adult male
while walking on a treadmill at 1.3 m/s. The participant walked
for 15 minutes to habituate (preferred SF and ±20%), followed
by a 35-minute randomized SF sweep between ±30% of preferred
SF (7 trials total at 5 minutes each). SF was commanded using an
audible metronome. Ground reaction forces (GRFs) were
measured to quantify step durations and segment EMG data per
gait cycle. The subject had 8 EMG sensors placed on the
following leg muscles: Tibialis Anterior, Medial Gastrocnemius,
Soleus, Vastus Medialis, Rectus Femoris, Bicep Femoris,
Gluteus Medialis, Gluteus Maximus.
Muscle-specific EMG activity of each trial was quantified
using 3 mathematical measures: integral (INT), sum square (SS),
and waveform length (WL, i.e. geometric length) between 2.5
and 4.5 minutes. For each measurement, the muscle-specific
EMG were summed using weights based on relative muscle
volume (RMV) or without weights (unweighted; UW). A
quadratic fit was made across trials for each EMG measure and
the minimum was calculated. The SF where the minimum value
occurred was compared to the metabolically optimal SF. EMG
adaptation time (time it takes to reach steady-state, i.e. average of
last minute of trial) was the first time when three consecutive
steps of the EMG measure were within ± 2 std of the steady-state
value.

Significance
This data suggests
that EMG has the
potential to estimate metabolic cost in real-time while preserving
key trends. EMG could be used as a substitute for metabolic
measurement, decreasing experimental time and effort. Further,
EMG can assist with the optimization of parameters for controls
of exoskeletons, as metabolic cost is normally a performance/cost
metric. In the future, we plan to investigate how quickly EMG
reaches steady-state compared to metabolic cost, directly predict
metabolic cost using EMG, and implement this method to
optimize exoskeleton control.
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Results and Conclusion
Using the UW sum method, SumSq had the least amount of error
(0.5%). WL had the highest absolute error (3.4%). Using the
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between the magnitude of propulsion (i.e., both the impulse and
the peak) and the distance walked during the 6MWT. More
specifically, individuals with lower propulsion magnitudes
walked less distances than those with higher propulsion
magnitudes; however, among those with higher propulsion
magnitudes, individuals with earlier peak propulsion timings
walked farther distances (see Figure 1).

Introduction
Stroke is a leading cause of disability that results in neuromotor
impairments that contribute to slower and more inefficient
walking. As a consequence, walking rehabilitation is a major
focus after stroke. The 6-Minute Walk Test (6MWT) is a popular
outcome measure used to assess functional walking capacity after
stroke; however, the performance-based metrics often evaluated
(e.g., the total distance walked) do not identify the underlying
neuromotor impairment. Elucidation of the biomechanical
contributors to reduced 6MWT performance is necessary for the
advance of individualized rehabilitation interventions that target
the specific deficits limiting function. Biomechanical variables
such as the peak propulsion force (i.e., the peak of the anterior
ground reaction force) and the propulsion impulse (i.e., the
integral of the anterior ground reaction force) have been shown
to contribute to walking function after stroke1; however, these
magnitude-based metrics do not account for key temporal aspects
of propulsion function that may affect walking after stroke—such
as the timing of the propulsion peak2. The objective of this study
was thus to determine how the timing of the propulsion peak
relates to 6MWT performance. We hypothesized that propulsion
peak timing would contribute to 6MWT performance above and
beyond the propulsion magnitude metrics of peak and impulse.
Methods
Data for thirty-four individuals with chronic post-stroke
hemiparesis were available for this study. The total distance
walked during the 6MWT served as the primary clinical outcome
of interest. Metrics related to propulsion magnitude (i.e., peak
propulsion and propulsion impulse) and timing (i.e., the timing
of the propulsion peak) were extracted from the paretic anteriorposterior ground reaction forces generated during 30 seconds of
treadmill walking and then averaged. The propulsion magnitude
metrics were expressed as %bodyweight (%bw). Peak propulsion
timing was expressed as %stance phase (%sp).
All statistical tests were performed in MATLAB 2019a. Two
moderated regression models were examined to evaluate the
influence on 6MWT distance of the propulsion magnitude
metrics and the timing of the propulsion peak. The first model
included peak propulsion, peak propulsion timing, and their
interaction. The second model included the propulsion impulse,
peak propulsion timing, and their interaction. Significant
interactions were evaluated at ± 1 standard deviation of the
moderators. Alpha was set to 0.05.

Figure 1: The relationship between propulsion magnitude—both (a)
peak propulsion and (b) propulsion impulse—and 6MWT distance is
moderated by the timing of the propulsion peak.

Significance
Deficits in the timing of the propulsion peak may contribute to
impaired long distance walking function after stroke. While
previous research has highlighted the importance of the
magnitude of paretic propulsion to poststroke walking, the
present study demonstrates that the timing of the propulsion peak
affects the total distance walked during the 6-minute walk test
above and beyond the magnitude of paretic propulsion. Poststroke gait rehabilitation may need to target both the magnitude
and timing of paretic propulsion to maximize outcomes.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Peak propulsion force (R2 = 0.37, p < 0.01) and propulsion
impulse (R2 = 0.32, p < 0.01) individually contributed to 6MWT
distance. Adding peak propulsion timing and its interaction to
these models increased the variance explained for both peak
propulsion force (R2 = 0.47, adjR2 = 0.41, F(3,31) = 8.98, p < 0.01)
and propulsion impulse (R2 = 0.45, adjR2 = 0.40, F(3,31) = 8.48, p
< 0.01). Significant interactions with peak propulsion timing in
each model (ps < 0.05) indicate that the timing of peak propulsion
during the stance phase of walking moderates the relationship
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Introduction
Elevated body mass has been shown to increase vertical plantar
pressure [1] that presumably contributes to: collapsed arch
height, reduced plantar mechanoreceptor sensitivity, postural
instability, and altered gait mechanics [2,3,4,5,6]. However,
increased body mass may also affect plantar shear that may be
further associated with these alterations [6]. For example, in
obese subjects, plantar shear likely contribute to tissue
spreading, leading to the noted increase in foot contact area [1].
In addition, while plantar pressures are increased with acutely
added body mass, foot arch height does not appear to change
[7], indicating that kinematic changes likely occur over time
secondary to altered pressure and shear. The measurement of
these shear may help better understand the effects of body mass
on foot mechanics. The aim of this study is to determine the
effects of added body mass on plantar shear and arch height
during gait.

collapse of both the medial longitudinal and transverse foot
arches and/or cause foot injuries as time elapses. In this respect,
kinematic data only provide information about the end-result of
foot deformation, but not the cause of the consequences.
Therefore, kinetic data sensitive to altered mechanical stimuli
may be useful to understand and prevent foot deformities.

Methods
Eight healthy male adults (22 ± 3 years, 24 ± 1 BMI) walked
across a 5.5 m long elevated walk-way with a pressure and shear
sensing system (FootSTEPS, ISSI, 50 Hz, 25 Hz filter) mounted
in the center and level with the walkway. A motion capture
system (Qualisys, Inc.) was used to capture foot motion (100
Hz, 6 Hz filter) according to a multi-segment foot model using
23 reflective markers with shank and heel clusters [8]. Walking
trials were performed with and without a weighted vest (20%
of the participants own body weight, evenly distributed front to
back) in random order. Three successful walking trials were
recorded for each condition while the participants walked at
their own set preferred speed with clean foot placement on the
FootSTEPS sensing area. Plantar shear forces were analyzed
using custom LabView software. Plantar tissue spreading was
represented by the difference between total anterior and total
posterior forces (AP spreading) and between total medial and
total lateral forces (ML spreading) at the mid-stance transition
point between braking and propulsion (i.e. when net AP forces
are zero). Foot arch height was calculated in Visual 3D software
as the sagittal plane angle between the hindfoot and midfoot
segments at mid-stance. Metrics were compared between
conditions with paired t-tests (α = 0.05).

Figure 1. The vertical red line represents the transition point.

Significance
These results suggest that elevated body weight increases
plantar tissue shear stress, causing both spreading and dragging
effects. While this study only evaluated acute effects, the results,
combined with previous studies, suggest that these stresses may
be implicated in foot morphology breakdown and decreased
mechanoreceptor sensitivity, both of which may contribute to
deteriorated postural control and gait mechanics. This is
particularly relevant to those who are obese or consistently
carry a heavy mass, such as military soldiers, and may be
exposed to the potential risks of postural instability and lower
limb injuries.

Results and Discussion
The mean walking speed was 1.22 ± 0.28 m/s. ML shear forces
showed consistent spreading effects across stance, while AP
shear showed primarily unidirectional (i.e. dragging) effects in
early and late stance, with spreading effects in mid-stance
(Figure 1). The vest condition resulted in higher AP (P =0.008)
and ML (P = 0.001) spreading effects compared to the non-vest
condition at the mid-stance. For foot arch height, however,
there was no statistical difference (P =0.87) in the midfoot joint
angle (º) between conditions. These results suggest that the
effects of body mass that eventually cause foot deformation
may be insidious. In other words, although foot arch height
seems intact after acutely increased body mass, soft tissues
around the feet are under greater stresses that may cause
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ground reaction force data. Subjects then walked for 10 minutes
using our closed-loop dynamic treadmill controller. For all trials,
a motion capture system (Vicon Nexus, Denver, CO) recorded
the trajectories of markers placed on subjects’ pelvis and lower
extremities for estimating joint kinetics. Briefly, the dynamic
treadmill controller alternated the tied-belt speeds within a gait
cycle between 0.75 m/s and 1.5 m/s based on participants’
anterior-posterior ground reaction forces. More specifically, the
controller set the belt speeds to 0.75 m/s during the braking phase
of the right leg then to 1.5 m/s during the propulsive phase of the
right leg. Given the tied-belt nature, this resulted in speeds of 1.5
m/s through braking and 0.75 m/s through propulsion for the left
leg.

Introduction
Walking post-stroke is frequently characterized by slower
speeds, due in large part to a precipitous decrease in paretic limb
push-off [1]. This decrease in push-off, frequently quantified as
the peak of the anterior component of the ground-reaction force
vector (FP), often requires persons post-stroke frequently rely on
compensatory gait strategies such as vaulting and increased pushoff from their healthy leg [2]. A critical target for rehabilitation,
therapy frequently aims to elicit volitional improvements in
paretic limb push-off with unfortunately lackluster results.
Therefore, rehabilitation approaches that do not require volitional
changes in gait are needed. To address this need, we aim to
develop a novel dynamic treadmill training approach. Our
dynamic treadmill controller uses changes in tied-belt treadmill
speed to modulate the magnitude of paretic and non-paretic pushoff. For example, accelerating the treadmill during paretic pushoff should increase the magnitude, as push-off magnitude scales
linearly with walking speed [3]. Similarly, decreasing the speed
during non-paretic push-off should decrease compensatory pushoff from that limb. Importantly, we can customize the treadmill
speeds and timing of the speed changes to shape each individual’s
push-off. As such, we hypothesized that walking in our dynamic
treadmill would result in greater push-off from the leg moving
quickly during push-off than that moving slowing during pushoff in young healthy participants. The results will be used to
refine treadmill control for persons post-stroke.

Results and Discussion
Speed linearly modulated bilateral FP and trailing limb angle.
The dynamic treadmill condition resulted in 22% greater FP
(p<0.01) but 8% smaller trailing limb angle (p=0.02) in the left
leg (when treadmill moved at 0.75 m/s) than the right leg (when
treadmill moved at 1.5 m/s).
Our dynamic treadmill controller elicited differential effects in
push-off between the left and right legs using only changes in
tied-belt treadmill speed. Nevertheless, we completely reject our
hypotheses such that a fast treadmill speed actually resulted in
significantly lesser push-off than the slow speed. These
confounding but exciting results are seemingly due to disruptions
to the pendular center of mass mechanics. We look forward to
presenting this and follow up experiments specifically exploring
joint-level and center of mass mechanics of walking with speedmodulated push-off demands.
Significance
Split-belt treadmill training and robotic and/or exoskeleton-based
rehabilitation show great promise for improving walking poststroke with a big limitation: accessibility. Here, we demonstrate
that a single treadmill belt can provide asymmetric gait training
solely with appropriately timed within-stride changes in belt
speed. This new line of research aims to characterize appropriate
speed changes to elicit improved push-off intensity in groups
with a unilateral deficit such as that observed in persons poststroke. These data will support plans to develop standard
treadmill controllers for asymmetric gait training.

Figure 1: Peak propulsive force and trailing limb angle for left and
right legs. During the Dynamic Treadmill condition, treadmill speed
was 0.75 and 1.5 m/s at push-off for left (green) and right (blue) legs,
respectively.
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Methods
10 healthy young adults (mean±SD; age: 22.3±3.6 years, 4M/6F)
participated. Subjects first walked normally for 2 minutes each at
0.75 – 1.5 m/s on a dual-belt instrumented treadmill (Motek
Medical, Amsterdam, NL) while we collected motion capture and
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Introduction
Understanding how people control and maintain stability during
perturbed walking could be beneficial for preventing falls [1]. We
have previously shown that brief decelerations of belt speeds
applied during right leg midstance of every stride can perturb
walking and balance [2]. We found that subjects initially
decreased anterior-posterior margin of stability when first
experiencing the perturbations but adapted back towards baseline
[2]. Visual cueing of the perturbations may increase adaptation
because the visual cues may facilitate an anticipatory strategy. A
previous study showed that providing visual feedback prior to an
upcoming locomotor maneuver enhanced preparatory locomotor
adjustments such as decrease margin of stability in the direction
of the anticipated maneuver [3]. The aim of this study is to
determine whether visual cueing of the magnitudes of impending
belt decelerations applied during midstance of every stride
facilitates adaptation to the perturbations. We hypothesized that
adaptation of anterior-posterior margin of stability will be greater
with visual cueing of the impending perturbations compared to
no cueing.

stability compared to no cueing for the large perturbation, which
supports our hypothesis but not for the small perturbation, which
opposes our hypothesis. Further, the magnitude of the decrement
in margin of stability was greater with cueing compared to no
cueing for the small perturbation, which also does not support our
hypothesis. For both subjects, the reduction in margin of stability
from pre to early perturbed for the large perturbation was larger
compared to the small perturbation, regardless of visual cueing,
which indicates that larger perturbations were more challenging
(Fig. 1). These results partially support our hypothesis and
suggest that visual cueing is more beneficial when the mechanical
perturbation is more challenging.

Methods
Two healthy young subjects walked on a dual belt treadmill (MGait) for 4 trials at a speed of 1.0 m/s while lower body
movements were recorded using a motion capture system
(OptiTrack). There were 2 cueing conditions (cued or no cue) and
2 perturbation magnitudes (small and large). Each trial started
with 2 minutes of unperturbed walking (pre), followed by 4
minutes of perturbed walking (perturbed), and concluded with
another 2 minutes of unperturbed walking (post). During
perturbed walking, the right belt speed quickly decelerated by
either 0.2 m/s or 0.5 m/s for 200 ms during right midstance and
then returned to 1.0 m/s. For the cued conditions, a small or large
rectangle representing the small (0.2 m/s) and large (0.5 m/s)
decelerations were displayed on a monitor placed in front of the
subject at left heel strike, ~600 ms before the perturbation at right
midstance. No rectangle was shown if there was no perturbation.
A no-perturbation catch stride occurred randomly 1 out of every
5 strides during perturbed walking. We calculated margin of
stability at every left heel strike as the anterior-posterior distance
between the extrapolated center of mass and the toe marker of the
leading foot. We calculated the average of the margin of stability
for every 5 strides to examine adaptation. Pre was the last 5
strides. Early and late perturbed were the first 3 and last 3 strides
during the adaptation period.

Figure 1. Margin of stability time course for the different visual cueing
conditions for both subjects. 1 batch = 5 strides.

Significance
We found that visual cueing does not necessarily improve
adaptation to perturbations during gait. These preliminary
findings provide additional insight on how visual feedback could
be used during gait rehabilitation and fall prevention. We plan to
collect more subjects to determine whether this behavior occurs
in more subjects and in older adults.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Both subjects reduced margin of stability from pre to early
perturbed for all perturbations except the no cue small
perturbation, indicating that the belt decelerations perturbed
baseline walking and balance (Fig. 1). The two subjects gradually
increased margin of stability from early to late perturbed back
towards baseline (pre), indicating that subjects were able to adapt
to all perturbations (Fig. 1). Visual cueing increased margin of
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Introduction
Children with cerebral palsy (CP) have weaker and poorly
coordinated ankle plantar flexors, which likely contributes to
their higher metabolic cost of transport and limitations in activity
[1]. Despite the significant contribution of this deficit, the current
standard of care for improving motor function in CP is not
addressing functional ankle performance. We recently developed
a novel intervention, wearable adaptive resistance (Fig. 1), with
the primary objective of improving ankle plantar flexor function
while walking [2].
The purpose this pilot clinical trial was to determine the
efficacy of wearable adaptive resistance training for rapidly
improving walking ability in children with CP. We hypothesized
that a short, four-week training with wearable adaptive resistance
would improve neuromuscular function of the ankle plantar
flexors for a more efficient gait pattern that would enhance
performance on clinical tests of mobility and endurance.

Participants completed ten, 20-minute training sessions with
wearable adaptive resistance over four weeks. Resistance level
started at 0.025-0.075 Nm/kg and was increased progressively
based on performance and perceived level of exertion.
Paired t-tests with correction for multiple comparisons were
run to determine the effect of training on the following primary
outcome variables: shape of soleus activation profile, metabolic
cost of transport, TUG time, and 6MWT distance.
Results and Discussion

Methods
Six children with CP (hemi- and diplegia, Gross Motor Function
Classification System I-II, ages 12 – 17 years, five males and one
female) were recruited.

Figure 2: Pre- and post-training A) soleus activation profile shape
compared to a typical profile and B) metabolic cost of transport at a
preferred walking speed.

Following training, participants displayed a more typical muscle
activation profile of their ankle plantar flexors (30 ± 15%, p =
0.02, Fig. 2A), leading to improved metabolic cost of transport
(29 ± 15%, p < 0.05, Fig. 2B), and enhanced performance on tests
of functional mobility (TUG, 11 ± 9%, p = 0.04) and walking
endurance (6MWT, 13 ± 9%, p = 0.05). The rate at which
wearable adaptive resistance training elicited improved function
was 3 – 6 times greater than what has been reported previously
for gait training interventions [3,4].
Significance
This relatively low-cost and wearable intervention was designed
for translation to both clinical practice and personal use at home.
The inherent accessibility of wearable interventions provides
individuals with the opportunity to significantly increase the
frequency of targeted neuromuscular rehabilitation.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 1: Wearable adaptive resistance A) control mechanism and B)
device components.

Pre- and post-assessments included: 1) History and physical
by a physical therapist; 2) Gait analysis at a preferred walking
speed on a treadmill while measuring full-body 3D kinematics
and muscle activity of the soleus; 3) Metabolic cost of transport;
4) Timed up & go (TUG) and six-minute walk test (6MWT).
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plantar flexor moment (-1.11±0.17 vs -0.92±0.24 Nm/kg,
p=.001) were observed compared to leading with the weaker limb
in the MS group. Sagittal plane pelvis (stronger: 10.4±4.0
(p=.001), weaker: 10.1±5.2 (p=.009), control: 5.4±1.8°) and
frontal plane trunk excursions (stronger: 5.1±2.2 (p=.016),
weaker: 5.2±2.6 (p=.025), control: 3.1±1.4°) were greater when
leading with either limb in the MS group compared to the control
group, while trail leg peak ankle plantar flexor moments
(stronger: 1.11±0.17 (p=.032), weaker: 0.92±0.24 (p<.001),
control: 1.26±0.16 Nm/kg) were reduced when leading with
either limb compared to the control group. Functional Stair Test
time correlated with sagittal (r=.607, p<.001) and frontal plane
pelvis excursions (r=.411, p=.008) and trail limb peak ankle
plantar flexion moments (r=.418, p=.007). The regression model
identified sagittal and frontal plane pelvis excursion to be the
primary contributors to Functional Stair Test time (Adj R2=.458).
The ability to target movement-based interventions for people
with MS requires an understanding of movement mechanics
during step ascent. The results of this study provide
understanding of lower extremity joint moments during a step
ascent task in people with MS. Consistent with prior studies
demonstrating quadriceps and ankle plantar flexor muscle
weakness [5], this study found reduced peak joint moments at the
knee and ankle. In addition, larger trunk and pelvis excursions
when leading with both the stronger and weaker limbs indicate a
potential compensatory movement strategy for reduced peak
ankle plantar flexor and knee extensor moments during step
ascent tasks in people with MS. Finally, the results of the
regression model suggest larger sagittal and frontal plane pelvis
excursions may be the primary biomechanical contributors to
slower stair ascent time.

Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic autoimmune-mediated
disorder of the central nervous system affecting up to 1 million
people in the United States [1]. Numerous studies have
demonstrated movement compensations during overground
walking involving proximal (trunk and pelvis) and lower
extremity kinetics and kinematics [2,3]. However, there is a
paucity of evidence on other aspects of physical mobility that
relate to functional independence and community participation,
including stair climbing. The purpose of this study was to: 1)
compare trunk and pelvis motion and lower extremity joint
moments during a step ascent task in patients with MS and a
matched control group and 2) identify key biomechanical
contributors to stair climbing ability in patients with MS.
Methods
Twenty patients with MS (16 F, 49±12 y, BMI: 24.8±5.4 kg/m2,
Expanded Disability Status Scale – EDSS: 1.5-5.5) and 10
matched control participants (7 F, 48±12 y, 23.7±4.2 kg/m2) were
enrolled. All participants underwent 3D motion analysis while
ascending a 15.2 cm step in which marker trajectories were
recorded using a motion analysis system (Vicon Motion Systems,
Oxford, UK) at 100 Hz. Force platform data under and adjacent
to the step were simultaneously recorded at 1200 Hz. Three step
ascent trials were recorded with each limb as the leading limb.
Stair climbing ability was assessed using ascent time during the
Functional Stair Test [4]. Participants were instructed to ascend
one flight of 4 steps as quickly and safely as possible. Two trials
were performed and the mean used for data analysis.
Joint moments were calculated with an inverse dynamics
approach and normalized to body mass. Peak joint moments were
extracted from the three step ascent trials and averaged to result
in a single result for hip, knee, and ankle for each limb in the MS
group. A mean of left and right limb values for the control group
was used for data analysis. Total sagittal and frontal plane trunk
and pelvis angular excursions were determined by subtracting the
minimum segment angles from the maximum segment angles
during step ascent.
Comparisons between the stronger and weaker limb for the
MS group were performed using paired sample t-tests.
Comparisons of both limbs (MS group) to the control group were
done using independent two-sample t-tests. Pearson correlations
were used to assess relationships between step ascent
biomechanical variables and stair ascent time. Variables with
significant correlations were considered for a multiple linear
regression model and a backward stepwise method was used to
identify the key biomechanical contributors to stair ascent time.

Significance
People with MS ascend a step with larger trunk and pelvis
excursions, reduced knee extensor moments, and reduced trail
limb ankle pushoff compared to matched controls. Increased
pelvis motion and reduced ankle pushoff are associated with
poorer stair climbing ability and may serve as targets for future
interventions designed to optimize functional movement.
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Results and Discussion
When leading with the stronger limb during step ascent,
increased sagittal plane trunk excursion (9.3±3.1 vs 7.6±2.6°,
p=.041), greater peak knee extensor moment (1.19±0.29 vs
0.88±0.23 Nm/kg, p=.002), and reduced trail limb peak ankle
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Introduction
Spinal cord injury (SCI) disrupts the connection between the
brain and spinal cord, impacting motor and sensory function.
Current rehabilitation treatments cannot recover pre-injury
f nc ionali , lea ing la ing effec on indi id al mobili and
quality of life. Both invasive and non-invasive spinal stimulation
have demonstrated the ability to restore voluntary motor control
of stepping-like patterns in individuals with complete paralysis
after SCI [1]. Non-invasive spinal stimulation research has
focused on walking recovery in a gravity neutral condition or
with a gait assisting exoskeleton [2, 3]. We investigated the
ability of non-invasive transcutaneous spinal stimulation (tSCS),
combined with locomotion training to promote recovery of over
ground walking in individuals with incomplete SCI. We
hypothesized that improvements in functional gait after tSCS
would correspond with improvements in subject intra- and
interlimb coordination.

may suggest that our participan imp o emen in gai a from
other factors [4]. At baseline, our participants had high ACC
close to one, the ideal intralimb coordination, and relatively low
spatial asymmetries close to zero (Figure 1). Since our subjects
had high initial coordination, walked overground, and actively
loaded their limbs, we may not be able to use gait coordination
as a sensitive measure of their functional changes after tSCS.

Methods
We enrolled 2 males with incomplete cervical SCI. Subject 1 was
64 years old, 3.5 years post injury, and classified as C4 American
Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale (AIS) D at baseline.
Subject 2 was 64 years old, 4 years post injury, and classified as
C6 AIS D at baseline. Both participants underwent a total of 8weeks of locomotor training only and 8 weeks of locomotor
training combined with tSCS.
Three-dimensional gait analysis and the 6-minute walk test
(6MWT) were performed during baseline, throughout the
intervention, and up to three months post-intervention. Intralimb
coordination was evaluated as the angular component of
correlation of correspondence (ACC) of the right leg, which
measures the consistency of the knee-hip relationship for all gait
cycles [4]. We calculated spatial interlimb coordination as the
magnitude of the average difference between the left and right
step length divided by the sum of step length for both legs,
known as the spatial asymmetry index [5]. Kinematic interlimb
coordination was also evaluated using the correlation coefficient
and slope comparing joint angles from each side of the body.

Figure 1. Evaluation of intra- and interlimb coordination was done at
baseline, during the intervention (grey box), and up to 3 months followup. Gait analysis was always performed with spinal stimulation turned
off, but some days it was also performed with the device turned on,
ma ked b
and + .

Further research is needed to expand the d sample size
to evaluate the biomechanical and neuromuscular changes
induced by tSCS. Additional work also needs to be done
examining the physiological mechanisms of spinal stimulation.
Significance
Stepping and coordination have previously been used to
quantitatively describe changes in function as a result of therapy
after SCI. However, these results indicate that traditional
quantitative measures of gait coordination do not identify
changes in coordination with spinal stimulation. Other measures
of gait may be needed to systematically evaluate the impact of
tSCS on walking function, a critical first step to implementing
tSCS in clinical SCI rehabilitation.
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Results and Discussion
Both participants increased the distance they could walk during
the 6MWT, a change that was sustained at follow-up visits.
Subject 1 walked 34 meters (m) at baseline, 88 m after the
intervention, and 76 m at 3-months follow-up. Subject 2 walked
199 m at baseline, 377 m after the intervention, and 361 m at 2months follow-up. We sought to explain the improved functional
gait by examining kinematics. Neither intra- nor interlimb
coordination, however, changed significantly throughout the
study (Figure 1). There were also no significant changes in gait
coordination when spinal stimulation was turned on and off on
the same day. Previous studies reported that tSCS was able to
recover coordinated stepping-like patterns during walking in a
gravity neutral device or while wearing an exoskeleton [1, 3].
The lack of change we observed in gait coordination during tSCS
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Introduction
Ascending stairs is a common daily activity that is necessary to
navigate households and many other buildings. Children with
Down syndrome (DS) have lower muscle strength and poorer
balance control, resulting in an underdeveloped ability to
navigate staircases [1]. Children with DS demonstrate shorter
step lengths and slower step velocities when approaching a
staircase compared to typically developing (TD) children [1].
Additionally, children with DS demonstrate underdeveloped
locomotor adjustments while ascending a staircsae [2].
Whole-body vibration (WBV) is a new intervention and
has been shown to improve muscle strength and walking
endurance in individuals with DS [3]. However, it is not known
if WBV can help improve functional tasks in children with DS.
Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the acute effects of a
single session of WBV on stair ascent in children with DS. We
hypothesized that step length would increase and step time
would decrease, resulting in a faster step velocity during the
approach and ascent phases after WBV.

length, step time, and step velocity (all p<0.05). However, there
were no differences between before and after WBV (Table 1).
During the ascent phase, step length was longer and step
velocity was faster but step time was shorter at step 1 compared
to step 2 (Tabel 2). There was a step effect on all three variables
(all p<0.05). Also, step velocity increased after WBV,
particularly at step 2. There was a time effect on step velocity
(p<0.05). Post-hoc analysis revealed that step velocity at step 2
incresed from baseline to post-WBV.
Table 1. Means (SD) of variables during approaching phase
Variable
Step length *
Step Time *
Step Velocity *

Methods
We have recruited five subjects (2M/3F, 11.3+2.36 years) for
this study. Subjects completed 5 trials of stair ascent during 3
time points (baseline, pre-WBV, and post-WBV). The lack of a
significant difference between the baseline and pre-WBV
conditions suggests there might not be a learning or warm-up
effect on stair ascent. Each subject walked along a walkway
with 2 imbedded force plates to a 3-step staircase with a riser
hight of 24 cm, and then ascended the staircase [1]. Rest was
given between trials, including a 10-minute break between the
baseline and Pre-WBV conditions. The post-WBV condition
occurred immediately after the session of WBV.
Subjects completed 10 bouts of 30 seconds on a Galileo
side-alternating WBV platform (25 Hz, 2 mm) with 1 minute
rest between bouts. An 8-camera Vicon motion capture system
was used to collect the spatial-temporal gait parameters for the
2 steps before the stairs (-2 & -1) and 2 steps during stair ascent
(step 1 & 2). Gait variables included step length, step time, and
step velocity for these four steps. Step length was normalized
by each subject’s leg length. Step time and velocity were
normalized using the equations below [4]:

Step

Baseline

Pre-WBV

Post-WBV

-2

0.51 (0.12)

0.57 (0.08)

0.61 (0.16)

-1

0.38 (0.17)

0.38 (0.19)

0.43 (0.23)

-2

1.84 (0.09)

1.78 (0.23)

1.77 (0.28)

-1

1.96 (0.28)

2.12 (0.53)

1.68 (0.18)

-2

0.28 (0.07)

0.33 (0.09)

0.36 (0.13)

-1

0.20 (0.11)

0.20 (0.12)

0.26 (0.13)

Note that * represents a difference between steps

Table 2. Means (SD) of variables during ascent phase
Variable
Step length *
Step time *
Step velocity *‡

Step

Baseline

Pre-WBV

Post-WBV

1

0.70 (0.09)

0.67 (0.09)

0.68 (0.11)

2

0.36 (0.05)

0.35 (0.04)

0.36 (0.05)

1

2.92 (0.37)

3.59 (1.75)

3.20 (1.01)

2

6.25 (4.27)

4.30 (1.09)

3.44 (0.70)

1

0.24 (0.05)

0.23 (0.11)

0.23 (0.09)

2

0.08 (0.04)

0.09 (0.02)

0.11 (0.02)

Note that * represents a difference between steps; ‡ represents a
difference between baseline and post-WBV

Significance
These preliminary results suggest that a single session of WBV
can modulate neuromuscular function by increasing step
velocity while ascending a staircase. Further analysis of joint
kinematics and kinetic is needed to determine if WBV provides
benefits to other biomechanical aspects of this activity. Since
WBV is an easy modality to administer, this would make a
modality for children with DS more convenient and less
strenuous than typical therapy. The use of WBV training could
be implemented in this population’s therapy to address motor
deficits and potentially improve their daily motor activities and
the quality of life.

Normalized step time = step time / !"#$ "#&$'ℎ/$
Normalized step velocity = step velocity/!"#$ "#&$'ℎ ∗ $

where g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2). Two-way
(2 step x 3 time) repeated ANOVAs were conducted for the
approaching and ascent phases, separately. Post-hoc pairwise
comparisons with Bonferroni adjustments were conducted
when necessary at a significance level of alpha=0.05.
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Results and Discussion
During the approaching phase, step length was shorter but step
time was longer and step velocity was slower at step -1
compared to at step -2 (Table 1). There was a step effect on step
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Introduction
Evidence regarding physical impairments during the initial,
recovery phase in individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) is
limited to studies on range of motion and gross muscle strength1,
without investigations of shoulder girdle kinematics during
overhead reaching. Analysis of this task is critical as alterations
have been shown to be sensitive to various chronic
musculoskeletal impairments2 and neurological conditions such
as stroke.3 Kinematic analyses in individuals with long duration
SCI is limited to transfers, weight relief maneuvers, wheelchair
propulsion and weight bearing tasks rather than overhead
reaching. While conducting a larger longitudinal study, we
became aware there is a gap in knowledge regarding movement
patterns in individuals with newly acquired SCI. Therefore, the
goal of this abstract is to present an important novel clinical
observation of shoulder girdle kinematics during overhead
reaching in individuals with newly acquired SCI. In addition, this
exploratory pilot study will describe a novel approach for
quantifying scapulohumeral coordination as a potential method
for motion classification.

velocity or plane of elevation existed, however, the group with
SCI had less maximal humeral elevation compared to the control
group (p=0.04, SCI=117.4 ±5.8 ; control=132.1 ±3.4 ).
Individuals with SCI had significantly reduced scapular upward
rotation at 120 elevation. Movement coordination was altered in
those with SCI as the linear relationship started later (p<0.001) in
the motion (52% compared to 5% for controls) and ended
significantly later (p=0.004, 93% compared to 68% for controls).
Furthermore, the linear relationship spanned a significantly
(p=0.02) smaller range of humeral elevation for SCI group (16.2
vs 23.2 for controls) (Figure 1).

Methods
Adults with newly acquired SCI (n=8) and age and gender
matcherd uninjured
controls (n=8) completed the
Musculoskeletal Pain survey4, a clinical shoulder evaluation and
a kinematic assessment of an overhead reaching task. Threedimensional kinematics of the trunk, scapula, and humerus of the
dominant limb were collected (100 Hz) with The
MotionMonitor™ (Ascension TrakStar, Innovative Sports
Training, Inc., Chicago, IL).5 Coordination analysis of scapular
upward rotation with humeral elevation (scapulohumeral rhythm)
was performed by identifying the linear range of scapular upward
rotation during elevation. The humeral elevation angles for
initiation and end of the linear range was calculated and
expressed as a percentage of maximal humeral elevation.
D
0.05) were assessed for
musculoskeletal shoulder pain score, velocity of elevation, plane
of humeral elevation, scapular rotations (external, upward,
posterior) and thoracic kyphosis at each humeral elevation angle
(initiation, 30 , 60 , 90 , 120 , maximum elevation). Effect sizes
were calculated for between group measures. Scapulohumeral
movement coordination was quantified as the initial and final
humeral elevation angle at which scapular upward rotation and
humeral elevation were linearly correlated. The initial and final
‘linear’ elevation angles were averaged for each subject and are
reported in both absolute (degrees) and relative (percentage of
motion) terms. Group comparisons were analyzed (p
Post
hoc correlation analysis revealed a significant inverse association
of shoulder pain with maximum elevation (r=-0.72, p=0.04) in
those with SCI.

Figure 1: Scapulohumeral movement coupling demonstrated as linear
range of scapulothoracic upward rotation during humeral elevation by
groups

Significance
This is one of the first studies to demonstrate that individuals with
acute SCI have reduced maximal humeral elevation, with only
50% of the sample able to achieve 120 elevation. In a typical
day, wheelchair users reach overhead (above 90 ) five times
more often than able-bodied controls. Coordination/coupling
analysis revealed different patterns of motion in this early phase
following SCI. Linear relationship of scapular upward rotation to
humeral elevation occurred later and had a smaller total range of
motion. This delayed upward rotation may predispose individuals
to aberrant movement patterns that could lead to development of
impairments, such as impingement and/or increased pain.
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Results and Discussion
Individuals with SCI had a higher level of shoulder pain per the
Musculoskeletal Pain Survey (p=0.01, =1.7). No difference in
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Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an effective therapy for
indi id al i h Pa kin on disease (PD) after pharmacologic
interventions no longer optimally control motor symptoms 1. A
recent meta-analysis showed that walk speed improves with
DBS, however outcomes varied substantially from large to
negligible improvements2. However, these measures of gait
function were recorded after initial clinical programming
sessions. It is possible that gait speed was not measured across
all available contacts on the DBS lead suggesting outcomes
may not be optimized for gait. Given the clinical and diagnostic
utility of walk speed, this measure could provide a simple,
objective and integrated clinical tool to assess DBS efficacy for
gait, balance, and other motor symptoms if it was assessed
during initial programming sessions. The purpose of this study
was to investigate clinically meaningful changes in gait
function and the reliability of walking speed in participants with
PD during a programming session of individuals who have
surgically implanted DBS devices.

Post hoc analyses revealed that the average maximum recorded
Figure 1. A) Comparison of walk speed between OFF
medicine/DBS and the Maximum and Minimum walk speed per
participant across contacts. *denotes significance p<0.05 B)
Number of participants experiencing a clinically meaningful
difference in walk speed with DBS stimulation.
walking speed with DBS (1.36 ± 20.1 m/s) was significantly
faster than both the minimum speed with DBS (1.17± 24.1 m/s)
and DBS off (1.18 ± 25.7 m/s, p<0.000 for both comparisons,
Figure 1A), while no significant difference was detected
between DBS off and minimum speed DBS on (p=1.000).
Across all DBS testing conditions, 18% of the tested rings or
contacts actually yielded slower walking speeds however the
best contacts tested resulted in at least medium clinically
meaningful differences in 89% of particpants (Figure 1B). ICC
values for walking speed data were all above 0.949, which
suggests excellent reliability (Table 1). When looking at the
95% confidence intervals, the lower limit of the interval was
above 0.900 in 8 of the 10 DBS trials, suggesting excellent
reliability while 2 of the 10 were greater than 0.883 suggesting
good reliability. To the best of our knowledge this is the first
study to show that walk speed can be used as a reliable measure
to assess gait function while programming DBS and moreover
we observed a clinically meaningful speed increase.

Methods
Nineteen participants with PD (age 59.1±7.1 years) underwent
surgery to implant a multi-contact, directional DBS lead in the
subthalamic nucleus. Participants visited the lab one-month
after implantation for device activation. Each DBS electrode
was tested for clinical benefit with a standardized pulse width
of 60 µs and a frequency of 130 Hz by a trained nurse
practitioner. The novel DBS device contains six individual
contacts and two virtual rings formed by 3 directional contacts
each, and individual dorsal and ventral rings. Contacts were
tested in random order to avoid an ordering effect. The
individuals were tested in he p ac icall defined OFF a e
(>12 hours without PD medicine). Individuals completed four
10m walking trials at a comfortable speed (CWS) with the
device OFF and ON for each of the 10 DBS settings (6
directional contacts, 2 virtual rings, 2 individual rings). To
determine whether CWS was reliable across trials within each
contact, intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were
quantified for each contact or ring. To determine the efficacy of
DBS, maximum and minimum walking speeds captured with
the CWS captured prior to device activation using a repeated
measures ANOVA. We also categorized changes in walk speed
relative to clinical meaningful differences for persons with PD3

Significance
Walking speed is a clinically meaningful, reliable measure that
may be used to assess the effect of programming individual
DBS contacts to maximize improved gait function in PD. Nextgeneration directional and closed loop DBS devices have the
potential to provide greater improvements in gait and balance
by tailoring stimulation parameters to optimize efficacy.
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Results and Discussion
Walking speed differed substantially across directional DBS
contact segments, within and across participants (p<0.001).

Table1. ICC values for all contacts tested and OFF condition with 95% confidence intervals.

Contact
ICC
95% C.I.

1
0.975
0.936
0.99

2
0.949
0.883
0.979

3
0.964
0.916
0.985

4
0.964
0.926
0.985

5
0.955
0.897
0.982
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6
0.959
0.919
0.982

7
0.96
0.911
0.984

8
0.96
0.914
0.983

9
0.959
0.91
0.982

10
0.971
0.937
0.988

OFF
0.971
0.938
0.988
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Gait Variability in Persons with Parkinson’s disease after Individualized Physical Therapy
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Introduction
Persons with Parkinson’s disease often exhibit deficits with
balance and gait. These deficits often put them at a high risk of
falling and decreased quality of life. One of the measures of fall
risk level is gait variability. Previous research reported increased
stride-to-stride variability among individuals with Parkinson’s
disease.1 Moreover, recent research has been focused on using
backward walking as a challenging assessment of dynamic
balance.2-4 While exercise interventions like Tai Chi have been
shown to have mixed results on improving gait5, literature on the
effectiveness of using individualized physical therapy in a group
setting to improve gait variability is sparse.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate changes in gait
variability of individuals with Parkinson’s disease during forward
and backward walking after 3 months of individualized physical
therapy. We hypothesized that gait variability would decrease.

For backward walking (Figure below), there was a significant
decrease in variability of stride time (by 23%; P=0.016) and
stance time (by 13%; P=0.023). Stride length variability
decreased by 14% albeit with a trend towards significance
(P=0.063)
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Methods
Ten individuals with Parkinson’s disease (5 females, H&Y score
between I and III) aged 60 years and above were recruited.
Participants completed one-hour intervention sessions
conducted twice a week for three months. The intervention
consisted of a 5-minute warm up, followed by 20 minutes of
aerobic activity. Participants self-selected the aerobic activity but
were asked to exercise at a rate of perceived exertion level of at
least 7/10. Aerobic exercise activity was followed by activities
focused on body structures and functions such as dual-tasking,
dynamic balancing, obstacle crossing, and walking in different
directions which affected the participant’s participation goals.
Gait assessment was done before (PRE) and after (POST) the
intervention using a 16’ pressure-sensor based walkway.
Participants walked 5 times at a comfortable pace in forward and
backward directions. Within-subject coefficient of variation (CV)
was computed for stride length, width, time and stance time. A
paired samples t-test was done.

0
CV Stride
length

PRE
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Significance
Decrease in gait variability during a more challenging task like
backward walking could highlight the importance of using
individualized physical therapy interventions for individuals with
Parkinson’s disease. Whether such improvements are related to
decrease in fall risk needs to be further evaluated.

Forward Walking

PRE

CV Stride CV Stance
time
time

Data from the current study was similar to those reported
previously.3 The results support the hypothesis in the backward
walking but not in the forward walking. While it is not entirely
clear why variability increased in the forward direction but
decreased in the backward direction, specificity of training could
have contributed to these findings. Specifically, participants
worked on activities like obstacle crossing in forward direction
and walking backwards which may have resulted in the results
observed.

Results and Discussion
For forward walking (Figure below), only stance time variability
increased significantly (by 18%; P=0.012).

10

CV Stride
width
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Introduction
Parkinson’s Disease (PD) manifests through motor symptoms
such as akinesia, bradykinesia, tremor, and rigidity.1
Additionally, gait disturbances arise with disease progression and
as patients transition between medication states. Current efforts
seek to reduce this through various cueing interventions that
target gait disturbances by extracting discrete spatiotemporal,
kinematic, or kinetic variables.
The purpose of this study was to identify differences that
occur over the gait cycle between PD patients “on” and “off”
medication with and without varying levels of visual flow which
may simulate cueing interventions. We hypothesized that
differences would be observed in knee joint angle between PD
medication groups. Additionally, these differences would be
dependent on varying levels of visual flow implemented through
carpet patterns displayed on the walking surface.

“off” medication walk slower with increased cadence and
reduced range of motion in lower limb joints when compared to
healthy age-matched controls4. Further, others have shown PD
fallers also exhibit increased flexion in the swing limb during
minimum toe clearance which was thought to be an adaptation to
increased knee flexion in the stance limb5. Results of the present
study indicate, at least during late swing, knee joint angles differ
depending on medication state which may be an important target
for further developments in cueing interventions that seek to
mitigate abnormalities observed during gait in PD populations.
Knee Joint Angle

Ext./Flex. (deg)

50

Methods
Analyses presented in the current study were conducted on deidentified gait data from PD patients “on” medication (PD ON),
and PD patients “off” medication (PD OFF). Initially, PD
subjects performed gait trials in each medication condition on a
control (blank) carpet. The following four visits were randomized
for medication condition and four different carpet conditions with
varying patterns.
Gait trials were captured with an optoelectronic motion
capture system (BTS Bioengineering, Milano, Italy) using the
Vicon Plug-in-Gait Model (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford,
UK). Kinematic trajectories and gait events were processed using
Matlab r2019b (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Gait cycles were
extracted using subsequent heel strikes. Kinematic trajectories
were time normalized to 100 percent of gait cycle and coded for
subject and carpet types. Outliers at each time point were
removed and normality was checked using Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test. Data from each subject and carpet type were averaged across
time points and resampled to contain eight observations in each
condition (8 x 5 conditions x 2 groups = 80 total observations).
Data were analysed using a statistical parametric mapping
(SPM) approach implemented via publicly available spm1d
package for Matlab (spm1d.org). Data were analysed using a 2by-5 factorial ANOVA where significant effects are indicated as
exceeding a critical threshold ( = .05) above which only 5% of
equally smooth random data would be expected to cross2,3.
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Figure 1: Sagittal plane knee joint angle. Knee joint angle differed
between PD ON (- -) and PD OFF (-) from 89-100% of gait cycle
indicated by shaded region (p < .05)

Significance
The present study offers an alternative method, not strictly as a
replacement but an expansion from discrete spatiotemporal,
kinematic, or kinetic variables commonly used to quantify gait
characteristics in PD populations. Future developments in cueing
interventions may benefit by identifying and targeting specific
deficiencies that occur during the gait cycle in these patients.
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Results and Discussion
Results show a significant effect of medication on knee joint
angle during late swing phase. PD ON exhibited significantly less
knee flexion from 89-100% gait cycle (p < .05) (Figure 1). No
significant results were observed for carpet condition or
medication-by-carpet condition effects for this sample. Varying
levels of visual flow had no effect in or between medication states
for these patients. Observed differences in knee joint angle
between medication conditions may provide benefit to further
cueing interventions. Importantly, research shows PD patients
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Introduction
People with Parkin on di ea e (PD) of en e hibi an a ical
gait which is characterized by a decreased step length, increased
cadence, and increased gait variability1. These gait characteristics
can be mitigated by using simple visual (e.g. lines on the floor)
and auditory (e.g. beeps from a metronome) cues1. Cues such as
these are enhanced when they are action-relevant (i.e. related to
the task), for instance using footprints instead of lines and
recorded footstep sounds instead of beeps2,3. However, these
cueing strategies are currently limited to the confines of a clinic
or laboratory. Recent advances in augmented reality (AR) may
allow for these cues to be delivered in a mobile and on-demand
fashion. However, literature on AR cueing and Parkinsonian gait
remains inconclusive,4. Studies have also yet to compare the
different action-relevant sensory cues to identify which modality
is most effective in addressing Parkinsonian gait. As such, the
purpose of this study was to compare the effects of AR-based
action-relevant sensory cues and to investigate the usability of a
novel AR device in providing sensory cues to people with PD.
We generally hypothesize that the novel AR platform will acutely
improve the gait characteristics of people with PD.

visual and auditory cues1. It is possible that, since the cues
combined in the previous study were not relevant to walking,
their combination led to a split in attention which has been known
to negatively affect people with PD7. However, by using actionrelevant cues in the current study, competition for attention may
have been reduced—leading to the observed improvements.
Moreover, none of the cue types used in the current study
improved gait variability (Table 1), contrasting with previous
action-relevant cueing studies which have demonstrated positive
effects on step length and cadence variability2,3. This may be
attributable to a switch to a more conscious control of walking as
the participant attempted to sync each step with the actionrelevant sensory cues6. The participant also gave the AR platform
an above average percentile score in the SUS. The device we are
using rated higher than a proprietary one used in a previous
study4, possibly because it weighs less (316g from 530g), has a
wider field of view (50° from 45°), and uses action-relevant cues
(footprints vs staircase). It seems then that delivering combined
action-relevant sensory cues through the Magic Leap One is
effective in improving some elements of Parkinsonian gait. More
data is currently being collected to confirm these results.

Methods
Ten people with PD are being recruited for this ongoing study.
Participants are instructed to complete three walking trials across
a 10-meter pathway for each of the following conditions: no cues
(NC), action-relevant visual cues (VC), action-relevant auditory
cues (AC), and combined action-relevant audio-visual cues
(AVC) (Figure 1A). Step length, step length variability, cadence,
and cadence variability are acquired at 200Hz from all trials using
seven inertial measurement units placed on the legs and pelvis.
Step length and cadence are normalized to their mean values from
the NC condition while gait variability measures are reported as
coefficients of variation (CoV). A Magic Leap One AR headset
was used to provide action-relevant sensory cues to the
participants (Figure 1B). The System Usability Survey (SUS) is
used to assess the feasibility of implementing cues using the
platform for this population, where a score greater than or equal
to the 68th percentile demonstrates above average usability6.

Table 1: Gait measures normalized to mean values from NC condition
and SUS score of person with PD.
Condition

NC
VC
AC
AVC

Step
Length
0.00%
8.11%
8.11%
11.35%

Cadence

0.00%
-3.64%
-1.99%
-8.28%

Step
Length
CoV
8.11%
12.50%
9.00%
9.22%

Cadence
CoV
5.30%
9.28%
5.74%
6.50%

SUS
Score
72.50

Significance
The noted improvements in gait from this study indicate the
potential to use AR as a non-pharmacological method for treating
the effects of Parkin on di ea e on gai . With this device, users
can receive visual and auditory cues on-demand during
performance of daily living activities. This can lead to positive
implications beyond walking ability by increasing opportunities
to engage in a more active and social lifestyle.
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Figure 1: (A) VC condition; (B) Magic Leap One AR Headset.

Results and Discussion
Preliminary data from one person with PD demonstrates that the
AVC condition produced the greatest increase in step length and
decrease in cadence (Table 1). This is in contrast to a previous
study that discussed no additional improvements from combining
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Introduction
Essential Tremor (ET) affects millions of people, but traditional
treatment options leave many patients unsatisfied [1]. Peripheral
suppression techniques could prove beneficial to these patients.
However, there is uncertainty on the way to apply these
techniques because we do not currently know which muscles or
joints are most responsible for a given person’s tremor.
One difficulty in identifying which muscles are most
responsible for tremor is that tremorogenic activations in
different muscles are not independent of each other. Previous
studies have focused on the relationships between isolated
muscle pairs, typically around a single joint [2-3]. To date, no
study has characterized the relationship between tremorogenic
activity in muscles throughout the arm, from shoulder to wrist.
The purpose of this research was to quantify these intermuscular
relationships within the upper limb in tremor patients.

significantly influenced by task type, target, or subject
characteristics (sex, tremor severity, duration, and onset).
Phase calculations were only reliable for muscle pairs with
significant coherence, which were synergists. These muscles
pairs were consistently in phase, with a phase difference of
3.5° ± 26.4° (mean ± SD), suggesting a common descending
tremor signal for muscle pairs with high coherence.

Methods
24 ET subjects participated in this study. They performed both
postural and kinetic tasks using seven targets in a workspace
representative of activities of daily living. Each task was repeated
3 times. Muscle activity was recorded in the 15 major superficial
muscles of the arm during these tasks.
The resulting raw EMG signal was processed using the
common approach of high-pass filtering (20 Hz), rectification,
and low-pass filtering (20 Hz). Next, the coherence between each
muscle pair for every subject-task-repetition combination was
computed. The maximum of the coherence in the tremor band (412 Hz) was then extracted, resulting in a 15-by-15 symmetric
coherence matrix for each subject-task-repetition combination.
Our statistical analysis consisted of characterizing the
overall pattern of coherence and its variability between subjects
and over time, and then calculating the effects of control
variables, which included task type (postural, kinetic), arm
configuration (target 1-7), and subject characteristics (sex, tremor
severity, duration, and onset). To determine the similarity in the
coherence patterns between control variables, we calculated the
two-dimensional correlation between pairs of coherence matrices
corresponding to different control-variable combinations, and
then averaged the correlations.

Figure 1: Intermuscular coherence in the tremor band between upper
limb muscles, ordered proximally to distally: pectoralis major (PEC),
anterior deltoid (AD), lateral deltoid (LD), posterior deltoid (PD), long
and short heads of biceps brachii (BBL, BBS), long and lateral heads of
triceps (TRIlon, TRIlat), brachialis (BRA), brachioradialis (BRD),
pronator teres (PT), flexor carpi radialis (FCR), flexor carpi ulnaris
(FCU), extensor carpi radialis (ECR), and extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU).
Diagonal values were zeroed to emphasize other elements of the matrix.

Significance
This study is the first to characterize the coherence in tremorband activity between muscles from the shoulder to the wrist.
This characterization is one step in the process of determining
which muscles are most responsible for tremor; quantifying the
relationships in tremorogenic activity between muscles will allow
us to interpret future investigations of the relationships between
tremorogenic muscle activity in various muscles and the resulting
tremor in the various degrees of freedom of the upper limb.

Results and Discussion
Overall, the average maximum coherence in the tremor band was
greatest among synergistic muscle pairs (Figure 1.).
We found that the coherence patterns between subjects and
over time were somewhat correlated (r = 0.50 and 0.46,
respectively). In addition, we found that while the magnitude of
coherence changed significantly between some levels of each
grouping (task type, target, and subject characteristics), the
patterns of coherence remained largely unchanged (mean r 0.85
in all cases). In other words, the distribution of coherence is not
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Introduction
Intramuscular diaphragm stimulation, also known as diaphragm
pacing (DP), is an emerging strategy to promote respiratory
function and weaning from mechanical ventilation after severe
cervical spinal cord injury (c-SCI). DP involves surgical insertion
of wires into the diaphragm that connect to an external pulse
generator. Most individuals receiving DP have residual capacity
to sustain ventilation without the pacer for short periods, allowing
for recording of diaphragm electromyograms (EMGdi).
Quantification and analysis of these EMGdi may be valuable for
assessment of respiratory function after c-SCI. However, these
signals are typically contaminated by electrocardiogram (ECG)
artifact which must be removed for subsequent analysis.
The subtraction method is a common approach that subtracts
an artifact template from an original, contaminated signal. [1-2].
This approach is most successful if a separate (often unattainable)
ECG recording is utilized and if the artifact is consistent and has
a large amplitude relative to the EMG signal. If these conditions
are not met, then the template may be a poor representation. This
is particularly evident in recordings in c-SCI patients with
severely impared breathing and cardiac function. To address
these challenges, we developed an automated modified
subtraction method (MSM) to improve template accuracy for
artifacts of varying characteristics, without use of a separate ECG
recording.

Step 4 (subtraction): The MSM removed ECG artifacts from the
contaminated signal by subtracting the aligned and scaled ECG
template from the original signal.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the MSM, it was applied
to the recorded EMGdi from a patient hospitalized for acute
traumatic c-SCI (male, age: 59, C3 injury level motor complete;
Fig. 1). The patient was receiving mechanical ventilator support
and used a diaphragm pacer, which was disconnected during
EMGdi recordings (2 kHz sampling rate). The EMGdi power
spectral densisty (PSD) was calculated before and after the MSM
(Fig. 1c) to quantify which frequency bins contributed most to
the signal variance.

Methods
Step 1 (locate ECG artifacts): Prior methods have required a
separate recording of the ECG signal [1] and prior template
information [2], and then application of a cross-correlation
method to locate ECGs. The MSM approach utilized the PanTompkin method [3] to automatically find approximate locations
of the ECG artifacts from a single recording that contained
EMGdi contaminated with ECG.
Step 2 (create ECG template): To increase efficiency and
minimize need for manual selection of isolated ECG artifacts [12], an algorithm was developed to identify the location of each
isolated ECG. ECG was considered isolated if it occured while
the diaphragm was not active (i.e., between breaths). In addition,
this method used the maximum number of isolated ECG samples
within a recording to create the template.
Step 3 (align and scale ECG template): To improve alignment
of the ECG template, the template was cross-correlated with a
region of the original contaminated signal (~700 ms) where ECG
artifacts were approximately located. The template was then
shifted based on the location of the max cross-correlation value.
The ECG template was scaled to match varying ECG sizes by
multiplying the template by a scale factor (SF):
=

Results and Discussion
The contaminated and clean EMGdi, Fig. 1a and b , illustrate the
reduction of ECG artifact while maintaining EMGdi activity after
application of the MSM. Figure 1c demonstrates that nearly 33%
of the signal power in the original signal was within the 0–40 Hz
spectrum. This was expected since the largest portion of the ECG
power lies between 0-25 Hz [2]. Conversely, after applying the
MSM, about 12% of the power was within the 0-40 Hz spectrum.
This suggests the MSM removed most of the artifact composed
of low frequencies while retaining relevant EMGdi signal in the
same spectrum. The plots demonstrate (Fig. 1) the effectiveness
of MSM to remove ECG from EMGdi signals.

Figure 1: Plot of contaminated EMGdi (a) and clean EMGdi signal (b).
Plot of the PSD of both the contaminated and clean EMGdi signal (c).

Significance
Applying the MSM may efficiently produce a higher quality
EMGdi signal from complex patients such as those with acute cSCI, where ECG artifacts are particularly challenging to remove.
The MSM may be a valuable process in preparing recordings for
analysis of diaphragm function and respiratory control in c-SCI
patients.
Acknowledgments
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A 30 ms region around the ECG peaks (max and min.) was used
to determine the SF components. A max SF value was set for each
scaling value. The SF values, which were used to scale the
template for isolated ECGs, were averaged together to create the
max SF.
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Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a therapy for individuals with
Parkinson’s disease (PD) after pharmacologic interventions no
longer optimally control motor symptoms1. Traditional DBS
devices deliver electrical stimulation “omnidirectionally” from
circular contact segments (i.e., “ring-mode”). Newer DBS
devices include radially oriented contact segments, providing
clinicians the ability to steer electrical current and shape the
electrical field around the stimulator to maximize therapeutic
benefit and minimize side-effects2. While these tools promise
to maximize efficacy to better treat resistant symptoms of PD it
is unclear how these newer devices affect overall movement
function. For this initial investigation we sought to quantify the
dynamic range in physical performance of DBS to affect
physical function by individuals with PD. We further sought to
quantify the extent to which individual contacts or circular rings
affected quantitative aspects of gait, balance, and upper
extremity dexterity during an initial DBS programming session.

Figure 1. Dynamic Range of tasks when averaged from best to

worst performance for A-Walks Speed B-Timed up and go
(TUG) C-9-hole pegboard D-Sway area of quiet stance. The
solid black line in A) B) and C) represent the minimal clinical
difference.

Methods
Nineteen participants with PD (age 59.1±7.1 years) underwent
surgery to implant a multi-contact, directional DBS lead in the
subthalamic nucleus. Participants visited the lab one-month
after implantation for device activation. Each DBS electrode
was tested for clinical benefit with a standardized pulse width
of 60 µs and a frequency of 130 Hz by a trained nurse
practitioner. The novel DBS device contains six individual
contacts and two virtual rings formed by 3 directional contacts
each, and individual dorsal and ventral rings. Contacts were
tested in random order to avoid an ordering effect. The
individuals were in the practically defined “OFF” state (>12
hours without PD medicine). Individuals completed the
following tasks: a10m walking test, a timed up and go (TUG),
the 9-hole pegboard test and quiet stance while standing
barefoot on force plate for one minute. These tasks represented
gait function, mobility, upper extremity dexterity and static
balance. All tasks were performed with the device OFF and ON
for each of the 10 DBS settings (6 directional contacts, 2 virtual
rings, 2 individual rings). Data was ordered from best to worst
relative to performance and averaged across participants. To
determine whether ring-mode or an individual contact was
more effective we performed a repeated measures ANOVA to
compare the best contact, the best ring or OFF DBS. Post hoc
comparisons were made using a Bonferroni correction.

Figure 2 Comparison of best performance from ring vs. contact
vs. OFF deep brain stimulation for walk speed, TUG, Pegboard,
and Quiet stance. *Represents significant post hoc difference
between conditions highlighted with the line.
difference was observed. A single contact was as good as a
continuous ring (Figure 2) for walk speed (p=0.17) and for
Timed up and go (p=0.07) or better for pegboard (p=0.02) and
sway area, measured for quiet stance (p=0.02). This suggests a
single contact may be effective for improving specific functions
and multiple independent contacts may optimize different
functional aspects of movement.
Significance
Next-generation directional DBS devices have the potential to
provide greater improvements in gait and balance and upper
extremity movement by tailoring stimulation parameters to
optimize efficacy. This study represents the first step of using
quantitative data to optimize and standardize programming for
greater clinical efficacy for individual patients with PD who
require DBS.

Results and Discussion
A dynamic range of performance was observed for all measures
from improvements that represented clinically significant
changes to values that represented worsening of function
(Figure 1). This dynamic range suggests that optimizing
improvements in movement are possible but may require
quantifying task performance during these programming
sessions. When comparing the extent to which individual
contacts differed compared to ring-mode, a significant
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Introduction
Around half of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injures are
treated through reconstruction (ACLR), [1] but literature lacks
mechanical investigation of these reconstructions in a dynamic
athletic task and rupture environment. The objective of this
study was to ascertain the feasibility of investigating ACLR
mechanics in a rupture environment during simulated landing
tasks in a validated mechanical impact simulator. It was
hypothesized that the mechanical impact simulator model would
generate non-fixation failures in the ACLR grafts and that
ACLR grafts would achieve higher peak strain prior to failure
than the native ACL, but that the failures would occur with
reduced external loading compared to the native ACL.
Methods
This was a descriptive laboratory study. Four cadaveric lower
extremities (Age: 41(34.5, 46.8); Mass: 79.6(75.8, 90.8)) were
subjected to simulated landing in a previously descrived
mechanical impact simulator model. [2] External joint kinetics
recorded from an in vivo population of 44 healthy athletes were
applied to each joint in an increasing stepwise manner.
Simulations were repeated until ACL failure was achieved.
Strain gauges that continuously recorded ligament strain were
implanted on the native ACL and ACLR grafts prior to
simulation. Repeated measures design was used to test each
specimen in the native ACL and three separate reconstruction
states (bone tendon bone (BTB), hamstrings (HT), and
quadriceps (QT)). Due to limited sample size, results are
presented as medians and interquartile ranges.

Figure 1: Median peak ligament strain for each ACL state at each
magnitude of external loading (0th to 100th percentile of the in vivo
cohor ) applied o he pecimen knee.

reconstruction complexes are weaker than the native ACL when
subjected to equivalent loading. BTB grafts most closely
resembled the native ligament and provided the most consistent
graft substance damage.
Significance
Mechanical outcomes supported BTB as the clinical standard
for mimicking the native ACL. As 92% of ACLRs survived
baseline impact, and jump landing generates ~4x the ground
contact force of gait, this model advocated ACLR graft ability
to sustain force magnitudes generated from immediate weightbearing during ACLR rehabilitation. Future integration of an
animal surrogates to the model would be desireable to quantify
ACLR graft performance throughout the healing process.

Results and Discussion
ACL injures were generated in 100% of specimens. All native
ACLs experienced damage to the ligamentous structure, while
graft substance damage occurred in 58% of all ACLRs, and in
75% of BTB grafts (Table 1). In the remaining trials, damage
occurred to the graft fixation sites. BTB and QT grafts survived
greater magnitudes of simulated loading than HT grafts, but
smaller magnitudes than the native ACL. 11 of the 12 ACLR
grafts tested survived at least one impact trial. BTB grafts most
closely represented the native ACL strain response (Figure 1).
The mechanical impact simulator provided a viable
construct for mechanical examination of ACLR grafts in a
simulated rupture environment. At the time of surgery, ACL
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Table 1: Peak ligament strain and failure locations for each structure examined in the mechanical impact simulator.
Graft/
Graft Failures
Fixation Failures
Specimens
Peak ACL Strain
Ligament
Peak ACL Strain
Fixation
Peak ACL Strain
Ligament
Tested
(%)
Failures
(%)
Failures
(%)
Native
4
20.3 (11.6, 24.5)
4
20.3 (11.6, 24.5)
0
N/A
BTB
4
13.5 (4.2, 18.7)
3
9.5 (2.5, 19.1)
2
9.9 (2.5, 17.4)
HT
4
11.9 (6.2, 17.0)
2
11.6 (6.2, 17.0)
2*
11.9
QT
4
24.8 (19.6, 31.3)
2
28.1 (23.3, 33.0)
2
22.4 (18.4, 26.4)
* One fixation failure occurred on the first impact simulated; therefore, strain data was collected from that ACLR graft.
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Number of
Trials to Failure
10.0 (4.3, 13.5)
5.5 (2.8, 6.8)
2.0 (1.3, 2.8)
5.5 (2.8, 6.0)
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Introduction
Patellofemoral pain (PFP) is prevalent in both the athletic and
general populations, reducing quality of life and potentially
leading to osteoarthritis1. It is a complex multifactorial
condition, making it difficult to ascertain the patient-specific
etiology of pain. Clinical decision-making is hampered by this
lack of granularity into the causes of PFP. Demographics (e.g.,
sex, height, weight) may play a role in mediating the
susceptibility of developing PFP. For example, PFP is more
prevalent in females, but the reasons for this have not been well
explored. Thus, the aim of this study is to address the potential
influence of demographic characteristics on patellofemoral
(PF) maltracking, with the specific hypothesis that sex, height,
weight, and BMI influence kinematics, whereas age does not.

however, this should be taken with caution, as the higher
prevalence of PFP among females led to a smaller cohort of
males included in this study. Stratifying age (e.g., pre- and postbone fusion or time since symptom onset) may help reveal a
more nuanced relationship between age and PF kinematics.
Significance
There is a clear influence of key demographic parameters on PF
kinematics in patients with PFP and controls. The fact that
weight, a modifiable measure, influences both patellar shift and
flexion has strong implications for future research and clinical
intervention. In our recent review on PF kinematics4, the
majority of included papers did not report cohort weight and/or
BMI and, even fewer matched cohorts based on height, weight,
or BMI. Clinically, for patients who are overweight and
experiencing PFP, weight loss may have a dual benefit of
reducing joint stress and maltracking. Lastly, until definitive
evidence demonstrates a lack of influence of sex and age on
PFP, these characteristics should be taken into account when
investigating the etiology of PFP. Controlling for population
characteristics is a crucial in research, well beyond our focus on
investigating the mechanisms of PFP. Methodology addressing
these variables must be adopted moving forward.

Methods
As part of an ongoing IRB-approved protocol, this retrospective
study included 42 skeletally mature patients with idiopathic
PFP and 80 healthy controls, recruited from 2009-2019. The
demographic covariates assessed were age, sex, height, weight,
and body mass index (BMI). 3D PF kinematics were quantified
from dynamic cine-phase contrast MR images. Multiple
regression analyses were run to determine the influence of
covariates on PF kinematics (R, ver. 3.6.0). To avoid
redundancy, for each outcome of interest (PF medial-lateral and
superior-inferior shift, tilt, and flexion) was evaluated using two
separate models: model_B (covariates: group, age, BMI, sex)
and model_HW (covariates: group, age, height, weight, sex).
To evaluate the effect of covariates on between-groups
differences in PF kinematics, the group variable (PFP vs.
controls) was always kept in the model, regardless of its
significance. Upon violation of model assumptions, statistical
outliers were removed. Significance was set at p<0.05.

Table 1: Multiple Regression Analyses for PF Kinematics
PF
Kin.
SHIFT

Results and Discussion
Patellar medial-lateral shift was influenced by weight and by
BMI in model_HW and model_B (Table 1). Flexion was
influenced by height and weight in model_HW, but not
influenced by any covariate in model_B. Superior-inferior shift
and tilt were not influenced by any covariates in either model.
Age and sex were not significant covariates in either model.
Group had a significant effect for flexion and tilt. The lack of
group significance in medial-lateral shift was likely due to the
fact that the nine outliers (3 controls, 6 PFP) removed from
model_HW and 12 outliers (5 controls, 7 PFP) removed from
model_B had the most extreme medial/lateral shift, which
drastically reduced the difference in shift between groups.
The relationship between weight and patellar kinematics has
not been previously explored. However, based on studies 2,3
assessing the quadriceps influence on patellar maltracking, we
postulate that with a greater quadriceps force demand, needed
to accommodate a heavier leg, the patella flexes and shifts more
laterally. Differences in the distal femoral geometry may
explain the increased patellar flexion seen in taller individuals.
It was surprising that sex did not influence PF kinematics;

FLEX

SHIFT

FLEX

Intercept
Weight
Group
Adj. R2=0.054
Intercept
Weight
Height
Group
Adj. R2=0.090
Intercept
BMI
Group
Adj. R2=0.065
Intercept
Group
Adj. R2=0.032

Reg
Coeff
2.75
-0.05
-0.69
31.48
0.11
-0.18
1.12

4.48
-0.23
-0.61
7.22
1.75

Model_HW
Std
CI
Err
1.32
0.15, 5.36
0.02
-0.09, -0.01
0.49
-1.7, 0.29
8.57
0.04
0.06
0.81

14.50, 48.47
0.03, 0.2
-0.30, -0.07
-0.49, 2.72

Model_B
1.90
0.71, 8.25
0.08
-0.4, -0.06
0.50
-1.6, 0.4
0.46
0.82

6.3, 8.14
0.12, 3.38

P
value
0.039
0.011
0.164
0.018
0.000
0.009
0.003
0.171
0.003
0.0204
0.0083
0.2196
0.0099
<2e-16
0.035
0.035
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Introduction
Dynamic tasks can magnify kinematic and kinetic differences
between healthy knees and those with an anterior cruciate
ligament reconstruction (ACLR) [1], likely due to increasing
the mechanical loading of the knee during biomechanically
challenging tasks. We previously found that individuals with an
ACLR exhibited significantly lower peak knee flexion
moments than controls when descending stairs, a difference we
did not detect during overground walking [2]. Further, we
observed that these differences were more pronounced when
descending to another step as opposed to descending to the
floor, suggesting that the primary driver of differences in joint
mechanics between ACLR subjects and controls was an
increased locomotor task demand. However, it is yet unknown
if this increased task demand could further detect differences in
the generated knee muscle forces between ACLR subjects and
controls.
The purpose of this study was to examine how increasing
locomotor task demand might differentiate estimates of knee
muscle forces between healthy control subjects and ACLR
subjects with a hamstring tendon (HT) or patellar tendon (PT)
autograft. We hypothesized that more demanding locomotor
tasks would better discriminate changes in knee muscle forces
after an ACL reconstruction. Given that the intrinsic mechanics
of the supporting musculature would be affected by the graft
type used in the reconstruction [3], we further hypothesized that
changes to knee muscle forces after an ACLR would manifest
differently based on the graft type.

tested for a main effect (alpha = 0.05) between subject groups
(controls, ACLR HT, ACLR PT). Posthoc pairwise
comparisons with a Bonferroni correction focused on
differences between ACLR subjects vs the controls.
Results and Discussion
Our results support our hypothesis that increased locomotor
task demand can differentiate estimates of knee muscle forces
in ACLR subjects by graft type, presenting predominantly as
changes in quadriceps muscle forces. The quadriceps had long
instances during loading and midstance where subjects with an
ACLR exhibited significantly reduced muscle forces compared
to controls, primarily in the vasti (Fig. 1). These instances
within the vasti appeared consistently across all tasks, and grew
longer with increased task demand. ACLR HT subjects
demonstrated significantly reduced muscle forces during all
tasks, but only during the more demanding stair descent task did
ACLR PT subjects present significantly reduced muscles
forces.
The gastrocnemii exhibited significantly increased
gastrocnemii muscle forces for ACLR PT subjects at moments
leading up to push-off over level ground (i.e., during walking
and stair decent to floor), but we saw no significant differences
within peak force production. It was only during the more
demanding stair descent to step task did ACLR HT subjects
exhibit significant differences in gastrocnemii muscle force
from controls, occurring during peak force production within
the loading phase.
The few differences in hamstrings muscle force were
limited to short instances within the initial loading response or
push-off phases, but these differences were not consistent
across the tasks.

Methods
We used musculoskeletal modelling and simulation to identify
individual knee muscle forces in ACL-reconstructed (n = 9, age
= 30 ± 8 yrs, 5 with HT graft, ) and control subjects (n = 6, age
= 28 ± 4 yrs) when walking overground and descending stairs,
derived from motion capture data and ground reaction forces in
OpenSim. We restricted our analysis to the stance phase (foot
contact through toe-off), yielding 162 separate simulations for
overground walking, step-to-floor stair descent, and step-tostep stair descent. Muscle forces were time normalized as a
percentage of the stance phase, and amplitude normalized to the
maximum isometric force of the generic model scaled by each
subject’s mass.
We evaluated between-group differences in muscle force
using statistical parametric mapping. A one-way ANOVA

Significance
Post-surgical rehabilitation strategies employ a variety of
dynamic tasks aimed to restore the knee joint [4], and might
benefit from therapy targeted at restoring hamstring muscle
force. This research also emphasizes the utility of increasing
task demand to further detect residual deficits after ACLR,
which may provide important clinical metrics of recovery.
References
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Figure 1 Increased
task demand was
better able to
differentiate ACLR
HT and ACLR PT
from controls in
vastus lateralis
muscle force.
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Introd ction
The Pro imal tibiofib lar joint (PTFJ) connects the fib lar head
to the posterolateral side of the pro imal tibia. The anterior and
posterior ligament b ndles and interosseo s membrane are the
primar passi e str ct res to stabili e this joint. The inj r or
r pt re of these passi e str ct res, altho gh not common, can
lead to PTFJ dislocation or chronic instabilit and lateral knee
pain. When non-operati e inter entions fail, s rgical inter ention
is needed to restore PTFJ stabilit . Bicortical s spension fi ation
(BCSF) is a promising techniq e and has been er s ccessf l in
treating distal tibiofib lar instabilit . Unlike scre fi ation, it
does not req ire hard are remo al after healing and allo s
ph siological motion of the PTFJ hich ma be important for
ligament healing. Unlike anatomic ligament reconstr ction,
bicortical s spension fi ation does not req ire a har ested tendon
graft.
Ho e er, the ideal placement of the s t re t nnel is still
s bjecti e. It is not clear ho the ariations in t nnel placement
can affect the restoration of PTFJ stabilit . C rrentl , the joint
stabilit can onl be confirmed b p shing the fib lar head
(anterior sh ck test) after the rope is placed and tension is applied.
If the PTFJ is still nstable, a second BCSF de ice is needed [1].
Th s, this st d first created a finite element model of an intact
PTFJ; irt al ligament resection and tight rope repair ere
conseq entl performed. Fo rt -eight models of BCSF repair
ere created b aring the location of the entr point of the g ide
t nnel on the fib lar head and the e it point on anteriomedial
tibia. We h pothesi ed that the location and orientation of the
bicortical s spension fi ation significantl affects the restored
joint stiffness.

displacement of the fib lar head as recorded before an
ligament failed. PTFJ stiffness as calc lated based on a
displacement-force c r e.

B) T nnel entr location

C) T nnel e it location

A) Finite element model

D) G ide t nnel for BCSF
Fig re 1: the created finite element model A) and design of tight rope
placements, incl ding 6 designs of t nnel entr location on fib lar head
B) and 8 designs of t nnel e it location on tibia C). One design of
BCSF placement is sho n in D). The res lt of a erage PTFJ stiffness
as sho n beside each entr /e it point, and the optimal location as
marked ith a triangle on B) and C).

Methods
A finite element model of the lo er leg incl ding pro imal and
distal tibiofib lar joints as created from MRI data of a female
s bject in the Visible H man Project (Fig. 1). The anatomic
str ct res of the tibia, fib la, tal s, and calcaneo s bones ere
segmented sing 3D Slicer soft are; bones ere modeled as rigid
bodies. Ligaments and membranes ere modelled as tensiononl linear springs. The origin and insertion of these ligaments
ere determined from anatom atlas and papers. The stiffness
and fail re strain of each ligament ere obtained from se eral
biomechanical papers [2].
The bicortical s spensor fi ation as also sim lated b a
tension-onl linear spring. The BCSF as placed thro gh a g ide
t nnel drilled from the posterolateral fib lar head to ard
anteriomeidal tibia, j st medial to the tibial t bercle [1].
Considering the small si es of the b tton and s t re, si detailed
designs of entr point and 8 designs of e it point ere created
(Fig. 1). The combinations of these designs res lted in 48 BCSF
repair models. The stiffness and fail re strain of the BCSF ere
based on mechanical testing of Fiber ire .
Intact, posterior ligament-resected, and BCSF-repaired models
ere created b changing the corresponding spring stiffnesses.
Anterior sh ck test of the PTFJ as sim lated for each created
model b appl ing a 100 Ne ton compression force on the
posterior palpable s rface of the fib la head. The anterolateral

Res lts and Disc ssion
The inj r of the posterior ligament decreased PTFJ stiffness
from 10 N/mm to 1.6 N/mm, hich o ld make the PTFJ
nstable. Paired t-tests re ealed that the placement of BCSF
affects the restoration of PTFJ stiffness; this confirms o r
h pothesis. Some placements of BCSF res lted in a PTFJ
stiffness less than 10 N/mm. The highest restored stiffness as
53.8 N/mm, ith its entr at pro imal and posterolateral fib lar
head (Fig.1 B), and its optimal e it at pro imal and medial tibia
hich is close to the medial collateral ligament attachement area
(Fig.1 C).
Significance
PTFJ instabilit is a er disr pti e condition, its relati el
ncommon occ rrence has pre ented a standardi ed method of
repair. This st d pro ides insight on the placement of bicortical
s spension fi ation de ices for the repair of the PTFJ as a
standardi ed method.
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Introduction
Reduced knee extension moment symmetry and increased
surgical limb frontal plane projection angle (FPPA) range of
motion (ROM) during bilateral landing are associated with an
increased risk for sustaining a second anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) injury in patients following ACL reconstruction (1).
Additionally, low knee flexion ROM symmetry during a
unilateral drop landing is prospectively associated with worse
self-reported pain and quality of life (2). Recent work has
identified clinically feasible methods to quantify these outcomes
(3-5). Load sensing insoles have excellent validity (ICC = 0.97)
for assing impulse symmetry (3), and can explain 61% of the
variance in knee extension moment symmetry (4). Additionally,
automated 2D video analysis has excellent validity (ICC > 0.91)
for assessing FPPA ROM and knee flexion ROM (unpublished
data). The purpose of the present study was to explore the ability
of using load sensing insoles and two videocameras to identify
landing mechanics deficits in patients who are 6-12 months
following ACL reconstruction. We hypothesize that relative to
healthy controls, patients following ACL reconstruction would
have reduced impulse symmetry and increased surgical limb
FPPA ROM during a bilateral landing and reduced knee flexion
ROM symmetry in a unilateral landing.

demographics were compared between groups using independent
samples t-tests with an alpha level of 0.05.
Results and Discussion
The ACL reconstruction patients were younger than control
participants (ACL: 17.1 ± 1.4 years; control: 23.7 ± 2.7 years;
p<0.001). However, height and weight were similar between
groups (both p>0.135). Compared to healthy control participants,
ACL reconstruction patients had reduced impulse LSI during
bilateral landing (p<0.001, d=2.14) and knee flexion ROM LSI
during unilateral landing (p=0.004, d=1.12). However, surgical
and non-dominant limb FPPA ROM during bilateral landing was
similar between groups (p=0.498, d=0.23).

Methods
16 patients recovering from a primary unilateral ACL
reconstruction (7 male/9 female) who were between 14 and 30
years old, 6 and 12 months post-operative (9.7 ± 2.0 months), and
preparing to return to sports which involved jumping, and 16
healthy control participants (7 male/9 female) who were between
18 and 30 years old and participated in jumping sports signed IRB
approved informed consent and particiated in the present study.

Figure 1: Comparison of LSI outcomes between groups.
Note: * indicates significant (p < 0.05) differences.

The differences observed between groups for impulse LSI and
knee flexion ROM LSI are consistent with previous literature.
While FPPA has not been previously compared between ACL
reconstruction patients and healthy controls, increased FPPA has
been prospectively linked to ACL injuries in uninjured athletes
(6) and patients following ACL reconstruction (1). Therefore,
FPPA is likely an important outcome to assess, despite nonsignificant differences observed in the present study.

All participants completed 7 bilateral forward drop vertical jumps
to a distance of half their bodyheight and 7 unilateral drop
landings on each limb, all from a 31 cm high box. Plantar impact
forces were measured bilaterally using loadsol® sensors (100 Hz,
Novel Electronics, St. Paul, MN). Reflective markers were
placed bilateral on the lateral thigh, femoral epicondyle, and
shank. Frontal and sagittal plane videos were collected using an
iPad Pro and an iPhone 6S (240 Hz, Apple, Cupertino, CA). Each
marker was automatically digitized throughout each trial using
Automated Video Analysis for Dynamic Systems (5). All
participants wore standardized neutral cushioned running shoes,
but were allowed to wear their own athletic clothing. ACL
patients were tested at one of two local rehabilitation centers, and
control participants were tested at a university athletic center.
Outcomes were chosen based on previous literature that
identified risk factors for a second ACL injury (1, 2). Surgical
limb or non-dominant limb FPPA ROM and impulse limb
symmetry index (LSI) were computed during bilateral landing,
and knee flexion ROM LSI was computed during unilateral
landing. LSIs were computed as the ratio between surgical (nondominant) and non-surgical (dominant) limbs. Outcomes and

Significance
The present study objectively assessed continuous kinetics and
kinematics in a clinical setting, and found landing deficits which
have been linked to risk for second ACL injury and greater selfreported pain. These assessment methods could be useful for
return to sport testing in patients following ACL reconstruction.
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Introduction
Individuals with history of anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLR) often exhibit aberrant movement patterns
compared to their uninjured peers. Asymmetries between limbs
during drop vertical jump landing tasks are often utilized as a
component of return to sport criteria and patient-reported
function.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate limb symmetry
indices during a drop vertical jump landing task following
ACLR. Secondarily, the purpose of this study was to assess the
ability of limb symmetry indices to predict patient-reported
activity level and knee function.

Sex (M/F)
BMI (kg/m2)
Time Since Surgery (months)
Graft Type
IKDC
Tegner Before*
Tegner Current*

6/8
28.27 ± 6.07
6.47 ± 0.98
11 Hamstring/ 2 Patellar/ 1
Hamstring-Allograft
82.10 ± 8.48
8 [5, 10]
5 [1, 8]

Table 1: Participant demographic information is reported as mean ±
standard deviation unless otherwise indicated. *median [range].

Results and Discussion
All participants (14) demonstrated limb symmetry surpassing the
widely utilized 90% clinical cut-off for knee flexion angle during
drop landing (98.99 ± 16.13). However, only 29% of participants
(4) met clinical cutoffs for vGRF limb symmetry (71.31 ± 19.24).
Knee flexion LSI and vGRF LSI were moderately
correlated (r= 0.597). Knee flexion LSI was not correlated with
current self-reported activity (r= 0.190) nor knee function (r=
0.057). vGRF LSI was not correlated with self-reported activity
(TAS), r=0.108, nor knee function (IKDC), r= 0.124.
Self-reported activity level (TAS) and knee function
(IKDC) were not related to drop vertical jump performance in
young individuals 6-months following ACLR. Limb symmetry
outcomes, including knee flexion LSI and vGRF LSI were
moderately correlated, r= 0.597.
Patient-reported knee function and activity level surveys
should be utilized in conjunction with objective outcome
measures in order to evaluate function in young individuals 6months following ACLR. Utilizing subjective measures alone
may not provide enough information about knee function
following ACLR in order to determine young patients’ readiness
for return to sport. In addition, the combination of objective and
subjective measurements may provide better insight into patient
function and prevention of secondary ACL injury.

Methods
14 recreationally active individuals with history of primary
unilateral anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR)
participated in this study. Participant demographics are included
in Table 1.
Participants completed testing 6-months following ACLR.
Participants were asked to self-report activity level prior to and
following ACL injury and surgery utilizing the Tegner Activity
Scale (TAS) and knee function during activities of daily living
utilizing the International Knee Documentation Committee
Subjective Knee Evaluation Form (IKDC).
Biomechanical assessment of peak vertical ground reaction
force (vGRF) and peak knee flexion angle were conducted
utilizing three-dimensional motion capture (Vicon Motion
Systems, Ltd., Oxford, UK) and two integrated force platforms
(Advanced Medical Technology Inc., Watertown, USA).
Clusters with retro-reflective markers were placed bilaterally
on participants using tape at the lateral thighs and shanks,
navicular of the feet, and the upper thoracic and lumbar spine. A
stylus with four retro-reflective markers was utilized to identify
major anatomical landmarks in order to estimate joint centers.
Participants were instructed to drop off a 30-cm box,
positioned at a distance ½ participant height away from the force
platform. Participants were shown the jump-landing task and
were instructed to drop from the box and immediately jump
upward in order to attain maximal height.
Knee joint biomechanics were processed utilizing a standard
inverse dynamics approach. Data were analysed during the
descent, landing phase. Limb symmetry index (LSI) was
determined by between limb differences of peak knee flexion
angle and peak vGRF utilizing the following equation:

Significance
The relationship between functional performance and patientreported survey outcomes has been investigated previously, but
the relationship between limb asymmetries during a drop landing
vertical jump task and patient-reported knee function and activity
level had not been previously investigated. Asymmetries during
landing tasks are often associated with increased risk of
secondary ACL injury. Importantly, this provides further
evidence that there is a need to utilize objective and subjective
measures together in order to determine return to play readiness
for young individuals with a history of ACLR.

LSI = (involved limb value / uninvolved limb value) x 100%
Pearson product moment correlation coefficients (r) were
utilized to evaluate the relationships between self-reported
activity level (TAS), self-reported knee function (IKDC), vGRF
limb symmetry (LSI), and knee flexion limb symmetry (LSI).
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Table 1. Participant Demographic Information
Age (Years)
18.9 ± 2.76
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Introduction
Arthrogenic muscle inhibition (AMI) after anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) injury and reconstruction prevents complete
activation of thigh musculature and results in impaired strength
recovery [1]. However, it is currently unknown if quadriceps
motor unit (MU) characteristics differ between the injured and
noninjured limb after ACL injury. It was hypothesized that the
injured limb would demonstrate inhibition compared to the
noninjured limb. Specifically, inhibition would be demonstrated
by smaller MU action potential (MUAP) peak amplitude, lower
neural drive, higher recruitment thresholds, and higher average
rate coding than the noninjured limb.
Methods
Thirty subjects participated in the study (13 male, 17 female;
age: 19.1 ± 3.1 years; height: 172.8 ± 8.8 cm; weight: 77.2 ±
15.1 kg). Subjects were recruited at Pre-Surgery and 6 months
post-surgery. Data were acquired at 6 month intervals (± 1
month), resulting in 3 groups (Pre-Surgery, 6 mo, and 12 mo).
Subjects were seated on a HumacNORM dynamometer
chair for testing (CSMi; Stoughton, MA). Surface EMG
(sEMG) was recorded at 20 kHz (Delsys; Natick, MA).
Standard sEMG preparation was performed and electrodes were
placed on the vastus medialis (VM) and vastus lateralis (VL) for
quadriceps testing according to SENIAM standards. sEMG
signals were recorded by a 5-pin array sensor. The signals from
the sensor electrodes were differentially amplified and bandpass
filtered (20–450 Hz). Three maximal voluntary isometric
contraction (MVIC) trials were conducted, and the peak force
was determined to establish target forces of 10-50% MVIC.
With a randomized protocol, subjects followed a trapezoidal
shape, with a 10-second isometric contraction at the target force.
EMG decomposition was completed with Delsys dEMG
Analysis software. MU data was extracted and analyzed with
JMP 14 Pro (SAS; Cary, NC) statistical software via linear
regression (p<0.05) and Tukey’s post-hoc analyses when
appropriate. MU data were normalized to force and mass before
analysis. Neural drive is defined as the change in initial rate
coding and average rate coding.

Figure 1: a) MUAP peak amplitude and b) neural drive between
groups and limbs. ^ indicates significant difference between limbs; *
indicates significant difference between groups

The results partially support the hypothesis. Neural drive
was lower and average rate coding and recruitment thresholds
were higher in the injured limb, but MUAP peak amplitude was
higher in the injured limb. This may suggest that larger MUs are
recruited, increased recruitment threshold and average rate
coding are a compensatory mechanism following ACL injury to
efficiently recruit smaller MUs. Voluntary muscle force
production can be controlled by modification of neural and
motor control variables, which include MU recruitment, neural
drive, recruitment threshold, and average rate coding.
Significance
Current rehabilitation protocols fail to fully restore quadriceps
strength and function, as demonstrated by poor return-to-sport
testing rates [2]. It may be possible that current rehabilitation
methods fail to adequately address the underlying alterations in
neural control of muscle function. Thus additional neuromotor
strategies should be implemented to address MU inhibition.

Results and Discussion
Injured limb MUAP peak amplitude was higher than the
noninjured limb for all three groups (Fig. 1a; p<0.001). MUAP
peak amplitude was significantly different between all groups
and lowest 6 months post-surgery (p<0.001). Injured limb
neural drive was lower than the noninjured limb for all three
groups and increased from pre-surgery to 12 months postsurgery (Fig. 1b; p 0.02). Injured limb recruitment threshold
and average rate coding was higher than the noninjured limb for
all three groups (p<0.001). There were significant differences
between groups for average rate coding and recruitment
threshold, except between pre-surgery and 12 months postsurgery recruitment threshold (p=0.07) and average rate coding
for 6 and 12 months post-surgery (p=0.28).
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In od c ion
Severe anterior knee pain limits mobility and is associated with
osteoarthritis. High femoral anteversion or excessive torsion of
the femur can contribute to joint pain, and in extreme cases is
treated surgically with femoral derotational osteotomy. There
currently exists no standard to determine the location and extent
of de-rotation to optimize patient outcomes. The goal of this work
is to develop and employ a computational framework to study the
effect of femoral anteversion on patellofemoral joint mechanics.

hydrostatic pressure by 1 MPa with increasing femoral
anteversion, while the other models saw negligible changes
(Figure 2A). However, increases in mean joint contact pressure
were observed across all models (Figure 2B).
Our results suggest that in addition to altered hip
kinematics [3], femoral anteversion may alter knee extensor
activation patterns and could negatively impact anterior knee
cartilage mechanics. Our finite element results generally agree
with the observation that patellofemoral cartilage mechanics are
sensitive to increases in vastii forces [4]. However, we have
suggested that shifting load between knee extensor muscles can
also affect cartilage stress, particularly in patients with
malformed patellofemoal geometry. However, future pre- and
post-surgery clinical data are needed to better understand the
interactions between muscle activity, gait dynamics, and
patellofemoral mechanics.

Me hod
A coupled musculoskeletal-finite element modelling approach
was developed for this work. In short, an open-source tool
designed to simulate surgical intervention for cerebral palsy
patients (SimCP) [1] was used to alter femoral anteversion and
associated muscle attachment points on the OpenSim
FullBodyModel [2]. With freely available motion capture and
ground reaction force data [2], inverse kinematics and static
optimization methods were used in OpenSim to estimate knee
extensor muscle forces during gait for two cases: typically
developing lower limb torsion (TD) and increased femoral
anteversion by 40 (FA) (Figure 1A).
Scaled knee extensor muscle force vectors (Figure 1B)
were then input into four subject-specific finite element models
of the patellofemoral joint (Figure 2A). Three models were built
from subjects with typically developing patellofemoral joint
morphology (S1-S3), while one was built from a subject with a
hypoplastic patella (S4). The resulting finite element simulations
of peak force during stance across both femoral anteversion
conditions provided comparisons of cartilage mechanics.

Fig

e 2: A) Representative finite element model of the
patellofemoral joint. B) Finite element modeling results, comparing
maximum patellar cartilage octahedral shear stress, maximum patellar
cartilage pressure, and mean patellofemoral joint contact pressure for
typically developing (TD) and femoral anteversion (FA) muscle forces.
Comparisons are made between four subject patellofemoral joint
geometries (S1-S4).
Significance
We present a musculoskeletal-finite element modelling workflow
that suggests increases in femoral anteversion could alter knee
extensor muscle activity and patellofemoral joint mechanics,
particularly in patients with malformed patellae. Future clinical
data are needed to validate this workflow such that it can be used
to aid in patient-specific surgical planning.

Fig

e 1: A) Morphological differences between typically developing
(TD) and +40 femoral anteverserion (FA) models. B) Vastus lateralis
(solid) and rectus femoris (dashed) muscle forces for TD (black) and FA
(red) models as a function of stance phase.
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Increases in femoral anteversion of the musculoskeletal model
yielded 200N changes in muscle force for the vastus lateralis
(increase) and rectus femoris (decrease) (Figure 1B). Of the four
finite element geoemetries, the hypoplastic subject model (S4)
increased maximum cartilage octahedral shear stress and
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Introduction
We have previously shown that as the Q-Factor (QF), interpedal width, of a bicycle is increased, the internal knee
abduction moment (KABM) increased and the knee extension
moment (KEM) remained unchanged [4] . Peak medial pedal
reaction force (PRF) also increased while peak vertical PRF did
not change. Our recent musculoskeletal simulation results
suggest that, with increased QF, the contact force at the medial
compartment of knee joint (MCF) increases, yet the total knee
contact force (TCF) remains unchanged [3]. It is well known
that muscle forces are the key contributor to joint contact forces
[2], however, it is unknown if differences in forces produced by
knee-joint spanning muscles explain the increased MCF and
unchanged TCF. Therefore, the purpose of this research was to
identify changes of knee-joint spanning muscle forces as a
result of increasing QF during stationary cycling.

Results and Discussion
As a group, the knee extensors did not produce different peak
forces at Wide QF (Table 1). Individually the rectus femoris
produced 60% greater peak force with increased QF. The knee
flexor muscles produced 20% less peak force, with the
sartorius, and semitendinosus producing lower peak forces. The
biceps femoris short head produced 24% greater peak force at
Wide QF. Time of peak force production for all muscles and
muscle groups remained unchanged.
The trends in peak knee-spanning muscle force production
partially suggest that a combined effect of no change in force of
the knee extensors (lest a small increase from the rectus femoris
muscle) and diminished peak force production of the knee
flexors may have contributed to increased MCF. Accounting for
the relatively small absolute increase in muscle force for the
rectus femoris and sartorius muscles (58.0 N and 6.9 N
respectively), solitary analysis of knee-joint-spanning muscles
may be insufficient to explain the increase of MCF without
increased TCF. Qualitative analysis of hip extensors and hip
abductor muscle groups suggest that non-knee-joint-spanning
muscle groups may affect MCF.

Methods
Sixteen recreationally active people (8 male 8 female) cycled
on a stationary ergometer at a workrate of 80 Watts and a
cadence of 80 rotations per minute at two QF: Normal QF
(150mm), and Wide QF (276mm). Wide QF was increased
using two pedal extenders. Three-dimensional kinematic data
(240 Hz, Vicon) and pedal reaction forces using two custom
instrumented bike pedals (1200 Hz, Kistler) were collected. A
modified gait2392 model with a knee that includes hinge joints
for the medial and lateral compartments [1] was used to
estimate muscle forces with static optimization and TCF and
MCF with joint reaction analysis (3.3 OpenSim, SimTK,
Stanford University).

Table 2: Selected knee joint spanning muscle forces (N) at Normal
and Wide QF d ring c cling. d = Cohen d.

Knee Flexors
Knee Extensors
Rectus Femoris
Semitendinosus
Biceps Femoris
Sartorius

Q-Factor
Normal QF Wide QF
471.66
378.43
742.81
754.28
101.31
159.29
23.56
15.93
149.65
185.39
21.23
28.11

p-value
0.046
0.757
0.008
0.012
0.002
0.001

d
0.45
0.06
0.80
0.59
0.70
0.47

Significance
This study is the first study to identify differences in kneespanning muscle force production as it pertains to increased QF
during cycling. Increasing QF appears to elicit no real change
in knee extensor muscles, and, suggests that the knee flexors
respond with decreased force. These results do not fully explain
the increase in MCF and future work may seek to further
identify the effect of non-knee-joint-spanning muscle groups on
MCF.

Figure 1: Knee flexor and extensor muscle group forces during
cycling with increased QF. Knee Flexors _____, Knee Extensors ---,
Wide QF = red . * denotes significance between peaks of same
muscle group.
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Introduction
Individuals with anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction
(ACLR) are at high risk for developing post-traumatic
osteoarthritis (PTOA). It is hypothesized that aberrant knee joint
loading leads to increased deterioration of tibiofemoral articular
cartilage following ACLR.1 Knee braces are commonly marketed
to reduce loading of the tibiofemoral articular cartilage in
patients with cartilage injury at risk of PTOA onset. Currently, it
remains unknown if knee braces used to reduce cartilage loading
benefit articular cartilage health. Cartilage oligomeric matrix
protein (COMP) is a biomarker of cartilage breakdown that is
associated with osteoarthritis progression and is responsive to
mechanical loading during walking. A greater increase of serum
COMP following a single walking session may be representative
of a worse knee cartilage response to loading in individuals postACLR.
The purpose of our study was to determine if acute serum
COMP response differs between a braced and unbraced condition
following a standardized 3,000 step walking protocol in
inidviudals with ACLR.

individuals. However, there was a significant difference
(P=0.036) between Braced and Non-braced %ΔCOMP in
individuals who demonstrated an increase in COMP from pre- to
post-walking (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Percent Change in Cartilage Oligomeric Matrix Protein
(COMP) Due to Non-Braced and Braced Walking. Figure 1 depicts
the mean percent change in serum COMP due to walking a
standardized 3,000 step walking protocol both with (Braced Walking)
and without (Non-braced Walking) a knee brace designed to offload
articular tissues both for all indiviudals (n=30) and in a subset of
individuals who demonstrated increased COMP (>0µg/ml increase in
COMP during non-braced walking; n=22).

Methods
30 individuals with ACLR (15 females, 22±4 yrs, 173±8 cm,
72.4±12.8 kg, 52±38 months post-ACLR) participated in a crossover study. All individuals participated in both loading conditions
(Braced Walking and Non-braced Walking) on separate days in
a randomized order. For both sessions, participants sat for 45 min
prior to the standardized 3,000 step walking protocol. Individuals
walked on a treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH, USA; Model
S020008) at the same self-selected speed in both conditions.
During the braced condition, individuals were fitted with the
same off-the-shelf brace using the manufacturer’s guidelines
(Rebound Cartilage; Ossur, Reykavik, Iceland). The brace used
in this study is marketed to reduce tibiofemoral loading. Blood
was collected from the antecubital region of the arm before and
immediately after the standardized walking protocol. Serum was
isolated and quantitatively assessed for COMP using a
commercially available ELISA kit (R&D systems, Minneapolis,
MN, USA). COMP response due to each loading-condition was
calculated as the percent change score from pre- to post-walking
(%ΔCOMP).
Paired t-tests were used to compare %ΔCOMP between the
Braced and Non-braced Walking sessions. A separate post-hoc
analysis was conducted in a subset of individuals, who
demonstrated increased COMP from pre- to post-walking
(>0µg/ml increase in COMP during non-braced walking), to
determine if differences in %ΔCOMP exsited between condition
(n=22, 9 females, 23±5 yrs, 175±8 cm, 75.5±12.8 kg, 58±41
months post-ACLR).

Significance
Overall, our results demonstrate that using a brace to reduce
tibiofemoral loading during 3,000 steps of walking may not
influence acute serum COMP concentrations compared to
walking the same number of steps without a brace. Yet, our post
hoc analysis demonstrates that the braced condition results in
decreased serum COMP concentrations in a subset of individuals
who demonstrate an increase in serum COMP concentrations
following unbraced walking. This suggests that bracing to reduce
tibiofemoral loading may produce a beneficial knee cartilage
response following ACLR in inidviudals who display an increase
in serum COMP following walking Future research is need to
elucidate the effect of bracing on the multifaced outcomes
associated with PTOA development following an ACLR.
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Results and Discussion
There was no significant difference (P=0.196) in %ΔCOMP
between the Braced and Non-braced Walking sessions for all 30
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Introduction
The menisci are integral to normal knee mechanics by dispersing
contact forces over a broad area of the tibia through increased
congruity of the tibiofemoral articulation.1 The meniscal root has
significant effect on peak loads transferred through the knee. 2
Repair of the meniscal root has been demonstrated to reproduce
the ability of the meniscus to effectively recreate the functionality
of an intact meniscus suggesting that repairing the root could
minimize the progression of joint degeneration seen with
meniscectomy or non-operative management of a meniscal root
tear.3,4,5 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
tibiofemoral contact mechanics of a novel, all-inside posterior
medial meniscal root repair technique via suture fixation to the
PCL, and to compare with that of the intact knee and the knee
with a root tear.
Methods
Tibiofemoral contact mechanics were recorded in 8 (4 male, 4
female) fresh-frozen cadaveric knee specimens using pressure
sensors that were placed onto the medial and lateral tibial
plateaus. Each knee underwent 3 testing conditions related to the
posterior medial meniscal root: (1) intact knee; (2) root tear; and
(3) all-inside repair via suture fixation to the PCL. Knees were
loaded with a 1000-N axial compressive force at 4 knee flexion
angles (0°, 30°, 60°, 90°). Calculations were performed for
contact area, mean contact pressure, and peak contact pressure in
each testing condition.

Figure 1: Pressure maps of medial and lateral menisci at 30° knee
flexion: (a) lateral meniscus of intact knee, (b) medial meniscus of
intact knee, (c) lateral meniscus of torn meniscus root, (d) medial
meniscus of torn meniscus root, (e) lateral meniscus of repaired root,
(f) medial meniscus of repaired root.

Significance
This new technique provides a posterior medial meniscal root
repair construct that restores most tibiofemoral contact
mechanics, and offers theoretical benefits of technical ease and
reduced demand for an e act anatomic repair location hen
compared with the current gold-standard transtibial pullout
technique for repair.

Results and Discussion
Across all knee flexion angles, there was an overall mean 26.3%
reduction in contact area with root tear (vs. intact, p=0.0002), but
only a 3.2% reduction with repair (vs. intact, p=0.443). The
31.6% increase in overall mean contact area from root tear to
repair was significant (p=0.0297). Across all knee flexion angles,
there was an overall mean 24.3% increase in contact pressure
with root tear (vs. intact, p<0.0001), and a 5.2% decrease with
repair (vs. intact, p=0.696). The 31.1% decrease in overall mean
contact pressure from root tear to repair was significant
(p=0.0037). Across all knee flexion angles, there was an overall
mean 10.6% increase in peak contact pressure with root tear (vs.
intact, p<0.0001), and a 1.7% decrease with repair (vs. intact,
p=0.9833). The 12.4% decrease in overall mean peak contact
pressure from root tear to repair was not statistically significant
(p=0.531). The novel repair increased contact area above intact
values at all knee flexion angles apart from 0° flexion, dcreased
mean contact pressure below intact for angles except for 0°
flexion, and decreaed peak contact pressure below intact at 60°
and 90° flexion. In most testing conditions and with overall
averaging across knee flexion angles, the novel, all-inside
posterior medial meniscal root repair with suture fixation to the
adjacent PCL fibers restored contact area, contact pressures, and
peak contact pressures to that of the intact knee or better (Fig. 1).
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Introduction
Measures of lower-extremity stiffness are shown to be associated
with measures of athletic performance, such as vertical jump
height, among others.1,2 Although some have assessed changes in
jump height over the course of an athletic season3, less is known
about seasonal variations in stiffness and the extent to which such
variations are associated with changes in athletic performance.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine seasonal
variations in vertical stiffness and maximum vertical jump
performance, and to assess whether seasonal variations in
stiffness are associatited with changes in vertical jump height.

irrespective of time, male athletes displayed significantly greater
KVert values compared to female athletes (0.46 ± 0.01 vs. 0.41 ±
0.01 kN/m/kg). Pre-season to mid-season change in KVert were
not associated with changes in CMJHeight (R = 0.061, R2 = 0.004,
p = .666).
Collectively, the main findings of this study show that: (1) male
athletes displayed higher KVert and CMJHeight compared to female
athletes, (2) KVert decreased from pre- to mid-season, (3) although
CMJHeight decreased in male athletes from pre- to mid-season,
female athletes displayed an increase in CMJHeight over the same
period, and (4) although both KVert and CMJHeight changed from
pre- to mid-season, the change in KVert was not associated with
changes in CMJHeight. Future studies examining the effect of
workload on such measures, and studies assessing seasonal
variations over more frequent time points, appear warranted.

Methods
Fifty-eight NCAA Division-I
( = 27, 19.6 1.3 yr, 1.8 ±
0.1 m, 75.9 6.9 ) a
( = 31, 19.1 1.1 yr, 1.7 ±
0.1 m, 65.1 ± 6.6 kg) soccer athletes completed vertical stiffness
(KVert) and maximal countermovement jump height (CMJHeight)
assessments at two separate time points: pre-season and midseason. KVert was assessed via two trials of stationary, double-leg,
barefoot hopping on a force platform to the beat of a metronome
set at 2.2 Hz. CMJHeight was assessed via three maximal effort
CMJ trials on a force platform. Athletes were allowed to swing
their arms during CMJ trials. KVert was later calculated as the ratio
of peak vertical ground reaction force to maximal center of mass
displacement4, whereas CMJHeight was calculated via vertical
velocity at the instant of takeoff (via numerical integration of the
reaction force).5 Trials were then averaged for use in statistical
analyses. Differences in KVert and CMJHeight were assessed via
separate mixed-model ANOVAs, with an a-priori alpha level of
0.05 used to denote statistical significance. Sex (male or
female) was used as the between-subjects factor, whereas time
(pre-season or mid-season) was used as the within-subjects
factor. Simple linear regression was then used to assess the extent
to which pre- to mid-season changes (mid-season pre-season)
in KVert were associated with changes in CMJHeight.

Significance
The findings of this study add to the current body of knowledge
regarding changes in vertical stiffness and jump performance that
occur during a competitive soccer season. Although both vertical
stiffness and jump height changed over time, the noted change in
jump was not related to changes in vertical stiffness.
Additionally, the findings of this study demonstrate that changes
in vertical jump performance during a competitive season are not
the same for men and women, suggesting that researchers and
clinicians should be encouraged to collect additional data related
to workload and fatigue in future studies to better understand
potential underlying factors driving such changes. Additional
work related to what information the vertical stiffness assessment
can provide is needed before having true clinical utility.
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Results and Discussion
The time-by-sex interaction for CMJHeight was statistically
significant, F(1, 51) = 10.04, 2Partial = .17, p = .003. Irrespective
of time, CMJHeight for male athletes (mean ± standard error: 39.15
± 1.00 cm) was significantly greater than that of female athletes
(30.03 ± 0.91 cm, p < .001); however, the interaction was such
that males displayed a reduction in CMJHeight from pre-season to
mid-season (40.65 ± 0.98 vs. 37.65 ± 1.68 cm) whereas females
displayed an increase in CMJHeight from pre- to mid-season (27.48
± 0.89 vs. 32.59 ± 1.52 cm). The time-by-sex interaction was not
statistically significant for KVert (p = .093); however, there were
significant main effects of both time, F(1, 51) = 10.00, 2Partial =
.16, p = .003, and sex, F(1, 51) = 5.99, 2Partial = .11, p = .018. The
time main effect was such that, irrespective of sex, KVert
significantly decreased from pre- to mid-season (0.44 ± 0.07 vs.
0.42 ± 0.08 kN/m/kg). The sex main effect was such that,
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Introduction
Athletes commonly perform dynamic movements under
simultaneous cognitive load (e.g., surveying the field, reacting to
an opponent). These scenarios are also associated with increased
risk of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears [1]. Cognitive
function has been associated with ACL injury risk [2] and has
recently been implicated in explaining changes in injury-relevant
knee mechanics during a sidestep cut with a sport-specific dual
task (i.e., dribbling a soccer ball) in male soccer players [3].
Understanding the spectrum of cognitive-motor relationships
regarding altered knee mechanics when adding cognitive tasks
during athletic movements may provide novel opportunities for
developing injury prevention programs.
The purpose of this study was to determine associations
between baseline cognitive function and knee mechanics during
sidestep cutting with simultaneous cognitive and/or sportspecific tasks. Our hypothesis was that lower cognitive function
would be associated with larger changes in peak knee flexion
angle, abduction angle, and abduction moment during dual-task
sidestep cutting.

Results and Discussion
Significant relationships between the cognitive composite zscores and knee mechanics change scores were observed for the
ball handling (BH) condition (Table 1). The results suggest that
slower processing speed was associated with greater increases in
pKAbA while ball handling. Additionally, higher attentional
control accuracy (and a trend for faster response times) was
associated with less pKFA when ball handling. Other
associations (multitasking during the M condition and working
memory during the M+VA condition) were observed, but
statistical significance depended on a few influential
observations.
Table 1: Stepwise regression results for the BH condition indicating
the models’ R2 and p-values along with the cognitive composite scores
included in the model and the factor p-values.

Ball Handling (BH) Condition
2

R = 17.1%; p=0.026 [PS p=0.026)]
2

R = 36.0%; p=0.003 [AC_acc (p=0.012),
AC_rt (p=0.106)]

Methods
Thirty female soccer athletes participated in this two-visit study
(20.5±3yrs, 62.7±9.1kg, 1.7±0.1m). The first visit consisted of a
cognitive test battery to characterize baseline working memory,
processing speed (PS), attentional control, and multitasking
abilities [4,5]. Composite z-scores represented baseline cognitive
ability in these domains, where AC was broken into accuracy
(AC_acc) and response time (AC_rt) components, and the
multitasking composite score combined performance on
concurrent primary and distractor tasks. On a separate day,
participants performed a sidestep cut under randomly ordered
cutting conditions that included: 1. baseline: anticipated
direction with no additional task, 2. ball handling (BH): while
also dribbling a soccer ball, 3. unanticipated: reacting to a
directional cue (straight or 45° cut) that was provided ~400ms
prior to initial contact of the cutting step, 4. memorization (M):
a visual array of letters was presented for 1s prior to starting the
trial that participants memorized and then recalled a randomly
chosen letter after performing the sidestep cut, 5. memorization
+ ball handling: combined M and BH conditions, and 6.
memorization plus visual attention (M+VA): the same
protocol as M, but the letter to be recalled was displayed during
the sidestep cut. Kinematic and kinetic data were analyzed for the
non-dominant limb during the cutting step.
Changes, relative to baseline, in early stance peak knee
abduction angle and moment along with peak knee flexion were

The most robust associations between cognitive function and
knee mechanics were revealed during a sport-specific dual task
of dribbling a soccer ball. Even during this anticipated change of
direction task, processing speed was associated with pKAbA.
Implicating processing speed as a predictor of cognitive-motor
function is consistent with findings from Herman et al. for an
unanticipated jump landing task [6]. However, our current
findings are somewhat inconsistent with our previous work that
found visual-spatial memory being more relevant during the
same task, albeit in an experienced male soccer cohort and using
different cognitive assessments [3]. Collectively, results from
these studies may indicate the dependence of cognitive-motor
relationships on population and cognitive assessments.
Significance
Sport injuries are multifactorial in nature and warrant
multifactorial preventative strategies. Our results further support
cognitive function as a covariate for neuromuscular control
during dual-/multitasking movements, which are reflective of
common sport scenarios.
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Positive values indicate more abduction and flexion.
All cognitive composite z-scores were entered as candidate
enter= remove=0.15) to
,
during the six dual-/multitask conditions.
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lowest 1st peak resultant GRF was used as the matched
“reconstructed limb” for all speeds. Two (Group) by three
(Speed) repeated measures ANOVAs were used to compare LSI
between speeds and groups (α < 0.05).

Introduction
Abnormal gait biomechanics contribute to post-traumatic
osteoarthritis development after anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLR) [1]. It is suggested that individuals with
ACLR exhibit large asymmetries in gait kinetics between limbs
and compared to controls [2]. Thus, characterizing gait kinetic
asymmetries is vital when monitoring ACLR patients [2]. There
is also evidence to suggest task complexity (i.e. walking vs. stair
descent) magnifies biomechanical deficits in ACLR patients
between limbs and compared to controls [3]. During gait, altering
speed is a means of increasing or decreasing task complexity [4].
Evidence suggests healthy individuals are able to maintain
ground reaction force (GRF) symmetry when task complexity is
altered (i.e. increased or decreased gait speed) [4]. Yet, it is
unclear if ACLR patients are similarly able to maintain GRF
symmetries across gait speeds. It is possible ACLR patients may
have a differential response to altered task complexity compared
to controls; information that can be useful for future studies
aiming to evaluate gait deficits in those with ACLR.
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of
walking speed demands (100%, 120%, and 80% self-selected
walking speed) on resultant GRF limb symmetry indices (LSI)
between ACLR patients and healthy individuals. Outcome
variables included the 1st and 2nd peak and unloading resultant
GRF (i.e. GRF between the 1st and 2nd peak).

Results and Discussion
The Group by Speed interaction was significant for the 1st peak
(F2,86 = 12.38, P < 0.01), 2nd peak (F2,86 = 12.55, P < 0.01) and
unloading resultant LSI (F2,86 = 9.36, P < 0.01). Post-hoc
comparisons (Bonferonni adjusted) indicated all resultant LSI’s
(1st, 2nd, unloading) differed across speeds in patients with ACLreconstruction but not controls (P > 0.05). At fast speeds, all
resultant peaks were different between groups (P < 0.01). Only
the 1st peak differed between groups at slow speeds. (P > 0.05)
Results suggest increasing gait speed magnifies resultant
GRF asymmetries while decreasing speed diminishes GRF
asymmetries in patients with ACLR. In healthy controls, gait
symmetries were maintained regardless of gait speed, supporting
previous research [4]. The inability to maintain similar GRF
symmetries in patients with ACLR may be partially attributed to
underlying neuromuscular dysfunction, like quadriceps
weakness, amongst other factors such as pain or kinesiophobia
[5]. Nonetheless, our results suggest resultant GRF asymmetries
during gait may be partly mediated by gait speed as LSIs were
less than 5% asymmetrical at speeds below self-selected. Thus, it
may be beneficial to evaluate gait kinetics at speeds above selfselected in order to characterize the extent of gait biomechanical
asymmetries in patients with ACLR.

Methods
Thirty patients 9-weeks post ACLR (Age = 20.6 ± 5.4 yr, BMI =
23.9 ± 3.3 kg/m2, graft = 25 patellar, 4 hamstring, 1 quadriceps
tendon) and 15 healthy control participants (Age = 23.1 ± 4.5 yr,
BMI = 23.6 ± 2.7 kg/m2) were recruited and underwent treadmill
walking at three speeds (100%, 120%, and 80% of self-selected
walking speed). Self-selected gait speed was determined using a
stopwatch while participants walked over-ground across a 20 m
walkway. Participants were given one practice trial, then, the
average of three trials was used to determine self-selected speed.
GRFs were collected at 1000 Hz while participants walked on an
fully instrumented Bertec split-belt treadmill. One 65 s trial was
collected at each speed (order: 100%, 120%, and 80%).
Participants were allowed to familiarize to each speed prior to
initiation of the 65 s data recording. Analog force data were
analyzed offline using LabVIEW and lowpass filtered using a
zerolag 4th order Butterworth filter (100 Hz). Ensemble averages
of the resultant GRF were calculated and normalized to body
weight (N). Outcome variables from both limbs were used to
compute LSI as the ratio of the reconstructed relative to
contralateral limb in ACL patients. In controls, the limb with the

Significance
Walking at fast speeds exacerbated gait asymmetries which may
be beneficial when evaluating ACLR individuals in more chronic
time periods, when gait deficits may be less pronounced than in
early time periods post-surgery. Further research is needed to
understand if evaluating gait at faster speeds is beneficial to better
detect subtle gait deficits in those several years from ACLR.
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Table 1. Resultant GRF outcome variables as mean (SD). *, indicates speed difference; †, indicates group difference; SS, self-selected gait speed.
ACLR Patients
Healthy Controls
Resultant GRF
Resultant GRF
Resultant GRF
Resultant GRF
Resultant GRF
Resultant GRF
1st Peak
Unloading Peak
2nd Peak
1st Peak
Unloading Peak
2nd Peak
80% SS
95.35 (0.88)*†
101.44 (0.76)*
96.63 (0.70)*
99.69 (1.24)
100.68 (1.07)
98.97 (1.00)
100% SS
89.71 (1.09)*†
106.63 (1.24)*
93.05 (0.97)*†
97.49 (1.54)
102.50 (1.75)
98.40 (1.37)
120% SS
86.62 (1.28)*†
114.30 (2.12)*†
90.08 (1.01)*†
99.22 (1.81)
102.54 (3.00)
98.99 (1.43)
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Introduction
Recovery progress of patients with lower limb injuries is
commonly monitored by measuring differences between the
injured and uninjured side. Ankle sprains are the most common
injury in sports and recreation and can lead to chronic ankle
instability (CAI), which may affect lower limb biomechanics1.
To properly evaluate the effects of surgery and rehabilitation in
CAI and other ankle pathologies, it is first necessary to establish
a normative database to characterize typical side-to-side
differences in ankle and hindfoot kinematics in healthy adults.
In addition, previous work has identified differences in bony
morphology2 and injury rates3 between males and females in the
ankle and hindfoot. However, only one study, using single-plane
fluoroscopy, has investigated ankle and hindfoot kinematics
differences between males and females4.
The aims of this study were: (1) to determine within-subject
ankle and hindfoot kinematics differences between the dominant
and nondominant sides and (2) identify sex-dependent
differences in ankle and hindfoot kinematics over the support
phase of gait. We hypothesized that females would have greater
tibiotalar and subtalar ROM and that sex-dependent differences
would exist in ankle and hindfoot continuous kinematics curves.

Subtalar

Tibiotalar

ROM were observed at the tibiotalar (all p > 0.15) or subtalar
joint (all p > 0.08). These results provide a benchmark for
comparison when evaluaiting side-to-side differences in patients
after surgery or rehabilitation.
Significant differences in the continuous kinematics curves
were found between males and females in tibiotalar inversion
from 70-90% stance (p = 0.037) and from 94-100% stance (p =
0.049) (Figure 1, top), and subtalar PD translation (p=0.003) and
internal rotation (p<0.01) (Figure 1, bottom) over the entire
stance phase. In contrast to the previous study4, we did not find
greater stance phase ROM in females at the tibiotalar joint (all p
>0. 052) or the subtalar joint (all p > 0.10) (Table 1).

Figure 1: Average (solid line) and standard deviation (shaded regions)
of rotational kinematics for the tibiotalar (top) and subtalar (bottom)
joints for males (blue) and females (red) during the stance phase of
gait. The black line on the bottom of each chart represents periods of
significant differences identified by SPM.

Methods
Following Institutional Review Board approval and informed
consent, data was collected from 20 participants (10M, 10F;
average age: 30.8 ± 6.3 years). All participants were healthy
adults with no history of major knee or ankle injuries.
Subjects walked at a self-selected speed on a laboratory
walkway. Biplane radiographs of the ankle and hindfoot were
collected for 1 second at 100 frames/s. Two walking trials were
collected for each side. CT scans were used to create subjectspecific 3D models of the distal tibia, talus, and calcaneus. A
validated volumetric model-based tracking technique5 was used
to match the subject-specific bone models to the biplane
radiographs with a precision of 1.2° and 0.5 mm. Anatomic
coordinate systems were created for each bone using an
automated algorithm6 and tibiotalar and subtalar 6 DOF
kinematics were calculated for each side using ordered rotations7.
Joint kinematics were filtered with a 4th order butterworth
filter using residual analysis8 and then interpolated to percent
stance phase. The two trials for each side were averaged prior to
analysis. Differences in ROM were identified using t-tests, and
differences in the continuous kinematics curves were identified
using one dimensional statistical parametric mapping (SPM)9
with significance set at p < 0.05 for all tests.

Table 1. Average (± SD) ROM during the stance phase of gait for the
tibiotalar and subtalar joints. No significant differences were observed.
Tibiotalar Joint
Subtalar Joint
Dorsi/Plantar
Fexion
Int.Ext
Rotation
Inv./Eversion
AP Trans.
ML Trans.
PD Trans.

Male
12.2±2.3

Female
10.8±3.8

Male
2.8±1.1

Female
2.5±0.6

5.6±2.1

6.8±2.2

3.4±1.3

2.8±1.3

3.1±1.5
4.5±1.2
2.1±0.6
1.2±0.6

3.7±1.6
3.6±1.2
1.7±0.5
1.3±0.5

10.2±2.8
2.0±0.6
1.6±0.6
1.8±0.6

9.6±2.4
1.9±0.5
2.0±0.4
1.7±0.4

Significance
Benchmark data for evaluating ankle kinematics after surgical
intervention or rehabilitation was provided. Future studies should
account for patient sex when investigating ankle kinematics.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
The average difference between dominant and nondominant
sides in the continuous kinematics curves was 3.9 deg and 1.4
mm or less for all rotations and translations, respectively, at the
tibiotalar and subtalar joints. These differences exceeded our
measurement accuracy by a factor of 3, suggesting kinematics
asymmetry can be commonly detected using this measurement
system. No differences between dominant and nondominant side
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Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR) alters strength
and neuromuscular control of the quadriceps. Despite meeting
current return-to-sport benchmarks after rehabilitation, high reinjury rates still persist[1]. In an effort to better identify patient
readiness to return-to-sport and decrease risk of re-injury, novel
measures of patient function are being developed[2,3]. An
example of one of these novel measures comes from recent work
that used Lyapunov exponent (LyE), a nonlinear metric, to
describe control of shear ground reaction forces in ACLR
patients[3]. Their study found that ACLR patients had diminished
control (higher LyE values) compared to healthy subjects,
indicating altered function despite meeting majority of criteria for
return-to-sport. The ability to measure force control of the
quadriceps during a clinically reproducible task, such as the leg
press, may be important for further describing patient function
and guiding return-to-sport testing. This work aimed to describe
a method for measuring force control of the quadriceps during the
leg press as well as develop baseline comparative values of force
control in healthy individuals. We hypothesized there would be
no differences in force control between the dominant limb, nondominant limb, and both limbs working together in a young,
healthy population.
Methods
14 healthy subjects performed continuous repetitions of the
bilateral leg press, while the feet remained stationary, for two
minutes at 20% of their estimated one repetition maximum
(1RM) at 60bpm. Force profiles of dominant and nondominant
limb were measured individually using a set of custom, validated
force platforms that interfaced with the leg press machine. To
describe the total force throughout the task, force profiles of the
dominant and non-dominant limb were summed together. Peak
force values were extracted from each force profile and
normalized to each subject 1RM. Force control was measured
using LyE, which was calculated i g W f a g i h [4].
Descriptive statistics were calculated for normalized peak forces
and LyE values. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA with a
Bonferroni corrected post hoc analysis was performed to
compare LyE values from the total, dominant limb, and nondominant limb force profiles ( =0.05).
Results and Discussion
Our hypothesis that force control (measured as the LyE value
calculated from force profiles) would not differ between the
dominant limb, non-dominant limb, and total was partially
supported with a significant main effect being found (𝜂
0.395 . Force control was not significantly different between

dominant and non-dominant limbs. This was expected due to
subjects not having a significant history of lower extremity injury
and is in agreement with previous work that demonstrated similar
force control between limbs during a simulated cutting task [3].
However, contrary to our hypothesis, force control of the
dominant limb was diminished compared to the total and may be
d e he e a a e e f he d i a i b a a d i e a d he
non-d i a i b a a abi i e d i g bi a e a
bi i i g
tasks [5].
In summary, this work describes how force control of the
quadriceps can be measured in a clinically implementable
manner by using low-cost force platforms with nonlinear analysis
during the leg press. The baseline values developed through this
work may be used as a point of comparison for determining
abnormal force control in individuals with ACLR.

Figure 1: Bar chart of Lyapunov Exponent during the leg
press task. *p=0.001.
Significance
This work describes a method for measuring force control of the
quadriceps in a manner that may be performed in a clinical
setting. Future work will focus on the relationship between force
control and return-to-sport outcomes with the intent of
developing measures that, when used in conjunction with current
return-to-sport benchmarks, further describe patient readiness to
return-to-sport and reduce re-injury rates.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for Lyapunov exponent and normalized peak force data from leg press task. *indicates significant
difference in Lyapunov exponent values between dominant limb and total force profiles (p=0.001).
FORCE PROFILE
LYAPUNOV EXPONENT
NORMALIZED PEAK FORCE
MEAN±SD
95%CI
MEAN±SD
95%CI
TOTAL
*7.185±2.880
5.523-8.848
0.323±0.048
0.295-0.350
DOMINANT
*8.457±2.959
6.479-10.166
0.158±0.032
0.139-0.176
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NONDOMINANT
7.902±2.394
6.519-9.284
0.168±0.025
0.153-0.182
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Introduction
Individuals who sustain an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
injury and undergo ACL reconstruction (ACLR) are at high risk
of developing posttraumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA).1 There is
evidence that the biological processes involved in the progression
to PTOA, including breakdown of critical components of
tibiofemoral articular cartilage (e.g., type-II collagen) begin early
after ACL injury. It has been proposed that the persistent aberrant
gait biomechanics that are common following ACLR hasten the
progression of PTOA by perpetuating abnormal biological tissue
changes.2 A stiffened-knee strategy (i.e. lesser knee flexion angle
[KFA] and lesser internal knee extension moment [IKEM],) has
been linked to PTOA development. There is a dearth of
longitudinal studies to evaluate if early changes in joint tissue
metabolism associate with later changes in gait biomechanics.
The purpose of this study was to determine if KFA and IKEM
differed at 6 months post-ACLR in individuals with the highest
synovial fluid (SF) concentrations of type-II collagen turnover
(C2C:CPII) compared to those with lowest SF C2C:CPII
measured in the first 15 days prior to ACLR.

yrs, 26.9±8.4BMI). Individuals in the highest SF C2C:CPII group
demonstrated lesser KFA throughout the entirety of stance phase
compared to individuals in the lowest SF C2C:CPII group (Figure
1). Similarly, the highest SF C2C:CPII group demonstrated lesser
IKEM between 1 and 89% of stance (Figure 2).

Fig 1a

Fig 1b

Figure 1: Knee Flexion Angle: (A) The highest SF C2C:CPII
group (dotted line) demonstrated lesser KFA throughout the
entirety of stance phase compared to the lowest SF C2C:CPII
group (solid line), (B) as determined by the mean difference and
95% CI not crossing 0 throughout stance.

Methods
Thirty-eight individuals with an ACL injury were initially
included in the study (55% females, 20.9±3.5 yrs, 25.2±5.3 BMI)
and SF was aspirated 6.9±4.2 days following ACL injury. All
individuals underwent ACLR using the same bone-patellartendon-bone allograft procedure. Six months following the
ACLR, over-ground gait biomechanics were collected at a selfselected comfortable walking speed. A 3-dimentional motion
capture system (Vicon, Nexus, Denver, Colorado, United States)
was used to collect and integrate marker trajectories with force
data collected using 2 force plates (40 × 60 cm, FP406010, Bertec
Corporation, Columbus, Ohio, United States) embedded in a 6m
walkway. IKEM were normalized to the product of bodyweight
(N) and height (m) and KFA was described as the angle of the
tibia relative to the femur. Commercial enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assays were used to evaluate type-II collagen
breakdown (C2C) and type-II collagen synthesis (CPII)
concentrations in SF. Greater C2C:CPII ratios were interpreted
as greater collagen breakdown compared to synthesis (i.e. greater
type-II collagen turnover).2 Next, we stratified the cohort into
quartiles in order to determine the individuals with the highest (1st
quartile) and lowest (4th quartile) SF C2C:CPII at the time of
injury. Finally, we conducted a functional analysis of variance to
determine the mean differences and corresponding 95%
confidence intervals in KFA and IKEM throughout stance at 6
months post-ACLR between the highest and lowest SF C2C:CPII
groups. The highest and lowest groups were considered to be
different at points of stance where mean differences and
corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI) did not cross zero.

Fig 2a

Fig 2b

Figure 2: Internal Knee Extension Moment: (A) The highest
SF C2C:CPII group (dotted line) demonstrated lesser IKEM
between 1 and 89% of stance, (B) as determined by the mean
difference and 95% CI not crossing 0 for that portion of stance.
Significance
Our study demonstrates that greater SF concentrations of type-II
collagen turnover in the first several days following ACL injury
are associated with a more stiffened-knee gait strategy 6 months
following ACLR (i.e. lesser KFA and IKEM throughout the
majority of stance). Future studies may seek to modify early
biochemical changes immediately following ACL injury to
determine the effect on later changes in gait biomechanics that
may perpetuate poor longer-term joint health.
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Results and Discussion
10 individuals were included in the highest SF C2C:CPII group
(5 females, 20.9±3.1 yrs, 25.2±4.4BMI) and 10 individuals were
included in the lowest SF C2C:CPII group (6 females, 20.3±4.5
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Introduction
Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) occurs in 5.5/1000
full-term babies1. The Pavlik harness (PH) non-surgically treats
DDH grades 1-3 with 80-92% success2. While it is theorized that
the mechanism of spontaneous femoral head reduction using a
PH is a result of passive abduction of the hip by the weight of the
lower limbs during deep sleep3, the role of active hip movements
within the PH in aiding spontaneous reduction has not been
explored. Although PH is the best option to achieve closed
reduction for babies <6 months, it is restrictive/uncomfortable,
requiring 24/7 usage for many weeks; a duration which varies
widely based on the severity and among clinicians4. Additionally,
prolonged harness wear may have negative indications like
avascular necrosis or femoral nerve palsy5. Therefore, it is critical
to better understand the biomechanical impact of closed
reduction treatment to improve upon the decades-old PH. The
purpose of this study was to measure lower-extremity muscle
activity and hip ranges of motion of (1) DDH infants at Pavlik
Harness treatment onset and after successful treatment, and (2)
infants with mild hip instability who did not require Pavlik
harness treatment at the onset of an observation period for
dysplasia and after a normal ultrasound. The recorded values
were compared to healthy age-matched controls.
Figure 1. (A) Normalized EMG activity, (B) hip range of motion, and
(C) Motion capture markers and EMG sensors on participant.

Methods
Infants lay supine on a mat for 60 seconds. Surface
electromyography (Delsys, 1000 Hz) and motion capture (Vicon,
100 Hz) measured the lower-extremity muscle activity
(adductors, quadriceps, biceps femoris, gluteus maximus) and hip
range-of-motion of 26 infants. These included DDH infants at PH
treatment onset and after successful treatment (n=3), infants with
mild hip instability (no PH) at the beginning and end of clinical
observation (n=3), and healthy age-matched controls (n=20).

Limitations of the study include a small sample size in the hip
dysplasia population, and a data collection length of only 60
seconds. Future directions include continued enrollment for this
study, and utilizing hip ultrasound to examine infants with hip
instability in different positions and infant gear. As physicians
continue to prescribe the use of the Pavlik harness, further
research needs to be conducted on the biomechanical impact of
positioning for infants with hip instability, both for treatment and
long-term hip health.

Results and Discussion
The treatment or observation durations were 11 ± 6.3 weeks for
infants with DDH and 7 ± 5.4 weeks for infants with mild
instability. DDH infants (in the harness at first visit and out of it
at follow-up) showed similar muscle activity to controls at both
visits, while the mild instability cohort’s muscle activity was
similar at the first visit but lower at follow-up. At follow-up,
DDH infants, as well as the mild instability cohort, showed
similar hip range-of-motion to controls, but the mild instability
cohort showed lower abduction/adduction ROM. Treatment
durations for Pavlik harness treatment fell within the range of
values reported in literature, but varied widely (4 to 17 weeks).
The lower muscle activity of the mild instability cohort at followup may indicate that while the instability is resolved based on
ultrasound findings, it is likely that the lower muscle activity may
still pose a risk of future instability for these infants. This is also
indicated in the lower hip abduction/adduction range of motion
at follow up for these infants. Additionally, the mild instability
cohort may have lower muscle activity compared to the DDH
cohort due to lower opportunity to actively use muscles against
resistance (i.e. the Pavlik harness foot strap).

Significance
While the Pavlik harness is the gold-standard for closed reduction
of DDH in children younger than 6 months, understanding the
biomechanical changes infants undergo in such orthopedic
devices may educate clinicians’ decisions on treatment course
and duration.
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Introduction
Although stair ambulation and other common activities should be
included in the rehabilitation of the long-term effects of ACL
injury on knee function, most studies have focused on examining
ACL deficient during level walking [1]. When compared to level
walking, stair climbing produces increasing 12-25 % loading in
the knee joint and, consequently, a larger range of external
moments. Based on our literature reviews, developing practical
laboratory setup as a tool during stair climbing to assist in
evaluating the abnormalities in lower extremity that arise from an
ACL deficiency.
Therefore, the aim of this study is to develop and validate a fullbody musculoskeletal gait model driven by a single depth sensor
to estimate the ground reaction forces (GRFs) produced during
stairs climbing in patients with ACL reconstruction.

like actuators that are placed under each foot. To determine the
activation level of each actuator, activation threshold distance
was set to -0.01 m, and the activation threshold velocity was set
to 1.3 m/sec (Figure 1).
Mean differences between the measured and estimated GRFs
were compared using paired samples t-tests in order to establish
any significant difference between the measured and predicted
values. The ensemble curves and associated 95% confidence
intervals (CI95) of the GRFs were compared between both
approach.
Results and Discussion
The comparisons between the measured GRFs (force platforms)
and the estimated GRFs (AnyBodyTM model) at discrete time
points during the stair ascent is described in this section. For the
ACLR limb, good agreement and consistency were observed for
APGRF during the braking (Range ICC: 0.45 ~ -0.86) and
propulsive (Range ICC: 0.64 ~ 0.84) phases. Good consistency
was also observed for VGRF during the propulsive (Range ICC:
0.43 ~ 0.85), while poor agreement and consistency were
observed during the braking (Range ICC: 0.41 ~ 0.27) phase.
However, there were significant mean differences between the
estimated and the measured values during the gait cycle for the
vertical braking force (MD: 0.25 ± 0.05) and vertical propulsive
force (MD: 0.17 ± 0.01). Fair agreement and consistency were
observed for MLGRF during the propulsive (Range ICC: 0.43 ~
0.85) phase.
Generally, investigators have estimated the joint forces and
torques from inverse dynamics analysis using kinematic data and
GRF measurement from force platforms [4]. However, in the
present study, we examined the external validity of this approach
to estimate the GRFs during stair climbing that are widely used
in the assessment and evaluation of patients with ACL
reconstruction. The analysis of the GRFs can give valuable
information about basic locomotor mechanisms during gait in
patients undergoing orthopedic surgery and provide data which
can be used to evaluate the progression of the recovery process
in terms of their observed gait patterns.

Methods
Fifteen individuals with ACL injury who had undergone
reconstructive surgery with Bone-Patellar Tendon-Bone
Autograft (BTB) at least one year prior to recruitment where
enrolled in this study. GRFs data during stair climbing were
collected using a custom-built 3-step wooden staircase without
handrails.
The Kinect v.2 depth sensor (Microsoft Corp. Redmond, WA)
was located at 2.5 m from the staircase, at a height of 0.75 m from
the ground. The subjects performed three trials at their normal
walking speeds with barefoot. The depth data was analyzed by
subtracting the background depth information and tracking the
bjec mo emen using anthropometric models in order to
extract 26 joint trajectories using a customized Matlab code.

Significance
This study provided an external validation of a newly developed
method to estimate the GRFs during stair ascent that are used in
assessment and evaluation of patients who have undergone ACL
reconstruction. The ability of the developed model to effectively
estimate gait kinetics (e.g. GRFs) was apparent in its ability to
effectively assess gait abnormalities due to the ACL injury.

Figure 1: (a) the depth sensor image data with one sample stair
climbing task, (b) AnyBodyTM musculoskeletal model (KinectAB)
including the stick-figure and inverse dynamic analysis with the
estimated ground reaction force (red arrows).
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Results and Discussion
Introduction
Among several exercises for activating gluteus medius (Gmed),
side plank exercise showed highest-level activation of Gmed in
healthy subjects [1]. Also, side plank exercise is one of the
weight-bearing exercises that better replicate the functional
activities of daily living than the nonweight-bearing exercises
[2].
Figure 2: Comparison of trunk muscle activation among four
Body weights of individuals can be a resistance for
exercises (A: RA; B: EO; C: LM). %MVIC = percentage of maximal
exercise when performing sling-based exercises [3]. Huang et
voluntary isometric contraction; RA = rectus abdominis; EO =
al. (2011) also reported that exercises similar with sling-based
external oblique; LM = lumbar multifidus; SHA = side-lying hip
exercise are effective in activating the stabilizer muscles such
abduction; SPUS-N = side plank using a sling with neutral hip; SPUSas core muscles [3].
L = side plank using a sling with hip medial rotation; SPUS-M = side
However, it is unclear the effectiveness of side plank
plank using a sling with hip lateral rotation. †Significant difference
exercise using a sling (SPUS) on trunk and hip muscles
with SHA (p<.01). *Significant difference between SPUS subgroups
(p<.01).
activation in subjects with Gmed weakness. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to quantify muscle activation of the
rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (EO), lumbar
multifidus (LM), Gmed, gluteus maximus (Gmax) and tensor
fasciae latae (TFL) during SPUS with three different hip
rotations compared to side-lying hip abduction (SHA) exercise.
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Figure 3: Comparison of trunk muscle activation among four
exercises (A: Gmed; B: Gmax; C: TFL). %MVIC = percentage of
maximal voluntary isometric contraction; Gmed = gluteus medius;
Gmax = gluteus maximus; TFL = tensor fasciae latae; SHA = sidelying hip abduction; SPUS-N = side plank using a sling with neutral
hip; SPUS-L = side plank using a sling with hip medial rotation;
SPUS-M = side plank using a sling with hip lateral rotation.
†Significant difference with SHA (p<.01). *Significant difference
between SPUS subgroups (p<.01).

Methods
Twenty-two subjects with Gmed weakness were recruited.
SHA exercise was performed in the same procedure presented
in the previous study [4].
For SPUS with three different hip rotations, subjects were
positioned side-lying on the treatment table with test leg contact
the treatment table first, and then the both legs were suspended
on the sling by a principal investigator (SMB). The narrow
sling was positioned at the knee joint of test leg and the height
of narrow sling was placed at the perpendicular line drawn
across the upper shoulder and the foot of the test leg. Thus, the
subjects lifted their hip off the table by abducting the test leg
until the spine is in neutral position while abducting the top leg
about 20% of hip abduction’s maximal range of motion. Three
different SPUS are SPUS with neutral hip (SPUS-N), SPUS
with hip lateral rotation (SPUS-L), and SPUS with hip medial
rotation (SPUS-M).

Three SPUS exercises generally showed significantly higher
trunk and hip muscles activation than SHA. SPUS-M showed
significantly higher Gmed activation than SBUS-L and
significantly lower TFL activation than SPUS-N and SPUS-L.
The EO, LM, Gmed activation during three SPUS reached the
threshold of 40% to 60% MVIC that can effectively stimulate
muscle strength gains.
Significance
Especially, SPUS-N and SPUS-M rather than SPUS-L may be
prescribed for patients who have reduced Gmed strength after
injuries because they showed significantly higher Gmed
activation than SPUS-L. Patients who have Gmed weakness
with dominant TFL but have enough trunk stability to prescribe
SPUS-M position also may perform SPUS-M because SPUSM showed significantly lower TFL activation than SPUS-N and
SPUS-L.
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Figure 1: A; Side-lying hip abduction, B: Side plank exercise using a
sling with neutral hip, C: Side plank exercise using a sling with hip
lateral rotation, D: Side plank exercise using a sling with hip medial
rotation
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I
d ci
Anterior Cr ciate Ligament (ACL) tears are a highl pre alent
inj r and 30% of patients inc r a secondar tear1. One proposed
method of red cing the risk of secondar inj r after
reconstr ction is thro gh ret rn to pla (RTP) testing that
meas res limb-to-limb s mmetr . These differences, ho e er,
can be diffic lt to meas re ith traditional statistical methods.
Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) allo s for the comparison
of entire kinematic c r es and can identif ke parts of a
mo ement c cle here kinematic dissimilarities e ist. The longterm goal of this research is to combine Inertial Meas rement
Units (IMUs) and SPM to de elop more discriminator tests for
determining readiness for RTP. The p rpose of the present st d
as to se IMUs and SPM to determine if limb-to-limb kinematic
as mmetries occ r in ninj red s bjects d ring ario s r nning
conditions.

a

b

Fig e 1: Significance occ rs for
regions of the c r e that e ceed the
critical f- al e. (a) Significantl
greater plantarfle ion and lo er
dorsifle ion at the end of the gait
c cle d ring flat r nning on the nondominant limb. (b) At the end of
s ing phase on the DR- oods co rse,
the dominant limb had significantl
less fle ion. (c) On DR- oods,
participants also had significantl greater peak knee fle ion on the nondominant limb.

Me h d
Thirt -fi e health ad lts (28 5 ears, 72.4 11.4 kg, 1.75 0.08
m, 14 female) ere recr ited for this st d . Participants had no
prior inj r or s rger to their lo er e tremities. This st d as
appro ed b an IRB, and all participants pro ided informed
consent. Tr nk and lo er e tremit kinematics ere capt red
sing eight IMUs (128H , APDM). Participants completed an
o tdoor obstacle co rse hich incl ded flat and do nhill
r nning. For the flat r nning task (FR, 19 participants),
participants ere instr cted to r n bet een 75-100% of their
ma im m elocit along a ro ghl 18m flat, concrete path. For
the do nhill r nning task, t o co rses ere sed: one (DRoods, 25 participants) as a ro ghl 25-deg incline ith
e posed tree roots and compacted soil and the other (DR-gra el,
10 participants) as an appro imatel 11-deg incline ith a
mi ed grass and gra el r nning s rface. For both do nhill
co rses, participants ere instr cted to select a speed here the
felt comfortable and in control. Fo r trials of each task ere
collected for each participant, and gait c cles ere determined b
ass ming heel strikes coincided ith the local ma ima in the
IMU accelerometers on the feet. Sagittal plane kinematics ere
e tracted from one gait c cle per trial, hen the participant as
not accelerating, sing a c stom MATLAB script. SPM (spm1d
0.4.3) as sed to cond ct paired t-tests to e al ate as mmetr
d ring gait c cles.

dominant limb (Fig re 1c). DR-gra el onl sho ed a significant
difference bet een limbs in tr nk fle ion at ro ghl 60% of the
gait c cle (p=0.041).
On all three co rses, a large standard de iation in tr nk
fle ion indicated ide ariabilit in mo ement strateg bet een
participants and trials, so tr nk motion ma not be an appropriate
performance meas re in the ACLR gro p. The increased
diffic lt of the terrain on the DR- oods co rse likel res lted in
more aried r nning strategies hich increased the standard
de iation in the kinematic meas res. Ho e er, health
participants sho ed no limb-to-limb as mmetr in their knee or
hip d ring stance hen r nning do nhill, regardless of co rse.
Sig ifica ce
R nning is an effecti e task at discerning kinematic similarities
in a health pop lation, partic larl at the knee and hip; ho e er,
the terrain sho ld be considered hen determining hat is
normal as s mmetr aried bet een co rses. B tili ing SPM,
r nning tasks ma ha e the potential to identif limb-to-limb
as mmetries in the ACLR pop lation as part of RTP protocols.
Tho gh this has been pre io sl obser ed in laborator
e periments, this st d highlights that an IMU s stem can be
sed to identif as mmetries in kinematics in the sagittal plane in
more challenging, real- orld en ironments o tside of the lab.
These de ices co ld potentiall assist clinicians in discerning
ariations in ne rom sc lar control strategies. F t re research
ill e al ate patient performance in these and other tasks in order
to determine their alidit as part of an RTP protocol.

Re
a d Di c i
D ring flat r nning, no significant kinematic as mmetries ere
fo nd in the knee, hip, or tr nk for health ol nteers. In the
ankle, kinematic as mmetries ere seen d ring ma im m
plantarfle ion (p=0.002) and at the end of the s ing phase
(p=0.016) (Fig re 1a). In an in-lab st d sing marker-based
motion capt re, H ghes-Oli er et al fo nd a similar lack of
kinematic differences in the sagittal plane in health participants
d ring a r nning task on a 20m alk a sing motion capt re.
This s pports the se of IMUs as a fast, reliable a to capt re
kinematic data.
Similar to flat r nning, DR- oods sho ed a significantl
greater (p<0.001) amo nt of plantarfle ion (Fig re 1b) and an
increased amo nt of peak knee fle ion (p=0.019) on the non-
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Introduction
Sagittal plane gait alterations after anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLR) are associated with early osteoarthritis
(OA) development.1 Quadriceps weakness is associated with
aberrant gait mechanics2, and patients with bone-patellar tendonbone grafts (BPTB) are slower at recovering quadriceps strength
compared to those with alternative grafts.3 Few research studies
have evaluated electromechanical delay (i.e., latency) following
ACLR.4 Additionally, the impact of patellar tendon harvest on
electromechanical delay is unknown. The purpose of this study
was to investigate latency between peak quadriceps muscle
activation and external knee flexion moment (pKFM), among
patients who received BPTB grafts and those with alternative
graft types.
Figure 2: Limb-by-Graft type interaction effect (p=0.03) was
observed;the involved limb in the BPTB group displayed longer
latency.

Methods
Sixty-seven participants (19 BPTB / 48 hamstring autograft or
soft-tissue allograft) were recruited 6±2 months after primary
ACLR. Gait kinetics, kinematics, and electromyography (EMG)
data (rectus femoris [RF], medial [VM] / lateral [VL] vasti) were
collected during overground walking at self-selected speeds.
EMG data were high-pass filtered (2nd order Butterworth at
30Hz), rectified, and low-pass filtered (6Hz) to create a linear
envelope. Signal events for peak quadriceps activations and
pKFM during the first 50% of stance were created using Visual
3D (C-motion, Germantown, MD), and latency was determined
as the time between the events in milliseconds. 2×2 ANOVA
(limb by graft type) ( 0.0 ), adjusted for gait speed as a
covariate, was run for our 3 variables of interest (latency between
peak RF/VL/VM to pKFM). Demographic variables were
evaluated using Pearson Chi-squared tests and T-tests.

A limb-by-graft type interaction effect was observed for peak
VM to pKFM latency (p=0.03), with the BPTB group
demonstrating longer latency in their involved versus uninvolved
limb. There were no interlimb differences in the alternative graft
type group (Figure 1). No significant findings were observed for
latency between peak RF or VM to pKFM (Table 1).
The a ella e d
abili
a fe f ce f ll i g ACLR
using a BPTB autograft may be compromised. We found longer
latency from peak VM to pKFM in the involved limb of the
BPTB group relative to the uninvolved limb of the BPTB group,
and both limbs of the hamstring autograft and soft-tisue allograft
group. Further investigation including a larger sample size is
waranted, as significant differences were not observed for the VL
or RF to pKFM latencies. Our preliminary findings, however,
suggest BPTB graft harvest may accentuate poor neuromuscular
control during activities such as gait (due to the longer time
between muscle activation and torque production).

Results and Discussion
Our BPTB group was younger (p<0.01), had lower quadriceps
strength index (p<0.01), and had more non-contact ACL injuries
compared to contact injuries (p=0.02). No differences were
observed for time from surgery to testing, height, weight, BMI,
sex distribution, and meniscal status.

Significance
A graft type specific rehabilitation approach may be necessary to
address impairments including altered gait mechanics following
ACLR with a BPTB graft. Further research should investigate the
role of EMG latency during gait longitudinally after ACLR using
larger sample sizes, and the role of patellar tendon morphology5
on torque production during gait.

Latency (ms)

Variables

Graft type

Limb × Graft
interaction
(p=)
Involved Uninvolved

BPTB
69.6 (11.2) 67.5 (15.1)
0.270
Other
72.3 (18.1) 64.0 (15.3)
BPTB
78.8 (18.2) 70.4 (17.5)
0.434
VL to pKFM
Other
73.9 (19.3) 70.1 (17.6)
BPTB 87.9 (18.9) 73.5 (18.1)
VM to pKFM
0.031*
Other
72.6 (22.7) 72.5 (14.7)
Table 1: Mean (SD) latency and significance (Limb×Graft type
interaction effect) for variables of interest.
RF to pKFM
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Introduction
Post-traumatic knee osteoarthritis (OA) following anterior
cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR) is a well documented
phenomenon1. Several studies have investigated the development
of OA within the tibiofemoral compartment following ACLR.
We have associated asymmetries in gait mechanics, including
underloading of the involved limb’s medial compartment (vs.
uninvolved), to the eventual development of knee OA 5 years
after surgery2. Recent reports, however, suggest that
patellofemoral OA after ACLR may be as prevalent as, if not
more prevalent than, tibiofemoral OA3. Despite this high
prevalence of patellofemoral OA, little has been done to
investigate the potential mechanisms leading to the disease’s
development within this compartment. Thus, the purpose of this
study is to examine the biomechanical state of the patellofemoral
compartment in the early months after ACLR. We hypothesize
that asymmetries in patellofemoral mechanics (i.e. peak knee
flexion angle [pKFA], peak knee flexion moment [pKFM], and
peak patellofemoral contact force [pPCF]) will exist 3 months
after reconstruction with lesser values within the involved limb.

Figure 1: Patellofemoral
contact
force
(n=10).
Figure 1. After ACLR,
PF joint
contactthroughout
force is lower instance
the
involved
knee compared
uninvolved peak
knee (n compared
= 10).
Note the involved
limb
displaysto the
a reduced
to the
uninvolved limb. [Shaded area = ± 1 standard deviation]

Methods
10 participants (7 male, age: 24 ± 6 years, BMI: 25.4 ± 2.3 kg/m2)
completed overground walking trials at their self-selected
walking speed 3 months after ACLR. Kinematics, kinetics, and
surface electromyography (EMG) were collected bilaterally and
used as inputs into a validated, EMG-informed musculoskeletal
model4. Patellofemoral contact forces, normalized to the
subject’s bodyweight (BW), were determined using similar
methodologies established by Shelburne et al. and Yamaguchi et
al.5,6. Three gait trials for each limb were averaged for every
subject. pKFA, pKFM, and pPCF were determined for each limb
and then averaged across all subjects to get the average pKFA,
pKFM, and pPCF in each limb. A one-tailed student’s t-test (α =
0.05) was used to compare the peak values for each
biomechanical variable across limbs.

Reduced involved limb loading (vs. uninvolved limb) early
after reconstruction has been linked to eventual OA development
within the tibiofemoral joint. A similar mechanism could be
occurring within the patellofemoral joint. It should be noted that,
as this was only three months after surgery, muscle weakness (i.e.
reduced quadriceps strength) may be an essential factor driving
these asymmetries in mechanics. Future work needs to assess
patellofemoral mechanics at later timepoints to see if these
asymmetries persist or resolve with time and needs to examine
whether or not there is an association between these altered
mechanics and early signs of OA development.
Significance
Asymmetries in tibiofemoral gait mechanics early after ACLR
have previously been associated with the eventual development
of tibiofemoral OA. To our knowledge, this is one of the first
studies to examine patellofemoral gait mechanics in the early
months following ACLR, particularly with regards to
patellofemoral contact force. Asymmetries reported here may be
associated with the eventual development of patellofemoral OA.
This information could be useful in understanding the
biomechanical basis for patellofemoral OA development and
may be useful in informing the design of preventative
rehabilitation techniques to delay the disease’s progression later
into life.

Results and Discussion
As hypothesized, asymmetries in pKFA, pKFM, and pPCF were
present 3 months after ACLR with the involved limb displaying
lesser values compared to the uninvolved limb (Table 1). Of note,
significant underloading of the involved limb’s patellofemoral
compartment (vs. uninvolved) is occurring at this early time point
(Figure 1).
Table 1: Involved and Uninvolved Limb Patellofemoral Knee
Gait Variables 3 months after ACLR
Significance
Variable
Involved
Uninvolved
(p-value)
20.11 ± 3.93 21.16 ± 2.36
0.131
pKFA (°)
pKFM
3.72 ± 1.41
5.43 ± 0.81
0.006
(%BW*HT)
1.16 ± 0.51
1.50 ± 0.35
0.023
pPCF (BW)
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Subjects then performed 10 consecutive drop landings. Mean and
standard deviation of the estimated 3D knee angle of all collected
trials were calculated for analysis.

Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries are the most common
knee injury in sports. The injury usually occurs during landing or
cutting tasks, and it can result in immediate knee instability, loss
of season and posttraumatic knee osteoarthritis. The
biomechanical deficits, such as small knee flexion, excessive
knee abduction, are considered to be the risk factors for ACL
injury [1]. However, identifying athletes with these
biomechanical deficits and training them to move differently is
currently done in the biomechanics laboratory which limits the
widespread implementation of screening and training. Inertial
measurement units (IMUs) are suitable for knee kinematics
measurement for their advantages of small size, low cost and
portability. Previous approaches using IMUs to assess ACL
injury risk during jump landings typically only estimate knee
flexion angle [2]. However, the knee abduction angle is also a
critical measurement for injury risk assessment [1], though it is
challenging to estimate due to its relatively small range of motion.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to develop and validate
an algorithm for accurately measuring the 3D knee angle during
a landing task.

4-marker cluster

Tracking
markers

𝑞

𝑞⨂ 𝑞∗
𝑞∗ ⨂ 𝑞

IMU

Z
Y

2

30 cm

X

Figure 1: Experimental setup for the drop landing testing.

Results and Discussion
The accuracy of the estimated knee flexion angle, abduction
angle and internal rotation angle was 0.17 1.27°, -1.17 1.71°
and 3.18 2.76 ° , respectively (Fig. 2). Knee flexion angle
estimation was substantially more accurate than previously
reported approaches [2]. T
g
e
de
a e
reported IMU knee abduction angle accuracy during drop
landings, our findings are notably more accurate than previous
estimations during walking [4].

Methods
Two IMUs were used for 3D knee angle estimation. To estimate
the 3D knee angle, we first estimated the sensor orientation 𝑞
through a two-step complementary filter. The filter updated the
orientation using accelerometer and gyroscope data in the first
step and corrected the orientation using magnetometer data in the
second step. Finite state machines were used to regulate the filter
gain in each step according to the acceleration and magnetic
disturbances [3]. Then, we calculated the sensor to body segment
rotation 𝑞 through Eq. (1), where 𝑞 is a known orientation
measured in the calibration stage. Finally, we calculated the
orientation 𝑞 through the thigh orientation 𝑞 and shank
orientation 𝑞 , as in Eq. (2). The estimated 3D knee angle was
the Euler representation of 𝑞 .
𝑞

1

Definition
markers

Internal rotation

Abduction

Flexion

(1)
(2)

Figure 2: Estimated 3D knee angle for a typical trial. Solid lines indicate
IMU estimation, and dotted lines represent motion capture reference
values.

Five healthy subjects (age 32.8 2.8 years, height 174 5.7
cm, mass 63.2 4.8 kg, all male) performed validation drop
landing testing while wearing 13 markers on their dominant leg.
Two 4-marker clusters were used for motion tracking, and the
other five markers were used for segment definition (Fig. 1). An
IMU (MTw, Xsens, Netherlands) was aligned and fixed on each
cluster. Each subject performed drop landing trials from a 30 cm
platform. A sixteen camera motion capture system (Vicon,
Oxford, UK) and Visual3D (C Motion, MD, USA) were used for
computing reference knee joint angles. The IMUs and Vicon
system were electronically synchronized, and the sampling rates
were both 100 Hz. Subjects first stood on the platform in a neutral
pose for 10 s with the foot aligned with the platform as calibration.
We assumed the 3D knee angles were all zero in this state.

Significance
The presented IMU-based 3D knee angle estimation algorithm
was relatively accurate in both the sagittal and frontal planes, and
could serve as a foundational element to help facilitate in-field
biomechanical ACL injury risk assessment.
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Introduction
Walking biomechanics are associated with patient-reported
outcomes (PRO) after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction
(ACLR); e.g., vertical ground reaction force (vGRF), knee
flexion angle (KFA), and external peak knee adduction moment
(KAM). Although associations between walking biomechanics
and PRO have been identified, additional complex and still
unknown relationships between gait biomechanics and PRO
likely exist. Researchers have utilized traditional regression
models to investigate associations between discrete
biomechanical variables (e.g., peak vGRF) and PRO; yet this
approach likely limits the ability to make additional discoveries
regarding biomechanical characteristics throughout the entire
stance phase of gait for individuals with desirable PRO. The
purpose of this study was to test a novel exploratory statistical
approach that is capable of clustering ACLR patients based
upon functional and discrete walking biomechanics, and then
examine potential differences in PRO between the resulting
patient clusters. We hypothesized that resulting patient clusters
based upon functional and discrete biomechanical measures
would differ in PRO and provide direction for future research
concerning what biomechanical characteristics are most
important in the pursuit of improved PRO for ACLR patients.

the direction of these differences is informative: Cluster 3
patients exhibited much greater peak KAM values than the
patients in Clusters 1-2.
These results provide a novel view of relationships between
functional and discrete walking biomechanics and PRO after
ACLR. The patients with similar vGRF and peak KAM values,
yet different KFA curves, achieved similar PRO (Clusters 1 and
2). The Cluster 3 patients exhibited greater vGRF during the
first 25% of stance, peak KAM values, and KFA excursion
during the first 25% of stance; although not statistically
significant, these patients trended toward improved PRO. This
suggests, perhaps, that increased peak KAM values, or
increased vGRF and KFA excursion during the first quarter of
stance might lead to improve PRO for ACLR patients. All of
these findings can inform future research studies.

Methods
We measured walking biomechanics and Knee Injury and
Osteoarthritis Outcome Scores (KOOS) for 131 ACLR patients
(Time post-ACLR = 100 ± 10 months; Age = 21 ± 3 yrs; BMI
= 24.4 ± 3.7). Subjects were categorized as symptomatic or
asymptomatic using KOOS scores [1]. vGRF and KFA curves,
across the stance phase of gait, and peak KAM values were
clustered using a random partition model as prior distribution
for B-spline coefficients in a Bayesian hierarchical model
embedded with a predictor dependent partition model [2]. Then,
clusters were created using a least squares approach [3]. A chisquared test was used to test for associations between the
resulting patient clusters and frequency of symptomatic and
asymptomatic patients.
Results and Discussion
The cluster analysis revealed four distinct clusters of ACLR
patients. Clusters 1-4 contained 53, 67, 9, and 2 patients
respectively. We chose to omit Cluster 4 from additional
analyses due to its small size. As expected, significant (p < 0.05)
differences existed between clusters for the vGFR and KFA
curves (Figure 1), and KAM values (0.022 ± 0.006, 0.022 ±
0.006, and 0.040 ± 0.007 BW H for Clusters 1-3 respectively).
Percentages of symptomatic patients for each cluster were 55,
55, and 33% for Clusters 1-3 respectively; these percentages did
not statistically differ, however, this was likely due to the small
size of Cluster 3. Although differences in KAM were expected,

Fig 1. vGRF (A) and KFA (B), plotted across the stance
phase of walking, for the four distinct patient clusters.
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Introduction
Femoral nailing is a procedure conducted to repair a fractured
femur. There are two main approaches within femoral nailing: the
antegrade procedure enters the femur though the hip, while the
retrograde procedure through the knee. Antegrade femoral
nailing is used for proximal femur fractures. Retrograde femoral
nailing optimal for patients suffering from multiple injuries,
ipsilateral femoral neck and shaft fractures, and obese paitents1.
The purpose of this study was to quantify the differences in
how well patients recover following surgery. The method used to
quantify differences was to evaluate gait by analyzing the
moments and angles about the hip and knee of femoral nailing
patients, comparing the results of the retrograde versus antegrade
procedures. Previous clinical studies comparing the two
operations report quadricep atrophy, knee stiffness and knee pain
in retrograde patients and, atrophy of the hip abductor muscles
and hip pain in antegrade patients2. These findings support our
hypothesis of decreased range of motion of the knee in retrograde
femoral nailing and of the hip in antegrade.

patients had reduced knee flexion during early stance, an
increased knee abduction moment, and a decreased knee
extension moment. The hip extension moment of retrograde
patients also decreased. Antegrade patients displayed a decrease
in hip abduction moment and hip adduction angle.
Antegrade patients showed significantly less deviation from
the control group than retrograde patients. Minor decreases in hip
abduction moment and hip adduction angle were observed. This
can be attributed to weakened hip abductor muscles and hip pain2.
Two of the three retrograde patients had decreased knee
flexion during the early stance and a decreased knee extension
moment (Fig. 1). All of the retrograde patients were observed to
have a significantly higher knee abduction moment during the
stance phase of their gait (Fig. 1). The decreased flexion and
extension of the injured knee combined with the decreased hip
extension moment indicate that the patient is walking with a
straighter injured leg, leading to the increased knee abduction
moment. The straight leg gait also puts these patients in a more
injury prone position.
Increased knee extension moment observed in the retrograde
patients puts these patients at a greater risk of suffering a
posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) tear, of which hyperextension
is a mechanism of injury. Coupled with the fact that PCL injuries
are found to be concomitant with femoral fractures3, the
retrograde procedure likely puts patients at an increased risk of
PCL tear.

Methods
Experimental data was collected six months after surgery for 6
subjects: 3 antegrade patients (3M; 32±19.08 y.o.) and 3
retrograde patients (2F,1M; 53.67±12.58 y.o.). Subjects were
recorded using 3D motion capture and five force plates. Walking
trials were collected on a 15m walkway at a self-selected walking
speed. A minimum of six trials were analyzed for each subject.
The Plug-in-Gait model was used to calculate joint kinematics
and kinetics, then exported to Matlab for analysis.
Results and Discussion
Motion analysis revealed key differences between the retrograde
and antegrade procedures, mainly at the hip and knee. Retrograde
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Significance
The antegrade femoral nailing procedure is the better procedure
of the two, from a kinematic and kinetic standpoint. Following
the antegrade procedure, patients had a gait that more closely
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Figure 1. Hip, knee kinematics and kinetics for the injured limb of subjects: antegrade red, retrograde black, normal blue.
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Introduction
Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR) restores
stability to the knee but does not prevent the development of posttraumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA). Gait aberrations in the involved
limb, such as reduced peak knee flexion angles, flexion moments,
and adduction moments (pKFA, pKFM, pKAM respectively), are
commonly reported 6 months after surgery and are associated
with PTOA 1,2,3. Our lab has found that individuals who develop
radiographic PTOA 5 years after ACLR display significantly
lower peak medial compartment contact forces (pMCF) in their
involved knee 6 months after surgery, compared to those who do
not develop PTOA2. While these asymmetries are present up to
1 year after ACLR, they tend to level out by 2 years4. However,
regaining symmetry this far after surgery may be too late to help
slow the onset of PTOA. It is currently unknown how
asymmetries in gait mechanics progress in the early months after
reconstruction when modifications may be more beneficial to an
indi id al long-term health. The purpose of this study was to
examine how biomechanical asymmetries progress from 3 to 6
months after ACLR. We hypothesized that individuals will be
more asymmetric 3 months after ACLR (vs. 6 months).

asymmetries early after surgery affect the long term biochemical
health of knee cartilage.
Table 1: Mean involved and uninvolved limb values of knee gait
biomechanical variables at 3 and 6 months .
3 Months

Methods
Twenty-two participants (13 males, age: 22 ± 6 years, BMI: 24.5
± 3.6 kg/m2) underwent gait analysis 3 and 6 months after ACLR.
Individuals walked overground at self-selected speeds while
kinematic (120 Hz), kinetic (1080 Hz), and surface
electromyography (1080 Hz) data were collected. Walking speed
was maintained at both time points. Joint contact forces and
muscle forces were calculated using a validated, EMG-informed,
subject specific musculoskeletal model5. Quadriceps force was
calculated by summing the forces of the rectus femoris, vastus
medialis, vastus lateralis, and the vastus intermedius during the
first 50% of stance. Peak quadriceps force (pEXT), pKAM,
pKFM, and pMCF were variables of interest. Interlimb difference
(ILD = involved - uninvolved) was calculated for each variable
at each time point. A one-tailed St dent s t-test ( = 0.05) as
used to assess significance between knees at each time point.

6 Months

Variable

Involved

Uninvolved

p-Value

Involved

Uninvolved

p-Value

pKFA (Degrees)

17.81 ± 6.83

21.82 ± 5.23

<0.001

20.25 ± 4.92

22.88 ± 6.65

0.006

pKFM (%BW*HT)

3.36 ± 1.68

5.70 ± 1.61

<0.001

4.29 ± 1.71

5.87 ± 2.14

<0.001

pKAM (%BW*HT)

2.89 ± 1.18

2.84 ± 0.85

0.42

3.03 ± 1.25

3.04 ± 0.99

0.48

pMCF (BW)

2.69 ± 0.75

3.01 ± 0.43

0.037

2.91 ± 0.60

3.13 ± 0.45

0.081

pEXT (BW)

2.03 ± 0.86

2.81 ± 0.70

<0.001

2.40 ± 0.70

3.00 ± 0.89

0.001

Figure 1: Comparison of 3 month and 6 month interlimb values
(ILD = involved uninvolved). All gait variables had higher
levels of asymmetry at 3 months than 6 months after ACLR.
Significance
It is well known that asymmetries after ACLR place an individual
at risk for developing PTOA, however it is unclear how early
these asymmetries need to be resolved to give someone their best
chance at long term joint health. This study found that
asymmetries between limbs improves from 3 to 6 months after
surgery. While symmetrical gait for many is still not obtained by
6 months, this data shows that individuals can regain symmetry
during this time which may be critical in preventing the onset of
PTOA. If this is the case further rehab and gait training between
3 and 6 months after ACLR may be needed to help individuals
regain symmetry.

Results and Discussion
As hypothesized, we found smaller ILDs in all variables of
interest at 6 months when compared to the 3-month time point
(Figure 1). These trends toward symmetry may be driven by the
improved symmetry in peak quadriceps force that is occurring
between time points. Of interest, the difference between limbs of
many of the biomechanical variables were significantly different
regardless of time point (Table 1).
While asymmetries at 6 months after ACLR are linked to the
eventual development of OA, this data shows greater
asymmetries 3 months after surgery. Asymmetries at 3 months
are more pronounced in our cohort, however, it is unknown
whether early asymmetries at 3 months initiates long term
damage to cartilage and if improving asymmetry between 3 and
6 months after surgery protects the long-term health of the
cartilage. Future work will investigate how changes in
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evaluated using
correction.

Introduction
Injury to the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is one of the most
common knee injuries occurring in sports. Patients often elect to
undergo surgical intervention in an effort to return to high-level
sports (RTS) activities. However, ACL reconstructed (ACLR)
individuals have an increased chance of suffering a second ACL
injury after RTS [1]. While mechanical stability may be restored
after surgery, lingering somatosensory impairments may still
exist after RTS. Somatosensory deficits may encourage sensory
reweighting, forcing the central nervous system to rely more on
visual feedback during sports activities [2].
Static postural stability measures have previously been used
to evaluate an ACLR patient s knee function before RTS [3,4].
Single-limb postural stability assessments of ACLR individuals
have demonstrated mixed results [3,4]. The conflicting findings
may be the result of a wide variety of testing positions (flexed or
extended knee position), surfaces (rigid or compliant), vision
(eyes open (EO) or eyes closed (EC)) conditions, as well as center
of pressure (COP) measures.
Visual perturbations used to assess static postural stability
may be of increased importance for individuals returning from
ACLR. However, assessing only the extremes of vision (EO vs.
EC) may not appropriate for RTS protocols. Stroboscopic glasses
are a clinical tool that offers the assessor increased levels of
visual disruption [5]. Therefore, we hypothesized that ACLR
individuals will rely on vision more than healthy controls (HC)
when testing beyond an EO/EC intervention.

pairwise

comparisons

with

Bonferroni

Results and Discussion
The findings of this study were partially in line with our
hypothesis. First, we expected to observe an interaction effect
between the group and vision conditions; however, our results did
not support this hypothesis. Main effects for the group condition
were observed only for sway area (p = .049). No significant
differences were observed for the rest of the group COP
variables. However, significant differences were found within
visual conditions for each dependent variable, which did support
our initial hypothesis (Table 1).
In this study, ACLR individuals demonstrated a ~26%
increased sway area (281.26 mm2/s) when compared to HC
(223.93 mm2/s). These results are similar to Bonfim [7], who
found increased postural sway in ACLR limbs during single-leg
stance testing. In contrast to previous literature, our study did not
find a significant group difference in RMS distance, mean
velocity, or mean frequency measures. Mohammadi [3] found a
difference between ACLR and HC limbs for both COP velocity
and amplitude measures. Our results are in alignment with
Bodkin [4], who also found no significant group difference when
reporting mean velocity. These conflicting findings may partially
be explained by methodological differences in stance position
(knee flexed vs. extended).
Significance
ACLR individuals did not perform significantly worse on static
postural stability measures than HC, as visual disruption was
increased. The findings in this study indicate that individuals with
ACLR may not rely on increased visual information during static
postural stability assessments as original theorized. However, the
knee extended testing position may not be challenging enough to
observe changes in static postural stability. Clinicians may
consider alternate testing positions before evaluating an ACLR
patient s postural stability before RTS.

Methods
Thirteen ACLR (F=6, 20±1 years, 1.71±0.09 m, 76.1±8.1 kg,
28.0±9.7 months since surgery) volunteered for this study and
were age and sex-matched with recreationally active HC (F=6,
21±2 years, 1.71±0.10 m, 69.5±11.6 kg). During each trial,
participants were asked to stand barefoot, on an AMTI force plate
(Watertown, MA, USA), under three visual conditions: 1) EO; 2)
low visual disruption (LVD); 3) high visual disruption (HVD)
using stroboscopic glasses (Senaptec, Beaverton, OR, USA).
Ground reaction forces were captured at 1000 Hz for 30s and
filtered using a fourth-order, Butterworth low-pass filter with a
cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. COP signal calculations for
dependent variables were based on previous work [6]. For group
comparisons, the ACLR injured limb was compared to the
matched limb of the healthy control group. Four two factor
(group x vision) ANOVA s ( = 0.05) were performed on COP
measures (SPSS 26, IBM, USA). Significant main effects were
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Table 1: Means and standard deviations for visual COP comparisons; a = (p<0.05) between EO and LVD; b = (p<0.05) between EO and HVD
Measure
RMS distance (mm)
Mean velocity (mm/s)
Sway area (mm2/s)
Mean frequency (Hz)

ACLR - EO
11.49 ± 2.23a,b
48.16 ± 10.17a,b
168.74 ± 51.49a,b
0.77 ± 0.18a,b

ACLR - LVD
15.03 ± 1.10
75.10 ± 14.44
338.10 ± 82.69
0.91 ± 0.17

ACLR - HVD
14.83 ± 2.72
73.25 ± 20.40
336.94 ± 141.45
0.89 ± 0.17
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HC - EO
10.49 ± 2.17a,b
40.82 ± 10.52a,b
130.0 ± 53.40a,b
0.72 ± 0.20a,b

HC - LVD
14.83 ± 2.24
65.57 ± 18.62
290.61 ± 101.76
0.80 ± 0.20

HC - HVD
13.22 ±1.56
62.42 ± 13.97
251.18 ± 76.92
0.85 0.18
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Introduction
Over 8.5 million sports- and recreational-related injuries are
reported per year with over 40% of these injuries occurring to the
lower extremity [1]. Participation in sports and physical activity
oftren require single-leg tasks including running, jumping, and
landing. During these tasks, the hip acts to dissipate forces,
stabilize the lower extremity, and progress the body forward [2].
During weight acceptance of single-leg tasks, the hip flexes,
adducts, and internally rotates to dissipate external moments
acting on the hip joint [3,4]. Hip musculature weakness and
deleterious hip mechanics have been reported in a variety of
injured populations. Due to conflicting results in these studies,
the relationship among hip strength and hip mechanics remains
unclear. Therefore, the purpose of this systematic review was to
gather available research and evaluate the association between
hip strength and hip biomechanics during single-leg tasks in
healthy populations.

revealed a significant negative relationship between HABDS and
frontal plane hip RoM (p=0.037). A significant negative
relationship was found among hip strength and transverse plane
hip RoM (p=0.006). Stratification of hip strength tests revealed a
significant negative relationship among HEXTS and transverse
plane hip RoM (p=0.018). No significant relationships were
found among hip strength and sagittal plane hip RoM or when
hip strength tests were stratified.
Increased frontal and transverse plane hip motion has been
implicated with increased patellofemoral joint stress and
patellofemoral pain in athletic activites [5-7]. While the metaanalyses calculated statatistically significant correlations, the
weakness of the r-values questions the clinical significance of the
results and warrants further investigation. A variety of factors
may influence the weakness of the relationships. The total sample
size was 82≤n≤302 for each meta-analysis; however, none of the
individual studies had sample sizes larger than n=40. The sample
sizes for individual studies may not be large enough for these
relationsips to be clinically meaningful. A variety of populations
(e.g. males, females, combined sexes) and single-leg tasks were
included in this systematic review and meta-analyses. Kinematic
motion analysis methodologies (2D or 3D) were also not
consistent between studies. Though the meta-analyses showed
homogeneity, results should be understood in the context of these
limitations. The relationship among hip strength and hip
kinematics may be sex-, task-, and/or methodology-specific.

Methods
The protocol of the systematic review was developed using
PRISMA guidelines. In November 2019, electronic databases
were systematically searched to identify research studies on the
relationship among hip strength and lower extremity kinematics
during single-leg taks. Inclusion criteria required 1) healthy
adolescent and adults, 2) isometric or isokinetic hip strength, 3)
single-leg task, 4) two- (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) hip
range of motion (RoM) measure during a single-leg task, 5)
correlational study, and 6) cross-sectional design.
Two reviewers independently screened the articles for
inclusion (MCG, MCW) and quality (MCG, JTH) and then data
were extracted. Meta-analyses were conducted using
Comprehensive Meta-Analysis Software (Biostat, Inc.;
Englewood, NJ) analysing the correlation between hip strength
(abduction, external rotation, and extension) and hip RoM
(frontal, transverse, and sagittal). Hip strength measures were
stratified into either abduction (HABDS), external rotation
(HERS), or extension (HEXTS) for subgroup analyses.
Significance was set at p<0.05.

Significance
Results of the systematic review highlight the importance for
further investigation among the relationships of hip strength and
hip kinematics during single-leg tasks. The current literature is
varied regarding task, sex, methodology and lacks adequate
sample sizes. Meta-analysis results do suggest lower HABDS and
HEXTS are related to greater frontal and transverse plane hip
RoM, respectively, while sagittal plane hip RoM is not assocated
with hip strength.
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Results and Discussion
The systematic search returned 14,969 articles. Fifty-seven
articles underwent full-text review and 11 were included for
analysis. Results from the meta-analysis can be found in Table 1.
No relationship was found among hip strength and frontal
plane hip adduction RoM. Stratification of hip strength tests

Table 1. Meta-analyses of relationship between hip strength and hip RoM during single-leg tasks. * indicates significance (p<0.05).
Hip Frontal Plane RoM
Hip Transverse Plane RoM
Hip Sagittal Plane RoM
Hip Strength
r
p
r
p
r
p
Overall
-0.136
0.092
-0.134
0.006*
-0.007
0.900
HABDS
-0.169
0.037*
-0.106
0.117
-0.020
0.803
HERS
-0.037
0.720
-0.107
0.116
-0.019
0.851
HEXTS
-0.254
0.097
-0.241
0.018*
0.036
0.756
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Introductions
Gait aberrations after ACL reconstruction (ACLR) are a
commonly reported phenomenon1. One of the most frequently
examined gait biomechanical variables after ACLR is external
knee adduction moment which many consider to be
representative of medial compartment loading1,2. However, these
studies fail to account for the possibility of co-contraction
between knee agonist/antagonist muscle pairs which may also
influence tibiofemoral loading. Muscle co-contraction indices
(CCIs), a representative measure of co-contraction, can give
insight into the relative amount of co-contraction between muscle
pairs; with a higher CCI indicative of more co-contraction3. High
CCIs of knee muscles are associated with quadriceps weakness4,
and women after ACLR display weaker quadriceps compared to
men5. Also, sex differences exist in gait mechanics between men
and women6,7, which might alter CCIs among sexes. Despite
extensive investigations into altered gait mechanics after ACLR,
little is known about CCIs during the early months after surgery.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine CCIs in the
involved and uninvolved limbs for both sexes in patients 3
months after ACLR. We hypothesized that the involved limb
would display higher CCIs compared to the uninvolved limb, and
women would display higher CCIs compared to men.

✦

✧

✦

Figure 1: ✦ Main effects of sex for VM-LG (p < 0.01) and VL-LG (p
= 0.01). For both variables, women had higher CCIs regardless of limb.
✧ Main effect of limb for VL-LH (p = 0.02). The involved limb had
higher CCIs than the uninvolved limb regardless of sex.

Our findings suggest that CCIs after ACLR differ based on
sex. However, given that there were no effects of limb for these
variables, it is unknown if the findings in sex differences were a
result of the ACLR, or if this is reflecting typical sex differences
in gait, as this is the first study to assess CCIs grouped by sex. It
should be noted that differences in sex only occurred in the
muscle pairs containing the lateral gastrocnemius which may
indicate that this muscle is being used differently between sexes
following reconstruction. The VL-LH pair is more representative
of our expected findings with the involved limb displaying high
CCIs. Future studies need to investigate CCIs during gait at later
time points after surgery and need to examine if there are
associations between high CCIs and measures such as quadriceps
strength and kinesiophobia that may potentially influence muscle
activation patterns during gait.

Methods
45 participants (27 men, 18 women, age: 22.9 ± 7.0 yrs, BMI:
25.0 ± 3.5 kg/m2) 3.1 ± 0.6 months after ACLR performed
overground walking at self-selected speeds. Electromyography
(EMG) data were collected bilaterally for the following muscles:
rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL),
medial hamstring (MH), lateral hamstring (LH), medial
gastrocnemius (MG), and lateral gastrocnemius (MG). EMG data
were high-pass filtered at 30Hz, rectified, and low-pass filtered
at 6Hz, and normalized to maximum voluntary isometric
contractions. CCIs of six muscle pairs: VM-MH, VM-MG, VMLG, VL-LH, VL-LG, and VL-MG were calculated using Visual
3D (C-motion, Germantown, MD). For each muscle pair, CCIs
were defined as the lowest EMG signal divided by the highest
EMG signal, multiplied by the sum of these values3. The average
CCIs between 100ms before heel strike to peak knee flexion
angle were reported for each muscle pair3. A 2 × 2 (limb × sex)
repeated measures ANOVA (a=0.05) was run to compare CCIs
between each limb and sex. Demographic variables were
compared using t-tests and chi squared analysis.

Significance
This study reiterates the importance of early gait interventions
and quadriceps strengthening to address altered gait following
ACLR. Our findings between sex add to the current knowledge
of gait differences among sexes, and why women may be more
likely to develop OA following ACLR8. Further research should
investigate possible contributors to high CCIs such as
kinesiophobia or poor quadriceps strength and activation.

Results and Discussion
No significant differences in age, graft type, and BMI existed
between sexes. Our hypothesis was partially supported;
participants tended to walk with higher CCIs in the involved limb
(vs. uninvolved limb) with a main effect of limb observed for the
VL-LH pair (p = 0.02). Also, main effects of sex were observed
for VM-LG (p < 0.01) and VL-LG (p = 0.01) muscle pairs (Figure
1). In both groups, women had higher CCIs regardless of limb
(Figure 1). No other main or interaction effects were observed for
the remaining variables of interest.
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Introduction
The Y Balance Test (YBT) is used to measure lower extremity
dynamic balance and stability [5]. The YBT is a modified version
of The Star Excursion Balance Test (SEBT) looking solely at
three reach distances (anterior, posteromedial, and posterolateral)
[3, 5]. Dynamic stability tests have been used by clinicians to
detect injury risk and as a criterion for return to sport in patients
with anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries [2-4]. Patients that
have had ACL reconstruction (ACLR) are at a higher risk of
reinjury of the ACL and development of osteoarthritis in the knee
[1, 2]. Continued dynamic stability tests post rehabilitation could
provide insights in the increased risk of reinjury. To our
knowledge, there have been no studies focused on neuromuscular
control and the joint moments of the lower extremity in patients
that are several years out from ACLR. The purpose of this study
was to determine if limb to limb differences were present in lower
extremity joint moments and neuromuscular control in ACLR
patients several years post reconstruction in the anterior direction
while preforming the YBT.

While there were no significant differences in maximal reach
distance, how the reach was obtained did change. To compensate
for putative deficiencies in the affected limb, subjects exhibited
greater knee joint abduction (valgus alignment) and greater hip
external rotation and hip extension to attain the same reach
distance, when compared to the unaffected limb. These
differences in joint angular impulses and joint angles illustrate
dynamic balance asymmetries. Dynamic balance asymmetries
may be indicative to having a greater risk of injury in the affected
limb. There were no significant differences in the maximal
amplitude of the EMG between limbs, however strength
measurements could further explain the asymmetries in joint
angular impulse and neuromuscular control in ACLR patients.

Methods
Data collection occ rred in one session in the Uni ersit s
Biomechanics Laboratory. Twelve recreationally active adults
(male=5, female=7, age=24.7±3.6yrs, mass=76.1±12.3kg,
height=168.7±10.1cm) volunteered to participate in this study.
All participants had a previous history of unilateral ACLR with
an average time of 7±3.1 years post reconstruction. EMG data
were recorded at 1000 Hz using DE 2.1 electrodes (Delsys Inc.)
for gastrocnemius, gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, biceps
femoris, semimembranosus, tibialis anterior, vastus medialis, and
vastis lateralis. Participants completed 3 trials of the YBT while
being recorded at 100 Hz using Vicon Nexus software and an
AMTI force plate (1000 Hz). EMG data was processed by using
a critically damped low pass filter and normalized to the
maximum amplitude attained during all YBT attempts by muscle.
3D internal joint moments about the hip and knee joints were
computed using Visual3D and integrated from 100 ms prior to,
and 100 ms after max reach in YBT. Linear mixed-effects were
used to determine differences between limbs (affected,
unaffected) in joint angles and joint angular impulses with EMG
linear envelopes as covariates.

Figure 1: Mean ± 95% CI for hip and knee joint angles and joint
angular impulse centered at ± 100 ms at maximum reach by limb
(affected, unaffected) in the YBT anterior direction.

Significance
In the anterior direction of the YBT, there were significant
differences in the hip and knee joint angular impulses at
maximum reach in the affected limb in patients several years post
ACLR. There were significant differences in hip joint angles in
the affected limb. Continued dynamic stability testing needs to
occur post ACLR to identify limb asymmetries and prevent future
knee injuries.

Results and Discussion
There was no significant difference in the anterior reach between
the affected 54.92 ± 9.40 cm and unaffected 54.09 ± 9.40 cm, p
= 0.23 limbs in the YBT. In the knee joint, the angular impulse
for the affected limb was found to have significantly greater
abduction impulse, and there was no significant difference found
in the knee joint angles (Figure 1). The hip of the affected limb
was demonstrated to have significantly greater external rotation
and to have greater extension. The angular impulse of the affected
limb in the hip was shown to have greater external impulse. While
not significant (p=0.08), there was a greater hip abduction
impulse in the affected limb.
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produced similar results. Notably, the PT was more compliant
than both ACL bundles for similar splay ratios.

Introduction
Understanding the material properties of ligaments and tendons
is important for graft selection, tissue engineered graft design,
and computational modeling. However, despite decades of
research, even basic material properties like fiber tangent
modulus (slope of the uniaxial stress-strain curve) elude scientific
consensus. For example, the middle third of a patient s patellar
tendon (PT) is a commonly used graft for reconstruction of the
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), but it is debated whether PT
material properties are sufficiently similar. Prevailing opinion
considers the PT to be a stiffer material than the ACL, since
several studies comparing the two have reported a larger tangent
modulus for the PT graft [1,2]. Still, others have reported
conflicting evidence [3,4].
Collagen fibers tend to spread out, or splay, near the ligamentbone interface. In this study, the influence of fiber splay on the
measured (apparent) tangent modulus of the ovine PT and
anteromedial (AM) and posterolateral (PL) bundles of the ACL
was investigated using experimental, analytical, and
computational methods.
Methods
An idealized analytical model of fiber splay was created using the
quantities shown in Fig. 1a to describe the splay geometry. Fibers
were assumed to be linear elastic. A mathematical relationship
between apparent (grip-to-grip) tangent modulus and true
material modulus was derived, which we called the spla ratio.
Results were enhanced with a finite element (FE) model
(using material properties published by Marchi et al. [5]) and
experimental measurements, depicted in Fig. 1b. Briefly, boneligament-bone samples were loaded uniaxially at 0.1 mm/s.
Fascicles were removed from the outer edges of the specimen to
yield a larger splay ratio, and the mechanical test was repeated.
This was repeated 2-4 times to determine the effect of splay ratio
on apparent tangent modulus.

Figure 1: A simplified analytical model (a) was used to derive a
relationship between apparent and true material modulus (splay ratio).
Uniaxial mechanical tests were performed at multiple splay ratios (b) to
examine the validity of the model. Experimental results show that
apparent material stiffness increases with increasing splay ratio for the
ovine PT (c), and both bundles of the ACL (d).

Significance
Material properties, by definition, are independent of specimen
geometry. Therefore, the results of this study suggest that
material properties of ligaments are likely not identifiable with
macroscopic stress-strain measurements.
The current results suggest that the PT is a more compliant
material than the ACL bundles. However, the PT graft (middle
third of the PT) is probably a stiffer structure than the ACL. This
raises an important question: does an ACL graft need to mimic
the a) native ACL material properties, b) force-extension
relationship, or c) both? If true material properties are of interest
(i.e. for computational modeling), strain heterogeneity can be
taken into account with full-field mechanics methods [6].

Results and Discussion
The analytical model revealed a geometric relationship between
the apparent tangent modulus and true material modulus, which
we called the splay ratio
. The model
predicted that differences in fiber splay geometry would yield
different fiber recruitment patterns (see Fig. 1a), causing the PT
graft to appear stiffer and more linear than the ACL bundles.
Experimental results confirmed that the apparent tangent
modulus increased with increasing splay ratio for the ovine PT
and both ACL bundles. The effect of splay geometry on the
macroscopic stress-strain curve is illustrated by data collected for
a single PT sample in Fig. 1c. As the most splayed collagen
fascicles were removed, the average stress in the ligament was
larger at the same macroscopic displacement (see traction
distribution 𝑓 in Fig. 1a). Experimentally measured apparent
tangent moduli at 5% grip-to-grip strain are plotted against splay
ratio for the PT and both ACL bundles in Fig. 1d. Linear and
nonlinear regression analysis indicated that the relationship was
highly significant, with p<0.01 for each group. The 3D FE model
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Introduction
The foot sesamoid bones act as essential shock absorbers,
metatarsal head protectors, and tendon moment arm amplifiers
during gait. Given these important roles, they are involved
directly or indirectly in several toe pathologies, making their
study an area of clinical interest [1]. However, due to difficulties
in imaging these small bones, 3D kinematic data of normative
sesamoid motion is sparse [2]. Additionally, with the recent
increased interest in weight-bearing cone-beam computed
tomography (CT), we sought to test the feasibility of using a lowdose scanner for reconstructing the sesamoid motion of the great
toe. The primary goal of this project was to quantify the
normative motion of the tibial and fibular sesamoids in a series
of controlled cadaveric experiments.

likely related to the more medially directed passage of load
through the plantar aspect of the foot during normal gait.

Figure 2: Medial-lateral sesamoid motions for MTPJ1 extension and
heel rise positions expressed as a percentage of the metatarsal width for
three poses: neutral, intermediate, and maximum MTPJ1 extension.

Methods
Twelve fresh human foot and ankle specimens were prepared and
tested in a custom biomechanical testing apparatus assembled
around a pedCAT (Curvebeam, USA) weight-bearing cone-beam
CT scanner. The device applied axial half-bodyweight load and
six tendon forces to produce a range of first metatarsophalangeal
(MTPJ1) extension motion in both 1) a standing position and 2)
heel rise (simulating terminal stance of gait). Specimens were
mechanically loaded into seven poses between a neutral foot
position and maximum toe extension. At each static pose, a lowdose CT scan was acquired and used to derive the bone
kinematics and anatomical coordinate systems. Coordinate
systems were based on distal metatarsal geometry and used to
scale motion between specimens of different sizes.

Along the medial-lateral direction (Figure 2), the sesamoids track
together, medially with extension of the MTPJ1. Under the larger
axial loading of heel rise, the sesamoids have less medial motion,
moving in a plane closer to true sagittal. During heel rise, both
sesamoids were shifted more laterally relative to the extension
activity; however, the fibular sesamoids shifted to the most lateral
margin of its compartment throughout the motion. This apparent
shift is likely from the medially-moving metatarsal head with
increasing axial load [3]. Contact at the less congruent margins
of the joint may put the sesamoid at risk for subluxation.
Significance
The anatomical location and role of the sesamoids make them
interesting, but challenging bones to quantify kinematically with
imaging. This study demonstrated that low-dose weight-bearing
CT scanning could be used to quantify 3D sesamoid motion. The
motion patterns of the sesamoids were distinct for each simulated
activity. Proper deployment of the sesamoids is essential to the
protection of the articular surfaces and for efficient gait. Further
investigations into sesamoid-metatarsal joint congruity,
morphology, and the feasibility of tracking in vivo sesamoid
motion using biplane fluoroscopy are underway. These kinematic
data may provide a basis of comparison for clinical diagnosis of
sesamoid dysfunction or elucidate how MTPJ1 replacement
designs could be improved by considering the contributions of
sesamoids to great toe stability and function.

Figure 1: Sagittal plane sesamoid motions for MTPJ1 extension and
heel rise positions expressed in a distal metatarsal coordinate system
for three poses: neutral, intermediate, and maximum MTPJ1 extension.
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Results and Discussion
Both sesamoids moved anterodorsally with toe extension, as
expected (Figure 1). Compared to the fibular sesamoid, the tibial
sesamoids rotated about the metatarsal medial-lateral axis
roughly 12 degrees more in the sagittal plane during heel rise to
cover more of the distal metatarsal head (Figure 1). This is most
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Introduction
The iliotibial (IT) band is a long, complex structure extending
proximally from the tensor fascia latae, the gluteus maximus, and
the iliac crest and inserting distally primarily on to Gerdy’s
tubercle on the proximal tibia. As such, active modulation of the
IT band is believed to generate abduction and flexion torques at
the hip. Inherent stiffness of the IT band may play an important
role in providing passive anterolateral stability about the knee.
While such mechanical roles are presumed based on anatomy and
modelling efforts [1], it is challenging to evaluate in vivo IT band
loading. Shear wave tensiometry provides a potential solution,
given the relationship that exists between wave propagation
speed and axial tissue loading in tendons [2]. The objective of
this exploratory study was to evaluate whether tensimoters could
track IT band wave speed during isometric hip abduction. We
also measured IT band wave speeds during walking and running,
and compared it to nominal hip abduction torque patterns
observed in such tasks.

Linearity of the relationship was also variable, with R ranging
from 0.36 to 0.93. Variability was primarily attributable to a
subset of individuals exhibiting considerably lower wave speed
magnitudes, which could have resulted from differences in ITB
band morphology, sensor placement and or wave propagation
through subcutaneous tissues. Ascertaining the relative influence
of such factors will be important in calibrating the wave speedtension relationship for individuals.

Methods
Shear wave tensiometers were secured on the IT band
approximately 5-10 cm above the femoral condyles unilaterally
on 6 healthy adults (3M/3F). Shear wave speeds were measured
from the IT band during a standing, isometric hip abduction task.
External loads were collected from a uniaxial load cell secured to
a cuff about the ankle. Ten second trials of the hip abduction task
were performed cyclically in triplicate.

Figure 2: IT band wave speeds measured during walking and running
reveal task-specific differences in loading patterns within the tissue
both in magnitude and timing. Lines and shaded regions represent
mean ± standard deviation over 10 second trials.

2

IT band wavespeeds during walking and running reveal highly
repeatable patterns over the gait cycle (Figure 2). Phases of
higher wave speeds during stance are similar to hip abduction
moment as ascertained from traditional motion analysis. These
results suggest that shear wave tensiometry provides a unique
opportunity to ascertain functional IT band loading during
walking, running and other locomotor tasks.

Linear regressions between hip abduction torque and wave
speed were performed on individual trials, and goodness of fit
was assessed as R2 values. Multi-way ANOVA tests were
performed for the slope of each linear regression with trial,
subject, and task as main effects. An overall p-value of 0.05 was
considered significant.

Significance
This works shows that shear wave tensiometry may provide a
unique opportunity assessing the functional in vivo behaviour of
the IT band, a complex tissue which is traditionally difficult to
study. Tensiometry could provide data for evaluating model
predictions of IT band loading, and be used to evaluate IT band
function in both healthy and pathologic cases. Potential
applications include the evaluation of IT band syndrome in
runners, and investigations of orthopaedic procedures that alter
IT band geometry (e.g. all-epiphyseal ACL reconstruction) [3].

Results and Discussion
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Figure 1: IT band wave speed modulated with hip abduction moment.
Linear regression was used to assess the slope of the wave speedmoment relationship.

IT band wave speeds consistently increased with hip
abduction moment for all subjects. The slope of the wave speedmoment relationship was relatively consistent across repeat tasks,
but varied considerably (p<0.05) across subjects (Figure 1).
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Introduction
Lower extremity neuromuscular training programs are utilized to
decrease injury risk, with particular reference to the anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) [1]. Training is also used to enhance
sports performace. Hamstrings:quadriceps strength ratio (H:Q) is
an important estimate of optimal knee function as a H:Q ratio
below 0.6 is associated with risk of ligament and muscular injury
[2,3]. Further, higher risk of ACL injuries in females can be
attributed to poor neuromuscular control and muscular balance
[4]. Hamstrings-specific training programs are intended to
increase muscular strength and flexibility, improve interaction
with quadriceps contraction, and enhance joint movement
through neuromuscular control [5]. The objective of this study
was to evaluate the impact of hamstrings-specific training on
jump performance and biomechanics in female basketball
athletes. The hypothesis tested was that athletes who completed
training would exhibit better jump performance and
biomechanics than controls.

during Land2 was significantly lower in the Trained group
(P<0.05). Overall hamstrings-specific training upgraded the
efficacy of the movement as jump performance improved in the
Trained group without subsequent increase to vGRF on landing,
which is a variable that associates with injury risk [4].
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Methods
A total of 43 female high school basketball athletes underwent
biomechanical evaluation both before and after their season.
Subjects were divided into Control (n=17) and Trained (n=26)
groups. Every athlete in the trained group was educated to carry
out a specific dynamic hamstrings exercise sequence during their
warm-up two times per week throughout the season. The control
group did not receive any supplemental exercise beyond their
standard team warm-up. The Pre and Post evaluation included
drop vertical jump (DVJ) tasks. DVJs can be divided in three
phases: the fisrt landing (Land1), the vertical jump (Takeoff) and
the second landing (Land2). [3] Change in bodyweight (BW),
jump height, vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) from each
jump phase, and braking power during landing were collected
from each subject. An average of three DVJ trialswas collected
for each variable and used for statistical analysis (Table 1). The
difference between Post and Pre season for each athlete was
calculated (Figure 1), a simple t-test was used to compare Control
and Trained group (P<0.05).

-2000

Control

Training
Intervention

Landing 1

Takeoﬀ

Landing 2

Figure 1: Difference in vGRF between Post and Pre season evaluation
in the three different phases of DVJ: Land1, Takeoff and Land2. Lower
vGRF in landing phases is related with lower risk of knee injury.

Significance
The current hamstrings-specific training was effective improving
jump performance without increasing biomechanical ACL risk
factors. Addictionally, we previously demonstrated that the same
program was effective improving hamstrings strength and
flexibility. Based on these findings, it is highly recommended that
female athletes should incorporate hamstrings-specific exercises
during their warm-up programs.
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Results and Discussion
Jump height and flight time were both higher in the Trained group
(P<0.05). Average vGRF during Land1 was higher in the Trained
group, but not statistically significant (P=0.22). This is likely
correlated with higher jump performace. During Land2 the vGRF
was lower in the Trained group (Figure 1) and approached
statistical significance (P=0.07). Difference in Braking Power
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Introduction
Determination of hindfoot, forefoot, and hallux kinetics is
important in clinical gait analysis. Several current multisegmental foot models have the capability to calculate segmental
kinetics, however, the complexity of the data collection for these
models limits their utility in clinical settings [1-2]. A
mathematical algorithm capable of distributing the single
composite ground reaction force (GRF) amongst multiple foot
segments has been developed. Accurate distribution will allow
for segmental kinetics to be determined without the need for
additional equipment, additional time spent in the gait lab, or
targeted walking by patients.
Understanding the biomechanics of the segmental foot is
critical to the proper care of patients with a variety of orthopaedic
impairments (e.g., cerebral palsy, Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease)
and foot deformities, such as clubfoot, equinovarus, and pes
planovalgus. Accurate knowledge of three-dimensional (3D)
ankle (hindfoot to tibia) and mid-tarsal (distal-foot to hindfoot)
kinetics during walking and other functional activities is essential
for identifying the effects of such injury and disease.

Figure 1: GRF distribution based on COP

Results and Discussion
Fig 2 shows an example trial comparing the force distribution
algorithm to the RSscan force distribution. 102 trials were
analyzed. No statistical difference was found between the
algorithm and the RSscan: HF peak force (p=0.31), HF time to
peak (p=0.93), HF total force (p=0.41), DF peak force (p=0.32),
DF time to peak (p=0.32), or DF total force (p=0.26).

Methods
Bilateral data was collected from 10 typically developing
pediatric subjects (n=5 male, age=14.1 +-2.1 yrs). Motion
capture data was collected using the previously validated
kinematic Milwaukee Foot Model (MFM) [4] for the shank,
hindfoot, forefoot, and hallux segments.
The algo i hm distribution of the GRF is based upon the
three phases in existing models used in induced acceleration
analyses. In these models, kinematic constraints are placed on the
foot as a function of the center of pressure (COP) as developed
by Lin et al (Fig 1) [5]. Phase one, corresponding to heel strike,
occurs when the location of the COP is posterior to the axis
created by the medial and lateral calcaneus (Axis 1). At this
phase, the GRF is acting only on the hindfoot segment. Phase
two, corresponding to foot flat, begins as the COP moves past
Axis 1. At this point the GRF begins to distribute between the
hindfoot (HF) and distal-foot (DF) (forefoot/hallux) segment
based on the equation in Fig 1, where d1 is the shortest distance
from Axis 1 to the COP and d2 is the shortest distance from Axis
3 to the COP, FH is the hindfoot force, FD is the distal-foot force,
and FT is the total force. Phase 3 occurs when the COP
approaches Axis 3, d2 approaches zero, and the hindfoot raises
from the ground, allotting the entire GRF to the distal foot. An
adjustment was made to allocate 10% of the total force to the
hindfoot, while the hindfoot is in contact with the ground; the
other 90% is distributed using the above equation.
Evaluation of the GRF modeling technique was completed
using an RSscan pedobarographic pressure platform synced with
an AMTI (GRF) force plate to allow for simultaneous collection
of force plate and plantar pressure plate data [2]. Paired t-tests
were used to compare peak force, time to peak, and total force for
the HF and DF segments as output by the two algorithms
(α=0.05).

Figure 2:Dark Blue: Algorithm HF, Light Blue: RSscan HF,
Dark Orange: Algorithm DF, Light Orange: RSscan DF

The results demonstrate the feasibility of dividing the ground
reaction force amongst foot segments with typical motion capture
protocols without the need for a plantar pressure plate. An
accurate force division allows for calculation of kinetics at the
mid-tarsal joint.
Significance
Understanding normal mid-tarsal function is imperative in
pathologies such as plantar fasciitis [6]. Our algorithm can be
used to understand the moments and power at the mid-tarsal joint.
Identifying kinetic corridors for the moments at the ankle and
mid-tarsal joints will allow for better comparison and discovery
of differences in pathological feet, leading to better management
of gait challenges. Future work will be performed to divide the
distal foot into forefoot and hallux segments allowing for kinetics
at the MTP joint and to validate the algorithm using a population
with foot impairments.
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Introduction
Post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) affects over 50% of
patients with tibial pilon fractures [1]. PTOA status is most often
assessed using KL grade based on arthritic changes seen on plain
radiographs including osteophyte formation, sclerosis, and joint
space narrowing. KL grading is subjective and lacks sensitivity
needed for early PTOA monitoring [2]. The lack of reliable early
indicators of PTOA impedes the study of preventive measures.
In-clinic weight bearing CT (WBCT) now allows 3D assessment
of the ankle in a functional pose, enabling a fuller analysis of
degenerative joint changes. This study investigated longitudinal
changes in the tibiotalar 3D joint space width (JSW) over the
course of 18 months after operative treatment of pilon fractures.

± 0.23 mm), with 14/16 experiencing narrowing. There was also
a trend towards narrowing from 0 to 6 months ( JSW = -0.12 ±
0.30 mm), with 9/16 decreasing in JSW. From 12 to 18 months,
the jo
a e aged de g ( JSW = 0.10 0.19
)
4 ankles continuing to narrow.
The intact ankles averaged the least area under all JSW
thresholds (T1 = 50%, T2 = 28%, T3 = 10%) (Figure 2). The
Figure 2: Fracture
timepoints show
larger regions of
narrow joint space
as compared to the
intact (0 month).

Methods
Sixteen patients with unilateral tibial pilon fractures were
enrolled at three institutions under IRB approval. WBCT scans
were obtained at 6, 12, and 18 months after operative fixation.
3D triangulated models of tibial and talar subchondral bone
surfaces were segmented from WBCT scans using a semiautomated method and then smoothed in Geomagic Design X.
The scan data and models from different follow-up times were
aligned in 3D Slicer based on image intensities in the talus.
Contralateral intact ankle models from 6 month scans were
mirrored across a mid-sagittal plane and registered to fractured
ankles as a pre-fracture (0 month) stand-in. 3D JSW was
computed as the normal distance from the center of each talar
mesh face to the nearest point on the tibial surface. The 6-month
fractured talus was used as a common datum for all JSW
measurements interpolated onto this surface mesh. The JSW
distributions were analyzed by measuring the percent joint area
under three distance thresholds (T1 = 2.23 mm, the mean intact
JSW, T2 = 1.89 mm, 1 standard deviation below the mean, and
T3 = 1.55 mm, 2 standard deviations below the mean). The
change in 3D JSW ( JSW) a also computed for all points with
JSW < 4 mm. T e JSW from 6 to 12 months on the intact ankles
was used to assess measurement reliability.

fractured ankles had similar JSW distributions at 6 months (T1 =
57%, T2 = 38%, T3 = 20%) and 18 months (T1 = 56%, T2 =
35%, T3 = 20%). The joints averaged larger areas of narrow JSW
at 12 months (T1 = 65%, T2 = 48%, T3 = 31%). The larger
narrowing and higher percentages of narrow regions present in
the fractured ankles compared to the intact suggest progressive
cartilage degeneration. Variability in the timing and magnitude
of these joint changes are consistent with clinical experience that
the speed and quantity of cartilage loss varies between fractures,
as does PTOA incidence. Future work will examine the extent to
which early 3D JSW changes correlate with PTOA development
and the onset of clinical symptoms.
Significance
WBCT scans enable longitudinal analysis of 3D JSW
degeneration consistent with PTOA development. From 0
through 12 months post pilon fracture, decreases in average 3D
JSW and increases in percent area with low JSW were measured.
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Results and Discussion
The JSW varied among fractured ankles in magnitude and
timing (Figure 1). The intact ankles, used to assess reliability, had
JSW equal to -0.01 ± 0.11mm. The fractured ankles saw the
most joint space narrowing from 6 to 12 months ( JSW = -0.16
250

Articular Surface Area (mm 2)

Figure 1: Areas
of the articular
surface on the
fractured ankles
have JSW that
show substantial
narrowing of the
joint space.
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Introduction
Despite operative treatment, the joints of patients with intraarticular fractures (IAFs) of the distal tibia are often subject to
elevated contact stresses from residual incongruity that increase
the risk for post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) [1]. Custom
dynamic orthoses (CDOs) have been shown to improve function
while relieving joint pain in patients after severe lower extremity
trauma [2] and may be a suitable adjunct for IAF treatment.
CDOs can decrease load transfer across the tibiotalar joint [3],
but residual incongruities vary widely, so custom patient-specific
prescription may be required. The goal of this study was to
investigate whether a custom CDO design prescription would be
needed to effectively reduce contact stress exposure in patients.

Figure 1:
Reduction in
contact stress
exposure for the
generic CDO,
averaged over the
7 cases that were
studied.

Anterior

Medial

49.9%

35.0%

26.6%

23.4%

25.6%

22.6%

50.6%

39.5%

10.7%
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Posterior

Methods
A generic musculoskeletal OpenSim model with 92 musculotendon actuators (gait2392 model) was scaled to model 7 patients
with surgically treated ankle IAFs [4]. Generic motion data were
applied to body-weight scaled models, generating ankle joint
reaction forces and muscle control matching the kinematic
profiles. A coordinate limit force resisting ankle flex/extension
and an in-line spring for brace offloading were added to each
case. For the generic brace, a rotational stiffness of 4 Nm/rad*kg,
0° neutral angle, and 6000 N/m offloading spring were used.
Contact stress exposures were calculated across the segmented
post-op tibial articular surfaces using discrete element analysis
(DEA) [5]. Then 3 different brace design parameter combinations
were tested for each case to determine the one most effective at
reducing contact stress exposure compared to the generic design
(Table 1). Contact stress exposure distributions were divided into
9 clinically relevant regions on the articular surface of the distal
tibia to study the influence of the different CDO designs.

Significance
The data suggest that different brace designs can more or less
effectively reduce contact stress exposure at the tibio-talar joint.
A single generic brace can predictably reduce contact stress
exposure, but differing parameters are necessary to directly
address the elevated joint contact stresses of individual patients.
Elevated joint contact stress has been linked with an increased
risk of PTOA, which if allowed to progress, has damaging affects
further down the road. This study provides evidence that custom
CDOs would be more effective than generic CDOs in relieving
joint contact stress and mitigating PTOA, when regarding the
population of IAF patients.
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Results and Discussion
The generic brace design substantially reduced the max contact
stress exposure in nearly all cases, with the average reduction
being 31.5% (Figure 1). The use of a case-specific custom brace
design reduced the contact stress exposure an additional 3%, on
average, but in some cases the benefit was more substantial,
approaching a 20% futher reduction in some regions.
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Table 1: Different brace elements used for custom bracing
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Case 7

Rotational Stiffness (Nm/rad*kg)

4

3.5

5

5.5

5

6

6

Neutral Angle (°)

1

-1.5

-1

1

1

1.5

0

Offloading Stiffness (N/m)

5500

6500

7000

6800

7000

6900

6300
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Medio-Lateral Ankle Fluency In People With Chronic Ankle Instability During Dynamic Movement Trials
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Introduction
Ankle sprains are a common injury that occurs in the athletic as
well as general population. While ankle sprains tend to be
discounted in the general public, they have been shown to
significantly alter mobility and lifestyle, which increases the
risk of developing osteoarthitis after an initial ankle injury.1
Chronic ankle instability (CAI) is defined as a presence of ankle
“giving way” and a feeling of instability that is present for a
minimum of one year.2 CAI has been shown to disrupt postural
stablity and neuromuscualr control, and may affect ankle
dorsiflexion and fluency during running and jumping
activities.1,3
Deficits in neuromuscular control in individuals with CAI
due to damage to the mechanoreceptors in the ligaments and
possibly the muscle spindles have been well documented in the
literature.1,3,4 Specifically, the poor neuromuscular control of the
peroneus longus and peroneus brevis is prevalent in those that
develop CAI.4 Our study aims to determine the difference in
medio-lateral displacement at the ankle joint during dynamic
movement tests in subjects with chronic ankle instability
compared to healthy individuals. We hypothesized that people
with CAI would demonstrate reduced medio-lateral ankle
control compared to healthy controls.

CAI group Healthy group
(n=10)
(n=9)
25.4 (2.3)
25.8 (7.4)
5/5
4/5
167.4 (8.2)
169.1 (11.9)
66. (7.8)
62.8 (11.6)
18.1 (3.0)
29.3 (0.7)

Age, y
Gender, M/F
Height, cm
Mass, kg
CAIT Questionnaire score
Ankle ‘giving-way’ in past
8.1 (6.1)
0.2 (0.4)
6 months
CAIT – Cumberland Ankle Instability Questionnaire
Values are mean (std dev) unless otherwise indicated
Table 1: Demographics of the study prticipants

Results and Discussion
The subject groups were reasonably matched for age, gender,
height, mass and ranges of motion (Table 1). CAI group scored
on average lower in the CAIT questionnaire, indicating that they
had lower ankle function. Fluency of the ankle movement in the
coronal plane was significantly different between groups
(p=0.023) and demonstrated a significant linear contrast (COD:
CAI - 0.10±0.32s vs healthy - 0.19±0.23s (p=.002); SLD: CAI 0.19±0.49s vs healthy - 0.24±0.28s (p=.06); DVJ: CAI 0.23±0.29s vs healthy - 0.22±0.23 (p=.41). These preliminary
findings suggest that ankle movement in patients with CAI was
least fluent in COD and most fluent in DVJ. Patients with CAI
also showed larger medio-lateral ankle joint center excursions,
which indicates lack of ankle control.
These findings can be interpreted as insufficient motor
control during the COD task, or it could be interpreted as a
protective strategy, utilized by patients with CAI to avoid
further injury. Ankle fluency asymmetry or maladaptive landing
technique may explain elevated re-injury rates and the presence
of chronic morbidities observed in patients with ankle sprain.
The lack of control could arguably result in loading of the
articular cartilage on locations that are normally not loaded,
which may implicate early development of osteoarthritis.

Methods
18 subjects participated in a set of three dynamic movement
tests (Table-1). The Cumberland Ankle Instability Tool was
used to determine CAI in participants with a cutoff score of less
than 25 indicting participants with CAI.5 For the drop vertical
jump (DVJ) test, the subject dropped from a stationary box and
immediately upon landing jumped as high as possible vertically
and recover on both feet. In the single leg drop (SLD) test the
individual hopped off on one foot and landed on the opposite
foot. For the crossover drop (COD) test the individual hopped
laterally, landing on the opposite leg. All testing was performed
in the Human Performance Lab, Northern Arizona Univesity
and was approved through the Institutional Review Borad.
Kinematic data were collected at 300 Hz using an eight
camera VICON motion analysis system (Oxford Metrics Group
Ltd., UK). Reflective markers were placed using the ‘Plug-inGait’ full body marker set. In some trials the the missing data
were filled using a custom written program in Vicon
BodyBuilder for Biomechanics. Inverse dynamics calculations
were performed within VICON Nexus software and data were
further processed and analyzed in Matlab R2019a (The
Mathworks Inc., USA). Fluency of the ankle movement on the
involved/dominant side in the coronal plane was calculated by a
method adapted from Smeulders et al. (2001).6 Two-way
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with a polynomial first order
(linear) contrast post hoc test was used to compare the effects of
SLD, COD, and DVJ trials on mean fluency values between the
CAI and healthy group. An a priori α-value of 0.05 was used to
determine statistical significance for all tests.

Significance
To our knowledge, there is no previous literature evaluating
ankle coronal plane control during dynamic movement trials in
patients with CAI. Ankle rehabilitation strategies should target
medio-lateral ankle control to develop optimal neuromuscular
control and perturbation exercises for patients with CAI.
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Introduction
Total Wrist Arthroplasty (TWA) has been used in fewer
patients compared to knee and hip arthroplasty mostly due to its
high complication rates.[1] Alignment of the knee and hip
prostheses strongly correlate with implant performance, and
malalignment is a known contributor to implant failure. For
TWA, optimal implant alignment has not been defined. More
importantly, the effect of implant malalignment on range-ofmotion (ROM) has not been studied. Therefore, the aims of this
study were to define the alignment of TWA components using
three-dimensional (3D) analysis and to determine the influence
of alignment on ROM in-vivo.

Overall flexion-extension and radial-ulnar deviation were also
correlated with the radial component VDT (p = 0.047 and
0.015) and VDO (p = 0.055 and 0.050) indicating an increase
of 3.7° and 1.6° per degree increase in volar tilt, and 10.8° and
4.2° increase in ROM for every millimeter of volar offset
(Figure 2). Previously, the importance of maintaining alignment
to obtain good ROM outcome after distal fracture has been
reported,[4] and this study reflects similar findings for TWA.
We observed correlations between volar tilt and volar offset
of the radial component and ROM in flexion, radial deviation,
and ulnar deviation, possibly due to reduced constraint of the
polyethylene cap by the radial component when tilted volarly.
Interestingly, extension was not correlated with the alignment
in our cohort (p = 0.34), which suggests that extension is likely
constrained by soft tissue envelope of the hand or post-surgical
scar, and not the geometry of the implant.
This study was limited by the small cohort of 6 subjects and
he i gle i la
de ig . Future studies should investigate
the impact of malalignment on the functional outcomes.

Methods
Six osteoarthritic patients (74.7 ± 5.6 yrs, 2F, 2R) with wrist
replacements (Freedom® size 2, Integra LifeSciences) were
recruited after IRB approval. None of the patients had a prior
radius fracture that would cause the change in radii alignment.
A single CT scan (Lightspeed® 16) was acquired of each
wrist (80 kVp/80 mA; 0.39 × 0.39 × 0.625mm3), and surface
models of the carpal component, third metacarpal, and resected
radius were generated using Mimics (Materialise).[2,3] A digital
model of the radial component was generated using a 3D
face ca e (A ec S ace S ide ). Orthogonal coordinate
systems were defined for the radial and carpal components
based upon geometrical features. Rotational alignments were
defi ed a he ie a i be ee b e c di a e
e
and the c
e
c di a e
e as volar-dorsal tilt
(VDT) and radial-ulnar tilt (Figure 1). Translational alignments
were defined in the same views (e.g. volar-dorsal offset [VDO])
Biplanar videoradiography (75 kV/80 mA, 200Hz) was
used to capture dynamic implant motion while each study
participant performed active tasks of wrist motion: flexionextension, radial-ulnar deviation, and circumduction. ROM in
each direction of flexion, extension, radial, and ulnar deviation
were calculated by tracking the implants using a 2D to 3D
registration software (Autoscoper).[2] Motions were described
relative to the neutral pose.
Linear regression was used ( level of 0.10 due to small sample
size) to determine the relationship
between ROM and alignment
parameters.
Results and Discussion
In our cohort, wrist ROM was
49 ± 8° in extension, 27 ± 13° in
flexion, 17 ± 5° in radial deviation,
and 18 ± 10° in ulnar deviation.
Linear regression demonstrated
that flexion, radial deviation, and
ulnar deviation were significantly
(p = 0.057, 0.002, and 0.019)
higher for patients with larger
volar tilt of the radial component.

Figure 2. Overall range-ofi i c ea ed a he adial c
volar tilt and volar offset increased.

e

Significance
We demonstrated that the patients who have a radial component
that is more volarly tilted have a higher range of flexionextension and radial-ulnar deviation motions.
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Figure 1. The alignment was
defined by radial/ulnar tilt
or offset (left) and volar/dorsal tilt or offset (right).
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Introduction
Reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (rTSA) has become an
increasingly popular procedure for treating patients with
rotator cuff arthropathy and glenohumeral joint disease. Past
rTSA studies assessing functional changes using motion
capture have used pre- and post-op comparisons, the patient’s
opposite shoulder, or control groups significantly below the
age of the rTSA population[1-3]. A pre- and post-op comparison
does not allow for a normative comparison and shoulder
studies that have included a representative control population
were limited to assessing controlled, in-plane motion[4]. Also,
the use of the opposite shoulder may not be representative of
an unaffected control[5]. Normative performance during an
activity of daily living (ADL) may change with age[6] and
average age of an rTSA recipient is approximately 70 years[7].
Therefore, to more accurately characterize the differences
between the rTSA and the anatomic joint, a representative
healthy subject population is needed. The overall goal of this
study is to establish a database comprised of joint kinematics
and motion path for 40 healthy, age-matched controls.
Preliminary data from n = 6 age-matched, healthy controls are
presented.

Results and Discussion
Here, we focus on three tasks: reaching overhead, washing
opposite shoulder, and putting on a t-shirt. Figure 1 shows the
average trajectory across all three trials for all participants
(Blue) and individual trajectories (Black) for each task and
shoulder degree of freedom. Table 1 shows the average and
standard deviation of RoM and peak angle values.
Significance
This study will produce the first database inclusive of a wide
variety of ADLs for a representative population of TSA
patients using a large number of subjects to characterize
shoulder motion. With characterization of the healthy control
motion path during ADLs, improved understanding of the
effect that rTSA implants have on user motion path and
function during ADLs may inform rehabilitative outcomes for
these patients as well as regulatory evaluation of these types of
devices.
Acknowledgements
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Methods
All aspects of this study were approved by FDA IRB and all
participants gave informed consent. Twelve tasks
representative of ADLs were developed from 3 validated
patient reported outcome surveys (PROs). Preliminary data
from six healthy participants (69.2 ± 4.9 age, 2F/4M)
performing three trials of each task were collected. Thirtythree retro-reflective markers were placed on bony landmarks
of each participant and tracked in 3D space using a ten-camera
Vicon motion capture system. Shoulder joint kinematics were
calculated using the Vicon Plug-In-Gait upper body model.
Average range of motion and peak angle were calculated for
each degree of freedom in the shoulder (flexion/extension,
abduction/adduction, and internal/external rotation).
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Table 1: Average (standard deviation) of RoM and peak angle

Average (Std Dev)

Reach Overhead

Washing
Putting on
Opposite
a Shirt
Shoulder

Range of Motion

Peak Angle

Flex/Ext

Ab/Ad

Rot

Flex/Ext

Ab/Ad

Rot

70.10
(3.09)

104.38
(2.77)

90.54
(6.41)

48.36
(2.19)

113.39
(1.92)

27.92
(1.27)

90.47
(1.49)

98.71
(4.78)

131.95
(4.46)

73.59
(1.69)

26.07
(2.18)

144.38
(2.06)

81.23
(2.13)

100.80
(1.90)

96.24
(2.76)

59.33
(1.42)

112.05
(1.52)

20.51
(1.44)

Figure 1: Average kinematic trajectories (blue) and individual
trajectories of healthy participants (black)
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condition females were less precise than males (p<0.05, Figure 2
c). These results refute hypothesis a, indicating that there is no
difference in JPS accuracy between sexes and no difference in
precision when vision is available. The difference seen in the NV
condition indicates that vison contributes more to JPS precision
in females than in males.

Introduction
Proprioception is a key component of injury prevention and
recovery. Factors with potential influence should be examined in
any instance where risk or rate of injury is high. Upper extremity
pathologies comprise a high percentage of work-related
musculoskeletal disease and women are at significantly higher
risk than men when comparing within the same occupation [1].
While it is well known that sex differences exist in skeletal and
muscular architecture and factors of motor control [2],
differences in proprioception have not been fully elucidated.
Further, exploration of this topic is justified by the current
conflicting evidence in the field. Some assessments of sex
differences in upper limb proprioception have found women to
be more accurate at position matching tasks [3], whereas others
have found no differences in accuracy [4]. Vision of the
proprioceptive target has also varied between studies and
therefore the effect has not been fully clarified. The aim of this
study was to utilize a joint position sense (JPS) test to assess
proprioceptive differences between females and males with and
without the aid of vision. It was hypothesized that a) under both
visual conditions, females would be less accurate and precise in
position matching than males and b) both sexes would be less
accurate and less precise without the aid of vision.

Figure 2: Represents mean and SD of
female and male JPS error under V and
NV conditions in measures of a)
constant, b) absolute, and c) variable
error. Constant error and absolute error
are both measures of accuracy with
constant error taking sign into account
and absolute error showing absolute
value of errors. Variable error is a
measure of precision. *p<0.05

Methods
Forty (20F, 20M) healthy, right limb dominant participants
completed 4 JPS trials with the right shoulder under both vision
(V) and no vision (NV) conditions to a target angle of 90°.
Distractor angles were added to mitigate effects of training. A
fully immersive virtual reality system was used to provide visual
and auditory information to participants and to collect kinematic
data. Participant setup is displayed in Figure 1. During trials
under the V condition, participants were able to see the position
of their upper limb throughout the task, during trials under the
NV condition, participants were able to see the position of their
upper limb during the presentation phase but not during the
replication phase. Angle of the right shoulder was recorded
throughout. Independent two-sample t-tests
(a=0.05) were used to determine differences
between males and females in the V and NV
conditions. Dependent two-sample t-tests
(a=0.05) were used to determine differences
between V and NV in females and males.

Within the sexes, no differences in constant and variable
error were seen (Figure 2 a, c). In males, no difference in absolute
error was seen, females displayed higher absolute errors in NV as
compared to V conditions (p<0.05, Figure 2 b). These results
partially refute hypothesis b, as males showed no differences
regardless of visual condition whereas females were less accurate
without vision than with vision when both undershoots and
overshoots of the target were considered equally.
In total, these results indicate a) no sex differences in
measures of proprioceptive accuracy, b) lower proprioceptive
precision in females without the aid of vision, and c) lower
proprioceptive accuracy in females without the aid of vision.
Significance
These findings contribute to the overall picture of sensorimotor
distinctions between the sexes. While differences clearly exist in
other musculoskeletal and motor control factors, proprioceptive
differences are not strongly indicated by these results. However,
the apparent reliance on vision in females may contribute to the
design of workplace layouts and trainings.

Figure 1: Participant seated in kneeling chair,
VR headset with over-ear headphones fitted to
their head, tracker affixed to the wrist. Faded
arm outline shows starting position of JPS trial,
solid arm outline shows target angle of 90°.
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Results and Discussion
Under neither visual condition was a difference between sexes
found in constant or absolute error, measures of accuracy (Figure
2 a,b). Under the V condition, no difference between sexes was
found in variable error, measure of precision, but under NV
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Introduction
Dynamic motion of the shoulder complex predominately occurs
at the glenohumeral (GH) and scapulothoracic (ST) joints with
concurrent motion at the acromioclavicular and sternoclavicular
joints [1]. Scapulohumeral rhythm (SHR) is the coordinated
motion occurring at these joints during arm elevation, a clinical
parameter affected in most shoulder disorders [1,2]. SHR has
been described by Inman [3] as a 2:1 ratio between motion at the
GH and ST joints, respectively, and since has been expanded to
the illustration of the 3-D motion via three angle-angle plots for
arm elevation tasks in the sagittal, scapular, and frontal plane [1]
with the trunk in the upright posture (seated or standing).
However, functional motion during daily living and occupational
tasks, is not performed upright and requires modified/awkward
postures with increased risk of shoulder pathology [4]. Body
position specific patterns of muscle activation and coordination
were elicited for the same task, during rehabilitation protocols
on healthy volunteers [5], which may affect the SHR. Thus, this
study aims to investigate the effect of seated upright, sidelying,
prone, and supine body positioning on the SHR during arm
(thoracohumeral) elevations in the frontal and sagittal planes.

while performing the abduction task, the ST upward rotation was
the least (reflected as SHR greater than 3:1) and was significantly
lower than the flexion task (Figure 1, * ).

Figure 1: Mean (±SE) of the scapulohumeral ratio (SHR) calculated in 2
different planes (Frontal and Sagittal) at 4 different body positions (Seated,
Sidelying, Prone, and Supine). (ns, ) One-way ANOVA Repeated Measures p
< 0.05; (!) Bonferroni adjusted contrast difference from all others (within the
plane) p < 0.008; (*) Paired t-test difference between planes p < 0.0125.

Interestingly, for the frontal plane elevation task the SHR
was greater than 2:1 for all body positions, showing greater (nonsignificant) ratios for the sidelying and supine body positions.
The scapula 3D rest/initial orientation also varied, with body
position and task, specifically showing significant upward
rotation of 11.8 ±7.2° and 14.7 ±7.8° in the supine position for
the abduction and flexion tasks, respectively. Despite the
considerable limitations of the SHR calculation, ignoring the ST
motions in the int/external rotation and the ant/posterior tilt, it
reflects differences in task and body position on the GH and ST
contribution to thoracohumeral arm elevation [7]. The overall 3D
GH and ST motion contribution to arm elevation has been shown
to vary with task dynamics [1]. The present study underscores
the gravitational vector direction effects relative to the plane of
motion and the resting/initial scapular position/orientation.

Methods
Twenty (20) healthy male participants without any
musculoskeletal problems volunteered for the study. Participants
completed 5 trials of arm elevation (dominant side) in the sagittal
and frontal planes at 4 different body positions (Seated,
Sidelying, Prone, and Supine) to ~120 degrees while maintaining
a straight arm, with palm on the plane of elevation, and thumb
extended. A motion analysis system with 10-cameras (Motion
Analysis Corp.) at 120 Hz was used to capture 3D data of
reflective markers attached to upper-limb and torso. Reference
frames were defined for the thorax, scapula, and humerus and
Euler angles were used to compute positioning and 3D rotations
of the scapula relative to the thorax, humerus relative to the
scapula, and humerus relative to the thorax according to ISB [6].
The SHR was calculated between 16 and 105 degrees of
thoracohumeral elevation as the slope between the GH and ST
motion. Statistical analysis of the SHR was performed using oneway repeated measures ANOVA on body position, separate for
each plane. Paired t-tests were used to assess differences across
planes for each body position ( < 0.05).

Significance
Differences in the SHR were observed in non-symptomatic
adults between body positions, often used for clinical
tests/measures and exercises aiming to assess function and alter
the rehabilitation exercise intensity. When restoration of altered
kinematics is the therapeutic goal, body position and plane of
elevation effects should be considered.
Acknowledgments: Iowa Osteopathic Educational Research for
financial support.

Results and Discussion
The average age and BMI of the participants were: 24.4 ±1.3
years, and 25.6 kg/m² (range 20.4 to 33.4 kg/m²) respectively.
The SHR (average ±standard error) values across the 4 different
body positions, for each plane separate, are shown in Figure 1.
There were significant differences between body positions in the
SHR for the sagittal plane arm elevations (p < 0.001). In the
prone body position the flexion task was performed with limited
ST upward rotation and the opposite was true in sidelying
compared to other body positions (Figure 1, ! ). In sidelying,
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I
d ci
Re e e ho lde a h opla (RSA) i a common p oced e o
ed ce pain and e o e f nc ion in pa ien
i h o a o c ff
a h opa h [1]. Clinical o come af e RSA a e fa o able;
ho e e , f nc ional o come ill emain bop imal. In i ro
die
gge
ha modifica ion in p o he i de ign and
gical echniq e can imp o e ange of mo ion and f nc ional
o come af e RSA [1], ho e e con o e
ill e i a o he
be implan a ion echniq e and p o he i geome
fo
ma imi ing ho lde f nc ion af e RSA. Thi con o e
pe i d e o he lack of q an i a i e in i o kinema ic o g ide
hi deba e. In o de o achie e he long- e m goal of imp o ing
f nc ional o come af e RSA, ho lde kinema ic follo ing
RSA m be acc a el cha ac e i ed.
The aim of hi
d i o in e iga e ela ion hip among
gical echniq e, p o he i geome and f nc ional o come
(kinema ic and
eng h) af e RSA. We h po he i ed ha
la e ali a ion o ld inc ea e he o al o k done in he abd c ion
plane and ha h me al e o e ion o ld al e he con ac cen e
on he gleno phe e d ing abd c ion.

a
1

la e ali a ion and abd c ion ROM confi m p e io
die ha
ha e fo nd ha la e ali a ion inc ea e abd c ion ROM [3].
Tab e 1. Co ela ion be een la e ali a ion and
kinema ic . Bold al e indica e ignificance.
Peak To q e (Nm)
Abd c ion
Add c ion
Fle ion
E en ion
E e nal Ro
In e nal Ro

= 0.45
= 0.32
= 0.36
= 0.19
= 0.54
= 0.25

eng h o

To al Wo k (J)
= 0.62
= 0.57
= 0.42
= 0.54
= 0.42
= 0.39

ROM ( )
= 0.67
= 0.49
= 0.51

The cen e of con ac be een he pol e h lene in e and he
gleno phe e a ied mo e in he AP di ec ion han he SI di ec ion
be een bjec (Fig e 1). S bjec 2, ho had a e o e ion
angle of 40°, demon a ed a mo e pe io cen e of con ac a
imila abd c ion angle compa ed o he o he i
bjec
ho
all had e o e ion angle of 20° (Fig e 1C). Addi ional
bjec
i h a e o e ion of 40° a e needed o confi m ha
e o e ion affec implan con ac pa e n .

Me h d
12 RSA pa ien con en ed o pa icipa e in hi ongoing IRB
app o ed d (7M, 5F, a e age age: 66.8±6.3
., ime ince
ge : 2.5±1.2
.). La e ali a ion and h me al e o e ion
e e eco ded f om
gical no e . I okine ic
eng h a
eco ded ac o each pa icipan
f ll ange of mo ion fo
fle ion/e en ion, ab/add c ion, and in e nal/e e nal o a ion a
30°/ econd on a Biode machine. Addi ionall , pa icipan
pe fo med 3 ial of abd c ion in he cap la plane hile
nch oni ed biplane adiog aph of he ho lde e e collec ed
a 50 image/ fo 2 . S bjec - pecific model of he h me and
cap la i h hei e pec i e implan
e e c ea ed f om CT
can and ma ched o he biplane adiog aph o mea e cap la
and h me mo ion i h b-millime e acc ac [2] fo 7 of he
12 pa icipan h fa . A 3D CAD model of he pol e h lene
in e , p o ided b he man fac e , a fi in o he CT-ba ed
h me al a . The mo ion of he cen e of con ac be een he
pol e h lene and he gleno phe e a calc la ed. A Spea man
co ela ion a
ed o e al a e he ela ion hip be een
la e ali a ion and peak o q e, ROM, and o al o k done.
Significance a e a p < 0.05.

Fig

e 1. (A) Cen e of pol e h lene con ac on he gleno phe e d ing
abd c ion. Ci cle indica e he a of da a collec ion in lo e
abd c ion angle hile q a e ep e en ma im m abd c ion. (B) AP
loca ion of he cen e of con ac i h e pec o abd c ion angle. (C) SI
loca ion of he cen e of con ac i h e pec o abd c ion angle.

Sig ifica ce
Thi no el da a e imp o e o
nde anding of ho p o he i
de ign and
gical echniq e affec in i o f nc ional o come
af e e e e ho lde a h opla . Thi info ma ion help
geon op imi e pa ien f nc ional o come .
Ac
edg e
Thi o k a
ppo ed b NIH g an R03AG064417 and b
he Pi b gh Fo nda ion.

Re
a d Di c i
Si pa icipan had no la e ali a ion and 6 had la e ali a ion
be een 2mm and 7mm. Re o e ion anged f om 20° o 40°.
The e a a mode a e co ela ion be een he o al o k done
d ing abd c ion and la e ali a ion (Table 1, p = 0.04), a ell a
be een abd c ion/add c ion ROM and la e ali a ion (Table 1, p
= 0.02). To al o k done and ROM fo fle ion/e en ion and
in e nal/e e nal o a ion e e eakl o mode a el co ela ed
i h la e ali a ion, ho e e , nei he e e ignifican (Table 1, all
p > 0.055). O
e l of a po i i e co ela ion be een
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assess the relationship between the clinical data and shoulder
kinetics ( =0.05).

Introduction
Overhead athletes are a specific subset of athletes whose sport
requires a majority of the movement to occur with the upper arm
above the head. Due to the nature of these sports and the
repetitive motions and stresses associated with them, overhead
athletes are prone to upper extremity injuries1. The instability of
the shoulder complex coupled with the fact some of these
motions, such as the baseball pitch, produce the highest measured
velocities recorded in humans place the shoulder at particular risk
of injury in overhead athletes. In an effort to mitigate the risk of
injury and improve performance in the given sport, an overhead
a hle e
ho lde nde goe
ell-documented orthopedic and
physiological adaptions2.
Specifically, baseball pitchers commonly present altered
passive range of motion (ROM) and rotator cuff strength in the
dominant arm when compared to the non-dominant side2. Recent
studies have suggested clinical measures of ROM and strength
may be related to the amount of stress a pitcher shoulder is subject
to during a pitch3. The purpose of this study was to describe the
relationship shoulder ROM and rotator cuff strength have with
shoulder kinetics in the baseball pitch.

Results and Discussion
None of the ROM data collected was significantly related to
shoulder stress in the pitch. However, a trend was exhibited when
comparing peak shoulder IR torque and the amount of increased
ER the shoulder undergoes during the cocking phase (active ER)
relative to the passive ER measured. A greater difference between
active and passive ER approached a significant relationship with
increased peak shoulder IR torque (p=0.07, R2=0.18).
Bilateral imbalance of the eccentric external rotator
musculature was significantly related to peak shoulder distraction
force (p=0.02, R2=0.33). A greater ratio in dominant/nondominant arm strength was associated with higher peak
distraction force in pitchers when measuring eccentric external
rotator strength at 270 degrees/sec. Unilateral imbalance of the
eccentric external and internal rotator musculature was
significantly related to increased shoulder IR torque (p<0.05,
R2=0.21). A greater ratio of ER/IR strength was associated with
higher shoulder IR torque when measuring eccentric ER and IR
strength at 90 degrees/sec.
Clinical measures of ROM were not significantly related to
shoulder stress in the baseball pitch even when comparing
bilateral differences. Similarly, no single measure of isokinetic
rotator cuff strength was significantly related to shoulder stress.
Only after assessing strength ratios bilaterally or between muscle
groups were significant relationships discovered. These results
suggest that evaluating isokinetic strength ratios between arms or
agonist and antagonist muscle groups may be more indicative of
injury risk than any stand-alone isokinetic strength measure.
Further, the results may give clinicians or trainers a better
understanding of what to evaluate during a pre-season screen of
an overhead athlete’s glenohumeral ROM or strength.

Methods
This study was approved by the Sanford Health Institutional
Review Board. Twenty-one (n=21) collegiate baseball pitchers
participated in the study. Data was collected on two separate
occasions prior to the start of the collegiate season. The first
session was a clinical evaluation where subject height, weight,
arm length, shoulder passive ROM, and rotator cuff strength were
collected. After establishing anthropometrics and a brief warmup,
glenohumeral internal rotation (IR) and external rotation (ER)
was measured passively for each arm using established methods2.
Isokinetic external and internal rotator cuff strength was
measured both eccentrically and concentrically for each arm
using a Biodex at three separate speeds (90, 180, and 270
degrees/sec). Peak torque was collected from the Biodex for
eccentric and concentric actions of both the external and internal
rotator cuff muscles for each arm at all three speeds. Subjects then
returned approximately two weeks later for a bullpen session
where motion capture data was collected in a biomechanics lab.
Fifty markers were applied to each pitcher and tracked with a
twelve camera Qualisys motion capture system operating at 300
Hz. Pitchers threw ten fastballs from an artificial mound at a
target approximately the size of a strike zone 45 feet from the
rubber. The five fastest pitches for strikes were selected and used
for analysis.
Biomechanics data was computed in Visual 3D. Pitching
shoulder joint moments and forces were estimated in the shoulder
joint coordinate system in accordance with ISB
recommendations. Kinetics and isokinetic data were normalized
to anthropometrics prior to analysis. Peak IR torque and peak
shoulder distraction force were the dependent variables chosen as
estimates of the amount of stress the shoulder experiences
throughout the pitch. Linear regression models were used to

Significance
Recent upper extremity literature has struggled to identify
pecific cha ac e i c of an o e head a hle e ho lde comple
that are related to increased biomechanical loads during activity.
The current study provides insight for clinical measures that can
be evaluated without expensive motion capture technology that
may be related to increased injury risk in overhead athletes. It is
likely that ROM, strength, and mechanics are all interconnected
regarding injury risk in these athletes and it is paramount that
researchers and clinicians attempt to understand these
relationships to ensure the safety of any ballistic athlete.
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In od c ion
The sho lder is he mos common si e of m sc loskele al pain
and pa holog in man al heelchair (MWC) sers i h spinal
cord inj r (SCI) [1]. The pre alence and progression ra e of
sho lder pa holog in his pop la ion is no abl higher han
able-bodied indi id als [2]. The primar p rpose of his s d
as o compare he progression of ro a or c ff (RC) pa holog
o er one ear in MWC sers i h able-bodied indi id als. We
also aimed o in es iga e he effec s of MWC se on h meral
ele a ion and i s con rib ion o he high pre alence of RC ears
in indi id als i h SCI.
Me hod
Under Ma o Clinic IRB appro al, 16 MWC sers (15 males,
age (SD): 37(13) rs, inj r le el: C6 L1, median ears of
MWC se (in erq r ile range): 5(4) rs) and 16 age and se ma ched able-bodied con rols ere recr i ed. Bila eral sho lder
magne ic resonance images (MRIs)
ere comple ed and
assessed on o occasions, a baseline isi and appro ima el
one ear la er sing an es ablished r bric [3]. Bila eral h meral
ele a ion angles for a s bse of 11 MWC sers and con rols
ere calc la ed hro gho one or
o pical da (s) (af er
baseline MRI) from bod
segmen orien a ions
sing
accelerome r and g roscope da a from hree ireless iner ial
meas remen ni s (Opal, APDM Inc., USA) orn on he
bila eral pper arms and an erior orso [4]. McNemar s es as
sed o compare he pre alence of RC ears be een baseline
and ear 1. Wilco on Signed-Rank es as sed o compare
h meral ele a ion le els be een
o cohor s. Differences
be een par icipan s i h and i ho an ear ere compared
sing S den s o-sample - es for age and h meral ele a ion
le els. All es s ere o-sided i h a 0.05 significance le el.

Fig e 1. Ro a or c ff and biceps endon ears and h meral ele a ion
angles in MWC srs i h SCI and able-bodied con rols. A and B
demons ra e he n mber of par icipan s i h an endon ears (An
ears) or indi id al m scle endon eras across he s praspina s
(S pra), infraspina s (Infra), s bscap laris (S bscap), and biceps a
baseline and ear 1 for MWC sers i h SCI (circles) and able-bodied
con rols (sq ares). C and D demons ra e he percen age of ime con rols
and MWC sers i h SCI spen in h meral ele a ion le els for heir
non-dominan (C) and dominan (D) arms hro gho a pical da .

dominan side spen significan l less ime in 90-180 of
h meral ele a ion ( = 0.044) han hose i h endon ears.
There ere no significan associa ions be een o her h meral
ele a ions and presence of endon ears for bo h cohor s.
Significance
The higher progression ra e of RC pa holog in MWC sers
i h SCI han in able-bodied con rols indica es ha MWC se
ma predispose indi id als i h SCI o RC disease be ond
in resnsic fac ors, s ch as age. The differen f nc ional h meral
orkspace for MWC sers compared i h able-bodied con rols
ma be a con rib or o he obser ed differences in incidence
and progression of RC pa holog be een hese o cohor s.
Lack of significan associa ions be een h meral ele a ions and
presence of endon ears in he SCI cohor migh be d e o he
small sample si e. F r her in es iga ion i h a larger pop la ion
of MWC sers and con rols is nder a o el cida e he
e ol ion of sho lder pa holog and arm se follo ing SCI.

Re l and Di c ion
The bila eral sho lder (14 non-dominan and 15 dominan
sho lders) MRI findings indica ed ha progression of an ears
across he RC and he long head of biceps endons increased for
he dominan sho lder of SCI cohor in comparison o he
con rols; ho e er, he difference as no s a is icall significan
( = 0.063; Fig. 1A-1B). The progression of he RC pa holog
as no differen be een he o cohor s for he non-dominan
side. MWC sers i ho
endon ears ere significan l
o nger han hose i h endon ears on he non-dominan side
a baseline ( = 0.018) and ear 1 ( = 0.042), and on he
dominan side a ear 1 ( = 0.021). The effec of age as
s ronger for able-bodied par icipan s on bo h sides and ime
poin s ( < 0.001).
MWC sers spen significan l less ime in 0-30 of h meral
ele a ion han he con rols ( = 0.050 (dominan ); = 0.011
(non-dominan )). This co ld be mainl d e o res ing sea ed
pos res in SCI gro p ra her han ac i e mo emen s. MWC
sers spen more ime in o her h meral ele a ions han con rols,
b
he differences ere no s a is icall significan (Fig. 1C1D). Able-bodied par icipan s i ho endon ears on heir non-
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Introduction
Glenohumeral (GH) motion deficits and scapulothoracic (ST)
compensations are commonly observed in patients with brachial
plexus birth injury (BPBI)1,2 . Various interventions are employed
to improve GH function, however, assessment of GH function in
dynamic conditions is lacking due to challenges in measuring
dynamic scapular orientation and the inability to distinguish
between GH and ST contributions to shoulder motion. The
acromion marker cluster with single calibration (S-AMC) has
been used to estimate ST kinematics in healthy populations3 but
is unsuitable for BPBI 4 . An updated AMC double calibration
method (D-AMC) that interpolates estimated ST orientations
based on humerothoracic (HT) elevation 5 is currently
recommended 6 , but has yet to be assessed in BPBI. A new linear
model (LM) approach utilizing measurable HT orientation and
acromion process position to estimate ST orientation has been
validated in healthy adults7 , but has not been tested in BPBI. This
study evaluates the ability of the S-AMC, D-AMC, and LM to
estimate ST orientation in static positions across a full shoulder
range of motion by comparing against palpation in BPBI. We
hypothesized that ST errors between LM and palpation would be
less than those of D-AMC and much less than those of S-AMC.

this approach. The D-AMC produced acceptable RMSE values
for most positions/axes and was the least likely of all methods to
produce >10° errors for an individual subject.

Methods
Trunk and arm orientations of 19 BPBI participants were
measured with motion capture. Subjects completed 14 static
positions encompassing a full spectrum of shoulder motion. In
each position, scapular markers were placed to determine ST
orientation. HT and ST angles were calculated. All 14 positions
served as test positions for evaluation. For each position, a
“leave-one-out approach was used to create a LM using multiple
linear regression on data from the 13 other positions to generate
equations that estimated ST angles based on HT orientation and
acromion process position. ST angles estimated by each method
were compared to palpation and average root mean square errors
(RMSE) for each approach were calculated across all participants
on each ST axis of motion for each test position.

Figure 1: RMSE values for ST orientation at select and representative
test positions exemplifying a variety of functional arm postures.

Significance
Current methods for estimating dynamic scapular orientation are
less than ideal for BPBI. Use of the D-AMC, however, may be
appropriate for certain motions/scenarios and would provide new
insights into dynamic ST and GH joint function to ultimately
facilitate surgical planning and outcomes assessment in BPBI.

Results and Discussion
LM and D-AMC produced comparable RMSE values that were
generally within established acceptable limits (<10°)3 for most
positions/axes; S-AMC values were occasionally much larger
(Fig. 1). The percentage of errors >10° for all subjects and
positions in this study varied across the three ST axes: LM (9.9 16.0%), D-AMC (1.8-7.3%), S-AMC (2.9-9.2%). Overall, these
results do not support our hypotheses.
Estimating ST orientation in BPBI is more challenging than
in a healthy population as RMSE values for all methods were
close to or beyond the upper ranges reported in all previous
healthy analyses3 . Similar to past findings5 , D-AMC was superior
to S-AMC especially on internal/external rotation and
anterior/posterior tilt. LM had exceptionally large errors for
certain positions that involved HT or ST angle values beyond
those of the other 13 positions used to develop the LM ; this
highlights a LM limitation that should be considered when using
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Introduction
Brachial plexus birth injury (BPBI) occurs during a difficult
childbirth when damage ensues along the brachial plexus nerve
bundle [1]. Lifelong arm impairment persists in 30-40% of cases
[2], with muscle weakness, limb disuse, and musculoskeletal
deformities [3]. Loading at the glenohumeral joint is altered, but
the main causes of that alteration are unclear. In addition, nerve
injury location can alter outcome severity [4]. In both nerve
rupture (postganglionic) and nerve avulsion (preganglionic),
loading alterations could be, in part, due to limb disuse, decreased
optimal muscle length, or decreased muscle mass. To determine
whether limb disuse may be a major contributor, we compared
both postganglionic and preganglionic injuries to a disarticulation
model observed to have similar disuse of the affected limb.

with postganglionic injury. This study includes disarticulation,
which allows assessment of disuse contributions to glenohumeral
deformity with BPBI. In the scapula, morphological changes with
postganglionic injury were similar, though less severe, than with
disarticulation, suggesting limb disuse contributes substantially
but is not the only factor. Humeral head morphology, particularly
width and curvature, was altered more in affected limbs for
preganglionic injury than disarticulation, suggesting limb disuse
has little effect and other factors (e.g., other forms of altered
loading or the nerve injury itself) drive changes at this site.

Methods
Sprague Dawley rat pups were assigned to three groups (n=16
each): postganglionic neurectomy, preganglionic neurectomy,
and elbow disarticulation. Interventions were performed 3-5 days
postnatally on one side with the contralateral limb serving as a
control. Neurectomies included C5-C6 nerve root excision either
distal (postganglionic) [5] or proximal (preganglionic) [6] to the
dorsal root ganglion. The disarticulation group underwent
amputation of the forearm at the elbow.
Scapulae and humeri were scanned using micro-computed
tomography (36 µm, SCANCO µCT 80) and analyzed in Mimics
(Materialise). Measurements included glenoid version angle
(GVA), inclination angle (GIA), and radius of curvature (GRC),
and humeral head thickness (HHT), width (HHW), and radius of
curvature (HRC). Affected vs. unaffected limbs were compared
within groups with paired t-tests. Group comparisons were made
on affected–unaffected differences via one-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s posthoc tests (normally distributed) or Kruskal-Wallis
with Dunn posthoc tests (non-normally distributed). Analyses
were performed in GraphPad Prism ( =0.05).

Figure 1. Compared to disarticulation, post- and preganglionic injury
had smaller reductions in GIA and less flattening in curvature (*p<0.1,
**p<0.05). †p<0.1, ††p<0.05 affected vs. unaffected limbs.

Significance
Our work suggests macrostructural deformities seen in post- and
preganglionic BPBI are not due solely to limb disuse. While
postganglionic deformity may result partly from limb disuse, it
does not display the same severity of deformity as disarticulation.
Preganglionic injury has worse humeral deformity in the affected
limb than disarticulation and very little alteration of the glenoid,
suggesting limb disuse is not a driving factor for preganglionic
BPBI. This work allows further exploration of mechanisms of
deformity and confirms that limb disuse substantially drives
glenoid deformity but not humeral head deformity.

Results and Discussion
Scapula Results: Postganglionic and disarticulation groups both
showed changes in affected vs. unaffected limbs, with smaller
affected limb GIA (postganglionic: -31%, disarticulation: -83%)
and larger (more flattened) affected limb GRC (postganglionic:
+119% trend, p=0.064, disarticulation: +374%) (Fig. 1).
Compared to disarticulation, postganglionic BPBI tended to have
smaller reductions in affected GIA (-96%, p=0.052) and had
significantly smaller changes in GRC (-71%), and preganglionic
also had smaller changes in GIA (-98%) and GRC (-102%) (Fig.
1). Humerus Results: Preganglionic and disarticulation groups
showed deficits in affected vs. unaffected limbs. Preganglionic
affected limb tended to have reduced HHT (-11%, p=0.065) and
had reduced HHW (-9%) and HRC (-13%), and disarticulation
affected limb had reduced HHT (-8%). No group differences
were found. Discussion: Similar to our previous study [7], we
found primarily humeral head detriments (not scapular) with
preganglionic injury but scapular detriments (not humeral head)
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Introduction
Brachial plexus birth injury (BPBI) results in lifelong arm
impairment in 30-40% of cases [1], producing muscle weakness,
arm disuse, joint morphological changes [2], and underlying
microstructural bone changes in the shoulder [3]. The severity of
these consequences differs based on injury location, with nerve
rupture (postganglionic) producing more severe outcomes than
nerve avulsion (preganglionic) [4]. Primary underlying drivers
have yet to be investigated, specifically, the direct effects of nerve
injury versus limb disuse, which occurs following both post- and
preganglionic injury. The objective of this study was to compare
trabecular bone microstructure for post- and preganglionic BPBI
to that for a disarticulation model with similar limb disuse.

ConnD (0.71 vs. 0.91), Tb.N (0.74 vs. 0.91), and Tb.Th (0.86 vs.
0.89), and larger increases in Tb.Sp (1.50 vs. 1.12), along with a
trend for greater decreased TMD (0.98 vs. 0.99, p=0.098).
Discussion: Post- and preganglionic injury both resulted in
detriments to affected arm trabecular bone throughout the
glenohumeral region, while disarticulation effects were less
consistent and more apparent in the scapula than the humerus.
Group differences were most prominent in the humeral epiphysis;
compared to disarticulation, postganglionic injury had similar
effects, while preganglionic injury produced a substantially less
robust trabecular microstructure. These results suggest that
disuse has a more profound effect on glenoid than humeral
trabecular bone and is a stronger driver for trabecular adaptation
following postganglionic than preganglionic injury.

Methods
Sprague Dawley rat pups were separated into postganglionic
neurectomy,
preganglionic
neurectomy,
and
elbow
disarticulation groups (n=16 each). Rats received interventions 35 days after birth on one arm with the contralateral serving as a
control and were sacrificed at 8 weeks. The interventions were
C5-C6 nerve root excision distal (postganglionic) [5] or proximal
(preganglionic) [6] to the dorsal root ganglion or forearm
amputation (elbow disarticulation). Scapulae and humeri were
harvested and scanned using micro-computed tomography (10
µm, SCANCO µCT 80). Distal scapula (glenoid) and proximal
humerus (epiphysis, metaphysis) regions were analyzed for
standard trabecular metrics [7]: bone volume fraction (BV/TV),
bone mineral density (BMD), tissue mineral density (TMD),
connectivity density (ConnD), trabecular number (Tb.N),
thickness (Tb.Th), and separation (Tb.Sp), and degree of
anisotropy (DA). Affected and unaffected limbs were compared
via paired t-tests; groups were compared for affected/unaffected
limb ratios using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s posthoc tests
(normal distribution) or Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn posthoc tests
(non-normal) in GraphPad Prism ( =0.05).

Figure 1. Preganglionic injury resulted in less robust trabecular bone
than postganglionic injury ( p<0.05) and disarticulation (*p<0.05).
†p<0.1, ‡p<0.05 affected vs. unaffected limbs.

Significance
Disuse has a larger role in trabecular bone adaptations following
post- than preganglionic BPBI and is especially detrimental in the
glenoid. Severe preganglionic trabecular deficits in the humeral
epiphysis are driven by mechanisms beyond limb disuse.
Understanding how different factors contribute to microstructural
adaptations will inform more effective BPBI treatments.

Results and Discussion
Limb comparisons: Postganglionic and preganglionic groups had
significantly less robust trabecular bone in the affected vs.
unaffected arm throughout all scapula and humerus regions, with
reduced BV/TV, BMD, TMD, ConnD, Tb.N, and Tb.Th, and
increased Tb.Sp in the humeral epiphysis of the affected arm (Fig.
1). The disarticulation group also had trabecular deficits in the
affected arm throughout the scapula and trends for trabecular
deficits (reduced BV/TV, BMD, and Tb.N, and increased Tb.Sp
and DA) in the humeral epiphysis but no limb differences in the
metaphysis. Group comparisons: Few differences were observed
between the neurectomy groups and the disarticulation group in
the scapula and humeral metaphysis regions. In the humeral
epiphysis, affected/unaffected ratios showed trabecular bone for
postganglionic was similar to that of disarticulation, while
preganglionic bone had more deficits (Fig. 1). Specifically,
preganglionic showed larger reductions than disarticulation in
affected BV/TV (ratio 0.64 vs. 0.87), BMD (0.62 vs. 0.86),
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Introduction
App o ima el 300,000 o a o c ff epai
ge ie a e
pe fo med ann all in he Uni ed S a e [1]. The goal of po -op
ehabili a ion i o allo healing of he epai ed c ff hile
e o ing f nc ion and ange of mo ion [2-4]. I i a p olonged and
demanding p oce [5,6] hich can e i e a f ll ea fo he
ho lde o feel no mal again [5]. U ing a pa ien a mp oma ic
con ala e al ho lde , no mali a ion of he affec ed ho lde
mo ion i defined a changed kinema ic o a d mme ical
bila e al mo ion [7]. While
die ha e demon a ed he
po en ial fo no mali a ion of ho lde kinema ic be een 1 and
2 ea af e
ge [7,8], he iming and p oce fo ho he
no mali a ion occ i nkno n. Th , he p po e of hi
d
a o pe fo m a biomechanical e al a ion of pa ien
ih
o a o c ff ea p e-op and po -op o el cida e he change
occ ing ac o he ehabili a ion p oce a compa ed o he
non-inj ed a m.

ehabili a ion p o ocol af e a o a o c ff epai i o e o e
ac i e ange of mo ion b 3 o 4 mon h [6,10], hi e plo a o
d ho ed ha no onl a hi no achie ed b mo of he
pa ien b 3 mon h po -op, b i a no achie ed b half of
hem a 6 mon h po -op. F he o k i nde a e amining
addi ional join of he ho lde comple , m cle ac i a ion
pa e n , and f nc ional a k .

Methods
Se en ad l (mean age 62.0 +/- 5.3 ea ) i h a o a o c ff ea
pa icipa ed in h ee e e ion : 0-12 eek p io o
ge ,
and an a e age of 3 mon h and 6 mon h af e
ge . A 15came a Vicon T- e ie mo ion cap e
em acked 27
eflec i e ma ke on he ppe e emi (UE) hile he bjec
pe fo med fi e ial of ma imal ho acoh me al e e nal
o a ion, f om an add c ed a e i h he non-inj ed a m,
follo ed b he inj ed a m. A biomechanincal model [9] a
applied o calc la e he UE kinema ic of he ho acoh me al
join o e he d a ion of he a k. G o p a e age and anda d
de ia ion e e comp ed fo he peak ho acoh me al e e nal
o a ion angle fo bo h a m a each i i . The Wilco on igned
ank e
a
ed o compa e he non-inj ed a m o he inj ed
a m a each ime (p<0.05).

Figure 1: G o p a e age (1 anda d de ia ion e o ba ) peak e e nal
o a ion fo he inj ed-a m ( ed) p e-op and a 3 mon h and 6 mon h
po -op, and he non-inj ed a m (bl e). A e i k indica e a i ical
diffe ence be een inj ed and non-inj ed a m (p<0.05).

Significance
Kno ledge of he p e-op al e a ion and po -op no mali a ion
of he mo emen of he ho lde join comple compa ed o he
non-inj ed a m i c i ical o imp o e and ho en he po -op
eco e p oce , incl ding mo e a ge ed e e ci e . Thi o k
e
he p emi e fo de eloping a ge ed ehabili a ion
in e en ion b helping o iden if c i ical ime d ing he po op ehabili a ion pha e
hen in e en ion
ho ld be
admini e ed.

Results and Discussion
Re l indica e he peak e e nal o a ion of he non-inj ed a m
a ignifican l g ea e han he inj ed a m bo h p e-op
(p=0.0391) and a 3 mon h po -op (p=0.0156) (Fig. 1). The e
a no diffe ence in he peak e e nal o a ion achie ed b he
non-inj ed and inj ed a m 6 mon h po -op (p=0.5781). The
defici in mo ion ob e ed p e-op doe no e n o a pical
amo n n il 6 mon h po -op. When e amining he p e-op da a
indi id all , 4 of he 7 bjec pe fo med he a k a a defici
g ea e han 10 deg ee compa ed i h he non-inj ed a m, i h
an a e age of 22.4 (4.9 ) le e e nal o a ion. A 3 mon h
po -op, 3 of he 7 bjec inc ea ed hei peak e e nal o a ion,
b onl b an a e age of 6.0 (5.7 ). A 6 mon h po -op 4 of
he 7 bjec
ill pe fo med he a k a a defici compa ed o
hei non-inj ed a m, i h an a e age diffe ence of 14.2 (3.9 ).
Man belie e ha app op ia e ehabili a ion, pa ic la l
i hin 3 mon h po ope a i el , i he ke o good f nc ional
o come [4,5]; ho e e he op imal ehabili a ion p o ocol i
ill being delibe a ed [3]. Al ho gh he goal of mo
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Introduction
Our hand is one of the most complex organs. It is an essential tool
for our daily life, so much that a big portion of our motor cortex
is dedicated to its control. This being said, it is apparent that a
coupling relation exists between the five digits that does not allow
us to move them independently from each other. There has been
a lack of quantitative characterizations of couplings across the
five digits. The purpose of this study was to characterize the
coupling relationships that exist across the 5 digits during passive
movement.

extension (Fig. 2), in particular we chose to evaluate it at near full
extension.

Methods
To accurately measure the forces and positions of individual
fingers, we modified a commercial exoskeletal device, the Hand
of Hope (Figure 1). Modifications were made to add force and
position measurements of each digit. This allowed us to measure
the forces and displacement at each of the five digits. Spacer was
placed at the proximal phalanges so that each of the fingers can
stretched to the extended position. Five subjects (4 female and 1
male, age 20-60) were evaluated. The subject’s hand was
strapped into the device and all fingers were extended to the
extended position where they were subsequently locked in place.
At this point, we asked the subject to relax all digits and started
moving them one at a time, while keeping the others locked, for
around 10 cycles each at 15mm/s. During the movement, forces
and displacement were recorded for each of the 5 digits.

Fig. 2: Stiffness properties across the five digits. On the columns, the
results of each trial in which only one finger was moved. On the rows,
forces were measured at each digit (thumb, index, middle f, ring f, and
small f), respectively. X axis is ROM% (0 max extension, 100 max
flexion), Y axis is stiffness (N/mm)

What we found was, to start with, higher values for local
stiffnesses, and strong coupling in three most lateral fingers
(middle finger, ring finger and little finger) across all subjects
(Fig. 3).

Figure 1: The modified exoskeleton hand robot. Each digit was
equipped with a dedicated servomotor and loadcell. Spacers were
added at the proximal phalanges to reach the extended position.
Fig. 3: Local stiffness is highlighted in red and coupled stiffness in
black. Note the right 3 columns showed the strong coupling among the
3 most lateral fingers.

Results and Discussion
The outcome of these measurements was what was referred to in
other publications [1] as the passive stiffness matrix. The
diagonal elements of this matrix (local stiffnesses) represent the
stiffnesses developed at the finger when moving that specific
digit. On the other hand, the off-diagonal elements represent the
coupled stiffness recorded at all the other four digits that are kept
locked at the extended position. Especially in the case of the local
stiffnesses, it was apparent how it is not constant throughout the
range of motion, and even at the same position, the value can be
different depending on the direction of the passive movement and
the position on the force-displacement hysteresis loop. For the
purpose of this study, we elected to consider stiffnesses during

Significance
The findings emerged in this study, while interesting on their
own, also represent an important foundation for future studies. It
will be interesting to evaluate how coupling is affected in patients
after stroke, for example.
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Introduction
Prosthetic users must contend with and adapt to the additional
mechanical and physical constraints of a prosthesis to perform a
motor task. Persons with unilateral transtibial amputations
(TTAmp) have been shown to use hip-dominant strategies
compared to persons with intact limbs (INTACT) during various
movement tasks such as gait, vertical jumping, and cycling1,2,3.
Whether this compensatory behavior is a ubiquitous strategy
used by TTAmp across all tasks or whether it is task specific is
of considerable interest to define mechanisms of motor control in
this population. The back squat is a well-defined task with
eccentric, energy absorption and concentric, energy generation
phases making it suitable to explore a range of compensations.
Therefore, this case study was to determine compensation
strategies utilized by a TTAmp compared to an INTACT while
performing a back squat. We hypothesize that there will be
greater relative contribution of hip joint work done in the
amputated limb compared to sound limb.

of TTAmp (p < 0.001). The hip contributed significantly more
than the knee in the left limb but not the right limb (p < 0.001, p
= 0.349 respectively) of TTAmp (Figure 1).

Methods
One male TTAmp (119.8kg) with an Össur VSP foot (energy
storage and return component mounted in series with a hydraulic
damper) and one male INTACT control (81.4 kg) signed
informed consent to participate in this IRB approved study. The
participants performed 5 sub-maximal back squats at 75% of
their one-rep max (102.3 kg) following a warm-up. Lower limb
kinematics and kinetics were quantified for each limb with 39
passive reflective markers using a Full Body PlugInGait model
(Vicon, Oxford, UK). Net joint power was calculated using an
inverse dynamics approach. The work done at each joint
attributed to total limb work (J/kg) was calculated by integration
of each of the respective power curves4 and converted to a percent
of total limb work. A two-way RM ANOVA was run to find the
main and interaction effects of limb (R vs. L) and amputation
status (AMP vs. INTACT) on each joints' percent contribution to
total limb positive and negative work. Where significant
interactions were observed, simple pairwise comparisons were
conducted.
Results and Discussion
The hip contributed significantly more to total limb positive work
than the knee and ankle in left (p<0.001 and p=0.001,
respectively) and right (p<0.001 and p=0.001, respectively)
limbs of TTAmp, and the right (p<0.001 and p=0.003,
respectively) limb of INTACT.
While the knee contributed significantly more to total
limb negative work than the ankle and hip in the left (p<0.001
and p=0.005, respectively) and right (p<0.001 and p<0.001,
respectively) limbs of INTACT, similar patterns were not
observed in TTAmp. The hip contributed significantly more to
total limb negative work than the ankle in the left and right limb

Figure 1: Negative (top row) and positive (bottom row) total limb work
per joint in TTAmp (panel A) and INTACT (panel B).

TTAmp utilized a hip dominant strategy to both absorb and
generate energy in both limbs whereas INTACT absorbed more
energy at the knee. Interestingly, the ankle joint contributed greater
negative work than positive work on the amputated and sound
limb (15.8% vs 14.2%) suggesting TTAmp loaded the prosthetic
foot to get as much energy return as possible allowing the
prosthetic side a greater contribution to energy system.
Significance
This case study provided insight on compensation strategies used
by prosthetics users during a back squat. Findings suggest greater
relative reliance on both hip joints in the amputated and sound
limbs vs. asymmetric hip joint work seen during other tasks. These
findings may also inform prosthetic foot design and prescription
for similar functional weight training tasks. The TTAmp utilized a
strategy to load the prosthetic foot during the eccentric phase and
was able to utilize the energy returned for the concentric phase,
highlighting the benefits of prosthetic feet with high energy storage
and return properties for this task. Further work is warranted to
define how consistent these strategies are across a larger sample
of TTAmp.
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Introduction
An exoskeleton is a wearable device, designed to enhance
physical abilities during human activities. Several exoskeletons
have succeeded in assisting walking [1], running [2] and hopping
[3]. The goal of these exoskeletons is to reduce the effort
expended during aerobic tasks (i.e. the metabolic rate). However,
exoskeletons which assist during anaerobic tasks (specifically,
vertical jumping) have not yet been thoroughly researched.
During countermovement vertical jumping, there is a negative
work phase in the knee, followed by positive joint work.
Therefore, a passive exoskeleton (based on a spring) can assist
knees during a jumping activity.
In this study, we built a passive knee exoskeleton for vertical
jumping, and performed an experiment to gain knowledge on
exoskeleton-human interaction.

height for Exo2 was greater by 13 5% than for Exo0 (P<0.001),
and greater by 5 0.1% than for Exo1 (P=0.04). Exo2 was no
different from No Exo (P=0.69).

Figure 1: The average height difference from detachment to maximum
jump height, normalized by the No Exoskeleton (No Exo) condition

Methods
Eight healthy males (age: 25.1 3.0 years; mass: 71.7 3.6 kg;
and height: 1.73 0.02 m) participated in this study. All subjects
provided informed written consent before participating in the
study. The study was approved by BenHuman Research Institutional Review Board.
The passive knee exoskeleton consists of aluminium frames,
attached to the leg with wide Velcro stripes. Rubber springs
provide the assistance torque. The overall device mass is 1.5 kg,
for each leg. The subjects performed vertical jumps under five
conditions: without the device (No Exo); with the device but with
no spring connected (Exo0); with the device and with springs that
provide 70 Nm at a
knee bend (Exo1); with springs that
provide 105 Nm (Exo2); and without the device again (No Exo2).
The performance order of the conditions with the device was
randomized for each subject. The subjects followed a warm-up
routine, and then performed eight vertical jumps under each
condition. They were instructed to jump as high as possible, and
to keep their hands crossed on their chest. Data was collected
from the last five jumps. The subjects rested for 1.5 minutes
between jumps, to prevent the effect of fatigue.
Subject motion was recorded using 14 cameras (Qualisys),
and ground reaction forces were recorded using an instrumented
treadmill (Bertec). Invers dynamics was performed using Visual
3D (C-Motion). Rectus Femoris (RF) and Gastrocnemius
medialis (GM) muscle activity was measured using surface
electromyography (Trigno, Delsys). Next, MATLAB code (Math
Works Inc) was used to calculate the difference in the center of
mass height (from detachment to maximum jump height) and
work performed at each joint (from full bending to detachment).

There was no difference between the maximum amplitude of
EMG in RF and GM, under all conditions (P>0.05). There was
no difference in average ankle joint work between all five
conditions. The average total work at the knee joints (i.e. the
biological knee work and exoskeleton work) with No Exo2 was
greater than all the conditions with the exoskeleton (P<0.01). The
work at the hip joints without the exoskeleton (No Exo and No
Exo2) was lower than with the exoskeleton (P<0.05, for all the
conditions). This might suggest that the subjects changed the way
they jump, but that they still did not fully utilize the exoskeleton.
In future research, we will train the subjects to better utilize the
exoskeleton, by storing more energy in the springs.
Table 1: The average work done by each joint (J)
Condition\ Ankle Knee- Knee
Exo
Joint
total
bio
128.6
220.3
220.3
No Exo
129.6
192.3
192.3
Exo0
139.7
206.6
104.3
102.2
Exo1
141.1
192.1
51.3
140.9
Exo2
123.8
239.5
239.5
No Exo2

Hip
195.2
242.1
242.6
247.8
176.5

All 3
joints
544.1
563.9
588.8
581.0
539.8

Significance
The results contribute to a better understanding of the interaction
between an exoskeleton and the human body, and could improve
the design of exoskeletons in future.
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Results and Discussion
The average height difference from detachment to maximum
jump height, for each of the conditions, was normalized by the
average height difference gained in No Exo condition, and is
presented in Fig. 1. Repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) revealed that the average normalized difference in
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Introduction
Unilateral amputees often experience decreased muscle
efficiency during gait as a result of the anatomic asymetries
induced with most current prostheses designs. Amputees tend to
load 58% of body weight on the intact leg 42% of body weight
on the prosthesis.1 During the prosthesis swing phase, there is
higher and prolonged muscle activity seen in the plantar flexion
of the intact leg for push-off to ease foot clearance of the
prosthesis.2 During the prosthesis pre-swing phase, transfemoral
amputees have a plantar flexion deficiency on the prosthesis,
which reduces forward propulsion during pre-swing.3 This leads
to an energy expenditure increase of 60% in transfemoral
amputee gai compared to normal gait, with prosthesis weight
and moment of inertia being prime contributors to this issue.3 The
prevalence of falls among lower-limb amputees is estimated to be
as high as 52% within a year.3 Stability issues may be caused by
toe clearance, knee-buckling, proprioception, and balance. There
is a need to develop a novel lower-limb prosthesis that will focus
on foot clearance, forward propulsion, and proprioception.
The proposed lower-limb prosthesis will dynamically
lengthen and shorten during gait to improve muscle efficiency
and increase the load symmetry between the intact leg and
prosthesis. During the prosthesis swing phase, the prosthesis will
shorten for easier foot clearance. During the prosthesis pre-swing
phase, the prosthesis will extend for increased forward
propulsion. The dynamic lengthening and shortening of the
prosthesis will result in a reduction of the lateral center of mass
and swing inertia to improve proprioception and stability.

Results and Discussion
The
e can
a a ien
eigh , adj
he leng h
needed during the gait cycle and shorten to provide foot clearance
for swing through. A more compact electromechanical drive
system will be needed for a self-contained prosthesis design.

Figure 2. Model of distance and velocity profile during gait
The first prototype proved the concept that a prosthesis with
dynamic linear motion can replace the functions of a knee joint.
From experimental observation and mathematical modeling of
joint angles4, we will find the optimal weight, and the length and
velocity profile of the telescopic system. (Figure 2) This will
determine the required power and help conserve energy in a
compact electromechanical drive system. The prototype will be
tested kinematically to determine foot clearance distance,
forward propulsion, and lateral center of gravity displacement.

Methods
An initial prototype has been developed using an external motor
and cam system that uses a cable to affect length adjustment of
the prosthesis. (Figure 1) The system was designed telescopically
for the cable to pull the top and bottom components together or
separate them. The cable is pulled by an arm that follows the cam;
as cam diameter increases the cable pulls the components
together to shorten the prosthesis and as the cam diameter
decreases the prosthesis lengthens. One revolution around the
cam represents one gait cycle. Following institutional IRB
approval, two transfemoral amputees were able to ambulate with
the prototype on a treadmill at a speed that was timed with the
eed f cam a i n and
he i d namic linea m i n.

Significance
There are currently no lower-limb prosthetics on the market that
replace the flexion/extension of a knee joint with dynamic linear
motion. The dynamic linear adjustable prosthesis is patent
pending. The claims of the patent include a prosthesis with a
distal and proximal end, where an actuator modifies the distance
between ends to alter the length of the prosthesis. The prosthesis
can include rotational joints, multiple actuators, springs, shock
absorbers, and a control system.
We hypothesize that a dynamically adjusting prosthesis can
improve load symmetry through an optimized clearance distance
and propulsion force. We anticipate that such a device would
improve prosthesis control and quality of life for amputees.
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Figure 1. Prototype (left), cam and cable set-up (right)
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increased when forcing non-normal swing time symmetry, e.g.,
a greater cost during NLA compared with NLS and a greater
cost during LS compared with LA. This is supported by
manipulation conditions (i.e., LS and NLA) resulting in a
significantly greater metabolic cost than baseline conditions. In
turn, one factor of load or swing time symmetry may not have
a greater effect on the metabolic cost of walking, but rather a
manipulation from the natural gait pattern symmetry increases
the metabolic costs of walking (Figure 1).

Net Metabolic Cost (O2 ml/kg/m)

Introduction
Persons with a unilateral transtibial amputation face a greater
metabolic demand during walking than able-bodied individuals
[1]. This increase in the metabolic cost of walking may partially
explain why the majority of persons with amputations do not
engage in a sufficient amount of physical activity to avoid
comorbidities of a sedentary lifestyle [2].
Inertial asymmetries in individuals with unilateral lower
extremity amputations have been simulated in individuals
without amputation by adding mass to one leg [3]. Others
replicated asymmetrical gait in able-bodied individuals via an
asymmetrical audible metronome [4,5]. In either case of
persons with unilateral transtibial amputation or able-bodied
individuals asymmetrically manipulated, it is not understood
how much the mechanical and spatiotemporal asymmetries
contribute to the metabolic cost of asymmetrical walking.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine how
temporal and inertial asymmetries influence the metabolic costs
of walking.
Methods
Ten persons (F = 6, 1.73 ± 0.09 m, 66.5 ± 14.3 kg, 27 ± 2 years,
275 ± 143 min/week of activity) were recruited to participate in
two baseline conditions and two subsequent manipulation
conditions during a single data collection session. The baseline
conditions were designed to represent normal walking in
symmetrically unweighted (NLS – No Load Symmetrical) and
unilaterally weighted walking (LA – Loaded Asymmetrical).
Manipulation conditions were designed to replicate gait
manipulations where symmetry (LS – Loaded Symmetrical) or
asymmetry (NLA – No Load Asymmetrical) were forced and
do not represent the natural gait patterns used in the baseline
conditions. Conditions were achieved with the addition of a
unilateral 2kg mass attached to the ankle, a symmetrical
metronome, or a metronome set to elicit asymmetrical walking
at the magnitude caused by the unilateral mass. Spatiotemporal
measures were calculated in Visual 3D (C-motion,
Germantown, MD) from motion capture data (VICON,
Englewood, CO) and ground reaction force data from a tandembelt instrumented treadmill (AMTI, Watertown, MA), while
gas exchange and metabolic cost were measured via indirect
calorimetry with a metabolic cart (Parvo Medics, Sandy, UT).
A repeated measure ANOVA was performed to determine if the
metabolic cost of walking differed between conditions. Two,
two factor (load x swing time, load x manipulation) ANOVAs
were performed on net metabolic cost of walking data.

14

LA

13
12
11

LS

NLA

10
9

No Load
Loaded

NLS

8
Baseline

Manipulation

Figure 1: Main Effect of Manipulating Swing Time Symmetry.
No interaction was noted between factors of load and
manipulation; however, both main effects were found to be
significant (p < 0.05).
Significance
Both unilateral mass and asymmetrical metronome resulted in
an increase in the net metabolic cost of walking relative to
unperturbed walking. Further, the factor of manipulating the
natural temporal gait patterns that arise from the presence of a
unilaterally added mass significantly increased the net
metabolic cost of walking. In turn, the attempt to overcome the
resulting temporal asymmetry from an interlimb mass
asymmetry resulted in a metabolic penalty. To avoid increasing
the metabolic demand that persons with a unilateral transtibial
amputation are faced with during walking, clinicians should
avoid forcing a symmetrical gait pattern. Forcing individuals to
walk symmetrically in the presence of a lower extremity inertial
asymmetry results in a higher metabolic cost than simply
allowing individuals to choose a preferred gait pattern which
results in a temporal asymmetry druing walking.
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Results and Discussion
In general, the findings reveal a significant increase in the net
metabolic cost of walking for all conditions compared with the
baseline normal walking (NLS) data. There was an interaction
between load and swing time symmetries where metabolic costs
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Introduction
Humans regularly encounter sloped and uneven terrain during
everyday activities such as walking on a cracked sidewalk or
hiking. However, the majority of human walking studies are
performed on smooth, level ground. These level-ground studies
shed light on the underlying mechanisms of human walking and
have also provided insights that guide the design of prosthetic
limbs. One such insight commonly utilized in the design of
prosthetic feet is the observation that during the mid-stance phase
of level-ground walking, the ankle exhibits a spring-like
relationship between ankle torque and ankle angle, which will
here be called internal quasi-stiffness. Internal quasi-stiffness
provides a strong basis for spring-like prosthetic feet that store
and release energy during the stance phase of walking.
Unfortunately, these level-ground walking behaviors are not
consistent on sloped or uneven terrain, and as such, current
prosthetic foot designs are suboptimal under those conditions. In
order to design prosthetic feet that can accommodate various
terrains, the gait of unimpaired individuals should be examined
on uneven and sloped terrain to glean design insights.
A previous study on uneven terrain walking observed that
during mid-stance, unimpaired individuals maintain a consistent
spring-like behaviour between ankle torque and the orientation of
the shank in the world coordinate frame (referred to as shank
angle)[1], which will here be called external quasi-stiffness. The
current study builds upon [1] to determine if this external quasistiffness behaviour observed in uneven terrain walking extends
to level ground and globally sloped walking.

a)

b)

Figure 1: Ankle torque vs. ankle angle during middle stance (a) and
shank angle (b) for unimpaired subjects walking on sloped ground
ranging from -6 degrees (dark green) to +6 degrees (light green)
compared with level-ground (black dashed line). The range of ankle
torque zero-crossing values in each plot is indicated with a gray shaded
band. Fig. 1a shows the ankle joint internal quasi-stiffness while Fig.
1b shows the ankle joint external quasi-stiffness.

Results and Discussion
The trajectories in Fig. 1 begin at the left-most position and move
from left to right, with the magnitude of ankle torque increasing
as the individual progresses through stance. Fig. 1a shows that
the ankle joint internal quasi-stiffness is relatively inconsistent
across various ground slopes. In contrast, the similar trajectories
shown in Fig. 1b indicate that the ankle maintains a relatively
consistent external quasi-stiffness during sloped walking. This
result is consistent with [1], indicating that the external quasistiffness behaviour is maintained during mid-stance of walking
on level, sloped, and uneven terrain.

Methods
Data from [2] were analyzed to assess the degree to which
external quasi-stiffness is maintained while walking across
globally sloped terrain. The data analyzed consists of ten
unimpaired subjects walking on slopes ranging from -6 to 6
degrees in 3 degree increments at a speed of 0.8 m/s. Reflective
markers were used to track the motion of limb segments, and joint
torques were calculated using inverse dynamics methods detailed
in [2]. Ankle torque, ankle angle, and shank angle were computed
during mid-stance phase of gait on each global slope. The
consistency of internal quasi-stiffness was assessed by examining
the slope (internal quasi-stiffness) and torque zero-crossing
(internal quasi-stiffness set point) of the ankle torque vs. ankle
angle trajectories (Fig. 1a). The consistency of external quasistiffness was assessed similarly by examining the slope and
torque zero-crossing of the ankle torque vs. shank angle
trajectories (Fig. 1b).

Significance
Just as internal quasi-stiffness models of ankle function during
level ground walking have inspired the design of current springlike prosthetic feet, this external quasi-stiffness model of walking
on various terrains may be able to lend insights into the design of
prosthetic feet capable of walking on sloped and uneven terrain.
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Introduction
Chronic gait pattern compensations are common for people with
unilateral, non-traumatic transtibial amputation (TTA), and are
characterized by asymmetrical step lengths.1 Such sustained gait
compensations likely contribute to secondary musculoskeletal
conditions that can affect functional mobility and quality of life.2
Error-augmentation gait training (EGT) has demonstrated
promise in correcting asymmetrical step lengths after nontraumatic TTA.3 Using a split-belt treadmill, EGT can be applied
by exaggerating step length asymmetry using separate belt speeds
under each lower limb. Such an EGT protocol has shown
potential for immediate adaptation to greater step length
symmetry in patients with non-traumatic TTA.3 It is unknown if
repeated exposure to EGT can lead to persistent adaptation,
beyond the immediate response of a single session.
The purpose of this proof-of-concept study was to examine
the feasibility and responsiveness of a four-week EGT protocol
for people with unilateral, non-traumatic TTA. We hypothesized
that repeated EGT sessions over four weeks would be feasible
based on protocol fidelity, safety, and participant acceptability.
In addition, we hypothesized a small-medium effect of improved
step length symmetry 1-week following the intervention.

Figure: Mean (black line) and individual participant (grey lines)
between-limb step length symmetry at baseline (T1), week 4 of
EGT (T2), and one-week post-EGT follow-up (T3).

scores above 5 on the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory –
Interest/Enjoyment subscale (6.6 ± 0.5; mean ± SD).
Average between-limb step length was more symmetrical
one-week following EGT (2.41 ± 6.59) compared to baseline
(5.47 ± 4.91) indicating a moderate effect size (d=0.52).
Individual step length symmetry responses varied (Figure).
The results partially support our hypotheses, demonstrating
high protocol fidelity, participant acceptability, and a signal of
efficacy for the four-week EGT protocol. The single residual
limb skin blister was concerning, as it was possibly related to
increased walking exposure. This finding support the idea that
neurovascular comorbidities associated with non-traumatic TTA
require close attention, including thorough skin tolerance
assessment and cautious progression of EGT for this population.

Methods
Eight participants (8 M, 65±9 years old, 30.8±4.3 kg/m2, 41±33
months since TTA, 7±3 comorbidities) with unilateral, nontraumatic TTA were enrolled in an EGT protocol using a splitbelt treadmill (Bertec Corporation). The intervention included 8,
30-minute sessions delivered over a 4-week period. Each session
included five, three-minute sets of EGT at a 2:1 ratio of
asymmetrical belt speeds. The faster belt was set to 75% of the
participant’s self-selected overground gait speed.
Feasibility outcomes included EGT dose goal attainment
compared to protocol (protocol fidelity), number and type of
adverse events (safety), and Intrinsic Motivation Inventory –
Interest/Enjoyment subscale (acceptability). Step length during
overground walking at self-selected speeds were assessed at
baseline (prior to EGT), once a week during the EGT protocol,
and one-week following the last EGT session. Between-limb step
length symmetry was calculated using the Normalized
Asymmetry Index (NSI).4 Responsiveness to EGT was evaluated
with Cohen’s d effect size from baseline to one-week follow-up.

Significance
To date, only single-session EGT studies have been performed
for people with TTA, which have demonstrated gait symmetry
adaptability.3,5 Based upon this current study, four weeks of EGT
using a split-belt treadmill is feasible for people with unilateral
non-traumatic TTA and may modify step length asymmetry up to
a week after intervention. The study of EGT efficacy is
warranted, in pursuit of intervention to optimize gait patterns and
reduce functional limitations with this patient population.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Seven of the eight participants (87.5%) completed the
intervention at the prescribed dose (intensity and duration), with
an average overground walking speed of 1.0±0.1 m/s. One
participant did not complete the protocol due to a skin blister on
their residual limb, which was possibly related to the
intervention. This participant completed only one session of
EGT, which was deemed insufficient exposure to warrant
outcome testing. No falls, musculoskeletal injuries, or increases
in pain occured. Participants rated EGT to be acceptable based on
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(p=0.156). Further, no significant differences in velocity
(p=0.505), stride length (p=0.070), or stride width (p=0.948)
were evident between Old and New braces, indicating that gait
performance may not differ between IDEO designs.

Introduction
The Intrepid Dynamic Exoskeletal Orthosis (IDEO) provides
mechanical compensation for patients with inadequate ankle
function [1]. However, this compensation may alter
biomechanics up the kinetic chain during gait. In fact, IDEO
users exhibit decreased knee sagittal plane range of motion
compared to control counterparts [1]. Currently, the impact of
the IDEO on knee joint moments during gait compared to an
unbraced shod condition is unknown. Additionally, the design
of the IDEO has recently been updated from posterior laminated
cylindrical rods (Old) to an interchangeable flat strut (New). To
our knowledge, comparison of gait parameters between the two
brace designs has not yet been performed. Thus, the purpose of
this study was to examine temporal-spatial parameters of the
two IDEO brace designs and determine the impact of IDEO on
the knee total joint moment during gait.

Participants displayed a 19.5% increase in peak TKM with
IDEO compared to an unbraced SHOD condition (p<0.001; Fig.
1). Greater TKM with IDEO use during gait may lead to
reduced overall knee joint health, as higher knee joint loads can
induce cartilage degeneration and development of knee
osteoarthritis [4]. However, IDEO use also increased TKMsag
6.2% (p=0.037) and decreased TKMfront 7.2% (p=0.037)
compared to SHOD. Erhart-Hledik et al. [4] previously reported
participants with greater TKMsag, accompanied by reduced
TKMfront, exhibited a decrease in detrimental cartilage changes
compared to participants with greater TKMfront contribution.
Thus, the shift in TKM components displayed in the current
study may represent the most ideal compensation for the
increased knee joint load with IDEO use.

Methods
Participants for this study were identified through a
retrospective search of our clinical registry. Inclusion criteria
included a completed gait analysis both shod and wearing an
IDEO (Old or New). Each gait analysis included the participant
walking at a self-selected speed for a series of passes until three
successful force-platform foot strikes and five total strides were
collected for each condition (IDEO and SHOD). Forty (20 Old;
ht: 1.81 ± 0.06 m, wt: 98.8 ± 11.8 kg, age: 35.6 ± 8.1 and 20
New; ht: 1.80 ± 0.05 m, wt: 96.1 ± 15.8 kg, age: 34.2 ± 7.9
years) participants met this inclusion criteria.
During each pass, temporal-spatial parameters and knee
biomechanics were quantified from synchronous marker and
GRF data. Standard inverse dynamics were used to calculate
knee joint moments which were normalized to participant mass
(kg) and height (m). MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA.) code
was used to estimate knee joint load by calculating peak knee
total reaction moment (TKM) using knee flexion, abduction,
and internal rotation, moments, as well as TKM sagittal
(TKMsag), frontal (TKMfront) and transverse (TKMtrans) plane
components [2].

Fig 1: Mean TKM and TKM components (0 – 100%) for IDEO and
SHOD conditions

Significance
Wearing an IDEO improved patients’ gait parameters and
subsequent functional outcomes. IDEO also increased peak
TKM and risk of cartilage deterioration, but shifted TKM
components in perhaps the least detrimental way possible to
accommodate for the heightened knee joint load.

For analysis, temporal–spatial parameters (velocity, stride
length, and stride width), peak stride (0 – 100%) TKM, and
TKMsag, TKMfront, and TKMtrans components were calculated and
sent to a two-way RM ANOVA for main effect and interaction
analysis (α = 0.05) of group (IDEO and SHOD) and brace (Old
and New).
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Results and Discussion
Use of the IDEO increased velocity 0.11 m/s (p<0.001) and
stride length 0.14 m (p<0.001) compared to the SHOD
condition (Table 1), demonstrating an increase in functional
recovery [3]. However, no differences were seen in stride width
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Table 1: Mean (SD) temporal – spatial parameters during gait at self-selected speed.
Velocity (m/s)
Stride Length (m)
New
Old
New
Old
1.29 (0.1)
1.31 (0.2)
1.41 (0.2)
1.51 (0.1)
IDEO
1.17 (0.2)
1.22 (0.2)
1.31 (0.1)
1.38 (0.1)
SHOD
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Stride Width (m)
New
Old
0.36 (0.3)
0.36 (0.3)
0.36 (0.3)
0.35 (0.3)
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Introduction
In an effort to reduce shoulder strain and energetic exhaustion
during manual wheelchair (MWC) motion, it is imperative to
optimize the vehicle via examination of each design choice. Tire
selection and proper maintenance often far overshadow the
impacts of mass when using human subjects, even with 10 kg
added to the system.[1, 2] However, differences of less than 3 kg
separate “standard” from “ultra-lightweight” MWCs, among
other criteria. This work showcases a method of using a robotic
mechanism[3] to investigate parameters that are hard to precisely
control with human subjects.[4] In this study, the robot propelled
MWCs with cyclic strokes of torque to replicate the acceleration
and coasting that occurs during human motion. We measured the
differences in wheelchair motion due to incremental changes in
both system mass and weight distribution.

Results and Discussion
The power input to the system was calculated by multiplying
torque applied to the wheels with the angular speed of the wheels.
Work input, in Joules, was calculated by integrating the power
over the duration of the maneuver. One outcome parameter,
propulsion cost, was defined as the cumulative sum of work
divided by the total distance traveled during the maneuver. A
more tangible and descriptive outcome parameter was the total
distance travelled by the center of mass during the maneuver.
Table 1: Propulsion costs and distances of each configuration.
Total Propul. Cost (J/m)
Total Dist. Traveled (m)
Effect
%
Effect
%
Config Mean StDev
Mean StDev
Size Change
Size Change
0S, 0F 13.06 0.17
11.37 0.37
2S, 0F 13.15 0.14 0.53 +0.65% 10.85 0.45 1.27 -4.61%
4S, 0F 13.21 0.16 0.88 +1.13% 10.58 0.40 2.03 -6.90%
0S, 2F 13.23 0.18 0.93 +1.25% 11.00 0.44 0.91 -3.24%
0S, 4F 13.37 0.17 1.76 +2.34% 10.44 0.45 2.27 -8.21%
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The data collected in Table 1 show only slight differences in
propulsion cost across the 5 configurations. The Cohen’s d effect
sizes of medium (0.5) to large (>0.8) imply that the
configurations are distinctly grouped, yet the percent differences
are less than 2.5%. In contrast, the average total distance traveled
by the configurations show much greater difference between
groups. All effect sizes are large, and the distances are noticeably
different by the human eye. The standard configuration travels at
least 0.3 m farther than any other case. Added mass appears to be
the dominant factor over weight distribution for travel distance.
Significance
This work demonstrates the importance of examining the MWC
system, independent of the human occupant. By mimicking the
propulsion torque profile of the human user, the AMPS was able
to propel the chairs with high repeatability, and measured small
discrepancies in the motion between configurations representing
frame masses of standard and ultra-lightweight MWCs.
Interestingly, this study highlights the minimal effect of mass
on the propulsion cost and its relatively large effect on distance
travelled. The +4 kg configuration rolled nearly 1.0 m less than
the standard configuration, an effect that is magnified when the
weight distribution is shifted forward over the casters. Thus,
despite minute differences in the configurations spanning
multiple categories of MWCs, both parameters are optimized at
lower masses loaded mostly over the rear wheels.

Wheel Torque [Nm]

Wheel Velocity
[m/s]

Methods
The Anatomical Model Propulsion System (AMPS) seen in
Figure 1 was employed as a surrogate for
testing the MWCs. Torque was applied
from motor ‘hands’ to custom push-rims
on the drive wheels. The AMPS applied
the standardized torque profile from
Figure 2 to each chair. The trajectory was
designed to feature 3 strong “acceleration”
pushes followed by 10 identical “steadystate” pushes to maintain velocity. 30 total
trials were collected per configuration,
with 15 in one heading direction and 15 in
the other, to normalize over any
inconsistencies in the floor. The analysis
Figure 1. The AMPS. period consisted of datapoints between the
start of the first push (2.0 s) and the end of the last push (17.0 s).

Figure 2: Representative applied torque profile and resulting wheel
velocity during a single straight overground trial.

For this experiment, five configurations were used. The
AMPS and MWC collectively weighed 93.6 kg with 72% of the
weight centered over the drive wheel axle. This was used as the
baseline case (+0 kg on the shelf or the footrest, represented as
0S, 0F). A Dibond metal shelf was added under the seat to fasten
+2 kg and +4 kg at the center of mass without shifting weight
distribution. Moving the weights from the center of mass to the
footrest shifted the center of mass forward to 69% over the drive
wheels for +2 kg and 66% for +4 kg.
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Introduction
Surface electromyogram (sEMG) is effective to control
prostheses for forearm amputees. Pattern recognition techniques
with the selection of some feature vectors have been applied to
control various finger gestures. However, sEMG features,
especially in the time domain, may vary depending on the
sampling rates[1]. In addition, the recognition accuracy also
depended on the feature selection. The objective of the study was
to determine the effect of the sampling rate and the feature
selection of sEMG on the finger gesture recognition for forearm
amputees.
Methods
The Non-Invasive Adaptive Prosthetics (NinaPro) datasets[2]
was used for the study, in which EMG signals were collected
from 11 amputees with a sampling rate of 2,000Hz. In NinaPro
datasets, 52 different hand gestures were performed using 12
sEMG sensors (Trigno Wireless, Delsys, USA). In this study,
only 7 hand gestures were used: fist, pointing index, thumbs up,
2 finger (index and thumbs) grasp, sphere grasp, cylinder grasp
and extention of index and middle finger. Data from only 8 sEMG
sensors, equally spaced around the forearm at the height of the
radio-humeral joint, were selected for the study. The extracted
sEMG data were segmented into 250ms windows with 100ms
moving. The segmented data were down-sampled from 2,000 to
50 with divisors of 2,000 (50, 80, 100, 125, 200, 250, 400, 500
and 1,000). All data were low-pass filtered at the cut-off
frequency based on the Nyquist sampling theory.
Mean average value (MAV), waveform length (WL), zero
crossings (ZC), slope sign changes (SSC) were calculated as
sEMG features of artificial neural network (ANN) for every
window[3]. The performance of a trained classifier was
determined using the cross-validation. MATLAB (Mathworks,
USA) was used to analyse the data and Scheffe’s post hoc test
was performed to determine the statitical differences using SPSS
(IBM, USA). A probability of the null hypothesis was set by 0.05.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the classification accuracy for different
sampling rates. In general, the classification accuracy increased
with the sampling rate of EMG signals. 2,000Hz sampling
showed the highest accuracy (63.47%), but no statistical
significance was found in the classification accuracy for different
sampling rates from 400Hz to 2,000Hz (p > 0.407). However,
significantly low classification accuracy was observed in the
sampling rates below 400Hz. 50Hz sampling showed the lowest
classification accuracy (40.51%).
Table 1 shows that classification accuracy for feature selections
with different sampling rates. For every feature selection, the
higher sampling rates, the higher accuracies were achieved. 4
features combination showed the highest accuracy (63.47%) in
2,000Hz and ZC showed the lowest (23.23%) in 50Hz.
Tables 1 : Classification accuracy with different EMG feature selections (%).
Sampling rate

EMG
features

50 Hz

200 Hz

400 Hz

2,000 Hz

MAV

44.7 ± 6.3

54.3 ± 6.2

56.9 ± 5.62

57.5 ± 5.4

WL

42.9 ± 6.4

54.7 ± 6.6

59.0 ± 5.60

60.5 ± 4.4

ZC

23.2 ± 2.3

37.8 ± 3.5

46.7 ± 4.63

46.4 ± 4.3

SSC

31.1 ± 1.5

41.0 ± 4.8

47.5 ± 5.08

42.7 ± 3.3

4 features
combination

40.5 ± 4.0

50.9 ± 6.1

58.2 ± 5.06

63.5 ± 4.9

Significance
The present study showed that sampling rate of sEMG clearly
affected the accuracy in gesture recognition: Too low sampling
rate of sEMG would be inappropriate. In addition, the
combinations of some important time domain features would be
suitable for the good ANN-based classification performance.
Further studies with other amputee subjects would be required to
confirm the present results.
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Figure 1: Classification accuracy according to sampling rate.
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Introduction
Efficient gait is fundamental for independent living. By
producing large amounts of positive power late in stance, the
ankle has long been considered the primary driver for forward
propulsion. Certain pathologies decrease the ankle-foot (A/F)
system’s power production, leading to less efficient gait. To
mitigate this power loss, ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) are
commonly prescribed to enhance a patient’s ankle energetics.
However, with current AFOs, many patients only have limited
gains in ankle power and thus forward propulsion.
Recent research shows the foot does not simply act as a
rigid lever but actively contributes to gait energetics.1 As such,
we believe an AFO that seeks to improve foot energetics may
enhance user outcomes. Specifically, we hypothesize that a
deformable foot orthosis (i.e. AFO footplate) that stores and
returns energy could help improve A/F energetics and thus,
eventually, gait efficiency. This study’s purpose was to
determine if a deformable foot orthosis can store and return
energy to a typical A/F system in a beneficial way.
Methods
Eight healthy subjects (age: 27.7 ± 4.4 yr, height: 171.1 ± 8cm,
weight: 74.7 ± 17.1kg) first performed a baseline barefoot (BF)
gait analysis with anthropometric measurements (foot length,
width, MTP joint axis) in order to personalize bilateral carbon
fiber foot orthoses with a deformable forefoot region. Once
manufactured, the subject returned to the lab to walk with two
footwear conditions: with minimalist shoes (SH) and with the
foot orthoses inside the minimialist shoes (ORTH). Subjects
walked at 0.8 statures/sec for all three conditions while kinetic
and kinematic data were collected. A three-marker cluster on
the superior midfoot was used to track the foot (MFT). Three
subjects had three extra markers on their heel to allow ankle
power to be calculated when the foot was tracked by the
hindfoot, thereby allowing ankle energetics to be discriminated
from midfoot energetics. Power curves and work done for the
ankle-midfoot (tracked by MFT), ankle (tracked by HFT),
distal foot, and A/F complex (ankle-midfoot + distal foot) were
extracted for all three conditions. A repeated measures ANOVA
with a post hoc test using a Bonferroni correction was used to
evaluate changes across conditons for all work metrics except
net ankle work (i.e. n=3).

energetics were included in the ankle-midfoot parameters. This
is further supported by a comparison of ankle-midfoot and ankle
peak powers in the BF/ SH with ORTH conditions. The ankle
power and work remained relatively consistent cross conditions
unlike the ankle-midfoot metrics which see decreases in ORTH.
This suggests power from the foot orthosis influences energetics
elsewhere in the foot and perhaps is not affecting the ankle.
Significance
Deformable foot orthoses can store then return energy in a
beneficial way to the A/F complex for typical individuals. This
new technology could prove effective in patients with A/F
impairments (e.g. stroke survivors) to enhance A/F energetics
and potentially improve gait efficiency.
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Table 1: Work (J/kg) averages measured in all 3 conditions with
associated p-values from ANOVA. Measurements used data from all 8
subjects except Net Ankle Work, which had data from 3 subjects.
Positive Distal Foot Work
Net Ankle-Midfoot Work
Net A/F Complex Work
Net Ankle Work (n=3)

Results and Discussion
The positive distal foot work was significantly greater in the
ORTH condition compared to both BF and SH (p<0.001)
showing the deformable orthosis did indeed return energy. The
ankle-midfoot seemed to respond to this by decreasing its net
work in the ORTH vs. SH (p=0.006). These changes resulted in
a relatively equal net A/F complex work across conditions
(p=0.63). The ankle powers calculated with the MFT tracking
likely includes ankle + some midfoot energetics whereas HFT
tracking more likely isolates the ankle joint. The ankle powers
using HFT tracking were consistently lower than the anklemidfoot power, supporting the notion that some midfoot

Barefoot
0.0106
0.1779
-0/0089
-0.0289

Shoe
0.0092
0.1823
-0.0200
-0.0434

Orthosis
0.0397
0.1237
-0.0512
0.0915

p-value
<0.001
0.005
0.630

Figure 1: Barefoot and Orthosis power curves. All power curves were
calculated from all 8 subjects except for the Ankle, which only used 3.
Power curves for Shoe condition not shown due to space limitations,
but looked similar to Barefoot.
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Introduction
Custom carbon ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) have enabled many
individuals with lower limb musculoskeletal injuries to return to
high impact activities [1,2]. A rigid footplate acts as a lever to
allow the posterior portion of the AFOs to deflect to store and
return energy. During activities, such as running, this energy
storage and return can be best achieved when using a forefoot
strike pattern to utilize the longest lever arm. A forefoot strike
pattern has also been reported to reduce impact forces, rate of
force development, and impact shock [3] in healthy individuals.
Because these impact variables are linked to overuse running
unjuries [4], it is important to identify how using an custom
carbon AFO for running affects these metrics. Few studies have
investigated these devices during running and have found
interlimb asymmetry with the unaffected limb having higher
loading rates than the AFO side and on the upper end of average
values reported in the literature in healthy adults [5]

for a participant to use a mid to forefoot strike while running in
an IDEO [6].

Sound

AFO

Peak Tibial Impact Shock
Peak tibial impact shock (g)

Foot strike angle (deg)

Foot Strike Angle

Sound

AFO

Figure 1: (Left) Foot strike angle and (Right) Peak tibial impact
shock are not statistically significiantly different between the
AFO and sound limbs. Dorsiflexion is positive for foot strike
angle.

Methods
Ten individuals (3 female, 37.1±4.4 years, 1.75±0.09 m,
83.0±16.5 kg) with musculoskeletal injuries requiring the use of
a passive dynamic AFO (Intrepid Dynamic Exoskeletal Orthosis,
IDEO) participated. The IDEO is a custom, carbon fiber AFO
with a rigid footplate aligned in plantar flexion, a tibial cuff, and
a posterior strut that deforms to store and return mechanical
energy. It was required that all participants had worn their AFO
for at least 2 months prior to study involvement. Participants ran
at a self-selected speed over level ground while kinematic (240
Hz) and kinetic (1200 Hz) data were recorded. Vertical ground
reaction forces were recorded from 8 force platforms embedded
in the running path and tibial acceleration was recorded from
shank-mounted, triaxial accelerometers. Footstrike angle, rate of
force development, and peak tibial shock were compared
between the sound and AFO limbs using paired t-tests (p<0.05).

The average running speed of subjects in this study (3.08 m/s)
was relatively slow. Footstrike angle is known to change with
running speed. Thus, it is possible that these results would
change with participants who run faster because our outcomes are
speed dependent.
Significance
The study results indicate that the design of an AFO by iteself is
insufficient to cause an individual to adopt an atypical footstrike
pattern. This outcome suggests that a training program may be
necessary to encourage running patterns that take better
advantage of the mechanical properties of the device and
encourage symmetry between limbs.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
There were no significant differences between limbs for foot
strike angle at initial contact or tibial impact shock (p>0.05)
(Figure 1). These results are contrary to our hypothesis that there
would be a decrease in both metrics due to the design of the AFO
footplate in plantar flexion, which is intended to encourage a midto fore-foot striking pattern at initial contact. Subjects largely
adopted rearfoot strike patterns, which is less advantageous for
mechanical energy storage and return. These results suggest that
the design of an AFO or alignment of an AFO by itself is not
sufficient to lead to the desired outcome of encouraging mid to
forefoot striking. These results are in line with a recent case study
that showed that a biofeedback training protocol was necessary
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Introduction

predict precisely when an ongoing walking step will end, the
percentage of the step time is estimated based on the most recent
heel contact time and a moving average of previous steps. The
low-level controller developed by HuMoTech was used to
minimize the error between actual and desired forces [4]. The
actuation unit delivers the extension moment. We use a set of
antagonistic springs, to deliver the flexion moment [5]
This new design will be tested in experiments aimed at
developing faster and more clinically feasible human-in-the-loop
optimization algorithms for patients. To measure the moment
applied to the hip joint, we multiplied the lever arms by the
flexion and extension forces, which allowed the desired
sinusoidal profile across each percent of the gait cycle.

Robotic exoskeletons can reduce metabolic cost in healthy
individuals restore mobility in patients with peripheral artery
disease (PAD) [1]. PAD is a cardiovascular disease produced by
atherosclerosis of the leg arteries. The primary symptom of PAD
is claudication or pain in the legs during walking, which severely
shortens the distance a patient can walk. Up to 40% of the
metabolic cost of walking comes from the hip muscles [2].
Different groups have been developing rigid exoskeletons and
soft exosuits that assist the hip. Assisting at the hip has the
advantage that the exoskeleton mass is positioned close to the
center of mass, which minimizes the energy cost of the added
mass. Soft exosuits have the advantage that they allow greater
freedom of movement. However, soft exosuits often cannot apply
the same torque magnitudes as rigid exoskeletons, and they rely
on friction with the skin to remain anchored.
The purpose of this work was to develop a semi-rigid hip
exoskeleton that can connect to and be powered by an existing
actuation unit, to address the limitations of current existing soft
exosuits. We evaluated the device performance by analyzing the
match between desired and actual torque applied to the hip joint.

Results and Discussion
In preliminary testing, we have found a good match between
the desired and actual torque for each leg (Figure 2). To achieve
this result, we needed to adjust for proportional, derivative, and
damping gains of the controller.

Methods
The two pieces of the exoskeleton, anchor to the wearer via
friction and compression, but they also stay locked on the body
as a consequence of the actuation moment (Figure 1).
A) Setup

Transmission
cables
Actuation
rope

Series
elastic
elements
Load cell

B) Semi-rigid waist belt C) Soft waist belt
Supporting area

Figure 2: Desired versus actual moment profile. Extension moment
is shown as positive, and flexion moment is shown as negative

Antagonistic
passive tension

Waist
belt
Load cell

Distribution
box
Force
Treadmill

Waist
belt

Significance
The semi-rigid design of our exoskeleton introduces
advantages in comfort and efficiency of control in patient
populations because it requires less friction and compression than
soft exosuits. Our initial work demonstrates a good match
between the desired and actual torque the exoskeleton is able to
generate for each leg.

Right
leg

Right
leg
Force

(Novel anchoring method)

Figure 1: A) Hip exoskeleton setup. The waist belt attaches to a person.
The two thigh-braces with the loadcells (Futek) measure the flexion and
extension moment. B) Semi-rigid anchoring mechanism. The semi-rigid
waist belt anchors to the waist by compression and because it gets stuck
when the actuation force tries to rotate the belt. C) A soft waist waistbelt would only be able to anchor based on compression and friction.
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We have also developed a high-level temporal controller.
This controller enables sinusoidal extension and flexion moment
profiles to be applied independently on each leg as a function of
the stride cycle percentage. The timings of heel strikes, and toe
offs are based on the vertical ground reaction force using an
adjustable detection force threshold [3]. Since it is not possible to
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and shoulder flexion (from 0° to 90° to 0°) in the horizontal
plane (i.e. at a constant shoulder elevation angle of 90°).
Participants repeated each movement 10 times both with and
without the WPCSE. Electromyograms (EMG) of shoulder
muscles were recorded at a sampling frequency of 3000Hz
using surface electrodes (TeleMyo 2400 G2, Noraxon, AZ,
USA). The targeted muscles were anterior (AD), middle (MD),
and posterior deltoid (PD), pectoralis major (PM), latissimus
dorsi (LD), infraspinatus (ISP), trapezius (TRAP), biceps
brachii (BB), and triceps brachii (TB). Prior to data collection,
we measured EMG during maximum voluntary contractions
(MVCs). Three-dimensional positional data of the arm and
thorax were also recorded using a 7-camera infrared motion
capture system (OptiTrack). The raw EMG data were rectified,
low-pass filtered (4th order Butterworth, cut-off frequency =
3Hz), and normalized to the MVCs. The linear-enveloped EMG
signals were divided into positive elevation/flexion and
negative elevation/flexion phases, based on the kinematic data.
For each movement phase, normalized root mean square
(nRMS) was calculated and averaged across five repetitions.
Finally, paired t-tests were performed to compare nRMS
between movements with and without the WPCSE. In this
preliminary study, to identify trends, differences were
considered significant for α 0.05 without correction for
multiple tests.

Introduction
Movement disability involving the shoulder is associated with
orthopedic (e.g. rotator cuff tears [1]) and neurological (e.g.
stroke [2]) health conditions. Shoulder impairment can prevent
patients from performing activities of daily living and, thus,
substantially affect their quality of life and self-esteem.
Wearable exoskeletons could meet the need for movement
assistance to assist or rehabilitate upper extremity function in
patients with shoulder disability. While many exoskeletons are
active (e.g. motorized), mechanically passive exoskeletons
may be a more practical and affordable solution to provide
continuous, home-based movement assistance for patients.
However, it is imperative to first understand how wearable
passive exoskeletons interact with their users prior to clinical
translation. We have developed a wearable, passive, cabledriven shoulder exoskeleton (WPCSE) that incorporates a cam
wheel gearing component to compensate for part of the
shoulder moment due to gravity. The objective of this pilot
study was to evaluate how the WPCSE affects the activity of
muscles crossing the shoulder during upper extremity
movements.
Methods
The study was approved by the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville IRB. The WPCSE used in this study was designed to
compensate for approximately one-fourth of the shoulder
moment due to gravity for a 50th percentile adult male (the
design could be customized for individuals in future studies).
Four able-bodied participants (3 males, 1 female, age =
27.25(4.45) years, height = 173.75(6.65) cm, weight =
68.40(5.12) kg) performed three different movements: shoulder
elevation (from 0° to 90° to 0°) in the sagittal and frontal planes,

Results and Discussion
Our preliminary findings showed that, during positive
elevation/flexion, nRMS was lower for trials with the WPCSE
(Figure 1). The nRMS difference was significant for the MD,
PD, and ISP muscles during sagittal-plane elevation; AD, MD,
PM, ISP; TRAP muscles during frontal-plane elevation; and
MD during horizontal-plane flexion. During negative
elevation/flexion, nRMS was similar between trials with and
without the WPCSE. The results demonstrated that the WPCSE
can successfully reduce neuromuscular activity at the shoulder
during positive elevation/flexion movements without resisting
negative elevation/flexion movements. Our future work will
focus on testing different levels of assistance to find a desirable
range for the exoskeleton assistance for which the WPCSE most
enhances shoulder motor function and biomechanics.

D
Cable

Cam wheel

Spring

Significance
Our promising preliminary results suggest that WPCSEs may
be suitable for providing continuous, at-home assistance to
patients who suffer from low to moderate shoulder disability.
Figure 1: Neuromuscular activity (nRMS) of shoulder complex during
shoulder elevation/flexion movements with and without WPCSE. Left
column depicts the positive elevation/flexion phase in A) Sagittal plane. B)
Frontal plane. C) Horizontal plane. * shows statistically significant
differences. D) WPCSE prototype worn by a participant.
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Combining an Ar ificial Gas rocnemi s and Po ered Ankle Pros hesis: Effec s on Trans ibial Pros hesis User Gai
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In rod c ion
Po ered pros he ic ankles can res ore he monoar ic lar f nc ion
of he sole s m scle d ring alking, hich pro ides a b rs of
P sh-Off po er in la e s ance. Ho e er, he benefi s obser ed
from po ered ankles (e.g., magni de of me abolic cos
red c ion) ha e of en been less han hose heori ed/e pec ed [1],
[2].
One po en ial e plana ion is ha po ered ankles do no
res ore he biar ic lar f nc ion of he gas rocnemi s m scle,
hich pro ides a mechanical co pling across he ankle and knee.
The gas rocnemi s appears o pla an impor an role in
ransmi ing po er be een pro imal and dis al bod segmen s.
Indeed, sim la ion [3] and e perimen al [4] s dies pro ide
preliminar e idence ha res oring he gas rocnemi s ankle-knee
co pling o indi id als i h lo er limb amp a ion (ILLA) ma
impro e alking performance abo e and be ond res oring sole s
f nc ion alone. For ins ance, ILLA demons ra ed red c ions in
pros hesis-side hip and knee join orq es hen gas rocnemi s
f nc ion as res ored in combina ion i h a po ered ankle [4].
Ho e er, i is nclear if res oring he gas rocnemi s f nc ion is
onl impor an for pros he ic ankles ha genera e s fficien l
high magni des of P sh-off po er, or
he her he
gas rocnemi s beha ior i self (e.g., gas rocnemi s s iffness)
sho ld o be ned differen l based on he po ered ankle
beha ior. This kno ledge gap remains beca se benefi s of an
ar ificial gas rocnemi s (AG) ha e no e been compared across
ario s le els of po ered pros he ic ankle P sh-Off.
The objec i e of his s d is herefore o em la e
gas rocnemi s-like ankle-knee co pling in ILLA, and o
charac eri e i s effec on hole-bod gai biomechanics across
ario s le els of pros he ic ankle P sh-Off po er and across
ario s le els of gas rocnemi s s iffness. We predic ha
kinema ic and kine ic effec s of he ar ificial gas rocnemi s ill
be larger for higher le els of pros he ic ankle P sh-Off po er.

signals (Dels s) ere recorded. I is e pec ed ha a more
comple e (e.g., N=10) da ase ill be presen ed a ASB.

Fig re 1: E perimen al Se - p (lef ),
E ample of Pros he ic Side Hip Torq e i h s. i ho
(righ ).

he AG

Res l s and Disc ssion
We ha e erified he con roller s abili
o em la e differen
gas rocnemi s spring s iffness profiles d ring alking as ell as
i s abili o pro ide ario s le els of ankle (sole s) P sh-Off
po er hile orking in andem i h he ar ificial gas rocnemi s.
We are par a hro gh o r da a collec ion and ill con in e o
es nila eral, rans ibial ILLA hile e s eep across a range of
s iffness al es for a passi e ar ificial gas rocnemi s, and also
s eep across differen ankle pros hesis P sh-Off po ers.
Preliminar res l s confirm ha alking i h an ar ificial
gas rocnemi s has a considerable effec on gai biomechanics,
incl ding red cing pros hesis-side hip momen s d ring P sh-Off
(Fig. 1). Comparison of ho he ar ificial gas rocnemi s affec s
gai kinema ics and kine ics for higher s. lo er magn i des of
pros he ic ankle (sole s) P sh-off po er is presen l nder a ,
and he ne es res l s ill be presen ed a ASB.
Significance
The res l s from his s d
ill pro ide deeper nders anding of
he role of he gas rocnemi s and ho i in erpla s i h sole s
beha ior d ring alking, as ell as inform ho o impro e he
benefi s ILLAs recei ed from po ered pros he ic ankles.

Me hods
To s d he role of he gas rocnemi s e are sing a robo ic
em la ion s s em (H MoTech) ha e c s omi ed o incl de: a
sole s ac a or ( o em la e he po ered ankle pros hesis), a
separa e gas rocnemi s ac a or ( o ar beha ior of he ankleknee co pling), a sof conformal leg in erface ( hich a aches o
he ser s high o pro ide an anchor poin for he gas rocnemi s),
and a foo pros hesis (a modified ersion of H MoTech s
s andard pros he ic hard are, Fig. 1). We ha e de eloped a
con roller ha can command he ar ificial sole s and
gas rocnemi s in a repea able, acc ra e, and precise manner. As
s bjec s alk, e can independen l manip la e he d namics of
he sole s and gas rocnemi s, in order o s s ema icall anal e
ho differen parame ers affec gai .
O her ise heal h ILLA (N=5) a ended an ini ial
familiari a ion session. Par icipan s hen re rned for a second
session, d ring hich he ar ificial ankle (sole s) P sh-Off po er
and he ar ificial gas rocnemi s s iffnesses ere s s ema icall
aried as par icipan s alked a 1.1 m s-1. Gro nd reac ion forces
(Ber ec), kinema ic marker da a (Vicon), and elec rom ograph
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We used two-way repeated measures ANOVAs to determine
the effect of slope and prosthetic design on iEMG for all
muscles and specifically compared iEMG for the BF, VL, and
LG because these muscles perform hip extension, knee
extension, and ankle plantarflexion, respectively.

Introduction
During the single support phase of level ground walking, the
mechanics of the body can be modelled by an inverted
pendulum that conserves kinetic and potential energy of the
center of mass. During double support, the leg muscles generate
and dissipate work to retain walking speed [1]. When walking
uphill and downhill, the muscle activity of the legs changes to
accommodate a net increase or decrease in gravitational
potential energy.

Results and Discussion
The iEMG of every muscle increased with slope when subjects
walked using an ESAR and BiOM prosthesis with the exception
of VL and RF. VL and RF iEMG increased with the magnitude
of the slope (Fig. 1). Throughout all tests, the main effect of
prosthetic design on iEMG for both legs and all muscles was
not significant (
0.080). Therefore, we reject our hypothesis
that use of the BiOM would reduce iEMG compared to use of
an ESAR prosthesis during walking on level ground and slopes.
The main effect of slope on iEMG was significant for the BF,
VL, a d LG ( 0.0002).

People with a transtibial amputation typically use an energy
storage and return (ESAR) prosthetic foot to walk. This type of
prosthesis acts like a spring but cannot produce net positive
work or power. Thus, a biomimetic powered ankle-foot
prosthesis has been developed that includes an ESAR prosthetic
foot and a battery-powered motor to mimic the muscles
surrounding the ankle. Though previous studies have noted
compensatory leg muscle activity in people with a transtibial
amputation using an ESAR prosthesis, it is unclear how leg
muscle activity changes with use of a powered prosthesis [2].
Thus, we measured leg muscle activity during walking on level,
uphill and downhill slopes when people with a transtibial
amputation used an ESAR and powered prosthesis. We
hypothesized that use of a powered prosthesis would reduce leg
muscle activity for the affected leg (AL) and unaffected leg
(UL) compared to use of an ESAR prosthesis.
Methods
Ten subjects (4 F, 6 M; 79.7 ± 14.97 kg; 1.7 ± 0.075 m) with a
transtibial amputation walked on a force measuring treadmill
(Bertec, Columbus, OH) at 1.25 m/s using their own ESAR
prosthesis and the BiOM powered prosthesis (Ottobock,
Duderstadt, Germany). Each subject walked on slopes of 0°,
±3°, ±6°, and ±9° while we measured muscle activity (Noraxon,
Scottsdale, AZ) from the biceps femoris (BF), gluteus maximus
(Gmax), gluteus medius (Gmed), rectus femoris (RF), and
vastus lateralis (VL) of both legs and the lateral gastrocnemius
(LG), soleus (Sol), and tibialis anterior (TA) of the UL.

Figure 1. Mean normalized iEMG of the Biceps Femoris, Vastus
Lateralis, and Lateral Gastrocnemius of the affected leg (AL) and
unaffected leg (UL) during walking on slopes of -9°, 0°, and 9° while
subjects used an energy storage and return prosthesis (ESAR) or a
powered prosthesis (BiOM). Error bars are standard error.

Significance
We found that use of a powered prosthesis by subjects with a
transtibial amputation did not significantly change the iEMG
during walking on level ground and slopes compared to use of
a passive-elastic prosthesis for any muscle measured in this
study. Future research is planned to explore how use of a
powered prosthesis affects leg muscle activity magnitude and
timing.

We band-pass filtered (10-499 Hz) raw electromyography
(EMG) data using a 4th order Butterworth filter. Then, we
rectified, low-pass filtered using a 4th order Butterworth filter
with a 10 Hz cutoff, and integrated EMG (iEMG) data over
stride time. We determined stride time from subsequent heel
strikes within the same leg using a 20 N vertical ground reaction
force threshold and analyzed 10 strides for each leg. We
normalized iEMG for each muscle and leg to that same
m cle iEMG during level ground walking using the ESAR
prosthesis. All analyses were done using custom Matlab scripts
(Mathworks, Natick, MA)
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Introduction
In he ab ence of oli ional or microproce or con rol, he knee
of a mechanical ran femoral pro he i m be config red for
o cri ical beha ioral req i i e of he limb d ring he ing
pha e of gai ; hor ening ia fle ion o allo he ing limb o
pa he ance limb, follo ed b la e pha e e ension o achie e
an e ernal momen o pa i el re i b ckling on loading [1].
Thi beha ior ma be modified b adj ing he le el of ing
pha e knee fle ion damping (KFDSW); higher al e of hich
ill a en a e he fle ion ha occ r hor l af er foo -off d e o
a do ble pend l m effec . Gi en ha he rajec or of he foo
depend on he orche ra ion of ro a ion a he hip and ankle in
addi ion o ho e a he knee, i i nclear ho change in KFDSW
in i ola ion are accommoda ed holi icall d ring he
ing
pha e. The objec i e of hi
d
a o
ema icall e plore
he effec of adj ing KFDSW on he ing pha e d namic of
indi id al i h a ran femoral amp a ion d ring locomo ion.
We pecificall aimed o pro ide a f ller nder anding of he
implica ion
rro nding he e
o primar , e compe ing,
f nc ional req iremen for knee mo ion, i.e. (i) foo clearance
and (ii) knee e en ion in prepara ion for foo con ac .

increa ed damping, and bo h minim m TC and ma im m ELL
occ rred earlier (Fig. 1a, b); emporall clo er o he in ance a
hich he limb m pa he ance limb, i h implica ion for
oe ca ch. TC became le en i i e o change in hip fle ion (Fig.
1c), gge ing a le er abili o con rol oe clearance i ho
emplo ing pro imal or con rala eral compen a ion . F r her, he
pre- ing iming of minim m TC ob er ed i h higher damping
ma limi reco er op ion ho ld a rip occ r a hi in ance,
d e o he diffic l of effec ing a cce f l lo ering ra eg
i h a ran femoral pro he i [4].

Methods
Fi e indi id al i h a nila eral ran femoral amp a ion (2M,
3F; 47.4 18.2 r , 1.60 0.10m, 73.6 24.8 kg) ere fi ed
i h a pa i e, ingle-a i pro o pe knee [2] ha permi
adj men of KFDSW from 0 Nm/rad/ (mechanical fric ion onl )
o 1.80 Nm/rad/ ia medial or la eral a achmen of a erie of
ligh eigh ro ar h dra lic damper . Fi e damping e ing (AE) ere elec ed for each par icipan i hin a range de ermined
ba ed on indi id al bod ma . Wi h each e ing, follo ing a
brief period of familiari a ion, par icipan performed repea
ra er e of a mo ion labora or a a comfor able elf- elec ed
pace. Kinema ic of he lo er limb , pel i and r nk ere
cap red a 120H
ing a mo ion cap re
em (Mo ion
Anal i Corp., San a Ro a, CA). S ing pha e oe clearance (TC;
er ical di ance oe o floor), effec i e leg leng h (ELL; di ance
hip o oe), and knee fle ion angle ere comp ed, along ide he
en i i i ie of er ical oe po i ion o ang lar di placemen a
he hip, knee and ankle [3]. Ke fea re of he e profile ;
elec ed ma ima, minima and heir iming , ere compared
acro
he 5 damping condi ion for each par icipan . The
rela ion hip be een KFDSW and each ariable ere a e ed a
an indi id al le el b linear and 2nd order pol nomial
regre ion , i h R2 al e e rac ed o mea re he amo n of
ariance acco n ed for b each model fi .

Figure 1: Effec of increa ing KFDSW on (a) effec i e leg leng h
(ELL), (b) oe clearance (TC), and (c) en i i i of er ical oe
po i ion o lo er limb join ro a ion (po i i e al e : clearance of he
oe ill be increa ed b join fle ion). Line A, E indica e mean TCMIN
for lo e and highe damping re pec i el . Da a from a ingle
par icipan ; 5 ride per condi ion. Shading dark o ligh in order of
increa ing damping.

Significance
In addi ion o highligh ing broader implica ion
rro nding
ing pha e damping elec ion for he op imi a ion of
mechanical knee , hi
ork re eal impor an de ign
con idera ion ha ma be of ili in he form la ion of
appropria e con rol ra egie for comp eri ed de ice .
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Results and Discussion
Clear q adra ic rend (0.82 R2 0.98) ere ob er ed in all
ariable . Wi h increa ing damping coefficien , knee e en ion
occ rred earlier in
ing pha e, promo ing a grea er iming
mme r . Ho e er, minim m TC red ced in magni de i h
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Introduction
Lower limb prosthesis prescription mainly depends on the
experience and knowledge of the prosthetist. While the
interaction between the prosthetic knee and foot is critical to the
safety of transfemoral prosthesis users (TFUs), there are few
recommendations guiding their prescription. This interaction is
especially important during stance when knee buckling can result
in a fall [1,2,3], with significant implications for health [1] and
healthcare cost burden [4]. Hence there is a need for a
standardized approach to understand how the combination of
different prostheses and their mechanical function affects TFUs
biomechanics. This study quantified the interaction effect of
prosthetic knee alignment and ankle-foot mechanism mechanical
function (roll-over shape (ROS)) on stance-phase prosthetic knee
stability (prosthetic knee moment) using a walking simlation.
Methods
A numerical sagittal-plane walking model was designed in
MATLAB to simulate prosthetic stance phase of TFU gait on
level ground based on a single inverted pendulum (IP). Knee
center of rotation position modelled knee alignment and was
defined by its distance along the IP long-axis from the hip
(coinciding with the body center-of-mass) and perpendicular
offset from the long-axis. A curved rocker rigidly attached to the
bottom of the IP rod modelled foot stiffness and was defined as
the ankle-foot ROS (i.e. center of pressure (COP) progression).
The hip horizontal trajectory from experimental data was the
model input, and outputs were: hip vertical trajectory, knee and
COP trajectory, sagittal-plane GRFs, and knee and hip moments.
The model was validated against laboratory TFU gait data [5]
by calculating the root mean squared error (normalized by the st.
dev.) between model outputs and experimental data. The model
was used to predict the effects of varying prosthetic knee
alignment and ankle-foot ROS radius within boundaries
according to the literature: posterior/anterior knee axis offset of
0.02 [3]; ROS radius between 0.13 and 0.25 × body height,
ranging from a more compliant to a more rigid prosthetic foot [6].

A

B

C

D

Figure 1: Contour plots displaying predicted prosthetic knee moment
(positive values for external flexor moments (𝑁 )) at the (A) start (solid
line corresponding to 0 𝑁 ), (B) middle and (C) end (solid lines defining
a hypothetical band of 5𝑁 around a zero moment) of prosthetic limb
SS. (D) Cross-hatched solution area.

two solid black lines). These constraints combine to create the
cross-hatched solution area (Fig. 1D) that limits the selection to
posterior to in-line knee alignment combined with low to medium
ankle-foot stiffness to maximize SS knee stability. The selection
may be further constrained by clinical considerations such as the
prescription of a certain prosthetic foot or prosthetic knee
alignment. This means operating respectively along a fixed
horizontal line or a fixed vertical line in the plots of Fig. 1.
In summary, despite the limitation of this IP-based simulation
in that it predicts the external knee moment without addressing
how this moment is managed by TFUs or their prosthetic knee,
the results can inform the selection of the optimal knee alignment
and ankle-foot mechanism to maximize TFU stability and safety
during SS. Clinicians can work within a band of tolerance derived
from the simulation results to optimize the prosthetic system.

Results and Discussion
Validation results suggest the model adequately simulated TFU
gait during prosthetic single-limb support (SS) (RMSE
normalized by SD: 0.64 – 4.59), when knee stability is most at
risk given reliance on the prosthetic limb and proximal anatomy.
Agreement with laboratory data was best when knees with
limited or no SS flexion were considered. Fig. 1 displays
predicted effects of component intractions on knee moment.
During SS, an external extensor moment is necessary at the start
and middle to avoid knee buckling, limiting selection of knee
alignment and ankle-foot ROS to the solution area beneath the
constraint (solid black line) for the SS start (Fig. 1A), while no
constraints exist during middle SS (Fig. 1B). At the end of SS
(Fig. 1C), transition from a knee extensor to small flexor moment
is desirable to facilitate knee break to prepare for swing, denoted
by a narrow band (e.g. 10 𝑁 ) around a zero moment (between

Significance
Predictions based on this simple walking model can further
inform in-vivo systematic investigations on commercial devices
interactions, thereby providing evidence for future Clinical
Practice Guidelines on transfemoral prostheses design.
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Introduction
In our daily activities, we sometimes have interaction with
unstable environments that challenge the stability of the arm [1].
Many studies have demonstarated how the central nervous
system is capable of controlling arm mechanical impedance, in
particular arm stiffness, to compensate for the environmental
instability [2].
Viscosity or damping is another important component of the
mechanical impedance, which is a major energy dissipator that
helps achieve limb/joint stability. However, due to technical
challenges in reliably estimating arm viscosity, this component
has been relatively understudied compared to arm stiffness [3].
Given this challenge, rather than directly measuring arm
viscosity, this study investigates how stably the human arm can
interact with unstable viscous (damping-defined) environments.
In particular, we characterized the lower-bound of viscosity of
unstable environments that the arm can stably interact with.

chosen based on preliminary experiments and previous findings
on higher arm impedance in the AP direction than the ML [4].
Ten young, healthy subjects participated in this study, which
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Arizona State
University (STUDY 00010123).
Results and Discussion
Group analysis on 10 subjects demonstrated that, in average
across all 9 testing postures, the lower-bound of environment
viscosity that the human arm can stably interact with was -50.3
(2.9) Ns/m for the AP direction and -21.6 (4.0) Ns/m and for the
ML direction. Results for each of the 9 testing posture are shown
in Fig. 1. Higher arm stability in the AP than ML direction is
consistent with previous findings that human arm stiffness is
significantly higher in the AP than ML direction. It is also worth
to note that the arm has less capability of adjusting to unstable
viscous environments when it is closer to the body and when it is
laterally displaced for the AP and ML directions, respectively.

Methods
A 7 degrees-of-freedom robotic arm (LBR iiwa R820, KUKA,
Germany) with a 6-axis load cell (Delta IP60, ATI, NC) was used
in this study. Two distinct controllers were implemented: a
position controller to provide rapid perturbations to disturb the
arm posture in either anterior-posterior (AP) or medial-lateral
(ML) direction, and an admittance controller to simulate unstable
viscous environments. The study was limited to a horizontal
plane. Subjects were seated with their trunk securely strapped to
a rigid chair, and held the handle connected to the robot endeffector. A visual feedback display (at a distance of ~1 m) helped
subjects to complete posture maintenance task by showing
current and target hand positions.
Arm stability was evaluated around the neutral posture,
defined as follows: shoulder in ~70° of abduction, ~45° of
horizontal flexion, and the elbow in ~90° of flexion. Nine evenly
distributed points around the neutral posture (±6 cm in AP and
ML directions) were tested. Zero stiffness and constant inertia
were simulated in the horizontal plane and only viscosity was
varied to change level of unstable viscous environments.
In each of the 9 postures, arm stability in both AP and ML
directions was tested. For trials in the AP (or ML) direction, the
environment viscosity in the ML (or AP) direction was constant
at 30 Ns/m. The viscosity in the AP direction was varied from the
initial value of -30 Ns/m, and subtracted by 10 Ns/m until the
human arm could not stably interact with the simulated viscous
enviroment anymore. If the arm failed to stabilize at the initial
value, viscosity was added by 10 Ns/m until stable interaction
was achieved. From this point, the viscosity was changed based
on the bisection method until the difference of the viscosity
values for stable interaction and unstable interaction was less than
5 Ns/m. The viscosity for the final successful trial was regarded
as the lower-bound of environment viscosity that the human arm
could stably interact with. The same algorithm was implemented
for the ML direction, except that the initial viscosity was -10
Ns/m and the changing interval was 5 Ns/m. These values were

Fig. 1: Lower-bound of environment viscosity that the arm can stably interac with
for each of the 9 testing postures for AP and ML directions. The mean of 10
subjects is presented.

Significance
Compared to arm stiffness, arm viscosity has been relatively
understudied and this limits the performance of devices (e.g.,
wearable robots and rehabilitation robots) involving physical
interaction between the neuromuscular sysem and surrounding
environments. Knowledge on the level of unstable viscous
environments that human can stably interact with can be utilized
to improve the overall performance of these devices, specifically,
transparency and agility, without compromising stability.
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Introduction
As the climate of prosthetic devices has evolved, the number of
available prosthetic feet has greatly risen. Clinicians have limited
guidelines to aid in prosthetic prescription for individuals with
lower extremity amputation. Furthermore, most comparative
research has been contradictory or non-committal, which makes
it difficult for clinicians to understand which devices will
maximally benefit a given user. The objective of this study was
to examine the dynamic function (radius of curvature (ROC),
effective foot length ratio (EFLR), and instantaneous radius of
curvature (IROC)) of 3 different types of prosthetic feet: Energy
Storing and Returning (ESR), Articulating (ART), and Powered
(PWR). This information may be critical in advancing our
understanding of the most effective prosthetic designs, which can
aid in evidence-based clinical practice and prosthetic prescription
guidelines. We hypothesized that the ART and PWR feet would
generate similar roll-over shape characteristics that would
suggest improved dynamic functionality compared to ESR feet.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows that EFLR of the PWR foot (0.68±0.04) was
significantly lower compared to ESR (0.75±0.07) and ART feet
(0.76±0.09) (p < 0.05). Reduced EFLR of the PWR device
indicates that the COP did not progress as far anteriorly during
single leg stance, which can correlate to a reduced ankle lever
arm in late stance, decreasing walking efficiency. Furthermore,
the PWR group also had a significantly smaller ROC (0.14±0.02)
than the ART group (0.16±0.03) (p < 0.05), but not compared to
the ESR group (0.15±0.03) (p = 0.24). Reduced ROC suggests
less stability during single leg stance because the foot is rotating
about a smaller rocker. However, it is unclear if the small
differences found are clinically significant. Lastly, the PWR
group had the lowest peak IROC (25.5±5.9 cm) and was trending
towards significance compared to the ART group (32.8±12.4 cm)
(p = 0.066), but not significantly different than the ESR group
(30.6±9.4 cm) (p = 0.11). Decreased forward travel, as indicated
by lower peak IROC, suggests reduced standing stability (Curtze,
2009). Of note, the PWR foot is specifically designed to provide
powered plantarflexion at terminal stance and is therefore not
active during the single limb stance phase in which this analysis
was conducted. We believe the motor could be causing an angular
load at the ankle which may play a role in limiting the
effectiveness of the passive mechanical components of the foot.

Methods
Motion capture and kinetic data were captured for 12 people with
unilateral transtibial amputation during overground walking at
the Veterans Affairs New York Harbor Healthcare System (VA
NYHHS) and Walter Reed National Military Medical Center
(WRNMMC). Each patient completed data collection for each of
the 3 feet after acclimating to each foot for one week. Center of
pressure (COP) data were transformed into the shank coordinate
system during single limb stance. EFLR, a measure of the
percentage of the foot that is effectively used during a step, was
calculated as the distance from the prosthetic heel to the most
anterior point of the COP progression divided by the overall
length of the foot. Circular arcs of best fit were also applied to the
COP data to determine roll-over shape characteristics, such as
height-normalized ROC (Hansen, 2003). The IROC was
calculated by evaluating the first derivative of COP forward
travel with respect to shank angle. The peak IROC is
representative of the fastest COP forward travel.
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Significance
Prosthetic prescription practices continue to be rooted in
anecdotal evidence and manufacturer claims. Clinicians can use
the information presented in this study to help prescribe devices
that mimic effective rocker shapes to assist in dynamic activities.
Manufacturers can design new componentry and prosthetic
devices that better approximate the rocker shapes of the
physiological ankle-foot complex to reduce interlimb
asymmetries (Ferris, 2012). In this investigation, we showed that
the PWR foot, while designed to provide biologically normative
push-off power, provided less biomimetic function during singleleg stance and utilized less of the effective foot length. As the
evolution of prosthetic feet continues, synergy between passive
elements and advanced features must be maintained to effectively
mimic the physiological ankle-foot complex.
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PWR
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contradict our previous observation in healthy adults walking
with a solid AFO [6], which is likely due to the articulated
AFOs allowing greater ankle mobility and plantarflexor output.
Mediolateral balance control was correlated with forward
propulsion during the SS AFO (r = -0.80, p = 0.007), FC AFO (r
= -0.65, p = 0.049), and FC NoAFO (r = -0.74, p = 0.017)
walking conditions. That is, more impaired forward propulsion
generation (i.e., smaller value) was associated with poorer
mediolateral balance control (i.e., larger H value), supporting
our second hypothesis. This finding was particularly interesting
as it highlights the association between forward propulsion in
the anterior direction and dynamic balance in the mediolateral
direction, which is likely due to the ankle plantarflexors being a
primary contributor to both quantities. These findings also
highlight that the articulated AFO design does not hinder these
key biomechanical functions during stance in both frontal and
sagittal planes.

Introduction
Regulation of dynamic balance and generation of forward
propulsion are key requirements for community ambulation,
which typically involves adaptability tasks (e.g., obstacles, long
steps). Previous studies in healthy adults have shown that the
ankle plantarflexors are primary contributors to both of these
important biomechanical functions [1-2]. However, individuals
post-stroke often have plantarflexor weakness, poor balance
control in the mediolateral direction [3-4], and reduced forward
propulsion generation by the paretic leg [5]. Further, these
individuals commonly use ankle foot orthoses (AFOs) to assist
with foot clearance during swing, which may adversely affect
their ankle mobility and plantarflexor output during stance.
Previous research analyzing healthy adults showed walking with
a solid AFO negatively influences forward propulsion
generation and balance control [6]. However, it is not clear if
AFOs similarly affect individuals post-stroke. Thus, the purpose
of this study was to assess the influence of a commonly
prescribed articulated AFO on mediolateral balance control and
generation of forward propulsion during walking adaptability
tasks in individuals post-stroke. We hypothesized that a)
walking with an AFO would negatively influence mediolateral
balance control and generation of forward propulsion by the
paretic leg and b) poor mediolateral balance control would be
associated with reduced generation of forward propulsion since
the ankle plantarflexors are key contributors to both
biomechanical functions.

Figure 1: Range of frontal-plane H (during paretic single leg stance)
and forward propulsion (generated by the paretic leg) during AFO and
NoAFO walking conditions.

Methods
Nine individuals with post-stroke hemiparesis (4 left
hemiparesis; age: 53.7 ± 11.3 years; 3 female; walking speed:
0.71± 0.44 m/s) were assessed while walking with and without
their prescribed articulated AFO. Three-dimensional ground
reaction forces (GRFs) and kinematics were collected at 2000
Hz and 100 Hz, respectively, during self-selected (SS), fastestcomfortable (FC), obstacle negotiation (Obst) and long step
(LS) walking tasks. Mediolateral balance was assessed as the
range of frontal-plane whole-body angular momentum (H)
during paretic single leg stance [4]. H was normalized by body
mass, height and a term similar to Froude number [4]. Forward
propulsion was calculated as the time integral of the anterior
GRF (normalized by body weight) during late stance of the
paretic leg. Differences between the AFO and NoAFO
conditions were assessed using a paired t-test within each
walking condition. Relationships between mediolateral balance
and forward propulsion were a e ed
ing Pea n
correlation.

Significance
Here, we found that wearing an articulated AFO during a
variety of walking (SS and FC) and adaptability tasks (Obst and
LS) did not adversely influence mediolateral balance control
and forward propulsion in individuals post-stroke. Since these
walking tasks require varying amounts of ankle mobility and
plantarflexor output, this finding suggests that the articulated
AFO allowed for sufficient ankle output across all tasks. Given
the widespread use of AFOs post-stroke, it is important to
understand the potential influence of AFO use on walking
mechanics and motor output as they could encourage adverse
gait compensations and accelerate muscle atrophy. Further
research is needed to assess the influence of other AFO designs
(with more rigid ankle support) on walking machanics and
motor output during walking adaptability tasks.
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Results and Discussion
For all walking tasks, there were no significant differences in
mediolateral balance control or forward propulsion generation
when walking with and without an AFO (p > 0.05; Fig. 1).
Thus, our first hypothesis was not supported. These findings
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their prosthetic limb. This was consistently seen across multiple
trials and variations of these tasks. In pilot testing using the
powered prosthesis, there were noteworthy improvements in
subjective feedback related to effort, stability and comfort when
utili ing increased ankle dorsiflexion during the sit-to-stand task
(Fig. 1B). Data collection is ongoing with expanded analyses
(e.g., stability, lower limb joint kinematics/kinetics) expected to
be completed for multiple subjects prior to the conference.

In rod c ion
Lower limb prosthesis users (LLPUs) experience mobility
challenges that can impair their ability to carry out activities of
daily living, affecting quality-of-life and independence [1]. The
vast majority of LLPUs use a passive ankle-foot prosthesis where
the ankle joint or foot keel is locked at a fixed angle relative to
the shank. Extensive research has characteri ed the ability of
these devices to replicate biological movement and function
during walking [2]. However, it is less well understood how
conventional prosthetic feet perform during functional transitions
and other movements, such as standing up from a chair, picking
up an item off the ground, or squatting down. These tasks involve
ankle and/or toe flexion in healthy individuals degrees of
freedom that are not included in most passive prosthetic feet. We
expect that the lack of ankle and toe joint mobility may contribute
to the task performance deficits LLPUs experience. For instance,
prosthetic device limitations may lead unilateral LLPUs to
perform tasks in a highly asymmetric manner; overloading their
intact lower limb and thus contributing to overuse injury or
degenerative joint disorder risks. Prosthetic design modifications
could potentially improve their comfort, safety, and ability to
complete these tasks without overloading their intact lower limb.
To investigate this, we aim to (1) characteri e lower limb loading
asymmetry, stability, and functional deficits of LLPUs during
essential everyday movements while wearing their prescribed
passive ankle-foot device and (2) investigate if prosthetic design
modifications improve symmetry and perceived stability, or
overcome functional deficits. We predict that restoring ankle
flexion will improve functional movements such as squatting and
lifting and toe flexion will assist in lunging and reaching tasks.
Me hods
Through reviewing the scientific literature and interviewing local
LLPUs, physicians, and prosthetists, we identified several tasks
that LLPUs completely avoid or find challenging, and have the
potential to be improved by modifying prosthetic ankle-foot
design. We are now conducting a comprehensive human
movement study evaluating transtibial LLPUs during these
identified tasks: sit-to-stand (and stand-to-sit), lifting, squatting,
lunging, and reaching. To address the first objective, we are
collecting data with users performing variations of all tasks in
their prescribed passive prosthesis. We then use the Vanderbilt
Powered Ankle [3] to emulate specific device design
modifications that are expected to improve the ability of LLPUs
to complete these tasks, i.e., adding ankle and/or toe articulation.
For each task, we are collecting participant feedback on perceived
effort, stability, and comfort in addition to collecting full motion
capture (Vicon) and ground reaction force (GRF; AMTI) data.

Fig re 1: (A) Transtibial LLPU performing sit-to-stand, lifting (10 kg),
and squatting wearing his prescribed prosthesis with corresponding
vertical GRF. (B) The Vanderbilt Powered Ankle allows us to
investigate device modifications by modulating ankle and toe mobility.

Significance
Biomechanical assessments of functional movement deficits in
LLPUs are lacking. Understanding how users complete these
tasks in their current passive devices and identifying prosthetic
design modifications that increase functional ability is an
essential step towards improving the standard of care for LLPUs.
New devices that increase stability, symmetrical loading, and/or
comfort could lead to reduced falls and overuse injuries.
Ackno ledgmen s
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Res l s and Disc ssion
Preliminary vertical GRF data from one participant performing
representative sit-to-stand, lifting, and squatting tasks wearing his
prescribed prosthesis (Fillauer AllPro) is presented in Figure 1.
During each of these tasks, the participant's intact lower limb
experienced forces more than twice the magnitude of force on
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Introduction
Real world use of lower extremity exoskeletons will require not
only assistance for walking but also for discrete motor tasks.
Traditional control strategies for exoskeletons usually focus on
timing of gait events (heel strike and toe off) [1]. Real world
movements include very short bouts of walking with non-steady
state transition periods (turning, stopping, starting) [2], and
noncyclical motions for discrete tasks.
One control strategy that should work for both continuous
and discrete tasks is proportional myoelectric control.
Myoelectric control uses electromyography (EMG) from the user
to control the exoskeleton motor, allowing smooth transitions
between continuous and discrete motions. Past research has
shown humans are adept at learning to use proportional
myoelectric control of lower extremity exoskeletons during
walking [3], but it is not clear how training from walking carries
over to noncyclical motor tasks.
The purpose of our study was to determine if subjects
practicing walking with robotic ankle exoskeletons would
improve their performance on a subsequent noncyclical, discrete
motor task compared to subjects that did not practice walking
with the exoskeletons. We hypothesized that individuals that
practiced walking with the exoskeletons powered would perform
better on the subsequent motor task than the subjects without
walking practice.

target force displayed to them on a screen, with their right leg
onto a force plate. The participants applied the force to a force
plate for 2-7s, returned to rest, and repeated with a different target
force. Participants completed 20 repetitions of force application
and returning to rest. The magnitude and duration of each force
target varied across the 20 trials.
Results and Discussion
The participants in the powered walking group showed better
initial force tracking and faster learning in the discrete task than
the unpowered walking group. The group that had powered
walking practice had a lower initial root mean square error
(RMSE) for the discrete task than the control group. Both groups
showed a negative slope of the RMSE between the 1st and 20th
repetitions, but the powered walking group had a steeper slope.
The steeper slope was indicative of faster learning during discrete
force tracking task.
The powered walking group decreased their mean EMG
amplitude by 17.54% during the 30 minutes of practice walking
with the exoskeletons. That indicated that the subjects showed
substantive adaptation to controlling the exoskeletons.
These results suggest that training with robotic ankle
exoskeletons during walking carries over to noncyclical, discrete
motor tasks. The performance in the subsequent force tracking
task was greater for the group that had 30 minutes of walking
practice.
Significance
One disadvantage of current lower limb exoskeleton controllers
is their inability to easily transition from continuous to discrete
tasks. Control strategies focused on steady state, constant speed
walking on flat surfaces are limited in their applicability to real
world implementation. Discrete movements are important during
walking gait transitions such as turning or stopping, and to
uneven terrain or obstacles. We found that adaptation to a
myoelectric-controlled ankle exoskeleton during walking leads to
better performance when using the same device in a discrete
motor task.
This research also gives insight into the neural substrates for
controlling continuous and discrete tasks. Motor adaptation
carryover from walking to noncyclical discrete motor tasks
suggests that the neural substrate responsible for the adaptation is
used in controlling both tasks. This is particularly important to
training and use of robotic exoskeletons intended for real world
use for either rehabilitation or occupational reasons.

Figure 1: A subject wearing the Dephy Exoboot ankle exoskeleton.

Methods
We adapted a myoelectric controller to control commercially
available robotic ankle exoskeletons (ExoBoot, Dephy, Inc.)
(Figure 1). The controller used filtered and scaled soleus EMG to
enable plantarflexion assistance. 5 participants (3M, 2F) walked
on a treadmill at 1.2 m/s while wearing ExoBoots on each leg for
30 minutes, after which they completed a series of discrete force
tracking tasks. One group wore the ExoBoots unpowered during
walking and powered during the discrete task. The second group
wore the ExoBoots powered during both walking and the discrete
task. During the discrete task the participants tried to match a
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Introduction
The most common spinal cord injury (SCI) classification is
incomplete quadriplegia (45%-60%); the majority occur in the
C5-C7 spinal segments. Studies show the highest priority among
individuals with a quadriplegic SCI is restoring grasping ability
[1,2]. Patients with an incomplete C5-C7 SCI lose grasping
abilities but wrist function is retained [3]. Rehabilitation
techniques apply the tenodesis effect, an orthopedic phenomenon
that uses wrist extension for grasping and wrist flexion for
releasing. Current tenodesis wrist-hand orthoses (WHOs) engage
only the thumb and index finger, meaning only 20% of activities
of daily living (ADLs) can be completed [3].
Methods
This feasibility study tested a student designed powered WHO on
ten able-bodied individuals (avg. age: 42.7 years old). The
prototyped WHO utilizes a modified version of the tenodesis
effect (wrist flexion for grasping, wrist extension for releasing)
to help individuals with an incomplete C6-C7 SCI independently
complete ADLs. Subjects used the WHO to complete feeding and
grooming tasks in front of a motion capture system. Results were
analyzed through OpenSim to get wrist joint angles, which would
help determine if someone with a C6-C7 SCI, who likely has
limited wrist range of motion (ROM), could use this device [4].

Figure 3: Top: Full water bottle- more wrist flexion than other tasks.
Bottom: Utensil-horizontal orientation- maximum wrist flexion.

A greater degree of wrist flexion is required for grasping thin,
small diameter (<0.5in) objects. These objects (utensil, brush,
toothbrush, razor) in a horizontal orientation require more wrist
flexion than in a vertical orientation. The utensil, the thinnest
object, in a horizontal orientation requires the most wrist flexion.
Individuals with a C6-C7 SCI (future study), with limited
wrist ROM, should still be able to use this device because it can
be individually customized such that wrist motion input is disproportionate to finger motion output. For example, the WHO
can be programed to output 4° of finger motion for every 1° of
wrist motion input. If a user is limited to 10° of wrist extension,
the device can be programmed to open the finger linkages 40°.

Figure 1: Left: Prototyped WHO. Middle: 3-D printed index finger and
thumb linkages. Right: Removable flex sensor housed in pocket.

Results and Discussion
Graphical data shows a greater degree of wrist extension was
used versus wrist flexion in the majority of tasks. An exception
was the Full Water Bottle, which can be considered an outlier due
to difficulty picking up this object. Subjects failed to lift this
object, and in an attempt to get a more secure grasp they over
compensated with more wrist flexion. Figures 2 and 3 show
graphs for a single subject.

Significance
This WHO is customizable, lighter, and easier to use than
currently available orthoses. Since the operational code can be
customized, individuals with limited wrist ROM (e.g. C6-C7
SCI), can still use this device to independently complete ADLs.
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Introduction
When people lose a limb due to amputation, they lose not only
motor function, but also sensory information about the state of
that limb. A variety of approaches have attempted to reintegrate
this sensory information, many of which are invasive [1]. We
developed a system that substitutes this missing information from
an ankle-foot prosthesis in a noninvasive manner. In our
approach, a wrist exoskeleton allows users with amputation to
both control and receive feedback from their prosthetic ankle in
real time via teleoperation (Fig. 1A).
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Methods
System Design: We built a wrist exoskeleton that senses wrist
angle with an accuracy of 0.18° and provides up to 1 Nm of wrist
flexion or extension torque using a capstan drive mechanism.
This exoskeleton interfaces with an existing ankle-foot prosthesis
emulator that previously operated only under torque control [2].
Control Schemes: We developed a position control scheme
in which the prosthesis angle is commanded to a scaled position
of the wrist angle. We tested position control with and without
haptic feedback, where a user was able to feel torque at the wrist
proportional to the ankle prosthesis torque.
Pilot test: We verified the feasibility and performance of the
system with one participant with a transtibial amputation.
Eventually we expect that participants will discover their own
desired trajectories as they walk, but in this study we dictated
desired trajectories to the participant in order to evaluate user
ability to control the wrist exoskeleton. Both desired and
measured trajectories were displayed on a monitor in front of the
participant as they walked on a treadmill. We assessed the ability
of the participant to control the prosthesis by measuring error
between desired and measured wrist angle. We assessed
mechatronic performance of the system by measuring error
between desired and measured prosthesis angle.
The participant completed training trials that consisted of
following two different desired sine wave trajectories while
seated and standing, followed by walking with desired
trajectories emulating passive walking or active push-off. Tests
were completed over the span of two days, and each training and
testing trial lasted five minutes. Data were analyzed for the last
60 seconds of each trial.

Passive Walking
20

% Gait Cycle
Figure 1: A. We use a wrist exoskeleton to both control and receive
haptic feedback from an ankle-foot prosthesis to restore the motor
control loop. B. The two desired trajectories with haptic feedback are
shown, in addition to how well the wrist and ankle matched these
trajectories and the resulting torque profiles. The dashed line indicates
the desired trajectory, and bold lines indicate averages.

work will investigate the cause of these oscillations and mitigate
them.
We developed the hardware and control schemes necessary
to provide a person with amputation both real-time feedback and
control of their prosthesis. We demonstrated the feasibility of this
system by validating both our system performance and the ability
of a user to voluntarily modulate wrist position in real time with
only limited training.
Significance
This teleoperation system will allow testing of novel prosthesis
control and feedback strategies that could be used to provide
more accurate sensory feedback and facilitate motor learning.
Long-term, we aim to discover which parameters amputees
intend to optimize during gait, and compare these strategies to
those of automated prosthesis control systems.

Results and Discussion
We achieved good control fidelity of the ankle prosthesis, with
error lower than human proprioception (RMSE = 0.8°, compared
to ankle proprioception error of 2.3° [3]). Although the subject
initially had high errors in wrist trajectory (RMSE = 5.8°), by the
end of the second day they were able to control the wrist
exoskeleton with accuracy greater than human prioprioception
for both desired trajectories (RMSE = 1.6°, compared to wrist
proprioceptive error = 2.2° [4]). Results from the second day are
shown in Fig. 1B. Qualitatively, the participant preferred the
haptic feedback conditions, which they said made position
control more intuitive. However, we noticed that providing haptic
feedback caused small oscillations in the torque profiles. Future
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and 7% of 0.8 m/s rials. Th s he aerial phase as more likel
o be sed o reco er from mid o la e s ing-phase per rba ions
and a higher alking speeds. In order o accomplish his aerial
reco er i h a pros he ic de ice, an ac i e ankle join ma be
req ired, and de ice loading capabili ies ma need o be
considered in order o land safel .
Regarding (2), he TFPU par icipan reco ered from all
s mbles on his pros he ic side. For he earl /mid-s ing
per rba ions, he par icipan lo ered behind he obs acle i h
he pros he ic limb, follo ed b a shor con rala eral s ep and a
hop o clear he obs acle. For he la e-s ing per rba ion, he
par icipan sed ipsila eral circ md c ion o clear he obs acle
ins ead of a hop. On he so nd side, he par icipan a emp ed
an ele a ing s ra eg for he earl -s ing per rba ion, and
a emp ed a lo ering s ra eg for mid/la e-s ing per rba ions,
b
l ima el fell. Th s, so nd side s mbles ere more
dangero s for his TFPU. We are e al a ing if his obser a ion
holds r e in o her TFPUs. For s mbling on he pros hesis side,
a lack of ac i e knee fle ion ma con rib e o he prolonged
reco er (i.e., more reco er s eps compared o heal h
con rols). For s mbling on he so nd side, a lack of ac i e
plan arfle ion and knee fle ion ma con rib e o falls.

I

d c
Transfemoral pros hesis sers (TFPUs) fall 200 more
of en han heal h indi id als [1]. In order o de elop
in er en ions (e.g., pros heses) o decrease heir fall likelihood,
i is impor an o nders and (1) refle i e mechanisms ha help
pre en falls in heal h pop la ions, and (2) deficiencies in
reco eries of he TFPUs.
Concerning (1), i has been es ablished ha heal h
indi id als emplo one of hree
a
a e e o reco er
from a s mble: ele a ing, lo ering, or dela ed lo ering.
Ho e er, e ha e obser ed ha par icipan s sed one of o
b- a e e : i h or i ho an aerial phase (i.e., j mp). Onl
o prior s dies ha e men ioned an aerial phase [2]; h s he
freq enc , ca ses, effec s, and implica ions of hese s bs ra egies are nkno n. This kno ledge gap limi s ho
pros he ic in er en ions are designed/con rolled.
Concerning (2), TFPU s mble reco er has been rarel
s died. In one s d all TFPU par icipan s reco ered from
per rba ions [3], b he per rba ion as sim la ed i ho a
ph sical obs acle o clear. In he second all TFPUs fell, b
s mbles ere onl elici ed a 50% s ing. Reco er s ra egies
sed/a emp ed ere no consis en be een s dies, lea ing a
gap in nders anding. A comprehensi e charac eri a ion of
TFPU s mble reco er s ra egies is needed o iden if
f nc ional deficiencies of c rren pros heses, and inform design
of ne -genera ion pros heses o help pre en falls.
The o erarching goal is o pro ide a be er nders anding
of bo h heal h and TFPU s mble reco er b addressing he
aforemen ioned kno ledge gaps. Specificall , e aimed o: (1)
Charac eri e he incidence of he aerial phase for each primar
reco er s ra eg in heal h par icipan s, across s ing phase,
and across speeds, and (2) charac eri e he reco er s ra egies
of TFPUs for each limb across s ing phase.

F g e 1: (a) Breakdo n of s ra egies sed in heal h s mble s d .
(b) Aerial phase d ring reco er for heal h par icipan ( op), and
circ md c ion d ring reco er for TFPU par icipan (bo om).

Me

d
For (1), se en heal h par icipan s ere s mbled 28 imes
each a 1.1 m/s sing o r c s om obs acle per rba ion s s em
[4]. One par icipan as es ed a o addi ional speeds, 0.8 and
1.4 m/s. For (2), one TFPU par icipan as s mbled si imes,
hree imes per limb. Tes ing on addi ional TFPUs is ongoing
and ill be presen ed a he conference. The per rba ions ere
arge ed o occ r a a range of poin s in s ing phase. Gro ndreac ion forces and kinema ics ere collec ed and join -le el
kinema ics/kine ics ere es ima ed. For each s mble, he
s ing percen age of per rba ion as calc la ed and he
s ra eg sed/a emp ed as recorded.

S g f ca ce
This is he firs s d o q an if he pre alence of he
aerial phase d ring heal h s mble reco er , and also he firs
s d o anal e he reco er /falls of a TFPU across a range of
s ing phase per rba ions i h a ph sical obs acle o clear. The
insigh s gained from bo h heal h and TFPU s mble reco er
pro ide a roadmap for ho o s ccessf ll design refle es in o
a robo ic lo er-limb pros hesis in order o red ce fall incidence
and s bseq en inj r for his TFPU pop la ion (300,000 in
U.S. alone).

Re

a dD c
Regarding (1), he aerial phase occ rred in 40% of
reco eries for 1.1 m/s rials. I as sed in 92% of dela ed
lo ering s ra egies, 30% of lo ering s ra egies, and 26% of
ele a ing s ra egies (Fig re 1). For per rba ions d ring 4070% s ing phase, 90% of hese res l ed in aerial phases. For
he single par icipan es ed a m l iple speeds, he aerial phase
as emplo ed in 92% of 1.4 m/s rials, 32% of 1.1 m/s rials,
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I
d ci
Of the lo er limb joints, the knee joint creates the smallest
amount of total positi e mechanical ork hen alking on le el
ground; ho e er, its role is greater during inclined alking. The
knee e tension moment increases during uphill alking, hich
has been correlated to increased knee e tensor muscle acti ation.
This can lead to ele ated knee joint loads. Therefore, pro iding
assistance at the knee joint during earl stance, hen the knee
e hibits a larger knee moment, has the potential of reducing the
knee e tensor acti ation and the knee joint load [1]. Indi iduals
ith alking difficulties often e hibit higher tibiofemoral forces
compared to able bodied indi iduals, hich can impede mobilit
and the patient s independence. A pre ious stud has in estigated
the knee joint load in children ith crouch gait, ho e er the
methodolog
e hibited some limitations, in ol ing not
considering co-contraction or ariations in user s muscle acti it
[2]. To address this, e utili ed an electrom ograph (EMG) informed neuromusculoskeletal model to estimate the knee joint
reaction load during alking. The follo ing details preliminar
results to in estigate the capablilit of a robotic bilateral knee
e oskeleton for reducing the knee joint load in able-bodied adults
alking uphill. The primar h pothesis is that the assistance
pro ided at the knee joint during earl stance ill reduce the
quadricep force required for alking and thus decrease the peak
knee joint load during earl stance compared to the unpo ered
condition.

load (Fig e 1B). These results support the primar h pothesis
that the assistance is able to reduce the quadricep forces and the
knee joint load during earl stance, hen the assistance is acti e.
Ho e er, there is an increase in the knee joint reaction force later
in the gait c cle hen the assistance is not acti e. This increased
joint load has been correlated to increased acti ation of the
hamstring muscles as ell as the gastrocnemius in assistance
mode compared to unassisted for this subject.

Fig e 1: A. Muscle Forces for Vasti Muscles bet een unpo ered (UN)
condition and Biological Torque (BT) assistance ith the percent RMS
reduction labeled. B. Knee Joint Reaction Load bet een unpo ered
condition (dashed) and Biological Torque assistance (solid). Peak
reaction force e hibited a 2.5% *BW reduction hen assistance as
pro ided compared to the unpo ered condition.

Sig ifica ce
This stud in estigated the effect e oskeleton assistance has on
the knee joint load of able bodied adults. Our preliminar results
sho that the e oskeleton assistance is able to reduce the muscle
force of the primar knee e tensor muscles and reduce the knee
joint load hen the assistance is acti e. This anal sis method
e hibits some limitations, including the optimi ation eighting
ma introduce some error in tracking the moment and muscle
acti ation, the muscle force is determined from acti ation
normali ed to the ma imum oluntar muscle acti ation of a
specific user, hich can be difficult to capture e en ith a
detailed protocol, and the results are still an estimate of the actual
joint load. In future orks, e aim to stud the effect e oskeleton
assistance has on pediatric patients ith alking difficulties due
to abnormalities at the knee joint, such as crouch gait or genu
recur atum. The EMG informed method is critical to better
estimate the joint loads in these patients, as there is frequentl
high coacti ation hile alking.

Me h d
This stud
as appro ed b the Georgia Institute of Technolog
Institutional Re ie Board. The follo ing displa s initial results
for one able bodied adult subject. The e periment in ol ed t o
sessions, training and data collection. The subject alked at 1.1
m/s on a 15% gradient treadmill hile earing the bilateral
po ered knee e oskeleton. Knee e tension assistance as
pro ided b a biological torque controller during earl stance, 030% of gait c cle. EMG data ere collected on si muscles
associated ith knee e tension and fle ion ( astus laterilis,
astus medialis, rectus femoris, biceps femoris, semitendinosis,
and lateral gastrocnemius) on the right leg. Motion capture, force
plate, and de ice data ere also collected. Utili ing MATLAB,
Vicon, and OpenSim the collected data ere anal ed to
calculate the muscle forces and joint reaction load at the knee
joint [3][4].
Re l a d Di c i
During alking ith po ered assistance, there as a decrease in
the peak knee e tensor muscle force RMS compared to the
unpo ered condition. Additionall , it is sho n that the muscle
force duration is decreased in the po ered condition compared to
unpo ered (Fig e 1A). This is due to a decreased duration of
muscle acti ation hen the assistance is acti e. There is also a
reduction in the peak knee joint force during earl stance, here
the knee e tensor muscles are the largest contribution to the joint
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Introduction
There are more than 1.6 million people living with limb loss,
which is expected to more than double by 2050.1 Powered robotic
prostheses may improve metabolic cost, joint loading, and overall
mobility2, but the tuning process associated with a powered
prosthesis for an individual user is problematic in that it is: 1. time
consuming for busy clinicians and 2. currently completed in
clinical settings based on subjective, observational metrics. These
problems represent a barrier for access to technology, so efforts
to streamline timing towards receipt of a natural physiologically
functioning prosthesis would be beneficial both for patients and
providers. However, this challenge assumes that there is an ideal,
natural physiological gait pattern already defined for humans
wearing a powered prosthesis. There are many ways to measure
gait, making it challenging to determine a “gold standard” ideal
gait for an individual. Studies have attempted to combine
biomechanical measures (joint angles, kinetics, etc.) to create
indices of gait quality, but it is unclear what measure is most
sensitive to changes in gait and which is an optimal “gold
standard” for which a device should be tuned against. Therefore,
in this preliminary study we test four metrics of gait quality on
two human subject groups: healthy controls for whom we have
applied systematic joint restraints and an individual with a
transtibial amputation using a prosthesis emulator.

Fig 1. POGS, GDI, GQI and Impulse Asymmetry for healthy
controls with systematic joint restraints

Methods
IRB approval for this study was obtained prior to enrollment of
subjects. Following informed consent, five healthy control
subjects walked in three joint-immobilization conditions
including an ankle immobilizer orthosis, a knee orthosis locked
in 180º extension, and the combined ankle orthosis and knee
orthosis together. Subjects also walked without wearing any
restraints as a control condition. One subject with a transtibial
amputation walked with his everyday passive prosthesis and a
prosthesis emulator3 while the tuning parameter space was
explored for “optimal” gait quality according to current clinical
procedures. Gait quality was assessed using the Prosthetic
Observational Gait Score (POGS)4, the Gait Deviation Index
(GDI5), the Gait Quality Index (GQI6), and kinetic data (impulse
asymmetry). Data were compared to control values using a
repeated measures ANOVA with a significance level set to
=0.05.

Fig 2. GDI and Impulse Asymmetry for individual with transtibial
amputation using everyday, passive prosthesis and powered
prosthesis emulator

Impulse Asymmetry were calculated for the passive prosthesis
and 19 tuning trials for the powered prosthesis emulator. (See Fig
2) As the device was tuned according to standard clinical
procedures, both GDI and Impulse Asymmetry improved with
use of the powered prosthesis compared to baseline measures
with the subject’s everyday prosthesis. Sensors that would allow
for this information to be available in vivo could reduce time
spent during the initial and follow up tuning processes.

Results and Discussion
Data for control subjects showed that impulse asymmetry could
discriminate between the ankle immobilized condition and the
combined knee and ankle conditions. This trend was followed by
the POGS as well. Neither metric could discriminate differences
between the knee immobilized condition and the other
conditions. The Gait Deviation Index and Gait Quality Index
were unable to discriminate between any of the three
immobilized conditions. (See Fig 1) This data may indicate that
while time consuming, POGS represents an accurate means for
determining natural gait. Additionally, load sensors incorporated
into a prosthesis to measure impulse could provide valuable
information as to proper tuning of a powered device. GDI and

Significance
Broader understanding of what constitutes normal, physiological
gait and how to quantify it is imperative for the advancement of
prosthetic devices if they are going to be applied clinically.
References
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Introduction

of improvement. For example, Subject B showed little change in
average speed at baseline when the insoles were introduced (1.44
vs 1.40 m/s), but faster walking at follow-up only in the insole
condition (1.57 with shoes and insoles, 1.36 barefoot). Gait
Variability Index also decreased at follow-up for this subject.
Ankle range of motion increased at follow-up in both children,
by 5.2 and 5.1 degrees. In both subjects, percent of steps with
initial heel contact (not toe contact) improved with insoles at
baseline, and improved at follow-up in both the barefoot and
insole conditions (Fig. 2). Interestingly, Subject B showed 100%
heel contact with the insoles at both baseline and follow up time
points, with reduced knee flexion angle at initial contact. In this
limited sample, sensory insoles were effective at controlling ITW
upon initial donning and after 4 months of wear.

Idiopathic Toe Walking (ITW) is diagnosed in children three and
older who walk on their toes despite no apparent contributing
disorders and can result in severe and debilitating loss of ankle
range of motion when it persists into childhood1. ITW gait is
characterized by initial contact with the toe instead of the heel
and early heel rise in stance phase. ITW is a diagnosis of
exclusion that is only given when all other orthopedic,
developmental, and neurological causes have been ruled out2. A
critical barrier to effective treatment of ITW in children is that
current approaches are limited to controlling symptoms by
restricting motion of the foot and ankle or manually or surgically
altering tendon length. These approaches are variably effective
and are focused on orthopedic presentation and not underlying
etiologies3. Based upon previous studies, we believe that some
children with ITW are sensory-seeking2, and may respond well
to in-shoe interventions. In this study, we investigated a novel
treatment intended to address tactile stimulation of the plantar
surface of the foot, without constraining joint movements.
Methods
Children recruited for the study were between
ages 4 and 12, had a clinical diagnosis of ITW,
and were at least six months post any treatment
(e.g. orthoses, Botox, serial casting, etc.). To be
eligible, they also had to display at least 5°
dorsiflexion range of motion and screen as
possibly or definitely sensory-seeking on the
Short Sensory Profile. Following informed
consent, subjects were fit with flexible, textured
sensory insoles (Fig. 1) and instructed to wear
for a four-month period in this IRB approved
study. At both initial fitting and final fourmonth assessment, instrumented 3D gait
analysis was conducted in three conditions:
shoes and insoles, shoes only, and
barefoot. Additionally, the weight
Figure 1: Flexible,
bearing lunge test was conducted at each
textured insoles
assessment to assess range of motion,
(Naboso Technology,
and parental feedback was assessed
Brooklyn, NY)
using the Orthotic and Prosthetic User
Survey (OPUS).

Fig 2: Normal Heel Strike percentage at baseline and follow-up
Significance
While limited in sample size, the results of this study are
promising, because current clinical treatments are aimed at
mechanically limiting joint motion or even surgically altering
tendon length. This treatment addresses a possible etiology for
ITW (at least in some children) with the potential to improve our
understanding of this unique clinical presentation and remove
the term “idiopathic” from the diagnosis.
Acknowledgements
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Results and Discussion
Two subjects have completed the trial to date, a five year old male
(A) and a seven year old female (B). Parents of both subjects
reported 100% favorable results on the OPUS regarding factors
related to device fit, appearance, and durability. These results are
somewhat expected given the non-invasive and nearly invisible
nature of the insoles hidden inside the child’s shoes.
Temporospatial parameters with respect to footwear condition
(barefoot versus shod with insoles) and time condition (baseline
versus follow-up) were inconsistent, but indicate the possibility
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Introduction
As of 2005, approximately 35% of the 1.6 million people living
with limb loss in the US were women [1]. Compared to men,
women with leg amputations experience greater: pain,
dissatisfaction with prosthetic fit and appearance, number of
prostheses received but also greater rejection rates, and
limitations in footwear [2, 3]. Ability to wear appropriate shoes
is important for social integration, and while prostheses exist to
accommodate different heel heights their effect on walking
biomechanics has not been fully studied. The aim of this study
was to assess the effects of walking with different heel heights
and heel height adjustable prosthetic feet on gait biomechanics of
women with transtibial amputation (TTA), as well as the effects
of walking with a misaligned prosthetic foot.

slight delays in second GRF peak occurred ith 2 heels,
accompanied by longer stance times. Wearing flat shoes with
misaligned prosthesis required kinematic adjustments and
resulted in an expected shift towards plantarflexion (Fig. 1 C-D).
Misalignment led to changes in knee and pelvis motion, and were
accompanied by altered first and second GRF peak magnitudes.

Methods
Participants performed over-ground walking trials at selfselected normal speeds wearing footwear with three different
heel heights: flat (0 rise), athletic shoe (1.25” rise) and heel (2”
rise); and two types of adjustable prosthetic feet: Runway
(Freedom Innovations, Irvine, CA), and Accent (College Park,
Warren, MI). Prosthetic configurations (prosthesis+shoe) were
randomized and participants were blinded to the prosthetic foot.
The prosthesis was first aligned by a prosthetist to the
athletic shoe, followed by data collection. The athletic shoe was
then switched to a flat shoe, without prosthesis adjustment,
followed by data collection. Participants were then allowed to
self-align the prosthesis to the flat and heel shoe, followed by data
collection for both shoes. An unloaded self-aligned dorsiflexion
angle was measured with a goniometer after each realignment.
This protocol was repeated with the second prosthesis.
Kinematic data of the lower limbs, trunk and pelvis were
collected with a digital motion capture system (Motion Analysis
Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA) at 120 Hz. Kinetic data were
collected at 960 Hz with six walkway-embedded force plates
(AMTI, Watertown, MA). Data were analyzed with Visual 3D
(C-Motion, Inc. Germantown, MD).

Figure 1: Effects of different heel heights (A-C) and ankle alignment
(C-D) on ankle flexion of the prosthetic foot-shoe complex.

Overall, the three prosthesis users adapted to each
footwear and alignment condition with minimal changes in
kinematics and kinetics. This suggests that using heel height
adjustable prostheses can generate consistent gait dynamics
without new compensatory mechanisms when walking with
different heel height shoes. The participants also expressed the
importance of having the option to wear different shoes for daily
activity and the need for an adjustable prosthesis. Future work
includes expanding cohort size beyond this pilot study, and bench
testing of these prostheses with footwear to characterize their
mechanical function for aiding interpretation of these results.
Significance
These results may inform on the influence of different shoes on
prosthetic gait, and the utility of heel height adjustable prosthetic
feet in promoting consistent biomechanics. This study helps
address the unique considerations for women with amputation
during rehabilitation, and may aid development of more
evidence-based, sex-inclusive practice guidelines.

Results and Discussion
Three female participants (36±9 yrs, 1.62±0.07 m, 64.2±11 kg)
with unilateral TTA participated. Time since limb loss was on
average 14 (±6) years. All participants accommodated quickly to
each condition, despite differences in footwear (heel height and
compliance) and limited time to adjust. All participants were able
to self-align the foot without difficulty. Findings from only one
prosthesis are reported, as both feet had similar results.
Participants maintained consistent prosthetic side kinematics
(knee, hip, pelvis obliquity and tilt motion) through ankle joint
(set alignment) accommodation. Adaptation of the prosthetic
ankle joint allowed for similar ankle motion across heel heights
with a shift towards increased dorsiflexion when wearing higher
heel heights (Fig 1 A-C). Consistent vertical ground reaction
force (GRF) peaks were present across heel heights, however
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Introduction
Toe join can impac a gai econom and pe fo mance hile
nde going b an ial fle ion/e en ion d ing no mal alking.
To p o ide he benefi of a oe join o he amp ee , e ea che
ha e a emp ed o mimic h man oe join in hei p o he e . [1]
p opo ed a po e ed oe join , and [2] applied in e changeable
p ing o mimic a h man oe join d ing p o he ic alking,
hich ine i abl e i e addi ional pa , and h mo e eigh .
We p e io l p opo ed he
c al pa e n and ma e ial
of he 3D p in ed p o he ic foo in [3]. Ho e e , i i no kno n
e ho he join kinema ic /kine ic and oe join bending a e
affec ed b he ne de ign. Th , in hi
d , e in e iga e
ho he ankle/ oe join kinema ic /kine ic a in acco dance
i h he 3D p in ed p o he ic foo cha ac e i ic hile alking.

Figure 2: Kinema ic compa i on be een ABS, on foo , and h man
da a; (A) ankle join angle (B) oe join angle. Bold line and haded
egion efe o he a e age and ±1 .d. of 20 con ec i e ep .

Methods

Figure 1: 3D p in ed p o he ic foo ; (A) e-en an
(B) e-en an hone comb i h bending one (BZ)

c e
ing on

ing ABS,
[3]

No e ha he e a no iffne diffe ence be een o p opo ed
foo
c e (Fig e 1) nde he mall bending condi ion
acco ding o he im la ion e l in [3]. The efo e, e foc onl
on he foo ma e ial in hi pape .
A eadmill alking e pe imen
a cond c ed ing a
po e ed an femo al p o he i (AMPRO II, [4]) i h
o
diffe en fee (ABS and on foo ), depic ed in Fig e 1. A
heal h
bjec (male, 31
., 1.70 m, 70 kg) pa icipa ed ing
an L- hape im la o and alked a hi p efe ed peed (0.60
m/ ). Join kinema ic e e eco ded b he op ical encode on
he p o he i . Join kine ic e e e ima ed ba ed on he c en
f om he ac a o of he p o he i . The oe bending a
mea ed ing IMU , defined a he ela i e angle be een he
fo efoo and midfoo . The con ol f ame o k adop ed a
impedance con ol a he ankle and a h b id of impedance and
acking con ol a he knee [4].

Figure 3: Kine ic compa i on be een ABS, on foo , and h man da a;
(A) ankle join o e (B) ankle join po e . Bold line and haded
egion efe o he a e age and ±1 .d. of 20 con ec i e ep .

Compa ed o he h man da a a a fa e alking peed of 0.80 m/
[5], bo h fee ho
malle do ifle ion and ea lie p h-off,
po ibil d e o a ligh mi ma ch in he iming a he con olle .
Al o, no e ha he ankle o e and po e a e malle d e o he
e ic ed o e limi of he ac a o on he p o he i .
In hi
d , bo h fee a e imila in mo mea e .
Ho e e , ince on foo ho mo e oe bending, hich i mo e
imila o h man da a, he on foo o ld be a p efe ed op ion.
Significance
Thi
d ho
he ankle/ oe join kinema ic /kine ic
ing
o diffe en 3D p in ed fee i h ne
c e o eplica e he
oe join . E en ho gh he e a no ignifican diffe ence
be een o p opo ed fee in mo of he mea e , ill one foo
ho ed ela i el ignifican oe bending. Thi can be a good
a ing poin fo he ne con ide a ion of p o he ic foo de ign.
Al o, he p opo ed foo ho
almo half eigh (540 g)
compa ed o he p e io
die [1], [2]. F he de ign fo oe
join and mo e eali ic loading condi ion ill be con ide ed o
ma imi e he biomechanical benefi of 3D p in able p o he ic
fee d ing alking.

Results and Discussion
The on foo had le e ankle do i-fle ion han he ABS foo
(Fig e 2A), e l ing in le e ankle join o e (Fig e 3A).
Ho e e , he diffe ence i minimal. In Fig e 2B, he g ea e oe
fle ion (2.46 °) a clea l ho n hen he on foo i
ed,
hile ha of he ABS foo i malle (0.74 °). Ye , diffe ing f om
he im la ion e l (15 °) in [3], hi fle ion i ill mall, e en
in he ca e of on . Thi ma indica e ha he oe iffne of
bo h fee i ill oo iff. Al o, an in fficien loading condi ion
d e o he im la o and le bod
eigh (compa ed o he
im la ion) can be ano he po ible ea on of a mall oe fle ion.
F he
die ho ld be cond c ed i h a di e e complian oe.
In Fig e 3, he ABS foo ho a ligh l la ge join o e
and po e han he on foo , e en ho gh no ignifican .
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3.5% (p = 0.0118) and for both sockets the magnitude of tc SI
decreased by 0.4% per 1° increase in slope (p = 0.0133; Fig. 1b).
During level walking, there was no effect of socket or speed
on fz1 SI (p = 0.4175, p = 0.9727; Fig. 1a). Across slopes, there
was no effect of socket or slope on fz1 SI (p = 0.0757, p = 0.0587;
Fig. 1b). During level walking with the Quatro compared to the
suction socket, the magnitude of fz2 SI decreased by 5.9% (p =
0.0083) and for both sockets fz2 SI increased by 17.4% per 1 m/s
increase in speed (p = 0.0001; Fig. 1a). When walking across
slopes using the Quatro compared to the suction socket, the
magnitude of fz2 SI decreased by 8.1% (p = 0.0008) but for both
sockets there was no effect of slope on fz2 SI (p = 0.7059; Fig.
1b).

Introduction
Adults with unilateral transfemoral amputation walk using
prostheses attached to rigid prosthetic sockets that surround the
residual limb. A standard socket used by people with
transfemoral amputation is a suction socket that is molded to fit
the users residual limb and uses a valve to release air and create
a sealed connection between the socket and leg.
During walking, many people with unilateral amputation use
a passive prosthesis, which typically results in asymmetric
biomechanics such as greater loading of the unaffected (UL)
compared to affected leg (AL) [1]. Asymmetry may increase
osteoarthritis risk [2] and low-back pain [3] compared to nonamputees. Socket design can influence AL comfort and may
change the biomechanics of both legs. Board et al. [4] found that
users of a vacuum-assisted suction socket had more symmetric
step lengths and ground contact times compared to users of a
standard suction socket. An adjustable socket may further
improve comfort and biomechanical symmetry during walking.
Quorum Prosthetics (Windsor, CO) has developed a socket that
uses adjustable panels to provide a custom fit to people with
lower limb amputation (Quatro). Due to a better fit, we
hypothesize that use of the Quatro socket will decrease contact
time and peak ground reaction force asymmetry of people with
transfemoral amputation compared to using a suction socket.

(a)

(b)

Methods
Three subjects (2M, 1F; 46.0 ± 18 yrs; 70.7 ± 5 kg; 1.74 ±
0.01 m) with unilateral transfemoral amputation walked on a
force measuring treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH) at 0.75 – 1.50
m/s at 0° and at 1.25 m/s at ±3° and ±6°. Subjects walked with a
standard suction and an adjustable Quatro prosthetic socket.
We measured perpendicular ground reaction forces (GRFs)
at 1000 Hz, filtered them using a 4th-order low-pass Butterworth
filter with a 30 Hz cut-off and used a 20 N GRF threshold to
calculate contact time (tc). We also detected 1st and 2nd peak GRFs
(fz1 and fz2, respectively) of the AL and UL from 10 strides
(Matlab, Mathworks, Natick, MA). In addition, we calculated the
symmetry index (SI) of each of these parameters using the
equation (Eqn. 1) defined by Robinson et al. [5], where X refers
to a calculated variable and 0% is perfect symmetry.
!!"#$$%&'%( " !#$$%&'%(

!" = %$.&(!

!"#$$%&'%( ( !#$$%&'%( )

% x 100%

Figure 1. tc, fz1, and fz2 symmetry indices across (a) speeds and (b)
slopes. Error bars are SEM. 2 of 3 subjects walked at 1.50 m/s in (a).

Significance
Decreased asymmetry using the Quatro compared to suction
socket may be due to improved socket fit and comfort. Future
studies will examine prosthetic socket fit by measuring socket
pistoning during walking. The results from this study can be used
to inform prosthetic socket designs.

(1)

We constructed a linear mixed effects model (α = 0.05) to
determine the effect of socket type and speed on each SI when
walking on a level treadmill. Then, we constructed a linear mixed
effects model (α = 0.05) to determine the effect of socket type
and treadmill slope on each SI when walking at 1.25 m/s (RStudio, Boston, MA).
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Results and Discussion
For level walking, when using the Quatro compared to
suction socket the magnitude of tc SI decreased by 4.4% (p =
0.0013) but for both sockets there was no effect of speed on tc SI
(p = 0.1037; Fig. 1a). When walking on slopes using the Quatro
compared to suction socket the magnitude of tc SI decreased by
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In rod c ion
A of 2005, 1.6 million people e e li ing i h a lo of limb,
i h hi n mbe being p ojec ed o mo e han do ble b he ea
2050 [1]. Poo p o he ic fi inc ea e he likelihood of ho e ho
ha e had an amp a ion ha ing a econda complica ion [2].
Depending pon he e ing, a p o he i co ld e al a e he
fi of hei pa ien
de ice d ing eadmill o o e g o nd
alking. P e io
die ha e fo nd ha peak e ical g o nd
eac ion fo ce (GRF) i g ea e d ing o e g o nd alking
compa ed o eadmill in heal h
bjec [3]. Addi ionall ,
p e io
die ha e fo nd ha ho e i h an femo al
amp a ion ha e g ea e e ical and an e io /po e io (A/P)
GRF in hei o nd limb compa ed o hei p o he ic limb [4].
The aim of hi
d i o compa e GRF of bjec
ih
an femo al amp a ion d ing o e g o nd and eadmill
alking. We h po he i e ha he e ill be g ea e GRF on he
o nd ide compa ed o he p o he ic ide and g ea e GRF
d ing o e g o nd compa ed o eadmill alking.

3

Fig re 1: A e age peak GRF o p in p o he ic (P) and o nd (S)
limb ac o
bjec * ignifican fo o e g o nd and eadmill ial (p
< 0.05), # ignifican be een leg (p<0.05)

Me hods
Ele en indi id al i h an femo al amp a ion e e ec i ed
ia clinician efe al and local ppo g o p (age: 24 o 63
ea , eigh : 59.0 o 130 kg, and heigh 1.6 o 1.9 m). All
pa icipan
p o ided
i en info med con en p io
o
pa icipa ing in hi IRB-app o ed d .
S bjec
e e fi ed i h a f ll bod ma ke e and eco ded
ing a 12-came a Vicon Van age
em o mea e gai
kinema ic . D ing 10 o e g o nd ial , bjec
alked ac o
he lab pace aking 1-3 ep on he Be ec in
men ed
eadmill pe ial a he midpoin of he alking bo . D ing he
2 o 10 eadmill ial , 9 o12 ep e e eco ded pe ial, i h
he peed e o ma ch hei elf- elec ed o e g o nd peed. GRF
da a a collec ed a 1000 H fo all ial .
GRF da a a fil e ed ing a fo h-o de B e o h fil e
i h a 20 H c off f eq enc and hen no mali ed o bod
eigh (%BW). Heel ike and oeoff e e de e mined a he
momen hen he e ical GRF e ceeded and en belo 50 N.
O p f om he Vicon
em a e ie ed o de e mine hich
ial needed o be omi ed f om he anal i d e o he bjec
c o ing o e on o he ong fo ce pla e.
GRF
a iable
incl ding A/P (b eak and peak),
medial/la e al (M/L), and e ical (1 and 2nd peak) peak and
imp l e
e e a e aged o e all ial fo each bjec and
anal ed. A pai ed - e
a pe fo med o compa e p o he ic
and o nd limb o come a
ell a
alking
face
(o e g o nd o eadmill) fo each GRF pa ame e [5].

Fig re 2: A e age imp l e in P and S ac o
bjec * ignifican fo
o e g o nd and eadmill ial (p < 0.05), # ignifican be een leg
(p<0.05).

GRF o p
e e g ea e on a e age in o e g o nd
ial compa ed o eadmill (Fig e 1, 2). If he goal i o a e
he p o he ic ide, M/L peak, 2nd e ical peak and AP imp l e
ill likel be le on a eadmill compa ed o o e g o nd.
Ho e e , he a e co ela ed (
0.63 o 0.69) indica ing he
eadmill ma p o ide ome al able info ma ion ha eflec
o e g o nd alking.
Significance
Gi en he diffe ence in GRF be een o e g o nd and eadmill
alking, clinician ho ld be a
of e al a ing fi and
alignmen of p o he ic de ice b ha ing hei pa ien alk on
he eadmill. Addi ionall , e ea che
ho ld be a of he
limi a ion a ocia ed i h e ing pe on
i h an amp a ion
d ing eadmill alking.

Res l s and Disc ssion
So nd ide loading a g ea e han p o he ic ide loading
d ing o e g o nd and eadmill alking (Fig e 1, 2). Thi
ppo p e io
die hich fo nd ha ho e ho ha e an
amp a ion fa o p ing eigh h o gh hei o nd limb.
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significant changes were seen in the knee kinematics. It also can
be seen that there no major changes in the hip kinematics which
may be explained by the additional mass of our prosthetic device
as the user may still have to compensate with their hip joint to a
certain extent. With the powered prosthesis, the assistance shown
during these walking tasks could potentially help reduce the risk
of future hip and back related musculuoskeletal pathologies. The
key result is that powered prosthetic technology may be helpful
in restoring functional gait across multiple ambulation modes.

Introduction
When walking, individuals with transfemoral amputation (TFA)
use compensatory strategies which often lead to asymmetric joint
biomechanics, chronic leg and back pain, joint degradation,
increased energetic demands, and increased chance of
osteoarthritis.1,2 Specifically, the hip has to compensate for power
lost from missing joints.3 Powered prostheses are one option of
improving gait as they are able to provide similar biological
assistance profiles across different walking modes.4 Our
hypothesis is that a powered prosthesis will generate improved
bilateral biomechanics than current clinically available passive
prostheses, which was initially evaluated based on joint
kinematic comparisons.

Significance
Creating smarter powered prostheses for assisting TFA is an
important area of research as these devices can restore lost
biomechanical function and potentially improve quality of life.
For this type of technology to be translated to modern clinical
practice, these devices must show improved efficacy over current
clinical standards. This is one step in allowing powered
prostheses to restore seamless and natural movement to the user.

Methods
Three subjects with a unilateral transfemoral amputation (male,
51 ± 21.1 years old, 1.78 ± 0.07 m, 82 ± 15.5 kg, K3/K4)
consented to participate in this IRB approved study. Subjects
performed level and sloped walking on an instrumented treadmill
(Bertec, Colombus, OH) using their everyday prosthesis and our
powered knee and ankle prosthesis at 0 deg, +7.5 deg, and -7.5
deg. Data was collected using a motion capture system (Vicon,
Centennial, CO). Analysis was performed using custom built
prosthetic models in OpenSim, an open-source musculoskeletal
modeling and simulation platform.
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Results and Discussion
The results show that the inverse kinematics (IK) were
symmetrical to biological signals when using the powered device
versus their passive device. Specifically, the ankle kinematics on
the prosthetic side show increased pantarflexion for both the level
and incline walking trials. Furthermore, the intact side shows a
reduction in the amount of plantarflexion explained by the ability
of the prosthesis to contribute power to push the user forward. No

2. Morgenroth, D. C., Roland, M., Pruziner, A. L. & Czerniecki,
J. M. Clin. Biomech. 55, 65–72 (2018).
3. Grumillier, C., Martinet, N., Paysant, J., André, J. M. &
Beyaert, C. J. Biomech. 41, 2926–2931 (2008).
4. Ingraham, K. A., Fey, N. P., Simon, A. M. & Hargrove, L. J.
PLoS One 11, 0147661 (2016).

Figure 1: Opensim models of a powered prosthesis and passive prosthesis (top left); one individual wearing our powered prosthesis with motion
capture markers placed on both prosthetic and intact side (bottom left); and inverse kinematics for both prosthetic and intact side for three modes of
treadmill walking: level ground (0 deg), incline (+7.5 deg), and decline (-7.5 deg).
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Introduction
Po ered pros he ics ha e been sho n o increase a ser s
alking efficienc and enable higher alking speeds in
comparison o he non-po ered co n erpar s. Ye , po ered
pros he ics s ffer from lack of se o ing o poor kinema ic
compa ibili , b lkiness, and lo adap abili o changes in he
errain. Addi ionall , c rren po ered pros he ics manda e
edio s calibra ion and ning proced res, hich prohibi heir
general sage. A possible approach o some of hese problems is
o foc s on impro ing ser-comfor b replica ing able-bodied
alking i h s ch pros he ics. Man researchers ha e done his
b adop ing impedance con rol s ra egies. Under his con rol
scheme, he gai is generall di ided in o 4-6 phases i h a
niq e se of cons an impedance con rol parame ers s iffness,
damping, and eq ilibri m angles assigned o each phase [1].
B s dies s ch as [2] ha e re ealed ha a heal h h man s join
impedance aries con in o sl hro gho he s ance phase of he
gai c cle. Since he objec i e of a pros he ic s con roller is o
mimic able-bodied alking, i s ands o reason ha con rol
parame ers m s also be h man-inspired. S dies s ch as [3] ha e
implemen ed algebraic c r es i hin some phases of he con rol
scheme. While he parame ers ar con in o sl and smoo hl
i hin he phases, here are likel non-smoo h aria ions d ring
ransi ions be een phases. F r her, he con roller proposed in [3]
relies on a load cell ha meas res er ical gro nd reac ion force.
S ch load cells can be e pensi e and increase he pros he ic s
eigh . A prior s d b he a hors proposes an impedance
con rol scheme ha
aries he impedance parame ers
con in o sl and smoo hl hro gho he s ance phase of he
gai c cle [4]. Unlike [3], his scheme does no rel on a load cell.
The impedance parame ers are es ima ed sing a leas sq ares
approach like ha sed in [1]. In he s d , [4], he proposed
con roller as onl implemen ed on a ransfemoral pros he ic s
ankle join . This paper doc men s preliminar a emp s a
e ending he con rol scheme o he pros he ic s knee join .

sing impedance con rol d ring he s ance phase, follo ed b
rajec or racking d ring n il 90% of he gai c cle, and lo
gain PD con rol d ring 90%-100% of he gai .
Results and Discussion
The genera ed kinema ics and kine ics ha e been presen ed in
Fig re 1. Bo h ankle and knee kinema ics resemble able-bodied
alking. The sligh l lessened ankle dorsifle ion d ring mids ance can be co n ered i h f r her ning. While he ankle
orq e also follo ed a h manlike rend, he peak orq e is
significan l lesser han ha of heal h h man s. This is d e o
he orq e limi a ions of he pros he ic s ac a ors.

Figure 1: Top lef : Ankle posi ion, Top righ : Knee posi ion, Bo om
lef : Ankle orq e, Bo om righ : Knee orq e.

Unlike he ankle, he knee orq e de ia ed from ha of a heal h
h man s. These de ia ions ha e been highligh ed i h red bo es
in Fig re 1. The firs discrepanc is a rib ed o he con roller s
high damping parame ers. I is belie ed ha he res l s ill
impro e b cons raining he magni de of damping. The second
discrepanc is d e o he lo gain PD con roller.

Methods
The proposed con rol scheme sec ions he gai c cle in o 4
phases: heel s rike (0%) o fla foo (13%), fla foo o heel off
(42%), heel off o oe off (62%), and oe off o he end of he gai
c cle (100%). The orq e genera ed b he impedance con roller
is represen ed as follo s.
𝜏 𝑡 =𝐾 𝑡 𝜃 𝑡 −𝜃 𝑡 +𝐷 𝑡 𝜃 𝑡
here 𝐾 𝑡 and 𝐷 𝑡 are he s iffness and damping parame er a
he ins an 𝑡 (0% 𝑡 100%). The erm 𝜃 is he eq ilibri m
angle, hile 𝜃 𝑡 and 𝜃 𝑡 represen he join s posi ion and
eloci . Bo h 𝐾 𝑡 and 𝐷 𝑡 are represen ed b 4 h order
pol nomials d ring he s ance phase and a cons an al e d ring
he s ing phase. The pol nomials ere es ima ed sing a leas
sq ares me hod de ailed in [4] and ere ned b scaling and
adding an offse . This con roller as es ed on a ransfemoral
pros hesis (AMPRO II [4]) i h a heal h par icipan (male, 31
rs., 1.70 m, 70 kg) sing a L-shaped sim la or. While he ankle
as con rolled sing impedance con rol, he knee as con rolled

Significance
In addi ion o genera ing near h man-like gai , his con roller
req ires lesser ning. Addi ionall , he in ol ed ning process
is eas o carr o [4]. Wi h impro emen s, he proposed con rol
scheme can ndo b edl make pros he ics easier o se for bo h
amp ees and herapis s/prac i ioners. F re effor s are direc ed
a elimina ing he en ire ning process ia a o- ning me hods
s ch as f
-logic.
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and the deca e ponent. For DFA, we followed standard procedures6: integrate the time series; plot the average size of the
fluctuations (variations about the local trend) of data within windows of increasing size n as a function of n; calculate the slope
of the best fit line ( ) on a log-log scale. To calculate the deca
e ponent e fit a histogram of the bout data with an exponential
decay function and report the exponent; larger values indicate
data is skewed toward more short walking bouts. Independent
correlations were run to determine the strength of association between the 6 PA measures and 6 self-reported measures. Due to
missing data, the number of points differs across correlations.

INTRODUCTION
Prosthesis users face unique barriers to physical activity (PA),
e.g., socket discomfort, components that poorly accommodate to
inclines or uneven surfaces. However, interventions to address
these barriers do not always promote PA. For example, changing
socket suspension from pin to vacuum, which should increase
comfort and mobility1, reduces steps per day2. In addition, while
evidence supports the use of microprocessor-controlled knees to
increase self-reported mobility, step counts and duration of activity may be unaffected by the type of knee3. To some extent these
findings may reflect the fact that traditional measures of PA such
as step count do not closely relate to changes in community participation or well-being, which may be expected with increase
mobility4, and therefore may not well capture the impact of these
interventions. Moreover, traditional measure of PA may not well
capture the complexity of PA patterns that may also be impacted.
Recent studies using detrend fluctuation analysis (DFA) suggest
that daily fluctuations in PA are not random, but rather demonstrate scale invariance (appear similar at short and long time
scales). This property is thought to reflect overall motor health,
is insensitive to total level of activity and is impacted by disease
states such as chronic fatigue that alter the temporal nature of the
PA5. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship
between a number of PA measures derived from activity monitors
and self-reported outcome measures associated with well-being,
community participation and PA patterns in order to provide insight to guide assessments in future intervention studies.

Table 1: Correlations between self-reported and PA measures. Grey values correspond to p>0.10; bold values correspond to p<0.05

RESULTS
In general, measures of self-efficacy (ABC and mGES) and related activity avoidance (FFABQ), which, theoretically, should
directly relate to PA show nearly no associations with PA
measures (Table 1). On the other hand, FAI, a direct measure of
participation, as well as quality of life (PEQ) are significantly associated with many PA measure of activity including the DFA
scaling exponent. The strongest correlation among all measures
was between FAI and the traditional PA measure of steps/day.

METHODS
We present data from the first 17 persons with unilateral transtibial amputation recruited into a larger randomized control trial to
reduce fear of falling and increase community participation in
prosthesis users. To participate, individuals: reported an Activityspecific Balance Confidence (ABC) score <80 and had at least 6
months experience with a definitive prosthesis; they were excluded for: active wounds on weight-bearing surfaces. All participants meeting inclusion were screened by a prosthetist to ensure
a well-fitting prosthesis and by a physiatrist to ensure they were
safe to engage in low-to-moderate levels of exercise. Participants
then completed 6 self-reported measures: ABC; the Fear of Falling Avoidance Behavior Questionnaire (FFABQ) which asks individuals to rate how much fear of falling leads to avoidance of
14 different activities; modified Gait self-efficacy scale (mGES)
which asks level of confidence in completing 10 different gaitrelated tasks; the well-being scale of the Prosthesis Evaluation
Questionnaire (PEQ); the Short-form 36 Healthy Survey (SF-36)
- we present data from the physical functioning scale only; and
the Frenchay Activity Index (FAI) to quantify social participation. Participants wore a Step Watch 3 activity monitor (Modus
Health) on their pylon for 1 week, which recorded steps taken in
10 s epochs. From the raw data we calculated 6 PA measures:
steps/day (average across all days); median and maximum walking-bout length and number of walking bouts/day, where a bout
was defined as 5 consecutive steps; the DFA scaling exponent;

CONCLUSION
If activity is an outcome of interest within a prosthetic intervention it may be important to include self-report measures related
to activity and quality of life as well as objective measures to
asses both amount of activity and pattern of activity to fully understand the impact of the intervention. Additional work is
needed to determine the extent to which changes in self-reported
measures correspond to changes in PA measures, and vice versa.
SIGNIFICNACE
Prosthetic interventions should include a wide variety of
measures to fully understand their impact on the patient.
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In rod c ion
Robotic lo er limb prostheses enable mechanical em lation of
h man gait biomechanics, b t more biomimetic controllers are
needed to achie e d namic and agile locomotion. Traditional
state-based controllers offer a finite n mber of mo ement options
hich make it diffic lt to adapt to different dail acti ities,
post ral challenges, and terrain [1, 2]. In contrast, proportional
m oelectric control ses signals directl from a prosthesis ser to
mod late ankle position and mechanical po er o tp t [3]. O r
p rpose as to de elop a proportional m oelectric lo er limb
prosthesis ith a series elastic act ator that allo s testing of
different prosthetic controllers in real- orld en ironments.

training, likel d e to the motor adaption in timing of m scle
acti it . These res lts s ggest that the method of gait training
likel pla s an important role in learning ho to em late intact
lo er limb biomechanics ith a bionic prosthesis nder
proportional m oelectric control.
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Me hods
We de eloped a bionic transtibial prosthesis sing a series elastic
act ator (Apptronik P170 Orion) controlled b s rface EMG
mo nted on the gastrocnemi s ithin the socket. The controller
prod ced a motor c rrent proportional to rectified, lo -pass
filtered EMG of the s bjects gastrocnemi s. A male s bject age
66 ith transtibial amp tation practiced treadmill alking ith
the prosthesis nder proportional m oelectric control and is al
feedback o er m ltiple testing sessions. We collected kinematic,
kinetic, and electrom ograph data across 7 training sessions.
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Res l s and Disc ssion
With o r proportional m oelectric controller, the s bject
modified their gastrocnemi s acti it o er the co rse of training
to modif the mechanical o tp t of the bionic prosthesis. Fig re
1 depicts the s bjects s initial m scle acti it
alking ith the
de ice compared to after se en sessions ith is al feedback.
The s bject learned to prod ce a large b rst of m scle acti it
d ring stance to prod ce ankle plantar fle ion.
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Fig re 2: Lo -pass filtered gastrocnemi s EMG (abo e left) and
prosthesis ankle angle (abo e right) a eraged o er fi e steps across
m ltiple alking speeds (0.4, 0.6 , 0.8 and 1 m/s). For ankle angle, 0
degrees is standing angle and negati e is plantarfle ion. The ertical
bl e lines indicate toe off timing for the prosthesis side. Shaded bl e
region represents 1 SD.
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Significance
Three-q arters of dail h man alking bo ts are less than 40
steps and <1% take more than t o min tes [4]. There is a need
for bionic prosthesis controllers that can handle non-periodic,
olitional mo ements to enhance mane erabilit [1,2].
Adapting feedfor ard commands from sers ia proportional
m oelectric control allo s sers to adapt to a ide range of tasks,
conditions, and terrain. We are modif ing the prosthesis for
ireless locomotion o tside of lab en ironments to st d ho
sers modif EMG control signals in the real orld.
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Fig re 1: Lo -pass filtered gastrocnemi s EMG a eraged o er 10
steps at 0.6 m/s. Black line sho s data after 15 min tes practice.
Bl e line sho s data after m ltiple training sessions ith is al
feedback. Shaded regions represent 1 SD.
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The s bject as able to prod ce plantarfle ion p shoff across
m ltiple alking speeds ith the prosthesis (Fig re 2). At 1.0
m/s, the peak plantarfle ion at the end of stance occ rred earlier
than the slo er speeds. Walking at faster speeds req ired
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Introduction
When deciding which stiffness category of a prosthetic foot to
prescribe for individuals with lower limb amputation, clinicians
often rely on manufacturer recommendations that are focused on
patient weight and activity level. However, there is limited
evidence and objective data available to guide the selection of the
optimal stiffness category that will match each patient’s abilities,
goals, and the type of environmental terrains that they typically
encounter. Knowledge of mechanical properties such as linear
stiffness would likely be useful in the prescription process, as it
could enable clinicians to select prosthetic feet with the stiffness
categories for which their patients are best suited. While prior
studies have begun to quantify compressive linear stiffness
properties,1-3 limited data exists measuring linear stiffness across
prosthetic foot stiffness categories and foot sizes. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to compare measured forefoot stiffness
properties of commonly prescribed prosthetic feet across stiffness
categories and to examine whether foot size affected the
relationship between stiffness category and measured stiffness.

categories did not correspond to increasing measured stiffness as
expected. For example, in the case of the Rush HiPro, the
category 4 had a higher measured stiffness than the category 5 in
the size 28cm, though not in the size 27cm feet (Figure 1).
Additionally, in both sizes, the lower categories (2 and 3) had
nearly the same stiffness. In contrast, the All-Pro models showed
consistently increasing measured stiffness across categories,
regardless of size. The data suggests that measured prosthetic
forefoot stiffness may not increase consistently across categories,
as expected, for some types and sizes of prosthetic feet.

Methods
Data were collected on the following prosthetic foot models:
Trulife Seattle Lightfoot2, Freedom Innovations Walk-tek, Össur
Vari-flex, Ability Dynamics Rush HiPro, and Fillauer All-Pro.
For each model, sizes 27 and 28cm feet were tested. A range of
foot stiffness categories accommodating patient weighing
between 100 and 250 lbs were tested for each model and size.
Apparatus: A Mikrolar R2000 robot and an 8-camera Vicon
motion capture system were used to collect displacement data. A
6-axis AMTI MC3A load cell was used to collect force data.
Procedures: Each prosthetic foot was shod with a
standardized walking shoe and attached to the load cell using a
pyramid adapter. The load cell was then fixed to the R2000 robot
with neutral alignment in all planes. Procedures included quasistatic testing at a discrete pylon progression angle of +20º to
isolate the forefoot component. Using displacement control, the
R2000 compressed each foot for six cycles of loading and
unloading. A minimum load of 50N of vertical force was
maintained prior to the start of loading and between all testing
cycles. Because ground reaction force during walking can reach
1.2x body weight in late stance, a maximum force threshold
representative of 1.2x the highest body weight recommended by
the manufacturer for the tested stiffness category was used. The
first three cycles were considered preconditioning and excluded;
data from the final three cycles were averaged for analysis.

Figure 1: Example force vs displacement data for prosthetic feet in two
sizes. While the All-Pro data conform to the expected order of increasing
stiffness with increasing category, there are inconsistencies in the Rush
HiPro data across categories and across foot sizes.

Significance
Prosthetic foot stiffness can play an important role in functional
mobility of people with lower limb amputation. The process by
which manufacturers classify the categories of feet is unclear.
Some may use mechanical testing to assign the category based on
measured properties, while others may designate a category by
using the same material layup, without testing after production.
These findings suggest variation in measured forefoot stiffness
across categories (e.g., a higher category may not actually be
stiffer). Furthermore, stiffness across categories varied
depending on the size of the foot. These findings suggest the
importance of publishing standardized mechanical testing results
for commercial prosthetic feet to provide objective data that
clinicians could utilize when selecting the ideal prosthetic feet
and stiffness categories for patients.
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Results and Discussion
Force vs. displacement curves of prosthetic forefeet were
compared across stiffness categories and across sizes 27 and
28cm for each of the foot models. The order of prosthetic foot
stiffness categories was at times inconsistent with the order of
measured forefoot stiffness for multiple foot models and sizes;
there were 8 instances out of 28 total (29%) in which the stiffness
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configuration space trajectory compared to the typical
configuration space ellipse trajectory. This allows the device to
determine which strategy to use to recover from a perturbation.
Testing with the powered prosthesis was performed on one
healthy subject using an able-body adaptor (Fig. 1, A) to
determine if the trends were the same when using the powered
prosthesis with IMU/encoder signals compared to the healthy
motion capture data. Additionally, the controller was tested to
see if using the bifurcation to choose the recovery strategy
allowed for an improved recovery.

Introduction
Individuals with transfemoral amputation are 200 times more
likely to fall from a stumble [1, 2], which leads to an increase in
fall-related injuries and lower community engagement.
The current standard of care is a microprocessor knee
prosthesis, which relies upon the user’s hip to drive the motion;
however, these low-impedance knee joints are easily displaced
from their trajectory by an obstacle. A powered device is able to
overcome this issue. Inclusion of a motor to drive the knee joint
allows the device to actively recover from perturbations.
To test if implementing healthy recovery strategies on a
powered prosthesis will reduce users’ fall incidence and
improve stumble recovery, we have replicated the two primary
healthy recovery strategies (i.e., elevating and lowering) [3] on
the Vanderbilt Knee (Fig 1, B). However, the most critical
component is choosing which strategy to use, which has not
been done before. This decision is important because an
incorrect selection would lead to a mismatch between the device
and the user, making recovery more difficult. We propose that
the key to successfully improving stumble recovery for
transfemoral prosthesis users is allowing them to drive the
actions of the device such that they are able to move together in
a coordinated fashion. Thus, the objective of this work is to
present the formulation and validation of this controller design.

Figure 1: A) Thigh-shank angle configuration space data. B)
Vanderbilt Powered Prosthesis. C) Treadmill stumble apparatus.

Methods
The goal of the controller is to follow the initial dynamics of the
user’s residual limb several milliseconds after the perturbation.
This allows the device to ensure its response is in coordination
with the user’s movement, while still responding quickly
enough to recover. For example, if a user continues to flex their
hip shortly after the perturbation, then the powered device has
time to use an elevating strategy and bring the leg up and over
the obstacle as the user continues to swing their leg. However, if
the user stops flexing their hip or begins extending, the device
must use the lowering strategy to extend the knee, support the
user, and assist as they clear the obstacle in the next step.
To determine the initial response of the user’s residual limb,
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) on the prosthesis shank and
an encoder on the prosthesis knee joint are used to observe the
user’s thigh and shank angle configuration space which forms a
portion of an ellipse during swing phase (Fig. 1, A).
The use of this configuration space was piloted with healthy
stumble recovery motion capture data that was collected using
an in-house treadmill stumble apparatus [3] (Fig. 1, C). The data
showed a distinct bifurcation in the response of the
configuration space during a perturbation. Perturbations that
resulted in an elevating strategy showed the configuration space
trajectory exiting from its typical ellipsoid path towards the
exterior of the ellipse, while perturbations that result in a
lowering strategy showed the configuration space trajectory
exiting towards the interior of the ellipse. The controller uses
this bifurcation by analyzing the error of the current

Results and Discussion
Preliminary results collected from the healthy subject using an
adaptor have matched the initial configuration space trajectory
bifurcations of the original healthy stumble recovery data set.
An example of this bifurcation is shown in Fig. 1, A. The
controller allowed for the subject to successfully recover from
stumble perturbations across a range of timings from early to
late swing phase using an appropriate stumble recovery strategy.
The next step will be testing the controller on transfemoral
prosthesis users to ensure the control system is able to
coordinate with their current stumble recovery reflex; data from
which will be presented at the conference. Metrics will include
ability to recover from the perturbation, time to return to steady
state walking, and knee angle trajectory comparisons to healthy
recovery data to show the benefits of the control system.
Significance
Overall, the control system described herein has the potential to
substantially reduce the risk of falling and improve stumble
recovery for people with transfemoral amputation. By following
the dynamics of the user’s body, the controller works in concert
with the user’s recovery instead of impeding it.
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were no significant interactions between device and load at
either grade tested.

Introduction
Our product test identifies a key question when designing an
ankle worn augmentation device for healthy populations, how do
you provide enough assistance during gait to decrease cost of
transport (COT) without disrupting natural gait mechanics
enough to incur a significant penalty or increase to COT? The
cost of transport (COT) for human (or animal) locomotion is
defined as (energy cost)/(body weight × distance traveled). It is a
dimensionless quantity to express the energy efficiency of
transporting the person (via gait) from point A to point B. [1]
Deviations from preferred gait mechanics appear to always incur
a metabolic cost (i.e., increased COT). This suggests that
preferential gait characteristics are selected in large part to
minimize metabolic cost. [2] The goal of this product test was to
determine whether a powered, untethered, ankle-worn
exoskeleton can produce a measurable metabolic cost reduction
that may be linked to a change in gait dynamics during Soldierrelevant locomotor tasks with body-borne loads.

Figure 1: Mean COT for Exo and No-Exo at 0% and 4% grades.

For the kinetic results, the mean vGRF showed no statistically
significant differences between Exo and No-Exo conditions at
any of the points of interest. There was a significant main effect
of device across load on mean peak braking forces at the 0%
0.001) and at 4% the grade (p < 0.001) and propulsive
GRFs across load at 0% grade (p < 0.001) and at 4% grade
0.001). At all points, A/P GRF were higher in the Exo condition
compared to the No-Exo condition, indicating an increase in both
propulsive and breaking forces while wearing the Exo device.
The A/P GRF peak braking force at the 0% grade was 8% higher
in the Exo condition and 6% higher at the 4% grade for the Exo
condition compared to the No-Exo condition. The peak A/P GRF
propulsive force at the 0% grade was 6% higher in the Exo
condition and 5% higher at the 4% grade in the Exo condition
compared to the No-Exo condition.

Methods
A total of 12 (11 M, 1 F, age: 26 ± 5 yrs; height: 176 ± 8 cm;
weight: 80 ± 8 kg. ) active duty infantry Soldiers volunteered as
participants. They represented a healthy Soldier population and
met all physical and injury screening criteria. Each participant
conducted one familiarization session prior to testing. Each test
session consisted of four, 7 minute instrumented treadmill
(AMTI, USA) trials at a prescribed speed of 1.25 m/s and under
two device conditions (Exo, No-Exo). Two load conditions were
tested at a 0% grade and at a 4% grade. A No load (NL, 1.5 kg),
and approach march load (AML, 42 kg) condition were tested at
0% grade. The AML and a fighting load (FL 27.7 kg), were tested
at a 4% grade. To calculate COT we measured the participants’
energy cost via an open circuit respirometry system (Cosmed,
USA). To determine gait kinetic changes we collected traditional
measures of vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) and anteroposterior ground reaction force (A/P GRF). For each condition,
the dependent variables of metabolic COT and kinetic measures
of peak vGRFs immediately after heel strike and immediately
before toe-off, vertical GRF at mid-stance and peak A/P GRF
during the braking and propulsive phases of gait were measured.
We ran a repeated measures two-way ANOVA to examine the
main effects and possible interactions between device (Exo, NoExo) and load (NL vs, AML at 0% and FL vs AML at 4%),
0.05. If significant interaction effects were observed between
device and load, (p < 0.05), tests of simple effects were utilized
and a Bonferroni correction was applied.

Significance
For this product test the Exo ankle system tested appears to
significantly reduce the metabolic cost of walking regardless of
loads of varying magnitude at multiple grades. Our GRF results
demonstrate that this Exo ankle system has little influence on
peak vertical forces across the stance phase of gait, but does
increase peak A/P forces during braking and propulsive phases.
This finding may be attributable to the device’s power activation
parameters that aim to augment ankle joint moments during
walking. There have been few untethered Exo devices that have
been able to demonstrate a significant reduction in metabolic
cost. Our results indicate that the changes in A/P GRF may be
linked to the reduction in metabolic cost for the device tested. It
should be noted that our participants demonstrated wide
variability in responses to augmentation. Future research in this
area, beyond a specific product test, will concentrate on
individual variability, adaptation, and acceptance by Soldiers
while wearing Exo devices.
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Results and Discussion
There was a significant main effect of device on mean COT
across load at 0% grade (p 0.024) and at the 4% grade (p
0.016). The mean COT at the 0% grade was 11% lower for the
Exo condition and 8% lower at the 4% grade for the Exo
condition compared to the No-Exo condition (Figure 1). There
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Introduction
Musculoskeletal disorders of the back are e tremel prevalent in
the workforce and are often cited as the top workplace health
concern in the United States. These injuries are caused b
compression of the lumbosacral joint (L5/S1) due to repetitive
lifting, especiall as mmetric movements1. In response to this,
wearable e oskeleton devices have been developed to reduce the
risk of back injur , often reporting decreased muscle activation
as indication of reduced lumbar loading2,3. While effective in
mainl s mmetric lifting, most of these s stems lack
controllabilit or are restrictive of as mmetric motions. We
designed the As mmetric Back E osuit (ABX) to fill this gap
with novel active cable-driven actuation. We h pothesi ed that
this would allow ABX to reduce trunk e tensor muscle activation
during as mmetr .
Methods
ABX was designed in order to achieve the functionalit of active
muscle activation reduction while allowing the user full freedom
of movement. Assistive force is applied to the user through the
n lon cables that run from actuators on the thighs up to opposite
shoulders on a support vest, creating a crossing pattern along the
wearer s back. Active assistance is achieved through pulle gearbo actuators which are regulated b a microcontroller. An
inertial measurement unit (IMU) is used to sense trunk
orientation and angular velocit relative to the ground. This
allows the e osuit to autonomousl appl assistance to the user
at lift onset and otherwise slack the cables to allow unimpeded
motion.
To e amine the e osuit s assistance method, a single-subject
e periment was conducted to measure the change in activation of
trunk muscle groups when lifting a 23 kg weight from the ground
onto a table at waist level with a right-to-left 180 twist for five
repetitions. Trials consisted of a sweep of assistive force from 5%
to 20% of the subject s bod weight in 2.5% increments as well
as a NO EXO condition in which the subject completed the tasks
without wearing the e osuit. Dels s Trigno EMG sensors were
used to measure the left and right erector spinae, latissimus dorsi,
e ternal obliques, and rectus abdominis muscle groups. RMS of
each EMG channel was averaged across repetitions and
normali ed to ma activation per muscle group.

Figure 1: The As mmetric Back E oskeleton (left) uses thigh mounted
actuators to drive cables attached to opposite shoulders to assist during
lifting tasks. RMS electrom ograph measurements of the erector
spinae and latissimus dorsi muscle groups during the as mmetric lift
are shown on the right. The results are presented as a function of
e osuit assistance b bod weight percentage (BW%). The NO EXO
condition represents muscle activations without wearing the e osuit.
In general, e osuit assistance reduced muscle activation for observed
muscle groups.

as mmetricall , demonstrated b the agonistic muscles (left side)
e periencing generall greater activation reduction than the
antagonistic (right side). Further studies will e amine the
biomechanical effects (joint reaction loads, lumbar moments) and
investigate the results sensitivit to changing assistance profiles.
Significance
Our stud presents a novel method of providing active assistance
during as mmetric lifting. As mmetric application of assistance
characteristic to this e osuit design allows the cables to naturall
follow the twist of the lumbar spine. This method has shown to
reduce EMG of the measured trunk e tensor muscles, with a
larger reduction on the leading side. Because of the prevalence of
as mmetric lifting in manual materials handling occupations, this
assistance method has the potential to greatl reduce risk factors
for back injur during natural lifting movements.

Results and Discussion
As seen in Figure 1, muscle activation reductions of up to 30%
and 28% were observed in the left and right erector spinae
respectivel , as well as 53% for both left and right latissimus
dorsi muscles. The trunk fle or muscles (left and right e ternal
obliques and rectus abdominis) e perienced either a decrease or
no increase in activation for most assistance magnitudes.
Reduction in activation of erector spinae muscles likel indicates
reduced muscular force applied to the L5/S1 joint. This is likel
related to decreased joint reaction loads in the lumbar spine.
Because of the cross pattern formed b the actuator cables,
assistance that is s mmetric in magnitude was supplied to the user
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Introduction
Standing up is an essential activity of daily life. In nonamputee individuals, standing up involves multiple muscles that
span the hip and knee joints. In above-knee amputees, these
muscles are severed, and the knee joint is typically replaced with
a passive prosthesis, which injects no energy. Thus, above-knee
amputees rely on their intact limb and upper body to lift their
body during standing1. Powered prostheses aim to address this
problem by providing positive power at the knee and ankle joints
similar to the biological leg. Two previous studies have
investigated sit-to stand transitions with a powered prosthesis2,3.
Both studies found that a powered prosthesis can improve weight
bearing symmetry compared to a passive prosthesis, reducing the
vertical ground reaction forces (GRF) on the intact side.
However, the intact limb’s knee power does not seem to be
reduced when standing up with the powered prosthesis compared
to a passive prosthesis3. Thus, it is unclear whether the
improvement in weight bearing symmetry observed with a
powered prosthesis leads to a reduction of effort.
We hypothesize that if using a powered knee-ankle prosthesis
results in the intact limb supporting less of the subject’s weight
during standing up, then the intact limb’s muscle effort will also
be reduced. To test this hypothesis, we will ask individuals with
above-knee amputation to perform sit-to-stand transitions with
their passive prostheses and with an experimental powered knee
and ankle prosthesis4,5, while measuring kinematics, GRF, and
intact-leg muscle activations. The goal of this study is to pilot test
the experimental protocol with one amputee subject.

Figure 1: Knee position, weight (GRF), and muscle activation (EMG)
data from intact limb of subject with above-knee amputation, during
standing up and sitting down using subject’s prescribed passive
prosthesis (yellow) and experimental powered prosthesis (red).

EMG peak activation during standing up decreased 55% with the
powered prosthesis, compared to the passive prosthesis.
Similarly, during sitting down with the powered prosthesis, EMG
peak activation decreased by 54% compared to sitting down with
the passive prosthesis. No notable differences were observed in
the intact limb’s knee kinematics.
These results show that powered knee-ankle prostheses can
reduce both the weight that the intact limb must support, and the
muscle contraction effort required during standing-up and sittingdown, without impacting the intact limb knee kinematics.
Improvements in weight-bearing have been shown by previous
studies2,3, and our results support these findings. Decreased effort
has not been investigated in previous studies. The observed
reduction in EMG contraction strongly supports our hypothesis
that powered prosthetics can decrease effort during standing up.
Future work should include surveys of user-reported effort and
fatigue under both conditions, and testing with additional subjects
to determine if the observed changes are statistically significant.

Methods
One individual with an above-knee amputation participated in
this study, which was approved by the University of Utah
Institutional Review Board. The subject provided written
informed consent before the experiment started. The participant
performed sit-to-stands under two conditions: (1) using their
prescribed passive prosthesis device, and (2) using an
experimental powered knee and ankle prosthesis4,5. The subject
was asked to stand up and sit down at their preferred speed
without using their hands for assistance. GRF from each foot was
recorded using two force plates (Wii Balance Nintendo)6. The
subject wore an inertial motion analysis system (MTw Awinda,
Xsens, Netherlands) to record kinematic data. A surface
electromyography (EMG) sensor (13E202=60, Otto Bock,
Germany) was placed on an intact-limb quadriceps muscle
(Vastus Lateralis) to measure muscle activations. Data were
filtered offline using a zero-lag 4th order Butterworth filter.
Kinematic and GRF data were filtered at 10Hz, EMG data were
filtered at 3Hz. EMG data were normalized to maximum activity
during walking with the passive prosthesis.

Significance
We provided the first demonstration of muscle effort reduction
during sit-to-stand transitions with a powered prosthesis. This
pilot test will support a future pilot clinical trial aiming to assess
the efficacy of powered knee and ankle prostheses in sit-to-stand
transitions for individuals with above-knee amputations.
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Results and Discussion
When subjects stood up using the powered prosthesis, the
weight supported by the intact limb was reduced by 9.8 kg
compared to standing up with passive prosthesis, a 16%
reduction. During sitting down, the weight supported by the intact
was reduced by 7.2 kg, a 13% reduction. In addition, the subject’s
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In d c i n
In collabo a ion i h he Minneapoli VA Heal h Ca e S em
(MVAHCS), Mo ion Con ol, Inc. ha de eloped a h d a lic
lope adap i e foo -ankle (SAF) p o he i . While p e io
e ion of he SAF ha e been capable of adap ing o lope
d ing alking [Nickel 2014], he SAF effec on anding
po
e on a ied lope ha no been e plo ed. We h po he i e:
1) he SAF ill mo e e enl di ib e bod
eigh be een he
e
o nd and affec ed limb hile anding on a ied lope
( 5 , 10 ); 2) ing he SAF ill dec ea e ob e ed o q e a
he ankle and knee join
hile anding on a ied lope ( 5 ,
10 ); and 3) ing he SAF ill e l in a dec ea e in pe cei ed
e e ion d ing a fi e-min e anding a k on a 10 lope.

Standing on a 10 Degree Do nhill Slope
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Fig e 1: Ankle and knee join angle (lef ) and o q e ( igh ) hen
anding on a -10 lope i h he ESAR and SAF.
Table 1. Pe cen diffe ence of bod eigh ppo ed h o gh o nd and
affec ed limb d ing 20- econd q ie anding ial . Nega i e al e
indica e bod eigh di ib ed mo e o affec ed ide han o nd ide.

Me h d
A 55- ea -old male (195 po nd , 73 inche all, K3 amb la o )
i h o a ionpla amp a ion a ec i ed fo hi p elimina
d . The e pe imen al p oced e
e e app o ed b he
MVAHCS IRB. The bjec comple ed e ing ing hei c en
p e c ibed ene g - o ing-and- e ning (ESAR) p o he ic
ankle-foo and Mo ion Con ol p o o pe SAF ankle-foo .
Kine ic and kinema ic da a e e collec ed im l aneo l a
120 H
ing 2 AMTI fo ce pla e (AMTI, Wa e o n, MA)
o nded b a able alk a , and a 16-came a mo ion cap e
em (Q ali , Go enb g, S eden). Reflec i e ma ke
ee
placed on he affec ed limb, pel i , and nk.
The bjec ood q ie l on lope of 0 , 5 , and 10 . T o
a ic ial and h ee 20- econd q ie anding ial fo each
lope condi ion e e eco ded. Single 5-min e ial of q ie
anding on 10 e e al o eco ded. S a ic ial e e eco ded
i h bo h fee on one fo ce pla e hile anding ial
ee
eco ded i h he igh and lef fee on epa a e fo ce pla e .
Follo ing each 5-min e ial, he bjec a a ked o a e hei
pe cei ed le el of e e ion on a 0 (no e e ion) o 10 (ma imal
e e ion) cale. The e a ing
e e compa ed be een foo
condi ion .
All kinema ic and kine ic da a e e p oce ed
ing
Vi al3D (C-Mo ion, Inc., Ge man o n, MD). Bod
eigh
di ib ion be een he affec ed and o nd ide e e calc la ed
a a pe cen age of he o al bod
eigh and compa ed be een
lope and foo condi ion . The angle and o q e of he affec ed
ide ankle, knee, and hip join , along i h nk ang la ion, e e
al o calc la ed fo each anding ial.

ESAR
SAF

-10 deg
11.97%
-8.02%

-5 deg
16.03%
-4.55%

+5 deg
16.92%
6.29%

+10 deg
7.19%
7.91%

The imp o emen in o q e ac ing on he ankle and knee
hen ing he SAF c ea e a mo e able alignmen of he
affec ed limb, pa ic la l
hen anding on a -10 lope. Thi
imp o ed alignmen i belie ed o be one fac o ha allo ed he
bjec o and i h mo e e enl di ib ed bod
eigh hen
ing he SAF.
The bjec pe cei ed e e ion follo ing 5 min e of
q ie anding on a -10 lope e e a ed a a 6/10 ing he
ESAR and a 2/10 ing he SAF. Pe cei ed e e ion a a ed a
2/10 and a 7/10 ing he ESAR and SAF, e pec i el , hile
q ie anding on a +10 lope. Pe cen age of bod
eigh
ppo ed b he o nd limb inc ea ed fo all inclina ion
condi ion h o gho he 5-min e anding ial. Ho e e , a
bo h he beginning and end of he ial , 10% mo e bod eigh
a di ib ed o he affec ed ide hen ing he SAF compa ed
o he ESAR. U ing he SAF allo ed he bjec o main ain a
mo e e en bod eigh di ib ion h o gho he anding ial.
Significance
Walking and anding on ne en e ain and lope a e no abl
diffic l a k fo pe on
i h lo e limb amp a ion . To
comple e he e a k , accommoda ion o lope i commonl
comple ed h o gh p o imal join adj men . Wi h he SAF,
lope accommoda ion occ
h o gh lope adap a ion of he
p o he ic ankle-foo
em. Thi adap a ion ma inc ea e e
abili on lope , ed ce m c la effo and join
e e , and
dec ea e he likelihood of o e e inj ie on he affec ed ide.
Imp o emen o he e de imen al effec ma allo pe on
i h amp a ion o inc ea e hei comm ni pa icipa ion.

Re l and Di c i n
Ankle and knee o q e magni de e e dec ea ed hen ing
he SAF hile anding on lope of 5 and +10 . The ankle
o q e di ec ion a fa o abl e e ed hile he knee o q e
a nea l 0 Nm hen anding on a -10 lope ing he SAF,
a ho n in Fig e 1.
Bod eigh a mo e e enl di ib ed be een he o nd
ide and affec ed ide hile ing he SAF fo each lope
condi ion, a ho n in Table 1. The bjec ood i h a majo i
of hei bod
eigh on hei affec ed ide hen anding on a
-5 and -10 lope i h he SAF.
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ok
a
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Providing Rate-Responsive Bending Stiffness to a Passive Ankle-Foot Orthosis with Shear-Thickening Fluid Elements
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Introduction
Passive-dynamic ankle-foot orthoses (PD-AFOs) are
biomechanical assistive devices that help individuals with anklefoot impairments by providing stability and support to the ankle
joint. PD-AFO bending stiffness can be tuned to an individual
based on their natural ankle quasi-stiffness (NAS). NAS is
typically defined as the linear slope of the ankle joint moment vs.
angle curve during the loading phase of stance [1]. However,
overall NAS changes across gait speeds [2] and NAS is not
constant throughout the loading phase [3]. Thus, AFOs with
bending stiffness tuned to a single NAS value may provide
inadequate support throughout the entire loading phase, or when
walking at different speeds. Novel materials such as shearthickening fluids may overcome this shortcoming with their ratedependent properties.
Thi
d
p po e was to investigate the fundamental
interactions between a healthy musculoskeletal system and a PDAFO with a shear thickening fluid (STF) element, known as a
rate-activated tether (RAT) [4]. We hypothesized that these novel
STF elements used in conjunction with PD-AFOs can provide
physiologically appropriate rate-responsive resistance to ankle
joint bending.

Figure 1: (Top) STF element deformation rate vs. length. Loading
phase progresses left-to-right. (Bottom) Resistive force provided by
the STF element during the loading phase. Note: STF provides no
force during the first ~40% of this phase, since ankle is slightly
plantarflexed and the element is slack.

Methods
Standard 3D motion-capture kinematic and kinetic data were
collected from a young healthy subject (25 yrs, 1.75m, 61kg)
walking on an instrumented treadmill while wearing a unilateral
STF-AFO. Each of the following conditions was performed at 0.8
statures/s and 1.0 statures/s walking speed: 1) no AFO, 2) AFO
w/o STF element, 3) STF-AFO w/ low-viscosity STF, and 4)
STF-AFO w/ high-viscosity STF. STFs were polyethyleneglycol
with colloidal suspensions containing 48% solids (low visc.) and
50% solids (high visc.). The STF elements were secured to a
standard hinged AFO at the heel and posterior shank. Ankle joint
angle, ankle joint moment, STF element length, and STF element
displacement rate were calculated during stance. STF element
length and displacement rate were compared to material property
testing data to estimate its resistive force during the loading phase
of stance (Figure 1). The loading phase was investigated because
during it, the ankle-foot-AFO complex resists excessive
dorsiflexion and puts the shank in the optimal position prior to
push-off.

Ankle joint moments and angles during stance did not vary
greatly between STFs for either walking speed. However, the
STF element is clearly activated and providing resistive force
during the loading phase (Figure 1). This indicates that the STF
substituted for some ankle joint function during loading.
Significance
This research pushes the state-of-the-art of PD-AFO design
forward by evaluating the feasibility of a rate-responsive PDAFO. To date, PD-AFOs have only been fabricated with a single,
unchanging bending stiffness. This simplicity limits the range of
activities for which PD-AFOs are useful as they cannot adapt to
changes. The STF-AFO tested can provide supportive force that
varies depending on the rate of ankle dorsiflexion. A limitation
to this work is that the STF element dissipates energy through its
damping properties, in contrast to most PD-AFOs that store and
release elastic energy. However, more elastic properties may be
attainable through more intricate RAT/spring mechanisms.

Results and Discussion
Rate-responsive resistance properties are clearly exhibited when
using the STF-AFO. The length, deformation rate, and resistance
changed throughout the loading phase of stance.
Overall, the RAT displacement rate followed a unique doublehump profile during the loading phase of stance. Compared to the
slow walking speed, the fast walking speed had a higher initial
peak displacement rate, but a lower second peak. Peak
dorsiflexion angle was also lower for the high-viscosity STF
condition compared to the lower-viscosity STF condition. This is
also exhibited in the lower deformation lengths for the highviscosity STF condition (dorsiflexion STF element extension).
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Biomimicry of the Gastrocnemius During Gait for Transtibial Amputees.
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Introduction
With an increasing population of amputees in the United States,
the adverse effects of prostheses that only mimic a portion of the
function of the lost limb are becoming more evident. The
majority of people with below knee amputation use passive
prostheses, which lack the energy recycling system found in an
intact leg made by the gastrocnemius, soleus, and Achilles
tendon. During walking, these two muscles and the tendon
control the storage and release of the energy into the step, adding
to its efficiency. With a passive prosthesis, the storage of energy
typically occurs in a carbon fiber blade, but the stored energy
mostly returns during mid-stance. Only a small amount of energy
contributes to propulsion during terminal stance [1]. This lack of
propulsion from the passive ankle foot prostheses leads to
additional musculature to accommodate proper walking motion.
As a result, this can lead to multiple disadvantages such as
increased metabolic cost, gait asymmetry, reduced walking
stability, and so on. To regulate the energy storage and release of
a passive ankle foot prostheses, we proposed a novel timing
module that can control energy release timing [2]. However, it is
unclear when the passive ankle foot prosthesis releases energy,
making it challenging to determine the appropriate timing, which
biological elements that can role of plantarflexion during
terminal stance. Thus, we investigated how current passive ankle
prosthesis have different energy release timing compared with an
unimpaired gastrocnemius muscle which plays an important role
in propulsion [3].

gastrocnemius were identified, and we compared it to the foot
deformation of the unimpaired limb.

Methods
In this study, the behaviour of a passive ankle prosthesis was
observed and compared to the activation of the unimpaired limb
of a K-4 level participant with transtibial amputation. To analyse
the deformation of the prosthesis, a set of six motion capture
markers were placed on the ankle foot prosthesis and the
unimpaired leg. Measurements of the prosthesis deformation and
unimpaired ankle joint were taken with motion capture (Vicon,
Oxford, UK), focusing mainly on two markers: one placed on the
toe and the second on the tibia. The deformation of a passive
prosthesis is quite complex. Using the tibia and toe markers as
reference, a virtual string can be created between the two
markers. The deformation of this string can be used as a
representation of the deformation of the prosthesis. A secondary
advantage of using this method to measure the deformation of the
prosthesis is that use of the same markers on the unimpaired leg
the virtual strings have a similar behaviour. This allows both legs
to be compared. The observed behaviour also behaves similarly
to that of the ankle angle during gait. The activation of the
unaffected side of gastrocnemius was measured using a surface
electromyography (EMG) sensor (Avanti™ wireless EMG,
Delsys Boston, MA). The participant walked on a treadmill set at
a self-selected speed. During walking, we measured the time
from maximum ankle dorsiflexion to maximum plantar flexion
of the intact ankle and the prosthetic foot. The return of the
passive prosthesis to its undeformed was considered as plantar
flexion. The peak EMG activation timings of the unimpaired

Figure 1: Linear foot deformation compared to the gastrocnemius
EMG. All the values were normalized by the values obtained during
the anatomic position before the trial

Results and Discussion
The release of the energy stored by the gastrocnemius is unlike
the abrupt deformation return of the prosthesis (Fig. 1). The
dorsiflexion to plantar flexion spanned an average of 17% of the
gait cycle for the unimpaired limb while the deformation of the
passive prosthesis spanned 19% of the gait cycle on average. The
unimpaired leg started the push off about 2.5% of the gait cycle
after the prosthesis on average. The activation peak of the
unimpaired gastrocnemius and plantarflexion of the unimpaired
ankle occurred at a similar time in the gait cycle, (62%). These
outcomes suggest that passive prosthesis needs to retain the
energy release timing by maintaining deformation after peak
deformation.

Significance
These results demonstrate that the passive prosthesis was not able
to fully replicate the energy recycling system present in the intact
limb. With implementation of a timing module, the control of the
release timing can be achieved. The two main parameters that
need to be considered when replicating motions of the intact
ankle into deformations of a foot prosthesis are the total amount
of deformation and the deformation rate. With accurate analysis
on how the prosthesis foot deforms in the energy return phase,
the proper timing can be achieved. Thus, adjustments can be
made to the energy release timing to match the energy return of
the unimpaired leg. As the timing of its activity is similar, EMG
signal from the gastrocnemii could be used to determine the
appropriate energy release timing.
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Results and Discussion
In this pilot study we observed a significant improvement in the
automacity (increased sample entropy) of postural control across
various quiet standing tasks as a results of training in the dEMG
controlled prosthetic ankle (Fig. 1). Statistical analysis showed
device as a main effect (p = 0.0282), while all other main and
interaction effects did not reach significance. We observed the
largest change in sample entropy in the trained condition (Fig.1),
however sample entropy seemed unchanged between passive and
pre-training conditions.
In the trained condition we observed a trending increase in
sample entropy (increased automaticity [3]) during dual task
conditions, as attention is diverted away from postural control,
similar to previous able-bodied study [3]; however, this trend was
not visible in the untrained condition (Fig. 1).
We believe regularity of CoP excursion may have potential
as a tool for the investigation of attentional demand in postural
control for transtibial amputees. In the passive device conditions
we noted a trending increase in entropy (decreased regularity) in
the dual-task vs. single-task condition (Fig. 1). This measure
(often used in able-bodied population) may provide more
meaningful information into the automaticity of postural control
under attentional demands for amputees compared with typical
measures [1].
This preliminary study has demonstrated the potential for an
increase in automaticity of postural control using a dEMG control
powered prosthetic ankle. Sample entropy appears to be a
promising measure for future study involving attentional
demands associated with prosthesis wear. This pilot work
motivates us to extend this analysis to more amputees to confirm
this finding for the general amputee population.

Introduction
For transtibial amputees, the loss of a lower limb results in
compromised standing stability and increased attentional demand
when controlling standing posture[1]. Recent study seeking to
improve amputee function and standing stability have
demonstrated promise for the use of descending neural
commands (via direct EMG control) to volitionally and
continuously modulate prosthetic ankle joint mechanics [2].
However, the loss of normative feedback mechanisms due to
amputation raises the concern of the attentional demand of this
control paradigm. Thus, in this pilot study we investigate the
effect of training on the automaticity of postural control (via
sample entropy analysis of center of pressure excursion (CoP)
[3]) using dEMG control of a powered ankle prosthesis.
Methods
We asked one transtibial amputee to participate in this
preliminary study. The participant provided consent in this IRB
approved (UNC-CH) study. We asked the amputee participant to
stand quietly with his prescribed device and with a powered ankle
prosthesis using direct EMG control[2]. We asked the participant
to repeat this task after several days of training with the powered
device. The participant stood quietly in different visual (eyes
open, eyes closed) and attentional conditions (dual-task, singletask). We conducted 30-second trials and randomized the order
of conditions and then repeated trials in reverse order.
We recorded CoP excursion via an instrumented split-belt
treadmill. We subtracted the mean, filtered (low-pass, 12.5Hz, 4th
Order Butterworth), and normalized all trials individually by their
standard deviation. For sample entropy analysis we
downsampled all data to 100 Hz (resulting in data lengths of 3000
points), and selected typical template size and tolerances (m = 3,
r = 0.2) [3]. We conducted a 3-way ANOVA to test for main and
interaction effect of Device (Passive, Powered, Trained), Vision
(Eyes Open, Eyes Closed), and Task (Dual-Task, Single-Task)
on Sample Entropy of CoP Excursion in the Anterior-Posterior
(AP) direction.

Significance
This is the first study to begin to investigate the potential changes
in automaticity of postural control using dEMG control of a
powered prosthetic ankle. As far as the authors are aware this is
the first study employ entropy measures in the evaluation.
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Figure 1: Sample Entropy (Eyes Closed Condition). Grey) Single-Task
Yellow) Dual-Task. Standard error bars are shown.
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Introduction
Robo ic e oskele ons ha e man po en ial applica ions o assis
in c rren rehabili a ion proced res [1]. While s bs an ial
in es iga ions ha e sho n ha lo er-limb de ices can impro e
alking econom [2], here is limi ed informa ion on he effec s
of assis i e de ices on s a ic and d namic pos ral con rol. One
s d performed a sensor organi a ion es (SOT) earing a
lo er limb e oskele on b he de ice as p rel passi e [3].
This s d aims o de ermine if a pne ma ic, m oelec ricall
con rolled, plan arfle ion-assis , ankle e oskele on affec s
pos ral con rol of he ser. We aimed o in es iga e
o
h po heses. Firs , earing he e oskele on ma nega i el affec
balance in he an erior-pos erior direc ion beca se he de ice is
plan arfle ion assis onl . F r hermore, beca se he ankle join s
range of mo ion and predominan con rol dof is for plan arfle ion
he de ice co ld increase passi e s abili in he medial-la eral
(ML) direc ion in each ankle hile decreasing he bila eral ML
con rol s ra eg . Second, ho he e oskele on in erac s i h
pos ral con rol processes ill depend on in ernall dri en
sensorimo or con rol eigh ing s ra egies, hich ill be es ed
sing a modified SOT (mSOT).

Figure 1: COP displacemen (line race) and s a area (shaded ellipse)
in he AP and ML direc ions for o s bjec s d ring he EC-RB rial.
When earing he e oskele on, S bjec 1 sho ed a red c ion, hile
S bjec 2 sho ed an increase in COP s a area.

eloci d ring bo h RB rials in he AP and ML direc ions. The
o her meas res of pos ral s abili
ere less consis en . There
ere no concl si e differences in SD of he COP displacemen
across condi ions. Wi h he e oskele on on, one s bjec
performed be er hile he o her performed orse in he AP
direc ion. In he ML direc ion SD of he COP displacemen
s a ed consis en be een bo h condi ions. Beca se he area
changes ere inconsis en b mean COP eloci increased, i
ma indica e increased join s iffness
hen
earing he
e oskele on.
F re ork ill incl de a larger es sample and a condi ion
earing an npo ered e oskele on. This ne condi ion ill
allo s o de ermine he her changes in mean COP eloci are
rela ed o iner ial proper ies of he e oskele on and no o he
assis i e proper ies. We ill also f r her in es iga e longi dinal
raining effec s and he role of sensor eigh ing.

Methods
We collec ed mo ion cap re da a (Q alis s), force da a (Ber ec)
from o s bjec s (1 male and 1 female; Ages: 23-25) i h no
his or of ne rological or m sc loskele al impairmen .
The e perimen al pro ocol as a modified ersion of he
SOT, repea ed
i h and
i ho
he e oskele on. The
e perimen al pairings ere: e es open (EO) s. e es closed (EC),
s able s rface (SS) s. rocker board (RB), and po ered
e oskele on (PE) s. no e oskele on (NO). The RB ro a ion a is
as parallel o he plan ar fle ion ro a ion a is and perpendic lar
o he readmill midline. Each rial las ed 20 seconds. S bjec s
ore an pne ma icall -ac a ed, m oelec ricall -con rolled,
plan arfle ion assis , ankle e oskele on con rolled b he sole s
m scle [2].
We collec ed cen er of press re (COP) da a for he AP and
ML direc ions. We fil ered he COP da a (2nd order, 30 H ). We
calc la ed a single force ec or and COP eq i alen o he
combina ion of he force and momen da a from he readmill da a
for he lef and righ fee . Then e calc la ed he AP and ML
s andard de ia ions (SD), mean eloci , and sed a principal
componen anal sis (PCA) o calc la e he ellipsoidal s a area
for he COP.

Significance
The effec of e oskele ons on sensor in egra ion in pos ral
con rol is s ill largel nkno n. This s d pro ides preliminar
insigh s in o ho assis i e de ices ma mod la e he response of
pos ral con rol and help inform de elopmen of no el
con rollers ha enhance bo h gai and balance.
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Results and Discussion
D ring he EO-SS rial s bjec s sho ed no clear differences
be een e o-on or e o-off condi ions. For he EC-SS rial bo h
s bjec s sa a red c ion in he SD of he COP in he AP direc ion
d ring he e o-on condi ion. For bo h RB rials (EO and EC) i h
he e o-on, bo h s bjec s sa an increase in he mean COP
eloci in he AP and ML direc ions (Fig 1).
This s d ser ed as preliminar da a collec ion hich d e o
limi a ions of access o reso rces and people (COVID-19) es ed
onl 2 par icipan s. The pilo da a sho ed ha
i h he
e oskele on on, bo h s bjec s sa an increase in mean COP
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Introduction
The Variable S iffness Foo (VSF) is an energ s orage and re rn
(ESR) pros hesis ha can passi el s ore and re rn energ o i s
sers hro gh he deflec ion of a complian leaf spring keel in he
forefoo [1]. I is a semi-ac i e pros hesis, meaning i does no
deli er po er (from a mo or) d ring s ance phase, b i does
adj s he s iffness d ring s ing phase. This adj s men allo s
he ser o ha e a arie of s iffnesses ha can be dependen of
he pe of ac i i (s anding, fla gro nd alking, ramp and
s airs alking).
The VSF (Fig re 1) pro o pe has a rigid ankle and a
complian forefoo keel hose effec i e s iffness is mod la ed
b a s ppor f lcr m mo ed b a mo or and bel s s em. A
microcon roller con rols he mo emen o mod la e he s iffness
d ring s ing phase d e o ser con rol or foo rajec or
recons r c ed b an iner ial sensor [1].
Pre io s s dies in pros he ics fo nd ha increased range of
mo ion for s airs and ramps are associa ed i h impro ed gai
[3]; s iffer ankles (increased momen s for small change of angle)
are helpf l for s anding s abili [4]; and a complian forefoo
re rns more energ o he res of he bod [2].
This s d es ed hese biomechanical effec s of he VSF
across le el alking nder hree differen s iffness se ings. We
h po hesi ed ha he decreasing forefoo s iffness o ld lead
oincreasing ankle plan arfle ion, decreasing peak ankle
momen , and increasing energ re rns in p sh-off .

A gle (deg)
e (W) M me
I e egme al P

(N/m)

A gle (deg)
(N/m)
e (W) M me
I e egme al P

Methods
Se en persons i h rans- ibial amp a ion ere incl ded in his
e perimen , of hom hree are anal ed o da e. The par icipan s
alked across o force pla es (one foo on each pla e) in a
mo ion cap re lab i h el e cameras. The par icipan s alked
i h hree differen VSF s iffness se ings (complian , medi m
and s iff, scaled o each person s bod mass) for 3 rials a
1.1 0.1m/s, i h speed racked sing mo ion cap re.
Mo ion and force da a ere processed in Vis al3D and
MATLAB for kinema ic and kine ic calc la ions. We es ima ed
ankle angle and momen according o s andard in erse d namics,
and in ersegmen al po er sing a deformable bod model. Peak
al es ere comp ed for each s ride on he pros he ic side and
a eraged across he hree rials for each s iffness se ing.

e (W) M me

(N/m)

A gle (deg)

Figure 1: side
ie of he VSF
[1]

I e egme al P

1

Figure 2: Res l s sho ing he angle, momen , and
in ersegmen a al po er rela ed o he ankle join for each alking
s ride on he pros he ic side of he par icipan s. Plan arfle ion is
in he nega i e direc ion. PHS: Pros he ic Heel S rike.
Significance
Man pros he ic sers are limi ed o sing passi e fee ha ha e
fi ed keel s iffness. This limi ed ariabili ma be op imal for
one f nc ion, b
ill no be s i ed for man differen f nc ions
like s anding, alking on s airs and ramps, and on ne en
s rfaces. This VSF can gi e i s sers he abili o change he foo
s iffness ha ma increase comfor , adap abili , and help sers
ge closer o f nc ional alking. F re anal sis ill e al e he
ideal s iffness se ings for differen ac i i ies. Semi-ac i e
pros heses co ld also be po en iall sed in clinics o assess
s iffness preferences so pros he is s can be er recommend ne
passi e fee .

Results and Discussion
Each s bjec had similar rends for he angle, momen , and
in ersegmen al po er res l s and here as s ppor for he hree
h po heses. The ankle angles (Fig re 2) had he larges
plan arfle ion e c rsions for he complian s iffness se ing. The
ankle plan arfle ion momen s ere smalles for he complian
se ings The in ersegmen al ankle po er o p
ended o be
larges close o oe-off (aro nd 60% of s ride) for he complian
se ings.
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Introduction
Current upper limb exoskeletons rely primarily on positive
damping controllers (PDCs). This method, although very safe
and stable, requires a large force input from the user and greatly
reduces agility. In a previous study, our lab developed a variable
damping controller (VDC) that manipulates the robotic damping
applied to an en ironment based on the ser s intent of mo ement
(𝑥𝑥). This study showed that subjects using the VDC were more
agile in comparison to a PDC and had comparable stability. 1
Here, we present an electromyography (EMG) study to
quantify the difference in muscle activation of our novel VDC
compared to fixed positive and negative damping controllers
during upper limb physical human-robot interaction (pHRI).
There were two hypotheses for this experiment. First, that during
the movement phase, the subject would demonstrate less
activation in the variable condition compared to the positive, and
near equal activation between the variable and negative
conditions. Second, that during the stability phase, the subject
would demonstrate less activation in the variable condition than
the negative, and near equal activation between the variable and
positive conditions.

EMG analysis was divided into two components: the
movement phase (MP), and the stability phase (SP). The
boundaries between phases were determined by the horizontal
position of the robot s end-effector in the horizontal plane. The
movement phase began at the onset of movement (+/-0.001 m)
and ended once the subject reached the target (+/- 0.1 m). The
stability phase began directly after the movement phase and
ended once the subject was able to keep their marker inside of the
target for 0.5 seconds. If the subject was unable to do this, all data
post-movement phase was included in the stability phase.
Nine young, healthy subjects participated in this study which
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Arizona State
University (STUDY 00010123).
Results and Discussion
Group analysis in the MP revealed that the activation due to the
variable condition was less than the positive and near-equal
(<1%) to the negative condition in all directions, which directly
supports the hypothesis. This was most prominent in the right and
upwards directions with differences of 9.94% and 5.11%
respectively between the positive and variable conditions. The
group results from the SP provide partial support for the
hypothesis, as the variable condition is near-equal (<1%) to the
positive condition in all directions, while the variable condition
is less than the negative in the right (0.52%), down (0.93%), and
upwards (0.72%) directions. However, this difference is too
small to demonstrate significance.

Methods
Six EMG sensors (Trigno Avanti Sensor, Delsys, MA) were used
to measure muscle activation of the brachioradialis (forearm),
biceps, anterior and posterior deltoids, and longitudinal and lateral
triceps. This data was normalized to the maximum contraction
(MVC) of each subject.
A seven degrees-of-freedom (DOF) robotic arm (LBR iiwa
R820, KUKA, Germany) with a six-axis load cell (Delta IP60,
ATI Industrial Automation, NC) was used for the application of
all damping-defined environments. Zero stiffness and 10 kg of
mass were simulated in the horizontal plane for all experiments.
High stiffness of 10 N/m was simulated in the vertical plane to
constrain vertical movement. Damping of +60 Ns/m was applied
for the positive condition and damping of -15 and -20 Ns/m were
applied for the negative condition in the mediolateral (ML) and
anteroposterior (AP) directions respectively. These quantities
were found from a previous human study with the KUKA robot.1
The range of variable damping was calculated using subjectspecific kp and kn tuning parameters. These quantities scaled the
range of the positive (kp) and negative (kn) damping based on the
maximum and minimum value of 𝑥𝑥 that the subject could
produce.1 The damping applied during the experiment changed
relative to the instantaneous value of 𝑥𝑥.
Subjects were seated with their torso securely strapped to a
rigid seat, facing a feedback visual display at ~1 m. This display
provided information on neutral and current hand positions to the
subject. Subjects held a handle that as connected to the robot s
end-effector, with the shoulder in ~70° of abduction, ~45° of
horizontal flexion, and the elbow in ~90° of flexion. This starting
posture was considered the neutral position for all trials.
Subjects were tasked with moving as quickly as possible to
targets shown on the visual feedback display. The position of the
target was +/- 0.1 m away from the neutral position, in both the
ML and AP directions.

Figure 1: Group averages from the MP (1a) and SP (1b). MP data is the
average of agonists in each direction while the SP data is an average of
agonists and antagonists. A 95% CI is shown for each condition. Key:
FD= Front Deltoid, RD= Rear Deltoid, BR= Brachioradialis, BI=Biceps,
T= Lateral Triceps, LT= Longitudinal Triceps.

Significance
These results provide support for further investigation of the
variable damping controller in upper limb pHRI, and the
expansion of this study into multidirectional movement. A
significant reduction in muscle activation was shown during the
MP, which supports consideration for the implementation of this
technology into industrial settings. However, this pattern must be
replicated in conditions more closely resembling real-world
pHRI, where the user may move through a larger range of motion.
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Introduction
Clonus is defined as involuntary and rhythmic (5-8Hz) abnormal
muscle contractions observed during passive stretching and
caused by lesions in the descending upper motor neuron
pathways. It can be present in patients with spinal cord injury,
post-stroke, and other conditions of the brain or spinal cord [1].
Clinically, the ankle joint is the most common site to test for
clonus. However, successful triggering of ankle clonus requires
mastery of the following technique [2]: 1) correctly position the
examining hand on the foot, 2) provide a rapid dorsiflexion at
sufficient joint velocity, 3) minimize ankle inversion during test,
and 4) maintain appropriate load on the plantar surface of the
forefoot to continue the clonus. To master this technique, students
need to go through repetitive hands-on training. However, in the
traditional education scenario, the availability of practice patients
is usually very limited; therefore leaving the trainee skill
proficiency questionable. To address this problem, we present a
new haptic ankle-foot training simulator to provide healthcare
learners more accessable practice opportunities.

the triggering. The frequency of ankle oscillation was set at 5Hz.
Sensor signals were sampled at 1000Hz and filtered by a 2ndorder Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency at 20Hz.
Results and Discussion
The prototype simulator was capable of replicating an
experimentally-observed clonus behavior at the ankle with the
desired frequency (Fig. 2). Onboard sensors captured the timing
of rapid DF stretch and monitored the maintained DF load after
clonus was triggered. In the future, these control flow parameters
will be iterated based on clinician feedback.

Methods
Our goal was to develop a medical training simulator that
provides a realistic, safe, and low-noise training environment for
the trainees. The series elastic actuation strategy was chosen for
its safe human-robot interaction and accurate force control [3].
The specifications of the simulator were derived from the few
available quantification studies of ankle clonus [1] and previous
devices [4,5]. The simulator, capable of
generating a peak ankle torque of 17Nm,
was actuated by a 150W Brushless DC
motor (M3508, DJI) and a single-stage
3.2:1 timing belt drive (MR5, Misumi).
A series spring stiffness (165N/mm)
ensured a force control bandwidth of
~14Hz, which was sufficient to replicate
oscillatory clonus motion. With known
spring stiffness and displacement,
interaction force between the examining
hand and the simulator were accurately
estimated to verify continuous loading
Fig 1: Ankle-foot
needed to maintain clonus.
simulator prototype
The simulator segment lengths
were designed based on a 50th percentile Caucasian male. The
principal dorsi/plantarflexion (DF/PF) degree of freedom (DOF)
was actuated (available ROM: 20º DF to 55º PF), while the
auxiliary inversion/eversion (I/E) DOF was passive (ROM:
±10º). Furthermore, the simulator was equipped with 1) a linear
encoder to measure spring deflection, 2) two absolute rotary
encoders to measure ankle angular position and velocity in DF/PF
DOF and joint angle in I/E DOF, and 3) several force-sensitive
resistors on the foot shroud to detect whether the trainee s hand
was properly positioned on the forefoot and plantar surface.
The simulator was programmed to initiate ankle clonus when
the DF stretch speed was faster than 200º/s. To maintain the
clonus behavior, a DF torque of 3Nm must be maintained after

Rapid DF stretch

Velocity
threshold

Torque
threshold

Fig 2: Simulated ankle behavior (blue) compared to experimental clonus
behavior from a patient (black) (from [6]). Dorsiflexion is negative.

Significance
Robotic medical training simulators are becoming more accepted
as a supplement to the traditional training process. In the case of
ankle clonus, there are very few devices for clinicians to train and
no commercial product exists. The preliminary results are
promising that our device could fill this gap for medical, physical
therapy, and other healthcare students.
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Introd ction
A more po ered pro he e and e o kele on en er real- orld
e ing , i i impor an o adap a i ance profile in d namic
en ironmen
ing lope le el informa ion. Adap i e a i ance
profile ba ed on en ironmen al informa ion can help earable
de ice keep p i h real- ime change in h man biomechanic
and ma imi e a i ance benefi . Ad ancemen in in en ion
recogni ion (IR) algori hm ha e enabled earable de ice o
a onomo l a i
er acro differen errain (e.g., ramp
and air ) [1]. IR algori hm are capable of cla if ing ramp of
differen lope le el i ho he need for lope le el e ima ion ,
b a i ance profile
picall remain con an or are caled
ba ed on encoded join rajec orie . The incl ion of lope
e ima ion algori hm and orq e caling eq a ion in he con rol
of earable de ice offer a more na ral and effec i e in erface
be een er and heir en ironmen .
N merical ol ion for lope e ima ion
ing iner ial
mea remen ni (IMU ) ha e been ho n o be inacc ra e d e
o en or drif and aria ion in alking peed [2][3]. Recen
ork gge
ha machine learning (ML) model rained i h
elec rom ograph (EMG) and mechanical en or da a can
acc ra el e ima e lope a differen peed (1.3 RMSE) [4]. A
limi a ion of hi ork i ha each lope le el a e ima ed for
a hor range of peed .
We h po he i e ha raining a lope e ima or i h onl
mechanical en or da a collec ed on lope le el acro a large
range alking peed can acc ra el e ima e lope independen
of he er and alking peed. O r me hodolog i e pec ed o
genera e rob
lope e ima or ha co ld be readil in egra ed
in o he con rol
em of ario
earable de ice .

Fig re 1: A) S a ic rial non-op imi ed model performance acro gai
c cle pe for he knee-ankle ca e (250 m indo i e). B) Op imi ed
XGBoo model performance acro all en or i e
ing he 1-pha e
gai c cle anal i me hod and a 500 m indo i e.

Res lts and Disc ssion
For a ic rial , he NN and XGB model imilarl o performed
he LNR model acro each pha e, for each en or
i e,
incl ding he knee-ankle ca e (Fig. 1A). The XGB model a
elec ed o er he NN model for h perparame er op imi a ion d e
o i lo er a erage MAE ariance. Since here a no ignifican
difference be een gai c cle pe , he 1-pha e gai c cle a
elec ed d e o i implici . Wi h he op imal indo i e of
500 m , a ic rial a erage MAE error of 1.500 0.258 , 1.739
0.276 , 2.522 0.618 ere achie ed for he knee-ankle, ankle,
and hip-e o kele on en or i e , re pec i el (Fig. 1B). F re
anal e
ill e
he performance of he propo ed ML
archi ec re on he d namic rial , iden if a red ced fea re
pace for each en or i e, and incl de a Kalman fil er o f r her
red ce error .
Significance
Thi
er-independen
d pro ide lope e ima ion ol ion
ha are generali able o no el er and a arie of earable
de ice , incl ding ho e no e plored in hi
d (e.g., knee
e o kele on ). The lo error achie ed acro d namic alking
peed and he e cl ion of EMG en or are impor an ep
o ard he real- orld implemen a ion of lope e ima or . Join
orq e caling ba ed on lope le el ill ha e a ignifican impac
on he q ali of a i ance ha
er recei e from lo ere remi
earable de ice , hich can impro e me abolic
efficienc , er mobili , and he effec i ene of rehabili a ion.

Methods
Thi
d foc e on e al a ing he performance of ML model
in e ima ing a er
lope le el hile alking on a peedar ing readmill. Nine able-bodied bjec
ere fi ed i h
hree 6-a i IMU (foo , hank and high) and hree goniome er
(ankle, knee, and hip). Thir een a ic and fi e d namic alking
rial ere collec ed for each bjec . D ring a ic rial , lope
le el (-15 o +15 , incremen ed b 2.5 ) ere held con an
hile alking peed changed from 0.6 o 1.4 m/ . D ring
d namic rial , alking peed of 1.0 and 1.2 m/
ere held
con an hile lope le el changed from 0 o 10 .
Slope e ima ion algori hm ere e al a ed for en or i e
commonl fo nd on ankle pro he e , knee-ankle pro he e , and
hip e o kele on . Signal
ere fil ered and egmen ed in o
liding indo of da a, incremen ed b 50 m . Mean, andard
de ia ion, min, ma , and ending al e fea re ere e rac ed
from each indo . Anal e acro differen normali a ion
me hod , liding indo i e , gai pha e , and ML model ere
cond c ed o minimi e lope e ima ion error . The performance
of ne ral ne ork (NN), XGBoo (XGB), and linear regre ion
(LNR) model
ere a e ed. The pha e dependenc of he
model
a e plored acro fo r gai c cle pe : 1-pha e, 2pha e, 3-pha e, and 4-pha e. Te ed indo
i e ranged
be een 200 m o 500 m , incremen ed b 50 m .
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Introduction
Robotic exoskeletons could reduce musculoskeletal loading
and energy expenditure in military personnel during their
everyday activities. Soldiers often carry loads around 50 kg or
more, altering gait biomechanics, increasing metabolic cost,
and increasing injury risk [1]. A common way to evaluate an
exoskeleton s performance is assessing metabolic cost during
movement.
The purpose of this study was to determine if a robotic
knee exoskeleton (ONYX, Lockheed Martin) could reduce the
metabolic cost of locomotion. Previous research showed a
similar lower extremity knee exoskeleton reducing metabolic
cost while walking up an incline and wearing a loaded
backpack [2]. The ONYX is an altered version of that device.
We hypothesized that the ONYX would reduce metabolic cost
of walking up an incline and walking up stairs while carrying
a load.

any of the tasks. Future knee exoskeleton designs should
consider how to reduce device mass, increase range of motion
and degrees of freedom of motion, and alter the control
strategy.

Methods
We evaluated the performance of 6 healthy young subjects
while walking on a treadmill, and up and down stairs. Subjects
walked on a level, inclined (15°), and declined (15°) treadmill
at two walking speeds (1.2 m/s and 0.3 m/s for level; 0.6 m/s
and 0.3 m/s for incline and decline). Subjects also walked up
and down stairs at the University of Florida football stadium at
two different cadences set by a metronome (60 steps/min and
40 steps/min). We measured metabolic cost using a wireless
device (Cosmed K5) and rate of perceived exertion using a
Borg scale (1-10). Subjects completed the tasks with and
without the exoskeleton, and with and without a weight vest
(18 kg). The exoskeleton used a controller based on a finite
state machine tuned to different phases of the movement phase
based on kinematic and kinetic sensors. We calculated
metabolic cost (W/kg) by using 𝑉 and 𝑉 measurements
and the Brockway equation [3].

Figure 1: Metabolic cost data for walking conditions.

Figure 2: Metabolic cost data for stair conditions.

Results and Discussion
Metabolic cost increased when wearing the exoskeleton for all
conditions (Figure 1 & 2). The knee performs more positive
mechanical work during incline walking with a load and stair
climbing with a load compared to level and decline walking,
and stair descent. As a result, we hypothesized that the
exoskeleton would perform the best on inclines and ascents
with the load. There was a trend towards a lower percent
difference in metabolic cost when walking at an incline and
wearing a weight vest, but using the exoskeleton still cost
more energy than not using the exoskeleton. Perceived
exertion data were in agreement, mostly increasing when
using the exoskeleton compared to not suing the exoskeleton.
The difference was greater at slower speeds and smaller
cadences.
These results suggest that the robotic knee exoskeleton did
not benefit the user in metabolic cost or perceived exertion for

Significance
Assessing the benefit of wearing a robotic lower extremity
exoskeleton is a multi-factorial problem with metabolic energy
expenditure and perceived exertion as two factors. These data
suggest that the current design of the ONYX robotic knee
exoskeleton does not reduce energy cost or perceived exertion
for users. The data can provide insight into the biomechanical
and physiological aspects that need to be addressed in future
exoskeleton designs.
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Introduction
Sit-to-stand (STS) transfer is one of the most common activities
of independent daily living. The ability to perform this motor task
is essential for physical independence and is widely considered as
an indicator of postural control and lower-limb strength.1 This is
especially the case for younger adults where injury-related
reductions in functional status and capacity have been associated
with increased risk of sarcopenia, injury, and obesity.2 Thus, there
is a need for solutions to assist STS transfer. Hence, the aim of
this study was to design and evaluate an STS device by assessing
postural control during unassisted vs device-assisted STS transfer
via force platform analysis.

For this study, differences in outcome measures between
unassisted and device-assisted STS were compared using the
Friedman test. Post-hoc analysis was performed using the
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test with Bonferroni correction to adjust
f m l i le c m a i n ( =.025).
Results and Discussion
The force platform results are shown in Table 1. The STS device
significantly reduced the ground reaction forces and moments,
and the force and moment development rates. This effect may
indicate decreased lower-limb joint loading due to the increased
height and lifting force provided by the STS device prior to seatoff, as reported in previous literature.3 The average COP velocity
and average anterior-posterior COP displacement were reduced
with device assistance, implying that the momentum needed for
STS was lessened. Thus, the STS device was overall successful
in enhancing STS performance by reducing the demand on, and
instability in, the postural control system during STS.

Methods
Twenty-five college students (18-25 yrs.) with no mobility
impairments were recruited from the University of Connecticut,
all of whom provided written informed consent as per the IRBapproved protocol. For the experiment, an adjustable bench was
used to adjust the seat height such that a ici an hips and
knees were bent 90° while sitting on the STS device (Figure 1).

Figure 1: STS lifting-seat device on the custom height-adjustable bench.
Table 1: Force platform results. Units: (1) %BW, (2) %BH/s, (3), %BW
x BH, (4) %BW x BH/s, (5) %BH, (6) %BH x BH, and (7) %BH/s. Pvalues: significant overall diff. between assisted and device-assisted STS.

Participants were instructed to: (1) have their arms crossed
against their chest during STS, (2) have their feet shoulder-width
apart and flat against the force platform, and (3) to perform STS
at a constant, self-selected pace. Three sets of recordings, 5 trials
each, were done: (1) unassisted STS (control, C), (2) assisted STS
with the device at maximum speed (MS), and (3) assisted STS
with the device at an exponentially increasing acceleration (A).
To assess postural control, the (1) average net ground reaction
force (FNETavg), (2) mean force development rate (FDRmean), (3)
average net ground reaction moment (MNETavg), and (4) mean
moment development rate (MDRmean) were calculated. In
addition, the (1) average medio-lateral displacement (MLDISPavg),
(2) average anterior-posterior displacement (APDISPavg), (3) 95%
ellipse area (Ellipse95%), (4) average velocity (Vavg), and (5)
length (L) were measured. All postural control parameters were
normalized to body height and weight. The percent reduction
between assisted and unassisted STS was used to quantify the
efficacy of the device in improving STS performance.

Significance
These results show that our proposed device was able to lessen
the biomechanical effort required for STS transfer. These
promising findings reveal the potential benefit the device may
give to the mobility impaired.
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Introduction
Over half of individuals with lower limb amputation experience
falls each year [1, 2], and 73% of outdoor falls are due to
environmental factors and uneven surfaces [3]. Such falls are
three times more likely to result in injury [4]. Navigating uneven
surfaces is important for individuals with transtibial amputation
(TTA) to enable their participation in community activities.
Currently prescribed multiaxial prosthetic feet for individuals
with TTA attempt to store and return energy passively in all axes
of deformation, which may not be desirable over unexpected
coronally uneven surfaces.
The objective of this research was to quantify the
biomechanical response of individuals with unilateral TTA
wearing their prescribed prosthesis versus healthy controls while
taking a step on a coronally uneven and unexpected surface.
These findings may elucidate underlying adaptations that could
be addressed through therapeutic and prosthetic interventions.

blinded inversion (Table 1). This is similar to previous findings
demonstrating premature activation of hip abductors during
unexpected inversion of the ankle for subjects with hypermobility
[6], therefore this may be a compensatory response for subjects
with altered ankle mobility.
The TTA and control groups had a similar mediolateral foot
position of the recovery step during the flush condition, but the
TTA group took a significantly wider step following blinded
eversion and a slightly narrower step following blinded inversion
(Table 1). Individuals with TTA may have less control of their
center of mass and balance, resulting in recovery step
compensations after a step on a coronally uneven surface.
Less ankle energy was returned for the TTA group,
significantly during both blinded disturbances (Table 1). This
suggests that currently prescribed prosthetic feet are unable to
effectively return stored energy to create the same amount of
push-off power as healthy controls. Vickers et al. observed a
similar lack of ankle power generation for TTA walking on a
sagittal plane ramp while wearing their prescribed prosthesis [7].
Individuals with TTA may need to compensate to maintain
forward progression, especially on uneven surfaces.
These results give insight into adaptations used by individuals
with TTA when taking a step on a coronally uneven surface.
These alterations and compensations could lead to increased
energy expenditure and risk of falls during activities of daily
living or in the community.

Methods
A 12-camera motion capture system recorded marker trajectories
of 8 individuals with unilateral TTA and 8 controls without
amputations, while walking at their self-selected speed on a novel
instrumented walkway with 5 embedded force plates. The middle
force plate could be positioned flush to the surface or rotated ±15
in the coronal plane, and could be blinded to participants (Figure
1). Kinematics and kinetics were evaluated during three different
surface conditions: unblinded flush, 15 blinded inversion, and
15 blinded eversion. Coronal hip angle (adduction positive,
abduction negative), mediolateral foot position of the recovery
step relative to the opposite foot, and ankle energy returned [5]
were evaluated between groups with a repeated measures
analysis of variance (p < 0.05).

Significance
This study may inform the development of prostheses able to
conform to coronally uneven surfaces and rehabilitation therapies
for individuals with TTA ambulating on uneven surfaces so they
can maintain or increase participation in desired activities.
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Figure 1: An individual with a TTA stepping on the middle force plate
during: (A) the flush condition (unblinded), (B) the blinded eversion
condition, and (C) the blinded inversion condition.

Results and Discussion
The TTA group used a more abducted hip strategy (negative
coronal hip angles) compared to controls, especially during

Table 1: Statistical results within each surface condition (comparing TTA vs. Controls). Bolded p-values indicate significance. Abbreviations:
(SD) standard deviation, (B) blinded, (C) controls, (ML) mediolateral, (N/A) not applicable.
Metric
Units Mean (SD)
Pairwise p-Values
Flush
B. Eversion
B. Inversion
Flush
B. Eversion B. Inversion
(TTA-C) (TTA-C)
(TTA-C)
TTA
Control
TTA
Control
TTA
Control
Coronal Hip Angle
deg. 0.4 (2.7)
6.5 (2.8)
-0.1 (3.1) 5.9 (3.7) -2.6 (4.1)
5.1 (3.4)
0.005
0.029
0.008
ML Foot Position
cm
10.5 (3.8)
10.4 (3.1) 14.3 (3.8) 8.3 (3.7) 6.1 (3.7)
8.7 (3.5)
N/A
0.002
N/A
Ankle Energy Returned J/kg 0.22 (0.04) 0.28 (0.07) 0.20 (0.03) 0.31 (0.08) 0.19 (0.03) 0.29 (0.07) N/A
0.016
0.005
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Introduction
The side-bridge exercise is intended for endurance training and
optimal motor control in the early stages of rehabilitation, and
many occupational and sporting groups include it as part of injury
prevention programs. This exercise helps increase spine
stabilization that requires the musculature to be co-contracted for
substantial durations. However, there may be some special
situations in which it is impossible to tolerate the compressive
load on the side supported during the side-bridge, such as in
elderly persons with hip or knee replacements and even in
athletes with shoulder pain. This leads to three modified sidebridge exercises: both leg lift while side-lying (BLLS), lying on
the floor and attempting to raise the legs laterally; torso lift on a
45° bench while side-lying (TLBS), elevating the torso while
standing on a 45° bench with the feet anchored; or wall sidebridge (WSB), side-bridge exercises while standing against a
wall despite a compromised shoulder, hip, or knee. However, the
comparative effects of these traditional side-bridge (TSB) and
modified side-bridge exercises on the muscle activities of the
lumbar and abdominal wall are not known. The purpose of this
study was to examine the effects of three modified side-bridge
exercises on the spinal stability muscles such as the external
oblique (EO), internal oblique (IO), and quadratus lumborum
(QL) compared with TSB for healthy men.

Quadratus lumborum External oblique

Internal oblique

Figure 2: Comparison of the quadratus lumborum, external oblique,
and internal oblique muscle activity (%MVIC) for each of the
exercises. *p<0.05 ing he po hoc T ke
e .

Result and Discussion
There were significant differences in QL (p<0.001) and EO
(p=.007) muscle activity (p<0.001) among the four different
exercises. TSB showed significantly greater QL muscle activity
(p<0.001) than WSB. TLBS demonstrated significantly greater
QL muscle activity (p=.037) than WSB. TLBS showed
significantly greater EO muscle activity (p=.017) than WSB.
There was no significant difference in IO muscle activity (p=.189)
among the exercises. T e d g d ca e a e effec e e
of BLLS and TLBS was similar to that of TSB in activating the
EO, IO, and QL muscles. Given each exercise position of TLBS
and BLLS, it is suggested that TLBS may be a practical exercise
to activate the EO, IO, and QL in some situations in which it is
impossible to tolerate the compressive load on the upper
extremity such as for athletes with shoulder pain. BLLS may be
effective way for individuals with lower extremities issues
including the elderly with hip or knee replacements. In WSB,
although it showed significantly less than TSB in activating QL,
previous studies recommended WSB for deconditioned patients,
implying that in patients unable to perform BLLS or TLBS, EO
and IO muscle activity may benefit from WSB. Therefore, three
modified side-bridge exercises can be effective therapeutic
approaches available for some particular subjects who are unable
to perform TSB in clinical practice.

Methods
A total of 20 healthy men with no known neuromuscular,
cardiovascular, or orthopedic conditions, especially low back,
shoulder, hip, or knee pain were recruited for this study. The
participants performed TSB, BLLS, TLBS, and WSB in a
random order. Surface electromyography measured the muscle
activity of the EO, IO, and QL. A 1-way repeated-measures
analysis of variance assessed the statistical significance of the EO,
IO, and QL muscle activity. When there was a significant
difference, a Bonferroni adjustment was performed.

Significance
This study focused on addressing the validity of the modified
side-bridge exercises by identifying the activation of the spine
stabilization muscles during the exercises. The data suggest that
BLLS and TLBS may be effective rehabilitation techniques to
activate EO, IO, and QL in those who are unable to perform TSB
as spine stability exercises and WSB may be beneficial for
patients unable to perform BLLS or TLBS, activating EO and IO.
Figure 1: The side-bridge exercise was used in this study. (A) TSB,
traditional side-bridge. (B) BLLS, both leg lift on side-lying. (C) TLBS,
torso lift on a 45° bench side-lying. (D) WSB, wall side-bridge.
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Introduction
Supervised pattern recognition algorithms have become more
common recently for identification of gait events, classification
and prediction of locomotion mode in control systems for
assistive devices. They have been successful in controlled
environments with accuracies of ~ 95% [1,2]. Despite their
success, these algorithms require large sensor arrays, high
sampling frequency and expert user defined feature sets from
these data [2].
The purpose of this study was to build a novel semisupervised machine learning system for idenfitication of gait
events, classification and prediction of locomotion mode. We
present a two component machine learning system to detect gait
events, and then classify and predict locomotion mode. The first
component is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm, the
Beta Process Auto Regressive Hidden Markov Model (BP-ARHMM). The second component is comprised of supervised
learning algorithms; specifically Long Short Term Memory
networks (LSTMs) [3]. Data input into this system were from a
single mechanical sensor, and the outputs were gait event
detection, classification and prediction of locomotion mode.

hyperparameters of both LSTMs were optimized utilizing a
Bayesian optimization function.

Figure 1: Flow of the data from the BP-AR-HMM to the
LSTMs.
Results and Discussion
The output of the BP-AR-HMM identified 100% of the
measured gait events from the trials on both days. Initial contact
was identified with 4 different states, and toe off was identified
with 2 states.
Prediction of locomotion mode is critical for functionally
adaptable assisitive devices. However, to make accurate
predictions a number of other systems must work, including the
identification of gait events and classification of the current
locomotion mode. The classification and prediction accuracies
from this study are similar to previous work (Table 1) [1,2],
with greatly reduced amounts of data needed as input.

Methods
Data were collected from sixteen able bodied participants (8
male and 8 female; 31.1 ± 14.8 years, 173.4 ± 8.5 cm, 66.7 ±
7.7 kg). All analyses were performed offline in custom Matlab
programs (Mathworks, Natick, MA). Each pa icipan
dominant foot was determined, and this foot was equipped with
an IMU (Vicon, Centennial, CO) mounted on the dorsal aspect.
Foot ground contact information was recorded with two
different systems during the study. The first three participants
were equipped with the Noraxon footswitch Telemyo DTS
system (Noraxon, Scottsdale, AZ), and the other 13 participants
were equipped with Loadsol inserts (Novel Electronics, St.
Paul, MN). Ground contact and IMU data were down-sampled
to 25 Hz to simulate a minimally sensorized system embedded
in an assistive device.
On the first day of the protocol the subjects preformed 4
locomotion tasks; stair ascent and descent, level ground
walking (including slopes <5°) and running. The second day of
the study utilized a protocol adapted from Long and Srinivasian
[4]. Participants were asked to cross 90 m in a set amount of
time. The range of average speeds was 1.3 to 3.0, m s-1 (1.30,
1.51, 1.73, 1.94, 2.15, 2.36, 2.58, 2.79, 3.00 m s-1),
encompassing typical human locomotion speeds. Trial order
was randomized to minimize learning effect.
Gait events were identified from the output of the BP-ARHMM. Before each gait event a 75 ms window was used to
identify the two most frequently occurring states from the BPAR-HMM. The state counts from the current foot contact were
then used as input into one LSTM for classification of the
locomotion mode, and the state counts from the previous three
foot contacts were used as input into a second LSTM for
prediction of pending locomotion mode (Figure 1). The

Table 1: Classification and prediction accuracies output from
two independent LSTMs, combined data from both days.
Classification (%) Prediction (%)
Walking
97.8
96.3
Running
92.3
87.8
Stair Ascent
84.2
93.6
Stair Descent
86.1
84.2
A limitation of this study is the
em classifications and
predictions do not include ramp output specifically as the ramps
the subjects walked on were a maximum of 5% grade, which
does not alter limb function enough to elicit a classification
difference from level ground walking.
Significance
We have demonstrated that a machine learning system
comprised of the BP-AR-HMM (unsupervised) and two
LSTMs (supervised) can accurately label gait events from
subject independent data, provide classification of locomotion
mode and prediction of locomotion mode. The next steps in this
work are to implement this system in an assistive device.
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Introduction
Measuring load and load asymmetry during jump-landing tasks
has emerged as a promising tool for anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) injury prevention and rehabilitation following an ACL
reconstruction. Larger peak vertical ground reaction forces
during landing are associated (r = 0.684) with larger peak ACL
strains (1) and are prospectively associated with primary ACL
injury risk (2). Athletes returning to sport following ACL
reconstruction commonly have load asymmetries during landing,
which are associated with an increased risk for sustaining a
second ACL injury (3). One method to measure load in clinical
settings is using force sensing insoles which are wireless,
inexpensive, and reliable (4). The loadsol®, a load sensing insole,
can measure peak normal force and peak normal force symmetry
with high accuracy relative to gold-standard embedded force
plates and with high between-day repeatability (4).While load
sensing insoles could help translate laboratory biomechanics
research into clinical settings, laboratory research typically
standardizes footwear across participants, as differences in
footwear lead to differences in load outcomes (5). Standardized
footwear is likely unavailable in most athletic training and
rehabilitation centres, which could pose a challenge when
assessing landing kinetics.

force symmetry (ICC = 0.603) and poor for impulse symmetry
(ICC = 0.486) during the unilateral landing. Left limb impulse
and peak impact force symmetry during the bilateral task and
peak impact force during left unilateral landings were
significantly different between footwear conditions (p<0.05),
however the effect size of each difference was small to medium
(d = 0.18-0.29). No other significant differences between
footwear conditions were observed (p>0.05).

Figure 1: Scatter plots comparing the standardized and preferred
footwear conditions. Note: Blue data points represent impact
forces for the left limb, and orange data points represent impact
forces for the right limb.

Methods
Thirty-seven healthy uninjured participants (20 male/17 female;
weight: 68.77 ± 13.49 kg; height: 1.76 ±.08 m) completed 7
bilateral drop vertical jumps from a 30 cm box, jumping
horizontally 50% of their body height and 7 unilateral drop
landings on each foot, all completed in a randomized order.
Participants were asked to bring the footwear that they would
normally wear when participating in an athletic activity on a
hardwood surface to the testing session. The protocol was
completed under 2 conditions in a randomized order: 1) wearing
a standard neutral cushioned running shoe (Nike Zoom Pegasus;
Nike Inc., Beaverton, OR) and 2) wearing the participant s
preferred athletic footwear. Plantar forces were measured
bilaterally during each condition using loadsol® sensors sampling
at 200 Hz (Novel Electronics, St. Paul. MN). Peak impact force,
impulse, peak impact force symmetry (ratio between left and
right), and impulse symmetry were computed using a custombuilt MATLAB user interface during the first ground impact of
both tasks for each condition. All outcomes were normalized to
bodyweight and compared between the preferred and
standardized footwear conditions using intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICC) and paired t-test. Cohen s d was used to
quantify the effect size of all observed significant differences.

The present study found that load outcomes have good to
excellent agreement when comparing wearing laboratorystandardized footwear and wearing the participant s own athletic
footwear while landing. These results suggest that allowing
patients to wear their own footwear when examining landing
kinetics in athletic and clinical settings will provide laboratoryrelevant landing kinetic information. Load symmetry was not
consistent between footwear conditions for the unilateral task,
which may reflect increased landing variability during unilateral
landing independent of the footwear condition. However, as load
and load symmetry during bilateral landing are known risk
factors for ACL injuries (2, 3), information pertaining to ACL
injury risk could be extracted while using non-standardized
footwear.
Significance
The present study demonstrates that quantifying load and load
symmetry in settings where standardized footwear is unavailable,
will provide relevant information pertaining to the athlete s risk
for sustaining an ACL injury.
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Results and Discussion
The preferred and standardized footwear conditions showed good
to excellent agreement for peak impact force and impulse during
both tasks, as well as for peak impact force symmetry and
impulse symmetry during the bilateral task (ICC = 0.755 – 0.932,
Figure 1. However, agreement was moderate for peak impact
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Introduction
Recent evidence suggests that nearly 80% of children with
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) present with motor
impairment [1]. Further evidence suggested children with ASD
rely less on visual feedback during movement and rely more on
proprioceptive feedback [2]. As such, it has also been observed
that children with ASD exhibit greater motor learning when
proprioceptive error, not visual error, is present [3]. Given
observed motor impairments in this population, motoric output
responses to visual live animation biofeedback have largely been
understudied.
The purpose of this study was to examine motoric output
responses through live animation biofeedback in children with
ASD relative to peers with typical development (TD). It was
hypothesized that children with ASD will not respond similarly
due to deficits in feedback and feedforward processing and
sensory stimuli interpretation.
Methods
30 children (15 with ASD and 15 with TD) between the ages of
8 and 17 participated in the study. Parents of children with ASD
provided verbal confirmation of ASD diagnosis. Once participant
anthropometrics were obtained, participants were outfitted with
seven inertial measurement units (IMUs; Noraxon, Scottsdale,
AZ) placed on the sacrum, bilaterally on the distal femurs,
proximal tibias, and on the dorsal aspect of the feet. Once
secured, participants stood still for a 20-sec calibration.
After calibration, participants completed a pre-test
consisting of eight bodyweight squats to their preferred depth.
Participants were instructed to start with their feet shoulder width
apart; no other instructions were provided. Following the pre-test,
participants completed a live animation biofeedback training
period consisting of five sets of 10 squats while watching an
animated skeleton complete a squat. While watching the
animation, participants were instructed to replicate the
movements of the model. Two-minute rests were given between
sets. Then, the post-test was completed consisting of eight
bodyweight squats without the animation but to try to replicate the
animation as best as possible.
Sagittal plane bilateral hip, knee, and ankle angular joint
positions and pelvic position data were exported from Noraxon
myoMotion into Visual 3D. Ascent and descent velocity was
computed from pelvis data. Mean and standard deviation values
for each variable were computed and used for analysis.
Dependent t-tests ( =0.05) were used to test for statistical
differences between pre- and post-tests values for each individual
child. Effect sizes (ES) were also computed and assessed with
C e d.
Results and Discussion
Statistical significance was observed in nearly every participant
when comparing pre- and post-tests angular joint positions
(Figure 1). A greater number of ASD participants exhibited
statistical significance in lower extremity joint positions, with the
exception of the right knee. Examining ES magnitude for lower 512

extremity kinematics, a similar number of large ES (>0.79) were
observed in children in both groups.
When comparing ascent velocity pre- and post-test values, a
similar number of participants (12 and 13 out of 15, respectively)
displayed statistical differences between the groups. Each
participant displaying a significant difference also exhibited large
ES (>0.79). Descent velocity was the only variable where the
number of ASD children was far fewer than children with TD. In
total, only 8 of 15 children with ASD displayed statistically
significant different descent velocity, compared to 13 of 15
children with TD. Furthermore, all 13 children with TD displayed
large ES whereas only 6 of 8 children with ASD displayed large
ES.

Figure 1. Number of participants who displayed statistically
significant differences between pre- and post-tests training.

Significance
Although lower extremity kinematic outcomes were similar
between the groups, the differences observed in descent velocity
reveal the movement pattern following the live animation
biofeedback training, employed by children with ASD was not
different than the movement pattern before the training. The
limited number of participants with ASD with significant
differences in descent velocity are aligned with previously
established motor planning impairments [4]. These results
support previous findings on learning in the population and
expand our understanding on how children with ASD may learn
new movements, especially given known motor impairments in
the population.
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Introduction
Frontal and sagittal plane knee kinematics durng landing are
prospectively associated with the risk of sustaining an anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) injury in young athletes and in patients
following ACL reconstruction (1, 2). 3D motion capture is not
feasible to collect in most non-research settings. Therefore,
kinematics are often assessed using 2D video analysis in these
settings. There are currently many differences in how kinematics
are calculated using 2D video analysis when compared with 3D
motion capture. Previous studies visually estimated joint center
locations for one or two frames during each landing trial, which
is subjectivite and results in reliability issues when comparing 2D
video analysis with 3D motion capture during landing (3). Using
anatomic markers to estimate joint center locations during a static
trial, and automated point tracking software (Automated Video
Analysis for Dynamic Systems, AVADS) to digitize markers
during movement could improve 2D measurement accuracy (4).
This study aimed to explore the validity and repeatability of using
automated 2D video analysis to assess frontal and sagittal plane
knee kinematics during landing. We hypothesize that 2D video
analysis will have good to excellent validity and repeatability.

tracking markers during motion, and were also digitized during
the static trial. For both methods, and in both planes, an offset
angle between a line connecting estimated joint centers and a line
connecting tracking markers was created during quiet stance. The
lateral thigh, knee, and shank markers were then automatically
tracked throughout each video using AVADS (4), and the offset
angle determined during stance was used to compute continuous
segment orientation during landing. Outcomes included were
peak flexion, peak FPPA (valgus), and knee flexion and FPPA
range of motion. Outcomes were compared between 3D motion
capture and both 2D methods (validity) and between days for 2D
Manual only (repeatability) using intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICC) and paired t-tests.
Results and Discussion
Both methods had good to excellent validity, and 2D Manual had
good to excellent between-day repeatability (Table 1). As the
agreement between 3D motion capture and both methods of 2D
video analysis were stronger than previously reported (3), we
suggest estimating joint centers during quiet stance and using
automated software to track segment motion. As validity ICCs
were higher for 2D Computed than 2D Manual, we suggest using
anatomic markers to objectively estimate joint centers. However,
as range of motion validity was the same between 2D methods,
estimating joint centers is not needed for range of motion.
Differences between 3D motion capture and both 2D video
analysis methods were observed for each outcome (p<0.05),
which is consistent with previous video analysis literature (3, 4).

Methods
24 healthy recreational athletes between 18-30 years of age (12
male/12 female) signed informed consent and participated in this
two sessions study. For each session, participants completed 7
forward bilateral drop vertical jumps to a distance of half their
bodyheight and 7 unilateral drop landing on each limb, all off a
31 cm box. The first session was completed in a biomechanics
lab, where participants wore form fitting athletic clothing and 43
reflective markers. Kinematics were simultaneously assessed at
240 Hz in 3D using a 10-camera motion capture system
(Qualisys, Goteborg, Sweden) and in 2D using an iPhone and
iPad (Apple, Cupertino, CA). The second session was completed
in a university athletic center, where participants wore their own
athletic clothing and 6 reflective markers (bilaterally on the
lateral aspect of thigh, femoral epicondyle, and shank aligned in
the frontal plane). Kinematics were recorded at 240 Hz in 2D only
using an iPhone and iPad.
Knee flexion and frontal plane projection angle (FPPA) were
computed using the 3D motion capture data (1, 2). Using the 2D
video data, two methods were used to estimate joint center
locations on the first frame of the static trial. For the first method,
termed 2D Manual, joint centers were digitized manually using
visual landmarks (e.g. the patella) (3). For the second method,
termed 2D Computed, joint centers were determined objectively
based on anatomically placed markers. Specifically, in the frontal
plane, knee and ankle joint centers were estimated as the
midpoint between medial and lateral joint markers and the hip
joint center was estimated based on the work by Bell et al. (5). In
the sagittal plane, the greater trochanter, femoral epicondyle, and
malleoli were used to estimate joint centers (4). 2D Manual was
used to estimate joint center locations for each testing session and
2D Computed was used for the first session only. For both
methods, the lateral thigh, knee, and shank markers were used as

2D Comp
Validity

2D Manual
Validity

2D Manual
Repeatability

Bilateral peak flexion

0.973

0.969

0.915

Bilateral flexion ROM

0.978

0.978

0.950

Bilateral peak FPPA

0.877

0.847

0.760

Bilateral FPPA ROM

0.912

0.912

0.907

Unilateral peak flexion

0.968

0.960

0.929

Unilateral flexion ROM

0.979

0.979

0.938

Unilateral peak FPPA

0.907

0.927

0.889

Unilateral FPPA ROM

0.882

0.882

0.887

Table 1: Validity and between-day repeatability ICCs.

Significance
This study developed a method to assess knee kinematics which
is valid, repeatable, and feasible for use in non-research settings.
Acknowledgements
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Introduction
Gait asymmetry has been associated with risk of injury and
accelerated disease progression, making it an important area to
assess clinically. Data discretization, which is commonly
performed when evaluating asymmetry, results in limited
interpretation and lost scope of analysis. As opposed to data
discretization, analysing continuous data expands the scope of
analysis to the entire time series and prevents the loss of
potentially important data. Previously developed methods of
analyzing continuous data such as the Coefficient of Multiple
Correlations1 and Statistical Parametric Mapping2 either cannot
be used in pathologic populations with abnormal movement
patterns or are not defined in concise enough terms to be easily
incorporated in clinical care.
The purpose of this study was to develop a method of
describing asymmetry in continuous time series data using simple
and clinically accessible scores. Total ankle arthroplasty (TAA)
patients were used as the clinical test case.

𝐶𝑇𝐻

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

𝑆/

𝑆/

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

∙

𝑟

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

𝑟

*100 [2]

Results and Discussion
TAA patients had higher SS and
CTH scores on both limbs
compared to controls [SS:
p<0.001, d=0.953, | CTH (S/ND):
p<0.001, d=1.179, | CTH (NS/D):
p<0.001, d=0.986) (Figure 1).
These results align with prior
literature demonstrating greater
asymmetry and more abnormal
gait patterns on the surgical limb
pre-surgery in TAA patients3,4.
Conceptually, the SS and
CTH scores have important
clinical
implications
when
evaluating disease progression
and surgical recovery. Combined
with clinically accessible motion
analysis methods such as
Figure 1: SS and CTH for
accelerometers
or
in-shoe
healthy controls and TAA
pressure sensors, both scores
co ld be ed o e al a e pa ien mo emenpatients
q ali p io o
disease diagnosis, throughout disease progression, and during
rehabilitation to monitor recovery. Results could be utilized in
clinical decision making to assess urgency for surgical
intervention and whether a rehabilitation protocol can effectively
target specific asymmetries.

Methods
Pre-operative vertical ground reaction force (vGRF) data from
120 unilateral post-traumatic TAA patients were obtained from a
previously collected data set. Additional vGRF data was
collected from 54 healthy older adults within the age range of the
TAA patients. For computational purposes, we approximated
each continuous time series as 101 equally-spaced points. Two
scores were developed and computed to assess asymmetry and
movement quality: the symmetry score (SS) and closeness-tohealthy score (CTH).
The symmetry score evaluated the similarity of the vGRF
between limbs [Eq 1]. Healthy dissimilarity (N) between limbs
was computed from the control data as the average Euclidean
length of the difference in the vGRF between limbs. TAA and
control curves were normalized to the healthy dissimilarity to
maximize interpretability of results. The SS was computed as the
Euclidean length of the distance between the normalized curves.
Small SS indicates greater side-to-side symmetry.
The closeness-to-healthy score evaluated the similarity of
the vGRF to that of a healthy population [Eq 2]. First, an average
vGRF curve was computed from the control data. The healthy
average and vGRF curves on both limbs in TAA patients and
controls were normalized by their Euclidean lengths. The CTH
score was computed on each limb separately as the dot product
of the normalized average healthy curve and the normalized
curve of interest subtracted from one. Small CTH scores indicate
vGRF similar to what would be expected in a healthy individual.
SS and CTH scores were compared between TAA patients
and controls using unpaired t-test and Cohen D effec i e
[JMP P o 15, =0.05]. S gical (S) and non-surgical (NS) limbs
for TAA patients were compared to non-dominant(ND) and
dominant(D) limbs, respectively, for controls.
𝑆𝑆

1

Significance
Two scores related to movement asymmetry have been
developed and are able to differentiate between healthy controls
and TAA patients. These scores could provide clinicians with
another tool to objectively assess movement asymmetry and
quality from continuous kinetic and kinematic data. These scores
could be used to track asymmetry and movement quality
throughout disease progression and recovery after surgery.
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Introduction
Walking and running are the most common modes of physical
activity for individuals who are blind (visual acuity <3/60) [1].
Although biomechanics research has extensively examined gait
in sighted healthy (from young to old), clinical, injured, and
athletic populations, little research has involved persons with
blindness [2-4]. Research has found persons with differing
levels of visual impairments walk at reduced speeds, with
shorter stride lengths, reduced ranges of motion, and with more
mechanical work than sighted controls [2-4]. However, no
previous research has examined biomechanics of running in
persons who are blind. Therefore, the purpose of this
preliminary study was to determine if lower extremity
kinematics and kinetics differ in persons who are blind
compared to sighted controls. We hypothesized persons who
are blind would run with shorter strides and reduced joint
kinematics.

with congenital blindness could enhance our understanding of
the relationships of visual feedback, propriocepton, and central
pattern generators with human locomotion.

Figure 1: Comparisons of ankle, knee, and hip ranges of motion. PB:
particpants who are blind. MC: matched sighted controls. No
differences were found for any range of motion variable.

Methods
Four persons who are blind (ages 14, 23, 28, and 47 yrs.) and
four matched sighted controls (age, sex, and body mass index
matched) participated in this study. A ten-camera threedimensional motion capture system and force platforms
recorded lower extremity kinematics and ground reaction forces
during level running over an 18 m runway. A warmup of
walking and running at self-selected speeds was performed by
all participants. For testing, persons who are blind ran
independently (with/without cane dependeing on preference) at
their own comfortable, self-selected speeds. All recorded trials
were within ± 5% of their average speeds (group average:
2.7±0.8 m/s). Sighted controls performed running at matched
speeds. Marker and ground reaction force data were imported
into Visual3d and filtered at 10 Hz using a 4th order butterworth
low-pass filter. Stride length and ankle, knee, and hip ranges of
motion (max-min) and peak moments were compared between
groups using t-tests.

Figure 2. Peak extensor joint moments. For ease of vieiwng, ankle
(plantarflexor) and hip moments were plotted as positive. PB:
participants who are blind. MC: matched sighted controls. No
differences were found in any joint moment.

Results and Discussion
Contrary to the shorter stride lengths during walking found in
previous reports [2-4], this preliminary study found no
differences between persons who are blind and sighted controls
when running at matched speeds (1.8±0.7 vs. 2.1±0.5m,
respectively, p>0.05). As work within the previous literature
did not control for speed or anthropometric differences, it is
likely previous results are confounded due to these influential
measures.
In addition to stride length, we found no differences in ranges
of motion or peak moments for the ankle, knee, or hip joints
(Figures 1 & 2; all p>0.05). Given the lack of differences found
in this preliminary study, it appears fundamental lower
extremity mechanics are robust even without a history of visual
learning. In this respect, research regarding running in persons

Significance
Although proper running mechanics are not formally taught in
structured physical activity contexts (e.g., physical education
settings) for persons who are blind [5], these results suggest
only minor therapeutic and rehabilitative intervention
programming is actually needed. Programming may only truly
be needed to increase a person s comfort and familiarity with
running in their environment/surroundings.
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Introduction
Falls are a significant source of early morbidity and mortality in
the aging population, yet the neurological, sensory, and motor
changes that lead to increased fall risk often escape early
identification and intervention. Vital signs (VS) are commonly
used in clinical settings to (1) establish baseline values when
initiating care, (2) screen for increased risk of co-morbidities or
diseases, and (3) allow for identification and communication of
changes from baseline between health care professionals across
time and locations.[1] No VS exists for assessing the balance
system. Both clinical tests like the Romberg and quantitative
measurements of balance like postural sway have been shown to
predict increased fall risk,[2, 3] but they are not common practice
in primary care settings. Biomechanists and physical therapists
have performed these tests for decades, yet unidentified barriers
prevent their use in physician clinics, especially in primary care.
This qualitative research study aimed to identify barriers
preventing adoption of a biomechanical, quantitative postural
control measurement (qPCM) of balance for fall risk prediction
and to identify the design requirements that minimize these
barriers to facilitate future use of a quantitative balance tool.

were included, only 9/18 providers reported asking patients
specific questions regarding fall risk. 9/18 providers reported
watching the patient’s gait from the waiting room to the
examination room as a primary assessment of fall risk. Half of
the participants knew or had heard of one or more of the
nationally promoted fall risk algorithms from CDC (STEADI),
Johns Hopkins University (JHFRAT), or the American Geriatric
Society. No providers reported regularly using a standard
functional test such as the Timed Up & Go, 30-second Chair
Stand, or 4-Stage Balance Test recommended by the CDC,
though one physician who typically treats patients with lowerextremity concerns reported having “all of them stand up and try
to balance on one leg, or do a one leg squat, and you can tell pretty
quickly if they’re unsteady, and then watch them walk.”
Several barriers for use were identified from the first round
of interviews as well. These included time, space, and
interpretation of results. Time was unanimously identified as a
barrier, because in these care settings the providers are attempting
to manage patients who could have many comorbid conditions
and the chief complaint (e.g. hypertension, diabetes, prior
injurious fall) often guided the encounter. Importantly physicians
and nurse practitioners felt it was practicable to add another test
to their patient interaction. Space was also identified as a barrier.
16/18 providers reported that weight was measured at a central
“vitals station” or “triage room,” and these stations generally
were only big enough for a weight scale and chair. Another
important barrier was interpretation of a complex set of numbers
– several providers preferred a device that reports a single number
with a scale to interpret it.
In response to the aforementioned, two prototypes of the
clinical balance tool were developed and tested. The final balance
tool can take the place of a weight scale at a vitals station, and
delivers a single balance score along with the patient’s weight
after 30 seconds. A quick reference card was designed to assist in
administering the test and interpretation. The final tool achieved
a mean SUS score of 86.8, the 94th percentile, indicating a system
with excellent usability.[5]

Methods
In this IRB-approved descriptive formative evaluation study, we
conducted two rounds of semi-structured interviews in the
participants’ clinical practice setting. We explored barriers to
assessing fall risk and barriers to use of a prototype tool in terms
of hardware and software, workflow and communication, and
clinical content. We gathered initial information to identify
requirements and assess workflow. Participants were able to use
an initial and then a modified prototype with clinical scenarios
for formative evaluation and usability assessment. Following
initial interviews, we modified the prototype and undertook a
second set of interviews for further iterative design. We explored
the features end users need so that a clinical qPCM tool could be
incorporated into a clinical routine for every patient and results
used in clinical decision making. We explored alignment of our
tool with processes used currently with weight measurement
devices. We also assessed the usability of the device in the
clinical setting using the System Usability Scale (SUS).[4]
Interview participants were all potential intended users of the
device in the medical clinic setting including: (a) medical
assistants/physician extenders (n=8), (b) nurse practitioners
(n=2), and (c) physicians (n=8) from both academic medical
centers and private independent clinics. Five were male and 13
were female. Observations were captured using written notes and
audio/video recordings that were later transcribed for analysis.

Significance
This study demonstrated that a quantitative clinical balance tool
can meet the needs of users in a primary care clinic setting and
has a strong chance of broad adoption. Current work focuses on
determining if the tool informs clinical decision-making.
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Results and Discussion
Several common themes and practices emerged from the first
round of interviews with the providers. All 18 providers measure
weight as a vital sign in some patients, but only 12 reported taking
one or more vital signs on every patient at every visit. Only 4/18
reported always asking patients to remove their shoes when
measuring weight. While only providers concerned about falls
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Introduction
Gait asymmetries have been directly linked to the development
of freezing of gait in indi id al i h Pa kin n Di ea e (PD),1
and freezing of gait has been associated with increased falls.2
Therefore, reducing gait asymmetries can reduce the
development of freezing of gait and decrease fall risk.
Greater gait asymmetry has been shown in kinematic
rather than kinetic parameters in individuals with PD.3 However,
previous literature in kinematic asymmetry has focused on
spatiotemporal parameters, and has not grouped participants by
progressive stages of PD. Investigating range of motion (ROM)
asymmetries and their correlation to clinical measures may
inform rehabilitation techniques to limit the onset and prevalence
of freezing of gait and decrease falls.
This study aimed to: 1) compare kinematic asymmetries
in three groups: individuals affected with PD unilaterally (UNI),
bilaterally (BI), and matched controls, and 2) correlate
asymmetries to scores on three clinical measures: the Hoehn and
Yahr (H&Y) scale of progression, Unified Pa kin n Di ea e
Rating Scale (UPDRS) of severity, and Timed Up and Go Test
(TUG). We expected greatest asymmetry in UNI participants,
and strongest correlations to clinical measures in BI participants.

Consistent with previous research, participants with PD had
greater interlimb asymmetry than matched controls.4 BI
participants had greatest ankle and hip asymmetry, and showed
reduced ankle plantarflexion and hip extension compared to the
UNI and C groups. Increased plantarflexion and hip extension in
UNI compared to BI participants may be explained by the rigidity
in the late stages of PD.

Tables 1-2: Weak (0-.3), moderate (.3-.7), and strong (.7-1) correlations
of IPA to clinical measures in UNI (top) and BI (bottom) participants.

Methods
Participants with PD and matched controls for age and sex (C)
(n=10 each group) ambulated at a self-selected speed for two
minutes on a treadmill as part of a larger data set, and kinematics
were processed in Visual 3D. PD participants were grouped
based on their H&Y score of UNI (1-1.5) or BI (2-3) involvement
(n=5 each group). Overall ROM for each joint was averaged from
ten steps of each a ici an dominant limb (DL) and nondominant limb (NDL), and waveforms of one gait cycle were
averaged for each group (Fig.1). Percent differences assessed
interlimb percent asymmetry (IPA), and correlations determined
relationships between IPA and clinical measures (Tables 1-2).

Lower limb IPAs were not strongly correlated with performance
on clinical measures, with the exception of strong correlations
between hip IPA to clinical measures in BI participants. In UNI
participants, ankle and hip IPA were strongly correlated to H&Y
score, while knee IPA was strongly correlated to the TUG.
Clinical measures were strongly correlated with each other only
in BI participants, indicating these measures better reflect the
functional mobility of this group.
Significance
Future research of gait asymmetry in this population should
consider dividing PD participants into groups based on H&Y
score of unilateral or bilateral affectedness, since asymmetries
between these two groups had marked differences.
Gait deviations and performances on clinical measures
are factors in establishing rehabilitation techniques for
individuals with PD and monitoring improvement. Performance
in these clinical measures did not accurately reflect gait
asymmetry, except in hip IPA with BI participants. Other clinical
measures that better reflect overall IPA in both UNI and BI
groups need to be determined to target rehabilitation techniques
to reduce gait asymmetry, freezing of gait, and fall risk.

Results and Discussion
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Fig.1A-F: Left: All ten PD participants compared with C participants.
Right: UNI and BI PD participants compared with C participants.
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Introduction
The abdominal core serves several functions for balance,
movement, and strength. Disruptions or injury to this area, such
as ventral hernia and subsequent repair (VHR), can have life-long
consequences for patients’ quality of life, return to work, pain,
and functional status which makes it essential to understand in
the VHR disease process.1 Core stability is a measure of the
body’s ability to control the torso following perturbations and
how well the muscles of the hips, lumbar spine, and abdominal
core work together to perform functions of movement.2
Currently, few methods exist for measuring core stability in the
outpatient clinic setting. We developed the Quiet Sitting Test
(QST) to evaluate the activation and performance of the core
musculature by providing quantitative measures of core stability,
separate from core strength, that allow for assessing and tracking
core stability for patients over time.2
As the next step in the development of the QST, the purpose
of this study was to test whether QST scores of patients awaiting
hernia repair differ from healthy individuals without a hernia.

Control
6
4
2
0

-2
Figure 1: Distribution of QST composite score for control participants
and hernia patients awaiting surgical repair. A score of 6 indicates
being within normal limits of core stability, while scores <6 indicate
poorer core stability.

Results and Discussion
The hernia group demonstrated significantly worse core stability
than the control group (Fig. 1, p=0.0004). Ventral hernia disrupts
the structure of the anterior abdominal wall in addition to causing
pain, so further examination of this group longitudinally is
warranted to test the degree to which the poorer core stability is
a neuromuscular adaptation to pain or to reduced forcegenerating capacity of the muscles.
This study also demonstrates the feasibility of quantitatively
measuring core stability in the clinic setting. All participants were
tested within a fully-operating hernia clinic, and all patients and
companions were tested while they awaited their appointment.
This confirmation of feasibility in this setting is critical to future
exploration of the role of core stability in the natural history of
hernia, repair, and rehabilitation, because it would be
impracticable to bring large numbers of patients to a research
laboratory at multiple timepoints.
We note several limitations to this study. First and most
importantly, the normative values we report are not based on
function in activities of daily living or quality of life, so validation
and minimal clinically important differences must still be
established. Second, the gender and age distributions of the
groups are a potential source of bias, as the hernia group was
more male and older than the other groups (Table 1).

Methods
Sixty-three participants were prospectively recruited with IRB
consent from individuals at our hernia clinic either as a patient, a
companion, or a staff member (Table 1). No companions or staff
members had a history of hernia. Data from the first 32 herniafree control participants were used to establish normative values
for the QST, while data from the subsequent 31 participants (with
hernia and controls) were used to test the hypothesis.
QST was performed by having participants sit on the
rounded surface of a BOSU® balance trainer that had been placed
on top of a portable force plate (Bertec BP5046) and situated on
a flat, elevated surface. Participants sat unmoving for three 60second trials with their eyes closed while counting backwards,
and the force plate measured sway at 1000Hz. The counting task
prevented hyper-focus on staying still, thereby resulting in more
accurate measures. Specific QST outcome measures included
center of pressure path length (COPexc). After calculating the
mean and trial-to-trial variation (i.e. 95% confidence interval of
the standard error of measurement, SEM95) of COPexc in the first
32 participants, we calculated a composite core stability score
based on the absolute difference from the normative population
mean in multiples of SEM95, where 6 represents normal and <6
indicates worsening core stability, as we have previously
reported.3 This score was then calculated for the 31 participants
in the test group and the difference between hernia and control
groups tested using a nonparametric two-tailed Wilcoxon exact
rank sums test.

Normative
Control
Hernia

N

Median Age, y
(Range)

23F, 9M
13F, 6M
3F, 9M

45.5 (20-62)
33 (23-62)
54.5 (38-85)

Mean
COPexc
(mm)
411.6

Hernia

Significance
The QST will be further evaluated as an adequate surrogate
marker for improvement in abdominal core related interventions,
including hernia repair, that supplements patient-reported
outcomes. QST data may also help inform injury prevention and
rehabilitation guidelines that can be tailored to the unique needs
of VHR patients.

SEM95
(mm)
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Table 1. Demographics of the group used to define QST normative
values including mean, SEM95, and composite core stability score; and
the two groups tested using the QST.
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(20.0±3.2 m). While IDEO users performed poorer than controls,
they performed similar to the 75th percentile of patients with
amputation as reported previously4. 4SST (5.3±1.0 IDEO vs
4.5±1.0 control) was not significantly different.

Introduction
Fractures represent a high percentage of reported injuries in the
US military and can be a substantial threat to a servicemember’s
(SM) career. A review of literature indicates that fractures
represent between 12-65% of combat injuries with a high
percentage of open fractures (50%+) and at the tibia/fibula1.
From 2000-2006, there were 157,096 ankle and 92,581 foot
injuries in just the US Army2. Many of these SMs have pain and
functional deficits after surgery and physical therapy, and some
consider amputation. The Intrepid Dynamic Exoskeletal Orthosis
(IDEO) has provided an alternative to amputation for patients
who wish to continue high level functional activities. Patients
complete a 4 week Return to Run (RTR) training program to learn
to properly utilize the device. The device is typically worn during
high level functional activities to reduce pain and enhance
training capacity. The purpose of this study is to evaluate
running biomechanics, functional performance, and quality
of life outcomes for SMs prescribed an IDEO for a lower
extremity (LE) fracture and compare them to healthy
military runners.

Table 1: Descripive Statistics for Running Biomechanics, significant
differences are in bold.
Variable
Velocity (m/sec)
Cadence
(step/min)
Stride Length
(m)
Aff Step Length
(m)
UnAff Step
Length (m)
Trunk Lateral
Flexion Stance
Max
Trunk Lateral
Flexion Total
Excursion
Trunk Forward
Flexion Stance
M ax

Methods
A retrospective data analysis was conducted utilizing a registry
protocol (NMCSD.2014.0026). Patients must have been fit with
an IDEO at Naval Medical Center San Diego (NMCSD), have
completed the RTR program, and have undergone a 3-D running
analysis at a self-selected speed at the completion of the program.
Ten SMs with lower extremity fracture who utilize an IDEO for
running (29±5 years old, 1.79±0.05 m, 91±12kg) were compared
to 15 healthy military runners (32±7 years old, 1.78±0.06 m,
82±8kg). Running time distance parameters, frontal and sagittal
plane biomechanics of the trunk and pelvis during running, Short
Musculoskeletal Function Assessment (SMFA), 4 Square Step
Test (4SST), and CHAMP scores were analysed for all groups. A
one-way ANOVA was run to determine differences between the
two groups (p < 0.05).

Peak Pelvic Tilt
Pelvic Tilt
Excursion
Pelvic Obliquity
Excursion

Group
IDEO F
Control
IDEO F
Control
IDEO F
Control
IDEO F
Control
IDEO F

Mean S tDev F S tat
3.85
0.23
1.19
4.04
0.51
177.45 6.69
0.93
163.31 45.62
2.62
0.19
2.49
2.77
0.26
1.31
0.09
2.77
1.39
0.14
1.31
0.10
2.96

Control
IDEO F

1.39
3.30

0.13
1.77

Control

6.05

1.97

IDEO F

7.91

2.01

Control

10.82

2.76

IDEO F

14.61

4.88

Control

14.51

4.29

IDEO F
Control
IDEO F
Control
IDEO F
Control

23.29
22.04
8.07
7.04
14.64
11.75

5.52
3.51
2.90
1.26
5.04
3.01

S ig
0.29
0.34
0.13
0.11
0.10

12.69 0.00

8.19

0.01

0.00

0.96

0.48

0.49

1.50

0.23

3.25

0.08

Significance
Overall, patients who sustained a LE francture and use an IDEO
for running and other high level activities are running at similar
speeds and with similar biomechanics as their healthy
counterparts. They have improved patient reported outcomes
compared to limb salvage patients who did not have access to an
IDEO. Finally, patients perform near the 75 th percentile of their
amputee counterparts on the CHAMP performancetest indicating
that they have good function and performance in addition to
similar running biomechanics to healthy controls. This indicates
that the use of IDEO in this population is appropriate and should
be continued .

Results and Discussion
Descriptive statistics for all running variables are reported in
Table 1. Compared to healthy runners, the IDEO patients
exhibited significantly less lateral trunk motion during running.
IDEO runners also had trends towards shorter step lengths and
higher cadence, both of which are taught in the training program.
It is noteworthy that IDEO users achieved similar self-selected
running speeds and had very low standard deviations in cadence
specifically. SMs using an IDEO reported SMFA scores of
23.6±13.9 for Daily Activities, 41.2±19.7 for Emotional,
33.3±18.6 for Mobility, 24.7±12.3 for Function Index, and
25.0±13.6 for Bother Index. These scores are better than the Limb
Salvage cohort from the METALs study3 but significantly worse
compared to the controls. This continues to show improved
patient reported outcomes for SMs with an IDEO compared to
those without. CHAMP performance test consisted of four scores
for IDEO SMs: single limb stance (39.2±9.4 s), T-Test (15.4±2.2
s), Illinois Agility test (15.4±1.8 s), and Edgren Side Step test
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Introduction
The Wartenberg pendulum test has been administered in different
populations to assess passive stiffness of the knee. While the test
is easy to administer, different body positions have been used for
this test. Our previous study showed that an external ankle load
equalling to 2% of body weight can increase the number of swing
cycles and stiffness of the knee during this test [1]. However, it
is not known if a higher amount of ankle load can induce further
improvements in the test performance.
Additionally, there is limited quantitative analysis of muscle
activity within the quadriceps group during this test. The
muscles’ contribution during each position and load is critical to
understand the contributors to increased passive stiffness in
certain populations. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
investigate the effect of body position and ankle loading on the
knee kinematic performance and muscle activity in healthy
young adults. We hypothesized that an increased ankle load
would increase the amount of knee kinematics and muscle
activity, and a position of lying down would facilitate the
pendulum test compared to other body positions.

ANOVAs with repeated measures were conducted for the
kinematic variables. Three-way (3 position x 3 load x 3 muscle)
ANOVAs with repeated measures were conducted for the EMG
variable. Post-hoc pair-wise comparisons with Bonferroni
adjustments were conducted when necessary at a significance
level of alpha=0.05.
Results and Discussion
Our results indicate that body position affects the number of
swing cycles and damping coefficient but did not affect A1, K1,
or RI. The significant differences were between the upright &
supine and upright & incline position (p<0.05). The upright
position resulted in greater number of swing cycles, but a smaller
damping coefficient compared to the other two positions.
While A1, RI and number of cycles increased from the NL
to AL conditions, K1 and B1 decreased (Table 1). The addition
of the ankle load increased all of the kinematic variables and
muscle activity (p<0.001). This incidcates that the addition of an
ankle load can be used to increase the amount of passive motion
about the knee. However, the reduction in K1 and B1 suggests
that the knee joint may become less stiff and vicosious under the
AL conditions. In addition, muscle activity increased between the
NL and AL conditions (p<0.001). This response indicates that the
quadriceps responded to the increased loads by controlling and
slowing down the swings. This suggests that as the external load
increased, greater muscle activity tends to accommodate the
increased moment of inertia of the leg and improve the stability
of the joint. This may correspond with the decrease in damping
and stiffness coeffecients.

Methods
Twenty adults (10M/10F, 22.44+3.07 years) sat on a table with
their legs hanging over the edge of the table. The dorminant leg
was raised so that the knee was in a full extended position.
Subjects were instructed to relax their leg, and then the leg was
released allowing it to swing freely until it came to a stop. Three
body positions were included: sitting upright, sitting reclined at
45 degrees, and lying supine. Three loading conditions were
included: without load (NL), an ankle load equaling to 3% of
body mass (AL3), and 6% of body mass (AL6). An 8-camera
Vicon motion capture system was used to collect kinematic data
of the knee (Fig. 1). Electromyography (EMG) was collected
using Delsys wireless surface electrodes on the rectus femoris,
vastus lateralis, and vastus medialis. Kinematic variables
included: the first flexion excursion (A1), number of swing
cycles, relaxation index (RI), stiffness coefficient (K1), and a
damping coefficient (B1).

Table 1. Means (SD) of kinematics and muscle activity.
Variable
A1 (deg)
RI
Cycles

NL
69.35 (9.58)
1.84 (0.11)
6.56 (0.86)

AL3
74.55 (8.63) *
1.91 (0.12) *
10.08 (1.61) *

AL6
78.37 (8.79) *‡
1.92 (0.17) *
12.25 (2.09) *‡

K1 (Nm/rad)

36.17 (7.46)

28.8 (5.47) *

26.35 (5.31) *‡

B1 (Nm*sec/rad)
EMG (μV*time)

0.25 (0.06)
0.06 (0.21)

0.18 (0.06) *
0.16 (0.50)*

0.16 (0.06) *‡
0.26 (0.66)*‡

Note that * represents a difference from NL; ‡ represents a difference from AL3.

Significance
The results indicate that body positions cause small effects on the
kinematic pattern of the pendulum test in young adults. Lying
down or inclined may provide an alternative position for this test.
This may be beneficial to clincical populations who may have
difficulty in sitting upright. Additionally, the addition of the ankle
load showed increases in passive motion and increased the
muscular response. The additional load may be used for
developing therapy interventions to address increased passive
stiffness of the knee in some clinical populations.

Fig. 1: Knee joint angle during the pendulum test.
RI was calcualed as A1/A0. K1 was calculated using the angular
velocity and moment of inertia of the lower leg. B1 was estimated
by calculating the damping ratio and natural frequency [1]. The
integrated area of EMG during the first flexion excursion was
calculated across all the muscles. Two-way (3 position x 3 load)
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Introduction

A higher degree of spatial asymmetry in gait was presented
especially on Walker A and Walker C. Also, the percentage of
gait similarity to health walker (Walker A: 38.3 %; Walker B:
75.47% and Walker C: 89.88%) was associated with accuracy
rate (negative relationship). A larger medial-lateral body sway
was observed in all amputee walkers (Figure 2).
For the comparison of accuracy rate between rater groups,
we found that PT and PTS were the same and the both were
more accurate than the Novice group. Because greater learning
changes occur at the beginning of practice [3], if the PTS can
attend to the information that is beneficial to identify gait
impairment, they can perform better than Novice and reach
comparable levels of as PT. In addition, the minor differences
between PT and PTS was
found on PT showing equal
ability of accuracy for the
whole spectrum from
normal
to
abnormal
walking patterns in judging
Walke
C
videos.
Considering, Walke C
gait is 89.88% similar to
Figure 2. The stick figures of walkers
normal walkers but with a
are facing to the viewers. The blue,
relatively
larger
gait
purple, and red lines indicate the
asymmetry, we postulated
reconstructed joint trajectories of the
that PT likely have learned
dissimilar PCs in respected to
to promptly attend to and
amp ee alke PC1, PC2, and PC3,
sensitive
to
gait
respectively.
asymmetry.
Significance
We introduced a new method, combining biological motion
and PCA, to synthesize gait dynamics between amputees and a
control walker. This new method can be used to improve the
current way in training/evaluating the observational gait
analysis skill for clinicians since it provides flexibility in
presenting different level of gait impairment and excludes
redundant sources of information that might not relate to gait.
In addition, the identified gait features that PTs attended to
might inform the future design of automated, clinically relevant
gait evaluation and automatic prosthesis tuning algorithm in the
future.
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Observe gait is clinically important to allow physical
therapists (PT) and clinicians to assess motor deficits in
patients. However, the inconsistent results in the skill of visual
assessment lead to a question about whether clinicians are
accurate and reliable on gait judgment[1]. Also, little is known
about which gait features would base accurate judgments. The
purpose of this study is to investigate (1) the differences in
observational gait analysis skill between those with different
level of clinical experience and (2) the informative kinematics
features for differentiating amputee gait.
To answer these questions, we introduced a new method that
combines biological motion and principal component analysis
(PCA) to gradually mesh amputee and typical walking patterns
for raters to rank. The synthesized patterns preserved the
kinematics features that allow physical therapists (PT), PT
students (PTS), and novice raters to discriminate different levels
of gait impairment.
Methods
Joint motion of three unilateral transfemoral amputee
walkers (Walker A, B and C) and health control walkers were
utilized to build three biological motion models through PCA.
Each model was based on one amputee walker. We then build
6 videos from each model displaying a synthesized point-light
walker varying in weighing from 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 to 100%
between healthy walking and the given amputee walking
features. These videos were used to test the accuracy in
differentiating a range of
scaled gait abnormalities
for 10 PT, PTS and
Novice. The goal was to
rank the videos from 1 to 6
based on the weighing
within 25 secs (Figure 1).
Participants performed a
total of 30 trials (3 set*10
repetitions).
Analysis of the first
Figure 1. An example of a testing
four
principle
video set for one trial.
components were used to
quantify the amputee gait features that were deviated from
normal walking. In addition, the accuracy rate in judging
biological videos were used to test the observational gait skill
on each rater group.
Results and Discussion
In sum, we quantified the major dissimilar features between
amputee and control walkers that allow individuals to perceive
and differentiate walker patterns. The quantified features
represent the magnitude of medial-lateral body sway, degree of
gait asymmetry, and percentage of gait deviation. We postulate
that these gait features are the perceptual variables that allow
individuals to differentiate between walkers.
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employed to adapt to increased joint moments. Alternatively, the
increased dynamic knee joint stiffness may be resultant of a
decreased sagittal knee excursion. Future studies should evaluate
both joint kinematics and kinetics to understand contributing
factors to alterations in joint stiffness.

Introduction
Femoroacetabular impingement syndrome (FAIS) preferentially
afflicts young, athletic individuals and is associated with
functional deficits, pain, and altered movement strategies during
functional tasks3. Joint stiffness is a valuable tool to assess the
interaction between changes in joint torgues and changes in joint
motion during loading phases. In other populations with intraarticular pathology, elevated joint stiffness is often observed
during dynamic tasks, such as landing. Understanding limb and
joint stiffness patterns in FAIS may provide valuable insight into
syndrome-specific impairments. As such, the purpose of this
study was to compare the total limb and dynamic joint stiffness
of the hip, knee, and ankle between the symptomatic and
asymptomatic limb of those with FAIS during a single leg drop
(SLD) task. We hypothesized that the symptomatic limb would
demonstrate greater hip joint and total limb stiffness during
landing.

Limb
Median
IQR
p
PSdep
r
Involved
4.82
(3.08, 6.23)
Hip
.073
.70
-.283
Uninvolved
4.28
(3.07, 6.13)
Involved
5.08
(4.29, 6.60)
Knee
.028
.75
-.348
Uninvolved
4.75
(4.12, 6.30)
Involved
4.28
(3.51, 5.13)
Ankle
.737
.45
-.053
Uninvolved
4.44
(3.41, 5.05)
19.31
(14.57, 20.71)
Total Involved
.126
.65
-.242
Limb Uninvolved
16.70
(15.37, 19.42)
Table 1: Median dynamic joint stiffness during landing of involved
and uninvolved limb for hip, knee, and ankle (*significant difference
for p<0.05).

Methods
Twenty athletes with FAIS (22.9±9.1 years old; 11 female)
preformed 5 SLDs on each limb from a 31cm box on to a force
plate while 3-dimensional motion data were collected. The last 3
trials for each limb were selected for analysis. Dynamic sagittal
plane joint stiffness during the initial landing phase was
calculated for each joint. Initial landing phase was defined as
initial contact to time of peak joint moment. Joint stiffness was
calculated as the angular coefficient of the linear regression line
when joint moment is plotted as a function of joint angle3. Total
limb stiffness was calculated from initial contact to lowest center
of mass during landing. Total limb stiffness was also calculated
as peak vertical ground reaction force divided by vertical
displacement of the center of mass during landing (ie. initial
contact to lowest center of mass).
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests were performed to compare
dynamic joint stiffness and total limb stiffness between limbs.
Alpha was set to 0.05. Probability of Superiority for dependant
measures (PSdep) was defined as the number of observations
where the involved limb variable of interest was greater than the
uninvolved limb divided by sample size.

Figure 2: Participant-level limb differences in joint stiffness for hip,
knee, and ankle. Positive values indicate higher involved limb stiffness.

Based on participant-level data, some individuals
demonstrated higher hip joint stiffness on the symptomatic side.
This may or may not correspond with higher knee and/or ankle
stiffness; kinematics and joint moments would further explain
what is influencing these patterns. With larger samples, including
healthy controls, the implication of altered hip stiffness on
functional performance can be fully examined. Understanding
such strategies may provide critical clinical insight into variations
in functional performance and inform rehabilitation strategies.
Significance
Persons with FAIS show asymmetrical dynamic knee joint
stiffness between limbs during the dynamic task of SLD.
Whether or not this is an effective strategy to maintain sports
participation in the presence of hip pain or could negatively
impact knee function or furture knee injury is unknown.

Results and Discussion
Subjects with FAIS demonstrated an increased dynamic joint
stiffness at the knee on the involved limb compared to the
uninvolved limb during a SLD. There was a PSdep of 75% for
joint stiffness of the knee, meaning there was a 75% chance that
knee stiffness was greater on the involved side. There were no
significant differences between limb found at the hip, ankle, or
total limb stiffness. However, there was a 70% chance that hip
stiffness was greater on the involved side compared to the
uninvolved side.
Increased load on the symptomatic limb has been previously
reported during gait in those with FAIS1,2. The increased dynamic
knee joint stiffness on the involved side during the SLD task
identified in the current study may be a protective measure
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Introduction
People with unilateral lower limb amputation (PULLA) often
walk asymmetrically with a prosthesis1. Asymmetric gaits are
usually more inefficient with a greater cost of transport (CoT)2
and may also be responsible for secondary disorders that impact
quality of life3. Lower back pain (LBP) is a frequently cited
complication, with twice the reported prevalence of the ablebodied population3. The increased LBP prevalence coupled with
a growing number of amputations4 have led to studies concerning
the demands placed on the lower back during gait in PULLA2,5.
Lower back vertebral compression forces have been reported
to be up to 40% greater in PULLA than in able-bodied controls5.
These increased spinal demands have been attributed to residual
limb and prosthetic limitations that lead to more lateral trunk
flexion during stance on the prosthetic leg, greater forward trunk
lean, and sustained erector spinae activity2. A question of clinical
importance is whether these lower back demands could be
reduced with more symmetrical gait. To address this question,
we compared lower back compression forces in PULLA and
able-bodied participants at different levels of enforced
(a)symmetry. We hypothesized that compression forces are
already optimized at the preferred (natural) gait asymmetry level
for both the able-bodied and PULLA, as is the case for CoT6.

Table 1: Participant (PULLA n=5; able-bodied n=5) demographics by
group. Asterisk (*) significant difference between group’s preferred
walking speeds (PWS).
Mass (kg) Height (cm) Age (years) PWS (m/s)*
PULLA
84.8±22.0 178.6±10.0
Able-Bodied 74.1±13.4 177.2±8.3

38.6±11.6
29.6±6.4

1.1±0.3
1.4±0.1

Results and Discussion
PULLA preferred to spend more time on their intact leg and
therefore exhibited more stance time asymmetry (~4%) than ablebodied (~1%; p=.05), which supports previous work1,2. The
between group L5/S1 compressive loads were ~20% greater in
PULLA for the preferred asymmetry conditions, but this trend
was not significant (p=.10) due to a large between-subject
variability in the PULLA group. The peak L5/S1 compressive
force at preferred asymmetry did not differ from the predicted
optimal (Fig. 1) for either group, supporting our hypothesis.
Study limitations include low participant numbers, the use of
static optimization to compute muscle forces, variability in task
execution strategies, and the brief acclimation to the gait
asymmetry conditions compared to the preferred.

Methods
PULLA and able-bodied participants (Table 1) took part in this
study6, approved by the institutional review board. PULLA were
limited to transtibial ambulators capable of variable cadences (i.e.
>K3) from non-vascular causes at least 1-year post amputation.
All participants attended two sessions, with the first session
used to determine preferred walking speed (PWS), preferred
asymmetry level, and to acclimate them to the protocol. Wholebody kinematic data were collected in session 2. During both
visits, participants walked on a motorized treadmill with up to
eight different conditions of gait (a)symmetry (-15% to 15% in
5% increments [0%=symmetry] and preferred) for five minutes
at PWS, with foot targets to aid gait asymmetries. Real-time
visual feedback of (a)symmetry performance was provided from
insole foot switches. Gait (a)symmetries level was defined as the
difference between intact (dominant) and prosthetic (nondominant) leg stance times relative to the combined stance time1.
Peak L5/S1 compression forces were calculated for each
asymmetry level from a modified full-body OpenSim model7,8
and expressed relative to bodyweight and PWS. Static
optimization9 was used to estimate individual muscle forces and
their contribution to the derived lower back joint moments. For
each participant, the minimum L5/S1 compression force across
asymmetry conditions was calculated from a quadratic best-fit
curve (Fig. 1). For each group, a paired t-test was used to
compare ( <.05) the peak L5/S1 compression force at the
predicted minimum with the force at the preferred level of
asymmetry. A pooled t-test compared the between-group
differences at preferred asymmetry levels.

Figure 1: PULLA (maroon) and able-bodied (black) group’s normalized
peak L5/S1 compression across different (a)symmetric gait conditions.
Curves represent the average quadratic fit, crosses the predicted
minimum, and diamonds the preferred asymmetry for each group.

Significance
Our results suggest that training PULLA to walk more
symmetrically may not reduce lower back demands, as both
PULLA and able-bodied participants already locomote at a
preferred level of asymmetry that minimizes peak L5/S1
compression forces.
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Introduction
Peripheral artery disease (PAD) is a cardiovascular disease that
manifests from atherosclerotic blockages in the extremities.
Lower extremity PAD results in intermittent claudication, a
debilitating leg pain caused by insufficient blood flow to the
lower-limb muscles during physical activity. PAD severely
impacts patients’ ability to complete daily living tasks and
negatively affects their quality of life. A key functional limitation
caused by PAD is reduced ankle power during late stance
compared to healthy, aged-matched adults [1]. Previous literature
suggests that this reduced ankle power during late stance could
correlate to an increase in negative work during early stance [2].
Work is the amount of energy expended over time with a unit
definition of joules. Positive work corresponds towards forward
progression while negative work corresponds to braking or
slowing of joint rotations[2]. We hypothesized that
revascularization surgery to restore blood flow to the affected
lower-limbs would lead to improved walking mechanics as
demonstrated by increased mechanical walking efficiency.
Increased efficiency is defined as increases in positive work
produced during late stance and a decrease in negative work
produced during early stance.

Summed lower-limb joint work (J/kg)

late stance following surgery (p<0.01). This suggests that patients
with PAD walk less mechanically efficient following
revascularization. The acute improvement to circulatory blood
flow most likely does not translate to immediate improvement in
the systemic muscle and passive tissue damage sustained from
years of continual and degenerative ischemia.
0.30
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Figure 1: Summed lower-limb joint work performed by patients with
peripheral artery disease before and 6-months following
revascularization surgery as well as healthy, age-matched participants.
Stars indicate statistical significance between groups (p<0.01).

Methods
Thirty-four patients with PAD were recruited by the NebraskaWestern Iowa Veterans’ Affairs Health Care System as well as
24 healthy, aged-matched adults from the University of Nebraska
Medical Center. Patients completed over-ground walking trials at
their self-selected speed before and 6-months following
revascularization surgery. All participants walked over eight inground AMTI force plates until six quality foot-to-force plate
contacts were recorded for each leg. Three-dimensional
kinematics were collected using 17 motion capture cameras
(Cortex 5.1, Motion Analysis Corp, Santa Rosa, CA) with retroreflective markers placed at specific anatomical locations [3].

Early

Significance
Revascularization did not improve walking gait efficiency 6months following surgery in patients with PAD. These findings
should not diminish the importance of revascularization surgery
for patients but instead, should emphasize the need to develop
rehabilitation strategies following surgery. These results support
further work investigating supplemental therapies such as
exercise and assistive devices following revascularization to
maximize the circulatory improvement.

Lower-limb joint powers were calculated from heel contact to
toe-off using Visual3D (Visual3D, Germantown, MD, USA).
Ankle, knee, and hip joint work was calculated as the integral of
joint power utilizing MATLAB 2018a for each phase of stance.
Phases of stance were defined as early (0-28%), middle (2974%), and late (75-100%) [2]. For each phase of stance, work was
summed for the ankle, knee, and hip. A one-way analysis of
variance was used to test for significance of summed joint work
for each stance phase across groups: patients with PAD at
baseline, patients with PAD 6-months following surgery, and
healthy adults. A Bonferroni corrected α-level of 0.0167 was
used to correct for repeat assessment. As post hoc, Tukey test was
implemented to assess significant differences between groups.
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Results and Discussion
Contrary to our hypothesis, patients with PAD produced more
negative work during early stance and less positive work during
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Introduction
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) has different disease courses that can be
broadly categorized into relapsing-remitting (RRMS) and
progressive (PMS). Gait impairment is common in MS, and the
timed 25-foot walk test (T25FW) is a clinical tool often used to
track the level of disability in people with MS. The T25FW is
associated with long-term disease outcomes.1 Interestingly,
spatiotemporal gait parameters do not differ between RRMS and
primary PMS at preferred speeds when matched for age and
disease disability2, but this has not been examined at the “fast and
safe as possible” speeds generally used for the T25FW.3 There
may be spatiotemporal gait performance differences at brisk
speeds that may be able to characterize differences in mobility
performance (measured by spatiotemporal gait parameters)
between MS subtypes.
The objective of this study was to determine if there are
group differences in RRMS, PMS, and non-MS healthy controls
(HC) in gait performance during T25FW. We hypothesized that
gait performance will be more impaired (i.e. shorter steps
spatially and longer stride times to increase stability) in PMS
compared to RRMS, and in MS groups compared to HC.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Methods
Twenty-four HC (54.8 ± 12.6 yrs), 16 RRMS (52.6 ± 11.0 yrs)
and 17 PMS (59.1 ± 6.9 yrs) adults participated in this study. All
MS participants walked without any waking aids. Participants
completed the T25FWT at a “fast and safe as possible” pace,
while wearing inertial sensors on both feet equipped with a triaxial accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer (Opal,
APDM, Inc., Portland, OR; 128 samples/s). Spatiotemporal gait
variables were extracted using APDM Mobility Lab (version 2)
software. This method has been validated in healthy young and
older adults, and in people with Parkinson’s disease.4,5 Our
spatiotemporal gait variables were: stride duration (s) double
support time (% stride duration), stride length (m), step duration
(s), and stance time (% stride duration). One-way analysis of
variance and post-hoc independent t-tests with unequal variance
were used to examine differences between groups.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Results and Discussion
T25FW time was shorter in HC than RRMS and PMS, but not
significantly different between RRMS and PMS (Fig. 1A, Table
1). Similarly, stride duration, double support time, step duration,
and stance time were shorter, and stride length was longer in HC
than RRMS and PMS, but were not significantly different
between RRMS and PMS (Fig. 1B-F, Table 1).
The differences between HC and both MS groups shows that
even in persons with MS who walk without aids, speed is slower
and spatiotemporal parameters are modified, presumably to
increase stability. The lack of differences between MS subtypes
in these parameters is consistent with a study by Dujmovic and
colleagues that examined spatiotemporal variables at preferred
speed.2 This suggests that even at brisk pace, spatiotemporal gait
parameters may not characterize differences between MS
subtypes in those walking independently without walking aids.

1.5
1
0.5

HC

RRMS PMS

HC

RRMS PMS

Figure 1: T25FW time (A) and spatiotemporal gait parameters (B-F).
Black ‘X’ indicates mean, and red crosses indicate outliers. ✻: p = 0.0100.050; ✻✻: p = 0.001-0.009; ✻✻✻: p < 0.001
T25FW
Stride duration
Double support
time
Step duration
Stance time
Stride length

ANOVA
< 0.001
< 0.001

HC-RRMS
[-4.4, -0.7]
[-0.2, -0.1]

HC-PMS
[-6.3, -2.5]
[-0.4, -0.1]

RRMS-PMS
[-4.4, 0.7]
[-0.3, 0.1]

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

[-13.3, -4.4]
[-0.1, -0.04]
[-6.9, -2.4]
[0.2, 0.6]

[-11.6,-6.4]
[-0.2, -0.1]
[-6.1, -3.3]
[0.2, 0.5]

[-4.6, 4.7]
[-0.1, 0.04]
[-2.4, 2.4]
[-0.2, 0.2]

Table 1. ANOVA p-values and 95% confidence intervals for differences
between group means.

ctions: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Significance
Our results are important because current clinical tests to track
disability in MS rely largely on mobility as a key outcome
measure. The small spatiotemporal gait differences between
independently walking RRMS and PMS demonstrates that gait
may not be the best clinical test to characterize MS subtypes.
Future analyses should assess the link between these
spatiotemporal gait variables and stability in MS subtypes.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
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Introduction
People with unilateral lower limb amputation have a greater
prevalence of knee osteoarthritis (OA) in the intact limb
compared to people without amputation1. Greater OA prevalence
may be due to greater load magnitude or stance time duration on
the intact limb compared with the prosthetic limb 2, leading to
greater cumulative loading, which has been linked to OA3.
Walking speed has opposite effects on knee joint load
magnitude and duration. Slower walking speeds reduce peak
knee loads5, therefore that may be why people with amputation
generally walk slower than able-bodied people4 even though it
increases stance time. It is unclear how these combined
consequences of walking speed affect per-step loads, and loads
over a given distance. The purpose of this preliminary study was
to understand tibiofemoral joint loading between the prosthetic
and intact limbs across gait speeds.
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Figure 1: Medial and lateral tibiofemoral stance phase joint
force impulse (A & B) and peak force (C & D) for prosthetic
(Pros-blue) and intact (orange) limbs across three speeds (slow,
preferred (Pref), fast). Braces indicate limb and speed main
effects. *** indicates p<0.001 The intact limb had greater
impulses and forces than the prosthetic limb for both medial and
lateral tibiofemoral compartments across three speeds.

Methods
Four people with unilateral transtibial amputation from nonvascular causes that were either K3 or K4 ambulators (2 female;
mass: 65.6 ± 9.1 kg; height 177.2 ± 9.2 cm; years 38.5 ± 9.9 years;
preferred walking speed: 1.24 ± 0.04 m·s-1) participated in this
institutional review board approved study. Participants walked
overground at preferred and ± 20% preferred speed with motion
capture marker data collected at 240 Hz and ground reaction force
data collected at 2400 Hz. Preferred speed was determined by
timing 6 m in the middle of a 10 m walk for 3 trials6.
Tibiofemoral contact forces were estimated with an
established model7. Briefly, joint kinematics and kinetics were
calculated using an inverse dynamics approach. Muscle force
estimates for the quadriceps, hamstrings and gastrocnemius were
derived from the resulting net joint moments across stance phase
using published muscle moment arms as a function of joint angle
and muscle cross sectional areas. Muscle forces and joint reaction
forces were combined to yield total tibiofemoral joint axial force,
which was distributed to the medial and lateral proximal tibia in
a manner to achieve the calculated frontal plane knee joint
moment. The gastrocnemius was removed when estimating joint
contact force on the prosthetic limb because the gastrocnemius
does not perform the same biomechanical role after a transtibial
amputation. We performed a two way (limb x speed) ANOVA
( =0.05) to test for differences in medial and lateral tibiofemoral
joint contact peak force and force impulse.

compartment peak forces increased with greater speeds, but only
for the intact limb (Figure 1C). Greater tibiofemoral peak force
and force impulse have been associated with medial knee OA in
able bodied3 and people with unilateral amputation8. Based on
our preliminary results, people with unilateral amputation
generally experience both greater peak force and force impulse
on the intact limb than the prosthetic limb regardless of walking
speed. Interventions to reduce inter-limb loading asymmetry
during walking may reduce this OA risk factor. However, the
effects of such interventions on other aspects of walking such as
gait stability and metabolic cost of transport require further study.
Significance
People with unilateral amputations utilizing prostheses have
greater knee loads on the intact limb that may promote OA onset
or progression. Minimizing inter-limb loading asymmetry
through gait re-training may prevent secondary disability.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
The intact limb had significantly greater peak force (p<0.001)
and significantly greater impulse (p<0.001) than the prosthetic
limb during stance across speeds, except for the lateral impulse
speed effect (p<0.508) (Figure 1a-d). Medial tibiofemoral peak
forces had a significant (p<0.002) interaction between limb and
speed, indicating that intact and prosthetic limb medial
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Introduction
Excessive frontal plane motion of the lower extremity is related
to lower limb injuries.1,2,3 Frontal plane measurements of the
lower extremity and trunk during functional motion are easily
measured with 2-dimensional (2D) motion analysis and these
values are clinically relevant.3,4 In this context, the squat task is a
pratical tool able to evaluate frontal plane motion related to knee
injuries
development
and
interventions.
However,
methodological differences in squat depth are reported and have
resulted in varying results.
Studies have reported a minimal depth knee angle ( 60°),3 a
standardized step height (i.e. 21 cm),4 a knee angle range (45°60°),5 and a knee angle that was standardized (i.e. 60°).6 Each of
these methods can result in differing squat depths and resulting
knee flexion angles However, it is unkown if frontal plane trunk,
pelvis, hip and knee frontal plane motion is influenced by squat
depth. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate knee
valgus (KV), hip adduction (HADD), pelvic drop (PD), and
lateral trunk flexion (LTF) at different knee flexion angles during
a single-leg squat in pain-free women. We hypothesized that as
knee flexion angle increased, all other 2D angles would also
increase.

Results and Discussion
Significant differences for KV (F=33.95, p<0.001), HADD
(F=67.77, p<0.001), and PD (F=51.98, p<0.001) among 30º, 45º,
60º, 75º and 90º of knee flexion were found. Post-hoc analyses
revealed significant differences for most comparisons. KV
significantly inceased at every increase of knee flexion angle
, ES: 0.54-1.95), as did PD
, ES: 0.61-3.03).
HADD was significantly increased (
, ES: 0.64-3.85) at
every knee flexion angle except between 30° and 45° (p=0.158,
ES: 0.52). No differences in LTF were found (F=2.73, p=0.085,
ES: -0.29-0.08). Means and standard deviations for trunk, pelvis,
hip and knee frontal plane motion across knee flexion angles are
presented in Table 1.
Our findings show that as knee flexion angles (i.e. squat
depth) increase, frontal plane motion of the knee, hip, and pelvis
also increased. Analysis of squatting using 2D motion analysis is
common among clinicians but no standardized methods for
collecting this information have been recommended. More
studies investigating the different methodologies of 2D
measurement of the single-leg squat seem warranted. Since this
study was performed in healthy individuals, future studies should
include pathological groups for which front plane motion is
important. It could be that groups with pain may limit their
motion, thus dampening the relationship found in our study; or it
they could demonstrate a greater influence of knee flexion on
frontal plane measures. In conclusion, pelvis, hip, and knee
motion in the frontal plane are influenced by knee flexion angles
during 2D analysis of a single-leg squat task.

Methods
Twenty pain-free women (age=22.3±1.1 years, height=1.68±0.06
m, mass=63.1±11.7 kg) were recruited from the local university.
Markers were placed on the anterior superior iliac spines, greater
trochanter and center of the patella. Participants performed three
single leg squats to the lowest depth comfortable while keeping
pace with a metronome (2s down, 2s up). Frontal and sagittal
plane videos were recorded during SLS and images were
extracted at 30º, 45º, 60, 75º and 90º of knee flexion. Average
values for KV, HADD, PD, and LTF during knee flexion angles
were analyzed. Positive values indicate greater KV, HADD, PD,
and contralateral LTF. Four repeated measures analysis of
variance with Sidak pairwise comparisons were used to
investigate differences in frontal plane motion across knee
flexion
for each comparison were also calculated (Cohen's d <0.40: small
effect, 0.41 to 0.70: moderate

Significance
Our results highlight the importance of standardizing squat depth
during research and clinical practice ensure appropriate
comparisons across time and assessors. Caution would be advised
when comparing the KV angles obtained at different angles of
knee flexion, both in research and clinical practice.
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Table 1. Trunk, pelvis, hip and knee frontal plane motion across knee flexion angles
Knee flexion angles
Lateral Trunk Flexion

30°
13.46 (3.39)

45°
13.36 (3.63)

60°
13.15 (3.98)

75°
13.78 (4.47)

90°
14.44 (4.83)

F-value
2.73

p-value
0.085

Pelvic drop (°)

2.82 (1.30)

3.89 (1.76)

5.29 (2.70)

8.83 (4.17)

12.11 (4.13)

51.98

<0.001*

Hip Adduction (°)

10.05 (4.21)

12.44 (4.98)

16.01 (6.12)

21.30 (10.03)

29.77 (5.87)

67.77

<0.001*

Knee Valgus (°)
3.95 (2.12)
*Represent a significant difference be

5.39 (2.95)

7.21 (3.77)

10.32 (5.99)

14.77 (7.55)

33.95

<0.001*
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Introduction
Ankle ligament sprains are common musculoskeletal injuries,
and people who sprain their ankle ligaments may develop chronic
ankle instability (CAI).1 Although people with CAI exhibit
neuromuscular deficits, muscle forces have not been studied.1,2
Although measuring muscle forces directly is difficult,
musculoskeletal modelling and simulations can help estimate
individual muscle forces. Knowing muscle forces in CAI patients
would provide a better understanding of the neuromuscular
deficits in people with CAI and may improve targeted
rehabilitation protocols. Furthermore, investigating muscle
forces would be a first step to understand how muscle forces
contribute to the development of ankle osteoarthritis, which is a
critical issue in CAI patients.3 The purpose of this study was to
estimate individual muscles forces in the lower extremity and
compare these estimates between people with and without CAI
during landing, and anticipated and unanticipated cutting tasks.

al. (2020) reported that CAI patients exhibited greater stiffness in
the hip joint than healthy controls.7 The authors of these studies
suggested that greater proximal muscle activations and stiffness
compensate for neuromuscular deficits in distal muscles.
Collectively, these results suggest that people with CAI cope with
distal neuromuscular deficits through proximal compensatory
mechanisms aimed to perhaps increase postural control of the
larger trunk and upper body segments.

Methods
Eleven people with CAI and 11 people without CAI participated
in this study. Each participant performed a landing, anticipated
cutting, and unanticipated cutting task while the position of
reflective markers (240 Hz), muscle activity (1200 Hz), and
ground reaction force (1200 Hz) were recorded.4
A musculoskeletal model was scaled in OpenSim.5 Inverse
kinematics was used to calculate joint angles. Static optimization
was used to estimate muscle activity and forces. Results were
validated by comparing simulated activations with EMG of the
soleus (SL), fibularis longus (FL), tibialis anterior (TA), medial
gastrocnemius (MG), and lateral gastrocnemius (LG). Peak
muscle forces were normalized by body weight. The SL, MG,
LG, TA, FL, TP (tibialis posterior), FB (fibularis brevis), VAS
(vastus muscles), RF (rectus femoris), GX (gluteus maximus),
GM (gluteus medius), HAMS (biceps femoris long and short
heads, semimembranosus, semitendinosus) muscles were
considered for statistical analyses. Separate two-way ANOVAs
were used to compare muscle forces across group and task. For
significant interaction or main effects, Fisher's least significant
difference test was used to examine pair-wise differences. The α
levels were set to 0.05. Effect-sizes (ω2) were also calculated.

Figure 1: Normalized peak gluteus maximus (GX) force for
people with chronic ankle instability (CAI) and control group
(CON) during landing, anticipated cutting, and unanticipated
cutting tasks.
Significance
The current study is the first to use musculoskeletal modelling to
estimate muscle forces in people with CAI. The finding of greater
GX muscle force across a variety of tasks agrees with other
results. Since ankle osteoarthritis is a critical issue in CAI
patients,3 investigating if and how proximal changes affect ankle
joint contact force should be considered in future studies.

Results and Discussion
We observed moderate to strong similarity between simulated
muscle activation and EMG data for all participants and tasks.
There were no significant group by task interactions for any
peak muscle forces. There was, however, a significant group
main effect for peak GX force (p = 0.018) with medium effect
size (ω2 = 0.08). Specifically, CAI patients generated
approximately 24% greater GX peak force regardless of task
compared to the control group.
The result indicates that people with CAI exhibit greater
proximal muscle forces (e.g., GX). Similarly, Kim et al. (2019)
showed that CAI patients exhibited greater EMG in proximal
muscles (e.g., GX) during the eccentric-to-concentric transition
phase during jump landing/cutting tasks.6 In addition, Simpson et
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Introduction
Research on exoskeletons designed to augment human activities,
and the attendant exoskeleton industry, is growing rapidly.
However, progress in the field is currently being hindered by a
lack of understanding regarding human–exoskeleton interaction.
At present, the main method applied understanding this
interaction is to build and test prototypes [1] or end-effectors (that
simulate the devices) [2], but this is a very time-consuming and
costly process. To improve the time and cost inputs for this
process, numerical simulation and optimizations were recently
used to design an exoskeleton for a standing long jump [3]. In this
study, we aimed to simulate passive exoskeleton–human
interaction during a vertical jump, with a view to using it as a tool
for exoskeletons design.

Figure 1: Work at the joints and at the spring, for each of the spring
conditions

Methods
Using the simulation, we performed a numerical optimization
procedure to determine the muscle excitation and starting
postures that would give the maximum jump height. The
simulation used a planar 4-DOF dynamic model, where the ankle,
knee and hip joints on both sides are considered to be symmetric,
and thus each of the joints could be represented by one torque
actuator. The torque actuators were modeled on the flexor and
extensor muscles of each joint, and passive torque represented the
properties of tendons and muscles [3]. We then simulated jumps
with a passive knee exoskeleton (two devices) at five different
values of maximum torque, with the aim of studying the
e oskeletons effects on jump height. The springs were modeled
as linear, with total values of 0,35, 70, 105, and 140 Nm (for both
devices), at a 90º knee bend.
The optimal excitation for the maximum jump height was
found by using a genetic algorithm (GA). To improve our
optimization results, and to test the convergence of the GA
solution for each of the five exoskeleton conditions, the GA
optimization was performed 500 times (we then used the best
solution).

Figure 2: Torques at the knee with a 70-Nm exoskeleton: total torque
and maximum torque available at the given angle and velocity

Analysis of the exoskeleton work under the 140 Nm condition
revealed that 68% of the energy stored in the spring of the
exoskeleton was transferred into energy causing an increase in
jump height.
Significance
This research shows that a passive spring can enhance human
performance for certain physical actions. It can also improve
understanding of how to build and utilize (modifying jump
technique) such a device.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
The jump heights converged for all five exoskeleton conditions
in less than 450 GA runs. The result revealed an increase in jump
height as the spring became stiffer (0, 2.8, 5.3, 10.4, 15.1 cm).
The analysis of total work for each of the joints revealed that the
hip increased by 7.5% and the ankle decreased by 8%; the total
knee work increased by 90%, and the biological knee work
decreased by 16.5% (Fig. 1). To gain a better understanding of
what happens at joint level during a jump, we compared the
torque joints with the maximum torque capability of the joint. For
the knee, the torque is comprised of exoskeleton torque and
biological knee torque (Fig. 2). At the beginning of the jump there
is low biological torque, and most of the total knee torque is
provided by the exoskeleton. At 0.15 s, the biological torque
reaches its maximum value; thus, for the rest of the jump the
human knee is working at maximum capacity. This last statement
is true for the ankle and hip as well.
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Introduction
Passive energy storage and return (ESR) foot prostheses are the
current high-performance standard for mimicking the energy
absorptive and propulsive properties of a lost limb. However, the
fixed stiffness behavior of these devices contrasts that of the
healthy foot-ankle complex, which modulates stiffness in
response to varied gait conditions (e.g. velocity and terrain). A
recently developed variable stiffness foot (VSF) prosthesis [1]
was designed with an actuated keel support fulcrum to semiactively control sagittal forefoot stiffness and thereby adapt to
different gait conditions with low power.
The potential effects of implementing a novel ESR prosthesis
may be evaluated using simulations based on computational gait
models. Simulations have been used previously to investigate the
probable effects of prosthesis design on gait mechanics among
persons with lower limb loss [2]. However, these models do not
account for the ESR properties of the prosthetic foot, thus
limiting their ecological validity. The purpose of this study was
to incorporate the variable ESR properties of the VSF in a gait
model of a lower limb prosthesis user.

possible positions. Stiffness was calculated as the slope of the
linear fit to the load-displacement data above 200 N [1], and
displacement was calculated at the midpoint of this range.
Simulation-derived values were compared to those from static
compression tests of the physical VSF [1] via correlation and
RMSE. To investigate the model’s ability to predict GRF using
joint angles as inputs, a kinematically-driven gait simulation was
computed for one male subject with a unilateral transtibial
amputation (181 cm, 79 kg, fulcrum position: 66 mm). Simulated
kinematics and GRF were compared to experimental motion
capture data of the subject walking with the VSF [1].
R

R

Results and Discussion
Simulated VSF stiffness reproduced experimental stiffness
across the five fulcrum configurations (R = 0.99, RMSE = 1.31
N/mm). Mid-range displacement also matched well (R > 0.99,
RMSE = 1.08 mm). Simulated gait demonstrated a similar
kinematic profile for all joints (mean R > 0.98, mean RMSE =
2.0 deg). Model-predicted GRF aligned well in the time domain
but showed amplitude discrepancies for both the intact foot and
VSF (R = 0.87 and 0.97, RMSE = 129 and 56 N) (Figure 2).
2

2

2

R

2

Methods
A model of the VSF was developed in Simscape Multibody
(Mathworks, Inc.) (Figure 1). Keel elasticity was modeled as a
16-element lumped parameter cantilever beam. Fulcrum position
(i.e. variable stiffness) is controlled through a custom MATLAB
script. Foot-ground contact consists of 24 sphere-to-plane contact
models parameterized to represent the geometry and dynamics of
the VSF’s foam base. A least squares optimization approach was
applied when determining contact parameters to improve
resultant ground reaction force (GRF ) predictions.

Figure 2: Simulated (dashed) and experimental (solid) GRF for the VSF
(blue) and intact (grey) sides.
R

Data from simulated compression tests indicate that the ESR
properties of the VSF were modeled with high fidelity. Simulated
gait kinematics show that the model is numerically stable when
driven by joint kinematics measured during gait with the VSF.
However, amplitude discrepancies in GRF highlight the need for
further optimization of the foot-ground contact models.

R

Figure 1: Gait
model with the
VSF (left) and
model hierarchy
(right). Sphereto-plane contact
models are
depicted in
yellow (intact
foot) and red
(VSF).

R

Significance
The present results show promise for simulating gait with a VSF
prosthesis. Data from these simulations will improve our
understanding of how humans interact with foot prostheses and
may provide a framework for predictive modeling of human
adaptation to variable stiffness. Future efforts include further
contact model optimization, validating the generalizability of
these methods for additional subjects, and studying how variable
stiffness can be used to optimize gait.

An anatomic gait model (Figure 1) was developed in
Simscape Multibody using skeletal 3D surface geometry data
from Mitsuhashi et al. [3]. Each segment is independently
scalable to match subject-specific anthropometrics. The tibia and
fibula were transected and encapsulated within a prosthetic
socket to represent a transtibial amputation. The residual limb
and prosthetic socket were connected via a high stiffness bushing
joint to assess 6 DoF socket-residual limb interface dynamics.
Stiffness of the VSF was validated by simulating static
compression tests for five discrete fulcrum positions (66, 87, 108,
129, and 151 mm) which span the full continuous range of
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the humerus. Additionally, there are large deformations at the
edge of the influence of the segment. Large deformations in the
informed method only occur near the joint center, leaving much
of the humerus and torso bone undeformed.

Material
Naive
Weights

Material
Informed
Weights

Material
Naive
Weights

Introduction
Rigging i a echni e commonl
ed in comp e anima ion,
which involves computing weights for each vertex in a mesh that
govern how the vertices move based on movement of each
segment in an associated articulated skeleton, or rig. Rigging
methods could be useful for efficient repositioning of finite
element (FE; e.g., tetrahedral) meshes representing human
anatomy for applications such as thermal analysis or assessment
of protective equipment. However, few tools exist to apply
rigging methods to FE meshes. We propose a fully automatic
method for calculating influence weights for FE meshes. The
method is designed to increase the accuracy of deformations in
rigged FE meshes. Here, we compare two different methods for
computing vertex weights: a material-naïve distance-based
method and a novel material-informed distance-based method.

Material
Informed
Weights

Methods
We start with an articulated FE mesh
with labeled materials. We use custom
software to load the surface mesh
along with a skeleton containing
motion data. The skeleton is then
rigged by manually placing joint
centers at their desired locations and
defining segments which connect
them. The articulated FE mesh is
loaded in at which point distance-based
bone-influence weights are calculated
Figure 1: Undeformed
one of two ways: using a materialbone (red) and muscle
naïve method and a material-informed
(blue) labeled mesh
method where all bone weights are set
to the maximum value and Laplacian diffusion is used to ensure
a continuous displacement field [1]. The meshes are then
morphed into a t-pose, where we examine deformations by
comparing change in tetrahedra volume of bone within mesh.

Figure 2: Comparison of change in volume from undeformed pose
of tissue naïve and informed methods. Purple indicates change of greater
than 100 mm3.

The overall deformation in muscle does not change much
with the use of material-informed weights (Table 1). However,
the distribution of deformed tetrahedra in muscle is more
desirable with the material-informed method (Figure 2).
Significance
Our results indicate that using material-informed weighting in
articulated FE meshes greatly reduces the deformation of
specified materials (e.g., bone). This method can be generalized
to any FE mesh composed of different materials which are
properly labeled. Compared to a material-naïve method, the
material-informed method results in more anatomically realistic
deformation of 3D medical models for applications such as
thermal or projectile penetration analysis.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the mean change in volume for both bone and
muscle. Much more deformation occurs in bone when using the
material-naïve method as opposed to the material-informed
method. However, the difference is less pronounced for muscle.
Mean Change in
Material Tetrahedra
Bone
Muscle
Volume (mm3)
Material Naïve
0.99
3.24
Material Informed
0.32
3.20
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Table 1: Average change in tetrahedral volume for bone and muscle.

The original undeformed mesh (muscle and bone) is shown
in Figure 1. A comparison of naïve and informed weights are
shown in Figure 2. Here, we can see that the overall deformation
in bone is much less using the informed method than naïve. Using
the naïve method results in significant changes in tetrahedral
volumes in the torso along with minor changes in volume along
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Introduction
Neurological impairments, like cerebral palsy (CP), result in
altered motor control as well as secondary musculoskeletal
impairments, like contracture and weakness. Combined, these
impairments cause abnormal gait patterns that impact function in
daily life [1]. However, improving function remains difficult as
understanding relative effects neurological and musculoskeletal
impairments have on gait, and their implications for treatment,
remains challenging [2].
Computational models enable rapid evaluation of hypotheses
regarding neuromusculoskeletal impairments and gait [3]. Yet,
few frameworks simultaneously consider the impacts of altered
motor control and physiology. Recently, a case study using
neuromusculoskeletal simulations of a child with CP suggested
that musculoskeletal impairments, rather than altered control,
played a larger causal role in impaired gait [4]. Whether these
conclusions extend to a larger population or prevent individuals
with CP from achieving a typically developing (TD) gait pattern
remains unknown. We have previously shown that reduced motor
control complexity can prevent an unimpaired gait pattern, but
only with severe impairment [5]. The goal of this study was to
investigate the combined impact of altered motor control and
weakness, one of the most common secondary impairments in
CP. We hypothesized that muscle weakness would require more
complex motor control to achieve TD walking.

except 2 synergies. The model was more sensitive to SOL
weakness and tolerated less weakness with simplified control:
weakened by 59% with IMC but only 50% with three synergies.
The model could tolerate less weakness of both PF muscles (3339%), suggesting that weakness, when severe enough, may
prevent unimpaired gait no matter the control complexity.

Figure 1: Weakness tolerable in soleus (SOL), gastrocnemius (GAS),
and both plantarflexors (PF) for varying levels of control complexity.

Increased plantarflexor weakness required increased motor
control complexity eliciting compounding mobility restrictions
from interplay between impaired system and control. However,
differences in tolerated weakness across control complexities
were minimal, indicating that musculoskeletal properties may be
a primary determinant of TD walking. Future investigations
should examine the combined effects of these impairments across
a broader range of impairments and gait patterns.

Methods
A dynamic sagittal plane musculoskeletal model consisting of
seven rigid body segments (thigh, shank, feet, and torso) and 9
degrees-of-freedom was used for analysis [6]. Each limb was
actuated by eight Hill-type musculotendon units. Direct
collocation optimal control tracked joint trajectories of TD gait
while minimizing kinematic error and neural excitation effort.
Simulations were performed with two motor control
strategies: individual muscle control (IMC), where each muscle
was independently activated, and synergy-based control, where
sets of 2-5 synergies dictated which muscles could be activated
together in fixed ratios (NNMF). Synergies have been used
extensively to model simplified motor control and have been
shown to have reduced complexity in CP [7].
Plantarflexor weakness was incorporated by reducing the
maximum isometric force of the soleus (SOL), gastrocnemius
(GAS), or both plantarflexor muscles (PF). Weakness was varied
from 0-100% of nominal TD values and its effect on e
de
ability to replicate TD walking was examined with IMC and
synergy-based control. We evaluated the amount of weakness the
model could tolerate until the optimization no longer identified a
feasible set of muscle activations to replicate TD gait.

Significance
This study illustrates that plantarflexor weakness and simplified
control, when coupled, create more adverse effects on gait
capacity than either alone. Future investigations of populations
with neuromusculoskeletal impairments should consider both
impaired system and control during predictive simulations. As
strength appears to inhibit TD walking, with soleus weakness
having a large effect, strengthening may take precedent during
therapeutic interventions.
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Results and Discussion
The simplest control (2 synergies) was unable to replicate TD
walking (Figure 1) with any weakness severity, similar to prior
results [5]. The GAS could be completely removed (100%
weakness) and still achieve TD gait with all control strategies
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Introduction
In static conditions, a larger moment arm amplifies the force
capacit of a muscle hile a smaller moment arm amplifies the
output le er displacement. Ho e er, in d namic le er s stems
dri en b muscle contraction, inertia and muscle force- elocit
effects confound the relationship bet een le er geometr and
output speed. We h pothesi e that in a muscle-dri en le er
s stem there is an optimal mechanical ad antage abo e muscle
force- elocit properties limit output elocit . Since forceelocit effects are proportional to muscle fiber length[1] and a
function of the resisti e forces acting on the s stem, e
h pothesi e additionall that the optimal mechanical ad antage
ill be a function of muscle optimal fiber length and the inertia
of the s stem.

the ma imum elocit of the dri en mass, muscle contractile
elocit , normali ed contractile distance, total muscle impulse
and ork.

Methods
To test our h potheses, e built a computational model of a
simple le er s stem using OpenSim V. 4.0 scripted in
Matlab. Our model consisted of an output le er hich pi oted
around a pin joint, and a muscle acting across the joint ith a
moment arm defined b the radius of a rapping surface. The
muscle implemented as a Millard2012EquilibriumMuscle
muscle model ith a non-compliant tendon and a fi ed
pennation angle of ero. Gra it as not included in the model.
We elded a mass to the end of the le er and constrained the
range of motion of the le er to 150 degrees ith a joint limit
force stiffness of 20, damping of 5 and transition range of 2.5o.
We generated 3600 modifications of this model ith different
muscle optimal fiber lengths, OFL, moment arms, starting
normali ed muscle lengths and dri en masses. The olume of
the muscle as held constant across changes in OFL such that
the muscle force capacit scaled in ersel ith square root of
length. For each modified model, e simulated motion resulting
from 100% acti ation of the muscle model across the full range
of motion of the joint in 0.0005 second time steps and e tracted

The optimal moment arm increases linearl ith muscle OFL
(Fig. 1A). Plotted against normali ed moment arm (moment
am/OFL), the data collapses to fall along one cur e (Fig. 2B).
This implies that changes in moment arms can be compensated
for b changes in muscle fiber length, as predicted b Zajac [1].
Further, the optimal normali ed moment arm increases ith
dri en mass (Fig. 2B) and starting muscle length. Therefore,
e en for a single indi idual, changing joint posture (i.e. starting
muscle length) or the resisti e forces acting on the s stem (i.e.
thro ing a different si ed ball) can change the moment arm
hich ill ma imi e output elocit .

Results and Discussion
In line ith our h pothesis e found that for e er muscle
simulated, there e isted a mid-range moment arm that optimi ed
output speed. We e plain the shape of the output elocit moment arm plot as the interaction of t o opposing factors:
mechanical ad antage and force- elocit effects. At small
moment arms, large muscle force capacit is offset b a small
mechanical ad antage, minimi ing torque. At large moment
arms, large mechanical ad antage is offset b small muscle
force capacit due to large muscle contraction elocities.

Significance
Here e sho that the functional consequences of differences in
moment arm are dependent on muscle properties and the resisti e
forces of the s stem. This suggests that inferences about ho
ariations in moment arm ill influence performance could be
erroneous if muscle and inertial properties are not accounted for
in anal ses.
References
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Fig e 1: (A) Ma im m eloci a a
f nc ion of momen a m fo a
em
d i ing a 2 kg ma . The e i an op imal
momen a m fo each m cle and i
a ie b op imal fibe leng h. (B)
Ma im m eloci a a f nc ion of OFL
no mali ed momen a m fo
em
d i ing bo h 2kg (ci cle ) and 0.1 kg
ma e ( a e ). The da a f om A
collap e
ch ha he e i an op imal
momen a m/OFL a io ha gene a e
ma im m o p
eloci .
Tha
op im m a io change i h d i en ma .
In bo h plo , op imal fibe leng h i
ep e en ed b colo .
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Introd ction
Musculoskeletal (MS) modeling is a versatile computational
method that gives a great insight into neuromuscular
biomechanics of human movement (Delp et al., 1990, 2007). To
understand the subject-specific tissue-level mechanics,
researchers have developed various orkflo s that utili e the
output of the MS model as the boundar condition of the finite
element (FE) model. This uns nchroni ed feature, ho ever,
prevents the detailed changes in the FE model from being
reflected into the hole orkflo , thus lo ering the computation
accurac . In this research, e proposed a subject-specific FE-MS
orkflo that can concurrentl predict the tissue and bod level
biomechanics.

kinematics, d namics, and muscle-tendon forces. It provides an
approach for concurrent prediction of the bod -level neuromuscular biomechanics and the tissue-level biomechanics.

Methods
The generic FE-MS model developed in Abaqus CAE (Dassault
S stems Simulia Corp., Providence, USA) is sho n in
Figure.1(a). Muscles ere modeled as 1D a ial connector
elements (CONN3N2). The insertion coordinates and parameters
of the three-component Hill-t pe muscle model ere obtained
from ISB (Delp and Loan, 1995). The model scaling &
positioning ere e ecuted according to the mass and the marker
position e tracted from the motion capture data of each subject,
thus turning the generic model to a subject-specific model. Then
the inverse kinematics & d namics ere implemented using
Abaqus Implicit Solver. The hole orkflo including scaling
& positioning, inverse kinematics & d namics, and muscletendon force optimi ation as integrated under Isight. While
contact and detailed tissues can be easil coupled ith the model
(Shu et al., 2018), all the joints ere simplified as connectors ith
all the contact ignored in this research. The patient data of JW
and DM
ho under ent total knee replacement
ith
instrumented knee prosthesis from the grand challenge
competition (Fregl et al., 2012) ere used to verif the proposed
model from the aspects of muscle activation, joint kinematics,
and joint contact force.

Fig re 1: (a) FE-MS model; (b,c,d) knee contact force

Significance
We proposed a finite-element-solver based 3D subject-specific
human lo er e tremit musculoskeletal model hich allo s
s nchroni ed calculation in the FE-MS
orkflo
ith
reasonable computation time and accurac . Good agreement on
knee joint rotations, muscle-tendon forces, and knee joint contact
forces ith e perimental data indicated that the model has a high
potential for the application to investigate the biomechanics of
lo er e tremit , subjective surgical planning and the design of
customi ed prostheses.

Res lts and Disc ssion
The computation time for a single gait c cle on a desktop
computer took appro imatel 30min. The fle ion-e tension
rotations of the knee joint ere ell predicted, hile the
prediction for internal-e ternal (IE) and abduction-adduction
(Ab-Ad) rotation has failed. The failure might be caused b soft
tissue artifact. It is thus necessar to compensate for the Ab-Ad
and I-E rotations during the simulation. The muscle activation
results of fle or-e tensor muscles for both subjects JW and DM
sho ed good consistenc on trend ith electrom ograph .
Figure 1(b,c,d) sho s the comparison of the knee contact force
bet een simulation and e periment. Good agreement on trend
and magnitude ere found not onl in the superior-inferior (SI)
tibiofemoral (TF) contact forces but also in anterior-posterior
(AP) and medial-lateral (M-L) TF contact forces.
Overall, the proposed subject-specific FE-MS model
presented a good prediction accurac in terms of knee joint
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I
d ci
De elopmen al d pla ia of he hip (DDH) i charac eri ed b
al ered ace ab lar and femoral geome rie , hich re l in al ered
join loading and increa ed ri k for earl hip o eoar hri i (OA)
[1-2]. Pre-OA damage in d pla ic hip incl de labral ear ,
hich are largel infl enced b habi all increa ed join loading
near he ace ab lar edge, mo commonl in he an erior and
la eral region [3]. Join loading, he her heal h or pa hologic,
i dependen on join kinema ic [4]. Mo emen raining o
correc kinema ic ma help normali e bo h he magni de and
loca ion of join mechanic
i ho he need for rger . We
recen l demon ra ed he effec of im la ed mo emen raining
on hip join reac ion force magni de in pa ien
i h DDH [5];
e he direc rela ion hip be een al ered kinema ic and he
loca ion of in ra-ar ic lar join loading in hip i h DDH remain
nkno n. U ing a probabili ic frame ork, he objec i e of hi
d
a o iden if ho kinema ic per rba ion change he
ace ab lar loca ion of hip join reac ion force in pa ien
ih
DDH.

mm mediall . Shif ing he hip abd c ion angle b 10 (i.e. hif ed
he ace ab lar in er ec ion loca ion b 1.1 mm an eriorl and 2.6
mm mediall (Fig. 1). We ha e pre io l ho n ha increa e
in hip fle ion and abd c ion angle red ced he o erall
magni de of hip JRF b p ard of 30% of he o al bod eigh
[5]. The c rren re l indica e ha ho e magnitude change can
occ r i h onl minor al era ion (<5 mm) o he location of peak
join reac ion force i hin he ace ab l m.

Me h d
Wi h IRB appro al, MRI (p oa origin o knee) and readmill gai
da a ere collec ed from one female pa ien diagno ed i h
mp oma ic and radiographic DDH (age: 22 /o; BMI: 25.9
kg/m2; la eral cen er edge angle: 7 ). An e i ing m c lo kele al
model [6]
a modified b
incl ding
bjec - pecific
pel i /femoral geome rie , hip m c la re origin /in er ion
from MRI, and bjec - pecific i ome ric reng h al e .

Fig e 1. Ace ab lar in er ec ion loca ion a he poin of peak hip
JRF in 2,000 MC im la ion ha per rbed he hip fle ion/e en ion
and abd c ion/add c ion angle be een +/- 10 rela i e o ba eline.

Sig ifica ce
We iden ified ha increa ing he hip fle ion angle d ring alking
hif ed join loading po eriorl , herea increa ing he hip
abd c ion angle hif ed join loading mediall . Beca e he
loca ion of ace ab lar labral ear are mo common in bo h he
an erior and perior region in pa ien
i h DDH [3], he e
re l co ld be ed o inform pa ien - pecific in er en ion
planning dependen pon he loca ion of damage. For e ample, a
pa ien i h an an erior labral ear and ele a ed join loading near
he an erior ace ab lar edge ho ld adop increa ed hip fle ion
d ring alking o pre en f r her labral damage ca ed b join
o erloading. F re ork ill in ol e co pling join reac ion
force al era ion i h car ilage con ac modelling o clarif ho
mo emen raining and o her non rgical in er en ion ma
change ar ic lar re pa ern in d pla ic hip .

The effec of mo emen raining on he ace ab lar loca ion of he
hip JRF a a e ed ing 2,000 Mon e Carlo (MC) im la ion
and high hro ghp comp ing [7]. In each im la ion, he
agi al (fle ion/e en ion) and fron al (add c ion/abd c ion)
plane hip angle ere per rbed b 10 rela i e o ba eline [4].
Comp ed m cle con rol a
ed o e ima e m cle force
hro gho he gai c cle, hich ere ed o e ima e he hip
JRF. The loca ion of he in er ec ion poin be een he peak hip
JRF and he ace ab lar geome r
a de ermined ing a ra riangle in er ec ion algori hm and e pre ed rela i e o he
model global origin (mid-ASIS) [8]. Sen i i i fac or be een
he degree of kinema ic per rba ion and he in er ec ion poin
coordina e ( -an erior/po erior and -medial/la eral)
ere
calc la ed ing Pear on correla ion coefficien (r) ( rong: 0.6
r < 1.0). The lope of each en i i i fac or a m l iplied b
10 o predic he effec of a 10 change in hip angle ia
mo emen raining on he loca ion of hip join loading i hin he
ace ab l m.
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Re l a d Di c i
The - and -ace ab lar in er ec ion coordina e of he peak hip
JRF (12% of gai c cle) ere rongl en i i e o per rba ion
in bo h he hip fle ion/e en ion (r = 0.99 and r = 0.83,
re pec i el ) and add c ion/abd c ion angle (r = 0.98 and r =
0.97). Increa ing he hip fle ion angle b 10 hif ed he
ace ab lar in er ec ion loca ion b 4.5 mm po eriorl and 0.8
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Introd ction
Skin-mounted markers are frequentl used to estimate the
position, elocit , and acceleration of the underl ing bones.
Ho e er, pre ious research on the foot has reported significant
kinematic differences bet een skin markers and bone pins [1].
Bone pins are in asi e and impractical to use in man situations.
Therefore, the purpose of the stud is to compare the estimated
ligament strains bet een bone pins and skin markers. A further
purpose is to compare the estimated strains to the measured
strains from a manual digiti er to alidate the current model.

Res lts and Disc ssion
Ligament strains estimated using both the bone pins and skin
markers ere strongl correlated to the ligament strains directl
measured b the manual digiti er for both aspects of the spring
ligament and the tibiona icular aspect of the deltoid ligament
(Table 1). Weaker relationships ere noted for the tibiocalcaneal
and tibiotalar aspects of the deltoid ligament. Coefficients ere
larger bet een the manual digiti er and skin markers than the
ere bet een the manual digiti er and bone pins for both the
tibiocalcaneal and tibiotalar aspects of the deltoid ligament.
The results sho that the ligaments crossing the midtarsal
joint of the foot can be estimated using a musculoskeletal model.
Furthermore, the high correlations bet een the strains measured
using the digiti er and the strains estimated using skin markers
suggest that skin markers placed on the surface of the foot can be
used to accuratel estimate ligament strain.

Figure 1 Bone pins and skin markers ere sed to estimate effects of
a tibial a ial load on ligament strains sing a m sc loskeletal model

Strain

C

Methods
8 cada er feet ere anal ed for the stud . An e perienced
podiatrist dissected the foot to e pose the spring and deltoid
ligaments, and pins ere placed at the origin and insertion of each
ligament. Each cada er as placed ith an a ial load of 10N on
the tibia. A manual digiti er (Microscribe G2, Re are Inc.,
Raleigh, NC, USA) as used to define the origin and insertion of
each ligament. Simultaneousl , kinematic data ere collected
using a 12-camera motion anal sis s stem (Qualis s Oqus 600+,
Qualis s NA, Inc., Buffalo Gro e, IL, USA). Bone pins and skin
marker triads ere placed on the calcaneus, na icular, and hallu .
Follo ing digiti ation of the ligaments and the kinematic
collection, the a ial load as increased to 250N, 500N, 750N,
and 1000N, and the process as repeated at each load.
A fi e-segment model of the foot (calcaneus, talus, forefoot,
hallu , and sesamoids) as used to measure the foot position at
each load. Mo ement of the model ankle joint as limited to
sagittal plane, and frontal and trans erse plane motions at the
ankle ere attributed to the subtalar joint. Strains of the spring (2
slips) and deltoid (3 slips) ligaments ere estimated as the
percentage change in length relati e to the baseline 10N load
condition. Pearson s R correlation coefficients ere calculated to
in estigate the relationship bet een ligament strains estimated
from the model and the strains measured ith the digiti er.

A
Strain

Strain

D

B
Strain

Strain

E

Load N

Load N

Figure Ligament strains at each a ial load for the A spring
s perior B spring inferior C deltoid tibiona ic lar D deltoid
tibiocalcaneal and E deltoid tibiotalar

Significance
The results from the stud
ill allo us to estimate ligament
strains in a li ing population using a musculoskeletal model.
Doing so pro ides us ith the potential to more full understand
soft tissue foot injuries that are related to ligament strains, such
as posterior tibial tendon disorder and plantar fasciitis.

Table
Pearson s R correlation coefficients bet een the ligament
strains estimated sing the m sc loskeletal model and the ligament
strains meas red sing the man al digiti er
Ligament
Digiti er Bone Pins Digiti er Skin Markers
Spring S perior
Spring Inferior
Tibiona ic lar
Tibiocalcaneal
Tibiotalar
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Introduction
Stroke is the leading cause of prolonged disability in the United
States [1]. A prominent issue in gait post stroke is decreased
propulsive force generation from the paretic leg [2]. This
decreased propulsion force is caused by a reduction in ankle
plantarflexor activation [3] and results in metabolically
inefficient gait patterns [4] as well as decreased community
ambulation, a measure correlated with quality of life [5].
Morever, the use of a cane is prominent in individuals post stroke
to help improve balance and overall walking ability. The purpose
of the current study was to utilize musculoskeletal modeling to
investigate how ankle plantarflexor forces change between
walking with versus without a cane post-stroke. Additionally, the
authors sought to determine how he model residual actuators
adjusted when the subject walked with a cane, without
accounting for the forces of the cane in the model. The authors
hypothesized ankle plantarflexor forces would decrease and
residual actuator forces would increase with cane use to match
the force output of the cane.

The results of this abstract are in accordance with previous
literature indicating muscle forces are reduced when walking
with versus without a cane in an individual post stroke [8].
Neptune et al. reported that the SOL and MG provide trunk
support during early stance and the SOL promotes trunk
acceleration during late stance [9]. During early stance, SOL and
MG muscle actuator forces are present when not using the cane
but are not present when using the cane (Figure 1). This suggests
the subject used the cane, not their MG or SOL, to support their
trunk. Research has shown canes are able to increase an
indi id al braking force during walking [10]. The increase in
SOL force during the cane condition is likely a result of the
subject increasing forces in the SOL to overcome the increased
braking force provided by the cane and accelerate the trunk
forward.

Methods
One subject (mass: 101.34 kg, height: 1.8 m) performed walking
trials with and without a cane at a self-selected speed across eight
in-ground force platforms. Seventeen motion capture cameras
sampling at 100 Hz were used to track a full body marker set of
65 retroreflective markers and 6 additional markers placed on the
cane. The subject performed four trials in each condition. A
single, clean foot contact from the subject’s paretic limb was used
for analysis in each condition. Data were exported from Visual
3D (Germantown, MD, USA) to OpenSim [6] where all analyses
were performed. The model was scaled to fit the subject based on
the Visual 3D scale set and inverse kinematics were performed in
Visual 3D for both conditions. Residual Reduction Analysis
(RRA) was performed to decrease the effects of modeling and
marker processing errors. The RRA solution of the cane trial was
then compared to the ground reaction forces of the cane.
Computed Muscle Control (CMC) was used to calculate the
muscle actuator forces used to drive the model forward while
tracking the desired kinematics. The medial gastrocnemius (MG),
lateral gastrocnemius (LG), and soleus (SOL) muscles of the
paretic limb were used for comparison between the two trials.

Figure 1: Muscle forces of ankle plantarflexor muscles of the paretic
limb when walking with versus without a cane.

Significance
The results of this study indicate ankle plantarflexor muscle force
of the paretic leg decreases with the use of a cane, and OpenSim
RRA tool is able to compensate for residual forces not accounted
for in the model. Future work is necessary to implement the cane
in the simulation to more accurately account for it in the model
and determine how the model repsonds to this external force.
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Results and Discussion
During the cane condition, the average vertical ground reaction
force of the cane was within 14% of the average vertical residual
force from RRA when the cane was in contact with the force
plate. This result is aligned with previous research demonstrating
OpenSim abili o acco n for handrail use during walking [7].
During the no cane condition, the model displayed a 21.4% and
49.8% increase in peak actuator force of the MG and LG
respectively compared to the cane condition. The model also
demonstrated a 21.5% decrease in peak actuator force of the SOL
compared to the cane condition. Average actuator force in the no
cane condition for the MG, LG, and SOL were 27.6%, 56.0%,
and 32.6% greater compared to the cane condition, respectively.
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shown in Figure 1. The ICC values of spine loading from T1 to
L5 were mostly excellent, with 91% of ICC point estimates
being greater than 0.75 for all activities.
This is the first study to determine the reliability of spine
loading determined from marker-based subject-specific
musculoskeletal models. We found that larger differences in
spine loading between sessions (>15%), at any level, were
corresponding to larger differences (>10%) in lordosis or
kyphosis between sessions. This indicates much of our spine
loading differences can be ascribed, at least in part, to
differences in spine curvature, and that precise and accurate
assessment and implementation of spine curvature is crucial for
creating subject-specific musculoskeletal models of the spine.

Introduction
Optoelectronic motion capture data are often used for scaling of
musculoskeletal models to an individual s anthropometry.
However, there is known error in optoelectronic motion capture
due inherent system performance1 and more notably due to
variation in marker placement on anatomical landmarks2-4.
While these concerns have been well studied in gait models,
there has been limited prior investigation into how this variation
might affect marker-estimated spine models and spinal loading
predictions.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate how
variation in the placement of anatomical markers affects the
reliability of body segment scaling, estimated spine curvature,
and resulting compressive spine loading outcomes when
creating subject-specific musculoskeletal models.
Methods
Nineteen healthy participants aged 24-74 years underwent the
same set of measurements on two separate occasions.
Retroreflective markers were placed on anatomical regions,
including C7, T1, T4, T5, T8, T9, T12 and L1 spinous
processes, pelvis, upper and lower limbs, and head. We created
full-body musculoskeletal models with detailed thoracolumbar
spines, and scaled these to create subject-specific models for
each individual and each session. Models were scaled from
distances between markers, and spine curvature was adjusted
according to marker-estimated measurements. Using these
models, we estimated vertebral compressive loading from T1 to
L5 for five different standardi ed postures: neutral standing, 45
trunk flexion, 15 trunk extension, 20 lateral bend to the right,
and 45 axial rotation to the right. Intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICCs) and standard error of measurement were
calculated as measures of between-session reliability and
measurement error, respectively.

Figure 1: Mean difference in compressive spine loading for
flexion between sessions. Box plots show median and interquartile range, and black dots represent individual data points.
Significance
Overall, this information is a necessary precursor of using
motion capture data to estimate spine loading with subjectspecific musculoskeletal models, and suggests that marker data
will deliver reproducible subject-specific models and estimates
of spine loading. This informs the conduct and interpretation of
future studies on dynamic spine loading, which are important
for gaining insight into mechanisms contributing to back pain,
vertebral fractures and other musculoskeletal injuries.

Results and Discussion
Of the nineteen healthy subjects, two subjects were excluded
from analysis due to non-visible retroreflective markers on the
pelvic ASIS or on the L1 vertebra. For body segment scaling,
segment lengths were not different between sessions (p>0.05).
The measurements with excellent reliability (ICC > 0.75) were
the head and neck length and width, humeri and radii, spine and
foot length and width. All other scaling measurements had fair
reliability with ICCs ranging from 0.46 0.75. Spine curvature
was not different between sessions, however the variability was
larger for lordosis than kyphosis. Both measures had excellent
reliability with ICCs>0.75. Bland Altman plots of between
session measures showed no systematic differences or
proportional biases.
Subject-specific spine loading between sessions was not
significantly different for all activities. Interquartile ranges and
total range of mean difference were similar across all levels of
the spine for all simulated activities. Mean difference in
compressive spine loading during flexion between sessions is
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Introduction
We do not understand how commonly observed and mathematically described properties of motor force output arise from neural
circuitry. For example, motor outputs exhibit signal dependent
noise, in which force variability increases with force magnitude.
Further, the motor system exhibits the ability to robustly maintain
a force, such that variability in the output of individual motor units
or muscles does not directly affect the variability in force output.
This has been extensively described in the motor literature as the
“uncontrolled manifold,”1 or optimal feedback control.2 3
Here, we developed a model of a motor neuron pool based on
principles of an efficient spiking network, which has been used to
understand firing properties of cortical neuronal populations. In
an efficient spiking network, the neurons cooperatively produce an
output with a balanced distribution of activity across neurons.4 6
We hypothesize that this balance enables stable force production
despite variability in individual neural firing. Provided various desired force trajectories, we tested whether the model output would
exhibit signal-dependent noise and robustness to perturbations in
its motor neuron firing.

measuring the mean and variance of the force output.
Results and Discussion
Both network models were able to simulate a desired force input
(Fig. 1a, b). With respect to signal-dependent noise, only the motor unit recruitment network exhibited an increased variance with
an increased magnitude of force output (Fig 1, insets).
Both networks were robust to massive perturbations (Fig 1c),
i.e. the destruction of a large fraction of its neurons. Notably,
we found that the networks were able to sustain force production
by distributing force production amongst the remaining available
neurons until the destruction of 60-80% of the neurons (Fig 1d).
Across motor pool simulations with successful force production,
force output varied by 7%, while the firing of the remaining individual neurons changed by 467 ± 99%.

Methods
The model was composed of a network of N=100 leaky integrateand-fire neurons in an efficient balanced network. The model was
given a desired time-varying input force vector x (Fig 1, red). The
neurons in the network fire if their firing reduces the error of the
system, which is represented by:
L = hkx x̂k2 + µkrk22 i
where x̂ = Âi wi ri is the network’s estimated force output, wi are
the fixed weights of the connections between neurons, µ is the cost
of firing, and r is the filtered spike train s, where ṙ = l r + s and
l is the neuron’s leak coefficient. This loss function minimizes
error in the produced force while ensuring that spiking activity is
distributed across neurons. A neuron in the network fires when its
membrane voltage Vi = wi (x x̂) µi ri crosses the firing threshold. Each neuron’s contribution to x̂ is reflected in its inhibitory
connections (weighted by wi ) to other neurons. This simulates
the effects of interneurons, including Renshaw cells, where each
motor neuron inhibits itself and all other motor neurons.
We used this architecture to create two models. First, we simulated a force-sharing network in which the contribution of each
neuron to the total force was equal (wi = w j for all pairs of neurons
i, j), and each neuron had an equal firing threshold. The second
model was a motor unit recruitment network; the contributions
of each neuron in this network to the total force output increased
linearly such that ”larger” motor units needed to reach a higher
membrane voltage to fire and contributed more to overall force.
That is, wi < w j for all pairs of neurons i, j such that the size of
neuron i is less than the size of neuron j.
We fed time-varying force trajectories to each network and observed the resultant variance and magnitude of the force output to
assess the presence of signal-dependent noise. To test the robustness of the model output to neural variability, we created a drastic
change in neural firing by silencing a large fraction of neurons and

Figure 1: Network Outputs. (A) Raster plot of motor unit recruitment
network producing a ramping force. (B) Raster plot of force sharing network producing a ramping force. (C) Representative raster plot showing
a fraction of silenced neurons (blue box). (D) Fraction of desired force
reached across various fractions of silenced neurons.

Significance
We have developed a biologically plausible model of how motor
output may be regulated by a self-correcting network to maintain
task level goals despite variability in individual motor neuron output. Such a framework may inform our mechanistic understanding
of compensation in debilitating motor impairments.
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Introduction
Dentin has a unique hierarchical structure containing mineral
crystals embedded in a protein matrix [1]. Fracture behavior in
such a biological composite is of great importance for the
restorative dentistry. At the microscale level, an important feature
is the existence of dentinal tubules. The tubules are surrounded
by highly mineralized cylindrical cuffs of peritubular dentin
(PTD) [1]. PTDs are embedded in a protein matrix known as
intertubular dentin (ITD). The density and diameter of tubules
near the pulp tissue are larger than those of near the dentin enamel
junction (DEJ) [2]. There is also an increase in the thickness of
PTD from the pulp tissue to the DEJ.
The microstructural features have considerable effects on the
mechanical resistance of dentin and the hierarchical structure of
dentin is associated with various toughening mechanisms [1]. In
the present study, we investigate the influence of variations in
PTD hickne , he b le diame e , and ma e ial
e ie
through dentin on the crack growth. In order to capture different
toughening mechanisms, we use a brittle model of the phase-field
method to analyze the crack growth.

interface (i.e., decreasing the resistance of the interface to
fracture), the cracks are arrested along the interface.
(a)
Displacement Load

𝑈
ss

(Damage)
1.0

PTD
Microcrack
ITD matrix
Tubule
(b)

0

(c)

Methods
At the microscale level, dentin can be considered as a fiberreinforced composite structure. PTDs are considered as hollow
fibers with the inner diameter 𝑑 and thickness 𝑡 and embedded
in ITD matrix (Figure 1). To create the models, we use the
geometrical information reported by Chu et al. [2]. The boundary
conditions of the models are shown in Figure 1. We investigate
the mechanical response and damage propagation in dentin under
2D plain-strain conditions. To study the region-dependent
fracture behavior of dentin, we consider the density and the
diameter of dentinal tubules and the PTD thickness at the crown
and root parts of dentin. We also evaluate the influence of
mechanical properties of ITD and PTD on crack growth. We
adopt a brittle model of the phase-field method developed by
Molnár et al. [3]. We implement the brittle model into a
subroutine using Abaqus software.

Figure 1: (a) A schematic representation of the microstructural features
within dentin including the applied load and the boundary conditions.
2D models of two different locations within dentin and their fracture
patterns: (b) near the pulp tissue and (c) near the DEJ. Damage with 1.0
shows the crack path and the zero value presents that there is no damage.

Significance
The findings of the present research show the region-dependent
fracture behavior of dentin. This dependency on the regions helps
us to develop the dentine-adhesive restorative materials. We can
also predict the probability of failure in various regions within
dentin. This provides technical information on fracture behavior
of dentin for the dental restorations. Our models also enable us to
capture various toughening mechanisms such as microcracking,
crack deflection and branching in a composite structure.

Results and Discussion
Our results show that microcracking in PTD is found as an
effective toughening mechanism in all simulations. The rate of
microcracking increases by decreasing the critical energy release
rate of PTD. However, microcracking in PTD is not significantly
dependent on the elastic moduli of ITD and PTD. We also
observe crack branching in our models. Crack branching is
determined as one of the toughening mechanisms in the region
near to the pulp tissue. Our results also reveal that the toughness
of the dentin microstructure is dependent on the density of
tubules. Due to a decrease in the density of tubules in the location
near to the DEJ, cracks propagate through the ITD matrix with
few barriers in head of the cracks in this region (Figure 1).
Our results also indicate that crack deflection is decreased by
a decrease in the density of tubules. In this study, we also evaluate
the important role of the interface between PTD and ITD in crack
deflection. By decreasing the critical energy release rate of the
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Introduction
Osteocytes are the mechano-sensors that initiate
variety of signaling pathways (such as Ca2+/NFAT,
BMP, WNT etc.) within lacunae-canaliculi network in
response to exogenous mechanical loading [1]. These
signals induce stimuli with in the bone matrix which
produces p opo iona e ne bone fo ma ion a bone
periosteal and endocortical surface [1]. Induced stimuli
must surpass a threshold level to deposit lamellar bone
[2]. However, woven bone gets generated in haphazard
manner if induced stimuli exceed another higher
threshold level [2]. This study presents a mathematical
model that fits site-specific woven bone generation for
rat tibia mid-section exposed to pure bending. In
particular, this model is an extension of an existing
model that predicts site-specific lamellar bone for
different loading regimens [1]. The model has potential
to predict lamellar as well as woven bone distribution
for different loading regimens at rat and mice tibial
mid-section.

,
and
a e con an adap ed f om [1].
P opo ionali
con an
( =1, 2) and
(threshold strain value for woven bone generation) are
variables to be optimized.
Results and Discussions
The modified model has been tested at periosteal
surface for Sprague Dawley rat tibia mid-section
exposed to pure bending [3]. Required input data has
been collected/calculated from the literature [3]. Figure
1 shows the in-vivo vs. analytical woven bone
distribution. Watson U2 goodness of fit test (p-value =
0.76 and independen
o ample S den
-test (pvalue=0.61) suggested a good fit between analytical
and in-vivo woven bone distribution.

Methods
The current model is an extension of existing
mathematical model [1]. Induced strain at location of
any osteocyte should surpass a threshold level ( ) to
allow flow of stimulus to its neighboring osteocyte.
Stimuli generated by osteocytic network within
lacunae-canaliculi network will reach lining cells and
deposit proportionate lamellar bone to stimuli.
However, once lining cell gets differentiated into
mature osteoblast and exceeds another higher threshold
level of strain ( ), then woven bone will be generated
in haphazard manner. Therefore, we added that
osteoblasts not osteocytes play significant role to
predict woven bone when they are exposed to heavy
loads. Hence, this modified model can fit both lamellar
and woven bone. In addition, osteoblasts behave
differently to tensile and compressive loading.
Accordingly, the optimization function ( ) has been
modified as follows:
If
-

Figure 1: In-vivo vs. analytical woven bone distribution at
periosteal surface of 9 months old rat mid-section tibia
exposed to pure bending i h peak ind ced ain of 3010 .
The loading was done using 504 nos. sinusoidal loading
waveform (2Hz) at 64N amplitude in 12 days.

Significance
The model closely predicts site-specific woven
bone distribution at least for pure bending cases. The
model has potential to predict both lamellar and woven
bone distribution for different loading regimens.

∑
Otherwise;
∑
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resulting from 1000 stochastic forward simulations) under three
types of control: (1) feedforward control minimizing eff ( ff
i a ), (2) b feedforward control minimizing effort and
end- i
a ia ce ( ff b ) a d (3) c bi ed feedf
ad
and feedback control minimizing effort and end-point variance
( ff + fb b ).
Our robust optimal control model predicts co-contraction and
delayed sensory feedback as mechanisms to stabilize the
musculoskeletal dynamics during a reaching movement in an
unstable environment in the presence of sensorimotor noise
(Figure 1). Robust feedforward control leads to co-contraction
to mitigate the effects of interactions between motor noise and
the destabilizing force-field. However, without feedback the
motion is not stable and the end-point error ellipse is larger than
experimentally observed [3]. Adding sensory feedback leads to
end-point variance similar to what is experimentally observed
[3]. In agreement with experimental results, co-contraction is
still present, due to the limited performance of sensory feedback
in presence of delays and noise.

Introduction
Robustness of movement in the presence of internal
(sensorimotor noise) and external perturbations results from the
interaction between neural control and musculoskeletal
mechanics. It has been shown that humans use both delayed
sensory feedback control [1], and adapt joint impedance by cocontracting muscles [2] to stabilize movement. However, it is yet
unclear how those strategies are combined. Simulations might
give insight in how task goals and task constraints shape the
control strategy. Optimal control explains many features of
human movement. However, due to the high computational cost,
available approaches require either deterministic open-loop
trajectory optimization in case of complex musculoskeletal
models, or stochastic feedback control with simpler models and
linear [3] or open-loop stable dynamics [4].
We previously proposed an optimal control framework based on
direct collocation that enables rapid predictive simulations of
movement [5]. Here, we extended our trajectory optimization
framework to a generally applicable robust optimal control
framework. We then applied the framework to predict muscle
co-contraction and sensory feedback for a reaching task in a
divergent force field [3].
Methods
Consider a system with dynamics 𝒙 𝑓 𝒙, 𝒖, 𝒘 , with 𝒙 the
states, 𝒖 the controls and 𝒘 a set of zero mean Gaussian
disturbances (noise). To account for uncertainty, we augment the
state-space by adding the state co-variance matrix P. We
describe the propagation of the co-variance matrix by the
continuous Lyaponuv equation [1]: 𝑃 𝐴𝑃 𝑃𝐴
𝐶Σ 𝐶 ,
with 𝐴 = 𝜕𝑓 𝒙, 𝒖, 0 /𝜕𝒙, and 𝐶Σ 𝐶 the effect of noise with
𝐶 𝜕𝑓 𝒙, 𝒖, 𝒘 /𝜕𝒘 and Σ the noise co-variance matrix. In
our robust optimal control framework, we solve for controls that
minimize a task-related cost using direct collocation.
We modeled a reaching task in a divergent force field as
performed by Franklin et al. [3]. The musculoskeletal model is
a 2-dof planar arm model driven by four mono-articular Hilltype muscles. Muscle excitations (𝑒 ) consist of a feedforward
term and linear feedback of the deviation from the optimal hand
trajectory: 𝑒 𝑡
𝑒𝑓𝑓, 𝑡
𝐾 𝑡 ∙ 𝑝 𝑡
𝑝∗ 𝑡 , with
𝑝 the ha d position and velocity in the 2D plane and 𝑝∗ the
deterministic trajectory generated by the optimal feedforward
controls. We implemented a lumped neuromechanical delay of
100ms. The divergent force field is modelled as an external
horizontal force acting on the hand that is dependent on hand
position: 𝐹
100
∙𝑥
. Sensory noise is modeled as
Gaussian noise with standard deviation of 2mm and 4mm/s on
respectively hand position and velocity respectively. Motor
noise is modeled as Gaussian noise with standard deviation of
0.3Nm added to the shoulder and elbow torques. Starting pose
(0,0), end pose (0,0.25m) and movement duration 0.5s are
prescribed. We solve for feedforward excitations 𝑒𝑓𝑓,
𝑒 𝑡
and feedback gains 𝐾 𝑡 that minimize a trade-off between
effort and variance of the end-point position of the hand.

Figure 1: Reaching trajectories and muscle activations for shoulder
antagonists (anterior and posterior deltoid) and elbow antagonists
(triceps and biceps). Note that co-contraction (simultaneous activity
in antagonist muscles) is large in the absence of feedback (red) but
still present when feedback is added (green).

Significance
We present a generally applicable robust optimal control
framework and demonstrate that optimal control can explain
both sensory feedback and co-contraction as strategies to cope
with sensorimotor noise in an unstable environment.
Importantly, our ability to use complex muscle-driven models
allows us to account for the interaction between the intrinsic
stabilizing properties of the musculoskeletal system and motor
control when studying how uncertainty shapes movement
patterns, muscle co-activation, and feedback control.
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Introduction
A common symptom in neurological disorders is joint hyperresistance to passive stretch, which results from neural and nonneural contributions. Neural contributions are involuntary muscle
activity (muscle tone) and stretch hyperreflexia. Non-neural
contributions are due to changes in mechanical tissue properties.
However, it is challenging to distinguish these contributions
based on clinical tests1. Neuromechanical models that explicitely
model these contributions may be useful in dissociating the
various contributions to joint hyper-resistance in instrumented
clinical tests2. The pendulum test is such a test where the lower
leg is dropped from a horizontal position and features of limb
motion are evaluated3. The first swing excursion is especially
sensitive to the presence of spasticity. We found that it was
important to model muscle short-range stiffness (SRS) and its
interaction with muscle tone and hyperreflexia to capture the
reduced first swing excursion in simulation2. SRS is a steep
increase in muscle force upon stretch of an isometric muscle that
is proportional to muscle tone. Our recent experimental results
confirm the contribution of SRS. Moving the leg, which is known
to reduce SRS, instead of keeping it isometric before releasing it
in the pendulum test increased first swing excursion and reduced
reflex activity. Here, we tested whether our model allows
identifying individual-specific contributions of hyperreflexia,
muscle tone, and damping (resulting from passive tissues) to
hyper-resistance based on pendulum test kinematics. To this aim,
we assessed (1) the quality of the fit between measured and
simulated kinematics, (2) differences in parameters between
children with CP and typically developing (TD) children, and (3)
whether the effect of pre-movement on pendulum test kinematics
could be predicted based on parameters identified from pendulum
test kinematics in the isometric condition.

each child were estimated by tracking 2-3 trials of kinematic data
in the isometric condition. Estimated parameters were
normalized to leg mass multiplied by leg length. Next, we used
these parameters to predict the effect of pre-movement on
pendulum test kinematics. Pre-movement was modeled by
removing the torque due to SRS from the model.
Results and Discussion
Preliminary results demonstrate that our model can fit a wide
range of pendulum test kinematics across children (e.g. Fig 1ab).
Damping was variable across subjects (Fig 1c). Muscle tone and
reflex activity were higher in children that had a smaller first
swing excursion (Fig 1de, CP2-4). The identified parameters
have predictive value, as they captured the effect of premovement on pendulum test kinematics (Fig. 1ab, Table 1).
Although none of the children with CP had quadriceps spasticity
according to Modified Ashworth Scores (Table 1), we observed
large differences in first swing excursion and the effect of premovement on first swing excursion. Our best fit model
parameters also suggest different contributions from muscle tone
and reflex activity in these children. In CP3 and CP4, reduced
first swing excursion might be due to increased muscle tone and
reflex excitability, whereas in CP2, reduced first swing excursion
might be primarily due to increased damping, consistent with the
lack of an effect of pre-movement on first-swing excursion.

Methods
First, model parameters were identified by fiting pendulum test
trajectories for 1 TD child and 4 children with CP (Table 1).

Figure 1: Simulated (no PM: black; PM: red) and experimental (no PM:
grey; PM: orange) pendulum trajectories for a child with only minor
spasticity (a) and a child with severe spasticity (b). Simulated parameters
were damping (c), muscle tone (d) and reflex activity (e).

Table 1: Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) and pendulum kinematics
(Measured first swing excursions (FS) (range) and increased FS due to
pre-movement (mean),simulated increase due to pre-movement (range)).
TD1
CP1
CP2
CP3
CP4
MAS (Quadriceps-

0-0

0-1

0-1

0-1

0-3

Measured FS (°)

106-122

103-104

67-70

26-55

45-54

Measured
increase in FS (°)

-4

5

0

22

41

Simulated
increase in FS (°)

2-3

3-5

3-10

40-53

19-36

Significance
Our neuromechanical model combined with an instrumented
spasticity assessment revealed abnormal contributions to hyperresistance that were not identified in clinical tests. Model
parameters may be useful to improve diagnosis and guide
treatment selection in children with spasticity.

Hamstrings)
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The model consists of a planar lower leg segment actuated with
a passive torque, due to damping, and an active torque,
representing torque from muscle tone, SRS proportional to
muscle tone, and reflex activity modeled as linear feedback from
force2,5. Parameters (damping, muscle tone and reflex gain) for
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Introduction
Spasticity refers to velocity dependent hyperreflexia, where
involuntary muscle activation is caused by passive muscle
stretch. However, the mechanisms underlying spasticity and its
consequences on movement are still unclear.
In a recent study we developed a computational model to
simulate pendulum test kinematics in children with spastic
cerebral palsy (CP)1. The pendulum test is a diagnostic method
that consists in evaluating the pattern of lower leg movement after
release from the horizontal. Our simulations show that increasing
muscle tone and short-range stiffness, with increased reflex
strength could explain key kinematic outcomes of the pendulum
test that are associated with spasticity in children with CP.
Here, our objective was to test the relative contributions of
increased muscle spindle sensitivity to stretch versus increased
reflex gain to abnormal pendulum test kinematics. We integrated
a biophysical model of a muscle spindle2 with a biomechanical
model of the lower limb, increased muscle spindle sensitivity (i.e.
sensory signal per unit stretch) is due to gamma motor neuron
activity, i.e. gamma drive, increasing tension in intrafusal
muscles within the muscle spindle. And reflex gain refers to the
transformation of the sensory signal to a motor output within the
spinal cord (i.e. reflex torque per unit sensory signal).
We hypothesized that increasing gamma drive versus reflex
gain would cause different kinematic outcomes in clinicalrelevant motor behaviors. Specifically, we simulated two leg
motor behaviors commonly used for clinical assessment, the
pendulum test and the knee tendon jerk reflex.

Results and Discussion
Different limb movements emerged when modulating gamma
drive versus reflex gain.
In knee jerk reflex simulations, the reflex torque caused a
oscillatory movement of the leg (Fig. 2A). Increasing gamma
drive (k ) or reflex gain (kr) increased the first swing excursion,
but higher gamma drive reduced the number of oscillations
whereas higher reflex gains increased the number of oscillations.
In pendulum test simulations (Fig. 2B) higher gamma drive
decreased both first swing excursion and number of oscillations.
Higher reflex gain decreased the first swing excursion but did not
change the number of oscillations. The torque profiles suggest
that higher gamma drive causes increased reflex sensitivity to the
dynamic component of muscle stretch (narrow peaks), and earlier
reflex activity.

Methods
We integrated a biophysical model of muscle spindles2 with a
single-link, torque-driven model of the lower limb1 with passive
damping (Fig. 1). Muscle spindle sensory signals were modeled
by simulating cross-bridges in intrafusal muscle and converting
the resultant force and yank to simulated afferent neuron driving
potentials causing sensory signals. Gamma drive (k ) modulates
the number of available actin binding sites, increasing the force
in the intrafusal fiber. Reflex gain (kr) modulates the amount of
torque produced per unit of muscle spindle sensory feedback.
The knee jerk reflex was simulated by imposing a stretch of
the extensor muscle that elicited an initial reflex torque equal to
12Nm in the baseline condition. The pendulm test was simulated
as a leg drop from a starting angle of 0°. The number of
oscillations (N) and f
1) were used to
evaluate the effects of increasing k or kr on kinematics.

Figure 2: Simulations of knee jerk reflex (A) and pendulum test (B).

Significance
Our neuromechanical simulations including muscle spindle
sensory feedback in clinical behaviors provide a framework to
dissociate gamma drive from central reflex gain as mechanisms
underlying hyperreflexia. Neuromechanical simulations could be
used to identify the underlying mechanisms of hyperreflexia from
experimental data in patients, understand how physiological and
pharmacological factors affect sensorimotor behaviors in health
and disease, and guide personalized interventions and novel
therapeutic approaches to neurological movement disorders.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the neuromechanical model.
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I
d c
The role of residual gastrocnemius in gait for transtibial amputees
remains relati el une amined. During the transtibial amputation
surger , the distal end of the gastrocnemius is t picall
rapped
around the distal end of the limb. As the apparent role of the
muscle changes after an amputation, understanding the
characteristics of the residual gastrocnemius and nature of these
acquired functions can inform the de elopment of surgical and
rehabilitati e strategies. Stud of the electrom ographic
acti ations of the residual gastrocnemius during gait sho that
acti ation patterns ar greatl bet een but not ithin transtibial
amputees.1 This suggests that transtibial amputees de elop
different strategies for their gastrocnemius during gait.
De eloping subject specific models that account for unique
ph siolog of the residual gastrocnemius could better elucidate
the character and function of the muscle gi en the ariance
obser ed in electrom ographic data.
The goal of this stud is to collect data from indi idual intact
and residual gastrocnemii in order to construct subject specific
musculoskeletal models in OpenSim. From these models e can
assess the character and function of the muscle. In this stud
e
demonstrate that the contribution of the gastrocnemius muscles
in knee fle ion decrease in an amputated leg.

Re

a dD c
On a erage the moment contribution of the of the medial
gastrocnemius dropped from 41% to 11% moment contribution
from the unaffected leg to the affected leg, and the lateral
gastrocnemius decreased from 12% to 3% moment contribution.
The model simulated the e perimental net torque ith a percent
error bet een 5% and 14% for the affected limb and bet een
11% and 34% for the unaffected limb. The normali ed linear
EMG en elopes had a similar shape to the predicted muscle
acti it cur es for most of the muscles, but ere less
representati e in the gastrocnemii in particular.

Me d
A 37 ear old male transtibial amputee performed ma imal effort
isometric knee fle ions at knee angles of 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees
in a Biode S stem 4 human d namometer. During these trials,
surface electrom ographic (EMG) sensors ere placed o er the
muscle bellies of 3 knee fle ors and 3 knee e tensors, digital
goniometers ere placed across the knee and ankle joints (if
present), and an ultrasound probe as placed o er the muscle
bell of gastrocnemius muscle. The e periment as repeated
done on both the subject s amputated and intact side.
An OpenSim model de eloped b Rajagopal et al. as
adapted to model the seated isometric fle ions.2 Using scaling
measurements taken of the subject s segement lengths, an intact
model of the subject as created. Ne t the model as cut at the
shank based on subject measurements and all muscles of the
shank ere remo ed e cept for the gastrocnemii, hose paths
ere modified based on the ultrasound images. Ne
alues for
tendon slack length, optimal fiber length, pennation angle ere
modified based on the ultrasound images (isokinetic fle ions of
the knee ere done to identif the optimal fiber length) and the
ma imum isometric force of the muscle as scaled based on the
ph siological cross section of subject s muscle.
Static optimi ation as performed on the model using
kinematic data and e ternal forces from the goniometers and the
Biode respecti el . Indi idual muscle contributions are
estimated based on their mean acti it (and corresponding force
contribution) across the duration of the force production. These
results are summed and compared to the e perimentall
measured net knee moment. The EMG data is rectified/filtered
and the resultant linear en elope is compared to the predicted
muscle acti it .

Figure 1: The
simulated
contributions of the
arious knee fle or
muscles in generating
knee moment. The
abo e plot sho s the
affected leg
contributions and the
bottom plot sho s the
unaffected leg
contributions.

S
f ca ce
The generated model demonstrates the change in relati e muscle
contribution in knee fle ion for transtibial amputees. Through the
use of a subject specific model, e ere able to account for both
macroscopic changes the shape of the gastrocnemii as ell as
internal changes in muscle properties. The outcome of this stud
is useful in furthering the understanding of the character of the
residual gastrocnemius in d namic tasks.
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In od c ion
Shear ave tensiometr is an emerging technique capable of
quantif ing tendon1 and ligament2 loading noninvasivel . In
shear ave tensiometr , the shear ave propagation speed in the
tissue of interest scales predictabl
ith the a ial tissue stress.
These measurements are made
using a handheld or
earable sensor. Ho ever, measured shear ave speeds ma be
sensitive to sensor design and end-user variabilit in performing
these measurements.

Monte Carlo simulations (n = 2,400 at each strain level) ere run
on a high-throughput computing grid ith tensiometer mass (0.220 g), stiffness (1-10 N/mm), and application force (1-10 N per
component) randoml selected from uniform distributions.
Re l and Di c ion
The model-predicted shear ave speeds increased ith a ial
tendon strain as predicted b our anal tical model.1 When the
tissue as strained to 3%, the shear ave speeds did not scale
predictabl ith tensiometer mass, stiffness, or application force.
Ho ever, hen 6% strain as applied to the tissue, measured
ave speeds ere highl correlated ith application force (R2 =
0.84), ith shear ave speed increasing b 1.02 m/s for a 1 N
increase in application force (Fig. 2).

We have developed a parametric, d namic finite element
model3 of a multibod tensiometer that predicts shear ave
speeds that agree ith an anal tical tensioned beam model1
(FEBio v2.9.1).4 Using this parametric model, e can var
tensiometer application force, internal tensiometer stiffess, and
the tensiometer component mass. Hence, the purpose of this
stud
as to characteri e the effect of these parameters on
measured shear ave speeds.
Me hod
Our parametric model includes a shear ave tensiometer and a
fibrous soft tissue structure. We modeled the tissue as a 60-mm
long c linder ith a radius of 3 mm. The tissue mechanical
behaviour as governed b a transversel isotropic Moone Rivlin constitutive relationship ith uniforml distributed fibers
aligned a iall . The tensiometer as modeled using a set of rigid
c linders, representing a pie oelectric tapper and t o
accelerometers, in contact ith the tissue surface (Fig. 1). Each
c linder as prescribed a finite mass and attached to a
displacement controlled block b a spring-damper.

Fig e 2: Measured shear ave speeds are sensitive to tensiometer
application force at the 6% strain level.

The dependenc of measured shear ave speeds on the
tensiometer application force could be a result of an increase in
the locali ed tissue stress due to tissue deformation. This ould
suggest that tensiometer application force should ideall be kept
lo to mitigate its effect on shear ave propagation ithin the
tissue, hich might lead to an over-estimation of the
stress.
Significance
Shear ave tensiometers enable the noninvasive measurement of
ligament and tendon loading. Ho ever, the sensor relies on
mechanical contact ith the tissue of interest, and hence has the
potential to alter ho
aves propagate locall . Our novel
parametric model presents a platform b
hich tensiometer
design factors can be studied. High-throughput computing allo s
us to full e plore the tensiometer design space. The insights
gained are important for designing tensiometers that are best
suited for targeted applications in orthopedic surger and
earable kinetics.

Fig e 1: The parametric tensiometer model as used in a d namic
anal sis to determine the effects of tensiometer design parameters on
measured shear ave speeds.
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A shear ave as e cited in the tissue via a ramp
displacement of the actuator calibrated to the d namic behaviour
of pie oelectric tappers used in our earable tensiometers.1 Shear
ave speed as calculated using a normali ed cross-correlation
of the transverse tissue motion at the t o accelerometer blocks.
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is the amplitude of the harmonic excitation and w is the forcing
frequency.
!"̈ = %(') = )(*̇ − "̇ ) + .(* − ") where the velocity,
"̇ = −w" and the acceleration is "̈ = −01 "
The damping coefficient, c was calculated using Eq. (1). The
natural frequency, w? is found from the largest peak obtained in
the power spectrum.

Introduction
An understanding of the resonant frequency of the human body
would be beneficial in designing machinery, buildings, and
transportation so that exposure to vibrations close to the human
body’s resonant frequency may be avoided. However, that
requires first understanding the mechanical effects and properties
of the human body undergoing these vibrations. The human body
is a complicated system of interconnected masses, elasticities,
and viscous dampers (Coermann 1962). It would be difficult to
describe the mechanical properties of this system and almost
impossible to find the natural frequency of one part of the body
without generating the whole-body resonances (Randall 1997).

Results and Discussion
The resonance frequency (Fig. 2) of a soft mannequin was 6.4 Hz
while the stiffer one had the resonance frequency of 8.6 Hz. This
rise in the resonance is in accordance with the Eq. . = !w? 1 .
The displacement amplitude is higher for the stiffer as compared
to the soft mannequin (Fig. 2). The table shows the stiffness, k,
the damping coefficient, c and the damping ratio, x. The damping
ratio which is the ratio of actual damping to the critical damping
is the system property and it is 0.5 which means it’s an
underdamped system.

The current investigation used a mannequin specially
designed for the training of spinal manipulation and has
characteristics of human soft tissue, with a 3-D-printed spine,
pelvis, and skull connected by anatomically accurate articulating
joints and are covered with a silicon skin; stiffness of the lumbar
and thoracic regions can be controlled with nylon cords
accessible in the chest cavity. This mannequin has been
previously examined in static stiffness experiments, to be
reported separately. The method of investigation in the present
study has been used with inanimate objects and materials; the
current investigation is a step in studying its feasibility with
humans.

X 8.601
Y 2.83

Magnitude/Hz

2.5

Mannequin-Soft
Mannequin-Stiff

X 6.401
Y 1.996

2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Methods
A vibration fitness machine was used for generating harmonic
excitation. The mannequin was laid prone while the data was
collected. The machine was run at seven different speed settings
corresponding to each hertz reading level, and the mannequin
was tested in conditions of “soft”, with the cords on slack, and
“stiff” with the cords pulled to tension.

4

6

8
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14

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2: The displacement and the power spectrum
Table: System parameters.
Stiffness

Damping
Coefficient

Mannequin

k (N/m)

c (N-s/m)

Damping
ratio
x

Soft

32967

820

0.5

Stiff

59528

1103

0.5

Significance
The method was able to differentiate between soft and stiff
conditions of the mannequin and thus may be able to assess
stiffness for humans with differences in spinal stiffness and body
morphology. This method may be used in future studies of human
spinal stiffness and outcomes of spinal manipulation.

Figure 1: Mannequin lying on top of the vibration plate
Two accelerometers (PCM Model Number 352C65) were
used during testing. One accelerometer was attached to the top of
the lumbar spine using a strap and the other accelerometer was
attached to the base. The machine was turned on and the data was
collected from the accelerometers via LabVIEW SignalExpress
software. The data collection period was 5 seconds. The
calibration factor for the accelerometer is 100 mV/g. The
dynamic model of the mannequin is given in Eq. (1) where m is
the mass of the lower waist (Lumbar spine region, m = 20.4 kg),
c is the damping coefficient, k is the stiffness and y = Y sin(wt)
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Introduction
EMG-driven musculoskeletal modeling uses optimization to
calibrate musculotendon model parameter values to subject
movement and EMG data. The objective function minimizes the
sum of squares of errors between inverse dynamic joint moments
and the joint moments estimated by the EMG-driven model.
While necessary, this objective function is not sufficient to
produce unique model parameter values. Consequently,
unrealistic solutions sometimes occur where a muscle generates
unreasonably large passive force, even when published passive
joint moments for sagittal plane joints are also tracked in the cost
function [1]. Previous research has shown that to avoid injury
during walking, muscles likely operate primarily on the ascending
or early descending region of their active force-length curves,
thereby producing relatively low passive forces [2, 3]. To address
over-estimation of muscle passive force, this study investigated
how EMG-driven model calibration results change through the
addition of passive muscle force minimization to the optimization
cost function.

Results
A Pareto front (Fig.1 (A)) showed the trade-off between joint
moment tracking error and passive force cost, where increasing
the weight factor 𝜇 led to decreased passive force magnitude and
increased joint moment tracking error (Fig.1 (B)). Furthermore,
passive moment difference relative to published passive joint
moments for different values of 𝜇 followed a v-shaped curve with
a minimum near 𝜇 = 0.5 (Fig.1 (C)), which was close to the elbow
of the Pareto front. Passive force minimization reduced passive
force cost and joint moment tracking errors simultaneously
relative to a solution that tracked published sagittal plane passive
e
he c f c
( ee T ac g
F g.1 (B)).

Methods
Previously published gait data collected from the non-paretic leg
of a subject post-stroke performing treadmill walking were used
to scale a generic OpenSim (v3.3; [4]) model and calibrate lower
body joint positions and orientations [1]. The OpenSim model
possessed 𝑁 = 35 muscles controlling 𝑁𝐽 = 5 degrees of freedom
(DOFs) (2 hip DOFs, 1 knee DOF, and 2 ankle DOFs), where
muscles were treated as Hill-type models with a rigid tendon.
EMG-driven model calibration was performed using 10 gait
c c e c ec ed a he b ec self-selected and fastest speeds
(5 gait cycles for each speed) by optimizing activation dynamics
and Hill-type muscle model parameter values (P). The
optimization cost function was formulated as:
min 𝐽 ≜ 1 𝜇 𝐽𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑜𝑚 𝜇𝐽 𝑎
𝐹
(1)
𝐽𝑇
𝐽

≜

𝑎𝑐 𝑀

𝑎

𝐹

≜

1
𝑁𝐽

1
𝑁

𝑁

𝑀

𝑀

(2)

𝐹

(3)

Figure 1: (A) A Pareto front
comparing joint moment
tracking errors and passive
f ce c
a a f c
f .
(B) The f e ce f
moment tracking errors (blue)
and passive force cost (red) (C)
Passive
joint
moment
matching differences relative
to published data as a function
f

Significance
EMG-driven model calibration was influenced by passive muscle
force minimization, which tended to increase optimal muscle
fiber parameter values while decreasing joint moment tracking
errors. Matching published average passive joint moments during
model calibration may hinder EMG-driven model calibration [1,
5]. The proposed approach showed the potential to reduce the
occurrence of unrealistically high passive muscle forces while
simultaneously producing passive joint moments that exhibit
trends consistent with published data.

1
𝑁

𝐹

𝑎

1

𝐽𝑇 𝑎𝑐 𝑀 minimizes for errors in matching joint moments from
𝐹 minimizes total normalized passive
inverse dynamics, 𝐽 𝑎
force cost, and 𝜇 is a weighting factor that defines the relative
importance of each sub-objective. The sensitivity of the solution
to 𝜇 was investigated when 𝜇 was increased incrementally from 0
to 0.9.
and 𝑀 represent calculated and experimental joint
moments around joint i respectively. 𝐹 𝑎
defines modelpredicted passive force of muscle j, which was normalized to
maximal isometric muscle force (𝐹 ). For each solution, the
resulting joint passive moments for the three sagittal joints were
also compared with the passive joint moment measurements
reported in the literature [1,5].
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Introduction
Enhancement of human performance while minimizing energy
expenditure are common goals for assistive device design. For
human-in-the-loop design, a bjec metabolic cost is evaluated
as device design and control parameters are varied. However,
human-in-the-loop optimization [1] is an inefficient and time/cost
intensive process due to several experimental iterations.
Predictive gait optimizations performed using neuromusculoskeletal (NMS) and metabolic cost models could
potentially replace human-in-the-loop optimizations to identify
metabolically optimal device designs more rapidly and easily.
However, the accuracy of model-based metabolic cost estimates
is influenced by the choice of metabolic cost model [2] and
possibly by NMS model parameter calibration as well.
This study evaluated how NMS model calibration impacts
estimated metabolic cost during walking as calculated using two
common metabolic cost models.

That study reported a strong negative linear association between
CoT and gait speed (r = -0.98). Thus, for the present study, the
Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between CoT estimates and
gait speed was calculated for each modeling approach and
metabolic cost model.
Results and Discussion
Of the three modeling approaches, the EMG-driven model
predicted the strongest negative correlation between CoT and gait
speed for both subjects and both metabolic cost models (Table 1).
U be ge
del edic ed la ger CoT estimates but with a
higher correlation to gait speed compared to Bhargava
del,
where the difference in magnitude was expected as previously
observed [1]. Also, Bha ga a
del edic ed C T al e
within the statistical range (±3 SD) of the mean reported in Finley
et al. [7].
Significance
Based on these results, we recommend using calibrated EMGdriven NMS models to estimate muscle activations if metabolic
cost estimates are to be made. Furthermore, our results suggest
that Bha ga a
del is the most realistic metabolic cost model
since it produced CoT estimates that were of comparable
magnitude to published experimental values.

Methods
This study analyzed walking data previously collected from high
functioning (79 yr, lower limb Fugl-Meyer score of 32) and low
functioning (62 yr, lower limb Fugl-Meyer score of 25) male
subjects post-stroke with right-sided hemiparesis.
Three modeling approaches were investigated to determine
the influence of NMS model calibration on metabolic cost
estimates. The first approach used a scaled generic OpenSim
model and found muscle activations via static optimization (SOGen). The second approach used a calibrated EMG-driven model
[3] with calibrated functional axes [4] to find muscle activations.
The third approach used the calibrated NMS model but found
muscle activations via static optimization (SO-Cal).
Muscle activation estimates were used to calculate each
subject s cost of transport (CoT) at different gait speeds using
metabolic cost models published by Umberger [5] and Bhargava
et al. [6].
The calculated CoT values for the two subjects and two
metabolic cost models were compared with experimental CoT
values for individuals post-stroke as reported by Finley et al. [7].
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Table 1: Pearson correlation coefficients relating
estimated CoT obtained from both metabolic models
(left: (Umberger [5], right: Bhargava et al. [6]) to gait
speed for the low and high functioning stroke subjects.

SO Gen
EMG-driven
SO Cal

Figure 1: CoT estimates for both metabolic cost models and for all three methods.
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High Functioning
-0.71, -0.42
-0.97, -0.91
-0.96, -0.86

Low Functioning
-0.95, -0.84
-0.99, -0.99
-0.96, -0.86
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fo D namic Con i enc and Biomechanical Rele ance
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I
In the United States, one in e er eight ad lts s ffers from a gait
impairment that restricts their mobilit 1 . Proper diagnosis and
treatment of these impairments req ires an acc rate
nderstanding of an indi id al s motion and the forces that
prod ce their motion. M sc loskeletal modeling is an essential
techniq e for non-in asi el acq iring these kinematic and
d namic estimates 2 . At present, most m sc loskeletal models
ass me that the biomechanical effects of soft-tiss es like skin,
cartilage, and ligaments are negligible 3 . Ho e er, st dies ha e
sho n that neglecting soft-tiss es in these instances can incite
errors kno n as soft-tiss e artifacts (STAs) in estimates of joint
kinematics 4 , and d namics 5 that limit the acc rac of
m sc loskeletal models. Research has sho n that adding degrees
of freedom (DOF) to the joint definitions bet een the lo er limb
segments of a h man model can impro e the estimation of joint
forces, ork, and po er 5, 6 . Ho e er, the effect of increasing
joint DOF on a model s satisfaction of Ne ton s Second La of
Motion is nclear. O r aim as to determine if increasing the
DOF of specific joints red ces the artifical resid al rench
applied at the pel is d ring in erse d namics ro tines to satisf
Ne ton s Second La , and hether red ctions in these resid al
forces and moments correlate ith alking speed or BMI.

Forces Momen s [N/kg Nm/kg]

1

F
1: A
RMS R
S
. The changes in mean RMS
pel is resid als after s itching to the edited model. Each bo plot is
ten s bjects alking at one speed. A negati e al e indicates a
red ction in resid als and an impro ement in d namic consistenc .
Nonparametric signtests of the medians re eal fo r of the si resid al
categories medians are belo ero, hile Wilco on rank s m tests
re eal that slight differences occ r d e to speed.

M
We recr ited ten s bjects ith no histor of ne rological or
m sc loskeletal impairment (8 male, 2 female; age 21.6 2.87
ears; BMI 25.1 5.1; mean s.d.) and recorded alking data at
three speeds normali ed b Fro de n mber (Fr) sing optical
motion capt re and an instr mented treadmill. We s stematicall
added DOF to the lo er limb joints of OpenSim s 23 DOF lo er
bod and torso model (gait2354). For each model, e calc lated
the magnit de of the pel is resid al forces and moments for a
single, representati e s bject trial (BMI = 24.0, Fr = 0.15).
Finall , e sim lated all 30 trials ith both models and
calc lated median differences in resid al rench components
sing a non-parametric ranked s m test. Then, e tested for
correlations sing m ltiple linear regression models. All
statistical anal ses ere completed sing JMP Pro.

significant (α = 0.05) negati e correlations
correlations e isted ith BMI.

ith Fr,

hile no

S
To practicall o ercome STA b adding DOF, methodologies for
s bject-specific model t ning m st be impro ed. Adding DOF
to the lo er limb joints can impro e a model s d namic
consistenc and biomechanical acc rac , and models of higher
speed beha iors are more likel to benefit from adding DOF.
F t re ork ill incl de the de elopment of methods for
a tomaticall t ning the in erse kinematics step to better model
indi id als ith higher STA b eliminating the req irement for
s boptimal, man al IK t ning for each DOF that is added.

R
D
A 35 DOF model (gait3554) res lted in the lo est resid als for
the representati e s bject trial. The gait3554 comprised 6 DOF at
each hip, 4 at each knee pl s 2 constraints, and 1 at each ankle.
O r res lts sho ed statisticall significant red ctions in fo r of
the si resid al components ith the proposed model (F
1).
Ho e er, for half the s bjects, the model did not con erge to
sol tions hich respected joint constraints. Incorporating more
rele ant constraints or incl ding additional modeling elements
s ch as ligaments co ld impro e the effecti eness of the IK
algorithm on models ith higher DOF. For the s bjects here the
model con erged, the FX and FZ resid als possessed statisticall
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Minimizing Angular Momentum Yields More Robust Walking Trajectories in Five-Link Biped
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(i.e., α = 0, β = 1), or with both Horb2 and Hspin2 (i.e., the total
angular momentum squared, α = 1, β = 1). Horb is the angular
momentum of a segment COM (point mass) in the reference
frame of the whole-body COM. Hspin is the angular momentum
of a segment about its own COM (in its own reference frame).
The optimization includes many constraints such as those for
respecting the dynamics, a minimum step length of 0.2 m,
periodicity constraints so that the step behavior is repeatable,
limits on the joint angles, and impact at the heel strike. A
formulation of the optimization with these constraints is given
in Figure 1(b). The details of these constraints can be found in
[4].
A forward simulation is conducted in which a horizontal
impulsive force is applied at 1.0 sec at the hip joint for a
duration of approximately 0.4 sec, against the direction of the
step. The biped is tasked with walking 10 steps without falling
over. A PD controller is used for all simulations to track the
trajectories, and center of mass forward progression is used as
the phase variable (i.e., time parameterized by state variables).

Introduction
In the field of humanoid robots, walking motions are typically
achieved by calculating desired trajectories and using
controllers to help the robot follow those trajectories. The
manner in which these trajectories are obtained is critical, since
even the best controllers cannot yield a stable walking gait if the
trajectories which they track are of poor quality.
In this study, a trajectory optimization via direct collocation
is performed to generate desired joint trajectories for a single
step of a five-link biped. The trajectories are examined in a
forward simulation for their robustness to impulsive
disturbances. Prior research has shown that angular momentum
H about the whole body center of mass (COM) is highly
regulated during human walking [1]. Since human walking is
seemingly robust to disturbances and has very low H throughout
the gait cycle, it is reasonable to suspect that trajectories with
reduced H would be more robust to disturbances than those
without. Thus, terms which facilitate the minimization of H are
added to the cost function, and the performance of base-line
trajectories is compared to the performance of trajectories which
also minimize H. It is hypothesized that the trajectories which
minimize angular momentum will be more robust to
disturbances.

Results and Discussion
The maximum force the biped withstands without falling over
for a given cost function’s set of optimal trajectories is reported
in Table 1. When the step length was left unconstrained except
for the minimum required length of 0.2 m, the optimizer chose
this minimum value. To rule out the potential effects of step
lengths on the maximum force, trajectories were generated for
different fixed step lengths as well.

Methods
The simulated walking robot is the five-link biped shown in
Figure 1(a). It has dimensions, masses, and inertias similar to
that of a human for the shank and thigh, and uses the head-armstorso (HAT) approximation for the upper body [2].

Table 1: Maximum force (N) of perturbation without falling for sets of
trajectories with different cost functions and step lengths.
Step Length [m]
τ2
τ2+Hspin2 τ2+ Horb2 τ2+Hspin2+ Horb2

min ∑τ2 + αHspin2 + βHorb2
s.t.
Dynamics = 0
ImpactDynamics = 0
JointRange ≤ 0
TorqueLimit ≤ 0
StepLength ≤ 0
ImpactVelocity = 0

0.200

222

657

536

536

0.241

221

586

563

551

0.272

unstable

477

570

547

Adding angular momentum into the cost function improved
the maximum force tolerated in all cases. For Hspin2, the
maximum force decreased for increasing step length. The
opposite trend is seen for Horb2. Surprisingly, the maximum
force for the cost function with both terms was lower for the
shorter two step lengths. These results suggest that it may be
advantageous to include one type of angular momentum over
the other depending on the desired step length.

Figure 1: (a) Five link biped (b) Optimization formulation. Note that
all inequality constraints are expressed with “≤ 0”

The joint trajectories are generated via trajectory
optimization using direct collocation, in which the desired
optimal trajectories are discretized and used as the decision
variables in the optimization [3]. In this case, the accelerations,
post-impact velocities, and impact forces are included with the
decision variables in addition to those shown in [3]. The
optimization is done in Julia (v1.3) using JuMP as an interface
and IPOPT as the solver. The Hermite-Spimpson method is
used for the direct collocation [3]. The base-line cost function is
the sum of the squared joint torques τ2. This cost function is
augmented with the spin angular momentum squared Hspin2 (i.e.,
α = 1, β = 0), with the orbital angular momentum squared Horb2

Significance
These results support the idea that human walking tends to have
low angular momentum because it allows human gait to be
more robust to disturbances.
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the indi id al compartments ere fairl consistent across these
m scles; ho e er, for other post res, the model selecti el
acti ated certain compartments hile lea ing others inacti e. For
e ample in lnar de iation, the model acti ated the little, ring,
and inde compartments of FDP (acti ations of 0.88, 0.51, and
0.55 respecti el ), b t left the middle compartment inacti e
(acti ation of 0.16). This abilit to selecti el acti ate certain
compartments d ring ma imal grip ma not be possible in i o.
To confirm that in ol ntar coacti ation among m scle
compartments o ld increase sensiti it to rist post re, e
reran the sim lations in the self-selected and radial post re ith
the compartments of FDP and EDC constrained to be ithin 5%
of the acti ation of the middle compartment. Req iring
coacti ation red ced grip strength in the radial post re from 40.9
to 34.8 kg, b t increased grip strength in the self-selected post re
from 41.3 to 43.1 kg.

I
d c
Grip strength is sensiti e to rist post re, and the preferred rist
post re is e tended and lnarl de iated [1]. Grip strength is
significantl red ced as the rist mo es a a from this optimal
post re [1]. Pre io s ork from o r gro p demonstrated that
grip strength in this self-selected post re co ld be s ccessf ll
predicted thro gh a for ard-d namic optimi ation for health
ad lts [2]. Before o r sim lations of grip strength can be
generali ed to other conditions, e need to alidate that o r
model displa s a sensiti it to rist post re. O r h pothesis is
that predicted grip strength o ld decrease as rist post re
mo ed a a from the optimal post re in an direction.
Me h d
A pre io sl de eloped OpenSim [3] m sc loskeletal model of
the hand and rist [1] that incorporated all fi e digits and 38 Hillt pe m scle-tendon act ators (both intrinsics and e trinsics) as
sed in the sim lations. Grip strength as modeled as contact
bet een the skin of the phalanges (c linders o erla ed on the
bone geometries) and a massless elliptical c linder representing
the d namometer. Contact parameters from the literat re ere
sed for the skin [4] and the d namometer. A sim lated annealing
optimi ation as sed to determine m scle acti ations that
ma imi ed contact force along the long a is of the ellipse d ring
a for ard-d namic sim lation. The optimi ation enco rages the
rist to maintain the initial post re ith an additional penalt
term. A total of 5 rist post res (self-selected, radiall de iated,
lnarl de iated; e tended, and fle ed) corresponding to post res
e al ated in O Driscoll et al [2] ere e al ated to determine the
sim lations sensiti it to rist post re.

F g e 1: Grip strength meas red e perimentall (bl e) [2] and grip
strength predicted b the m sc loskeletal model (orange independent
acti ations, ello constrained co-acti ations) .

S g f ca ce
Witho t req iring coacti ations of FDP and EDC compartments,
the model s predicted grip strength as not sensiti e to rist
post re. The constraints on coacti ation in the resim lation ere
simplistic and some hat arbitra . F rthermore, in act alit ,
in ol ntar coacti ation of m scles e tends be ond indi id al
compartments of sing lar m scles [5]. F t re ork is needed to
q antif in ol ntar coacti ation of m scles d ring grasping.

Re
a dD c
For e er rist post re, the model as able to maintain the initial
rist post re ithin 0.2 ; ho e er, the model s grip capacit as
not sensiti e to rist post re. Red ctions in predicted grip
strength ere less than 2kg for 3 of the 4 other post res (Fig re
1) hereas e perimental red ctions ranged from 8 to 13kg [1].
The model predicted the largest red ction for the fle ed post re,
b t this as still abo e the e perimental red ction. This fle ed
post re had the model s lo est fle ion (13.4Nm) and highest
e tension (29.2Nm) moment capacit at the rist of all the
post res tested (a erage 28.6 and 13.9 Nm for fle ion and
e tension respecti el of other post res). This large difference in
moment capacit at the rist ma ha e contrib ted to h the
largest red ction as seen in the fle ed post re. One potential
reason h predicted grip strength as not sensiti e to rist
post re is that the m scle compartments of fle or digitor m
prof nd s (FDP) and e tensor digitor m comm nis (EDC) ere
considered as independent act ators. A pre io s st d has sho n
that ol ntar acti ation of the middle compartment of FDP and
EDC ca ses similar coacti ation in the inde compartment of the
same m scle [5]. For the self-selected post re, the acti ation of
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Introduction
Studying complex behavior
through the lens of simple models allows fundamental concepts and control strategies used by humans in well-practiced tasks
to be revealed. One such
well-established example is
the spring-loaded inverted
pendulum (SLIP) to model
walking and running [1]
that is used here to capture regulation of linear and
angular motion during land
and stop tasks. Our aim is
to validate the SLIP model with experimental data during
a series of landings where the participant intentionally regulated the magnitude of the reaction forces during the initial
impact phase of the landing. We expected that the control
implemented by the individual could be characterized by determining spring and damper coefficients for the model under
each landing condition through an optimization procedure.
These spring coefficients, k and kr , along with damping coefficients, c and cr , could then be used as representations of
impedance control implemented in the task performance.

where d,i is the ith angular position data value, m,i is the
ith angular position model value, d,range is the range of angular position data, and w is a scaling factor. The same notation
is used for the deflection coordinate, r.
Results and Discussion

Figure 1: Solid lines: experimental data. Dashed: model.
Left: angular position of center of mass (CM). Right: Cartesian position of CM with respect to the ankle.
k
kr
c
cr
(N·m/deg) (N/m)
(N·m·s/deg) (N·s/m)
Soft
5.7
173.4
175.7
412.0
Normal 71.7
182.9
107.0
161.2
Hard
116.2
174.8
65.4
288.9
The model satisfactorily reproduces the kinematic behavior
of all three impact landing conditions. Also, one can observe
the increase of torsional spring coefficient values for the di↵erent landing conditions. This demonstrates the ability of the
nervous system to modulate the body impedance for drop
landings. The translational spring constant does not demonstrate significant di↵erence across landing cases, as seen in
the table. Furthermore, all three landing cases exhibit about
the same vertical displacement upon landing (Figure 1). This
suggests that various impact landing conditions from the same
drop height directly a↵ect the angular position more than the
vertical displacement of the body center of mass.

Methods
A female participant with a background in gymnastics provided informed consent and performed a series of land and
stop tasks with a range of peak reaction force during the
initial impact phase (soft 2.6kN, normal 3.0kN, and hard
4.8kN) from a 0.445 meter platform. Kinematic data in the
sagittal plane was captured at 11000 frames per second with
a 1.5mm/pixel resolution. Ankle, knee, hip, and shoulder
points are tracked with available Matlab software [2]. A cubic smoothing spline is applied to the raw data to attenuate Significance
With only two degrees of freedom, the SLIP model can caphigh frequency noise.
ture the essential kinematics of human drop landings under
Modeling
various conditions. This is of importance because it shows the
versatility of the model; it has been used for running, walkThe dynamics of the SLIP can be described by
ing, and now drop landings. Previously, drop landings have
M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) = u
been modeled as a series of spring-mass systems, performing
translational motion and were unable to capture the anguwhere q = [ , r]T . By choosing the control to be
lar kinematics. Lastly, the control signal consists of a gravity
compensation term, linear sti↵ness and linear damping terms.
u = G(q) Kp q Kd q̇
Thus, allowing for straightforward stability analysis.
where Kp = diag(k , kr ) and Kd = diag(c , cr ), asymptotic
stability of the origin can be analytically shown using Lyapunov theory [3]. To determine the control coefficients Kp
and Kd , the following cost function is minimized.
J=

n ✓
X
i

d,i

m,i

d,range

◆2

+w

✓

rd,i rm,i
rd,range

◆2
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1

(a)

Introduction
Applications of bipedal robotics include the navigation of uneven
terrain [1] and the development of assistive devices like
prostheses [2]. These devices may require an optimal reference
trajectory. In order to find such a continuous-time gait, it is
helpful to transcribe this problem into a discretized nonlinear
program (NLP). One technique, direct collocation, does this by
sa isf ing he s s em s d namics a onl a fe discre e poin s
along the trajectory [3].
This method can be implemented in many different ways.
Some studies have compared the specific collocation method
chosen in terms of time or accuracy [4], and some have compared
differentiation methods in a variety of contexts, including other
forms of trajectory optimization [5]. However, such studies have
not been completed for the low degree-of-freedom (DOF) bipedal
walking models sometimes used by roboticists, such as the twoDOF compass walker and the five-DOF kneed biped with torso.
This study [6] addresses this gap in the literature and compares
factors such as CPU time for optimal gaits generated with
different implementation settings.

(b)

Methods
NLPs were developed for finding an optimal trajectory for the
two walkers mentioned above. For both models, the objective
function was the integral of the sum of squared input torques.
Constraints included periodicity constraints, constraints on the
initial orientations of the models legs, and dynamic constraints.
For the five-link walker, constraints were also used to prevent the
hyperextension of the knees and to ensure foot clearance.
Trapezoidal (TPZD) and Hermite-Simpson (H-S)
collocation were used in the objective function and collocation
constraints of the compass walker, while only the former was
used with the five-link biped. The gradient of the objective and
Jacobian of the constraints for the compass walker were found
either numerically (ND) using the central difference
approximation or symbolically (SD). For the five-link walker,
these were found using ND, except for the Jacobian of the
collocation constraints, which varied in method. Also, for this
walker, the joint accelerations were either found numerically or
symbolically, or they were included in the decision variables.
Optimizations were performed using the mexIPOPT [7]
package for MATLAB. One-hundred optimizations for each of
four settings were run for the compass walker with random initial
guesses and eleven collocation points. Twenty optimizations
were run for each of four settings of the five-link walker. The data
were analyzed using an analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Figure 1: Total CPU time and average CPU time per iteration for (a)
compass walker, (b) five-link walker with 21 collocation points. [6]

and a suggested robustness. This was at the expense of the overall
CPU time. It was also determined that the joint accelerations
should be calculated symbolically due to speed and that ND
should be used due to the high complexity of the symbolic
expressions required for SD.
In summary, varying the implementation of a direct
collocation-based walking trajectory optimization resulted in
changes in solution efficiency and, in some cases, accuracy. By
analyzing tradeoffs, it was possible to determine potential best
practices for performing such optimizations.
Significance
Since many applications of bipedal robotics, such as powered
assistive devices, may require a reference trajectory, these results
could help to expedite the requisite optimizations. On a wider
scale, this study could be combined with those in other fields to
see if best practices are similar for multiple types of NLPs with
collocation methods. That would extend the value of these results
to a far wider range of fields which require the solution of NLPs.
Acknowledgments
The authors would like to thank recent graduate Dr. Kenneth
Chao, who introduced one of the authors to direct collocation.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1(a) shows the mean and sample standard deviation of two
time-related measures for the compass walker. ND was
significantly faster than SD, so this differentiation method was
considered to be ideal. TPZD was selected over H-S, also for its
speed, although there was a slight tradeoff with accuracy.
Similar types of data are shown for the five-link walker in
Figure 1(b). It was recommended that accelerations be included
in the decision variables due to the rapid per-iteration CPU time
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Introduction
Real-time two-dimensional (2D) ultrasound (US) is commonly
used to non-invasively study skeletal muscle architecture and
muscle-tendon interactions in vivo. Though informative and fast,
the efficacy of 2D US to examine changes in muscle architecture
with contraction is limited. For example, these 2D measurements
of three-dimensional (3D) architecture capture fascicle length and
pennation angle measurements within only a small region of the
muscle in the probe s field-of-view (FOV), and rely on
identifying a fascicle that appears in the US FOV at a given time.
We aim to examine these limitations by (i) creating a 3D
simulation of the medial gastrocnemius (MG) during an isometric
contraction, (ii) comparing the model predictions with US
measurements, and (iii) analyzing the model to examine how
sampling muscle fascicles within the region of an US probe
influences fascicle length change predictions.

Results and Discussion
The predicted fascicle arrangement within the probe field of view
was qualitatively similar to the ultrasound images (Fig. 1C&D).
Of the 367 representative fascicles in the 3D model (Fig. 1A), 86
(23.4%) fascicles at rest and 84 (22.9%) fascicles at MVC had at
least two points within the probe volume. Of those 86 fascicles,
one fascicle had all points from the 3D model within the probe
volume when the muscle was relaxed (Fig 1B,C), while no
fascicles were completely within the volume at MVC, as fascicles
shifted medially out of the region with contraction. Between rest
and MVC, the average length change of all fascicles in the
modelled probe region were comparable to the average in vivo
data, but with a large standard deviation, representing all the
fascicles within that image. We see from our model that many
fascicles are curved, while ultrasound image analyses typically
assume fascicles are straight lines. Future work will account for
the curvatures observed in our model fascicles, as we evaluate
pennation angles and fascicle curvatures.

Methods
MR images were used to create the 3D geometry of a MG muscle.
The geometry was scaled to the average thickness of the MG
muscles of 6 young adults (age: 23.7±4.9 years, 2 females), then
meshed and assigned a muscle material [1] for finite element (FE)
analysis. Computational fluid dynamics was used to assign
vectors from a laminar flow simulation within the geometry as
fiber directions to he model s elements [2]. Based on these fiber
directions, streamlines generated (in MATLAB [3]) were used to
define representative fascicles (Fig. 1A). Muscle-tendon junction
displacement collected by US during a maximum voluntary
isometric contraction (MVC) defined the boundary conditions at
the distal MTJ. After the FE simulation, we sampled the model
fascicles in the region that represented the volume of the muscle
that is captured in the FOV of the US probe (L:60mm x W:15 mm
x D:24 mm) Fig. 1B. We assume that the region s thickness is
the same as the probe width. Lastly, the 3D trajectories of the
fascicles were projected on the 2D plane of the probe (Fig. 1C),
to represent what would be visible in the US image.

Significance
Ultrasound imaging has become a ubiquitous tool in
biomechanics to understand in vivo muscle function. Our work
aims to augment those measurements with 3D modeling to
explore the 2D assumptions made with US and investigate issues
such as how probe placement (location, tilt, and rotation)
influences measurements.
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Introduction
Disc herniations occur in a biomechanical environment
consistent with forward bending, i.e. compression and flexion. It
is generally believed that facet contact is not relevant in loading
modes that place the spine in flexion, such as forward bending.
This belief is supported by the use of a compressive follower
force to simulate the spine’s musculature. This assumes a perfect
balance between flexor and extensor muscle activation. However,
it is possible, and encouraged by athletic trainers and physical
therapists, to activate the spinal extensor muscles during forward
bending, i.e., maintaining a flat back.

disc environment. This has clinical significance in the surgical
realm due to the current practice of removal of facets during
decompression techniques for the treatment of disc herniation.
Future studies involving the current finite element model may be
conducted to evaluate the risk for re-herniation following
decompression surgery. Additionally, if the facet joints must be
removed, the current study demonstrates increased ES muscle
activation may not result in a healthy disc environment, which
has many implications in post-surgical physical therapy
techniques.

Activation of these spinal erector muscles during bending may
encourage facet contact, which could effectively offset
compressive and shear loading from the disc to the facets. This
may be an effective way to protect the disc during forward
bending activities.
Therefore, the objective of the current study was to utilize a finite
element model of a lumbar motion segment to evaluate the
association between spinal extensor muscles, specifically the
erector spinae (ES) muscle, and facet contact force in reducing
disc herniation risk during forward bending. We hypothesized
that the presence of intact facets and increased ES muscle force
would result in increased sagittal balance and decreased disc
pressure, disc stresses, and nuclear extrusion forces compared to
no facets.

Figure 1: Facet contact force and L4 vertebral x-axis rotations with
intact facets and without facets.

Methods
A previously developed and validated finite element model of a
L4-5 lumbar motion segment was utilized for the current
study[3], [6], [7]. Forward bending was simulated by rotating the
motion segment 30° and applying 343 N of axial compression 15
mm anterior to the center of the L4 bony endplate. The inferior
bony endplate of L5 was fixed rigidly in space. A surface-tosurface contact was established between the L4 and L5 posterior
elements. To simulate the removal of facets, the contact between
the posterior elements was turned off. The ES was simulated by
attaching bi-lateral force elements between the spinous processes
approximately 5.5 cm posterior of the joint center. Varying
amounts of ES force was applied. The disc pressure, disc 1
principal stress and shear stress, nuclear extrusion forces, facet
contact forces, and L4 vertebral x-axis rotations were recorded.

Figure 2: Disc pressure, shear stress, 1 principal stress, and nucleus
extrusion force in the posterior and lateral aspect of the disc with intact
facets and without facets.
st
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Results and Discussion
Results of the study confirmed our hypothesis that the presence
of intact facets resulted in lower disc pressure, disc stresses, and
nuclear extrusion forces during forward bending. The greatest
reduction in loads on the disc occurred when balance was restored
due to increased ES muscle activation. At the point of maximum
reduction in disc loads, there was an increase in facet contact
force, consistent with the facets offsetting loads in the disc.
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Significance
The current study demonstrated the importance of ES muscle
strength and facet contact contribution to maintaining a healthy
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Introduction
Despite our ability to model the human system, accurately
predicting locomotion when idealized musculoskeletal model
dynamics differ from reality remains challenging. While firstorder, physics-based models describing human motion generally
capture salient characteristics of locomotion, physical systems
are not ideal. Thus, models are unable to capture the complete
dynamics observed in experiment, i.e. simulation does not match
experiment [1, 2]. The inability to represent such discrepancies
can have significant impact on model predictions.
Discrepancies can arise from a variety of factors often ignored
in idealized models, such as with parameter mismatch (subjectspecific musculotendon properties, segment mass estimation
error) or missing physics (unmodeled body segments, motion
artifacts, soft tissue mechanics). These discrepancies are typically
unique to an individual and must be learned and quantified as
such. Taking inspiration from perturbation theory [3], we develop
a mathematical architecture based upon sparse regression that
discovers interpretable, data-driven discrepancy models to
augment first principles dynamics that may help predictions and
guide future experimental studies. To evaluate the feasibility of
discrepancy models in human locomotion, we used a simple
dynamic walking model in an ideal simuation environment and
hypothesized our simulation framework would recover small
nonlinear discrepancies from the model’s locomotion dynamics.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Methods
The sparse identification of nonlinear dynamics (SINDy)
algorithm [1] uses sparse regression to discover a parsimonious
representation of nonlinear system dynamics from measurement
data. An important assumption about the model structure is that
there are only a few salient terms governing the dynamics; this
ensures system interpretability and avoids overfitting. Recently,
this framework has been used to identify discrepancy models
between empirical data and model outputs of a system [2].
Discrepancy models can analogously be thought of as a firstorder perturbation model. Our solvable problem (𝐴 ) is an
oscillatory 2-link pendulum [4] with collision constraints, and the
first-order perturbation solution (𝐴) includes small nonlinear
contributions to equations of motion 𝐴
𝐴 + 𝐴 where 𝐴 ≪ 1.
We used a simple passive dynamic walking model described
by two states: 𝜃 (angle of stance leg w.r.t. vertical) and 𝜑
(relative angle between legs) (Fig. 1). N = 1000 trials were
performed. Each trial generated a random polynomial
discrepancy (max. order 5) and randomly added the discrepancy
to a system state. Kinematics were evaluated for stability (10+
steps) before using SINDy to recover the discrepancy model.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Results and Discussion
SINDy recovered first-order physics with high fidelity, correctly
identifying 88.6% of the discrepancies. No discrepancy model
was identified for the remaining 11.4% due to an inappropreiatly
high sparcity regularization parameter. This could be rectified in
future analyses via hyperparameter tuning.

Figure 1: Model parameter 𝜑 for one step. Ideal model estimation (blue)
fails to fully capture measured system dynamics (black). Discrepancy
model augments the ideal model (dashed red) to recover system physics.

(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
While this initial investigation used a simple toy model to
investigate the use and accuracy of discrepancy modeling for
recovering locomotion dynamics, including system-specific
corrections to an idealized model can help close the gap between
experiment and simulation.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Significance
This work is a critical first step in improving the integration of
heterogeneity into musculoskeletal models to improve prediction
accuracy. Developing subject-specific models will be crucial for
predicting effects of treatments or interventions computationally.
This is especially true when an individual has a motor impairment
and does not subscribe to the same assumptions about
musculoskeletal properties as unimpaired individuals.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
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Introduction
Tremor is the most common movement disorder. Essential
Tremor alone affects approximately seven million people in the
United States [1]. T emo
debilitating effects and lack of
satisfactory treatments accentuate the need for new tremorsuppressing methods. Peripheral treatments are possible but are
presumably more effective when applied to the muscles that are
most responsible for the termor [2]. Determining which muscles
cause tremor is a complex challenge. Tremor in the arm
o aga e (spreads) tremorogenic muscle activity to multiple
degrees of freedom (DOF), and each muscle-DOF relationship is
unique. Past studies have examined tremor propagation from the
15 major superficial muscles of the upper limb [3], but this is only
a subset of the muscles capable of causing tremor. The purpose
of this research was to expand the previous studies to include all
50 muscles of the upper limb, to discover principles of tremor
propagation, and to determine which of these muscles are most
responsible for tremor.
Methods
We modeled the upper limb as a linear, time-invariant, multiinput-multi-ouptut system. Inputs are the neural drive in one or
multiple arm muscles. Outputs are the displacements in the seven
DOF from the shoulder to the wrist. The model simulates tremor
propagation in three phases (Figure 1).
Muscle Stimulation

Musculoskeletal Geometry

Mechanical Impedance

Joint
Torques

Tremor

Figure 2: Tremor propagation at 8 Hz from neural drive (plot 1) to
muscle forces (plot 2), joint torques (plot 3), and DOF movement (plot
4). The rows represent muscles. The columns in plots 2 and 3 represent
the DOF: shoulder flexion-extension (SFE), shoulder adductionabduction (SAA), shoulder internal-external rotation (SIER), elbow
flexion-extension (EFE), forearm pronation-supination (FPS), wrist
flexion-extension (WFE), and wrist radial-ulnar deviation (WRUD).
Magnitudes are indicated by shades of blue (low) to red (high).

𝑡 𝑡 𝒇 + 𝑡 + 𝑡 𝒇 + 𝒇 = 𝐶𝒖

We found that while tremor magnitude depends on exact
model parameter values, tremor propagation patterns are robust
to parameter errors and subject variability.
Our investigation confirms previous findings that
musculoskeletal dynamics spread tremor narrowly (i.e. input in a
muscle causes tremor mostly in a small number of DOF) but not
necessarily locally (e.g. input in a proximal muscle may cause its
greatest tremor in a distal DOF) [1]. We also found that wrist and
forearm muscles produce the greatest tremor (for a given
tremorogenic input), and that most of the tremor produced (by all
muscles together) occurs in the DOF of the wrist and forearm.

𝑀𝒇 = 𝝉
𝐼𝒒 + 𝐷𝒒 + 𝐾𝒒 = 𝝉

Figure 1: Summary of the model and the relationships between neural
drive (𝒖), muscle forces (𝒇), joint torques (𝝉), and DOF movement (𝒒).
Model parameters are the muscle-excitation time constant (𝑡 ), musclecontraction time constant (𝑡 ), muscle strengths (𝐶), musculoskeleltal
geometry (𝑀), inertia (𝐼), damping (𝐷), and stiffness (𝐾). Default
parameter values were obtained from prior studies [3-4].

Significance
These findings provide principles of propagation for estimating
which muscles are most responsible for tremor. This
understanding can be used by researchers and clinicians to
optimize peripheral tremor-suppression methods, facilitating the
innovation of tailored and effective treatments.

Bode analyses were used to investigate tremor magnitude
and spreading on each muscle-DOF relationship in the tremor
band (4-12 Hz).
In addition, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to account
for error in our parameter values and variability between subjects.
Results and Discussion
Simulations showed that if all muscles had the same amount of
tremorogenic input, the proximal muscles produce the most force
and joint torque, but the forearm and wrist muscles produce the
most tremor (Figure 2). We found that tremor will predominantly
affect one or two DOF. The DOF with the most tremor were
always distal.
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Introduction
During normal standing and forward bending, the lumbar spine
is exposed to compression and anterior shear due to upper body
weight[1]. Additionally, the line of gravity is anterior to the
center of the vertebrae resulting in development of a flexion
moment. The extensor muscles of the spine, primarily the erector
spinae (ES), counter-act the anteriorly biased body weight, and
re-establish sagittal balance. Paradoxically, despite the increased
amount of loading, it is generally believed that strong spinal
extensor muscles provide a biomechanically healthier
environment for the discs. We hypothesize that the benefits of
extensor muscle activation are the direct result of increased facet
engagement. Specifically, strong spinal extensor muscles
increase facet force and thereby align the vertebrae, restore
sagittal balance, and generally reduce loading on the disc.

was restored. Without intact facets, higher ES muscle loads
resulted in increased disc pressures and extension rotation
suggesting an inherently unstable condition (marble perched on a
hill) for spines with jeopardized facets.
Significance
The current study demonstrated the importance of the facet joints
and ES muscle strength in maintaining sagittal balance and
reducing the loading on the disc. This study provides the
foundation for understanding the relationship between the spinal
extensor muscles and the facets and the contriubution of these
anatomical structures to maintaining a healthy disc environment.
This has clinical significance due to the current trend of surgical
removal of the facets during decompression techniques used to
treat disc herniations. The current finite element model may be
used to study the effects of those surgical techniques on disc
health and to evaluate how maintaining strong spinal extensor
muscles can contribute to disc health after surgical removal of the
facets.

The current study involved applying upper body weight
(compression, anterior shear, and flexion) to a single finite
element lumbar motion segment to evaluate the effect of ES
muscle activatio in engaging the facets and re-establishing
sagittal balance during simulated standing and forward bending.
Methods
A previously developed and validated finite element model of a
lumbar motion segment was utilized for the current study[2].
Axial compression of 343 N was applied 15 mm anterior of the
center of the L4 superior bony endplate to simulate standing[3].
Forward bending was simulated by rotating the motion segment
30° and applying 343 N of axial compression 15 mm anterior to
the center of the L4 bony endplate. The inferior bony endplate of
L5 was fixed rigidly in space. A surface-to-surface contact was
established between the L4 and L5 posterior elements. To
simulate the removal of facets, the contact between the posterior
elements was turned off. The ES was simulated by attaching bilateral force elements between the spinous processes
approximately 5.5 cm posterior of the joint center. Varying
amounts of ES force was applied. The L4 vertebral x-axis
rotations, facet reaction forces, and disc pressures were recorded.

Figure 1: L4 vertebrae x-axis rotations and disc pressures during
standing and forward bending, with and without facets, for varying
amounts of ES muscle force.

Results and Discussion
Results of the study confirmed our hypotheses that an increase in
ES force would engage the facets, restore sagittal balance, and
decrease loading on the disc. In general, the absence of facet
contact resulted in greater mobility of the joint. These results
indicate the facet joints play a role in stabilizing the lumbar spine
in the sagittal plane. As the ES muscle force increased, an
extension moment was created to offset the flexion generated by
upper body weight. Facet joint engagement resulted from
increased amounts of ES muscle activation, which in turn resisted
the compressive and shear components of body weight. The
greatest reduction in disc pressure resulted when sagittal balance

Figure 2: Total facet contact force during standing and forward
bending for varying amounts of ES muscle force.
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torque, and joint displacements; T1 and T2 represent muscle time constant
diagonal matrices; C and M represent the diagonal muscle gain matrix
and the moment arm matrix; and I, D, and K represent positive definite
impedance matrices. B. Simplified version of the LTI model (2 inputs, 1
output; derivative terms not included) represented as a series of linear
transformations. The inverse transformation from q to u requires the
inverse of the wide matrix M. The pseudoinverse of M finds the force
vector that is perpendicular to the null space of M, which is not
necessarily the true force.

Introduction
Essential Tremor (ET) is one of the most common movement
disorders, affecting 5% of adults over 60 years old. ET involves
involuntary shaking of the hands, arms, head and/or other body
parts during voluntary movement and postural stances. Common
treatment options include medications and neurotherapy, such as
deep brain stimulation and MRI guided focused ultrasound.
Unfortunately, the side effects and risks associated with these
options cause many people with ET to opt out of treatment
altogether. Peripheral tremor suppression options, such as
wearable orthotics and weighted utensils, are also available, but
one limitation to the effectiveness of these options is we do not
currently know where in the upper limb the tremor originates or
how the tremor propagates. The purpose of our research is to
determine the mechanical origin and propagation of tremor
throughout the upper limb.

Results and Discussion
We have approached this problem using a least-squares method
in the time domain and have faced three significant challenges:
1. Combining the three subsystems into a single system results in
a fourth-order ODE that forces least-squares minimization of the
residual error of the (very noisy) muscle activity input instead of
the residual error of the (smoothed) joint displacement output; 2.
Combining the three subsystems into a single system also forces
the least-squares solution to perform the inverse transform, which
involves calculating muscle forces from joint torques (Figure
1.B); unfortunately, the usual assumptions used to perform this
underdetermined inversion (e.g. minimizing effort) do not apply
to tremor; 3. The system is linear with respect to the parameter
matrices but is not linear with respect to the nonzero, nonrepeating elements of the parameter matrices.
Consequently, we are currently investigating other system
identification methods to avoid or minimize these three
challenges. The issues of minimizing the input residual errors and
performing the inverse transform may be resolved by
implementing system identification in the frequency domain
instead of in the time domain. Frequency domain system
identification assumes steady-state, periodic input, which is an
appropriate assumption for tremor. The problem of nonlinearities
with respect to significant elements of the parameter matrices can
be resolved by applying an iterative search method, such as
Gauss-Newton, steepest descent, or Levenberg-Marquardt. The
drawback of iterative search methods is a more complicated
algorithm that carries the risk of getting trapped in local minima
when searching for optimal parameters.

Methods
Tremor propagation was previously simulated [1] using a linear,
time-invariant
(LTI)
model
of
the
upper
limb
neuromusculoskeletal system, which takes in muscle activity and
outputs joint displacements through a series of three subsystems:
muscle activity to muscle force; muscle force to joint torque; and
joint torque to joint displacements (Figure 1.A). Also, we
previously collected muscle activity and joint displacement data
in 15 major superficial muscles and 7 joint degrees of freedom in
the upper limb while 24 ET patients assumed multiple postures
and performed various movements. Combining the model and
measured data would allow us to estimate which muscles are
mo e pon ible fo a pa ien
emo . Ho e e , his model
includes many unknown patient-specific parameters (muscle
time constants, moment arms, joint impedances, etc.). Therefore,
we are applying system identification to estimate the physically
significant parameters of the upper limb neuromusculoskeletal
system based on the model, muscle activity input, and joint
displacement output data. We will then apply superposition
techniques to the model to determine which muscles are most
responsible for each pa ien
emo .

Significance
Our work will result in a method for determining the physical
parameters of the tremorgenic upper limb neuromusculoskeletal
system. We will use parameters generated from this method to
determine hich m cle a e mo e pon ible fo a pa ien
tremor and therefore where peripheral tremor suppression
techniques should be applied for maximum tremor reduction.
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Figure 1: A. LTI model relating tremorgenic muscle activity to joint
displacements. u, f, 𝜏, and q represent muscle activity, muscle force, joint
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Introduction
Clinical ankle assessment and treatment has become much more
sophisticated over the last two decades as treatment for end-stage
ankle arthritis has shifted to total ankle arthroplasty (TAA),
compared to the traditional ankle arthrodesis (AA).1 A motivating
factor in this is the improvement in the ankle replacements being
used in the TAA procedure. However, little work has been done
to examine how TAA affects the motion of the foot. This is made
difficult by a lack of knowledge of what typical foot motion looks
like as well as the lack of technical uniformity between various
existing foot models.2 This case study compares three foot
models, all modelling the same step to illuminate differences in
the existing models, and propose critical components in the use
and development of foot models moving forward.

was then modelled by each of the three models. All kinematics
were normalized to the static position of the subject standing still.
Outputs were compared to Lundgren4 foot motion for reference.
It is implied that the angles reported by the multi-segment
models (OXF, KUL) should converge to the angle reported by
the model with the least segments (PiG). The convergence of the
models was analyzed by summing all of the joints contributing to
flexion and comparing the result to the fewer segment models.
Results and Discussion
All models represent the total sagittal motion between the ankle
and the foot (Fig. 2). However, to investigate more degrees of
freedom through the foot, it is shown that the PiG model cannot
give any more information, as it is only one segment.
Figure 1 shows how the total motion is distributed along the
foot. Flexion within the foot is captured by two joints in the KUL
model and only one in the OXF model. The result of this is
matching reports of the MF-hindfoot(HF) angle between OXF
and KUL. However, if the MF-HF angle from OXF is used to
capture MF-FF motion, the result falls outside of the Lundgren4
corridor and varies largely from the result of the KUL MF-FF
joint motion (Fig 1, Row 3). Lack of uniformity in the midfoot is
important to note, as it shows the hypothesis that more segments
are necessary to accurately describe the motion of the foot.
When considering the convergence of the models (Fig. 2), it
can be seen that the models do converge well in the sagittal plane.
However, there are still differences seen in the resulting curves,
further suggesting that we do not yet have a complete
understanding of typical foot motion.

Methods
3D motion capture data was collected on one healthy, 22 y.o.,
male subject. Markers were applied to complete the marker sets
necessary for the Plug-in-Gait (PiG), Oxford Foot (OXF), and
KU Leuven (KUL)3 models. The subject walked at his selfselected, comfortable walking speed along a 15 m walkway. A
single step was isolated and exported to OpenSim 4.0. The 4segment OXF model was created in OpenSim by fixing the
midfoot(MF)-forefoot(FF) joint in the 5-segment KUL model,
then replacing all existing joints in the model with ball joints
aligned to the anatomical planes. To allow for comparison
between PiG, OXF, and KUL the off-axis MF-FF joint of the
KUL model was replaced with overlaid revolute joints to report
flexion and inversion. With these changes all models report
flexion in the sagittal plane, inversion in the frontal plane, and
internal/external rotation in the transverse plane. The same step
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Significance
We expect the motion of the ankle to change with TAA, so we
need a method to analyze this change and ultimately design better
ankle replacement mechanisms. These results highlight the
importance of a multisegment model for understanding internal
foot motion. This comparison also begins to lay the ground work
for determining the optimal degrees of freedom needed from a
ankle joint model.
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Introduction
1 where N is the
background activation level 0
Reliable estimation of muscle forces during human movement
are the target muscle activations from the
number of trials,
could facilitate the development of improved interventions for
EMG-driven model, and activations are estimated from the
disorders such as stroke [1]. Muscle forces cannot be measured
inner loop problem, which is a custom SO [4,5]:
noninvasively using standard experimental methods, nor can
they be computed via rigid body dynamics alone due to the
min
muscle redundancy problem (i.e., more muscles than degreesof-freedom (DOF) in the human musculoskeletal system).
subject to
1.
1, … ,5 and 0
Because of its simplicity, static optimization (SO) is frequently
used to resolve the muscle redundancy problem. However,
Several sets of trials were used for the inverse optimization
generic musculoskeletal modeling frameworks have shown to
problem to assess the sensitivity of the training set on the
be incapable of accurate estimation of muscle activations and,
optimal parameters.
therefore, muscle forces [2].
Results and Discussion
Model personalization has been applied as one big step
The mean of the Pearson correlation between the estimated
forward in personalizing neuromusculoskeletal parameters,
activations
and processed EMG increased from 0.68 for SO to
especially in pathologic cases, such as stroke [3]. However, to
0.93 for the inverse optimization framework (Figure 1). Optimal
estimate
muscle
activations/forces
more
accurately,
weight and background activation parameters resulting from
personalization of the muscle redundancy problem seems
different training sets were robust (R2>0.95).
necessary. This study explored the customization of the static
optimization formulation for an individual post-stroke and how
Significance
it affects the estimation of muscle activation and force.
This study showed that personalizing an objective function for
the muscle redundancy problem of a patient post-stroke is
necessary. Although traditional static optimization is not
accurate in estimating muscle activations, we showed that
personalized custom static optimization could have the potential
to be used for such estimations, which can have a great impact
on how the interventions are designed in pathologic populations.

Methods
Walking data (Motion, ground reaction, and EMG of 50 trials—
5 speeds, 10 trials each) from a previous study of a patient poststroke were used [3]. A modified OpenSim (v4.0; [4]) model
with 31 degrees of freedom (DoFs; 5 per each leg) and 35 leg
muscles was used for the initial musculoskeletal analysis,
including scaling and inverse kinematics and dynamics. An
EMG-driven musculoskeletal model calibrated musculotendon
parameters [3]. Standard static optimization was formulated
, subject to
1, … ,5 and 0
as min
1
1, … ,33 where M is joint moment,
is
musculotendon force, and a is muscle activation. The inverse
optimization problem was defined as
max
,
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,

subject to muscle weight parameter

0 and muscle

Figure 1: Representative muscle activation estimates of a trial at the self-selected walking speed from the personalized SO versus generic
SO and processed EMG for adductor brevis (addbrev), gluteus maximus (glmax), gluteus medius (glmed), semitendinosus, rectus femoris
(recfem), vastus medialis (vasmed) and lateralis (vaslat), gastrocnemius lateralis (gaslat) and medialis (gasmed), tibialis anterior (tibant),
peroneus longus (perlong), and soleus.
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Introduction
Bipedal walking has been a research topic in biomechanics for many
years [1]. After this, many research on human bipedal walking has
been conducted. Most common methods require laboratory
environments with motion capture systems and force platforms.
Measured data were, then, entered into bipedal walking models for
further analysis. Even though this method is considered the golden
rule in biomechanics, there exist limiting factors including
experimental artifacts, time constraints, intractability to change
experimental conditions, etc.
In robotics literature, techniques of trajectory optimization have
been widely used to produce a set of joint trajectories that minimize
a cost function while satisfying constraints. The benefits of these
techniques include no need of experiments, no time constraints, ease
of changing system parameters, to name a few. Trajectory
optimization is beneficial in the biomechanics research for the
following reasons. First, no experiments with subjects are needed,
which involves with time, cost and, unforeseen safety issues.
Second, system parameters can be easily updated without the need
of repeated (or paired) experimental design, which is important for
research with people with impairments. For example, the optimal
reference trajectory for transfemoral amputee patients are not known
due to amputation, weakening the usage of the reference trajectory
from healthy subjects. Third, perturbation studies and motor control
research can be easily conducted. The results from the trajectory
optimization can be easily combined with various controllers in the
forward simulation to perturb the walking or to test several motor
control ideas (e.g., uncontrolled manifold, equilibrium hypothesis,
free energy principle). Even though the results from the models need
to be validated with the experiments, these can provide the intuition
about the human motor control of bipedal locomotion. More
importantly, the intuition learned can facilitate the expensive
experiments in the more meaningful and successful directions.
In this abstract, we introduce the framework for bipedal walking
research that’s used in HUR group at Texas A&M University.

provide intuitive information including energies in the system, and
generalized momenta. If the slipping is required, extra generalized
coordinates need to be introduced at the slipping foot (note it can be
anywhere in the body) and appropriate constraint dynamics should
be formulated by introducing Lagrange multipliers.
Cost functions: Several cost functions have been used in the
literature including cost of transport, torque squared. Depending on
the complexity, relaxation terms for constraints can be added in the
cost. Recently, we reported that adding extra terms (e.g., stepping
time uncertainty, angular momentum) in the cost enhanced the
robustness of the bipedal walking to perturbation [3,4].
Control in the forward simulation: Once optimal reference
trajectories are determined, appropriate controller should be chosen.
PD control is the usual choice for tracking the reference trajectories.
However, more complicated control schemes are needed in many
cases: i) the system is underactuated. ii) perfect trajectory tracking is
needed. iii) impedance control is needed, iv) and more. In addition
to PD control, we use impedance control, and hybrid zero dynamics
(HZD)-based control. Specifically, HZD-based control requires the
feedback linearization via desired output functions. HZD approach
is useful since it can handle underactuated systems, and provides
rapidly exponentially stable trajectory tracking. Lastly, it is more
beneficial to use a state-based phase variable (i.e., parameterized
time) to track the trajectories rather than time-based control since any
perturbed movement will unrealistically correct the errors if timebased control is used. Horizontal whole body COM position
normalized by the desired walking speed is a reliable phase variable.
Other considerations: When muscle activation is involved, muscle
models should be included in the modeling. Direct collocation can
efficiently solve this problem with muscle models included in the
optimization due to its strength in scalability. In our research group,
muscle models are not considered except the direct EMG
measurement. Please refer to OpenSim Moco [5].
Results and Discussion
Using the introduced framework, we could generate human-like
walking trajectories for healthy people [6,7] and transfemoral
amputees [8,9]. We could also show that human balance and walking
tried to minimize the entropy (e.g., 𝐻 vs. 𝐻 ) due to free energy
principle [10]. Robustness to perturbation could be enhanced by
appropriate choice of cost function. Optimization performance
varied depending on the optimization settings and the complexities
of the problems.

Methods
Trajectory optimization: There exist several approaches in the
optimal control problems including Pontryagin’s minimal principle
(MP), dynamic programming (DP), shooting methods (SM), and
direct collocation method. Each has its own benefits and
disadvantages. While MP, DP and SM can provide accurate solution,
they cannot be easily scaled up to cases with higher dimensions and
complicated constraints. Direct collocation, however, can provide
more efficient computation by discretizing the infinite dimensional
domain into lower finite dimensions and using nonlinear
programming algorithms (e.g., IPOPT). The compromised accuracy
can be remedied by increasing the collocation points or algorithms.
Transcription methods: Both trapezoidal (TPZD) collocation and
Hermite-Simpson (HS) collocation methods are used. HS is more
accurate than TPZD. However, HS is slower than TPZD. Therefore,
depending on the complexity of the model, either method can be
selected [2]. Appropriate differentiation methods (e.g., numerical,
symbolic, automatic) for dynamics and constraints need to be chosen
for the best performance. When the complexity of the model
increases, acceleration can be used as separate decision variables.
Dynamic models: Euler-Lagrange (EL) formulation is the usual
choice for modeling the bipedal walker. EL formulation can also

Significance
The introduced framework can facilitate the biomechanics and motor
control research for human bipedal walking.
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Introduction
The plantar fascia transfers loads from the Achilles tendon to the
forefoot during walking [1]. Thus, both Achilles tendon loading
and plantar pressure may contribute to the strain in the plantar
fascia. In the case of in patients with plantar fasciitis and diabetes,
the plantar fascia is typically thicker than healthy asymptomatic
[2, 3]. Specifically, the average thickness of healthy plantar fascia
is 2.0 ± 0.5mm, while plantar fasciitis and diabetic plantar fascia
is 5.71 ± 1.3mm and 3.1 ± 1.0mm [2, 4], respectively. In addition,
the properties of plantar fascia are different between healthy and
injured or diabetes plantar fascia [5]. However, finite element
models of the foot typically keep the plantar fascia at a constant
thickness (i.e., 2mm or the cross-sectional area of 3.2mm2) [1].
The purpose of this study was to examine the strain of the plantar
fascia with different plantar fascia thickness and Achilles tendon
loading in 3-D finite element foot model.

thickness of the plantar fascia, the difference between the model
and in vitro experiment varied by 6-17% before reaching 300 N
of loading. Because of the linear elastic properties of the model,
the variation increased to 36% difference from 300-500N of
Achilles tendon loading at 5mm thickness plantar fascia (Fig 2).
With the 700N axial load and for tendoachilles force varying
from zero to 500N, the strain value ranged from 0.0214 to 0.0502
(Fig 2), and the percent increase in strain was also calculated 51%
at 3mm thickness plantar fascia, 38% at 4mm thickness plantar
fascia, and 29% at 5mm thickness plantar fascia. According to
the simulation, the strain was decreased more with thicker plantar
fascia and Achilles tendon loading. Therefore, further
investigation of the characterization of soft tissue in this model
must be conducted to analyze the plantar pressure and stress on
hindfoot and forefoot. This model was also limited because it
was only axially loaded and should be tested with off axis loads,
and with non-linear and pathology specific material properties.

Methods
A finite element (FE) model was developed using 3DSlicer
(Slicer), Geomagic Design X (3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC),
Hypermesh (Altair, Troy, MI), and FEBio (FEBio, Salt Lake
City, UT) segmented from CT images obtained from one cadaver
(Figure 1). The plantar fascia was modeled with three different
thickness (3mm, 4mm, and 6mm). The foot was modeled with 4node quadratic tetrahedral elements (TET4) and homogeneous
isotropic elastic materials [6]. Tied surface to surface contact was
applied to the bones, cartilage and plantar fascia. A 0 and 700N
axial load was applied to the top surface of tibia and fibula, as the
Achilles tendon force was increased from zero to 500N to
simulate in midstance (Fig 1).

Plantar Fascia Strain with/without axial load
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mm/mm
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400
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Figure 2 the strain results based on three different thickness plantar
fascia compared with an in vitro experiment, with increasing ACH
loading, but no axial load.

Significance
A 3D finite element model with varying plantar fascia
thicknesses was developed to understand the effect of plantar
fascia thickness for a patient with plantar fasciitis and diabetes
because a thicker plantar fascia was measured from the patients.
Results indicated that, plantar fascia strain decreased with
thickness of the plantar fascia, which suggests that this should be
further investigated while examining aspects such as plantar
pressure and peak stress on the soft tissue. In future iterations of
the model, plantar soft tissues will be not included as well as nonlinear and pathology specific material properties.
Figure 1 FE model of foot during standing contains; bones, cartilages
(aqua), 3mm thickness plantar fascia (green) and strain in. 4mm (a) and
5mm (b) thick plantar fascia.
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Results and Discussion
The strain of the 3D FE models, when only the Achilles tendon
loading was loaded from 0 to 500N, increased linearly from 0 to
0.0331. In an in vitro experiment with the same loading, the strain
increased non-linearly from 0 to 0.023 [7]. Depending on the
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Introduction
The abili o effec i el accelera e he cen er-of-mass (COM) is
f ndamen al o
alking performance and emerges as a
combina ion of m sc loskele al d namics, mo or con rol, and
con rol objec i es [1, 2]. Predic ing a clinical in er en ion s
impac on an indi id al s capaci o accelera e he COM ma
inform rea men planning. Ho e er, he high-dimensional,
nonlinear in erac ions of of en- ncer ain d namics and mo or
con rol make q an if ing in er en ion effec s on an indi id al s
s ra eg and capaci
for con rolling COM accelera ion
challenging, par ic larl
hen ncer ain in s ch parame ers
e is s. Templa e models, hich encode high-dimensional
COM accelera ion s ra egies in lo -dimensional l mpedparame er represen a ions, ma facili a e he in erpre a ion of
accelera ion s ra egies i ho ass mp ions abo
ncer ain
ph siological parame ers [2]. Ho e er, if and ho
empla e
models reflec COM accelera ion s ra egies remains nclear.

he raining da a, s ppor ing ha he pla sible models bes
reflec ed each par icipan s accelera ion s ra egies, gi en he
candida e model d namics. Pla sible models predic ed singlelimb s ppor GRFs ell (r2=0.70 0.37) (Fig. 1), ho gh
predic ion acc racies
ere red ced (r2=0.23 0.28) d ring
do ble-limb s ppor .

We in es iga ed he abili of a empla e alking model o
el cida e hole-leg con rib ions o COM accelera ion in a
s roke s r i or
i h lef -leg hemiparesis, compared o
nimpaired indi id als. If an indi id al accelera es heir COM
as mme ricall , he empla e d namics describing each leg s
con rib ion o COM accelera ion sho ld also differ. Therefore,
e h po hesi ed ha he d namics represen ing he s roke
s r i or s impaired leg s con rib ions o COM accelera ion
o ld differ from heir nimpaired leg, hile nimpaired
indi id als legs o ld e hibi similar accelera ion d namics.

Figure 1: Perime er: Pipeline for iden if ing pla sible d namics.
Cen er: Model single-limb s ppor d namics (lef ) and predic ions
(righ ) for mediola eral COM accelera ion in he s roke s r i or. 𝐿 and
𝐿̇ erms deno e posi ion and eloci con rol, respec i el .

The s roke s r i or s nimpaired limb s COM accelera ion
d namics resembled hose of he nimpaired par icipan s, hose
d namics ere s mme ric. Leg posi ion and eloci
ariables
appeared in 100% and 42% of pla sible an erior-pos erior and
mediola eral single-limb s ppor d namics, respec i el ,
s gges ing a he erogeno s reliance on eloci -based con rol
d ring alking. In eres ingl , he s roke s r i or s an eriorpos erior and mediola eral d namics incl ded damping onl in
he nimpaired limb (Fig. 1), s gges ing an increased reliance on
posi ion-based (elas ic) con rol in he impaired limb. Unimpaired
COM accelera ion s ra egies appear o differ be een indi id als
b
remain s mme ric, hile empla e d namics reflec ed
as mme ric s ra egies in he s roke s r i or.

Methods
To iden if differences in nimpaired and impaired con rol, e
collec ed marker rajec ories and gro nd reac ion forces from
se en nimpaired indi id als (5F/2M, age = 23.7 2.3 rs), for
hom e e pec ed similar con rol, and one s roke s r i or i h
lef -leg hemiparesis (F, age = 23 rs), alking a a self-selec ed
speed on a spli -bel readmill for hree min es. We comp ed
COM posi ions, eloci ies, and accelera ions in OpenSim 3.3 [3].

Significance
This ork s ppor s h po heses ha empla e models ma
el cida e ho mo or impairmen s al er COM accelera ion
s ra egies. Embedding hese empla e models in ph siologicall de ailed d namics ma iden if mechanisms ha are associa ed
i h COM accelera ion, informing predic ions of response o
in er en ions arge ing hose mechanisms.

To iden if COM accelera ion d namics for each par icipan , e
sed an algori hm ha a oma icall iden ifies and alida es lo dimensional h brid d namics capable of e plaining, in his s d ,
GRFs from kinema ic da a [4]. We modeled hole-leg con rol
sing ariables based on a modified h brid spring-loaded
in er ed pend l m: COM posi ion and eloci , leg leng hs and
leg angles in 3D (Fig. 1) [5]. We iden ified and compared
differen candida e d namics describing COM accelera ion
s ra egies (e.g. i h or i ho
eloci
erms) sing a omin e raining da ase and alida ed on a held-o hir -second
es da ase . Onl d namics i h high predic ion acc rac and
lo comple i
ere considered plausible s ra egies for COM
accelera ion. We compared he s r c re of he pla sible
d namics o er differen gai phases across par icipan s.
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Results and Discussion
For each phase of he gai c cle, one o o se s of pla sible
d namics ere iden ified among o er 500 models genera ed from
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Introduction
Researchers and designers of mechanical augmentation systems
will benefit from improved understanding of the benefits and
challenges of a simple augmentation system for running,
regardless of whether their purpose is to enhance performance, to
rehabilitate, or to replace lost function. This abstract describes a
mechanical augmentation system that can be modelled in
OpenSim to validate simulation-based prediction of metabolic
expenditure in the presence of mechanical augmentation.

80 N per side; the average sum of left and right was 97 N. The
equivalent mechanical work as if over-ground (force * velocity)
was 814 W.

Methods
This abstract describes methods of a study in progress. Subjects
will run on a treadmill both with augmentation and without.
Investigators will monitor the subjects’ oxygen consumption,
forces exerted by the augmentation system, and ground reaction
forces detected by the treadmill. Body kinematics will also be
monitored using anatomical markers and video motion capture.
The experimental protocol will be reviewed by the US Military
Academy Collaborative Academic Institutional Review Board.
All subjects will provide written informed consent before they
participate.
Leg swing during running will be augmented by the forwardacting force of latex rubber surgical tubing (“bungees”) attached
to the subject above the knees. The opposite end of the bungees
will be anchored in front of the runner. The bungees act as springs
which assist hip flexion. The subject self-adjusts the spring
tension by moving forward or backward on the treadmill,
backward to increase force, forward to reduce force (Fig. 1). The
above-the-knee location is selected to emulate an exoskeleton
prototype that was developed at USMA. The bungee force will
vary from zero to a self-selected maximum, approximately 10%
of body weight.
Metabolic power will be calculated from VO2
measurements. Motion and force histories collected during trials
will be input into OpenSim to simulate the running motion and to
calculate the metabolic rate.

Figure 2: Augmentation force for one gait cycle. Peak force is 9% of
body weight. (Pilot data.)

Figure 3: Metabolic data. Two minutes were allowed for VO2
stabilization, then data were collected for five minutes. (Pilot data.)

Data (Fig. 3) show that the bungee cord augmentation
provides a substantial metabolic benefit.
Significance
The results of this study are expected to inform researchers,
clinicians, and device designers in the field of mechanicallyaugmented human motion by providing insight about how
external work replaces muscle work and thereby contributes to
changes in metabolic rate. Robotic-assisted therapy is used in
stroke rehabilitation. Exoskeletons and orthoses are used to
augment human economy, strength, and endurance. Exoskeletons
are used to assist with load carriage.
The project is relevant to any system that modifies human
energy expenditure by mechanical means, including robotic
rehabilitation. Augmentation could eventually help people with
spinal cord injury or stroke to return to running.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 1: Experimental setup.

Results and Discussion
Pilot data for a 92 kg male running at 3.4 m/s clearly indicate a
metabolic benefit similar to running downhill. Metabolic rate in
the pilot run was 740 W, 8.0 W/kg augmented, and 1250 W, 13.6
W/kg not augmented. The metabolic difference attributable to
augmentation was 510 W. The bungee force (Fig. 2), peaked at
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Introduction
Muscle synergies may provide a helpful avenue for predicting
patient function following clinical interventions, such as those
arising from neurorehabilitation or orthopedic surgery.
Theoretically, muscle synergies reduce the achievable control
space, making predicted muscle forces and consequently
edic ed m i n m e ni e. In indi id al
-stroke a
reduced number of muscle synergies has been associated with a
deterioration in walking function [1] and an increase in metabolic
cost [2].
This study predicted the effect of reducing the number and
complexity of paretic leg muscle synergies on walking function
for an individual post-stroke. Walking changes were quantitied
using predicted spatiotemporal symmetry measures.

Results and Discussion
When walking motion was predicted using two synergies to
control the paretic leg, an increase in CoT and a decrease in
spatial symmetry were observed (Table 1, read from top to
bottom). However, temporal symmetry did not follow the same
pattern, consistent i h Fi e e a . 2017 [5] finding that
temporal asymmetry was a poor predictor of CoT changes. These
findings are consistent with the observation that individuals poststroke have a more difficult time correcting spatial asymmetry
than temporal asymetries [6]. Whe he
de
a e ic eg a
controlled by two constrained muscle synergies (CCCW, the
most limiting case), the model experienced hip hiking, the largest
decrease in paretic knee range of motion, and the largest increase
in paretic toe drop (Figure 1), which are consistent with clinical
observations of hemiparetic gait.

Methods
This study analyzed data from previously collected walking trials
from a male subject suffering from stroke walking dysfunctions.
The
bjec
ne m c l kele al c mponents were
represented using four modeling elements: a kinematic model, an
EMG-driven model, a foot-ground contact model, and a motion
prediction model using the concept of muscle synergies; see [3]
for more details.
The subject-specific neuromusculoskeletal model was used
to develop four predictions for how the subject would walk after
the number of synergies controlling the paretic leg were reduced
from the calibrated case of five to two. In the first optimization,
the two muscle synergies controlling the paretic leg were free to
vary (FCFW). In the second optimization, the two synergy
vectors of the paretic leg were constrained to be a linear
combination of the original five synergy vectors while the
synergy commands were free to vary (FCCW). In the third
optimization, the paretic leg synergy commands were constrained
to be a linear combination of the original five synergy commands
while the synergy vectors were free to vary (FWCC). In the fourth
optimization, the two muscle synergies controlling the paretic leg
were constrained to be a linear combination of the original five
paretic leg muscle synergies (CCCW).
After running all four predictions, the cost of transport (CoT)
a calc la ed ing Umbe ge m del [4] along with ratios
describing spatial and temporal symmetry.

Table 1: Cost of transport, and spatial and temporal symmetry measures
5 Synergies
FCFW
FCCW
FWCC
CCCW

CoT
13.68
15.89
17.23
19.08
19.14

Spatial
0.47
0.39
0.37
0.23
0.17

Temporal
0.52
0.53
0.52
0.42
0.43

Significance
Our findings support the idea that less complex neural control
building blocks may not be the reason for the degeneration of
walking function. Rather, constraints on the remaining neural
control building blocks may be the main problem.
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Figure 1: Comparison of joint angles produced between the different control strategies: Calibration-five synergies (black), Free Commands &
Weights-FCFW (blue), Free Commands & Constrained Weights-FCCW (green), Free Weights & Constrained Commands-FWCC (cyan), and
Constrained Commands & Weights-CCCW (red)
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These included a proximal to distal distribution, with inhibition
directed towards the toes, and a distal to proximal distribution,
with inhibition directed towards the knee.

Introduction
Neural feedback pathways arise from a variety of sensory
receptors. Muscle spindles measure changes in length and
velocity, while Golgi tendon organs measure contractile force.
Understanding the functions of these pathways is important
because they become disrupted in stroke and Spinal Cord Injury.
While length and velocity-dependent pathways are relatively
localized, force-dependent feedback is asymmetric and can be
widely distributed within the limb.
Although the muscle-level distributions of force feedback
have been measured under different conditions, it is not known
how these distributions regulate limb mechanics (stiffness and
interjoint coordination). We analysed the frequency dependent
impedance properties and interjoint coordination of a cat
hindlimb with intrinsic musculoskeletal impedance. Our
hypothesis was that force feedback would reduce whole limb
impedance and promote proportional coordination between the
knee and ankle.

Results and Discussion

Methods
We developed a three segment model with realistic lengths and
masses [1], with muscles represented as rotational springs and
dampers, whose values are based on our physiological best guess,
as shown below. The rest angles of the springs were chosen as
weight acceptance during landing as defined in [2]. Force
feedback was implemented as a generalized torque at the joints
in addition to the spring and damper torques, and the values of
these torques were calculated at each time step using the
is
following equation, where fb is the force feedback torque,
a 3x3 matrix of force feedback gains, [K] is the stiffness matrix,
and [B] is the damping matrix:
}+[ ]
+ , )
, = [ ] ([ ]{
We performed a sinusoidal analysis based on the study in [3]
adapted here to the whole limb. We applied an endpoint force
whose average value was 60N directed at the hip joint center.
Using a technique in [4], we calculated the apparent impedance
properties and proportionality cost, defined as the integral of
2
(( k
k0) – ( a
a0)) over time for one sinusoidal cycle, over
a range of frequencies for the uni-articular musculoskeletal
distribution and two experimentally observed force feedback
distributions between the ankle and knee [5].

As expected, all of the impedance values were lower for the
proximal to distal distribution of force feedback than for the uniarticular musculoskeletal distribution without force feedback.
However, contrary to our hypothesis, these impedance values
were higher for the distal to proximal force feedback distribution
than for the uni-articular musculoskeletal distribution. Examining
how force feedback influences the relative contributions of the
joint torques to the overall limb force response will elucidate the
reason for this outcome. Also contrary to our hypothesis, the
proportionality cost was lowest for the uni-articular
musculoskeletal distribution without force feedback.
Significance
Patients with stroke and Spinal Cord Injury have impaired knee
and ankle coupling compared to able-bodied humans. Therefore,
understanding how force feedback influences interjoint
coordination, and not only limb impedance, could inform the
design of therapeutic and rehabilitation techniques (ex. robotic
devices, drug therapies, surgeries).
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density (PSD), then integrated over tremor frequencies (4-12 Hz)
to find total tremor power. Reflex gains were multiplied by a
range of scalar values and tremor power recalculated to determine
the robustness of the simulated findings.

Introduction
Tremor is the most prevalent movement disorder in the world
today; yet despite decades of research, the mechanisms of tremor
propagation are not yet fully understood. Recent investigations
of the mechanisms of essential tremor generation have provided
strong evidence that tremor originates centrally. However, it
remains unclear what role spinal afferents play in tremor
modification and propagation.
Tremor propagation refers to the way a neural signal in one
muscle creates movement in each degree of freedom (DOF) and
to the interactions between movement in each DOF. Previous
studies have explored the effects of spinal afferents in a single
DOF, but did not model interactions between DOF. Other studies
have investigated interactions between the DOF of the arm to
determine fundamental principles of tremor propagation [1], but
did not model afferent feedback. Thus, we present here a novel
closed-loop multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) model of the
upper limb, which may provide much-needed insight on the role
of spinal afferents in tremor.
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Figure 2 – An example simulation output for a 4 Hz neural signal input in
the posterior deltoid.

Results and Discussion
Simulation showed that reflexes generated by Golgi tendon
organs did not significantly affect tremor power. The effect of
muscle spindles changes depending on the frequency of the
descending neural signal. At low input frequencies, spinal
afferents tended to greatly attenuate limb motion. However, at
tremor frequencies, reflexes between most muscle pairs did not
significantly affect tremor. Ongoing research is attempting to
identify all muscle pairs which have a reflex relationship that alters
tremor at each tremor frequency.

Methods
This model expands an open-loop model by Davidson et al. [1]
and Corie et al. [2] as summarized in Error! Reference source
not found..
The input to the model is a set of descending neural signals
(udescending) to the 15 major superficial muscles of the arm. The
forward path models the transformation of these descending
neural signals to muscle forces (f), then to joint torques , and
finally to joint displacements (q) in the 7 DOF of the upper limb.
The inner loop models the effects of the Golgi tendon reflex.
The outer loop models the effects of muscle spindles (both type
Ia and type II). In the outer feedback path, joint displacements are
is both multiplied by a
reflex gain matrix (representing type II muscle spindles) and by s
(to differentiate) and a reflex gain matrix (representing type Ia
muscle spindles).
C models the maximum voluntary contraction of each
muscle. M represents the muscle moment-arm matrix. I, D, and
K model the inertia, damping, and stiffness of the joints,
respectively. The G matrices model the reflex gains between
homonymous and heteronomous muscle pairs.
Tremor was simulated by feeding the model a synthetic
tremorogenic neural signal. An example output is shown in Figure
2. Outputs were processed by computing the power spectral

Significance
Optimal tremor treatment requires an understanding of the
fundamentals of tremor propagation. This model provides
valuable insights on the role of spinal afferents in tremor
propagation, and may eventually lead to greater knowledge of
where to intervene in the tremor pathway, thus improving tremor
treatment and quality of life for those who suffer from this
debilitating disorder.
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Figure 1 – A novel closed loop multiple-input multiple-output model of the upper limb.
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Introduction
Musculoskeletal modeling is known as a non-invasive and costeffective method for analyzing human motion and
musculoskeletal function. Accurate data is required to develop
valid models which are representative of the actual test
conditions. Additionally, these analyses are extremely
challenging due to the complex nature of musculoskeletal
function. Thelen et al. measured muscle function and structure
from cadavors in order to develop models for musculoskeletal
analysis [1]. Although this model represents muscle activity and
dynamics during walking reasonably well, there are some
discrepancies with certain muscles. More recently, Rajagapol
suggested another model which includes: muscle functions from
previously conducted muscle experiments, muscle geometry
from magnetic resonance image (MRI) of healthy young adults,
and improvements to the calculation of muscle force [2]. These
models are used to calculate muscle contributions during
walking. Because analysis of muscle contribution in walking
requires data on the complex motion and contact forces involved,
it is difficult to compare the validity of each model. Therefore,
in this study, we used two different musculoskeletal models to
simulate motion with one degree of freedom, isometric knee
flexion, and assessed the contributions of each muscle.

Figure 2: CMC calculation of different muscle torque contribution of
the knee joint moment represented in percentages.

Then, we used static optimization (SOP) and computed muscle
control (CMC) to calculate muscle forces for the two different
musculoskeletal models. For these methods, kinematic data and
external force were acquired from goniometer and Biodex
respectively.

Methods
Experimental data is collected from a 37 year old 196.7 cm height,
104 kg weight male. The subject performed isometric knee
flexions at knee angles of 30, 60, and 90 degrees in a Biodex
System 4 human dynamometer (Biodex Medical Systems,
Shirley, NY). All the trials were randomized. The duration of
isometric exercise was 20 seconds in each trial and the participant
had 5 minutes resting between trials.
Two musculoskeletal models of Rajagopal et al. and Thelen et
al., were used in Opensim to compare knee extensors and flexors
in each testing condition. Anthropometric data of the participant
were measured and in input into each generic musculoskeletal
model for scaling.

Results and Discussion
Both models obtained a small residual actuation moment, lower
than 3e-3 Nm, verifying our simulation. In both figures, the
positive and negative percentages represent flexion and extension
respectively. In figure 2, CMC employed more extensor muscles
compare to SOP because CMC calculation uses forward
dynamics to simulate muscle co-contraction.
By comparing each of the models in figure 2, the Rajagapol
model dedicated a higher percentage of the total torque to
extensor muscles in I30 and I60 conditions than the Thelen
model. Another significant observation is the increased muscle
contribution of the gastrocnemius at I60.
Significance
In this experiment, muscle co-contraction plays a pivotal role in
creating muscle forces. It is highly recommended to use the CMC
tool when co-contractive muscle forces are expected.
The outcome of this study can be used as a guide for selecting the
proper model and method when estimating muscular contribution
to torque production.
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Figure 1: SOP calculation of different muscle torque contribution of
the knee joint moment represented in percentages.
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Introduction
Occupant safety in the realistic car crash accident is typically
solved as a problem of human body interaction with airbags and
vehicle structure (vehicle seats, vehicle body parts, and others).
There is also a situation when an unsecured object placed in the
vehicle causes the injury of the vehicle occupant. The unsecured
object can be described as a bottle, tablet, or laptop.
These unsecured objects are acting in the vehicle during its
crash like projectiles, and they have a very significant potential
to harm the vehicle occupant if they interact with their bodies.
An experimental investigation was performed to explain
what can happen if the unsecured object interacts with the human
body and what is the injury risk if this case happens. As a critical
human body part was selected human head and as the traffic
accident situation was taken frontal vehicle impact.
The hypothesis on which the whole experimental project was
build on takes into account: The human head rear part interacts
only with the unsecured object and nothing else (airbags, etc.);
The seat head restraint is not present; The unsecured object is stiff
and has initial speed during the crash similar as the vehicle crash
velocity (friction effect is negotiable); The injury effect is blunt.

Results and Discussion
Experimental data show (see Figure 2 and Table 1) that the
dangerous speed of an unsecured object in the vehicle during
frontal vehicle impact is around 50 [km/h] (HIC = 1000 [-]) [1].
The length of the impulse is short (approx. 1.5 [ms]), and other
tools must be used to verify the injury potential calculated
through HIC (Blunt Criterion usage).
The results show that the increasing mass (from 0.5 [kg] to
1.5 [kg]) of the unsecured object has a significant effect on the
critical object speed (mass increases = dangerous unsecured
object speed decreases – see Table 1).

Methods
Head injury experimental investigation was performed using
equipment: Airgun (with pressure vessel and optical measuring
barriers); Nilon body projectiles with different mass (0.5 [kg], 1
[kg], 1.5 [kg]) and hard rubber impact part; High-speed camera;
Hybrid III 50th percentile male dummy with instrumentation;
Vehicle seat with restraint system; DAQ system DEWE A4.
The computation of HIC (see Eq. (1) [2], and Eq. (2)) was
done through Software NI DIADEM (Crash Analysis Toolkit).
The symbol a in Eq. (1) represents resultant head
acceleration, and it is calculated from Eq. (2) where ax, ay, and az
are representing components of "resultant" acceleration. Symbols
t1 and t2 are describing a time interval for the HIC calculation
process (15 [ms]).
HIC maxt1 ,t2
a

1
t 2 -t 1

t1
a
t2

dt

a2x a2y a2z

2.

t 2 -t 1

Figure 2: Interpretation of Critical Speeds of Unsecured Object
Regarding Computed HIC (15 [ms]) – Comparison with HIC 1000
Projectile
Velocity
[km/h]
58
62

Resultant
HIC [-]
Projectile
0.5 [kg]
808
1144

Projectile
Velocity
[km/h]
44
49

Resultant
HIC [-]
Projectile
1 [kg]
921
1204

Projectile
Velocity
[km/h]
35
41

Resultant
HIC [-]
Projectile
1.5 [kg]
687
1266

Table 1: Critical Speeds of Unsecured Object Regarding Computed
HIC (15 [ms]) – Comparison with HIC 1000

The experimental work is focused only on human head
interaction (rear part) with unsecured stiff objects. In reality, the
transported unsecured objects have different stiffness, and they
can act differently than unsecured rigid objects.

(1)
(2)

Significance
The significance of the experimental research lies in the
description of how unsecured objects may act as projectiles
during a vehicular crash. Many people are interested only in
passive vehicle safety (airbag interaction) and don't care much
about the objects they are transporting in the vehicle even that
these objects may cause serious injury during the vehicular crash.
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Figure 1: Filtered Impulse from Hybrid III Dummy Head – HIC Input
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It is reported that emergenc rooms treat appro imatel
200,000 pla ground injuries annuall . Three-fourths of these
injuries are from falls, mostl affecting the hand and wrist [1]. In
recent ears, poured rubber (PR) has become a popular choice for
surfacing pla grounds. Its smooth look, vibrant coloring, low
maintenance, and drainage properties give it clear advantages
over other surfacing options, but how effective is it at preventing
injuries?
PR is made from two la ers: a base la er that provides
springiness and a wear la er that protects from abrasion and light
damage. Deterioration of the wear la er through overuse can
potentiall diminish its protective qualit , but to what e tent?
This paper uses a combination of e perimental and mathematical
methods to determine an estimate for the safe fall heights of
children onto PR surfaces both with and without the wear la er
intact.
Me

Figure 2: Peak force on the wrist with base and wear la er intact
Re

a dD c

Our mathematical model predicts that falls of the bod s
center of mass (COM) from heights of 1.2-1.8 m (similar to the
height the COM would fall from monke bars) generate enough
force to cause a distal radius compression fracture in children 37 ears old. When ou remove the wear la er, forces were found
to increase b appro imatel 8% for all fall heights. This increase
puts the 8-10 ear olds at risk for heights e ceeding 1.2 m. The
wear la er is shown to provide a small but important la er of
protection from falls. These results provide a tentative threshold
value for safe fall heights onto PR, but are limited because the
lack the inclusion of rotational forces and use averaged or
mathematicall obtained values for ph siological properties.

d

S g f ca ce
The mathematical model used here is applied in a novel
application to simulate falls onto PR surfacing with an
outstretched arm. Values for the stiffness of PR surfacing with
and without the wear la er provide information on how the safet
of pla grounds change with contant use. These results stress the
importance of continual maintenance of pla ground facilities in
order to minimi e risk of injur to children. This is onl one
scenario that can be simulated using this method, b changing
spring values and ph siological parameters ou can simulate falls
for a variet of different ages and ground materials.
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more over-rim patterns) significantly correlated with lower
shoulder adduction strength (p=0.042). Of the strength
measures, only adduction strength was significantly lower in the
pain group (p=0.036). In addition, internal rotation strength
significantly decreased over time, regardless of whether they
developed pain or not (p=0.004).

Introduction
Shoulder pain and injuries are prevalent in manual wheelchair
users due to the high, repetitive loads required [1]. Weaker
shoulder muscles are correlated with shoulder pain development
[2] and a recent modeling study found that compensating for
weakened shoulder adductors results in increased muscle stress
in the rotator cuff muscles [3]. In addition, those that use a
single-loop (SL) hand pattern experience the highest overall
muscle power and stress compared to the other patterns,
particularly in the middle deltoid and rotator cuff muscles [4].
Although previous research found no correlation between hand
pattern and future pain development [5], this may have been due
to analyzing propulsion at self-selected speeds. Fast wheelchair
propulsion may exacerbate underlying poor mechanics due to
the higher loads experienced that may not be seen during selfselected conditions.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the
hand pattern used during fast wheelchair propulsion correlates
with shoulder pain development. A secondary purpose was to
determine whether shoulder adductor strength correlates with
the hand pattern used during fast propulsion. We expect that
individuals who develop pain use more over-rim (e.g., SL) hand
patterns and that weaker shoulder adductors will be correlated
with more over-rim patterns.

Figure 1: Hand patterns across time for the no pain (blue; NRT for all
times = -0.01 ± 0.06 m) and pain (green = pre-pain, red = pain present,
NRT for all times = 0.02 ± 0.05 m) groups.

Contrary to our expectations, individuals that developed
pain did not use a hand pattern that was more over-rim than the
no pain group during fast wheelchair propulsion. Even though
the SL pattern requires higher muscle power and stress [4],
cadence and handrim forces [7] than other hand patterns, the
results of this study suggest that simply changing hand pattern is
not sufficient to prevent shoulder pain development. Weaker
adductors were significantly correlated to more over-rim hand
patterns, which would suggest that the use of the SL hand
pattern during fast propulsion may be indicative of shoulder
muscle weakness. However, the marginal R2 value of the
correlation between shoulder adductor strength and NRT was
low (R2=0.019), highlighting the large variability across
subjects.

Methods
Kinematic, kinetic and strength data from 60 individuals with
paraplegia (56 men, 4 women; age=35.9±8.31 yrs; time since
injury=10.1±5.86 yrs; height=1.74±0.10 m; mass=76.8±16.0 kg)
were analyzed from a previously collected dataset [2]. Data
were collected at baseline, 18 and 36 months after baseline
during propulsion at their fastest comfortable speed. Participants
were asymptomatic for shoulder pain at baseline, and selfreported shoulder pain at the follow-up assessments. The no
pain group were pain-free at all time points, while the pain
group had shoulder pain at only the 36-month time point.
Strength was measured as the maximum isometric torque
from the shoulder adductors, abductors, flexors, extensors,
internal rotators and external rotators. Hand patterns were
quantified using net radial thickness (NRT) and total radial
thickness (TRT) of the closed-curve hand path. NRT indicates
he hand s displacemen abo e he handrim, and TRT indicates
the absolute distance between the hand and handrim [6]. Linear
mixed-effects models were used to determine if the hand pattern
and shoulder strength were significantly different between the
pain and no pain groups. An additional model was created to
determine if weaker shoulder adductors correlates to using a
more over-rim pattern (e.g., higher NRT values).

Significance
This study showed that the hand pattern used during fast
wheelchair propulsion does not predict shoulder pain
development. However, more over-rim patterns were correlated
to weaker shoulder adductors, although this correlation had
large variability. Therefore, further research is needed to verify
this relationship before we can use hand pattern as an indicator
of shoulder adductor weakness.
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Results and Discussion
There was a trend for the pain group to use more over-rim
patterns (e.g., SL) than the no pain group (Fig. 1), however
there were no signficiant differences between NRT and TRT
between groups at any time point. Higher NRT values (e.g.,
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Table 1: Perfusion values for each group in each seat pan tilt and back
recline, normalized by the maximum value within each participant.
Perfusion in able-bodied individuals increased with seat pan tilt and
mixed trends were seen in wheelchair users.

Introduction
Pressure ulcers (PUs) are a pressing issue for wheelchair users,
with 47% of individuals affected [1]. PU development is linked
to sustained, external pressures. These pressures lead to reduced
capillary blood flow, or perfusion, in the loaded tissues [2]. A
third of PUs in wheelchair users occur in the buttocks; thus
strategies to relieve pressure and increase perfusion to this region
are critical [3]. Currently, the most common movements for
pressure relief in wheelchairs are recline of the back and whole
body tilt [4].
Studies that investigated pressure relieving movements had
limitations. No studies investigated changes in pressure and
blood perfusion in the buttocks while using pressure relieving
movements, even though both have been shown to be linked to
PUs. Further, most seated load data were collected from ablebodied people, while the majority of people who experience PUs
use wheelchairs. Research has shown differences between
pressure distributions in wheelchair users and able-bodied
individuals, thus it is important the wheelchair user population be
included in studies evaluating pressure relieving strategies [5].
Therefore, the goals of this work were to quantify trends in
pressure and perfusion data on the buttocks of wheelchair users
during three movements: 1) whole body tilt, 2) back recline and
3) isolated seat pan tilt, during which the anterior edge of the seat
pan is higher than the posterior edge.

0° Recline
10° Recline
20° Recline

Methods
Twenty able-bodied people (ten males, ten females) and ten male
wheelchair users volunteered for this study (IRB#15-889). An
articulating chair was created with independent seat pan tilt and
back recline to test combinations of the two movements.
Data were gathered on seated participants as the articulating
chair moved through nine positions, with three angles of seat pan
tilt (0°, 15°, 30°) and three angles of back recline (0°, 10°, 20°).
Positions in which there were both a seat pan tilt and back recline
created a whole body tilt. A perfusion sensor attached on the skin
over the ischial tuberosity collected data in all positions. A
pressure mat recorded data on the seat pan for each position, and
data were split into two regions, buttocks and thighs (back and
front halves of the mat).

Able-bodied
0°
10°
20°
Tilt Tilt
Tilt
0.42 0.48 0.69
0.37 0.50 0.53
0.35 0.42 0.52

Wheelchair User
0°
10°
20°
Tilt
Tilt
Tilt
0.50 0.39 0.50
0.55 0.41 0.46
0.49 0.54 0.46

Figure 1: Magnitudes of the maximum pressures, by recline
angle (top) and seat pan tilt (bottom). Able-bodied (AB) data are
solid bars, and wheelchair user (WC) data are striped. Maximum
pressure increased in the buttocks with back recline and
decreased with seat pan tilt (* indicates significant differences).
Opposite trends were seen in the thighs.
Significance
This work indicated that the movement most commonly used to
relieve pressure on the buttocks while seated (i.e., recline) was
not effective in relieving pressure or restoring perfusion.
However, increasing the seat pan tilt relieved pressure on the
buttocks of both groups and increased perfusion in able-bodied
individuals. Thus, seat pan tilt has the potential as a strategy for
reducing PUs. Because each movement decreased pressure in one
area while increasing it in another, these movements may need to
be cycled through to reduce overall PU risk in every region.

Results and Discussion
Trends in perfusion values differed between the two groups.
Perfusion in able-bodied people increased with seat pan tilt (p =
0.0006) and decreased with back recline (p = .046). No
significant trends in perfusion emerged in wheelchair users.
The maximum pressures in wheelchair users were larger than
those in able-bodied people, but trends in maximum pressures in
each region with respect to chair position were consistent in both
groups. Maximum pressure in the buttocks increased with recline
and decreased with seat pan tilt for both groups (p < .0001 for
all). Maximum pressures in the thighs decreased with back
recline (p < .0001 for both) and increased with seat pan tilt in
able-bodied people (p < .0001).
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Introduction
The mortality rate of falls-from-height (FFH) is the highest
among accidents occurring in construction site. According to
BLS data, 366 of 971 construction fatalities were caused by FFH
in 2017 [1]. Even though many fall prevention trainings have
been provided to workers and supervisors in order to prevent
these fall accidents [2,3], they did not reduce fall accidents
significantly. Recently, some researches regarding the wearable
airbag have been conducted to minimize the damage of inevitable
fall accidents [4,5]. Therefore, the algorithm for the detection of
pre-impact FFH is essential to guarantee enough lead time (the
time interval between the detection and the collision) for inflating
the airbag. A threshold-based algorithm for the detection of preimpact FFH was developed in this study,.

The thresholds were set using the receiver operating
characteristic curve i h and ml elec ed 10 a ici an da a.
The e f 10 a ici an da a a
ed
e he alg i hm.
Results and Discussion
The present algorithm resulted in 100% accuracy of pre-impact
FFH detection. Table 2 shows the lead time obtained from the
experiment and the simulation for different heights of falls. Since
the inflation time of our wearable airbag system was about 200ms
[5], it can be said that enough lead time was obtained in this study.
In addition, results from the simulation and the experiment were
in good agreement.
Table 2: Lead times from the experiment and the simulation (unit: ms).
Fall height
0.7m
1.5m
2m
3m

Methods
Totally 20 healthy male volunteers (age: 24.75 ± 1.37 years,
height: 174.05 ± 4.86 cm, weight: 73.7 ± 10.05 kg) participated
in the study and were equipped with an IMU sensor on thoracic
vertebrae 6 (T6). They performed nine different types of non-fall
motions and one FFH (Table 1). FFH was performed on a 40cm
mattress for the safety. The present study was approved by the
Yonsei University Research Ethics Committee (1041849201911-BM-166-01), and the written informed consent was
obtained from every experiment participant.
6. Working with pickaxe

2. Sit on the floor and get up

7. Lifting (Front)

3. Stair up and down

8. Lifting (Back)

4. Ladder up and down

9. Lifting (Side)

5. 0.7m height jump

10. 0.7m height forward fall

324.3±46.7

380±10.9

462±11.7

592.5±17.8

Simulation

320

340

430

570

However, the number of subjects in this study was relatively
small and the number of non-fall motions was insufficient to
represent actual activities in construction site. A wearable airbag
system to protect workers from inevitable fall accidents has been
developed and it is necessary to evaluate the algorithm with
various activities in construction site.

Table 1: List of experimental motions.
1. Sit quickly and get up

Experiment

Significance
The construction site has many dangerous works and
environments. In particular, many activities at high place are
inevitable in construction and FFH frequently occurs. Many
efforts have been made to prevent these accidents including
safety training and installing guardrail and safety net, but a high
incidence of FFH still remains. A wearable airbag system has
been developed to minimize serious damages caused by FFH.
The present threshold-based algorithm for the detection of preimpact FFH would be essential in developing the wearable airbag
system.

Due to the safety issue, the actual FFH experiment was performed
only from 0.7m height. Instead, a ball-jointed doll was used to
perform FFH motions from the heights of 1.5m, 2m and 3m. In
addition, Pam-Crash (ESI Group, France) program and human
model (HARB) were used to simulate FFH motions in computer.
Vertical angle was calculated using the complementary filter with
proportional integral controller [6], and vertical velocity was
determined by integrating vertical acceleration. Vertical
acceleration was obtained by the Euler transformation of 3-axis
accelerations [7]. A threshold-based algorithm for the detection
of pre-impact FFH is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The flow chart of FFH detection algorithm.
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1

The results support the hypothesis that the ratio of loading
rate over impact peak is a more impactful feature than loading
rate or impact peak on their own. Impact peak showed a 58%
classification accuracy (sensitivity = 0.50, specificity = 0.63,
AUC = 0.57), loading rate showed a 65% classification accuracy
(sensitivity = 0.59, specificity = 0.7, AUC = 0.68), and loading
rate over impact peak showed a 71% accuracy (sensitivity = 0.64,
specificity = 0.77, AUC = 0.75). This shows that the relationship
between impact peak and loading rate can be considered as a
more significant feature than either on their own.

Introduction
Up to 50% of all running injuries are attributed to stress fractures
[1]. Milner et al. (2006) found that vertical loading rate was
greater in female runners with history of tibial stress fractures [1].
Additionally, elevated impact peak has also been reported in
individuals suffering from stress fractures [2]. These findings
suggest an inability to attenuate tibial shock. While loading rate
and impact peak are often analyzed independently, this study
explored the relationship between these variables during running
to determine if a combined metric could more effectively
delineate between those with and without stress fractures. We
hypothesized that the relationship between loading rate and
impact peak would be a better feature to help differentiate and
more accurately classify between runners with and without a
history of stress fractures than either feature on its own.
Methods
Fifteen controls (age 19.1 ± 0.8 yrs; height 1.78 ± 0.08 m; mass
64.7 ± 8.7 kg) and 11 individuals with history of stress fractures
(age 19.4 ± 0.8 yrs; height 1.77 ± 0.08 m; mass 63.7 ± 6.9 kg)
participated in a running protocol. Each participant provided
written consent to participate in the study in accordance with the
institutional review board. Participants ran on an instrumented
split-belt treadmill (Bertec Corporation, Columbus, Ohio).
Participants started with a two-minute warm-up period where
they ran at 2.5 m/s followed by running at 3.3m/s for 30 seconds.
Running parameters were then extracted from the vertical ground
reaction force (vGRF) data that was collected at 1200 Hz and
low-pass filtered at 35 Hz using a 4th order Butterworth filter.
The variables of interest were impact peak, loading rate and
loading rate to impact peak ratio. The impact peak is the first
vGRF peak during each stride. The loading rate is the slope
between 20 and 80% of the vGRF data between foot strike and
impact peak [1]. Both impact peak and loading rate were
normalized to individuals body weight (BW). The ratio was
created by dividing the loading rate by the impact peak. An
unpaired t-test determined if the means of the variables of interest
were significantly different between the two groups (α=0.05).
Then each single feature was tested as the predictor using a
Linear Support Vector Machine algorithm to classify between the
two groups. A more advanced model was created by fitting a
linear regression model to the control impact peak and loading
rate data that provided upper and lower 99% confidence limits.
The upper 99% confidence limit served as a dividing line to
delineate between the control and stress fracture individuals.

Figure 1. Comparison of the scatter plots of impact peak versus loading
rate for the stress fracture and control groups. The line is the stress
fracture classification line, which is the upper 99% confidence limit for
a linear regression model based on the control individuals.

Significance
This model furthers the understanding of how stress fractures
impact the gait patterns of runners and has potential to be used as
a real-time, gait retraining tool to help runners lower their risk of
stress fractures [3]. A limitation of this study is that it was
performed on Division I athletes. Future studies will evaluate
how this relationship applies to runners of all levels.
Acknowledgments
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Table 1. Comparison of impact peak, loading rate and loading rate to
impact peak ratio between the control and stress fracture individuals.
Stress
Variable
Controls
P-Value
Fracture
1.6 ± 0.2
1.6 ± 0.2
0.68
Impact Peak (BW)

Results and Discussion
Both loading rate and the ratio were significantly greater in the
stress fracture individuals than controls (p<0.01; p<0.01) (Table
1). No significant difference was found in impact peak (p=0.68)
(Table 1). The assessment of the linear relationship and
associated classification line successfully placed 81% of the
stress fracture individuals in the injured region (Fig. 1). The
overall model accuracy of appropriately classifying individuals
in either the stress fracture and control groups was 75%.
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Loading Rate (BW/s)

45.8 ± 17.6

61.4 ± 16.4

0.002

Loading Rate to
Impact Peak Ratio

28.5 ± 10.2

38.5 ± 7.1

<0.001

Pressure Relief in Wheelchair Users with Static Posture Changes
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Introduction
Many wheelchair users experience pressure ulcers (PUs), caused
by prolonged periods of external loading and high pressures on
the body. PUs can result in infections, longer hospital stays, and
increased healthcare costs1. The seated posture generally
produces concentrated pressures around the buttocks, distal
thigh, sacrum, and shoulders, thus making these high risk regions
for a PU formation2. To relieve the pressure on high risk regions
of the body, we investigated a large set of postures to identify
those that would be able to shift where pressure in concentrated
on the legs an back while seated.

low, mid, and high back regions. These identified trends were
used to determine which static postures would be ideal for
offloading specific regions of the body.

Methods
Twenty able-bodied adults (10 male, 10 female) volunteered for
this study. A chair was constructed with independently tilting
pelvic and thoracic supports on a reclining back, and an
independently tilting seat pan. All three supports were mounted
on six-axis load cells (AMTI, Watertown, MA) and each driven
by independent motors.
Pressures on the thighs, buttocks, and back were measured
via pressure mats (Tekscan, Boston, MA) mounted to the seat pan
and back of the chair. 27 postures were tested on each participant,
each held for one minute to allow settling to occur. These
postures were defined by the following angles: (1) back recline
0o (vertical), 15o, 30o, (2) seat pan tilt 0o (horizontal), 15o, 30o,
and (3) back posture 0o (vertical) thoracic and pelvic tilt, 5o
thoracic tilt and -15o pelvic tilt, 5o pelvic tilt and -15o thoracic tilt.
Posture order was randomized for each participant to correct for
possible influence from testing fatigue.
Pressure data collected from each of these postures were
visually analyzed to determine postures with high and low
pressure on specific regions of the body: the distal thighs,
buttocks, lower back, middle back, and upper back.

Figure 2: Sample set of postures used to demonstrate areas of high and
low pressure. An emphasis was placed on shifting pressure away from
commonly loaded areas for a given posture. Areas loaded in each posture
are indicated with red circles, while green circles indicate relief or
absence of loading in subsequent postures.

Significance
These data are significant for wheelchair design and use, as they
show that there is a correlation between position of articulating
wheelchair segments and pressure in the buttocks, thighs, and
back. With these data, we have identified postures that could be
used to offload pressure in a specified region of the body in order
to prevent the long periods of external loading that cause PUs.
These postures all emphasize placing loading on one region of
the body, while attempting to reduce pressure on the other highrisk regions. While the body cannot be completely unloaded
while seated, these varying postures reduced loading, thus
reducing the likelihood of tissue necrosis and PU formation.
Future work will determine how long each posture needs to be
held for effective pressure relief.

Pelvic and
thoracic
supports
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Figure 1: Prototype of the articulating wheelchair used for testing
selected postures. Separate motors were used to control the seat pan tilt,
recline, and thoracic and pelvic tilts.

Results and Discussion
Areas of highest and lowest pressure were determined for each of
the 27 postures. A sample set of postures were identified that
could significantly shift pressures from one region to another.
Pressure shifts occurred from the butt to distal thigh, and between
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Introduction
The closed kinetic chain upper extremity stability test
(CKCUEST) is a reliable test used by clinicians and coaches to
assess an a hle e s recovery from an upper extremity injury by
examining lumbopelvic-hip complex (LPHC) and upper
extremity stability.1 In particular, the CKCUEST is a beneficial
assessment for overhead athletes participating in unilateral
rotational sports which require the body to perform efficiently
as a kinetic chain. For example, baseball pitchers repeatedly
rotate towards their non-throwing side which, over time, can
result in asymmetric LPHC and upper extremity movement
patterns.
Clinicians and coaches can benefit from understanding the
effect of chronic unilateral rotational motion on LPHC stability,
which in turn, impacts upper extremity movement efficiency.2,3
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine how LPHC
kinematics differed between dominant and non-dominant hand
touches during the CKCUEST in a group of baseball pitchers.
We hypothesized that LPHC kinematics observed on a
dominant hand touch would differ from the non-dominant hand
touch. Specifically, greater compensatory movement patterns,
evidenced by increased LPHC kinematic deviation from
neutral, would be observed upon a non-dominant hand touch
compared to a dominant hand touch.

Results and Discussion
Descriptive statistics can be found in Table 1. Differences were
observed between dominant and non-dominant hand touches in
pelvic axial rotation (t(18) = 2.45, p = 0.025, d = 0.56), stance
leg side hip adduction (t(18) = -3.70, p = 0.002, d = -0.85), and
touching side hip abduction (t(18) = 2.91, p = 0.009, d = 0.67).
Upon dominant hand touch, significantly less pelvic axial
rotation, touching side hip abduction, and stance side hip
adduction was observed when compared to a non-dominant
hand touch. These results support our hypothesis that
differences in LPHC kinematics would be observed between
bilateral hand touching during the CKCUEST.
During non-dominant hand touching, he pi cher
dominant hand should act to support stabilizing the body on the
ground. Interestingly, more LPHC movement was observed in
this position compared to when the non-dominant hand was
stabilizing. This potentially indicates less LPHC stability while
the dominant hand was in a closed chain position. We speculate
that experiencing a repetitive unilateral open-chain pitching
motion may affect dominant side closed chain stability.
However, less LPHC stability during the non-dominant hand
touch may be a product of muscular weakness or lack of
neuromuscular coordination not related to the pitching motion.
Our results indicate that baseball pitchers appear more
stable performing a dominant hand touch as evidenced by
decreased kinematic compensations within the LPHC.

Methods
Kinematic data from nineteen baseball pitchers (17.71 ±1.98
yrs; 184.92 ± 6.02 cm; 81.75 ±13.78 kg) performing three trials
of the CKCUEST1,4 were collected at 240 Hz with an
electromagnetic tracking system. Data from all three trials of
the CKCUEST were averaged at the middle touch as
determined by Tucci and colleagues.4 Dominant hand was
indicated by the participants throwing arm. The inverse value
of left hip ab/adduction was used for analysis so that data would
be relatable to right hip ab/adduction data. Paired samples ttests were used to assess differences in LPHC kinematics upon
dominant and non-dominant hand touching. Specifically, stance
width, pelvic axial rotation, and bilateral hip ab/adduction
between dominant and non-dominant hand touching were the
LPHC kinematics analysed. Cohen s d as sed o assess effec
size. Testwise error was se a = 0.05.

Significance
In order to achieve efficient proximal to distal energy transfer,
stability of the LPHC is necessary.2,3 Greater stability was
observed during dominant hand touching, indicating a
discrepancy between sides that can impact training and
rehabilitative programs. Clinicians and coaches should take this
information into account when designing programs for baseball
pitchers. Since the baseball pitch requires proximal stability for
efficient energy transfer, future research should determine
whether the observed asymmetry is a result of LPHC or upper
extremity instability stemming from the baseball pitching
motion. Additionally, future research should examine the effect
this asymmetry has on performance and risk of injury.
Acknowledgments
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Table 1: Mean (SD) of dominant and non-dominant LPHC
kinematics.
Variable
Dominant Non-Dominant
Stance Width (m)
0.16 (0.09)
0.15 (0.09)
*Pelvic Axial Rotation (°)

-2.09 (5.73)

-5.58 (6.40)

*Touching Side Hip Abduction (°)

-2.63 (9.64)

-12.76 (10.40)
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*Stance Side Hip Adduction (°)
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Introduction
Knee valgus has been identified as an important risk factor for
lower extremity injury, specifically non-contact anterior
cruciate ligament injury1. Dynamic knee valgus is the
combination of excessive femoral adduction and internal
rotation, and tibial abduction and external rotation1. These
motions are influenced by joints proximal and distal to the knee,
including the hip and ankle1,2. Clinically, excessive knee
valgus, visually demonstrated as medial knee displacement
(MKD), is described as the midpoint of the patella passing
medial of the great toe3.
Recently, numerous studies have reported limited ankle
dorsiflexion range of motion (ROM) to be a contributor to
excessive knee valgus2,4. However, no direct evidence shows an
improvement in frontal plane knee motion after an intervention
to increase ankle dorsiflexion ROM. The purpose of this study
was to examine if an intervention designed to increase ankle
dorsiflexion ROM in persons who display MKD acutely
reduces MKD in an overhead squat task.

program. Immediately following the intervention, the
measurements performed during the pre-test assessment were
repeated for all participants. During the squat task, lower
extremity kinematic data were gathered through 23 markers
using an 8-camera motion capture system (Vicon, UK).
The changes from the pre-training to the post-training
assessments were calculated for each of the four outcomes
(ankle dorsiflexion ROM under three conditions and MKD
during the overhead squats for the affected leg). Independent ttests were used to compare the changes between groups. SPSS
24 (IBM) was used and a significance level of 0.05 was applied.
Results and Discussion
The intervention group significantly reduced MKD (p = 0.003,
Fig. 1a), and increased all dorsiflexion ROM measures
compared to the control group: passive straight knee (p <
0.001), passive bent knee (p = 0.04), and weight-bearing (p =
0.03) (Fig. 1b). A significant correlation was observed between
the changes in ankle dorsiflexion ROM and MKD (r = -0.548,
p = 0.014). Our most important finding was that an increase in
dorsiflexion ROM could reduce MKD during an overhead squat
task in individuals who displayed MKD that was corrected with
a heel lift.

Methods
Sixteen participants were randomly assigned to the intervention
(n = 8, mean ± standard deviation age: 21.3 ± 4.7 years, mass:
63.7 ± 16.8 kg, height: 163.2 ± 7.9 cm) or control group (n = 8,
age: 22.3 ± 3.3 years, mass: 67.3 ± 12.6 kg, height = 164.3 ±
8.8 cm). All participants were screened using the double-leg
squat assessment to verify the presence of MKD3. Specifically,
the assessment consists of five consecutive squats in a
standardized position: feet shoulder width apart, toes pointing
forward, arms overhead with elbows locked straight3. If MKD
is observed, heel lifts are placed under the heels and five
additional squats are performed. This movement screen can
theoretically differentiate between dysfunction at the hip or
ankle as the primary contributor to MKD. If application of the
heel lifts rectifies knee alignment, the primary contributor to
MKD is reduced ankle dorsiflexion ROM2.
After screening, qualified participants underwent a pre-test
assessment. Ankle dorsiflexion ROM was measured in three
conditions: passive straight knee, passive bent knee, and a
weight-bearing lunge. Subjects then performed five consecutive
double-leg squats in the standardized position and the average
was used for analysis. After the pre-test assessment,
participants completed the assigned intervention protocol. For
the training group, the intervention protocol was developed
using procedures from the National Academy of Sports
Medicine corrective exercise strategies textbook5. Participants
used a high-density foam roller embedded with a vibrating
motor to perform self-myofascial release of the gastrocnemius
and soleus. Participants then performed a weight-bearing static
stretch of the gastrocnemius and soleus. Isolated activation of
the posterior tibialis and heel raises with the toes internally
rotated for two sets of 10 repetitions was completed. Lastly,
participants performed single leg squats for two sets of 10
repetitions. Participants in the control group walked on a
treadmill at a self-selected speed in lieu of the intervention

Figure 1 Between-group comparisons for the intervention-induced
changes in a) MKD (cm), and b) ankle dorsiflexion ROM (deg) under
three testing conditions. WB: weight bearing. *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01;
***: p < 0.001 between groups.

Significance
To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the effects
of an intervention aimed to increase ankle dorsiflexion ROM on
mediolateral knee motion. Our results indicate that an increase
in ankle dorsiflexion ROM has the potential to diminish MKD.
Dynamic knee valgus is a modifiable risk factor for knee injury.
Intervention programs have previously focused on plyometric
training and strengthening hip musculature to reduce knee
valgus. Based on our findings, we recommend that
interventions to improve dynamic knee valgus include exercises
to increase ankle dorsiflexion ROM.
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Introduction
Decreased dorsiflexion range of motion (DROM) has been
associated with abnormal knee mechanics during landing [1]
and may identify those at an increased risk of anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) injury. Fortunately, DROM can be easily
modified using both plantarflexor static stretching (SS) [2] and
talocrural posterior joint mobilizations (JM) [3]. Both
interventions have shown to produce acute increases in DROM
after a single bout and may attenuate known sagittal and frontal
plane knee ACL injury risk factors during dynamic tasks.
However, it is not known how these interventions compare to
each other and how they alter knee landing mechanics.
The purpose of this study was to determine the acute effects
of SS and JM interventions on pre to post-intervention DROM
measurement changes (ΔDROM) and right-leg drop jump knee
landing mechancis. We hypothesized that ΔDROM would be
different between interventions, and that there would be
favorable knee biomechanical changes after both interventions.

ΔDROM and 2 2 (time
intervention) repeated measures
ANOVAs were perfomed for initial contact (IC) and peak knee
angles, peak knee moments, and peak ASF (α=.05).
Results and Discussion
No significant differences were present in ΔDROM between SS
and JM interventions (passive: SS = 3.2 , JM = 2.9 , active:
SS = 1.9 , JM = 2.2 , WBLT: SS = .86 cm, JM = .84 cm,
anterior SEBT: SS = .00 cm, JM = .01 cm, p>.05). There were
significant time main effects for peak knee flexion (p=.005,
2
2
p =.28) and abduction (p=.004,
p =.30) angles, peak knee
2
adduction moment (p=.001, p =.40), and peak ASF (p<.001,
2
p =.42). Additionally, significant intervention main effects
were present for IC abduction angles (p=.023, p2=.20) and
peak adduction moments (p=.001, p2=.39) (Table 1).
Increases in dorsiflexion measurements did not
significantly differ between interventions, indicating both were
effective in improving DROM. Peak ASF significantly
decreased after both interventions, possibly due to the increased
peak knee flexion angles exhibited after both interventions.
However participants experienced greater frontal plane
excursions after both interventions during the jump landing
task, warranting further investigation as to why this occurred.

Methods
Seven males (age: 25.1±3.1yrs; height: 1.80±0.08m,
mass: 85.69±17.84kg) and 18 females (age: 21.7±2.5yrs;
height: 1.65±0.06m, mass: 63.96±8.56kg), all healthy and
recreationally active, completed SS on day 1 of testing and JM
on day 2 of testing. On both days, right-leg passive and active
DROM, the weight-bearing lunge test, the anterior reach
portion of the Star Excursion Balance Test, and a motion
capture right-leg box landing task were completed both before
and after the intervention. For the box landing task, participants
stood on a 30cm tall box, placed a distance equal to half of their
height away from the center of the force plate, jumped off of
their left foot and landed on their right foot until stable.
3D marker coordinate data were collected using a 12camera Vicon system (200Hz), and ground reaction forces
were collected with one AMTI force plate (2000Hz). 3D knee
sagittal and frontal plane kinematics and internal moments, as
well as peak anterior shear force (ASF), normalized to body
mass, were calculated. ΔDROM was calculated as the
difference between post and pre-intervention DROM
measurements. Pairwise dependent t-tests were performed for

Significance
Ankle DROM is a potential modifiable ACL injury risk factor
that can be improved using either SS or JM interventions. Our
results demonstrated that not only were SS and JM
interventions effective in increasing DROM, they also
improved knee flexion angles and ASF during landing, both of
which are known ACL injury risk factors. Plantarflexor SS may
be a more practical treatment for those at an increased risk of
ACL injury due to the ability to completed the intervention
without the assistance of another individual.
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Table 1. Mean ± SD knee kinematic and kinetic variables between interventions and pre/post-intervention times.
Static Stretching
Pre
Post
-9.3±3.8
-9.8±4.3
Knee Flexion ( )
Initial Contact Angles
1.1±2.9
0.8±3.0
Knee Abduction ( ) §
-56.3±7.3
-59.2±8.7
Knee Flexion ( ) *
Peak Angles
-0.6±3.9
-1.6±3.4
Knee Abduction ( ) *
2.75±0.45
2.72±0.36
Knee Extension (Nm kg-1)
Peak Moments
-0.98±0.29
-0.90±0.26
Knee Adduction (Nm kg-1) *§
Peak Anterior Shear Force
9.43±1.63
9.12±1.36
ASF (N kg-1) *
*significant time main effect, § significant intervention main effect
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Joint Mobilization
Pre
Post
-9.3±4.8
-9.3±5.0
1.5±2.6
1.5±2.8
-58.2±8.8
-59.6±9.8
-0.4±3.8
-1.3±4.2
2.70±0.31
2.64±0.37
-0.90±0.22
-0.84±0.27
9.40±1.12
9.02±1.23

Force and Rate Metrics Provide Return-To-Sport Criterion after ACL Reconstruction
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Introduction
An a e i c cia e liga e (ACL) i j
i ac
injury that impacts over 250,000 individuals each year and often
requires surgical intervention and rehabilitation [1-2]. A goal of
post-ACL reconstruction (ACLR) rehabilitation is to restore an
indi id al
e
c la c
l heal h , e-injury levels
to enable a rapid return-to-sport (RTS) [3]. However, the
challenge resides in defining universal benchmarks to quantify
the restoration of healthy motor control. Andriacchi et al. (1977)
found that gait speed and peak force are linearly related and that
this relationship could be used to differentiate between the gait of
healthy individuals and those after total knee replacement [4].
Given that elevated peak vertical ground reaction force (vGRF)
and linear loading rate are often found to be indicative of altered
limb loading, we sought to investigate and exploit the linear
relationship between peak vGRF force and linear loading rate to
develop a criterion to aid in the individualized assessment of postACLR individuals. We hypothesized that there would be a strong
linear relationship between the peak vGRF and the linear vGRF
loading rate using the data from the healthy controls and postACLR non-reconstructed limbs. We will then use the healthy
control data to develop a linear regression model to define a
region of healthy limb dynamics to aid in the classification of
altered limb dynamics in the post-ACLR individuals
reconstructed limb.

Figure 1: Scatter plot of the peak vertical ground reaction force (vGRF)
data versus the linear vGRF loading rate data for ACL reconstructed
limbs. The black lines represent the upper and lower 99% confidence
limits based on the healthy control and non-reconstructed limb data.

Results and Discussion
There was a strong linear correlation between the peak vGRF and
linear vGRF loading rate for the control right (R=0.90), control
left (R=0.91) and post-ACLR non-reconstructed limb (R=0.88).
A weaker relationship was reported in the post-ACLR individuals
reconstructed limb (R=0.61). A linear regression model was fit to
the control and non-reconstructed limb data ( R2 = 0.81) (Eq. 1).

Methods
Thirty-one post-ACLR individuals (mean ± standard deviation;
age: 20.4 ± 6.2 yrs; height: 1.8 ± 0.1 m; mass: 71.7 ± 11.1 kg;
running speed: 2.7 ± 0.3 m/s; Tegnar (post-ACLR at 6 months):
6.4 ± 1.8; 16 males and 15 females) and 31 healthy controls (age:
20.9 ± 3.4 yrs; height: 1.7 ± 0.1 m; mass: 65.2 ± 13.8 kg; running
speed: 2.7 ± 0.4 m/s; Tegnar: 6.9 ± 1.3; 18 males and 14 females)
performed a running protocol. All post-ACLR individuals
participated in the study 6 months after surgery and were cleared
to RTS by their physician. All of the control participants were
injury free for the six months prior to the study and had no history
of knee surgery. Participants provided informed written consent
prior to their participation.
Participants performed a running protocol where they ran at
a self-selected speed on an instrumented treadmill (Bertec
Corporation, Columbus, Ohio). Ground reaction force data was
collected at 1200 Hz and filtered using a zero-lag, fourth-order
Butterworth filter with a 35-Hz low-pass cutoff frequency. Peak
vGRF and linear loading rate, defined as the slope from foot
strike to peak vGRF were extracted from 10 running strides. A
correlation analysis was conducted to measure the strength of the
linear relationship between the peak vGRF and linear loading rate
for the control right and left and ACLR reconstructed and nonreconstructed limbs. The region of healthy limb dynamics was
defined as the upper 99% confidence limit based on the model fit
to the control right, control left and ACLR non-reconstructed
limb data. All of the statistical analyses were conducted in
MINITAB (MINITAB, Version 18, State College, PA, USA).

Linear vGRF Loading Rate

=

0.06 + 7.90 * Peak vGRF

(1)

The 99% upper confidence limit obtained from the linear
regression model served as a boundary line to demarcate between
the healthy and abnormal limb dynamics (Fig.1). This boundary
line successfully classified 90% of the 31 reconstructed limbs as
having abnormal limb dynamics. Overall, 83% of the 124 limbs
in the study were correctly classified.
The results supported the hypothesis that there was a strong
linear relationship between peak vGRF and linear loading rate
that could be used to denote abnormal limb dynamics. The
deviation from this relationship in the reconstructed limb
suggests an inability to properly control the force produced in the
that limb which could be attributed to altered neuromuscular
control. This analysis is significant because it suggests that there
the relationship between these variables can be used as a
benchmark by clinicians and researchers to quickly detect
individuals with abnormal limb dynamics.
Acknowledgments
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Introduction
Between 30-40% of patients with a lateral ankle sprain (LAS)
experience one or more residual symptoms, which are considered
to be hallmark characteristics of a condition referred to as chronic
ankle instability (CAI). CAI patients have altered spinal reflex
and muscular activity patterns, as well as aberrant movement
strategies, which could lead to alterations in joint stability and
development of pathomechanical loading at the ankle joint.
Consequently, altered joint loading threatens cartilage health and
is thought to contribute to the development of ankle posttraumatic
osteoarthritis (PTOA).

Results and Discussion
A lower DJS was observed in the CAI group during CPF as seen
in Table 1. No group differences were observed during the CDF
or PPF phases, and the R2 was not different across all sub-phases.
CPF is characterized by the initiation of heel contact with a
plantar flexion movement and moment. Although CPF is brief, it
controls the impact with the ground. The lower slope during CPF
in those with CAI is thought to represent their inability to control
the plantar flexion moment associated with their plantar flexion
excursion. This is consistent with the previous literatures that
specified a lack of control of the eccentric contraction of the
dorsiflexor muscles in CAI patients [4]. While the exact
relationship between kinetic variables and cartilage health remain
unknown, the observed DJS alteration might expedite the
initiation of ankle cartilage degeneration via increased
compressive forces at a more susceptible area of the ankle joint
cartilage as muscle force is a contributor to total joint contact
force [5].

While decreased dorsiflexion excursion and increased
plantar flexion moments during a stance phase of walking are
commonly found in CAI patients [1], the interaction between
these is not fully understood. This interaction, referred to as
stiffness, has been studied during various dynamic activities (i.e.
landing and cutting) in CAI patients and thought to reduce joint
stability at the ankle [2]. However, little attention has been placed
on stiffness during gait, limiting our understanding of how the
most common dynamic task during daily life affects ankle
cartilage health. Dynamic Joint Stiffness (DJS) is defined as the
resistance developed by joint structures during inter-segmental
displacement in response to an external moment [3]. DJS is more
comprehensive measure than stiffness as it distinguishes ankle
behaviors across three distinctive and continuous sub-phases.
Thus, DJS is better suited to capture alterations that could modify
the visco-elasticity of the joint and lead to reduced joint stability;
factors that could facilitate PTOA development. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to compare DJS at the ankle joint
between CAI patients and healthy control.

CPF
(Nm kg-1 /°)
CDF
(Nm kg-1 /°)
PPF
(Nm kg-1 /°)
CPF – R2

Methods
Forty-five healthy control (age: 20.24 ± 3.90years, weight 67.06
± 13.18kg, height: 169.32 ± 8.39cm) and forty-five CAI patients
(age: 20.71 ± 2.07years, weight 72.65 ± 14.65kg, height: 169.87
± 7.43cm) participated. CAI inclusion criteria were in accordance
with the International Ankle Consortium guidelines. Kinematic
(120Hz) and ground reaction force data (1200Hz) were collected
while participants completed five gait trials with self-selected
speed. The sagittal ankle joint angle and moment during stance
phase was normalized to percentages of the stance cycle. Ankle
DJS was represented by the slope of the joint moment plotted as
a function of the joint angle. The entire curve was split into three
sub-phases of ankle behaviors during ground contact: controlled
plantar flexion (CPF), controlled dorsiflexion (CDF), and
powered plantar flexion (PPF). Least-squares linear regression
models were used to determine the corresponding slopes. The
coefficient of determination (R2) was also calculated to determine
how accurately data fit a linear model. Average values from the
five collected trials were used to compare between groups using
independent t-tests with the significance level of 0.05.

CAI

Control

(n =45)

(n = 45)

Differences

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

p-value

0.022 (0.011)

0.028 (0.011)

0.016

0.089 (0.018)

0.093 (0.023)

0.397

0.060 (0.010)

0.062 (0.009)

0.442

0.980 (0.028)

0.971 (0.041)

0.256

CDF –

R2

0.904 (0.050)

0.874 (0.113)

0.111

PPF –

R2

0.977 (0.023)

0.982 (0.012)

0.163

Table 1. Dynamic joint stiffness comparison between those with and
without chronic ankle instability (CAI); CPF: controlled plantar flexion
sub-phase; CDF: controlled dorsiflexion sub-phase; PPF: powered
plantar flexion sub-phase.

Significance
Our study indicates that CAI patients have altered ankle DJS
during initial ground contact while walking. This inability to
control impact with the ground may contribute to cartilage
degeneration.
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Introduction
Femoral stress fractures account for 10% of stress fractures in
runners [1] that are prone to complications and, if left untreated,
may require extensive rehabilitation or surgery [2], highlighting
the importance of early detection. Stress reactions occur due to
repetitive stress, and without rest, may advance to a stress
fracture [2], making identification of stress reactions vital to
rapid recovery. Few prospective studies have focused on
femoral stress reactions or fractures, consisting of case study
analysis of imaging, diagnoses, and return to sport [3]. It
remains that little is known about how to identify potential risk
factors from kinematic and kinetic variables associated with
femoral stress injuries. The purpose of this case study was to
examine biomechanical variables before and after a femoral
stress reaction in a trained female distance runner.

healthy control. For example, the knee on the injured side
showed an increased angle and moment throughout stance
phase prior to injury, but appeared closer in value to the
uninjured side post-injury (Figure 1).

Methods
One collegiate female distance runner suffering a Grade 3
femoral neck stress reaction to the right side was evaluated
before and after injury. Assessments were one year apart. Injury
occurred roughly two months after the first test. The subject ran
at 3.83 m/s for twenty strides on a force instrumented treadmill
(fs=1000Hz) (Bertec, Columbus, OH) while segmental position
and orientation data were collected (fs=200Hz) from both lower
limbs (Motion Analysis Corp., Rohnert Park, CA). Inverse
dynamics calculations were performed in Visual3D (C-Motion
Inc., Germantown, MD). Kinematic and kinetic variables were
exported to MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA),
averaged across twenty strides at both time points, and peak
values were extracted for analysis. Symmetry Index (SI) was
calculated for peak values as 𝑆𝐼
𝑋
𝑋
/
0.5 𝑋
𝑋
∗ 100%. SI of an uninjured collegiate
female runner of similar demographics was included as a
healthy control comparison.

Figure 1. Average sagittal plane knee angle and moment during stance,
running at 3.83 m/s: Pre-Injury on left, Post-Injury on right.

Significance
This case study provides a brief examination of sagittal plane
mechanics before and after returning from a Grade 3 femoral
neck stress reaction. These data indicate a possible link between
asymmetry of sagittal plane joint kinematics and kinetics and
the development of a femoral stress injury, and demonstrate
resolution of asymmetries almost a year after injury. Further
study of similar injuries, and variations in limb asymmetry in
injured and uninjured runners should provide more insight into
the role of asymmetric limb loading on bone stress injuries.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Sagittal plane peak angles, moments, and powers for the ankle,
knee, and hip joints, along with SI, are presented in Table 1.
The largest asymmetries pre-injury were ankle angle, knee
moment, knee power, and hip power. These discrepancies
decreased post-injury, and were more similar to SI values of the
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Table 1. Sagittal plane peak angles, moments, and powers for the ankle, knee, and hip joints for the right and left limbs running at 3.83 m/s Preand Post-injury. Values presented are mean (absolute value) ± standard deviation across twenty strides. Values from a healthy control subject
are included. SI = Symmetry Index; DF = Dorsiflexion; PF= Plantarflexion; Ext = Extension; Flx = Flexion; Gen= Generation; Abs= Absorption.
Pre-Injury
Post-Injury
Healthy Control
Right
Left
SI %
Right
Left
SI %
SI %
Ankle DF Angle (degrees)
12.92 ± 0.86
9.41 ± 0.93 31.44
18.18
21.21
12.80 ± 0.96
15.36 ± 0.89
Ankle PF Moment (Nm/kg)
2.98 ± 0.05
2.78 ± 0.07 6.94
7.51
8.60
3.04 ± 0.07
2.82 ± 0.05
Ankle Gen Power (W/kg)
11.57 ± 0.50 10.90 ± 0.50 5.96
15.34
1.02
11.09 ± 0.54
9.51 ± 0.34
Knee Flx Angle (degrees)
42.71 ± 1.75 36.54 ± 1.70 15.57
1.80
8.51
41.35 ± 1.68
42. 10 ± 1.80
Knee Ext Moment (Nm/kg)
2.90 ± 0.13
2.17 ± 0.10 26.03
5.74
3.47
2.69 ± 0.15
2.54 ± 0.09
Knee Abs Power (W/kg)
10.63 ± 1.24
6.70 ± 0.80 45.35
4.84
12.34
9.08 ± 1.28
9.53 ± 0.53
Hip Flx Angle (degrees)
50.71 ± 1.48 46.39 ± 1.68 8.90
9.24
20.20
43.38 ± 1.91
39.55 ± 1.56
Hip Flx Moment (Nm/kg)
1.75 ± 0.21
1.57 ± 0.18 10.84
15.04
17.14
1.43 ± 0.14
1.23 ± 0.19
Hip Abs Power (W/kg)
2.00 ± 0.33
3.44 ± 0.42 52.94
34.83
33.39
2.36 ± 0.58
1.66 ± 0.60
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calculated to be 9.9 m/s. With the highest output velocity of
5.13 m/s for the simulated water depth of 1 foot, the simulation
suggests low injury risk of the foot/ankle complex for all
presented simulation conditions.

Introduction
Obstacle course races (OCRs) are a relatively new sporting
event that involves competitive completion of physically
demanding activities or obstacles. Many of these obstacles
utilize a water pit to reduce injury potential from a fall. The
buoyant and drag forces of water oppose a person s downward
motion, reducing the participant s velocity and ground impact
force. The force applied to a falling contestant is principally
de e de
he d
heigh , a e de h, a d he e
anthropometric characteristics. The purpose of the study is to
propose a method to assess lower extremities injury risk during
OCR events by determining the ground impact velocity when
falling into a body of water.

Max Velocity (m/s)

Impact velocity into various
water depths

Methods
This study utilizes calculated estimates for velocity,
acceleration, buoyant force (Fb), and drag force (Fd ) of a person
falling perpendicular to a non-fully submersing body of water.
The simulation allows for modification of total fall height,
water depths, and a person s anthropometric characteristics. A
force balance for a vertically falling body was used to determine
the equation for acceleration as seen in (1), where 𝑔 is
acceleration due to gravity and m is the mass of the person. This
equation was numerically integrated for velocity and
displacement using a time step of 0.005s.
𝑎

𝑔+

+

5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5
0

0.5

1

1.5

Water Depth (m)

Figure 1: Impact velocity for 1.52 m total fall height into water
Significance
The proposed simulation allows for modification of fall
conditions and anthropometric characteristics. The ability to
readily conduct analyses for multiple parameters can be used to
create safer water pits and obstacles through the evaluation of
lower extremity impact velocities and forces.
With OCRs growing in popularity, recent steps have been
taken to create safety standards for obstacle implementation.
Recently, the World OCR has released guidelines that involve
consultation with a qualified medical planner, risk accessor, and
engineer [5].
Our simulation could be applied as a
standardizing tool by qualified personnel to evaluate obstacle
designs and to prepare the level of required medical personnel.
Beyond OCRs, the flexibility to change input parameters allow
this simulation to be used to model and assess injury risk in
other activities such as cliff and splash diving. This analysis is
currently limited to feet first, perpendicular water entry;
however, future models will include oblique and head first entry
to expand applications to platform and swim start diving.

(1).

For the computation of drag force, the cross-sectional area
facing the fluid was estimated as the combined area of the
bjec fee . The a e f he d ag c efficie was taken to
be the same as a skydiver falling feet first with a closed chute
[1]. By implementing these parameters, velocity of the falling
body was then used to calculate drag force.
To determine buoyant force, the vertical displacement of
the falling body was used to calculate the volume of displaced
water, which was estimated based on a geometric
representation of a body developed by Hanavan [2].
Anthropometric dimensions were used to model components
of lower limbs and torso as either an ellipsoid or conical
frustrum. From the displaced volume calculations, buoyant
force was then computed.
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Results and Discussion
The described method was conducted for a fifty-percentile
male falling from a total height of five feet (1.52 m), measured
from the ground to the b
f he bjec fee . Water
depths were tested from one foot (0.30 m) to four feet (1.22 m),
in one-foot increments. The simulation output revealed a
19.4% decrease in maximum velocity attained between depths
of one foot to four feet (Fig. 1).
A threshold velocity for various lower extremity injuries
can be determined based on injury tolerances from literature.
Funk et al. reports a 50% risk of injury to the foot/ankle
complex for an 8.3 kN blunt axial force [3]. Estimating an 88
millisecond time interval of impact [4], the terminal velocity
needed to achieve this force (for a fifty-percentile male) is
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Introduction
Previous research has demonstrated limiting sagittal plane ankle
range of motion, such as with a prophylactic ankle brace, causes
increased frontal plane knee moments while performing various
jumping tasks followed by a secondary movement [1]. Limitting
ankle range of motion (ROM) during a landing task increases
knee adductor moments which is associated with increased risk
of injury during various sporting events [2]. Performing a
secondary movement upon landing, such as a countermovement
jump (CMJ), may also be associated with increased injury risk
[3,4,5]. Currently, frontal plane knee angle and moment have not
been quantified at intial peak ground reaction force (vGRF) upon
landing followed by a secondary task. The purpose of this study
is to examine frontal plane knee angle and moment at peak vGRF,
and jump height while performing a jumping task followed by a
secondary movement under braced and non-braced conditions to
assess injury risk. It is hypothesized that vGRF, frontal plane
knee moment and angle would increase while jump height would
be decreased in the braced condition.

p=0.562 respectivley). A lack of statistically significant
differences indicates that performing braced standing broad
jumps followed by a maximal effort countermovement jump may
have no adverse effects on knee landing mechanics or jump
performance between conditions, as observed in previous
literature [1].

Moment (Nm/kg)

0.40
0.20
0.00
Left

-0.20

Right

-0.40
-0.60
-0.80

Braced

Non-Braced

Figure 1: Frontal plane knee moment at peak vGRF during braced and
non-braced conditions. Positve knee moment = abduction.

Methods
3 healthy adults (1 female, 2 males, 23.67±2.08 years of age;
1.70±0.06m; 73.3±3.02 kg) were recruited for participation in
this study. Participants performed three standing broad jumps
followed by a maximal effort countermovement jump upon
landing with and without wearing non-rigid Ankle Stabilizing
Orthosis (ASO) braces. During the jumps, simultaneous threedimensional lower extremity kinematic (200 Hz, Vicon Nexus
Ltd., Oxford, UK) and kinetic data (1000 Hz, Advanced
Mechanical Technology, Inc. Watertown, MA, USA) were
obtained. Raw trajectory and force data were exported to Visual
3D for processing where digital low-pass Butterworth filters were
applied (12 and 50 Hz, respectively). Variables of interest include
frontal plane knee angle and frontal plane knee moment at vGRF,
vGRF, and jump height. Kinetic data were normalized to
participants’ body mass for comparison. Jump height was
computed through the impulse-momentum relationship. A two
(limb; left/right) by two (condition; braced/non-braced) analysis
of variance (a=0.05) was used to test for statistical significance
for each variable. If an interaction was detected, dependent t-tests
(a=0.05) were used for both unilateral comparisions between
conditions and between-condition comparisons. If no interaction
was detected, limb and condition main effects were examined
after applying the Sidak adjustment. A dependent t-test (a=0.05)
was used to test for statistical significance for vGRF and jump
height between conditions.

Results indicate that performing a jumping task (broad
jump), immediately followed by a secondary movement (CMJ),
upon landing while wearing prophylactic ankle braces did not
elict changes in frontal plane knee angles or moments, vGRF, or
jump height in healthy individuals. This may suggest risk of
injury is not elevated when performing a secondary movement
upon landing. Additionally, vertical jump height was not
significantly different between conditions, suggesting
performance was not compromised during braced jumping. Thus,
use of ankle braces may provide additional support for the
individual without increasing forces on the knee and hindering
performance. Specifically, during activities that require various
jumping tasks succeeded by secondary task; such as a broad
jump immediately followed by a maximal countermovement
jump upon landing.
Significance
The effects of restricted ankle ROM on the knee during specific
athletic movements are currently unknown. This study
contributes to the literature of how the knee may be affected
when performing subsequent jump-landing tasks while wearing
ankle braces that mimic sport-specific movements during game
situations. Understanding jumping and landing mechanics while
wearing prophylactic ankle braces may allow individuals to
confidently wear them during sporting events without fear of
increased injury risk or decreased performance.

Results and Discussion
Frontal plane knee angle did not have a significant
interaction (F(1,8)=0.01, p=0.923, h = 0.00) or condition or limb
main effect (p=0.297 and p=0.661, respectively). Frontal plane
knee moment did not have a significant interation (F(1, 8)=0.40,
p =0.545, h = 0.05) or condition or limb main effect (p =0.896
and p=0.379) (Figure 1). Vertical jump height and peak vGRF
were not statistically different between conditions (p=0.459 and
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eccentric Nordic hamstring exercise x 10 rep), balance/hip/core
exercises (3min), stretching (3min), and sprinting (3min).

Introduction
Hamstrings muscle strains (HSMS) are a common
musculoskeletal condition for basketball players with high rates
of re-injury [1]. Risk factors such as weaker hamstrings (HAM)
muscular strength and low flexibility (range-of-motion: ROM)
can be mitigated by implementation of targeted dynamic warmup programs during team practice sessions [2,3]. Recently,
additional factors such as ultrasound-based shear wave
elastography (SWE) stiffness have been explored [4]. Dynamic
warm-up programs for prevention of HSMS commonly consist
of eccentric hamstring resistance exercise, balance/core/hip
exercise, sprinting/jumping techniques, and active/dynamic
stretching [5]. Basketball coaches and players are interested in
how such warm-up programs could influence their jump height
performance. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
examine the effects of a targeted neuromuscular dynamic warmup program on HAM muscle strength, ROM, SWE stiffness,
and jump performance in high school basketball athletes.

Results and Discussion
Strength and ROM significantly increased after the intervention
(P=0.001-0.008; Table 1). Significance was not seen in SWE
stiffness and jump performance (P=0.100-0.845).
Table 1. Descriptive statistics and effects of intervention on
strength, ROM, SWE stiffness, and jump height performance.
Strength (%BW)
PRE
POST
P
HAM Left
32.3 (7.0)
51.3 (12.4)
0.001
HAM Right
34.0 (8.5)
39.2 (8.6)
0.001
QUAD Left
58.1 (17.2)
72.3 (19.1)
0.002
QUAD Right
58.6 (17.0)
63.0 (15.6)
0.001
H/Q Ratio Left (%)
57.6 (10.8)
73.0 (14.3)
0.001
H/Q Ratio Right (%)
60.0 (12.4)
63.2 (7.3)
0.092
ROM (°)
PRE
POST
P
SLR Left
71.3 (10.1)
73.9 (10.7)
0.008
SLR Right
68.3 (9.8)
71.6 (10.5)
0.001
KE Left
50.9 (7.3)
53.8 (8.1)
0.005
KE Right
52.7 (8.0)
58.1 (8.8)
0.001
SWE (kPa)
PRE
POST
P
SWE 60% Left
69.5 (33.7)
65.0 (38.4)
0.845
SWE 60% Right
83.2 (37.1)
75.2 (36.0)
0.159
SWE 40% Left
70.1 (32.9)
57.6 (29.2)
0.100
SWE 40% Right
63.2 (33.5)
59.8 (29.7)
0.845
Jump Height (cm)
PRE
POST
P
CMJ
29.9 (7.3)
30.3 (6.5)
0.430
DVJ
35.8 (10.1)
34.0 (6.9)
0.109

Methods
A total of 31 high school basketball athletes with no recent
musculoskeletal injuries (11 females / 20 males, Age:
15.5±1.4years, HT: 176.8±11.3cm, WT: 75.7±22.5kg) from the
same high school participated in the study. Pre- and postintervention tests were conducted at school. For the quadriceps
(QUAD) strength testing, subjects sat on a table with the knee
flexed to 75°. For HAM strength testing, subjects were prone on
a table with the knee flexed to 30°. Subjects were asked to push
as hard as they could against a hand-held dynamometer for 3
seconds. Peak force was recorded in kilograms and normalized
to their body weight for analyses. Strength ratio of HAM over
QUAD (H/Q) was analysed. ROM was recorded using a digital
inclinometer (placed on the shaft of the tibia) during passive
ROM clinical tests (straight leg raise: SLR and knee extension:
KE). For SWE stiffness, the first examiner scanned the biceps
femoris while subjects were supine with their hip stabilized at
90° and the second examiner stretched subject’s lower leg at
60% and 40% of the maximum KE ROM values. For jump
performance, subjects placed their hands akimbo and performed
a maximum countermovement jump (CMJ) and drop vertical
jump (DVJ) from a 31-cm box onto a force plate. For both jump
types, jump height was calculated based on flight time. For all
variables, an average of three trials was used for analyses.
Descriptive statistics and paired t-tests (or Wilcoxon tests) were
used for statistical analyses (P<0.05).

Significance
Although a lack of control group is a major limitation in the
study, the current findings confirm the effectiveness of a simple
15-minute dynamic warm-up on key risk factors of HSMS.
There is a trend of less SWE stiffness after intervention;
however, clinical significance is not yet known. Prospective
studies should follow to examine if such a program could
reduce incidence and severity of HSMS.
Acknowledgments
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An investigator-led dynamic warm-up program was performed
twice a week throughout the season (total: 14 wks/28 sessions).
Warm-up sessions were 15 minutes in duration at the beginning
of practice. It consisted of dynamic stretching (2min),
skipping/hopping/jumping exercises in each direction (2min),
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Introduction
Blunt impact test methods are an important tool used to examine
the ability of helmets to reduce head rotational acceleration and
subsequently the risk for brain injury due to blunt force trauma.
However, some studies have reported that angular acceleration of
the headform can be greater with than without a helmet [1]. Such
results are contradictory to those of others [2] and may be
influenced by impactor geometry. Thus, the purpose of this study
was to investigate the difference in angular acceleration of an
anthropomorphic test device (ATD) headform with and without
an urban bicycle helmet using a small and large radius impactor.
We hypothesized that a larger radius impactor would result in
angular accelerations that at some impact locations were greater
during blunt impacts with a helmet than without one, but this
effect would not be present with a smaller radius impactor.

locations (p < 0.001). For impacts with the large radius impactor
PAA was less for the helmeted compared to barehead condition
at the front boss ( p < 0.001) and left side locations (p < 0.001).
However, for the large radius impactor condition PAA was
greater for the helmeted compared to the barehead condition at
the rear location (p = 0.001). See Figure 1.
These results are similar to Rousseau et al. [1], which
showed PAA values were greater in helmeted compared to bare
conditions for a subset of helmets and impact locations. The
results also support of our hypothesis as we observed that
impactor head radius altered whether PAA was greater in the
helmeted or barehead condition. This seemed to occur because
the smaller radius impactor typically increased the PAA of the
barehead condition. However, the reason the large radius
impactor produced lower PAA in the barehead than helmeted
conditions remains unclear. It is possible such findings are the
result of the headform used, which is more rigid than a human
head. Future work should explore the influence of headform
rigidity and the transfer of force from the impactor to the head as
well as the potential for this effect to be observed on other
kinematic measures associated with brain injury.
Peak Angular Accel. (rad/s2)

Methods
A pneumatic linear impactor was used to impact a male 50%
Hybrid III head and neck ATD (Humanetics, Huron,
OH) outfitted with a nine accelerometer array package [3] at 3
locations (front boss, left side, and rear) at 4 m/s. The bare
headform was impacted 6 times at each location with both an
impactor that had a small (29.9 mm) and large (127 mm) radius
convex impact surface. Both impactors were of similar
configuration to that described by ND-081 [4]. Twelve
commuter bicycle helmets (CM-1, Retrospec, CA) were also
impacted once at each location with a large (n = 6) and small
(n=6) radius impactor. Acceleration signals were resolved into
peak resultant angular acceleration (PAA) [3]. High-speed video
of the impacts (3000 fps; Phantom- V611; Vision Research, NJ)
were recorded and used for qualitative analysis (Cineviewer v.
3.3, Vision Research, NJ). A 2 x 2 x 3 (Impactor, Helmet,
Location) repeated measures ANOVA was used to make
comparisons within groups. Simple effects analyses were used to
explain interaction effects. Independent samples t-test were used
to compare PAA between the barehead and helmeted condition
at each location–impactor condition (SPSS v. 25.0, IBM, NY).
We used a modified Bonferroni adjustment to correct the α-level
of 0.05 for multiple comparisons (α = 0.01). Values are presented
as mean ± 1 SD.
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*
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Figure 1: Peak resultant angular acceleration (PAA) for blunt impacts to
the ATD headform at three locations. * Indicates significance difference
between helmet and barehead condition.

Significance
Our results indicate that impactor geometry has a substantial
influence on ATD headform rotational acceleration and should
be considered when interpreting blunt impact test results as well
as during the design of helmets.

Results and Discussion
Highspeed video analysis revealed that for impacts to the front
boss location of the bareheadform the large radius impactor made
contact with its lower portion. For all other conditions the apex
of the impactors made contact with the headform.
A significant interaction between Impactor, Helmet and
Location was observed (p = 0.001). Simple effects analyses
indicated that the small radius impactor had greater PAA values
for the barehead condition than the large radius impactor at the
front boss (p < 0.001) and rear impact locations (p < 0.001), but
not at the left side impact location (p = 0.125).
For impacts with the small radius impactor PAA was
less for the helmeted compared to barehead conditions at all
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Introduction
The position and orientation (pose) of an anthropomorphic test
device (ATD) headform has been shown to influence its impact
response[1]. However, no study has shown how the pose of the
headform influences the impact performance of American
football helmets, or if any effect is helmet specific. This is
especially important as two main test methods; 1) National
Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment
(NOCSAE) method ND-081 and 2) the National Football Leauge
(NFL) test protocol, are used to certify and set limits on the
performance acceptability of football helmets for use in the NFL,
but use different ATD poses [2, 3]. Becauses of differences in
the relative location of the neck rotation joint, the poses set forth
by NOCSAE put the ATD neck in a flexed position, whereas the
NFL protocol often require lateral bending of the neck.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the influence
of the NOCSAE and NFL poses on the kinematic responses of an
ATD donning modern football helmets during blunt impacts test
performed at the NOCSAE prescribed locations.

Table 1. dPLA, dPAA, and dPAV mean difference scores for each
impact location for the X2E+ and Shadow Xenith helmets. * Indicates
values in which the 95% CI did not include the zero value.
Loc.
Side
RBCG
RBNC
Rear
FB
Front

dPLA (g)
X2E+ Shdw.
13.0*
18.1*
11.1*
-3.4
16.5*
0.8
19.0*
-14.5*
9.7*
-0.3
0.4
-2.8

dPAA (rad/s2)
X2E+ Shdw.
237*
520*
249
425
737*
224
424*
-1355*
718
1561*
524*
160

dPAV (rad/s)
X2E+ Shdw.
-2.9*
-2.4*
-6.5*
-5.3*
-2.5*
1.2*
-6.0*
-5.5*
2.8*
-8.9*
2.5*
1.0

Averaged across impact locations mean dPLA was 11.6
g (9.10 – 14.1 g) for the X2E+, but was 0.34 g (-2.83 – 2.16 g)
for the Shadow. At all locations except for the front location
dPLA for the X2E+ helmet was greater than zero. However, for
the Shadow dPLA was 18.1 g (12.0 – 24.3 g) for the side location,
but was -14.5 g (-19.8 – -9.1g) for the rear location. At all other
locations dPLA for the Shadow included the zero value.
Averaged across impact locations dPAA was 482 rad/s2
(196– 767 rad/s2) for the X2E+, but was 256 rad/s2 (-30 – 542
rad/s2) for the Shadow. At the side, RBNC, and rear locations
dPAA for the X2E+ was greater than zero. Similarly, at the side
and FB locations dPAA was greater than zero, but at the rear
location dPAA was -1355 rad/s2 (-1611 – -1098 rad/s2) for the
Shadow.
In contrast to acceleration values dPAV averaged across
impact locations was -2.1 rad/s (-2.6 – -1.6 rad/s) for the X2E+
and was -3.3 rad/s (-3.8 – -2.8 rad/s) for the Shadow.
Furthermore, at the side, RBCG, and rear locations both the
X2E+ and Shadow helmets dPAV values were below zero.
These results indicate that despite identical impact locations
the pose of a headform influences its kinematic response, but
differently depending on the model of football helmet worn and
location of impact. Furthermore, it seems that while acceleration
responses tend to be greater for the NOCSAE style pose, angular
velocity was typically greater for the NFL style pose.

Methods
Two Xenith Shadow and X2E+ (Xenith, Detroit, MI) American
football helmets were fit to a medium NOCSAE head attached to
a male 50% Hybrid III neck (Humanetics, Huron, OH) outfitted
with a nine accelerometer array package [4]. Each helmet was
impacted at 6 m/s using a pneumatic linear impactor. Helmets
were impacted 4 times at side, rear boss centric (RBCG), rear
boss non-centric (RBNC), rear, front boss (FB), and front
locations [2]. One set of Shadow and X2E+ helmets were
impacted with ATD pose set according to the NOCSAE method,
while the other set was impacted with the ATD pose set according
to the NFL method. Note, for all impacts the impact location was
the same. Acceleration signals were resolved into peak resultant
linear and angular accelerations (PLA and PAA) and peak
resultant angular velocity (PAV). For each measure the
difference between the NOCSAE and NFL methods (NOCSAE
– NFL) was calculated. Statistical analyses were performed on
these difference scores (dPLA, dPAA, and dPAV). A 2 x 6
(Helmet x Location) repeated measures ANOVA was used to
make comparison within groups. Simple effects analyses were
used to explain interaction effects (SPSS v. 25.0, IBM, NY).
Significance was set at an α-level of 0.05. Values are presented
as mean (95% CI) unless otherwise specified. Difference scores
whose 95% CI include the zero value indicate no statistical
difference exists between the NOCSAE and NFL poses.

Significance
ATD pose is a critical factor in assessing a helmet’s ability to
manage blunt impact forces and how its performance compares
to other helmets. Furthermore, the results highlight the need for
ATD pose to be reported in manuscripts and standards.
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Results and Discussion
A significant interaction between Helmet and Location was
observed for each dependent variable (p < 0.001; h2 ≥ 0.64). A
main effect for helmet was also observed for dPLA (p < 0.001;
h2 = 0.92) and dPAV (p = 0.004; h2 = 0.766), but not for dPAA
(p = 0.221; h2 = 0.24). Mean difference scores for the dependent
variables are reported in Table 1.
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Introduction
Metatarsal stress fractures are a running-related overuse
injury that comprise 23% of all stress fractures affecting
collegiate cross country athletes [1]. Stress fracture recovery
can take several months, often preventing an athlete from
training or competing. Determing biomechanical changes that
precede an injury like metatarsal stress fractures could inform
coaches and athletes of an increased injury risk.
Previous research suggests that runners with a history of
metatarsal stress fractures have similar peak vertical ground
reaction forces (vGRFs) as those without a history of injury, but
a causal relationship between peak vGRF and metatarsal stress
fractures in runners is lacking [2]. A history of running-related
overuse injuries may be associated with increased vertical
loading rate, but to our knowledge, no prospective work has
established an association between increased loading rate and
metatarsal stress fractures in runners [3]. We measured peak
vGRF and loading rate for each leg over the freshman year of
collegiate running during which an athlete sustained a
metatarsal stress fracture.

variation in peak vGRF was qualitatively similar between legs
over the year.
The loading rate of the injured leg was 2.8% lower than the
uninjured leg 20 weeks prior to injury, but 6.2% greater than
the uninjured leg 3 weeks prior and 8.2% greater than the
uninjured leg 11 weeks after metatarsal stress injury. In addition
to changes in loading rate asymmetry, loading rate values for
the injured and uninjured leg increased 4.7 and 3.2 BW/s from
3 weeks prior to injury to 11 weeks after injury. Between-step
variability in loading rate was qualitatively similar for the
injured and uninjured leg at 3 weeks prior to injury and 11
weeks after injury, but differed at 20 weeks prior to injury.

Methods
Data from one male athlete (18 yrs, 75 kg, 1.85 m) were
analysed for this case study. The athlete ran on a forcemeasuring treadmill (Treadmetrix, Park City, UT) at 3 speeds
(3.8, 4.1, 5.4 m/s) for 30 seconds each during the fall, winter,
and spring competition seasons. The athlete was diagnosed with
a Grade 3 bone stress injury of the 2nd metatarsal between winter
and spring data collections. The fall data collection was 20
weeks prior to injury, winter data collection was 3 weeks prior
to injury, and spring data collection was 11 weeks after injury.
Kinetic data were filtered using a lowpass zero-lag 4th order
Butterworth filter with a 14 Hz cutoff. We analyzed the final 10
sec of each trial and used a 30 N threshold to determine stance
phase. The athlete was a habitual forefoot strike runner. Peak
vGRF was calculated as the maximum value during stance
phase. We calculated loading rate as the average slope of vGRF
versus time from 10-20% of stance phase because no transient
impact peak was visually present.
We calculated the percentage difference in peak vGRF and
loading rate for the injured and uninjured leg (Fig. 1). A positive
percentage difference indicates a greater magnitude of the given
variable for the a hle e injured leg.

Figure 1. Peak vertical ground reaction force (GRF) and loading rate
for the injured and uninjured leg across three data collection sessions.
Violin plots illustrate the distribution of values across steps, colored
dots represent the mean, with percentage differences between the
injured and uninjured leg annotated.

Significance
These preliminary findings suggest peak vGRF asymmetry
may differ before and after a metatarsal stress fracture, but it is
unclear if loading rate is associated with prospective metatarsal
stress fractures. This work provides insight into changes in
asymmetry and between-step variability before and after
sustaining a metatarsal stress fracture. Future work is planned
to quantify how leg-specific external loading metrics predict
running-related overuse injuries.

Results and Discussion
We observed similar trends across speeds and report the
results for the fastest speed (5.4 m/s). We found that the
percentage difference between the injured and uninjured leg
changed over time for peak vGRF and loading rate (Fig. 1).
Peak vGRF of the injured leg was 2.2-3.7% greater than the
uninjured leg prior to injury. However, the difference between
peak vGRF of the injured and uninjured leg was only 0.6% 11
weeks after metatarsal stress injury (Fig. 1). In addition to these
changes in peak vGRF asymmetry, peak vGRF values for the
injured and uninjured leg increased 0.2 and 0.3 BW from 3
weeks prior to injury to 11 weeks after injury. Between step
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Introduction
Army paratroopers have historically experienced traumatic brain
injuries (TBI) at a rate significantly greater than the general
soldier population [1]. Paratroopers are particularly vulnerable to
posterior helmet-to-ground impact during parachute landing falls.
Additionally, helmet-to-ground impacts are a significant risk in
recreational football [2]. The purpose of this study was to
evaluate head kinematics occurring in a simulated backfall
experiment and assess the ability of a standardized rotationinducing impact method (pneumatic ram) to reproduce the
severity of measured backfall head kinematics.

motion of the head during the backfall test format leads to an
increased severity of rotational head kinematics.

Methods
In the first series of tests, a simulated backfall impact was
performed with a Hybrid III anthropomorphic test device (ATD).
The ATD torso, arms, neck and head were rigidly attached to
pendulum swing arm that falls to ground due to gravity. A 57.5
lb ballast mass was added to the pelvic region of the swing arm
to represent the mass of the lower torso. Impact occurs onto a
stack of foam and rubber materials that mimic the impulse
delivered by an athletic turf field [3]. Head kinematics were
measured with 3 linear accelerometers and 3 angular rate sensors.

Figure 2: Angular and linear kinematics resulting from the backfall
test using a Hybrid III head-neck-torso fitted with a combat helmet.
Measurement
Helmet Impact Velocity (ft/s)
Peak Linear Acceleration (Res) (g)
Peak Angular Acceleration (Y) (rad/s/s)
Peak Angular Velocity (Y) (rad/s)
DAMAGE (Predicted Brain MPS)

Pneumatic Ram

Backfall

21.9
25.4
29.4
22.0
152
227
241
132
5,205 5,249 5,973 12,948
36.8
45.3
45.8
49.9
0.32
0.42
0.43
0.58
Table 1: Results from backfall and pneumatic ram experiments.

In contrast, the pneumatic ram method did not capture the
inertial loading of the head-neck that occurs in a backfall test as
the torso impacts. Moreover, the peak angular head kinematics in
the pneumatic ram format did not reach the same levels as in in
the backfall test even as impact velocity was increased (Table 1).
Significance
Head-to-ground impact is a significant source of TBI in the
military as well as among athletes. Standardized impact testing
methods like the pneumatic ram format, used to certify
professional and collegiate football helmets, effectively measure
head kinematics resulting from combined linear and rotational
loading scenarios. However the pneumatic ram format was not
able to replicate the severity of head kinematics or DAMAGE
assessment as observed in the backfall test, suggesting a
complimentary test specific to head-to-ground impacts may have
value in the helmet testing community.

Figure 1: Backfall (A) and pneumatic ram (B) impact setups.

The second series of tests used a Biokinetics pneumatic ram
(linear impactor) to determine whether this method could
reproduce the severity of head kinematics observed in the
backfall test. The pneumatic ram with NOCSAE impact tip was
used to impact a Hybrid III neck and head with a nine
accelerometer array package. The headform orientation with
respect to ground, just prior to impact, was translated from the
backfall test to the pneumatic ram setup. Impacts were performed
at velocities equal to and greater than the impact velocity
observed in the backfall test. A recently developed head
kinematic assessment metric that rapidly estimates maximum
principal strain (MPS) of brain tissue, DAMAGE, was used to
compare the relative severity of each impact [4].
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Results and Discussion
The backfall experiment produces severe head kinematics from a
combination of intertial and impact loading, illustrated in Figure
2. The headform experiences peak angular velocity as it contacts
the ground followed by a change in velocity of 65 rad/s in less
than 10 milliseconds as it rebounds from impact. The whipping
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An interaction effect was found for friction condition ×
location for PAA (p < 0.001). Significant differences were found
between friction conditions at crown (p = 0.012) front (p =
0.006), rear (p < 0.001), and right side (p < 0.001). Pairwise
comparisons revealed that greater PAA values were not always
associated with greater μs values. However, at the front location
hook resulted in significantly higher PAA compared to wig and
PTFE (p < 0.027).
An interaction effect was found for friction condition ×
location for PAV (p < 0.001). Significant differences were found
for friction condition at all locations. The hook condition was
found to have the lowest PAV for all locations but a clear
response pattern was not observed for the other friction
conditions and locations.
An interaction effect was also found for friction condition ×
location for DAMAGE (p < 0.001). Significant differences were
found for friction conditions at all locations. Similar to the PAV
results a clear response pattern was not observed for PAV across
the friction conditions and locations.
Our hypothesis was not supported. Rotational kinematic
responses and DAMAGE varied by location and μs, but lower
friction conditions did not typically result in lower kinematic or
DAMAGE responses.

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of
friction at the head-helmet pad interface on the rotational
kinematic responses of an anthropomorphic test device (ATD)
headform when fitted with advanced combat helmets (ACH) with
a standard issue foam pad suspension system. We hypothesised
that lower head-helmet pad interface friction conditions would
illicit lower magnitude angular kinematic responses.
Methods
Five
head-helmet
pad
friction
conditions
(Polytetrafluoroethylene; PTFE, human hair wig, bald, skullcap,
and hook and loop) were used for impact testing on 2 new ACHs.
The coefficient of static friction (μs) for each condition was
determined using the incline plane method [1]. Helmets were
fitted to a 50% male hybrid III head and neck (Humanetics,
Huron, OH) instrumented with a nine accelerometer array [2] and
impacted four times at 7 locations (crown, front, rear, left side,
right side, left nape, and right nape) on a pneumatic linear
impactor at 14 ft/s [3]. Acceleration signals were resolved to
determine peak angular acceleration (PAA), peak angular
velocity (PAV) as well as to compute the DAMAGE metric [4].
Separate 5 × 7 (friction condition × location) repeated measures
ANOVAs were used to make comparisons within groups (SPSS
v25, IBM, NY) for each dependent variable. A Huynh-Feldt
adjustment was used when sphericity was violated. Simple
effects analyses were used to explain interaction effects.
Significance set at α-level of 0.05.

Significance
Variation in μs of the head-helmet pad interface for impacts
representative of collisions found in sport did not consistently
result in lower magnitude kinematic responses.

Results and Discussion
The μs for each condition is shown in Table 1. Rotational
kinematic responses and DAMAGE measure for each condition
are reported in Table 2.
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Coefficient of Static Friction (μs)
PTFE

Human Hair

Bald

Skullcap

Hook

0.15
0.7
1.38
2.68
∞
Table 1: Average μs for each material measured on the incline plane.
Angular Acceleration (rads/s2)

Angular Velocity (rads/s)

DAMAGE

PTFE

Wig

Bald

Skullcap

Hook

PTFE

Wig

Bald

Skullcap

Hook

PTFE

Wig

Bald

Skullcap

Hook

Crown
Front
Rear
LSide
RSide

896
4195
2430
4979
5185

1068
4099
2931
5084
4814

906
4457
2867
5014
5153

1183
4475
2827
5202
5139

879
4801
2725
5521
5972

3
27
31
22
22

4
27
32
21
22

2
27
31
22
23

3
28
32
22
24

2
27
29
21
21

0.03
0.18
0.27
0.17
0.16

0.05
0.18
0.28
0.16
0.16

0.03
0.16
0.30
0.15
0.15

0.03
0.18
0.30
0.16
0.15

0.02
0.16
0.26
0.16
0.16

LNape

4849

5049

4593

4846

5235

26

25

25

25

24

0.21

0.22

0.19

0.19

0.20

RNape

4832

4721

4814

4789

4904

26

27

25

27

25

0.22

0.23

0.21

0.22

0.22

Table 2: Mean angular acceleration, angular velocity, and DAMAGE for each head-helmet pad μs condition at each impact location.
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Table 1. Mean ± SD and p-value for total (T), ankle (A), knee (K), and
hip (H) eccentric work and joint displacement during landing.
NEG
NTRL
POS
p
Eccentric Work (J/kg)
T
-1.89± 0.51
-1.85± 0.46
-2.02± 0.53
0.029b
A
-0.54± 0.27
-0.57± 0.28
-0.47± 0.23
0.005b
K
-1.24± 0.44
-1.14± 0.42
-1.42± 0.47
<0.001ab
H
-0.11± 0.12
-0.14± 0.17
-0.13± 0.14
0.27
Joint displacement (deg)
A
60.39± 10.02
58.91± 11.31
58.91± 9.53
0.486
K -59.57± 12.90 -58.94± 12.72 -63.54± 14.32
0.001ab
H
35.79± 14.48
35.5± 14.85
35.49± 14.23
0.963
a Significant difference between NEG-POS (p < 0.05)
b Significant difference between NTRL-POS (p < 0.05)

Introduction
Traditional athletic footwear is designed with the heel elevated
above the forefoot, putting the ankle in a plantarflexed position
(positive drop). Conversely, research suggests that elevating the
forefoot above the heel (negative drop), could take advantage of
musculotendinous structures in the calf to improve jump height
(1). It is unknown, though, if dorsiflexion shoes (negative drop)
also affect landing mechanics related to lower extremity injury
risk, particularly patellofemoral pain (PFP) and anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) injury which are two of the most common and
debilitating injuries experienced in jumping sports (2).
The purpose of this study was to investigate if shoes that vary
in midsole drop (negative [NEG], neutral [NTRL], positive
[POS]) affect kinetics and kinematics related to lower extremity
injury risk during landing. We hypothesized that NEG will illicit
jump-landing mechanics associated with PFP and ACL injury
compared to NTRL and POS. Decreasing the available ankle
dorsiflexion range of motion (ROM) will have a cascading effect
on proximal joint ROM, energy absorption, and joint loading.
Specifically, peak knee valgus, peak knee abduction moment
(KAM), and peak impact forces will be greater in NEG, and
sagittal joint displacement and total eccentric work will be less in
NEG compared to NTRL and POS.

We hypothesized that the dorsiflexion induced by NEG would
pose a greater risk for PFP and ACL injury by limiting sagittal
joint displacement and energy absorption, which was supported
by our results. The greater energy absorption in POS, quantified
as eccentric work, was primarily driven by greater knee joint
work and peak knee flexion. Peak knee flexion ROM, an active
form of impact dissipation, can be used to identify stiff landings
(3). Small knee flexion ROM during stiff landings increases the
strain on passive joint structures, especially the patellofemoral
ligament and ACL, to absorb impact. This and can increase injury
risk for athletes whose sport involves repeated jumping (2).
However, our results did not support our hypothesis that
knee valgus, knee abduction, and peak impact forces would be
greater in NEG. Landing on a negatively sloped surface of -3.6°
has previously been shown to increase knee valgus and impact
forces, suggesting midsole drops greater than -1.5° are needed to
affect knee valgus and external loads (4).

Methods
Three trials of maximum effort vertical countermovement jumps
were performed by 16 females in shoes with negative, neutral,
and positive drops (-1.5°, 0°, and 8° respectively) (Figure 1).
Kinematic data of the center of mass and at the joint level were
collected using a 13-camera motion capture system (VICON,
Centennial, CO). Two embedded force plates recorded 3dimensional GRF data (Kistler, Amherst, NY). A custom
Visual3D script (C-Motion, Inc, Germantown, MD) was used for
analysis. One-way repeated measures ANOVAs with correction
for sphericity determined the main effect. Post-hoc Tukey
contracts with a Bonferroni correction assessed differences

Significance
To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine if dorsiflexion
shoes affect landing mechanics related to PFP and ACL injury.
We found an immediate effect of of shoe drop on knee joint
flexion, joint-level eccentric work, and total eccentric work.
These are variables associated with increased strain on ligaments
in the knee, but in the absence of increased peak KAM, peak knee
valgus, and peak impact forces, athletes can be moderately
confident that dorsiflexion shoes with drops of -1.5° or less do
not increase risk of knee injury. However, caution is advised if
using shoes with greater degress of dorsiflexion as research has
yet to determine their effect on injury-related landing mechanics.

Figure 1: A lateral view of the three shoe conditions. From the left;
NEG, NTRL, and POS. Red lines indicate approximate midsole drops.
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Results and Discussion
Peak impact force was similar between shoe conditions.
However, shoe condition did affect total eccentric work, where
NTRL resulted in significantly less eccentric work than POS.
There were no effects of shoe condition on both KAM or knee
valgus. Eccentric ankle work was greater in NTRL compared to
POS, while knee work was greater in POS compared to both NEG
and NTRL. Knee flexion displacement during landing was
significantly greater in POS compared to NEG and NTRL, due to
greater peak knee flexion in POS (Table 1).
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Introduction
It is well established that the risk of anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) reinjury is higher than the initial risk of injury [1].
Additionally, several studies have suggested that high limb
asymmetry increases the risk of injury [5]. A previous internal
study found that the combined left and right legged local dynamic
stability (LDS) of global knee adduction during a repetitive
vertical jump was able to effectively identify previously injured
subjects when compared to uninjured subjects using a logistic
regression, with a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) =
0.8036 [2]. As this study is a continuation of a previous study
investigating local dynamic stability, the goal of this experiment
was to compare results from the vertical jump tests to cutting and
dynamic landing movements, with the hypothesis that limb
stability would differ for cutting and landing movements between
injured and uninjured subjects.

ankle are strongly correlated with high limb stiffness symmetry
during a landing event. This indicates that individuals with a high
limb stiffness symmetry also have high stability in the sagittal
plane. This conclusion may be tempered due to how much motion
occurs in the sagittal plane during a LESS jump, and this
relationship should be further explored during vertical drop
landing and single-leg landings in future studies.
The second conclusion which can be drawn from Table 1 is
that high limb stiffness symmetry during the RTC indicates a
decreased local dynamic stability in ankle inversion. This finding
is especially interesting, as it suggests that highly symmetric limb
stiffnesses could result in lower dynamic stability during a cutting
motion. As most studies find that limb symmetry is beneficial to
subject health, and high dynamic stability indicates that a subject
has a high degree of control over their motion, this finding seems
to conflict with both pieces of information. The explanation
behind this correlation is currently unclear to the authors, but the
finding should be explored further in future studies.

Methods
This study collected the biomechanics of fourteen female D1
soccer, D1 basketball, and club soccer athletes from Auburn
University (height = 171.2 ± 8.9 cm, weight = 66.3 ± 8.6 kg, age
= 19.8 ± 1.9 yr). The two main metrics in this study are local
dynamic stability and maximum limb stiffness during a trial.
Local dynamic stability was calculated using the Rosenstein
method [3], and limb stiffness was calculated as the change in
virtual leg length divided by the resultant ground reaction force
[4]. The Limb Symmetry Index (LSI) of these metrics was
analyzed using the following formulation:
=

(

,

)

(
+

,

)

Table 1. Bivariate correlation between symmetry indices and combined
local dynamic stability

LSI LESS
LSI RTC

r
P
r
P

LDS Hip Flexion
0.5892*
0.0266
0.1703
0.5604

LDS Ankle Flexion LDS Ankle Inversion
0.6464*
-0.3085
0.0125
0.2832
-0.3569
-0.6988**
0.2103
0.0043

** Significance of p<0.01
* Significance of p<0.05

100%

Significance
This research is important to the field of biomechanics because
there is much to learn about local dynamic stability, which is seen
especially in the correlation between high LSI and low LDS in
the ankle. If high LSI and high LDS indicate good subject health,
then the negative correlation between these two metrics is one
that needs to be reconciled in future studies. Additionally, if this
study can further explore correlations between commonly used
metrics and local dynamic stability, it will be easier to implement
local dynamic stability measures into future research, as well as
make the concept of local dynamic stability more easily
comprehended to athletes, researchers, and clinicians alike.

Participants were screened into two groups: the first having
undergone ACL reconstruction in the past two years, and the
second for having no previous history of ACL reconstruction. All
subjects were active members of their respective sport who were
cleared to participate in their sport at the time of testing. All
subjects signed informed consent forms approved by the Auburn
University Internal Review Board.
Results
Table 1 shows that the symmetry index of limb stiffness during a
landing error scoring system (LESS) jump has a strong and
highly significant correlation with the sagittal plane stability of
the hip and ankle joints. Additionally, there is a highly significant
correlation between the LSI in the right and left limb during a run
to cut (RTC) movement.
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Discussion
There are several conclusions to be drawn from the results shown
in Table 1, namely that local dynamic stability of the hip and
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In rod c ion
Di order and m c lo kele al inj rie affec ing he knee are
common and limi ac i i in a hle e and he elder [1]. C rren
echnologie
ed o diagno e knee problem
ch a comp ed
omoghraph and magne ic re onance imaging are limi ed o
clinical en ironmen . S d ing he ibra or beha ior of he
knee hen bjec ed o an e ernal im la ion can re eal
informa ion regarding he r c re of he join . Re earcher ha e
in e iga ed he ibra ion charac eri ic of ario par of he
h man bod
ch a he k ll [2], arm [3], and hip [4]. In hi
ork, ibra ion ran mi ion hro gh he h man knee i
ed a
a ool o de ermine he pre ence of meni c ear in he join .

freq enc range of 2.8 o 3.2 kH and 2.2 o 2.6 kH for he
medial and la eral accelerome er , re pec i el . To mea re he
difference in FRF re l , he roo -mean- q are de ia ion
(RMSD) al e of FRF q an i ie for he meni c ear ca e and
he ham ca e i h re pec o he ini ial ca e ere calc la ed.
Re l for he i leg are pre en ed in Fig re 2. Acro pecimen mean al e of 0.11 and 0.22 ere ob ained for he
ham and meni c
ear, re pec i el . The meni c
ear
demon ra e a ignifican l higher RMSD compared o he ham
i h a p- al e < 0.01. The re l ho ha al ering he r c re
of he knee join b c ing he meni c re l in a ignifican
change in he ibra ion ran mi ion hro gh he join . Ho e er,
he change are onl raceble in pecific freq enc range .
Similar beha ior ha been pre io l ob er ed in
ding he
ibra ion ran mi ion in knee implan
i h loo ening [5].

Me hod
Si fre h fro en cada er leg i h an ini ial ear on he la eral
meni c
ere ed in hi
d . The leg ere placed on an
adj able frame a a fle ion angle of 30 and fi ed i h o
Velcro band . The e p con i ed of a permanen magne haker
(LDS V201, Br el & Kj r, N r m, Denmark) eq ipped i h a
load cell (Honne ell model 31, Hone ell In erna ional Inc.,
Charlo e, NC) and an impedance head en or (8001, Br el &
Kj r, N r m, Denmark) a
he dri ing poin . T o
accelerome er (3225F, D ran In r men Inc., Cha or h,
CA) ere placed medial and la eral o he pa ella pro imal o he
knee join . The e perimen al e p i ho n in Fig re 1. A
freq enc - eep ine e ci a ion ignal i h freq encie from
100 H o 4200 H and a o al leng h of 180 ec a en o he
haker, and he ran mi ed ibra ion hro gh he join
a
recorded ing he
o accelerome er . Mea remen
ere
carried o a hree age : ini ial (ba eline), af er ham rger ,
and af er a im la ed medial meni c ear. For he ham age, a
3-cm c
a made j an erior o he medial colla eral ligamen
o e po e he medial meni c . The freq enc re pon e f nc ion
(FRF) of he accelerome er i h re pec o he inp accelera ion
a calc la ed and compared for all he leg . S den
-e
a
ed o de ermine a i ical difference in he mea red ibra ion
da a be een differen age of he e for all he leg .
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0.2
0.15
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Meni c

Fig re 2. RMSD al e for he ham and me ni c
re pec o he ini ial age (** indica e p < 0.01).

Tear
ear age
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Significance
Thi
ork demon ra e he promi ing po en ial of e ernal
ibra ion im la ion a a nonin a i e me hod of moni oring he
r c ral heal h of he knee join . Gi en he a ailable
echnologie for minia re ibra ion ac a or , he ibra ion
echniq e can be ed o de elop earable de ice capable of
racking join heal h o ide of clinical e ing . In addi ion, ch
a mea remen
em can red ce he co and incon enience of
c rren diagno ic echnologie .
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between loading groups for each joint pair, trunk flexion, and
absorption duration. Hedge’s g effect sizes were calculated and
interpreted as 0.2 = small, 0.5 = medium, and 0.8 = large.

Introduction
High impact forces when landing from a jump are thought to be
associated with an increased risk of injury [1]. Previous research
has suggested that in-phase flexion coordination strategies and
increased trunk flexion may be important for mediating forces
upon landing [2]. For individuals with unilateral transtibial
amputations (ITTAs), ankle joint mechanics and lower-limb
coordination strategies are disrupted in the affected limb [3]. The
ankle joint is believed to be crucial for attenuating load such that
reduced ankle dorsiflexion has been associated with increases in
peak vertical ground reaction force (vGRF). As such, ITTAs are
discouraged from participating in sports involving jumping.
However, it is unclear how the altered affected limb mechanics
may effect the landing coordination by the intact limb. There is
limited research to suggest that the intact limb experiences a
greater load when landing and thereafter is at a greater risk of
injury compared to able-bodied controls. Thus, the purpose of
this study was to examine differences in joint coordination
and trunk angles between those who experience high versus
low load and if the landing strategy is affected by amputation.

Results and Discussion
Identification of high and low loaders was confirmed with
significant and large effects for peak vGRF (Table 1) suggesting
comparisons were made on divergent groups. Low loaders landed
with a significantly longer absorption duration (Table 1).
Coordination strategies found both groups performed in-phase
flexion (Figure 1) with low loaders performing greater flexion in
the distal segments (i.e. ankle and knee) and greater trunk flexion.
While not all comparisons were significant, medium to large
effects were found (Table 1). Results suggest that reduced load
can be achieved through increasing the time to attenuate load by
increasing trunk flexion and ankle and knee flexion.

Methods
8 recreationally-active ITTAs and 21 controls hung from a
custom hanging bar frame with their heels 30 cm off the ground.
Bilateral drop landings were performed with each foot landing on
a separate force platform. vGRF was time-normalized to 100%
from touchdown to maximal knee flexion in the intact limb or
dominant control limb (i.e. absorption phase). Ankle, knee, hip,
and trunk flexion angles were extracted and coupling angles ( )
were calculated for ankle-knee, knee-hip, and hip-ankle joint
pairs using the following equation:

Figure 1. Interpretation of coupling angle values

ITTAs and controls were represented equivalently in both
loading groups suggesting that increased vGRF is not dependent
on the presence of an amputation rather on landing coordination.

=

Significance
The results suggest that 1) ITTAs can adapt their intact limb
mechanics similar to an able-bodied control, which is consistent
with previous research [4] and 2) high limb loading is dependent
on landing coordination rather than amputation. Further, it is
possible that the intact limb of ITTAs is not at any greater risk of
injury than able-bodied controls.

where t = time, Y = distal joint angular position, and X = the
proximal joint angular position. The average
value from
touchdown to peak vGRF was used in further analysis. Trunk
flexion range of motion (ROM) was calculated as the maximum
change during the absorption phase. Lastly, the duration of the
absorption phase was calculated in seconds.
ITTA and control participants were treated as a single cohort
to identify high versus low loaders based on peak vGRF. A 10%
threshold around mean peak vGRF was used to identify groups.
3 control participants were within this threshold, identified as a
middle group, and removed from further analysis.
Statistical analysis: Independent t-tests were performed
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Table 1. High and low loading group characteristics based on peak vGRF and differences in joint mechanics of the intact or dominant
control limbs during bilateral drop landings. Data presented as mean ± SD.
n of
n of
Peak vGRF
Ankle-Knee
Trunk ROM
Absorption
Knee-Hip
Hip-Ankle
ITTAs
controls
(N/kg)
(°)
Duration (s)
(°)
(°)
(°)
High Loaders
3
8
31.6 ± 4.9
52.8 ± 3.7
67.1 ± 1.9
67.6 ± 5.1
8.00 ± 4.4
0.12 ± 0.02
Low Loaders
5
10
17.1 ± 3.7
56.4 ± 6.9
70.8 ± 3.8
73.1 ± 10
12.4 ± 7.5
0.21 ± 0.08
p-value
<0.001
0.125
0.007
0.114
0.095
0.002
Hedge’s g
3.31
0.61
1.00
0.63
0.67
1.36
= coupling angle coordination value; Hedge’s g greater than 1 indicates that differences between groups are larger than 1 SD
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Introduction
Many of the injuries sustained by athletes in contact sports are
preventable soft tissue injuries which occur during deceleration
and change of direction movements, such as cutting or landing
[1]. Leg stiffness is important to understanding deceleration
during these events because an individual’s leg stiffness
determines the response to generated ground reaction forces in
dynamic movement. This study aimed to provide pilot data on
tests that involved cutting and landing movements and to identify
whether stiffness differences existed between an injured and
uninjured population in either movement. A difference in the
bilateral limb stiffness between injured and uninjured subjects
was expected.
Methods
This study retrospectively reviewed the kinematics of run-to-cut
(RTC) and Landing Error Scoring System (LESS) jumps from
fourteen female subjects who participated in D1 soccer, D1
basketball, or club soccer teams from Auburn University. To
participate in the study, all subjects had to be cleared to
participate in their respective sport. Out of the 14 athletes, two
had previous bilateral ACL injuries, two had previous unilateral
ACL injuries, 3 had other previous surgically repaired knee
injuries, and 7 did not have any previous knee injuries. Each
subject signed informed consent forms approved by the Auburn
University Internal Review Board. Leg stiffness was defined as
the resultant vertical ground reaction force divided by the change
in the distance between the calculated hip joint center of the leg
and the center of pressure of the foot during contact with an
AMTI force plate [2]. Paired t-tests were used to compare right
to left and injured vs uninjured legs.

Figure 1: Difference in Stiffness Values for the Left and Right Legs in
LESS trial (Mean Difference = 1.81x105 N/m; p=0.0278)

Figure 2: Difference in Stiffness Values for the Left and Right Legs in
a RTC Trial (Mean Difference = 7.39x103 N/m; p=0.0002)

Results
The t-tests showed that the left leg was more stiff than the right
leg for all subjects performing the LESS jump, and that the left
leg was more stiff than the right in RTC for every subject but
one. Data from these tests is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Results
did not show significant differences between previously injured
and uninjured legs.

Significance
This is important to the field of biomechanics because the results
in this study contradict those of another and bring up a discussion
about whether bilateral limb stiffness is a reliable indicator of
injury. This study expected that bilateral limb stiffness would be
different for injured and uninjured. However, it did not find that
to be the case. Future studies should further investigate the
difference in bilateral limb stiffness for injured and uninjured
populations performing various movements, and thus determine
whether differences in bilateral limb stiffness is indicative of
injury.

Discussion
This study identified a significant difference in bilateral leg
stiffness in both LESS and RTC tasks but did not identify any
significant difference between injured and uninjured populations.
These findings contradict the initial hypothesis and the results of
a previous study that found a significant difference in bilateral
leg stiffness between injured and uninjured professional
Australian football players [3]. The differences in results could
be attributed to a different selection in dynamic movement, less
specific injury classification, and a small sample size. These
issues could be addressed in future studies by comparing affected
and unaffected limbs and testing further subjects.
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scores. On average, neither Y-Balance, nor DEXA scans, or
isokinetic strength test results yielded significant correlations
between the three field-tests (r < 0.5). Both bone mineral density
and lean mass also showed a weak correlation to PFT scores.
Similarly, none of the isokinetic strength test results were found
to be related to PFT scores. Nevertheless, a significant difference
was found between right and left lean mass (kg), as well as
relative knee extensor and flexor peak torque (Table 1).

Introduction
Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) cadets regularly
participate in physical training (PF) and physical fitness tests
(PFT). PFT are field-based tests evaluate multiple cadets at the
same time using minimal equipment, providing scores used by
the United States military as an approach to injury prevention [4].
However, the current field-based tests lack the ability to deliver
accurate assessments of fitness or predict the likelihood of injury
[4]. Meanwhile, clinical assessments of physical health and
fitness are considered to be more reliable and valid [4]. The
prevalence of lower extremity (LE) injuries with cadets has raised
concerns about the efficiency of PT and PFT scores when it
comes to injury prevention [1,2,3]. This concern led to a
structural adaptation of the PFT in each of the branches.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the
relationship between traditional field-based PFT scores and
clinical assessments of physical health and fitness.

Table 1
Right vs. Left Lower Extremity Differences (Mean & SD)
Lean Mass (kg) Extension PT 90°/s (Nm) Flexion PT 90°/s (Nm)
Air Force
0.34 (± 0.33)†
0.75 (± 0.35)†
0.50 (± 0.22)†
Army
0.32 (± 0.35)
0.72 (± 0.24)†
0.49 (± 0.35)
Marines
0.31 (± 0.2)†
0.75 (± 0.11)†
0.71 (± 0.22)†
Navy
0.34 (± 0.19)†
0.82 (± 0.22)†
0.67 (± 0.32)†
† statistically significant difference (p < 0.05)
positive difference shows right LE values greater than left LE values

This finding suggests a discrepancy between the right and left LE
and warrant further investigations, specifically regarding the
injury rate within the ROTC population. Interestingly, while lean
mass and isokinetic knee strength displayed a weak relationship
(r < 0.1), fat mass and isokinetic knee strength had a moderately
strong negative relationship (r = -0.64). This implies that the
amount of fat mass may affect strength more than the amount of
muscle mass.
Overall, the results indicate that clinical assessments are not
promising predictors of performance in ROTC field-based
physical fitness tests, yet may be useful as additional screening
tool for injury prevention.

Methods
The study was divided into two sessions. A total of 225 cadets
from various ROTC branches were recruited for field
assessments similar to the PFT (Session 1). Participants
completed a performance test consisting of 2-minute split lunge
jumps, 2-minute up-down planks, and a shuttle run. The
performance testing was scored by how many split-lunges or
plank up-downs the participants completed within two minutes.
The shuttle run was timed once and consisted of a back and forth
sprinting pattern.
Twenty-eight cadets (20 males: 183cm (±5.3), 88.4kg (±12.6),
21.8yrs (± 3.4); & 8 females: 167cm (±5.2), 59.6kg (± 7.4), 20.7
(± 1.8)) participated in additional clinical and laboratory tests
(Session 2). The branches represented were: Air Force (11
cadets), Army (4), Marines (5), & Navy (8). Participants
completed a full-body Dual-Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry
(DEXA) scan (Hologic, Marlborough, MA), a lower and upper
quarter Y-Balance test, and isokinetic testing (CSMi, Stoughton,
MA). The isokinetic testing involved five repetitions of bilateral
knee flexion/extension (90 & 120°/sec), hip abduction/adduction
(60 & 180°/s), and ankle plantar/dorsiflexion (60 & 120°/s). All
data were recorded or extracted via Microsoft Excel and imported
to MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) for further analysis.
Following session 2, the most current PFT scores were collected
from the respective cadre leadership. The PFT (branch specific)
consisted of three exercises: push-ups (or pull-ups), sit-ups/curlups, and a 1-mile run (or 1.5-mile run).
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient analyses were
conducted to evaluate the relationship between PFT scores and
clinical assessments. Statistical analyses were completed via
SPSS version 25.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY).

Significance
The weak relationship between PFT scores and clinical
assessments suggests that field-based test scores, such as pushups, sit-ups, pull-ups, or distance runs may inherently not have
the same injury screening capabilities as their clinical
counterparts. This was partly shown by the significant bilateral
difference in both lean mass and knee extensor and flexor knee
torque. Field-based test would not be able to provide such
information. Future research should focus on the occurrence of
lower extremity injuries and the correlation to bilateral
weaknesses revealed by clinical assessments.
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Results and Discussion
The main finding of the present study was the overall weak
relationship between clinical assessment scores and ROTC PFT
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Introduction
Recreationally active individuals who are 3 years postconcussion have a higher rate of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
tear compared to individuals without a history of concussion [1].
Limited research has investigated the effects of concussion on
lower extremity mechanics during landings, which are commonly
associated with lower extremity injury risk. Individuals with a
history of concussion had greater trunk flexion during cutting an
average of 124 days post-concussion [2]. Moreover, individuals
who were an average of 3.1 years post-concussion exhibited less
knee varus and external rotation during a jump cut maneuver
compared to individuals without a history of concussion [3].

Results and Discussion
There was no difference in landing outcomes based on group ((F5,
44)=0.966, p=0.431, Wilk’s Λ=0.898) (Table 1).
Table 1: Summary of Results
Variable
Vertical Ground Reaction
Force (BW)
Vertical Loading Rate
(BW/sec)
Knee Flexion Angle
(degrees)

The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of
concussion history on lower extremity biomechanics during a
double leg landing. It was hypothesized that individuals with a
history of concussion would have greater vertical ground reaction
force, greater vertical loading rate, lesser peak knee flexion angle,
greater knee abduction angle, and greater external knee abduction
moment compared to individuals without a history of concussion.

Knee Abduction Angle
(degrees)
Knee Abduction Moment
(BW*Height)

Concussion
(mean ± SD)

Control
(mean ± SD)

1.89 ± 0.25

1.83 ± 0.28

59.33 ± 13.60

52.39 ± 11.62

-93.40 ± 11.97

-91.22 ± 9.16

11.75 ± 6.18

10.41 ± 6.11

0.035 ± 0.019

0.033 ± 0.014

Lynall et al. found that individuals who were 124 days postconcussion had greater trunk flexion compared to individuals
without a history of concussion [2]. Additionally, individuals an
average of 49.9 days post-concussion had greater hip stiffness,
and lower knee and leg stiffness compared to their pre-seaseon
baseline scores [6]. The individuals with a history of concussion
in this study were an average of 3.3 years post-concussion. It is
possible that neuromuscular control is resolved in individuals
who are approximately 3 years post-concussion. Previous
research found lower knee varus and external rotation during a
jump cut manuever in individuals who were 3.1 years postconcussion compared to those without a history of concussion
[3], and greater rates of ACL tear have been found 3 years postconcussion [1]. The discrepancy in results may be due to the
different tasks performed, or the simultaneous use of a Flanker
task [3].

Methods
Twenty-five individuals with a history of concussion (BMI=24.5
(3.5) kg/m2; 21.6 (1.5) years), and 25 individuals without a
history of concussion (24.8 (3.4) kg/m2; 21.8 (2.1) years)
participated and were matched on sex (13 females, 12 males), age
(±3 years), and body mass index (±1 kg/m2). Participants were
included if they were rectionally active and between 18-30 years
old. Participants with concussion were included if they had
sustained a concussion within the last 6 years [4]. Participants
were excluded if they had an acute concussion (preceding 6
months) [3], lower extremity injury in the preceding 6 months,
any history of lower extremity surgery and/or traumatic injury,
neurological conditions that may alter balance, or currently using
medication that may alter balance. Concussion history was
assessed via 2 questions: (1) “have you ever been diagnosed with
a concussion by a medical professional?” (2) “have you ever
sustained a head injury with concussion like symptoms not
diagnosed by a medical professional?” If they answered “yes” to
either question, they were placed in the history of concussion
group [4].

Significance
Individuals with a history of concussion may not have aberrant
drop vertical jump biomechanics. Lower extremity injury risk
following a concussion may be due to other factors such as the
inability to simultaneously process proprioceptive and external
stimuli. Future research is needed to determine clinical methods
for assessing this inability to process multiple stimuli, and if this
deficit may contribute to injury following concussion.

Participants jumped from a standardized 30cm box half the
participants’ height away from 2 AMTI forceplates. Marker
trajectories were sampled at 240 Hz, and force plate data were
sampled at 2400 Hz. All data were exported to Visual 3D for
model construction. Marker position and force plate data were
low pass filtered using a zero-phase lag fourth-order Butterworth
filter at 12hz [5]. Peak angle and external moments are reported
during the landing phase. Values from both limbs from 3 trials
were averaged for analysis. Joint moments were normalized to a
product of bodyweight and height (BW*height), and forces were
normalized to bodyweight (BW). A one-way multivariate
analysis of variance was used to compare landing outcomes
between individuals with and without a history of concussion.
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Introduction
Leg stiffness associates with measures of athletic performance
and injuries, making it a versatile and applicable neuromuscular
control measure in coaching and rehabilitation (1,2,6). Drop
jumps are commonl used to stud neuromuscular control
mechanisms, like leg stiffness, to identif performance and injur
mechanisms (5). However, cognitive constructs important for
sports (i.e. reaction time, visual processing speed) ma be linked
to non-contact injuries and landing mechanics during drop jump
protocols simulating cognitive game-like demands (4,8). Thus,
adding a cognitive task to drop jump activities ma mimic more
game-like settings (3,4,6). Importantl , reported se differences
in neuromuscular control of landing indicates reason to anal se
se differences during cognitivel loaded drop jump (6). Thus,
the purpose of this stud was to determine differences in ankle,
knee, hip, and leg stiffness among drop jump of var ing cognitive
demands and between males and females. Secondaril , measures
accessible to coaches, clinicians and researchers, like ground
contact time and jump height performance, were anal sed in
relation to leg stiffness to provide potential applicable training
and rehabilitation implications.

jump (p=0.005). Females e hibited lower ankle stiffness
compared to males (p <0.001).
Auditor drop jumps e hibited longer ground contact time
(0.63 0.13s) compared to visual (0.57 0.09s, p <0.001), choice
(0.55 0.11s, p <0.001) and standard drop jump (0.53 0.10s,
p<0.001) . Audio drop jump height was lower compared to
standard drop jumps (p=0.013), and visual drop jump height was
lower compared to choice and standard drop jumps. Males
jumped higher than females (p=0.011).
Increased leg stiffness was related to decreased ground
contact time during standard drop jump with a large effect
relationship (r=-0.523, p=0.003) and decreased choice drop jump
with a moderate effect (r=-0.383, p=0.037). However, this
relationship was not statisticall significant during audio and
visual drop jumps.
Our results indicate ankle and leg stiffness are influenced
during the drop jump in the presence of reactive decision-making
and between males and females. Females are reported to e hibit
decreased leg stiffness during hopping (5). Although increased
stiffness is related to enhanced athletic performance, too much or
too little stiffness, allowing for increased forces or e cessive joint
motion, ma both relate to injur (2,5,6). Our results of decreased
ankle stiffness in females during drop jumps support previous
findings and ma contribute to increased lower e tremit la it
postulated to influence injur mechanics (5).

Methods
Thirt health , active oung adults (males=12, females=18
age=20 1 r, height=1.7 0.1m, mass=69.8 11.0kg) performed
drop jump and drop lands under four conditions from a 0.3m bo
placed one-half the participant s height from the force plates (7).
The standard condition involved asking participants to perform a
drop jump or drop land. The choice condition allowed
participants to volitionall choose between a drop jump or drop
land. Visual and auditor conditions involved decision-making
through reactions to visual or auditor cues presented while the
participant was in mid-air. Three jumps and one land were
randomi ed in each condition. Leg stiffness equaled the ratio of
peak vertical ground reaction force and change in leg length
between foot strike and time of minimum leg length. Leg length
equaled the distance between the lateral malleolus and greater
trochanter. Joint stiffness equaled the ratio of the change in joint
moment and angular displacement between foot strike and time
of minimum joint angle. All stiffness was normali ed to bod
mass. A 5n threshold identified ground contact time and vertical
center of mass position displacement identified jump height. A
2 4 (se
condition) repeated measures MANOVA with posthoc Bonferroni adjustments identified differences in lower
e tremit stiffness and performance outcome variables. Pearson
product correlations were performed among dependent variables
within conditions.

Significance
Differences in drop jump mechanics between different decisionmaking stimuli and se have the potential to provide enhanced
rehabilitation and coaching tools. Understanding the lack of
relationship between ground contact time and leg stiffness during
reactive-decision making can allow coaches to monitor ground
contact time while implementing auditor and visual stimuli
specific to a particular sport. Cues focusing on ground contact
time are reported to change leg stiffness (1,2). Thus, considering
cues during reactive-decision making drop jumps ma contribute
to specific stiffness training goals and improve return-to-pla
protocols specific to a sport. Considering programs that
emphasi e ankle stiffness in females ma benefit both training,
rehabilitation and high rates of injuries like anterior cruciate
ligament injuries.
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Results and discussion
There was no significant interaction between se and condition.
There was a significant main effect of condition (ʎ=0.703,
F(12,206.660)=2.977,
p=0.005)
and
se
(ʎ=0.440,
F(4,24)=2.977, p=0.008). Standard drop jump ankle stiffness was
larger than visual drop jump (p=0.044), and overall leg stiffness
was larger during audio drop jump compared to the standard drop
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The Effects of Foot Position on Gluteus Maximus Activation During Jump Tasks
Jason Brunet, Emma Grote, Paige Janka, Tanner Strommen, Mostafa Hegazy
Southwest Minnesota State University, Marshall, MN, USA
(1999) did not find a difference in GMAX activation. However,
during a forward leap, the GMAX needs to be more active than
during a drop jump to control forward trunk flexion.
GMAX Activity (% MVC)

Introduction
The primary function of the GMAX during sprinting is trunk and
hip control on the stance leg side, as well as decelerating the
swing leg [1]. For many individuals the GMAX is often weak or
inactive. Inability to properly activate the GMAX has been
termed “gluteal amnesia”. This phenomenon can be attributed to
prolonged periods of sitting [2]. Thus, activation of the GMAX
is often the focal point of many training programs. Plyometric
tasks involving forward movement stimulate activation of the
GMAX in order to stop this forward movement. The use of
plyometric training is very popular in sports that involve sprinting
such as baseball and softball. It is commonly believed that
landing on the heels will produce the greatest amount of GMAX
activation. However, there are no studies that have reported this
idea. Kovacs et al. (1999) reported no difference in GMAX
activation when performing forefoot and heal-toe landing during
a drop jump[3]. The Tensor Fasciae Latae (TFL) and Gluteus
Medius (GMED) are both hip abductors, however, overactivation
of the TFL has been linked to different lower limb disorders. An
ideal GMAX exercise would be one that maximizes its activity
as well as that of the GMED while reducing activity of the TFL.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to determine if foot position
during landing affects the activation of the GMAX in Division II
baseball and softball players. A secondary purpose was to
determine how foot position affects activation of the GMED and
TFL.

300
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Figure 1: Softball player gluteus maximus activity as a percent of
maximam voluntary contraction (%MVC). * Indicates
significantly lower activity (p<0.05).

Foot placement during landing from the 90 degree-turn leap
showed no significant difference in GMAX activation (p>0.05).
In case of the 90 degree-turn leap, the task is novel for most
individuals. Thus, like any new motor skill, participants tended
to be stiff during landing regardless of foot placement to reduce
degrees of freedom[4]. We hypothesize the outcome may have
been different had it been a task participants are familiar with.
Foot placement during landing from the broad jump showed no
significant difference in GMAX activation (p>0.05). Compared
to the leap, the broad jump used two feet. Since the distance used
was similar in both cases, it is likely forward momentum during
the broad jump was not high enough to elicit a difference for this
task and perhaps doubling the distance was warranted. There was
no significant difference in GMed and TFL activation during all
landings for all tasks (p>0.05) nor was there a gender difference
(p>0.05).

Methods
Fifteen male baseball players and fifteen female softball players
from Division II teams participated in this study. Upon arrival,
participants had EMG electrodes (Delsys Trigno Avanti Sensors,
Natick, MA) placed on their right and left GMAX, GMED, and
TFL. Participants performed three different plyometric tasks,
each with three different landings on toes, flatfoot, and on heels
with each condition repeated 3 times. The plyometric tasks used
were as follows: broad jump (9 trials), forward leap on the right
and left side (9 trials per side), and leap with a 90-degree turn on
the right and left side (9 trials per side). Task distance was the
length of their lower limb for all trials. Muscle activation during
landing were calculated as a percent of maximum voluntary
contraction. Mixed design ANOVAs with landing type as the
within subjects factor and gender as the between subjects factor
were conducted.

Significance
In this study there was evidence found to support the need to land
on heels or midfoot during a forward leap when the aim is to
maximize activation of the GMAX. We found no evidence to
suggest landing on heels or midfoot would increase GMAX
activation during a forward leap with a 90-degree turn or during
a broad jump. Thus, when performing such task there may be no
need to instruct individuals to land on their heels. However,
further examining the effect on jump distance and task novelty is
warranted.

Results and Discussion
Heel and flatfoots landing led to a significantly greater GMAX
activation when compared to toe landings during both right and
left forward leaps (F (2, 56) = 4.038 (p<0.05) and 3.614 (p<0.05)
for landing on the left and right foot, respectively; Figure 1).
Kovacs et al. (1999) reported an increase in plantar flexor activity
during drop landings on the toes compared to heel landing [3].
They suggested landing on toes allows the plantar flexors to
absorb the impact force. When landing on heels, plantar flexor
moment arm is too small for them to be effective, thus control is
shifted to the hip, where the GMAX plays a major role. Similarly,
it is likely that heel and midfoot landings shifted the load away
from the plantar flexors in the forward leap task. Kovacs et al.
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Table 1. Effect of Incline (0° vs. 10° vs. 20°) on kinematic variables

Introduction
The infant sleep environment has been highlighted due to an
increase in the tragic incidence of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
(SIDS). However, commercial infant products evolve quickly,
and over the past ten years, infants have been placed to sleep in
the relatively new class of Inclined Sleep Products, designed to
keep an infant supine at a 10° to 30° incline. Parents are advised
to always use restraints in the products and to discontinue use
once an infant has the ability to roll over. This implies that the
design of infant inclined sleep products may have additional
suffocation hazards when infants finds themselves prone in the
product. However, no published study has investigated how
babies move and use their muscles in different inclined surface
conditions. Thus, the purpose of this study was to assess upper
body muscle activity and kinematics while normal healthy infants
were placed on different inclined crib mattress surfaces (0° vs.
10° vs. 20° vs. 30°) during prone positioning.

Variable
Neck ROM
(deg)
Trunk ROM
(deg)
# of neck
peaks per 10s
# of trunk
peaks per 10s

Normalized amplitude (%)
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0.453
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Significance
The biomechanics of infants is grossly understudied and scarce
compared to older children and adults. To the best of our
knowledge, this study is the first to determine the effect of
different inclined surfaces on infan
upper body and core
muscle activity as well as upper body kinematics. During prone
positioning, the 20° inclined surface resulted in significantly
higher muscle activity of the trunk core muscles (abdominals),
which may exacerbate fatigue and contribute to suffocation if
infants cannot self-correct.

✱

200

20°

The babies were not moving their heads or trunks more or
less often on an inclined surface, yet the muscle activity profile
was significantly different. Inclined surfaces (especially 20°)
require greater abdominal muscle activity while decreasing
erector spinae and triceps muscle activities. The core muscles
(abdominals) require 71% more activity to maintain a prone lying
position, indicating that muscle fatigue of the abdominals could
occur more quickly at an incline (20°) compared to a flat surface
(0°). Thus, this situation could likely result in expedited muscle
fatigue as the baby attempts to reposition and self-correct.

Results and Discussion
✱

10°

Erector spinae and triceps muscle activity was decreased by 26%
and 28% when comparing to 20° to 0° (p = 0.019, p =0.036;
Figure 1). Abdominal muscle activity was increased by 33% and
71% when comparing when comparing 10° and 20° to 0° (p =
0.037, p = 0.006; Figure 1). No significant differences on cervical
paraspinal muscle activity and kinematic parameters (neck and
trunk ROMs; number of neck and trunk angle peaks) were found
(Table 1).

Methods
Fifteen healthy full-term infants (age: 17.7±4.9 weeks; 8M, 7F;
length: 61.5±4.1 cm; weight: 6.5±1.0 kg) were recruited for this
IRB-approved study. The participants were placed prone on the
customized crib mattress at 0°, 10°, and 20° for 60 seconds. The
30° incline was excluded since we observed babies were not able
to maintain a stable lying posture due to sliding down the incline.
Surface EMG (Delsys Inc., Natick, MA; 1000Hz) was recorded
from cervical paraspinal, abdominal, erector spinae, and triceps
muscles. A motion analysis system with 10 high-resolution
cameras (Vicon Nexus, Oxford, UK) was used to collect threedimensional kinematic data at 100 Hz during each testing
condition. Sagittal plane range of motions of neck and trunk as
well as the number of neck and trunk angle peaks were calculated.
Repeated Measures ANOVAs and Bonferroni post-hoc
adjustments were performed to test the effect of incline angles.

250

0°

Figure 1: Effect of Incline (0° vs. 10° vs. 20°) on EMG: erector spinae,
cervical paraspinals, abdominals, and triceps. * indicates p < 0.05 when
compared to 0°or 10°.
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Introduction
Repetitive mechanical loading of the musculoskeletal system can
result in accumulation of damage to bone microarchitecture.
These overuse injuries are referred to as bone stress injuries
(BSI). BSIs account for virtually 20% of all injuries reporting to
sports medicine clinics [1]. BSIs of the metatarsals have been
reported to account for 65% of total BSIs in military recruits [2].
In a recent chart review of athletes diagnosed with metatarsal
BSI, we found a 2:1 ratio between women and men. BSIs are
most frequently found in the second and third metarsals [3].
Several biomarkers for BSI risk have been proposed, including
low areal BMD and weakness of intrinsic foot muscles. We
hypothesized that female runners have lower bone strength and
weaker foot muscles compared to men. In this study, we
characterized the bone structure and muscle strength in a group
of healthy runners.

the mid-shaft was calculated as the ratio of polar moment of
inertia and metatarsal width [6].
Results and Discussion
Second metatarsal SI was significantly correlated with body mass
(r=0.532, p=0.03). Both raw and normalized SI values to body
mass are summarized in the whisker plots in Figure 2. After
normalization, SI was not different between men and women
(p=0.42). SI is only a single metric calculated at one discrete
location, and may not be adequate to discern differences in
mechanical integrity of spatially complex shapes such as
metatarsal bones.
Arch doming strength was not significantly different between
sexes (p=0.06); however, athletes with greater weekly running
distance tended to have greater arch muscle strength (Figure 3).
Arch strength was not associated with body mass.

Methods
Sixteen runners (9 male, 7 female, age=25±8 yrs) volunteered for
participation for this institutionally approved, ongoing study.
Subjects were screened for metabolic disorders, previous BSIs,
and eekl running distance ( 16 km/week for the past 12
months). Arch strength was assessed using a doming exercise
described previously [4, 5]. Quantitative computed tomography
(XtremeCT; Scanco, Switzerland) was performed on all subjects.
CT images (246 x 246 x 246 μm voxels) were taken of the entire
metatarsal volume.
Figure 3: Peak force recorded during maximal voluntary arch doming
contraction increased with running activity (R2 = 0.35, p=0.05).

Neither geometric bone strength nor arch doming strength were
different between male versus female healthy runners. Although
bone strength scaled with body mass, arch doming strength did
not. Collectively, these data support the concept that healthy
musculoskeletal systems adapt to the mechanical demands placed
on them.

Figure 1: Reconstruction of the forefoot (left) with cross-sectional bone
density displayed (middle). Lines show density-weighted center of mass
and principal moments of the second matarasal shaft (right).

Significance
Our preliminary findings suggest that the increased rate of BSI in
female runners cannot be explained by deficits in these measures
of bone or muscle strength. In this healthy group, arch muscles
were stronger in those who ran more. Applying this method to
measure characteristics within athletes with metatarsal BSI may
help understand risk factors and management of these injuries.

Integral masks of the right, second metatarsals were imported
into MATLAB (MathWorks; Natick, MA). Bones were aligned
along the longtidunal axis. Geometric charactersitics were
calculated for each individual, including principal moments of
interia and a geometric strength index. The strength index (SI) at
Strength Index/kg
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Figure 2: (Left panel) Men had higher second metatarsal SI (mm3).
SI normalized to body mass were similar by sex (mm3/kg, Right panel).
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Introduction
Of the estimated 120,000-400,000 anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) injuries reported annually, roughly 70% are the
result of noncontact causes [1]. Athletes consistently exposed
to dynamic landing movements are at greater risk of ACL
injury. Further, women incur ACL injuries at rates 2-8x greater
than men [2]. The link between ACL injury and leg dominance
has been investigated but remains unclear. Previous research
has shown that non-dominant (ND) compared to dominant (D)
leg landings may increase ACL injury risk while being further
influenced by sex [3]. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the influence of sex and leg dominance on ACL
Stress during unilateral landings. We hypothesized that greater
ACL stress would be observed in the women and during ND leg
landings.

These results show that women undergo greater ACL stress
than men during unilateral drop landings. Further, women
experience greater ACL stress during these landings on their D
leg. These discrepancies may be due to anatomical differences
and different neuromuscular landing strategies that could
partially explain why women are at greater risk of noncontact
ACL injury than men.
Furthermore, the only leg main effect observed was for
knee rotational moments (p=.001) as the ND legs for both men
(d=0.57) and women (d=1.00) were subjected to greater peak
internal rotation moments than the D legs.

Methods
Forty active participants (20 men, 20 women) performed
unilateral drop landings on both their D and ND legs.
Participants stepped off a 40 cm box onto a force platform while
wearing reflective markers so that force and 3D positional data
could respectively be collected. OpenSim static optimization
was used to simulate all D and ND leg landing trials whereby
specific muscle forces for the quadriceps, hamstrings, and
gastrocnemius were estimated and then input into a 3D knee
model to estimate ACL stress [4] normalized to body mass. A
2x2 (sex x leg) mixed model ANOVA was run to assess
differences in ACL stress. 3D knee joint kinematics and
kinetics were also analyzed. Cohen’s d effect sizes were
calculated to determine the magnitude of differences between
groups.

Figure 2: Knee rotation moment during unilateral drop
landing
Significance
The magnitudes of the differences observed equated to
women experiencing 89 and 71% greater ACL stress during the
landings in their D and ND legs, respectively. Further, women
were exposed to approximately 17% greater ACL stress in their
D leg compared to their ND leg. These data reveal a link
between biological sex and leg dominance and their respective
influences on ACL stress during single-leg landing tasks. Leg
Differences in leg strength, proprioceptive response, and
neuromuscular landing strategies between sexes and legs may
potentially explain the variance observed in ACL Stress in this
study.

Results and Discussion
A significant sex x leg interaction effect was observed for
ACL stress (p=.046). Post-hoc comparisons revealed
differences between legs in the women (p=.005, d=0.64) but not
the men. Women experienced higher ACL stress than men in
the D (p<.001, d=2.47) and ND (p<.001, d=1.77) leg.
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Figure 1: ACL Stress during unilateral drop landings
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force predisposes players to injuries by altering trunk and lower
extremity mechanics (Calston, 2012). Specifically, sufficient
external rotator force product can prevent excessive internal
rotation, thus, reducing the chance of the knee going into dynamic
knee valgus.

External Rotation
Repetitions (Count)

Introduction
Soccer is the most popular sport world-wide and has seen recent
growth in the United States, which has been associated with
increased lower-extremity injuries. Recent studies have
investigated the influence of core muscular strength and
endurance on sports injuries (Leetun, et al., 2004; Wilkerson, et
al., 2012), but only one has done so in soccer players (Abdallah
et al., 2019). Considering the majority of injuries occur later in
game situations, it is likely that injured athletes generally have
the needed muscle strength but are unable to sustain the needed
level of force production as games progress, thus, have lower
muscle endurance. Specifically, male soccer players with lesser
prone- and side- bridge times experienced more injuries
(Abdallah et al., 2019). To our knowledge, this type of
investigation has never been conducted in female soccer
players.
The purpose of this study was to compare pre- and post- season
core muscle endurance of Division II female soccer players who
sustained injuries during the season to those who did not.
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Figure 1. Hip external rotator endurance for injured and uninjured
players. * p<0.05

Methods
Twenty-two female Division II soccer players (19.5 ± 1.22
years; 67.4 ± 7.42 kg; 166 ± 4.88 cm) participated in this study.
Participants completed a series of four muscular endurance
tests: hip abduction, hip external rotation, prone-bridge, and
side-bridge. Participants performed repeated hip abduction and
external rotation against gravity to exhaustion. These tests were
conducted bilaterally with participants performing movements
paced using a metronome at 30 bpm. Tests ended once
participants were unable to keep pace. The number of
repetitions participants were able to perform were recorded.
Static side- and prone- bridge tests were conducted with
participants maintaining these positions. The length of time
participants maintained these positions were recorded. Testing
ended when form could not be maintained. All lower limb and
trunk injuries that resulted in time away from practice and/or
games throughout the season were recorded. One tailed
independent t-tests were conducted to compare injured and
uninjured players.

Professional male soccer players have been found to experience
more injuries when they have lesser side- and prone- plank times
(Abdallah et al., 2019). This may be due to structural differences
between genders as well as the level of play in our study.
Although not part of the purpose of the study, we noticed that hip
external rotation endurance improved over the season, which may
have resulted from the season fitness program with emphasis on
gluteus maximus muscle endurance. It may also be related to
repeated concentric activation of external rotators on the kicking
side and eccentric actions of the non-kicking side while
controlling pelvic movement during a kick throughout the season.
Significance
Hip external rotator endurance may play a role in reducing injury
in Division II women soccer athletes and therefore should be
considered by coaches and athletic trainers when designing
conditioning programs.

Results and Discussion
Eleven players sustained a lower limb and/or trunk injury during
the season. Preseason left hip external rotator endurance was
significantly lower in injured players (p<0.05), while the right
external rotator endurance approached significance (p=0.09).
Postseason right hip external rotator endurance was significantly
lower in injured players (p<0.05), while the left external rotator
endurance approached significance (p=0.06). No other
significant differences between the groups were observed.
Leetun et al., (2004) were able to predict lower extremity injury
status over the course of one season in basketball and track
athletes from hip external rotator weakness. In our study, we did
not measure muscle force production but we measured muscle
endurance. As muscles fatigue, they are unable to continue
providing the force needed to maintain stability. This reduced
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Paired samples t-tests were used to evaluate weight
bearing asymmetries between the DOM and NOND limbs.
Significance level was set at alpha = 0.05. Effect sizes were
calculated for all comparisons using Cohen s d.

Introduction
Military training is rigorous in nature placing great demand on
the musculoskeletal (MSK) system, resulting in significantly
high rates of MSK injuries across all military services. 1
Although MSK injuries may occur as a result of an acute
traumatic incident, many result from cumulative loading, or
overuse.2 Overuse injuries, including pain, are commonly
reported in the low back.3 Therefore, the purpose of this
analysis was to examine weight bearing asymmetries in active
military personnel prior to deployment and compare those
with a history of low back injuries to those without a history
of MSK injury.

Results and Discussion
Paired samples t-tests indicated statistically significant predeployment WBR asymmetries across all MARSOC personnel
(p<0.001, d=0.69). The LBP group also exhibited statistically
significant WBR asymmetries (p=0.044, d=0.738) but not the
control group ((p=0.053. d=0.40), (Figure 2)).
*

Methods
Loading patterns were collected from 94 Marine Forces
Special Operations Command (MARSOC) personnel (age:
28.59 + 5.17, height: 178.28 ± 6.59 cm, mass: 86.38 + 12.14
kg) prior to deployment. Weight bearing ratios (WBRs) were
calculated from the average of three consecutive unweighted
overhead squats performed on a pressure mat (Tekscan,
Boston, MA). Pressure was converted to Force (N) and
normalized to bodyweight (%BW) for both the dominant
(DOM) and non-dominant (NOND) limbs (Figure 1).
Participants also completed a self-report injury history
questionnaire. Those who reported a previous injury to the
back or pain that restricted training for at least one day (LBP,
n=10) and those who reported no history of MSK injuries
(Controls, n=26) were included in additional between limb
WBR analyses.

Figure 2. Weight bearing ratios by group
Significance
Prior to deployment, MARSOC personnel demonstrated
significant asymmetrical WBRs, loading the DOM with 3.66
%BW more on than the NOND during an unweighted squat.
These asymmetries were further exaggerated in the LBP group
and though the between limb difference was only 4.0 %BW, it
was nearly double the 2.3%BW asymmetry in the control
group and had a greater effect size (d=0.74 vs d=0.40
respectively). Due to the physicality and cumulative effects of
the day-to-day workload during deployment, improving
loading symmetry during military training may reduce the
arfighter s risk of sustaining a MSK injury while on
deployment.
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Figure 1. Weight bearing ratios calculated from a pressure
mat during an unweighted overhead squat assessment.
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between the two conditions. The elbow angles of the leading
arm may be smaller, closer to neutral, when the racer seat is
lowered, to compensate for the greater distance that arm must
reach from the subject to the racer seat. Since there is no change
in the subject s personal heelchair, the trailing arm shows no
difference in maximum and minimum elbow angle.

Introduction
For individuals with spinal cord injuries (SCI) who utilize
manual wheelchairs for mobility and recreational wheelchairs
for an adaptive sport, it is necessary to transfer into and out of
their wheelchairs to compete. These transfers can be easily
accomplished with the help of a caretaker or transfer device, but
independent transfers, wherein an individual transfers himself or
herself unaided using only their upper limbs and torso, have
been found to promote rehabilitation and improved mental
health over assisted transfers. [1]
Because of the frequency of the transfers, improper
movements over time can cause pain, lead to musculoskeletal
pathologies, or exacerbate pre-existing damage to the
i di id a
e i b . [2] Therefore, it is necessary to
develop an optimized transfer technique, especially for transfer
into a recreational wheelchair. From the literature, a transfer is
broken into three phases. The phase of interest for this study is
the lift phase, since it is the weight-bearing phase of transfer. [3]
The purpose of this study was to first examine the current
transfer technique used by wheelchair athletes to determine if it
changes depending on the height of the recreational wheelchair.

Equal Seat Height

Lower Seat Height

Leading
Arm

Trailing
Arm

Leading
Arm

Trailing
Arm

Max
Flex(+)/Ext(-)

51.8 ±
6.0*

34.0 ±
6.8

42.0 ±
2.5*

31.4 ±
6.3

Min
Flex(+)/Ext(-)

14.2 ±
3.7*

-1.0 ±
1.4

3.6 ±
6.7*

2.0 ±
2.1

Table 1: Mean ± standard deviation of maximum and minimum
elbow angles ( ) during lift phase of transfer for leading arm and
trailing arm. *No overlap in mean ± one standard deviation
between the conditions
Significance
Although a case study, these results show that there may be
e diffe e ce i a i di id a
e e
a e d i g
transfer. Continuation of this study will show if this holds true
in additional subjects as well. Furthermore, examining the
shoulder and wrist angles during transfer may reveal similar
differences. If there are consistent differences in joint angles,
the next step is determining if these differences may do the
individual harm with repeated occurrences, and, if so, how can
the technique be improved to prevent that harm.

Methods
For this study, kinematics were collected using the motion
capture system, Vicon Nexus with Nexus 1.8.2 software, and
passive, ef ec i e a ke adhe ed
he bjec
e i b
and torso. The recreational wheelchair used was the Top End
Eliminator Racing Wheelchair with Open V Cage (Racer). The
subject was a 38 year old male manual wheelchair user of more
than two years with a SCI at T12 who participates in para ice
hockey The subject was asked to arrange and angle his personal
wheelchair and the racer as they would in an everyday situation.
The subject was instructed to independently transfer from his
personal wheelchair into the racer as they normally would three
times with the racer seat height equal to, and then 10
centimeters below, that of his personal wheelchair.
Joint angles were calculated with the biomechanics analysis
software, C-Motion Visual 3D, and the joint coordinate system
used for the elbow was that recommended by the
Standardization and Terminology Committee of the
International Society of Biomechanics. [4]
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Results and Discussion
The start and end of the lift phase was defined as the time at
hich he bjec
e i
ed ff he ea to when bjec
pelvis was placed on the seat of the racer. The mean and
standard deviation of the maximum and minimum elbow angle
was calculated for each arm from the three trials and displayed
in Table 1. For the elbow angles reported, 0 degrees is defined
as the neutral position with the elbow in neither flexion nor
extension. Elbow flexion is reported as positive degrees from
the neutral position, and elbow extension is reported as negative
degrees from the neutral position.
Descriptive statistics shows a difference between the
maximum and minimum elbow angles of the of the leading arm
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Introduction
Tendon and ligament injuries in the lower limb are a significant
cause of poor performance and attrition of show jumping horses
[1]. These injuries are typically the result of high cyclic tendon
and ligament strains and strain rates [2]. Due to limb anatomy,
tendon and ligament strains and strain rates are highly correlated
with fetlock joint angle and the rate of change of fetlock angle.
Fetlock joint angle is affected by the force transferred to the
limb when the hoof interacts with the ground [3-4]. Relationships
between force and gait, force and activity, and force and speed
have been quantified for show jumping horses; however, it is
unclear how force is modified by properties of the arena surface.
This study evaluates relationships between mechanical properties
of arena surfaces and biomechanical properties of the fetlock of
show jumping horses in order to identify surface property
variables which reduce the risk of injury.

landing and surface type (dirt, synthetic) and differences in
surface properties between surface type (dirt, synthetic).
Differences were considered significant at p<0.05. Spearman
correlation statistics were also examined to determine
relationships between fetlock motion and surface properties.
Results and Discussion
Landing exhibited significantly higher maximum fetlock angles
(4.8⁰) than takeoff indicating that tendon strain and injury risk is
likely to be maximized during landing. The rate of fetlock
extension was also 668⁰/s higher at jump landing indicating high
soft tissue strain rates. Since soft tissues become less elastic at
high loading rates (high stiffness and less elongation before
failure), high loading rates are predicted to increase the risk of
injury to soft tissue structures.
Surface type (dirt, synthetic) exhibited no statistically
significant effects on motion at the fetlock. Similarly, ground
reaction force and shear force were unaffected by surface type.
Historically, the effect of surface type on mechanical properties
has involved extremely low sample sizes (one of each type of
surface) [5]. Therefore, we believe that categorizing arena
surfaces by type does not sufficiently describe the underlying
mechanical properties of the surface which affect joint motion
and is not a sufficient predictor for injury risk to the horse.
However, this does not mean that mechanical surface
properties are not important factors for injury risk. Significant
Spearman correlations between arena surface shear forces and
rate of fetlock extension were found for both takeoff (r=0.35) and
landing (r=0.31). These results indicate a positive correlation
between shear forces and rate of fetlock extension. Thus for the
range of shear properties observed in this study injury risk
appears to increase as shear forces of arena surfaces increase.

Methods
A repeated measures study design was used to collect data from
4 horses jumping 3 times over a 1.1 meter jump on each of 12
arena surfaces (5 dirt and 7 synthetic).
High contrast motion capture markers were
placed on the left forelimb of each horse to
quantify joint angles at takeoff and landing
using monochrome high-speed video. Palpable
anatomic landmarks verified by radiographs
were used for marker placement. Limb marker
positions were digitized using kinematic
software to determine maximum fetlock
Figure 1: Fetlock
angle (Figure 1) and fetlock angular velocity
Angle Definition.
during motion.
Vertical impact force and
horizontal shear force of each
arena surface were measured
immediately
following
biomechanical data collection
of each horse using a custom
designed arena impact device
(AID) and quasi-static linear
shear tester (STD) respectively Figure 2: Arena Impact
(Figure 2). The AID features a Device (AID) and Quasitriaxial accelerometer, 6-axis Static Linear Shear Tester
load cell, and laser displacement Setup (STD).
sensor and was dropped from a height of 31.3 cm to achieve
physiologically equivalent limb accelerations upon landing after
a jump. Data were collected at 4,545 Hz. The STD features a
single axis load cell, two string potentiometers to measure
displacement in horizontal and vertical directions, and a linear
transducer. Tests were run under displacement control (0.017
m/s) with data collected for 5 normal loads (50 to 225 lbs) at
1,613 Hz. All data were collected in LabVIEW and processed
using custom MATLAB software.
An analysis of variance accounting for repeated measures was
used to assess differences in fetlock motion between takeoff and

Significance
The results of this study are expected to quantify the relationship
between surface properties and joint angle biomechanics of show
jumping horses. Since overextension of joint angles correspond
to high tendon and ligament strains which are risk factors for
injury, results from this study could help determine ideal surface
property values that minimize these risk factors and reduce the
rate of injury. In this way, the safety of performance horses while
training and competing would be improved.
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mechanism to decrease the initial impact force and/or loading
rate.
With respect to the lack of significant group differences
between the other STP variables investigated in the current study
and previous studies investigating the effect of CAI or foot pain
on gait STPs; the results are consistent with some [7,8] and
inconsistent with others [4,5,8]. Comparisons across the studies
is difficult given the differences in participant demographics (e.g.
age, BMI, activity level), inclusion/exclusion criteria, footwear
conditions, and gait speeds.

Introduction
The prevalence of persistent ankle pain peaks in middle-aged
adults and is associated with decreased mobility and healthrelated quality of life [1,2]. Spatiotemoporal parameters (STPs)
during walking gait can be used to evaluate the functional
condition of individuals with chronic knee pain and chronic ankle
instability (CAI) [3,4]. Further, individuals with chronic foot pain
have demonstrated increased double support time compared to
those without chronic foot pain [5]. Although the previous studies
have improved the understanding of CAI and chronic foot pain,
they have primarily focused on young active adults, or defined
groups that included both young and middle-age or middle-age
and older adults.
The purpose of this study was to investigate walking gait
STPs in middle-aged adults with persistent ankle pain. We
hypothesized that those with persistent ankle pain would walk
with: decreased stride length, uninvolved limb step length, and
involved limb single limb stance duration; and increased double
limb support time compared to middle-aged adults without
persistent ankle pain.

Table 2 Mean (SD) PAIN and CON Group STPs.
STP
Group
PAIN
CON
Gait speed (m/s)
1.19(0.1)
1.21(0.1)
Stride length (m)
1.36(0.1)
1.39(0.1)
Cadence (steps/min)
105.2(6.4) 104.0(9.8)
In. Step length (cm)
64.5(6.0)
70.1(4.3)
In. Single support (%GC)
39.3(1.5)
39.1(1.5)
In. Double support (%GC)
23.2(3.1)
22.6(3.2)
Un. Step length (cm)
71.4(6.6)
69.3(6.9)
Un. Single support (%GC)
37.5(1.8)
38.4(2.0)
In. = Involved limb; Un. = Uninvolved limb
*statistically significant group difference

Methods
Nineteen middle-aged (45 – 64 years old) adults participated in
the study (Table 1). Persistent ankle pain group participants
(PAIN) had a history of at least 1 significant lateral ankle
sprain, experienced pain for the previous three months, and
complained of at least slightly troublesome ankle pain on most
days during the past month [6]. Uninjured participants (CON)
were age, sex, and BMI classification matched with PAIN
participants, had not had an acute lower extremity injury within
the previous 3 mos., had no history of ankle sprain in the
previous 12 mos., and no complaints of ankle pain in last 3 mos.
Following written informed consent, each participant
performed 10 barefoot overground walking trials at self-selected
speeds along a 15 m walkway with 3 embedded force plates
sampling at 1000 Hz. The STP variables calculated are defined
in Table 2. Independent t-tests were peformed to investigate
group differences (SPSS, = 0.05).

P
.79
.20
.75
.03*
.76
.66
.51
.34

Significance
Middle-aged adults with persistent ankle pain demonstrate
decreased involved limb step length during walking gait. The
assessment of STPs may be used to identify the presence of gait
dysfunction and as an outcome measure to assess the
effectiveness of an intervention aimed at improving the mobility
of patients with persistent ankle pain. However, additional
research is needed to identify the lower extremity kinematic and
neuromuscular function changes that lead to decreased involved
limb step length during walking in middle-aged adults with
persistent ankle pain.
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Table 1 Study Participant Demographics (Means ± SD).
Group
Age
Sex
Height
BMI
(years)
(F/M)
(cm)
(kg/m2)
Pain
54.4 ± 5.8
9/1
168.0 ± 5.1
27.3 ± 7.1
Control 53.0 ± 5.8
8/1
168.2 ± 6.1
26.5 ± 7.4

Results and Discussion
We postulated that the PAIN group would alter their gait STPs to
decrease single limb stance time on the painful limb. The
hypothesized differences between groups were not supported
(Table 2). The significant decrease in involved limb step length
in the PAIN group was not anticipated, but was consistent with a
previous study that investigated the influence of CAI on STPs [4]
(Table 2). Persistent ankle pain may be associated with the initial
ground impact and/or loading rate. If this is the case, a shorter
step length of the involved limb may act as compensatory
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.00
.09
.01
.23
.01
.01
.03
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Introduction
Side asymmetry, limb dominance, and hamstrings:quadriceps
strength ratios are factors associated with increased risk of
lower extremity injury during athletic participation. [1,2]
Targeted training interventions have proven adept in the
reduction of modifiable biomechanical risk factors in high-risk
athletes. [3] The objective of this study was to assess the
efficacy of a targeted hamstrings training on the reduction of
ground reaction force asymmetries in female basketball athletes
across a single season. The hypotheses tested was that trained
athletes would exhibit less asymmetry compared to controls at
the end of the season.

Results and Discussion
For asymmetry in peak takeoff force, a time*intervention
interaction effect was significant (P<0.01) as asymmetry shifted
toward the non-dominant leg from pre- to postseason in controls
(P<0.01; Figure 1), but remained unchanged in trained subjects
(P=0.85). For asymmetry in takeoff RFD, no significant effects
were observed (P≥0.29). For asymmetry in peak LAND force, a
time*intervention interaction was significant (P=0.02) as
asymmetry shifted toward the non-dominant leg from pre- to
postseason in controls (P<0.01), but remained unchanged in
trained subjects (P=0.89). For asymmetry in LAND RFD, a
time*intervention interaction effect was not observed (P=0.34).
In basketball, the non-dominant leg is often the launch or
pivot limb, which may develop a strength imbalance during the
course of a season. This was observed in the current study as
control group vGRF asymmetries during takeoff and landing
favored the non-dominant leg in postseason testing. This trend
was absent in the trained group, which indicated that
interventional effects were present. Thus, the hypothesis was
supported for a female cohort as development of peak force
asymmetries over the course of a season were prevented in the
training group.

Methods
Female high school basketball athletes (n=43; Age 15±1 yrs;
Height = 171±17 cm; Mass = 65.2±12.2 kg) completed both
pre- and postseason biomechanical evaluations that were used
for analysis. Athletes were divided into intervention groups
(control vs. trained) by team. The trained group completed
dynamic hamstring exercises twice per week during their
standard team warmup throughout the season. The control group
received no additional training. Females were selected as they
are at higher risk for noncontact lower extremity injury than
males. Dominant side was determined by asking which leg an
athlete would use to kick a ball. Dual force platforms
continuouslly collected vertical ground reaction force (vGRF)
separately for each leg at 1000 Hz during countermovement
jump tasks. Data was filtered through a lowpass 4 th order
Butterworth filter with a 50 Hz cutoff and used to calculate rate
of force development (RFD) before takeoff and after landing
(LAND). RFD was calculated as the peak force divided by the
time between this peak and zero force. Side asymmetry was
assessed for both RFDs as well as peak force before takeoff and
after LAND. Each athlete completed three jump trials and a
mean was calculated. The hypothesis was tested via repeated
measures ANOVA as collection was repeated pre- and
postseason with an intervention (control/trained) factor.

Significance
These results indicate that targeted hamstrings interventions can
influence limb asymmetries during athletic tasks and may be
efficacious for high-risk athletes who are predisposed to
develop vGRF asymmetries.
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Figure 1: Side to side asymmetry for peak takeoff force (blue), takeoff RFD (red), peak LAND force (green) and LAND RFD (purple). Outcomes
are separated by pre-/postseason and intervention. Asymmetry >1.0 indicates favoring of the dominant leg, while asymmetry <1.0 inicates favoring
of the non-dominant leg. Increased asymmetry toward the non-dominant leg was observed in controls, but not trained subjects.
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I
d ci
Running is associated ith high injur rates and, ith millions of
Americans running, preventing these injuries is critical. One
proposed injur risk factor is an inabilit to attenuate the high
frequencies imposed on the musculoskeletal s stem ith each
step [1]. Some runners ma be less capable of attenuating these
frequencies or ma lose the abilit to attenuate these frequencies
ith fatigue, predisposing them to injur . There is, ho ever, no
direct evidence connecting reduced attenuation ith injur and
the relationship bet een attenuation and fatigue is equivocal.
Here, e investigate hether: (1) shock attenuation changes
across a prolonged run, and (2) previousl injured runners displa
altered patterns of attenuation compared to uninjured controls.
Me h d
Based on a io i sample si e calculations, previousl injured (n
= 15) and uninjured (n = 15) rearfoot strike runners ill be
recruited. To date, one runner per group has been collected.
Inertial measurement units (IMUs; Inertia Technolog ProMove
MINI; 100 g, 2000 deg/s, 1000 H ) ere fi ed to runners
distal tibiae and foreheads. Runners performed calibration
movements, ran 0.5 km to arm up, then ran for 30 min at their
ma imum pace. An e perimenter biked beside runners to ensure
speed remained ithin 0.14 m/s (Garmin Edge 520 Plus). Heart
rate (HR) as collected continuousl (Polar H10) and ratings of
perceived e ertion (RPE) ere collected ever 6 minutes [2].
IMU data ere rotated to segment local coordinate s stems [3]
and vertical accelerations from each stance from the 30-min run
ere isolated [4]. For each stance, the signal as de-trended and
-meaned and attenuation as calculated b taking the log-ratio of
head and tibia po er spectral densities in 1 H bins from 0 to 500
H [5]. Attenuation as summed across a 10-20 H bin of interest
and compared across the duration of the run.

Fig e 2: Mean SD head and tibia de-trended and -meaned vertical
accelerations in the time domain (left) ith frequenc domain and
transfer function (right).

Fig e 3: 60-second moving mean SD sum of signal po er in the
10-20 H bin for the head (top left) and tibia (bottom left) across the run.
Attenuation of the 10-20 H bin (right).

Though limited b a small sample and retrospective design,
these preliminar results suggest a link bet een running injur
and the propagation of high frequenc content up the kinetic
chain. Interestingl , attenuation, calculated as the log-ratio of
head and tibia frequenc content, as not suitable to capture this
propagation as both head and tibia high frequenc content
increased in the injured runner. These results also join an
equivocal literature and suggest that fatigue ma cause changes
to high frequenc signal po er and/or attenuation. Future ork
ill increase the sample si e to further investigate these effects.

Re l a d Di c i
Current results are preliminar and are limited b sample si e but
across the 30-min run, runners neared ma imal e ertion hile
maintaining relativel constant speeds. Speed remained ithin a
mean absolute difference of 0.14 m/s from target speed. In
contrast, HR and RPE increased throughout the run, ending at
190.4 0.2 BPM and 19.3 0.8 RPE, respectivel (Fig. 1).

Sig ifica ce
If high frequenc content and attenuation are related to running
injur and can be non-invasivel monitored throughout a run,
the ma provide a means to monitor runners injur risk.
Ack
ledg e
ASB GIA, NSERC, and the Maur Hull Endo ed Fello ship.

Fig e 1: Mean SD change in speed (left), heart rate (right; red), and
Borg rating of perceived e ertion (right; blue).

Tibia and head accelerations and signal po ers ere higher
for the injured runner, likel because their target speed as
higher (Fig. 2). Attenuation in the 10-20 H frequenc bin
decreased across the run for the uninjured runner hile remaining
relativel stable for the injured runner (Fig. 3). The stabilit in
the injured runner s attenuation did, ho ever, hide a marked
increase in both head and tibia signal po er.
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Introduction
Shoulder injuries account for up to 40% of athletic injuries.1 It is
posited that impairments or variations in trunk control strategies
perhaps influence force dissipation and upper extremity
movement patterns, contributing to athletic injury. For example,
diminished trunk neuromuscular control was associated with an
increased risk of injury that resulted in missed days in
professional baseball pitchers.2 However, recent work suggests
athletes with shoulder injuries may not demonstrate trunk control
deficits when assessing motor performance, thereby challenging
established theories of upper extremity injury mechanisms.3
Trunk neuromuscular control asessments have mainly quantified
specific performance parameters (e.g., postural sway, muscle
endurance), yet rarely, consider the underlying system control
strategy. Thus, the purpose of this study was to compare trunk
neuromuscular control strategies between athletes with and
without a shoulder injury. We hypothesized that athletes with a
shoulder injury would demonstrate altered motor planning and
feedback control strategies, corresponding to altered movement
timing and accuracy during a goal-directed, unstable sitting task.

Figure: Representative COP (top panel) trajectory and accompanying
COP acceleration data (bottom panel) with control regions identified.

Results and Discussion
Task performance did not differ between groups [RT (p=.31), TA
time (p=.53), MT (p=1.0)]. In contrast with our hypothesis, MP
time (p=.81), MP accuracy (p=.60), FB directional time (p=.62)
and accuracy (p=.94), FB precision time (p=.80) and accurancy
(p=0.27) were not different between groups. These results
indicate that trunk control performance, nor underlying control
strategies, differed between athletes with and without a shoulder
injury. Our findings support recent evidence suggesting isolated
trunk neuromuscular control performance does not differ
between athletes with and without shoulder injuries.3 Utilizing a
dynamic systems approach to identify trunk control strategies has
been previously validated comparing indivdiuals with and
without low back pain.4 Both groups in the current study appear
to employ similar control strategies in this the goal-oriented task.

Methods
Ten athletes with a current shoulder injury (4 females; age: 22±4
years, mass: 78±19 kg, stature: 174±10 cm) and 10 sex, age,
mass, stature, and sport-matched healthy controls consented to
the study. Athletes sat on an unstable chair while force platform
data were sampled (2400Hz), converted to COP trajectories, and
displayed in real-time on a monitor. Athletes were directed to
reposition the trunk-pelvis, which tilted the chair, resulting in
movement of the COP. Precise changes in trunk-pelvis segments
were required to quickly and accurately move the COP trajectory
toward 8 targets (radius 35mm). Targets were displayed
sequentially (clockwise); after target acquisition (or 12s,
whichever occurred first), athletes returned to a central target.
Control strategies were defined as (Figure): Motor planning (MP)
control bounded by the reaction time (RT) and a local maximum
in COP acceleration. Feedback (FB) control began at the end of
MP and ended with target acquisition. FB control was further
divided into a region that reflected control of movement toward
a target (directional control) and a region where the goal shifted
to target acquisition (precision control). A spike in polar velocity
was used to separate FB phases. Duration and accuracy in each
control strategy were calculated. MP, FB directional, and
precision time were defined as the duration of the respective
regions. MP accuracy was defined as off-axis error at the local
maxima. FB directional accuracy was calculated as normalized
RMSE between an idealized (second-order transfer function) and
actual COP trajectories. FB precision accuracy was quantified
with a 50% confidence ellipse area around each target.
Performance measues of RT, time to target acquistion (TA), and
number for missed targets (MT) were also recorded. Parameters
were averaged across targets for each athlete. Independent t-tests
were used to determine group differences (p .05).

Significance
While trunk neuromuscular control is often incorporated into
athletic injury prevention and rehabilitation paradigms, the
results of the current study are in concert with recent work
suggesting that impairments in trunk control may not associated
with shoulder injuries. Assessing trunk control by characterizing
strategies for task achievement is a novel approach to identify
potential impairments in an athletic population. Though trunk
control is likely an important factor in athletic performance,
impairments in control may not be present in athletes with a
shoulder injury, perhaps challenging the kinetic chain theory.
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An investigation into the head accelerations and forces experienced by clay-target shooters
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Introduction
Much attention has focused on the long-term effects of concussion
in contact sports. CTE and other degenerative brain disorders have
been identified in the brains of contact sport athletes and thought to
result from repetitive exposure of the brain to accelerationdeceleration forces. Hunting and trap shooting are popular with the
U.S. general population at 4.3 million.[4] School shooting teams are
popular, increasing from 60 teams in 2009 to over 32,000 in
2019.[4,5] Clay-target shooters document shooting above 50,000
rounds per year. The military established recoil limits and firearm
use protocols, limiting the number of rounds per level of recoil
energy to reduce soldier injury risk due to recoil exposure.[1,2]
What remains uncertain is the level of recoil energy of the brain
during civilian sports. Indeed, the developing brain of high school
shooters is of particular concern with the high-frequency head
acceleration exposure. Research is needed to understand how highfrequency recoil exposure affects the brain. The purpose of this
study was 1) to determine the differences in accelerations and forces
encountered by clay-target shooters and 2) to compare the
accelerations and forces that the head of clay target shooters'
experience to norms from contact sports.
Methods
Subjects (n=35, 82.38±21.142kg) agreed to participate in this IRB
approved study. Participants were randomized into a 25-shot or
100-shot group. 100-shot participants were given a 5-minute rest
every 25 shots. Firearm and shooter kinematics were determined via
iner ial mo emen sensors (IMU s). Participants had an IMU
secured behind the ear of the non-shooting shoulder. An IMU was
also affixed to the stock of a 12-gauge shotgun. Data was processed
using a custom Matlab code. The IMU outcomes of interest were
gunstock, shoulder, and head accelerations. Other variables of
interest were calculated with custom processing software to include
the average and peak shot acceleration, shot force, shot impulse, and
shot jerk experienced with each shot as well as the summation of all
shots. Descriptive statistics and one-way ANOVA analyzed the day
with significance set at the .05 level.
Results and Discussion
The single-shot averages at the gunstock for all shooters were as
follows: duration (0.19 ± 0.04 sec), average acceleration (2.32 ±
0.23g), peak acceleration (7.09 ± 0.94g) were minimal, as expected.
The accumulated totals at the gunstock for all shooters were as
follows: duration (8.63 ± 6.64 sec), average acceleration (106.91 ±
50.34g), and peak acceleration (106.91 ± 84.18g). The gunstock of
the 25-shot subjects experienced 2.29 ± 0.22g average acceleration
and 7.24 ± 0.89g peak acceleration over 0.20± 0.04 sec while the
gunstock of the 100-shot subjects experienced 2.38 ± 0.22g average
acceleration and 6.72 ± 0.99g peak acceleration over 0.18 ± 0.05 sec
for a single shot.
One-way ANOVA indicated no significance for the single-shot
variables from the gunstock, but accumulated gunstock variables
were significant.
The single-shot averages for all shooters at the ear was as
follows: duration (0.20 ± 0.08 sec), average acceleration (1.34 ±
0.13g), peak acceleration (2.29 ± 0.55g) were minimal, as expected.

The accumulated totals at the ear for all shooters were duration
(10.27 ± 8.74 sec), average acceleration (68.17 ± 50.34g), and peak
acceleration (118.05 ± 96.04g). 25-shot subjects experienced 41.58
± 29.49g average acceleration and 69.53 ± 53.52g peak acceleration
over 7.27 ± 8.32 sec while 100-shot subjects experienced 118.92 ±
42.42g average acceleration and 210.67 ± 92.10g peak acceleration
over 15.99 ± 6.57 sec.
One-way ANOVA indicated no significance for the single-shot
variables from the ear sensor between the 25-shot and 100-shot
groups. But, a one-way ANOVA indicated that the single-shot
variables of average force (F(1,30) = 12.06, p = .00) and peak force
(F(1,30) = 12.70, p = .00) were significant between the shooting
groups. The one-way ANOVA determine the accumulated ear
sensor variables of duration (F(1,30) = 9.06, p = .01), average
acceleration (F(1,30) = 36.61, p = .00), peak acceleration (F(1,30)
= 30.35, p = .00), average force (F(1,30) = 41.39, p = .00) and peak
force (F(1,30) = 29.66, p = .00) were significant.
The significance of the accumulated ear sensor variables
between the groups needs to be viewed with caution as an increase
in repetition will increase the accumulated accelerations and forces
encountered. Football athletes experience peak linear forces at the
50th percentile at 20.3g and 62.2g at the 95th percentile.[3]
Significance
The g-forces encountered by individuals are low for a single shot
and are not of concern. However, the accumulated totals for g-forces
for all clay target shooters rose to levels where the brain could be
influenced due to the repetitive nature of impact and the short
duration of the exposure during shooting.
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Introduction
Concussion history has been associated with worse outcomes
after future injuries, such as increased recovery time [1] and
persistent symptoms [2], as well as neurocognitive [3] and motor
deficits, such as increased intracortical inhibition [4] and a more
conservative gait [5]. Standard clinical testing may be insufficient
to detect lingering deficits associated with previous concussions
[6].
Athletes frequently need to recover balance after an external
disturbance, but little is known about the effects of concussion on
reactive balance, and reactive balance is not currently part of
standard clinical testing. While some studies have indicated
lifetime incidence of concussion (i.e., concussion history) can
impair postural control [7], there is little research on reactive
balance performance in regard to concussion history. Therefore,
the goal of this study was to examine the relationship between
concussion history and reactive postural responses in collegiate
athletes.

influence of concussion history on physical and cognitive
performance, these results suggest that concussion may have
long-lasting effects on reactive postural responses.
Table 3: Mean (SD) latency and time to stabilization (TTS) separated by
number of lifetime concussions and task.
Number of
ST
DT
ST
DT
Concussions
Latency (ms)
Latency
TTS
TTS
(ms)
(ms)
(ms)
0
149
199
973
1143
(26)
(53)
(173)
(227)
1-2
150
200
1028
1133
(28)
(43)
(250)
(245)
3+
130
208
884
1040
(9)
(58)
(164)
(125)
p
0.35
0.95
0.23
0.73
Single Task
1.4
1.2

Time (s)

1
0.8
0.6

Latency

TTS

0.4
0.2
0

1

1-5
5+
1
1-5
Time Since Last Concussion (years)

5+

Figure 1: Latency and time to stabilization (mean, SD) separated by
time since last concussion and task. *p=0.03

Significance
These findings suggest that lifetime history of concussion may
impact reactive balance performance in collegiate athletes.
However, the relationship between concussion history and
balance performance, especially across sport-relevant tasks,
remains unclear. Future research should examine both reactive,
dynamic, and static balance performance in relation to acute
concussion and concussion history.

Table 1. Participants separated by number of lifetime concussions.
0 (n=69)
1-2 (n=34)
3+ (n=4)
19.42
20.25
(1.48)
(2.22)
20 (59)
3 (75)
history separated by time since
1-5 years
(n=20)
18.95
(1.07)
13 (65)

*

1.6

Methods
Reactive postural responses in 107 collegiate athletes (F=48,
19.30 (1.61) years, 23.49 (3.19) kg/m2) were assessed using the
Push and Release (P&R) in four directions (forward, backward,
right, left), with eyes closed, under single (ST) and dual task (DT,
concurrent cognitive task) conditions. Inertial sensors (Opal,
APDM, Portland, OR; 128 Hz) on the sternum, lumbar, right
tibia, and feet were used to assess step initiation latency and time
to stabilization (TTS). A sensor on the tester’s hand was used to
determine release time. Participants were sorted into groups
based on number of lifetime concussions (Table 1) and time since
last concussion (Table 2). ANOVAs (α=0.05) were used to
compare latency and TTS, under each condition (ST, DT),
between groups.

Age
19.19
mean (SD)
(1.64)
Female (%)
25 (36)
Table 2. Participants with concussion
last concussion.
Within 1 year
(n=8)
Age
20.25
mean (SD)
(1.91)
Female (%)
7(88)

Dual Task
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5+ years
(n=10)
20
(1.76)
3 (30)

Results and Discussion
There were no significant differences between groups of lifetime
concussions in any of the outcome measures (Table 3). There
were also no significant differences between groups of time since
concussion in ST latency (p=0.39), ST TTS (p=0.44), or DT
latency (p=0.32). However, there was a significant difference in
DT TTS (p=0.03) between the group that experienced their last
concussion 1-5 years ago and the over 5 years ago group (Figure
1). Similar to previous studies that demonstrated a negative
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I
d c
S e f ac e a e common in female nning a hle e and
mili a
ec i . Ri k fo
e f ac e i m l ifac o ial
incl ding bo h mechanical and biological fac o , i h high a e
fo i k of b e en f ac e1. P e io
e ea ch ha linked
highe e e nal impac loading d ing nning o hi o of e
in ea foo
ike (RFS) nne 2. I i nkno n, ho e e , if
nning impac a iable diffe be een ho e i h a hi o of
ingle e
m l iple e f ac e, and ela i e o con ol . In
addi ion, i i nclea ho he e a iable change in e pon e o
fa ig e, and if indi id al
i h hi o of e f ac e elici
la ge change . P e io
d ha epo ed on inc ea ed impac
loading i h fa ig e in he p e en coho , ho e e i
a
diffic l o d a concl ion d e o he e ogenei in foo
ike
pa e n and i infl ence on impac a iable i h fa ig e3. The
p po e of hi
d
a o in e iga e change i h fa ig e
be een female nning a hle e ho e hibi a RFS i h a hi o
of one e f ac e, m l iple e f ac e , and ho e i h
none. We h po he i ed ho e i h a hi o of e f ac e ill
ho g ea e change i h fa ig e. In addi ion e h po he i ed
ho e i h m l iple e f ac e o ha e he la ge change.
(Be ee ec i : ee he 10 Ti e Ne R a b a i e)
Me h d
Thi -one female bjec be een he age of 18-40 ea
ho
elf- epo ed nning a minim m a e age of 15 mile / eek e e
incl ded in hi
d . All bjec
e e cla ified a RFS ing
aggi al plane 2D digi al ideo (125 H ) d ing eadmill nning
a a anda di ed peed (2.7 m/ ). S bjec
e e ca ego i ed on
n mbe of p e io
e f ac e ; no e f ac e (CON,
n=11), one (1SFX, n=11), and 3 o mo e (3SFX, n=9). A fa ig e
n p o ocol a cond c ed on a fo ce in
men ed eadmill a
a bjec de e mined 5 km ace peed and e mina ed hen a ing
of pe cei ed e e ion eached 18 o of 20. Ve ical a e age
(VALR) and in an aneo (VILR) loading a e, along i h
e ical iffne d ing impac (KIL) e e calc la ed a a
anda di ed peed (2.7 m/ ) and he bjec 5 km ace peed a
he beginning and end of he fa ig e n. Change co e (po
p e) e e compa ed epa a el fo bo h peed
ing one- a
ANOVA ( < 0.05).
e ee ec i : ee he 10 Ti e Ne R a b a i e)
Re
a dD c
All
bjec
an fa e a hei 5 km ace peed han he
anda di ed peed (MED: +0.67 m/ , MIN: +0.23 m/ , MAX:
+1.79 m/ ). No diffe ence
e e een be een g o p in age,
ma , mile pe eek, ea
nning, cho en 5km ace peed, o
Va ab
C a
Sc
Rac S

a
d

Race Speed (m/ )
Time o Fa ig e (min)
VALR (BW/ )

VILR (BW/ )
KIL (N/ )

ein, M.,

ime o fa ig e. No diffe ence e e de ec ed in impac loading
o iffne change co e a he anda di ed peed. A he 5 km
ace peed hei
a a g o p effec fo KIL, i h po -hoc
anal i ho ing he 3SFX g o p a iffe han CON (p =
0.026, ee Table). 3SFX al o ho ed he la ge po i i e change
fo VILR and VALR a he 5 km ace peed, follo ed b he
1SFX, b
e e no a i icall ignifican .
(Be ee ec i : ee he 10 Ti e Ne R a b a i e)
S g f ca ce
O fa ig e p o ocol did no elici la ge change in impac
a iable be een g o p , on a e age. Va ia ion in magni de
and di ec ion of change a ob e ed, gge ing indi id ali ed
e pon e. I ho ld be no ed ha fa ig e a e
a cap ed
ing an e e ion cale and no a bjec i e mea e of fa ig e,
along i h a lack of an objec i e mea e of fa igabili . Thi
highligh
he need fo de elopmen of alida ed fa ig e
p o ocol and mea e pecific o nning ha a e linked o he
pe fo mance change e e pec o ob e e4. De pi e hi , ime o
fa ig e and ace peed
e e imila be een g o p and he
3SFX ho ed he la ge change a h po he i ed, b onl
d ing ace like peed . Thi co ld po en iall be d e ed ce
m cle capaci o a en a e impac load and iffne d ing
ea l
ance, e l ing in mo e e e nal load applied o he
kele al
em. Thi finding co ld be con ide ed d ing inj
c eening and e al a ing nne a po en iall highe in en i
peed i h fa ig e. In e e ingl , he CON g o p ho ed mallo-nega i e change a bo h peed
gge ing an abili
o
compen a e b ed cing impac
i h fa ig e. While f he
in e iga ion
o ld benefi f om being mo e ade a el
po e ed, he e e l
a an
a egie o op imi e mechanic
and p e en fa ig e-ind ced inc ea e in impac , pa ic la l in
ho e a i k of b e en
e f ac e.
ec i : ee he 10 Ti e Ne R a b a i e)
Ac
edg e
S ppo p o ided b he U.S. Depa men of Defen e, Defen e
Heal h P og am, and Join P og am Commi ee W81XWH-16-10652.
(Be ee ec i : ee he 10 Ti e Ne R a b a i e)
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CON (11)

1SFX (11)

3SFX (9)

3.45 (0.44)
14.00 (6.93)
-0.09 (11.22)
0.18 (11.62)
-2155.54 (5331.41)

3.42 (0.43)
13.80 (5.39)
6.77 (12.34)
6.23 (13.14)
2316.21 (4365.19)

3.55 (0.33)
15.56 (6.27)
8.14 (11.50)
8.25 (12.07)
4795.10 (6727.26)
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(ANOVA)

0.766
0.802
0.245
0.316
0.025

positive
negative
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Introduction
The rat hindlimb is one of the most highly utilized model systems
for pathologies whose healing requires functional recovery.
However, most studies focus on indirect functional
measurements such as force generation and kinematics of the
hindlimb to quantify the quality of their treatment, providing only
a partial picture. To fully understand the impact of a treatment on
the functional recovery of an animal it is necessary to acquire and
compare joint and muscle kinetics.
In order to quantify the effects of volumetric muscle loss on
movement function we have previously developed a model and
methodology to measure the kinematics and kinetics of rodent
gait. We investigated the tibialis anterior (TA) and employed our
motion capture approach to evaluate a 20% (by mass) volumetric
muscle loss (VML) injury1. This work resulted in statistical
differences between the injured and healthy animals at all postsurgical timepoints. This was significant considering the low gait
impact of the TA, as it is solely responsible for ankle dorsiflexion
and toe clearance during swing. We have leveraged that previous
work into the investigation of injuries to a major gait contributor
in the lateral gastrocnemius (LG). The LG is important, as ankle
plantarflexion is the primary means of propulsion in walking. The
LG also has the added complexity of being a two-joint muscle.

via a nerve cuff on the tibial nerve, with the distal portion of the
LG tethered to a load cell to record maximum isometric torque.
Results and Discussion
Force testing at the W12 timepoint showed a significant deficit in
the injured vs. contralateral LG muscle’s ability to generate force
at the ankle. Baseline kinematics1,3 and GRFs3 were similar to
reported data of normal gait in rats. W12 kinematics showed
significant changes in the hip motion in stance and pre-stance,
with increased extension, abduction, and external rotation. While
not significant, there was a trend at the knee for increased knee
extension throughout stance. Surprisingly, there was little
difference at the ankle joint. Joint kinetics of the injured limb
demonstrated little differences compared to the baseline
moments. There was an increased hip abduction and knee
extension moments in stance. Again, supprisingly, there was no
difference in the moment generated about the ankle.
Post hoc analysis of the medial and lateral gastroc
muscletendon unit length adds some insight as to how the rats
were able to generate the normal ankle moment with injured LG.
Simulations show that the rats LG and MG muscletendon unit
was longer at the W12 tests. This moved the force length curve
to the right increasing the contributions of the passive portion of
the muscle, enabling the rats to generate the required moment
with reduced active muscle capacity. This can also be seen in the
kinematics where the knee and hip were extended allowing the
LG and MG to operate in a more advantageous position.

Methods
8 twelve-week old male Lewis rats were given a 20% by mass
VML injury to their right LG with no repair (LGNR). Animals
were labeled with motion capture markers and recorded using
Vicon Nexus software as they voluntarily walked down an
instrumented walkway at -1, and 12 weeks (W12) relative to their
surgery date. Before testing sessions, rats were shaved to allow
accurate placement of 4mm reflective markers on the bony
landmarks. All motion data was normalized to 100% of a
complete gait cycle (heel strike), with a minimum of three cycles
averaged for each rat. Simulations were performed on subject
specific versions of a modified OpenSim 3D rat hindlimb
model1,2 to calculate kinematics, kinetics and muscle length over
a gait cycle. Force testing consisted of LG stimulation

Figure 2:
Muscle tendon unit
length (mm) over one
gait cycle.
Baseline black
Week 12 red

Significance
The development and implementation of robust dynamic models
of the Lewis rat musculoskeletal system offers new perspective
on how animals adapt to new and novel neuromuscular
pathology. Understanding how activation and loads change for a
given movement adaptation will help to inform cutting edge
methods for VML repair. This includes defining the material
properties of engineered regenerated muscle fibers, in addition
the models offer a method for testing possible rehabilitation
methods to optimized functional recovery.

Figure 1: Labeled rat in the walkway (left), OpenSim
model scaled to the individual rat (right).
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stability, and/or central motor control changes associated with
persistent ankle pain [5,7].
The lack of significant difference in stride length and cycle
time between the PAIN and CON groups in the current study was
consistent with a previous CAI study [5]. Although the results
agree, comparison between the studies is difficult given the
differing participant ages and inclusion/exclusion criteria. The
lack of significant difference in step length variability was
inconsistent with a previous study that reported decreased step
variability in participants with chronic lower body joint pain [4].
However, the lower body joint pain study included middle-old
aged participants with low back, hip, knee and foot pain and
suggested the majority of the differences were driven by hip pain.
Thus, the effect of chronic pain on STPV may be influenced by
the joint(s) affected.

Introduction
Persistent ankle pain afflicts an estimated 11.7% of adults over
the age of 50 with the prevalence peaking in middle-age [1]. In
addition, individuals with ankle pain/ stiffness but no diagnosed
OA report similar pain, disability, and decreased Qol as those
with ankle OA [2]. Despite the prevalence and adverse impact on
Qol, very little research has investigated the influence of
persistent ankle pain on gait in middle-aged adults.
Spatiotemporal parameter variability (STPV) may be a
sensitive indicator of age- and injury- related changes in the
motor control of gait [3,4]. Previous studies have investigated
STPV in young adults with chronic ankle instability (CAI) [5]
and in middle-old aged adults with chronic lower body joint pain
[4], however, persistent ankle pain in middle-aged adults has not
been studied.
The purpose of this study was to investigate walking gait
STPV in middle-aged adults with persistent ankle pain. We
hypothesized that individuals with persistent ankle pain would
demonstrate increased spatiotemporal parameter variability.

Table 1 Mean (SD) PAIN and CON Group STPV
STPV (%)
Group
PAIN
CON
Cycle time
2.73 (1.05)
2.67(1.04)
Stride length
1.61 (0.56)
1.28 (0.56)
Gait speed
2.92 (1.25)
2.81 (0.94)
Cadence
2.70 (0.99)
2.63 (0.98)
In. Step length
3.62 (1.89)
3.53 (2.77)
In. Single support
2.20 (0.85)
2.11 (0.58)
In. Double support
4.22 (0.88)
3.13 (0.92)
Un. Step length
3.63 (2.35)
3.33 (1.90)
Un. Single support
2.51 (0.73)
2.12 (0.98)
In. = Involved limb; Un. = Uninvolved limb
*statistically significant group difference

Methods
Nineteen middle-aged adults (45-64 yo) provided written
informed consent to participate in one of two groups (PAIN,
CON). PAIN group participants (n = 10; 9 F, 1 M; mean age: 54.4
± 5.8 y; mean height: 168.0 ± 5.1 cm; mean BMI: 27.3 ± 7.1
kg/m2) experienced pain for the previous 3 months, complained
of at least slightly troublesome pain on most days during the past
month [6], and had a history of at least one lateral ankle sprain.
CON group participants (n = 9; 8 F, 1 M; mean age: 53.0 ± 5.8 y;
mean height: 168.2 ± 6.1 cm; mean BMI: 26.5 ± 7.4 kg/m2) were
matched with PAIN group participants by age (± 5 y), sex, and
BMI classification. CON group participants had no complaints of
ankle pain in the previous 3 mos., had no history of ankle sprain
in the previous 12 mos., and no acute lower extremity injury in
the previous 12 mos.
Each participant completed 10 successful self-selected
speed barefoot walking trials along a 15 m walkway with 3
embedded force plates (sampling rate: 1000 Hz). For each
spatiotemporal metric of interest, variability was expressed as
the coefficient of variation (100 x (standard deviation of the
metric/mean of the metric) (Table 1). Group differences were
investigated using independent t-tests (SPSS,
)

2

P
0.904
0.222
0.831
0.887
0.937
0.794
0.017*
0.767
0.339

0.001
0.086
0.003
0.001
0.000
0.004
0.292
0.005
0.054

Significance
Middle-aged adults with persistent ankle pain demonstrate
increased variability during double support of walking gait.
Further study is warranted to investigate pain-related changes in
strength, neuromuscular function, postural stability, and/or
central motor control in middle-aged adults with persistent ankle
pain that may lead to the increased double support variability
during walking gait.
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Results and Discussion
A preliminary analysis of preferred walking speeds revealed no
significant differences between the groups (PAIN: 1.19 ± 0.11
m/s, CON: 1.21 ± 0.13 m/s, p = 0.786). The hypothesized
increase in PAIN group STPV was supported during double
support, but not for the other metrics assessed (Table 1). The
increased variability during double support may be the result of
decreased strength, changes in neuromuscular function, postural
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downward movement increases, while that on knee extensors
would decrease (Powers, 2010). Turner et al., (2018) reported
that dancers achieved greater gluteus maximus activation and
reduced knee valgus angles compared to non-dancers in a drop
landing task. However, dancers in their study practiced for a
minimum of 12 hours a week and were members of a university
dance program. In our study, dance team members with less
weekly practice time than typically reported in the literature
showed superior landing biomechanics to non-dancers. The
landing patterns observed may protect against acute lower
extremity injury.

Introduction
Poor landing mechanics expose athletes to increased risk of
injury (Harwood et al., 2018). However, dancers experience less
acute lower limb injuries than non-dance athletes (Turner et al.,
2018). Specifically, research supports that dancers experience
substantially reduced ACL injuries compared to team sport
athletes (Liederbach, et al., 2008). Reduced injuries may be a
result of the extensive training experienced dancers undergo
(Orishimo et al., 2014). Although reseachers have recommended
that non-dance athletes may benefit from doing dance training
(Turner et al., 2018), it is unknown how much dance training
would be needed to gain similar benifits. While research provides
evidence that dancers exhibit superior landing mechanics
compared to non-dancers, these findings have been conducted in
professional and high level dancers who spend at least 12 hours
a week practicing (Turner et al., 2018). Competivie athletes
typically have time constraints and it is highly unlikely they will
engage in dance with the same commitment as professional and
high level dancers that spend long hours on a daily basis. It is
unknown if recreational dance experience contributes to better
landing mechanics. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
determine if recreational level dance experience provided better
landing mechanics to that of non-dancers. If so, it is more
practical for non-dance athletes to gain a recreational level of
dance experience to improve their landing mechanic.

*

*

*

*

Figure 1: Left hip ROM to peak joint angles of dance team and
non-dancers at 25%, 50%, 75%, and maximal jump heights.
*p<0.05

Methods
We compared landing mechanics of noncompetitive college
dance team dancers (n=12; weight=61.71±12.53 kg;
height=160.66±8.61 cm; years of experience=12.75±4.16;
hours/week=10.75±3.44) to those of non-dancers (n=12;
weight=80.34±21.13 kg; height= 165.10±5.86 cm). Loadsol
insoles (Novel, St. Paul, Minnesota, United States) were inserted
into the participant’s shoes to measure GRF and Opal inertial
sensors (APDM, Portland, Oregon, United States) were secured
to the participant’s body to collect kinematic data. A 5-minute
warmup on an elliptical machine was performed prior to the
jumping tasks. Participants then performed 3 maximal
countermovement vertical jumps using a vertical jump measuring
device, from which their 75%, 50%, and 25% sub maximal values
were calculated. Participants then performed three jumps from
each submaximal height in a counterbalanced order.

Significance
In this study we found sufficient evidence to support that nondance athlete may benefit from implementing dance training at a
recreational level. However, dancers in our study spent
approximately 10 hours of practice every week, which is less than
professional dancers but more than what a typical non-dance
athlete may be able to do given time constraints. Thus, future
studies should focus on identifying key components of dance
training for non-dance athletes to implement. Another direction
would be to study landing mechanics of individuals who engage
in dance for less than five hours a week. However, finding
participants that meet this criteria may prove difficult.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
No significant differences in normalized peak vertical GRF or
peak loading rate were found between groups (p>0.05). However,
dancers displayed greater peak hip flexion range of motion to
peak GRF in both left and right hips with (F (1, 22) = 5.06,
p<0.05 and 11.09, p<0.05, for the left and right hips, respectively;
Figure 1). In addition, dancers also showed a significantly lesser
knee valgus angle than non-dancers with (F (1, 22) = 4.93, p<0.05
and 4.79, p<0.05, for the left and right knees, respectively).
Increase in hip flexion during landing increases the moment arm
for the ground reaction force vector at the hip and reduces it at
the knee. Thus, the demand on hip extensors to control the
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Introduction
At NASA Johnson Space Center, engineering evaluations of
prototype exploration spacesuits and spaceflight analog
environments have been led by the Human Physiology,
Performance, Protection, and Operations (H-3PO) Laboratory in
collaboration with the Anthropometry and Biomechanics Facility
(ABF) to advance the current understanding of crewmembers'
capabilities and limitations in suited planetary extravehicular
activities (EVAs). We have been conducting simulated planetary
EVA operations using the Mark III spacesuit [1] in the Active
Response Gravity Offload System (ARGOS). While partially
ff ad g b ec
e gh
ae L a ga
, 1/6 of
Ea h g a
(1/6-G), we are characterizing activities and
postures during EVAs to provide both quantitative and subjective
data for work-domain and metabolic characterizations as well as
engineering evaluations of next-generation spacesuits and tools.

Figure 1: Examples of activities and postures: (left) translation
(walking) on the treadmill, (middle) standing and bending over, (right)
non-standing (kneeling with both knees) and bending over.
Table 1: Duration and percentage of each activity (unit: minute [%]).
Translation
(walking)
12.4 (32.6)

Total
38.2 (100.0)

Standing
activities
19.3 (50.5)

Both
2.5 (6.6)

Kneeling activities
Right
Left
3.4 (8.8)
0.6 (1.5)

Table 2: Duration and percentage of the torso tilt angle in the sagittal
plane during standing and kneeling activities (unit: minute [%]).

Methods
Subjects conducted EVA-like tasks, such as deploying science
experiments on the lunar surface, which enabled efforts toward
classifying when subjects were standing, bending over, kneeling,
walking, etc. For example, subjects performed each experimental
package deployment (i.e., while bending over or kneeling) then
ambulated on a treadmill with various incline grades to simulate
translation paths to the next deployment site (Figure 1).
For kinematic assessments, we donned 7 OpalTM (APDM,
OR, USA) wireless inertial measurement units (IMUs) on the
spacesuit: one on the chest; one each on left and right upper hip
bearing; left and right mid hip bearing; and left and right ankle
bearing. The chest IMU measured the torso tilt angle in the
sagittal plane. Specifically, accelerometer, gyroscope, and
magnetometer data were fused into quaternion rotation matrices
via a gradient descent algorithm [2]. The quaternion rotation
matrices were then transformed into Euler angles using custom
scripts programmed in MATLAB® (R2019a, Mathworks, MA,
USA). The lower limb IMUs discriminated translation (walking),
standing activities, and kneeling activities. We utilized an
ensemble learning method to capture each activity type.
Specifically, activities were first characterized and verified by
direct observation using Boris event-logging software [3].
Afterwards, we used ensemble learning on the labeled dataset and
enlisted classifier models including linear discriminant analysis
and support vector machine that are strategically combined to
reduce computational cost while improving the performance
compared to a single classifier [4]. We provided a rejection
criteria for all pseudo-kinematic motions that were not strictly
considered translation (i.e., at least three consecutive gait cycles
must be demonstrated for both legs) and kneeling down (i.e., at
least three-second kneeling down posture must be maintained).

Posture
Standing
activities
Kneeling
activities

0-10°

10-20°

20-30°

30-40°

40-50°

50-60°

60-70°

70-90°

9.6
(49.7)
0.4
(5.2)

2.8
(14.5)
0.4
(5.2)

1.8
(9.3)
0.5
(6.5)

1.7
(8.8)
0.6
(7.8)

1.7
(8.8)
0.7
(9.1)

1.5
(7.8)
1.9
(24.7)

0.2
(1.0)
2.2
(28.6)

0.0
(0.0)
1.0
(13.0)

Suited subjects were demanded kinematic adjustments
during EVA-like tasks at the ARGOS environment, which were
depicted by the varying degrees of torso tilt in the sagittal plane
(i.e., past 20 degrees). The lack of flexibility in the hard upper
torso (HUT) may have caused subjects to increase torso tilt to
beyond 60 degrees in the kneeling activities. Advanced materials
and joint bearings have allowed room for rotation at the hips and
bending of the knees to coordinate these tasks. The modified
Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) gimbal limited arm
movement during translation, however, subjects could ambulate
at a range of speeds and inclination angles without discomfort.
Significance
Mobility and energy expenditure of crewmembers on the lunar
surface are of prime interests in any lunar EVA. On Apollo
missions, the hopping and falling behaviors were attributed to
restricted movement due to the inflexibility of the Apollo suits.
However, in this study, the Mark III spacesuit that includes
multiple bearings and convolutes at the hip and thigh provided
greater mobility. The results should be generalizable to the
Exploration EMU (xEMU) for the Artemis astronauts who will
be working on the moon. Future work will include the validation
study of characterized activities and postures with the xEMU
suit. These methods also will be used as part of a metabolic rate
task characterization study to determine the physical workload
associated with partial gravity EVAs.
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Results and Discussion
Table 1 and Table 2 show the duration and percentage of each
activity type and its corresponding torso tilt angle in the sagittal
plane. For example, during a 38-minute experimental package
deployment task, the subject spent 32.6%, 50.5%, and 16.9% of
the task time translation, standing, and kneeling, respectively.
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Introduction
Falls are a major health concern for people with Multiple
Sclerosis (pwMS). One in two pwMS will fall in a three-month
period, and up to 50% of falls result in an injury.1 Impaired
postural stability is one of the most important risk factors for falls
in MS and affects over 50% of pwMS.1 Postural stability can be
assessed with clinical scales, but these do not always capture
underlying balance impairments in pwMS.2 Technology-based
assessments (i.e., force plates, motion capture) can capture
minute changes in posture but require expensive equipment.
One alternative solution is to use leverage the power of
smartphone technology. Smartphones are embedded with an
accelerometer that can potentially be used to assess postural
control. Smartphones are also are affordable, ubiquitous, and
portable, offering potential for home-based assessments. The
purpose of this study was to determine whether smartphone
accelerometry can measure postural control in pwMS compared
to a research grade accelerometer and force plate measures during
standing balance tasks. We also determined whether smartphone
accelerometry was capable of discriminating between assisted
device users and non-assisted device users, as assisted device
usage is a strong predictor of falls in pwMS.3

There were moderate to strong correlations between the
smartphone accelerometer and Opal accelerometer for RMS (r =
0.66 – 0.97; p = 0.001 – <0.001) and 95% area ellipse (r = 0.72
– 0.94; p = <0.001). As anticipated, there were weak to moderate
correlations between the smartphone accelerometer and force
plate for RMS (r = 0.45 – 0.87; p = 0.02 – <0.001) and 95% area
ellipse (r = 0.48 – 0.72; p = 0.01 – <0.001). These findings
suggest that smartphone accelerometry is comparable to measure
postural control compared to gold-standard devices in pwMS.
ROC curves were constructed to determine the
classification accuracy between assisted device users and nonassisted device users (Fig. 1). For RMS ML, AP and 95%
confidence ellipse acceleration from the smartphone, the AUC
was statistically significant (p <0.001 – 0.02). For RMS AP and
95% confidence ellipse acceleration from the Opal
accelerometer, the AUC was statically significant (p = 0.002 –
0.03). There was no statistical significance for RMS ML from the
Opal accelerometer. For COP outputs from the force plate, the
AUC was statistically significant (p = 0.004 – 0.05). These results
suggest that smartphone accelerometry can be used to classify
MS assisted device users and non-assisted device users. Because
assisted device usage is a strong predictor of falls and a proxy of
postural instability, smartphone accelerometry may provide an
insight to understanding those who are at a high risk for falls.

Methods
Twenty-seven individuals with MS participated. All participants
underwent static balance assessments while standing on a force
plate (Bertec Inc, Columbus, OH) and holding a smartphone
(Samsung Galaxy S6, Seoul, South Korea) medially against the
chest along the sternum. A research grade accelerometer (Opal,
APDM, Portland, OR) was attached to the smartphone.
Two trials of five standing balance tasks were performed on
the following order for 30 seconds each: 1) eyes open, 2) eyes
closed, 3) semi-tandem, 4) tandem, and 5) single leg.
Acceleration from the smartphone and Opal in the mediolateral
(ML), anteroposterior (AP), and vertical directions were exported
and processed, and Root Mean Square (RMS) acceleration in the
ML and AP directions and 95% area ellipse were calculated.
Center of Pressure (COP) data from the force plate was exported
and processed, and RMS in the ML and AP directions and 95%
area ellipse were calculated.
COP and acceleration measures were averaged for the two
trials for each condition. Validity between measures derived from
the force plate, smartphone accelerometer, and Opal
accelerometer were assessed with Spearman’s correlations for all
balance conditions. Receiving operating characteristic (ROC)
curves were constructed and the area under the curve (AUC) was
calculated to determine the level of discrimination between
assisted device users and non-assisted device users.

Figure 1. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for Root
Mean Acceleration from the Opal and Smartphone.

Significance
There is potential to leverage smartphone accelerometery to
provide an objective assessment of standing balance in pwMS.
Smartphones are affordable, ubiquitous, and portable, and over
80% of pwMS own smartphones. These finding provide
preliminary results to support the development of mobile health
app to measure fall risk for those with MS.
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Results and Discussion
Of the 27 participants, 12 were assisted device users and 15 were
non-assisted device users. Assisted device users had significantly
greater Expanded Disability Status Scale scores, suggesting
greater disability (p = 0.01). There were no differences in age
between groups (p = 0.11).
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with a 6th order low-pass zero lag butterworth filter (fc=15 Hz).
Estimation error of vGRF was quanitifed using RMSE.

Introduction
Machine learning (ML) algorithms for the estimation of
biomechanical variables have been implemented in the highly
controlled settings of the laboratory. However, one of the ideals
of these tools is to take biomechanical analysis into a less
constrained environment [1]. In gait biomechanics the accurate
measurement of ground reaction forces is crucial for solving
inverse dynamics. In the laboratory Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU) data has been input into ML algorithms to estimate ground
reaction forces, joint moments and powers [2,3]. These studies
have been limited in their real world applicability because only a
small number of locomotion modes or speeds were tested.
The purpose of this project was to examine the accuracy of a
long short term memory (LSTM) network to estimate the vertical
ground reaction force waveform (vGRF) of subjects across
multiple locomotion modes (level ground walking, running, ramp
and stair, ascent and descent) from data collected in a real world
environment. We expect that estimation error, (root mean square
error (RMSE)) of the predicted vGRF data will be the lowest for
walking, and that running will have the highest RMSE of the
locomotion modes.

Results and Discussion
The overall RMSE for estimation of vGRF was 1.1 N/Kg (Table
1). These are similar to RMSE values reported in previous studies
(1-2 N/Kg) [3,4].
Table 1: RMSE (N/Kg ± SD) between the measured and
estimated vGRF for raw and filtered waveforms.
Raw RMSE
Filtered RMSE
Walking
1.11 ± 0.49
1.06 ± 0.49
Running
2.18 ± 0.88
2.09 ± 0.88
Stair Ascent
1.02 ± 0.28
0.97 ± 0.28
Stair Descent
1.25 ± 0.45
1.19 ± 0.46
Ramp Ascent
0.99 ± 0.32
0.94 ± 0.32
Ramp Descent
0.99 ± 0.25
0.93 ± 0.25
The results of this study demonstrate that vGRF can be
accurately estimated in a real-world environment, across multiple
locomotion modes and self-selected speeds. The estimated
running vGRFs had the largest RMSE, followed by ramp ascent
and descent and then level ground walking. Level ground
walking speeds were more variable during the second day of the
protocol which may explain why the RMSE is larger for level
ground walking compared to ramp walking. Filtering the output
vGRF data reduced RMSE, as expected. These filtered outputs
can be used to calculate spatiotemporal parameters and gait
events with the development of clear rules.
A limitation of this work is that only vGRF waveforms were
estimated from the input IMU data. A more complex model may
be needed to estimate joint moments across locomotion speeds
and modes. For example, other basic measures such as anteriorposterior GRF may be needed for this model to accurately
estimate joint forces and moments.

Methods
Data were collected from 14 subjects (8 male and 6 female, 32.7
± 15.2 years, 175 ± 7.9 cm, 67.8 ± 9.0 kg) over a two day
protocol. All analyses were performed in custom Matlab
programs (Mathworks, Natick, MA). Lightweight IMUs (Vicon,
Centennial, CO) mounted on the dorsal aspect of each
participant
dominan foo and shank recorded linear
accelerations and angular velocities at 500 Hz. Vertical ground
reaction force data were recorded with Loadsol inserts (Novel
Electronics, St. Paul, MN) at 100 Hz.
On the first day of the protocol participants performed 6
locomotion tasks; stair ascent and descent, level ground walking,
ramp ascent and descent (slopes <5°), and running. The second
day of the study utilized a protocol adapted from Long and
Srinivasian [5]. The range of target average speeds was 1.3 to 3.0,
m s-1 (1.30, 1.51, 1.73, 1.94, 2.15, 2.36, 2.58, 2.79, 3.00 m s -1) on
a 90 m course. Participants received feedback at the half-way
time point and with five seconds remaining in the trial. Trial order
was randomized to minimize learning effect. Vertical ground
reaction forces were normalized to body mass. Data were
synchronized, resampled to 100 Hz and split into training (70%),
validation (15%) and test (15%) sets.
An LSTM network consisting of 4 layers was built to
estimate vGRF from IMU data. Inputs to the network were linear
aceleration and angular velocity data from single footfalls with
swing phase data included from before and after the period of foot
contact, from which the network determines gait events. Output
from the LSTM was a single vGRF waveform. Ramp, stair and
running footfalls were bootstrapped. A Bayesian hyperparameter
search was completed to determine optimal hyperparameters for
the LSTM. The estimated vGRF waveforms were then filtered

Significance
This work has shown the estimation of a mechanical variable
in a real world environment is possible. Our findings can lead
directly to the estimation of basic spatiotemporal variables for a
variety of locomotion modes and speeds. Additionally, these
findings could also inform locomotion mode estimation using
IMU data.
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Introduction
The hip is modeled as a spherical joint with its center (HJC)
frequently estimated using predictive [1,2,3,4] or functional
methods [5]. Although functional methods are relatively
robust, medical imaging is considered the gold standard for
determining the HJC [6]. Of the predictive methods,
Harrington’s (HARR) appears to be most accurate [2,6].
Recently, Hara et al. have provided an alternative algorithm,
dependent only on leg length, with HJC results that were
comparable to Harrington [4]. Leboeuf et al. compared Hara
and Harrington’s predictive methods with ultrasound imaging
and favored Hara’s method because it reduced errors along the
anterior-posterior pelvic axis. Leboeuf cautioned that HJC
differences influenced hip kinetics [7], as reported elsewhere
[8,9], but findings are somewhat discrepant. Therefore, the
purposes of this study were to compare Hara and Harrington
predicted HJC locations and to examine potential differences
in net hip moments during stance in gait.

Figure 1. Difference in HJC
location between HARR and Hara.

Figure 2. Difference in HJC
moments (1st and 2nd peak).

Hara and HARR predictive models have been shown to
minimize mean absolute error [4]. Leboeuf et al. demonstrated
that HARR’s equations were best for medio-lateral HJC
location, while Hara’s were best in the antero-posterior
location [7]. Our data agree with Leboeuf’s findings that
HARR HJC is more posterior. Leboeuf et al. found that
neither Hara nor HARR improved the supero-inferior HJC
location. This could be related to the fact that neither method
accounts for the pelvic height relationship to HJC [10].
Second peak moments in the sagittal (X2) and frontal
planes (Y2), and the first peak in the transverse plane (Z1)
were different between the two methods (p<.0001) (Figure 2).
Our findings are consistent with others [8,9] who have
reported differences in hip moments during gait.

Methods
Thirty active healthy individuals (13 females; 46.4±26.0 yrs;
1.71±0.01 cm; 69.7±11.5 kg) performed walking trials at selfselected speeds. Approval was obtained from the Grand
Valley State University Human Research Review Committee
(IRB#14080-H). Eight Vicon MX-T40 cameras (120 Hz) and
Nexus software (V2.5, Oxford Metrics) were used to track
full-body, modified PIG and Oxford Foot Model trajectories
(Woltring filter, MSE 15). Ground reaction forces were
collected (1200 Hz, 4th-order, zero lag Butterworth filter, 6
Hz) using floor-embedded AMTI force platforms (Advanced
Mechanical Technology, Inc.). Visual3D (v6, C-Motion) was
used to determine HJC location and hip kinetics, where the
original PIG model was modified to reflect the Hara and
HARR derived HJC locations (pelvic frame; +x lateral, +y
anterior, and +z superior). Modifications were performed in
the commonly used PIG model in order to maintain ancillary
model definitions other than HJC calculations.
Right HJC locations and net internal hip moments, from
three randomly selected gait cycles, were exported for
statistical analysis. Peak stance moments of each pelvic frame
were examined. Based on normality testing, paired t-tests for
HJC locations and Signed-rank tests for HJC moments (SAS
JMP) were used to assess for differences in coordinate
positions and net hip joint moments among HJC methods
(p<.05). Cohen’s D method was used to determine effect sizes.

Significance
The small significant differences in selected hip moments
likely will not impact clinical diagnoses or treatment
recommendations. Hara may be the preferred HJC predictive
method because of its use of leg length, which minimizes error
secondary to soft tissue artefact.
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Results and Discussion
There was a significant difference in HJC location along the yaxis (p<.0001), suggesting HARR HJCy (red) was more
posterior compared to Hara. HJCx (blue) and HJCz (green)
locations were similar between the two methods (Figure 1);
effect sizes were: HJCx (0.09), HJCy (0.88), and HJCz (0.33).
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Introduction
Marker-based motion capture systems are commonly used for
biomechanical analyses to measure human movement by tracking
the positions of reflective markers placed on the surface of the
skin. A 3-D model of the subject can be created using the data
from the markers. This provides an approximate location of the
position and orientation of the underlying bones during a
particular movement. A well-known limitation of this method of
data collection, however, is the relative movement of skin and
other soft tissue over the bone [1]. This type of error is known as
soft tissue artifact (STA). In order to accommodate for this
discrepancy, low-pass filters can be used to remove frequencies
deemed to be too high for human volitional movement, thus
lowering the likelihood of error due to STA. For general data
collections, a common method of filtering at 6 Hz has shown to
be somewhat effective at removing STA [2] and has been used as
the typical low-pass filter. However, the frequency at which data
should be filtered has been shown to depend on the movement
type as well as various subject characteristics [3]. For this study,
we hypothesized that STA frequency will be affected by muscle
activation level. Thus, the objective of this study was to analyze
how the STA frequencies of the thigh differ based on an activated
and relaxed state of the thigh musculature.

difference between the two sets of frequencies is shown and is
statistically significant with a p-value of 0.022.

Figure 1: Time history and frequency response plot for a single subject.
Table 1: Frequency statistics based on one data set from each subject.

Methods
Four human subjects participated in this study, having given IRBapproved informed consent. A 10-camera VICON motion
capture system was used during data collection, and reflective
markers were placed on each subject using a 79 marker set based
on the point cluster technique [4]. The test consisted of subjects
standing with their right foot on a platform which was raised to a
height such that the knee was at 90 degrees of flexion. The subject
was instructed to relax the thigh and perturb the skin by twisting
the thigh with one hand about the femoral longitudinal axis to its
maximum possible angle and quickly releasing, allowing the soft
tissue to oscillate freely. The subject was then asked to repeat the
procedure, while activating the musculature of the thigh. Three
trials were taken for both conditions. The marker trajectories
were gap-filled in Nexus software and further processed in
MATLAB by creating an anatomical reference frame on the thigh
and tracking movement of the centroid of the 9-marker thigh
cluster relative to the origin of the segment. The angle of twist
about the femur was calculated for each trial. This data was then
converted to the frequency domain with a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to analyze the frequency components of the signal.

Relaxed Thigh
Activated Thigh

Frequency
(Hz)
4.04
5.60

STDEV

Mean Difference

0.697
0.749

1.55 Hz, P = 0.022

The data shows that the average frequency for a relaxed thigh
is lower than that of an activated thigh. Also, the maximum
angular deflection is much higher in the relaxed thigh, as
compared to the activated thigh.
Discussion
The results indicate that the angular frequency of the thigh
increased with muscle activation, which can be seen with a higher
frequency and a lower maximum amplitude in Fig. 1. More
importantly, the average frequency is less than 6 Hz regardless of
activation. This means that some STA might not be removed
from motion capture data when the typical 6 Hz cutoff frequency
is used.
Significance
The results of this study have indicated the possibility of allowing
STA into motion capture results while using a 6 Hz lowpass filter.
Future work in determing the relationship between STA and
physical traits of the subject, such as age, weight, sex, and percent
body fat, is needed to further determine STA frequencies for
various subject characteristics.

Results
The angle of twist and frequency plot for a relaxed and activated
state in one subject is shown in Fig. 1. The upper left plot shows
the time history of the oscillations of the thigh’s soft tissue, when
it is in a relaxed state. The upper right plot shows the FFT of this
data. The lower plots show the same information for an activated
thigh. Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of
frequencies for the activated and relaxed thigh. The mean
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Introduction
Lower extremity stiffness is an effective measure to relate load
and deformation characteristics in sport-related activities
attempting to evaluate performance [1,2] and identify potential
injury risk [3,4]. Investigating lower extremity stiffness can be
achieved through a spring-mass model [2,3] calculating leg
stiffness or vertical stiffness, or by investigating individual joint
stiffnesses in the sagittal planes [1,3]. Traditional methodology
for representation of joint stiffness is through the line of best fit
using simple linear regression model of the landing phase
[1,3,4]. It is debated if this linear regression modelling is the
most accurate way to represent such a non-linear relationship of
joint position and moments. Therefore, the purpose of this
abstract is to demonstrate how using a quadratic regression line
of best fit model represents joint stiffness more accurately than
a linear regression model. A secondary purpose is to
demonstrate the importance of dividing the landing task into
phases of interest prior to the identification of the line of best fit
regression model.

Figure 1. Mean hip (a), knee (b), and ankle (c) sagittal anglemoment graphs with lines of best fit models for each phase. The
shaded area with gray color represents mean ± 95% CI of the
moment-angle curve, blue and red lines represent the lines of
best fit for the loading phase and absorption phase, respectively.
Solid lines indicate the quadratic models, and dotted lines are
simple linear models.

Methods
Thirty healthy college students participated in this study (15
males: age = 25.8 ± 6.6 yrs, height = 1.82 ± 0.04 m, mass = 82.4
± 12.1 kg; 15 females: age = 25.2 ± 9.2 yrs, height = 1.71 ± 0.09
m, mass = 64.5 ± 11.2 kg). Fifteen drop vertical jumps from 30
cm of box were collected using 3D motion capture system
(Vicon, 250 Hz) synchronized with two force platforms (1000
Hz). The obtained data of preferred limb (kicking limb) were
exported to Visual 3D software and lowpass filtered at 15 Hz
with 4th order Butterworth filter. The initial contact (IC) was
identified if the vGRF of the preferred limb was greater than 20
N. The descending phase (IC to lowest COM position) was
divided into loading (IC to peak vGRF) and absorption (peak
vGRF to lowest COM position) phases [5]. Sagittal plane joint
stiffnesses were calculated using both linear and quadratic
regression models. The coefficient of determination (r2) of each
model was also calculated to determine which model represents
a better fitted line. Multiple independent t-tests (𝛼 < .05) were
performed to compare the r2 values between models.

Significance
The quadratic regression models provide more accurate lines of
best fit than the simple linear models for each joint and each
phase. Thus, the given model represents the joint stiffness more
accurately. Additionally, the coefficient of 𝑥 in the quadratic
model estimates the slope. Therefore, using this model may
indicate changes in joint stiffness.
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Results and Discussion
The r2 of the quadratic model was significantly greater than the
r2 of linear model in all joints and phases (Table 1). Figure 1
shows the moment-angle mean curves with lines of best fit
calculated by both simple linear and quadratic models.

Table 1. r2 of sagittal lower extremity joint stiffness calculated by simple linear and quadratic regression models
Loading Phase
Absorption Phase
Hip*
Knee†
Ankle*
Hip*
Knee*
Ankle*
Linear
0.46 ± 0.28
0.87 ± 0.11
0.37 ± 0.22
0.36 ± 0.16
0.56 ± 0.23
0.60 ± 0.19
Polynomial
0.88 ± 0.07
0.93 ± 0.04
0.68 ± 0.19
0.60 ± 0.17
0.72 ± 0.16
0.78 ± 0.11
Note. * indicates that significant differences between linear and polynomial regression model (p < .001). †indicates that significant differences between
linear and polynomial regression model (p = .002).
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Introduction
Wearable human movement information from inertial
measurement units (IMU) is critical for a variety of applications
including virtual reality, wearable electronics, physical therapy
and human performance. However, techniques for representing
this class of multimedia information has received little attention
compared with the mature fields of image, audio, and text.
Developing compressed representations of kinematic data will
allow for higher sampling rates, greater data throughput, more
nodes, and more data stored in a limited space. Compression is a
key element to enabling previously unfeasible applications
particularly those which experience limited transmission
bandwidth or data storage. We hypothesised that the most
efficient compressed representation format would utilize the
interrelated nature of rotation and orientation information in the
accelerometer and gyroscope.

Figure 1: Compression ratios relative to CSV. Higher is better.
Proposed methods compressed IMU data 15-20 times more than
standard CSV formatting and 2-3 times more than traditional
compression methods.

Methods
For this study, the Human Gait Database (HuGaDb)[1] is used
to meaningfully and repeatably demonstrate the performance of
various compression techniques. HuGaDb is a public dataset of
six-axis IMU signals collected from six different body segments
of 18 healthy subjects performing 12 different movement
activities.
Eight lossless compression techniques are proposed and
compared with three traditional methods which are already in
widespread use. The first six techniques which fall under
polynomial regression, are borrowed from the field of audio
compression. These techniques extrapolate a polynomial
regression of the past n data samples where n is an integer
greater than the polynomial degree. The last two techniques are
the optimal linear predictors of training data which were
computed via Lasso regression. The cross-stream linear
compression technique additionally considers past samples of
other dimensions and sensor modality. The data collected from
three random subjects was designated as training data, and only
data from the remaining 15 subjects was used in our results.
The traditional method of comma separated value (CSV) is
selected as the baseline size when computing compression ratio
(CR). CR is computed by dividing the size of the CSV file by
the size of the compressed file. In addition to CSV, two other
traditional techniques are included for further context: ZIP
compression, and efficient binary representation. All proposed
compression techniques are implemented as FIR filters using
16.16 fixed point computation.

performing polynomial regression technique (CR=19.0), with
each additional degree performing worse. This is likely because
higher degree polynomial predictors suffer from poor white
noise attenuation [2].
The linear prediction filter (CR=19.2) proved to be slightly
better than delta encoding. Investigation of the coefficients
showed that the per-stream FIR had learned an approximation of
Delta encoding.
Cross-stream linear prediction (CR=16.2) unexpectedly
performed significantly worse than linear prediction or delta
encoding which fails to support our hypothesis. We expect that
this was due to accumulation of error from 16.16 arithmetic.
The cross-stream predictor involved two orders of magnitude
more computation than delta encoding.
Significance
Using these techniques, kinematic data can be compressed to
almost one-twentieth the size of the current de-facto standard.
This enables a range of applications which experience stringent
requirements such as real-time data streaming, wireless
communications, or limited storage space.
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Results and Discussion
All proposed compression techniques far outperformed
traditional representation methods in size efficiency (Fig. 1).
This is likely due to the proposed methods’ ability to utilize
time auto-correlation and sparsity of the sensor sample space.
Delta encoding (zero-degree polynomial) proved to be the best
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out, and large toe-out) at a self-selected speed (1.16 ± 0.06 m/s)
on a treadmill. A paired t-test was used to determine if there were
significant differences between the FPA estimated by the
proposed algorithm and the ground-truth FPA for all seven
different gait patterns. The level of significance was set to 0.05.

Introduction
Foot progression angle (FPA) is a critical walking gait parameter
for assessment and intervention in a wide variety of movementrelated diseases. Measurement of FPA is traditionally performed
with an optical motion capture system. Previous approaches to
estimate FPA via a foot-worn magneto-IMU (3-axis
accelerometer, 3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis magnetometer) typically
rely on magnetometer signals to correct the drift in the estimated
sensor heading direction [1] [3], which can be sensitive to
magnetic distortion.
The purpose of this study was to develop an FPA estimation
algorithm solely based on an inertial sensor consisting of a 3-axis
accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope. To avoid drift problems,
the sensor heading direction was estimated from the peak foot
deceleration during the swing phase rather than from gyroscope
integration as in previous approaches. We hypothesized that the
proposed algorithm would enable accurate estimation of the FPA
for normal, toe-in, and toe-out gait patterns.

Results and Discussion
The hypothesis was supported that the FPA estimated by the
proposed algorithm closely matched the ground-truth FPA
(Figure 2). The overall mean absolute error, mean error, and
Pearson s correlation coefficient across all walking gait patterns
were 3.1 ± 1.3 deg, 0.3 ± 2.7 deg, and 0.99 ± 0.00, respectively.
The mean absolute error for large toe-in, medium toe-in, small
toe-in, normal, small toe-out, medium toe-out, and large toe-out
trial were 2.6 ± 1.2 deg, 2.7 ± 1.3 deg, 2.4 ± 1.0 deg, 2.6 ± 1.1
deg, 3.8 ± 2.4 deg, 3.8 ± 2.5 deg, and 4.0 ± 2.0 deg, respectively.
There was no significant difference between FPA estimated by
the proposed algorithm and ground-truth FPA for any of the
seven gait patterns (Figure 2).

Methods
Three coordinate systems were used, including a sensor frame S,
a changing reference frame C, and an intermediate frame F. The
frame S is aligned with the foot via sensor placement. The frame
C is aligned with the foot heading vector and updated after each
mid-stance. The Euler angle roll and pitch of frame F with respect
to frame C are both 0, while the yaw is the same as the yaw of
frame S (sensor heading direction). For each step, the FPA is
defined by the angle between the foot vector and the foot heading
vector, so it is equivalent to the yaw of frame F with respect to
frame C at mid-stance. The algorithm (Figure 1) consists of three
components: 1) roll and pitch angle estimation via gyroscope
integration (drift is corrected by the measured gravity vector
during mid-stance), 2) estimated orientation conversion into a
rotation matrix to transform the foot acceleration from frame S to
frame F, and 3) FPA estimation using the relationship between
different acceleration axes in frame F as follows:
FPA yaw arctan (axF / ayF )l ,
(1)

Figure 2: Average FPA grouped by walking gaits. There was no
significant difference between FPA: Motion Capture and FPA: Inertial
Sensor for any gait pattern.

where l is the sample with the largest acceleration magnitude
during the last 50% of the swing phase.

When based solely on an inertial sensor, regular orientation
estimation algorithms are prone to experience drift from angular
velocity integration. In our case, the drift in roll or pitch was
corrected via the gravity vector measured by the accelerometer,
while there was no drift in yaw or FPA because it was estimated
via the peak foot deceleration using Equation (1) without
integration.

Accelerometer
Gyroscope

Roll and Pitch
Angle

Foot Acceleration
Transformation

Foot Progression
Angle

Figure 1: Flow chart of the proposed FPA estimation algorithm.

Twelve healthy subjects (age: 25.8 ± 3.3; height: 1.72 ± 0.07
m; weight: 59.2 ± 8.8 kg, all male) participated in this study after
providing informed consent. A motion capture system (Vicon,
Oxford, UK) and two reflective markers placed on the calcaneus
and the head of second metatarsal were used to collect groundtruth FPA measurements at 100 Hz. A synchronized inertial
sensor was embedded in the heel of each subject s left shoe, and
inertial data was collected at 100 Hz.
Subjects performed seven walking trials (large toe-in,
medium toe-in, small toe-in, normal, small toe-out, medium toe-

Significance
The orientation of the foot with respect to walking direction can
be estimated via a magnetometer-free inertial sensor during gait.
The proposed algorithm may be useful for situations requiring
wearable FPA assessment that are prone to magnetic distortion.
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Introduction
Soccer involves various functional movement patterns that
require high velocity cutting, pivoting, and accelerationdeceleration maneuvers that can generate large lower extremity
accelerations and impacts. Wearable inertial measurement units
(IMUs) can capture accelerations of the lower extremity
experienced during these high velocity movements. More
importantly it can provide clinicians with the ability to estimate
lower extremity impact loads during sport related tasks (1).
Previous work has identified the ability of these sensors to
reliably measure impact load during running and their ability to
predict running related injuries (2-4). To date, there is little
information on the reliability of these sensors for capturing
impact load metrics during more functional, individual sport
specific soccer movements (i.e. cutting, pivoting, kicking).
Thus, the purpose of this study is to determine the reliability of
the Blue Trident IMU sensors in measuring impact load and
step count during a series of soccer related functional tasks to
assess its potential use in field-based sporting events.

(Low-g 1125Hz/High-g 1600 Hz). Impact load was calculated
using IMeasureU Step platform where impact load = (#of steps
x 1g) + (# steps x 2g) + (# of steps x 3g) + = Total # of steps
*
. Outcome variables were averaged across the 3 trials
during each session and intraclass correlation coefficients
(ICC3,1) with 95% confidence intervals were used to assess
between day reliability across the 3 sessions.
Results and Discussion
ICC values for right and left impact load during each task are
presented in Table 1. ICC values for total impact load were
good to excellent (0.743-0.911). ICC values for right, left and
total step count were good to excellent during the accelerationdeceleration task (0.728-0.837), change of direction (0.7340.955) and plant and cut maneuver (0.701-0.866) and fair to
good during the ball kick (0.588-0.683).
The high ICC values in the present study demonstrate the
ability of the Blue Trident dual-g sensor to reliably measure
bilateral lower extremity impact load and step count across an
acceleration-deceleration, change of direction, plant and cut and
ball kick task. Although the ball kick task demonstrated lower
reliability in the number of steps taken, this is likely due to the
inherent variability associated with executing the task.

Methods
Ten healthy individuals (age :27.9 ± 2.18; height: 69.80 ±
4.022; mass: 79.02 ± 13.07; sex: 6 males, 4 females) were
recruited and asked to complete a three-visit study where they
performed 3 trials of the following standardized tasks during
each session: 1) acceleration-deceleration, 2) plant and cut, 3)
change of direction and 4) ball kick. Participants were
instructed to perform the ball kick task using their dominant
limb. Order of tasks was randomized for each participant and
tasks were completed in the same order during each session.
Test sessions were approximately 7-10 days apart (average 7.95
± 1.06 days) and all sessions were collected on an outdoor, grass
field. All participants currently or had previously participated
in recreational ball sport activities (i.e. soccer, basketball,
rugby, football etc). Participants were excluded if they had
sustained a musculoskeletal injury within the last 6 months or
had previous history of lower extremity surgery.
Bilateral impact load and total number of steps during the 4
tasks were collected using two IMUs secured via soft athletic
pre-wrap and self-adhesive overwrap
e a c a
d a,
medial tibia just above the medial malleolus. IMU data was
sampled using VICON IMeasureU Blue Trident dual-g sensor

Significance
These results suggest that wearable sensors can reliably
measure the cumulative impact load across a variety of athletic
functional movements in an outdoor environment. Measuring
impact load in the field expands the ability to capture more
ecologically valid data. This work can serve as a stepping stone
for future research aimed at evaluating impact load metrics over
the course of games and practices. This information can help to
inform athlete load monitoring strategies targeted towards
injury prevention.
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Table 1. Impact load metrics for left and right limb during each task
Task
Outcome Variable
Limb
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient*
P (95% Confidence Interval)
Left
0.879
<0.0001 (0.646-0.967)
Acceleration- Deceleration
Impact load
Right
0.890
<0.0001 (0.677-0.970)
Left
0.873
<0.0001 (0.628-0.966)
Ball Kick
Impact load
Right
0.580
0.056 (-0.230-0.887)
Left
0.764
0.004 (0.308-0.936)
Change Direction
Impact load
Right
0.853
<0.0001 (0.568-0.960)
Left
0.745
0.007 (0.254-0.931)
Plant and Cut
Impact load
Right
0.872
<0.0001 (0.624-0.965)
*ICC values were categorized as >0.75 is excellent, 0.60-0.74 is good, 0.40-0.59 is fair, and <0.40 is poor (5).
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Introduction
Falls frequently happen during perturbed walking as a result of
tripping in community-dwelling middle-aged and older and even
in young adults.1,2 Previous protocols have used concealed
obstacles, tether-based obstruction, and the acceleration and
deceleration of a treadmill to simulate trips.3 Each current
protocol has its strengths and limitations. The obstacle and tetherbased protocol obstructs one limb at a time during swing phase
to simulate tripping. However, the timing of the perturbation
delivery is difficult to control, leading to less replicable fall trials.
The treadmill protocol which utilizes ground reaction force
(GRF) to precisely deliver the trips, but so far is mostly limited
to perturbing both legs together and therefore less realistic.
The novel protocol examined in our study aims to enables
reproducible, unilateral trips. We validated the protocol by
examining how the protocol can be used as an assessment tool to
differentiate the trunk trip recovery responses5 between young
and middle-aged to older adults.

Figure 2: Triggering criteria. Blue vGRF line is from the tripped limb;
pink dash lines represent triggering criteria.

During the perturbation, the belt on which the early stance
phase occurs, either left or right, would decelerate from the
comfortable walking speed (CWS) for 50ms, consecutively
accelerate for 270ms, and then decelerate again for 220ms,
resuming CWS.4 Two acceleration levels are used to simulate the
more and less severe tripping falls. The acceleration was linearly
and positively scaled by the CWS.

Methods
The system consists of three main components: 1) Bertec sideby-side split-belt instrumented treadmill (Model ITC-11-20L-4,
Bertec Corp., Columbus, OH), 2) VICON motion capture system
and Datastream Software Development Kit (SDK) (Oxford
Metrics, Oxfordshire, UK), and 3) MATLAB (MathWorks Inc.,
Natick, MA).
The instrumented treadmill is equipped with one force plate
underneath each belt. The force plate data were synchronized
with the motion data in real-time and streamed by the SDK. We
utilized MATLAB as an interface to communicate between
Datastream SDK and the treadmill controller. MATLAB
program read the vGRF from Datastream SDK and remotely
employed the pre-programmed perturbation to the treadmill via
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) port
through which the program triggers the tripping perturbation by
decelerating/accelerating the treadmill motor.

Results and Discussion
Of the 12 included participants, 6 were young and 6 were middleaged to older adults (20.83 vs 58.17 y/o). Significant age group
and severity main effects were found in peak trunk flexion angle
and velocity, indicating that the protocol was able to discern the
two age groups. Besides, both groups exhibited greater response
following more severe trips.
Trunk flexion angle (degree)
Mild trip

Trunk flexion velocity (degree/s)

Severe trip

Mild trip

Severe trip

Young (n = 6)

12.10 ± 5.59

23.95 ± 8.17†

81.81 ± 32.68

172.53 ± 61.08†

Old (n = 6)

20.66 ± 7.21*

33.65 ± 11.95*†

98.82 ± 37.80

179.45 ± 55.46†

Table 1: Peak trunk flexion angle and peak trunk flexion velocity in
young and middle-aged to older adults.

Significance
Since falling due to external perturbation is one of the most
common causes of injury in older adults, having a tool that allows
researchers to evaluate fall response and even train the
participants under a realistic and safe environment is necessary.
Our data show that this protocol can serve as a valid assessment
tool for populations with high fall risks.
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Figure 1: System apparatus.

Triggering criteria were based on the vGRF in order to
deliver the perturbation during early stance phase right after
initial contact of the tripped limb. First , the vGRF of the tripped
side had to be between 20-25% of the person's body weight.
Second, the vGRF of the selected frame in criterion 1 had to be
greater than the value of the frame that is 10ms before it to ensure
the vGRF is in the ascending limb of stance phase.
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Introduction
One limitation to measuring human movement patterns from
inertial measurement units (IMUs) is the susceptibility of
magnetometer readings to ferromagnetic interferences. To
address this limitation, we recently proposed the use of deep
neural networks to predict joint angles directly from inertial data,
without relying on noisy magnetometer readings [1]. To further
improve the accuracy and generalizability of these models, here
we introduce a new framework that combines deep learning with
top-down optimization.

optical motion tracking, which was used as ground truth here,
exhibited similar accuracies across degrees of freedom.
Optimization improved prediction of knee flexion by over 15%,
hip flexion by over 10%, and ankle flexion by over 15%. When
passive pseudo-calibration was applied, optimization had an even
larger effect on final kinematics. In this case, prediction of knee
flexion improved by over 45%, hip flexion by over 60%, and
ankle flexion by over 40%, compared to the neural network
outputs. Using this pseudo-calibration framework the predictive
accuracy of the algorithms can be tuned passively after a few gait
cycles, without requiring attention from the user. Also, because
we trained the models on augmented data, sensor placement
errors did not significantly degrade the predictive accuracy of the
overall framework. While validation with true sensor data is a
necessary follow-up step, the accuracy of the presented
framework is a promising advance toward prediction of joint
kinematics from wearable sensors without relying on
ferromagnetic interference, drift-prone algorithms, and/or errorprone calibration techniques.

Methods
To train the deep neural networks, we used treadmill running data
from 586 subjects and walking data from 384 subjects collected
at the University of Calgary using an optical motion tracking
system. Synthetic IMU data (linear acceleration and angular
velocity) were generated by placing virtual IMUs on the segment
marker clusters. Sensor noise was modelled synthetically by
adding Gausian noise [1], while sensor placement variability was
modelled using data augmentation techniques [2]. As a baseline,
we built deep neural networks to predict the joint angles,
∈
, , ), and orientations of the adjacent segment sensors,
,
, from the inertial data.
We then implemented a top-down optimization algorithm,
which updated the orientation of each adjacent segment until the
discrepancy between the inertial data associated with these
predicted orientations and the tr e inertial data from the irt al
senors was minimized. The result of the optimization (𝛽 ) was
defined as the angle between two optimized sensor orientations.
To derive final angle prediction 𝜃 , we used weighted average
of two prediction results 𝛼 and 𝛽 , where 𝜃
𝑤𝛼
1
𝑤 𝛽 . We set terminal stance of the predicted angle as zero and
express the subsequent predictions as a function of the angle at
that pose. We call this process passive pseudo calibration, since
it does not require user engagement but is effective in reducing
prediction error in subjects with atypical limb alignments.

Figure 1: Knee flexion over a representative gait cycle for a test subjet
computed from marker data (solid), predicted from a deep neural
network (dash), and adjusted with top-down optimization (dotted),
demonstrating how optimization improves joint angle estimation.

Significance
Wearable sensors offer a promising alternative for motion
analysis in natural environments by overcoming some of the
limitations of traditional marker-based techniques: spatial
limitation, expensive equipment, and need for human expertise.
The hybrid deep learning and top-down optimization approach
presented here brings us a step closer toward accurate estimation
of kinematics from IMUs. Progress in this direction should
enable large-scale studies and new insights into disease
progression, patient recovery, and sports biomechanics.

Results and Discussion
Walking kinematics could be predicted with a mean (± STD)
RMSE of less than 2.95° (± 0.82°), while running kinematics
could be predicted with a mean RMSE of less than 3.24° (±
1.12°). During walking, flexion/extension was the most accurate
degree of freedom, with a mean RMSE of less than 1.07° (±
0.37°) across the ankle, knee, and hip joints, followed by
ab/adduction with a mean RMSE of less than 1.98 (± 0.97) and
internal/external rotation with a mean RMSE of less than 2.95°
(± 0.82°). Similarly, during running, flexion/extension was the
most accurate degree of freedom, with a mean RMSE of less than
1.29° (± 0.40°) across the ankle, knee, and hip joints, followed by
ab/adduction with a mean RMSE of less than 2.33° (± 0.84°), and
internal/external rotation with a mean RMSE of less than 3.24°
(± 1.12°). The higher RMSE in internal/external rotation may be
explained by the lack of magnetometer data, which, when
undisturbed, contribute toward heading estimation. Further,
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Introduction
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) are a promising new tool for
biomechanics research, providing the opportunity to move
experiments “into the wild.” IMU systems have limitations,
particularly for short duration motions, that are typically
documented by the manufacturers [1], but studies seem to be
choosing a system without attention to these details [2]. The goal
of this abstract is to compare an IMU system with motion capture
(MoCap) for a simple motion which the IMU system is probably
not “tuned” for: jumping jacks.

In general the IMU and MoCap joint angles agreed. The
greatest divergence occurred at points of impact (Fig. 2),
presumably corresponding to high transient accelerations, which
would result in data that could not be sampled by a system with
a max sampling frequency of 60 Hz. Typical recommendations
for data collection rates for high-impact activities (running, and
presumably jump jacks landing) is a minimum of 400 Hz [3].

Methods
9 healthy subjects (4 female, 5 male, avg. age 21) took part in the
study. Subjects were instrumented with a fullbody XSense
Awinda IMU system, and then a full body biomechanics
reflective marker set was applied. IMU (60Hz) and MoCap (120
fps, 8-Vicon T40 cameras) data were collected simultaneously
while the subject performed two trials of 15 jumping jacks.
Center Of Mass (COM) position, hip angle, and shoulder angles
were computed for both data sets. MoCap position data was
filtered (10Hz, 4th order Butterworth) and angles calculated in
the coronal plane using Matlab. All IMU data was based on postprocessing calculations performed within the XSENS software.
Results and Discussion
There was a notable difference between the IMU and MoCap data
sets. In the jumping jack trials, where both the subject’s feet left
the ground simultaniously, the IMU system struggled to maintain
the correct position in the transverse plane, with the IMU’s COM
position drifting noticeably compared to the corresponding
position of the MoCap LV5 (Fig. 1). Some IMU systems solve
this problem by including a GPS system in their sensor suite,
though the system used in this study is not one of them [1].

Figure 2: Hip angle over middle 5 jumping jacks for a single subject.

Significance
IMU systems have exciting potential to move biomechanics
experiments out of the lab, however, these prelimnary findings
suggest that the functionality of the particular system should be
carefully considered and matched to the task being analysed. In
particular, these specific IMUs seem to be accurate for slow
movements, but face challenges for measuring impacts or longterm position tracking. Researchers should take care in selecting
a system, paying attention to the sampling rate and tracking
limitations as related to their particular context. Using an IMU
system in place of motion capture should be done cautiously, and
the validity should be checked carefully before a wholesale shift
in methodology is adopted.
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Introduction
sEMG-based pattern recognition algorithms have been developed
to recognize the user’s motion or intention. Most previous studies
developed sEMG-based gesture recognition systems, and they
used sEMG sensors attached to specific muscles to avoid
misclassification due to the electrode shift [1]. However, they
were difficult to use by non-experts and did not perform well due
to the electrode shift when the sensors were worn again in daily
life [2]. Furthermore, the selection of feature vectors based on
classification performance was not efficient in considering the
cost and time to train and evaluate the classifier [1]. This study
presents the sEMG-based finger posture recognition algorithm
for non-experts and method to select the feature vector
considering the electrode shift.

doffing of the sensor. Both of inter-gesture PCCs and intersession PCCs were important in evaluating the classification
performance of feature vectors, but the results showed that the
effect of inter-session was greater than that of inter-gesture.
The present study suggested that various finger postures could be
recognized using an armband-type sEMG sensor and the problem
of electrode shift could be solved using the feature vectors with a
high inter-session PCCs.
Table 1: Classification accuracy (CA) and PCCs of inter-session
and inter-gesture according to the feature vectors
Feature
vectors
IEMG
MAV
MAV1
MAV2
SSI
VAR
TM3
TM4
TM5
RMS
LOG
WL
AAC
DASDV
MAVSLP
ZC
WAMP
MYOP
SSC
AR
CC

Methods
Ten healthy adults were recruited to perform twelve finger
postures in MVC of 20% (rest, spread, V-sign, O.K.-sign, scissorsign, finger-pointing, thumb-up, palmar pinch, lateral pinch, tip
pinch, cylindrical grasp, spherical grasp). Each subject wore a
pre-developed armband-type sEMG sensor [3] on the right lower
arm, and the electrode of the mainboard was placed on the top of
the flexor carpi radialis. The subjects performed each finger
posture for five seconds and all finger postures were repeated
twice. These sessions were repeated ten times with donning and
doffing of the sEMG-based armband sensor. Twenty-one feature
vectors in time domain were calculated using the band-passed
(10-250Hz) signal. Pearson’s correlation coefficients (PCCs)
were used to analyse the correlation of inter-gesture and intersession. In PCCs, the values (r) between 0
indicate weak, moderate and strong linear
and
relationship (LR), respectively. An artificial neural network
(ANN) classifier with a single feature vector was used to classify
finger postures. For each subject, nine sessions were used for
training (TRN) the ANN classifier, and the other session for the
testing in the MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox.

CA (%)
TRN: 1 TRN: 1~9
60.8±7.4 81.7±6.0
61.3±9.8 80.8±7.1
60.4±10.1 78.8±10.7
57.9±9.1 76.3±8.6
54.6±7.7 77.9±6.2
53.3±11.1 76.7±7.7
29.2±9.0 47.9±16.5
37.5±11.5 65.0±11.7
23.3±7.1 51.3±10.9
60.4±10.6 81.7±9.5
65.4±10.8 81.7±7.1
65.8±6.1 83.3±7.3
62.9±9.9 82.9±8.7
63.3±9.6 77.9±8.6
15.0±5.3 12.1±5.7
66.7±7.3 80.8±9.3
66.7±6.5 79.2±11.5
14.2±6.0 18.3±6.6
62.1±5.0 81.3±6.0
29.6±8.0 34.6±10.6
30.0±5.8 32.9±12.5

PCCs (r)
Inter-gesture
Inter-session
0.477±0.073
0.896±0.055
0.477±0.073
0.896±0.055
0.478±0.074
0.897±0.054
0.467±0.072
0.889±0.055
0.452±0.071
0.865±0.082
0.452±0.071
0.865±0.082
0.374±0.040
0.762±0.161
0.419±0.071
0.783±0.142
0.376±0.044
0.709±0.181
0.470±0.069
0.887±0.059
0.494±0.077
0.902±0.044
0.479±0.071
0.896±0.059
0.479±0.071
0.896±0.059
0.473±0.068
0.886±0.062
0.050±0.004
0.000±0.010
0.510±0.075
0.896±0.035
0.507±0.077
0.906±0.039
0.297±0.004
0.219±0.141
0.510±0.074
0.890±0.036
0.331±0.013
0.458±0.072
0.331±0.013
0.458±0.072

Significance
The robustness on the electrode shift by donning and doffing of
the sensor is important in sEMG-based pattern recognition
system for non-expert and daily life. In this study, classification
performance was improved by the additional training data about
the electrode shift in all twenty-one feature vectors. The analysis
of PCCs showed that the LR of inter-session is more important
than the LR of inter-gesture to improve the finger posture
recognition.

Results and Discussion
In all feature vectors, the ANN classifier using 9 training data
showed higher classification accuracy than the classifier using 1
training data. The accuracy of the classifier was high in the order
of WAMP(6.7 ± 6.5%), ZC(66.7 ± 7.3%), WL(65.8 ± 6.1%) in 1
training session, and WL(83.3 ± 7.3%), AAC(82.9 ± 8.7%),
IEMG(81.7 ± 6.0%) in 1 to 9 training session. These results mean
that the additional training data considering donning and doffing
of the sensor can solve the problems of electrode shift. Most
feature vectors showed moderate LR of inter-gesture. The feature
vectors with high inter-session (r > 0.8) showed the classification
accuracy of higher than 75%. MYOP and MAVSLP showed
mean accuracy of 14.2% and 15.0%, respectively. These feature
vectors showed weak LR in inter-gesture and inter-session. PCCs
of inter-gesture showed the classification performance of feature
vectors. In addition, PCCs of inter-session showed the robustness
of the feature vectors regarding the electrode shift by donning and
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0.02, d= 0.34). Mean TA-R was not significantly different
between conditions (p= 0.06). Mean VILR and RILR were
found to be almost identical between conditions (p> 0.9),
indicating that differences in TS-V were due to differences in
the IMU attachment, not changes in impact loading. This
partially supports our hypothesis, that the wrap condition would
more tightly couple the IMU to the skin, resulting in lower peak
TAs similar to the results reported by LaFortune [4]. However,
the effect size was small.

Introduction
Tibial accelerations (TA) during running have been shown to
be a valid surrogate for vertical ground reaction force loading
rates [1,2], as well as showing associations with running injury
[3]. With their recent proliferation, inertial measurement units
(IMUs) containing tri-axial accelerometers, have become a
common method of measuring TA. These IMUs often come
with manufacturer-provided straps, for easy attachment on the
skin. However, early work by LaFortune et al. [4] demonstrated
systematically lower TA measured with bone- compared to skin
mounted accelerometers, due to signal artefact introduced by
soft tissue mounting. However, little attention has been given to
the method of attaching skin mounted IMUs and its effect on
resulting TA measures. Given the findings of LaFortune, it
stands to reason that attaching an IMU more securely to the skin
will result in lower mean TA. Further, it may also result in lower
stride-to-stride variability and better correlations with vertical
loading rates.
Therefore, our purpose was to compare two IMU
attachment methods: the manufacturer-provided strap and a
combination of tape with a neoprene wrap. We hypothesized
that the wrap method would be more secure and therefore show
lower mean TA, lower stride-to-stride variability, and higher
correlations with vertical loading rates compared to the strap.
Keep Space
Methods
18 runners were recruited as part of an ongoing study (10 men/
8 women; mean age= 33 ± 11 yrs). An IMU (IMeasureU Blue
Trident, Auckland, NZ) was attached to the right distal-medial
tibia, 1 cm above the superior border of the malleolus. For the
strap attachment method, participants were sized to one of 4
straps provided by the manufacturer for use with the IMU. For
the wrap attachment, the IMU was first secured directly to the
skin with Kinesio Tape® and then wrapped over top with a
neoprene wrap. In both cases, the strap/wrap was secured as
tightly as possible without causing significant discomfort.
Participants then ran for 5 minutes at a self-selected pace
on an instrumented treadmill (AMTI, Watertown, MA) to
warm-up, followed by 16 seconds of data collection (approx. 20
strides). The second attachment method was applied, and these
procedures were repeated. Order of attachments was
counterbalanced across subjects. Mean comparisons between
attachment methods were performed for peak vertical and
resultant TA (TA-V, TA-R), the stride-to-stride coefficient of
variation for TA-V and TA-R, and vertical and resultant
instantaneous ground reaction force loading rates (VILR,
RILR). Further, correlations between peak TAs and
VILR/RILR were assessed.
Keep Space
Results and Discussion
Results of mean comparisons (Fig. 1) showed significantly
lower peak TA-V in the wrap compared to strap condition (p=

Figure 1: Mean comparisons between strap and wrap conditions

Median stride-to-stride coefficients of variation for TA-V
(Strap: 8.5%, Wrap: 9.6%, p= 0.46) and TA-R (Strap: 10.3%,
Wrap: 10.1%, p= 0.64) were similar. This was counter to our
hypothesis, that the wrap condition would also lower stridelevel variability in peak TAs.
Finally, our last hypothesis was also not supported.
Correlations between TA-V and VILR/RILR were similar for
the strap (rs= 0.91, p< 0.01) and wrap (rs= 0.84-0.85, p< 0.01)
conditions. Correlations were also similar for TA-R (Strap: rs=
0.85, p< 0.01, Wrap: rs= 0.79-0.81, p< 0.01). Our correlations
are stronger than those reported by previous studies (r= 0.610.82). [1,2] These results indicate that, despite lower mean TAs
in the wrap condition, the correlations with ground reaction
force loading rates were unaffected by the attachment method.
Keep Space
Significance
Overall, our results provide two key pieces of evidence. For
individuals interested capturing the most representative
measure of actual TAs during running, a more secure
attachment method for skin mounted IMUs may be necessary.
This was evidenced by systematically lower peak TA-V in the
wrap condition, albeit, with a small effect size. However, many
individuals, such as clinicians, may simply be interested in TAs
during running as a surrogate for impact loading forces. In these
terms, using a simpler method of attaching IMUs (i.e. the strap)
appears to be adequate.
Keep Space
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Introduction
Obtaining running data is crucial for managing an athlete’s
training load [1]. A gait lab can provide accurate position
measurements, but simple wearable technologies are helping
athletes reduce their costs and allowing the athlete to remain in a
setting that is more representative of their typical gait pattern [2].
In particular, stride length can be obtained with the help of Global
Positioning System (GPS) wearables. Unfortunately, a GPS may
not be feasible due to the signal being deflected by buildings [3].
An alternative may include a Local Positioning System (LPS)
since it is highly accurate, covers a large frequency spectrum
(equal to or greater than 500 MHz) and consumes little energy,
avoiding the disadvantages of GPS. Despite its advantages, an
LPS has its limitations in determining gait events. Sensor fusion
may be beneficial in this regard as sensor fusion takes inputs from
multiple sensors and combines them into a single output. An
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) can help characterize a gait
event such as stride length. In order to get both good gait event
data from the IMU and good position data from the LPS, sensor
fusion is required. The objective of the study was to compare
stride length obtained from a LPS to a motion capture system
(MOCAP), the “gold standard”.

Figure 1: Bland Altman Plot of stride length obtained from the
MOCAP and LPS

Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 1, the bias in the Bland Altman Plot of stride
length is 0.46 m, the upper limit of agreement (+1.96 SD) is 1.53
m and the lower limit of agreement (-1.96) is -0.61 m. Out of 810
trials, 46 (5.68%) stride lengths fall outside of the limits of
agreement. The Bland Altman plot of stride length showed a large
scatter between MOCAP and LPS data.

Methods
90 recreationally active participants (Age: 27.6 years ± 5.1, Mass:
70.7 kg ± 10.6, Height: 173.8 cm ± 8.7) free of any physical
condition that prevents them from running were recruited. The
testing session was conducted along a ten-meter running lane.
Kinematic data were recorded using reflective markers and eight
MOCAP cameras (Vicon, Oxford, UK). The LPS (XCo Tech,
Penticton, Canada) consisted of a hub and an IMU sensor
equipped with a radio frequency emitter operating in the
ultrawide bandwidth (central frequency: 4GHz; bandwidth: 500
MHz). The hub was positioned two meters behind the
participant’s starting position at a height of one meter. A
retroreflective marker was placed on each heel and the IMU was
placed on the sacrum. Participants performed three trials at each
of a self-selected walk, run and sprint speed. Stride length from
the MOCAP was obtained by finding the difference between
vertical minima of a heel marker at ipsaleteral heel strikes. Stride
segmentation was obtained by finding local peaks in the superiorinferior direction of the IMU data and deeming them as heel
strikes [4]. Stride length was then calculated as the difference
between position in the anterior-posterior direction obtained from
the LPS of the heel strike epoch. The stride length in the last stride
was used for analysis. A Bland-Altman plot was used to compare
stride length between the LPS and MOCAP systems.

Significance
An LPS equipped with an IMU and operating in the ultrawide
bandwidth may not be a valid method to determine stride length.
Additional data processing methods, for example machine
learning, should be explored to determine if efficacy can be
improved.
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differences in the RMS error between all three sources of training
data.

Introduction
Maturation of powered exoskeleton technology would benefit
various sectors including military, manufacturing, and
healthcare. A key part of this maturity is increased metabolic
efficiency of the operator. Most current exoskeleton systems
require the operator to “bump into” the device as a means of
informing it to move out of the way. However, this impediment
of motion is a likely contributor to metabolic inefficiencies [1]. It
is critical that the device move prior to contact. In order for this
to occur, a prediction of future joint angles is required to actuate
the exoskeleton with enough lead time to avoid unneccesary
contact with the body. One way to do this is to utilize muscle
EMG and current joint angle data in conjunction with trained
machine learning algorithms, such as a neural network [2].
However, it is unknown what effect the source of training data
has on the prediction error. As such, the purpose of this study was
to test the hypothesis that one’s own opposite lower-limb used to
train a neural network predictive algorithm would produce less
error than either a sex-matched independent population or a non
sex-matched independent population.

Table 1: ANOVA results from comparing RMS Error of
predicted knee flexion angle for various sources of training data.

Methods
This study collected whole body biomechanics from ten (5 F,
5 M) healthy participants (21.5 ± 2.0 yrs, 64.5 ± 9.8 kg, 166.9 ±
14.5 cm) during an established gait. A 10-camera Vicon motion
capture system was used to capture lower limb kinematics. The
marker data was filtered using a 15 Hz lowpass Butterworth filter
and knee flexion angle calculated in Visual-3D software. A 6sensor Delsys Trigno IM set was synchronized to the motion
capture system and caputured EMG data for the right and left
tensor fasciae latae, rectus femoris, vastus medialis, vastus
lateralis, biceps femoris, and semitendinosus. Knee flexion angle
and EMG signals were split into three training data sets: the
opposite limb of the knee being tested, a population of only males
or females (whichever sex match the subject), and a general
population that included all other nine test stubjects. Knee flexion
angle predictions for the tested knee 50 ms into the future were
obtained using a nonlinear input-output time series neural
network algorithm trained using Bayesian regularization with a
single hidden layer of ten nodes and a feedback delay set to two.
This was performed for each knee of all ten subjects. The RMS
errors of the predicted angles vs motion capture determined
angles were used to compare the accuracy of the neural networks.
An ANOVA was conducted to compare the mean RMS errors
from each of the sources of training data to determine significant
differences. All subjects provided IRB-approved informed
consent to be involved in this study.

Figure 1: RMS Error for knee flexion angle predicted with data
sources of the same subject (opposite limb) and independent
populations (same sex, general population). Figure does not
represent statistical outliers.
Discussion
The results of the ANOVA disagreed with our hypothesis that
one’s own opposite knee flexion angle used to train a neural
network predictive algorithm would produce less error than either
a non sex-matched independent population or a sex-matched
independent population. This means that there would not be a
significant gain for training on an injured persons’ healthy leg to
be used on a leg with disabilities.
Significance
The lack of significant difference in the RMS error between all
three sources of training data points to a need for further
exploring the implementation of the method that would be easiest
to enact. In this case, the non sex-matched independent
population would see the widest range of success as it would
cover any healthy individual. A single, universal algorithm for all
exoskeleton users would significantly expidite the acceptance of
exoskeleton technology in numerous applications.

Results
The RMS error of the predicted knee flexion angle from the three
sources of training data are presented in Figure 1 and were as
follows: Opposite Limb: 1.7 ± 0.7°, Sex-Matched Population:
3.3 ± 2.4°, and Non Sex-Matched Population: 2.5 ± 1.6°
(excluding statistical outliers). The results of the ANOVA
analysis (Table 1) showed that there were no significant
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Introduction
Three-dimensional motion capture using skin-mounted markers
can be a tool to better understand hip pathology, such as
femoracetabular impingement (FAI), as it relates to dynamic
motions. However, motion capture is limited in accuracy due to
the movement of skin relative to bone, known as soft tissue
artifact (1), and errors in marker placement. Dynamic biplane
radiography (DBR) evaluates in vivo hip kinematics during
dynamic tasks with an accuracy of 0.3 mm and 0.8º (2). Previous
studies have evaluated the accuracy of motion capture to measure
hip kinematics during gait, hip abduction, rotation, and loaded
flexion by comparing motion capture with DBR and found errors
up to 54 mm and 9.5° (1,3). However, previous studies did not
evaluate motion capture accuracy during deep hip flexion, which
is an activity that elicits hip pain in FAI patients. The aim of this
study was to determine the error in locating the hip joint center
using motion capture compared to DBR during deep hip flexion.

(p>0.05). The repeatability of error between trials of the same
motion were high, with an average Pea
correlation of
r=0.77, p=0.02 for all trials.
Although errors were fairly repeatable within subjects for a
given motion, RMS error varied between subjects and anatomical
direction (Figure 1). The average RMS errors for all subjects and
all trials were: ML: 11 8 mm, AP: 26 16 mm, SI: 17 13 mm.
While Fiorentino et al. analyzed skin-mounted marker and not
hip center locations, our average ML-axis findings for all trials
are comparable (11 mm). However, our AP and SI errors are
higher than theirs (AP: 18 mm; SI: 12 mm), possibly due to the
deep flexion movement we studied. RMS errors were also
subject-dependent, with standard deviations of RMS errors
ranging from =7 to 21 mm.
Figure 1:
Difference in
poistion of hip
joint centers
between DBR
and Vicon
systems for 6
representative
subjects
during right
hip deep
flexion. (ML:
mediolateral,
AP: anteroposterior, SI:
superiorinferior).

Methods
Twelve unilateral FAI patients (9 F/3 M, 31 12 ea (20-57
ea ), 23.5 4.0 kg/m2) participated in this IRB-approved study.
The locations of the bilateral hip joint centers were analyzed
during two trials of single-legged standing active hip flexion and
two trials of single-legged standing active hip flexion combined
with adduction and internal rotation. Motion capture (12-camera
Vicon Vantage) and DBR data were captured simultaneuosly at
100 Hz and 30 Hz, respectively. For Vicon data, the hip joint
landmarks were estimated in Visual3D from a Coda pelvis and
based on regression equations using the ASIS and PSIS marker
locations (4). For DBR, the hip joint centers were based on fitting
a sphere onto the femoral head on a subject-specific 3D model
generated from a CT scan of the hip. DBR and Vicon hip center
locations were filtered with 4th and 2nd order Butterworth filters
with 3 and 12 Hz cutoffs, repsectively. The hip joint center
locations from motion capture were interpolated to yield data
synchronized to the DBR data. Hip joint center locations from
Vicon were transformed into the DBR coordinate system. Root
mean square (RMS) error was used to calculate the average
difference in the medial-lateral (ML), anterior-posterior (AP),
and superior-inferior (SI) positions of the hip joint centers
between Vicon and DBR systems over the period of synchronized
imaging. Differences between trials and sides were tested using
paried samples t-tests, and repeatability of trials was assessed
i h Pea
c ela i s.

Researchers should be aware that the error in identifying the
hip joint center during deep flexion using motion capture is, on
average, a factor of 60 times greater than DBR. An important
finding of this study is that this error varies among individuals
from 1 mm to 74 mm, making it difficult to develop a single
algorithm to correct for the errors from both marker placement
and skin motion artifact associated with conventional motion
capture.
Significance
Skin-mounted motion capture systems have error as high as 74
mm in identifying the hip joint center during deep hip flexion.
The magnitude and patterns of error vary considerably between
subjects, making it difficult to develop a single algorithm to
correct for these errors across many subjects.

Results and Discussion
A total of 140 movement trials were included in this analysis.
A e age eak hi fle i a gle ac
all ial a f 92 . RMS
errors ranged from 1 to 74 mm across subjects, trials, and
anatomical directions. Our findings are similar to, but slightly
larger than those reported by Fiorentino et al. (1) who found mean
errors ranging from 3 to 54 mm during walking, hip abduction,
and hip rotation.
RMS errors were not significantly different between the
symptomatic and asymptomatic legs or between the two trials
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(Ma h orks, Na ick, MA). The MATLAB classifica ionLearner
and ne ral ne ork pa ern recogni ion applica ions ere hen
sed o crea e he 10-fold classifica ion models: na e ba es,
linear s ppor ec or machine (SVM), Ga ssian K-neares
neighbo r, ensemble boos ed ree, logis ic regression, and
ne ral ne ork (18 models o al). The acc racies of he models
ere compared.

Introduction
Man al heelchair (MWC) sers i h spinal cord inj ries (SCI)
are fo r imes more likel o ha e ro a or c ff pa holog and
can e perience nbearable sho lder pain af er decades of se [1,
2]. Prop lsion and pper e remi
eigh -bearing asks likel
con rib e o he increased pain and pa holog in his
pop la ion.
Moni oring of free-li ing ac i i combined i h ac i i
classifica ion algori hms has he po en ial o inform he
freq enc and d ra ion of asks o aid in nders anding ho
e pos re o specific asks con rib es o sho lder pa holog .
Machine learning (ML) echniq es ha e been sed o de ec
prop lsion in he field sing earable-sensors on he bod and
MWC;

Results and Discussion
Eigh MWC sers i h SCI (7 males, 39.4 12.6 ears, 9.6 11.3
ears since inj r , C5-T6 inj r le els) par icipa ed in he s d .
The highes acc rac
as obser ed for linear SVM i h
LASSO fea re selec ion (Fig re 1). Selec ed fea res incl ded
spa ial and emporal fea res calc la ed from he accelera ion
and ang lar eloci da a. Repor ed acc racies ere sligh l
higher han a pre io s s d sing a ne ral ne ork model i h
hir een man all selec ed fea res es ima ed from he same
da a as he c rren s d [5]. F re ork ill incorpora e f ll
da free-li ing da a o es ima e o al dail prop lsion ime.

.
The p rpose of his s d
as o compare he performance of
si ML models i h hree fea re selec ion me hods ( o al of 18
models) o de ec MWC prop lsion sing iner ial meas remen
ni (IMU) da a collec ed from one pper arm of MWC sers.

Significance
De ec ion of prop lsion in he free-li ing en ironmen can gi e
insigh s in o he dail e pos re of mo ion and loading
e perienced b MWC sers. As par of ano her s d , a hors
are c rren l collec ing free-li ing da a alongside sho lder
magne ic resonance imaging (MRI). In es iga ion of he
associa ion be een dail prop lsion ime and sho lder MRI
findings ma lead o be er nders anding of ho MWC
prop lsion con rib es o increased pa holog for his
pop la ion. The models presen ed in he c rren s d
ere
rained i h da a collec ed in he lab and, h s, ill be impro ed
i h he incl sion of free-li ing da a.

Methods
Af er IRB appro al and informed par icipan consen , MWC
sers donned o ireless IMUs (Emerald, APDM, Por land,
OR) on heir bila eral arms. IMU da a (128 H ) and ideo da a
(60 H ) ere s nchroni ed and collec ed hile par icipan s
performed si ac i i ies of dail li ing (co n er-heigh reaching,
o erhead reaching, cross-bod lif ing, ransfers, and le el and
sim la ed ramp prop lsion on passi e rollers). Video da a from
bo h arms ere coded as prop lsion or non-prop lsion for each
second b
o ra ers; in er-ra er reliabili : 0.85.
114 normali ed emporal and spa ial fea res
ere
calc la ed from accelera ion and ang lar eloci da a for each
second for bo h arms. Da a from bo h arms ere sed in he
model independen of each o her. Da a ere separa ed in o
raining and es ing se s; all da a from si of eigh randoml
selec ed par icipan s ere sed as raining da a (75%), and he
da a from he remaining o par icipan s made p he es ing
da a. Correla ion-based fea re selec ion (CFS), ReliefF
(s a is ical me hod sing k-neares neighbo rs), and leas
absol e shrinkage and sec ion opera or (LASSO)
ere
implemen ed as fea re selec ion me hods in MATLAB
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Introduction
Patients with musculoskeletal disorders often have difficulty
performing daily activities like rising from a chair [1].
Performance on the sit-to-stand (STS) test is influenced by leg
strength and power [2], as well as joint limitations caused by
musculoskeletal pain [3]. Altered body kinematics (i.e. trunk
inclination) and slower transfer speed during STS are reported
among patients with musculoskeletal pain [4]. Unfortunately,
traditional lab-based assessment methods (3D motion capture,
forceplate) are infeasible in the routine clinical setting, and test
measurement with a simple stop-watch is not sufficiently
accurate for diagnostic use. Alternatively, wearable technology,
in particular the inertial measurement unit (IMU), has great
potential to provide an accurate and sensitive assessment of body
kinematics in a low-cost manner.
This study aims to use a single hip-mounted IMU sensor to
evaluate the STS performance between healthy controls (HC) and
patients with musculoskeletal pain (Lumbar Spinal Stenosis LSS and Knee Osteoarthritis - KOA), and to explore the
feasibility of using sensor-derived features for better disease
phenotyping.

Results and Discussion
As expected, patients with musculoskeletal pain exhibited slower
STS movement (longer duration per cycle, smaller vertical
acceleration) than HC. An increased TA range per STS cycle was
also observed (65.1° ± 20.1° for LSS, 76.2° ± 19.6° for KOA) in
comparison with HC (52.9° ± 17.4°, p=0.044). Additionally, the
cycle-by-cycle variation (DTW Euclidean distance) for TA was
found to be significantly different (p=0.02) between HC (771.6
±343.5) and patients with musculoskeletal pain (LSS: 1678.8 ±
868.2, KOA: 1901.2 ± 1240.9). Yet the cycle-by-cycle variation
for vertical acceleration and saggital gyroscope signal did not
reach statistical significance (p=0.08) for group comparison. As
shown in Figure 1, the TA cycle-by-cycle variation was also
associated
-0.45, p<0.01) with the perceived pain while doing
daily activities (SF-36 Bodily Pain). These findings suggest that
the Trunk Inclination Angle as well as its cycle-by-cycle
variation during STS, can potentially be used as an additional key
parameter for altered mobility detection in patients with
musculoskeletal pain. Further work investigating the trunk
inclination dynamic to phenotype patients with different
musculoskeletal pain mechanisms is underway.

Methods
Thirty participants were enrolled in the study with equal
distribution of patients in each of the 3 groups (10 KOA, 10 LSS,
and 10 HC, age and gender matched). Each participant completed
the 30-second STS test wearing a Shimmer3 IMU sensor
(Shimmer, Germany) on the right hip. For each trial, only the first
5 STS cycles were analyzed to ensure signal quality consistency.
After IMU orientation correction, the trunk inclination angle
(TA), the vertical acceleration, and the sagittal angular velocity
were extracted from each STS cycle. The range of each derived
measure, as well as the cycle-by-cycle variation of each derived
measure (measured by the mean Euclidean distance of the signal
profile between STS cycles, using the Dynamic Time Warping
method– DTW) were analyzed as the primary outcome measures.
The association between each primary outcome and other
pertinent clinical outcome measures (i.e. 36-item Short Form
health survey,SF-36 [5], etc.) were analyzed using the Pearson
correlation. Group difference was analyzed using one-way
ANOVA.

Significance
The results from this work highlight the significance of trunk
inclination dynamic during sit-to-stand movement among
patients with musculoskeletal pain. The range of trunk inclination
and its variation among each sit-to-stand cycles were identified
as key features that may be uniquely sensitive to the sit-to-stand
test evaluation among musculoskeletal pain patients. These
findings could facilitate further feature selection and result
interpretation for sensor-based sit-to-stand evaluation in the
clinical setting.
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Figure 1: Scatter plot of the STS TA cycle variation (measured by the
DTW mean Euclidean distance of TA profile) against the SF-36 Body
Pain score (higher score indicates less daily pain reported).
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In rod c ion
In recent ears, earable sensors ha e attracted considerable
interest among the general p blic d e to increased a areness in
personal health and ellness management [1]. Technologies as
s ch can be partic larl beneficial to ind stries related to irt al
realit , sports performance, militar , and healthcare. Ho e er,
most earable sensors a ailable toda are still based on b lk ,
incon enient, electronic de ices. F rthermore, the are also
limited to discrete sensing at designated points.
On the contrar , sensors in the form of patches are more
conformable to the h man bod and are capable of distrib ted
sensing. For this reason, the objecti e of this st d is to de elop
a fle ible, skin-like sensor capable of contin o s ph siological
and motion monitoring. The approach as to integrate strainsensiti e nanocomposites ith commercial kinesiolog tape (KTape) as the s bstrate. The sensing properties of these Smart KTapes ere characteri ed sing a load frame and then tested on
s bjects performing different acti ities and mo ements.

the sensor signals alidated sensor performance and sho ed
promise for applications in h man motion monitoring.
Significance
In s mmar , the res lts alidated that commerciall a ailable KTape can be engineered ith added sensing f nctionalit . The
earable sensors e hibited high strain sensiti ities, lo -noise,
and ere highl repeatable o er m ltiple c cles of loading. Not
onl can Smart K-Tape be sed for h man and ph siological
monitoring in ario s settings, the can also be sed for assessing
their efficac from clinical/therape tical perspecti es or if the
are e en properl applied (or prestretched before affi ing) onto
the skin.
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Me hods
Wearable Smart K-Tape sensors ere fabricated b integrating
pie oresisti e graphene-based thin films ith kinesiolog tape.
First, graphene nanosheets (GNS) [2] ere dispersed in a 2 t.%
eth l cell lose ethanol sol tion b ltrasonication. Airbr shing
as emplo ed for depositing GNS-EC thin films on commercial
fabric transfer, before the ere ironed onto K-Tape. Electrodes
based on sil er paste and cond cti e threads ere formed at
opposite ends of the rectang lar GNS-EC thin films. These Smart
K-Tapes ere then mo nted in a load frame for characteri ing
their sensor performance and affi ed onto a s bject s rist for
alidating h man motion monitoring.
Res l s and Disc ssion
First, Smart K-Tapes ere mo nted in a Test Reso rces 100R
load frame for characteri ing their strain sensing performance.
Tensile c clic strains ere applied, hile a digital m ltimeter
(DMM) recorded the electrical resistance (R) of the specimen at
2 H . Fig. 1 sho s a representati e resistance time histor of a
Smart K-Tape specimen, here repeatable and high signal-tonoise ratio sensing response as obser ed. The strain sensiti it
or gage factor as calc lated to be 26, hich is 13 times
higher than the sensiti it of a foil-based strain gage.
Second, Smart K-Tapes (Fig. 2 left) ere also mo nted onto
a s bject s rist. As the s bject bent the rist to different angles
and back-and-forth, R of the Smart K-Tape as recorded sing
the DMM. Fig. 2 (right) plots the resistance time histor of the
sensor s response. It can be seen that changes in resistance as
obser ed depending on different angles of the rist, hich
ind ced different magnit des of strain on the Smart K-Tape and
its integrated GNS-EC sensing element. The repeatable nat re of

Fig re 1: Tensile c clic load frame testing of a Smart K-Tape
specimen and its corresponding resistance time histor response

Fig re 2: (left) A Smart K-Tape and (right) its resistance response
d ring h man motion ( rist) alidation tests
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with improved measurement of sensor-to-segment alignment (as
demonstrated in Table 1).

Introduction
Inertial measurement units (IMUs) present an attractive solution
for measuring human kinematics outside of the laboratory due to
their small size, portability, low cost, and ease of use. Estimation
of kinematics from IMU data requires integration of noisy sensor
signals and then correcting the estimates for drift errors. We
propose a method for estimating human lower limb kinematics
from an array of body-worn IMUs (one on each major segment).
As a first step, in this study we present this method for a
simplified 3-body model (two legs connected by a pelvis) of the
human lower limbs and then assess the fidelity of the estimates
via simulation and experiment.
Methods
We utilize an error-state Kalman filter (ErKF) similar to [1] to
estimate positions and orientations of the body segments.
Kinematic constraints (i.e., joint constraints) are utilized to
reduce relative drift between segments [2]. Additionally, known
kinematic states (i.e., zero-velocity updates and gravitational tilt
corrections) reduce drift errors between the lower-limb system
and a fixed world reference frame.
We apply our method to a simplified 3-body model of the
lower-limbs (two legs and pelvis) that reveals the key challenges
that must be addressed to develop a full 7-body lower-limb
model. We first consider noise-free IMU data as created
numerically from a walking model. We then add known noise to
test the fidelity of the ErKF estimates. The model, created in
OpenSim [3] with attached virtual IMUs, generates noise-free
IMU data for a 4-minute walk. Noise is then added
(commensurate with commercially available IMUs) to generate
simulated IMU data. The simulated data is input to the ErKF to
yield estimates of lower-body kinematics to compare to the
prescribed trajectories of the original model. Because the
algorithm requires known sensor-to-segment alignments, we also
use OpenSim to investigate the impact of errors in measured
sensor-to-segment alignment. In addition to these simulations, we
evaluate the performance of this simplified model for a human
subject walking overground with stiff legs.

Figure 1: Comparison of ground truth (gt) and estimated (est) joint
angles for the right hip over a representative 20-second time sample of
walking simulations.
Table 1: Mean and standard deviation (SD) of errors in estimated stride
width (SW) due to sensor-to-segment misalignment (from simulation).
Misalignment is positive about hip adduction axis.
Misalignment (deg)
-10
-5
0
5
10
Mean SW error (%)
79
40
0
-40
-79
SD SW error (%)
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.0
1.5

Significance
The results presented support extending this approach to a full
lower-limb model incorporating seven segments (feet, shanks,
thighs and pelvis). Doing so will provide a powerful means to
estimate kinematics outside of traditional laboratory
environments, thereby enabling research in broad contexts
including human health, worker safety, and human performance.
Importantly, the method makes no assumptions about the terrain
(e.g., ground need not be level) nor is it constrained to low
dynamical movement; thus, allowing the method to be used for a
wide range of task analyses.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows a comparison of ground truth and estimated right
hip joint angles for a representative 20-second sample for the
walking simulations. Root-mean-square errors (RMSE) for the
joint angles remain below 0.3 degrees on both hips and on all
three axes. Additionally, stride parameters were acurately
estimated with RMSE of 2% for stride length and 1.3% for stride
width. Table 1 summarizes resulting stride width errors with
prescribed misalignment between the leg and leg-mounted IMUs
about the hip adduction axis. These results demonstrate
significant sensitivity of stride width on sensor-to-segment
misalignment. Experimental results with stiff-legged human
walking also demonstrate good agreement between estimates and
ground truth for stride length and stride width (mean errors of -8
cm and -5 cm, respectively). These results will likely improve
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Introduction
An accurate description of bone motion is essential for
understanding motion-related joint pathomechanics. Our inhouse, intensity-based centroid detection algorithm for markerbased tracking has been used to track isolated bones using biplane
fluoroscopy [1]. However, footwear, which may contain irregular
shapes and variable material density, potentially contributes to
the image noise level and may influence the tracking
performance. The purpose of this study was to use our in-house
bead tracking software and evaluate its performance in different
footwear conditions. We hypothesized that the tracking
performance would be worse in shod and ankle-foot orthoses
(AFO) conditions compared to barefoot, as shoes and other
devices may attenuate more X-ray compared to the barefoot
condition.

Figure 1: (A) The loading apparatus with a four-bar linkage simulates
the tibial progression angle during the stance phase of the gait cycle. Foot
positions were controlled through the nylon ropes to the muscles. (B)
Ten stainless steel beads implanted in the hindfoot bones.

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the
difference in means of the standard deviation between footwear
conditions (barefoot, CS, CS-AFO, RB), with a value of p < 0.05
considered significant.

Methods
One cadaveric foot specimen (male, 97 years, BMI = 25.1 kg/m2)
without known ankle or foot pathology was used for this study.
Extrinsic muscles were dissected and attached to nylon ropes
with a Krackow suture (Figure 1A). Ten radio-opaque stainless
steel beads (diameter: 3mm) were implanted in the cortices of the
tibia (3 beads), talus (3 beads), and calcaneus (4 beads) (Figure
1B). The beads were secured with cyanoacrylate adhesive after
implantation. A computed tomography (CT) scan of the specimen
was conducted (Siemens Biograph 16, 130kV, variable current,
voxel size: 0.867 x 0.867 x 0.7 mm).
A custom designed loading apparatus was used to simulate
tibial progression during the stance phase of gait. The cadaveric
foot was moved through our biplane fluoroscopic imaging system
(Figure 1A), c
g f
d ed Ph
BV Pulsera Ca
c e (Ph
Med ca S e , 70-72kV, 19mA)
with high-speed cameras (Phantom v5.2, Vision Research, frame
rate: 500Hz, exposure time 0.0018s)) [1]. One operator controlled
the tibial motion and another operator applied tension through the
nylon ropes to the muscles to regulate foot posture (Figure 1A).
Four footwear conditions were tested; one barefoot condition and
three shod conditions (control shoe or CS (New Balance 928), CS
with an AFO (CS-AFO), and rocker bottom shoe (RB)). A strain
gauge mounted to the floor was used to indicate when the foot
was being loaded; stance phase was determined by a 10%
increase in the signal range for each trial. A total of 20 trials (5
for each condition) were collected and analyzed.
The data underwent imaging distortion and flatfield
correction, and 3D localization of the system was conducted [1].
Then 3D space frame-by-frame bead (marker) location
reconstruction was conducted using an in-house program written
in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick MA). Pairwise intermarker
distances were calculated for each bead pair in the tibia, talus, and
calcaneus in different footwear conditions. A total of 12
intermarker distances were calculated over at least 885 video
frames per condition.The standard deviations for each pair were
used to represent the tracking performance.

Results and Discussion
The mean of the standard deviation was 0.18 mm (range 0.100.33 mm) among all intermarker distances in all testing
conditions. For each condition, the standard deviation of the
intermarker distances [mean (minimum-maximum)] were 0.20
(0.13-0.33) mm (barefoot), 0.18 (0.13-0.28) mm (CS), 0.15
(0.11-0.22) mm (CS-AFO), and 0.18 (0.10-0.26) mm (RB). The
ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference across
the footwear conditions (p = 0.2), suggesting that the marker
tracking performance was not significantly influenced by the
selected footwear and orthosis.
Marker-based tracking was used as the gold standard to
describe bone motions in other fluoroscopic validation studies
[1,2]. However, the effect of footwear on fluoroscopic imaging
has not been fully considered. This study is a baseline for our later
markerless bone tracking procedures. As we only tested one
cadaver, one shoe model, and one AFO, the results may not be
generalizable to other footwear designs or conditions.
Significance
Any materials that potentially attenuate X-ray energy may have
resulted in worsened fluoroscopic images. The design and
materials used in shoes may affect the marker tracking
performance. We confirmed that our in-house marker tracker did
not perform differently in barefoot and shod conditions. This
enables us to use marker-based tracking as the gold standard for
subsequent markerless bone tracking analyses.
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Introduction

Table 1: Comparison of classification accuracy results. Bold shows
new method had higher accuracy than previous results.

Classification and prediction of human movement has become
an important research topic in the field of biomechanics and
health.1 Quantitative interpretation of an indi idual s motions
in real-time is necessary for the control of robotic prosthetics,
orthotics, and exoskeletons and is useful for clinical
identification of abnormal gait or adverse events such as
falling.2,3 Body-worn sensors are often used to collect data used
to classify human movement, however, the interpretation of
data varies considerably among researchers.
Two main hurdles exist when processing sensor data: 1)
feature selection and 2) machine learning algorithm selection.
First, when processing sensor information, features of the data
(such as mean, max, standard deviation, etc.) are analyzed. In
addition, these features are often analyzed over time using
sliding windows, where the size and overlap of the windows
can affect feature usefulness.4 Second, the processed data is
analyzed with machine learning techniques to relate data
patterns to varying activity classifications. With a multitude of
combinations between feature selection and machine learning
methods the same data set can be analyzed in different ways
with varying results.2,4 Finally, the use of machine learning
techniques requires the collection of large amounts of human
subject data on which to base the algorithm. Often, the
collection of human subject data requires significant
investment, and the data of multiple researchers is generally
incompatible. This makes it difficult to perform new research
or to utilize data from others to augment a data pool.
The objective of this project was to create a stand-alone
software application to enable automated processing and
analysis of data from body worn sensors to accurately classify
human movement. In addition, we propose the use of a
standardized data format to facilitate data sharing.

Subject
A01
A02
A03
A04
A05
Pooled

SVM
Original
96.2
95.2
90.7
92.7
93.0
90.5

KNN
New
95.0
88.2
94.0
94.2
93.9
93.7

Original
96.5
94.9
90.4
92.6
94.4
91.2

Ensemble
New
99.7
99.5
98.6
99.1
99.3
98.9

Original
96.2
94.8
90.3
92.1
93.8
90.5

New
99.6
99.5
93.4
99.0
99.1
98.8

five-fold cross validation or testing on a percentage of holdout
data determined randomly by the application.
Initial testing of the application utilized pre-existing data
used to classify turning in lower limb amputees.2 In the previous
study we looked at data from five amputee subjects (both
individually and pooled) and classified whether they were
turning or walking straight using data from a single inertial
measurement unit simulated using motion capture data. The
initial testing compared the efficacy of using support vector
machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), and decision tree
ensemble (Ensemble) algorithms on the classification accuracy
and so we limited the scope of this analysis to those three
methods.
Results and Discussion
Results from the previous study compared to the updated
analysis are shown in Table 1. We found that the new
application was able to attain higher classification accuracies
(as measured by percentage of correctly predicted data points)
than our original analysis for 16 of the 18 conditions. In our
original work we also concluded that pooling data resulted in
lowered classification accuracy, however, this new method
contradicts that with accuracies near 99% for two of the three
classifiers using pooled data. The original study made
adjustments and accuracy comparisons manually, requiring
weeks of work. Our new method ran in 80 minutes for the entire
analysis. These results indicate that higher classification
accuracies are attainable in far less time using this automated
method as compared to manual analysis.

Methods
Software development utilized the MATLAB App Designer
and the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox. The
standalone application can upload a single, standardized text
file that contains experimental motion data for analysis. The
user then guides the application to select data groups and
extracts labeled classifications contained within the file. They
then choose calculated features (mean, min, max, and standard
deviation) that are generated by the application. Calculated
features are determined over a time window length and overlap
that is optimized as part of the process. The user initially
indicates a minimum and maximum time window range and
overlap over which the application will analyze the data as well
as specified machine learning algorithms they would like to
consider. The application then iteratively compares the various
combinations of features, time window size, window overlap,
and algorithm type to find a setup that produces the highest
classification accuracy. Accuracy is calculated using either

Significance
This work highlights that reported classification outcomes
using machine learning to predict human motion from body
worn sensors are highly variable depending on the method of
analysis. The development of a standardized method to
organize and optimize these analyses is greatly needed. This
application will provide a standard analysis, and future work
will expand the application s functionality and optimization.
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Introduction
Measuring pennation angle changes during muscle contraction
has become relatively common and with a number of automated
programs being offered for this purpose these types of measures
are only getting more common. Antedoteally, in some instances
we (and others) have seen what appears to be pennation angle
changes throughout time during a cyclical loading protocol. In
these instances, the maximum pennation angle during a
contraction cycle is larger than the maximum from the previous
cycle. Repeated contractions are standard in lifting activities
and therefore investigation of this phenomenon in warranted to
first see if it actually exists and then if it does to determine
what, if any, functional significance it may have.
Figure 1: Representative graphs of ankle acceleration vs. time and
pennation vs. time graphs for a subject who exhibited a change in
pennation angle over time but not in range of motion.

In the past, pennation angle has been assumed to change in a
fixed relationship with joint angle changes. However, recent
literature suggests pennation angle change is also dependent on
velocity of contraction [1]. This provides some evidence that
pennation angle is dependent on more than just joint angle and
therefore could change with successive contraction cycles. The
purpose of this study was to describe these anomalies previously
seen in research.

Results and Discussion
Out of a total of 11 trials, two trials showed no difference in
ankle angle over time but showed a difference in pennation
angle over time. One showed a difference in both ankle and
pennation angle over time and one showed a difference in ankle
angle but not pennation angle. The rest of the trials showed no
difference in either ankle or pennation angle. While many of
these results agree with our previous understanding of how
muscle behaves throughout a range of motion, a couple trials do
seem to suggest something else maybe occurring. Changing
cut-off frequency did not change the results, which seems to
indicate that the results are not due to an artifact introduced
during processing the data.

Methods
Five subjects (2 Female, 3 Male, 21±1 years, 171.7±8.0 cm,
80±21kg) were enrolled in this study. Subjects were asked to
plantarflex and dorsiflex through a full range of motion for five
cycles while maintaining muscle tension throughout. Subjects
maintained a rate of approximately 0.5 Hz while moving
through the range of motion. During contractions, ultrasound
was used to record the pennation angle of the anterior tibialis
and an accelerometer was placed on the dorsum of the foot to
verify that the range of motion was consistent throughout all
five cycles. Subjects completed three trials each. However, not
all trials could be analysed due to ultrasound image quality.

Some trials showed that pennation angle changed with
successive loading cycles even though range of motion did not.
This is an important phenomena as so many of our movements
involve cyclical loading of our muscles.

Ultrasound data was processed using a semi-automated
custom written Matlab program which identified all fascicle-like
objects and then measured the pennation angle for each object.
An average pennation angle for each frame of the video was
recorded for further analysis. Both accelerometer and pennation
angle data were filtered with a first order Butterworth filter with
a 2Hz cut-off. The five peaks corresponding to the acceleration
vs. time and pennation angle vs. time graphs were selected and a
linear regression was used to determine if either peak vs. time
regression slope differed from zero.

Significance
Pennation angle changes during cyclical loading could indicate
that the muscle is adjusting to the loading condition with each
successive cycle. If this is the case, the mechanism responsible
for this adjustment needs to be identified. If this adjustment is
advantageous for the muscle(s) completing the task, do all
individuals exhibit this adjustment? Additionally, which aspect
of muscle contraction is now more advantageous with the
adjustment?
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Introduction
Inertial measurement units (IMUs) are a promising technology
for measuring human movement easily and with low cost
outside the laboratory. IMUs measure angular velocity and
linear acceleration including gravity. IMU-based motion
measurement algorithms integrate angular velocity once and
gravity-corrected linear acceleration twice to estimate IMU
orientation, position, and velocity. This information is then used
in some form of a Kalman filter algorithm to estimate joint
kinematics in a human body model [1]. The problem with this
approach is that noisy IMU measurements amplify numerical
integration drift, resulting in violation of kinematic model joint
constraints and ultimately inaccurate estimates of model state.
Thus study compares a traditional unscented Kalman filter
approach with a novel coordinate projection approach for
estimating kinematic model state from noisy IMU
measurements. Coordinate projection [2] is a numerical method
that maintains joint constraints in a multibody dynamic
simulation utilizing absolute coordinates [3], where each rigid
body is simulated independently, similar to IMUs. To reduce
numerical integration drift further, this study also explores the
use of implicit multi-step numerical integration schemes in
place of the more common explicit single-step Euler method.

Results and Discussion
Overall, coordinate projection produced more accurate and
robust state estimates than did unscented filtering, with accuracy
increasing as the order of the implicit integrator was increased
(Table 1). Increasing integrator order to 4 did not improve state
estimates further. With the 3rd order integrator, both methods
produced excellent estimates of not only joint positions (Fig 1
apart from translations) but also joint velocities and accelerations, potentially supporting inverse dynamics analyses.
Compared to unscented filtering, coordinate projection has
several advantages. It is faster computationally (25x faster
here), requires no tuning of noise variance or other parameters,
is more robust to errors produced by low-order integrators, and
allows direct calculation of kinematic model state. However,
both approaches still require additional measurements to
attenuate significant integration drift in joint translations.
Table 1: RMS errors in joint positions for final gait cycle from
unscented filter (UF) and coordinate projection (CP) using 1st through
3rd order implicit integrators. Dashes indicate “large” errors.
Solution Integrator
q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6
Method
Order
(m) (m)
(º)
(º)
(º)
(º)
UF
1st
------------------2nd
6.96 2.48 1.47 ---------3rd
3.59 0.34 0.01 1.26 0.81 1.24
CP
1st
---- 1.92 4.13 1.22 ------2nd
3.52 4.83 0.06 0.03 0.18 0.16
3rd
3.44 0.35 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.08

q4 (deg)
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q6 (deg)

Methods
A planar six degree-of-freedom kinematic model of the pelvis,
thigh, shank, and foot was developed in MotionGenesis to
evaluate the two state estimation approaches. The pelvis was
connected to ground by a planar joint, and the hip, knee, and
ankle were modeled as pin joints. One IMU was attached to
each model segment. Experimental gait kinematics were input
into the model to generate 100 Hz synthetic IMU measurements
corrupted with white noise representative of actual IMUs.
Implicit multi-step integrators of orders 1 through 3 were
used to integrate the noisy synthetic IMU measurements.
Implicit integration used measured IMU quantities from the
current time frame to find integrated IMU quantities for the
same time frame, allowing estimation of kinematic model joint
accelerations as well as velocities and positions. IMU angular
acceleration was estimated by backward finite differencing.
Following each numerical integration time step, either an
unscented Kalman filter or coordinate projection approach was
used to estimate kinematic model state. The unscented filter
used integrated IMU orientations, positions, and velocities,
measured IMU angular velocities and gravity-contaminated
accelerations, and differentiated IMU angular accelerations as
measurements for estimating kinematic model state. Coordinate
projection used the pseudoinverse to find minimum changes to
measured, integrated, and differentiated IMU quantities that
satisfied linearized position and linear velocity and acceleration
joint constraint equations. Kinematic model state was backcalculated analytically from corrected IMU kinematics. For both
approaches, one minute of walking (60 gait cycles) was
simulated in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA), and rootmean-square state errors were calculated for the final gait cycle.

q5 (deg)

1

0

-40

0

50
100
Gait cycle (%)

Fig. 1: Joint positions for final gait cycle estimated by unscented filter
(UF) and coordinate projection (CP).

Significance
The novel combination of implicit multi-step integration and
coordinate projection may improve IMU-based human motion
measurement for real-time applications outside the laboratory
such as telerehabilitation and remote patient monitoring. The
approach does not require magnetometer data to obtain accurate
estimates of joint rotations.
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d c
Ro a or c ff ears affec abo 40% of he pop la ion o er age
60,
i h abo
250,000 ro a or c ff s rgeries performed
ann all [1]. Unfor na el , repair iss e healing af er s rger is
a major clinical problem, i h 42-78% of re- ears occ rring
i hin 12 eeks af er s rger [2-4]. Risk of repair fail re is
associa ed i h increasing pa ien age, ear si e, and fa
degenera ion, b
hese fac ors do no f ll e plain he high
incidence of fail re. Ano her fac or ha likel infl ences
healing is loading of he repair iss es ha occ rs d ring pos opera i e rehabili a ion, b ph sical herap acco n s for onl a
small por ion of a pa ien s pos -opera i e life. Moreo er, e en
i h he sho lder pro ec ed in a sling, ac i i ies of dail li ing
(e.g., dressing, self-care, alking) likel res l s in s b le
sho lder mo ion hich ma compromise repair iss e healing.
Ho e er, he e en o hich pos -opera i e sho lder ac i i
infl ences repair iss e healing is nkno n. As an ini ial s ep
o ard nders anding he rela ionship be een sho lder ac i i
and repair iss e healing, he p rpose of his s d
as o
de ermine if differences in sho lder ac i i co ld be de ec ed
be een ro a or c ff repair pa ien s and con rol s bjec s sing a
earable sensor. We h po hesi ed ha con rol s bjec s o ld
ha e grea er sho lder ac i i han ro a or c ff repair pa ien s.

1

95% CI: 0.15, 2.84). Similarl , he difference in in ensi
gradien be een con rols (-2.37 0.22) and ro a or c ff repair
pa ien s (-2.64 0.20) as s a is icall significan (Fig. 1B,
p=0.05, effec si e=1.19, 95% CI: -0.09, 2.48).

F . 1: Con rol s bjec s had grea er ol me (p=0.03, A) and
in ensi (p=0.05, B) of ac i i han ro a or c ff repair pa ien s.
These findings are enco raging and pro ide preliminar
e idence ha differences in ac i i le els be een ro a or c ff
repair pa ien s and con rol s bjec s can be de ec ed sing a
commerciall a ailable earable sensor. We an icipa e ha he
e perimen al approach described here ill also demons ra e ha
he ol me and in ensi of pa ien s ac i i
ill increase o er
ime af er s rgical repair. Ho e er, he si pa ien s hose da a
are repor ed here ere recr i ed a ario s s ages af er s rger
(1 eek, 6 eeks, and 12 eeks pos -s rger ), and herefore
his limi ed sample of pa ien s pre en s a rigoro s anal sis of
changes in ac i i le els o er ime.
F re effor s ill b ild pon his preliminar
ork b
refining he da a processing pro ocol and recr i ing addi ional
pa ien s and con rol s bjec s. We e pec hese effor s ill
pro ide objec i e e idence regarding he role of pos -opera i e
sho lder ac i i on repair iss e healing and clinical o comes.
Unders anding he role of sho lder ac i i on repair iss e
healing ill decrease he pre alence of failed repairs, impro e
clinical o comes, and decrease medical cos s associa ed i h
his common and debili a ing condi ion.

Me d
Follo ing IRB appro al, si pa ien s ho had ndergone ro a or
c ff repair (age: 56.2 9.0) and si as mp oma ic con rol
s bjec s (age: 61.3 9.4) ere recr i ed. Each par icipan ore a
ris -based ac i i sensor (3-a is accelerome er) ha collec ed
da a a 10 H (GENEAc i Original, Ac i insigh s). Pa ien s
ore he sensor on heir affec ed side for 1 eek i hin he firs
3 mon hs af er s rger , hile con rol par icipan s ore he
sensor on heir dominan ris for 1 eek. Par icipan s ore
he ac i i sensor e cep hen sleeping, ba hing, or s imming.
To q an if sho lder ac i i , he accelera ion da a ere
calibra ed o 1 g (i.e., accelera ion d e o gra i ) [5] and he
accelera ion magni de as calc la ed as he E clidean norm of
he accelera ion signals min s one g. Ne , he ol me of
ac i i
as es ima ed b calc la ing he mean accelera ion [6].
To es ima e he in ensi of ac i i , e calc la ed he in ensi
gradien , defined as he slope of he regression line rela ing he
na ral log (ln) of accelera ion freq enc
o he ln of
accelera ion magni de in 10 milli-g bins [6]. A shallo er (less
nega i e) slope of his regression line indica es more high
in ensi ac i i ies, hereas a s eeper (more nega i e) slope
indica es fe er high in ensi ac i i ies. Differences in mean
accelera ion and in ensi gradien be een ro a or c ff repair
and con rol gro ps ere assessed sing a - es . The magni de
of po en ial differences ere also assessed sing effec si es and
95% confidence in er als [7]. Significance as se a p 0.05.

S
ca ce
This preliminar s d is significan , beca se i pro ides ini ial
insigh in o sho lder ac i i le els in pa ien s d ring he cri ical
3-mon h healing period af er ro a or c ff repair.
Re e e ce
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[2] Bar h J, e al. Knee S rg Spor s Tra ma Ar hr 25(7): 17.
[3] Ianno i JP, e al. JBJS-Am 95(11), 13.
[4] Miller BS, e al. AJSM 39(10), 11.
[5] an Hees VT, e al. J Appl Ph siol 117(7), 85.
[6] Ro lands AV, e al. Med Sci Spor s E erc 50(6), 18.
[7] Torchiano M. R package ersion 0.7.6, 19.

Re
a dD c
The difference in ac i i
ol me be een con rol s bjec s
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compared to ML and Vert force times. Finally, LV of the
participant was assessed for correlation with all stability
measures for potential similarity.

Introduction
Dynamic stability assessment is used to quantify the quality of
postural control from a dynamic task to a static posture.
Traditional stability measures determine a time to signal stability
using the ground reaction force (GRF) only [1,2]. This approach
introduces limitations during interpretation, including inferences
about the control of the center of mass (COM), the ability to
assess simultaneously beyond a single axis, and the potential for
the task used to inappropriately influence the measure.
While the GRF fluctuations analyzed in these measures are
created by movement of the COM above the base of support,
stability measures using the GRF alone can only make inferences
about the control of COM motion. Stability assessments could be
improved by including the position of the COM in the calculation
to better quantify control. Furthermore, incorporating multiple
components into the assessment can strengthen observed control
mechanisms beyond analysis along a single axis [3]. Finally,
varying protocols introduce the possibility that the task
influenced the resulting stability measure; a higher landing
velocity (LV) may artificially produce higher scores, implying
worse dynamic postural control.
Based on this reasoning, the purpose of this study was to
develop a dynamic stability measure based on the torque about
the COM in the sagittal (TS) and frontal (TF) planes during a
dynamic task. To validate this torque measure being purely
kinetic in nature, kinetic and kinematic estimates of the COM
position were compared. Kinetically-derived torque measures
were also compared with traditional GRF-based measures.
Finally, LV was analyzed for its effect on all measures.

Results and Discussion
Moderate to strong correlations (rAP = 0.89; rML = 0.60; rVert =
0.82) were observed between kinetic and kinematic COM
positions. Thus, kinetic estimates of COM position were
appropriate for use in the torque calculation.
Comparison of SEQ Stabilization Times
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Figure 1: Comparison of all stability times calculated using SEQ
methods [1]. Significant differences are noted for GRF stability times
from TS (*) or TF (**) stabilization time.

Using SEQ, stabilization time of TS was different from both
AP and vertical axis force stabilization times (Fig. 1). TF
stabilization time was different from the time calculated using
force along the vertical axis, but not the ML axis. Overall, this
indicates using SEQ to calculate the amount of time to stability
produces significantly different results with the additional benefit
of including the COM position in the calculation of stabilization
time. Comparison of force and torque stability times using TTS
showed no significant differences.
Finally, LV correlated with the stabilization times of TTS (r
= 0.59), SEQ (r = 0.85), and TF (r = -0.58), but not with TS (r =
0.02). For TS, no correlation with LV indicates the stability time
provides a measure of stability in the primary plane of motion
that is independent from the LV associated with the task.

Methods
Sixteen healthy participants [24 ± 3 years, 1.71 ± 0.09 m, 74.5 ±
14.4 kg] performed five, 70 cm hops while barefoot over a 15 cm
hurdle. After landing on their dominant leg only, they stabilized
for 20 seconds. Landing kinetics were collected using a force
plate (AMTI, Watertown, MA) and kinematics of the pelvis
COM were collected using motion capture (Vicon, Englewood,
CO). The COM position was calculated using GRF by doubleintegration of the acceleration component of the GRF [4].
Using the kinetic-derived COM position, TS and TF were
calculated for the 20 second period after landing. To determine
the time to stability of the planar torque values, the same
determination methods used in sequential estimation (SEQ) [1]
and Time to Stabilization (TTS) [2] were applied. For
comparison, SEQ and TTS were calculated for the
anteroposterior (AP), mediolateral (ML) and vertical (Vert)
components of the GRF according to the literature [1,2].
To establish similarity of COM position between the kinetic
and kinematic estimates, a correlation was used. SEQ and TTS
stabilization times from forces (AP, ML, Vert) and torques (TS
and TF) were compared using ANOVAs. TS stabilization time
was compared to AP and Vert force times, while TF time was

Significance
This torque-based calculation of stabilization time provides a
more complex analysis of dynamic stability, as GRF values are
used in tandem with COM motion in the calculation. This
measure is also independent from the LV in the primary plane of
motion. Removing the effect of LV in this plane allows for
postural control analysis with reduced protocol-based influences.
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Introduction
Evaluation of knee joint sounds may provide a non-invasive and
quantitative method for determining joint health, which could be
leveraged as a metric (e.g., joint score ) for tracking progress
during rehabilitation following an acute injury or deciding on
readiness for return-to-play, for example. Knee injury risk and
prevalence in females has been well-studied. Given associated
risk factors include biomechanical and anatomical factors, it is
imperative that possible male-female differences are studied in
the emerging field of non-invasive biomarkers of knee health,
including those markers derived from joint sounds.

*,†

(a)

Methods
The data acquisition protocol is described in [1]. For this work,
we analyzed the joint sounds measured from electret
microphones placed at the lateral and medial sides of the patella
for five seated, unloaded flexion / extension cycles in 49 (N = 15
female) healthy collegiate athletes (male: 28 American football,
6 basketball; female: 7 volleyball, 8 basketball). Clicks in the
acoustic signal were identified by [1] and used to calculate bvalue according to the equations in [2]. In total, 196 b-values
(instances) were found: 49 subjects by two legs (self-reported
dominant vs non-dominant leg) at two locations (lateral or
medial). A linear mixed effects model was used with sex and leg
dominance (LD) treated as fixed effects, subject as a random
effect, and microphone location as a covariate (r-project.org).
When significant main effects were returned, a priori ( = 0.05)
planned comparisons were completed between (1) sexes at each
level of LD and (2) LD at each level of sex using pairwise posthoc comparisons from the emmeans package in R. These
comparisons were repeated for a subset of the data, examining
men and women basketball (BB) players (N = 15, 8 females) to
complete a direct sport-matched comparison.

(b)

Figure 1: b-value for male (a) and female (b) athletes. A significant
difference (*p < 0.01) as observed bet een the females dominant and
non-dominant leg. Further, a significant difference ( p < 0.0001) as
observed between male and female athletes dominant legs.

Previous studies suggest that a lower b-value is associated
with a more unhealthy knee when comparing within-subject,
within-knee measurements for, perhaps importantly, exclusively
(or nearly so) male knees [2, 3]. However, it is unclear from these
studies if a one-time, singular b-value measurement is sufficient
to determine joint health or injury risk on its own. At this
time, we speculate the lower DL b-value exhibited in females
specifically those participating in sports involving repetitive
jumping may be, in part, attributed to a larger maximum knee
valgus angle during drop vertical jump tasks in females
dominant knee [4]. Notably, models of valgus misalignments
show increases in joint contact forces and overall larger and more
sustained forces during walking and stair climbing [5], and this
larger valgus angle / loading has been associated with increased
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) strain (in vitro) [6] and
patellofemoral pain as studied in female subjects [7] as well as a
potential predictive measure for ACL injury [8].

Results and Discussion
For b-value (Fig. 1), the main effects of sex (collapsed across LD,
p = 0.09) and LD (collapsed across sex, p = 0.74) were not
significant. However, the sex by LD interaction was significant
(p = 0.01). Pairwise comparisons revealed that dominant leg (DL)
b-values were significantly lower (p < 0.0001) in females (1.14 ±
0.23) compared to males (1.44 ± 0.31), while non-dominant leg
(NL) b-values were not different (male = 1.43 ± 0.25, female =
1.31 ± 0.37, p = 0.10). Furthermore, females had a lower b-value
for the DL compared to NL (by 0.17 ± 0.35, p = 0.007), but men
did not (-0.014 ± 0.24, p = 0.75). Similarly, for the BB player
analysis, the main effects of sex (collapsed across LD, p = 0.20)
and LD (collapsed across sex, p = 0.48) were not significant,
though the sex by LD interaction was significant (p = 0.02).
Pairwise comparisons of b-values between men (1.34 ± 0.19) and
women (1.15 ± 0.24) BB pla ers DLs did not show a significant
difference (p = 0.08), and the NL b-values were not significant
(men = 1.26 ± 0.22, women = 1.39 ± 0.37, p = 0.23) as well.
Further, omen s BB players exhibited smaller b-values for the
DL compared to NL (by 0.25 ± 0.40, p = 0.01), hile men s BB
players were not significantly different (0.07 ± 0.16, p = 0.50).

Significance
Differences in male and female joint sounds were observed as
well as female side-to-side differences, supporting existing knee
injury literature. Future work (e.g., powering studies, developing
joint score algorithms, etc.) should consider sex disparities.
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Introduction
The 6-minute walk test (6MWT) is commonly used across
clinical diagnostic groups to measure functional walking
capacity1,2. The total distance walked1,2 and the distance-induced
change in walking speed2 measured during the 6MWT are strong
indicators of real world walking activity. Although demonstrably
valuable, distance-based measurements (e.g., across 6 minutes or
per minute) do not account for differences in gait quality that may
underlie the impaired performance observed in heterogeneous
populations, such as people post-stroke. Indeed, as a timed walk
test, the ability to both achieve and sustain a fast walking speed
underlies 6MWT performance. Given the relationship between
propulsion function and short- and long-distance walking speed3,
we posit that measurements of propulsion function during the
6MWT may provide crucial diagnostic data that are currently
lacking in the distance-based measurements traditionally
extracted from the 6MWT, and that can inform targeted gait
therapies. In this study, we present the use of a minimal set of
wearable inertial measurement units (IMUs) to provide indirect
estimates of propulsion function during the 6MWT.
Methods
Seven individuals with chronic post-stroke hemiparesis
completed a 6-minute walk test over a 26.6m walking track
instrumented with six forceplates while wearing three IMUs
securely attached to the pelvis, thigh, and shank. The forceplates
provided direct measurements of the anterior-posterior ground
reaction force (AP-GRF) generated during steps with a forceplate
strike. In addition, subject-specific models driven by IMUmeasured thigh and shank angles and an estimate of body
acceleration provided by the pelvis IMU were used to provide
indirect meaurements of the AP-GRF generated every step4. Peak
propulsion point metrics were extracted from the direct and
indirect estimates of the anterior portion of the AP-GRF and
compared. Moreover, the distance walked per minute of the
6MWT was measured using a measuring wheel. Study
participants were dichotomized into endurant and non-endurant
subgroups, with non-endurant individuals being those who slow
down by more than 0.10 m/s between min 1 and min 61. Peak
propulsion medians and 95% confidence intervals are reported.

Figure 1: Change in peak paretic propulsion measured by forceplates
and estimated by IMUs during the 6-minute walk test for one exemplar,
non-endurant participant on a (a) step by step basis and (b) minute by
minute basis. *Minimal Detectable Change (MDC) = 1.8 %bw.

Significance
Wearable inertial sensors offer a feasible solution to provide
clinically-accessible assessments of propulsion function during
the 6MWT. We show that individuals post-stroke who reduce
their speed over the duration of the 6MWT (i.e., non-endurant
individuals) also present with a reduction in paretic limb
propulsion (Figure 1). In contrast, individuals who do not reduce
their speed (i.e., endurant individuals) do not reduce paretic limb
propulsion. This wearable sensor technology has potential to
enable clinicians to co-assess changes in propulsion quality with
distance-based performance outcomes that are traditionally
evaluated, and may thus provide treatment-shaping diagnostic
information not currently available in most clinical settings.
Acknowledgment
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Grants: NIH KL2TR001411, AHA 18TPA34170171, AHA
18IPA34170487.

Results and Discussion
In previous work, we showed that indirect measurements of the
AP-GRF time series strongly approximated the direct
measurements made by forceplates, with low error and high
consistency4. The average error between indirect and direct
measurements of the peak propulsion magnitude (% bodyweight,
%bw) was less than 1.2 %bw—which is lower than the Minimal
Detectable Change (MDC) of 1.8%bw4. In the present study, four
out of seven participants were classified as endurant and the other
three were non-edurant. The non-endurant subgroup presented
with comparable reductions in speed (-14% [-11%, -16%]) and
peak paretic propulsion (-16% [-14%, -38%]) (Ps < 0.05). In
contrast, the endurant subgroup did not markedly change speed
(0% [-16%, 9%]) or peak paretic propulsion (2% [-8%, 8%]).
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the time between heel-strike and mid-stance (Figure 1). A
smoother and smaller acceleration data from the camera-based
system could be a result of data processing, as data were further
smoothed during the calculation of velocity and acceleration.
There are also timing differences in when peak accelerations
occurred between two methods. This could be due to the
instantaneous alignment of IMU deviating from the anatomical
directions. (Table 1)

Introduction
Deviations in motion control of the whole body center of mass
(COM) during walking could imply motor deficits or balance
impairments. Moreover, COM acceleration is reported to better
differentiate balance control ability in different populations1.
However, whole-body COM is traditionally calculated with a
whole-body reflective marker set and camera-based motion
analysis system, which significantly restricts to laboratory
settings. Recent advances in wearable motion sensor
technologies offer an opportunity to translate laboratory findings
to the clinical environment with similar gait balance measures.
Inertial measurement units (IMU) combine accelerometers,
gyroscopes, and magnetometers into a single sensor and could be
used to estimate COM acceleration. The use of wearable sensors
to detect mobility impairments has grown rapidly2,3 and
providing a time-efficient and user-friendly measurement of gait
and balance performance. The IMU is placed at a fixed body
landmark, such as the 5th lumbar vertebra (L5), as a proxy
location of COM. However, such a fixed landmark location does
not account for any instantaneous changes in body segment
alignment that could result in the relocation of whole-body COM.
Although kinematic measures derived from both methods have
been successfully used to detect gait imbalance, only limited data
are available in the literature for comparison of COM
accelerations estimated between the conventional motion capture
system and wearable sensor technology. The purpose of this
study was to demonstrate and compare patterns of COM
acceleration during walking estimated using a wearable sensor
and a conventional motion capture approach.

Figure 1: Acceleration from IMU at L5 and COM acceleration from
conventional motion capture system during walking (x-axis:
normalized by 100% gait phase, y-axis: m/s2). The anterior, medial and
superior direction were denoted as positive values.
Table 1. Timing in peak accelerations occurred and magnitude
Timing in when peak (%gait)
A-P Direction
M-L Direction
S-I Direction
Magnitude range (m/s2)
A-P Direction
M-L Direction
S-I Direction

Methods
A total of 11 healthy participants (age: 29.5 ± 13.3 years, BMI:
22.8 ± 4.8 kg/m2) were recruited so far. Experimental setup for
the conventional motion capture system included 12 Oqus
infrared cameras (Qualisys AB, Sweden) and forty-nine
retroreflective markers placed according to the marker setup 4. In
addition, a single IMU (OPAL, APDM, Portland, OR, USA) was
placed at the L5, as the proxy location of COM. Marker trajectory
and IMU data of each participant were collected from 10 level
walking trials. The whole-body COM position was calculated as
the weighted sum of body segments and anthropometric
reference data were adopted from the work of Fujimoto1. COM
acceleration were calculated from the second derivatives of COM
positions. For IMU acceleration data, the initial contact (IC) of
the gait cycle was determined by transforming the raw
acceleration curve to the Gaussian continuous wavelet and
identify the maximal value as the point of the start of IC5. Data
analysis was focused at the time period between 50 and 80% of
gait cycle. The 95% confidence intervals for the time when peak
accelerations occurred and range of magnitude changes were
reported for both approaches.

IMU [CI]

QTM [CI]

[54.3, 82.1]
[62.6, 84.5]
[65.3, 87.8]

[41.5, 64.7]
[50.1, 68.3]
[52.4, 65.4]

[15.64, 22.47]
[20.48, 25.02]
[23.11, 28.92]

[3.22, 5.76]
[2.63, 3.29]
[2.05, 3.43]

Significance
Consistent COM acceleration patterns and magnitudes during
walking could be obtained with marker-based motion system and
IMU, respectively. Accelerations obtained by the accelerometer
are more sensitive to gait events with ground contact, such as
heel-strike, when compared with those calculated from the
second derivatives of COM positions. Although kinematic
markers derived from both methods have been shown to detect
clinical populations, users should be mindful about their inherent
differences.
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Results and Discussion
Acceleration data in all three anatomical directions obtained from
both methods demonstrated a similar overall pattern. However,
distinct differences in acceleration magnitudes exist, especially at
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Introduction
Identifying human kinematics is the primary step of
biomechanics analyses and clinical evaluation for people with
walking disabilities. A typical method for calculating human
kinematics is to use a marker-based motion capture system. Such
method has a major drawback when capturing motions outside
the lab, makes it challenging to measure the various dynamic
tasks in daily living. To solve this issue, it has been suggested [1]
to use inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensors to capture the
motion [1]. However, this method requires attachment of IMU
sensors on each body segment. People may feel this is too
cumbertom to apply in daily life, limiting the use in real
application. Thus, this study aims to investigate the feasibility of
capturing the joint angles of lower extremities with a reduced
number of IMU sensors using a deep learning algorithm. We
hypothesize that if we can train a deep learning model good
enough, it can extract the information from a reduced number of
IMU sensors for the prediction of kinematics in three dimensions.

right leg. The predicted joint angle shows a higher correlation
with the ground truth of the test dataset. However, the correlation
was less for hip rotation (0.88±0.024, 0.88±0.028). We believe
that increasing the number of data from more participants will
result in a better deep learning model, helping to achieve higher
accuracy and correlation than what we provided in this study.
This is left as future work.
Significance
We have achieved reasonable accuracy with a high correlation
using a reduced number of IMU sensors with a specialized deep
learning model which supports our hypothesis. Another
advantage of our method is to use the dorsal of the foot as the
location of the sensor. Reduced number of IMU sensors can be
easily mounted to the shoes to monitor kinematics of the athlete
and people with gait impairment.
3.5

Left

RMSE (Degree)

3

Methods
We recruited a young and healthy participant (31 yrs, 1.75 m, and
84 kg). Two IMU sensors were mounted on the dorsal of both
feet of the participant. We calculated non-dimensional slow,
normal, and fast walking velocity from the participant
anthropometric data [2]. Then the participant walked in the
treadmill for approximately 1.5 minutes at three different speeds.
We collect the data last 1 minute for data analyses. The motion
was captured simultaneously by twelve infrared cameras (Vicon,
Oxford, UK), and acceleration and gyroscope data were recorded
from the IMU sensor (Avanti™ wireless EMG, Delsys Boston,
MA). We used OpenSim, which is an opensource
musculoskeletal simulation tool to scale the model according to
the participant’s anthropometric measurements and calculate the
hip, knee, and ankle angle using inverse kinematics. We
considered five joint angles for each leg, i.e, hip flexion, hip
abduction, hip rotation, knee angle, and ankle angle for the
prediction. So, we have an input of 12 features and an output size
of 10 joint angles for each timestamp. For the learning algorithm,
we stacked two bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
deep neural networks, followed by a uni-directional LSTM [3].
Five-fold cross-validation was performed to test the efficacy of
the model. For the assessment of the result, the root mean square
error (RMSE) and the correlation coefficient was calculated
between the ground truth of the test set and prediction of the deep
learning model.
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Figure 1: Mean RMSE and Correlation Coefficient with standard
deviation for five joint angles for right and left leg.
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Results and Discussion
Our algorithm enabled us to estimate the joint angles with high
accuracy compared with motion capture system. Figure 1 reports
the mean and standard deviation RMSE with for five joint angles
for both legs (upper subfigure), as well as their correlations
(lower subfigure). The mean RMSE remains very low, ranges
from (1.6°±0.25°, 1.42°±0.26°) for hip abduction to (2.51°±0.2°,
2.47°±0.24°) for the knee angles on the sagittal plane for left and
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d c
Mo ion cap re echnolog is a po erf l ool ha can be sed o
crea e high-fideli biomechanical models and s d mo emen
disorders. Mos mo ion cap re s s ems se sensors mo n ed o
he s rface of he skin, and h s s ffer from sof - iss e ar ifac
(STA). STA refers o he mo emen of he skin rela i e o he
skele al s r c re. Since he goal of mos mo ion cap re effor s
is o record he posi ion/orien a ion of he skele al s r c re,
meas remen s from sensors mo n ed o he skin m s be adj s ed
o be er reflec he desired posi ion/orien a ion of he skele on.
Unders andabl , m ch research has been de o ed o STA
compensa ion (STAC); ho e er, mos me hods ha e been
de eloped specificall for op oelec ronic mo ion cap re s s ems
and, d e o inheren differences in me hodolog , canno be
direc l applied o elec romagne ic (EM) mo ion cap re s s ems.
To o r kno ledge here is onl one STAC me hod de eloped
specificall for EM s s ems [1]; hile his me hod has been
sho n o be effec i e, i req ires e ra da a and canno be applied
re roac i el o da ase s.
The p rpose of his research as o de elop a STAC me hod
for EM s s ems ha req ires no addi ional e perimen al
proced res or da a. O r me hod adj s s for STA in h meral
in ernal-e ernal ro a ion (HIER), forearm prona ion-s pina ion
(FPS), or bo h, and is based on he me hod de eloped b Schmid
e al for op oelec ronic s s ems [2].

Re
a dD c
We fo nd ha appl ing his algori hm significan l changed he
appro ima ions of HIER and FPS. As seen in Fig. 1, he a erage
ma im m difference of HIER calc la ed i h and i ho STAC
as 29.8 6.6 (mean SD). In calc la ing FPS, rela i e errors
of 1.3 in prona ion and 9.3 in s pina ion ere iden ified. This
da a s ppor s he claims ha STA has a large impac on join
angle calc la ions.

Me d
O r STAC me hod b ilds on con en ional in erse kinema ics
algori hms (i.e. algori hms ha do no compensa e for sof - iss e
ar ifac ) for de ermining global pper limb mo ion in accordance
i h he ISB recommenda ions [3]. These in erse kinema ics
algori hms are described in de ail b Clark e al [4]. This process
rela es fo r sensor coordina e s s ems (SCS) o corresponding
bod -segmen coordina e s s ems (BCS) of he hora , pper
arm, forearm, and hand. Using hese rela ionships, join
coordina e s s ems (JCS) can be calc la ed for he
horacoh meral, h mero lnar and radio lnar (gro ped), and
ris join s.
STAC for HIER as appro ima ed based on o cri ical
ass mp ions: 1) he elbo carr ing angle is cons an , and 2) STA
affec s onl HIER. Based on hese ass mp ions, HIER can be
de ermined from he orien a ion of he forearm for mos of he
range of mo ion. This calc la ion onl becomes nreliable hen
he arm approaches f ll elbo e ension, in hich case e sed
eigh ed a erages o appro ima e HIER [2].
We follo ed a similar approach o compensa e for STA in
FPS, b rela ionships ere calc la ed be een he forearm and
hand. This calc la ion is reliable o er he f ll range of mo ion of
he ris .
We es ed o r STAC me hod on 10 s bjec s. Each s bjec
performed 11 simple asks ha e plored bo h he f ll and
f nc ional ranges of mo ion of he pper limb. We recorded
mo ion sing an EM mo ion cap re s s em ( rakSTAR b NDI,
Shelb rne, VT) and performed in erse kinema ics i h and
i ho STAC.

F
e 1: Error d e o sof - iss e ar ifac in h meral in ernal-e ernal
ro a ion (HIER). As HIER angle increases in ei her direc ion, he error
also increases significan l .

Since e meas red da a and calc la ed join angles
hro gho he orkspace of he pper limb, e also confirmed
ha STA aries i h join config ra ion and q an ified he effec
of STA hro gho he range of mo ion of he arm.
Las l , e e plored he effec of STAC on o her degrees of
freedom. Al ho gh o r STAC ass med ha STA direc l affec ed
onl HIER and FPS, compensa ing for STA has indirec effec s
on o her DOF. We fo nd ha correc ing he appro ima ions of
HIER and FPS indirec l affec s he angle appro ima ions of
elbo fle ion, as ell as ris fle ion-e ension and radial- lnar
de ia ion.
S
ca ce
This research presen s an STA compensa ion me hod for EM
s s ems ha can be applied re roac i el . I is a rela i el simple
me hod ha can impro e he acc rac of join angles calc la ed
from EM mo ion cap re sed in anal sis of mo emen
impairmen s, biomechanical modelling, and o her research and
clinical effor s.
Re e e ce
[1] Cao e al, J Medical and Den al Sciences, 2007
[2] Schmid e al, J Biomechanics, 1999
[3] W e al, J Biomechanics, 2005
[4] Clark e al, J Biomechanics, 2020
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In rod c ion
A growing popularit of wearable technolog leads
companies to create sensors assessing biomechanical
parameters including peak tibial acceleration (PTA)
during running. Although development of bone
injuries is multifactorial, greater PTA using
laborator -grade accelerometers have been observed
in runners with a histor of tibial stress fractures in
comparison to individuals without lower-limb injur
histor (1).
Since peak tibial acceleration ma contribute to
risk factors responsible for tibial stress fractures,
using measurements of peak tibial acceleration in
runners in the field will allow biomechanists to
bridge the gap in our understanding of injur
development. However, validit of variables obtained
from wearable technolog relative to gold-standard
research-grade instruments is necessar . The purpose
of the stud was to assess the difference in PTA
obtained from wearable inertial measurement units
(IMU) and a research-grade accelerometer at
different running speeds. We h pothesi ed that with
the device s specs, the PTA measured with IMUs
would be valid in comparison to a research-grade
accelerometer at two different speeds.

IMU were within 0.012 G of PTAs from ACC at 3.0
m/s (p = 0.972; Fig re 1A) while 95% of PTAs from
the IMU were within 0.25 G of PTAs from ACC at
4.0 m/s (p = 0.636; Fig re 1B).

Me hod
Twent participants completed 1-2 min treadmill
running bouts at 3.0 m/s and 4.0 m/s while wearing
standardi ed footwear. A research-grade tri-a ial
accelerometer (ACC; PCB Pie otronics) and a 9-a is
IMU (Blue Trident, IMeasureU) were secured to the
distal tibia to obtain PTA during running. PTA from
ACC was obtained while the ACC was placed below
and above the IMU (separate trials) at both speeds
due to possible position effects. Data were collected
for the final 15 seconds of all four running bouts and
the average of both positions and both speeds for 1015 peaks of PTA were used for anal ses. Paired ttests were used to compare mean PTA between
sensors at both speeds and the 95% limits of
agreement and mean offset was determined 2).

Fig re 1. Bland-Altman plots with PTA offset
between IMU and ACC including 95% limits of
agreement at 3.0 m/s (A) and 4.0 m/s (B).
Significance
Our findings suggest that the tested IMU (Blue
Trident, IMeasureU) provides valid measures of PTA
in comparison to research-grade 3D accelerometer.
Field testing with validated wearable devices such as
IMUs will allow for da -to-da anal ses of running
biomechanics that can provide a more complete
picture of t pical e ternal loads e perienced b
runners during stud surve periods.

Re l and Di c ion
At 3.0 m/s, PTA from ACC (4.6 1.5 G) and IMU
(4.7 1.9 G; p = 0.97; d = -0.007 were similar. At 4.0
m/s, PTA from ACC (7.0 2.3 G) and IMU (7.1 3.4
G; p = 0.64; d = -0.08) were also similar.
Further, Bland-Altman plots and 95% limits of
agreement demonstrate that 95% of PTAs from the

Reference
1. Bland, J Martin, and Douglas G Altman. 1986.
Lance . 1: 307 10.
2. Milner, Clare E. et al. 2006. Medicine & Science in
Spor s & E ercise. 38(2): 323 28.
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Introduction
Biplanar fluoroscopy can be a useful tool for biomechanists
quantifying in vivo joint motion, however, given the custom
nature of these hardware systems and the challenges inherent in
imaging dynamic anatomy, these techniques must be validated to
ensure data accuracy for each motion and joint of interest.
Validation studies utilize anatomical specimens instrumented
with fiducial markers. Borrowing from the fields of optical
motion capture and Roentgen stereophotogrammetry, general
guidelines of maximizing the embedded inter-marker spacing of
the required triads of markers are suggested and degeneracy in
marker configurations may be quantified with condition numbers
[1]. In biplane studies, kinematic curves derived from modelbased tracking are compared to “gold standard” marker-based
data. Inter-marker distances in the rigid fiducial clusters of each
bone have also been used to quantify tracking performance.
Many of the foot bones are so small that embedding them with a
non-degenerate marker triad is challenging, and the propagated
stream of errors arising from marker localization are exacerbated
in these joints. The goal of this work was to understand how the
placement of validation markers and errors in their localization
affects the “gold “standard” kinematics in the clinicallyimportant first metatarsophalangeal joint (MTPJ1).

Results and Discussion
Condition numbers increased as marker distributions became less
ideal, with Set 1 having the smallest values (Figure 1). The
narrow triangles formed by Set 3’s markers led to the largest
condition numbers (Figure 1). Except for the 1.0-pixel
perturbations, higher condition numbers (Set 2 and 3) were
associated with higher kinematic errors (Table 1).

Figure 1: Three example marker configurations for the MTPJ1 joint
shown (top) and the respective condition numbers for each bone below.
Condition numbers increase with worsening marker distribution.

Between the conditions of 0.25- and 0.50-pixel errors, intermarker distances were consistent across marker sets and
conditions (Table 1). Inter-marker distances cannot discriminate
between suboptimal marker distributions and are not correlated
to kinematic error magnitudes. Therefore, inter-marker distances
alone are not an adequate surrogate metric for kinematic accuracy
in biplane bone tracking.

Methods
A fresh human foot and ankle specimen was prepared by
dissecting the great toe flexors and extensors and embedding a
set of three 3.0 mm stainless steel marker beads into both the
proximal phalanx and first metatarsal bones. The great toe was
actuated through ten cycles while biplanar fluoroscopic data were
acquired in a standard gait configuration. A computed
tomography scan was used to generate models of the bones,
establish anatomical coordinate systems, and to localize the
markers. Using these data, the ground-truth kinematics of the
joint were determined and then low-pass filtered to yield a
smooth, but physiologically accurate model of MTPJ1 motion.

Table 1: For each marker set and localization perturbation level, the
root-mean-square inter-marker errors (millimeters) and standard
deviations of rotational kinematic errors (degrees) are listed for each
perturbation range of the marker centroids.

Next, various permutations of three virtual fiducial markers
simulating different marker installation strategies were generated
in a virtual model of the biplane hardware. Set 1 approximated an
ideal distribution of markers in both bones. Set 2 simulated a colinearity condition of markers in the metatarsal. Set 3 simulated
placing two markers in each bone in close confinement to each
other, yielding a narrow triangle shape. Using the ideal
kinematics to drive the bone models in the virtual biplane
software, for each frame of data, the virtual markers were
projected onto the camera frames. The centroids of the markers
were perturbed with varying degrees of uniformly distributed
noise (upper limits of 0.25, 0.50, and 1.0 pixels) representing
errors in marker localization and imperfect distortion corrections
(pixel size for current camera settings = 0.327mm). The bone
positions and kinematics were reconstructed for each trial of
noisy markers and compared to the ground-truth. This process
was repeated for each set of simulated marker installations.

Significance
This study illustrated how localization errors in the assumed
“gold standard” marker tracking can propagate into kinematic
errors for small joints like MTPJ1. True validity depends on the
marker configuration itself. Establishing these marker
distributions in small volumes while balancing marker overlap
and occlusion in dense, complex anatomic like the foot can
benefit from pre-planning and simulation studies to maximize the
validity of the derived kinematics and the overall success of the
validation study.
References
[1] Kärrholm J. Acta Orthop Scand. 1989 Aug; 60(4):491-503.
[2] Soderkvist I, Wedin PA. J Biomech. 1993;26((12)):1473–7.
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Introduction
The bulk propagation speed of a shear wave in isolated tendon is
well described by a tensioned beam model [1]. This observation
led to the development of shear wave tensiometers, which are
wearable sensors that excite and record wave propagation as a
means of gauging loads in in vivo tendons [1]. However, waves
measured at the skin surface are dependent on the dynamic
interaction of tendon and surrounding tissues. This can result in
dispersion due to guided wave behavior within the tendon [2],
and interaction of tissues of differing stiffnesses [3]. Inherent
tissue viscosity can also induce dispersive behavior in which
propagation speed, or phase, depends on the excitation frequency
[4]. The purpose of this study was to investigate the dispersive
nature of wave propagation in the intact Achilles tendon over a
range of excitation frequencies.

Results and Discussion
Wave speeds varied with frequency for both the static-loading
frequency sweeps and across walking trials using varied
excitation frequencies (Fig. 1C). Both subjects showed
frequency-dependence, but the pattern was not identical. The
frequency-dependence and subject-specificity is likely a result of
differing thicknesses of soft tissue layers surrounding the tendon,
including skin, adipose tissue, and muscle. Different tissue
thicknesses result in unique wave speed vs. frequency profiles for
each subject, which is caused by mode conversion due to guided
wave behavior across frequencies. The minimas of the frequency
profiles are an approach towards the bulk shear velocity of the
stiffest layer at that loading level [3] – in this case the tendon.
Significance
When using wave speed measurements to estimate stress
experienced by an individual’s tendon, understanding what
factors may contribute to subject-specific differences in the wave
speed-stress relationship is important. Here, we’ve shown that
measured wave speed is dependent on excitation frequency,
especially in the current excitation range used by the tensiometer.
Further study of this phenomenon will attempt to link excitation
frequency-dependence to subject-specific soft tissue geometry
and will guide selection of excitation frequencies that ensure
consistent wave speed measurements.

Methods
Two subjects walked on a treadmill at 2.5 mph. Each subject also
posed statically with their foot in the air and on the ball of their
foot to approximate swing-phase unloading and late-stance
loading, respectively. A shear wave tensiometer [1] was used to
measure wave propagation in the Achilles tendon resulting from
Gaussian wavelet excitations (Fig. 1A). Waves were excited
using a discrete wavelet frequency for each of 13 walking trials
(200-1400 Hz, 100 Hz increments) and an inclusive frequency
sweep from 200-1445 Hz for each static trial. Accelerometer
signals were bandpass filtered in a narrow range (100 Hz) around
each excitation frequency. Wave travel time was computed by
finding the lag that maximized the normalized cross-correlation
of accelerometer signals [1]. Wave speed was computed by
dividing the accelerometer spacing (8 mm) by the travel time. For
walking, we detected heel strike from an accelerometer mounted
on the treadmill and averaged the wave speed patterns over a
minium of 7 strides at each walking speed (Fig. 1B).

Acknowledgments
Funded by NIH AG051748 and NSF GRFP (DGE-1747503).
References
[1] Martin et Al. Nat. Comm. 2018. [2] Brum et al. Phys. Med.
Bio. 2014. [3] Mohan et. al. Optic Express 2012. [4] Cortes et al.
Ultras. Med. Bio. 2015.

Figure 1. A) Example Gaussian wavelet excitation at 200 Hz. B) Stride-average Achilles tendon wave speed for 200-Hz excitation. C) Loaded and
unloaded static trials with swept wavelet frequencies. Each walking trial average (200-Hz example in B) is centered at its excitation frequency.
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Introduction
Visual biofeedback of joint kinematics has been explored for its
potential to enhance retraining of pathological gait patterns in
various populations. The most frequently reported modality for
kinematic measurement is camera-based optical marker tracking.
This presents challenges to adoption in clinical settings, as it
requires considerable setup time as well as compatible space and
lighting, and is vulnerable to marker occlusions which are likely
to occur during therapist-supervised training. We have developed
a visual biofeedback system [1] that provides feedback on knee
kinematics measured using small lightweight wearable sensors
(inertial measurement units / IMUs). We have designed the
system specifically to support retraining of gait deviations in
children with hemiplegic CP. To ensure that the feedback
provided by the system is based on a robust and valid measure of
knee flexion, we report a validation study comparing the knee
flexion angle calculated by the system with a gold standard
(camera-based) measurement of the same angle.

IMU-derived knee flexion angle data were resampled to 120 Hz
and the datasets were aligned in time by the optimization of a
variable time offset. Measurement agreement was assessed by
linear regressions between the datasets for each trial.
Results and Discussion
Table 1. Trial characteristics and linear regression analysis
Trial
number

Speed
(m/s)

R2

Slope
(°/°)

Intercept
(°)

1

0.8

0.932

1.26

-31.4

2

0.8

0.935

1.27

-32.7

3

1.12

0.966

1.29

-34

4

1.12

0.947

Mean ±
SD

1.28

-34

1.27 ±
0.01

-33.0 ±
1.2

The linear regressions illustrated strong convergent validity of
the IMU-derived joint angles with the camera-based joint angles,
with correlation coefficients varying between 0.932 and 0.966
across the four trials (Table 1). Predictive equations took the form
of (IMU-derived angle) = m * (camera-based angle) + b, with the
mean values across trials of the slope m and intercept b calculated
as 1.27 and -33° respectively. The mean slope indicates that joint
angle excursions recorded by the IMU system are somewhat
higher than those from the camera data. We observed that this
stemmed from movement of the IMUs relative to the overall limb
segments. Optical markers are also subject to skin movement
artifact, however additional movement of the IMUs may be
related to their placement overlying muscles active during gait.
During training we used a brief calibration procedure which
implements a scaling factor to compensate for this difference and
produce appropriate feedback signals. The mean intercept
indicates a zero-point measurement offset between the two
systems, which is also addressed by the calibration procedure.

Methods
We collected IMU-derived and camera-based data for this study
simultaneously as a participant in our pediatric target population
performed treadmill walking in a therapy room typically used for
clinical training. The participant was an adolescent female with
right hemiplegic CP (age 16.2 yrs, height 1.52 m, weight 44.5 kg).
Informed consent was provided by the participant as well as a
parent in compliance with the regulations of the local Institutional
Review Board. Participant safety during treadmill walking was
ensured by a pediatric physical therapist (close supervision).
Following standard setup methods, three IMUs (MTW Devkit,
Xsens, NL) ere placed on the participant s right anterior thigh,
posterior shank, and heel while standing. (Note: heel sensor data
were not used to calculate knee kinematics). The thigh sensor s
longitudinal axis was visually aligned perpendicular to the long
axis of the thigh, while the sensor outputs were used to guide
alignment of the shank sensor to be parallel to the thigh sensor.
The IMU-derived knee flexion angles in our system are defined
as the difference bet een the thigh and shank sensors rotational
orientation abo t their longit dinal a is ( roll ), which were
collected at a rate of 60Hz. For the camera-based measure,
reflective markers were placed on the greater trochanter, femoral
lateral epicondyle, fibular head, and lateral malleolus of the same
limb. A 3 camera motion capture system (Optitrack Trio,
NaturalPoint, Inc., Corvallis, OR) was used to collect marker
positions, and knee flexion angles were calculated as the 3D
angle between a femoral vector (epicondyle to trochanter) and a
tibial vector (malleolus to fibular head). Marker data were
collected at 120Hz.
Four 30 second treadmill walking trials were recorded in
total; two at 0.80 m/s, and two at 1.12 m/s. No special instructions
or feedback were provided to the participant during these trials.

Significance
IMUs are compatible with clinical training environments and can
provide robust and valid signals for use in visual kinematic
feedback. Future work may include further exploration of sensor
placement and attachment methods, feedback formulation, and
training paradigms.
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Introd ction
Recen
g e made in mic -elec -mechanical
em
(MEMS) ha e all ed Ine ial Mea emen Uni (IMU ) be
m e c m ac , aff dable, and acc a e. IMU a e n bec ming
a c mm n
l ed in m emen and gai anal i . Man
bi mechanic
die ha e ed e en i e IMU
i h ellde el ed f a e ackage . S me e ea ch g
ha e ied
c ea e hei
n IMU
em b ha e n h
ghl alida ed
hei
em (e.g., [1]). M
die nl alida ed hei me h d
ing a bi a il defined m emen eed and ange f m i n,
a ingle a i n a i , and/
h
e d a i n (< 2 min) (e.g.,
[1]). Al , he e
die d n
ide ence ma e ial,
making i diffic l f
he
e lica e hei
k.
The g al f hi
d
e e : (1)
e a l -c j in
angle IMU-ba ed mea emen
em, (2) alida e and c m a e
c mm n c m a i nal me h d f calc la ing j in angle ing
IMU f m l i le a i n a e , m emen eed and e ended
c llec i n ime , and (3)
ide
ence c de and
d c men a i n de c ibing he inne
king
f he e
c m a i nal me h d
hel bi mechanic
e ea che
de el l -c IMU
em .

e lica e a
ical alking gai
d f anal ing knee j in
kinema ic . R -mean- a ed-e
(RMSE) a
ed
c m a e e f mance f each me h d
he g ld anda d j in
angle (enc de -de i ed angle).
Res lts and Disc ssion
F
i ch and ll angle , he AI, CF, KF, and QDMP me h d
e hibi ed highe acc ac (RMSE < 6 , acce able ma im m
RMSE f bi mechanical e ea ch die [5]) a all m emen
eed * and n ign f d if ac
he en i e d a i n f e ing
(Fig 1A). (*AI RMSE = 6.2 a fa
eed.) The GI me h d a
he lea acc a e i h a id di e gence. The e e l
gge
ha f
c m a i nal me h d (AI CF,KF,QDMP) can be ed
in bi mechanical die
acc a el
an if j in angle f
m emen eed
200 / and e d a i n f 25 min e .
C m ed a angle e e inacc a e and limi ing in e m
f a ailable me h d (GI, QDMP). Af e 1.4 and 2.3 min e ,
b h me h d e ceeded RMSE 6 , e ec i el . The e me h d
can nl be ed f
die la ing le han ne
min e .
T minimi e e
, IMU h ld be laced cl e
he
a i n a i , and kinema ic da a d ing an ien egi n
ih
high accele a i n/decele a i n h ld be anal ed i h ca i n.

Methods
O
em ed
IMU (MPU-6050, TDK-In enSen e).
Each IMU ha a 3-a i accele me e and a 3-a i g
c e, b
n magne me e , b il -in digi al l - a fil e , and
ie a
Digi al M i n P ce ing (DMPTM) alg i hm f c m ing
a e ni n ien a i n. Thi IMU c
$10.
We de el ed a e bed ha ffe ed
g ammable and
e ea able a i n
alida e he acc ac f
IMU
em.
The e bed c n i ed f a e e m
(NEMA17, 42BY
GH3401; Han Ding M
) i h an
ical
a inc emen al
enc de (HEDS-9040#T00; B adc m). T
mic c n lle
e e ed en e c n i en da a c llec i n a 100 H am ling
a e (Teen 3.6; PJRC) and eliable m
c n l (A d in
Un ; A d in LLC). One IMU a ec ed
he m
haf
(m ing IMU), and he he IMU a a ached
he m
m n ( a i na
efe ence IMU). The m ing IMU a
changed
acc mm da e
a i n ab
h ee diffe en a e
( a , i ch, ll).
Fi e c mm n me h d f c m ing ela i e j in angle
e e in e iga ed: g
c ic in eg a i n (GI), accele me e
inclina i n (AI), c m lemen a fil e (CF), Kalman Fil e (KF),
and a e ni n-ba ed digi al m i n
ce ing (QDMP). F he
QDMP me h d,
e de el ed a c
m calib a i n and
c m ai n
c l, hich ili ed each In enSen e IMU
DMP-ba ed a e ni n da a [2]. The he f
me h d
ee
im lemen ed
ing e i l de el ed me h d f m he
li e a e [3]. F
a calc la i n , nl QDMP, GI me h d
e e ed ince AI, CF, KF e i e he a i n a i
be n na allel
g a i . O ence c de and d c men a i n a e
a ailable f m
g
[4].
Nine ial (3 a i n a e x 3 m emen eed ( l 25 / ,
medi m 100 / , fa 200 / )) e e e f med, each f 25 min
and cilla ing 180 ange f m i n. Te ing eed e e ch en

Fig re 1: RMSE l

f

medi m

eed f

i ch (A) and a (B).

Significance
Thi
d
ide inf ma i n ab
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ha he bi mechanic e ea che
can de el
hei
n IMU
em .
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Introduction
Inertial measurement units (IMUs) provide exciting opportunities
to quantify and track biomechanical metrics in the field. To
successfully capitalize on these opportunities, however, IMUs
must provide repeatable measurements, which may be affected
by IMU placement. Understanding the impact of IMU placement
is of particular importance when IMUs are placed by end users
(e.g. clinicians, coaches, athletes) or where the IMU may move
throughout a long data collection. To our knowledge, the effect
of IMU placement on repeatability of acceleration measurement
during running has not been previously investigated. To address
this gap and determine the effects of small changes in IMU
placement, we systematically varied IMU placement near several
common IMU attachment sites and quantified differences in
accelerations.
Methods
Runners (n = 30) ran 25 m overground 60 times at slow ,
typical , and fast self-selected speeds while a pair of IMUs
simultaneously collected data (Inertia Technology ProMove
MINI; ±100 g, ±2000 deg/s, 1000 Hz). IMUs were either placed
co ec l a one of h ee commonly used attachment sites (distal
tibia, iliac crest, or sacrum) o e e mi placed 0.05 m o the
upper right ( UR ) or upper left ( UL ) corner of the correctly
placed IMU (Fig. 1).
IMU data were filtered using a 4th order 50 Hz low-pass
Butterworth filter. The contribution of gravity to the acceleration
signal was removed and signals were rotated to a segment local
coordinate system [1]. A single stride was isolated from the
middle of each trial [2], when the participant was running at an
approximately constant velocity.
For each stride, RMSE values were calculated between
correctly placed and misplaced IMU accelerations. Acceleration
peak magnitudes and the difference in timing between peaks were
then calculated. Paired t-tests were used to evaluate whether
magnitude and timing significantly differed between correctly
placed and misplaced IMUs (p < 0.05; FDR correction).

Figure 2: Distal tibia (A), iliac crest (B), and sacrum (C) mean ± SD
(black/gray) filtered resultant accelerations, RMSE values across a stride
(highlighted in yellow), distributions of correct - misplaced resultant
peak magnitude (upper right) and timing (lower right) differences for UR
(red) and UL (blue) misplacement. *misplaced significantly different
than correct

Significance
Researchers, clinicians, and runners interested in accurately
measuring resultant accelerations with error less than 0.271 g
across a stride should be conscious of placement, as changes in
signals and peaks caused by misplacement may impact the
repeatability of acceleration-based measurements. Users should
be trained to place their devices before collecting running data.
Devices such as IMU belts that minimize IMU movement during
long runs should be developed to ensure consistent placement.

Figure 1: Location of misplaced IMUs in relation to correct placement.

Results and Discussion
The 0.05 m shift in placement led to changes in resultant
acceleration signals: RMSE values across a stride were between
0.271 and 0.715 g (Fig. 2). RMSE values were largest for the
distal tibia location and smallest for the sacrum location.
Magnitude and timing differences were particularly pronounced
when accelerations peaked. The largest mean difference in peak
magnitude of -0.856 g (correct - misplaced) occurred for UR
misplacement at the distal tibia (Fig. 2A), while the largest mean
difference in peak timing of -1.46 ms was seen for UR
misplacement at the iliac crest (Fig. 2B).
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Introduction
Force plates (FPs) are a crucial component of many
biomechanics labs. When purchasing a FP, considerable care is
spent determining the degree of accuracy and level of precision
needed to produce acceptable research data. However, FP
accuracy is dependent on proper installation and it can decline
in older FPs rendering error into the data.
Factory recalibration is an ideal yet often impractical
solution due to the expense of recalibration and lab downtime.
Several in situ calibration methods have been published
that achieve accurate and reliable results, but require
considerable expertise. For example, Collins et al. (2009) used
an instrumented pole and inverse dynamics to model FP error.
Reported post-calibration FP error was 5 mm rms.
We measured a series of positions using a metric ruler and
a weighted metal stylus on two FPs, one new and the other
approx. 10 years old. The error values were the differences
between measured positions (PMs) and FP data. We assumed
the PMs were the desired values and the deviations from true
position were the FP data. Error values were reduced by leastsquares optimization of a linear function for scaling and offset.
Our goal was to develop a simple yet effective method of
optimizing CoP estimation that could be achieved in situ and
would improve CoP position estimates to levels expected from
a factory-installed force plate.

Measurement error between PMs and FP data was
calculated as the average (std.dev.) of the x, y, and radial
(Euclidean) position differences.
The FP data positions were optimized to the function
Xm = B*XFP + offset

(1)

Where Xm was a vector of the PM values, XFP was a vector of
the FP data (10-second trial values), B was the scaling factor,
and offset was the difference between the average of Xm and
XFP. Y measurements were treated similarly.
Optimization was achieved by the method of least squares
using custom MatLab code (fminsearch) with equation 1. The
goal was to optimize B and offset so that XFP values were a best
fit to Xm. New (optimized) values (OVs) were calculated from
XFP using equation 1 and compared to Xm and XFP.
Results and Discussion
Table 1 compares old and new force plates for average radial
errors between OV and Xm (Optimized), and between OV and
and Xfm (Pre-optim.).
Table 1 Comparison (mean (std. dev.)) between optimized and
pre-optimized average radial displacements errors.
Old FP
New FP

Methods
Nine evenly-spaced position measurements (3x3 grid) were
taken on each of two adjacent 400 x 600 mm AMTI FPs using
a pointed metal stylus weighted at approx. 20 Kg. The stylus
support structure was made from 2x4 lumbar and ¾” plywood.
The stylus was moved to each of the measurement points on the
FP surface which was covered with contact paper to outline the
evenly-spaced grid. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the stylus
and support structure.

Optimized

1.0 (0.5) mm

1.6 (1.6) mm

Pre-optim.

6.4 (3.6) mm

12.3 (4.0) mm

In both cases the optimized values were less than the preoptimized measurements indicating an improvement in
accuracy of CoP position estimation.
The large difference errors measured on both plates suggest
improper installation which can alter the expected accuracy of
the force plates (Collins et al., 2009, AMTI, Inc.). These results
suggest the need for professional installation, or as Collins et al.
infer, post-installation calibration.
Our goal was to develop a simple, time-efficient in situ
method to improve CoP position estimation accuracy for
embedded force plates. Optimized position estimates were 6.4
to 7.7 times better than the pre-optimization values, but less
than AMTI’s advertised values of 0.2 mm.
The reader should note this procedure improves CoP
position estimates, but not FP forces or moments. For postural
control studies, the magnitude of vertical forces far outweighs
horizontal forces, so a simple weight calbation could provide
adequate ground reaction force values for most studies. If more
accurate force and moment values are required, then the method
of Collins et al. (2009) should be considered.

PMs were taken and compared to 10-second FP trials for
each measured point using the average value for each trial.
Forces and moments were processed according to AMTI User
Manual standards. CoP position estimation was calculated
according to Kwon (1998).
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worn
accelerometer
were verified using 14
hours of data collected
over 2 days from both a
foot-worn IMU and the
activPAL. Fig. 1-b.
shows the distribution
of the speed estimated
from
the
IMU,
considered as the true
speed,
and
the
estimated speed from
the activPAL using our
!!"# = 1.4585
model, as well as their
!$% = 1.4614
*!"# = 0.1331
respective fitted Gaussian
*$% = 0.1109
curves. The mean of the
true speed is not
statistically
different
from the mean of the
estimated speed (3 ≥
0.01). These preliminary
results support the use of
the model to reliably
estimate stride speed
Figure 1: a. Data-driven model of stride
during daily-living.

INTRODUCTION The measurement of physical activity in a
clinical setting is often used to predict health outcomes. Handtimed gait speed, measured during standard clinical gait tests
(e.g. 5-meter walk test), is a widespread metric used to quantify
physical health. However, there can be measurement noise and
bias created by the timing methods and the brevity of these tests.
Wearable sensing technologies can be used to complement inclinic evaluations of movement as they can capture highresolution kinematic data during free-living. Despite the
potential of wearable devices for persistent monitoring,
challenges like subject compliance and battery life must be
overcome before they can be used regularly in a clinical setting.
To address these issues, we use high-resolution measurements
of gait kinematics to create subject-specific data-driven models
to estimate stride speed from stride frequency. The model is
then used to estimate stride speed during daily living from data
collected continuously over a week using a low power
biologging system.
METHODS To collect data from the free-living environment,
we used a lightweight (20 grams) accelerometer-based archival
sensor (activPAL) secured to the thigh using a stretch adhesive.
This sensor offers 7 days of uninterrupted measurement.
Custom algorithms were created to extract steady-state walking
bouts and calculate stride frequency !. A data-driven model to
estimate stride speed from stride frequency was built using
kinematic data estimated from foot-worn inertial measurement
units (IMUs) during a prescribed walking task [1]. The walking
task consists of a hallway walk, in which a wide range of step
frequencies was imposed using a metronome. A power
regression model, " = $. & ! , was used to describe the
relationship between stride length " and stride speed & [2].
"
Since ! = , we have the following relationship:

speed against stride frequency using
pilot data from a single subject extracted
from the prescribed walking tests.
b. Measured speed distribution from the
IMU and estimated speed distribution
from the activPAL data.

SIGNIFICANCE
Week scale data from
a minimally invasive
biologging instrument
on a single charge
(activPAL) addresses challenges associated with subject
compliance and battery life. However, direct measurement of
walking speed cannot be estimated from these data. Using a
data-driven modeling approach and combining different
temporal timescales and resolutions, we were able to leverage
this piece of technology to reliably estimate walking speed
during free-living, creating the opportunity for clinicians to gain
insight on the physical health of an individual in their natural
environment.

#

!=

"
#

=

"
$" !

%

'(($*)

$

%&!

= & %&! ⇒ & = exp +

,

(Eq. 1)

To ensure the model created can be used to accurately estimate
speed in the free-living environment, we conducted an
experimental verification wearing a foot-worn IMU and the
activPAL simultaneously. All protocols used off-the-shelf
wearable sensors and were approved by the Institutional
Review Board at the University of Michigan.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The data extracted from the
prescribed walking task was used to identify the parameters
{a,b} of Eq 1 and derive a subject-specific model of stride speed
vs. stride frequency. The resulting model fits the data well
(-, = 0.97), Fig. 1-a. Speed estimates derived from the thigh
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Shoe Sensor Peak Force (%BW)

Introduction
Real-time measurement of ground reaction force (GRF) in
unrestricted settings is useful for gait research, clinical
assessment, and recreational fitness. One sensing method is the
use of force or pressure sensors under the foot. These types of
sensor systems can be highly complex, requiring careful sensor
placement for each subject [1]. This study seeks to show that onesize-fits-all shoe sensors (SS) can be used to accurately measure
both peak GRF and heel strike timing across a range of walking
speeds for subjects of various weights and foot sizes.
Methods
The shoe sensor system in this study consisted of 2 fabric-based
nanocomposite sensors located on a sandal under the hindfoot
and forefoot regions [2]. This system was worn by 10 subjects
(age: 23.3 ± 2.5 years; mass: 75.2 ± 18.2; 5 male and 5 female)
who participated in calibration trials and walking trials. During
calibration trials, subjects performed 3 steps in which they slowly
transferred weight onto an individual sensor and then back off the
sensor. During walking trials, subjects walked at a given speed
(0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 m/s) for 30 seconds. Calibration trials were
performed first and then walking trials were performed in a
randomized order. Vertical GRF data was collected with an
instrumented, split-belt treadmill (Bertec Corp, Worthington,
OH, USA) at 2000Hz. Force data was collected from the SS at an
average frequency of 28Hz using an Arduino Uno Rev3.
The individual sensors were calibrated against the treadmill
during the loading phase of each calibration “step”. Since the
sensors do not cover the entire foot, they cannot capture the
complete force on the foot. This was accounted for by using a
weighted combination of the forces measured by each sensor
determined based on a least-squares regression [3]. This
regression was performed for all trials. The average coefficients
across all walking trials were used to obtain the final forces.
For the walking trials, data was segmented into separate
gait cycles using heel strikes. The treadmill force plate (FP)
identified heel strikes using a 20N threshold [4]. Heel strikes
were identified for the SS as zeros of the third order time
derivative of resistance after which a threshold (defined by 23%
of the subject-specific resistance range during gait) was crossed.
Within each gait cycle, cycle time and forces at both GRF peaks
were measured for both FP and SS. All forces were normalized
to subject body weight. Linear regression was performed to
evaluate peak forces in the shoe sensor versus the force plate.

Subject 1:
80.5 kg,
0.025m2

* Subject 2
99.9 kg,
0.020m2
o

Subject 3
59.1 kg,
0.015m2

Force Plate Peak Force (%BW)

Figure 1: Peak Forces Detected by Shoe Sensor vs. Peak
Forces Detected by Force Plate. Peak forces for 3 subjects are
depicted, with each symbol corresponding to a different subject.
The legend includes subject mass and foot area. The black line
represents the linear regression across data from all 3 subjects.

Across speeds and across subjects, the least-squares coefficients
were generally not constant (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, taking average
values allowed for reasonable force estimates to be obtained.
0.5 m/s
1.0 m/s
1.5 m/s
Overall
a1
0.89 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.01 1.27 ± 0.01
1.01 ± 0.20
b1
0.57 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.01
0.46 ± 0.10
a2
1.64 ± 0.00 1.88 ± 0.26 1.83 ± 0.17
1.78 ± 0.18
b2
3.46 ± 0.24 2.99 ± 0.18 3.06 ± 0.41
3.17 ± 0.32
a3
1.87 ± 0.25 1.98 ± 0.05 1.98 ± 0.02
1.95 ± 0.13
b3
0.80 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.01 0.65 ± 0.00
0.75 ± 0.06
Table 1: Unitless coefficients (mean ± standard deviaton) of linear
regression used to calibrate sensors. Subscripts on the
coefficients represent corresponding subjects.

With these fabric-based in-shoe sensors, we have demonstrated
the ability to estimate peak GRF over a range of walking speeds
for a variety of subjects without precise placement of sensors.
Significance
The sensors evaluated in this study have the potential to impact
both research and clinical care. The ability to measure GRF for
every step allows the researcher to obtain larger data sets without
the restrictions of a laboratory setting. In the clinic, it will be
useful to physical therapists could monitor how much load is
exerted on patients’ legs. The low cost and simplicity of the
sensor implementation make it practical for use in these settings,
where more complex systems would require extra setup.

Results and Discussion
The SS demonstrated a consistent increase in peak force (FSS) that
correlated with peak forces (FFP) detected by the force plate (FSS
= 0.665FFP + 0.34, r2 = 0.26, Fig. 1). The SS was accurate across
a range of speeds (largest average error over 1 speed for a single
subject: 0.5 m/s, 5% BW; 1.0 m/s, 11% BW, 1.5 m/s, 5% BW).
The heel strike detection algorithm also matched the treadmill
algorithm, accurately reproducing gait cycle duration (r2 = 0.996
when all subjects and trials are included; r2 = 0.76 to 0.8 per
subject on average; largest single trial RMSE < 0.012s).
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Introduction
Motion capture systems are used in a number of fields to analyze
human movement by collecting data points for motion analysis.
Unfortunately, the most widely used motion capture technology
(e.g., Vicon) is prohibitively expensive and requires a wellcontrolled space to be utilized. As a part of an undergraduate
education project (i.e., Aggie Challenge at Texas A&M
University), in this study, we implemented and verified the
feasibility of a design for a smartphone-based motion capture
system to analyze the ankle joint kinematics in an easy manner.

commonly used to capture joint kinematics [2] and was used here
to verify the proposed smartphone-based system.
After recording the experiment, the movement of each ball
was tracked using motion tracking software (OpenCV) to obtain
their image plane [u,v] coordinates. Using the DLT parameters
from the calibration, the moving image plane data was then
converted to three-dimensional coordinates [x,y,z] which were
used to calculate joint angles.
Results and Discussion

Methods
In this study, we used conventional smartphones to capture the
object that we desire. The required number of smartphones is
dependent on the number of points to capture. In this case, we
used two smartphones to capture four ping-pong balls (Figure 1:
green) to analyze the ankle joint. In order to calibrate the motion
capture system, we used the direct linear transformation (DLT)
method, which relates camera images to real world objects using
DLT parameters [1]. A 3D calibration bar with 8 ping-pong balls
was used as a global coordinate reference for finding the DLT
parameters. Based on the recorded data from two different
stationary smartphones, two DLT parameter sets were obtained
from each camera by a least squares method. These parameter
sets allow us to e i a e b ec 3D
ii f
hei 2D
position in the frame of each camera.

Figure 2: Ankle joint angle estimation from two different methods: IMU
system (red) and camera-based system (blue). Bold lines and shaded
regions refer to the average and ±1 s.d. of five consecutive steps,
respectively.

Figure 2 shows the ankle joint angle in the sagittal plane as
measured by the two different methods. This data confirms
preliminary feasibility. Compared to the result from the IMU
system, the proposed result shows a qualitatively similar trend for
the entire gait cycle, especially in showing ankle dorsiflexion and
push-off. The discrepancies in angle can be explained by
sensitivity to placement both for the IMU sensors and our
markers. We expect that we can account for these with
modification to the algorithm and marker design, yielding
improvements in accuracy. The performance of the improved
system will be gauged against the Vicon capture system.

Figure 1: Motion capture experiment setup for the ankle joint angle
using two independent capture systems: IMU and smartphone-based
system.

Significance
This study shows the feasibility of using smartphones for motion
capture purposes. Once the accuracy of our motion capture
system is improved, it can potentially make motion capture
experiments easier, portable, and more accessible, since users
only require relatively inexpensive phones with minor
preparation for the test. Most importantly, this study provided an
educational experience for the undergraduate students at Texas
A&M University who completed this work.

To validate the system, a treadmill walking experiment was
conducted with a healthy young subject (male, 31 yrs. 1.70 m, 70
kg) in order to capture ankle behavior. The subject was asked to
walk at his preferred speed (0.5 m/s). During the experiment, four
ping-pong balls and two inertial measurement units (IMUs) were
a ached
he b ec
e eg a d f
a h
i Fig e 1.
The experiment was recorded with the cameras in the same
positions as the calibration process. The resulting videos were
time-synchronized in post-processing by cross-correlation of the
velocity of a ball located at the heel. The IMU system is
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Introduction
Res ing ra e of o ida i e m scle me abolic ac i i ma pro ide
a al able biomarker o assess m scle one. N mero s disease
s a es are kno n o infl ence m scle one, incl ding Parkinson s
disease, e e lack reliable assessmen s ha q an if m scle
me abolic ac i i .
Near-infrared spec roscop (NIRS) pro ides a lo -cos ,
non-in asi e means o meas re locali ed o ida i e m scle
me abolic ac i i (mMRO2)1,2. While his op ical approach is
rela i el simple o perform, i req ires occl ding ar erial blood
flo . The need for ar erial occl sion pre en s con in o s
moni oring and limi s he meas remen s o pa ien s ho can
olera e occl sion.
Combining NIRS and diff se correla ion spec roscop
(DCS), hich meas res blood flo , offers an al erna i e op ical
Figure 2: Associa ion be een mMRO2 (NIRS) and ImMRO2
approach o q an if a m scle me abolic ac i i
inde
(NIRS+DCS). Black line and black do ed line sho linear regression
(ImMRO2)
i ho
he need for occl sions. Al ho gh
and confidence in er als, respec i el .
NIRS+DCS-meas red ImMRO2 has been repor ed b se eral
1,2
gro ps he meas remen i self has ne er been alida ed agains
Results and Discussion
NIRS-meas red mMRO2.
Da a are repor ed for 8 o of he 9 par icipan s. S bjec 7 s da a
We e amined he agreemen be een NIRS (mMRO2) and
is e cl ded d e o echnical diffic l ies d ring da a collec ion.
NIRS+DCS (ImMRO2) meas res of m scle me abolism.
Trials 2-5 for s bjec 6 ere e cl ded as he did no follo he
Addi ionall , e address common so rces of error associa ed
e perimen al pro ocol follo ing rial 1.
i h he occl sion pro ocol and presen me hods o mi iga e hese
O of he 36 rials anal ed 8 did no pass he q ali con rol
errors.
cri erion, none of s bjec s 3 da a passed q ali con rol. Of he
elimina ed rials here as a significan nega i e correla ion
Methods
be een ar erial leakage and me abolic ac i i for s bjec 3
P
c : Nine par icipan s (4 men, 5 omen) ere sea ed i h
(R2 = 0.96, p < 0.01). In con ras , here as no significan rela ion
knee e ended hile he op ical sensor as sec red o he medial
in he repor ed da a in hich ar erial leakage did no occ r. This
gas rocnemi s of heir dominan leg. Af er a 2-min e baseline o
kno ledge co ld inform f re pro ocols o emplo similar
ens re hemod namic s abili , a 30-second eno s occl sion of
q ali con rol cri eria o pre en he confo nding effec of
he high as performed a 90mmHg o rniq e press re,
ar erial leakage on mMRO2.
follo ed b a release and 2-min e reco er period. Once large
O r al es of mMRO2 are similar o hose repor ed in he
hemod namic aria ions s abili ed, an ar erial occl sion of he
s
pine
posi ion1. Correla ions be een mMRO2 and ImMRO2
high as performed a 250mmHg o rniq e press re, follo ed
ere significan (R2=0.380, p<0.01) (F g e 2). We fo nd similar
b a release and 5-min e reco er period. The sensor as
ariabili be een rials for bo h echniq es. Ho e er, he
remo ed. The pro ocol as repea ed 5 imes (F g e 1).
differences
meas red across me hods as no significan l
M cle me abolic ac i i
as meas red in o a s; 1) a
2
correla
ed
(R
=0.001, p=0.9) (
). These preliminar
NIRS-onl mMRO2 meas re d ring ar erial occl sion and 2) a
rela
ionships
need
o
be
alida
ed
i
h
a
larger
sample si e.
NIRS+DCS ImMRO meas re j s prior o he ar erial occl sion.
2

mMRO2 is q ani ified as he mean ra e of change from o - o
deo - hemoglobin d ring he ar erial occl sion. Hemoglobin
concen ra ions ere calc la ed sing he modified Beer-Lamber
La 1,2. ImMRO2 is q an ified ia Fick's la b combining NIRS
meas res of o gen e rac ion i h DCS meas res of blood flo
o er a 30s in er al prior o ar erial occl sion.
Q a
C
C e a: Da a ere e cl ded from rials in
hich ar erial leakage occ rred. Ar erial leakage as q an ified
as he slope of o al hemoglobin concen ra ion d ring ar erial
occl sion. Da a ere e cl ded if he slope as grea er han 10%
of he slope of o al hemoglobin concen ra ion d ring he eno s
occl sion.

Significance
To o r kno ledge e are he firs o es he associa ion be een
mMRO2 and ImMRO2. If an associa ion is fo nd in a larger
sample si e i o ld s gges ha his inde ma correspond o
ph siological ni s. Therefore, NIRS+DCS ma be a promising
ne
modali
o con in o sl moni or o ida i e m scle
me abolic ac i i d ring m scle con rac ion.
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Introduction
Maximum Voluntary Isometric Contractions (MVICs) are an
integral part to biomechanics research. Muscles have activation
dependent behavior that can cascade from muscle level to whole
body biomechanics1. Many research questions depend on having
reliable and repeatable MVIC measurements in one day and over
time. However previous studies have found that even at the same
location, having multiple evaluators collect MVICs increased
variability2. The purpose of this study was to assess different
methods for collected MVICs from plantar flexors. We
hypothesize that using live biofeedback will improve reliability
of MVIC measurements, and that increasing the target value
higher than subjects can reach will elicit higher activations.

Although we cannot draw conclusions until the study is complete,
results suggest that different tactics even within giving
biofeedback yield different results. If a study question relies on
MVICs immediately or over time, consideration should be taken
on how to collect these data.

Methods
In this preliminary study, we recruited one participant (N=1). All
MVICs were collected on a Biodex Dynamometer during
isometric contractions of the right leg with the knee fully
extended and the ankle fixed at 0° plantarflexion.
Electromyography electrodes were placed on lateral
gastrocnemius (LG), and soleus (SOL) muscles, and 3D motion
capture markers on the medial knee, ankle axis of rotation and
head of the 1st metatarsal. For trials with biofeedback a GUI
projected torque value as a ball on a graph with a target line. One
baseline condition was collected where subjects were instructed
to maximally plantar flex. Then, three conditions with at least 3
trials per condition were randomized:
1) No biofeedback (NBFB), verbal encouragement
2) Biofeedback rampup (RU). The target started as peak
baseline torque. Subjects were instructed to beat the
target. If they did, the next rampup trial used the new
peak torque for the target. This continued until the target
could not be beat by more than 5% of the previous trial.
3) High biofeedback (HBFB), target was set to 2X higher
than the baseline torque. Subjects were instructed to beat
the target.
The participant was given a minimum of a two minute rest
between each contraction

Figure 1: A) Torque values from baseline, no biofeedback, the highest
ramp up condition, and high biofeedback

Normalized Activation

Ramp-Up

1

Baseline

0.899

NoBFB

0.909 +/- 0.035

HighBFB

0.835+/- 0.035

Table 2: LG EMG values normalized to highest condition (Ramp-Up)

Significance
MVICs are a common tool in biomechanics research yet the
collection method is not standardized. Our results suggest a need
for biofeedback to increase efficacy of these measurements. This
study is centered on the plantar flexors but similar standards can
be developed for each muscle group. Upon completion, this study
can provide guidelines for collecting MVICs, providing
consistency across labs, participants, and over time.

Results and Discussion
Preliminary results suggest that the ramp up method elicited the
highest torque and activation. Contrary to our hypothesis, there
was not a significant difference in the high biofeedback and no
biofeedback methods. We anticipate that a target of double the
baseline was too high and the participant did not have incentive
to reach it. As we get more participants we will be able to draw
conclusions on larger scale trends.
Looking to expand these measurements across multiple days,
we hypothesize that overtime ramping up will be the best method
to produce the highest torques and activations because the
participants have a reasonable target to beat. We anticipate that
people will get more used to doing contractions so differences
between methods will become less apparent overtime.
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Introduction
The repetitive sit-to-stand (STS) task is often used as a fatiguing
protocol when studying fatigue effects on gait. However, little is
known about the motor adaptation during such fatiguing course.
A recent work has reported an increased variability of continuous
relative phase (CRP) after fatigue [1], indicating a reduced motor
control or a result of compensation. The purpose of this study,
therefore, was to examine changes in variability of both hip-knee
and knee-ankle CRPs during the STS course

Results and Discussion
Isokinetic strength was significantly decreased about 18% at
post-fatigue with no age-group difference. Both groups
demonstrated an increase in RPE from 7 to 18 on average. Older
and young adults performed STS protocol to the same degree
except for the pace of STS being slower in older adults. No Age
x Time interactions were found in neither hip-knee or knee-ankle
coordination variability. From sitting to standing, variability of
hip-knee and knee-ankle segments did not significantly change
along the course nor was there an age effect. In contrast, changes
in knee-ankle variability from standing to sitting was dependent
on stages, p = .01. Specifically, knee-ankle deviation phase
during the late-stage (80-100 %) was higher than that of earlystage (0-20%) regardless of age (Figure 2).

Methods
Fifteen young (age: 26.7 ± 5.8) and 15 older (age: 69.3 ± 5.7)
adults were tested. Participants were asked to sit on a regular
wooden chair without armrest and perform repetitive STS
movements at their comfortable and fixed paces up to 30 minutes.
Participants were instructed to keep their feet in place and not to
use arm movements for assisting STS movement during the entire
protocol. The repetitive STS fatiguing protocol was terminated
when 1) participants cannot continue due to exhaustion, 2) when
the movement frequency fell below prescribed pace after
encouragement, or 3) after raeching 30 minutes. Rating of
perceived exertion (RPE) and maximal isokinetic contraction of
right knee extensor were examined using a Borg Scale 6-20 scale
and a dynamometer, respectively, before and after the fatiguing
protocol. Whole body motion data were collected during each
minute of the repetitive STS course. Data from 3 consecutive STS
cycles from each minute were extracted, and data in each cycle
was normalized to 101 points. Hip-knee and knee-ankle CRPs
were calculated using methods previously described [2].
Outcome variable was the deviation phase of CRP, an average
value of all standard deviations calculated from 3 CRP curves for
each 101 point. Due to individual differences in STS duration, it
resulted in various total numbers of trials being recorded from
each participant. Thus, STS trial collected from every minute was
time normalized to STS duration and dummy coded as five
stages: 0-20, 20-40, 40-60, 60-80 and 80-100% of the course
(Figure 1). A 2*5 mixed-effect ANOVA was used to examine
changes in variability during different stages of the course in
young and older adults. Alpha level was set at .05.

Figure 2: Deviaiton phase of knee-ankle CRP (mean ± SEM).

It is argued that the central nervous system makes efficient use of
degree-of-freedom abundance in the human body along the
course of fatiguing protocol to compensate for deficit and
optimize the performance [3]. Compared to non-goal-orientating
task (e.g. standing), a timing error during goal-orientating task
(e.g. sitting) was well preserved at the expense of coordinative
variability [1].
Significance
The impact of fatigue during repetitive sit-to-stand protocol is not
only limited to a decline in force production but also manifested
as increasing knee-ankle variability when sitting. Future studies
using sit-to-stand movement as a fatiguing protocol could adopt
knee-ankle deviation phase as an index of fatigue.
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Figure 1: Variability knee-ankle CRP during the STS course.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have shown that the temporal structure of pacing
signals (e.g., visual and auditory metronomes) influences the
gait dynamics observed when coordinating with those signals
[1,2]. Those studies typically involve pacing signals with
interbeat interval ha a e ei he c n an
e ime
n i ,
with the latter case referring to a class of signals that vary with
respect to their autocorrelation function. To-date, however, no
studies have directly examined the role that probability
distribution functions play in gait-metronome synchronization.
This study examines both structure of autocorrelation functions
(ACFs) and the shape of probability distribution functions
(PDFs) in noisy metronomes as possible sources of information
involved in the synchronization process. Pacing signals varied
in terms of both ACF decay and PDF shape. Statistical results
support the idea that both the ACF and PDF exert independent
effects on the temporal structure of gait.

implied by each experimental condition (e.g., Pink-Gaussian).
All trials lasted for 12 minutes.
Analysis Strategy. Stride time series were analyzed using
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis in order to compute the Hurst
exponent, a measure of statistical persistence. Experimental
data were analyzed with 2W(ACF: Pink, White) × 2W(PDF:
Gaussian, Uniform) ANOVA.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
That statistical analysis revealed a main effect of ACF,
F(1,9)=93.16, p<0.001, as well as a main effect of PDF,
F(1,9)=6.35, p<0.05. The two-way interaction was not
significant. These results show that the Hurst exponents were
larger in the Pink condition than in the White condition.
Similarly, Gaussian distributions produced larger Hurst
exponents than did Uniform conditions.

METHODS
Participants. Ten healthy subjects from the University of
Nebraska at Omaha volunteered to participate.
Apparatus and Procedure. In this experiment, individual
Noraxon FSR SmartLead footswitches (Noraxon USA Inc,
Scottsdale, Az) were connected to the heel of each foot of each
subject. Then the subject covered the foot switches with their
socks and shoes. The footswitches were used to collect stride
time intervals. The subject was then instructed to walk around
on a track surface for 12 minutes. This baseline trial was selfpaced and stride time intervals were collected. The self-paced
trial was used to find the average and standard deviation for
each
bjec
preferred walking speed and variability.
Computations were performed using custom MATLAB code
(MathWorks, Natick, MA).

Figure 1: Hurst exponent as a function of autocorrelation and
probability distribution functions.

After performing the baseline condition, subjects walked in four
pacing conditions. Trial order was randomized. The trials were
Pink-Gaussian, Pink-Uniform, White-Gaussian, and WhiteNoise. Here, Pink and White refer to long-range and zero
autocorrelation, respectively. Gaussian and Uniform refer to
standard probability distributions. The noises were delivered as
a visual stimulus. A small video screen was attached to a pair
of glasses to allow the subject to see the screen with their right
eye, and the environment with their left eye. The stimulus
screen consisted of two fixed horizontal bars, one on the top and
one on the bottom of the display. A third moving horizontal bar
was placed between the two bars and moved up and down.
When the bar reached the top, the subject was instructed to
strike with their right heel while walking. The moving bar
timing was based on the mean and standard deviation of the
bjec
efe ed alking eed, and the statistical properties

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we investigated the relative influence of
autocorrelation and probability distribution functions on gait
variability. These results suggest that both ACFs and PDFs
provide relevant information that influences the time-varying
structure of stride time intervals. Importantly, these properties
appear to exert their influence in a relatively independent
manner. Future research will investigate a broader range of
ACFs and PDFs and their relevance to pathological gait.
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maximizing foot clearance when crossing obstacles [4]. It is
possible that the amputees shifted away from seeking additional
clearance in favor of decreasing energy expenditure while using
the SNP. It would be interesting to measure energy expenditure
during this task.
The amount that participants lifted their foot to clear a
virtual obstacle could be linked to their perception of their
foot’s location. Amputees often perceive that their phantom
recedes proximally [5] and that the leg is shorter than it truly is.
Previously, after a month of receiving sensory stimulation, Par1
reported that his missing foot moved from the end of his stump
to the floor; Par2 reported that his foot remained tied to the end
of his stump [3]. Par2’s perception that his leg is shorter than it
is may have caused him to undershoot the virtual obstacles.

Introduction
The nervous system maintains an internal model that predicts
outcomes of current motor commands and plans future
movement [1]. After limb loss, this model adapts to changes in
the limb and sensorimotor feedback, but deficits and sensory
misperceptions remain. For example, affected side toe
clearance is less than that on the intact side, and has been linked
to tripping [2]. Restoring sensorimotor feedback could help
reduce deficits and improve internal model predictions. Our
team previously developed a sensory neuroprosthesis (SNP)
that delivers electrical stimulation to amputees’ residual nerves
to induce sensations of foot sole pressure [3]. We used a virtual
obstacle crossing task to test the hypothesis that amputees
would clear obstacles with their prosthesis more similarly to
their intact side when receiving restored sensory feedback.
Methods
Two below-knee amputees (Par1, Par2) who had received 16contact nerve cuff electrodes in their residual limbs walked on
a split-belt treadmill at their self-selected walking speed while
viewing a virtual path (V-Gait, Motek Medical). Each
participants’ SNP interfaced with their everyday prosthesis. We
identified electrode contacts and stimulation parameters that
produced somatosensory percepts in the toes and heel of the
missing foot. Sensation onset and intensity were linked to
pressure readings from matching locations on instrumented
shoe insoles. Body position was recorded using a 10-camera
motion capture system (Nexus 1.8.5, Vicon). Obstacles of 3
different heights were presented on one side of the virtual path
in a random order a total of 7 times each per trial. Two trials
each were collected with obstacles presented on the intact and
affected sides, and trial order was randomized. Maximum toe
height during steps over obstacles was measured. All trials were
repeated with the SNP active and inactive. Statistical
comparisons for each participant were made with 3-way
ANOVAs (leg, obstacle, SNP active/inactive) with Bonferronicorrected post-hoc tests.

Figure 1: Example toe marker maximum height in unobstructed
walking (0) and when stepping over virtual obstacles of different
heights (1, 2, 3) for two participants. Results for stepping with the
intact leg (brown, Int) and the affected leg (green, Aff) when the SNP
was inactive (striped bars, Off) and active (solid bars, On) are shown.

Significance
Sensory neuroprostheses can provide feedback that influences
motor control decisions and movement planning.

Results and Discussion
With the SNP off, Par1 stepped higher with his affected limb
than with his intact limb, overshooting the obstacles (p<0.001,
Figure 1). With the SNP on, maximum toe height decreased for
both legs, decreasing affected side overshoot of true obstacle
height (p=0.0002, Figure 1). Par2 undershot obstacles with his
affected leg (p<0.001), slightly more so when the SNP was
turned on (Figure 1).
Both participants decreased their maximum toe height
when receiving SNP feedback. Interestingly, Par2 did this
despite already undershooting the obstacles. Par1’s affected
side toe clearance became more similar to that of his intact side.
This suggests that with SNP feedback, amputees’ perceived
ability to clear obstacles improved (i.e., they felt that they could
safely step over an obstacle with their foot closer to it). Ablebodied persons balance minimizing energy expenditure and
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Introduction
Visuomotor adaptation is a learning process that allows us to
maintain movement accuracy (e.g., foot placement). We
previously showed that visuomotor adaptation to mismatched
visual feedback between two legs (i.e., ‘virtual’ split-belt) can
alter gait symmetry during treadmill walking.1 The objectives of
the current study were to examine the effects of rewarded and
punished reinforcement feedback on ‘virtual’ split-belt
adaptation during (1) initial exposure, and (2) re-adaptation 24
hrs after initial adaptation. Based on previous studies using upper
limb tasks,2,3 we hypothesized that rewarded feedback will show
greater adaptation and faster re-adaptation compared to those
with punished feedback, and those without reinforcement
feedback.

feedback does not affect the acquisition phase of walking
adaptation.
Day 2 (re-adaptation): PUN showed significantly greater
step length symmetry on day 2 compared to day 1 (t(8) = 6.0,
p<0.001). This between-session difference in early adaptation
was not significant for CON (t(8)=1.9, p = 0.1) or REW groups
(t(8)=-0.4, p=0.7). Faster re-adaptation in PUN may reflect
consolidation of motor adaptation.4 Δ SL symmetry between
day2 and day1 was significantly greater in PUN compared to
REW (p = 0.014; Fig. 1B). In contrast, previous studies have
shown that reward (but not punishment) enhances learning and
consolidation of upper extremity motor tasks.2,3 Our results
suggests that reinforcement feedback may affect upper extremity
and locomotor adaptation differently.

Step length symmetry

0.12

A

Initial exposure (day1)

0.08

0.1

0.06

0.08

Δday2 - day1
SL symmetry

Methods
27 healthy young adults (20.4 ± 2.5 yrs) walked with visual
feedback of toe position and stepping targets, where the
visuomotor gain (VM gain; i.e. relationship between treadmill
and screen space) was altered for each leg separately. All
participants completed two sessions, ~24 hrs apart. Each session
consisted of (1) 5 min familiarization (no visual feedback); (2)
300 steps pre-slow baseline (VM gain 0.9:0.9), (3) 300 steps prefast baseline (VM gain 1:1), (4) 600 steps adaptation (VM gain
0.9:1) with targets on the side with lower gain moving slower
than the other, (5) 600 steps post-adaptation (VM gain 1:1).
Participants were randomly assigned to control (CON; n= 9; did
not receive scores), reward (REW; n = 9; received scores that
increased by 1 for each accurate step ± 4 cm target), and
punishment (PUN; n = 9; received scores that decreased by 1 for
each inaccurate step > 4 cm from target) groups. Scores were
presented during the adaptation periods.
Normalized step length symmetry was calculated for each
stride and averaged across each baseline (first 10 strides), early
and late adaptation (first and last 10 strides, respectively), and
early and late post-adaptation. We measured the storage of
adaptation (i.e., after-effects) as the % ratio between early postadaptation and late adaptation on day1. The difference (D) in
symmetry during early-adaptation between day2 and day1 was
calculated to quantify difference between initial and readaptation.
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Figure 1: Average SL symmetry during initial exposure (A) and ΔSL
symmetry between day2 and day1(B) with SE for CON, REW, and PUN.
* indicates group differences p < 0.05.

Overall, our results suggest that reinforcement feedback alters
re-adaptation, but not initial exposure to visuomotor walking
adaptation.
Significance
‘Virtual’ split-belt paradigm may be a potential alternative
intervention to address spatially asymmetrical gait. To maximize
the re-learning with repeated exposure to the intervention, it may
be beneficial to give punished reinforcement feedback on lower
extremity interventions.
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Results and Discussion
All participants altered step length symmetry during ‘virtual’
split-belt walking. During adaptation, participants altered their
gait mechanics so that the slow leg (VM gain = 0.9) gradually
took longer step lengths. During post-adaptation, after-effects
were observed, and step lengths gradually returned to symmetry.
Day 1 (initial adaptation): There were no significant group
differences in the adaptation of step length symmetry (F(2,24) =
1.0, p=0.4; Fig. 1a). There were also no significant group
differences in %after-effects of step length symmetry
(F(2,24)=2.9, p=0.8; not shown), suggesting reinforcement
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Introduction
To maintain balance and prevent destabilization, humans
utilize anticipatory postural adjustments (APAs) prior to the
postural perturbations based on predictions and past
experience. APAs involve the activation and inhibition of the
trunk and leg muscles and a shift of the center-of-pressure
(COP) position [1]. The generation of APAs majorly relies on
the availability and accuracy of visual information. However,
our previous work showed that young adults could rely on an
auditory cue only to generate APAs for an external
perturbation similar to that when the visual information was
available [2]. Older adults generally have diminished APAs
and consequently diminished postural control when postural
perturbations occur [3]. In this study, we aimed to train older
adults to rely on an auditory cue to generate APAs in response
to an external perturbation, and examine the retention of this
learning effect after 1 week.

displacements in the anterior-posterior direction at T0 and its
peak value after T0 were identified.
Data were organized into 5-trial blocks. Data from the
BLV, BLNV, last block of training (Tr10), and two blocks of
retention (Re1 and Re2) were used for further analysis. A
series of one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were
cond c ed. S a i ical ignificance a e a = 0.05.
Results and Discussion
In BLV condition, latencies of the muscles were detected prior
to T0. In the BLNV condition, the latencies were detected
mostly after T0. In the Tr10 and Re2 conditions, latencies
were comparable to that of the BLV condition. Statistical
analysis showed significant differences among conditions for
the latencies of TA, MG, RF, BF, and ES (all p<0.05).
When vision was available (BLV), older adults moved
their COP posteriorly prior to the perturbation impact (APA
phase) and demonstrated a small peak displacement after the
physical contact of the pendulum. In the BLNV condition, the
COP at T0 was close to 0, and the peak displacement was
larger. Statistical analysis showed significant differences
among conditions for COP peak (p<0.05).
These results suggest that after only one session of
repetitive training, older adults could learn to generate APAs
for an otherwise unpredictable postural perturbation relying on
an auditory cue, which also resulted in reduced postural
disturbance after the perturbation impact. After 1 week, they
partially retained this ability; furthermore, after only 5
repetitions of enforcement, they regained this ability to predict
external perturbations relying on an auditory cue only.

Methods
Five older adults (3M/2F, mean age 70.3±6.6 years) took part
in this pilot study. They were instructed to stand on a force
plate and be prepared for an pendulum hitting their front
shoulders bilaterally. An additional weight (3% of the body
weight) was attached to the pendulum. During the first visit,
participants received the external perturbation while vision
was available (BLV, 5 trials), and while vision was blocked
(BLNV, 5 trials). Then they received training (Tr, 50 trials)
when vision was blocked but an auditory cue signaling the
moment of the pendulum release was provided. After 1 week,
retention (Re) was tested when particiapants received the
perturbation with the vision blocked but the same auditory cue
was provided (10 trials).
The moment of pendulum impact (T0) was identified
using an accelerometer attached to the pendulum. Muscle
activities were recorded from the right tibialis anterior (TA),
medial gastrocnemius (MG), rectus femoris (RF), biceps
femoris (BF), rectus abdominus (RA), and erector spinae (ES).
Muscle latency was defined as the first time point within a
window of 50 ms that the EMG amplitude was consistently
greater (activation) than or smaller (inhibition) than its
baseline value (-500 to -350ms) ± 2SD. The COP

Significance
Auditory cues could be used in a training protocol to improve
the generation of APAs and consequently to improve overall
postural control in older adults.
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Table 1: Mean (SE) of the COP variables and latencies of muscles

BLV
BLNV
Tr10
Re1
Re2
P value

Latencies (ms)
TA
MG
-109 (29)
-204 (40)
34 (7)
-80 (53)
-118 (32)* -134 (12)*
19 (22) ^
-180 (34)*
-47 (26)*
-172 (13)*
0.0009
0.0342

RF
-175 (20)
34 (6)
-96 (29)* ^
-30 (16)* ^
-83 (16)* ^
<0.0001

BF
-108 (14)
62 (6)
-85 (36)*
32 (27) ^
-10 (44)*
0.0005

RA
-43 (35)
26 (12)
-14 (31)
-16 (17)
-38 (20)
0.5066

ES
-102 (64)
27 (28)
-148 (40)*
-119 (18)*
-103 (13)*
0.0224

COP (m)
COP_T0
-0.048 (0.010)
0.002 (0.006)
-0.057 (0.031)
-0.025 (0.014)
-0.041 (0.025)
0.0809

Peak
-0.192 (0.021)
-0.275 (0.013)
-0.209 (0.016)*
-0.237 (0.021)* ^
-0.203 (0.012)*
0.0007

Note: For COP data, positive values represent anterior displacements and negative values represent posterior displacements.* denotes a difference
compared to the BL_NV condition, and ^ denotes a difference compared to the BL_V condition.
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Introduction
To reduce the effect of an expected postural perturbation, the
central nervous system uses anticipatory postural adjustments
(APAs), which include the activation and inhibition of the
postural muscles and a slight shift of the center-of-pressure
(COP) position [1]. The generation of APAs majorly relies on
the availability of visual information, and is learned through
past experience. Hence, such protective mechanism to
maintain balance is not implemented when perturbation comes
f
e back unexpectedly. Our previous work showed that
young adults could rely on an auditory cue only to generate
APAs for a front perturbation similar to that when vision was
available [2]. So the purpose was to evaluate whether adults
could learn to generate APAs for an external perturbation
coming from the back relying only on an auditory cue.

slight anterior shift of COP was observed at T0 (APA phase),
and the peak displacement gradually decreased (Figure 2).
Statistical analysis showed condition effect for latencies
of MG and BF, and COP peak displacement (all p<0.05). In
Figure 1 and 2, * and ^ denote a difference compared to the
the BL and Tr1 condition, respectively.
The activation of frontal muscles and inhibition of dorsal
muscles prior to the foreseeable frontal perturbations was
reported before [3]. After some training (Tr5, Tr10, and Test),
we observed an reverse pattern of early activation of dorsal
muscles prior to the impact of the posterior perturbation.
Figure 1

Latencies of Dorsal Muscles
BL

Tr1

Tr5

Tr10

Test

50
MG

Methods
Six young adults (mean age 31.5±4.1 years) participated in
this pilot study. They were instructed to stand on a force plate,
look forward and be prepared for an pendulum hitting their
shoulders bilaterally from the back. An additional weight (3%
of the body weight) was attached to the pendulum. At first, the
participants received perturbation with no cues provided
(baseline, BL, 5 trials). Then they received training (Tr, 50
trials) when an auditory cue signaling the moment of the
pendulum release was provided via headphones. After a
resting period of 5 minutes, they were tested by receiving the
perturbation with the same auditory cue (Test, 5 trials).
An accelerometer attached on the pendulum was used to
identify the moment of impact (T0). Muscle activities were
recorded from the right tibialis anterior (TA), medial
gastrocnemius (MG), rectus femoris (RF), biceps femoris
(BF), rectus abdominus (RA), and erector spinae (ES). Muscle
latency was idefined as the first time point within a 50ms
window that the EMG amplitude was consistently greater
(activation) than or smaller (inhibition) than its baseline value
(-500 to -350ms) ± 2SD. The COP displacements in the AP
direction at T0 and its peak value after T0 were identified.
Data were organized into 5-trial blocks. Data from the
BL, one block from the beginning (Tr1), middle (Tr5), and the
end (Tr10) of training, and the Test were used for further
analysis. A series of one-way repeated measures ANOVAs
e e c d c ed. S a i ical ig ifica ce a e a = 0.05.
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Significance
After only one session of repetitive training, young adults
could learn to generate new APA patterns for an unpredictable
postural perturbation relying on an auditory cue. Further study
will explore the feasibility of using auditory cues for the
generation of APAs and reduction of postural destabilization
in response to unexpected external perturbations from the back
in indivudals with balance problems (i.e. older adults).

Results and Discussion
In the BL condition, muscle latencies were detected after T0,
COP displacement at T0 was close to zero, and the peak
displacement was large. These results suggest that no APAs
were generated for an unexpected perturbation coming from
the back. After some training (Tr5, Tr10, and Test), muscle
latencies were detected earlier and prior to the physical impact
of the perturbation, which were more noticeable for the dorsal
muscles (Figure 1). Additionally, from Tr1 through Test, a
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Results and Discussion
MUs are variably recruited and FR regulated to produce motor
control. Regression of Avg FR amplitude by recruitment
threshold demonstrated significance of least-squares means for
Pre-ACLR, 6-mo, and 12-mo post-ACLR from controls for
males and females (p<0.001). Compared to males, females
maintained greater Avg FR (Fig. 2). Regression of MUAP peakto-peak amplitude demonstrated significance of higher leastsquares means for males at Pre-ACLR (p<0.001) and 6-mo
(p=0.02); amplitude was significantly lower for females across
all ACLR time points (p<0.001).

Introduction
Females have 4-6x greater risk than males for an anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) injury.1 ACL injury induces a
presynaptic reflex inhibition of joint musculature, termed
arthrogenic muscle inhibition (AMI).2 AMI prevents complete
activation of the muscle and may impede long-term recovery.
AMI likely manifests differently between sexes and warrants
exploration for improved, individualized rehabilitation,
especially as females are at higher risk of second injury.3 The
objectives of this study were to determine motor unit (MU)
characteristics of thigh musculature between sexes and
determine MU adaptations from ACL injury and rehabilitation
compared to controls.

Significance
Decreased Avg FR after injury and across rehabilitation was
demonstrated by both sexes, but more prevalent in males. As
MUAP amplitude is a surrogate for MU size, females
demonstrated smaller MUs than controls. Lack of larger MUs
likely leaves females susceptible to further injury with higher
demand activities. This information is vital to implement more
personalized neuromuscular therapy following ACL injury,
especially for females.

Methods
Decomposed electromyography (dEMG) was acquired with a
five-pin array sensor (Delsys Bagnoli; Natick, MA) placed on
four major thigh muscles from 56 subjects [Female (n=32);
Control (n=25)]. ACL subjects were longitudinally assessed at
Pre-ACL reconstruction (ACLR), 6-mo, and/or 12-mo postACLR. Data was acquired at 20 kHz from isometric
contractions (quads, hams) with force measured by a custom
load cell apparatus (MLP-300). Acquired dEMG data (bandpass filtered 20 – 1750 Hz) was analyzed with dEMG Analysis
software to extract average firing rate (Avg FR), inter-pulse
interval, recruitment thresholds [% maximal voluntary isometric
contraction (%MVIC)], and MU action potential (MUAP) from
detected MUs (
, Fig. 1). Standard least squares
analyses were performed in JMP Pro 14 on data normalized to
Force*Mass (force production dependent on body size). To
ensure parametric data for linear regressions, Cube Root, Log,
and Logit transformations were selected as appropriate.

Figure 2: Sex Differences of Quadriceps Avg FR and MUAP Peakto-Peak Amplitude by Recruitment Threshold. All R2 values range
between 0.1 – 0.52. Males demonstrated larger MU recruitment and
females smaller MU recruitment than controls (MUAP P2P Ampl).
Figure 1: Isometric Waveform and MU Identification. With each
contraction, the subject followed a trapezoidal waveform with a 3 sec
ramp-up, 10 sec hold, and 3 sec ramp-down. The output force is shown
(black line). This trial (10% MVC), identified
time are denoted by a colored
circle while firing pattern is demonstrated by color-matched spikes.
Data for this analysis was specifically windowed during the plateau
phase of contraction (7–15 sec; dashed lines).
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Introduction
eSports is a form of sports primarily using electronic systems
(Hamari & Sjöblom, 2017). Players must be able to anticipate a
stimulus and react to it as quickly and accurately as possible by
manipulating a keyboard and/or a mouse. Playing eSports games
demands a high level of perceptual, attentional, cognitive, and
fine motor skills (McDermott, et al., 2014). Perceptual motor
abilities such as anticipation timing, eye-hand coordination, and
peripheral perception are important factors to win a game.
eSports professional players often undergo intensive training
at least 10 hours a day. Previous research showed that more
experience in playing eSports games enhanced perceptual,
attentional, and cognitive skills (Dobrowolski, et al. 2015).
However, little is known on the perceptual motor abilities of
eSports professional players. Therfore, the purpose of this study
was to compare perceptual motor skills between eSports
professionals and amateurs. We hypothesized that professionals
will show better performance than amateurs in anticipation
timing, eye-hand coordination, and peripheral perception.

Also, professionals had a wider peripheral perception angle than
amateurs (p=0.026). The results suggest that multi-year training
and playing experience in manipulating a keyboard and/or a
mouse rapidly and accurately results in more advanced eye-hand
coordination and a wider range of peripheral perception. Overall,
the results of this study are consistent with previous studies that
professionals show better perceptual motor skills due to their
prolonged training and playing.
Fig. 1: Anticipation timing

Timing (sec)

0.1

Amateurs
Professionals

†

†

0.05
0

*

-0.05
-0.1
1mph

3mph

6mph

9mph

Fig. 1: Means and standard deviations of anticipation timing. Symbol *
denotes a group effect and symbol † denotes a speed effect.

Methods
Eight male eSports professionals (age 23.8 1.9 years) and eight
male amateurs (24.7 2.1 years) participated in this study.
Professionals had an eSports professional experience of 3-10
years. A Bassin anticipation timer was used to provide sequential
LED light stimuli at various speeds (1mph, 3mph, 6mph, 9mph).
Participants were asked to press a button upon the arrival of the
moving stimulus at target. A negative anticipation timing means
pressing a button before the arrival of the stimulus and a positive
timing means after the stimulus. A rotary pursuit device was used
to measure eye-hand coordination: (a) under different directions
(clockwise, counterclockwise) and (b) under different tasks
(triangle, circle, square). Participants tracked the moving target
at 30 rpm with the electronic stylus for 30 seconds and time-ontarget was obtained in seconds to quantify eye-hand coordination.
Peripheral perception was measured in degrees with a Vienna test
system which gave random light stimulus from both the left and
right sides and participants responded by pressing the foot pedal.
A two-way mixed ANOVA was conducted on anticipation
timing and eye-hand coordination duration and a t-test on
peripheral perception angle at the significant level of alpha=0.05.

Table 1: Mean (SD) of eye-hand coordination & peripheal perception.
Professional
Amateur
CW
28.92 (1.33)
28.11 (0.83)
Direction
(sec)
CCW
28.93 (0.97)
27.74 (1.10)
Triangle
28.90 (1.49)
27.55 (1.65)
Task (sec)
Circle
28.67 (1.19)
27.56 (1.10)
Square
29.20 (1.10)
28.66 (1.02)
Peripheral perception (°)
165.76 (10.17)
151.34 (12.92)

Significance
This study provides evidence on advanced perceptual motor
abilities in professional eSports players compared to amateurs.
This suggests that perceptual motor skills can be manipulated
with the number of years and the intensity of training and playing.
The improvement in perceptual motor skills can be found in both
visual perception and muscular response to a variety of tasks. It
is generally recognized that abundant repetitions of motor task
training is key to effective training outcomes for individuals with
motor deficits. Playing eSports may thus provide a potential
rehabilitation paradigm for individuals with perceptual motor
deficits. An eSports setting may help increase the enthusiasm of
indviduals with perceptual motor deficits during training, and the
emphasis on timing and accuracy in playing may force these
individuals to improve their specific perceptual motor skills.

Results and Discussion
While amateurs generally decreased the anticipation timing with
stimulus speed, professionals maintained negative timings (Fig.
1). There was a group by speed interaction (p=0.023). A post hoc
analysis revealed that professionals had a lower timing than
amateurs at 1 mph (p=0.001), and amateurs changed the timing
from positive to negative from 1mph to 6mph. In general,
professional players showed better timing accuracy. Professional
eSports players consistently anticipated earlier before the arrival
of the stimulus on target across all conditions, which allowed
them to defend tactically before the attack of the opponents.
Professionals showed a longer eye-hand coordination
duration that amateurs in both clockwise and counter-clockwise
directions (p=0.014, Table 1) and across three tasks (p=0.010).
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Introduction
Initial movement variability when learning a motor skill might
enable exploration of the motor space (1). When considering the
affect that local variability, e.g. body segment orientation, has on
global task variability, e.g. control of center-of-mass (COM), it is
possible to partition local variability into two subspaces using an
Uncontrolled Manifold (UCM) analysis (2). One subspace of
local variability does not affect the global task goal (GEV) and
the other subspace of variability affects the global task goal
(NGEV). From a motor learning perspective, the GEV represents
the implementation of motor solutions to achieve the task goal.
From a motor learning perspective, changes of GEV with
practice provide useful interpretations. A reduction of GEV
represents a reliance on fewer motor solutions, or exploitation .
An increase of GEV represents utilization of more motor
solutions. Evidence of both responses have been found,
depending on task constraints, for upper limb tasks. However,
there is a paucity of evidence for learning whole-body motor
skills.
This study aimed to determine how adults modulate local
variability during the acquisition of a whole-body continuous
motor skill across practice sessions. We evaluated a kettlebell
swing because it requires technical proficiency and the hip-hinge
motion requires stable COM trajectories across repetitions.

Subjects modulated their motor behavior based on the video
instruction and in the absence of feedback.
Subjects reduced COM position variance in the vertical
direction, but not the AP direction. There might have been a
prioritization of the vertical control of the kettlebell s wing.
Coaching of the kettlebell swing might need to provide cues and
feedback on the AP motion, as young adults internally attended
to their vertical motion.
Only vertical NGEV decreased from no practice to
immediate. Following initial practice, subjects reduced local
variability that affected the vertical COM position, but
maintained similar amounts of GEV. This maintenance might
represent an exploration of motor solutions that could be
beneficial when adapting the motor skill. Interestingly, the
subjects who chose to watch the video the most demonstrated the
least amount of GEV. This suggests a strategy to adopt a
stereotypic movement pattern consistent with the model.
Following short-term practice, subjects reduced both AP and
vertical GEV. After only a week of practice, subjects began
demonstrating a reliance on fewer motor solutions to perform the
the kettlebell swing. This result suggests a tendency to exploit
preferred motor solutions to perform a whole-body motor skill.

Methods
Twelve young adults (7F/5M), aged 18-35 years participated.
Subjects performed kettlebell swings on five separate days,
where we collected data on the first and last day, which were one
week apart. We collected data before subjects practiced the
kettlebell swing (no practice) after subjects performed three
practice sets (immediate) and one week later after three practice
days (short-term). The data collection sets consisted of three sets
of 20 repetitions and the practice sets consisted of five sets of 20
repetitions. Subjects rested for at least three minutes between sets
to minimize fatigue.
For instruction, subjects watched an online video. A sagittal
plane view was shown of a demonstration by a skilled individual.
The video provided cues of the anterior/posterior (AP) motion of
the hips and the vertical motion of the body. Subjects were
allowed to view the video as often as they wanted . Subjects
received no feedback or cues on their performance.
We collected kinematic data using a Vicon Full-Body PlugIn Gait marker set and a Vicon motion capture system (Oxford ,
UK). For our UCM anlaysis we constructed geometric models
relating sagittal plane segment angles to AP and vertical COM
position. The model consisted of 16 body segment angles, as well
as the kettlebell segment angle. We time-normalized each
kettlebell swing cycle and conducted a UCM analysis on every
1% of the cycle. Our referenece configuration was the average
position of the COM at each 1% for that condition.

No practice

Immediate

Short-term

AP NGEV

0.004 (0.002)

0.003 (0.001)

0.002 (0.000)

AP GEV

0.026 (0.020)

0.021 (0.021)

0.015 (0.002)*

V NGEV

0.006 (0.002)

0.004 (0.002)*

0.005 (0.001)*

V GEV

0.026 (0.020)

0.021 (0.021)

0.015 (0.018)*

Table 1: Mean (SD) of the UCM subspaces for the vertical and
AP directions across conditions. * indicates a significant
difference from the no practice condition.
Significance
This study extends the exploration followed by exploitatio n
paradigm, found in motor learning, to a whole-body continuous
motor skill. These results could inform motor learning practices
for other whole-body tasks, such as locomotion. Considering the
tendency for exploitation, identifying techniques to encourage
exploration of motor solutions might be pertinent for developing
a repertoire of solutions characterized by highly skilled
performers (3). In addition, GEV was sensitive to variation of
instruction, which would be beneficial when evaluating cueing
and feedback techniques for coaching and rehabilitation.
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Results and Discussion
The position of the COM was more posterior and vertical during
the short-term condition compared to the no practice condition.
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Introduction
People with lower limb amputations exhibit asymmetric step
lengths[1], and ground reaction forces [2] during walking. These
assymetries may explain the increased risk of overuse injuries
like osteoarthritis on the contralateral, intact side[3].
Split-belt treadmill walking, which involves two side-byside belts moving at different speeds, has been used to correct
baseline step length asymmetries in stroke survivors [4]. These
studies use error augmentation, in which the split-belt condition
exacerbates the walker’s baseline asymmetry. After the split-belt
condition is removed, symmetry improves.
We used an error augmentation, split-belt paradigm to
induce adaptation of ground reaction forces (GRFs) opposite
from a person with amputation’s baseline asymmetry. Prior work
shows aftereffects in braking GRF, but not propulsive GRF [5].
Since people with amputation adapt to split-belt walking
similarly to controls [6], we hypothesized people with amputation
and their controls would exhibit aftereffects in braking GRF, but
propulsive GRF for both groups would return immediately to
baseline levels when the split-belt condition was removed.

Results and Discussion
With the fast (intact) leg, people with amputation and controls
had significantly higher peak braking force in early postadaptation than at baseline (Figure 1), supporting the hypothesis.
However, both subject groups also had significantly lower fast
leg peak propulsive force in early post-adaptation than at baseline
or in late post-adaptation, which does not support the hypothesis
and conflicts with previous results on GRF adaptation in healthy
people [5]. This indicates that propulsive and braking forces
during walking are controlled predictively, and that this control
is not impaired by trans-tibial amputation. Thus, this study
provides proof of principle that split-belt, error augmentation
paradigms can alter kinetic asymmetry in those with amputation.
Overall, people with amputation adapted similarly to their
matched controls. Both groups had significant aftereffects of step
length symmetry, double support time when the fast leg was
leading, and single leg stance time. These data support prior
findings that people with amputation adapt to split-belt walking
similarly to controls [6, 7] and extend these results to adaptation
of temporal, interleg coordination (double support time).

Methods
Eight people with trans-tibial amputation (body weight=77 kg,
intact leg length =88 cm) and eight matched controls (body
weight=77 kg, leg length =89 cm) gave written, informed consent
before participating in this study.
Participants completed a 2-minute, slow baseline trial with
both belts moving at 75% of preferred walking speed (PWS)
followed by a 90-second fast baseline trial with both belts at
150%PWS and another 90-second slow baseline trial. People
with trans-tibial amputation walked with their prosthetic legs on
the slow belt as the fast belt was gradually accelerated to
150%PWS from 75%PWS. Participants then walked for 3
minutes with the fast belt at a constant 150%PWS. After a rest,
subjects were immediately exposed to both belts at 75%PWS.
We compared GRFs, step length symmetry, double support
times and stance times of the first 5 steps of post-adaptation to
the last 5 steps of the 75%PWS baseline trials using repeated
measures ANOVA and post hoc t-tests with Bonferroni
corrections (alpha=0.0167).

Significance
These findings show that people with amputation can adapt their
propulsive and braking forces to split-belt walking. Error
augmentation caused lower propulsive and higher braking force
aftereffects in the intact leg. This may not be preferable clinically,
since the intact side, already at risk for osteoarthritis, increased
braking force. Future work should determine joint kinetics
associated with these changes in GRFs.
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Figure 1: Peak braking GRF for matched control subjects (A) and people with trans-tibial amputation (B); and, peak propulsive GRF
for controls (C) and people with trans-tibial amputation (D). * indicates a significant difference from early post-adaptation (p<0.05).
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Introduction
Motor systems are frequently redundant, where numerous input
variables contribute to achieve a motor task. Redundant motor
systems display compensatory behavior in which errors in some
input variables are compensated by changes in others so that the
task-specific output variables are stabilized [1]. Such synergistic
covariation that stabilizes task variables will also resist any
volitional changes in those variables. However, anticipatory
synergy adjustments (ASAs) are seen in many tasks: synergies
weaken when individuals prepare to voluntarily change their
motor state [2]. Furthermore, ASAs occur in response to the mere
expectation of an upcoming change, and even when the timing
and the nature of the change are uncertain [3]. The mechanisms
for weakening a synergy are lower task-preserving covariation in
the inputs, increased variability in the inputs that yields higher
vriability in the task variables, or both. However, it is not known
whether such uncertainty in the upcoming motor change
influences the magnitude or the mechanism through which ASAs
occur. Therefore, the objective of this study was to compare the
ASA magnitude in isometric finger force production tasks with
and without uncertainty, and to identify whether the ASAs occur
via similar mechanisms in both cases.

certain–VUCM-steady)/VUCM-steady,

Methods
Fourteen right-handed participants (21.6±2.4 yrs) participated in
the study. They produced forces with the distal phalanx of their
right-hand fingers pressing down on four force sensors (Nano 17,
ATI Automation). They produced a total force (FT) – the sum of
the finger forces – to track targets presented on a computer screen
in three types of tasks. All tasks began with the participant
producing 10% of their maximum voluntary contraction (MVC,
measured earlier). In the steady task, a square target appeared at
the 10% MVC level and never moved. Participants knew that the
target will not move for this task. In the uncertain task, trials
began with the target at 10% MVC and began moving vertically
after a random time interval. The participants knew that the target
will begin to move at any time and in any direction. In the certain
task, participants first produced 10% MVC force, and then
produced a quick FT increase after a fixed, predefined time
interval. Each task was repeated 15 times.
The finger forces prior to any change in F T away from 10%
MVC in each task were analyzed using the uncontrtolled
manifold (UCM) method [1]. The 15 trials for each task yield a
distribution in the 4D space of finger forces. The across-trial
variance in the forces was partitioned into a component that does
not change FT (along the UCM, VUCM), and another component
that changes FT (orthogonal to the UCM, VORT). A synergy index
was computed as V = (VUCM-VORT)/(VUCM+VORT), which was
then z-transformed ( Vz) for statistical analysis. Vz > 0 implies
VUCM > VORT, and indicates the presence of a synergy (Fig, 1).
Higher Vz indicates stronger synergy and vice versa. We
computed the change in Vz for the certain/uncertain tasks
relative to the steady task (i.e., the difference variable Vz). We
also quantified the change in the variance components across the
certain/uncertain tasks and the steady task: VUCM-certain = (VUCM-

Results and Discussion
Vz was not significantly different from zero for either the
certain or the uncertain task (t(13) > 0.23; p > 0.22), indicating that
ASA was not observed in our data. This was due to large
individual differences, with six of the 14 participants exhibiting
ASAs. On the other hand, task uncertainty had a consistent effect
on variance structure. VUCM and VORT for the certain task were
not different from those for the steady task (t(13) > 0.89; p > 0.06).
In contrast, they were larger for the uncertain task compared to
the steady task ( VUCM-uncertain and VORT-uncertain > 0, t(13) > 2.79;
p < 0.02). Thus, the absence of ASA for the certain task arose
from consistent variance components across the two tasks,
whereas the absence of ASA for the uncertain task arose from
compatible increases in VUCM and VORT in the uncertain task (Fig.
1). Increased VUCM has been associated with greater flexibility of
task performance, and greater VORT has been associated with
lower stability of the current task [1,2,3]. Both these mechanisms
likely assist in the preparation for the uncertain change in FT.

VUCM-uncertain = (VUCM-uncertain–
VUCM-steady)/VUCM-steady, and similarly for VORT. One-sample t-tests
were used to test if the difference variables
Vz, VUCM and
VORT were significantly different from zero.
Vz > 0 will
indicate the presence of ASA, and significant changes in V UCM
and VORT will indicate the change in the variance structure - the
specific mechanism - that yields Vz.

Figure 1: Finger force distributions indicating synergies that stabilize
total force. Red ellipse is the distribution for the steady and certain
tasks. Large ellipse is the distribution for the uncertain task.

Significance
Investigating the performance of ill-defined or uncertain tasks
provides insights about the control of finger forces. In particular,
investigating changes in the variance structure (rather than just
ASA) is critical for understanding the influence of task
uncertainty on finger force production. Changes in variance
components and individual differences in ASAs may be relevant
for preventing loss of manual dexterity with aging.
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Introduction
Asymmetrical stance phases and weight-bearing are common in
patients with unilateral impairments such as post-stroke.1,2
Studies have shown that interventions with unilateral shoe inserts
may improve weight-bearing and stance time symmetry, and gait
speed.3-5 However, it has not been established whether humans
slowly adapt and store kinetics and kinematics with asymmetrical
shoe height. If humans are able to adjust to footwear with
asymmetrical height and store new gait patterns this may aid in
the development of novel therapeutic footwear.
The objective of this study was to examine adaptations in (1)
vertical ground reaction force impulse and (2) stance time
imposed by asymmetric shoe heights. Based on previous clinical
studies, we hypothesized that early during adaptation with
asymmetrical shoe height the leg with the shoe insert will (1)
exert less force,4,5 and be in shorter stance phase,3 but will regain
symmetry later during adaptation.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Methods
11 Healthy young adults (21.2 ± 3.1 yrs, 3 males) participated in
this study. Participants walked on an instrumented treadmill at
1.3 m/s for four conditions: (1) 5 min with equal shoe height for
familiarization on the treadmill, (2) 5 min baseline pre-test with
equal shoe height, (3) 10 minutes adaptation with one leg with a
1cm shoe insert in one side (leg with shoe insert = “high leg”;
other leg = “low leg”), (4) 10 minutes post-adaptation with equal
shoe height. The side with the shoe insert during adaptation was
randomized between participants.
To calculate the vertical impulse, ground reaction forces
(GRF) were low-pass filtered (15 Hz, 3rd order Butterworth) and
normalized to body weight. The integral of GRF were calculated
for each stance phase. Stance times were normalized to stride
time. The difference (Δ) between legs (low leg – high leg) was
calculated for the vertical impulse and normalized stance times to
quantify symmetry and then these were averaged across first 50
strides for baseline, first 50 and last 50 strides for adaptation and
post-adaptation. To examine between-condition differences, we
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Significance
Asymmetrical footwear may alter temporal gait mechanics, but
may not induce long-term neuroplastic changes. However, based
on the variability we observed, more studies should be done on
long term exposure to different asymmetrical footwear.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
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used a repeated-measures ANOVA with a Bonferroni post-hoc
test.
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Results and Discussion
In general, participants did not alter vertical impulse symmetry,
but altered stance time symmetry with asymmetrical shoe heights
(Fig. 1). Δ Vertical impulse was not different between conditions
(F(4,40) = 0.73, p = 0.580), but Δ Stance time was different
between conditions (F(4,40) = 14.19, p < 0.001). Δ Stance time
during early and late adaptation was lower compared to baseline
(p = 0.005, Mean difference (MD) = -1.1%; p = 0.001, MD =
1.0%), early post-adaptation (p = 0.031, MD = -0.9%; p = 0.021,
MD = -0.8%), and late post-adaptation (p = 0.009, MD = -1.1%;
p = 0.025, MD = -1.0%; Fig. 2).
We were surprised to find that stance time symmetry but not
vertical impulse symmetry was significantly different during
adaptation compared to baseline. This may suggest that humans
prioritize force symmetry and alter stance symmetry to
accommodate different shoe height. The immediate change in
and nonsignificant difference in baseline and early-post stance
symmetry (i.e. little to no aftereffect) suggests that healthy
humans may employ reactive strategies to accommodate the
change in footwear height.
(N x s)

1

last

Figure 1: Group average in vertical force impulse (A) and stance time (B)
for the low (black) and high leg (red). Shaded area indicates adaptation.
Vertical impulse and stance times are averaged across every 5 strides.
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I
Individuals
ho undergo anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLR) often e perience suboptimal postoperative outcomes1 such as high risk of reinjur 5, lo levels of
returning to former level of sport1 and increased risk of
developing knee osteoarthritis2. Abnormal knee motion and
movement patterns3,8 have been observed follo ing ACLR and
rehabilitation hich ma be the cause for these suboptimal
results3 and is not currentl considered in return to sport criteria7.
The d namic movement theor 3 proposed that there is a preferred
range for movement variabilit ; variabilit that is too high can
lead to instabilit and reduced adaptabilit to environmental
demands hile variabilit that is too lo is accompanied b
lo er ranges of motion. This theor into d namic movements has
been used in gait studies post-ACLR3,4 but has not et been used
to anal e more demanding d namic tasks, such as jumping and
landing, that are commonl performed b the oung, active
cohort ith ACL injuries. Further understanding of movement
variabilit after ACLR during demanding tasks could provide
additional insight into the suboptimal outcomes of this patient
population,. Therefore, the purpose of this stud
as to compare
lo er e tremit movement variabilit during a single leg drop
test bet een oung individuals ho have undergone ACLR
(ACLR group) and a Control group. We h pothesi ed that both
limbs of the ACLR group ould sho increased movement
variabilit compared to Controls, and that ithin the ACLR
group, the involved limb ould have increased movement
variabilit compared to the uninvolved limb.

R
D
Increased coordination variabilit as found in both limbs in the
ACLR group hen compared ith Controls hich supports our
first h pothesis (Table 1). These findings support Devis et al3
hich found increased movement variabilit in HR/KR, HA/KR
and HR/KA for the involved limb during alking and in HA/KR,
HR/KR and HR/KA in the uninvolved limb hen compared to
health controls. In this stud , more joint couplings sho ed
variabilit during the single leg drop hich suggests that the more
demanding movement leads to higher instabilit and reduced
adaptabilit 3. We reject our second h pothesis, as there as not
a significant difference bet een the injured limb hen compared
to the uninjured limb, hich onl sho ed an increase in
variabilit in one joint coupling.
T
1: Difference in Joint Coordination Variabilit
S mbols indicate statistical difference in: IC injured leg vs. control;
UC uninjured leg vs. control; IU injured leg vs. uninjured leg
V
C
H
A
H
R
H
A
H
F
H
A

I
A

-A
-A

-A
(HA/KR)
F
-E
/K
-A
(HF/KA)
F
-E
/K
-E
(HF/KF)
R
/K
A
(HR/KA)
/K
R
H R
(HR/KR)
K
A
-A
/K
F
/E
(KA/KF),

M
As secondar anal sis of an ongoing, prospective stud 8, data
from a total of 100 participants after primar , unilateral ACLR
(ACLR group) (M/F 30/70; 17.65 2.7 ; 168.1 10.4 cm;
66.9 14.8 kg) and 55 uninjured participants (Control group)
(M/F 15/40; 17.1 2.3 ; 166.4 8.9 cm; 61.5 12.1 kg) ere
ana l ed. All participants, or parents/guardians, provided ritten
informed consent. The ACLR group participated ithin 4 eeks
after medical clearance for return to sports. Three-dimensional
motion anal sis as used to collect lo er e tremit kinematic
data during the single leg drop test; three trials ere collected per
leg. A 10-camera motion anal sis s stem (240 H cameras;
Motion Anal sis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) as used to track
37 retroreflective markers on the upper and lo er e tremities and
trunk of each participant. The landing phase, defined as initial
contact to lo est position of the center of gravit , as e amined.
A vector coding technique3 as used to calculate coupling angles
bet een t o adjacent joints to form an angle-angle curve of
angular displacements of the pro imal and distal joints (Table 1)
for each trial. The overall root mean square of the resulting
circular standard deviation at each time point across the three
trials as computed to represent the ithin-subject and ithinlimb variabilit . A paired Wilco on signed-rank test as used to
compare the involved/uninvolved sides of the ACL group and a
Mann-Whitne U test as used to compare both of the involved
and uninvolved sides to the dominant side of Controls.

K
R
K
F

A

/K
(HA/KA)
/K

-A
/K
(KA/KR)
F
-E
/A
-E
(KF/AF)

(M
U

± STD

RMS)
C

-V
< 0.05

0.835 0.252

0.823 0.273

0.691 0.234

IC, UC

0.855 0.247

0.835 0.26

0.69 0.248

IC, UC

0.821 0.237

0.749 0.251

0.739 0.222

IC, IU

0.662 0.233

0.607 0.25

0.525 0.228

IC, UC

0.972 0.227

0.955 0.269

0.863 0.26

IC, UC

0.928 0.234

0.918 0.25

0.782 0.262

IC, UC

0.704 0.234

0.652 0.222

0.575 0.207

IC, UC

0.947 0.23

0.913 0.256

0.831 0.247

IC, UC

0.598 0.239

0.558 0.246

0.437 0.189

IC, UC

A

S
The increased bilateral movement variabilit observed ma be an
indicator for the risk of injur in more d namic tasks and could
contribute to the suboptimal outcomes seen in the ACLR
population. Further research needs to be done on the impact that
changes in coordinative strategies pla on ACLR patients
outcome, hich ma inform ne rehabilitation practices and
return to sport criteria
A
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Introduction
Musculoskeletal injuries due to repetitive stress and falls remain
a pervasive threat to soldier readiness1. A proposed culprit, load
carriage, is a common encumberance to military occupational
tasks. Soldiers are often required to traverse large distances
utilizing a forced march (FM) locomotion pattern, walking at a
velocity exceeding their gait transition velocity (GTV), in
conjunction with load carriage. A lack of motor variability and
gait complexity while executing steady state ambulation may
reduce the ability to disperse forces across multiple supportive
structures. Moreover, suboptimal organization of the locomotor
system components and limited movement solutions impedes
adaptability/stability to perturbations. However, there is a
paucity of information regarding load carriage and motor control.
The purpose of this study was to determine the interactive effect
of load magnitude and locomotion pattern on motor variability,
stride regulation and gait complexity in recruit-aged females. It
was hypothesized that increases in load and FM would reduce
motor variability and gait complexity but yield stricter stride
regulation.

Motor Variability: For relative variability, there was a main
effect of load (p=.01), with +45% (1.28±.05) having less (p=.02)
relative variability than BW (1.55±.07). Additionally, there was
a main effect of locomotion (p=.01) with FM (1.53±.08) having
more relative variability than running (1.27±.04). Reductions in
relative variability indicate an increase in stride fluctuations that
impede successful task execution. Further, lower relative
variability exhibits a limited movement solution capacity.
Alternatively, higher relative variability could represent a task
learning behaviour of a novel movement in the form of statespace exploration.
Stride Regulation: There was a main effect of load (p=.002), with
BW (.6±.08) exhibiting looser control than +45% (.04±.11).
There was a main effect of locomotion (p=.02) with FM (.19±.08)
exhibiting stricter control than running (.46 ±.07). There was also
a main effect of direction (p<.001) with perpendicular (bad)
variability (.18±.07) being controlled more tightly than tangential
(good) variability (.47±.06). During the steady-state task at
greater load magnitudes stride to stride fluctuations were
regulated more tightly or overcorrected quickly each stride,
evidenced by a<.5 which represents statistical anti-persistence.
Gait Complexity: For SL and ST there was a main effect of load
(p=.002, p=.007) with complexity at BW (.69±.08) being greater
(p=.02, p=.03) than +45% (.00±.17). There was a main effect of
locomotion (p=.02, p<.001) with complexity for running
(.68±.09) being greater than FM (.11±.14). During running at
BW optimal locomotor system output was exhibited (a=.96).
However, FM+45% constrained the system, resulting in less
complexity that could result in a negative outcome (fall/injury)
with additional perturbations. Therefore, individuals with +45%
load may be unable to accommodate a varying terrain or minor
injury sustained during mission due to compromised locomotor
system component organization (reduced system redundancy).

Methods
Eleven healthy recreationally active females (24.8±2.2 years)
participated in this IRB-approved study. Biomechanical data was
collected via twelve infrared cameras (Vicon Motion Systems
Ltd., Oxford, UK) and an instrumented dual-belt treadmill
(Bertec, OH, USA) at 100Hz and 1000Hz respectively.
Participants wore standard issue military combat boots and an
evenly distributed anterior/posterior weight vest. One minute of
running and forced marching (FM) was performed at a velocity
10% above GTV for three load conditions; unloaded (BW),
+25% and +45% of their bodyweight. Strides were considered
heel strike (50N threshold) to ipsilateral heel strike. Stride length
(SL) and stride time (ST) were calculated for a minimum of 120
consecutive strides. Motor variability and stride regulation were
assessed with goal equivalent manifold (GEM) decomposition2.
GEM generates tangential (δT) [good] and perpendicular (δP)
[bad] coordinates of stride variations on a goal manifold based on
combinations of observed SL and ST. Relative variability is then
calculated as σδT/σδP; σ represents standard deviation. Stride
regulation was assessed with detrended fluctuation analysis
(DFA) of δT and δP time series, which yields a scaling exponent
(a). Gait complexity was assessed with DFA of SL and ST timeseries. Suboptimal complexity is a<.75 and a>1.3, while a=.751.3 represents optimal.
Two-way RMANOVA (load x
locomotion) was conducted for relative variability and SL/ST
scaling exponents. Three-way RMANOVA was (load x
locomotion x direction) conducted on δT/ δP. Post hoc Bonferroni
corrected pairwise comparisons were performed for load.
Estimated marginal means reported for effects of locomotion and
direction (tangential vs perpendicular).

Significance
There were no significant interactive effects, but load magnitude
and locomotion pattern did independently alter motor variability,
stride regulation and gait complexity. A load magnitude of +45%
diminishes motor variability which may predispose individuals to
repetitive stress injuries through a lack of energy dispersion
across supportive structures. FM compared to running had
increased relative variability but less gait complexity indicating a
potential lack of movement stability. A +25% load magnitude
failed to illicit significant changes in gait motor variability and
complexity. Future research should utilize heavier loads and
longer trials to investigate role of fatigue.
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Introduction
Understanding the motor synergies developed between two
independent central nervous systems (CNS) could provide
critical insight into the underlying mechanisms behind many of
our interpersonal interactions and inform the mechanisms for
future physical human-robot collaborations (PHRCs). Previous
research regarding motor synergies focuses almost exclusively on
interlimb synergies or the synergies formed within a single CNS
[1,2,3]. The motor behaviors elicited when two individuals work
together to complete a motor task without any direct neurological
connection is unknown. Additionally, the role of sensory
information exchanged between co-workers also remains
unknown. Therefore, the purpose of the current study is to
examine the synergistic performance of a motor task by coworking partners involving handling a heavy object at both the
interpersonal and interlimb levels under two conditions: with
visual feedback between co-workers and without visual feedback
between co-workers. We hypothesize that both interpersonal and
interlimb motor synergies exist during this motor task and
removal of visual feedback between co-working partners
decreases synergistic performance.

the interlimb level between hands. Although a significant synergy
exists at the interlimb level in both task conditions, there is no
significant difference in the magnitude of the synergy with or
without visual feedback between co-workers. At the
interpersonal level, the positive covariance (Table 1a) suggests
synergy between co-workers to maintain rotational stability of
the object during the moving phase of the task. The magnitude of
the covariance between the two visual conditions is also not
significantly different.
Table 1. Mean ± SD for Covariance: a) between co-working partners
(P1 and P2, interpersonal level), and b) between the right (RH) and left
(LH) hand of each individual partner (interlimb level).
(a) Interpersonal Level Covariance
P1 vs. P2

No Visual Feedback

p

19.3± 18.41

15.44± 12.30

0.531

(b) Interlimb Level Covariance
Visual Feedback

No Visual Feedback

p

P1: LH vs. RH

-64.0± 32.9

-66.0± 42.6

0.895

P2: LH vs. RH

-50.9± 36.8

-61.4± 27.7

0.421

On both the interlimb and interpersonal level these findings
support our hypothesis that synergies exist at both levels.
However, the findings do not support our hypothesis regarding
changes in synergistic performance due to the removal of visual
feedback between co-working partners. The findings suggest that
perhaps the haptic connection between partners moving an object
is in fact more critical to successful task completion than the
ability to see one another during the moving phase of task at both
task levels. Moreover, the lack of a significant difference between
visual conditions is fitting on the interlimb level, as one CNS is
controlling both hands, and may not need to rely on visual
information. At the interpersonal level the formation of a synergy
suggests a favoring of moment stabilization and synchronous
performance for successful task completion.

Methods
Twenty-six healthy young adults (23.7 ± 3.7 yrs) participated in
the study comprised of 13 gender and height-matched pairs. The
pairs performed a motor task which involved working together to
lift, move, hold, and place a heavy, table-like object (Fig. 1). The
object was instrumented with four 6-dimensional force/torque
sensors (ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC) to record the
forces and moments of force applied to the apparatus by the
individual hands of each participant during task performance.
The task was performed under two conditions: a) with visual
feedback, where partners were able to see each other, and b)
without visual feedback, where a screen occluded vision between
partners. The analysis presented is limited to the vertical
component of forces during the moving phase of the task.
(a)

Visual Feedback

Significance
The findings of this study can have far reaching impact in the
fields of human movement science, robotics, and engineering.
The demand for PHRCs is increasing rapidly in society, and more
so today with the current need for social distancing.
Understanding how two human partners work together holds the
key to suggesting safer, more intuitive, and efficient mechanisms
for future human-robot collaborations.

(b)
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Figure 1: a) Snapshot of co-working partners performing the motor
task and b) biomechanical model of the task performance.

Results and Discussion
Examination of the moving phase of the task reveals interlimb
motor synergy is present between the hands of individual person.
As described in our previous work [4], negative covariance
(Table 1b) indicates the presence of a force-stabilizing synergy at
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Methods
Six patients with prior strokes (P1-P6) undertook a six-day
locomotor training program; the goal was to increase the affected
leg’s step length by 25%. Each patient received CR from one or
two robotically-augmented human trainers (separately). The CR
system amplified trainer forces by a
factor of 18.75 at the maximum
transmitted output force of 30 N. An
experienced CR trainer (Trainer T1)
assisted P1-P3 on all training days
except the fifth day, on which a
different experienced trainer (Trainer
T2) assisted (Trainer T1 was unable to
participate). Trainer T2 provided
assistance using the CR system for all
six sessions for patients P4-P6. Both
trainers were familiar with the CR
system operation but were not Figure. 1. Robotically
rehabilitation professionals.
augmented human trainer.

Trainer 2 / Patients 4-6

30

N

N

Trainer 1* / Patients 1-3

cm

Robotically Amplified Trainer Force

Unassisted
Step Length

Average Step-to-Step Average Magnitude
of Resultant
STD of Resultant
Trainer Force
Trainer Force

days. This could be a function of the CR system. The human
trainers only needed to modulate their force by a small amount to
produce large changes in the applied force, e.g., only 1.6 N was
required to transmit 30 N to the patient. Thus, trainer forces
spanned a small range of their force capability, which constrains
variability since human sensorimotor noise scales with motor
command magnitude3. The relatively low step-to-step variability
of trainer manipulative forces makes it difficult to relate this
variability to patient learning outcomes at the present time.

Introduction
In current practice, the manipulative forces generated by
rehabilitation robots are governed by mathematical equations. On
the other hand, forces from the hands of a human trainer are
regulated by a relatively noisy biological control system, which
introduces significant variability into manipulative forces. Selfgenerated (intrinsic) variability can promote exploration of novel
motor actions that can drive learning1. Could this also hold for
variability injected from an external source, i.e., from a human
trainer to a patient? In other words, could the variability from a
human trainer be beneficial for patient learning?
Any beneficial aspects of trainer manipulative variability
could be masked by trainer fatigue or other sensorimotor
encumbrances associated with hands-on manual locomotor
training. We address this with a novel approach that robotically
augments human trainers, allowing them to physically assist
patients with minimal effort, called Cyberphysical Rehabilitation
(CR). In this approach, a trainer holds onto a small robotic
manipulandum that shadows the motion of a locomoting patient
(Fig. 1). When the trainer applies a force to the manipulandum,
the force is amplified and transferred to the patient with a
magnetically-attached robotic arm. We performed a feasibility
study that used CR to test the hypothesis that manipulative
variability from human trainers promotes patient learning.
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Figure 2. Changes in trainer assistive force magnitude (top row), stepto-step force variability (middle row) and unassisted patient step length
(bottom row) across six training days for six individuals who survived
strokes. Patients 1-3 (left) were assisted by Trainer 1 (*except on Day 5
Trailer 2 gave assistance to Patients 1-3, indicated by dashed lines).
Patients 4-6 (right) were assisted by Trainer 2. Forces shown are
amplified 18.75 times at 30N. (Day 5 data excluded for Patient 3
[purple] because resistance was applied instead of assistance). Step
length is relative to Day 1 baseline. Circles = first trial of each day.

Significance
This new approach, called Cyberphysical Rehabilitation (CR),
allows robotically augmented human trainers to manipulate a
patient’s body in real-time during treadmill locomotion. Future
work could use CR to modify further how therapist forces are
transmitted to patients, with the aim of providing a larger
variability bandwidth from which to test the hypothesis that
human trainer manipulative variability promotes patient learning.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
The magnitude of the assistance force provided by the robotically
augmented human trainers was variable between patients,
trainers, and days (Fig. 2), in agreement with early work using
non-augmented human trainers2. One the other hand,
the
variability of
force was, on a
relative basis, largely consistent between patients, trainers, and
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Introduction
The use of robotic exoskeletons to assist human motion has
become one of the most promising approaches to augment human
performance or rehabilitate gait disorders. Assistance to lower
body joints such as hip, knee, and ankle has been investigated by
many researchers. Hip muscles consume the greatest percentage
of the total human muscle energy expenditure [1] and thus torque
assistance to the hip joint is expected to reduce the metabolic cost
of human walking to a great degree.
Hip muscles generate substantial torques for both flexion and
extension with similar magnitudes during walking. Exoskeletons
have been designed to assist hip in either the flexion [2] or
extension direction [3] considering that assisting only one
direction can greatly simplify the design and actuation of the
exoskeleton. However, there is no clear or conclusive evidence
on which assistance direction is better. This study investigates
and compares the effects of hip assistance in these two directions
through a modelling and optimization approach and aims to
provide clues on which one is more efficient in reducing
metabolic cost of transport (COT).
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Figure 1: (a) The human subject musculoskeletal model; (b) Predicted
optimal hip flexion and extension torque profiles. The gait cycle starts
from the heel strike and dashed lines indicate the start of swing phases.

minimally but shortened the stride duration ( ) (i.e. increased
step frequency) whereas extension assistance increased step
frequency further but decreased the stride length. Flexion
assistance increased the maximum hip flexion angle by 10.7 and
reduced the extension angle by 2.4 . The extension assistance
also increased the hip flexion angle slightly (by 1.6 ) and
decreased the extension angle by 4.5 . In the latter case, the
decrease in hip extension angle is likely caused by faster walking
with a short stride and the absence of extension assistance during
the late stance phase. For both assistances, the COT decreased
considerably, by 19.1% for flexion and 11.7% for extension.
In summary, we demonstrated a computational approach to
evaluate the effectiveness of hip assistance to human walking and
predicted gait adaptation and change of energetics. We found that
the hip flexion assistance performed better than hip extension
assistance in terms of COT reduction and caused less changes of
gait patterns (stride length and duration).

Methods
To study human walking, we employed a subject musculoskeletal
model that was actuated by sixteen Hill-type muscle tendon units,
as shown in Fig. 1(a). The muscle excitations were generated
through muscle reflex control whose parameters were optimized
with a Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy
(CMA-ES) method. The optimization was conducted with the
SCONE software [4], which used OpenSim[5] to execute single
shoot forward dynamics simulations of walking within each
optimization iteration. The objective function of this optimization
was a weighted combination of multiple motion characteristics,
including metabolic COT calculated from a muscle energetics
model [6], walking speed range, and penalties for falling, injury,
and joint limit violations.
An optimization was first performed to generate a normal
walking motion with Self Selected Speed (SSS). Then
parameterized hip joint torques (flexion/extension) were directly
added to the hip joint for assistance simulations. The assistance
torque profile was assumed to take the form of a raise-peak-fall
curve [7] and the parameters include the offset time, raise time,
fall time, and the peak torque. For flexion assistance, the
reference starting time (t=0) for offset is at the middle stance
phase whereas for extension the reference time is at the beginning
of the swing phase. The peak torque limit was set to be 50 N/m.
During optimizations, these assistance parameters were
optimized together with the muscle reflex control parameters
such that adaptations of muscle reflex and gait were expected.

Table 1: Comparison of gait characteristics for normal and assisted
walking. The unit for COT is /(
); ( ) is the hip angle range.
SSS (m/s)
COT
(m)
(s)
( )
Normal
1.194
1.683
1.41
(-24.2, 41.5)
3.263
Flexion
1.393
1.686
1.21
(-21.8, 52.2)
2.639
Extension
1.310
1.402
1.07
(-19.7, 43.1)
2.881

Significance
Designing wearable exoskeletons is often a trade-off process
considering various factors such as power, actuation, cost,
weight, and wearability. Knowing how and when to apply
assistance to a joint is critical for designing wearable
exoskeletons. Our study can provide guidelines for optimal hip
actuation (e.g. timing and profiles) and help designers make
informed decisions. The method can also be extended to study
assistance to other joints.
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Results and Discussion
Table 1 compares gait characteristics of normal walking with
those of assisted walking, for which the predicted optimal torque
profiles are shown in Fig. 1(b). With assistance, the SSS
increased by 16.7% and 9.7% for flexion and extension,
respectively. Flexion assistance changed the stride length ( )
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Introduction
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental
disorder affecting social communication and interaction skills.1
Compared to typically developing children, individuals with
ASD exhibit poor motor skills at a young age.2-3 These motor skill
deficits in children may contribute to lower levels of physical
activity in persons with ASD, leading to a sedentary lifestyle and
obesity. However, it is unknown if the motor skill deficits seen in
children carry over into adulthood.
Kicking is one gross motor skill commonly performed by
children. A proficient kick requires sequential movements of the
kicking leg.4 Forward motion is initiated by rotating the pelvis
around the supporting leg and by bringing the thigh of the kicking
leg forward while the knee continues to flex backward.4
Proficient kicking is an essential element of several sports and
play activities, such as kickball and soccer. The purpose of this
study is to compare the kicking kinematics of college students
with and without ASD. It was hypothesized that college students
with ASD would exhibit a less proficient kick, demonstrated by
decreased peak hip extension in the wind-up, and decreased peak
hip flexion and knee extension velocities during the acceleration
phase.

group had a higher standard deviation than the control group,
indicating they may perform kicking with greater variability.
Table 2: Stance leg peak lower extremity joint angles.

Variable

With ASD

Without ASD

p value

Hip Angle

39.18±12.46

39.25±11.17

0.989

Knee Angle

55.06±11.00

54.56±8.23

0.908

Ankle Angle

8.28±8.45

7.68±7.00

0.864

Note. Angles reported in degrees, with positive values indicating
hip flexion, knee flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion.
Table 3: Kicking leg peak lower extremity kinematics.

Variable
Hip Extension
Knee Flexion
Hip Extension
Velocity
Knee Extension
Velocity

With ASD
10.05±8.45
83.36±13.96
496.9±178.8

Without ASD
14.56±7.37
85.84±11.85
442.1±92.5

p value
0.219
0.9674
0.401

788.7±259.6

935.7±220.5

0.189

Note. Angles reported in degrees and velocities reported in
degrees/second. Values presented as mean ± standard deviation.

Methods
Ten college students with ASD and ten college students without
ASD participated in this study (Table 1).

Significance
There were no statistically significant differences in kicking
kinematics between college students with and without ASD.
After noting the high kicking leg standard deviations, visual
inspection of the data revealed that participants may have
approached the kick differently, with some relying more on the
hip to drive the kick while others relied more on the knee. It may
be possible to break these participants into subgroups for a more
detailed analysis to determine if there are differences between
groups that were not identified using the present approach. In the
future, we also plan to examine the coordination patterns and
timing of movements during kicking to determine if differences
between groups exist. A detailed analysis of variability may also
reveal differences between groups in terms of motor control.
While the dependent variables selected for the present analysis
did not reveal differences between groups, further work to
identify deficits in kicking can contribute to the development of
interventions to improve kicking mechanics in individuals with
ASD. Improving kicking skills in this population could help with
balance and coordination and promote greater participation in
physical activity.

Table 1: Demographic characteristics of participants

Note. Values presented as mean ± standard deviation, except for
sex which is presented as frequency.
A computer-aided 12-camera video motion analysis system and
force plates were used to assess movement patterns. Following a
demonstration of the kick, participants were asked to complete
five kicking trials where they kicked a ball hard into a net. Hip,
knee, and ankle kinematics were calculated. Stance leg peak hip
flexion, knee flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion, and kicking leg
peak hip extension, knee flexion, hip flexion velocity, and knee
extension velocity were extracted and compared between groups
using independent t-tests. Alpha level was set at
.
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Results and Discussion
There were no statistically significant differences between groups
in stance leg peak hip flexion, knee flexion, or ankle dorsiflexion
(Table 2). There were no statistically significant differences in
kicking leg peak hip extension or knee flexion during the
preparation, or in peak hip extension velocity or knee extension
velocity during the kick (Table 3). For all variables, the ASD
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Introduction
Gait adaptation has shown improved symmetry in hemiparetic
stroke survivors. Existing methods typically use expensive
equipment such as split-belt treadmills or robotic devices, which
may make a translation to the clinic less feasible. Using a
unilateral leg weight overground may be a more feasible solution.
We hypothesize that adding a weight to either the paretic or
nonparetic side may alter spatiotemporal gait symmetry in
subjects with stroke and tested both conditions in short-term
experiments.

starts asymmetrical in BL (Figure 2) and converges to symmetry
at the end (LD).
Our results are in line with a study (Khanna et al., 2010) that
also reported no change of temporal SI (for % stance duration)
when loading on the paretic leg and walking overground. They
differ from previous findings on a treadmill with leg swing
resistance of 1.25% body weight (Savin, Tseng, Whitall, &
Morton, 2013), where step-length SI was altered. This may be
due to the different context of a treadmill, the weight perturbation
during swing only, or perturbing the leg with the shorter step
regardless of being the paretic or nonparetic. These alternative
hyotheses need testing in a systematic manner.

Methods
Five participants with chronic stroke (2 females; 61.4±2.5 years;
93.3±16.1 kg; 171.8±12.5 cm tall) with unilateral hemiparesis
were recruited. They walked over ground without a weight, after
adding a eigh of 3% bod
eigh on a ici an ankle, and
after the weight (2.67±0.43 kg) was removed (Figure 1; BL:
Baseline, EA: Early Adaptation, LA: Late Adaptation, ED: Early
Deadaptation, LD: Late Deadaptation). During all conditions,
participants were instructed to walk at a comfortable speed with
their arms free. For safety, the participant wore a gait belt and a
researcher walked close and behind the participant.
The participants were assessed over two visits with at least
one week between them. Before isi 1 s BL, participants walked
on a gait mat to find the leg with the shorter step. The weight was
placed on this leg in visit 1 and on the contralateral leg in visit 2.
Kinematic data were recorded at 120Hz using VICON.
Step legth (SL) and step time (ST) for each leg were
calculated using a custom Matlab code. The symmetry index (SI)
for
a
variable
𝑋
is
𝑆𝐼 =
⁄ 𝑋
𝑋
−𝑋 r
+𝑋 r
. An 𝑆𝐼 of zero
r
r
means perfect symmetry. A repeated-measures ANOVA was
performed using SPSS. We considered the repeated measures of
the testing periods and paretic-perturbed (PP) versus nonpareticperturbed (NPP). The interaction was assessed in the model.

Figure 1: Testing periods. BL=Baseline, EA=Early Adaptation,
LA=Late Adaptation, ED=Early Deadaptation, LD=Late Deadaptation.

*

Results and Discussion
For step-length SI, ANOVA with repeated measures of testing
periods and PP-NPP revealed no significant main effect or
interaction effect. Therefore, the PP-NPP groups were merged
(Figure 2, upper panel). An ANOVA with repeated measure of
the testing periods revealed no significant effect.
For step-time SI, ANOVA with repeated measures of testing
periods and PP-NPP revealed no significant main effects, but a
significant interaction (p=0.044). A post-hoc analysis revealed no
significant difference between PP and NPP at each testing period.
However under NPP only, the BL was significantly different
from LA, ED, and LD (p=0.008, 0.033, 0.029, respectively)
(Figure 2, lower panel).
Taken together, the results suggest that a leg weight does not
alter the spatial symmetry of hemiparetic gait, however, it does
alter the temporal symmetry when the weight is added to the
nonparetic leg. This is a positive outcome since the step time

*

*

Figure 2: Symmetry index (SI) of step length and time. PP: Paretic
Perturbed, NPP: Nonparetic Perturbed. The significant values (denoted
by *, p<0.05) are for step-time SI in NPP.

Significance
This study extends the scope of investigating effects of adaptation
on overground gait symmetry by testing the effect of perturbing
the paretic versus nonparetic sides in individuals after chronic
stroke.
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control b imitating amp tee pop lations. We represented
transh meral and transradial clinical pop lations b red cing the
n mber of EMG sensors as real-time inp ts into the ML
classifier. S bjects completed a irt al ma e task (Fig e 2) ith
EMG inp t from all 14 m scles, 10 m scles (no forearm, imitated
transradial), or 8 m scles (no forearm or pperarm, imitated
transh meral). T o ML methods ere e al ated for real-time
performance, linear discriminant anal sis (LDA) and s pport
ector machine (SVM). For LDA, the set of all 14 m scles had
the highest f nctional task performance meas red as completion
time and all collision co nt (Tab e 1). For SVM, highest
performance as fo nd for the 10 m scle set. We concl ded that
amp tees, or participants ith red ced m scle capacit , ma
ha e high precision m oelectric control in o r irt al
en ironment.

I
d ci
Ne rom sc lar pathologies can red ce f nctional capabilities of
bod e tremities. Rehabilitation ith the assistance of a
m oelectric de ice is a time-intensi e process. We aim to
accelerate the rehabilitation process b pro iding m lti-sensor
feedback for training of m scle acti it [Sigrist 2013]. More
consistent m scle acti ation patterns lead to more effecti e
de ice control [H ang 2016]. O
bjec i e is to de elop a
rehabilitation platform that applies m lti-sensor feedback to
optimi e m oelectric control after ne rom sc lar tra ma.
Me h d
Motion capt re s stem incl ded nine infrared cameras (Prime
17W, Optitrack) to track ser head position. Wireless EMG
sensors (Trigno, Dels s) ere sed for meas ring m scle
acti ation patterns on p to 14 pper-bod m scles spanning the
forearm, pper arm, and tr nk/sho lder. Machine learning (ML)
classification of s bject isometric EMG acti it
ill control the
s bject irt al arm position. Matlab
as sed to train and
e al ate the ML techniq es. The irt al realit en ironment as
created in Unit . M i- e
Feedback: Vi al: S bject
and target positions pro ided ith the goal to minimi e error
bet een the t o. Hap ic: Vibrotactile feedback to ind ce more
distinct EMG acti it for de ice control.

Fig

e 2: Virt al realit ma e task d ring preliminar st d .

Tab e 1. Res lts of irt al realit ma e task
Completion time (sec)
(n=5)
LDA
SVM
14
ce
9.2 3.6
15.0 18.0
10
ce
10.9 4.1
7.5 3.0
8
ce
14.9 14.4
26.4 14.2
N mber of collisions ith ma e alls (#)
LDA
SVM
14
ce
2.0 4.6
4.3 1.0
10
ce
3.3 8.9
1.5 1.7
8
ce
10.4 34.7
6.2 3.2
Sig ifica ce
C rrent rehabilitation programs lack feedback elements
informing the s bject of task performance be ond erbal c es
from clinicians and is al c es from mirrors. Initiall , o r s stem
ill emplo motion capt re, electrom ograph , and irt al
realit for pro iding motion and m scle acti it performance of
a f nctional task. This can be applied to clinical pop lations for
enhancing c rrent modalities of rehabilitation and training
m oelectric de ice control. E ent all , this s stem ill be
commerciali ed for at-home sage to promote the de elopment
of intrinsic mechanisms, s ch as m scle memor , for greater
independent f nction.

Fig e 1: E perimental protocol of a m lti-sensor feedback
rehabilitation paradigm. Vis al and haptic feedback are pro ided
for optimi ing m oelectric control of a irt al realit task.
Re
a d Di c i
Preliminar st dies identified 1. The optimal is al feedback
(VF) displa and 2. The effects of imitated amp tee pop lations
on task performance. First, e determined the most effecti e VF
for a m lti-segmented mo ement is presented ith bod discernible feat res. Other VF paradigms presented as abstract
c es, or as a single degree of freedom, ere less effecti e for
training consistent mo ement and EMG acti it . Therefore, in
o r rehabilitation paradigm, Fig e 1, the VF target position as
represented as a m lti-segmented prosthetic arm. Ne t, e aimed
to identif the effects of red ced m scle sets on m oelectric
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Introduction
The study aims to explore the feasibility of functional
connectivity analysis to indicate the influence of direct EMG
control of robotic prosthetic ankle on neuromuscular control in
individuals with lower limb amputations. Powered lower limb
prostheses with direct neural control[1] allows amputees to
generate control signals using residual muscles and thus partially
restore their biomechanics function. How amputee’s
neuromuscular control mechanism changes under this condition
remains unknown. In this study, we assessed and compared
multi-muscle function and coordination by performing functional
connectivity analysis on surface EMG from an able-bodied
person (AB) and a transtibial amputee (TT) during postural sway
task. The results might inform a unique way to unveil the
potential shift of neuromechanics caused by direct neural control
of prosthetic limb, and demonstrate mechanism of neuro control
behind it.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Methods
One AB and TT participant were involved in the experiment with
IRB approval. All participants was instructed to do forwardbackward postural sways following a 0.5 Hz metronome. We
collected EMG signals from bilateral tibialis anterior (TA),
gastrocnemius (GM), rectus femoris (RF), vastus lateralis (VL),
biceps femoris (BF), soleus (SOL), and gluteus medius (GMED).
For TT, EMG of SOL on the residual limb was missing.
We applied functional connectivity analysis on EMG data by
calculating pair-wise intermuscular coherence for all EMG
envelops. To assess muscle coherence under distinct frequency
ranges, we decomposed coherence between all muscle pairs by
using Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NNMF)[2]. Basic
components and their corresponding factor loadings yield
spectral signatures and functional connectivity strength between
all muscle pairs.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Results and Discussion
Three major components derived from AB and TT subject (as
shown in Fig. 1) indicated different functional connectivity
patterns, among which low frequency components are strongly
shaped by kinematics of musculoskeletal system, and the
influence of motor neural system are expected to be pronounced
on the middle and high frequency components.
We observed similarities exist in ‘low’ frequency component
between two subjects, suggesting TT wearing direct neural
control prostheses can produce similar kinematics during postural
sway task as AB subject. The ‘middle’ frequency component for
TT shifted to a relatively higher frequency range compared to
able-bodied person. The pattern of middle and high components
are different, and it’s obvious that the middle frequency’s energy
shifted to a higher band area. Raethjen et al’s study found
corticomuscular transmission of the oscillation between 6-15 Hz
to the limbs[3]. The majority of energy in the middle frequency
component found in TT’s EMG activity concentrates in this band,
thus it might reflect active recruitment of supraspinal area during
postural sway.

Under each component we pulled out top three pairs of muscles
with highest loading, which means these pairs have strongest
connection under corresponding component. Based on the
topological representation of muscles, they were classified into
intra-limb pair or inter-limb pair. The total number of muscle
pairs fall under each category is listed in Table 1.

Figure 1: Frequency spectra of three components.
Table 2: Different kinds of intermuscular connectivity observed in AB
and TT
Able-bodied person
Transtibial amputee

Intra-limb
4
7

Inter-limb
5
2

(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
We found AB and TT used different neural control strategy.
AB’s muscle connection showed more evenly distribute between
intra and inter limb, and in contrast TT focused more on intralimb. The fact that AB has more bilateral connectivity indicated
that the functional links are more balanced. However, for TT we
found a very strong inter-limb TA-TA connection similar to AB.
Perhaps, the motor control system in the CNS has begun to
restore the original neural pathway for TA-TA recruitment.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Significance
We demonstrate that functional connectivity analysis for multimuscle analysis can potentially unveil the neuroplasticity in
postural control of lower limb amputees. It will benefit many
researches in understanding the neuromechanics of lower limb
amputee. Our future study building upon this feasibility study
may be used to study the effects of novel prosthetic technology
on human neuromuscular control.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
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Results and Discussion
Linear regressions of MUAP peak-to-peak amplitude (MUAP
P2P) demonstrated that the ACL-RSI score <61 group had
lower amplitudes with earlier recruited MUs than Controls and
61 group. Further, the ACL-RSA <61 group did not achieve
MUAP P2P values similar to controls with later recruited units
(Fig. 2). The ACL 61 group demonstrated higher MUAP P2P
than controls with later recruited MUs. ANOVA between the
ACL-RSI groups demonstrated significantly higher MUAP P2P
for quadriceps musculature for the 61 group compared to <61
group (p=0.010; Fig. 2). Similarly, for the hamstrings, the 61
group demonstrated significantly higher MUAP P2P compared
to <61 group (p=0.012).

Introduction
Following ACL injury, reconstruction (ACLR), and
rehabilitation, only 33-44% of athletes return to their same level
of play. [1]. Other psychological responses include: lack of selfconfidence,
kinesiophobia,
depression,
and
anxiety.
Psychological readiness to return to sport is commonly assessed
with the ACL-RSI. As psychological readiness can have an
affect on motor control, potentially with induction of
neuroplasticity [2-3], it is important to understand the motor
control deficits related to these psychological responses. This
study was designed to assess the effect of psychological
readiness on motor control output. Objective demonstration of
neural deficits that associate with psychological responses may
improve both physical and emotional health outcomes.[4]
Methods
Decomposed electromyography (dEMG) was acquired with a
five-pin array sensor (Delsys Bagnoli; Natick, MA) placed on
four major thigh muscles from 56 subjects [Female (n=32);
Control (n=25)]. ACL subjects were longitudinally assessed at
Pre-ACLR, 6-mo post-ACLR, and/or 12-mo post-ACLR. Data
was acquired at 20 kHz from isometric contractions (quads,
hams) with force measured by a custom load cell apparatus.
Acquired dEMG data (band-pass filtered 20–1750 Hz) was
analyzed with dEMG Analysis software to extract average firing
rate (AvgFR), inter-pulse interval, recruitment thresholds [%
maximal voluntary isometric contraction (%MVIC)], and MU
action potential (MUAP) from detected MUs (
Fig. 1). ANOVA and linear regressions were performed with
JMP Pro 14. To ensure parametric data for assessment, a Log
transformation was selected for MUAP. For psychological
readiness categorization, an ACL-RSI cutoff value of 61 was
utilized.[5]

Figure 2: MUAP Peak-to-Peak Amplitude by Recruited MU.
Linear regression demonstrates the lower MUAPs utilized by those
with lower psychological readiness. Dashed lines represent Control
values. The box plot demonstrates the differences of MUAP between
ACL-RSI groups for quadriceps.

The MUAP P2P value is a surrogate of MU size.[6] The ability
to recruit larger MUs will provide additional control to the
musculature. This data demonstrates that those that have lower
psychological readiness express MU inhibition across the
spectrum of rehabilitation. Those that score higher appear to
compensate by recruiting larger MUs.
Significance
This data demonstrates objective results of motor control
associated with psychological readiness. These results are
important to provide personalized rehabilitation to athletes.
Further, it can provide an objective measure to demonstrate
effectiveness of psychological counselling to athletes.
Acknowledgments
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Figure 1: Isometric Waveform and MU Identification. With each
contraction, the subject followed a trapezoidal waveform with a 3 sec
ramp-up, 10 sec hold, and 3 sec ramp-down. The output force is shown
(black line). This trial (10% MVC) identified 31 MUs. MU
(de)recruitment are denoted by colored circles while firing pattern is
demonstrated by color-matched spikes. Data for this analysis was
specifically windowed during the ‘plateau phase’ of contraction (7–15
sec; dashed lines).
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Introduction
Locomotor adaptation is usually an error-based learning
experience in which humans modify walking behavior to reduce
motor errors in response to perturbations. This adapted behavior
often washes out soon after the perturbations are removed [1].
Subjects also initially increase energy cost to respond to the
perturbations and then decrease energy cost with adaptation [2].
In seated locomotor tasks (e.g., recumbent stepping), the stakes
of an error are lower as the subjects do not need to maintain their
balance. Perturbations during seated locomotor tasks, however,
likely still engage similar adaptation processes as perturbed
walking, which could be beneficial for gait rehabilitation. The
purpose of this study was to quantify the motor and mechanical
energy responses to brief perturbations during recumbent
stepping. We hypothesized that similar to perturbed walking,
both stepping error and mechanical energy cost would decrease
as subjects adapt to perturbations during recumbent stepping.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Methods
Subjects (n=17) completed four 10-minute trials on a motorized
recumbent stepper. Each trial included six minutes of perturbed
stepping as well as two minutes of unperturbed stepping at the
beginning and the end of the trials. Subject experienced
perturbations at either mid-extension or extension onset of the left
or right leg as a brief 200 ms increase in stepping resistance. A
random no perturbation ca ch
ride occurred in every five
perturbed strides. We provided a visual pacing cue at one step per
second and instructed subjects to step smoothly while matching
the pace of the visual pacing cue. We defined stepping error as
the maximum difference of the stepping profile from the average
unperturbed stepping profile and quantified the stepping
mechanical energy cost using the limb forces and stepper speed.
We acquired forces from the force sensors in the handles and
pedals and the speed from the stepper servomotor.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Results and Discussion
Firstly, subjects were successful at maintaining a stepping pace
within ~50 ms of pacing cue during perturbed strides, except for
the very first mid-extension perturbed stride. Stepping error
decreased significantly during the first perturbed strides of the
mid-extension perturbations, indicating fast adaptation to those
perturbations and supports our hypothesis (Fig. 1). In contrast,
stepping error did not change from early to late during extensiononset trials, indicating that subjects did not adapt and does not
support our hypothesis. Interestingly, post-perturbation stepping
errors did not wash out and were consistently higher than the preperturbation errors for all perturbations. Unlike perturbed
walking, stepping mechanical energy cost continuously increased
during the perturbations for all trials, which also does not support
our hypothesis (Fig. 1). Post-perturbation mechanical energy
costs were also higher than the pre-perturbations. During the
catch strides, subjects stepped ~200 ms faster than the pacing cue,
suggesting they were anticipating a perturbation. Catch strides
also had less stepping error than the perturbed strides but did not
adapt from early to late perturbation.

Figure 1: Stepping error and mechanical energy cost of the left midextension and extension-onset trials. The light borders indicate
standard error. Right-side trials had similar errors and energy costs.

The continuous increase in mechanical energy cost, non-adapting
errors, and sustained post-perturbation errors are in line with the
use-dependent learning paradigm [3]. When perturbations do not
hinder the task goal (here stepping in time), the learning process
does not necessarily lead to error reduction. Instead, motor error
builds upon the previous instances of the motor behavior and will
sustain longer after removing perturbations. The increasing catch
stride errors also support this notion of use-dependent learning.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
Significance
Brief mechanical perturbations during recumbent stepping
enhanced use-dependent learning instead of error-based learning,
which resulted in sustained changes during post-perturbation
stepping. This aligns with a recent walking study that also
reported use-dependent learning and sustained post-perturbation
by adding small (and even imperceivable) accelerating
perturbations during push-off [4], which is similar to the timing
of extension-onset perturbations during recumbent stepping. The
sustained motor changes can be particularly beneficial for
improving motor impairments and restoring normal mo emen
patterns, but further study is needed to determine whether
increased energy cost is beneficial or detrimental in
rehabilitation.
(Between sections: keep the 10pt Times New Roman blank line)
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Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common cause for disability
in older adults [1]. The objective of this preliminary study is to
examine lower-limb sensory-motor properties in tibial rotation
(stiffness, ROM, and proprioception) and build new insights for
a rehabilitation program on a modified elliptical machine [2], [3].
Methods
Four healthy participants (1 male (S2); 28-42 years old)
participated in this study. Each subject had their right knee flexed
at 90º and the foot mounted onto a footplate of a modified
elliptical machine [2], [3]. The footplate rotated horizontally
about the long axis of the tibia using a servomotor. The assembly
included a 6-axis force/moment sensor whose vertical axis was
aligned with the tibial rotation axis.
During the ROM and stiffness test, an ankle brace was used
to reduce ankle rotation. Participants were instructed to relax
while the footplate rotated at a constant speed 3º/s until a terminal
angle (45º) or a peak moment (5Nm except for bjec 1 3Nm)
was reached for 5 cycles. The most anomalous cycle (by visual
inspection) was removed in Matlab. The remaining 4 cycles were
divided into descending limbs and ascending limbs, where a 5th
order polynomial was fitted to each limb. Polynomial derivatives
yielded the rotational stiffness.
For the proprioception test, subjects (S2-S4) closed eyes and
the footplate rotated at 0.8º/s in randomized directions until the
subject pressed a hand-held switch when motion was detected.
Proprioception acuity was measured 4 times in each direction.

Figure 1: A typical hysteresis curve (for subject#3)

Figure 2: The stiffness curves for each subject
Table 1: Subject preference during sitting

Self-reported
Resting stiffness

Results and Discussion
The female subjects had a less steep hysteresis curves (Figure 1
and 2) compared to the male subject, which agrees with previous
study [4]. Each stiffness curve (Figure 2) has an approximate flat
region or subtle ramp in the middle. Since this area contains
minimum stiffness, we refer to it as the resting stiffness region.
The resting stiffness may eflec he bjec
p efe ence of
toe-in, toe-out, or straight-toe during sitting. For example, S1
resting stiffness is approximately from -25º to 5º suggesting this
subject prefers toe-out during sitting. Table 1 summarizes these
results and the self-reported preferences.
Some knee OA rehabilitation programs target minimizing
external knee adduction moment (EKAM) [2], which can be
achieved by the foot progression angle (toe in or out). The current
test can potentially give rehabilitation programs a proactive
subject-specific strategy (what direction of foot progression
angle) to reduce EKAM. However, this should be investigated
further because of limitations inlcuding: this test is done in a
sitting position while EKAM is computed during stepping. The
different context (sitting versus standing) may affect the
suggested proactive strategy.
The proprioception acuity (Table 2) for female subjects is less
than that reported in [3] (3.5º), which may be due to the different
context (sitting versus standing with measurements on the
weight-bearing side). Improving proprioception acuity through
training is an expected outcome as in [3].

S1
Toe-out
Toe-out

S2
Toe-out
Toe-out

Table 2: Subject propriocep ion ac i

External rotate
Internal rotate

S1
-

S2
4.35(1.58)
2.75(1.14)

S3
Toe-out
Toe-out

S4
Toe-in
Toe-in

a mean(SD) in degree

S3
0.94(0.14)
1.20(0.33)

S4
1.64(0.10)
1.64(0.33)

Significance
We suggest a new proactive subject-specific strategy to reduce
EKAM via a resting-stiffness principle drived from a sensorymotor assessment of the lower extremity in tibial rotation.
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Introduction
closing and opening the hand elicited a less reliable SI
Hand and arm function are vital to recovery following
compared to the others especially wrist extension. For
neurological injuries such as those sustained following a
the dynamic tasks, wrist flexion, wrist extension, ulnar
brain or spinal cord injury. Inpatient and outpatient
deviation, and hand closing were most reliably identified
rehabilitation provided by Physical Therapists improves
(> 85% time). However, the transition phases between
motor function acutely, but after discharge from
movements or tasks required a thresholding procedure,
therapeutic care patients often revert to utilizing the
as no similarity index was appreciably high during this
uninvolved limb to accomplish tasks. Underutilization of
period.
the affected limb results in diminished overall function
and patient independence. One way to improve at home
care is to utilize the muscle activation patterns to
monitor compliance and efficacy of muscle recruitment.
The purpose of this study was to determine if the muscle
activation patterns can be used reliably to identify the
intended movement pattern during dynamic tasks. We
hypothesized that a similarity index could reliably identify
each dynamic hand and wrist biomechanical movement
when prompted by an on-screen video.

Figure 1: Average patterns (gray) from the 8-sensor EMG
armband during specific movements and 3-trials from a
representative subject. Note the similarity index for each
movement was > 0.95.

Methods
Twenty, non-injured subjects were recruited via a
convenience sample. Each subject performed static wrist
flexion and extension, radial and ulnar deviation, and
hand closing and opening, while electromyography
(EMG) data was collected from a low-cost armband
around the forearm. Each subject was then asked to
perform the tasks in a dynamic fashion, such as
repeating wrist flexion and extension, repeating opening
and closing of the hand, and a global dynamic pattern
task where each movement was prompted by a video in
a random order. During each task, EMG data was
acquired and streamed via Bluetooth to an Android
tablet using a custom software app to quantify and
identify the intended movement pattern.
Static and dynamic EMG patterns were compared
using a vector similarity index (SI), which ranged from 0
to 1, to evaluate the movements. For the dynamic tasks,
a 50 ms moving window was utilized to compare the
EMG observed during the dynamic tasks to each static
task for identification. A one-way ANOVA was used to
evaluate statistical significance.

Significance
Our hypothesis that muscle activation patterns may be
used to differentiatemovement patterns was generally
maintained. Therefore, we propose that this similarity
index calculation can be integrated into a mobile
software app to help delineate dynamic movements
during training or natural behavior. Perhaps these
movement patterns can also be incorporated as
feedback to the participant in an effort to facilitate
proper patterning during wrist and hand movements,
especially following neurological injury. However, as
always, more analysis is needed to fully develop this
method.
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Results/Discussion
For the non-injured group, similarity index analysis
could discriminate between various movements,
yielding reproducible and reliable results across
subjects (Fig 1). Of the 3 antagonistic movements, wrist
flexion and extension and wrist radial and ulnar
deviation showed significant differences in SI. However,
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Introduction
Mid-portion tendinopathy is the most common pathologic
condition of the Achilles tendon in adults. In addition to
symptoms of pain, Achilles tendinopathy has been shown to
significantly alter gait function [1], resulting in lower levels of
physical activity and detriments to overall health and well-being
[2]. Although full symptomatic recovery is evident after exercise
treatments, this does not ensure full functional recovery [3].
Further, it is unknown if changes in patient-reported outcomes of
Achilles tendinopathy treatment are related to adaptations in
lower limb gait. Thus, the purposes of this study were to (1)
evaluate changes in pain, patient-reported outcomes, and gait 24
weeks after initiation of Achilles tendon-loading exercise
treatment, and (2) determine relationships between patientreported outcomes and gait pior to and 24 weeks after initiation
of treatment in patients with mid-portion Achilles tendinopathy.

the FAOS-QOL (p<0.001), FAOS-SP (p<0.001) increased
throughout treatment compared to baseline. VISA-A and FAOSQOL scores exceeded the minimum clinically important
difference/change values [4-5]. Percentage of gait in stance phase
decreased (p=0.039) and swing phase increased (p=0.044) from
baseline to week 24 of treatment. After correcting for type I error,
there was no effect of time on the mid-stance phase of gait
(p>0.05).
Table 1: Mean (SD) of outcome measures at baseline and 24 weeks.
Baseline
Week 24
PPT*
170.9 (67.6)
220.5 (85.5)
VISA-A*
47.2 (20.9)
69.6 (20.9)
FAOS-QOL*
43.0 (18.3)
69.3 (23.3)
FAOS-SP*
58.0 (20.6)
79.4 (17.6)
Stance*
64.5 (2.5)
63.1 (2.8)
Mid-Stance
27.7 (5.2)
26.7 (5.4)
Swing*
35.6 (2.5)
36.9 (2.8)
*significant effect of time (p<0.05)

Methods
Twenty-five (11 M, 14 F, 51.2 ± 11.6 yrs) participants with
clinically confimed mid-portion Achilles tendinopathy
underwent an effective exercise-based treatment program [3].
Pain, patient-reported outcomes, and gait data were collected at
baseline and 8-, 16-, and 24-week follow up visits.

Gait function displayed a moderate (±0.3<r<±0.7) correlation to
patient-reported outcomes at baseline and improvements
following the treatment period (Table 2). Of clinical relevance,
at baseline, lower FAOS-QOL and FAOS-SP scores were
correlated to an increased percentage of gait spent in mid-stance
(p<0.01). Twenty-four weeks after initiation of treatment, higher
FAOS-SP scores were correlated to a decreased percentage of
gait spent in mid-stance (p=0.001).

Pain was objectively assessed via pain pressure threshold (PPT).
Algometer-applied (SBmedic, Solna, Sweden) pressure (kPa) at
the Achilles tendon was recorded for 3 trials. Patient-reported
outcomes of pain, symptoms, quality of life, and physical
activity/sport function were assessed with two validated
questionnaires: Victorian Institute of Sport Assessment-Achilles
(VISA-A), Foot and Ankle Outcome Score Quality of Life
(FAOS-QOL) and Sport and Recreation Function (FAOS-SP)
subscales. A MuscleLab IMU system (Ergotest Innovations,
Oslo, Norway) was used to collect gait data during a 10-m walk
at a self-selected pace. The percentage of time spent in stance,
mid-stance, and swing phases over 3 gait trials were calculated.

Table 2: Correlation (r) of changes in patient-reported outcome and
gait measures from baseline to 24 weeks.
VISA-A
FAOS-QOL
FAOS-SP
Stance
0.096
-0.192
-0.031
Mid-Stance
-0.326
-0.116
-0.629*
Swing
-0.088
0.190
-0.036
*significant at p<0.01

Improvements in PPT, patient-reported outcome measures, and
gait function were observed in patients with mid-portion Achilles
tendinopathy. Patient-reported outcomes and gait were
moderately correlated at baseline and 24 weeks after initiation of
exercise treatment.

Average PPT, questionnaire score, and average gait outcomes for
the most symptomatic limb were quantified for analysis.
Repeated measures ANOVAs were used to test the main effect of
time (baseline, week 8, week 16, week 24). Bonferroni
corrections were used for post-hoc analysis of significant effects.
Pearson’s correlations were used to determine relationships
between patient-reported outcomes and gait at baseline, and
changes over the 24-week period. Alpha was p < 0.05.

Significance
In patients with midportion Achilles tendinopathy, clinical
improvements may be related to functional gait measures during
mid-stance 24 weeks after initiation of an Achilles tendon
exercise program.
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Results and Discussion
Twenty-four weeks after initiation of Achilles tendon exercise
treatment, participants displayed significant clinical and
functional improvements in their most symptomatic limb (Table
1). PPT increased at 16 and 24 weeks compared to baseline
(p=0.011; p=0.001). Patient-reported outcomes of pain and
symptoms measured by the VISA-A (p<0.001) improved, while
quality of life and physical activity/sport function measured by
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was defined as poor (ICC<0.5), moderate (0.5 ICC < 0.75),
good (0.75 ICC < 0.9), or excellent (ICC 0.9).

Introduction
Ultrasound shear wave elastography (SWE) has been used
as a non-invasive method to estimate muscle tissue elasticity
[1 3], and may be useful for quantitatively assessing changes
in elasticity following acute muscle strain injury. Most studies
investigating tissue elasticity with SWE do not report the
reliability of their measures [4]. When reliability measures are
reported, conflicting evidence exists with larger muscles of the
lower extremity, such as the hamstrings, especially in repeat
imaging sessions [4,5]. The purpose of this study was to
determine the test-retest reliability of shear wave speed (SWS)
measures in different regions of the hamstring muscles.

Results and Discussion
Participants (6 females:4 males) had mean ± standard
deviation (SD): age 22.7 ± 1.8 years and BMI 22.6 ± 2.2 kg/m2.
Test-retest reliability for most locations across all muscles was
moderate to good (Table 1), except at the distal BFlh. SEM
ranged from 0.11 0.17 (mean: 0.13 m/s) with MDC ranging
from 0.31 0.48 m/s (mean: 0.35 m/s). The CV across all
locations and muscles was less than 9% (range: 4.1 8.9%).
Poor reliability at the distal BFlh may be explained by its
morphology as it begins to taper and become more tendinous as
it joins with the BF short head. This study adds to the current
understanding of SWE reliability, as most studies have only
imaged at a single location in the muscle [2,5]. Previous studies
have reported SWE CV values [kPa] in excess of 15% [5]
whereas we found CV values less than 9% across all locations.

Methods
Ten participants were recruited (18-35 years of age, selfreported regular exercise, no history of lower extremity surgery
or hamstring injury) and provided written informed consent.
Participants were asked not to exercise for >3 hours prior to
image acquisition. Participants were positioned in prone with
their hips and knees in a neutral position, fully supported, and
with no active muscular contraction. Locations corresponding
to 33, 50, and 67% of the thigh length (proximal, mid-belly, and
distal, respectively) from the ischial tuberosity to the midline
between femoral condyles were marked bilaterally.
SWS measures were obtained for each hamstring muscle
(semimembranosus: SM; semitendinosus: ST; biceps femoris
long head: BFlh) at each location along the thigh by an
experienced sonographer (5+ years) using the same US system
(Aixplorer, Supersonic Imagine). Gel was applied along the
length of the thigh and the transducer (SuperLinear, SL 10-2,
38 mm aperture) was applied with minimal pressure. A single
image (5 cm depth) was captured at each location and the mean
of 3 SWS measurements within the mid-thickness of the muscle
(Q-box with 5.0 mm diameter) was calculated. Repeat images
were captured bilaterally with 60 s of seated rest between trials.
Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC(3,1)), standard error
of measurement (SEM), minimal detectable change (MDC),
and coefficients of variation (CV) were calculated. Reliability
Table 1. Reliability of SWS measures between repeat trials.
Mean (SD)
Proximal
2.09 (0.30)
Mid-belly
1.90 (0.17)
BFlh
Distal
1.93 (0.18)
Proximal
2.23 (0.26)
Mid-belly
2.43 (0.30)
ST
Distal
2.49 (0.27)
Proximal
2.01 (0.27)
Mid-belly
2.01 (0.24)
SM
Distal
2.05 (0.23)

Significance
This study indicates SWS measures can be reliable in the
hamstring muscles, but care should be taken in extrapolating
repeatability measures at a single location (e.g. mid-belly
locations reported in many studies) across the whole muscle.
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ICC [95% CI]
0.80 [0.48, 0.92]
0.55 [0, 0.82]
0.05 [0, 0.62]
0.88 [0.70, 0.95]
0.82 [0.55, 0.93]
0.83 [0.58, 0.93]
0.77 [0.41, 0.91]
0.76 [0.40, 0.91]
0.73 [0.32, 0.89]
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SEM (m/s)
0.14
0.11
0.17
0.10
0.13
0.11
0.13
0.12
0.12

MDC (m/s)
0.38
0.32
0.48
0.25
0.35
0.31
0.38
0.33
0.34

CV (%)
6.6
6.0
8.9
4.1
5.2
4.5
6.4
5.9
5.9
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Introduction
The cervical spine protects the spinal cord along with nerve roots,
provides structural support and flexibility of movement of the
head and neck complex. Injuries to the cervical spine can be fatal
[1]. Finite element (FE) model can help understand the injury
mechanism and dysfunction in the head and neck complex [2,5].
With the advancement of powerful computational capabilities,
FE models are now being widely used as a tool for biomedical
applications. There have been a lot of work in modeling cervical
spine using finite element technique in the past few decades
[2,3,6,7]. Unfortunately, most of these models are not publicly
available hence there is a need for building our own model.
Verification and validation against experimental study is required
for an FE model to be applicable. This study aims to develop a
detailed finite element model of the cervical spine and validate
the model against existing literature.

created flexion (+) / extension (-) while all the nodes of the
bottom surface of C7 vertebrae were constrained in all degrees of
freedom. The model was tested in flexion-extension against
experimental data published by Wheeldon et al. [4] and
Nightingale et al. [5], and finite element simulation results by
Erbulut et al. [6] and Panzer et al. [7]. The range of motion
(ROM) of each spinal unit in flexion-extension is in the range of
the specified literature as shown in Figure 2. The ROM mostly
follows experimental corridor in the literature though a slight
stiffness can be noticed in the flexion of C2-C3 spinal unit. For
all other spinal units, the result is closer to the studies conducted
by Panzer et al. Overall results show an asymmetry in the flexion
and extension direction.

Methods
The geometries of the cervical spine finite element model were
developed based on CT scan data provided by Texas Back
Institute. The three-dimensional model consists of six cervical
spine vertebrae (C2 to C7). The vertebral bodies of the model
have the cortical bone, the cancellous bone and the posterior bony
structure. The spaces between two vertebrae are filled with
intervertebral discs. An endplate of approximately 0.1mm
thickness is integrated between each disc and vertebra. Each disc
is constructed with annulus fibrosus and nucleus pulposus. Five
major ligaments (anterior longitudinal ligament (ALL), posterior
longitudinal ligament (PLL), ligamentum flavum (LF),
interspinous ligament (ISL) and capsular ligament (CL)) are
modeled between the vertebrae and discs as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2. Range of motion during flexion-extension compared with
specified literature for different spinal units.

Significance
Finite element models can be applied in medical science to study
and simulate real-life situations. Whiplash in car accidents, disc
degenerative disease or high-g acceleration during flight
maneuvers can injure the cervical spine. These conditions can be
studied in detail using this validated finite element model.
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Figure 1. Meshed cervical spine model from C2 to C7 along with the
ligaments.

The three-dimensional surfaces of the vertebrae went through a
smoothing process using Blender (Blender Foundation,
Amsterdam, Netherlands). This procedure removed all spikes and
unwanted holes on the surface of the vertebral geometry.
Meshing was performed in IA-FEMesh (University of Iowa,
Iowa City, IA, USA) using multiblock technique. The
intervertebral discs were modeled with concentric layers of
elements where the nucleus remains centered. The nucleus is
around 40% of the entire disc volume. Nonlinear stress-strain
curves were used for the material properties of the ligaments.
Results and Discussion
The complete model was simulated in LS-DYNA. Pure moment
(2, 1.5, 1, 0.5 Nm) applied to the C2 vertebrae about x-axis
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Introduction
Quadriceps weakness is a ubiquitous consequence following
ACL injury and reconstruction. Alterations in muscle
morphology is one factor theorized to contribute to quadriceps
weakness. [1] Features such as muscle cross-sectional area (CSA)
and fascicle length determine the force production of muscle.
Although greater quadriceps strength is linked to lower peak
ground reaction forces, [2] it is unclear whether muscle
morphology can predict ground reaction forces. Given that
alterations in muscle morphology are associated with deficits in
quadriceps force, [3] it is plausible that features such as crosssectional area and fascicle length may contribute to ground
reaction forces during gait. Muscle morphology is a factor that
can be modified through interventions such as eccentric exercise
[4], thus investigating the relationship between muscle
morphology and loading during gait may provide valuable insight
into targeting abnormal loading after ACL injury.
Therefore, the primary purpose of this study was to examine
the contributions of vastus lateralis (VL) cross-sectional area and
fascicle length to vertical ground reaction forces in individuals
with ACL injury.

of the muscle. Concurrently, greater CSA would increase the
number of sarcomeres in parallel and increase force production
further. [7] Thus, individuals with greater GRFs during walking
may demonstrate greater quadriceps muscle forces due to larger
CSA, shorter fascicle lengths, and greater changes in fascicle
rotation. Considering quadriceps strength contributes to
tibiofemoral loading during gait, [8] the current findings suggest
muscle morphology may present a modifiable parameter to
improve abnormal loading following ACL injury.
VGRF Of ACL Leg (BW)

A 1.15
1.10

1.05

1.00
24

28

32

36

VL Cross-Sectional Area (mm/kg)

VGRF Of ACL Leg (BW)

B 1.15

Methods
Fourteen individuals participated in this study (X M/X F; age =
Y; time since injury = ZZ). Eligibility criteria included 1) aged
14-45 years of age and 2) an acute ACL rupture. Prior to surgery,
3-D joint kinematics and kinetics were collected during
overground walking at 1 m/s using a 10-camera motion capture
system (Qualisys; 12 Hz) and two fixed force plates (AMTI; 2000
Hz). Peak vertical ground reaction forces of the ACL-injured leg
were extracted from the first half of stance and averaged over 3
trials. Static CSA and fascicle length of the VL were collected
using ultrasonography (GE Logiq; 12 MHz, gain 15 dB). Images
were assessed using ImageJ and averaged for 3 trials. Crosssectional area was normalized to body mass (mm/kg) and ground
reaction forces were normalized to units of body weight (GRF in
N/body mass in N). Linear regressions assessed the contribution
of CSA and fascicle length of the VL to peak vertical ground
reaction forces. Statistical analyses were performed using R
(Version 3.6.1) and level of significance set a priori at p < 0.05.

1.10

1.05

1.00
55

60

65

70

75

VL Fasiscle Length (mm)

Figure 1: Correlations between A) VL CSA of the injured leg and
VGRF of the injured leg and B) VL fascicle length of the injured leg
and VGRF of the injured leg. The line represents the best linear fit.

Significance
Static quadriceps muscle morphology is predictive of joint
loading of the ACL-injured leg during gait. However additional
research is needed to directly examine the contribution of
quadriceps muscle morphology to joint loading during
locomotion. Future studies examining joint loading and dynamic
muscle morphology during locomotion may provide further
insight.

Results and Discussion
CSA and fascicle length of the VL significantly predicted peak
vertical ground reaction forces of the ACL-injured leg (Adj-R2CSA
= 0.25; Adj-R2FASCICLE-LENGTH = 0.27). Greater VLCSA and
shorter fascicle lengths were predictive of higher vertical ground
reaction forces (p = 0.04).
Although the relationship between quadriceps morphology
and joint loading after ACL injury has not been studied to date,
the current findings are consistent with muscle morphology and
its relationship to force production. Pennate muscles like the VL
have faciscles oriented at an angle relative to the muscle line of
action [5] and result in shorter fascicle lengths. [6] The shorter
fascicle lengths allow a greater number of sarcomeres in parallel
and greater fascicle rotation, which increases the force production
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Introduction
An e io ce ical di cec om and f ion (ACDF) i pe fo med
app o ima el 150,000 ime pe ea in he US [1]. Ho e e ,
14-32% of ACDF pa ien a e mp oma ic again i hin 10 ea
of he ini ial ge [2]. I i nclea he he he ne pa holog
i ela ed o he
gical p oced e, hich ma affec adjacen
egmen loading and lead o degene a ion, o if he ne pa holog
i pa of he na al hi o [3]. In e e eb al ange of mo ion
(ROM) i picall
ed o e al a e adjacen egmen kinema ic
follo ing ACDF, b ROM onl p o ide info ma ion ega ding
he q an i of mo ion a he han he q ali of mo ion ( .e. ho
he mo ion occ ). The in an cen e of o a ion (ICR), hich
inco po a e he combined an la ion and o a ion ha occ
d ing mo emen , ha been p opo ed o e al a e mo ion q ali
[4]. The aim of hi
d
a o e al a e (1) he effec of
pa holog on he ICR, a ell a (2) he effec of ACDF on he
ICR. We h po he i ed a e ha bo h pa holog and f ion affec
he ICR.

1

0.038, Fig e 1). Gene all , i doe no appea ha pa holog
al e he q ali of he in e e eb al mo ion compa ed o agema ched con ol .

Methods
Thi anal i incl ded 30 middle aged con ol (10M, a e age
age 46.3 6.7 .) and 45 a h ode i pa ien (22M, a e age age
48.4 7.2 .) e o ecei e ei he ingle o do ble le el ACDF a
ei he he C4/C5, C5/C6, o C6/C7 mo ion egmen . All
pa icipan con en ed o pa icipa e in he e IRB-app o ed
die . S nch oni ed biplane adiog aph e e collec ed a 30
image / econd fo 3 econd a pa icipan mo ed h o gh h ee
ial of f ll fle ion/e en ion ROM. Radiog aph of he
a h ode i pa ien
e e collec ed befo e (PRE) and 1 ea af e
(POST)
ge . Si deg ee-of-f eedom kinema ic
ee
de e mined ing a alida ed egi a ion p oce ha ma ched
bjec - pecific CT-ba ed bone model
o he biplane
adiog aph i h b-millime e acc ac [5]. The ICR a hen
calc la ed ing he fini e helical a i me hod, a p e io l
de c ibed [6,7]. ICR loca ion a e al a ed a e e 2° inc emen
of in e e eb al fle ion/e en ion f om -6° (e en ion) o +6°
(fle ion) a each ba ial mo ion egmen . Addi ionall , change
f om befo e o af e
ge in ICR loca ion e e anal ed in he
a h ode i pa ien a he mo ion egmen
pe io and infe io
o he f ion. A S den
-e
a
ed o iden if diffe ence
be een g o p a co e ponding mo ion egmen and i hin he
f ion g o p f om PRE o POST i h ignificance e a p < 0.05
and a Bonfe oni co ec ion applied o acco n fo m l iple
compa i on (n = 7).

Figure 1. ICR loca ion f om 6° of in e e eb al e en ion (da k ed) o
6° of in e e eb al fle ion (p ple) in he a h ode i ( iangle ) and
con ol (ci cle ) a each in e e eb al le el.

The e e e no change ob e ed in ei he he AP o SI loca ion
of he ICR a he pe io o infe io adjacen egmen f om PRE
o POST (all p > 0.2) no e e he e diffe ence in he change of
ICR loca ion a he adjacen le el follo ing ei he ingle o
do ble le el f ion (all p > 0.07). We fo nd no e idence o
gge
ha ACDF al e
he q ali of adjacen egmen
in e e eb al mo ion a 1 ea af e
ge .
Significance
Nei he pa holog no ACDF ge appea o al e ho mo ion
occ
a he mp oma ic o adjacen egmen d ing ce ical
pine fle ion/e en ion. Thi finding fail o ppo he belief
ha pa holog o ACDF
ge
al e adjacen egmen
kinema ic .
Ackno ledgments
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Results and Discussion
Eigh a h ode i pa ien ecei ed ACDF a he C4/C5 egmen ,
37 ecei ed ACDF a he C5/C6 egmen , and 25 ecei ed ACDF
a he C6/C7 egmen . The e e e no diffe ence fo nd in ei he
he AP o SI loca ion of he ICR be een he con ol and PRE
a h ode i pa ien a he a mp oma ic C2/C3 o C3/C4 mo ion
egmen (all p > 0.1) o he mp oma ic C4/C5 o C6/C7
mo ion egmen (all p > 0.35, Fig e 1). The ICR a he
mp oma ic C5/C6 a mo e an e io in he a h ode i g o p
han he con ol a 6° of fle ion (p ple ci cle
iangle, p <
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weight, or BMI between the two genders. Female neck strengths
showed significant inter-configuration correlations while male
strengths did not. ANCOVA models found total superficial flexor
(TSF = SCM+AS+IH) and SCM sizes to have significant
correlations with flexion strength in the neutral posture, with no
gender difference; f
—none of
these however held true for females (Fig. 1). Less strength
variability was explained by muscle size alone in females than in
males. All muscle size metrics yielded nearly identical strengthsize relationship results.

Figure 1: Sample muscle strength-size relationships where statistical
significance ( = 0.05) was identified for TSF and SCM in config A
and for AS but not SCM in config B, for at least one gender.

Males had significantly greater neck strengths than females in all
configurations while there were no statistical differences in age,
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and refinement of the protocol will likely improve ICC and
SEM by minimizing potential outliers due to missed/delayed
responses to visual cues and pushed wrong directions.

Introduction
Sports-related concussion (SRC) negatively affects players’
neurocognitive function as measured by a simple clinical
cognitive test (i.e. the ruler-drop test) [1]. Quicker neck muscle
reaction time (RT) against neck perturbations and the rate of
muscle force development (RFD) have shown to play a critical
role in increasing neck stiffness and reducing potential impacts
and severity of SRC [2,3]. In an attempt to examine one’s
ability to generate neck muscle force in response to specific
directions via visual cues, we built a custom neck strength
measurement device to measure neck force output (peak force:
PF and RFD) [4] in addition to the capability to provide and
calculate visual cues with RT. Multidirectional neck muscular
characteristics in response to visual cues have not been
investigated. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to
establish test-retest reliability of an individual’s visual-neck
muscle RT, PF, and RFD.

RT (ms)

PF (N)

RFD50%

RFD90%

Flexion

533.5 (44.0)

115.3 (29.2)

502.9 (241.4)

130.0 (121.8)

Extension

513.7 (51.3)

187.4 (53.9)

856.5 (443.6)

217.5 (145.4)

Right LF

478.1 (46.6)

134.0 (31.6)

640.0 (276.8)

148.4 (77.4)

Left LF

495.9 (56.7)

135.1 (32.8)

661.9 (303.4)

131.2 (96.3)

RFD50ms

RFD100ms

RFD150ms

RFD200ms

Flexion

394.9 (183.3)

484.5 (221.9)

427.6 (163.6)

357.5 (112.9)

Extension

536.8 (240.7)

847.6 (427.0)

764.7 (351.9)

639.8 (249.7)

Right LF

494.3 (212.9)

665.1 (285.1)

582.6 (201.1)

442.7 (122.2)

Left LF

533.4 (295.0)

683.9 (325.2)

598.9 (205.9)

442.8 (118.5)

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics: Means (SD).

Methods
Fifteen subjects (10 females/5 males, Age: 24.5±2.1yrs, HT:
168.1±7.4cm, WT: 70.6±11.3kg) with no history of neck
pain/issues participated in the study. Testing was in a research
laboratory two times, one week apart. Data was collected with a
custom neck strength testing device at 1000 Hz. RT, PF, and
RFD were measured for cervical flexion, extension, and lateral
flexion. For RT, subjects pushed as hard and quick as they could
in response to a black arrow which appeared on a computer
screen. The arrow also directed the specific direction of “push”
(flexion, extension, right, or left lateral flexion). The trigger
time (for the arrow to display) was variable (3-10sec) and the
direction of the arrow was randomized. After several practice
trials, the average of three trials for each direction were
recorded and analysed. RT was the time between the trigger and
>5 N at the initiation of responses (in milliseconds:ms).
Subjects were verbally encouraged to keep pushing as hard as
they could for at least 3 seconds. PF was the highest force
output reported during each trial (in Newtons:N). RFD was
calculated by dividing the change in neck force over the change
in time (in N/sec) from the initiation of responses (~5N) to
various points based on the time to pass individual’s PF (50%
and 90%) and based on actual times (50ms, 100ms, 150ms, and
200ms). Descriptive statistics, test-retest intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) model (3,1) and standard error of
measurements (SEM) were used for statistical analyses.

RT

PF

RFD50%

RFD90%

Flexion

0.624 (27.0)

0.798 (13.1)

0.709 (130.2)

0.848 (47.5)

Extension

0.536 (34.9)

0.555 (35.9)

0.738 (227.0)

0.384 (114.1)

Right LF

-0.691 (60.6)

0.709 (17.0)

0.865 (101.7)

-0.141 (82.7)

Left LF

-0.533 (70.3)

0.754 (16.3)

0.959 (61.4)

0.726 (50.4)

RFD50ms

RFD100ms

RFD150ms

RFD200ms

Flexion

0.706 (99.4)

0.878 (77.5)

0.844 (64.6)

0.910 (33.9)

Extension

0.826 (100.4)

0.741 (217.3)

0.765 (170.6)

0.662 (145.1)

Right LF

0.820 (90.3)

0.900 (90.2)

0.894 (65.5)

0.830 (50.4)

Left LF

0.957 (61.2)

0.935 (82.9)

0.852 (79.2)

0.687 (66.3)

Table 2. Reliability and Precision: ICC (SEM).
Significance
The current findings confirm that most variables related to neck
neuromuscular characteristics and multidirectional visual-neck
RT can be reliably assessed using the custom-made neck device.
Clinical significance of slower RT or lower RFD in individuals
with different musculoskeletal conditions such as SRC, neck
pain, and whiplash should be examined in future investigations.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Average RT ranged from 478ms to 533ms. Neck extension PF
was higher (187 N) than other directions (115-135 N). Highest
RFD was observed at 50%PF and at 100ms (Table 1). Good to
excellent ICCs (ICC=0.536-0.957) were reported except for
lateral flexion RT and RFD at 90% (Table 2). More subjects
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Evaluation of Texture Features from Micro-Computed Tomography of Osteogenesis Imperfecta Bone Specimens
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Introduction
Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) is a genetic, heritable disorder
resulting in defective collagen network formation necessary for
proper bone formation. Consequently, people born with OI are
prone to frequent long bone fractures. There exists a need to
better characterize OI bone properties to improve fracture
mitigation as well as activity and rehabilitation prescriptions.
Volumetric bone mineral density (vBMD) is commonly used to
describe bone quality in OI patients [1,2]. However, this density
measure does not account for structural differences within the
bone. Previous imaging studies have evaluated 3D texture
parameters to assess variations in bone texture in OI populations
[1,3]. While texture has been studied previously, the use of higher
order texture statistics has yet to be investigated. These texture
features are used to classify tumors in the field of radiomics [4,5].
We hypothesize that second order texture features (contrast,
correlation, energy and homogeneity) derived from microcomputed tomography (CT) images will have higher correlation
to mechanical properties than previously used porosity and
vBMD values.

correlated to porosity and vBMD. These results indicate that
measuring GLCM texture features would be abe to more
accurately describe longitudinal bone properties. The small
sample sizes of each group and the heterogeneity within each
bone sample represent a limitation to the current preliminary
study. Continued sample collection and data extraction will
increase the power of the analysis.
Table 1: Pea
correlation coefficients (r) for modulus of elasticity
(E) vs. imaging variables, for longitudinal and transverse bone beams.

Variable

r, Longitudinal

r, Transverse

Porosity

-0.43

-0.81

vBMD

0.43

0.73

Contrast

0.63

0.58

Correlation

0.62

0.34*

Energy

-0.71

-0.58

Homogeneity

-0.63

-0.58

* This value based on three samples, as one correlation value
was found to be not a number (NaN), and thus was excluded

Methods
Cortical bone samples taken from two children with OI type III
were each machined into eight miniature beams cut in both the
transverse and longitudinal directions. There were four beams in
each group. The beams were then imaged via micro-CT at a
resolution of 10 μm and underwent flexural testing in three-point
bending [6]. Porosity and vBMD were calculated using the
ca e
SCANCO
e -counting algorithm. Each bea
modulus of elasticity (E) was calculated from the stress-strain
curves of the flexural testing.
A customMATLAB algorithm automatically selected
regions of interest (ROIs) from each micro-CT bone scan and
calculated four texture
variables (Figure 1). For
each beam, three ROIs
from different levels
within the scan were
taken. The values from
Figure 1: This ROI clearly demonstrates
each slice were averaged
heterogeneous texture throughout its area.
for use in the analysis.
Second order texture statistics (contrast, correlation, energy
and homogeneity) derived from the gray-level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM) were calculated to evaluate the bone texture [7].
The GLCM compares the value of pixels to their neighbors, thus
encoding spatial information into its derived variables; contrast,
correlation, energy, and homogeneity.
The Pears s Correlation Coefficient was calculated to
compare each of the six imaging variables to E for each beam.
The longitudinal and transverse beams were analyzed separately.

Significance
The texture parameters show a stronger correlation to E than
vBMD and porosity for the longitudinal beams. This
demonstrates potential evidence to use additional texture
variables other than porosity and vBMD in estimations of
mechanical properties from clinical imaging. Highly correlated
imaging and mechanical property variables are needed to better
inform patient-specific predictive models for OI fracture risk [8].
Clinical decisions in OI for rehabilitation, surgical options, and
lifestyle modifications are made based on the presumed fracture
risk; therefore, more accurate, patient specific models would
a
f
e
a i ed edica ca e
a i i e he a ie
quality of life.
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Results and Discussion
The GLCM-derived variables had higher correlation coefficients
than porosity and vBMD for the longitudinal beams (Table 1).
However, the E of the transverse beams was most highly
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Introduction
The Achilles tendon is the largest and strongest tendon in the
human body. Scientific understanding of the mechanical and/or
biological functions contributing to this exceptional strength
remains poorly understood.3 Previous studies investigated the
material properties of the tendon via ex vivo testing, but
conclusions from these investigations are limited because in vivo
behavior was not well replicated and the anisotropic stresses and
strains along the Achilles niq e geometr were unaccounted
for.1-3 Our team tested Achilles tendons to failure using an
anatomically correct fixation and positioning system while
measuring the 3D deformations of the entire posterior surface of
the tendon using digital image correlation (DIC).

strain occurs away from the site of failure (Fig 1A,C,D) with a
localized strain peak at the failure site occurring only just prior to
rupture. The direction of the major strain in a majority of the
tissue is not parallel to the loading direction (Fig 1B).
Independent examinations of the transverse (Fig 1C) and
longitudinal strain (Fig 1D) indicate that the tissue exhibits a
negative Poisson ratio, a quality known as auxetic behavior,
meaning it becomes wider when stretched. Auxetic materials are
recognized for their ability to absorb energy and resist fracture.
Previous research on Achilles auxetic behavior shows similar
behavior patterns to those identified here, but were limited to a
smaller region of the tendon at sub-failure loading.4,5
Significance
The strain distribution and extreme degree of auxetic behavior
measured in the present study have not been observed before and
provide novel insights into the material properties and
mechanical behavior of the human Achilles tendon.

Methods
11 fresh frozen, Achilles tendons were tested. Each specimen s
calcaneus was potted in bone cement with the Achilles insertion
above the cement and visibile. The muscle-tendon junction was
fixed with a cryo-clamp. The endon s pos erior s rface as
coated with a black and white speckling pattern to enable the DIC
system (GOM, Braunschweig, Germany) to record, calculate,
and analyze the 3D deformation response. Specimens were
mounted to a servo-hydraulic testing machine, oriented to
simulate the anatomic position of a plantigrade foot in a neutral
position. Tendons were pre-conditioned for 10 cycles then loaded
to failure at 5 mm/s.
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Results and Discussion
The distribution of the major strain (Fig 1A) was non-uniform
and varied by ~20% at the moment before failure. The greatest

Tensile Loading Direction

site of failure

A: Major Strain

+ strain

+ strain

site of failure

B: Major Strain Direction

C: Transverse Strain

D: Longitudinal Strain

Figure 1: Directional breakdown of technical strain on a human Achilles tendon at the moment prior to rupture. Major
strain (A), direction distribution of major strain (B), transverse strain (C), and longitudinal strain (D) are shown.
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Introduction
Professional athletes are commonly diagnosed with concussive
injuries due to head trauma sustained through collisions or falls.
Recently, evidence of the permanent psychiatric consequences
of these injuries has motivated the development of novel
technology for concussion prevention [1]. Studying biological
injury mitigation mechanisms utilized by animals that
experience routine head-impacts may inspire the design of
effective head protection systems.
Male bighorn sheep participate in seasonal bouts of
intraspecific combat involving high impact head-butting. A
lack of symptomatic brain injuries suggests these animals have
evolved biological mechanisms for injury mitigation.
Computational studies have shown that the bony horncore of
bighorn sheep horns plays a key role in absorbing energy during
ramming which has clear implications for injury mitigation [2].
Studies of bone tissues from other species have demonstrated
that bone has an exceptional ability to adapt its composition and
microstructure to provide specialized mechanical functionality
[3]. Thus, it was hypothesized that bighorn sheep horncore
cortical bone has a reduced mineral content compared to
cortical bone from other mammalian species that provides
increased energy absorption during loading.

antler (Table 1). The ram horncore and red deer antler have
similar BMC, which is lower than black bear tibia BMC. Lower
BMC in antler is believed to promote high energy absorption
by increasing ductility in these structures that experience
impact during combat [3]. Therefore, it was surprising the
fracture energy was lower in ram horncore than in red deer
antler despite similar BMC levels. However, horncore cortical
bone may demonstrate improved energy absorption at the strain
rates experienced during ramming, which are several orders of
magnitude higher than what was used for this testing [2].
The low fracture energy may also be attributed to the high
porosity of horncore bone. Stepwise regression of ram and bear
bone indicated that porosity alone was the best predictor of
fracture energy. Porosity explained nearly 60% of the variation
in fracture energy and demonstrated a negative correlation.
Including BMC did not improve the model. It is not clear why
ram bone has higher porosity than bear bone, but the porosity
of bighorn sheep samples is mainly due to large resorption
cavities. One possibility is extreme levels of microdamage
develop in ram bone during headbutting and damage-induced
targeted bone remodeling leads to high porosity.
Most of the volume inside the keratin horn of bighorn sheep
is filled by a porous bone material with a very unique
architecture [2]. Previous finite element modeling showed that
this porous bone significantly reduces brain cavity accelerations
[2]. Therefore, it is possible the horncore cortical bone serves
primarily to interface the keratin horn with the high energy
absorbing porous bone.

Methods
Cortical bone was extracted from the horncore of 6 bighorn
sheep rams that died of natural causes and spanned a wide range
of horn size. Three-point bend samples were milled into beams
with dimensions of 30 x 3.5 x 2 mm (length x width x depth)
and tested to failure with a cross-head speed of 1 mm/s at room
temperature under physiological hydration. Engineering beam
theory was used to determine the elastic modulus (E), bending
strength (BS), and fracture energy (W) of each sample. One half
of each fractured specimen was ashed to determine the bone
mineral content (BMC) similar to previous studies [4].
Histological sections were stained with toluidine blue and
assessed for porosity. Analysis of variance compared the
measured parameters to those of cortical bone from black bear
tibias [4] and red deer antler [5,6]. Correlations between
outcome variables and horn curl length were assessed via
regression. Stepwise regression was used to assess the
contribution of porosity and BMC to the mechanical properties.

Significance
The energy absorbing mechanisms of bighorn sheep horn and
horncore bone have only begun to be elucidated. The
mechanical properties measured in this study can be used in
future computational models to investigate the role of the
porous bone architecture in brain injury mitigation during
combat. Additionally, high strain rate testing on cortical and
porous horncore bone will further increase our understanding
of these unique materials. Ultimately, the mechanical properties
and architecture of bighorn sheep horncore bone could
influence novel bioinspired designs for injury mitigation
devices in humans. [2].
References
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Results and Discussion
The bighorn sheep cortical bone mechanical properties
demonstrated positive correlations with curl length, suggesting
the older and larger rams have bone with greater mechanical
properties. The mechanical properties of horncore cortical bone
are all lower than those from black bear tibias and red deer

Table 1. Mechanical properties, BMC, and porosity of cortical bone from the horncore of bighorn sheep, red deer antler, and black
bear tibia. Different letters between values in the same column indicate statistically significant (p < .05) differences.
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rests on it. A force plate nder the table section s pporting the
manneq in alone registered 204N. The addition of another 90
ne tons d ring the testing compressed the soft foam f rther,
contrib ting to the displacement meas rement and res lting in
apparent lo ered stiffness. Ho e er, the dense foam did not
ndergo eno gh compression d ring the test to affect res lts.

In rod c ion
Man al therapists se posterior-to-anterior spinal stiffness (PAS)
testing as part of ro tine diagnostic e al ation for lo back pain
patients. The PAS meas rement in ol es a meas re of the b lk
displacement of the spine in a prone person l ing on a s pporting
str ct re s bjected to forces directed posterior-to-anterior onto
the spine.
While therapists generall se man al palpation in practice,
meas rements ith instr ments are considered more objecti e.
Researchers ha e de eloped se eral PAS meas rement s stems
and identified se eral ariables that can affect stiffness
meas res.[1] Still, the phenomenon itself is poorl nderstood.
For e ample, e noticed er different stiffness meas res
reported in 2 st dies of similar patient pop lations sing similar
meas rement eq ipment (11 N/mm[2] ers s 6 N/mm [3]). One
notable difference in the testing apparat s as the presence of
padding on the s pporting s rface of one st d and no padding
on the other. In the present st d e so ght to test the h pothesis
that table padding co ld ha e infl enced the stiffness meas res.

Fig re 1: A t pical plot of load ers s displacement for the
manneq in.

Me hods
We sed a c stom testing apparat s for this st d , hich consists
of a s per-str ct re s pporting a displacement transd cer and
eights o er the prone s bject. Forces ere directed onto the
spino s process of the 3rd l mbar ertebra of s bject s spine
thro gh a shaft ith a load cell affi ed to its end. We man all
raised and lo ered the eights in a series of 10 c cles hile
recording displacement and applied force.
We sed a manneq in as the s bject of the st d
hich
ens red that there o ld be no artifacts d e to breathing or
m scle contraction and no complaints abo t a long testing
session. Moreo er, it o ld not change bet een readings as a
h man s bject might. We performed the PAS test ith the
manneq in resting directl on the hard s rface of the table, and
ith t o different la ers of foam padding. One padding as 3
inches of firm pholster foam. The other as 2.5 of softer
foam.
We calc lated stiffness as the slope of the force displacement
c r e for each c cle in the force range from 55-75 N sing linear
regression, omitting the 1st and last c cle of each 10 to a oid
stopping and starting artifacts. We also omitted o tliers in the
anal sis.

Table 1. Calc lated stiffness factors and standard de iation based
on 2 trials of 10 loading c cles at each of 3 different s pport
conditions. * Statisticall different p < 0.0001
N
No foam

1

Soft Foam

1

Firm Foam

13

Mean Stiffness N/mm
12.1 (2.1 )
. (1.

)*

13.2 (2.3 )

Significance
Foam padding on the patient s pport str ct re co ld ha e
contrib ted to the differences in PAS reported in the literat re on
h man testing. This s ggests that it is important for f t re
researchers to report on the s pport s rface conditions of the
testing apparat s sed. This is rarel seen in the literat re.
References
[1] Wong AYL, Ka ch k GN.. PM R 2017;9(8):816-830.
[2] O ens EF, et al. J Manip la i e Ph iol Ther 2007;30:493500.
[3] Wong AY, et al. Spine (Phila Pa 1976) 2015;40(17):13291337.

Res l s and Disc ssion
Plots of force ers s displacement sho a non-linear relationship
ith significant h steresis on nloading (Fig re 1). Si r ns of
10 press re c cles each ere perfomed for each of the 3 le els of
s pport conditions. This prod ced 44 sable data sets ielding the
stiffness characteristics sho n in Table 1.
We fo nd distinct differences bet een the stiffness meas red
hen the manneq in as s pported on a soft-foam co ered table
and hen there as no foam or stiff foam. Both t pes of foam
o ld be e pected to compress some hat hen the manneq in
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Introduction
A substantial portion of the mechanical power needed to walk is
generated by the triceps surae muscles (i.e., medial
gastrocnemius [MG], lateral gastrocnemius [LG], and soleus
[SOL]) [1]. That power is generated by muscle forces transmitted
via interaction with the Achilles tendon (AT), which itself is
comprised of distinct subtendons originating from each muscle
[2, 3]. During maximal voluntary isometric contractions (MVIC),
differences in the magnitude of shortening between the MG and
SOL positively correlate with differences in displacement in their
associated subtendons of the Achilles. However, complex intermuscular patterns of volitional activation may confound our
interpretation of emergent subtendon tissue displacements. The
goal of this study was to leverage electrical muscle stimulation to
quantify the effects of activation to individual triceps surae
muscles on localized Achilles subtendon tissue displacements at
controlled magnitudes of force transmission. We hypothesized
that electrical stimulation of individual triceps surae muscles
would elicit larger displacements in their associated subtendon.

Figure 1. Group average (SE) peak (A) ankle moment and (B)
subtendon differential displacements (SOL-MG) for each stimulation
condition at the neural ankle posture. Asterisks (*) indicate p<0.05.

differential displacement (i.e., SOL subtendon displacement –
MG subtendon displacement) was positive for all stimulus
conditions (p-values 0.05), implying larger SOL subtendon
tissue displacements than GAS subtendon tissue displacements,
independent of individual muscle stimulation (Fig. 1B). At the
dorsiflexed ankle posture, we found no main effects of stimulus
condition for two likely reasons: (i) the much lower force
transmission measured at this posture and/or (ii) that subtendon
tissue was less receptive to displacements elicited by stimulation
in the presence of high levels of baseline passive tension.
However, in support of our hypothesis and scientific premise,
peak differential displacement (i.e., the relative difference
between SOL and GAS subtendon tissue displacement) at the
neutral ankle posture was much larger in the presence of SOL
stimulation compared to GAS stimulation (p<0.05) despite no
different in tendon force transmission (Fig. 1). Here also, StimBoth
differential displacement was significantly larger than individual
muscle stimulation (p0.05), but no different from VOL.

Methods
We report data for 11 healthy young subjects (age: 22.5±2.9
years, 7 females). Subjects first walked for 6 minutes on a
treadmill (Bertec Corp.) at 1.2 m/s to precondition their Achilles
tendon [4]. Subjects then sat in a dynamometer (Biodex Medical
Systems) and performed MVICs with their knee flexed to 20° and
ankle extended to 20° to establish a baseline ankle moment
prescribed for all conditions described below. Subjects twice
completed 4 separate experimental conditions at each of 3 fixed
ankle joint angles (-20°, 0°, 20°): MG stimulation (StimMG), SOL
stimulation (StimSOL), combined stimulation (StimBOTH), and a
volitional contraction (VOL). We determined stimulation
intensities for StimSOL and StimMG to individually produce 7.5%
of subjects’ MVIC ankle moment. StimBoth was designed to
produce 15% MVIC ankle moment while preserving the voltage
ratio from StimMG and StimSOL. Finally, for VOL contractions,
subjects used real-time biofeedback to match the same 15%
MVIC ankle moment. We applied stimulation (Grass Instruments
S48 Square Pulse Stimulator) using 11
according to published recommendations [5]. In all conditions,
we recorded raw radiofrequency ultrasound data from the
Achilles free tendon and used 2D cross-correlation to estimate
longitudinal displacements of tendon tissue arising from the MG
and SOL muscles [6]. We have thus far analysed data for the
neutral (0°) and dorsiflexed (-20°) joint postures. A repeated
measures ANOVA tested for main effects of condition, while one
sample t-tests determined whether differential tissue
displacements (i.e., SOL-MG) differed from zero

Significance
Our results suggest that localized tissue displacements within the
architecturally complex Achilles tendon respond in anatomically
consistent ways to different patterns of triceps surae muscle
activation. Accordingly, this in vivo evidence points to at least
some neuromechanical independence in actuation between the
human triceps surae muscle-tendon units.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Consistent with our intended experimental design, we found no
significant difference in the elicited peak ankle moment between
StimSOL and StimMG, nor between StimBoth and the VOL
contraction (Fig. 1A). At both of the analysed ankle joint angles,
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Introduction
Shear wave velocity (SWV) has been shown to be sensitive to
changes in the net material properties of the muscle [1] and has
also been associated with the net stress in some materials [2].
Howevever, there are regional variations in the material
composition, architecture, strain, and stresses within a muscle.
[3,4] and it is unclear if SWV is sensitive to these variationsThe
biceps brachii muscle is of particular interest as it is comprised of
long and short head muscles and has different proximal and distal
musculotendinous structures. The distal tendon includes a distal
internal aponeurosis that spans approximaltely one third of the
length whereas the proximal tendons form external aponeuroses.
Thus, our goal was to determine if SWV varies in different
regions of the biceps brachii (proximal, belly, and distal), as well
as between the short and long head.

region (p = 0.008 and p = 0.04, respectively). Shear wave velocity
in the distal interal aponeurosis was 46-63% higher than the
muscle at all locations (all p <0.001). For the long head, there
were no significant differences across the three regions.
These results indicate that SWV is not constant throughout
the biceps brachii. Rather, it differs between the short and long
head, in particular in the belly and distal regions. This suggests
that SWV may be sensitive to heterogeneity of mechanical
properties and or force throughout muscle under passive
conditions.
Prox
Belly
Distal Muscle
Distal I-Aponeurosis

Methods
Six healthy youg adults (2 males and 4 females; mean ± std, age:
25.17 ± 2.23 yrs; mass: 59.5 ± 14.98 kg; height: 1.62 ± 0.09 m)
participated in this study. Participants were instructed to sit
upright in a custom chair with their upper arm resting on a plastic
support that was secured to a six-degree-of freedom load cell.
Ultrasound data (Aixplorer V9 SuperSonic Imagine) was
captured of the biceps brachii (short and long head) at three
different locations (proximal, belly, and distal) at a range of
elbow flexion angles (90º, 110º, 130º, 150º, 170º). All
measurements were obtained under passive conditions. Surface
electromyography was placed on the belly of the short and long
head of the biceps brachii to verify there was no activation at the
time the ultrasound data was captured. For the proximal and distal
locations, the region of interest (2cm by 1cm) was placed such
that it borderd the musculotendon junction so that the SWV in
most proximal and distal regions of the muscle, respectively,
could be measured. For the belly location, the region of interest
(2cm by 1cm) was placed in the thickest part of the muscle. To
provide context of the size of the region of interest relative to the
overall muscle lengths, optimal muscle length of the short and
long head of the biceps brachii has been reported to be 23.4 and
21.6 cm, respectively [5]. Post-processing included cropping the
region of interest to only include muscle or the distal internal
aponeurosis. This primarily affected the superficial to deep
direction, not the proximal-distal direction. The average SWV of
the cropped region was calculated.

Elbow angle (degree)

Figure 1: Mean shear wave velocity and standard deviation across
elbow angle for short head (left) and long head (right) of the biceps
brachii at different locations (prox = proximal, belly, distal muscle, and
distal I-aponeurosis = distal internal aponeurosis).

Significance
Our results show that SWV varies depending on region and
specific head of the biceps brachii under passive conditions at
different lengths. Our results indicate that SWV is sensitive to
location.Given that mechanical properties and force vary
throughout muscle, shear wave ultrasound elastography is a
potential technique for assessing the heterogeneity of such
properties and force for which in vivo assessment is currently
challenging. These findings have implications for muscle models
that assume homogeneity and clinically, to better understand how
and where musculotendinous injuries occur.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
We observed that SWV increased as elbow angle was increased
for all regions in the short and long heads (Fig 1). Shear wave
velocity values of the belly region are comparable to previous
studies [6]. Shear wave velocity was significantly higher in the
short head compared to the long head at the distal location for
both the muscle and distal internal aponeurosis (all p<0.001), as
well as the belly (p = 0.005). For the short head, SWV in the distal
region was significantly greater than the proximal and belly
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Introduction
Rotator cuff (RC) tears are the most common cause of
shoulder disability, representing one of the highest days-awayfrom-work rates compared to other work-related injuries. (1)
Articular-sided rotator cuff tears are common in overhead
athletes for whom conservative treatment is strongly
recommended, (2) though worse clinical outcomes for articularsided tears have been reported (3) and return to previous level of
play is diminished. (4) Classically, Nakajima et al reported that
the articular side of the tendon is more vulnerable to tensile load
than the bursal side, (3,5) which may be related to the random
orientation of collagen fibers in this region.(4) However, no
evidence exists to determine which articular-sided tears are stable
and which may progress. (6)
Andarawis-Puri et al. showed that the supraspinatus and
infraspinatus tendons interact mechanically, but the effect of
different loads on the infraspinatus tendon were not evaluated. (7)
Our goal was to assess the effect of different infraspinatus loads
on the strain of the articular side of the supraspinatus tendon. We
hypothesized that increased infraspinatus load would increase
the strain on the supraspinatus tendon.

material testing machine (Instron, Norwood, MA) in a custom jig
to allow for axial load of the supraspinatus tendon. The
supraspinatus tendon was preloaded 5-50N for 10 cycles. (8) The
infraspinatus was loaded statically to a series of loads: 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5lbs. Images of the tendon were recorded at 1 Hz using a
CMOS camera (PL-B686CU, PixeLINK, CN).
A 3D model of the supraspinatus-infaspinatus complex and
markers (MIMICS, 3-Matic) was made using the CT data Figure
1B, and imported into the FE Solver (ABAQUS, Dassault
Systemes, France). Strain of the supraspinatus tendon was
estimated using the FE solver by applying the displacements
recorded in the cadaveric setting to the beads. (8)
Results and Discussion
The articular supraspinatus tendon strain increased with
increasing infraspinatus load, Figure 1C; however, the
magnitude of the applied strain to this region is small. This may
be due to the condition of the insertion of the tendon in this
specimen, which will be evaluated with further samples.
Increasing the load on the infraspinatus will allow for evaluation
of critical infraspinatus loads.
Significance
This preliminary analysis establishes a method for analyzing
articular surface supraspianatus strain, which may prove to be
affected by infraspinatus load magnitude.

Methods
A cadaveric, left shoulder specimen (56 y/o; Male) was
dissected free of all tissue, leaving the supraspinatus and
infraspinatus tendons. The humeral head was resected to allow
visual access to the articular-side of the supraspinatus tendon. A
5´3 grid of surface markers (Aluminum beads, 1/32” dia.) was
attached to the articular side of the tendon using surgical glue
(VetBond, 3M, MN) Figure 1A. Three dimensional geometry of
the humerus, tendon, and markers were obtained using a
computed tomography (CT) machine (XtremeCT, Scanco
Medical, Switzerland).
A soft-tissue scanning protocol
(126mAs, 60 kVp, 0.246 mm slice thickness) was used to
visualize the tendon. The specimen was then mounted in the
Clamp
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Figure 1. A) Image of the supraspinatus tendon with attached markers. B) Finite element mesh of the supraspinatus (Red), marker geometry (Black
Spheres), and insertion on humerus (Blue). Strains during cadaveric testing were estimated by applying displacements to the markers. C) Average
engineering (surface) strain of the entire supraspinatus marker grid at 200N for increasing static loads applied to the infraspinatus tendon.
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I
d ci
Neck pain i he 4 h leading ca e of ea li ed i h di abili
[1] and along i h lo back pain, i he highe US heal hca e
e pen e i h o e $134 billion pen ann all [2]. T pical
diagno ic imaging echniq e a e limi ed o a ic and/o 2D
acq i i ion and a e nable o cap e he d namic, 3D mo ion of
he ce ical pine. Biplane adiog aph (BR) i able o acc a el
cap e he nde l ing bon kinema ic and p o ide a
q an i a i e a e men of ce ical pine mo ion [3, 4].
P e en l , he e i a limi ed nde anding of he nde l ing,
bon -le el kinema ic fo ho e i h ch onic mechanical neck
pain (MNP). The
e f hi
k a
a if he
de l i g b
ki ema ic f a heal h c h
(CTRL)
c m a ed a c h
i h MNP f a fle i /e e i
a k.
Me h d
Eigh pa icipan p o ided info med con en ( ec i men
ongoing); fo
i ho neck pain (27.8 3.8 ea
2M,2F) and
fo
i h a hi o of neck pain >12 eek (22.0 1.8 ea
1M,3F). Unde l ing bon ana om
a ob ained ia CT
(100kVp; 0.2 0.2 0.6mm; 1.6mS , Siemen Biog aph, USA).
Pa icipan comple ed h ee ial of fle ion/e en ion/fle ion
d ing BR (160mA, 70-74kV, 3.5m , 55 IBA, 174cm SID,
30H ; 0.16mS / ial). Mo ion
e e comple ed
ih a
me onome (50bpm) fo pacing. CT acq i i ion
ee
econ
c ed (MIMICS Ma e iali e, USA) fo le el C3-C6 and
ana omic coo dina e
em e e iden ified fo each e eb ae
[4]. Calib a ion, ndi o ion, ana omic coo dina e iden ifica ion,
and hape-ma ching e e comple ed in DSX S i e (C-Mo ion,
USA). The final ( hi d) ial a anal ed. Kinema ic da a e e
fil e ed in DSX i h a 3.0H pline fil e and ela i e kinema ic
e e comp ed in MATLAB (Ma hWo k , USA). T- e
ee
comple ed in R (R Co e Team, A
ia).

Fig e 1: Kinema ic of C4 ela i e o C5 fo fle ion/e en ion
o a ion and an e io /po e io an la ion componen of a FE a k.

Sig ifica ce
De pi e he mall ample i e, e e e able o de ec ignifican
diffe ence in he kinema ic (in pa ic la AP an la ion) d ing
a FE a k in ho e i h ch onic MNP compa ed o a con ol
g o p. Rec i men effo
a e ongoing o achie e fficien
po e and addi ional e plo a ion in o m l iplana a k i
nde a o be e nde and he nde l ing kinema ic and
co pled diffe ence ha ma e i in ho e i h ch onic MNP.

Re l a d Di c i
Kinema ic a iable a e p e en ed in Table 1, epa a ed b g o p,
pinal le el, and in-plane
o a ion
and
an la ion
(fle ion/e en ion (FE) and an e io /po e io (AP)). Kinema ic
of C4 ela i e o C5 a e di pla ed fo all pa icipan in Fig e 1.
Tho e i h MNP had ignifican l g ea e AP an la ion a
C4/C5 and ignifican l g ea e o al C3-C6 AP an la ion.
Al ho gh no
a i icall
ignifican , ho e
i h MNP
demon a ed, on a e age, g ea e egmen al FE and AP mo ion
componen , g ea e global FE ROM, and lo e FE:AP a io.
The end of he MNP g o p o a d a lo e FE:AP a io implie
a g ea e p opo ion of AP an la ion i h FE mo ion (de pi e a
g ea e FE ROM), hich ma p o ide in igh in o con ib ion
o pain and/o degene a ion in ho e i h ch onic MNP.
Table 1: Ki ema ic

fc

l

e

h e i h ch
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Introduction
Duchene muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a fatal muscle wasting
disease, with no cure or effective treatment to date. Respiratory
insufficiency is a leading cause of death in DMD patients,
resulting due to dysfunction of the diaphragm muscle 1. An
increase in muscle stiffness occurs with buildup of fibrotic tissue,
characterized by excessive accumulation of extracellular matrix
(ECM) components such as collagen. Previous studies focus on
the impact of increased collagen amount in DMD, but the role of
collagen amount on stiffness is unresolved to date 2,3. Therefore,
we are interested in how complex collagen organization is
affected in DMD, its impact on passive force production, and how
this may lead to respiratory insufficiency. We used scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) to capture collagen organization and
quantified collagen direction relative to muscle fiber direction as
well as collagen straightness parameter. We hypothesized a
difference in collagen direction and straightness with the
progression of DMD in diseased mice, as well as relative to age
matched healthy mice.

Results and Discussion
Differences between diseased and healthy groups were seen, with
increased fibril level disorganization at 12 months (Fig 1B).
Collagen fibers were straighter in older healthy and all diseased
groups: The collagen straightness parameter, measured at fiber
level, was significantly different between diseased and healthy
groups at 3 and 6-months, as well as between 3 and 12-month
healthy and 6 and 12-month healthy groups (p<0.05) (Fig 1C).
Collagen preferred direction was approximately perpendicular to
muscle fiber direction and maintained between fiber and fibril
levels. While there was a significant difference between diseased
and healthy groups at 3-months at fiber level (p<0.05) (Fig 1D),
there was no significant difference in diseased groups between
ages, with preferred direction ranging from 68-83 degrees at fiber
level. Taken together, our results suggest that collagen maintains
its orientation relative to the muscle fiber direction, but the
waviness seen in young healthy mice is decreased in 12-month
healthy mice, and in all ages of diseased mice.
Significance
As collagen fibers lose their waviness, they can take up less strain
before being stretched in tension. This results in a shorter toe
region on the passive stress-strain curve, with higher stress
experienced at lower strains in the elastic region. Therefore, we
propose that collagen limits cross-fiber stretch in diaphragm
muscle of mdx mice. Impairment in respiratory function and
fibrosis is reported in mdx mice starting at 3 months and reduction
in strength and elasticity is reported at 12-18 months5,6. Our
findings implicate changes in collagen organization on
diaphragm function and we will continue to explore the role of
cross-fiber stretch on respiratory insufficiency in DMD.

Methods
Four samples of diaphragm muscle were collected from each
group: 3 (N=2), 6 (N=3), and 12-month (N=2) diseased (mdx) and
3 (N=3), 6 (N=4), and 12-month (N=4) healthy (C57BL6) mice.
Samples were placed in solution to maintain a relaxed state and
collagen structure was isolated by digesting muscle fibers in 10%
sodium hydroxide solution4. For each sample, an SEM image was
taken of collagen fibers (1kX) and fibrils (50kX) in the epimysial
layer of the ECM. An image processing algorithm was developed
using the Radon transform to measure collagen orientation in
local windows for each image in MATLAB. Mean orientation,
quantified in degrees relative to muscle fiber orientation, was
used to measure collagen fiber (1kX) or fibril (50kX) preferred
direction. Collagen straightness parameter (Ps) was determined
for collagen fibers (1kX) by measuring the length of a collagen
fiber (Lf) and a straight line connecting the ends of the measured
fiber (L0) in ImageJ. Collagen straightness parameter (Ps=L0/Lf)
was then calculated for three fibers representative of the fibers in
each image and averaged. Significance was measured with
ANOVA and t test.
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divided the in vivo resting length by optimum fiber length to
Introduction
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a progressive muscle
determine the resting fiber stretch.
wasting disease that ultimately results in morbidity in the midtwenties, commonly due to respiratory failure associated with
Results and Discussion
diaphragm muscle degeneration and associated dysfunction [1].
We found a decreasing trend in along-fiber strains and a
Current assessment of diaphragm function relies on either
significant decrease in the cross-fiber strains with age in healthy
measuring the changes in the along-fiber properties of
mice. Dystrophic mice had significantly lower strains in both
individual strips of diaphragm tissue in isolation or imaging
directions compared to healthy mice at 6mo but not at 12mo and
movement of the diaphragm as a whole[2,3]. However, the
no significant changes with age. Strains in young dystrophic
effects of along and cross-fiber changes on in vivo diaphragm
mice are indistinguishable from healthy and dystrophic aged
mechanics and breathing ability are not well understood. In
mice suggesting a rapid and early degeneration (Fig 1B).
order to address this critical gap, the goals of this study are to
There was a significant increase in along and cross-fiber
(i) design a method of measuring in vivo tissue strains both in
stresses at all age groups with disease state. No significant
the muscle fiber direction and transverse to the fiber direction
changes with aging were found for healthy or dystrophic mice
and (ii) use this method to investigate the mechanics of
(Fig 1C).
diaphragm function in healthy and dystrophic mice and (iii)
Finally, relating the in vivo to ex vivo testing, we found a
relate the measured in vivo mechanics to ex vivo passive testing.
significant change in the aged healthy mice where all other
groups are above optimum fiber length while the aged healthy
mice are significantly lower (Fig 1D). This shift down the
Methods
Six 6-month-old and 12-month-old healthy (C57Bl6) mice and
ascending limb of the force-length curve could explain the
eight 6-month-old and 12-month old mdx mice, a model for
decrease in in vivo strains with age in the healthy mice.
DMD, were used in this study. A pair of ultrasound crystals was
glued to the muscle in the along-fiber direction and a second
Significance
pair in the cross-fiber direction and displacement measurements
We have developed a method to measure both along-fiber and
were taken over several continuous breaths (Fig1A). Strains
cross-fiber strains of the diaphragm in vivo. Our results are
were calculated from the measured displacements and
supported by previous studies[2,3] that found a decrease in
compared between age groups and disease state. Dots were
diaphragm movement with age and disease. We are now able to
marked on the tissue with dye where the ultrasound crystals
connect these findings to alterations in the in vivo fiber
were. Following in vivo measurements, the mid-costal region of
behavior and the passive mechanics. Future steps include using
the diaphragm used for sonomicrometry was explanted for
our measurements as the basis for a computational model to
biaxial passive testing. Each sample was stretched to 20 percent
further investigate the mechanical changes occurring in
strain at a strain rate of 1% per second. Starting lengths for
dystrophic muscle and identify potential targets for therapies.
passive testing were defined as the point at which passive
resistance began and deemed optimum fiber length. Stresses
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Introduction
Bone quality changes can occur as a result of aging, inadequate
nutrition, and bone diseases. The weakening of bone leads to
higher risks of fractures, and poses a greater challenge for
fixation due to the declining mechanical strength of bone. Stable
internal fixation leading to a quicker return to full weight-bearing
activities and adequate bone holding and healing is vital to a
patient’s quality of life [1].
Internal fixation of bone with diminishing quality can be
difficult, with a failure rate ranging from 10% to 25% in
osteoporotic bone [2]. Employing an appropriate contact force
and contact area to stabilize the bone and prevent malunion or
nonunion could lead to higher success rates and better quality of
life outcomes. The purpose of this study was to investigate the
effects of deteriorating bone mechanical properties on the contact
force and contact area of stainless steel and superelastic nitinol
staples. A finite element simulation approach was used to vary
the Young’s Modulus of bone.

Larger contact area may reduce stress and contribute
to better holding of the fractured bone, which is important in bone
2mm had a greater amount of increase in contact area and
decrease in contact force compared to the other staples as bone
mechanical properties declined. In a study using solid
polyurethane foam foot models with the same mechanical
properties, Aiyer et al. also reported that nitinol staples have
larger contact forces and contact areas and suggested that nitinol
staples may be capable of adjusting to gapping and resorption [4].
This study showed that the adjustment of a bone staple, such as
pre-deployment opening and post-deployment closure, can
impact contact force and area which may be considered to start
full weight-bearing sooner and may reduce failure rates in
degrading bone if a particular contact force and area may better
correlate with particular bone qualities. Material, thickness,
curvature, and other properties of fixation devices could be
optimized to accommodate cases of diminished bone quality.
However, further studies are needed.

Methods
A fracture fixation model consisting of a simple staple
surrounding a segment of bone was evaluated using Abaqus 2017
. The bridge and
legs of the staple were 20mm. The staple cross-section was 2mm
x 2mm. To simulate post-deployment of the staples, the legs of
the stainless steel staple were designed straight while the legs of
the superelastic nitinol staple were tilted in by 1mm. (A few data
points for nitinol staple legs tilted in by 2mm were also
The bone segment was modeled as an 18mm x 16mm block, with
the base of the block being 16.50mm. Young’s Modulus and
Poisson’s ratio was set to 205GPa and 0.275, respectively, for the
stainless steel staple. The nitinol staple was modeled using a
nonlinear user-defined material model [3]. The Young’s Modulus
of bone varied from 21GPa to 11GPa to indicate the change in
the mechanical properties of bone from a healthy state to a
diseased state. The simulation procedure involved two loading
steps. In the first step, pressure was applied to the staple legs to
simulate the opening of the staple before deployment at the
fractured site. In the second step, pressure was removed, allowing
the staple to establish and maintain contact with the bone.

Contact Force (N)

Maximum Contact Force of Bone Staples
200.00000

Nitinol 1mm

150.00000

Nitinol 2mm

100.00000

Steel

50.00000
0.00000
21
19
17
15
13
11
Elastic Modulus of Bone (GPa)

Figure 1: Maximum contact force is highest in nitinol staples.
Table 1: Contact area decreases in steel and increases in
nitinol staples with declining bone mechanical properties.
Bone E
(GPa)
19
17
15

Results and Discussion
As bone mechanical properties declined, the maximum contact
force in steel staples and superelastic nitinol staples decreased

Steel
(mm2)
0.170275
0.170261
0.170244

NiTi 1mm
(mm2)
0.942223
0.942224
0.942226

NiTi 2mm
(mm2)
0.092224
0.092750
0.093556

Significance
Bone diseases and aging can cause bone properties to decline
forces and contact areas that accommodate bones of varying
quality may improve the short and long-term benefits of fixation
in patients with declining bone quality. More regard given to
bone quality could be vital for clinical outcomes, particularly if
fixation methods could be optimized for a more personalized
approach to address diminishing bone mechanical properties.

highest elastic modulus to the lowest elastic modulus of bone. A
nitinol staples tilted in 2mm.
The superelastic properties of nitinol and ability to recover more
strain play a role in the higher contact forces. Higher contact
forces may correlate to improved stabilization of the bone. The
greater overall contact force and greater decrease in the contact
force for nitinol staples during declining bone mechanical
properties could better accommodate bone with diminishing
quality. The contact area gradually decreased for steel staples
with bone degradation and gradually increased for nitinol staples
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Introduction
While many musculoskeletal simulation frameworks rely on estimates of muscle force [1], there exists no noninvasive, in vivo
method of measuring the force exerted by individual muscles. Instead, forces are estimated based on motion-specific assumptions
and/or noisy measures of neural activation. A direct, accurate
measure of muscle force would enable improved understanding
of dexterity, better quantification of pathology, and safer, more
expressive assistive device control. We propose measuring muscle force via muscle deformation, a signal that is intrinsically coupled to force production: as muscles shorten and widen during the
cross-bridge cycle, tendons lengthen and force increases. In this
work, we present a) evidence that this deformation is observable
during voluntary exertion and (when correctly parameterized) is
correlated with joint torque; b) preliminary findings on useful signals for force inference; and c) the OpenArm project,1 an opensource collection of data and analysis code to enable study of the
force–deformation relationship by the wider research community.

mation studied in our static analyses can be observed (and tracked
[3]) over time from a single ultrasound scan; they also highlight
the importance of accounting for individuals’ morphological variation.

Methods
While deformation is readily observable via 2D ultrasound in
the movement of each muscle’s surrounding fascia, the observed
signal changes substantially based on an individual’s morphology, the geometry induced by their joints’ kinematic configuration, contact dynamics with other tissue, and sensor location.
To enable analysis under this complexity, we developed two exploratory data sets: first, a set of full 3D reconstructions of elbow
flexor muscle volumes under varied (static) loading conditions [2,
4], and second, time series data of 2D brachioradialis deformation
under isometric time-varying loads and alongside sEMG values
[3]. Both sets were collected using ultrasound under multiple
elbow angles and for multiple subjects. These data were then analyzed geometrically to establish the relationship between elbow
force and various parameterizations of the deformation signal.

Figure 1: Top: Example 3D reconstruction of the elbow flexors (left)
alongside biceps cross-sectional area (CSA) changes under force loading
(right) [2]. Bottom: Time series force and sEMG data alongside three
measures of brachioradialis deformation (CSA, thickness T, and aspect
ratio AR) during pulsed and sustained isometric contractions [3].

Significance
Our results constitute quantitative evidence that deformation signals are both observable and correlated with joint force under
isometric conditions; ultimately, we aim to expand this predictive power to individual muscle forces during natural movement.
Identifying good signals for such models will require extensive
exploratory data analysis, but will open up new avenues of research in biomechanics, neuroscience, robotics, ergonomics, and
even animation. Our system identification efforts use the SimTK
OpenArm platform, which contains all data and analyses described here and which we hope will inspire novel collaboration
across these domains.

Results and Discussion
Example data is shown in Fig. 1. As reflected in the 3D exemplar,
the overall shape of the elbow flexors is irregular; however, when
cross-sectional area (CSA) is measured from a certain range of locations along the biceps brachii, this CSA value reliably increases
with force exertion, a relationship that generalizes across elbow
angles (but varies in magnitude) [2]. These observations confirm
the feasibility of measuring force-associated deformation signals
and affirm the importance of considering both kinematic configuration and sensor location during their analysis.
Similarly, the exemplar time series data in Fig. 1 — collected
from a location along the arm informed by our 3D analyses —
show that this static correlation between joint force and muscle
CSA (and two other deformation measures) extends to dynamic
isometric contractions [3]. While these correlations are reliably
strong across subjects and most elbow angles, the measure that is
most correlated — and even the sign of that correlation — varies
by subject. These results confirm that the force-associated defor1 https://simtk.org/projects/openarm
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In rod c ion
Ad l degenera i e colio i (ADS) i a common m c lo kele al
problem in older ad l affec ing p o 68% of he indi id al
older han 70 ear old [1]. ADS ca e lo back pain and
mobili i e . S rgical in er en ion o re ore he original di k
pacing remain a one of he rea men for ADS. Ho e er,
racking he gai impro emen in ADS pa ien i challenging
d e o he high in er- bjec aria ion
ch a affec ed ide,
n mber of he affec ed di k , and he po i ion of he deformi .
O r prior re earch e rac ed a e of muscle s nergies o
e plain he alking beha ior of ADS pa ien before and af er
rger [2]. M cle nergie can be ho gh of a lo erdimen ional b ilding block of he Cen ral Ner o S em
(CNS) in con rolling mo or a k , here a lo er n mber of
req ired nergie i of en a ocia ed i h le comple i and
q ali of he mo or a k [3]. Al ho gh o r
d ho ed an
increa e in he n mber of alking nergie af er rger in ADS
pa ien (i.e. higher comple i ), e arg e ha bo h he q an i
and q ali of nergie can re eal gai impro emen . Q ali of
m cle nergie can be e amined ing he concep of en rop .
Higher en rop i a ocia ed i h more chao ic con rol hile a
lo er en rop pre en more de ermini ic con rol (Fig. 1).
We in end o rack he alking impro emen in ADS
pa ien follo ing rgical proced re b mea ring he en rop
on heir alking m cle nergie . We h po he i e ha he
en rop of
nergie
ill decrea e, indica ing a more
de ermini ic con rol, af er rger .

Fig re 1: E ample of a high en rop (a) and lo en rop (b) m cle
nerg . Plea e no e he de ermini ic con rol in (b).

Res l s and Disc ssion
The en rop al e for each indi id al
nerg
a calc la ed
(13 7=91 al e ), here minim m, ma im m, a erage, and
andard de ia ion ere 2.40, 3.76, 3.19, and 0.26, re pec i el .
All e en m cle nergie indica ed a ignifican decrea e in
heir en rop follo ing rger i h p- al e < 0.001.
The higher en rop ma indica e a more random and chao ic
con rol of he m cle . Thi ho
ha rger i helping ADS
pa ien o ha e more comple con rol hile alking. In o her
ord , lo er en rop ma indica e ha he CNS i more likel o
delibera el choo e o ac i a e a m cle o reach a cer ain
kinema ic or kine ic goal (Fig. 1). Con i en l , re earcher
claimed ha a lo er en rop in q ie anding indica ed a more
de ermini ic con rol of he COM o main ain balance [4].

Me hods
Thir een ADS pa ien par icipa ed in hi IRB-appro ed d .
To en re a comparable e eri of heir ADS condi ion, bjec
ere e cl ded in ca e of a Cobb angle grea er han 50 degree .
S bjec
ere a ked o alk a heir comfor able peed before
and 3 mon h af er heir rgical in er en ion . S rface EMG a
collec ed from he follo ing m cle , bila erall : E ernal
Obliq e (EO), Gl e Ma im (GM), M l ifid (MF), Erec or
Spinae (ES), Rec Femori (RF), Semi endino (ST), Tibiali
An erior (TA), Medial Ga rocnemi (MG). EMG a collec ed
and proce ed a de cribed in [2], hen fed in o a non-nega i e
ma ri fac ori er o e rac e en nergie and heir ac i a ion.
The mma ion of all ac i a ion in a nerg
a hen
normali ed o 1, o enforce each
nerg o re emble a
probabili den i f nc ion. The en rop of an indi id al
nerg a defined a :
𝐻 𝑊

−

Significance
U ing m cle nergie are generall ad an ageo o kinema ic
anal i d e o i rob ne o differen condi ion . Ho e er,
nergie can be challenging o in erpre d e o i n mero
dimen ion . Specificall , in ADS pa ien , indi id al ho
impro emen on differen ide and differen m cle d e o he
na re of he di ea e. O r in rod ced me hod can help rack he
po ible impro emen de pi e he high aria ion of cenario in
differen pa ien and can be a no el me hod of a e men .

𝑃 𝑗 log 𝑃 𝑗
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here H i he en rop , Wi i i h nerg , and P(j) i he
normali ed ac i a ion of a m cle in a nerg . A paired - e
i h a ignificance of 0.05 a performed o find ignifican
difference in en ropie pre- and po - rger .
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Introduction
Approximately 14 million tendon and ligament injuries are
reported each year in the U.S., costing $254 billion1. Injured
tendons are mechanically inferior, compromising function and
increasing the risk of tendon rupture. Dry needling (DN) is a
conservative treatment used to alleviate pain and improve tendon
healing. However, it is invasive with mixed success rates2 due to
high inter-practitioner variability. High-intensity focused
ultrasound (HIFU) is an emerging therapeutic ultrasound
modality that can induce bioeffects in a well-defined focal
volume, with the potential to non-invasively enhance tendon
healing. The objective of this study is to compare the effect of
DN and HIFU treatments on the mechanical properties of ex vivo
rat Achilles tendons and develop a finite-element model to
evaluate their effect on tendon strain pattern.

Figure 2: Volumetric
strain patterns of
sham, DN, and HIFU
models for applied
loads of 0.5x (2N), 1x
(4N), 2x (8N), 3x
(12N), and 4x (16N)
mean body weight.

Elastic moduli of tendons in the DN (127.7±28.0MPa) group
were significantly lower than sham (248.8±56.9MPa; p=0.0003)
and HIFU (237.9±15.2MPa; p=0.0006) (Fig.1A); there was no
difference in elastic moduli between the HIFU and sham groups
(p=0.6573). Stiffness of tendons exposed to DN
(116.3±78.9N/mm; p=0.0025) and HIFU (142.9±41.5N/mm;
p=0.0091) was significantly lower than sham (260.3±53.5N/mm)
(Fig.1B). There was no difference in percent relaxation of
tendons exposed to DN (16.07±12.7%; p=0.1981) or HIFU
(8.42±5.8%; p=0.9617) compared to sham (8.69±5.2%) (Fig.1C).
Predicted maximum strain from the DN model (avg. 19.7e3mm/mm) was greater than HIFU (avg. 10.5e-3mm/mm) and
sham (avg. 10.1e-3mm/mm) models (Fig.2). A linear increase
(avg. R2=0.988) in predicted maximum strain with increased
applied load was seen in all models. However, the DN model
showed a larger increase (32.9e-3mm/mm) in strain across
loading conditions (0.5x body weight to 4x body weight)
compared to HIFU (17.7e-3mm/mm) and sham (16.9e3mm/mm) models.

Methods
Tendons from adult Sprague Dawley rats were randomly
assigned to DN, HIFU, or sham, with 5 tendons/group. For DN,
a fine-gauge (25G) needle was inserted and quickly removed
from central portion of the tendon 5 times over 12 s. For HIFU,
the central portion of the tendon was exposed to 10 ms pulses
repeated 60 times at 1 Hz with peak +ve pressure >80 MPa and
peak -ve pressure >20 MPa. Following DN, HIFU, or sham
exposure, mechanical testing was performed using an MTS 858
Mini Bionix (MTS Systems Corp., Eden Prairie, MN) mechanical
testing system, using an established testing protocol3. Tendon
mechanical properties including elastic modulus, stiffness, and
percent relaxation were determined. A finite-element model was
developed in COMSOL (v.5.4, COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA)
using manual segmentation of magnetic resonance images from
a rat. The muscle-tendon unit was modeled as a transversely
isotropic material with experimentally measured mean
mechanical properties used as model parameters. Loads
equivalent to 0.5x (2N), 1x (4N), 2x (8N), 3x (12N), and 4x (16N)
mean body weight were applied along the muscle-tendon unit’s
long-axis. Fifteen computational simulations were performed to
predict strain at the tendon-bone interface. Statistical analysis
was performed-using a one-way ANOVA in SAS software (SAS
Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, v9.4) for the comparison of group mean
mechanical properties, with p<0.05 considered significant.
Linear regression analysis was used to determine the trend of
maximum strain across various applied loads.

Results from mechanical tests suggest HIFU has the potential to
preserve mechanical properties of tendon better than DN.
Modeling results show that strain levels in the DN model were
higher near the tendon-bone interface compared to the HIFU
model. This suggests that tendons treated with HIFU experience
less strain for similar applied forces than DN, making those
tendons less susceptible to injury.
Significance
The location of maximum strain from these analyses could
inform predictions of location-specific initiation and progression
of tendon injuries. This information also could aid in calculating
risk of injury and provide insight into injury prevention. Further
studies are needed to evaluate the effects of HIFU in animal
models to understand if HIFU may be an alternative, noninvasive treatment for tendon injuries.

Results and Discussion
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Figure 1: (A) Elastic modulus; (B) stiffness, and (C) percent relaxation
of rat Achilles tendons exposed to sham, DN, and HIFU.
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Introduction
Low back pain (LBP) is a leading cause of disability in the world1.
In particular, pain associated with the sacroiliac joint (SIJ) results
in a very low quality of life and contributes to 15-30% of low back
pain cases2,3. This pain is both intra-articular and peri-articular4,5.
During abnormal or excessive motion, it is theorized the
complementary grooves and ridges of the articular surface no
longer conform. Therefore, it is clinically important to understand
the arthrokinematics of the SIJ during dynamic activities. The
objective of this study is to quantify the intra-articular
distances during induced nutation\counternutation.

for each specimen was shown to be comparable at 3.00° and
2.75°, consistent with literature7. The proximity of the surfaces
shown in Figure 1b indicates the percent difference of the
proximity compared to its initial position. There is a greater shift
within the first specimen’s conformity of surfaces (represented
with varying ranges), possibly attributed to the amount of
translatory motion in Specimen 1.
The proximity maps help pinpoint regions impacted by the
morphological shift of the surfaces. There is a greater change in
conformity within the anterior regions of both specimens during
counternutation and the inferior concave region during nutation –
highlighting regions of potential articular surface contact. Both
specimens minimize percent difference in the neutral position
during dynamic motion indicating the efficacy this metric to
measure conformity changes. Analysis is on going to achieve
sufficient power and analyse additional motions and introduce a
destabilized experimental condition.

Methods
Two osteoligamentous cadaveric specimens (49F;60F) were
obtained and four 1mm tantalum beads were embedded into the
sacrum and each ilium to co-register the motion data to the bone
models. The pelvises then underwent a CT scan to determine bead
location and construct 3D models of the ilium and sacrum
(MIMICS Materialise). The L4 vertebral body and the right
ischium were potted and loaded into a 6-DOF Spine Tester (MTS
858 Mini Bionix, MTS). Pure moments of up to 7.5 Nm were
applied in nutation\ counternutation and kinematics were recorded
via 4-camera optical motion capture system (Vicon). Bead
location was digitized prior to biomechanical testing. SIJ rotations
and translations were calculated with the following anatomical
coordinate system: x-lateral bending, y-axial rotation, and znutation\counternutation6. The minimum distances between the
joint surfaces were calculated dynamically. The mean and
minimum distances were measured along with the percent
differences from the initial neutral position.

Significance
The results provide insight into the arthrokinematics of the SIJ
during macroscale motions. This can ultimately aid in better
understanding the SIJ’s role in LBP.
Acknowledgements
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Results and Discussion
The results of induced nutation\ counternutation are shown below
in Table 1 and Figure 1. The ROM for the primary axis of rotation

Table 1: Ranges of Motion and Translations

Nutation\
Counternutation
Axial
Rotation
Lateral
Bending
Mediolateral
Translation
Anteroposterior
Translation
Superior
Inferior
Translation

#1

#2

3.00°

2.74°

0.27°

0.23°

0.38°

0.21°

0.69mm

0.31mm

1.87mm

0.83mm

0.67mm

0.36mm
Figure 1: (a) Proximity map of the distances between the two surfaces during the neutral position. (b) Percent
differences in distance from neutral position for dynamic motion. Note: scales different between rows
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Introduction
Precise mathematical methods have been developed to quantify
lower limb kinematics in anatomically meaningful ways. In both
imaging (particularly magnetic resonance imaging, MRI) and
movement analysis, the knee valgus angle (KVA) is commonly
measured to determine ACL injury risk and to measure chronic
conditions such as knee osteoarthritis [1]. MRI angles are also
used for surgery in ACL reconstruction and knee replacement to
facilitate normal kinematic functioning of the knee. Knowing
how knee angles measured using MRI relate to angles measured
during gait, using motion analysis, may help customize knee
alignment in total knee replacement surgeries or other repairs.
The purpose of this study is to test the hypothesis that multiple
knee angles measured with motion capture are related to similar
angles measured via MRI.

Table 2: The correlation between walking KA, KVA, and MRI
KF and corresponding signifance level.
Walking
Angle
KA
KVA

Future Work
Further correlation between MRI and motion capture angles
could be found by using additional subjects and scan types, such
as x-ray or functional MRI. Comparing angles at different points
in the gait cycle could also be beneficial. It would also be
valuable to compare the MRI KA with the motion capture KA at
points hro gho he gai c cle here KF is eq al o he s bjec s
KF from MRI. Additionally, controlling for the amount of knee
flexion in the MRI could lead to additional correlations in other
angles. Finding a combination of MRI angles and motion capture
angles that correlate to one other using these methods has the
potential to give more insight to how individuals knees can be
aligned during surgery to result in more natural kinematics during
gait.

Results
Table 1: Mean and standard deviation (SD) of the KF, KA, and
KVA measured during walking; and KF and KA measured from
the MRI scan.

Walking
MRI

Angle
KF
KA
KVA
KF
KA

Mean
1.099507
14.4554
0.085509
3.085956
0.322674

P
0.036
0.016

Discussion
The results of this study support
the hypothesis that knee angles
measured from MRI are related
to angles measured using
motion capture data. More
specifically, the results show a
correlation between the resting
KF angle measured with MRI
with KVA at maximum KF
measured from motion capture
during
the
gait
cycle.
Therefore, KF angle in MRI
gives insight to KVA and KA
measured with motion capture.
This may allow physicians to
better understand how surgical
Figure 1: A 3D rendering
alignment of the knee will
of the femur and tibia from
impact
subsequent
gait
MRI scan.
kinematics. The fact that the
MRI KF is highly correlated with KVA from motion capture
shows that using static measurements for reconstruction
alignment is beneficial for the dynamic functions of the knee

Methods
A 10-camera Vicon motion capture system (Vicon, Vantage V5
Wide Optics), along with 79 retro-reflective markers placed
based on the Point Cluster Technique, was used to collect the
biomechanics of nine female student soccer athletes from Auburn
University (height = 171.2 +/- 8.9 cm,weight = 66.3 +/- 8.6, kg
age = 19.8 +/- 1.9 yr) [2]. The athletes were not excluded based
on prior injuries or surgeries. The subjects walked 25 feet at a
self-selected pace. The marker data was filtered using a 15 Hz
lowpass butterworth filter, and Visual 3D was used to analyze the
data. Frontal plane knee angles were measured at maximum knee
flexion (KF) during the stance phase of gait. Knee abduction
angle (KA) was calculated using the Grood and Suntay joint
coordinate system [3]. In addition, KVA was calculated as the
angle between the shank and global vertical axis [4]. Secondly, a
7-Tesla MRI machine was used to image both right and left knees
using a true fast imaging (TRUFI) sequence. The subjects were
placed in the scanner in a comfortable, supine position. The MRI
images were segmented in Amira (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to
generate 3D point clouds of the distal femur and proximal tibia.
Blender software was used to generate local reference frames of
both bones with a method based upon that described by Miranda
et. al. [5]. The MRI KA and KF were calculated using the Grood
and Suntay joint coordinate system [3]. The angles from MRI and
motion capture were then compared using a two-tailed Pearson
Correlation test with a 95% confidence interval.

Activity

MRI KF
r
0.700
0.767
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SD
2.492473
6.379568
0.037876
6.02223
1.979525
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Introduction
Musculoskeletal foot and ankle pain is common and typically
aggravated by weight-bearing activity. Examination is usually
based on a patient's symptom description, physical examination
and imaging findings with severity graded subjectively in the
clinical setting using patient reported outcome measures
(PROMs). Objective severity grading is challenging to obtain.
Therefore, a novel graded loading challenge (GLC) test was
devised to grade foot pain severity with an objective measure of
potential use in the clinical setting. This study aimed to assess
GLC intra-tester reliability and validity, both with respect to
patient reported severity and task progression.

response for each patient. The correlation between FHSQ and
GLC is supporting the assumption that the GLC can evaluate
and quantify the symptoms of patients with foot pain.
1st Peak Maximum vGRF Progression in each GLC tasks

Individual GLC ratios based
on walking

Methods
People with foot pain of various kinds ( =9, =8) and healthy
( =4, =3) controls were recruited. Prior to performing the
tests, all patients completed the Foot Health Status
Questionnaires (FHSQ) to severity status. Kinetic and kinematic
motion capture were performed during the GLC utilising infloor force plates (500Hz; 9281CA, Kistler) and an infrared
motion analysis system (100Hz; CX-1), respectively. The GLC
consisted of four different difficulty levels: 1) normal walking
with self-selected speed and step length, 2) walking with a 25%
longer step length of participants' original step, 3) normal
walking while carrying a load of 25% of body mass (BM), and
4) walking with the 25% longer step length plus the extra 25%
load, which is a combination of tasks two and three. There were
10 repetitions of each task. The peak vertical ground reaction
force (vGRF) at loading response (first peak), terminal stance
(second peak) and rate of peak force development (RFD);
Medial longitudinal arch (MLA) and first metatarsophalangeal
joint (MTPJ1) angles were calculated at 50% stance and toe off,
respectively. A numeric pain rating scale (NRS) was ascertained
after each task. GLC score is calculated via the sum of pain
values which are multiplying with grade of each task (1,2,3,4)
f all le el e e hen c ela ed i h he a ici an
c e in
the FHSQ pain subscale. A
ailed ea man ank-order
correlation test was used for results. Reliability was evaluated
with repeated measures of 9 participants on separate days.
Results and Discussion
Each test showed moderate to excellent reliability for intra-rater
assessment (ICC: 0.60-0.92 with %95 CI) except for the MLA
within the walking with weight task. First and Second Peak
Maximum vGRF are significant with linear trend from
polynomial contrast, (F1.4, 11.1=30.8; P<0.001) (Figure 1), (F3,
24=8.3; P=0.001) respectively. While, MTPJ1 Maximum angles
(F2.3, 18.8=0.40; P=0.703) and MLA Maximum angles (F2.1,
17.1=2.8; P=0.087) (Figure 1), both are non-significant across
the four tasks. Correlations were found between the total GLC
score and FHSQ as r=0.410, p=0.065. The biomechanical
measures were repeated and demonstrated similar reliability to
published work for kinetics. Kinematic re-test reliability was
not as comparable necessitating particular care with marker
placement. Results showed that GLC increases in maximum and
second peak of GRFs with no progressive change in kinematics.
However, the most important parameter of pain provocation
during the tasks was seemed to be accumulated effect of the four
tasks is suggested to increase the likelihood of achieving a pain

2.3

1.8

Healthy Participants
FP Participants
Healthy Average
FP Average

1.3

0.8

Individual GLC ratios based on
walking

1.1

1.05

Walking

Long-step
Walking

Weighted
Walking

Weighted,
long-step
Walking

Medial Longitudinal Maximum angles Progression in
each GLC tasks
Healthy Participants
FP Participants
Healthy Average
FP Average

1

0.95
0.9

Walking

Long-step
Walking

Weighted
Walking

Weighted,
long-step
Walking

Significance
Specific clinical tests for assessing patients with foot pain
facili a e he clinician
nde anding f he a ien ' a ,
response to intervention, which provide determining of the best
treatment option. In this study, easily applied functional tests
elicited the patient's relevant foot pain, thus ascertaining a valid
clinical assessment. Considering that mechanical overload is
thought to be a causal reason for foot pain, and instrumented gait
analysis the gold standard, we attempted to construct a graded
loading challenge based on previous work to progressively
challenge the load-bearing capacity of the plantar fascia by
manipulating stride length and carried load. If compressive or
tensile load are the biggest aggravating factors for foot pain1, our
results suggest the graded loaded challenge tasks may be a
useful indicator of severity, particularly as the kinetic values
show a graduated increase with task. The ability of these tests to
evaluate changes in the patient's status over time or after
therapeutic intervention needs further evaluation.
1.
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Introduction
Finite element modeling can be used to non-invasively assist in
answering pre-surgical questions pertaining to surgical outcomes,
which are best answered through input of patient-specific
geometric data. However, it is nearly impossible to obtain in-vivo
ligament properties and can be difficult to acquire human
cadavers for in-vitro experiments. Porcine ligaments are similar
in morphology and mechanics when compared with humans [1].
However, porcine spines can behave mechanically different
depending on the spinal region of interest [2]. The purpose of
this study is to compare the mechanical behavior of a functional
unit within the human lumbar spine using porcine ligament
stiffness properties with human ligaments.

configuration, because it was stiffer than the other ligaments. In
extension, the human and porcine ligament sets guide the FSU to
similar behavior while matching in-vitro data with prescribed
moments under 5 N-m. Little differences can be found between
both sets of kinematics due to the toe stiffness regions of the
Anterior Longitudinal Ligament being similar between the
porcine and human subjects utilized.

Methods
Quasi-static analyses were conducted in LS-DYNA (Livermore
Software Technology Corporation, Livermore, CA) using an
L4-L5 functional spinal unit finite element model (Figure 1).
Vertebral and intervertebral disc geometry was obtained from CG
Hero (CG Hero Ltd., Manchester, UK) and constructed using
HyperMesh (Altair Engineering, Troy, MI). Human material
properties for the intervertebral disc and vertebrae were
characterized as hyperelastic and linear elastic respectively [3].
Ligaments were characterized as nonlinear tension-only springs.
In-vitro porcine ligament data were collected in our lab [4] and
human ligament data [5, 6] as well as capsular ligament
properties [6] were obtained from the literature. Capsular
ligament properties were the same for human and porcine
ligament data sets. A pure moment of ±10 N-m was applied in
flexion and extension over a rigid body element distributed to the
superior endplate and facet processes of L4, while the inferior
endplate and facet processes of L5 were fixed. Functional Spinal
Unit (FSU) kinematics were assessed with all ligaments intact
and then serially removed beginning with spinous ligament
removal, followed by facet joint removal, and ending with
ligamentum flavum removal in flexion. Only intact and facet
joint removal configurations were analyzed in extension. These
reflect sequential steps for spinal flexibility gain in a posterior
spinal fusion conducted by a surgeon.

Figure 2. Flexion and Extension-Porcine vs Human
The results only reflect ligament stiffness data for one pig
specimen and one FSU from the lumbar region. Future work
should incorporate ligament stiffness data from multiple pig
subjects while exploring various regions of the spine and human
ligament properties.
Significance
As porcine specimens continue to be used as practical alternatives
to human subjects because of anatomical similarity and
availability, animal ligaments may be sufficient sources for
material properties needed for computational modeling. As
shown by sagittal kinematics, qualitative behaviour of porcine
ligaments in tension may justify their future use as a surrogate for
human ligament properties.
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Figure 1. Finite element model of L4-L5 FSU
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Results and Discussion
The model showed that the functional unit with porcine ligaments
intact matched the in-vitro data [7] more closely than human
ligaments (Figure 2), which aligns with similar kinematic
assessments [3]. The greatest differences in flexion exist in both
cases when the ligamentum flavum is removed from the
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Introduction
Metatarsophalangeal joint (MTP) extension exerts tension on
the plantar fascia, pulling the midtarsal (MT) joint into
plantarflexion and raising the arch1. This windlass mechanism
has been suggested to redistribute some of the energy absorbed
by MTP extension2, as power generation at the MT joint occurs
concurrently with power absorption at the MTP joint.3-5
However, further investigation is necessary to determine the
extent of the power transfer between the MT and MTP joints.
The purposes of this study were twofold: 1. To investigate
the relationship between motion at the MTP and MT joints and
arch stiffness during three conditions: A) passive MTP
extension, B) normal heel raises (Normal), and C) heel raises
where MTP extension was altered (ToeFlexed) and 2. To
compare MT joint work, as well as distal-to-hindfoot work
(DTH; the net contributions of MT and MTP joints and any
deformable structures distal to the hindfoot)5 during both heel
raises. We hypothesized that higher arch stiffness would result
in more motion at the MTP and MT joints. We also
hypothesized that during heel raises, the ToeFlexed condition
would result in decreased positive work at the MT joint while
DTH work would remain the same.

arches the windlass mechanism is more effective at pulling the
MT joint into plantarflexion.
The ROM at the ankle joint was not statistically different
between Normal and ToeFlexed (p=0.33), verifying that the
subjects achieved the same heel raise height. However, the
ROM at the MT joint was greater during Normal compared to
ToeFlexed (p=0.02; 21.7±6.5 degrees vs. 18.9±7.5 degrees,
respectively), suggesting that the windlass mechanism was
more engaged during Normal compared to ToeFlexed.
The relationship between MTP and MT motion followed a
linear trend for both heel raise conditions with a slope of
1.8±0.5 degrees for Normal and 1.7±0.6 degrees for ToeFlexed
(p=0.18). The slopes for both Normal and ToeFlexed were both
substantially lower than passive MTP extension (p=<.01),
suggesting that much of the motion at the MT joint during heel
raises is likely due to active muscle contractions with the
windlass mechanism playing a secondary role, but further
investigation is necessary to confirm this.
As hypothesized, the work done at the MT joint decreased
during ToeFlexed compared to Normal (0.13±0.05 vs.
0.16±0.05; p<0.001), while DTH work was not statistically
different between conditions (0.21±0.09 vs. 0.21±0.08;
p=0.99). However, DTH work was higher for both conditions
than the work done just at the MT joint. Due to the negative
work typically performed by the MTP joint during push-off of
walking5,7 we expected DTH work to be less than MT work.
Heel raises may have reduced MTP negative work since the
center of pressure does not move as anterior as it does in
walking and additional positive work may be performed at
joints distal to the MT joint (e.g. Lisfranc joint complex).

Methods
Arch stiffness was measured using the arch-height-index
measurement system.6 To measure MT motion during passive
MTP extension, the participant's leg rested on a platform while
the researcher extended the toes. This was performed 10 times
to a metronome (45 bpm). To determine the relationship
between motion at the MT and MTP joints, the slope of these
two data sets was calculated for each subject and then compared
he bjec a ch iff e .
5 healthy males (age: 29±9.5 years, mass: 86.8±11.0 kg,
height: 1.85±0.04 m) participated in this pilot study. The
a ici a
igh
e i b a
fi ed i h a multisegment foot marker set.7 In conjunction with a motion analysis
system (Qualisys), a force plate (AMTI) was used to collect
data during two heel raise conditions. For both conditions,
participants performed 2 sets of 10 heel raises to a metronome
(45 bpm). Participants were instructed to achieve a maximum
heigh d i g he hee ai e. I N
a , he a ici a
e ie
foot was on the force plate. In ToeFlexed, the foot was placed
so that the hallux was off the force plate and curled over the
edge. ROM at the ankle and MT joints, as well as the work done
at the MT joint and DTH work, were calculated for the upward
phase of the heel raise (start to peak heel raise). Paired t- e (
= 0.05) were used to identify differences between conditions for
each metric.

Significance
During heel raises, work production and motion at the MT joint
are decreased when MTP extension is altered. These results
further support previous findings of an energetic interplay
between the MTP and MT joints through the windlass
mechanism.2 Further work is needed to fully understand the
elevated DTH work relative to gait studies.
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Results and Discussion
The relationship between MTP and MT motion followed a
linear trend with a slope of 14.2±3.9 degrees (i.e. for every 14.2
degrees of MTP extension there is one degree of MT
plantarflexion). For 4 out of the 5 subjects, the relationship
between this slope and arch stiffness were inversely related.
These preliminary results suggest that in individuals with stiffer
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Introduction
Spinal ligaments play a role in stabilizing the spine and
preventing excessive motion. Thus their mechanical properties
are useful for computational models of the spine [1] frequently
used for pre-surgical spinal planning and treatment. However,
while human spinal ligaments have been previously tested [2],
in-vitro ligament test datasets from literature are limited. Because
porcine and human ligaments bear structural and morphological
similarities with one another [3], porcine ligaments may be
comparable to human ligaments. Additionally, when developing
an experimental protocol, a pig is easier to obtain. The purpose
of this study is to develop a repeatable method for performing
ligament testing and to obtain ligament mechanical properties
from a porcine specimen.

ligament experiments. The porcine ligament failure loads were
higher than observed in human ALL and flaval ligament
specimens with standard deviations of 36.6 Newtons and 40.1
Newtons respectively, while the ISL/SSL complex registered a
failure load lower than observed with a standard deviation of 5
Newtons. The PLL failure loads exhibited a standard deviation
of 34.2 Newtons; however, the mean was in range of reported
failure load values [2]. The differences in failure loads could be
attributed to the amount of connective tissue removed from each
BLB specimen, which was difficult to distinguish during
dissection. Among specimens considered, the ITL failure loads
exhibited a standard deviation of approximately 4.3 Newtons due
to difficulty in aligning the ligament fibers with the axial load
direction, leading to premature lateral tearing. Existing in-vitro
ligament testing literature often do not identify testing setup
limitations and lack specificity on ligaments isolation. To further
refine the experimental protocol and establish statistical
significance of the datasets provided, future work includes testing
and collecting data from multiple pig spines.

Methods
The spine of a 151 lb adult pig was harvested and four vertebral
pairs dissected: one lower thoracic (T12-T13) and three lumbar
(L1-L2, L3-L4, L5-L6). From each vertebral pair, five boneligament-bone (BLB) specimens were isolated, totaling 20,
including the anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments (ALL,
PLL), ligamentum flavum (LF), intertransverse (IT), and the
interspinous/supraspinous ligament complex (ISL/SSL). The
bone ends were potted in a two-part epoxy using a 3D printed
clamshell-popsicle potting design that provided adaptability to
the various bone geometries. The potted BLB specimens were
inserted into a fixation apparatus that adapted to a 10ST tensile
testing machine (Tinius-Olsen, Horsham, PA). Specimens were
frozen between preparation and epoxy curing stages averaging 10
hours of ambient exposure. All ligaments were preconditioned
prior to static loading to failure at 0.01 mm/s from which stiffness
data was obtained.

Significance
Porcine ligament specimen testing is a practical alternative to
testing human spines for developing robust spinal ligament
experimental methods. This is enabled by relatively similar
anatomy between porcine and human spine. Therefore, a robust
method developed from porcine testing can translate directly to
human testing with minor modifications. Furthermore, literature
identifies that porcine spinal ligaments have similar qualitative
mechanical properties to a human’s [5], which could be
applicable to human computational studies.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
Force-deflection curves (Fig. 1) generally reveal characteristics
of a ligament loaded in tension, including toe and linear regions
up to failure [4]. 15 datasets were included for analysis.
Excluding ITL, small standard deviation for each ligament type
relative to the mean indicates similar results, regardless of the
location in the spine. The ALL registered the highest failure load,
followed by LF and PLL. The ISL/SSL ligament complex
registered a lower failure load. These patterns are qualitatively
consistent with observations made from in-vitro human lumbar
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Introduction
Both material properties (e.g. Young’s Modulus (E)) and
morphological properties (e.g. cross sectional area (CSA) and
slack length (lslack)) affect tendon stiffness (kt). While previous
studies have observed reduced Achilles tendon (AT) kt in older
adults versus young adults1,2, the mechanisms for this reduced
stiffness are unclear. Some findings suggest decreased E and
increased local CSA1. Others suggest that increased collagen
crosslinking in aging decreases E but increased mechanical
stiffness3. Differences in methological approaches across
laboratories make it difficult to come to consensus about agerelated changes in tendon structure-function. The objective of this
study was to take comprehensive, functionally relevant measures
of AT material and morpohological properties to assess the
relative contributions leading to decreased kt in older adults. We
hypothesized that changes in morphology (i.e., lower CSA,
longer lslack) would counteract increased E and explain agerealted decreases in AT kt .

The goal of this study was to understand how age-related
trade-offs in AT CSA, lslack, and E contribute to changes in
AT kt in older adults. As we collect more participants, we will
apply linear regression models to evaluate the impact of CSA,
lslack, and E on AT kt.

Methods
In this preliminary study, we recruited three young adults (YA:
25.3 +/ 3.2 yrs) and one older adult (OA: 77 yrs). Tendon stiffness
(kt) was measured during isometric contractions of the right leg
with the knee fully extended and the ankle fixed at 0°, 15° and
30° plantarflexion. Subjects were instrumented with an
ultrasound probe over the medial gastrocnemius (MG) - AT
junction, electromyography electrodes over the skin superfiscial
to the tibialis anterior (TA), lateral gastrocnemius (LG), and
soleus (SOL) muscles, and 3D motion capture markers on the
medial knee, medial malleolus,and head of the 1st metatarsal.
Measurments of kt were taken as the slope of the AT forcedisplacement relationship at a matched absolute force across age
groups. AT lslack was measured from the most proximal point of
the AT-calcaneus junction to the MG-AT junction at 0 degree
angle angle. CSA was measured along the length of the AT, in
10% AT length increments by taking manual measurements from
ultrasound images in ImageJ. E for the AT was calculated using
the relationship kt=E*CSA/lslack using the CSA form the most
distal measurement location.

Figure 1: Cross-sectional area (CSA) along the free length of the
Achilles tendon (AT). Error bars indicate SD.

Table 2: Achilles tendon (AT) material and morphological properties
across age.

Significance
Here, we lay the groundwork to address the key factors that
impact AT structure-function across the lifespan. Understanding
how changes in morphological and material properties of tendon
trade-off in aging is important because therapeutic approaches to
alter tendon mechanics, (e.g., drugs, exercise, exoskeletons) often
target specific tendon properties.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
As expected,
had reduced AT kt versus
(Table 1). These preliminary results suggest
that in both age groups, CSA increased as you move
proximally up the AT. However, differences in
vs.
CSA varied depending on the AT
location. The
had larger CSA near the AT-MG
junction but smaller CSA distally.
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In partial support of our hypothesis, our results suggest that agerelated decreases in kt may be driven by changes in
morphology rather than material properties of the AT. Though
our participant sample size is limited, we found that large
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Introduction
Some musculoskeletal pathologies, such as rotator cuff tear,
tendon rupture, and limb amputation, are associated with
detachment of muscle-tendons from bone. Reattaching the
biological muscle-tendons may not be possible if the tendon is
damaged or missing. One group recently developed a synthetic
tendon that is intended to replace a damaged or missing biological
tendon [1]. The synthetic tendon is composed of a polyester
suture that is coated in medical-grade silicon. Previous studies
tested the synthetic tendon in vivo in a goat model [1] but did not
quantify the effect of the synthetic tendon on locomotor function.
We are developing a New Zealand White rabbit model to
assess locomotor function after replacing the biological Achilles
tendon with a synthetic tendon. In the previous in vivo study [1],
the synthetic tendon was anchored to bone using a sturdy metallic
plate. Alternatively, in a previous surgery, we anchored the
synthetic tendon to the calcaneus using a 2.2mm-diameter
Arthrex suture anchor (AR-1318FT-40) and a strand of size 4-0
Fiberwire suture. Two weeks after the surgery, we observed that
the 4-0 Fiberwire failed, releasing the synthetic tendon. The
objective of this preliminary study was to quantify the
mechanical strength of our tendon-anchoring system with the
previous (4-0 Fiberwire) and two next-larger sizes of Fiberwire
suture that are compatible with our anchoring system. We
hypothesized that the strength of the 4-0 Fiberwire would be less
than the estimated maximum force of the triceps surae muscles
during rabbit hopping, while the strength of the larger sutures
would exceed the maximum muscle force.

Figure 1: Failure strength of the Fiberwire suture. Values over bars
are mean ± standard deviation. *The size 4-0 suture failed during the
first load cycle.

average maximum force of the triceps surae muscles for at least
5000 gait cycles. In contrast, the size 4-0 suture broke during the
first cycle of each test, which explains why it failed in vivo soon
after our first surgery. All assemblies failed at the Fiberwire
suture linking the tendon and anchor, just adjacent to where the
suture was knotted near the loop in the synthetic tendon.
The mean failure strength of the size 0 suture was only 18.27
N more than that of the smaller size 2-0 suture, whose failure
strength was 47.66 N (or 79%) more than the 60 N maximum
muscle force. Therefore, we expect that both the size 0 and 2-0
sutures are suitable for our in vivo locomotor function tests. We
plan to use the size 0 and size 2-0 sutures with the 2.7mm and
2.2mm suture anchors, respectively, in future surgeries.
For the size 0 suture, the failure strength was 11.22N lower
after 5000 cycles than after 1000 cycles (Figure 1), indicating that
there is some effect of cycle number on failure strength. If the
failure strength trend continued linearly, then the size 0 suture
could withstand approximately 26,500 cycles of the 60 N load.
We will conduct additional cyclical loading tests to measure the
maximum number of cycles that the size 0 and 2-0 sutures can
withstand.

Methods
We use three different sizes of Fiberwire suture: four of size 0,
three of size 2-0, and two of size 4-0. Custom-fabricated synthetic
tendons were tied, using the Fiberwire sutures, to 2.7mmdiameter Arthrex suture anchors (AR-1319FT), since the 2.2mm
anchors are too small for the size 0 Fiberwire suture; the 2.7mm
anchors are compatible with our rabbit model. We clamped the
suture anchor and proximal end of the synthetic tendon to an
Instron tensile tester.
From a biomechanical model of the rabbit hindlimb [2], we
estimated the maximum forces generated by the medial
gastrocnemius (32.0 ± 8.8 N), lateral gastrocnemius (15.5 ± 2.0
N), and soleus (10.2 ± 0.6 N) muscles during an average gait
cycle. We summed the means of the three maximum muscle
forces (and rounded up) to approximate the maximum triceps
surae force during an average gait cycle as 60 N. We programmed
the Instron tensile tester to apply a cyclic (1 Hz, approximate gait
cycle duration) 60 N tensile force to the synthetic tendon and
suture anchor assembly. In an initial test, we ran two of the size
0 sutures for 1000 cycles; thereafter, we ran all remaining
samples for up to 5000 cycles. After the cyclic loading, we
applied an increasing pull-out force to the assembly until it failed.

Significance
In this study we evaluated the failure strength of the suture
connecting the synthetic tendon to the suture anchor. The data
shows that the size 4-0 suture is too weak for our rabbit model,
and that size 0 or 2-0 sutures should be used in future surgeries.
Our data provides critical support for future biomechanical
studies of synthetic tendon, a potentially valuable medical device
for tendon repair and replacement.
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Results and Discussion
All of the size 0 and 2-0 sutures remained intact after 5000 cycles,
indicating that the size 0 and 2-0 sutures could withstand the
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Paired t-tests were used to compare pre/post measures of
muscle volume, density, and a composite measure of
volume*density for each participant. Pearson correlations were
calculated for demographics and baseline values of muscle
volume and density.

Introduction
Spinal Cord Injuries (SCI) affect 28-55 million people in the
United States [1]. Immediately following a SCI, there is rapid
muscle atrophy. This loss of muscle can lead to decreased
metabolic rate and increased fat storage as well as increased risk
of obesity-related injuries, such as cardiovascular disease [2].
Robotic exoskeletons are becoming increasingly available in
clinical settings for SCIs. Robotic exoskeletons use motors at the
hip and knee, controlled by a computerized control system, to
allow for assisted walking and rehabilitation [3]. Exoskeleton
assisted gait training is used to deliver controlled repetitive
training and reduce physical burden on physical therapists [4].
However, it is unclear whether the passive motion and
weightbearing that are associated with exoskeleton-assisted
walking in non-ambulatory individuals Here we validated
methods to measure changes in muscle density and volume over
time using quantitative CT data collected during a clinical trial.
We hypothesized that exoskeleton-assisted walking would
increase both muscle density and volume in the legs.

Results and Discussion
Baseline muscle volume was significantly correlated with body
size (mass and height, r>0.44, p<0.04). Overall, gait training was
associated with significant increases in muscle density*volume
(mean change: 102 HU*cm3; p 0.035). This came from
increases to volume, with no change in density (Figure 2).

Methods
Twenty-four adults with AIS A-C (non-ambulatory) spinal cord
injury were enrolled in a 12 month clinical trial (NCT02533713;
age: 33.7± 8.8 years, height: 177.8 ± 10.2 cm, mass: 74.8 ± 14.1
kg.) Participants were randomized to either Immediate Gait
Training (months 0 to 6) or Delayed Gait Training (months 612), with the other 6-month period being observation only/usual
activities. Gait training lasted for 1 hour, 3 days a week. Each
subject received a CT scan of a 30 cm length surrounding the
knees at month 0 (baseline), 6 (midpoint) and 12 (final). The
present analysis examined only pre/post gait training data.
Muscle volume and density pre- and post gait training was
measured within a 15% limb length region above and below
each knee using Mimics v. 18.0 (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium).
Density, expressed in Hounsfield units (HU), is an indirect
measure of intramuscular adiposity/muscle quality: fat has HU
values around -50, water: 0 HU, and muscle/soft tissue up to
200 HU. Using a fixed threshold of -49 to 169 HU, our density
and volume measures have %CV of 1.3 and 1.4%, respectively.

Figure 2 Pre/post changes in muscle density (left) and volume (right).
Average muscle density did not change during gait training, but muscle
volume increased significantly by 15% (p=0.02). Red bars show the
group average at each timepoint (error bars are SD).

Although this exoskeleton-assisted walking intervention did
not include any direct stimulation of the muscles, it was
associated with significant increases in muscle mass.
Exoskeleton walking may benefit leg muscles by placing the
individual in a standing position and through passive motion,
which can both stretch the muscles and increase circulation.
Significance
Currently, little is known about the musculoekeletal benefits of
using an exoskeleton. This research demonstrates that even
passive motion generated during exoskeleton-assisted walking
may improve muscle quantity in individuals with SCI. This is
significant because muscle mass contributes to overall and
cardiovascular fitness. These results can be used to develop and
evaluate improved rehabilitation interventions for individuals
with SCI and other impairments that result in muscle loss.
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Figure 1: (left) Cross-section of the calf, with muscle highlighted.
(right) sagittal plane secion of the thigh, with muscle highlighted.
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Introduction
Deficits in voluntary quadriceps activation are considered critical
in the biomechanical cascade underlying high rates of
osteoarthritis (OA) in individuals with anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLr) and other knee pathologies [1]. During
walking, diminished peak knee extensor moments (pKEM),
potentially arising from quadriceps dysfunction [2], may
improperly distribute loads accommodated by the articular
cartilage in locations and with magnitudes unprotected by prior
loading experience [3]. However, little empirical data exist to
elucidate the association between changes in pKEM and articular
cartilage loading during walking. Our purpose was to leverage
novel real-time inverse dynamics in a biofeedback paradigm
capable of prescribing systematic changes in pKEM in
combination with musculoskeletal simulations to estimate causeeffect changes in knee joint outcomes relevant to the onset of OA.

when targeting larger than normal pKEM. However, lateral
forces (muscle and contact) were more sensitive to volitional
changes in pKEM than medial forces – an outcome consistent
with the larger physiological cross-sectional area of the vastus
lateralis versus medialis. Targeting smaller than normal pKEM
(in this subject by up to 60%), yielded 15% smaller total articular
contact forces. This prediction provides convincing evidence that
readily-observed gait changes in individuals with ACLr may
lower articular contact forces to values below normal
physiological loading. Ultimately, these gait changes may disrupt
the balance between cartilage breakdown and repair, thereby
explaining an increased risk of OA.

Methods
Experimental Measurements. Twelve uninjured participants
(23.6±2.6 yrs; 6M/6F) completed five treadmill walking trials at
their preferred speed. Subjects first walked normally without
biofeedback. We immediately analyzed this trial using a real-time
surrogate model of the lower limb to extract pKEM targets for
use in our biofeedback paradigm. Four biofeedback trials visually
cued participants to walk with ±20% and ±40% of normal values.
We recorded ground reaction forces (GRFs), 3D motion capture
data, and the activity of seven muscles spanning the knee.
Model Predictions. We have completed simulations on one male
participant to date (22 yrs, 1.68 m, BMI 22.1). We used measured
GRFs and marker trajectories from a representative stride to drive
a scaled whole-body muscusloskeletal model embedded with a
validated 12 degree-of-freedom model of the knee joint that
included representations of 12 ligaments [4]. A concurrent
simulation algorithm (i.e., COMAK) predicted secondary knee
joint kinematics and muscle, ligament, and articular contact
forces necessary to generate the measured motion [4]. Monte
carlo simulations accounted for ±30% and ±2% in ligament
stiffness and reference strain, respectively, and we report modelpredicted variance about the mean. Model outcomes included
anterior tibial translation, ACL force, contact force on the medial
and lateral tibial plateaus, and vasti (medial and lateral) muscle
forces, and all were reported as change relative to usual walking.

Figure 1. Changes in model-predicted outcomes as a function of those
in measured stance phase pKEM prescribed via real-time biofeedback.
Zero (0) in all cases represents values during normal walking.

Significance
We demonstrate that changes in pKEM during walking, common
to individuals with ACLr and other knee joint pathologies, are
accompanied by changes in ACL force, tibia anterior translation,
and medial and lateral articular contact forces relevant to the
development and progression of osteoarthritis.

Results and Discussion
Biofeedback prescribed pKEM values that ranged from 0.22 to
1.05 Nm/kg. Targeting larger than normal pKEM elicited greater
anterior tibial translation and higher ACL force, consistent with
quadriceps’ classification as ACL antagonists (Fig. 1A) [5].
Conversely, ACL force also increased when targeted 40%
smaller than normal pKEM (Fig. 1B), likely due to other
secondary knee kinematics and/or diminished mechanical
advantage of the hamstrings with increased knee joint extension
(not shown). Articular contact forces (Fig. 1C) and the quadriceps
muscle forces most responsible for them (Fig. 1D) increased
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Introduction
Hip Osteoarthritis (OA) is a common condition affecting up to
25% of older adults over a lifetime [1] with a higher prevalence
in women. Walking is essential for independent living and it is an
exercise that is commonly recommended to people with OA. To
be performed safely, walking gait requires sufficient flexibility
and stability by the musculoskeletal system. The hip abductor
muscles are crucial for stabilization within the frontal plane
during single-limb support while the swing leg advances forward
to the next step. People with hip OA demonstrate significant hip
abductor strength deficits, primarily on the affected side[2]. Any
degree of impairment could potentially modulate laterally and
anteriorly directed steps consequential to the weakness and
instability surrounding the affected hip. Individuals with hip OA
also demonstrate altered spatiotemporal gait characteristics
compared to adults without OA [3]. However, it remains unclear
whether these alterations are related to hip abductor impairment.
Our goal was to investigate how impaired hip abductor strength
in women with hip OA may be related to commonly reported
altered spatiotemporal gait characteristics. We hypothesized that
lower hip abductor strength would be significantly associated
with a 1) shorter step length on the affected side, 2) wider step
width, and 3) slower gait speed in women with unilateral hip
osteoarthritis.

hip OA tend to walk with shorter [3] and wider steps [4]. Our
findings add to the current literature by suggesting hip abductor
strength may be a contributor to these altered gait characteristics.
These observed stepping strategies could be protective bracing
mechanisms adopted due to the weakened hip musculature to
place the affected limb in a position that is most stable and
reduces loading at the affected hip joint. Contrary to our third
hypothesis, hip abductor strength was not significantly associated
with gait speed (r = 0.511, p = 0.052). However, this association
may be significant with a larger sample size.

Methods
Fifteen women (age 56.2 ± 6.3 years; BMI 30.2 ± 6.5 kg/m2) with
self-reported unilateral hip OA consented to participate in this
cross-sectional study. Hip abductor strength of the affected side
was tested in a side-lying position, using an isokinetic
dynamometer [Biodex System 4 Pro, Biodex Medical Systems,
Inc., Shirley, NY]. Peak isometric torque was measured from
three 5 s bouts alternated with 30 s rest and normalized to body
mass (Nm/kg). Three-dimensional gait analysis data were
collected via an 8-camera motion analysis system (Motion
Analysis Co., Santa Rosa, CA) operating at 120 Hz. Subjects
were given a 3 min acclimation period to find their preferred
walking speed on a split-belt treadmill, followed by a 2.5 min
walking trial. Passive markers were placed bilaterally over
selected bony landmarks using standard methods. Step length and
step width, normalized to body height (%), were defined as the
anterior-posterior and mediolateral distances between the heel
markers at heel contact, respectively. The average peaks over 10
consecutive steps were processed and extracted using a custom
MATLAB algorithm (MATLAB, Natick, MA). The relationships
between hip abductor strength, step width, step length, and selfselected gait speed were evaluated using Pearson correlation

Figure 1: Lower hip abductor strength is associated with higher
step width (top) and lower step length of affected side (bottom).

Significance
A better understanding of how hip abductor strength impairments
may impact spatiotemporal gait characteristics can lead to
effective combined interventions of gait and strength training.
Combined therapies aimed at increasing strength and stability in
people with lower limb OA may help aide in promoting
participation in exercises, such as walking.
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Results and Discussion
The mean self-selected walking speed was 0.67 ± 0.24 m/s. In
support of our first and second hypothesis, we found that lower
hip abductor strength was associated with a shorter step length of
the affected side (p = 0.036), and wider step width (p = 0.038)
(Figure 1). Previous studies similarly reported that people with
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) of the thumb Carpometacarpal (CMC) joint
is a complex disease of bone and cartilage with highly
individualized rates of progression. Radiographic assessment of
CMC OA in 2D is hindered by the complex geometry and bony
overlap in basal thumb x-rays, and at best delivers a coarse
categorical metric.
With advancements in the ability to quantify osteophytes
(OPs) from CT images1, an objective variable of disease state
can be calculated. In this study, the magnitudes and rates of OP
volume change over a six-year period were combined into a
single classifier, with the goal of stratifying CMC OA patients
into stable and advanced OA categories. Once categorized,
differences in OP volume and dorsal subluxation were
Figure 1: OP volume and subluxation % change over elapsed days
evaluated between OA groups and a healthy population over
from initial visit by TMC OA patient groups: Advanced (49/86) (red),
time.
Stable (37/86) (blue) and Healthy subjects (green). Annotated slope
values for each group measured in units of mm3/day (OP volume) and
% /day (Subluxation).

Methods
Following IRB approval, 86 patients with early thumb CMC
OA (self-reported pain and radiographic Eaton 0/1 grading) and
22 age-matched asymptomatic heathy volunteers were recruited
into an NIH-funded thumb CMC OA biomechanics study.
At enrollment (day 0) and four time points spaced at 1.5year intervals, data were collected for each OA patient; healthy
volunteers returned for only a 6-year follow-up visit. At each
visit, CT scans of the affected (patient) or dominant (healthy)
wrists were acquired in 11 range-of-motion and task-related
positions2. At each follow-up visit, the elapsed day count from
each subject’s day 0 was recorded to measure longitudinal
change (Δ/day).
Digital surface models of the trapeziae (TPM) and first
metacarpals (MC1) were segmented from CT data. For each
day 0 model, coordinate systems (CS) were calculated from
manually delineated TMC articular facets3.
OP volumes were calculated via subtraction of a best-fit
bone model1 from each patient’s 1.5, 3, 4.5 and 6-year bone
models and via Boolean subtraction of the day 0 models from
the 6-year follow-up models in the healthy cohort. The rate of
OP growth (mm3/day) for each participant was determined
using linear regression of OP volumes over time. Subluxation
was defined as the MC1 CS origin position resolved in the TPM
coordinate space in dorsal(-)-volar(+) and radial(+)-ulnar(-)3
directions for each subject, visit, and CT position. Values were
reported as percentage of subject TPM facet area (more
negative reflecting greater dorsal subluxation).
Participants were categorized as stable or advanced OA
based on thresholds for both magnitude and rate of OP volume
growth. The threshold values were defined as the population
median of each metric (α=150mm3 OP volume; β= 0.04
mm3/day OP growth). Patients were classified as advanced OA
if any visit OP volume exceeded α or the subject’s rate of OP
growth exceed β. Linear mixed models with random intercept
and slope were created for the three-way comparison of stable
OA, advanced OA, and healthy cohort; evaluating differences
in rate of OP growth and rate of subluxation % change.

Results and Discussion
The rate of OP growth over time was significantly greater in
patients with advanced OA than in patients with stable OA
(p<0.0001) or healthy subjects (p<0.0001) (Fig. 1, left). Group
differences in subluxation were greatest in thumb flexion. In
flexion, the advanced patients’ rate of dorsal subluxation was
significantly more negative than that of the stable (p=0.0009)
and healthy subjects (p=0.0004), which were alike (p=0.99)
(Fig. 1, right). Similar trends in subluxation were found for all
positions, with a subset (6/11; grasp, grasp-loaded, pinchloaded, abduction, adduction) also revealing significant
differences between stable and advanced OA groups. This
indicates that pathological dorsal subluxation may be
kinematically coupled, being provoked in some thumb
positions more than others.
Patients were successfully grouped into stable or advanced
OA by OP volume, allowing group differences in subluxation
values to be analysed. In a large longitudinal dataset of patients
with suspected disease state heterogeneity, having a robust and
objective metric for group differentiation is incredibly valuable.
This metric can be improved via sensitivity analysis of α and β
threshold modifications on grouping success statistics.
Significance
The ability to differentiate stable patients from within a
progressive disease cohort holds promise for the development
of predictive tools of thumb CMC OA disease progression.
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Introduction
The accuracy of cartilage material models is determined by
realistic material properties of articular cartilage. However,
material properties in conventional confined or unconfined
compression tests of a cartilage plug have been shown to be
inaccurate in describing in vivo cartilage deformations. In this
study, we aimed to estimate articular cartilage material properties
in porcine hips by comparing cartilage deformation patterns in
finite element (FE) analysis with the deformation patterns from
CT (computerized tomography) images.

deformation patterns in the FE simulation with the cartilage
surface profile in CT images (Figure 1.(b)(c)(d)). This
optimization was done by non-linear simulated annealing(SA)
algorithm.
Unconfined compression tests of cartilage plugs
We collected multiple cartilage plugs from the joint samples after
the loading experiments. Conventional unconfined compression
tests were used to measure the material properties of cartilage
plugs, which were finally compared with the material property
values from image-based optimization process.

Methods
Loading experiments
Four cadaveric porcine hips were tested. We developed a custom
plastic axial loading device. A joint sample was potted in the
normal standing position of porcine hips. The direction of joint
resultant forces was aligned with the loading axis of the
compression device. The joint sample was completely submerged
in a PBS solution to avoid dehydration of cartilage tissue.
Positions of femoral and acetabular bones were recorded by
acquiring CT images (matrix: 512 512, FOV: 150 mm, slice
thickness: 1 mm) of a joint sample in every 3 min while a 650 N
of compressive loading was continuously applied for 15 min.

Results and Discussion
Articular cartilage material properties for the poroelastic material
model in the image-based optimization and unconfined
compression tests are shown in Figure 2. image-based
optimization estimated significantly greater Young’s modulus (P
< 0.05, student t-test) and Poisson’s ratio (P < 0.05) than the
values in unconfined compression tests. However, we did not find
differences in intrinsic permeability and permeability constant
valued between both measurements. Fluid flow in in vivo
articular cartilage is limited by the opposing joint structures and
adjacent cartilage tissues. Thus, cartilage deformations in in vivo
joints would be significantly reduced than the deformations
measured in cartilage plug tests.

Figure 1: (a) boundary & loading conditions of compression test (b)
deformation of compression test (c) FE results with measured material
properties (d) FE results with optimized material properties

Figure 2: Results for the material properties

Significance
Our results showed that articular cartilage material models with
material properties from conventional plug tests may result in
greater cartilage deformations than the deformation in in vivo
articular cartilages. Our image-based optimization technique
would be useful to produce accurate articular cartilage material
models which describe realistic deformational behaviours in
various in vivo joints.

Finite element modelling with image-based optimization
Cartilage and bone models in femoral and acetabular
compartments of the joint sample were created from CT images.
An isotropic biphasic poroelastic material model with straindependent permeability was used for articular cartilage while the
bones are completely rigid. We used C3D8P elements and the
femoral bone was subjected to a distributed axial load and the
upper surface of acetabular bone was fully fixed (Figure 1.(a)).
Fluid flow across an interface was not conceded. We simulated
the loading experiment in FE analysis and tried to find optimum
material properties (Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, intrinsic
permeability, and permeability constant) to match the cartilage
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Introduction
Osteophyte formation is a critical part of the degeneration of a
joint with osteoarthritis (OA). While often qualitatively
described, few studies have succeeded in quantifying osteophyte
growth over time. A detailed understanding of osteophyte
formation is limited in part by the ability to quantify bone
pathology. Osteophytes can be quantified relative to preosteoarthritic bone, or to the contralateral bone if it is healthy;
however, in many cases neither are available as references.
We present a method for computing three-dimensional
osteophyte models with a library of healthy control bones with a
dissimilarity-excluding Procrustes registration technique (DEP).1
We applied DEP to a computed-tomography (CT) image
dataset from a longitudinal, observational study of thumb
carpometacarpal (CMC) OA. Our aim was to describe osteophyte
growth by quantifying location-specific changes in peri-articular
bone volume on the first metacarpal (MC1) and trapezium (TPM)
over a three-year period in men and women with early OA.2

reported with descriptive statistics (median, 25th percentile, and
75th percentile) at each time point.
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Figure 1: Bland-Altman analysis of the DEP method for computing
osteophyte volumes.
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Methods
Our analysis was performed using an existing dataset containing
the computed tomography scans of 90 patients with early thumb
CMC OA.2 A corresponding dataset of 46 healthy subjects
formed the reference library from which best-fit bones were
calculated.1 Our method best-fit a healthy bone to an OA
subject’s bone using a dissimilarity-excluding Procrustes
registration technique (DEP) that minimized the influence of
dissimilar features (i.e., osteophytes).1 Osteophyte models were
then computed via Boolean subtraction of the reference bone
models from the OA bone models.
DEP reference bones conformed significantly better to the
OA bones (p < 0.0001) than finite difference iterative closest
point registration (RMS distances 0.33mm ± 0.05mm and
0.41mm ± 0.16mm, respectively). The effect of library size on
dissimilarity measure was investigated by leave-k-out crossvalidation randomly reducing k from 46 to 1. A library of n >=
31 resulted in less than 10% difference from the theoretical
minimum value. To quantify the accuracy and the limitations of
the method, a series of artificial osteophytes were generated by
extruding the surfaces of healthy control trapezia at different
locations around the CMC articular facet and by different heights.
Bland-Altman plots were used to evaluate the agreement between
the ground truth and computed osteophyte volumes (Figure 1).
The DEP method was applied to study osteophyte formation
and progression in 90 patients with early thumb CMC OA (pain,
with Eaton 0/1 radiographic changes).2 All study participants
were recruited after IRB approval. Patients with early thumb OA
were assessed at enrolment (year 0), 1.5, and 3 years with CT
imaging. Osteophyte volume and location on the MC1 and TPM
were computed for each patient at each follow-up time point.
Mixed models were used to evaluate differences in
osteophyte volume by time and sex. Curves of normalized
osteophyte volume (as a percent of total bone volume) were
plotted as a function of location about the joint circumference and
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Figure 2: Osteophyte formation occurred at specific non-opposing
locations (red arrows) on the MC1 and TPM.

Results and Discussion
We developed an accurate method to compute osteophyte volume
and location and to quantify osteophyte progression of patients
with OA, whose volume increased significantly over the 3-year
follow-up. After normalizing for size, we did not find a
statistically significant difference between women and men.
Notably, osteophyte formation started and grew fastest at specific
locations on the MC1 and the TPM that did not oppose each other
(Figure 2).
Significance
Understanding the mechanism behind osteophyte formation that
occurred at specific locations may shed insight into OA
progression.
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Introduction
Individuals with knee osteoarthritis (OA) have a 25% lifetime
risk of developing hip OA1, likely due to mechanical and
biological effects of secondary risk factors. Compressive joint
loading is related to OA progression2, but it cannot be directly
measured in the native joint. External moments, such as the knee
adduction moment, are used as surrogate measures of joint
loading3. Gait modifications, such as modifying the foot
progression angle, aim to decrease the knee adduction moment in
order to slow the progression of OA in the medial compartment
of the knee4. Similarly, the external hip moment can act as a
surrogate measure for hip contact force5. People with knee OA
who adopt an altered foot progression angle often benefit from a
reduction in the knee adduction moment, but it is unknown
whether this intervention increases external hip moments,
thereby altering the loading environment at the hip and placing it
at increased risk of OA initiation or progression6. The purpose of
this study was to determine how altering foot progression angle
affects hip moments in individuals with medial compartment
knee OA.

modifications that reduce the frontal-plane knee moment have
similar effects on the frontal-plane hip moment but do not
systematically change sagittal or transverse-plane hip moments.

Methods
Fifty-four individuals with medial compartment knee OA (grade
1-3 on the Kellgren-Lawrence scale and pain of >3 on the 11point numeric rating scale) walked on an instrumented treadmill.
Participants performed a baseline walking trial followed by 2 foot
progression angle modification trials where they were given
biofeedback to either toe-in or toe-out by 10° relative to their
baseline foot progression angle. The final 20 steps from each trial,
from which the participant’s foot angle was within 2.5° of their
target angle, were analysed.
Hip joint moments from baseline, toe-in and toe-out gait
were estimated using OpenSim 4.0. A generic musculoskeletal
model7,8 was scaled to incorporate subject-specific frontal-plane
mechanical alignment from a leg-length radiograph and to match
marker positions from a standing static calibration pose. We then
performed inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics to estimate
the hip abduction, extension, and internal rotation moments.
The average moment during 15-20% of stance phase, the
typical time of first peak hip contact force5, was calculated for
each step and averaged across all steps in each walking condition.
The hip abduction, extension, and internal rotation moments
during toe-in and toe-out gait were compared to baseline gait
using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (α=0.05) with a Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons. Average values are reported
as mean ± standard error.

Figure 1: Participants reduced their average hip abduction moment
during 15-20% of stance by 4.1 ± 1.3% (p = 0.025) with toe-in gait and
5.0 ± 1.2% (p = 0.003) with toe-out gait compared to baseline.

Significance
Modifying foot progression angle may slow the progression of
medial compartment knee OA by decreasing the peak knee
adduction moment. Importantly, this gait modification does not
statistically increase external hip moments as compared to
baseline gait in patients with knee OA. These results suggest that
on average, 10° toe-in and 10° toe-out gait modifications may not
increase loading in the hip joint. Future work could estimate the
effects of foot progression angle modifications on hip contact
force estimated from a validated musculoskeletal model.
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Results and Discussion
The hip abduction moment was reduced by 4.1 ± 1.3% (p=0.025)
during 10° toe-in gait compared to baseline (Figure 1). Similarly,
the hip abduction moment was reduced by 5.0 ± 1.2% (p=0.003)
during 10° toe-out gait. There were no significant changes in hip
extension or internal rotation moments compared to baseline.
These results demonstrate that foot progression angle
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Wear scar analysis (Figure 2) showed that the ISO standard had
lower amounts of wear scarring on the surface of the UHMWPE
than the legacy kinematics (32% XLPE, 33% CPE vs 22%
XLPE, and 25% CPE, respectively). Although the mass lost
during wear was higher for the ISO standard group, the wear
was distributed over a smaller area of the articular surface. ISO
kinematic wear samples also had significantly less amounts of
scratching and greater amounts of polishing (burnishing) when
compared to legacy kinematics.

Introduction
Early Total Hip Arthroplasties (THAs) suffered from buildup of
ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) wear
particles in the joint capsule, and caused reduced bone quality in
the area around the implant, leading to loosening. Cross-linking
the UHMWPE substantially reduced wear and showed a clinical
reduction in the amount of aseptic loosening. Compared to
THAs, Total Ankle Replacements (TARs) are geometrically
more complex, and move in more degrees of freedom.
Joint simulator studies allow TARs to be evaluated for wear,
and approximate the kinematics of a normal walking gait. A set
of kinematics representing normal walking gait was adopted
from the University of Leeds [1] by most device manufacturers
in the United States for previous wear testing. In 2019, however,
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
published a standard for wear testing of TARs, ISO 22622 [2],
which differed from the University of Leeds kinematics.
Methods
Two groups of kinematics - the 2007 Leed e
( Legac ),
and the new ISO 22622 Displacement-controlled version
( ISO ) - were applied to a commercially available Total Ankle
Replacement device (Inbone, Wright Medical).
Two types of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) inserts were used: Conventional UHMWPE (CPE)
and prototype UHMWPE cross-linked with 65 kGy gamma
radiation (XLPE). Both kinematic profiles were used on each
type of UHMWPE, for a total of four test groups. N=3 inserts
for each group were tested in vitro (30% calf serum) in a sixstation simulator (Shore Western, Monrovia, CA). The Legacy
kinematics were run for 3 million cycles (Mc), while the ISO
kinematics were run for 5 Mc.
For command of the wear simulator channels, as based on
Legacy kinematics: Flexion and extension were set from -15° to
15°, axial load from -170N to -2800N, anterior to posterior
translation from -1.5mm to 1.5mm, while medial to lateral and
rotation in varus and valgus were allowed to float freely. The
internal/external rotation was set from -2° to 8°, where the toes
move towards the midline of the body.
ISO Kinematics used the same endpoints (except for load) but
with a different curve shape for each motion. Load in the ISO
kinematics ranged from -194N to -2366N.
Lubricant was exchanged every 0.5 Mc; mass loss
measurements, dimensional change (by CMM), and wear scar
analyses (determination of the modes of wear) were performed
every 1Mc.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows a plot of the wear for both sets of kinematics on
both materials.With both kinematic profiles, the XLPE material
showed a lower wear rate than CPE. Surprisingly, the new
ISO 22622 kinematics increased the wear rate by about 30% for
both CPE and XLPE. These changes were statistically
significant (p = 0.03 XLPE, p = 0.01 CPE, two-sample t-test).

Figure 1: Mass loss vs number of cycles for CPE and XLPE materials.
Solid lines are conventional UHMWPE (CPE); dashed lines are XLPE.

Figure 2: Wear scar analysis graph for XLPE and CPE materials.

Significance
As seen in the gravimetric test results, knowing the kinematics
of the ankle joint between the tibia and talus is necessary to
properly evaluate a TAR device for use in patients. Minor
changes in the motions of the kinematic inputs of the wear test
created large changes in the amount and mode of wear scarring
observed on the articular surface.
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Results and Discussion
The magnitudes of the differences in both ATma and dR were
both found to be significantly different from zero. For ATma the
mean difference was 9.6 ± 6.8 mm (p = 0.001) and for dR the
mean difference was 4.6 ± 3.0% of calcaneus length (p = 0.001).
We therefore rejected our hypothesis that post-op ATma would
approximate pre-op values, although on average these values
were similar. We found a moderate correlation between pre- and
post-op ATma (r2 = 0.46, p = 0.03, Figure 1), and between preand post-TAA dR (r2 = 0.41, p = 0.046). At the individual level,
however, some participants exhibited large and differentlysigned changes in ATma. For example, the ATma of Participant
1 was reduced by 54.2% following TAA, whilst the ATma of
Participants 3 & 8 were 64.1% and 124.0% greater, respectively,
following surgery (Figure 1). When we examined the correlation
between change in ATma and change in dR, 49.7% of the change
in ATma was explained by the corresponding change in dR (p =
0.023).
These results suggest that TAA does appear to alter ATma
in individual patients, and that the magnitude of this change is
related in substantial part to pre-post changes in the anteriorposterior position of the talar dome.

Introduction
Following total ankle arthroplasty (TAA), patients have been
found to exhibit normal gait kinematics, but deficits persist in gait
kinetics [1]. Lack of plantarflexor moment and power in these
patients may occur as a result of alterations to joint structure
following from TAA. One key structural parameter potentially
influenced by TAA is the plantarflexion moment arm of the
Achilles tendon (ATma). ATma determines the leverage of the
plantarflexor muscles that insert on the Achilles, and therefore is
a critical determinant of push-off mechanics during gait [2]. No
study to date has quantified how ATma are affected by TAA.
The purpose of this study was to quantify ATma one month
prior to TAA and six months post-op in the same patients. We
hypothesized that no differences in ATma would be evident
between the two timepoints.
Methods
Ten TAA patients (age: 62.86 ± 9.72 y; height: 1.72 ± 0.08 m;
body mass: 97.81 ± 20.89 kg; 4 female) underwent our data
collection protocol approximately one month pre-op and six
months post-op. All procedures were approved by the Penn State
Hershey Medical Center Institutional Review Board. ATma was
quantified while patients were seated with the knee extended,
using a previously published method combining ultrasound
imaging of the Achilles tendon with 3D motion tracking of the
foot, shank, and ultrasound probe [3].
Sagittal-plane weightbearing radiographs were obtained preand post-operatively, and we determined the anterior-posterior
distance from the center of the talar dome to the posterior margin
of the calcaneus normalized to calcaneus length (dR). The
absolute magnitude of differences in both ATma and dR were
tested to see if they differed from zero using a one-sample t-test.
Pre- and post-TAA ATma and dR were also compared using
linear regression. Significance was set at the level of α= 0.05.

Significance
One implication of our finding that ATma changes following
TAA is that ATma some patients may experience benefits related
to altered ATma in terms of locomotor function. Longer ATma
may augment ankle plantarflexor strength and in this manner
permit higher walking velocity. Future work should consider the
relationship between the change in ATma following TAA and the
corresponding change in gait speed and other measures of
mobility. Additionally, a change in ATma may alter the function
of the plantarflexor muscles, by changing where they operate on
their force-length, and force-velocity curves [4] and may alter the
capacity for plantarflexor work and elastic energy storage in the
Achilles tendon. Future studies should also consider the extent to
which muscles will adapt to altered ATma, especially at followup times greater than six months.
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Figure 1: Post-op and pre-op Achilles tendon moment arms were
found to be moderately correlated (r2 = 0.461, p = 0.031). Participant
numbers are beside each marker, and the dashed line indicates y = x.
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(1.04 s) was not significant, a mean reduction of 0.9 1.40 s has
been identified as clinically important [4].
Linear regression did not predict change in function from
pain alone, but when BMI and its interaction with pain was
included, moderate to good fits were obtained (Table 1).
Improvements in pain levels (when accounting for BMI)
accounted for the majority of improvement in average walking
velocity (Adj. R2 = 0.79, p = 0.003), and might explain up to half
of the variation in improvement of TUG, although this was not
significant at the level of = 0.05 (Adj. R2 = 0.48, p = 0.06).
These results suggested that patients with larger BMI were
unable to take advantage of reduced pain, whilst those
participants with lower BMI were able to walk faster with
reduced pain. The relationship might be weaker for TUG because
it is task shorter in duration and thus less affected by pain. Neither
pain, nor BMI, nor their interaction predicted performance on
the SLBT; it is likely that other factors not considered here have
more of an influence on balance tasks following TAA.

Introduction
Outcomes following total ankle arthroplasty (TAA) are largely
positive, with high levels of patient satisfaction, and a return to
normal walking kinematics within two years [1]. However,
performance on functional clinical assessments has received little
attention in TAA patients, and residual pain after the surgery has
been identified in up to 60% of cases [2]. While associations
between implant kinematics and pain following TAA have been
found during walking [3], to date there have been no studies of
pain and function during more challenging locomotor tasks.
The purpose of this study was to determine how changes in
function experienced by patients receiving TAA are related to
pain. We hypothesized that following TAA, improvements in
function would be correlated with reductions in pain.
Methods
Complete data sets were obtained for 11 TAA patients (age:
64.04 ± 9.26 y; height: 1.71 ± 0.07 m, body mass: 98.55 ± 20.07
kg; 3 implant designs). All procedures involving human subjects
were approved by the Penn State Hershey Medical Center
Institutional Review Board. All tasks were performed one month
prior to and 6 months following TAA in a motion laboratory.
Participants completed the RAND 36-Item Health Survey 1.0
(SF-36), whose global pain score was used in our analysis. Each
participant performed three functional tasks: 1) single leg balance
task on the involved limb (SLBT), where participants stood with
eyes open to a ceiling time of 1 minute or the elevated foot
touched the ground; 2) a Timed Up-and-Go test (TUG), where
participants stood up from a standardized chair, walked 3m to a
cone, pivoted and returned to a seated position; 3) a six-minute
walk (6MW) where participants walked in a level hallway,
turning every 30 m. From the distance walked, both velocity and
a velocity normalized by height were computed. Linear
regression analysis was performed to investigate how change in
performance on these tasks was dependent on the patients preto-post change in pain ( pain) and their BMI.

Significance
To our knowledge, this is the first study relating changes in
locomotor function to changes in pain following TAA. Contrary
to our hypothesis, we found that changes in pain, as assessed by
the SF-36, did not explain variation in observed improvements in
function. However, including the interaction between pain and
BMI in our regression models, nearly 80% of the changes in
6MW velocity were explained, and approximately 50% of TUG
performance change was explained. Despite this, pain and BMI
leave substantial variance unaccounted for and other factors, such
as changes to the joint structure, might explain some of this
unaccounted variance. In conducting investigations of function
following TAA, the pain levels and BMI of participants should
be taken into account.
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Results and Discussion
Performance on the SLBT improved significantly post-TAA
(mean difference: 6.17 s, p = 0.048), but no significant
improvements were found for TUG (mean difference: 1.04 s, p =
0.270), 6MW velocity (mean difference: 0.11 m/s, p = 0.072),
and normalized 6MW velocity (mean difference: 0.07 statures/s,
p = 0.079). Whilst the mean reduction in TUG time we observed
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Table 1. Multiple regression output for model predicting change in function from pain, BMI, and their interaction
Function
Intercept
pain
BMI
pain*BMI Adj. R2
p-value
6MW Velocity
-3.415***
0.074*** 0.103*** -0.002***
0.79
0.003
Normalized 6MW Velocity
-2.098**
0.046**
0.064**
-0.001**
0.75
0.005
SLBT Time
-8.942
1.033
0.279
-0.026
0.26
0.180
TUG
47.393*
-0.937*
-1.414*
0.027*
0.48
0.060
Significance indicated b : *** p 0.001 ** p 0.01 * p 0.05
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statistical difference in GRF symmetry consistent with previously
published findings [4].

Introduction
Ankle osteoarthritis (A-OA) has been associated with severe pain
and disability and the etiology is post-traumatic in most cases. AOA has been shown to significantly impact gait mechanics [1, 2]
and result in a side-to-side difference in gait mechanics [3].
Asymmetry severity in A-OA patients has not been reported
previously. Previous studies have reported an asymmetry of
<10% in various gait parameters in healthy adults [4]. The
purpose of this study was to determine the degree of gait
asymmetry present in A-OA patients and to determine if
asymmetry in A-OA patients is significantly different than an age
& gender-matched healthy participants.

Table 1: NSI measures in A-OA and healthy participants.
A-OA vs Healthy Older Adults
NSI
A-OA A-OA Healthy Healthy
p-value
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

Methods
Thirty-seven unilateral A-OA [Age 60.16 ± 10.4 years, BMI
25.41 ± 3.5, 9 males, 28 females] patients from a previously
collected prospective database were age, gender and BMI
matched to thirty-seven healthy participants [Age 59.92 ± 11.7
years, BMI 24.69 ± 3.3, 9 males, 28 females]. Each participant
completed between four and seven walking trials at a selfselected pace while walking speed and motion capture data were
collected. Walking speed was measured using timing gates
placed 5 meters apart. Motion capture data for A-OA gait
mechanics was captured using an eight-camera motion capture
system (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA; 120 Hz)
while the healthy participant group data was captured with a tencamera motion capture system (Qualisys, Sweden; 120 Hz). The
same modified Helen-Hayes marker set was used during all of the
testing. The ground reaction forces (GRF) were captured with
four AMTI force plates (AMTI, Watertown, MA, 1200 Hz).
Average walking speed and five symmetry variables were
compared between the A-OA group and the healthy controls to
determine the effects of A-OA on gait symmetry. Gait symmetry
was calculated using the Normalized Symmetry Index (NSI) [3].
NSI ranges between -100% to 100% where 0% indicates full
symmetry [3]. A-OA and healthy participant data was processed
as intact/OA side and dominant/non-dominant respectively. All
NSI symmetry measures were calculated using a custom
MATLAB script and included knee flexion, hip extension, ankle
plantar flexion (PF), knee range of motion (ROM), hip ROM,
weight acceptance (early-stage GRF), and propulsion (late-stage
GRF).
To compare symmetry measures between the A-OA and
healthy participants while accounting for the siginificant
difference in walking speed (p=0.0001), an analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) was performed. The statistical analysis
was completed using SPSS with an alpha level of 0.05.

Knee Flexion (%)

2.29

10.88

1.51

11.34

0.678

Hip Extension (%)

15.94

33.14

-6.03

15.57

0.003 *

Ankle PF (%)

11.63

43.52

-10.69

24.25

0.064

Knee ROM (%)

-1.21

15.67

0.36

10.92

0.716

Hip ROM (%)

-5.45

15.03

0.85

5.27

0.107

Weight
Acceptance (%)

-0.891

6.302

0.67

7.91

0.026 *

Propulsion (%)

-1.83

4.66

1.08

6.63

0.031 *

* p-value < 0.05

These results demonstrate that the presence of A-OA affects
gait mechanics as reported by Schmitt et al., as well as gait
asymmetry when compared with healthy control participants.
Similar to Schmitt et al., the A-OA participants used greater hip
extension to compensate for limitations in ankle motion which
most likely resulted in the increase in hip extension asymmetry.
The large standard deviation (SD) in ankle motion present in the
current study could impact study results and indicates the need
for a larger sample to account for this increase in variability
between participants. A limitation of this study is that data was
collected at two different locations using two different motion
capture systems. While this should not impact study outcomes,
the differences in marker placement between testing sites could
have impacted the study outcomes. Future studies should assess
the restoration of symmetry following surgical intervention and
develop targeted rehabilitation programs to improve symmetry.
Significance
This study demonstrates that the presence of A-OA increased gait
asymmetry compared to a healthy participants. Knowing that hip
extension symmetry is effected by A-OA, targeted therapies can
be developed to treat patients with A-OA and prevent further
injury.
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Results and Discussion
Participants affected by A-OA had slower average walking speed
(0.88 ± 0.29 '/) ) compared to healthy control participants
(1.32 ± 0.20 '/)) indicating gait is significantly affected by AOA. Hip extension symmetry, weight acceptance symmetry and
propulsion symmetry showed a difference between A-OA and
healthy participants (Table 1). A reduction in GRF caused a
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Introduction
Knee extensor (KE) function is important for locomotion, joint
stability, and load attenuation during such tasks as walking and
stair climbing [1]. KE weakness is commonly exhibited in
individuals with knee osteoarthritis (KOA) [2] and may
contribute to increased disability in this population. Pain, a
primary symptom in KOA, has been suggested as a key
contributor to KE dysfunction. However, evidence of the impact
of pain and fluctuations in pain on KE function is limited.
Previous research has shown that while habitual exercise has a
beneficial effect on KOA pain [3], individual bouts of exercise
can result in acute pain exacerbations [4]. A better understanding
of the impact of exercise-induced pain on KE function is needed
to determine the role of pain on mobility limitations in those with
KOA. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
impact of exercise-induced pain on KE function in individuals
with KOA. We hypothesized that the peak KE torque and rate of
torque development (RTD) would decrease post exercise and be
related to the change in pain.

suggest that exercise to a greater degree than perceived pain may
be a sufficient stimulus to induce changes in neural activiation of
the KE in individuals with KOA. The lower RTD100 in
individuals with KOA post exericse may be indicative of lower
motor unit recruitment and firing rate [6]. The lower RTD200
post exercise may suggest a change in recruitment pattern and
greater recruitment of type I fibers in early contraction [7].

Methods
Eighteen adults with symptomatic KOA (Age: 65.9±5.1 years,
BMI: 25.1±3.5 kg/m2, KOOS pain:71.2±20.6) participated in this
study after completing informed consent approved by the
University’s IRB. Participants completed three maximal
isometric KE contractions on an isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex
System 4 Pro, Shirley, NY) set at 60° of knee flexion before and
after a 20min treadmill walk (20MTW) previously shown to
increase pain in KOA [5]. Early (0-100 ms) and late (100-200
ms) rate of torque development (RTD100, RTD200), and peak
torque were extracted and normalized to body mass (kg).
Perceived pain was evaluated on an 11-point verbal numeric
rating scale (vNRS) every two minutes throughout the 20MTW.
The pain scores in the first and final 2 min of the 20MTW were
used to evaluate change in pain in response to exercise.
Paired samples t-tests were used to compare torque, RTD and
pain variables between pre and post 20MTW
Participants were also subgrouped into those with and without
exercise-induced pain
to further probe the
impact of pain on KE function changes using independent t-tests.
Pearson’s correlation was used to determine the relationship
between baseline strength and the change in pain post exercise
0.05).

Figure 1. Pre to Post RTD 100 (Top row) and RTD 200 (bottom row).
Dark horizontal lines indicate group mean, grey horizontal lines
indicate 25th and 75th quartiles

Significance
The study findings suggest that RTD rather than peak torque may
be a useful screening tool to assses KE dysfunction in individuals
with KOA. The RTD changes with exercise may be a result of
changes in muscle recruitment pattern and thus may contribute to
acute impairments in mobility in this population. The changes in
RTD following exercise may also contribute to altered loading of
the knee [8] and thus to clinical or structural progression of KOA.
The consequences of changes in RTD for mobility and KOA
progression should be investigated in future work.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
There was not a significant difference pre to post 20MTW in peak
torque in all participants but there was significant decrease in
both RTD100
-4.95; p<.001) and RTD200
-7.43;
p<.001) post 20MTW. Similar to prior research [5], close to half
participants experienced a significant increase in pain
2.2± 0.5, p<.001) while the remaining participants did
not experience a pain change. Baseline peak torque was not
correlated to the change in pain (p >0.05). The change in peak
torque, RTD 100 and RTD 200 pre to post 20MTW did not differ
between those with and without pain (p>.05). These results
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Introduction
The number of total knee replacement (TKR) is expected to
increase 3.5 million by 2030 [2]. It is rather common to have a
second joint replacement after the primary TKR procedure.
Limited gait biomechanics research has shown that bilateral
TKR patients showed reduced knee ROM and ground reaction
force (GRF) [1, 3], and reduced knee extension moment (KEM)
[4], compared to healthy controls. To our knowledge, no studies
have examined differences of knee biomechanics in gait
between the 1st and 2nd replaced TKR limbs in literature. It is
unknown if patients with bilateral and unilateral TKRs would
have similar knee kinematics and kinetics.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine
differences in knee joint biomechanics in both limbs of bilateral
TKR patients and replaced and non-replaced limbs of unilateral
TKR patients during level walking. It was hypothesized that
bilateral TKR patients would have similar peak KEM, KAbM
and ROM between the 1st and 2nd replaced limbs, and similar
peak KEM and KAbM compared to unilateral TKR patients.

patients (p = 0.016, Table 1). A group×limb interaction (p =
0.024) was found for peak loading-response (LR) KEM. Post
hoc comparisons showed the 1st replaced limb of bilateral
patients had a significantly higher LR peak knee extension
moment compared to 2nd replaced limb (p = 0.024). The 1 st
replaced (p = 0.010) and 2nd replaced (p < 0.001) limbs of
bilateral patients were significantly lower than non-replaced
limbs of unilateral patients. Furthermore, KEM for the 2 nd
replaced limb was lower than unilateral replaced limbs (p =
0.001). A group main effect difference was identified for the
peak LR KAbM (p = 0.033) showing that it was lower for the
bilateral patients than the unilateral patients. Finally, no
differences were found in the range of motion for knee
extension and abduction between the 1st and 2nd replaced limbs
and between bilateral and unilateral patients.
Our results supported our hypothesis between 1st and 2nd
replaced limbs, but not the hypothesis between bilateral and
unilateral TKR patients. These results suggest that the bilateral
TKR patients still showed greater deficits in the peak KEM and
KAbM during level walking even though they had similar knee
kinematics and walking speed, and much longer recovery times
(71.9 month) compared to the unilateral patients (27.9 month).

Methods
Fifteen bilateral TKR patients (69.4±5.0 yrs, 1.7±0.10 m,
95.6±15.2 kg) and 15 unilateral TKR patients (68.7±6.2 yrs,
1.7±0.1 m, 87.7±15.7 kg) were recruited. Patients performed 35 trials of level walking at their self-selected speed. Kinematic
(240 Hz, Vicon) and GRF (1200 Hz, AMTI) data were
collected. A 2×2 (Group×Limb) ANOVA was performed to
determine differences between groups and limbs. Post-hoc
comparisons were performed on significant interactions with
the alpha level adjusted using a stepwise Holm adjustment.

Significance
These results indicate that bilateral TKR patients may have
produced neuromuscular adaptations that are different
compared to unilateral patients, showing similar knee
kinematics but deficits in knee joint kinetics. In future studies
of TKR gait, bilateral TKR patients should not be combined
with unilateral TRK patients.

Results and Discussion
The bilateral and unilateral TKR patients had similar walking
speed: 1.1 vs 1.2 m/s, respectively. There were no differences
in knee extension and abduction range of motion (ROM)
between the patient groups and limbs. During the push-off, peak
vertical GRF showed decreased vertical GRFs in bilateral TKR
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Table 1. Peak GRFs (N/kg) and knee ROM (Deg), and knee moments (Nm/kg): mean ± STD.
Bilateral
Unilateral
Variable
First
Second
NonGroup
Replaced
Replaced
Replaced
Replaced
p
LR Vertical GRF
1.03±0.11
1.05±0.11
1.07±0.06
1.09±0.04
0.195

Limb
p
0.133
0.095

Int.
p
0.903
0.531

PO Vertical GRF
1.00±0.05
1.01±0.06
1.05±0.06
1.06±0.05
0.016
,b
a,b
#
LR Extension Moment
0.18±0.18
0.41±0.14
0.53±0.26
0.28±0.23
0.001
0.970
0.024
PO Flexion Moment
-0.16±0.13
-0.19±0.16
-0.08±0.14
-0.14±0.13
0.161
0.105
0.481
LR Abduction Moment
-0.35±0.08
-0.38±0.10
-0.46±0.10
-0.45±0.18
0.033
0.642
0.731
PO Abduction Moment
-0.29±0.10
-0.26±0.11
-0.32±0.08
-0.36±0.16
0.128
0.604
0.360
Extension ROM
-48.1±4.6
-48.1±4.6
-46.1±5.8
-47.2±6.3
0.511
0.826
0.381
Abduction ROM
3.8±1.9
3.3±1.6
4.3±1.1
3.4±0.9
0.648
0.066
0.856
#
Significantly different between the 1st and 2nd replaced limbs, a Significantly different from Unilateral Replaced, b Significantly
different from Unilateral Non-Replaced, LR: Loading-Response, PO: Push-off Response, Int.: Interaction.
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TKR surgery. Average time since surgery for 1st replaced
limbs was approximately 6.33 years, 5.46 years since 2nd
replacement, an average of 3.2 years longer than unilateral
patients. Given the longer time that bilateral patients have had
replacements, any differences in acute adaptations between 1st
and 2nd replaced limbs may no longer be present.
During ascent, peak LR KEM of 2nd replaced limbs of
bilateral patients was lower than non-replaced limbs of
unilateral patients (Table 1). KEM of replaced limbs of
unilateral patients was lower than their non-replaced limbs,
which was found previously [4].
During descent peak LR KEM moments were lower in 1st
and 2nd replaced limbs of bilateral patients, compared to
replaced and non-replaced limbs of unilateral patients. PO
KEM was lower in both 1st and 2nd replaced limbs of bilateral
patients, compared to non-replaced limbs of unilateral patients
(Table 1). Significant group differences in KEM may indicate
a quadriceps avoidance, seen previously in unilateral patients,
which may be more prevalent in bilateral patients. In the
frontal plane, no kinetic differences were found during either
ascent or descent.

Introduction
The high number of current and increased future need for total
knee replacements (TKR), as well as a high risk for
contralateral TKR following initial TKR, is well established
[1,2]. Many researchers have used stair negotiation to
investigate the gait of TKR patients. Compared to healthy
controls during stair negotiation, unilateral TKR patients have
exhibited reduced peak knee internal extension moment
(KEM), which may be a sign of a quadriceps avoidance gait
[3].
One study found no biomechanical differences at the knee
joint between unilateral and bilateral TKR [4]. One study
examined bilateral TKR patients with different implants in
each knee, and found no differences [5]. To our knowledge, no
studies have examined biomechanical differences between 1st
and 2nd replaced limbs of bilateral patients during stair
negotiation.
This study compared the 1st and 2nd replaced limbs of
bilateral patients, and replaced and non-replaced limbs of
unilateral patients. We hypothesized that peak KEM and
internal knee abduction moment (KAbM) would not be
different between limbs of bilateral patients. We also
hypothesized KEM and KAbM in bilateral patients would be
different than the non-replaced limb of unilateral TKR
patients.

Significance
Implications for this study are that bilateral patients may have
functional adaptations that are different than those of
unilateral patients. This can be seen in lower KEM in bilateral
patients which may be due to decreased muscular strength,
and kinesiophobia. Our bilateral patients reported an average
5.47±2.42 days per week of stair usage. Alterations in joint
moments in the bilateral group does not inhibit them from
using stairs.

Methods
Fifteen bilateral TKR patients (69.40±5.04 years, 1.73±0.09
m, 95.56±15.24 kg) and fifteen unilateral TKR patients
(64.93±5.11 years, 1.75±0.09 m, 89.18±17.55 kg) were
recruited. Patients performed 3-5 trials of stair ascent and
descent. A 2×2 (group x limb) ANOVA was performed to
determine differences between limbs and groups.
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Results and Discussion
Bilateral patients had similar KEM and KAbM between 1st
and 2nd replaced limbs in both ascent and descent, supporting
our first hypothesis (Table 1). This shows that both replaced
limbs have similar functional capacity and recovery following

Table 1. Ascent and Descent Knee Extension and Abduction Moments (Nm) : mean ± STD.
Ascent

Bilateral
1st Replaced

2nd

LR Knee Ext. Moment
LR Knee Abd. Moment
PO Knee Abd. Moment

1.00±0.36
-0.42±0.16
-0.32±0.21

0.96±0.31b
-0.39±0.22
-0.19±0.28

Replaced

Unilateral
Replaced

Non-Replaced

0.98±0.22#
-0.36±0.11
-0.27±0.15

1.27±0.29
-0.36±0.18
-0.32±0.25

Descent

Limb
p

Int.
p

0.154
0.344
0.374

0.024
0.716
0.617

0.004
0.739
0.441

Group
p

Limb
p

Int.
p

Group
p

0.32±0.29a,b
0.23±0.25a,b
0.62±0.33
0.87±0.34
<0.001 0.212 0.011
b
0.79±0.25
0.73±0.25b
0.83±0.24
1.07±0.29
0.027
0.073 0.003
-0.39±0.24
-0.54±0.23
-0.54±0.26
-0.51±0.24
0.375
0.291 0.173
-0.32±0.24
-0.47±0.20
-0.38±0.22
-0.35±0.15
0.470
0.387 0.161
a
Different than Unilateral Replaced, b Different than Unilateral Non-Replaced, # Within-group difference. LR: Loading-Response,
PO: Push-off Response, Int.: Leg×Group Interaction, Bold: p-values indicate significance.
LR Knee Ext. Moment
PO Knee Ext. Moment
LR Knee Abd. Moment
PO Knee Abd. Moment
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Introduction
A more thorough quantitative analysis was then performed.
Joint acoustic emission (AE) sensing has been used to nonFlexion-extension exercises demonstrated high levels of
invasively quantify knee joint health. This technique employs
repeatability, with an average ICC of 0.967 (UB/LB at 0.975/
wide-band, low noise accelerometers placed on the skin above
0.975, p = 0.05). Rotation exercises showed slightly higher
the joint to sense the surface vibrations generated by the dynamic
repeatability, with average ICC of 0.972 (UB/LB at 0.979/ 0.964,
interactions of the underlying anatomy during articulation [1,2].
p = 0.05). Both exercises also demonstrated high correlation via
In this work, we adapt our previously validated knee AE sensing
JS divergence, indicating that these exercises consistently excite
system into one capable of performing measurements around
AEs from the wrist joint. With the exercises validated, the
another commonly injured and diseased joint - the wrist.
optimal location of placement needed to be analyzed.
The location analysis found the signal to be repeatable
Methods
regardless of location, as repeatability scores via ICC (Figure 2)
For this study, 7 healthy subjects (three male/four female, 24.9 ±
and JS divergence between each location ranged from an ICC
3.5 years, 65.3 ± 8.4 kg, and 168.0 ± 10.1 cm) with no history of
score of 0.972 (UB/LB at 0.985/0.954, p = 0.05) at location 8, to
major wrist injury or joint disease were recruited. They
0.946 (UB/LB at 0.971/0.913, p = 0.05) at location 3. The SAR
performed flexion-extension and rotation exercises while wrist
was calculated (Figure 3) to assess the impact that motion
AEs were recorded using highly sensitive uniaxial acceleroartifacts have on each location. The high SARs at locations 1, 2,
meters (Series 3225f7, Dytran Instruments, Inc., Chatsworth,
and 4 demonstrate that the wrist joint AE signals are less affected
CA) placed on the skin at 8 locations around the wrist (Figure 1).
by the motion artifacts than other locations, which indicates that
An inertial measurement unit (BNO055, Adafruit Industries,
accelerometer placement proximal to the end of the radius is
New York, NY) placed within a custom grip synchronously
better at minimizing motion artifacts within the signal than
recorded motion. The accelerometer signal was filtered using a
accelerometer placement distal to or at the end of the radius.
Kaiser-window bandpass filter (150Hz – 20kHz). The signal was
separated into individual cycles of motion (~2 sec) and windowed
(400ms windows with 50% overlap). Nine previously validated
signal features were extracted from each window, and the mean,
median, and standard deviation were calculated for each cycle to
best quantify the AEs from the wrist. Similarity and repeatability
of the AE recordings in healthy subjects are indicative of high
recording quality [3] and were assessed using the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) and the Jensen-Shannon (JS)
Figure 2: ICC values, upper
Figure 3: Box-and-Whisker
divergence of the nine features. Finally, windows of
bounds, and lower bounds with
plot of all Signal-to-Artifact
characteristic joint AE clicks and motion artifact were extracted
p-value = 0.05 for each of the 8
Ratios for the 8 locations
from each recording to calculate signal-to-artifact ratio (SAR) in
locations around the wrist
around the wrist
order to quantify the strength of AE signal in each recording.
Significance
High AE signal repeatability as determined with ICC and JS
divergence as well as a high SAR demonstrates that it is possible
to record high quality and repeatable AEs from the joint. This
work supports our hypothesis that flexion-extension and rotation
will reliably elicit AEs from the wrist. These AEs have previously
been used to noninvasively grade the health of the knee in
previous studies. 3 locations proximal to the end of the radius
provide the highest repeatability scores in recording AEs while
minimizing motion artifacts. This work lays a foundation for
future work in using wrist AEs as a biomarker of musculoskeletal
pathologies and injury.
Figure 1: Palmar and Dorsal View of the wrist and marked locations
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Results and Discussion
First, a qualitative analysis of the recordings was performed to
ensure the system was properly recording AEs. This included
visual inspection of the time-series data and listening to the
recordings from both exercises at all 8 locations. This perfunctory
analysis ensured us that key characteristics of AEs (e.g. signal
clicks and grinding sounds) were successfully captured [1-3].
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a common joint disease that can typically
occur in the knee. At the end stage of OA, total knee arthroplasty
(TKA) can deliver pain relief, restore mobility and function and
provide quality long-term results. A recent study has shown that
subjective measures of function based on patient reported
outcome measures (PROMs), directly reflect objective
biomechanical measures in TKA patients (1).
The purpose of this study is to investigate how patient
perceived measures of pain and ability to perform standard
activities are related to biomechanical measures. Previous studies
have shown that PROMs could potientially be an indicator of
biomechanical function (2). The connection between these
measures could help improve the lack of standardization in
measuring both patient-perceived function and gait biomechanics
following surgery (1). We hypothesize that patient perceived
function is not related to biomechanical function.

Results and Discussion
Both subjective measures (PW and SA) and two of the objective
measures (S2S and SB) were significantly improved following
TKA at 6-month post-op (Table I). There were no significant
changes for TUG, ROM and DB following TKA at 6-month postop. Pearson correlation coefficients between subjective and
objective measures of function for pre-op, post-op and changes
following TKA at 6-month post-op (post-pre) were listed in Table
II. For pre-op, both PW and SA were significantly related to SB.
SA was also significantly related to TUG. For post-op, there were
no significant correlations between subjective and objective
measures of function. For changes following TKA at 6-month
post-op, both PW and SA were significantly related to ROM and
PW was also significantly related to DB.
Table II: Pearson correlation values for measures of subjective (PW,
SA) and objective function (TUG, S2S, ROM, SB, MB), * p<0.05.
TUG(s) S2S(s) ROM(deg)
SB
DB
PW
.285
-.005
-.037
.317*
.136
Pre
SA
-.323*
-.045
.032
-.394*
-.299
PW
.108
.263
-.111
.082
.186
Post
SA
-.217
-.119
-.369
-.096
-.169
PW
-.047
-.127
-.609*
-.037
.466*
Post-Pre
SA
-.226
-.117
.613*
-.179
-.254

Methods
The study included 39 subjects with confirmed OA (M/F: 21/16,
age: 65±6 years, BMI: 31±4 kg/m2) who received TKA with
posterior stabilized implants. The protocol for the study was
approved by an institutional board and all subjects gave written
informed consent. All 39 subjects completed PROMs and
biomechanical testing before surgery and 19 patients returned to
complete both measures six-months post-op.
The PROMs used for this study were pain with level walking
(PW) and pain with standard activities of daily living (SA) (The
2011 Knee Society Scoring System). A lower score for PW and
a higher score for SA indicates a better subjective measure.
Range of motion (ROM) of the knee (flexion-extension) was
measured manually using a goniometer. The static and dynamic
balance (SB, DB) were tested using the Biodex Balance System.
The Timed Up and Go test (TUG) measures the time the subject
takes to rise from a chair, walk three meters, turn around, walk
back to the chair, and sit down. The averages of three trials were
used for SB, DB and TUG. Lastly, one trial of the 10 Time Sitto-Stand test was performed. A lower value for TUG, S2S, SB
and MB and a higher value for ROM indicate a better objective
functional measure. Bivariate Pearson correlation tests and paired
t-tests were performed using SPSS with an alpha set to 0.05.

ROM improvement following TKA is probably a better
objective measure than those measured at pre-op and post-op.
Relative less change of DB following TKA may be linked to
functional deficit when performing more demanding motor tasks.
No significant correlations between subjective and objective
measures at the 6-month post-op may be linked to small sample
size. Small sample size may also contribute to no significant
changes following TKA at 6-month post-op for some objective
measures. More subjects will be tested in future to improve the
sample size. Findings of this study indicate that both subjective
and objective measures are important when assessing functional
improvement of subjects who undergo TKA. Both pain level with
walking and knee function with standard activities contributed to
the results of biomechanical measures of function. For some
objective measures, changes following TKA are better measures
and they should be recorded at both pre-op and post-op.

Table I: Mean±SD for measures of subjective (PW, SA) and objective
(TUG, S2S, ROM, SB and DB) function, * p<0.05 pre-op vs. post-op.
Pre-Op Pre-Op Post-Op
Measures of Function
n=39
n=15
n=15
Pain with Level Walking (PW)
5±3
6±3
2±3*
Knee Function with Standard Activities
13±4
12±5
23±6*
(SA)
Timed Up and Go (TUG) (s)
11±3.6 11±3.1 11±7.3
10-time St to Stand (S2S) (s)
Range of Motion (ROM) (deg)
Static Balance Test (SB)
Dynamic Balance Test (DB)

Significance
A patient’s perceived level of pain and function performing
standard activities may be used as an indicator for their functional
deficits. Objective functional tests are important measures to
discover functional deficits.
Acknowledgments
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33.6±10.2 33.6±9.1 27.5±8*
118±14
1.6±1.5
1.6±0.9

122±10
1.9±1.2
1.8±0.8

128±7
1±0.8*
1.3±0.7
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Introduction
The position of the glenohumeral joint center (GHJC) relative to
the scapula is directly linked to the scapulohumeral (SH) muscle
moment arms and the kinetics and kinematics of the
glenohumeral (GH) joint [1]. The GHJC is often represented by
the humeral head center (HHC), considering the congruency of
the humeral head and the glenoid cavity curvatures [2], and is
used for pre-operative planning and shoulder arthroplasty to
regulate the resting tension and the functional capacity of the SH
muscles [3]. The GHJC and the HHC location may vary between
people based on bony specific characteristics and require
advanced imaging and/or mathematical estimates based on
scapular/humeral anatomic landmarks. A number of techniques
and/or modalities have been used with inherent limitations in
terms of accuracy, invasiveness, practicality, and cost.
The aim of the present study was to compare the 3D location
of the HHC and the glenoid fossa center (GLF) using CT to
ultrasound imaging (US) combined with 3-D motion capture, as
well as, the GHJC generated from predictive regression and a
functional method.

GHJC in the ISB scapula coordinate system [6]. One-way
repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine between
methods differences (α < 0.05).
Results and Discussion
Mean and standard deviation values for three orthogonal offsets
for all methods are shown on Table 1. There were significant
differences between methods for the respective centers in the
inferior and anterior direction relative to AA-TS-IA scapula
reference frame. Specifically, the FNC-GHJC was the most
inferior on the plane of the scapula from AA and it was
significantly further from the REG-GHJC. The REG-GHJC was
significantly more anterior in the normal to scapula plane
direction, than all other methods, while the CT-HHC was the
least anterior and significantly farther from the CT-GLF and USHHC. The CT-GLF sphere fitting radius of the GLF was
significantly longer (32.38 ±3.29) than the humeral head radii
determined by sphere fitting (24.99 ±1.31 & 22.62 ±2.55) for the
HHC obtained by CT and US, respectively [2]. While the values,
represented in mm, are comparable to those reported in literature,
normalized data will be presented to account for size differences
between people [7,8].

Methods
Ten (10) right-handed adult males (25.9 ±4.7 years) with no
shoulder impairment/pathology participated in this project. The
HHC, the GLF and the GHJC position were localized using
computed tomography (CT), ultrasound (US) and motion
capture (17 reflective marker-set including 3-marker humeral
and acromial clusters), via a 10-camera motion capture system.
Subjects were supine for the CT scan and seated upright for the
US and motion capture sessions with the palm facing medially
and thumb anterior. Eight (8) independent great arc US images
were taken of the humeral head (2 horizontal & 2 vertical on the
anterior and posterior-lateral surface aspects) using a 4-marker
cluster equipped US linear probe. Twenty CT points on the
humeral head and the glenoid fossa, and forty US humeral head
points were least-squares sphere fitted to localize the center of
the respective structures. Two additional widely used robust
methods, predictive regression (REG) and functional (FNC)
were also implemented in determining the GHJC [4,5]. The CT
and the probe digitized coracoid process (CP), acromial angle
(AA), trigonum spinae (TS), and inferior angle (IA) relative to
the acromial cluster, were used to localize the HHC, GLF and

Significance
Findings support the utilization of US imaging to localize the
HHC as a viable, cost-effective, non-invasive, subject-specific
method. The impact of the differences between methods in the
GHJC on 3D dynamic GH joint motion will be discussed.
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Table 1: Mean (±SD) values of orthogonal offsets and sphere fitting radius (in mm) for HHC, GLF and GHJC, per ISB scapula coordinate system
with the origin coincident with the acromion angle.
CT-HHC

CT-GLF

US-HHC

TS to AA (+ Lateral)

1.39 (3.10)

5.79 (3.91)

-2.41 (5.31)

2.74 (7.25)

1.26 (6.69)

O P a e (+ I fe

23.3 (3.7)

24.9 (3.8)

19.8 (5.5)

27.6 (8.1) *

19.0 (4.3) *

N

a

)

P a e (+ F

S he e Rad

a d)

FNC-GHJC

REG-GHJC

39.3 (5.0) *

41.1 (5.6) *

47.3 (6.0) *

45.8 (8.1)

61.5 (9.0) !

24.99 (1.31)

32.38 (3.29) !

22.62 (2.55)

N/A

N/A

HHC = Humeral Head Center, GLF = Glenoid Fossa Center, GHJC = Glenohumeral Joint Center, CT = Computed Tomography, US = Ultrasound.
ANOVA Repea ed Mea re p < 0.05, Bonferroni adj ed (p < 0.005) con ra difference, ! from all o her me hod , * be een methods
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I
d c
Total knee arthroplast (TKA) is the end-stage treatment for knee
osteoarthritis (OA), but one in five patients report poor postoperative function.1 Recent literature has suggested that altered
neuromuscular control patterns ma provide insight into
functional deficits follo ing TKA.2 Muscle activations have
been found to be s mmetric bet een limbs in health
individuals3 and abnormal muscle activation patterns have been
observed bilaterall in subjects ith knee OA4 and follo ing
TKA.5 Conversel , as mmetric muscle activations have been
observed in subjects ith hip OA,6 suggesting that separate
neural circuits might control the limbs independentl .7 Ho ever,
it is difficult to gain insight into an overall strateg of both limbs
ith individual muscle activations alone. A recent stud 8 found
that differences in motor control in a TKA-involved limb,
characteri ed b a higher number of motor modules9 (or
s nergistic muscle activations), ere related to better patientreported outcomes. Ho ever, it remains unkno n hether
as mmetric motor control patterns e ist bilaterall follo ing
TKA and hether the e istence of as mmetric motor control is
related to patient function.
Therefore, the purpose of this stud
as to determine if
differences in bilateral motor control strategies e ist in a cohort
of patients 6-months after unilateral TKA and if a relationship
e ists bet een functional outcomes and modular control of the
operated and non-operated limbs. We h pothesi ed that (i)
as mmetric modular control ould be present in a majorit of
individuals ith TKA and (ii) modular as mmetr
ould be
related to poor post-operative function.

modules. For the non-operated limb, e found that 1 subject
demonstrated 2 modules, 9 subjects demonstrated 3 modules, and
7 subjects demonstrated 4 modules. Of the 9 subjects ith
s mmetric modular comple it , 1 demonstrated 2 modules 7
demonstrated 3 modules, and 1 demonstrated 4 modules. Of the
7 participants demonstrating 3 modules bilaterall , the onl
muscle
ith
eighting differences
hich approached
significance as the LG in the plantar fle or-dominated module
(p = 0.076) and the hamstrings-dominated module (p = 0.053).
Although there ere no significant differences in the other
muscle eights (all p ≥ 0.214), nearl half of the participants
demonstrated as mmetric modular comple it , onl previousl
seen in subjects follo ing incomplete spinal cord injur .7
Our results did not support our h pothesis that as mmetric
modular comple it ould be associated ith poor function (p =
0.457) as measured b the 6MW (Table 1). Our results ma be
limited b the small sample si e and selected measure of
function. Future ork ill investigate modular s mmetr before
and 2- ears follo ing surger and ill e amine additional
functional measures.
Tab e 1: Number of participants demonstrating s mmetric or
as mmetric modular comple it ith high or lo 6MW
performance.
High 6MW Lo 6MW
Chi-square:
4
S mme ric
p = 0.457.
A

mme ric

3

S g f ca ce
Although our results suggest that the s mmetr of modular
comple it is not related to patient function 6-months after TKA,
the as mmetr of modular comple it demonstrated b nearl
half of the participants is a novel finding for a cohort follo ing
orthopaedic surger . Such a finding suggests a need for further
investigation into hether those results are present in a larger
population over multiple gait c cles. Our ork has the potential
to inform rehabilitation clinicians on hether or not s mmetric
muscle coordination during gait is desirable in order to improve
patient function after a TKA.

Me h d
17 participants (M/F 7/10; 59.8 6.6 ; 97.2 20.5 kg; 1.7 0.1 m)
provided ritten informed consent prior to receiving a unilateral
posterior-stabili ing TKA. Subjects ere tested 6-months postTKA and completed multiple over-ground alking trials at a selfselected speed. We collected surface electrom ograph (EMG)
data from eight lo er e tremit muscles, bilaterall : rectus
femoris, vastus lateralis and medialis, semitendinosus, biceps
femoris, medial and lateral (LG) gastrocnemii, and soleus. We
processed the EMGs10, e tracted modules11, and selected a
representative gait c cle for each leg. Patient function as
measured using the 6 Minute Walk (6MW) test12 and as
categori ed as high- or lo - functioning relative to the median.
We compared modular comple it (i.e. number of modules)
bet een limbs. For subjects demonstrating 3 modules in both
limbs, e compared muscle eights bilaterall using paired ttests or Wilco on sign-rank tests. We performed a Chi-Square
test to e amine hether s mmetric modular comple it
as
related to 6MW performance level.
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We found that 52.9% of subjects had s mmetric modular
comple it and 47.1% had as mmetric modular comple it . For
the operated limb, 2 subjects demonstrated 2 modules, 13
subjects demonstrated 3 modules, and 2 subjects demonstrated 4
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Introduction
Pa
d ea e (PD) is a degenerative neurological
disorder that affects over ten million people worldwide 1. The
cardinal signs of PD are motor related, and many patients
report gait dysfunction as the most debilitating symptom 2.
These gait impairments include decreased gait velocity, step
length, and time spent in single support3. Impairments in gait
and balance are largely attributed to faulty dopaminergic
circuitry. As a result, current therapies often aim towards
improving mobility impairments through these mechanisms.
Perhaps surprisingly, these interventions remain relatively
ineffective in ameliorating gait and balance dysfunction.
Underlying comorbidities, that are not being addressed by
dopamine targeting therapies, may contribute to the resiliency
of gait dysfunction.
Osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the most prevalent
comorbidities in individuals with PD, affecting approximately
50% of patients4. Knee OA, an inflammatory condition
characterized by pain and joint deterioration, is associated
with gait alternations such as decreased gait speed, step length,
and time spent in single support. Further, individuals with OA
exhibit mobility limitations associated with stiff joints,
slowness, and inflexibility. Both OA severity and mobility
impairments progress over time. These symptoms, limitations,
and progression are similar to those reported in PD.
Unfortunately, the extant literature has failed to consider
the compound influence that co-occurring OA may have on
gait and balance performance in individuals with PD.
Understanding this impact, of OA on PD symptomology, is
critical to determine the extra burden that OA may contribute
to mobility impairment in individuals with PD. Thus, we
sought to understand to what extent the presence of OA
impacts gait and balance performance in these patients.

Results and Discussion
Sixteen of the 30 participants showed radiographic evidence
of OA (i.e., KL scores >1) in at least one knee. We observed
no significant differences between groups for gait measures
( =.802, F=1.543, p=.220), but moderate to large effect sizes
suggest meaningful differences exist in gait velocity (C e
d= .642), step time (C e d= .529), and time spent in single
(C e
d= .844). Specifically, those with PD and
OA walk slower, with shorter step times and spend less time
in single support on the affected limb (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Spatiotemporal metrics between the PD and PDOA groups.

Although there were no significant differences between
groups across balance conditions ( =.755, F=1.425, p=.254),
a significant vision*surface interaction was observed as
expected ( =.201, F=17.467, p<.001). Regardless of group,
all participants decreased postural control as balance
conditions became more difficult (Fig. 2).

Methods
Gait and balance performance was evaluated in 30 individuals
with idiopathic PD (23M, 7F, age: 70 ± 5yrs, Hoehn & Yahr
score: 2.0 ± 0.5) using a 12-camera 3D motion capture system
(Vicon Motion Systems) and 3 embedded force plates (Bertec
Corp). Participants received bilateral knee X-rays to determine
the presence/severity of knee OA using the KellgrenLawrence (KL) classification system.
Overground gait was assessed while participants walked
at their typical, comfortable pace and spatiotemporal metrics
were analyzed. Quiet stance was measured during: 1) Rigid
Surface Eyes Open (RSEO), 2) Rigid Surface Eyes Closed
(RSEC), 3) Compliant Surface Eyes Open (CSEO), and 4)
Compliant Surface Eyes Closed (CSEC). Ground reaction
forces were collected for 30 sec and center of pressure based
measures were used to quantify postural steadiness.
Two MANOVAs were used to separately compare the
spatiotemporal gait data and the balance data between the PD
and PDOA groups ( =.05). C e d a
ed for effect size,
with 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 denoting small, medium, and large effect
sizes respectively.

Figure 2: 95% Confidence Ellipse Area across quiet standing
conditions.

Significance
Individuals with PD and co-occurring OA appear to have
similar balance performance as those with PD alone. The
presence of OA is, however, associated with meaningful, but
not significant, decrements in gait measures in those with PD.
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Fo a d e i e eg e ion anal i elec ed nei he
eo e a i e ad ice no mali ed MVIC, no
100 N AP knee
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edic o of 24-mon h o -o e a i e
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(21±28% larger, P3 only) and tibialis anterior (318±1990%
larger, P2 only) (p≤0.038) and larger peak contributions to vertical acceleration in the vastus lateralis (90±106% larger) and medialis (57±50% larger) (p≤0.009).
While some asymmetries were associated with slower STS
times, others were associated with faster times. Slower STS times
were associated with relatively greater tibialis anterior peak
forces in the INV limb and greater relative tibialis anterior peak
contributions to vertical acceleration (p≤0.025) in the UNINV
limb in P1. Conversely, faster STS times were associated with
greater relative peak contributions to vertical acceleration from
the biceps femoris (long head) in the INV limb in P3 (Fig. 1,
p=0.003), and greater symmetry in semimembranosus peak
forces and contributions to horizontal acceleration (p≤0.045) between limbs in P1. Even though the vasti had significant interlimb asymmetries and are a common focus of TKA rehabilitation,
there were no significant associations between asymmetries in either the vastus lateralis or medialis and STS time (p≥0.286).

Introduction
The Sit-to-Stand (STS) transfer is a biomechanically challenging
task commonly used to evaluate how individuals after total knee
arthroplasty (TKA) rise from a chair1,2. Individuals after TKA
perform this task more slowly, are more likely to fall, and demonstrate altered kinematics, kinetics, muscle strength and activations compared to healthy older adults3-6. Inter-limb differences
(asymmetry) in STS kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activations
between involved (INV) and uninvolved (UNINV) limbs in individuals with TKA have also been found1,3, and our previous simulation work indicates that asymmetries in muscles forces and
contributions to the acceleration of the body ce e f ma
(COM) are observed in young healthy individuals, as well7. Thus,
it is important to investigate both how these variables differ between limbs and how these differences relate to patient function
in individuals after TKA. As a result, this study
e were
to 1) compare muscle forces and contributions to acceleration between limbs in individuals after TKA during a STS transfer and
2) relate chair-rise time, as an indicator of function, to asymmetries in muscle forces and contributions to COM acceleration.
Methods
Nine participants (7F/2M, 80.7±9 kg,1.6±0.1 m, 60.5±8 y) completed a 5-times STS transfer six months after TKA (210±80
days). We collected motion capture, ground reaction, and electromyography data using methods previously described7.
We used OpenSim8 to simulate one chair-rise using similar
methods to our previous study7. We scaled an updated9 Caruthers
Full Body Model7 with unconstrained knee rotations and
strengthened hip and back muscles to match anthropometric data
and determined kinematics and kinetics using an inverse dynamics approach. We used Static Optimization to estimate muscle
forces by minimizing the sum of activations squared and ran an
Induced Acceleration Analysis to calculate each m cle c
ibutions to horizontal and vertical COM accelerations 7.
For ten muscles, we used separate three-way repeated
measures ANOVAs and post hoc Tukey t-tests to examine differences in peak forces (normalized by body weight, xBW) and contributions to acceleration between INV and UNINV limbs across
STS phases: flexion-momentum (P1), momentum transfer (P2),
and extension (P3)7,10. We then used Pearson correlation or
Spearman rank tests to determine associations between chair-rise
time (STS time) and asymmetries in both peak forces and peak
contributions to acceleration (as defined by the percent difference and the absolute value of the percent difference3) ( =0.05).

Figure 1: STS transfer time vs percent difference of biceps femoris (long
head) peak contributions to vertical acceleration during P3. Negative
values indicate that the INV limb was greater than the UNINV limb.

Significance
Understanding asymmetries in muscle forces, contributions to acceleration, and their associations with chair rise times can help
inform how physical therapists may tailor rehabilitation protocols
in order to help individuals after TKA more efficiently and safely
perform activities of daily living, such as rising from a chair.
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Results and Discussion
Larger peak forces were observed in UNINV limbs than in INV
limbs for the vastus lateralis (76±96% larger), vastus medialis
(40±33% larger), semimembranosus (79±127% larger, P1 only),
tibialis anterior (977±1750% larger, P2 only), and psoas
(992±1830% larger, P3 only) (p≤0.048). Similarly, the UNINV
limb had larger peak negative contributions to horizontal acceleration (decelerating the body s COM) in the vastus medialis
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vector, and (2) compute the norm of the medial/laterally and
superior/inferiorly directed components in the laboratory
reference frame. Positive MAGRF was computed when the GRF
passed medial to the knee. Data were analyzed statistically using
a repeated measures ANOVA with lateral wedge level as a
repeated factor.

Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a leading cause of pain and disability
associated with diminished quality of life and significant burden
to healthcare systems. Laterally wedged footwear insoles have
been explored as low cost, conservative interventions having the
potential to provide pain relieve and slow disease progression.
Clinical evidence for treatment effectiveness has been mixed, and
this has motivated studies of biomechanical effects to elucidate
treatment mechanisms with a view to optimizing effect. A
previous report [1] explored the effect of lateral wedging on the
frontal plane moment arm (MAGRF), also known as the lever arm,
of the ground reaction force (GRF) vector about the knee joint
center. The GRF vector usually passes medially to the knee center
during the stance phase of walking gait; this is associated with a
knee adduction moment which may overload the medial
compartment. Lateral wedging lateralizes the center of pressure
at ground contact and may thereby reduce this adduction
moment. Here we report the effects of three levels of wedging
on MAGRF as measured in people with symptomatic knee OA.

Moment Arm (m)

Results and Discussion
While
Frontal plane moment First
armPeak
of GRF
KAM about
Arm
knee center MAGRF
ANOVA
0.09
testing yielded
†
*
0.08
no significant
0.07
0.06
linear effect of
0.05
wedge angle
0.04
on
MAGRF
0.03
(p=0.220), a
0.02
0.01
significant
0.00
quadratic
Neutral
3°
6°
9°
effect
Figure 1: MAGRF for all wedging conditions. *:
(p=0.016) was
significant difference for wedged condition
found.
The
rela ve to neutral wedge (p=0.002). †: trend of
quadratic
difference relative to neutral wedge (p=0.077).
effect
represented
initial reduction in MAGRF, followed by a weakening and reversal
at higher wedging angles (Fig. 1). Paired t-tests showed MAGRF
to be significantly lower for the 3° condition than neutral,
whereas the 6° wedge trended lower. Also, an ANOVA test
across only the N/3°/6° conditions indicated a trend toward a
linear main effect (p=0.077), representing reducing MAGRF in this
range.

Methods
We report results from 11 participants (7M, 4F, 59 ± 9.5 years).
Research procedures were approved by the Kessler Foundation
Institutional Review Board. Participants had symptomatic,
predominantly medial knee osteoarthritis confirmed by physical
examination and a standing frontal radiograph. Exclusions
included advanced knee OA, more than minimal radiographic
signs of lateral OA, and lower extremity joint replacement or
recent surgery or viscosupplementation. One knee was assigned
as the index knee based on clinical and radiological OA severity,
and results are reported for this knee. All participants were tested
while walking in standardized walking shoes (New Balance
MW577) with lateral wedging of 3°, 6°, and 9°, as well as a
neutral (‘N’) insole. Insoles were prepared by a professional
pedorthist; the base insole was constructed of 5/16” thick
neoprene, and lateral wedging of 3°, 6°, and 9° was added using
cork layers applied to the full width tapering to zero thickness
medially. Lengthwise, wedging was applied from the heel to the
metatarsal heads.
Data were collected at two walking speeds; here we present
data collected at a pace selected by each participant as typical for
leisure walking. Testing order within walking speeds was
randomized (N/3°/6°/9°). Standard motion analysis (Motion
Analysis Corp., CA) and ground reaction force (GRF - Bertec
Corp., OH) data collection and reduction methods were used.
Walking trials were candidates for analysis if (1) speed was
within ±5% of the initially established speed; (2) kinetic data
were recorded for the complete stance phase. The peak knee
adduction moment at the instant of the first peak of this moment
was calculated for all trials, and a standard method for outlier
removal was used before averaging across trials to generate final
measures. The MAGRF measure was calculated at the same instant
using custom developed code to (1) compute the vector from the
knee joint center to the closest point on the ground reaction force

Significance
The finding of reduced MAGRF with lateral wedging in the range
of 3° to 6° is consistent with prior reports on 5° lateral wedging
[1]. These results suggest a limitation and potential reversal of
effect of wedge level on reduction of MAGRF as the level
increases beyond this range. Overall, therefore, the results
support a proposition that treatment efficacy across a group may
be optimized in the 3° to 6° range. Ongoing work is examining
the data for individual-specific responses that may contribute to
variability of results in pooled analysis. It is important to
recognize that individual patients may benefit most from
specifically prescribed lateral wedging levels.
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Introduction
Significance
The current study demonstrates that KAM and VA values
High knee adduction moment (KAM) and dynamic varus angle
calculated on the same subects produced significant processing
(VA) have been linked to both severity1 and progression2-6 of
medial knee osteoarthritis (OA). Following total knee
related differences. These markers of TKA outcomes are
arthroplasty (TKA), increased KAM and VA may increase the
clinically important; however, variability in outcomes may be
risk of implant failure7-8. However, inconsistent data processing
due to processing methodology, versus actual changes. Further
methodologies of previous research evaluating post-TKA
research is needed to clarify which method is prefered.
changes in KAM and VA has contributed to the inconclusive and
often conflicting results. The purpose of the current study was to
References
determine how KAM and VA change over time by processsing
1. Baliunas AJ, et al. Increased knee joint loads during
method. KAM and VA were compared between Nexus and
walking... Osteoarthr Cartilage. 2002 Jul;10(7):573–9.
Visual 3D (V3d). Within V3d, KAM was determined by joint
2. Bennell KL, et al. Higher dynamic medial knee load
coordinate system (JCS) or segment resolution coordinate
predicts... Ann Rheum Dis. 2011 Oct;70(10):1770–4.
systems: thigh (TRCS) and shank (SRCS).
3. Miyazaki T. Dynamic load at baseline... Ann Rheum Dis.
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Methods
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Cartilage. 2015 Jul;23(7):1099–106.
were diagnosed with knee OA and scheduled for unilateral or
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bilateral TKA by one orthopedic surgeon. Walking gait was
Ther. 2011 Oct;41(10):708–22.
assessed pre-TKA and post-TKA at six weeks, three months, six
6. Brisson NM, et al. Baseline knee adduction moment... J
months, and one year. Kinematics (240Hz) of three walking trials
Orthop Res. 2017 Nov;35(11):2476–83.
were collected with 27 retroreflective
Table 1. KAM (Nm/kg) over time determined by four different processing methods
markers placed in accordance with a
Nexus
TRCS
SRCS
JCS
Plug-in
Gait
model
and
time Pre0.66
± 0.18
0.60 ±
0.13
0.59 ±
0.13
0.5 ±
0.27
synchronized with kinectics (480Hz) TKA
collected from a force plate embedded Post-TKA
flush with the floor. First peak KAM and
6W
0.50
± 0.12
0.39 ± 0.08*†
0.41 ± 0.09*† 0.32 ±
0.16*†
0.56
± 0.16
0.44 ± 0.07*†
0.41 ± 0.08*† 0.34 ±
0.18*†
VA were determined from Nexus and 3M
6M
0.61
± 0.10
0.50 ± 0.13†
0.46 ± 0.09*†§ 0.37 ± 0.19*Ŧ†§
V3D. A Helen-Hayes model was created
1Y
0.63
± 0.08^ 0.50 ± 0.09^Ŧ† 0.44 ± 0.08*†§ 0.39 ±
0.22*†
in V3D.
Mean
±
Standard
Deviation;
Nm/kg
=
Newton
meter
per
kilogram;
TKA
=
total
knee
Repeated measures ANOVA was
performed to compare main effects over arthroplasty; JCS = Joint Coordinate System; W = weeks; M = months; Y= Year
* = significantly different than pre-TKA; ^ = significantly different than 6 weeks post-TKA; Ŧ =
time for each processing method. significantly different than 3 months.
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Table 2. VA (°) determined by Nexus and V3D
timepoints. Significance level was set at p<0.05.
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Nexus
V3D
Does Total Knee
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Results and Discussion
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Introduction
Knee adduction moment (KAM) is an indicator of the
progression of medial knee osteoarthritis (OA). Higher
occurrence of the medial compartment knee OA is attributed to
excessive medial compartment compressive overloading, which
is closely related to KAM. Therefore, in rehabilitation of patients
with medial knee OA, reduction of KAM should be considered.
Reduction in KAM could be achieved through a change in foot
progression angle (FPA) [1]. However, this modification affects
other knee moment components. In this pilot study, we
investigate the effects of a change in FPA on total knee moment
components while stepping, using a custom-designed elliptical
trainer that produces less vertical loading on the knee in
comparison to that of over ground walking. Also, the question as
to whether the same patterns of KAM reduction repeats in
different evaluation sessions days apart is evaluated.

Table 1: Mean (SD) values of the knee moment components during
stepping with different FPA. Knee moments normalized to the product
of body weight (BW) and leg length (LL).

Methods
A customized elliptical trainer with a 6-DOF ankle goniometer
was used for the knee moment estimation while stepping on the
elliptical trainer. A 6-axis force/torque sensor was mounted
underneath each footplate to measure forces and moments in each
direction. Footplates of this customized elliptical trainer are
modified and can rotate in transverse plane. Five healthy subjects
(female; 28-42 years old) with no history of lower limb injury
participated in this study. They were asked to perform stepping
on the elliptical trainer with their self-selected constant speed in
the following order of FPA: neutral position, 5º toe-in,10 º toe-in,
5º toe-out, and 10º toe-out. Each condition lasted 1.5 minutes.
Also, the same evaluation was conducted on a second day to
examine the repeatability of the FPA that induces minimum
KAM in each subject.

Figure 1: Between-day comparison of the peak KAM and peak KFM
during stepping with different FPA in a subject.

Results and Discussion
Results of this study showed a significant difference in KAM,
knee flexion moment (KFM), and knee internal rotation moment
(KITM) beween different stepping conditions across subjects
(P<0.05), which is in line with another study [1] (Table.1).
Although, all subjects showed reduction in KAM and KFM
during multiple stepping conditions, the FPA that demonstrated
the greatest decrease in KAM was subject-specific. The only
study that evaluated the effect of different degrees of toe-in and
toe-out on reduction in KAM for healthy subjects, reported the
greatest reduction did not happen in the same position for all
subjects [1]. Furthermore, peak KAM and peak KFM values
during stepping with different FPAs almost had consisitant
patterns between two days. Also, the FPA that induced the
minimum KAM was different from the condition that induced
minimum KFM in each subject (Fig.1). This observation can be
explained by 3-D view of knee moment components (Fig.2). In
other words, a decrease in one knee moment component is
compensated by an increase in another knee moment component
which induces a circular shape of 3-D knee moment components.

Figure 2: Tracking of three knee moment components among all
subjects during regular stepping.

Significance
Our findings suggest the applicability of this modified elliptical
trainer in design of a subject-specific rehabilitation program for
indivuduals with medial knee OA.
Acknoledgements:
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Introduction
Countermovement jump (CMJ) time (i.e., time to take off
[TTT]) is a variable extracted from the CMJ force-time series
to quantify the quickness of the CMJ (2, 3). In addition, TTT
and has been used in conjunction with jump height to compute
a reactive strength score, referred to as the modified reactive
strength index (RSImod) (2). It was suggested that the
downward portion of the CMJ be deconstructed into phases that
reflect the center of mass (COM) movement effects while also
including the predominant muscle action across the involved
muscles driving changes in COM movement where appropriate
(1). However, phase-specific variables explaining TTT are not
well understood in trained populations. This study determined
whether quick jumpers, defined by TTT, display superior
performance in CMJ phase-specific (a) temporal , (b) yank (i.e.,
rate of force development), and (c) force production variables.

was greater than 0 m/s after the start of braking phase. The end
of the concentric phase was identified as the instant when
vertical GRF decreased below 20N after the start of the
concentric phase. Phase-specific RFD and force variables were
normalized to body mass and calculated as the average RFD
(i.e., force at the start and end of each phase divided by the
duration of each phase) and discrete force magnitudes within
the CMJ phases. The COM depth was calculated as the change
in vertical position from the start of the unloading phase to the
end of the braking phase. Independent samples t-tests ( =0.05)
and Cohen s d effect sizes (large≥0.8) were used to compare
performance between the fast and slow TTT groups.
Results and Discussion
RSImod (p<0.001, d=1.34), unloading time (p=0.008, d=1.25),
unloading RFD (p<0.001, d=2.32), and unloading force
(p<0.001, d=1.66), were significantly greater in the fast TTT
group when compared to the slow TTT group. (Table 1). The
COM depth was not significant (p=0.812, d=0.54) among
groups. Since center of mass depth has been shown to influence
TTT (4), the differences in TTT and phase durations cannot be
attributed to individuals decreasing the depth of their
countermovement, which in turn would shorten the duration of
each phase and of the jump.

Methods:
Twenty-two collegiate male basketball players (height:
1.99±0.06m; mass: 93.8±7.5kg; age: 20±2 years) performed 3
CMJs while ground reaction force (GRF) data were obtained
(1000 Hz) with two 3D force platforms (OPT464508,
Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA,
USA). The raw GRF data was exported to Matlab (r2019a; The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and then smoothed using
a fourth-order, dual-pass, low pass Butterworth filter using a
cutoff frequency of 50Hz with the order and cutoff before the
two passes. Vertical center Table 1: Performance, temporal, force, and RFD parameters for the high and low TTT groups.
of mass (COM) acceleration
Low TTT Group
High TTT Group
was
calculated
using
Variable
Mean ± SD
95% CI
Mean ± SD
95% CI
p
d
Newton s
law
of
Jump
Height
(m)
0.46±0.07
[0.41,0.51]
0.45±0.04
[0.42,0.48]
0.752
0.16
acceleration (a = F/mass),
where mass was calculated
RSImod* (m/s)
0.66±0.13 [0.57,0.75]
0.52±0.07 [0.47,0.57]
0.005
1.34
by dividing body weight COM Depth (m)
-0.26±0.06 [-0.30,-0.22] -0.29±0.05 [-0.32,-0.26]
0.812
0.54
(i.e., the average vertical TTT* (s)
0.70±0.07 [0.65,0.75]
0.88±0.07 [0.83,0.93]
<0.001 2.57
GRF during the first 500
Unload Time* (s)
0.16±0.07 [0.11,0.21]
0.29±0.13 [0.20,0.38]
0.008
1.25
data points of quiet standing
Unload
RFD*
(N/kg/s)
-50.9±14.7
[-60.8,-41.0]
-21.7±10.1
[-28.5,-14.9]
<0.001
2.32
before the start of the CMJ
Unload
GRF*
(N/kg)
2.40±1.13
[1.64,3.16]
4.22±1.06
[3.51,4.93]
<0.001
1.66
trial) by the absolute value
of gravitational acceleration
(9.81 m/s/s). The vertical Note: Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation, 95% confidence interval in brackets.
COM velocity was obtained Abbreviations: RSImod, modified reactive strength index; TTT, time to takeoff; COM depth, center of
by calculating the time- mass depth; RFD, rate of force development; d, Cohen s d effect size.
integral of vertical COM
acceleration using the trapezoidal rule. The CMJ was
Significance
Quick jumpers appear to demonstrate superior (i.e., quicker and
deconstructed into unloading, eccentric yielding, eccentric
more forceful) unloading strategies that slower jumpers in a
braking, and concentric phases (1). The start of the unloading
population of collegiate male basketball players.
phase was defined as the instant when the vertical GRF
decreased below a threshold equal to 2.5% calculated
bodyweight value. The end of the unloading phase and the start
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Introduction
One of the primary biomechanical variables analyzed in the sport
of weightlifting is the trajectory of the bar, in part because it
captures key aspects related to weightlifting technique and
performance [1, 3]. Bivariate functional principal components
analysis (bfPCA) is a statistical technique that has been used to
investigate differences in the shapes of two simultaneously
varying time series data [2, 4]. Application of bfPCA to barbell
trajectory pattern would enable weightlifters, coaches, and sports
biomechanists to quantify the shape of, or patterns in, the
trajectory throughout the entire snatch and provide a way to
analyse these patterns in relation other biomechanical variables
related to either weightlifting performance, technique, etc. The
purpose of this study was to use bfPCA to quantify the patterns
of barbell trajectories during the snatch and to correlate these
patterns with biomechanical variables related to weightlifting
performance.

lift performance (i.e., greater bar mass), whereas A type
trajectories were associated with greater peak bar velocities.

Methods
The participants of this study consisted of six competitive
weightlifters (body-mass: 97.6 kg). Data were collected during
the snatch session of a competition with a six-camera motion
analysis system at 250 Hz. All three attempts (90-105 kg) from
each of the six weightlifters were recorded. The horizontal and
vertical position of markers attached to the bar were extracted and
smoothed with a 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter at a cut-off
frequency of 6 Hz, determined through residual analysis. Peak
vertical bar velocities during the second pull were calculated and
extracted. Time-normalised horizontal and vertical position data
from each lift were centered, concantenated, and pooled into a
single matrix and used as input for the bfPCA [2, 4]. Correlations
between bfPC scores and body-mass normalised barbell mass and
eak e ical ba bell el ci
e e a al ed i h S ea ma
h
correlations. Bootstrap resampling was performed 100 times to
establish 90% confidence intervals for each correlation. The
significance level was set to 0.05, and only correlation
coefficients where the bootstrapped 90% confidence interval did
not cross zero were interpreted as significant.

Figure 1: Variations in bar trajectories captured by the three
bfPCs (i.e., patterns 1-3). Ensemble average bar trajectories are
given by the black line, whereas the effect of positive and
negative bfPC scores on bar trajectories are given by the + and symbols, respectively.
Pattern 3 captured variation related to the crossing of the
vertical reference line in bar trajectories during the first and
second pull phases. More specifically, the variation explained by
this pattern captured bar path trajectories typically classified as
either an A or C type (where A type trajectories exhibit an initial
backward motion and C type trajectories exhibit an initial
forward motion that crosses the vertical reference line) [4]. The
results suggest that in the current sample, better performance (i.e.,
lifted greater barbell mass) was associated with A type rather than
C type trajectories.

Results and Discussion
The bfPCA extracted bar trajectory patterns related to
forward/backward shifts (pattern 1), peak height (pattern 2), and
crossing of the vertical reference line (i.e., 0
he -axis)
(pattern 3). Non-parametric correlation analysis showed that bar
mass (normalised to body-mass) of each lift was correlated with
pattern 1 (ρ = -0.736) and 3 (ρ = 0.751), whereas peak vertical
bar velocity was only correlated with pattern 1 (ρ = 0.580).
Pattern 1 captured a general forward/backward shift in bar
trajectory during the entire lift phase. The variation explained by
this pattern captured bar path trajectories typically classified as A
or B type trajectories (both exhibit initial backward motion, but
only A type trajectories cross the vertical reference line) [4]. The
results suggest that B type trajectories were associated with better

Significance
Better weightlifting performance in the snatch was associated
with bar trajectories that exhibited an initial backward motion and
did not cross the vertical reference line during the second pull. In
addition, these trajectories were associated with smaller peak
velocities, which may imply a more efficient technique.
References
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Introduction
The purpose of this project was to examine the ratio between the
hamstrings and quadriceps (H:Q ratio) and strength asymmetry
index (AI) between right and left legs in isokinetic knee torque
testing. Previous literature has examined the effects of training
methods on the H:Q ratio and found an increase in the ratio as
testing speed increased [1]. A study of intercollegiate athletes
showed the same trend in a variety of sporting populations [2].
In male distance runners, the magnitude of the AI increased
with increasing speed for flexion, but the magnitude of the AI
decreased with increasing speed for extension [3]. It was
hypothesized that in a sample of healthy college students, the
H:Q ratio would increase and the magnitude of the AI would
increase as isokinetic testing speed increased.

Figure 2 shows the AI values across the tested velocities. No
significant interaction was found for H:Q ratio for velocity
F(2,48) = 0.19, p > 0.05. The main effect of leg was not
significant F(1,48) = 0.82 nor was the main effect of testing
velocity F(2,48) = 1.27, p > 0.05. Although no significant
differences were found, the AI values were positive at 60
degrees per second but negative at larger angular velocities. In
addition, as the testing velocity increased, the magnitude of the
AI values also increased.

Methods
Twelve males and seven females (age = 21 ± 1 yrs; mass = 83 ±
18 kg; height = 1.74 ± 0.11 m) participated in the study. Each
participant performed isokinetic knee extensions and flexions on
both right and left legs using a Biodex Isokinetic Dynamometer.
Three speeds were tested on the dynamometer: 60, 180, and 300
degrees per second. The dynamometer recorded peak extension
and flexion torques for both right and left limbs at each speed.
Hamstring:quadriceps ratio and strength asymmetry index were
computed using standard procedures. A two-way 3 x 2 mixed
ANOVA was used to check for the presence of differences.
Statistical significance was set at α = 0.05.

Figure 2: Strength asymmetry indexes for extension and flexion across
angular velocities of 60, 180, and 300 degrees per second.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the H:Q ratios for right and left legs across the
tested velocities. No significant interaction was found for H:Q
ratio for velocity F(2,48) = 0.10, p > 0.05. The main effect of
leg was not significant F(1,48) = 1.18, nor was the main effect
of testing velocity F(2,48) = 1.79, p > 0.05. Although no
significant differences were found, a modest increase in the H:Q
ratio was noted as testing velocity increased.

Significance
The H:Q ratios and AI values found in this study fall within the
ranges provided in previous literature. The H:Q ratio may be
used as a baseline to assess imbalances and those who might be
at risk for knee injury [1]. In addition, the changes in AI values
across testing speeds, while not significant, do suggest that the
symmetry between right and left legs varies with different
testing speeds. The functional impact of AI values may vary by
sport, and the effects of AI values in excess of 10% on
performance need to be examined further [3]. Future research
should address the changes in H:Q ratio and AI across testing
speeds in larger samples and across broader varieties of
participants.
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Figure 1: Hamstring:quadriceps ratios for right and left legs across
angular velocities of 60, 180, and 300 degrees per second.
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There were no significant differences noted between sexes
in mean joint excursion at the shoulders, hips, or trunk regardless
of posture or paddling side.
These data support our hypothesis that sagittal plane joint
excursion would be greater at the trunk and hip while standing
and greater at the shoulder while kneeling. Our hypothesis that
there would be significant differences in sagittal plane kinematics
with sex, was not supported by these data. Data collection is
ongoing to determine whether any sex-related difference emerge
with more equal groups of male and female participants.

Introduction
Stand up paddle boarding (SUP) is a growing sport with an
increasing number of recreational participants. SUP has been
shown to be a good exercise modality to improve cardiovascular
fitness [1,2]. Due to the relative simplicity of SUP most
recreational participants are self-taught and are not aware of
specific techniques that may be helpful for optimizing
performance and avoiding injury. There are studies that have
been published outlining common injuries sustained by SUP
participants [3,4]. Currently, there is only a single study that has
been published examining any biomechanical parameters of
SUP. This study focused on differences in the SUP stroke
between experienced and inexperienced SUP participants [5].
There is still a need to establish kinematic characteristics of SUP
technique adopted by injury-free recreational participants.
The purpose of the current study was to analyse sagittal plane
kinematics during both standing and kneeling postures
commonly adopted by recreational SUP participants. It is also
unknown whether there are differences in kinematics between
sexes. We hypothesized that there would be greater sagittal plane
joint excursion at the trunk and hip while standing, and greater
sagittal plane joint excursion at the shoulder while kneeling. We
also hypothesized that there would be greater sagittal plane joint
excursion at the shoulder in male participants, and greater sagittal
plane joint excursion at the trunk and hip in female participants.

Figure 1: Mean differences in sagittal plane joint excursion between
kneeling and standing postures. A negative value indicates greater
excursion kneeling. A positive value indicates greater excursion
standing. * indicates significance a =0.05.

Methods
18 self-identified recreational stand up paddle boarders, 7 males
and 11 females (22.6 ± 2.15 years), were recruited from the
community. All study related procedures were approved by the
CSUSM IRB. Informed consent was obtained prior to
participation. Participants were fitted with a standard 32 marker
set for 3D motion capture (Qualisys, Goenborg, Sweden).
Participants performed six paddling trials in both kneeling and
standing postures using a stand up paddle board ergometer (SUP
ergometer, KayakPro, Miami, FL). Kinematic data were
evaluated for differences in shoulder, hip, and trunk excursion in
the sagittal plane. The data were also evaluated to determine any
sex differences in shoulder, hip, and trunk sagittal plane
kinema ic . An a io i al ha le el a e a =0.05. All
statistical analyses were conducted using paired t-tests (Excel,
Microsoft, Redmond, WA).

Significance
The purpose of this study was to examine the sagittal plane
kinematics of stand up paddle boarding in two commonly
adopted postures; standing and kneeling. There has not been any
previous reporting on kinematics for recreational stand up paddle
boarders. These data collected from healthy, pain-free
participants may be used in the future to examine differences
between healthy and pathological participants to explain the
common injuries noted in previous studies [3,4].
These data may also be helpful for developing coaching
material for use by self-taught stand up paddle boarders.
Acknowledgments
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Results and Discussion
There were significant positive differences in mean joint
excursion for both left and right side paddling at the left hip
(p=0.005; p=0.007), right hip (p=0.001; p=0.002), and trunk
(p=0.008; p=0.01) (Figure 1). There were significant negative
differences in mean joint excursion for both left and right side
paddling at the left (p=0.0004; p=0.001) and right shoulders
(p=0.0002; p=0.0006) (Figure 1).
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Introduction
The analysis of kinetic data recorded via force platforms and
their associated software is becoming increasingly common in
the sport performance and injury literature, as portable systems
allow for greater opportunity to screen athletes on a massive
scale. However, understanding the validity of such systems is
necessary prior to their widespread use. Therefore, the purpose
of this study was to validate the use of a portable dual-force
platform against the current gold standard. We hypothesized
that the portable system would be a valid measurement tool.

influenced by within-subject factors such as individual effort or
level of experience. Allowing athletes to swing their arms
during CMJ trials may have also been a factor.

Methods
As part of their pre-season screening, 69 NCAA Division-I
athletes (19.5 ± 1.3 yr, 1.8 ± 0.1 m, 79.0 ± 9.1 kg) performed
three maximal-effort countermovement jumps (CMJ) on two
separate force-plate systems. System #1 (Method A; gold
standard) consisted of two laboratory grade in-ground force
plates (AMTI, Watertown, MA) sampling at 1200 Hz, whereas
system #2 (Method B) consisted of a portable dual-force plate
system (Hawkin Dynamics, ME) sampling at 1000 Hz. Both
systems were integrated with their respective manufacturerprovided software for data collection and reduction. Athletes
were allowed to swing their arms, and were instructed to jump
with maximal effort. Three-trial averages were calculated for
each a hle e
el ci a ake ff and e ical j m heigh .
Validity was assessed via Pea n c ela i n c efficien
between the two methods. Bland-Altman plots and 95% limits
of agreement (LOA) analysis were then used to assess absolute
measurement consistency between the two methods.1,2

A

B
Figure 1. Bland-Altman plot displaying the mean difference
and 95% limits of agreement for vertical velocity at takeoff
[A] and maximal vertical jump height [B].
Significance
Portable force plates allow for more cost-effective options to
screen athletes outside of the laboratory. Although jump mats
and other inexpensive pieces of equipment can also be used to
assess vertical jump height, a portable dual-force system can
provide researchers and practitioners with force-derived
metrics in addition to information regarding asymmetrical
loading, countermovement depth, rate of force development,
etc.; and can thus serve a variety of applications. More on-site
athlete screenings may help improve performance techniques
and reduce injury risk.

Results and Discussion
Pearson c ela i n c efficien indica ed
ng
ii e
associations between methods for both take-off velocity (r =
0.862, r2 = 0.743; p < .001) and jump height (r = 0.863, r2 =
0.745; p < .001). Bland-Altman plots displaying the mean
difference between methods for take-off velocity and jump
height are shown in Figure 1A and 1B. LOA analyses (absolute
measurement error) revealed good agreement between methods
with mean differences (Method A Method B) of 0.03 m/s
(95%LOA: 0.24, 0.30 m/s) and 0.26 cm (95%LOA: -7.10, 7.63
cm) for take-off velocity and jump height, respectively. In 95%
of the cases, jump height recorded using the portable system
(Method B) could be expected to range anywhere from 7.10 cm
lower to 7.63 cm higher than that measured by the gold standard
(Method A; Figure 1B). In support of our hypothesis, and in
agreement with prior work 3, these results indicate that the
portable dual-force plate system examined is a valid method for
evaluating CMJ performance. Figure 1A,B shows that mean
differences are reduced as take-off velocities and jump heights
increase, suggesting that the current findings may have been
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Introduction
Muscular fatigue is a controversial lower extremity injury
risk factor, in part due to its complexity. It is thought that when
an individual becomes fatigued, the musculature’s ability to
absorb energy is reduced, leading to decreases in
neuromuscular control and altered lower extremity mechanics
[1,2]. Few studies have observed the effects of fatigue on lower
extremity mechanics in healthy females, which as led to
conflicting results. Because fatigue in athletics is unavoidable,
a better understanding of its influence on lower extremity
mechanics is warranted.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine the
effects of muscular fatigue on lower extremity kinematics and
kinetics in healthy females using a laboratory-based fatigue
protocol. We hypothesized that lower extremity kinematics and
kinetics would be different pre- to post-fatigue.

differences were found between knee flexion, abduction, and
rotation angles as well as knee extension and rotation moments
pre- and post-fatigue during stance phase of the anticipated boxland-and-cut task.

Methods
Six healthy, recreationally active females (23.0 ± 2.7 yrs,
68.2 ± 7.0 kg; 1.65 ± 0.6 m) volunteered to participate in this
study. Participants first completed a 5-minute self-selected
warm-up, followed by five box land-and-cut trials from a 30 cm
box placed ½ their height from the force plates. The box landand-cut task required participants to jump off the box with their
left foot, land on the force plate with their right foot and make
a 45° cut to the left. They then completed a laboratory-based
fatigue protocol, before returning to the laboratory to perform
five additional box land-and-cut trials. Briefly, the fatigue
protocol consisted running to 4 different exercise stations and
performing various types of body weight exercises. Participants
were asked to complete as many rounds as possible, and the
protocol stopped when participant maximal jump and reach
height decreased 25% during two consecutive jumps.
A 12-camera motion capture system (200Hz, Vicon) and a
force platform (2000Hz, AMTI) were used to collect marker
coordinate and GRF data, respectively. Visual3D (C-Motion)
was used to process and analyze all data. Marker coordinate and
GRF data were filtered using fourth-order Butterworth low-pass
filters with cut-off frequency of 12 Hz. 3D knee joint
kinematics were calculated using a joint coordinate system
approach. 3D internal knee joint moments were expressed in the
joint coordinate system and normalized to body mass. Pre- and
post-fatigue knee kinematics and kinetics were compared
across the landing phase with one-dimensional statisticial
parametric mapping t-tests (SPM{t}; ( =.05).

Figure 1: Results from the SPM{t} analysis of knee abduction
moment pre- and post-fatigue. A) Black line: pre-fatigue time series,
Red line: post-fatigue time series. B) Grey shaded region: suprathreshold cluster representing statistically significant difference.

Significance
Our results indicate that muscular fatigue may play a role
in influencing knee kinetics (i.e. knee abduction moment), but
not knee kinematics in healthy females. Even more
interestingly, by observing the pre- and post-fatigue time series
(Figure 1), it appears that fatigue also influences the timing of
peak knee abduction moment. During pre-fatigue, peak knee
abduction moment occurred at approximately 40% of the stance
phase, while post-fatigue peak knee abduction moment
transpired at approximately 20% of stance phase. It is plausible
that the anticipatory nature of the box-land-and-cut task caused
he b d
ede e i ed
ga
adj
ce
mechanics during the stance phase after fatigue [3,4]. Previous
research also indicates the body changes optimal movement
strategy to perform tasks pre- and post-fatigue [5]. As such,
future research is needed to understand this phenomenon.

Results and Discussion
Participants completed 9 ± 5 rounds of the fatigue protocol
(end heart rate: 187.1 ± 7.2 bpm; end RPE: 18.3 ± 1.5) with a
decrease in jump height of approximately 14% from pre- to
post-fatigue. SPM{t} showed that internal knee abduction
moment post-fatigue was significantly greater (mean
difference: 0.12 Nm/kg) from 19% to 23% of stance phase
compared to pre-fatigue (Figure 1). No statistically significant
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Summary:
Ultimate frisbee players have a high rate of ACL injuries. We
studied high-risk cutting maneuvers in women s Ultimate
across 3 different leagues using lower body wearable motion
sensors. More advanced players showed less knee flexion
during cut deceleration, suggesting higher ACL strain. This
comparison, along with forces and impulses, will reveal at risk
populations among different Ultimate leagues.

Average knee flexion during
ground contact (°)

60

Introduction:
Injuries in Ultimate, such as anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
tears, are common [1] and occur at higher rates than in other
collegiate club sports [2]. In these leagues, women get hurt
twice as often as male Ultimate players and are at a greater
risk of ACL tears [2]. Despite these high injury risks, Ultimate
has rarely been studied in clinical or biomechanical research.

*

* *

20
10

Figure 2: The average knee flexion for the players on the
advanced and intermediate collegiate teams. Asterisks
represent statistical difference between teams.
Forces and impulses were estimated during cutting maneuvers
using pelvis acceleration as an estimate of whole-body center
of mass acceleration. To examine quadricep dominance, the
average knee flexion during ground contact for each cut
deceleration step was calculated.
Results and Discussion:
79 points of play were recorded, lasting a mean of 2.4 minutes
and containing a mean of 3.4 cuts. Fig 1 shows an example cut
with the impulse for each footfall overlaid on the Xsens
kinematic model showing mid-stance body configuration on
each step of the cut. Fig 2 shows that players on the advanced
collegiate team exhibited less knee flexion than players on the
intermediate teams. This suggests that advanced players
exhibit greater quadriceps dominance, potentially putting them
at a higher risk of ACL injury. This straighter leg among more
advanced players correlates with greater deceleration during
cutting (1.66 m/s2) than in intermediate players (1.07 m/s2).
Significance:
This study is important to the field of sport biomechanics
because measuring natural movements during competitive
games is more realistic and representative than controlled
movements in a laboratory. Additionally, results regarding
quadricep dominance, along with impulse data, will help build
the foundation for understanding cutting maneuvers in real
Ultimate games. Knowing more about the mechanics of
cutting in Ultimate will help to develop a preventative training
program; such programs have been successful in other sports
at reducing ACL injuries [3]. Knowing which leagues are
most at risk of ACL injury will help to effectively disseminate
this new knowledge.

Acc +1
Dec -1

Before
start of cut
Dec -3

30

*

-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1 Mean
Deceleration steps, before the direction change

Methods:
11 female Ultimate players played in 16 tournament games in
three different leagues (intermediate collegiate, advanced
collegiate, club) while wearing motion tracking sensors,
including a lower body XSens MVN Awinda inertial sensor
system (7 segments) and a VX Sport GPS sensor. Movement
was reconstructed using the XSens lower-body model,
including spatial displacement and bilateral limb pose. For
each foot contact gathered during game play, pelvis
acceleration and knee rotations were calculated. Cuts were
defined as movements beginning from at least 2 m/s running
speed, followed by a sequence of 2-7 deceleration (Dec) steps,
a 60˚ or greater change in direction, and 2-7 acceleration
(Acc) steps, and finally ending at a running speed above 2 m/s
again (see Fig 1 for an example).
Acc +2

* *

40

0

To better evaluate ACL injury risk in Ultimate, we tracked the
cutting maneuvers of female players during competition, and
then examined their knee kinematics. Cutting was examined
because of its high injury risk. Knee flexion angle was used to
examine quadriceps dominance, a prominent mechanism of
ACL injury: greater quadriceps dominance leads to less knee
flexion, causing greater ACL strain [3]. Thus, differences in
knee flexion may quantify the relative ACL injury risk
experienced by players in different leagues.

Acc +3

50

Advanced Collegiate
Intermediate Collegiate

Dec -2
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Figure 1: Footfall impulses throughout a cut. This cut features
3 deceleration steps and 3 acceleration steps.
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ba eba a d
e
cce a h e e ( = .546; Table 1).
Regression analyses revealed absolute KVert to be weakly related
to jump height (R2 = .179., p < .001) and absolute peak power (R2
= .310., p < .001) when all athletes were pooled together;
however, the relationship between absolute KVert and absolute
power onl e ai ed ig ifica i
e
cce (R2 = .165, p
= .026) when evaluated by sport. Following normalization, KVert
was not found to be related to jump height or peak power for any
of the groupings analyzed (R2 range = .008 - .092, p > .05).

Introduction
It is well accepted that some level of lower-extremity stiffness is
necessary to safely stabilize the joints during dynamic activity,
with higher stiffness levels generally regarded as being beneficial
for athletic performance.1 To this end, greater stiffness is reported
to be associated with greater running economy, running speed,
and peak propulsive power, among others.2 However, this
evidence is limited by small sample sizes and a lack of stratified
research designs, making it difficult to tease out the true extent to
which such measures are related. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to evaluate the extent to which vertical stiffness (KVert)
is related to maximal vertical jump height and peak propulsive
power measured during maximal countermovement jumps.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics (mean ± SD) by sport.
M-SOC
M-BASE
W-SOC
Mass (kg)
75.9±6.9
85.3±7.0
65.0±6.7a
Height (cm)
179.8±5.6
182.5±6.1
165.7±5.7a
Pk vGRF (N)
3111.2±478.9
3204.4±454.8
2461.4 ±371.3a
KVert (kN/m)
34.8±6.6
35.1±6.4
27.2±4.9a
b
KVert (kN/m/kg)
0.47±0.09
0.41±0.08
0.43±0.06b
b
CMJHeight (cm)
40.7±0.4
44.3±0.5
27.9±0.6a
b
CMJPower (W)
4590.5±489. 8 5379.3±640.4
3033.2±510.5a
CMJPower (W/kg)
60.9±5.3
62.8±6.5
47.2±7.0a
Notes. a different from men
cce a d baseball; b different from men
soccer (p < .05).

Methods
Ninety-one NCAA Division-I a h e e (Ba eba = 34, Me
S cce = 27, W e
S cce = 30; 19.35 1.24 ea , 1.76
0.09 m, 75.87 ± 10.83 kg) performed a series of three maximaleffort countermovement jumps (CMJ) and the KVert assessment
atop a portable dual-force plate system. For the CMJ, athletes
were permitted to swing their arms. Maximum vertical jump
height (cm) and peak propulsive power (W) were then extracted
from each of the CMJ trials and averaged prior to analysis. KVert
was assessed via stationary, double leg, barefoot hopping at a set
target frequency of 2.2 Hz. For each hop, initial contact and toeoff were defined as the instants at which the vertical ground
reaction force (vGRF) became greater than and less than 10 N,
respectively. KVert was then calculated as the ratio between peak
vGRF and maximum center-of-mass displacement (kN/m).3 As
both propulsive power and KVert are associated with body size,
these variables were also expressed, and statistically analyzed,
relative to body mass (W/kg and kN/m/kg). Differences in
demographics and all other variables of interest were evaluated
via a preliminary one-way ANOVA. Relationships between KVert
and CMJ performance were examined via simple regression. All
analyses were performed with an a-priori alpha level of 0.05.

Significance
Vertical stiffness, as measured via stationary, barefoot, vertical
hopping, does not appear to be associated with measures of
athletic performance as assessed during a countermovement
jump. These findings contradict the results of previous work,2 and
suggest that additional studies focused on better understanding
the various types information that can be gained from the vertical
stiffness assessment, as it relates to other characteristics of
athletic performance, appear warranted. The findings of the
current study are significant in that they should cause researchers
and clinicians to question some of the previous evidence
supporting a theoretical relationship between vertical stiffness
and measures of athletic performance.

Results and Discussion
Significant differences in body mass, peak vGRF, absolute and
normalized KVert, jump height, and absolute and normalized peak
e e e ide ified ac
( < .05). Me ba eba a d
soccer athletes were taller, had greater body mass, and displayed
higher peak vGRFs, absolute KVert, jump height, and both
absolute and normali ed ea
e c
a ed
e
soccer (p < .05; Table 1). Addi i a , e ba eba di a ed
highe
heigh a d ab
e ea
e c
a ed
e
soccer (p < .05); however, the difference in peak power was not
statistically significant following normalization to body mass (p
= .110; Table 1). Me
cce di a ed g ea e
a i ed KVert
ha
e
ba eba a d
e
cce ( < .05); h e e ,
there was no difference in normalized KVert be ee
e
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Introduction
Evidence suggests that an optimal amount of lower-extremity
stiffness is required for successful athletic performance, with too
much or too little stiffness increasing injury risk; however, this
imal ange emain elusive.1 This may be in part due to the
large variability in stiffness values displayed by relatively
homogenous groups of athletes.2 Identifying differences in
stiffness as a function of sex and sport represents an important
first step towards establishing normative ranges to better
understand stiffness values and the potential clinical utility of
vertical stiffness assessments. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to examine the effects of sex and sport on bilateral and
unilateral measures of vertical stiffness (KVert).

.002). Follow-up pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni) revealed
that MFB displayed significantly less double-leg KVert compared
to MSO, WSO, and MTF (p < .05, Figure 1). Additionally, WVB
displayed less double-leg KVert compared to MSO, MTF, and
WTF (p < .05, Figure 1). On the left leg, statistically significant
differences in KVert were observed for all sport comparisons
except when comparing AFB to WVB, MBB to MSO and WSO,
MSO to WSO, and MTF to WTF (Figure 1). Finally, on the right
leg, the only significant finding was that MFB displayed lower
KVert compared to MSO (p < .001, Figure 1).

Methods
As part of a larger pre-season screening, vertical stiffness (KVert)
was assessed on a total of 181 athletes f m men high-school
football (MFB: n = 47, 15.05 ± 1.41 yrs, 1.74 ± 0.09 m, 80.33 ±
21.88 kg), men NCAA Di i i n-I baseball (MBB: n = 34, 19.33
± 1.29 yrs, 1.82 ± 0.06 m, 84.86 ± 6.77 kg), soccer (MSO: n = 27,
19.63 ±1.31 yrs, 1.80 ± 0.06 m, 74.98 ±6.72 kg), and track and
field (MTF: n = 13, 19.07 ± 1.04 yrs, 1.78 ± 0.04 m, 72.46 ±25.37
kg), and
men NCAA Di i i n-I volleyball (WVB: n = 18,
19.28 ±1.27 yrs, 1.75 ± 0.08 m, 74.96 ± 10.32 kg), soccer (WSO:
n = 30, 19.13 ± 1.12 yrs, 1.66 ± 0.06 m, 63.90 ± 6.60 kg), and
track and field (WTF: n = 11, 18.86 ± 1.86 yrs, 1.67 ± 0.06 m,
57.73 ±7.63 kg). Standing barefoot atop a force platform, athletes
were instructed to hop (hands on hips) to the beat of a metronome
set at 2.2 Hz under bilateral and unilateral (left leg, right leg)
conditions. Two trials of 20 hops were recorded for each
condition. For each hop, initial contact and toe-off were defined
as the instants at which the vertical ground reaction force (vGRF)
became greater than and less than 10 N. KVert was then calculated
as the ratio of peak vGRF to maximum center-of-mass
displacement.3 Only trials in which the hops fell within 5% of 2.2
Hz were statistically analyzed. Because KVert is associated with
body size, stiffness was also normalized to body mass. Betweensex differences in absolute and normalized KVert were evaluated
via one-way ANOVA. Separate one-way ANOVAs were used to
evaluate differences in KVert across sport.

Figure 1. Boxplot displaying normalized vertical stiffness values by
sport. Woven pattern = Double Leg; Slant Left = Left Leg; Slant Right
= Right Leg.

Significance
To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate differences
in vertical stiffness (KVert) as a function of sex and sport using a
large and diverse sample of athletes. Our finding that sex
differences in stiffness were eliminated after normalization to
body mass suggests that between-sex differences in KVert are
primarily due to differences in body size; hence, future studies
using between-subject designs are encouraged to use normalized
values. Additionally, our findings of significant differences in
normalized stiffness among levels of sport suggests that future
studies interested in how stiffness relates to injury risk and
athletic perofrmance should incorporate sport-stratified analyses.

Results and Discussion
Between-sex comparisons revealed that men displayed greater
absolute KVert compared to female athletes across all hopping
conditions (double: 31.57 ± 7.84 vs. 26.50 ± 4.98 kN/m, p < .001;
left: 19.89 ± 4.02 vs. 16.75 ± 2.68 kN/m, p < .001; right: 19.94 ±
4.02 vs. 16.79 ± 2.54 kN/m, p < .001); however, this sex effect
disappeared when KVert values were normalized to body mass
(double: 0.41 ± 0.09 vs. 0.41 ± 0.07 kN/m, p = .928; left: 0.33 ±
0.09 vs. 0.32 ± 0.09 kN/m, p = .736; right: 0.26 ± 0.04 vs. 0.26 ±
0.03 kN/m, p = .828). As such, all sport comparisons were
conducted using normalized KVert values. The sport main effect
was statistically significant across all hopping conditions (p
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Introduction
Joint stiffness is used to represent the ability of a joint to resist
deformation or compliance in response to loads. Traditionally,
joint stiffness has been modelled by applying a simple linear
model to the moment-angle graph [1,2], but it is unclear that a
simple linear model adequately represents the data throughout
the whole stance phase. Our lab has proposed that using a
quadratic model of best fit is more appropriate to represent this
relationship. Thus, the purpose of this study was to investigate
the lower extremity joint stiffness changes in subdivided
landing phases and due to box height using a quadratic model
of best fit.

Significant phase main effects were observed in estimates of 𝑥
of all joints (hip: F(2,174) = 9.911, p <.001; knee: F(2,174) = 13.902,
p <.001; ankle: F(2,174) = 30.430, p <.001). Post-hoc analyses are
shown in Table 1. Knee stiffness of 60 cm box was significantly
greater than 30 cm box at the beginning of the loading phase (0
– 2%), and ankle stiffness of 30 cm box was significantly
greater than 60 cm at 5 - 6, 20 – 43, and 93 – 100% (Figure 1).

Methods
Thirty healthy college students participated in this study (15
males: age = 25.8 ± 6.6 yrs, ht = 1.82 ± 0.04 m, mass = 82.4 ±
12.1 kg; 15 females: age = 25.2 ± 9.2 yrs, ht = 1.71 ± 0.09 m,
mass = 64.5 ± 11.2 kg). Fifteen drop vertical jumps from each
30 cm and 60 cm of box were collected using 3D motion capture
system (Vicon, 250 Hz) synchronized with two force platforms
(AMTI, 1000 Hz). The obtained data of preferred limb (kicking
limb) were exported to Visual 3D software and lowpass filtered
at 15 Hz with 4th order Butterworth filter. The initial contact
(IC) was identified if the vGRF of the preferred limb was
greater than 20 N. The descending phase (IC to lowest vertical
COM position) was divided into loading (IC - peak vGRF) and
absorption (peak vGRF to lowest COM vertical position)
phases [3]. The phase following absorption phase to TO was
defined as propulsion phase. The quadratic regression model
was used to calculate the estimates of 𝑥 for each phase. The
instantaneous joint stiffnesses were calculated by the slope of
tangent lines using a derivative of the quadratic regression
model [ 𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏 ] (Figure 1). Two-way repeated
measures ANOVAs (box × phase) for each joint were
performed to examine changes in estimates of 𝑥 with .05 𝛼level. Post-hoc analyses were performed if significant effects
were found. Also, ensemble curves were created with mean
stiffness ± 95% CI to identify differences of changes in joint
stiffness between boxes.

Figure 1. Ensemble curves of instantaneous joint stiffness with
mean ± 95% CI. (a) Hip, (b) knee, and (c) ankle joint stiffness
of 30 and 60 cm boxes.
Significance
Although there were no box differences when comparing the 𝑥
coefficients across box heights, the ankle joint demonstrated the
greatest change in stiffness between box heights. Ankle joint
increased compliance during approximately 30% of the cycle,
indicating a potential preferred ankle strategy during the box
drop jumps.
References
[1] Padua DA et al. (2005) Journal of Motor Behavior, Vol
37(2), 111 – 126.
[2] Hamill J et al. (2014) European Journal of Sport Science,
Vol 14(2), 130 – 136.
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Results and Discussion

Table 1. Coefficient of 𝑥 of the quadratic regression models for each phase ( × 10 )
30 cm
60 cm
Hip*,†,‡
Knee*,‡,§
Ankle*, ,¶
Hip*,†,‡
Knee*,‡,§
Ankle*, ,¶
Loading
27.20 ± 27.10
-1.12 ± 1.66
-1.30 ± 3.72
43.10 ± 96.00
-1.21 ± 1.95
-2.36 ± 2.68
Absorption
12.60 ± 27.70
-0.69 ± 1.02
3.33 ± 4.13
8.24 ± 21.60
-0.28 ± 1.13
2.02 ± 5.00
Propulsion
0.04 ± 0.30
0.02 ± 0.14
-0.53 ± 0.38
0.05 ± 0.34
-0.01 ± .015
-0.47 ± 0.40
Note. No difference between box heights. * indicates significant phase main effect (p < .001). † indicates significant difference between loading and
absorption phase (p = .008). ‡ indicates significant difference between loading and propulsion phase (p < .001). § indicates significant difference between
loading and absorption phase (p = .007). indicates significant difference between loading and absorption phase (p < .001). ¶ indicates significant
difference between absorption and propulsion phase (p < .001).
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Introduction
Eighty-five percent of all hand fractures that occur in sports
happen while playing ball related activities and about two thirds
of these hand fractures are in the metacarpals [1]. Many athletes
may return to play using a hand brace as long as the fracture is
immobilized and protected, even following surgery. Designing
proper protection requires an understanding of the forces that will
be placed on that body region during play.
In this case study, a college basketball athlete sustained a left
4th metacarpal hairline fracture, which was surgically repaired
with fixation using a pin. The athletic trainer asked our
engineering team to design a brace that would permit play after
surgery and allow the individual to participate in the 2019 Big10
tournament and March Madness. Published data with regard to
the forces transmitted into the hand while handling a basketball
were not available in the literature. Therefore, the goal of this
work was to estimate the loads experienced by the hand during
dribbling, an aggressive two-handed single bounce (generally
occurring prior to a shot, called a power dribble), a crossover
dribble and while receiving a chest pass. These data were then
used to assist with brace design and material selection.

There are several limitations to this work. These include
the estimate of the hand contact area which was based on basic
video evidence. Ideally, a high frequency pressure sensing
glove would be used to obtain actual contact area and pressure
data. Also, we used the force as measured by the force plate
which is an overestimation of the force into the hand as it does
not account for the force reduction as it moves upwards
against gravity. However, when compared to a study of peak
hand pressures experienced by softball catchers (269kPa) our
peak pressures were less than those by 48-78% [2].
A CAD (computer aided design) file was created from the
hand scans and a 3D printer was used to print a full-scale
m del f he a hle e ha d (Figure 1, left). This model was
used as a form to mold two composite plates (Figure 1, right).
The composite brace was developed from carbon fiber and
epoxy which is lightweight, thin and durable. Thus, it was
selected as the best material to protect the hand based on our
initial load estimates. The brace consisted of two plates each

Methods
Two male college basketball players, one with the injury and
another with similar abilities, served as the participants for this
work. Two sets of force data were collected. The first set
consisted of data collected during three dribbling styles: normal
dribble, crossover, and power dribble. The force plate (Bertec,
Columbus, OH) was positioned on the ground, collected forces
generated by the ball. The second data set was collected from a
chest pass. We placed the force plate on a nearly vertical section
of a sports prep table that was mounted to the wall and
recalibrated the plate. Basic camera video was also recorded in
each trial. A 3D scanner (Sense 3D Scanner, Rock Hill, South
Carolina) was used to obtain a scan of the physical features of the
injured player’s hand, which were used to produce a 3D printed
model. The hand was scanned with the thumb side up and
hypothenar side resting on the table. Four different hand positions
were scanned which included a posture to mimic when the hand
was gripping the basketball, a semi-flexed, relaxed hand and the
hand in full extension.

Figure 1: 3D printed model of injured athlete's hand (left) and
composite dorsal and palmar plates developed from carbon fiber
and epoxy which is lightweight, thin and durable (right).

on the palmar and dorsal sections of the hand. The athlete
wore this brace, covered with thin foam padding and played
in the tournaments. These force data fill a gap in existing
literature. Further, by using the 3D hand scans, a brace was
personalized for this player.
Significance
This approach may lead to advances in sports braces with
additional customization for the player and injury. This
method also allows us to examine and treat those with unusual
or specific need cases. Designing a customized brace in this
fashion addressed an unmet need of helping athletes who are
not able to use an “off-the-shelf” brace system. Also, this
work received a tremendous amount of media coverage linking engineering and athletics is exciting for the K-12,
college students and the general public and may be an avenue
for exposure of biomechanics to many individuals.

Results and Discussion
The maximum force of the ball transmitted into the force plate
was used to calculate the maximum pressure experienced by the
hand. The maximum force values for a dribble, two-handed
dribble, power dribble and chest pass ranged from 1260N-1653N,
1188N-1480N, 1721N-2489N and 540N-1024N, respectively.
Based on video evidence, we estimated that the 2nd through 5th
proximal and middle phalanges, the 1 st distal phalange, the
metacarpals, and the distal palm would initially contact the ball.
Using the force data and the estimated contact area, the overall
pressures were calculated. These data yielded pressure ranges of
11-140kPa.
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I
d c
An athlete s performance and m sc loskeletal health hinges on
their abilit to e ploit the ab ndant degrees of freedom in the
bod and adapt their mo ement patterns hen faced ith
changes in en ironmental constraints. Some of the
en ironmental constraints imposed are deri ed from ph sical
properties of the pla ing s rface, s ch as firmness and traction.
Ho e er, research has et to offer a thoro gh nderstanding of
the biomechanical response of athletes to s nthetic and t rf
s rfaces and hether coordination ariabilit is adj sted as a
res lt [1]. Therefore, the p rpose of this st d as to in estigate
lo er e tremit inter-segmental coordination ariabilit in
athletes d ring t o f ndamental sport-related tasks, hopping
and r nning, on fo r t rf s rfaces three different s nthetic t rf
s rfaces
and
one
nat ral
t rf
s rface.

he c

f

face

8.365 p = .037), hich is hen the bod is tasked ith resisting
do n ard acceleration of the center of mass. Specificall , the
sagittal plane pel is-thigh co pling demonstrated significantl
less CRP ariabilit on s nthetic t rf 1, hich as the firmest
of the s rfaces, compared to nat ral t rf hich as the least
firm of the s rfaces (55.3 16.8 s. 67.1 17.2 , p = .03, W
= .16).
Mo ement patterns that allo for greater b t not e cessi e
ariabilit bet een segments are idel considered to be a
healthier, more fle ible displa of adapti e coordination than
mo ement patterns ith less ariabilit [2]. Obser ations of a
red ction in ariabilit ma place that s stem at greater risk of
inj r d e to repetiti e stress being applied to the same tiss es
[3]. E idence of red ced coordination ariabilit in the pel isthigh sagittal plane co pling as fo nd in a st d comparing
CRP meas res in people ith and itho t chronic lo back
pain d ring free-speed alking [4]. Tho gh not directl
obser ed as a s mptom of chronic lo back pain and not the
ca se, the a thor s ggested that a less ariable coordination
pattern ma be indicati e of a red ced abilit to absorb shock
and ma lead to f rther inj r [4,5]. Gi en that lo back pain
is commonl reported in athletes after pla ing on s nthetic t rf
[6,7], the red ced coordination ariabilit in the pel is-thigh
sagittal co pling obser ed on the firmest of the s nthetic t rfs
tested in this st d ,
arrants attention and sho ld be
in estigated f rther. F t re research sho ld consider the
different alignments emplo ed bet een the tr nk, pel is, and
thigh to ascertain hether the altered post res place a greater
demand on the tr nk e tensors.

Me h d
Se enteen health male recreational athletes (age: 23.1 2.9
ears; height: 1.81
0. 06 m; mass: 77.8
9.9 kg) ere
recr ited from the s rro nding comm nit to participate in this
st d . All participants indicated their ol ntar in ol ement b
signing an informed consent doc ment appro ed b the
Instit tional Re ie Board prior to participation.
To minimi e potential ariations ind ced b differences in
cleat models across participants, each indi id al ore one of
t o pro ided models, both of hich had the same pper, heel,
and shoe plate constr ction, and st d config ration. Eight
ireless inertial meas rement nit (IMU) sensors (MT , Xsens
Technologies B.V., Enschede, the Netherlands) ere affi ed
bilaterall to the feet, lo er legs, and thighs as ell as to the
pel is and tr nk. With this inertial motion capt re s stem,
kinematic data ere obtained at 100 H d ring three hopping
trials and three r nning trials on each of the fo r s rfaces
(Xsens MVN Anal e, Version 2019.0, Enschede, the
Netherlands). For the single leg hopping trials, participants
ere instr cted to hop in place ten times at a stead , selfselected freq enc , on their dominant limb ith their hands
resting on their hips. For the r nning trials, the participants ere
instr cted to r n 35 m at a stead , s bma imal, self-selected
freq enc .
Data ere imported in Vis al3D (C-Motion, Germanto n,
Mar land, USA) for red ction to onl the braking and
prop lsion s b-phases of the hopping and r nning trials.
Braking and prop lsion data
ere then imported into
MATLAB (R2016a, Math orks, Inc., Natick, MA) in order
to comp te contin o s relati e phase (CRP) ariabilit for the
follo ing segment co plings of interest: pel is-thigh, thighshank, thigh-foot, and shank-foot sagittal plane co plings and
pel is-thigh and thigh-foot frontal plane co plings

S g f ca ce
This st d demonstrated that coordination ariabilit bet een
relati e segments, in the dominant limb, is largel naffected
b different t rf s rfaces. Ho e er, the significant red ction in
ariabilit obser ed bet een the pel is and thigh ma indicate
an ad erse alternati e mo ement pattern d ring the braking
s b-phase of hopping and arrants f rther attention.
Ac
edg e
This ork as s pported b Sha Ind stries Gro p, Inc.
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Re
a dD c
Onl one significant difference in CRP ariabilit bet een t rf
s rfaces as fo nd for an of the segment co plings d ring
hopping and r nning. The single significant finding as
obser ed d ring the braking s b-phase of hopping ( 2 (3) =
768
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Introduction
With future NASA goals including long-duration
spaceflight missions, proper countermeasures must be
taken to facilitate human health in microgravity
environments. Exercise is a vital countermeasure used
to prevent bone and muscle loss, among other health
interests. An important factor in integrating exercise
devices with spacecraft is the vibration isolation
component, which allows for exercise to occur on
spacecraft without creating unwanted vibrations. This
human factor study tested the viability of a vibration
isolation system (VIS) by having subjects perform
exercise in a simulated VIS environment.

S3 Ankle and Hip Joint Angles During Row
Changing Heave 0.6Hz and Pitch 0.35Hz
Joint Angle (°)

50
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Figure 1 demonstrates how subjects were able to
continue exercise and achieve desired peak joint
angles even when pitch and heave moved with
different frequencies. Pitch amplitude was ±2° and
heave amplitude was ±0.04 m.

Methods
This study used the Computer Assisted Rehabilitation
Environment (CAREN) system to simulate a VIS
system. The CAREN (Motek) is a 6-DOF platform
with treadmill and force plate capabilities. A Vicon
motion capture system, incorporated with the CAREN
system, was also used to analyze human kinematics.
The VIS System was simulated by applying sine wave
inputs to the platform in the heave direction at
frequencies of 0.1, 0.35, and 0.6 Hz, as well as a
subject-determined baseline frequency. Pitch
amplitude was also altered for eight trials, up to 6°, and
simultaneous pitch and heave movement was
implemented for three trials. Three females and one
male were tested from ages 18-44. Height and weight
were within range of historical astronaut
measurements.

Significance
The results from this study indicate that further testing
may be safely performed using this program and future
algorithms to understand the effect of passive and
active VIS designs on human exercise. This
information will then impact the design and
implementation of exercise devices aboard spacecraft,
because if a subject is not able to perform exercise
completely or get the proper joint loading with the
existing design, then the purpose of exercising as a
countermeasure to bone and muscle loss will be lost.
Future studies will focus on testing human subjects on
the additional simulations and analyzing kinetic and
kinematic data. Other studies of interest include using
motion capture data, joint angles, and/or force data to
determine the progression of a squat and move the
platform accordingly, as a true VIS might do.

Results and Discussion
Biomechanical analysis of results show that knee,
ankle, and hip joint angles are maintained during
exercise on the moving platform. Peak joint angles for
the knee during the squat exercise center around 95°,
indicating that proper squat form was being reached in
the knee.2 Peak hip angle centered around 90° and
peak ankle angle centered around 30°, seen in Figure
1. These angles are within normal exercise range for
the squat exercise.2 Synchronization with hip and
ankle joints with the platform motion indicate that in
trials where multiple motion was occurring (i.e. pitch
and heave moving at differing frequencies) caused
subjects to have difficulty synchronizing to platform
motion. This does not indicate that proper exercise
form was not being followed, but it may be considered
in order to promote astronaut safety and comfort while
using the device.
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I
d ci
Ine ial Mea emen Uni (IMU ) offe a p omi ing echni e
o e al a e a hle e biomechanic in po ing en i onmen
o ide of labo a o con ain . IMU kinema ic ha e been
ell- alida ed again ideo-mo ion cap e in he labo a o [1];
ho e e , e of IMU in he field emain limi ed n il alida ed
again
po - pecific mea e ha align i h coache and
a hle ic aine
clinical ob e a ion .
Alpine kiing canno be ep od ced in a labo a o , and he e
ha e been e e al a emp o an if kiing mo emen i h
IMU . Ma ne e . al. de eloped and alida ed an algo i hm
ing IMU g o cope o de e mine he an i ion poin be een
n [2]. Thi algo i hm i ba ed off iming of edge an i ion,
b
imila concep can be applied o addi ional a e of he
g o cope o an if kiing pe fo mance.
High pe fo mance kiing i cha ac e i ed b im l aneo
edge elea e; e al ipping of he ki ; and ning he fee , leg ,
and ki g ad all and p og e i el
h o gho he n [3].
Thi
d demon a e ha IMU g o cope da a can an if
he e echnical cha ac e i ic of ki pe fo mance, ppo ing he
iabili of IMU a a ool fo mea ing kiing mo emen .

Fi e mea e of kie pe fo mance e e e ac ed b
compa ing he edging ( oll-a i ) and
i ing ( a -a i )
g o cope ignal of bo h fee fo each
n c cle, and e e
a e aged. The e mea e a e de c ibed b iefl in Table 1.
Re l a d Di c i
Ag eemen be een a e of kie abili le el a fai
(ICC=0.64). Ra e
a ied i h an a e age ange of 1.3 poin
be een he highe and lo e abili co e fo each kie , i h
no con i en off e be een a e , nde co ing he need o
iden if
an ifiable, objec i e mea e of echnical kiing
abili . De pi e hi , mo of he me ic e ac ed f om he IMU
e e ignifican l co ela ed i h kie abili ( ee Table 1).
Table 1: Co ela ion of g o cope me ic
Pe f ma ce Pa ame e
Edge S nch onici (ES)
∆𝑇 = |ET − ET |
Ro a ional Veloci a ET (RVET)
Ma Ro a ional Veloci (L-R a g)
RVMa _A g
Ro a ional Veloci S mme
𝐑𝐕𝐒𝐲𝐦 = (RV
− RV
RV
ET-RT

Me h d
Thi een in e media e- o e pe -le el kie p o ided info med
con en o pa icipa e in hi IRB- app o ed e ea ch d . Each
kie
a o fi ed i h anda d ki e ipmen (No dica
Spo Machine boo , Ro ignol E pe ience-84 ki ) and IMU
(APDM Opal2, Po land, OR; 128H ample a e). Pa icipan
kied a el e- n gian - lalom le co e on mode a e e ain
ice ing a kidded-pa allel
n. Skie abili le el a
a e ed on a 9-poin cale b h ee independen , p ofe ionall ce ified in
c o /coache and a a e aged.
IMU e e mo n ed o he op of bo h boo be een he oe
and in ep b ckle i h a bbe backing o ed ce ib a ion. The
ia ial g o cope da a
e e fil e ed
ing a 4 h-o de
bidi ec ional 0.5h B e o h fil e (Fig e 1). The lef and
igh foo oll-a i ignal e e a e aged, and he e ema of he
e l ing ignal e e ed a he Edge T an i ion ime (ET) [2].
Ro a ional T an i ion ime (RT) e e de e mined f om he e oc o ing of he a -a i . The fi and la
n e e omi ed,
e l ing in fi e n each di ec ion pe n.

i h kie abili
R- al e

le el
P- al e

0.64

*0.017

0.74

*0.004

0.58

*0.039

0.51

0.073

0.75

*0.003

In a ep i e m l iple- eg e ion anal i , no combina ion of
pe fo mance pa ame e o pe fo med an indi id al me ic. The
be eg e ion, Abili = 7.67(RVMa _A g) - 8.19(RVET), e l ed in
an R of 0.75 (p=0.007). Thi eg e ion con ide ed a change in
ang la eloci in he ki o a ion be een ET and ma im m,
and an accele a ion-like pa ame e co ld fea ibl cha ac e i e he
p og e i e and g ad al i ing of he ki h o gho he n.
Ho e e , hi a no be e han RVET o ET-RT, hich e e
each able o acco n fo app o ima el 56% of he a iabili
be een bjec ; h , an addi ional pe of me ic o da a eam
ma be nece a o mo e f ll cha ac e i e kie pe fo mance.
Sig ifica ce
The abili of IMU me ic o an if kie abili le el ppo
hei e a a f nc ional aining and mo emen mea emen ool
in kiing. IMU cha ac e i ed he im l anei of edge elea e
and he a e of o a ion of he fee h o gho he n o a m ch
highe le el of p eci ion han i al ob e a ion. The e me ic
ha e po en ial fo e al a ing he efficac of in e en ion fo
imp o ing kie pe fo mance.
Ack
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F nding and in kind
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e e p o ided b L da Hill
Philan h opie , FCFH La ne Fo nda ion, Do ble Diamond Ski
Shop & Vail Re o . Concep a p opo ed b Jeannie Tho en.
K.Dahl, K.D nfo d, T.T nb ll, M.Ko kinen, T.Bea champ,
M.DeCle c , and T.Wool on a i ed i h hi
d .
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Fig e 1: Lef ( ed) and igh (bl e) fil e ed g o cope da a f om a
po ion of one n.
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Introduction
Although jump-landing and sidestep cutting tasks are both
sport-specific movements that are associated with non-contact
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury1, they load the knee
differently during single-task performance2. Cognitive function
has been associated with non-contact ACL injury risk3 as well
as high-risk biomechanics during dual-task jump-landing4 and
sidestep tasks5. However, it is unknown if dual-task effects are
generalizable across these movements. Expanding the
understanding of how cognitive-motor function ability transfers
between injury-relevant movements would guide injury
screening and prevention programs.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the
generalizability of athletes cognitive-motor function across
jump-landings and running sidesteps. We hypothesized that
dual-task costs (DTC) from cognitive distractions during a
jump-landing would positively correlate with DTC from
analogous cognitive distractions during a running sidestep.

Results and Discussion
There was a significant negative correlation in pKFA DTC
between WM+VA+UA_J and WM+UA_S ( =-0.51, p=0.01);
greater decreases in knee flexion in WM+VA+UA_J were
associated with greater increases in knee flexion in WM+UA_S
(Table 1). No other comparisons were significant (all p ≥0.17).
Table 1. Spearman correlations for each DTC between jump
landing and sidestepping when performed with a similar cognitive
task. Values are: rho (p-value). *indicates (p<0.05)
pKFA DTC
pKAbA DTC pKAbM DTC
WM_J vs.
WM_S
WM+VA_J vs
WM+VA_S
WM+VA+UA_J
vs. WM+UA_S

-0.06 (0.77)

-0.08 (0.71)

0.15 (0.49)

-0.01 (0.98)

<0.01 (0.99)

-0.27 (0.17)

-0.51
(0.01)*

0.04 (0.86)

0.04 (0.84)

The only relationship to reach significance suggested that
similar cognitive challenges had opposite effects on
neuromuscular control during different movements. This, in
combination with the lack of relationships for any other
comparisons, suggest that the dual-task conditions cause
different neuromuscular responses between the jump-landing
and sidestep tasks. Both movements are relevant to injury
prevention research1, but the current findings do not support the
idea that dual-task effects are generalizable across injuryrelevant movements. Caution should be taken when comparing
the effects of similar distractions on different injury-relevant
movements. Further research is needed to provide insight into
mechanisms that cause task-dependent cognitive-motor
relationships.

Methods
Twenty-eight female soccer athletes participated in this study
(20±3yrs, 63.5±8.9kg, 1.68±0.05m). On separate, nonconsecutive days, participants completed jump-landing tasks4
and running 45° sidestep tasks off their non-dominant limb. The
jumping tasks included a baseline, a working memory task that
required participants to memorize and recall the location of six
letters on a TV screen (WM_J), that same working memory test
with an added challenge of identifying a single stimulus letter
during the jump-landing (WM+VA_J), and the WM+VA_J task
while reacting to a directional cue (WM+VA+UA_J). The
sidestep tasks included a baseline, the working memory task as
described above (WM_S), the working memory test with an
added letter-identification task (WM+VA_S), and the working
memory task while reacting to a directional cue (WM+UA_S).
Motion capture and force plate data were recorded at 250
Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively. Recorded data were filtered
using a 4th order, lowpass Butterworth filter at 15 Hz in
Visual3D. Peak knee flexion angle (pKFA) and abduction angle
(pKAbA) of the non-dominant limb were calculated. Externally
defined peak knee abduction moments (pKAbM) were
normalized to participant height and weight. Peak values were
identified within a 50ms window of participants impacting the
force plate6. DTC for pKFA, pKAbA, and pKAbM1 were
calculated as the percent change between the multitasking
condition and the movement-specific baseline. Spearman s rho
correlations tested for relationships between jump-landing DTC
and sidestep DTC for analogous cognitive tasks. Significance
was set at p<0.05 without correcting for the nine comparisons.

Significance
Jump landing and sidestep cutting movements are commonly
investigated for ACL injury prevention research. The results of
this work suggest against generalizing indi id als cognitivemotor function across movement types. They also motivate the
need for more comprehensive assessments into the spectrum of
cognitive-motor function across cognitive and movement tasks.
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Introduction
With the United States Army’s implementation of the Army
Combat Fitness Test (ACFT), many different factors are being
analysed for their impact on performance in the various events. It
is hypothesized that the height of an individual will have a
positive correlation to the distance they are able to throw a 10 lb
medicine ball during an overhead Standing Power Throw (SPT).
This study aims to investigate the effect of limb length on the
distance a ball can be thrown, as the multi-link dynamics may
provide additional insight compared to strictly looking for
relationships to an individual’s height.
A dynamic simulation modelling the upper and lower arm as
a two-link pendulum was developed and optimized to maximize
throw distance. This simulation allows for a controlled way to
adjust link length while keeping other factors such as applied
torque and release position constant. The results of this work may
provide insight into ways to potentially normalize results of
Soldier performance based on anthropometric differences.

an extensive search of the literature. Our main objective was to
analyse differences between simulation results, not the accuracy
of predicting human performance. Therefore, these values were
simplified to ease convergence to an optimal solution.
Results and Discussion
After iterating the 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 lengths, a negative
relationship was evident between link length and distance the ball
was able to be thrown as shown in Figure 1. These results are
contrary to our initial intuition that longer link lengths would
increase the throwing distance. However, with the constant
torque and mass constraints, it appears that shorter link lengths
reduce the system mass moment of inertia therefore increasing
the initial velocity of the ball at release. The only exception to
this was at length 0.1, where it did not continue to increase the
distance thrown. A more extensive parameter analysis would also
serve beneficial to further understand how the limb lengths,
torque maximums, constraints, and possible other factors each
impact the maximum throwing distance.
While these were not the results anticipated, it is possible that
with additional links to represent the lower body and torso
contribution to a SPT, the linkage lengths may still positively
impact the distance thrown. The dynamics of a four-link
pendulum provide significantly more operating space for the
MATLAB optimization, and the potential for the stronger lowerbody joints to create a “whip-like” action at release, which is
intuitively our expectation based on observation of human
technique.

Methods
A dynamic simulation of simplified human motion utilizing
MATLAB [Natick, MA] allowed for optimization based on
specified criteria1. Optimization was conducted using the
fmincon function, which takes in multiple subfunctions to provide
the constraints and objective function. This was used alongside
the equations of motion for a two-link pendulum with a fixed
origin representing the shoulder and point masses representing
the weight of the upper arm and forearm, hand, and ball,
respectively. Joint torque was modelled at the fixed shoulder and
elbow joint. Two-link pendulum differential equations were
solved using ode45. The constraint function set the boundary
conditions to only allow motion similar to a human arm during
optimization. In this case, the objective was set to maximize the
distance a ball can be thrown by a two-link pendulum releasing
at an angle of /3 radians. MATLAB’s fmincon iterates from a
supplied initial condition until it reaches the set of conditions that
meet the objective function within supplied constraints.
We completed optimizations at varied link lengths, where
each link was set to either 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 meters (Figure 1).
The maximum allowable torques at the elbow and shoulder (75
N-m for each) and point mass of the upper-arm (1 kg) and
forearm, hand, and ball (3 kg) remained constant. It is important
to note that the chosen values were based on convenience and not

Significance
This study identified optimal local maximums for a two-link
pendulum model of an overhead SPT with varied linkage lengths.
Limitations of this model include that it is only a two-link
pendulum, and therefore does not fully account for lower limb or
torso contribution to an overhead SPT. Future work includes
comparing the results of dynamic simulations to the results of the
diagnostic tests being conducted by the United States Army. This
would serve as an avenue to validate any inferences obtained by
this dynamic simulation study.
References
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Figure 1: Time lapse of dynamic simulation with link length of 1.0 about a fixed shoulder. A) Initial position. B) Mid-throw. C)
Final position with ball mid-flight. Table shows the link lengths for the 3 optimizations, along with number of iterations for
fimincon to converge on optimal solution, distance of ball thrown, and percent change from link length of one.
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Introduction
Golf is a widely played sport with participants ranging across all
skills levels. For these golfers, strength, flexibility, and balance
are all considered important attributes to successful performance,
and these attributes have been studied for direct effect on
performance1-2. Indeed, many of these skills contribute to
increased club head speed or increased driving distance. In
addition to single shot improvements, a golfer’s ability to
consistently replicate the same swing to produce the same output
is highly important3.
While strength, flexibility, and balance have been studied
together, balance has yet to be studied in isolation from other
training methods. Additionally, few studies have investigated
consistency across multiple swings for elite golfers. The purpose
of this study was to determine the effects of a golf specific
balance training intervention on golf swing consistency. We
hypothesized that higher levels of balance would correlate to
increased swing consistency measured by decreases in the
kinematic range and decreased kinematic variance.

CHS, FA, and CP were all unaffected by the balance
training. Maximum variance for CHS spanned from a decrease of
4.52 to an increase of 5.43 post-training within the group of
golfers. However, average range for the cohort decreased from
9.14 ± 3.53 km/hr to 8.43 ± 1.27 km/hr post-training. Average
range decreased slightly for FA (4.67 ± 1.12 to 4.17 ± 1.62) and
stayed the same for CP (2.11 ± 0.54 to 2.11 ± 0.61). There were
no significant changes for pelvis or torso body segment position
consistency for any swing location (Figure 1). Range for the top
and half down position for the pelvis and for the half down and
impact positions for the torso decreased following the balance
training.
Pearson’s correlations indicated no relationship between
postural stability levels and variance in swing kinematics.
Correlations were determined using the 95% ellipse area for the
single leg, eyes closed stance position as a representative stance.

Methods
Eight National Collegiate Athletic Association Division I golfers
were assessed for postural stability and golf swing kinematics
before and after completing a balance training program. Golfers
completed the golf specific balance training program three times
a week for eight weeks.
A modified Balance Error Scoring System (BESS)4 and a
3-axis force plate (AccuSway, AMTI, Watertown, MA) were
used to evaluate standing postural stability. Each golfer
completed a series of double and single leg stances, with eyes
open and closed, while standing on a force plate, and an
investigator counted errors according to the BESS scale for each
stance. Swing kinematics were assessed using an eight-camera
3D motion capture system (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden).
A Trackman® launch monitor (Trackman, Scottsdale, AZ) was
used to measure swing and ball flight data. Testing was
completed before and after competition of the eight week balance
training program.
Postural stability was evaluated as deviation in center-ofpressure (COP) measured by the 95% ellipse area of the COP
movement during the test period. Modified BESS scores were
determined for each stance position. Swing data was analyzed for
all 10 swings, and data from 8 swings was included in analysis.
Average values, variance, and range for club head speed (CHS),
face angle (FA), club path (CP), and pelvis and torso position
were determined for each golfer.

Figure 1: The range of body segment positions (as an angle
position) across 8 swings for specific location in the golf swing
were determined each golfer.

Significance
Golf performance has been shown to be affected not only by
standard skills practice, but also by dedicated strength and
conditioning training. Elite collegiate athletes are limited by time
constraints, thus understanding the outcomes of dedicated
training programs is highly important. The results of this study
indicate that isolated balance training does improve balance, but
does not affect golf swing consistency for elite collegiate golfers.
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Results and Discussion
Postural stability improved for all golfers following the balance
training. Significant decreases in BESS scores were noted for
both legs for the single leg, eyes closed stance conditions.
Changes in COP deviation as measured by the 95% ellipse area
were not significant for any stance conditions, but all stance
conditions trended towards decreased COP deviation.
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Introduction
Basketball shooting is a technical skill that requires regulation of
ball velocity at release. Due to the strategy and demands of the
game, shots are taken at various distances from the hoop.
Differences in max angular velocity1 and timing of max upper
extremity joint angular velocities relative to ball release2,3 across
distances has been observed; however, little is known how
individuals control their upper extremity in relation to their center
of mass (CM) trajectory during the shooting motion. Our aim was
to characterize how individual players coordinated their upper
body segment shooting motions in relation to their CM trajectory
during shots and determine if players use common strategies to
regulate ball velocity at release when increasing shot distance.
Shot initiation by the upper extremity was hypothesized to occur
closer in time to the maximum CM vertical velocity with
increases in shot distance.

Figure 1: Shot adjustments in upper and lower arm rotation relative to
the CM vertical velocity made with progressive increases in shot
distance (short, mid, long) made by each participant.

Changes in the timing of lower arm rotation in relation to
CM trajectory to accommodate for increases in shot distances
were associated with differences in ball release angles. In general,
initiating the lower arm shooting motion closer to the max CM
vertical velocity was associated with an increase in ball CM
vertical velocity and a greater ball release angle (Figure 2). The
two players that initiated lower arm shooting motion earliest
before max CM vertical velocity had the lowest ball release
angles during the mid and long shots. This suggests timing of the
upper body shooting motion relative to whole body motion may
affect ball release angle, subsequently affecting performance
outcomes.

Methods
Seven male and female basketball players (>10 years of
experience, current players in university club and recreational
leagues) provided informed consent and volunteered to
participate. A minimum of 10 shots were taken from short
(<2.5m), mid (4.57m, free throw line), and long (6.02m, high
school three-point line) distances. Participants received a chest
pass from underneath the hoop and were asked to perform a shot
a if he
e e in a game. Compe i ion eg la ion i ed ball
were used (male: 29.5; female: 28.5).
Two portable force plates (1200Hz, Kistler) measured
reaction forces by each leg. Inertial measurement unit sensors
(120Hz, APDM) measured arm segment angular velocities in the
sagittal plane. Ball trajectories were video recorded (120Hz,
Panasonic) and ball kinematics were measured using custom
Python code. CM vertical velocity during the shooting motion
was calculated using reaction forces and measured body weight.
The last positive-minimum value of arm angular velocity (flexion
of shoulder joint) and initial instant of negative lower arm angular
velocity (extension of elbow joint) defined shot initiation. The
angle of the ball CM velocity at release was determined relative
to the horizontal (ball release angle). Multiple comparisons using
medians on difference scores tested for differences withinparticipant amongst the timing of upper and lower arm shot
initiation between shot distances. p-values were adjusted using
the Benjamini-Hochberg method4.

Figure 2: Left: Relationship between ball release angle and coordination
between lower arm shot initiation and CM vertical velocity trajectory.
Right: Example of how differences in coordination strategies affect ball
release angle (top: mean 51.8 ; bottom: mean 57.3 ).

Significance
Determining how an individual utilizes their capabilities to
achieve the mechanical objectives of tasks under progressively
more challenging conditions provides meaningful insights as to
control priorities as well as modifiable factors that affect task
performance.

Results and Discussion
Regulation of ball velocity at release to accommodate for
increases shot distance varied across players. Only 14 of 26 shot
adjustments involved shot initiation closer to the time of
maximum CM vertical velocity during the shooting motion.
Upper arm rotation occurred significantly closer to max CM
vertical velocity (short-mid: 2/2; short-long: 3/4; mid-long: 2/5;
Figure 1) in 7 of 11 significant comparisons. Lower arm rotation
occurred significantly closer to max CM velocity (short-mid: 1/3;
short-long: 3/6; mid-long: 3/6; Figure 1) in 7 of 15 significant
comparisons.
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Introduction
Low-load blood flow restricted (BFR) exercise has demonstrated
the ability to increase muscle size and strength.1,2 Due to
mechanical stress placed on the musculoskeletal system with
high-load resistance training, certain clinical populations, such as
those post-acute injury, post-operative, or with debilitating
chronic conditions, must perform low-load exercise. These
populations may benefit from augmenting their low-load exercise
with BFR, though they may have other comorbidities such as
hypertension. One factor that is presumed to be related to the
tourniquet pressure required to occlude the flow of blood is the
i di id al bl d e
e.1,2,3 In this regard, some clinicians
and researchers have prescribed tourniquet pressure relative to
he i di id al bl d e
e (e.g. 1.3
lic bl d e
e
(SBP)).2,3 One emerging method to determine tourniquet pressure
i
ide if he i di id al limb ccl i
essure (LOP)1,2
which is defined as the minimum pressure required with a
specific type of tourniquet to occlude arterial blood flow into the
limb distal to the tourniquet in a specific individual.2,3 The effects
of hypertension on individualized tourniquet pressure has yet to
be described. Consequently, the purpose of the present study was
to compare LOP, as measured by a commercially available BFR
device, between normotensive and hypertensive groups. It was
hypothesized that LOP will be similar between hypertensive and
normotensive groups.

Results and Discussion
The independent t-test indicated that there was no evidence of a
difference (t (37) = .054, p = .957) in LOP between the
normotensive (184.1 ±23.4 mm Hg) and hypertensive (184.5
±19.4 mm Hg) groups. Furthermore, systolic blood pressure and
LOP were found to have an insignificant positive correlation (r
(39) =.20, p = .22). Based on the results of the present study,
hypertensive populations do not have a greater LOP than
normotensive populations and systolic blood pressure is not
associated with LOP. Thus, despite previous assumptions of the
significance of blood pressure in determining LOP, the current
results indicate that there exists no strong relationship between
them. In fact, systolic blood pressure explains just 4.8% of the
variance in LOP.
Concerns regarding the limitations of the study may offer a
window for further analysis. The present study only included 39
participants, of which only 5 were clinically hypertensive (SBP
> 130). Additionally, the hypertensive group was stratified
without thorough investigation into their etiology, which may
include idiopathic, secondary, or white coat syndrome. Not
identifying the cause of elevated blood pressure amongst these
participants may have, in part, lead to the lack of the evidence of
a difference in LOP between hypertensive and normotensive
individuals and association of systolic blood pressure with LOP.
The results of this study are important to clinicians. Hypertensive
patients will not be exposed to high tourniquet pressures based
on their blood pressure alone. Excessively high tourniquet
pressures may be dangerous and could lead to disruption of the
soft tissues beneath the tourniquet application site.

Methods
The present study was approved by the Sanford Health
Institutional Review Board. Thirty nine subjects participated in
this study. Twenty-four of the subjects were male and fifteen
were female (26 ± 5.2 years, 1.76 ± 0.09 m, 78.9 ± 14.9 kg). After
five minutes of rest, participants had their brachial artery blood
pressure measured manually on the right arm while they laid in
the supine position. Blood pressure was taken in duplicate to
ensure accuracy. Participants were then stratified into
noromotensive (n = 22) and hypertensive (n = 17) groups using a
120 mm Hg systolic blood pressure threshold. After obtaining
each a ici a
bl d e
e, a PTS ii
able tourniquet
system designed specifically for BFR and a corresponding
tapered,
limb
circumference
specific Easy-Fit
Tourniquet (Personalized Tourniquet System for Blood Flow
Restriction & Easy-Fit Tourniquet, Delphi Medical, Vancouver,
BC, Canada) were used to de e i e he a ici a
LOP. The
participants laid in the supine position during the LOP
assessment. The BFR device
progressively
increased tourniquet pressure by approximately 10 mm Hg and
identified the tourniquet pressure required to eliminate the
e
e l ai
i he
i e bladde ca ed b he
underlying arterial flow of blood. LOP was determined on the
right leg. Data was analyzed using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics v.
26). In order to assess the effect of group on LOP, an independent
t-test was performed. Significance was set a priori to p < .05.

Significance
Previous BFR literature has not described the effects of
hypertension on LOP. The current study provides insight for
clinicians using BFR who may work with populations where
hypertension is prevalent. The results of this study conclude that
there is no significant difference in LOP between hypertensive
and normotensive populations. Thus, there is no particular
advisement on determining LOP in hypertensive populations
compared to normotensive populations.
References
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Re
a dD c
For the simple model the same energ
as stored in the spring
for simulations ith a range of masses for the upper segment
(Mass 2). Jump height as normali ed to ma imum jump height.
There as a mass hich produced optimal jump height, but
decreases in upper segment mass decreased jump height at a
greater rate than the decrease in jump height ith increasing
upper segment mass (Figure 2).

Normali ed J mp Height

I
d c
Anal sis of ma imum vertical jumping ith arm s ing identifies
t o mechanisms via hich jump height is increased due to the
arm s ing. One mechanism is that arm s ing produces
additional vertical energ , and the other is that arm s ing slo s
hip e tension hich ma permit muscles to ork on a more
favourable region of the force-velocit curve (Domire and
Challis, 2010). The second mechanism suggests that a heavier
upper bod could confer some advantage in ma imum vertical
jumping compared ith jumps ith a lighter upper bod . Pere Castilla et al. (2020) e amined jump heights ith added masses,
and hile jump height did decrease the decrease ith increasing
added mass as modest for the lo er masses added.
The purpose of this stud
as to e amine the influence of
upper bod mass on ma imum vertical jump performance.
Me d
T o simulation models ere used to e amine vertical jumping.
The first as a simple model comprised of t o masses separated
b a spring (Figure 1a). With this model the spring as
compressed and then released and the model jumped. The mass
of the upper bod as s stematicall varied and the jump height
for each mass determined. The second model as a previousl
validated muscle model driven direct d namics model (Domire
and Challis, 2007; Figure 1b). This model comprised four
segments and as actuated b eight muscles, each comprised of
a series elastic component and a Hill-t pe muscle model. With
this model the lo er limb inertial properties ere constant but the
properties of the upper bod (head, arms, and trunk) ere
s stematicall varied. The model as an optimal control model
here for each set of inertial properties the muscle activations
ere determined hich ma imi ed center of mass height and
velocit at the instant of take-off.

F
e 2: The normali ed jump height for the simple model as
upper segment model mass is increased.
Simulations ere performed ith the comple model ith
variations in the inertial properties of the upper bod
s stematicall varied. Similarl to the results from the simple
model as upper bod inertial properties ere either decreased or
increased there ere corresponding decreases in jump height.
When the upper bod inertial properties ere negligible jump
height as appro imatel 9% lo er than the jump height ith
the original model inertial properties. These results can be
e plained as ith lo er upper bod inertial properties the bod
is rapidl accelerated resulted in shorter times to generate jump
impulse, in the simulations ith a higher upper bod inertial
properties the jumps take longer allo ing the muscles longer time
to generate greater force thus obviating some of the constraints
due to the greater inertial properties.
S
ca ce
Ol mpic high jumpers are noted for their gracile ph siques (e.g.,
Khosla and Broom, 1985), these results suggest that simpl
having a smaller upper bod does not necessaril result in
increases in jump height.
Re e e ce
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F
e 1: The t o models of jumping a) the simple massspring-mass, and the b) the direct d namics optimal control
model.
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Introduction
The ability of a hammer thrower to achieve the distance thrown
is based upon the positions the thrower utilizes. Traditionally,
the furthest distances are obtained through the optimal use of
projectile-based release factors. Release factors include release
velocity, release angle, and release height. The importance of
release factors has been cited in sports science literature.[2-5]
The distance thrown is affected by athlete strength, athlete
anthropometrics, and technique.
This study investigated 1) the differences in release
variables of American hammer throwers between throw
distance groups and sex; and 2) the differences
(changes) in release variables over time of American hammer
throwers.

horizontal release velocity in 2019 (20.83±1.57m/sec, p=.034)
and 2018 (20.15±2.44m/sec, p=.005); that the vertical release
velocity in 2019 (18.16±1.24m/sec) was significantly faster
than in 2017 (15.79±1.91m/sec, p<.001) and 2016
(15.02±3.03m/sec, p<.001) and that that the vertical release
velocity in 2018 (18.10±1.83 m/sec) was significantly faster
than in 2017 (15.79±1.91m/sec, p=.002) and 2016
(15.02±3.03m/sec, p<.001); that 2017 (5.08±14.67m/sec)
throws were significantly further to the left of the center of the
sector than 2018 (-5.31±7.00m/sec, p<.001) and 2019 (3.90±4.50m/sec, p<.001); that throw release angle in 2016
(33.69±6.53°) was lower than during 2019 (41.10±2.05°,
p=.000), 2018 (42.06±5.35°, p<.001), and 2017(36.54±4.65°,
p=.000); and that throw release height was higher in 2016
(1.38±0.34m) than in 2017 (0.99±0.38m, p=.002),2018
(1.10±0.29m, p=.012), and 2019 (1.08±0.15m, p=.002).
One-way ANOVA determined that the vertical release
velocity (F1,1 =3.924, p=.05), horizontal release velocity (F1,1
=11.241, p=.001), release angle (F1,1 =10.513, p=.002) lateral
release velocity (F1,1 =14.675, p=.001) were significantly
different between females and males. Females had lower
vertical release velocity, greater horizontal release velocity,
lower release angles, and a lateral release velocity that placed
the hammer further to the right.
Release factor changes indicate that athletes are adopting more
strength and power-related strategies to achieve throw distance,
forsaking the optimal use of physics principals. Another
explanation could be related to the balance of the system as the
throw progresses to completion. An athlete who is part of an
unbalanced
hammer-thrower
system
will
employ
countermeasures to keep the throw progressing and legal.

Methods
The video from 94 hammer throws (52 female throws and 42
male throws) were analyzed. The footage was captured at the
2016-2019 USA Track and Field Olympic Trials and USA
Track and Field National Championships. Two high-speed
cameras capturing at 59.94 fps were used to record every throw.
Trimmed video was digitized using twenty-four anatomical
landmarks on the subject. Bivariate correlation and 1-way
ANOVAs analyzed the data. Significance was set at the .05
level. Throw distance groupings (TDG) were delineated as
follows: 75m & above, 70-74.99m, 65-69.99m, and below 65m.
Results and Discussion
Correlation analysis indicated relationships among variables
exist; however, the correlations were at the moderate to low end
of the scale.
One-way ANOVA determined that resultant release
velocity (F1,3 = 9.832, p<.001), vertical release velocity (F1,3 =
2.957, p=.011), and lateral release velocity (F1,3 = 3.964,
p<.001) differed among the TDG. Tukey post-hoc indicated
that resultant release velocity for throws for the 75m plus
distance (29.02±1.59°/sec) were faster than throws at the 7074.99m
(27.31±2.02°/sec,
p=.005),
65-69.99m
(26.51±1.65°/sec, p<.001), and below 65m (25.99±0.64°/sec,
p=.001) distances. Tukey post-hoc determined that vertical
release velocity for throws at the 75m plus (-5.86±6.61°/sec)
was significantly different than the 65-69.99m (0.63±7.66°/sec,
p<.001).Tukey posthoc indicated that lateral release velocity for
throws at the 75m plus (18.52±1.86°/sec) was significantly
higher than the 65-69.99m (16.32±2.23°/sec, p<.001).
One-way ANOVA determined that horizontal release
velocity (F1,3 = 4.206, p<.001), vertical release velocity (F1,3 =
15.262, p<.001), lateral release velocity (F1,3 = 7.65, p<.001),
release angle(F1,3 = 16.104, p<.001), and release height (F1,3 =
6.749, p=.000) significantly differed for the year thrown.Tukey
post-hoc testing determined that the horizontal release velocity
in 2017 (21.35±1.75m/sec) was significantly faster than the

Significance
Hammer throw technique appears to be changing. Athletes are
using less than optimal release characteristics.[1] The changes
may be the result of athlete strength or the athlete attempting to
maintain an unbalanced system until throw release. The
hammer throw athlete is unable to affect influence on the
implement once released. A suggestion for optimizing the
release factors is made to improve throw distance.
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Introduction
An estimated 600,000 youth athletes participate in ice hockey in
the United States each year, with rising popularity [1]. Ice hockey
has a high incidence of injury; estimated rates of concussion in
ice hockey are similar to those of American football [2,3]. Recent
increased interest in sports-related concussion has motivated
research to better understand the incidence of injury and sportspecific injury mechanisms. While the majority of hockey
athletes compete at the youth level, injury studies of pediatric
populations are limited [3-6]. This study quantified peak head
kinematics and impact, adding to existing knowledge of hockey
head impact exposure.
The introduction should provide basic
information about the field, and additional background with more
detail. Include background/context needed to support your
hypotheses. Clearly state the general problem that you are
addressing with this particular study. If you have hypotheses,
state them here. It s ok to use first person.

scenarios observed across the complete season, 465 (68%) were
classified as true positive impacts . Board checks (n = 113),
falls (n = 152), and ice checks (n = 165) represented 92% of all
true positive impacts. Table 1 depicts the median [95th percentile]
peak kinematics for the three most common impact types by head
contact.

LA
(g)

6.53 [33.2]

7.92 [47.1]

RV
(rad/s)

Methods
This study enrolled male athletes (ages 12-14) participating in a
local 14U hockey team for this study. Athletes were fit with a
custom instrumented mouthguard to wear for the duration of the
season. Each mouthguard features a tri-axial accelerometer and
gyroscope embedded within a rigid retainer material bonded to a
soft elastomer overlay. Acquisition was triggered when a
mouthguard received an impact greater than 5g and a total of 60
ms of data were recorded. This data was paired with timesynchronized video of each corresponding session to identify the
contact scenarios associated with the mouthpiece recorded event.
Impacts were defined as mouthpiece-recorded events that
occurred concurrently with a visually-verified contact scenario
involving the instrumented athlete. Analysis of the field data
follows the methodology detailed by Rich et al. (2019) [7].
Following data transformation, resultant time histories and
summary statistics associated with peak resultant values for
linear acceleration, rotational velocity, and rotational
acceleration were calculated and compared by contact scenario.

7.01 [27.7]

7.75 [18.8]

5.02 [15.3]

8.03 [18.0]

RA
(rad/s2)

Table 1: Median [95th percentile] linear acceleration (LA),
rotational velocity (RV), and rotational acceleration (RA) of the
three most common impact types.
Board Check
Ice Check
Fall (n=152)
(n=113)
(n=165)

544.7 [2613]

391.6 [2798]

606.9 [4243]

Significance
Across 58 total sessions during one 25-week season of play, our
instrumented mouthpiece collected 465 video-verified impacts
from 682 contact scenarios across seven athletes. The median
[95th percentile] linear acceleration, rotational velocity, and
rotational acceleration was 7.04 [33.4] g, 6.72 [17.7] rad/s, and
505.5 [3155] rad/s2 respectively. Overall impact rates ranged
from 1.38 to 2.94 impacts per session per athlete and were higher
in games than in practices, likely reflecting the role competition
plays in athletes willingness to check. This data represents the
first youth study to the authors knowledge to collect kinematic
data using an instrumented mouthpiece, which is associated with
improved skull coupling as compared to other wearable head
impact sensors [8].
Acknowledgments
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Konstantina Strates for her efforts in project management and
study coordination.

Results and Discussion
A total of 682 contact scenarios were observed from video across
all athletes. The three most common contact scenarios observed
from video were ice checks (n = 255), board checks (n = 211),
and falls (n = 179). Unintentional collisions with the boards (n =
15), punches (n= 9), and other head impacts (n= 13), accounted
for the remaining 5.4% of video-verified contact scenarios.
Impact rates were calculated per athlete exposure (AE) for each
athlete based on the number of video-verified contact scenarios
observed and the number of sessions each athlete attended, with
session attendance ranging from 34 total sessions to 49 total
sessions (45.14 ± 4.8). Impact rates varied between games and
practices (2.93 ± 0.6 and 1.20 ± 0.8 respectively). Of the 682
contact
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I
d c
Treadmill es s ha e been commonl sed in bo h clinical and
research se ings for gai anal sis. Prior o da a collec ion,
par icipan s are of en gi en ample ime o familiari e i h he
readmill condi ion and achie e a s able and consis en gai
pa ern. Familiari a ion ime is h s defined as a s a e ha no
significan kinema ic or kine ic differences are obser ed across
s rides. [1] Mean hile, differen
pes of r nning shoes ma
ha e a discernible infl ence on he r nning biomechanics.
Therefore, i is impor an o ens re ha he par icipan is
familiar i h he es foo ear condi ion so ha errors o he
o comes are a oided. Ho e er, d e o he lack of e idence,
here is no consens s on a s gges ed readmill familiari a ion
ime hen e perimen ing i h a readmill r nning condi ion
i h differen pes of r nning shoes. This s d in es iga ed
he change in he lo er limb kinema ics in a gro p of reg lar
readmill r nners hen r nning in o no el shoe condi ions s.
heir s al shoes. We aimed o pro ide e idence s gges ing a
s fficien readmill familiari a ion ime for differen shoe
models. We h po hesi ed ha differen readmill familiari a ion
ime o ld be req ired hen r nning i h differen pes of
r nning shoes.

Differences in s mme r al es for he ankle, knee, and hip
ere compared sing
o- a repea ed-meas res ANOVA
[r nning shoes (3 le els)
ime (10 le els)], respec i el . If
indica ed, pos -hoc paired - es s i h Bonferroni adj s men
ere cond c ed be een consec i e min es. A significance
le el as se as p 0.05.
Re
a dD c
There as no significan in erac ion effec of r nning shoes
ime, nor he main effec in shoes. A significan main ime effec
as obser ed in he ankle, knee, and hip, hich s gges ed ha
indi id als needed ime o familiari e he readmill r nning
regardless of he foo ear condi ion. A paired - es sho ed ha
a leas 6 min es ere req ired o achie e s able kinema ics in
he lo er limb (Fig re 1).

A

ej i

Trend Symmetry Index

Minimalist

Me h d
Ele en o ng ad l s (age: 26.1 4.1 ears) i h reg lar r nning
e perience comple ed hree 10-min e r nning rials a heir
preferred r nning speed (8.36 6.36 km/h) on an ins r men ed
readmill (AMTI, Wa er o n, MA, USA). Three differen pes
of shoes ere sed in a randomi ed order, incl ding heir s al
r nning shoes, one pair of minimalis shoes (Brand), hich is
charac eri ed as minimal amo n of foo arch s ppor and lo
heel- oe drop, and one pair of ma imalis shoes (Brand), hich
pro ides e ra c shioning han s al shoes.
Join kinema ic da a from he dominan leg as sampled a
200 H sing an iner ial meas remen ni (IMU) based mo ioncap re s s em (Nora on, Ari ona, USA) and fil ered a 12 H
[2]. The IMUs ere placed on bila eral fee , shanks and highs,
and he pel ic girdle. S nchroni ed gro nd reac ion force
(GRF) as sampled a 1,000 H and fil ered a 50 H .
Time of ini ial foo -gro nd con ac as defined as he ime
he er ical GRF e ceeded 50 N. [3] Ankle, knee and hip join
angles in he sagi al plane
ere segmen ed and imenormali ed o each gai c cle, and he firs en gai c cles in
e er min e r nning ere e rac ed for f r her anal sis. [2]
We compared he ime-normali ed ankle, knee, and hip
join angle c r e be een e er
o consec i e s rides in a
gi en min e b calc la ing rend s mme r (TS). [4] TS is a
q an i a i e meas re of pa ern similari be een en ire gai
c cles, hich offers a comprehensi e comparison of he
kinema ic c r es be een condi ions. A al e of ero indica es
perfec as mme r , and one indica es perfec s mme r . TS
0.95 indica es highl s mme rical gai c cles. [2]

1.00

*

i Sagi a

a e

Maximalist

*

*

*

3

4

5

Usual shoes

*
0. 5

0. 0

1

2

6

Time (min)
F g e 1: Trend s mme r inde of ankle kinema ics in he sagi al
plane for hree r nning shoes. * indica es significance from paired - es
i h Bonferroni adj s men
ere cond c ed be een consec i e
min es ( <0.05).

S g f ca ce
O r preliminar res l s sho ed ha here as no difference in
he familiari a ion period req ired for differen pes of r nning
shoes
hen r nning a readmill. A leas a 6-min e
familiari a ion ime is req ired for readmill r nning regardless
of he pe of r nning shoes. F re anal sis of changes in 3dimensional kinema ics i h larger sample si e is arran ed.
Refe e ce
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In rod c ion
Q ali for ard ka ing ar are e en ial o ice hocke in order
o l ima el o -pace opponen . Ska ing ar req ire a
di inc i e pa ern of locomo ion in order for ka er o prod ce
fficien gro nd reac ion force de pi e lo ice rface fric ion.
I ha been e abli hed ha kinema ic difference e i be een
high-caliber male and female hocke pla er d ring ka ing
ar , par ic larl d ring he fo r h ep [1]. De pi e he
comple i of ka ing mo emen , in er- egmen coordina ion
d ring ka ing a k i no ell e abli hed ho gh i ma hold
implica ion for more efficien and effec i e mo emen pa ern .
The objec i e of hi
d
a o compare lo er e remi
in er- egmen coordina ion be een male and female highcaliber ice hocke pla er d ring for ard ka ing ar . I a
h po he i ed ha difference
o ld e i in coordina ion
be een male and female , i h male pla er likel more o of-pha e.

he mode of coordina ion (more in-pha e or o -of-pha e) eem
o depend on he direc ion. Male ha e pre io l demon ra ed
ignifican l ider ep id h d ring ep fo r; a more in-pha e
mode of coordina ion of hank- a a / higha egmen
ma con rib e o hi b pro iding increa ed abili . Pre io
die ha e gge ed ha female ma ha e le coordina ion
ariabili [2] hich i reinforced b maller change in CRP in
la e ance/earl reco er pha e . Male al o demon ra ed more
o -of-pha e coordina ion of
hank- a a / high- a a
egmen . More o -of-pha e coordina ion i con idered more
ariable and ma allo pla er o more readil adap o and
acco n for change in gro nd reac ion force and fric ion a he
pla er p he again he ice. The finding of hi
d can help
impro e nder anding of ho male are able o genera e grea er
for ard accelera ion d ring heir ini ial ka ing ep .
Fig re 1: Gro p
mean for CRP of
hank- a a / higha egmen
d ring ep 4 of a
for ard ka ing ar
for male (red, olid
line ) and female
(black, da hed line )
gro p . The pink
haded area
repre en one
andard de ia ion
for he male gro p,
do ed line
repre en one
andard de ia ion
for he female gro p.

Me hods
Ten high-calibre female and nine high-calibre male hocke
pla er
ere recr i ed. An 18-camera Vicon mo ion cap re
em a
ed o collec for ard ka ing da a on an indoor ice
rface. Par icipan began on he bl e line and ere in r c ed
o perform a for ard ar , ka ing i h ma imal effor o he ne
bl e line (15.3 m). Da a ere ampled a 240H and 30 pa i e
re ro-reflec i e marker ere ed.
Con in o Rela i e Pha e (CRP) a calc la ed for he
fo r h ep of each rial, regardle
of limb, for hanka a / high- a a and hank- agi al/ higha egmen
b de ermining he ab ol e difference in pha e angle of he
egmen . Pha e angle
ere comp ed
ing he Hilber
ran form approach i h al e clo er o 180 con idered more
o -of-pha e and al e clo er o 0 more in-pha e. Principal
componen anal i (PCA) e rac ed impor an charac eri ic
from he CRP a eform called principle componen and
indi id al a eform
ere cored again
he e principal
componen (PC- c e ). Hierarchical linear model in e iga ed
rela ion hip be een PC- c e and e af er con rolling for
peed, i h indi id al rial le el da a en ered in o he model and
cl ered i hin par icipan
o allo for ariabili
o be
par i ioned bo h i hin and be een par icipan .

Significance
Wi h omen ice hocke eadil gro ing in pop lari , a be er
nder anding of kinema ic difference be een male and female
pla er i
arran ed. Training program be er ailored o he
need of he e a hle e can help o impro e kill and rai e o erall
le el of pla a
ell a po en iall decrea e ri k of inj r , a
female hocke pla er ha e a higher incidence of inj r [3].
E abli hing pa ern of in er- egmen coordina ion in for ard
ka ing ill con rib e o he o erall nder anding of h man
locomo ion.

Res l s and Disc ssion
For hank- a a / high- a a PC1- c e , adding e
ignifican l impro ed he model (p=0.00). Male
ere
a ocia ed i h higher PC1- c e hich indica ed a higher CRP
(more o -of-pha e) hro gho he en ire ride.
For hank- a a / higha PC3- c e , he model a
ignifican l impro ed b adding e (p=0.019). PC3 repre en
he difference in CRP from la e ance o reco er . Male had
lo er PC3- c e , indica ing ha he
ere more in-pha e
d ring la e ance.
The e re l
ppor he h po he i ha difference e i
be een male and female in er- egmen coordina ion. Ho e er,
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Introduction
The front kick in martial arts is a kick executed by lifting the
knee straight forward while keeping the foot and shin either
hanging freely or pulled to the hip, and then straightening the leg
in front of the practitioner and striking the target area [1]. It is
desirable to retract the leg immediately after delivering the kick,
to avoid the opponent trying to grapple the leg and (unless a
combination is in the process) to return to a stable fighting stance.
In Taekwondo, the front kick bears the name Ap Chagi. It is
distinct from the push kick (Mireo Chagi) in that the power
should be delivered instantaneously [2], [3]. The main goal of this
study was to evaluate whether there were differences in the front
kicking kinematics of lower limb joints (hip, knee, and ankle)
executed by professional Kyorugi Taekwondo players.

at 24% and 61% of trial time. Results present maximum hip
flexion (87.65°±7.1°) happened at minimum knee extension
(3.1°±2.2°) at 39% of front kick normalized time. These results
show professional Taekwondo players follow certain kinematics
patterns to executed effective and correct techniques. Based on
our results, the kinematics relationship between hip and knee can
reveal the various characteristics of athletics. In addition, the
kinematics characteristics of professional athletics. These
patterns can be used as patterns where coaches and physiologists
evaluate the amateur and injured athletics, respectively.
Significance
According to our results, kinematics executions strategies for
certain movements (front kick) can change motor control and
kicking efficacy. Analyzing this kind of research and
understanding of motor control patterns can improve the
knowledge of athletics and coaches to better performance in
training and learning strategies. The recognition of kinematic
patterns and coordination between joints can reveal athletics
levels of injuries. In addition, this type of study of training
strategy and motor control knowledge can reduce sports injuries
during matches or training. This study presents the motor control
and joint kinematics pattern during Taekwondo front kick (Ap
Chagi).

Hip Angular
Position (deg)

Methods
Fifteen Taekwondo black belt (M ± SD: age 26.0±3.1 years,
mass 69.9±8.7 kg, height 173.6±5.8 cm) executed front kick (Ap
Chagi) with their dominant legs [4]. The kinematics and kinetics
data were recorded using eight high-speed cameras (VICON,
Oxford, UK, 120 Hz). Thirty-nine reflective markers were
attached to bony landmarks according to plug-in gait model
markers. In order to facilitate the analysis, the time of trials
normalized to the percentage. Inverse kinematics was used to
evaluate the lower limb kinematics during the front kick. Mean
and standard deviation were used to represents the lower limb
kinematics during the front kick cycles.
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Figure 1: The average of ankle, knee, and hip joint angles during
Taekwondo front kick (Ap Chagi). The shaded areas represent one
standard deviation.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 represents lower extremity kinematics variables
during the Taekwondo front kick (Ap Chagi). Hip abductionadduction and hip extension-flexion were observed with one apex
at 39% while knee extension-flexion observed with two apexes
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Introduction
Skating-related exercises have a very specific technique,
neuromuscular and physiological responses. The low crouched
position during skating and long phase of isometric contraction
results in high intramuscular forces and reduced blood perfusion
in the working limbs [Foster, 1999]. Despite the importance of
this fact, the number of studies investigating skating-specific
performance are still limited. The lack of studies could be related
to difficulties in reproducing the skating movement in the
laboratory, or to control test conditions and measurements on an
ice track [Foster et al, 1993]. To overcome this limitation, the use
of a slide board to simulate skating movement is a feasible
alternative as maximal and submaximal physiological responses
on a slide board are similar to real skating [Piucco et al. 2018,
2017a, 2017b]. However, comparison between the skating
technique simulated on a slide board and real skating still remains
to be established. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the
2D kinematics of skating on the slide board compared to skating
on a treadmill at three different intensities.

Results and Discussion
Mean values at each intensity are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Knee (KNE), hip (HIP), trunk (TRK) flexion and hip abduction
(ABD) angles for thresholds (VT1 and VT2) and maximal intensities
Slide Board
Treadmill
KNE
HIP

VT1
136.4±5
60.5±4

VT2
131.1±6*
57.3±4*

Max
130.3±7*
56.7±5*

VT1
131.5±7
59.5±5

VT2
123.8±7
53.0±4

Max
118.7±9
47.8±4

TRK

40.0±14

28.9±8

27.4±6

44.7±15

37.6±13

35.2±9*

35.8±4

42.1±5

46.6±5

ABD 48.8±2* 51.0±1*
51.9±1*
* significantly higher values (ES >0.8).

High c ela i
( 0.7) be ee lide b a d a d ead ill
were found for TRK at VT1 and ABD at VT2.
Postural adjustment at each intensity was similar between
slide board and treadmill skating as the KNE, HIP and TRK
angles decreased and ABD angle increased with increase in
workload for both treadmill and slide board skating.

Methods
Eleven well-trained speed skaters (17.6 ±0.7 years, 61.6 ±
6.4 kg) performed a skating incremental test to exhaustion on a
slide board and on a treadmill. The first and second ventilatory
thresholds (VT1 and VT2) and maximal skating intensities (Max)
were determined for each athlete. Two video cameras were
positioned in the frontal and sagittal views. The athletes skated
for 3 minutes at each intensity while 1-minute video was recorded
at 120 frames per second. The relative knee flexion (KNE),
absolute trunk and hip flexion (TRK and HIP), and the absolute
abduction angle of the hip (ABD) for each intensity were
analysed using the software Kinovea 0.8.15 (Figure 1).

Significance
The results of this work showed that the 2D kinematics of
skating on a slide board is similar to real skating at different
intensities. These findings support the use of a slide board as an
ergometer to evaluate skating-related exercise, such as speed
skating, hockey, skate skiing and figure skating, as it mimics the
technique and physiological responses of real skating.
This is particularly important for training prescription as
physiological and neuromuscular adaptations are specific to the
activity itself, and exercise prescription from cycling or running
tests results are not suitable for skaters.
Some limitations to this study include the lack of information
related to rotational movement, as well as other kinematics
parameter such as angular and linear velocities. The muscle
recruitment strategy during skating on a slide board versus
skating on a treadmill should also be considered in future
investigations.
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